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28 L. D. 453.
Christofferson, Peter (3 L. D. 329); modified, 6
L. D. 284, 624.
Ciailin v. Thompson (28 L. D. 279); overruled, 23
L. D. 693.
Claney v. Ragland (38 L. D. 550); 43 L. D. 486.
Clarke, C. W. (32 L. D. 233)1 overruled so far as
in conflict, 51 L. D. 51.
Cline v. Urban (29 IL. D. 96); overruled, 46:L. D.
492.
Cochran v. Dwyer (9 L. D. 478); see 39 L. 3. 162
223.
;-;
Coffin,. Mary E. (34 L. D. 564); overruled so far as
in conflict,
L. D. 51.
"
Colorado, State of (7 L. D. 490); overruled, 9 L. D.
408.
yOook, Thomas C. (10 L. D. 324); see Z%9
L. D. 162,
Cooke v. Villa (17 L. D. 210); vacated, 19 L. D.
442.
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Cooper, John W. (15 L. D. 285); overruled,' 25 L.'
D. 113.
Cooper Bullion and Morning Star Lode Mining
Claims (35 L. D. 27); see 39 L. D.: 574.
Porliss . Northern Pacific RE;R. Co. (23 LiD. 265);
vacated, 26 L. D. 652.
Cornell v. Chilton (1 L. D. 153); overruled, 6tL.D.
483.
Cowles v. Huff (24 L. D. 81); modified, 28 L. D. 515.
Cox, Allen H. (30 L. D. 90, 468); vacated, 31 L. D.
114.
Crowston v. Seal (5 L. D. 213); overruled, 18 L.,D.
566.
Culligan a.State of Minnesota (34 L. D. 22); modifled, 34 L. D. 151.
Cunningham, John (32 L. D. 207); modified, 32
L. D. 456.
Dailey Clay Products fCo., The (48 L. D. 429,
431); overruled so far as in conflict, 50 L. D. 656.
Dakota Central R. H. Co. v. Downey (8:L. D,
115); modified, 20 L. D. 131.
Davis, Heirs of (40 L. D. 573); overruled, 46 L. D.
110.

.

De Long a. Clarke (41 L. D.; 278); modified, 45
L. D. 54.
Dempsey, Charles H. (42 L. D. 215); modified, 43
L. D. 300.
Dennison and Willits (11 C. L. 0. 261); overruled,
26 L. D. 122.
Deseret Irrigation Co. et al. v. Sevier River Land
and Water Co. (40 L. D. 463); overruled, .51
L. D, 27.Devoe, Lizzie A. (5 L. D. 4); modified, 5 L.ID. 423.
Dickey, Ella I. (22 L. D. 351); overruled, 32 IL. D.
331.
Dierks, Herbert (36 L. D. 367); overruled by the
usnreported case. of Thomas J. Guigham, March
11, 1930.
Dixon vi. Dry Gulch Irrigation Co. (45
3L. 4D
4);
overruled, 51 L. D. 27.
Douglas and Other Lodes (34 L. D. 556); modified,
43 L. D. 128.
Dowman a. Moss (19 L. D. 526); overruled, 25 L.
3D.32.
i
i '
Dudymott v. Kansas Pacific R. R. Co. (5 C. L. 0.
69); overruled, I L. D. 345.
Dunphy, Elijah M. (8 L. D. 102); overruled, 36'
L. D.3)561.
Dyche v. Beleele (24 L. D. 494); modified, 43 L. D.
56.
:
I I I
- .1 I
Dysart,. Francis J. (23 L. D. 282); modified, 25
L. D. 188.
:L
East Tintic Consolidated Mining Co., (41 L. D.
255); -vacated, 43 L. D. 80.
Easton, Francis E. (27 L. D. 600); overruled, 30
*L. D. 355.
El Paso Brick Co. (37 L. D. 155); overruled so far
as in conflict, 40 L. D. 193.
*Elliott v. Ryan (7 L. D. 322); overruled, 8 L. D..
110. (See 9. L. D. 360.)
Emblem v. Weed (16 L. D. 28); modified, 17L.
LD.
Mo220. .
Epley v. Trick (SIL. D. 110); overruled, 9 L. D: 360.
Erhardt, Finsans (36 L. D. 134); overruled, 38
L.D. 406.
Esping. v. Jbhnson (37 L. D. 709); dverhied, 41
L. D. 289.
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rRickard (1)L. D. 146); overruled, 6 L. D.
Ewing v.
'
;'
.
y : * 483.''
: Faeoner c. Price (19 L. D. 167); overruled, 24 1V.
D .264..;'t
'
Fargo No. 2 Lod'e laims (37 L. D. 464);. Thodifi6d,
:43 L. D. 12.
H. (37 L. D. 210);' overruled, 43
itebes,; uJames
1 .D.1S3.
et ci. v; Hoge ei c; (18 L. D. 81); overruled,
0 FerrelD

23 LD.,r 361.<
Fette v. Christiansen (29 L. D. 710); overruled, 34

';;

;ff

TL.

D. 167. '

Fish, Mary (10 L. D. 606); modified, 13 L. D. 511.
Fisher v. Heirs ofRIule.(42 L.'D. 62, 64); vacated,
: :;
43 L'. D. 21.7
t~t'Fitch v. Sioux City dand Pacific R. RI. Co (216:L.
*::'
du; R. 184); overruled, 17 L. D; 43.
0 and
*
Flemiflg v. Bowe (13 L. ID. 78); overrule'd, 23 Ii
-fD. 175.
*;
Florida, State'of (17 L. D. 355); reversed,1 L. D,
76.;
Flbrida; State of (47 L.iD. 92, 63); overruled so far
as in conflict, 51 L. D. 291.
*
Florida Mesa Ditch Co. (14 L.c D. 265); overriuled,
*-; i
27 L. D. 421.
*
Fiorida Railway and Navigation Co. v. Miller (3
'
* L. D. 324); modified, 6 L. D. 716; overruled, 9
L. -D. 237.
Forgeot, Margaret (7 L. D. 280); overruled, 10 L.
:
S:
"
D. 629. f i 3
Fort Boise Hay Reservatioh (6 L: D. 16); overruled, 27 L. D. 505.
Freenan, Flossie (40 L. D. 106); overruled, 41'Li
.
ID.63.
Freeman v. Texas Pacific R. R. Co. (2 L. D .550)
;overruled,7;:L. D. 18.'
k0FrySilas A; (45 L. D. 20); modified, 51 LI.D. 581.
Galliher, Marie (8 C: L. .; 57); overruled, 1 Li-D:
17.
Gallup v.oNorthern Pacific Ry. Co. (unpuhlisbed);
overruled so far as in conflict, 47 L. D; 304.
* Garlis v. Borin- (21 L. D: 542); see: 39 L. D. 162, 225.
Garrett, Joshua (2 C. L. 0. 1065); overruled, 5 L.
'
*D. 158.
Garvey vc Tuiska (41,L. D. 510); modified, 43 L.
;:f:
;:
D55229 ....':4;
*Gates v. California and Oregon R. R. Co. (5C. L.
-0. 150);.'overruled, i L. D. 336.'
zGauger, Henry (10 L. D. 221); overruled, 24 iL.
* t
:
t
e
. * <D. 8t:.
' Gohrman v. Ford (8 C. L. 0. 6); overruled,; 4 L.
D.580.
Golden Chief "A" Placer Claim (35 L. D. 557);
modified, 37 L. D. 250.
G
doldstein v. Juneau Town Site (23 L. D. 417): va: cated, 31 L. D. 88.
;
*:
Gotebo Town Site v. Jones (35 L. D. 18); modified
37 L. D. 560.
* Gowdy v. Connell (27 L. D. 56); vacated,; 28 L.
: D. 246.
Gowdy v. Gilbert (19 L. Di 17; overruled, 26 It. D
;40 0 000 ; 453., ;' ' -"
Gowedy et al v. Kismet Gold Mining Co. (22 L D.
624); modified, 24 L. D. 191.
Grampian Lode (1 L. D. 544); overruled, 256 . D.
495..
*l

0
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Gregg et al v. State of Colorado (15 L. ID.151);; modified, 30 L. D. 310.
GrinnelD v. Southern Pacific. R. R. Co. (22 L. D.
438); vacated, 23 L. D. 489.
*Ground 1og Lodev. Parole and Morning Star
Lodes '(8 L. D. 430); overruled, 34 L. D. 568.
(See R.It. Rousseau, 47,L. D. 590.) ..
Guidney, Alcide (8 C. L. 0. 157); overruled, 40
*
L 0. 399.
Gulf and Ship Island R. RI Co. (16 L. D.' 236);
* ;
modified, 19-L. D. 534. 1
Gustafson, O9of (45 L. D. 456); modified, 46 L. D.
442.
Halvorson, Halfor K. (39 L. D. 456); °ierruled,
1 41 L. D` 505.
Handsbrough, Eenry C. (5 L. D. 161); overnled,

29:L. D. 59.

D
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Hardee, D. C. (7 L. D. 1); overruled, 29 L. D. 698.
Hardee v. United States (8 I,. D. 391; 16 L. :D 499);
overruled, 29 L. D. 698.
ardin, Jamnes A. '(t0 L. D. 313); revoked, 14 L. D
233.
Harris, Jaimes G. (28 L. ID.96); overruled, 39 L.iD.
Harrison, Luther (4 L. D. 179); overruled, 17 L. -D.
t '.
E ; -- ;
-216. -- 9 :
Harrison, W. IR. (19 L. D. 299); overruled, 33 L. D.
71
539:
Hart v. Cox (42 L. D. 592); vacated, 260 U. S. 427.
;'(See'49 L: D. 413.)
Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co.:v. Christenson et al.
!(22 L. D. 257); overruled, 28 L. D. 572.'
Hayden v. Jamison (24 L. D. 403); vacated, 26 L. D.
373.
Heilman v. Syverson (15 L.AD. 184);'overrdled, 23
L. D. 119.;'
Heinaman et al. v. Letroadec's Heirs et ao. (28 L. D.
497);:overruled, 38L.iD..253.
Heirs of Davis (40 L. D. 573); overruled, 46 L. D.
110.

Heirs of Philip Mulnix (33 L. D: 331); overruled.
43 L1.6D 32.
'Heirs of Stevenson a. Ceiningham (32 L. D.
650); modified, 41 L. D. 119. (See 43 L. D. 196.)
Heirs of Talkington v. Hempffing (2. L. D :46);
overruled, 14 L. D. 200.
Heirs of Vradenburg et al. a. Orr eitcl. (25 L. D. 323);
overruled, 38 It. D. 263: '
Helmer, Inkerman (34 L. D. 341); mddifiel, 42
1D. 472.
Henderson, John W. (40 L. D. 518); vacated, 43
106. (See.44 L.'D:112, and 49 ,L. D. 484.)
L..
Henning, Nellie J. (38 L. D. 443, 445); recalled and
vacated, 39 L. D. 211..
Herman v. Chase et al. (37 L. P. 590); overruled, 43
L. D. 246.,
Herriik, Wallace H. (24 L. D. 23); overruled, 25
L. D. 113.
Hess, Hoy, Assignee (46 L. Di 421); overruled, 51
L. D. 287,.
Hickey, M. A., et ai. (3 L. D. 83); modified, 5 It. ID.
256.
Hildreth,' Henry (45 L. D. 464); vacated, 46 L D. 17;
Hindman, Ada;L (42 L. D. 327); vacated in part
43 L. D.t1.9
D, 405); vacated, 43 L. D.
DL.
Hoglund, Svan (42
538.
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Holden, Thomas A. (16 L. D. 493); overruled, 29
L. D. 166.
Holland, G. W. (6 L. D. 20); overruled, 6 L. -D.
639; 12 L. D. 436.
Hollensteiner, Walter (38 L. D. 319); overruled, 47
L. D. 260.
Holsuan, v.. Central Montana MinesiCo, (34 L. D.
568); overruled so far as in conflict, 47 L. D. 590.
Hon v. Martinas (41 L. D. 119); modified, 43 L. D.
197.
Hooper, Henry (6 L. D. 624), modified, 9 L. B.
86, 284.
Housman, Peter A. C. (37 ,. D. 352); modified,; 48
L. D. 629.
Howard, Thomas (3L. D. 409); see 39 L; D. 162, 225.
Howard v. Northern Pacific R. R. Co. (23 L. D. 6);
overruled, 28 L. D. 126. .
Howell, John H. (24 L. D. 35); overruled; 28 L. B.
204.

-

.

.

EHowell, L. C. (39 L. D. 92);see39 LD. 411.
Hey, Assignee of fless (46 L. D. 421); overruled, 51
L. D. 287.
Hughes e. Greathead (43 Lf. . 497); vacated, 49
L. D. 413. (See 260 U.1S. 427.)
Hull et ol. v. Ingleo (24 L. P. 4Q4);: overruled, 30
L. D. 251.
Huls, Clara (9 L. D. 401);. modified, 21 L. D. 377.
Hyde, F. A. (27 L. D.. 472); vacated, 28 L. ,.284.
'Hyde, F. A., et ao i(40 L. D.. 284); overruled, 43
L. D. 381.
Hyde et al. a.:Warren et ol. (14L. D: 576; 15 L. P.
415); see 19 L. D. 64.
Ingram, John D. (37 L. D. 475); see 43 L. D. 544.
Inman v. Northern Pacific R. RI. Co. (24,L. D. 318);
overruled, 28 L. D.. 95.
Iowa Railroad Land Co. (23 L. D 79; 24DL. B.
125); vacated, 29 L. D. 79.
Jacks v. Belard et o/. (29 L. D >369); tacated, 30
L. D. 345.
Jackson Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific RI B.. Co. (40
L. D. 529); overruldd, 42 L. D. 317.
Johnson v. South Dakota (17 L. D. 411); 6verruled,
41 L. B. 22.
Jones, James A. (3 L. D. 176); overruled, 8 L: D.
448.

Jones v. Kennett (6 L. D. 688); overruled, 14 L. D.
429.'
Kackniann. Peter (1 L. D. 84); overruled, 16 L. D.
464.
Kemper v. St. Paul and Pacific R. B1. Co. (2 0.
'
L. L. 805); overruled, 18t. D .101.King v. Eastern Oregon Land Ccl (23 L. D. 579);
modified, 30 L. D. 19.
Kinsinger v. Peck (11 L. D. 202); see 39 L D. 162,
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Kiser v. oeech(17 L. D.l 25); 'overruled, 23 L. D.
::
. '.:.,
,
119.
Knight, Albert B., et fl. (30 L. D. 227); overruled,
31 L. D. 64.
Knight v. Heirs of Knight (39 L. D. 362, 491; 40
L. D. 461); overruled, 43 L. D. 242.
Kniskern v. Hastings and Dakota Ry. Co. (B 0. L.
0. .50); overruled, 1 L. D. 362.
Kolberg, Peter F. (37 L. D. 453)); overruled, 43
'
:
-L. D. 181.
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Krigbaum, James T. (12 L. D. 617); overruled, 26
'
L. D. 448.
Lackawanna Placer Claim (36 L.BD. 36); overruled,
37 L. D. 715.
Lamb v. Ullery (10 L. D. 528); overruled, 32 L. D.
331.

.

.

Largent, Edward B., et al. (13 L. D. 397); overruled, 42 L. D. 321,.
Larson, Syvert (40 L. D. 69); overruled, 43 L. D.
;
,1
'
242. :
Lasselle v. Missouri, Kansas and'Texas Ry. Co.
(3 C. L. O. 10); overruled, 14IL. D. 278.
Las Vegas Grant (13 L. D. 646; 15 L. D. 58); re:
.
voked, 27 L. D. 683.
Laughlin, Allen (31 L. D. 256); overruled, 41 L. D.
.
361.
Laughlin e. Martin (18 L. D. 112); modified, 21
L. B. 40.
Law v. State of Utah (29 L.BD. 623); overruled, 47
L. D. 359.
Lemmons, Lawson H. (19 IL.D. 37); overruled, 26
L. D. 389.
Leonard, Sarah (I L. D. 41); overruled, 16 L. D.
464.:
Lindberg, Anna C. (3 L. D. 95); modified, 4 L. D.
299.
Linderman v. Wait (6 L. D. 689); overruled, 13
L. D. 459.
*Linhart v. Santa Fe Pacific R. R. Co. (36 L. D.
41);.overruled, 41 L. D. 284. (See 43 L. D. 536.)
Little Pet Lode (4 L. D. 17); overruled, 25 L.B.,
550..

Lock Lode (6 L. D. 105); overruled, 26 L. D. 123.
Lockwood, Francis A.:(20 t.. D. 361); modified, 21
L. D. 200.
Lonergan v. Shockley (33 L. D. 238); overruled, 34
L. D. 314; 36 L. D. 199.
Louisiana, State of (8 L. DE.126); modified, 9 L. D.
157.
Louisiana, State of (24 L. D. 231); vacated, 26
L. D. 5.
Louisiana, State of (47 L. B. 366); overruled so far
as in conflict, 51 L. D. 291.
Louisiana, State of (48 L. D. 201); overruled so far
as in conflict, 51 L: D. 291.
Lucy B. Hussey Lode (5 L.'D. 93); overruled, 25
'L. D. 495.
Luton, James W. (34 L. D. 468),; overruled, i 35
L. D. 102.
Lyman, Mary 0. (24 L. D. 493); overruled, 43
;
--:
I
L. D. 221.
Lynch, Patrick '(7 L. I). 33); overruled, 13 L. D.
713.
188); overruled, 27
3D
Madigan, Thomas: (8'Li
L. D. 448.
Maginnis, Charlbs P. (31 L. D. 222); overruled, 35
L, D. 399.
Maginnis, John S. (32 L- D.B 14); modified, 42
L. D. 472.
Maher, John M. (34 L. D. 342); modified, 42 L. D.
472.
Mahoney, Timothy (41 L. D. 129); overruled, 42
L. D. 313.
Makela, Charles (46 L. D. 509); extended, 49 L. D.
244.
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Makemson v. Snider's Heirs (22 L. D. 511); over.
ruled, 32 L. D. 650.
Malone Land and Water Co. (41 L D. 138); overr uled in part, 43 L. D. 110.
Maney, John J. (35 L. D. 250); modified, 48 L. D.
153.
Maple, Frank (37 L. D. 107); overruled, 43 L. D.
X
181.
Martin v. Patrick (41 L. D. 284); overruled, .43
i L. D. 536.
Mason v. Cromwell (24 L. D. 248); vacated, 26
L. D.!369.;
Masten, E. C. (22 L. D. 337); overruled, 25 L. D.

*0

*:

Mather et al. v. Hackley's Heirs; (15 L. D. 487);
vacated, 19 L. D. 46.
Maughan, George W. (1 L. D. 25); overruled,
7 L. D. 94.
Maxwell and Sangre de Cristo Land Grants (46
-L. D. 301); modified, 48 L. D. 88.
McCalla v. Acker (29 L. D. 203); vacated, 30 L. D.
277.
McCornick, William S. (41 L. D. 661, 666); vacated
43 L. D. 429.
*IvMcCraney v. Heirs of Hayes (33 L. D. 21); overruled, 41L. D. 119. (See 43 L. B. 196.)
McDonald, Roy, et al. (34 L. D. 21); overruled, 37
L. D. 285;
iMcDonogh School Fund (11 L. D. 378); over'ruled, 30 L. D. 616. (See 35 L. D. 399.)
McFadden :d al. v. Mountain View Mining and
Milling Go. (26 L. D. 530); vacated, 27 L. D. 358.
McGee, Edward D. (17 L. D. 285); overruled, 29
L. D. 166.
McGrann, Owen (5 L. D. 10); overruled, 24 L. D;
502.
McGregor, Carl (37 L.. D. 693); overruled, 38 L. D.
148.
MoKernan v. Bailey (16 TL.D. 368); overruled,
17 L. D. 494.
*McKittrick Oil Co. v. Southern Pacific R. R. Co.
(37 L. D. 243); overruled, 40 L. D. .528. (See
42 L. D. 317.)
McNamara et sl. v. State of California (17 L. D
296); overruled, 22 L. D. 666.
McPeek v. Sullivan et al. (25 LT.D. 281); overruled,
36 L. D. 26.
*Mee v. Hughart ef al. (23 L. D. 455); vacated, 28
L. D. 209. In effect reinstated, 44 L. D. 414, 487;
46 L. D. 434; 48 L. D. 195, 346, 348; 49 L. D. 260,
,
662.
Meeboer e. Heirs of Schut (35 L. D. 335); over119. (See-43 L. D. 196.)
B.
ruled, 41 L.
Mercer v. Buford Townsite (35 L. D. 119); over, ruled, 35 'L. D. 649.
Meyer, Peter (6L. D. 639); modified, 12 L. D. 436.
Meyer v. Brown (15 L. D. 307); see 39: L. D. 162,
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Miller, Edwin J. (35 L. D. 411); overruled, 43 L. D.
181.
Miller v. Sebastian (19 L. BD.288); overruled, 26
L. D. 448.
Miimer and North Side R. R. Co. (36 LT.D. 488);
overruled, 40 L. D. 187.
Milton et al. v. Lamb (22 L. D. 339); overruled,
25 L. D. 550.
Milwaukee, Lake Shore and; Western Ry. Co. (12
TL.D. 79); overruled, 29 L. D. 112.

CASES

Miner v.: Mariott et al. (2 L. D. 709); modified, 28
L. D. 224.
Minnesota and Ontario Bridge Company (30 L. D.'
77); no longer followed, 50 L. D. 359;
Mitchell v. Brown (3 L. D. 65); overruled, 41
L. D. 396. (See 43 L. D. 520.)
Monitor Lode (18 L. D. 358); overruled,'25KL-.'D.
495.
Moore, Charles H. (16 L. D. 204); overruled, 27
L. D. 482.
Morgan a. Crdig (10 C. L. 0. 234); overruled, 5 L.
D. 303.
Mdrgan v. Rowland (37 L. D. 90); overruled, 37
L. D. 618.
Moritz v. Hinz (36 L. D. 410); vacated, 37 L. D.
.382.
Morrison, Charles S. (36 L. D. 126); modified, 36
L.: D. 319.
Morrow et al. v. State of Oregon et al. (32 L. D. 54);
modified, 33 L. B. 101.
Moses, Zelmer R. (36 L. D. i73); overruled, 44
L. D. 570.
Mountain Chief Nos. Sand 9 Lode Claims (36 L. D.
100); overruled in part, 36 L. D. 551.
Mt. Whitney Military Reservation (40 L. D. 3V5);
see 43 L. D. 33.
Muller, Ernest (46 L. D. 243); overruled, 48 L. D.
163.
Muller, Esberne K. (39 L. D. 72); modified, 39
L. D. 360.
Mulnix, Philip, Heirs'of (33 L. D. 331); overruled
43 L. D. 532.
Nebraska, State of (18 L., D. 124); overruled, 28
L. D. 358.
Nebraska, State of, v. Dorrington (2 C. L. L. 647);
'overruled, 26 L. D. 123.
Neilsen e. Central Pacific R. R. Co. et al. (26 L. D.
252); modified, 30 L.D. 216.
Newbanks v. Thompson (22 L. D. 490); overruled,
29 L. D. 108.
Newlon, Robert C. (41 L. D. 421); overruled, 43
L. D. 364.
New Mexico, State of (46 L. D. 217); overruled, 48
L. D. 98.
Newton, Walter (22 L. D. 322); modified, 25 L. D.
New York Lode and Mill Site (5 L. D. 513); overruled, 27 L. D. 373.
*Nickel, John R. (9 L. D. 388); overruled, 41 L. D.
4
129. (See 2 L. D. 313.)
Northern Pacific R. RECo. (20 L. D. 191); modified,
22 L. D. 224; overruled, 29 L. D. 550.
Northern Pacific Ry. Co. (48 L. D. 573); overruled
so far as in conflict, 51 L. D. 196.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Bowman (7 L. D.
238); modified, 18 L. D. 224.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v -Burns (6 L. D. 21);
*overruled, 20 L. D. 191.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Loomis (21 L. D.
395); overruled, 27 L. D. 464.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co.ye Marshall et al. (17 L.
D. 545); overruled, 28 L. D. 174.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Miller (7 L. D. 100);
overruled, 16 L. D. 229.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Sherwood (28 L.
126); overruled, 29 L. D. 550.
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Northern' Pacific R. R. Co. v. Symons (22 Ls'D.
686); overruled, 28 L. D. 95.
Northern Pacific '. R. Co. v. Urquhart (8Is D.
365); overruled,286 L. D. 126.
.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Walters et cia (13L.
D. 230); overruled so far as in conflict 49 L. :D
391.
Northern Pacific R. R. Co. v. Yantis (8 L. D. 58)
overruled, .12 L. D. 127.
Nyman a. St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba
Co. (5 L. 23.396); overruled, 6 L. D. 750.
EPRy.
*; D
O'Donnell, Thomas J. (28 L. D. 214); overruled, 35
- . D. 411iV
Olson a.Traver e! ci. (26 L. D. 350, 628); overruled,
29 L. D. 480; 30 L. D. 382.
Opinion A. A. G. (35 L. D. 277); vacated, 36 L, D.
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Puyallup Allotments (20 L. D. 157); modified, 29
L. D. 628.

Rancho Alisal (I L. P. 173); overruled, 5 L. D. 320.
Rankin, James D., et al. (7 L. D. 411); overruled, 35
L. D. 32.
Rankin, John M. (20 L. D. 272); reversed, 21 L.D.
- 404.
Rebel Lode (12 L. D. 683); overruled, 20 L. D. 204;
48 L. D. 523.
*Reed v. Buffington (7 L. D. 154); overruled, 8 L. D.
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in New Mexico. Circular No. 1079 (51 L.
D. 488), modified. (Circular No. 1097)- --L 598
October'1, 1926, applications for oil and gas
leases unders section 14 of the leasing act.
(Circular No. 823, 49 L. D. 104, revised)
: 600
October 19, 1926, o'iland gas permit applications by attorney'iin fact. (Circular No.
1099) _
-602
October 19, 1926, desert land entry; mineral
lands;- limitation as to acreage -'
603
November 1, 1926, applications under Fed.
eral water 1power act' withdrawal
- :---'613
November 8 1926, survey of unsurveyed
lands applied for under the leasing act.
(Circular No. 1102 ---_ __
630
December 10, 1926,: restorations -within the*
former Oregon and California and Coos
Bay Wagon Road grants. 2 (Circular No.
892, 49 L D'566, revised)-::631
December 22, 1926, sulphur prospecting permits and leases, Louisiana. (Circular No.
1104)…_ _ _
_
__- 647
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1884, May 31 (3 L. D. 371), Indian occupants.
1837, October 26 (6 L. D. 341), Indian occupants-_---1895, September 18 (21 L. D. 157), private
:and claims -98
1900, June 27 (30 L. D. 325), right of way Paragraph 2, nature of the grant 1903, February 21 (32 L. D. 17), allotments.-.
1904, August 1 (33 L D.1 163), Alaska town
sites…
1907; April 12 (35 L. D. 665), coal-land regu-ations

-

Page
431;

431

i-

306
100
126
442

1907, May 3 (35 VL. D. 549), Indian allotments… _-------------------- :387
1908, February 21 (368L 1. 278), warrants, ,
scrip, etca; publication of notice … 81,153,193
1908, June 2 (37 L. D. 219), Indian home-:
stead; trust patent
…
385
1908, June 6 (36 L. D. 567),rigbt of way- --- 30,
187,306, 544
Paragraph 2, material on adjacent lands;
amended _ - _486
Paragraph 10, field notes of surveys 33
Paragraph 38, nature of the grant --a147
1908, November 30 (37 L. D. 289), timber and
stone regulations __ __-_-__-269
1909, April 10 (37 L. D. 653), classification of
coal lands
443
1909, November 3 (38 L. D. 287), applications, etc., for unsurveyed lands 81, 222,456 506
Paragraph 3, notice of filing of plat 645
1910, August 24 (39 L. D. 164), enlarged homestead ==
=
267
1910, September 8 (39 L. D. 179), agricultural
entries; coal lands
…
Paragraph 7 (b), final certificates; reseri
vations
…
_: 362
1911, January 19 (39 L, D. 458), special agent's
reports
…142
…
1912, May 7 (41 L. D. 13), rights of way.
147
1912, July 15 (41 L. D. 103), three-year homestead
.
Paragraph 12, absence
…
512
1912, September 9 (49 L. D. 266), stock-raising
homesteads
- -------------234
1912, November 15 (41 L. D. 399), classifiec
tion of coal lands _
443
'1913, February 20 (41 L. D'. 528), coal landse
428
1913, March 25 (42 L. D. 22), timber on nonmineral ands -252
1913, March 25 (42 L. D. 30), timber on mm
eral lands------252
1913, April 1 (42 L. D. 71), contestant…
= 47,185
Paragraph 2, relinquishment -47
Paragraph 3, affidavit 47,185
XXVI

Page
1913, August 1 (42 L. D. 300), fire-killed timber; superseded-…
574
1914, January 2 (43 L. D. 37), timber and
stone regulations
269
1914, February 19 (43 L. 3D..125), Indians
allotments_
_____I__-- __
- 386
1914, June 4 (43 L. D. 322), confirmation_--- 349
1915, February 16 (43 L, 1D.520), coal lands. 443
1915, March 20 (44 LI D. 32), entry of phosphate, etc., lands- 231
Paragraph 6, final certificates and patents 363
Paragraph 10, applications to disprove
classifications604
1915, July 10 (44 L, . 181), amendment of
entries
_--__-_---* Paragraph 15, relation -83
1916, February 26 (44 L. D. 572), Government proceedings 142
1916, April 10 (45 L; D. 27), right of way;
enlarged homestead; modified
307
1916, April 15 (45 L. D. 40), Minnesota drainage laws
_
_
* Paragraph 22, redemption; amended-.
83
Paragraph 23, homestead entry;
amended -83
1916, May 18 (45 L. D. 113, 287), Alaska coal
leases
…339
…
1916, May 18 (45 L. D. 385), general reclama
tion circular
:
Paragraph 43, assignment; amended....
240
1916, July 8 (45 L. D. 208), enlarged home
- stead; additional entriesParagraph 3, qualifications of applicant.
525
1918, October 25 (45 L. D. 520),. repayment..
Paragraph 35. assignment -'
.68
Paragraph 36, assignment68
Paragraph 49, assignees - .-.
683
1917, January 13 (45' L. D. 603), resurvey
applications ------------------------------410
1917, January 27 (45 L. D. 625), stock-raising
homesteads -...-----....---234
1917, February 16 (46 L. D. 32), soldiers'
additional rights-288
1917, March 12 (46 L. D1 44), railroad lands;
Indian occupants-6-0
1917, April 13 (46 L; D. 75), Fort Peck lands. 7.8,501
1917, June 14 (46 L. D. 252), stock-raising
homesteads397
1917, October 20 (46 L. D. 224),- homestead
entrymen; judicial restraint -175
Amended -.----------------------..
264
1917, December 26 (46 L. D. 274), soldiers'
additional rights-290
3 3
1918, March 21 (46 L. D. 2 ), potash regula
tions424
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XXVII
Page

Page
1918, April 15 (46 L.: D 344), Indian allot
ments_- -1918, May 14' (46 L.LD-382), citizenship'
L-papers
1918, May'!25!(46 IL. D-.189), swamp-land'

1921, July'13 (48 L. D. 160), Carey Act selec94

tions<-

-

-

2---

408

1921, August 4-(48-L. ;: 172); instructions
under Administrative Order of April 23,
135
1921, relative to selections
'
271
192t, December 8 (48 L. D. 340), annual rental
292
- grants; mineral lands under oil and gas leases
0 510
1918, August 9 (46 L. D. 513), accounts
" 37
Paragraph 8, fees 37 1922, January 168(48 L. D. 389), suggestions
148
to homnesteaders
Paragraph 72, formsof remittances
419
Paragraph 21, widows, heirs, or devisees
Paragraph 156; sales of -Government 115 1922; Mareh l1 (48-L. D'. 582), protection of
;
--property
home
under
the
transferees
and
mortgagees
- Paragraph f87, Dpersonal credit defined.115
115 - * stead laws--250, 523
Paragraph 188; collections 1918, December 20 (46 IL.D. 504), resurveysc
I-410 1922, March 22 (48 IL. D. 595), change of
entries;
act
of
Jasuary
27,1922
X 244
1920, January 23 (47 L. D. 135), Fort Peck
' ' 78, 501- * Paragraph-2,: application
245
'
lands; payments 463
Paragraph 5, suspension of applications
1920, March 11(47 IL.D. 424). oil-shale regula--232
Paragraph 6, publication of notice
'451
tions;- act of February 25, 1950
-1922, April 11 (49 L. D. 11), United States
-1920, March 11 (47 L. D. 437),- oil and gas
mining laws and regulations
i- ' 469.
37,
regulations; act-of February 25, 1920-' 469
Paragraph 8, lode claim; discovery- i 2f i40, 164, 268, 400, 481, 590, 648
Paragraph 9, lode claim; location notice
469
Paragraph 2, discretionary power of. the
469
'Paragraph 38, survey
- 164
:--Secretary
Paragraph 41, application for patent' 265,469
Paragraph 4, form and contents of appliParagraph 42, sworn statemnent '
73
286,603
'
cationParagraphlt57, proceedings for patent
u
459
Paragraph 5, preference right to permit- - ' 341
Paragraph 60, placer application 265
Paragraph 7, extension of permit.----fi--178
Paragraph 60(c)1 limitation as to-loeeParagraph 8, reward 'for discovery;
li:
tions amended597
1922, May 5 (49 L. D. 104), applications for
Paragraph 10(c), Alaska; time for: ex-w
leases under section 14 of the act of February,
ploratory work-178
25, 1920 ------------------283
Paragraph 12(c), preference right of
40,
surface owners -1922, May 26 (49 L. D. 131), Cheyenne River
164, 197, 219, 268, S37,415, 624
and Standing Rock lands; payments 147
1922, August 12 (49 L. D. 207), regulations
-- 510
Paragraph 17, form of lease
governing oil and gas permits and leases
-- 510
Paragraph 21(b), relief; lease1920, April 1 (47 L. D. 489), coal land laws
in Alaska 178
and regulations; act of February 25, 1920 - 417 : 1922, September 20 (49 L. D. 288), regulations
under timber and stone law 269, 302, 365
Paragraph 12, lease; notice of offer 256
1922, October 25 (49 L. D. 328), irrigation of
256
Paragraph 15, lease; action by bidder.--arid lands in Nevada -472
1920, April 16 (47 L. D. 382), isolated tracts..
357
1922, October 28 (49 L. D. 365), consolidation
1920, May 10 (47 L. D. 548), oil-shale placer
of national forests; exchange of lands and
- claims-231
timber7
1920, October 6 (47 L. D. 474), agricul- 1923, April 24 (49 L. D. 541), repayment where
tural claims in conflict with permits or
double minimum excess has been paid; act
leases166, 169
335
of June 16,1880
Paragraph 4, damages -624
1923, September 8 (50 L. D. 27), acquisition
1920, November 20 (47 L. D. 595), instructions
of title to public lands in Alaska - 502
under section 24, Federal water power act;
307
amendedAllotments to Indians and Eskimos 145
Homestead; survey; amended 516
1921. January 12 (47 L. D. 629), applications
under the enlarged and stock raising home537,540
Sale of timberTrade and manufacturing sites -195
140
stead acts distinguished 127
1921, January 15 (47 L. D. 613), Indian homeTown sites; hearings 1924, February 2 (50 IL. D. 261), petroleum
steads; patents 385
and naval reserves; stock-raising and other
1911,-March 2 (48 L. D. 28), additional entries
65
under the stock raising homestead act 611
homesteads65
Paragraph 2, modified 1221, March 16 (48 L. D. 38), entries under
1924, April 23 (50 L. D. 387), records; cansections 4 and S of the stock raising homecellation of oil and gas permits.. 50,344, 504,654
stead act582,611
Modified -239
1921, March 30 (48 L. D. 50), Alaska; coal1924, April 26 (50 L. D. 398), acceptable expermit regulations
__-_-:
penditures on desert-land entries 565
Paragraph 5. application -227
1924, April 28 (50 L. D. 400), rights of settlers
1921, April 23 (48 L. D. 98), section 13 prosto oil and gas deposits under act of Febpecting permits filed prior to designation
of producing structure -238.653
ruary 25. 1920304

-
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1925, March 29 (51 L. D. 69); consolidation of
1i924,May20 (50IL ..D. 443), desert-land lawsi
- and regulations
------- -184
i national forests - Paragraph 15, assignments474: 1925, March 24 (51 L.ED. 76), Fort reck lands;
Paragraph 41, assignments -.
473
paymentsr501
6
1924, June 3.(50 L. D. 546), oil and gas permits- C
:
1925, July 2 (51 h. D. 16), recitals in surface
--238
extension of time for drilling
patents issued under section 29of the leasing
.1924, June 26 (50 L. D. 567), extension of time
act --,2
278, 450
1925, July21 (51 iL. D. 167), nonmineral applifor drilling under oil and gas permits
cations filed subsequent to applications for
1924, September 23 (50 L.D. 640), prospecting
permits not to issue concurrently under acts
oil and gas permits and leases;. amended 202, 366
of October 2, 1917, and February 25, 1920- 166,181
1925, September 17 (51 L. P 199), oil and gas
1924, September 24 (50 L. D. 644), potash.. ,
permits for landsain railroad gran-s
254, 417
ightto take
1925, October 28 (51 L. D.. 251),
115
.regulations; survey1924,Oetoher 9 (90 L. D. 650),japplicability-of
timber fromr public lands for oil and gas.
the Mining laws to minerals named in the
prospecting purposes L-- 284, 297,
leasing acts-e- ------428,613
1925, November 11 (51 L. D. 278) oil and gas
:
410
permits; extension of time for drilling
1924, October 10 (50,L. D. 656), Rule 61. of
-. 557
1925, November 19 (51 L. D. 283), comput;
Practice, abrogated
1924, November 13.(10 L.,D. 669), records;.
tionofroyaltyundersection l5pftheleasmg :
notation of cancelation of oil and gas per583
act ----.-1926,, Jily 9 (51 L. D. 487), listing less than a8
0 50, 400
rf f mite1924, December 3 (90 L. D. 684), administralegal subdivision by a land-grant railroad
247, 463
'tive ruling; exehange of entries..
company -597
1924, December 9 (50 L. D. .685), Minnesota
1926, July13 (51 L. P.488), purchase of public
84
drainage; redemption
land in New Mexico held under claim oi
1925, January 2 (51 IL. D. 1), stock-raising
98
tolor of title.bomesteads
Paragraiph 6, additial entries
83
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ACTS OF CONGRESS: CITED AND -CONSTRUED
Page
Page
1880, June 10 (21 Stat. 287),. rea6n.-5
7, 3 33
1849, March 2 (9Stat. 352), Loquis'ian'a 'swamp
..
566
292,
317
1880,
Judte
16l
(21
Stat.
287),
Neaagatl
land -----380, September 27(dtt45,Qt
on-an
1884, July 4 (23 Stat. 78, 98),Inian hoe383
----------318
stead ---------------tion act-_~
Sec. 5, settlers
-31---1884,------y--(23--Stat. 98)
-,Sec.
8, attorneys-------------*5682
Sec. 10, University grant------518
318
1883, March 3 (23 Stat. 438), coast watersi--t,48
Se.1,Oeodity claims --- :--3810,September 28 ,0 Stat.519), -wamp land,
1887, Februsry 8'(24 Stat. '388), Indian allotgrant -----.----292,317,440
ments-------------------94,~383
1831,~ March. 3 (9, ]Stat 0631),private land *.
Sec. 4, nonrdser ation
-nd-an-- 9 99378
.592
.. Sec. 3, rel!gious societies; p)atents-'
94, 170, 421
cleimsiJ 'Californa------s---..
Sec. 9, district court--...
599
Se.0iienship
380-Sec. 10, appeal
-------598 1887, March 2., (24 Stat..40 agricutua
Lt
9
xperiniient statin
351
Sece 13, pulclns
*Sec. 25, inteet ltidpros
9
888, August 9 (21 Slt.t 392) marriage with
3893, February 14(10q Stat 158), Oregon dona Indian --------------------tion act ------------------- 318
1889, January, 14 (29 Stat. 042), Chippewa
1813, March 3 (10;Stat. 244), California;~----- lands.---------------------319
. Sec. 0, pine lands------------Sec. 8, school grant -1889, Februa'y~ 22 (25'-Stat., 0706, Noirth
1855, March 2 (10 Stat. 634),, swamp, Iand--..
440
3857, March 3 (11.Stat. 251), swamupland-1-.
440
Dakota, South' Daoa,MoanWs
ington~m.
I
1858, June 3 (11 Stat. 308), botunty-anudwax* -rants
.
Sec. 1,Washinigton; school land ----89
1859, February 14 (11 Stat. 383), Oregon-..,,
1889, March 2 (23-Stat. 894)--318
Sec. 1, pdivate~ehlry--77777------ 3609
--. Sec. 4; school grant1800, March'12 l(12'Stat 3'), swamrp. land;
- Sad'. 3, leave ofabsence.-------,-511
Minnesota and Oregon ----------317
.Sc.
6, additiosna homestead
501 8 3
* 1852, May,20 (12 Stat. 392)., homestead -49
3890, August 30( 20 Stat. 371, 391), aggregate
-1302, July 1(12 Stat. 489) Un~iion Pacific grantacreage-7,2
-Sec. 2, right of way131
1890, Augus 0.-20Sat 417),,agsricultural
Sec. 9, Central Pacific ----173
-college endowmrent352
1802,- July 2 (12 Stat. 503), agricultura clee
1891, February 28 :(20Stat. 794)~ Indian allt 94,388
--grant ------------------351 -iments ------------------1804,July 2 (13 Stat. 356), Union Pacific grant1891, March 3.(0Sa.10033) timber tresSec. 5, Central Pacific ---------- 473
pass-25
-880
--- 1805, March 3 -(13 Stat. 5411,
,
Scbig
1891, March 3 (20 Stat. .1095), repeal of tim
.*and Muncec Indian
-380
her culture laws.------------- ;
1300, July,23 (14 Stat. 208,1,agricultural college -Sec.7 confrmation --------240,H38
- grant---------351
,Sec8,
suits to annul patents- limita----350
1807, March 30., (15- Stat. 539,1,
with - .tiona.
-Russia
------------158
Desert land; citicenship
--- 401---1872, April 8 (17 Stat. 649), Valentine~scrip.. 90,459
Sec. 11, Alaska town itc120,
502
40)
6tt inenral land317
-Sec.
12, Alaska lands --------185383ebrur 8(1
1874, June 22 (18
194), railroad indem-Sec., 13, AlaskaSreS.
195
- nity -Sec.. 14, Alaska lands----------195
--- 305, 377, 541
1875,-March3 1(18Stat. 402,;420),:Indian home- - Sec..17, reservoir-iites__~--18-21, -right cl-way30, 33,,122;,488
<stead…---------380
-Sees.
31,
-Sec.
24, forests-----600
1871, March.3(18,Stat.t,482h-~right of way.,.
.n
- ,- -132, 305,6000
1892, August!4 (271Stat. 348),
-306
-at------stone lands
-----370
5Se.4,
-1877,-March-3 (1,9Stat. 377), desert land-- -41
1893, February 13 (27 Stat. 444),.timber, cuttin
------8890
1878, Junte 3 (10-Stat: 88); trimber- cutting.._, 252, 580
1878, J~une 3~ (20 Stat. 89),, timber and -st~ne
1884, July,10 (28 Stat. 107)..---.-Sec. 6, Utah,;-school land~_t
'_c.Zs;_.-319, 433
act-------_,-9302, 305,374, 396
1884, August, 13 (28 Stat. 279), surty on2
3880, May 14 (21 Stat. 140)---------Sec.~2, contestant;' preference right- .,u
12,
bond------------------13204, 557, 503,,824 1894, August is (28 Stat.- 372, 394), survey--. 043
XXIX,

~~~~~~~~-----;-----
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~2,

~treaty,

~Stat.

~~~~ ~~~~~~173~

~timber,
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Page
.
1894, August 18 (28 Stat. 372, 422)
-406
See. 4, Carey act
376
1894, December 13 (28 Stat. 594),, warrants- 350
1896, March 2 (29 Stat. 42), railroad lands--42
1896, May 21 (29 Stat. 127); right of way'
.
1896, May 28 (29 Stat. 140, 184)
127
Sec. 19, United States commissioners.--1897, January 18(29 Stat. 484), reservoir site 187, 612
1897, February 11 (29 Stat. 526), oil lands-. 120,440
1897, April 23 (30 Stat. 1, 6), agricultural
354
experiment stations1897, June 4 (30 Stat. 11, 36), forest lieu selec52, 190, 228, 271, 456
tion - 1898, March 22 (30 Stat. 330, 335), agricultural
354
experiment stations1898, May 11 (30 Stat. 404)
- 122, 541
___
sec. 2, nse of right of Way
-- ---1898, May 14 (31 Stat. 4409)
See. 10, traderand manufacturing sites --- 195
377
1898, May 18 (30 Stat. 418), offering 1898, Jude 21 (30 Stat. 484), New Mexico ---Sec. 6, internal improvements; lieu lands. 411
1898, July 12(30 Stat. 597, 618),; timber cut580
------------------ting 1898, July 1 (30 Stat. 597, 620), Northern
159,197
Pacific adjustment1898, September 19 (30 Stat. 1783);- Harney
347
National Forest 1898, December 10 (30 Stat. 1754), treaty with
Spain; Porto Ricoa1899, March 1 (X0 Stat. 947, 953), agricul-l
355
tural experiment stations1899, March 2 (30 Stat. 993) _-_-_-_-.
- 643
'
Sec. 3- railroad land 643
Sec. 4, unsurveyed land
56
1900, April 12 (31 Stat. 77), Porto Rico
Sec. 7, name56
Sec. 8, existing laws eontinued -57
Sec. 13, property in nonnavigable streams
56
See. 14, Federal laws applicable .1600, April 30 (31 Stat. 141), Hawaii
57
Sec. 2, name353
Sec. 5, application of Federal laws
'615
1900, May 31 (31 Stat. 221, 247), allotmentu.
1900, June 6 (31 Stat. 588, 614), forest lieu
51
selection -8 1901, February 15 (31 Stat. 790), right of,
42,147,186
way1901, March 3 (31 Stat. 1436), 'timber cut580
ting 1901, March 3 (31 Stat. 1439), timber cut.580
-ting1901, March 3 (31 Stat. 1447), citizenship
381
extended to Indians572
'1902, March 11 (32 Stat. 63), affidavits - _1602, June 17 (32 Stat. 388), reclamation act--- 169,

453,456

rage
572
.1904, March 4 (33 Stat. 59), affidavits 1905, March 3 (33 Stat. 1016), Shoshone ands.
615
Article IV, Wind River reservation -_-_
1905, March 3 (33 Stat. 1264), forest lieu selec52, 270
A --' '
tion
9905, May23 (34 Stat. 3052), Targhee National
------- ___-643
_
Forest -_
1906, March 16 (34 Stat. 63), agricultural ex…352------periment stations ___
146
1606, May 17 (14 Stat. 197), Alaska allotments.
418
1906, June 11 (34 Stat. 233), forest homesteads.
1906, June 21 (34 Stat. 325, 375),: Ute Indians:
…_615
irrigation
357
1906, June 27 (34 Stat, 517), isolated tracts ---1906, June 30 (34 Stat. 689, 696), agricultural
353
_
…
experiment stations
1907, March 2 (34 Stat. 1224), Kinkaid Act..: 357
357
…
_
Sec. 3, isolated tracts
1907, March 4 (34 Stat.,1206, 1281), agricul353
tural colleges…
1908, March 26 (35 Stat. 48), repayment... 68,334
149
1908, March 28 (35 Stat. 52), desert entry -.-- 149
Sec; 3, extension of time: i 1908, May 20 (3 Stat. 109), Minnesota drain84
age--------------_ -60
Sec. 5, purchase-1908, May 23 (35 Stat. 268), national forest
Minnesota

-

_-.--

388
Sec. 4, Chippewa lands1909, February 19 i(35 Stat. 639), enlarged
623
_-_---------------homestead act-_-_-_ 520, 582
Sec. 3, additional _ ___
5,6,13,16, 524
Sec; 7, additional 281
1909,February 24 (35 Stat. 635), amendments.
1909, February 24 (35 Stat. 645), mineral sur116
veys1909, March 3 (35 Stat. 844), coal lands; sur45, 64, 95,171, 421,443
___
face rights … 410
1909, March 3 (35 Stat. 845), resurvey
1909, March 4 (35 Stat. 10688)penal code.....
18,20
- -i
Sec. 125, oaths _13
1910, March 23 (36 Stat. 241), bonds- _ _-1910, June 22 (36 Stat. 583), coal lands; agri- ,
64,
-------culturalentries 94, 100,168, 26,'295,362; 428, 443,604
26
SSec.3, coal lands
1910, June 23 -(36 Stat: 592), reclamation
240
…
entries
1910, June 25 (36 Stat. 847). withdrawalslz--_ 186,
455,457
270,426,437,
_
1910, June 25 (36 Stat. 855) _-_-_-_94, 619
Sec. 1, lands of deceased ailottee_-____ 388
See. 27, Chippewa lands
148
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;MATINU TO;

THE PUBLIC LAXNDS
STOCK-RAISING HOXESTEADS-ACT OF DECEMBER 29, 191G6
INSTRIJCTIONS
[Circular No. 523]
[Reprint of regulations of, December-14, 1921 (48 L.:D.'485), with amendments of September 9, 1922, Circular 846 -(49 L. D. 266); February 18, 1922,
pircular 810 (48 L. D. 454) ; March 30, 1923, Circular 886 (49 L. D. 506)
February 1, 1924, Circular 912 (50 L. D. 260) February 2, 1924, Circular 913
(50 L. D. 261), anda July 19, 1924, Circular'952 (50 L. D. 580)1
DEP'ARTMENT OF THEE INTERIOR,,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Wa skington, D.C., January 2, 1925.::
AND RECEIVERS
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
The followingoinstructions -are:,- issued under

RIEGISTERS

the provisions of
the act of December 29, 1916, relating to stock-raising homesteads
as amended bythe act oof October'25, 1918'-(40 -Stat. 1016),-act of
&September29, 1919: (41- Stat. 287), act of March 4,' 1923 (42 Stat.
1445), and the act of June,6, 1924 (43 Stat. 469):
-WHAT LANDS SUBJECT TO ACT-

-

,1. Te Secretary of the Interior is, authorized,,pursuant to application or otherwise; to designate unreserved public lands in any of
the public,-land States, but not' in Alahska, as."stock-raising lands."
This ,includes ceded -Indian lands, unless entries, thereforrare limited to a smaller. -area by the acts goveining their)-appiopriation;
butlit does not include lands ii.nnational -forests. From time tq time
lists of land thus designated will be sent to the registers. and receivers
in the6districts wherein -the land .is.situaied, and they will be advised
-

-

of the dates.when the 'designations becometffective.

-

.

-

--2. The lands to be designated ar~ethose the: surface of which is,: in
the opinion of the Secretary.of4 the Interior, ch'iefly valuable for
:grazing and raising. forage crops, w.hich do not contain -merchantable

tieaber, are not .susceptible.of irrigation from any known source of
water supply, and aire of -such character that 640 acres are reasonably
re quired to. support a family. The -classification will. be made, so
far as practic~ale, to exclude lands that are, inot chiefly valuable for
grazing and raising forage crops, either because too valuable for
such use or too poor for such -use. -Lands-which are capable of proclucing valuable CrOPS of grain or other food cereal or fruit are niot:
su.bject to designation, being,. if otherwise. subject to entry, disposable
under: the 160-acre or 32-re e homestead law, according to their char-

a-cter.

No; tract: may Xbe EdesignatedV whichl dcon~tains, a ,wat~er. hole,.'or

other body of. water, needed or used by -.the. public for watering pur-

p~oses, and surch tracts mnay be reserved by the President and- kept
open to the public use under rules
:by the,-S~ecretary. of. th'e
Interior. Whether the land ,will or will: not suppor~t .a: family is* not
-pres~cribed

guaranteed in any mannernby the designation of the land as subject
40210°-25-VOL 51
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to this act. The homesteader himself must take the burden of accepting the land designated as of a character that: meets the require-ments of the law. Even though designated under the stock raising act, lands within
the limits of petroleum reserves are not subject to entry under this
act.

-

FEES AND COMMISSIONS

3. The fee and commissions on all entries under this act are caleulated on the same basis as other entries. For a tract of less than
81 acres the fee is $5, and for that area or more it is $10. ThecoMr
fnissions, both on making 'the entry and on submitting final proof,
amount to - per 'cent. on the', Government price ($1.25 or $2.5' per
aere, as the case may be) of the land in Arizona, Chlifornia, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and- Wyorfming and to 2 per 'cnt in the other States. For
example, on an entry for 640 acres in Washington, not within granted
railroad limits, and therefore $1.25 land, the payment on niaking
U entry would be $34 and on submitting proof would be $24, in addition
to testimony fees and publication fees payable to' a newspaper.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTRYMEN

'4. (a) Any person qualified under the general laws to make homestead .entry (that is, who has, not exercised his, right, or who is
entitled to restoration of his right under general provisions of law)
may make a stock-raising homestead entry for not exceeding 640
acres of unappropriated unreserved surveyed. lands in reasonably
compact form, which has been designated by the Secretary as above
indicated. '' No rights 'can be Eacquired 'by an' application' for unsurveyed lahd ;'but'where' a tract of 'unsurveyed land has been designated
ia settlement right on not' more 'than 640' acres may be established and
on the ground.
maintained if
imarked
the boundaries 'are plainly
(b) Ap6erson otherwise q.ualified-who has, partially, 'xhausted his
right' under the homestead laws other than' this: act, siecuring title 'to
a tract of land, is' entitled to make an original-entry -under the stock
raising act for such an area as will 'not, with said tract, 'mak3e, up
more than 640 acres; and the distance between the tw o'itracts involved
is immaterial.: To illustrate, if he has a patented entry covering1'20
acres 'he may make original stock-raising entry' for as' much 'as 520
acres; if his patented entry covers 240 acres of iand' designated uinder
the enlarged homestead act, he is still a qualified ehtryman-uiidei that
act and is, therefore, entitled to enter under the stock raising act as
much as 400 acres: if he has entered 160 acres of land! nlot'desigflatdcL
urider the -enl'rged homestead act,'lhe may file petition -for its design
natiofi 'the'elm'udcr, anid his righl~t to make or ginal stock-raisingoentry
vill lie continigent on designation as inidicated.
''(c)--A person who has perfected, or has pending an entry or
entries initiated since: Augujst 30,1890, unde'r'the desert land, 'tinmber
I ind stone or preemption laws for '320' acres in the aggregate is disq alified from making any kind of entry under this act. If he made
enties under said laws for not more than-160 acres they do not affect
this right 6iider this act. If he has entered under the' desert land,
timber and stone, 'or preemption laws more than 1t0 acres but approximately 40 acres less than 320 acres, he is entitled to make an

-1]
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original, or- an additionial entry under this act; 'buit the tract ,entered,
hereunder (which in ,no Gae must exceed approximately '640 acres),
together wvith the land entered. under.:the other -laws.muentionied-, .and
his prior uncanceled ,homestead' entry, or entries, if any, must! -not
aggregate more than 800 acres. In other words, a person who is
qualified to, nake: an original or an additional homestead entry unider
other laws .for .as. inuci as approximately '40 -acres can enter hereiiunder such 'an';amount of land as will with tlhe. area., theretofore
entered.under the holmestead laws, not-exceed ,640acres, but the total
oPf all entries unnder,, the -.agricutural public land laws (i e.,- timber
and stone, desert lanad, preemptionl., and h1om,,st-ead); must., not exceed:
800 acres.
: .F
ENT-Y
f - ,..
.. 9

0000.;; iCO1Xw-ACTTNESS,,O.F tENT

;

-s0-0--P0

-. AWith respect to compactiiyss, no
,utry,
ior~ any claim comprising an original entry and an additiohnal-entry under this actL
shall entirely surround an unappropriated tract of public-'land, nor
's:
Whall it hlave an eitreme length' ofI more 'tlhan 2 miles 'if the' be
a'vailable land- of the 'charaater 'described.'in' the-act the' inclusion of
which in the' claim would reduce. such lenth A-na-cdditional itry)
may not include an incontiguous tract if there is vacant unreserved
land of the proper chharacter' available contiguous to' 'the original
tract. If there is not sufficieht land 'thus available, two.6or'more in
contiguous trac'ts of designhate'd land within' a; radiius; of 20 miles may
be'entered if in reasonably compact form, but an applicant w-ill1 4ot
:be:permittedjto inlude 6atlhird tract in h1is ent'ry while' leaving, unentered 'any part of a second:, -noir 'a f iirth twhiie' leaving ui-enteted
anly'-part 'of a' third, etc. '-i-'dther 'words,-an'origina1 or' 'air'Iadditional entry may. embrace two oi~'mbre incontiguous tra~cts, but 'not
more than one of the tracts'may have adjoining it vacant'land of the
character- contemplated by' the stock-i' aisiiig act. The-applicant is
at' liberty to file .an affidavit, corroborated ty two wit'nesses,' to the
effect- that land-'which should' otherwise be -1included in his applica'
tion' but whicl' is omitted therefrom 'is not of 'the charaeter ofltem': TVplatedlby 'the-aet, and',all facts upon-which that allegation is bas'ed
slhould be fully set forth therein.'
'
ADDITIONAL

ENTRIES

WITHIN 20M'ILES:.

,6. 'Any person. otherwise quaified'
Swhoha
'a -peiicling or. per-.
2 feetedl hlomestea-Ed entry for les'sitlan 640 'a;res of land; which shall
b'e
lesignuatel as'Astock-raising "land ; may,' umtder-'the first provs6
to6?s-ection'-3 o'f-'the act, as anmided ,maka'e''an additional entry-fot- a;
-tract. offdesignated ,landlwithin a radius of 20 miles Ifromi the traet
or-iginally entered,' an-d mfnoakint
.u
erewith ant area of nt more
than 640 acres:
a
up therewith an a
o
One who hasrnaae a stock
entrywh r original
nising'
or addlitional, is not qualified to 'make a dsecion 3 additidnal entry even
though. he. has iot obtained the maximum aciage allowed by:-the
stock raising' law.
.An'y peron otheewvise' qitalified'wo-,-when maling an original
.enitry' unider the ,'sto6k'raising h6noiest aac-'t, isi unable. to secure the
; iaxinmui area permitted by reason of adjoining lands or lands withiln
a radiu's of 20' miles 'from the lands oiginally &ntered being 'ieserved or covered by prior filings or entries may,;if the reservation
:be'vac'ated oriif the- iitervening filings and entries` be' cance'ld' 'as',
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thel result. of relinquishment, contest, or oth twi'se, be'permitted to
enlarge his original entry, through 'amendment or by the'filing of
additional ~entry of designated lanids within a' radius of 20 miles
from the tract 'originally entered,- making :up, with his- first entry,
'
an area of not more than 640 'acres..
If he applies for land~which is incontiguous to the' original. entry,
he h-ust 'furnish an affidavit.-yat ther'e is no unappropriated, un
reserved land: contiguois' t hereo oof the character 'described in the
iact other' than that for which he- applies;- however, this'affidavit
be necessary 'if yourl iecords'hshov that t'er is iio other
will
eontiguous land.- The6 'samne limitations ass to compactness 'of
avcant
form will be: enforced .a with respect to original entries as specified
is 6immaterial whether a person applying
:in paraIgra.ph 5 hereof.,':.t
for. 'additional entry under this provision: of the6 law resids" upon
or owns theland first entered.
An application for additional entry not supported by an original
entry- or by anr application for original entry allowable in whole or
in part at the time of.filingwill be rejected ujnless the original application is for second entry and, is accompaniied by a second entry
show~ing ii which case, action in the matter will be suspended pending. determination, of the app1icant's -second entry qualifications.
If- the, original second entry .application is allowed in whole. or, in
part, the, additional application will be. eonsidered otherwise it' will
.not:

:be:rejected.

married .w'oman fmay. make ani ,dditional entry. Cunder section:
0 .AX
3. of 'the.s~tock raising act, plrovidedjhjer'husband is not: holding ian
nlliperfectd entry requiring residence; In.order 'to perfect such
additi6iial entry, three; years',actualresidence;'thereon, together. with
-and: use--of .the land for raising stock
the required Iimnprovemnentsa
and forage crops for ijot less than thtOe years; must be shown.'-here 6an original or 'additional -entry is made under. the general
:homesteaid. lhw or,:the:: ,e~nlarged-homestead act. for land which at date
of ,,filing application to. make 'entry was enterable. uider .-the stock
raisi'ng:~act, and the 'homesteader -finds-the physical condition of the
land such 'that'he. can not comply 'with the cultivation 'requirements
he will not be granted a reduction in'the required area of cultivation.
In such cases ''th& homesteader" should file application' .for change of
the. character ofthe entry -to one under the stock raising act, showving
therein thie 'nonadaptability, of the land, for.cultivation;. that -the
land d-oesnot contain ,aiy .wa~ter., holes,..or other .body.,of- water
eededapV used.y...th.. p ibl ,foqri 'atering purposes, an'his consent
to :the entry, .being 'made, s~ubj~ect, to, the . reservatioin to the -fn'ited
States of all Qcoal and othe'r mijlerals 'in the'land, together 'with the
right to 'prospect for, mine, and remo've the' same. The' application
of the entryym.an.sh,ould.be inaffidavit,f or and the. showing thereinas to 'the character caf the' land -shbo d ,be, corroborated -by the affio, pserfetd homestead
'dn
davits-of'tw, witnesses. hs:tw
:
.: Even 'thoug a person has wo pending or pe
entries, he may nevertheless make an additional entry under the
proviso to section 3, provided.all the other Inds involved lie within
octf IftheiArait first entered. Whe~reproof 'h as' been subn-itted'
m'itted'os the origin-al ejtry, the person.may. make an- additionaI
entry for la'nd cointiguous ,thereto, or within 20 miles, under section
ponthe original
id
'of the: act, provideche stillown'and
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tract. #(See par. 9 as jto method-of perfecting title to an entry under
said section.)
i
::-;,z
j0 .y.:d .:;.;
j ,.k..V::;f.
.A person .whose right has;jbeen restored by a second entry act is
nthe position of neverhaving made a homestead entry.
.7,~

~~~
n
es

PROOFS ON
I
ABOVE ENTRIES
in

-o;,f.,-s:iT

;

,

:;.t

. The entries hereinbefore explained. may be; perfected:by. proofs
submitted within five years after- their dates, ona showing of compliance with the provisions of the three year law : (act 'of. June 6,
1912,, 37. Stat.,..123), except that expenditures for improvements
must -be shown in lieju.;of 'the cuitivation required by thlat act., .The
entryman must, show that he has :actually used the land 'for raising
stock and forage crops.for not .less than three years, and that he has
made perm. anent,.improvemrents upon- the, land, havingo an- aggregate
value of not less than $1.25 ,per acre, and tending 'to increase the
,value of the land for stock-raising purposes,; a~nd at least.one-half

of the improvements must be. plaOed: upon the tract within three
years after the. date of:the entry.As to: residence,, this. must be continued for three' years, subject
to the privilege of a five. molltlhs'.absence in each year, divisible into
two periods, if desired, but credit, on the residence period on account
of military service during time, of war will be allowed as on other
homestead entries; where an entry has been made, additional to: a
pending entry, or to a:perfected entry. for,,a tract, still owned by
the claimant,: the residence may be had& on either of the tracts involved for three years after theadeditional is allowedj: or becomes
allowable. In other cases such residence must be on the land additionally entered. It must appear at' the time- :of 'proof that there is
*then. a habitable house, on the land;-but it-.will not be counted in
estimating the value of the permanent. iniprdveni'eiits required to be
placed on the tract, as above stated. 'I the entry comprises two
inpncontiguous tracts, the, residence may be' on 'either.
Where satisfactory 'fnal 'proof is received involving several home-'
stead entries ,and aone or, more of the .entries invo, lved 'is 'under the'
stock raising act, separate final certificate covering the stock raising
entry or: entries ,will
'be
issued in accordance -with Circular No. 917.ADDITIONAL ENTRIES: BEFORE PROOF

.-

8. (a) Under section' 4 of the act: any pe'rson having 'a homestead
entry for land 'which shall, have been designated under this act, upon
which he has' not submitted 'final proof, may make entry of con-:
tiguous-designiatedc lands, which, with -th~area of his original entry
shall' not exed'"640 'acres; if tbere is n'ot sufficient vacant unreserved land of the proper character-'djoming his. peding, claim
unapplied' ior by. any j'otlier piers~,. he-'mayX make up the deficiency
by entering one or 'more othter tracts lyinig within a radius -'of 20'
miles from said claim, but the rule cf c'ompactness specified in paragraph 5 hereof'must be ceomplied with:
One holding; an entry under section 7 of the Menlarged ho'i'stea'd
act upon which. residence is required, or an additional 'entry under
section 6 of act' of Aiarch 2, 1889 "(25 Stat'., 854);' m
ake anm'additional entry under this sectioii 'forssuch` an area of designated laud
as when added
o e&
tbo'h
entries 'will not' exceed 640
en ad
~ area 'in
~ :the formi'er
te ludin
acres, regardle-ss of whether'dorinot'ffie land in~the original perfected
entr~y ma~y be designated' inndyr the stock raising act.

-.
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providesthat
'
Section 2 of the act' of 'March-4, 1923 (42'Stat.-14'45)
a, person who made a homestead entry for, 160 acres or less of' land
in a national :forest w'hich is of the characteir contemiplated by the
stock-raising act, who has not-submitted final proof upon his existing entry, may make an additional entry, under this section of the act
for such an area: not'iii a national 'forest and within a radius of 20
luuiles froin the oviiginal entry as; when added to -the area of the originall eiitry,,will not exceed&640; acres..
(b) On submission of proof -onl the additional entry, claimant
-must show residlence' on noneof the tracts-to the -extent ordinarily
required, but`wi-ll be entitled toncredit for residtence on the origital
tra-ct, before or after tbe date of the additional entry; he must also
shIo0w imptoveinents-on the additional tract-or tracts to the vahve of
$1.25-i for eaich acre thereof. Proof on -the additional entryrmaybeb
submitted 'withlin five years after- its allowance, when the requisite
residence can' be shown, but not before submission:-of;:proof on the
original. :-Proof' on the original entry must be submitted under thle
pirovisions of the law pursuant to. which it was made, and within.its
life,' as limited- thereby; but, subject to that' condition, one proof
' " -'
may be submitted on the two entries-jointly.
T:he marriage' of' a' 'wcian does not' disqualify her from making an
additional en-try nder this section; and lusband' and wife may make
'entries thereunder; additional to their respective pending entries, if
ank election as to residence onone of the original entries, as provided
acto'of April 6,3 1914' (38 Stat. 312);, :as amended by act of
y- hthef
M:larch
.
1, 1921; (41$Stat. i193), has be'en'acce-pted.ADDITIOQAL ENTRIES AFTER PROOF.-

9. (O.)'Under' section'-5 of the act any person; who' has submitted
final proofo an ntry unde'r the homeste'ad laws for land ;delsoignatetd uncer this'a:t, Who owns and-resides upon -said land, may enter
lands so designatec: contiguous thereto, 'which, with the area of his
made
tbe ma,
0origiinal eitry shall -not exceed 640 acres; 'the 'eltry,
to- cover lia nd incontiguous to the Qriginal claim, in whole or in part,
under the same rules set, forth 'in paragraph 5 hereof.
that
'provides
''Section 2 of the act of March 4, 1923 (42 Stat. 1445),
land
of
less
-or
aceres
160
for,
entrya
homestead'
a person who madein a national .forest which is of the character contemplated. by the
stock kaisinga.ct, who has ,submitted'final 'proof and, who owns and
resides Upon, said hon'estead entry, may make 'an additional entrv
for such 'an area outside of. a national forest and within 20. mile's
of the 'perfetfected rentry as, when; added to the area of the 'o iginal
entry, will not exce'eld 640 acres.
who perfected an enry, by residene ,thereon, under section 7
O .- :'()ne
of the enlarged homestead. act or section 6 yo f the 'act of March' 2,
:1889'(25 Stat. 854), andwiho owns and resides on the land thus ae'quiied- may niiake an additional' entry hereunider, for such an area
of designatedjland as when added to the area in the-former. entries
:: il~l not: exceed-'640. acresk,~rega'less of whether or not the .land in
the- entry first perfected imay be 'dbsignated 'under 'the stock raising
at. 1,1Iowever. tle, entry last, perfected must be sodesignated.
If the appliccant. does. not of nhs last entry perfected by residence
thereon or owns same and does not-reside thereon, le is not qualified
to make additional entry under this seftioh.
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:O:n who has made an additional entry under either section 4 oxr
section S of the .act 'is qualified to make an additional entry for such
a. quantity of designated land within 20 miles of the original entry
as when added to. the area formerly acquired will not exceed approximately 640 acres..
A married womanr may make entry under section 5 of the act.
(b) in order to acquire title to the land- it is :necessary only that
claimant show the expenditure on the additional tracts of $1.25 per
acre .foi improvements of the, kind described in paragraph 7. At
least -half. of such- expenditures must.-be made. within three years,
after allowance of the entry. Proof may be submitted at any time
within five years after the entry is -allowed.
the.
Where satisfactory proof has been submitted on the original entry
the additional entry may' be perfected under. this section
e
f the act
regardless of -the. question; whether; .it : was three-year, five-year, or,
commutation Dproof.

-.

-

(ca) A-n additional .entry: made -under the first proyiso to section- 3
of the act by -one who .ownsf but does not reside ionhis original entry
- may be amended to stand and be completed under section 5 of the
act, on proper application and- showing -of facts, in the event bona
fide. residence is resumed on the~original entry; before the interven-,
tion- of: an -adverse claim.
- ENTRIES

IN

LIEU. OF RELINQUISHED LANDS

10. (a) Under section 6 of the act a person, otherwise quqlified to
make homestead: entfy, who has a perfected or an unperfected home: stead entry: for les thian 640 acres of land which'shall have been
designated under this act, on which -he resides :and which he has not
sold, and:who is unable- to make a full. additional entry under the
provisions of section 3 thereof, for the reason- that there is not sufficient-available land within the 20-mile limit to afford-hnim the area
to which he is otherwise entitled (as above indicated), may miake'an
entry for 'the full area of 640Wacres within the same land district,
provided he shall relinquish'the original entry, if not perfected, or
reconvey the land to-the United States.!'if finaL certificate -has issued
the 'refor.
: E
: (b)
Ifproof-has'not-been submitted

'n the-original entry he must
: : with his relinquishment -furnish his affidavit, corroborated, so far as
possible, by two witnesses, showing that -at thebtime: of filing applica-tion under this -act he resided upon the land. covered:by-said- entry;
that he has not sold, transferred, or conveyed the land .or any.interest
therein, or made a contract or agreement so to do; and that there is
not within 20- miles of the- landl embraced in his original entry, a
tract of land of the character described in this -act of area sufficient
,to
make up, with such original entry, the area-he is entitled to enter.
(C) If final ceAificate has issued on the first entry,- itmust be
- shown-by a certificate from the proper recording-officer of ithe county
in which the land is situated, or- by satisfactory abstract, of title, that
the- applicant has not transferred any interest in the land sought to
be recbnveyed and that there, are no hiens unpaid; taxes,: or 6ther en.
'umbrahces charged -against it.- M6reover, reconveyance-lof th&land
mist bema&de by- deed. :executed -by; the entryman, and 'also by-his
wife if h- be married, in accordance6 withythe laws governing the
exeftitiou- of deeds for' the conveyance of- real estate in-the State'in
*hic-h the land: is-situated. - Thge deed of reconveyance should ac om-
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pany the application,;'but should not be'recorded until directed by
this office.- On acceptance'^of :an application of this.character the
deed will be returned for recording and refiling in your office beforet
.
:.
the entry is allowed'.
(d) Where proof has been submitted, but final certificate has not

issued, the relinquishment must be;accompanied 1by an abstract of
title or certificate 'of recordiL,- officer, as above, specified.
(e' -Where. the. former. entry for land -already designatedimder
this act has not been perfected and is relinquished, you willi'allow
the application for entry under this act; if no other objectioin appears.$ /Wherefinal certificate has issued on the former entrv you
will promptly forward the application 'and accompanying papers
for consideration by this office.
(f) Where' the 'original entry was pending and 'is relinquishedg
the land will become subject to' appropriation (if not; embraced in a
withdrawal) when the new entry is allowed. Where the originalentry was patented and is reconveyed, 'an order for restoration of the
:land will 'be: made upon receipt of a report that the substitute entry
has been placed' of record.
An
n(g)application under this provision 'of the. law may be accompanied by petition for -designation under the act of 'the land
sought and of the tract covered by the former-entry, :as hereinafter
explained.
(A) Proof on an ry allowed under tlis section is governed by
the same rules: as though at were an .original. entry under this act.
) 'The.fact that an applicant owns more than 160 acres of land,
acquired otherwise than through homestead entry, do'es not. exclude
him from.the privileges granted by this section.
PETITIONS FOR DESIGNATION:

11. (a) The proviso to .section 2 of the act confers. a preference
right of. entry. upon A person fpursuant to whose petition: land has
been designated. ~'Any person qualified to :make an: original or: an
additional' entry- under this .a&tjmay 'file an application to enter a
compact body of unappropriated, unreserved, surveyed public -land
of the character described, which has not 'already been designated
under this act, accompanied by petitionj in duplicate, for the designation of such' land and..of the, tract included in any former entry.
--(b) 'ie mimust, 'when he files said application, pay the regular -fee
and. commissions; and if the tract is ceded 'Indian land, he must at
that time pay that part of its price ordinarily required when entry
is made. : TheM.entire amount paid will-be carried in the "'Unearned
money' " account, and will be repaid- by the receiver if the application
be -not: allowed. ' - - '
'(G) Allipetitions for the designation oflands presented on behalf
of individual; appiicants shouldl beifiled in the local land office. Individual petitions for designation will nlot:.be''considered unless they
are -filed in connection with applications to make entry underl the act.
12. (a). The petition mustlbedin the form of an affidavit,jexecuted
in. dultplicate, and corroboratedl by at, least.- two witnesses-who' are
familiakr with the 'character: of the'' land. '3or convenience in filing
itt is 'desired that petitions 7be prepared on; sheets 'not over 81½0'by' 11
-ilches i'siz6ze: with: margins -of 1 iiiihch on the top and the. left-hand
side. Thlepetition mu't ;contailn thel-name and'the post-office address
of the -iipplicanrt, a descriptiin.by'iegLl subdivisionso'6if allth'e lands
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involved properly listed by entries with the, serial, number of. each
former entry. ,If ,the applicationt; contemplates the, makingfof: an
original entry, underthis: at, or if, the, application relates to.aconA
tiguous original and,:additional entry, only one petition ,need-be filed
,If,, howeyer,5 -the lands,. which it isis, desirled to. have designated 'are
comprised i,iipwo npncontiguoustracts, an 'additional.coy.,of petition
shouldbe', filed for each suh tract.
,.
-i
,..(b).),.
Th, ~pe~titionshou-ld set iforth in .detail the character .of each
legal;,subdivisio~nincluded ,in apn.:application toimake;,entry. under
this. acet .and, .in, any zfomer homestead -en,tries xade under oth.er acts.
The information called for may be-shown by means ofa map or. diaagran whenevery
the facts, can. be;,avantageously presented thereby.
Photographs ,of: the .l.and,. where,. ,available, are useful in .indicating
its character and topography,: and when presented should be located
with reference to the land linespand;to the:directio in.
iwhichjth:ay
weretaken. .The.location of cornr&.o1fthe public survey by which
the applieantihas .determined.the situation or legal descriptionrof the
l~aid.should. be indicatedon,,the m:,ap, or.stated.n the. petition., Itis
believed that' the, requireements of these. regulations Ifas to. furnishing
a. description; of. the..lnd can .propperl# be met only by a icareful exanmiation:.of. thellands ;by the: applicant, preferably. assistedl.by a
comp~et~ent surveyor. Petitio~ns which ,are .deficient. will be returned
tothe applicant for correction , r. he may be required to furnish supplemental affidavits concerning.xnaftters not -discussed or, whhich have
not been described, in. sufficient detal.. dare should be exercised in
the preparation of petitions, as iniaccujracies and-omissions will tend
to retard. action, while' falase or misleading statements may lead to
the rejection of the application.
(o) In the preparation oftpetions , attention 'should be given to

the, following considerations:
,Suracewater suzpply.--The. relation, of the lafids to. surface

fstreams or sjg~rmngsrising. on.or flowing across or along them' should
be ndicated, and the locationi _of suchr water' supplies. should -be
accurately described with -relationto the-lines of the.
4,p].lic. sureys.
If there is nos.urface water on the lad, thelocatioi .f such
i
niear'-by
sources of, waater suipply .iipon which the applicant relie or.,hih:e
p&,,oposes. to use for,.sf ,sock-watering'.purposes" should be;'d-esIb~
e1".:
Th
lderg
jO.7U6ndwater. Supp7y.--The. location
dwsorveiis
w'
which may be ;present .on ithe iland siioudld be described ind',himation furnished in each instjance concerning,the depth of well, present
dppth- of. water, an yield. ,If there ae io. wells on ,the,land, infsormation, should, be;furnished, concerning. any wells in thevicinity
which! may. aor d.an indicatio of e
ble depth. ofwatero~
n
the, lands' applied for.".-.,.
.
r
.
Thrigabiity.-If
ior any part
parts of the land is irrigated, the 'lcation and source, otf. water supply. of suc~h areas should be stated and
the. area irrigated in each leg'al su~bdivision indicated. If any portion, of the land is under. constructed or ..proposed ,irrigationditches
or: canals, is crosseed thereby, o~r:is adjac~entt,,hereto, the relation of
the lands to such waterjconduits' aid the, possibility of their irigation therefrom, should be, expained. If the lands are situated near
or are crossed..by streatms 'R
which ,might aford. a water 'supply for
their, irrigation,. full pa rular shoiuld be given as to.the quantity
of water available for.this purpose and as to whether or notit can
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be applied to the-lands. 'If artesian' wells exist on or' near 'the' land
-or underground' water is found under any part of the land at depths
of. less. than 50 feet, the practicability of irrigating the land' from
underground soturces shouldl' be .fully discussedl.
* If 'the applicant'has filed a notice of water appropriation or has

acquired 'a right to' use. water for domestic, stock-watfering, or irrigation purposes on the lands under the' S3tate law; a copy of-sudh
notice of water: appropriation: or water right' should-be fuirnished.
Ahy attempts to irrigate and' reclaim the landl under the piiovisionls
of the desetiland-act should'be described and the reasons for 'lack of
.
success 'stated.
Timber and vegetation.-The character of the surface of the land
in both- the original and the additional entry' as it is at the time -of
application under this 'act' and' of the tree 'and plant' growthi thereon
shouIld-) be- described and the 'approximate area- in each legal subdiv'ision which is of such character that it is included in each of'the
'followring general classes' shld:' be' shown': Lands containing mer-7
chanitable- timber' lands containing timber :whicli is not -merchanit-.
able; lands covered with'-mesquite or similar gkrowth; lands'cover'ed
with' 'saoelgebrush; open grass laiids; lands, covered with' greasewood
and allied plants; roeky Wastes; alkali flats; sand dunes lands inagricultural crops or under' cultivation. If none of the abo've terms
are applicable to any: portion of the land, details of its: charact:er
should :be furnished. VVhere timber occuirs' an estimate o'f the -almui'nt
of such timber on each legal subdivision should bermade.-'
Agiicuqltural 'valdue.-The' acreage in each legal 'subdivision iwhich
is capable 'of producing agricultural or forage crops by cultivation
should be stated by the applicant, as 'well as the 3number of acres
which have actually been cultivated. I f thfe-applicant or.' his predecessors in interest havenmade agricultural fuse'o'f the la'qnd' 'in the6'orfig'
inal' entry, the area planted, the lkind of crops -raised, the yield,' and
the 'value should 'be' stated for the last 'five seasons, or such' ':part;
'
thereof as nay ihave beehn'ii"der cultivation."
Grazin3g vlue.-XThe6'ap9plicant should indicate the' -grazing 'car-;
actel of ;'all the ilands involved by-descriing them as winter; suwnir,
tprini,- fal; or- permanent:'-ange. If thleland or any partrthereQ'f
"iature and- extent- of 'such- use shou-Id
has' 'benen" used for grazing, th'e'
be' stated: 'The applicat shouild also furnish an estimatb"of the
n'iiber' of head 'of catt'le
othertlivestock which, in his' opinion,
can'- be .'maintained on the- land' tiroughout the year.
(d) -The applicationsa foF en'itry i'fotherwise allowable and'acom.
panied'by. 'petitions for' designatio' 'which are in all respects reaila -'
will be suspended by'-you and 'retainedk 'in your office. 'Yo' wif f'orward the two copies of the petition to this office and to 'the Gelogieal
siurveyj 'respoctively.' 'Whiere' defects 'appear in the potitionse'-specially (as to 'additional entries) failure' to refer in the petition to: the
tract originally efitered =-you will 'call -for supplemental evidence,' as
in other cases; if this is'not furnished; you will forward all the
':papers to this office for consideration, makng proper recomfliendations-in connection'therewith. If there are'defects in'an application,
aside from the accompanying petitio n, you will take 'action .in~the
same manner as' with: other: defective 'applications for entry.
(e). No' other entry of the land will be'allowed before thelapp'li'atiOnl has been finallI disposed of. However, later applichtions therefor should be received and' suspended.
If withdrawal of an appli-

0
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cation: under this act- ,be filed, you. will promptly notify this office
thereof, inviting special attention to the pencIency of- the petition for
designation, and will close the -case on ypur. records. Prior. to final
action on the application, the japplicant's homestead right will be-in
abeyance, and, he will not be entitled to exercise same else her-, nor
will he be permitted -to ha~ve twoo applications under this act pending
at- the same. time..
W,:
hen designation.of all the land involved has dbecome effective
you will ..allow the entry unless the records show: that there is possibility of a claim. of perferential-right for,.some parti of the land
under section 8. of the act, in -which case the application will remain'
suspended. until the expiration of the6preferential righ-t -;
W;iMT~here the. land has been designated -by, the Secretary, without de,ception -or fraud on the part of the entryman and the entry has been
allowed as a .result thereof it, -will not be subject to contest on- a
charge that such.designation was improperly or erroneously -made.(f) If the. Geological Survey advises this office that it. is unable to
classify the -land, or, some part thereof, as subject to designation,
thi~s oQfhice will, thiroulgh the proper local land office; furnish the ,applicant with a copy of the survey's report and will allow him 30 days
'within which to file response. - At the. applicant's: otion, he may
either appeal from. the finding to the Secretary of, the Interior, alleg-ug errors of law, or he may present further showingY as to the-facts,
accompanied by such- evidence as is -desired tendiing to-'disprov" the
adverse' conclusion reached by the survey.
- : . Such appeal or showing, if -filed, willbe 'forwarded' by.you to.,this
I
office, whence it will be transmitted to the Geological Survey for
-further,consiceration. That bureau will consider the evince submitted, and if -it warrants su-ch action willrecommendde signation
of the land, oi'r,, if its ~co-ohlusion be still adverse, will transmit the
record to the Secretary- with report. The case will'thereafter be
considered as laving-the sta~tus of an appeal pendig before the Secretary's; office.
-,
In cases where the applicant fails to. furnish a showing or:to appeal from the order of this' office requiring him to- fu'rnish it within
the 30 days prescribed or where the Secretar'y refuses, designation
finali action will be taken ,and. the case closed by' this offiice on the
basis .of the designations which. may. have been theretofore'..made.
-

-

-

0. PREFERENTIS

RIGHTS FOR ADJOINING LAND

.

-

13. (a) Under section''8'of- the-act ain' person who, as the holder
of a homestead entriy or as patentee thereunder, is entitled.to makea
additional entry under this act has a prefersential right to enter lands
lying contiguous to his Priginal tract and designated 'as subject to
the- act; said riht extending for a period of -90 days after the desigation takes -fect ;it covers, such contig6uos land as the person iE
qualified'-to en'ter undert seion4on
of the act. This right
: is superior to the right of entry accorded a person who had -filed
-application-fdr entry of the land-uinder- this'act ac-companied'.by petistion - ~rA
its- d'esignation- H olweve', before a designa'ion has been
made the -land is subjecto&settlement'and entry under linotheri
'Las applicable thereto unless- there is, pending such application and
petition.'
';
-
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"'(7-) iA'fteE the designation 'of lahdntakes efflect no application -therefor will be allowed' under this 'act or under any other 'law until -90
dabys shall have elapsed if the records show that it niay conflict withI
a preferential- rigt to be 'claimedA on. accout of an entry for adjoining, land. 'Otherwise 'an application under this act may be allowed
iimmedliately-on thie takin'gieffeet 'ofthe desi nation.
Where there is conflict between an application, for a tract byva'
holder of adcjoining land'elaiming',a preferential'right and an application' by one "asserting no suclh right yolu' \will allow' the fornmer 'arid
reject the ladter, subject 'to the 'usual nrightt of appeal.
Where 'thele is co'ifiict hbet*ei 'itheapplications of two or more
persons claimingg such preferential right of entry you: will; after the
-xpirati'on- of the 90-day period,' notify the various applicants that
will be allowec 30 days 'fr6mn receipt o f notice WithinWhich to
- they
agree amiong themneselves' upon' the" division of 'the- triacts in con'flict,
by subdivisions and that such division will be made by this-office
in the absencO of an agreemennt. Thless an amica'ble adjustmet ,is
made, you' will, 'pursuant tco this-notice 'forward all the papers to
this office for consideration' making on your' sc~hdfles the necessary
116tatiins as to the iethod jof tran'smittal. ' -This office 'will thereupon
ir;'ake-0an equitable divisioif 6f the different subdivisions among the
'app'licaints 'sd as to equaiz'e as 'narly as possible the ,ateas wi 6h
Ath6'different applicants will have.'acquired'by 'adding the tracts thus
allotted to those-o'rignally 'held -or -'owned,? by' them. An apial; will
be.allowed from the action of.this office.,
(c) Where thdre' is but oe 'sbdivision -adjoining-ithe lands' of two
: omore entrymen or patentees entitled t6 eibrcise preteiential righL
subdivision will'be araId
Ia to assert same,
6f 'entry Iand seeking
t'toNirtpexison wh first filesp
t-ere or. twi an -a-seti on
'' ' ,.tionapplica
b ofsulchf' i'ght;-..
-(d)'

'preferential

claim

ca'n not be 'IeCognized

th

u'nless,

d't'e the 'detignation of the'' lad in question becomeis effctive, 'the
land originally entered by the claimant has, been d ated 'unicer
g-idinga petition by' i ecldim'an for the 'desig-X
the act ior'there is
nation of the- and orginally, entered-by hii.- ,
('')" A' ettl'eifent Iri-l'i't under any.'othbt ap'plicable law,. if i'nitiated''prior to'designation or'application an' petitijon, will, if asUThis
in tine,'defea t a claim o-f preference right hereunde
0: serted
right maynopt be, defeated by .settlernent. pursuant to, an unallowed
stock-raisinjg application.
,of entryi xccorded to,-contestants by
;() The preference,the ac-t of May-'':14, 1880 (.21'Stat. 140), is2in no way afected'by
- a
,- ;-;
iiany, of the 'prjovisions: of. this act.,,
(g). The fact that , person presents, -with ihis,,applicationlifor
.right

cntry-.covering

entry, unlder this' act, the. relinquishimentofa former e

- the,-,tra'ct soughtr confers,, upon.Iim no preferenee.iight :for; entr y1
to ,the preferential 'right
atplicationiss
of the land', a
givyen'byisection 8-'of the sftocl-raisingihomesteadl'la,. .,:
no~t, assert a- preferr!,
e tr.y.:an
ta~dyitionali
V.Xhf'-()l;A~n- applicainto_
jni,, al' riht' as 'aigairnst; a clainiant, whosa ~applie,c'tion-was'iled, 'before
'the date, of the original- entry'y of tIhe fornier.
(i)
;,

The., preferential

rigl't-,granted <by. section,..8 ,'f

this

actF-is

superior to the preferential right granted to ex-service men; -of 'the
: :ln adopting this rule on Aug. 29, 1921,
nnly from Sept. 1, 1921.

effective

the department directed that it

was

to be
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war -with Germany byPublic Resolution.No., 36,, apprqoved January
2i, 1922, which amended joint; resolution of February 14;, 1920,9(41
St~at.. 434). ,
: ,
:
,.
.:.:,.:,,
t.,.
S i

(j) A person holding an. additional entiry under, section . ,of the

act of Afarch 2, 1889. (25 S.tat. 854),' or an add'itional entry unmder.
sec
t
s~ion.of the en~larged''homiestead.,,act,,on which. additionalenntry

cglaimant is residing, or who owns and ,resides onland, acquire.d. updje
such entries,.- is, entitled to( a, preferential. right , enter .stock-raising
land. adjoining such entries regardless! of whether- or not the land in
0f: t~heo:ri~ginal entryZunder the generaal -omestead a1ws, may be designate ~
ud'y
'e~dsz
d, under ethe stock raising act..
.
DISPOSAL OF COAL AND OTHER MINERAL DEPOSITS

14. a) Section 9 of :the act provides, that all entries mipade and
patents.issued -under its provisions, shall conltain.a reserivation to the
United States of all coal. and other. mineralsin, thelands so entered
and. patented, together with. the right, tQ. prospect. flor, -iine,
LaId.
remove.e the same; also that:,thecoal and.other jmineral deposits in
such lands shall be subject todisposal:by the United States:in acor
; ance .witli. the provisions of.the coaland mineral landlaws.in force:
at.: the timne.:of such disposal,.
'.,,
,..:
.
,
Said section 9 also provaides that any person. luifld to locate and
enter the coal. or. other, mineral, deposits, orhhaiving the right. to mine
and remove the same under 'the laws o'f the United States,, shall have
.

th1 :right at- a-lL 4times .to enter-,upon ,the lands entered or, patented

ujlder, the acto, f6r the.urpose, of?prospecting for the coal or other
nineral. therein,- provided he :shall not injure, damage, or ,des'tr
the pe~rmlanent imnprovements of the entryman.or patentee- ancnd, shza ll
be liaible to and. shall .ohmpesate.the entryman or patentee for all
damages; to the. crops on the land by reason of ,such prospecting..,
It is flurther provided in said section 9 that any perhson 'who
:Xaoquied from the>. U'nited, States the coal or other minera posits
n any sch,land or .te right to- cne and .remove the same, .may reenter and occupy soim1uch.,of 4ile; surface thereof ,Asmnay be required
for all-purp~oses reasonzably incident tothe mining or removal o the
coabl, or..other minera~ls; flr~sgt,,iupon. securing the written consentoor
waiver9of the homestead entryman or patentee; or, second, .iupon
payment ofitedamages to cops, pr other tangible iinprovemes. to
the owner .theof.uncde agreement ;.or, third, in lieu .o either of the
f going. provisons, .upon.,tjh exeeution . of. a ,good , and .sufficient
bond or
.
dertakingtto the, United Staes, fr the uset and benieflt of
the entryman or owner of the land ,to*isecure-. pyme nt: of, such
damagesk tthe, crovs or. tangile mprove
i
-entsof
-the entryman-or
ow;ner, as .may be determined, and, fixed.,in an action ,brought uponthe bond or undertakring in a court o.f competent.jurisdictionagainst
the -principal. and.,sllreties thereon. This. bond, the form.whereof
-ia

.will :be ffound .prin, t,ed .in . the, appendix. lhe,r~et~o, must;.be .exec~uted, by,

th~
pe~son wheas acqUiired from-the United Statfes;the coal :or qt1ber
mr~nerMa depositsreserved, as'directed, in said, sectiQn 9, a, principal,
with two, ,compete~nt. individual sureties,, or .a. bondingY..compnipny
whlch .hs .complied; .ith the requirements of. the: act: f. Auiigust
13, 1489A5:(28 Stat. 279), ags.ainelnded by the act ,of March 23,,1,91Q
(3 .Stat. 24i),, andi must be .in the . sum ,of not -less ,than, $1.099.
Qualifled :,co~rporate .sureties are preferred and may be
sacceptel-a
sole surety. .;E~x~cep~t in the case of a.o-dgiven -bya ,qualifed corp&I.).olate sure~ty there munst beX fi~led t~herewsvith affidavits , of j~ustifica~tioi
0
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of
l
b})y the 'sureties and: a ceitifieate by a judge or clerk 'of a cout
record, ita United' States' district attorney;, a United StaItes c'oinmissioner, or a United States postmaster as to the identity, signatures,
and financial competency of the- sureties. Said bohld, with accomn:panying papers, imust be filed with the register and -receiver of the
l:1ocal land office of-the district -wherein the. land is situate, and'lthere
miust also be filed with such- bond evidence of service of a :copy of
the bond upon the hoinestead entrlyman- or owner of the land.
- If at the expiration'of 30 days after the receipt of thetiaforesiid
copy of the 'bond by the' entrymah-oir owner of the land' nOo~bjc~tiotis
are made by such entryman or ownIer of the land*and: filed w-ith the
register and receiver against, the-approval of the bond by, them,
they may, if all else be regular, approve said bond. 'If, however,
After receipt by -the 'homestead enttryman or -ownef of the lands of
copy' of the bond, such homes-tead entryman or 'owner of tle' land
timely objects to'-the' approval of the bond by said local' officers,
they -will immediately- give consideration to said bond, accompaiy' papers, and objections 'filed) as' aforesaid to the- approval 'of the
:ing
:bond, and if, in consequence 0of such onsider'ation .by themj' they
shall find and conclude' that the, proffered boncld 'oiht not' to6be by
them approved, they will render decisio' accoidingly and 'give .dte
*

:'

:thereof to the person prof ering the bond atfthe same time
notice
i;

advising such person of his right of appeal to tlle' Commnissioner of
the General Land Office from -their action in idisapproving the bond
so filed and proffeied. 'If, however; said'local officers, after full and
complete examination and' considceration of all the papers filed, are
of -fthe opinion that the proffered bond-'is la good-and'suffi-cielit'onae

and that the objections 'interposed as provided herein 'ag aist the

approval thereof by them do not set forth sufficiant reasons to.
justify 'theni in refusing to, approve said proffered 'bond, theyy will,
in writing,- duly- notify the homestead entrym-aii or owner of the
land of their decision in this regard andi-allow such homestead
of the -land 30 days 'in- which to appeal 'to the
n
entryman or owner
Commissioner of the General Land -Office. If appeal from ithe ad-''
verse decision of the register'and' receiver-be-'nolt timely filed 'by
the person proffering the bond, the local :officers will indorse' :upon
the bond "disapproved " and' other appropriate notations, and -close
the case. If;.on tle other hand, the. homestead -entryman or owner
of 'the lands fails to timely- appeal from the- decision- of the register
and: -receiver::- adverse- to the- contentions- of said homestead "entryman or owners of -the lands, said register and receiver may, if all
else be reguilar,' approve the bon'd
Th& coal 'and other- mineral deposits din the' lands entered or' pat: -entedunder*the act will become 'subject to. existing laws, as-to puchase' or lease, at any time after 'allowance of 'the.ihomestead entry,
unless the lands or the coal or other miineral deposits are, -at the :ti'ma
of said allowance, withdrawn' or reserved -from' disposition.'
(b) 3very application to make -homestead entry'' hder"this Act
must contain a statement to the effect that the entr~y- is maide siubject
to a reservation to the United"States of, all the coal or other mi'nerals in the land together with the right to prospect for, -mine, and
remove-the same that no part of the' land -is claimed, occupied, or
being 'worked under the mining laaws; and that the land is unocc6upiedi
person claiming. the' same under the
and unappmopiiated by
-any'

public land laws other than' tle applicant.': (See' Forms' 4416 and

1-90'16a; Appendix)

The fac

of final certificates issued' on every

ZW
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1 5.

hfomestead entry.made,:under the proisions of this act must bear- the
following:
.
Patent -to contain reservation of coal and other minerals, and conditions and:
limitations as providedpby act of December 29, 1916 (89'Stat. 862).

-There will be :incorporated in -patent issued oni homestead- entries:

under this act the-following: ,

Excepting and reserving, however, to the United- States all the coaI'and other
mineralsfin the'lahds sdo entered zandlpatented, and to it, or':p'ersbns 'authorized-by it, the right to prospect for, mine, an remove.all the -coal and other mim'erals- from the same upon compliance with the conditions, and Vsubject: to the
provisions and limitations;:.of-the act of'De'ember'-29,.-1916 (39 Stat. 862).

-

Mineral applications and coal-declaratory, statements- and applications under the :oal and mining laWs for the reserved,.deposits dis-.
posable under the act must bear on the face of the same, before,
being signed by the declarant or applicant and presented to you, the
following notation:
- Patents

shall contain appropriate notations declaring same subject; to the

provisions of the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 862), with reference to
disposition, occupancy, and use of the land as permitted to an entryman under
said act.
-

:Like notation' will .b'e made. by the register and receiver. on -'hal
certificates issud by them for; the reserve4 mineral deposits disps-a,,b~le under and subje.t to the provisions of this act.
DRIVEWAYS FOR STOCK

-

-15. The rese-'vation' of driveways for stock provided for in section. 10- of the ;act will be'considered 6n application of parties interested,j 6o'nrecommendation of other-departments of -the Governneh4t,
or on the reports of agents of. this department. Lands withdrawn
for drivew'ys-fori stock or in conneecton- with water holes 'can notthereafter be entered, and 'all applications to make entry under this
act for landi s 'withdrawn, whether filed before 'or after 'the withdrawal, -will -be rejected.-

SETTLEMENT AND IMPROVEMENT' PRIOR TO DESIGNATION

. 16. The act of June-6, 1924' .(43 Stat. 469), permits a person who,
applies to make entry under the, stock-raising homestead act for an.
undesignated. tract of land and files therewith a petition for its cdes-:
ignation to -occupy the land prlor to its designation; provided he
actually establishes residence on' the land and continues to reside
thereon during such occupation;. and, if the petition for designation
be. denied, the settler may. change his application to one under the enlarged. homestead act or to one under tfheordinary provisions of' the,
homestead law., provided he is qualified to; make such an entry.
-An.appli cantwho dees to change his application to one underl
: V ;Senlarged .homle~stead, ac~t .must. fflex in, the local office be-fore ,final
the.
action is ta-ken.on the.,stock-raisihg honiestead application, a supplen?,ental..application on the form 'prescribed .by the> Department for
making-,such. entries, ,and, if there, be pending. a Junior application
to Miiake entry under any, law, other-than .the stoc1i-raising, homestead.
act, th~e,-applicant,.must also file his affidavit, corroborated by two.
;:
persons, setting forth therein the date when he established actual residence on the :lalnd and to what extent the residence was thereafter
maintained.

The affidavit. should describe the legal subdavisions on
ion whichitheli improvements

which residence was mainitained -alnd,

are: located.

An entry under the enlarged, homestead act may not

-
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inicludetwo 'incontiguous tracts, except addit iona' entries ma~yembrace two or more incontiguous tracts if they are contiguous' to the'
originalientry.
If the land sought under- a chabge -of application has nott been
for
proper .petition'
homestead act,,-a,
enlarged
designated-,under, the must
reultons
~tfPlusng,,
~~~~~~le
eguatn
its designation must be filed in accordane With exis
,An entrymian under the, stock-raisin~ghomestead act may claim
credit',.for residence on. the landand ;irmpro.,v6ements made after the
date of-his application and 'petition for,.designation..
MIISCELLANEOUS- PROVISIONS

6
17. Proofs on i'c'trit 'tuinAelr thlis 'Iqct'"must ibe sTiubiitted within five,
years after the dates of their ill6wanceaid'ii6 siicbeetry is subje t
.-.
to commutatio.
for ent ry under this a-t'-Iho has hereI
'18. Eveky personappfihg
tofore made entry or entries :under the homestead laws' must furnish
a' description thereof- or such data as- will-ienable this office-to identify
it; or them.
19. A person wlio has iade entry under' section 6 of 'one gof ilie
X enlarged homestead a'cts may make an, additional entry, under -the
Ai' act, provided 'all
of'thisl
pro'visos to' section 3 or unider section 4 '
ust t'resi'de on the l'asid'
be Beesignai~ted: as stoc~k-rai'sing' land(l',;~biit'he
:entered under thisf act oir oh'that or'igin~ally ente'reid,':'to the' exteint';
required by the three-year'hoetea'd act:
.';20. .Where: a person -nade -an additional entry under- section :6 of
the act of March :2, 1889.,(25.Stat. 654), for lands stoc: i'aismg in
character, it -may be .used as a basis -for an additional entry, under
Hdifferesice in area betwween:the .rea in
the stock raising: act for.-the
the . former, homestead entries and 640 - acres, even though-. tbe ,land
in such section .6 entry bemore-than 20imiles from the-land-in the
o'iginal entry, but the; land .in the additional stock-raising entry must
be' within 20 miles of the land in such sectioon 6 entry, and it is immaL
terial. as to whether or:notthe land in, the first or oiginal -entry is
in character.
i
stoclk aising
A2.
A- seetion 7 additibal en7 under- ie -enlarged homestead 'act
on which -residence is being' iaitntai-ned may be the basis for an additin-al entry under-' the stock raising act, t'egardless of whetber or
not the 'land. in the original entry 'ma'y be designated under the stock
raising act and whether or not th la'nd in the section 7 entry is imore
thhni' 20 miles frbomi that 'in the '6figinal ;'efitf-y.;
- 22.- You will :not 'allow,' 'withou't inibtructions from this office, any
application- to contets an 'en ry under the6 stock raisiig h6inestead
act where' fr'aud ndmisreprsentation in secuiriinio the-deslig½nationiof
such' aniap'plicati~oin't-o !coitest,
'irecpei-pt'"of
tlh'lan-d'aiir'e 'ailgedii': Od!-n
by special' l'e-Fea'witbi a
this
ffxi
rp'ap'pe
y''ou' wi-ll' tt-ransmit 'the
request for- instructions, naking app'ropriate frefence hereto.. Suh
applications -to contest -will be- rejected where it appears, from the
iecords 'of the department,-Ithat the designation of thb land Iwas pri-&
-k
i
''1
::
i:
:ce'ded 'by 'ridl:based: 'on a fielnvesigatiWon.`
-

-offic6'

>

-

-j

.S.s.:>7]=

i
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--

*-;

;
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-
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FORM OF APPLICATIONS FOR ORIGINAL ENTRY

fit
0

-0 5- 000

At

4-016:

[Form approved by the Secretary of: the Interior, Feb. 18, 1921] l
DEPARTMIENT OF THE INTERIORl

STCK

AISIhG IOMESTEAD ENTRY-ORIGINAL

United States Land Office…_

Serial No_________:
Receipt No
_-_-__--

- -- ---------

APPLICATION AND AFFIDAVIT-

I,…_…
0.

(…)
---------

-

_

.(Give full Christian name).
_ …:__

of
Of

------

(Male or female)

_ ---------_ _
_ _
(Give post-office- address)

do hereby

apply to enter-, under -the acti of- December 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 862), subject
to the reservation to.the. Un ited States of all coal and other minerals in the
land, together with-the right to prospect- for,.: mine,- and remove the- same,
___- - -_----- … -- - section
- - - -township _
_
_
, range :_
meridian, containing

_-_n_-_

:acres.

.

-

-

I do solemnly swear that I am not the proprietor of more than 160 acres of
land in any State or.Territorry that.I----7
-citizen of.
(Applicant must state whether native born, naturalized, or has filed declaration of
If not native born, certified copy of naturalization or
declaration of Intention, as case may be, must be flled'with this application..)
the United -States
; and -am __-_-__
-_-_-;
that this
(State whether the head of a family, married or unmarried, or over 21 years of age,
and if not over 21, applicant must set forth the facts which constitute him the head of

intention to become a citizen.

a family.)

-

:-

application is honestly and in good faith made for the purpose of actual settlement, use, and improvement by the. applicant, and not for the benefit of any
other person, persons, or corporatonf; that I -will faithfully, and honestly en-,
deavor. to comply with all the -requirements of. law as to settlement and imnprovenients necessary to acquire title to the land applied for; that I am not
acting as agent for any person, corporation, or syndicate in making this entry,
nor jin. collusion With any person. corporation, or syndicate to g've them the
benefit of the land entered or any part thereof, or the timber thereon; that
I do not apply to enter the same for the purpose of speculation, but in good
.faith to obtain a home forniysolf, and that I have not, directly or indirectly,
made, and will not -make, any agreement or contract, in any way or manner,
with any person or porsons, corporation, or syndcate whatsoever, by which
the title which I may:acquire from the Government of the United-States will
inure-lii Whole or in part to the benefit of any person except myself.: I have
not heretofore made any entry under the timbier and stone, desert land, or
preemption laws, except as follows: - -- ---_
_
I have not heretofore made a homestead entry except as follows::
_
I further state that the land is not occupied and improved by any Indian;
that it does not contain merchantable timber and no timber except
…
is not susceptible of irrigation from any known source of water isupply, except
the following areas:
(Here give subdivisions and areas of the land, if any, susceptible of irrigation)
-

-

and does not contain any water hole or other body of water needed or used by
the public for watering, purposes; that no part of said land is claimed: occupied or being worked under the mining laws; that sa-d land is unoccupied
and unappropriated by any person claiming the same under the public land
laws other than myself; that the land is chiefly valuable for grazing and.
raising forage crops. :

~~~~~~~~~~~(Sign
here with full Christian

0

u

NOvsx-Every person swearing falsely to the above affidavit will be punished
vided by law for such offense.
(See sec. -125, U. S. Criminal Code, below.):
40210 -- 25vL
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I hereby certify that the foregoing- affidavit was read. to. or -by affiant
in my presence* befo're affiant affixed signature thereto; that affiant is to
me personally known -(or has been. satisfactorily identified before me by
that I verily believe
- - - …)--- - -;-- -- - - - - -- - - - -(Give: full name and post-office address)
affiant to be A qualified applicant and the identical person hereinbefore deand sworn to before me
scribed; and that said affidavit was duly sbcie
at -my office in--------and St~ate)
-$(County.
(Town).
day
anid district, this -------……l----------…
…
within the
192-.---of-(Official designation of officer)

of -- - - - - - - an d…,-- - - -- - - - - - -- -I - - - -- - - - - do solemnly swear that we are well 'acquainted -with the above-named affiant.
and th6 ands described, and personally know that the statements made by him
relative to the character of the said lands are true.I--hereby cert-ify: that the foregoing affidavit was -read -to or by affiants in
my presence before affiants affixed signatures thereto; that afflants are to
me. personally known :(or. have been satisfactorily identified before, me by:
;-----and that said affidavit was duly subscribed.
-)
---(,Give-full namie and pest-office address) --- 192…
and sworn. to~before. me at…------ this-…-,--dayof
(mfficial designation,,of- officer)UNITED STATE~S LAND OFFIPcE Ar-L
-

-

-

----------

- -- ~~~~~~~~

--

--- -

- - -

- --

192L .

I hbereby certify that the foregohig Iapplication is for sniveyed land -of thel
clahis which the applicant is legallly~ entit-led to 'enter utnder the act of Dbecemiber,
29; 191,6;- thdt there is no ptior valid adverse ri'ght to the same' 'and has this~
-day been allowed-

~UNITEI~ sTATES

cRI MINAL CODE

-

a competent tribunalofieorpahbfr
na
e-amn
of the United States authorizes an oath -t
son, -in any case hinwhich a -law
rtentsi
isterled', that he will -testify, declare, depose, or certif y truly, or that aii
moy, deciara-tion, deposit-ion, or. certificate by him- subscribed, is true, shall,- willfully and
conrary to such oath state or subscribe any material matter which he does not believe
to b~e true, is guilty of perjuryr, and shall be fined-~not more than two thousfnd dollars
and imprisoned not more than five years. (Act Mar. 4,: 1909, 35 Stat. 1111.i-

-

EC.~12.-hoeerT havingi~
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THE PUBLIC LANDS

FORM OF-APPLICATION FOR ADDITIONAL- ENTRY

[Form approved by the Secretary of the Interior, Dec. 15, 1921)
DEPARTM

OF,ENT.
THE INTERIO.

STOOK-RAISING HO-MESTEAD ENTiRY
;
C

0

U6nited States Land Office-

>

:

0

AbDITIONAL

--

.

{~~~~~~Serial
Nor_
Serial NoZA

1:ReceipitN

------

APPLICATION AND AFFIDAVIT

--

.

I,-…
,- of; ______
I do hereby apply
(Give full Christian7name)
(Post-office address)
to enter under section__ __--_--__--____--____-__-_-__
of the act of
(State under which section of act application is filed)

December 29, 1916 (39 Stat., 862), subject to the reservation to the United States
of all coal and other minerals in the lahd, together with the right to prospect
for, mine, and remove the same,
section
…
, township
------ , range…_
-,…_
__
meridian,
containing
acres, as additional to my homesteadety No.
---made _
.at
_land
……
office
for _
------_-_ section
, township _
, range--_…
:
------~meridian, which I do -_-_now
own and reside upon.
(If the-statement is not true, insert " not.")

(If under section 3, show qualifications

of an original entryman.)
I do solemnly swear that this application is made for my exclusive benefit as
an addition to my original homestead entry, and not directly or indirectly for
-the use or benefit of any-other person or persons whomsoever; that this application is honestly and in good faith made, forthe, purpose of actual settlement,
use, and improvement; that I will faithfully and honestly endeavor to comply
with all the requirements of the law; that I have not heretofore made an entry
under'the timbeiland stone, desert land, or preemption laws,! eicept as follow's:
_____;-Ithat I have not-heretofore made an entry under the homestead
laws (other than that above described) except
…
I further state that the land applied for is not occupied and improved by any
Indian; that no part of said land is claimed, occupied, or being worked under
the mining laws; that said land is unoccupied and unappropriated by any person claiming the same: under the public-land laws other than myself; that the
land now applied for and that-embraced in my original entry above described
does not contain merchantable timber and no timber except
-- ____; is not
susceptible of irrigation from any known source of water-supply, except the
following areas:

(Here give the subdivisions and areas of the land, if any, susceptible of irrigation)
and does not contain any water hole or other body of water: needed or used by
the public for watering purposes; that the land is chiefly valuable for grazing
and raising forage crops.
(Sign here, with full Christian name)
Non.-Every person swearing falsely to the above affidavit, will be punished as provided by law for such offense.
(See sec. 125, U. S. Criminal Code, below.)

I hereby certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to or by affiant
in my: presence before affiant affixed signature thereto; that afflant is
to me personally known (or has been satisfactorily identified before me by
…
-…)-----_-_--___ ):; that I verily believe
(Give full name and post-office address)
affiant to be a qualified applicant and the Identical person hereinbefore described; and that said affidavit was duly subscribed and sworn to before me, at
my office in-_____
- ----------------------------------(Town)
(County and State)
within the_---- _ - - _
land district, this ___
___
day of_
_
__
192
(Official designation of officer)I
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-------

1---------I-----------------and -----do solemnly swear that we are well acquainted with the above-named affiant
and the lands described, and personallyr know that the, statements made by him
relative to the character of the said iands are true.
Ihereby certify that the foregoing affidavit was read to or by afflants in
my presence. before affiants~ affixed. signatures thiereto;* that afriants are to
me personally known (or have been satisfactorily identified before me by,
and that said~afli--)~~~~~~~~~~~.
.
(Give full name aii post-office address)
'at!-----------I-,
me
before
to
tdavit was duly subscribed and sworn
9 .
day of…
---this
_Offcil

esgntion of Offie)

-~--UNtITED: STATES. LAND OrrICE. AT
192
…- - -- - -- I hereby certify that the foregoing application s for surveyed- land ~of.the
class -which,the. applicant, is legally entitled to enter under the act of December
29, 1916;~ that there. is no prior valid adverse right to the same, and has this
day been ailowed.
Register,;

UNITPD

~STATES

CIIMIINAL~ CODE

.

efore a competentjtubunal~~ ofcer; or person.
Sac. 125. Whoever, having taken anot
in any case in which a law~ of the Uldited Statba-dauthorizes an oath to be audminis'tered,
truly,. er that any wrsi en 7testimony,
c
or
eertifyv
depose,
declare,,
.
testify,
will
ho
that
declaration,, deposition,,or certificate by. him subscribed, is true, shall willfully and con-,
he does'not 'b~lehi6eto
trary to, such oath state or subscribe any materlialmatter -which
be trnO,; is guilty of perjury, and 'shall bo fined; not more than: twa thbusand dollars and
Stat.-11)
.4,j1909,,35
Mar,.
(Act
years.
five
than,
lucre
imprisoned not
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FORM OF BOND.FOR MINERAL CLAIMANTS
4-684~
[Formil
'
approved by the Secretary of the Interior, Jan. i8, 1915]

Know all men by these' presents: That I, -----------_______
(Give full 'ame of principal
:of
,…____ Co__
ounty (or we,-,
of'
,-County,---…
and sureties, and address of each)
and:
, of
- _,… _
-County,
, as the case may be), a citizen (or
citizens). of the- United States, or having declared my (or our) intention to become a citizen -(-or citizens) of the United States, as principal (or principals),,
0

- .and

, of.-

=,

- County; --- …

,-'and

:of

County ,
, as sureties, are lheld and firmly -bound unto the United States
of-: Americafor- the use -and benefit of the hereinafter-mentioned entryman or
olvneriof the hereinafter-described lands,' whereof homestead-entryi-has been
made subject. to. the act of Decemhber 29, 1916 (39- Stat. '862), in the, sum of
:
'~ …- dollars ($f_a), lawful -money of thelUnited States, for the: pay-ment of which,;well and truly, to be made, we bind ourselves,:our heirs, execu-tors, and administrators, successors,- and. assigns, -and each and .every one of us
and them,-ijointly and severally, firmly by these presents.
e
- : Signed:-Wvith -our--hands fand scaled with our- seals this
_
day'of:
l-

:

:-

-Dw

-i

. 0:

f

S-

7

;

;

-

A~:

,t

- The condition .of this obligation' is such -that,
whereas- the above-boundoen
…L_"L
has-acquited from the United States the
.,deposits (together
with the right to mine and remove the same) situate, Ilying, and: being within
-the
of isec.
; township
…
range
- land. district,
- ando whereas homestead entry, serial No.
-has been made at --lJIand office,'- of the surface of said above-described land, under the provisions of
-said aet of6 Dec6mber- 29, 1916, by-- - - - -.
- Now, thereforb, if the above-bound6n parties - or either -of themta or the heirs
o:f 'ithet of them; -their executors or -administrators, upon idemand, -shall
make
: -good -and'tsiffieient ~recoinpense, :satisfaction,: and payment. unto' the -said entrymani or ownet; his-heirS, executors;'- or administrators, -or assignsi for- all damages- to, the entryman's or owner's crops or tangible iimprovements upon said
homesteaded land as the'-said entryman or owner shall suffer or sustain or a
court of competent jurisdiction may determined and fix in an aetion- brought on
this bond or undertaking, by reason:. of the:,above-bounden0principars mining
and: removing the-- _= _
deposIits from said: described-land, or occupancy
or use of said surface- as permitted)to said above-bounden prindipal under the
-provisions of said act of December 29, 1916, then- this obligation shall be null
and void; otherwise and in default of a full -and -complete Comphiance with
-either or any of said obligations, the same -shall remaini in full 'force and effect.
- - igne
andsealed ntepresence of and witnesse'd rincipa3 I-by the undersigned:
__ _

'Residence

_

,

_

_

_

_
_

(The principal should sign first)

X

iS

- 1 -. . . -. --_ = ::

Resi-dence:
- ----------- -(Witnesses should- give full
--names and - addresses -.of
' each)
,: ::
-

--

-

X

-

,

,

D

:-_
--.-

.-.

:<.

-t

g .;;:,;.-:

----

-----

--

-

Surety-,

'-

Residence
s

R

-,

s

-

d

S

0The;
(
principal and' sureties

seals):

-

.-

-should

:

-AN- ACT- TO: PRO9VIDE FOR. STOCGK-RAISING. HOMESTEADS,: AND
2 0 i:
:
FOR OTHERD PURPOSES:
0$
-0
;B it enacted byf the Senated and 'touse of 'Representatives. of- the United
S~tates o AmerAicain Coi-edis
:assembled, That from and after the passage of
this act- it shall' be lawful for' any person qualified to make entry under the
.homistead'laws of the United States to madhe a stock-raisingfhomestead entry:
-rfor -nteceeding. sixhundred andAforty; acres of unappropriated unreserved
public -'iana'in reasonabiy compact form: Provided, hoee-Ce, That-the-land'so
entere'dishali theretofore hate 'been'designated by the- Secretary of the- nterior
:as:stock-raising lands."
"SEc. 2?'That thia S6cretary of the Interior is hereby 'authorized,0 on application or otherwise, to designate as stock-raising lands subject to entry under
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this act lands.the surface-of which is, in his, opinion,, chiefly valuable for grazing and raising forage crops, do not contain merchantable timber, are not
susceptible of irrigation from any known source of water supply, and are of
such character that six hundred and forty acres are reasonably required for
the support. of..a family: Provided, That where any person qualified to make
original or additional entry under the provisions of this act shall make application to enter any unappropriated public: land which has not .been.designated
:as'subject to'entry (provided said application' is accompanied and supported
by properly corroborated affidavit of the applicant, in duplicate,, showing prima
facie that the land applied for is of the character contemplated by'this act),
such 'application, together xvith the regular 'fees and commissions, shall be
received by the register and receiver of the land district in: which -said land
is located and suspended until it shall have been determined by the Secretary
of the Interior whether said land is actually of that character. -That- during
such suspension 'the land'described in the 'application shall: not be disposed of;
such application
and if the said land shall'.be designated under this act, .then"
shall be allowed; otherwise it shall be rejected, subject to appeal ; but no right
to occupy: such. 'lands shall be acquired by reason: of' said' application 'until
said lands have been designated as stock-raising, lands, unless' the applicant
actually establishes his residence and resides-on the land s;'and until final actionon such application, the settler may, if the land be not designated under this
:act, change his application to' one under the enlarged homestead law if such
lands be designated. thereunder, or to 'one under the .ordinary provisions of the
homestead law: Provided, That if the settler shall change his application, he:
shall embrace therein the -lands upon which his residence and principal improvements' are 'located, and, conform. to the provisions, limitations, and conditionsiof the:applicable law.'
:SEc. 3.. That any qualified homestead entryman may make entry under the
homestead laws of lands so designated by the Secretary of the Interior, accordnot exceeding six hundred and .forty- acres,:
ing to legal subdivisions,'in.areas
.and in compact form so far as may be. subject to 'the provisions of this act,
and secure title thereto by:compliance with the terms of the. homestead. laws:
Provided, That a former homestead 'entry.of'land of the'character described
in section. two' hereof. shall not be a bar' tothe entry of a tract within 'a radius
of:twenty miles'from such- former entry under the provisions' Of this -act;-.whlch,
together with .the former enftry, shall not exceed six hundred' and 'forty acres,
subject to' the requirements of law Has'to residence and' improvements, except
that no residence shall be' required on suclhk additional entry -iftthe. entryman
:ownkland is residing on his entry: Provided further, That the entryman: shall
be required. to enter all contiguous areas of the character herein described open
to entry prior'to -the entry of any. noncontiguous' land:<Provided' furthert That
'instead of cultivation as required by the homestead laws the entryman shall be
required to .make permanent improvements upon the land entered before final
.Proof is submitted tending to increase the value of .the same for stock-raising
purposes, of the value of not less than $1.25 per acre, and at least one-half of
such-improvements shall be placed upon the land within three years' after the
date of entry thereof.
Sac. 4. That any homestead entryman of lands of the character herein described who has' not submitted final proof upon his existing entry shall have
the'right to enter subjectt.to the provisions of this act, such amount of lands
designated for entry under the provisions of this act, within a radius -of twenty
miles from said existing entry, as shall not, together with the- amount embraced
in:his original entry, 'exceed- six hundred and forty acres, and residence upon
the original entry shall be' credited on both entries, but improvements, must be
imade on the additional entry equal to $1.25 for each acre thereof: Provided,
Tlhat the .entryman shall be required to enter all contiguous areas of the character herein described 'open to entry prior to the entty of any noncontiguous
land.
SEC. 5. Thatpersons who have submitted final proof upon, or, received patent
for, lands of th character herein described under the homestead laws, and who
own and reside upon the land so acquired, may, subject to the provisions of
'this act- make additional entry for and obtain patent to lands. designated for
entry under: the provisions of this act,. within a radius of twenty mites from
the lands theretofore acquired under the. homestead laws, which, together with.
the area theretofore acquired under the homestead laws, shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres, on proof of the expenditure required by this act on
account of permanent improvements upon the additional entry: Provided, That
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theientrymanishall be required to -enter all contiguous areas of the character
herein. described- open to entry prior to the entry of any noncontiguous land.
-.
S.. 6. That dany personuwho- is the head of a family or who has arriVed at
..the.age of twenty-one years and is ,a citizen of the United Stdtes, who has
:entered or- acquired-under the homestead laws; prior-to-the passage-of-this act,
lands of the chlaracter deseribed in this-act, the area.of which is less-than-six
hundred-and forty acres,-and who is unable to exerdse the right -of additional:
entry-herein conferred because no lands subject to-entry uinder this act-adjoin
the tract so entered -or acquired or lie within the twenty-mile limit provided
for An this. act,; may, upon submitting proof that he resides--upon 'and has'not
sold- the, land so entered or acquired- and against which land there- are no 'en*cumbran~ces, relinquish or reconvey to' the United States. the laud so occupied
entered, .or. acquired, -and-rin lieu thereof,v
within the' same land-office district,
may enter and acquire title. to six hundred- and forty- acres of the'land subject
to entry under this act, but must show- compliance with all -the provisions of
this act respecting the new- entry and -with all -the provisions of existing- homestead laws except as modified herein. ;..
:
I-I t
I'l :,
SEC. --T.-That the-commutation provisions -of the homestead laws shall not
apply to any entries made under this- act. - - -;
'.
--SEc. 8. That- any homestead entrymen. or patentees who shall be entitled to
additional entry under this -act -shall have, for ninety days after the designation of lands: subject to entry -under the provisions of this adt and contiguous
to -those entered or owned and occupied by him, the prefeirential right -to 'make
additional entry as&- provided in -this act :- Provided, That. where such lands
contiguous to the lands of two or more entrymen or patentees. entitled to addi: tional entries under this section are not sufficient in area -to enable such- entrymen to secure .byb additional entry the maximum, amounts to which they- are
entitled, the Secretary qf the Interior is authorized to make an equitable division of the lands among: the several entrymen or patentees applying: to -exercise
preferential rights,, such divisions to be in tracts of not less than.forty acres,
or other legal subdivision, and so made as to equalize as nearly as possible the
'area which suchpeentymen and' patentees xvilI acquire by-adding the tracts
embraced in addtional entries to the lands.originally held or owned by theml:
Provided further, That where-but one such tract of vacant land-may-adjoiln
the lands of two or more entrymen or patentees entitled to exercise preferential
-right hereunder, the tract in question may -be entered by ithe person -who first
submits to the local land office his application to exercise said preferential
right.: -SEc. 9. That all entries- made and patents iissued under the provisions of this
act shall be subject to and contain- a reservation to the United States of all the
coal and other minerals in the lands so entered and-patented, together with the
right to-prospect-for,- mine, and remove the same. -The- coal- and other mineral
deposits in -such- lands shall be subject to disposal -by the -United States in
accordance with Otheprovisions of -the coal and mineral land laws in tforce at
the time of such disposal. Any person qualified to locate and enter the coal or
other mineral deposits; or having the right to mine and remove the same under
the- laws of the UnitedX States, shall thave the right at all -times to enter-upon
the-lands entered or patented, as Sprovided by this act, for the- purpose of -prOspecting for coal or other mineral therein,-provided he shall not injure, damage,
: or destroy the permanent improvements of the entryman or-patentee9 -and shalil
be liable-to and shallconipensate tht eiitryflaan -or patentee for ali 'damages
-the- crops On such lands by r6ason- of such prospecting. Any person who has
acquired from. the- United States the coal or other mineral deposits in' any-such
land, or the right to mine- and remove the same, may; reenter and occupy -so
much of the surface thereof as may be -requireod for all purposes reasonab4y
incident to the mining or removal of: the coal or other minerals, first, upon
*
securing the written consent or waiver of the homestead entryman or patentee;
-second, -upon payment of the damages to crops or other tangible improvements
to the owner thereof, where agreement may. be had as to the amount thereof;
or, third, in lieu of either of the foregoing provisions, upon the execution of a
good and sufficient bond or undertaking to the United States for the use and
benefit of the entryman or owner of the land, to secure the payment of such
,damages to the crops or tangible improvements of the entryman or owner, asmay be determined and fixed in an action brought upon the bond or undertaking
in a court of competent jurisdiction against the principal and sureties thereon,
such bond or undertaking to be in form and in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and to be filed with and

to
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approved by the register and' receiver of the locil, land office of the 'district
wherein the land is situate, subject to appeal. to. the Commissioner of the: General Land Office.: Provided, That all patents issued for the coal or other' mineral
deposits herein reserved shall contain appropriate notations declaring them' to
be subject to. the provisions:of this act with.:reference to the disposition; occupancy,..and use of the land as permitted to an entryman under this act.)
- SEC. 10. That lands containing water holes or other bodies of water needed
or -used *by the public for.watering purposes shall not be designated. under. this
act but may be reserved under the provisions of the. act of" June 25, 1910, and
such lands heretofore or hereafter. reserved shall, while so reserved, be' kept
and.-held open to the public use for such purposes .under such generalfules
and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may 'prescribe: Provided'; That
the Secretary :may, in his, discretion,: also withdraw,.from entry lands necessary -to insure. access by the public to watering places reserved hereunder and
heeded for use in the movement of stock to summer and winter rangesi or to
shipping points,, and may prescribe such rules and regulations as may 'be' necessary for the proper administration and use of Esuch lands.: Provided further,
That such driveways shall not be of greater number or width ,than. shall- be

clearly necessary for the purpose proposed, and in: no event shall be more
than one mile in width. for a driveway less than twenty'miles in length,. not
more than two miles in width for driveways over twenty and not more than
thirty-five miles .in length, and not over five miles in, width for driveways over
:thirty-five: miles. in. length: Provided. further,. That all, stock 'so transported
over such; driveways shall be moved an average of not less than three miles
per day for sheep and goats and an average of not less than six miles per-day
for cattle and horses.SEC. 11. That the Secretary: of the Interior is hereby authorized to make' all
necessary rules and regulations in harmony with the provisions and. purposes
-.
A!
of this act for the purpose of carrying the same into effect.
The above iis-the act. ff Decewber 29, 1916. (39 'Stat. 86 2),as
amernded by the act of. October 25, 1918. (40 Stat. 1016), the actof
September 29, 1919 (41 Stat. 287), and the 'act of'. June 6, 1924
(43 Stat. 469).

AN ACT FOR THE 'RELIEF OF CERTAIN HOMESTEAD ENTRYMEN
SEc. 2. That any homestead entryman of one hundred- and sixty acres..or
less of lands :which have been or 'may hereafter 'be.: designated or-classified.by
.the Secretary .of the Interior as 'subject to entry *under the, provisions of the
:stock raising homestead act of December 29, 1916, who .has not' submitted
final proof upon his existing entry, and also'any, homestead entryman who.has
submitted final proof or received.patent, for such an amount of-lands that are
of the character described as subject to entry under the provisions of the. said
stock raising homestead act, and. who owns and; resides upon the said: homestead entry, where said lands are within a nationalrforest, may make. an additional entry for and obtain-patent to such: an amount of land of that; same
character, not in a national forest and within a radius. of twenty miles. from.
:said homestead entry, as, when the area thereof is added to the area of the
original entry, will not exceed six hundred and. forty acres, and residence: upon
the original entry shall be credited on both entries; but imlprov~ements uifust be
made on the additional entry equal to $1.25 for each acre thereof>a For the purposes of this act the Secretary of the Interior is authorized' to designate under
the stock raising homestead: act lands! embraced, at the time:of such designation, within valid subsisting entries within national forests..:
Approved March 4, 1923 (42 Stat. 1445).
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BANDH v. HEIRS OF WOODFORD
-ecided

Jan1i'ar?'y 7, 1925

:

PRACTICE-NOTICE-C ONTEST.:

Rule, 8 of practice is mandatory and contemplates, in service. of notice b
.publication, that proof of compliance with all of the provisions of Rlule
10. must be filed within twenty days after the fourth, publ cation of the
;!
notice, otherwvise the contest abates ipso facto.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs CITED AND. APPLIED.
Cases of Schfmidt v. McCurdy (44 L. D. 568), and WhaZen v. Hfanson (47
L. D. 100), cited and applied.

0FINNEY, Fist As~sisar~tt-ecretary:

:

:

.t0i

Tihe CDomimissioner of the General Land Office has submitted the
record in the contest of Saam Bandh against the homestead entry
of Fill S. Wo-odford,& and requested instructions as to the proper
practice.

-

The entry -was made at thel Cass Lake, Minnesota, land 'office on
June' 22, 1921; for lot1, Sec. 22, T. 62 N., R. '24 'W., 4th P. M.
(9.75v acres).: The contest of Bandh was initiated March 5, 1924,
the, charge being that:Entryman tdied :on -or about February 5, 1923, leaving no known heirs,
dependents, or relatives; that the improvements made by said entryman have
not been, maintained or. kept up since- hs death, and that said lands have
remained;wholly vacant and unoccupied.

Notice of the. contest to be. served by publication was issued by
the local :.officers. . The date: of the first publication was August. 28,
1924; of the. fourth. publication, September 18, 1924 . Proof of such
publication was filed September 20, 1924. On October .15, 1924,
there was filed an affidavit .of the mailing on September.. 8, 1924,.
of a..registered letter Icontaining. a copy .of the notice. as published,
togeth er with a copy of the contest affidavit, addressed to.entryman
at his'record address, which is also the post office noarest the land;
that was returned unclaimed.
On November 5 1924, the' l6cal 'officers dismissed the contest: because it did not appear that-a copy of the notice as. published had
been- posted onh the lan'd.
1
I dei-:date 'of December' 8, 1924, the
Commissioner of ithe General Land Office adcvised tlhe local
that they -should'have advised Tlhe' contestant of his right of appeal
from' the dismissal of the' contest. Tereafter an affidavit by contestant was filed; setting'
that
lor
ia a copy of the notice as published
wafactually' posted imnmediately after the date of the first piublicationj 'anid:'ail'affi'davit--to 'that' 'cffect' mailed"to 'his'' attornney,'but was
apparently-lost' im the'mails. lie requested that' the:'contest be rein-,
sutated witih'leave' to file an affidavit of posting.
'officers
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Rule of Practice 8 provides:
Unless notice of contest is: personally served .within 30 days after issuance
of such notice and proof thereof made not later than 30 days after such service,
or if service by publication is ordered, unless publication is commenced within
20 days after such ohrder and proof of publication is made not later than '20
days after the fourth puiblication, as specified in Rule 10, the contest shall
abate: Provided, that if the defendant makes answer without questioning the
service or the proof: of service of said notice, the contest will proceed without
further requirement in those particulars.

Rule 10:
Service of notice by publication shall be made by publishing notice at least
once a week for four successive weeks in some newspaper published in the
county wherein the land in contest lies;: and if no newspaper be-printed in
such county, then in a newspaper printed in the county nearest to such land.
Copy of the notice as published, togetber with copy of the affidavit, of contest, shall be sent by the contestant within 10 days after the first publication of
such notice by registered mail directed to the party for service upon whom
such,.publication is being made at the last: address of such party as shown by
the records of -the land -office and also at the address named in the. affidavit
for publication, and also at the post office nearest the land.,
' Copy' of the notice as published shall be posted in the office of the register
and also in a conspicuous place upon the land involved, such' posting- to be
made within 10 days after the first publication-of notice as hereinabove provided.

E

7In the absence of proof, filed not later than 20 days after the
fourth publication of the notice, that all the provisions relative to
service of notice by: publication had* been complied with,- and in the
absence of an answer on behalf-of the heirs, the contest-abated.
<Iin Schmidt v. McCurdy (44 L. D. 568), after quoting -Rule 8, the
Department held::
The purpose of this rule is 'to expedite ' the 'orderly administration of the
public Iand laws relating to the initiation of contests, and to reVeut delay in
the prosecution thereof to the detriment of a junior .contestant. Under this
rule, upon failure to make proof of service of- notice of contest within the
time specified, where no answer has been filed, the contest abates ipso facto,
without the necessity of any action on the part of the adverse party -or the
local officers.

See,. also, Whalen v. jEan.son 4(47:L. D. 100), wherein it was held:
Rule V8of. practice is manda-tory and has all the force and effect of 'law. - In
incumbent
order for- contestant to make proper service by publication ittwas
upon him to show strict -compliance with said rule, which he has failed to do.

The filing of proof on September 20,, 1924, that the notice had
been published once a week for four successive weeks in; a. newspaper publish d in the county wherein, the-land- inIvolved..lies did
not, in the, absence of proof of compliance with the provisions of
the second and third paragraphs of ;Rule 10, prevent, the
-abatement
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of the contest.*-Rule 8 contemplates that proof of compliance with1
all theprovi'sions of Rutl&i1 miust be filed'w'ithin 20-ddays after 'the
fourth publication of the notice, and thelDepartm ent has never given
tc the rule any other meaning; otherwise, a contestant could,' bv
ipublshinng the noticei and fiingE proof therbf,
omitting' any
pretense of complying with the provisions of the second Daid third

paragraphs of Rule 10, defeat the purpose of Rule, 8 as defined in
Schmidt v. McCurdy, s
Co'ntestant fTiled
paragraph

of Rule

pra.

t-oomply

'withl

the provisions of the- second

'10, the iregistered

notice

eleventh- day after the fourth publication.

being mailed

on the

Moreover, the affidavit of

mailing the notice' was not filed until October 15,'1924-more
20 days after the fourth publicationiof

It

than

the notice.

follows thati.'the 'applicati0n; fot. the i'eihstatementbof the con-;

test must be,
right, in

and is hereby, denied, without prejudice to Bandh's
the absence of any intervening adverse claim, to file a -ew

contest affidavit and proceed anew.

-

WINDSOR RESERVOIR AND CANAL
;COMPANY v. MILLER

Decided Januarv 10, 1925
RIGHT OF WAY-RESEvoIR LAND-OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTINq PERMrr.
The approval of 'a, right of way grant for a reservoir site pursuant to thO
act of Marchi 3, 1891, confers upon the grantee such an estate in the land
as to preclude ther Department from issuing an .oil and gas prospecting:
permit to another under section :1 of the' act of February 25, 1920.
RIGHT. OFEWAY-RESEEVOIR LAND-WATERAIRIGHT-.-BOUNDAHIES.

-

TS . The superficial area embraced ,in a right of way for a .reservoir granted
by th-e act of Alarch 3, 1891, is measured and determined by the high-water
line as shown by ,the approved map, and the approval of the map is an
adjudication that the~whole area within such line is 'required for the
construction, maintenanc'e, and care of the reservoir; further, the grant
- accords- the
ousfan additionaltstrip 50' feet wide adjoining the- margiinal
limits of the.reservoir when the need: therefor is established.

R14GIT OWAY-REsERVOIR
oi
LEASE.

A LAN-N
LANDSI

AND ;GAS

-LANDS-,

A grant: of va right of .way :under the ,act. of March 3, 1891,, does not carry
with .it any right, title, or interest in or to mineral deposits underly ng
:G.
the land, or any right to prospect for, mine, and remoye oil or gas deposits, either directly by the grantee or indirectly by< a. lessee thereof,
- but the title to such deposits remnains in the United States, sublect
only
to such d:spositionas mayhbe authorized by law.-:
DECISIONS AND RE4TYLATIONS C:ITE AND APPI.D.
,;Cases of Rio Grande Western Railwaf 0Company et al. -v. Stringham '(239
U.9 S. 44),1
Kern River CoinpaIs -et al. v.nited Statesw(257 U. S. lS47);
United States v. Whitney et al. (176 Fed. 593), T. A. Sualivan (38 L. D.
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493). .,Grand View Seepage Reservoirs and:Ditches (43 ,L. DD.317), regulations of June 6, 1908 (36 L.. D. 567), and administrative rule of June 24,
1918 (46 L. D. 418), cited and applied.

DEPABTMENTAL DECISIONS; OVERRULED.

Cases of Deseret Irrigation Company et al. v. Sevier RiveIr Land and Water
-Comnpany (40 L. D. 463), HI. H. Tontkiis (41 L. D. 516), and Dixon v.
DrV GulcblIrrigation Cozmpany- (45 L. D. 46)oVerruled.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretaru^:

The above-entitled case involves the question of 'the authority of

the Department to grant a, permit, under sectionA13 of the.act,-of

February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon, aw
tract of land occupied by ;the..waterTof a reservoir .constructed in
pursuance of a rightof way granlted inderthe act of,,.March .3,
.1891 (26 Stat. 1095, 101).,: The facts. in the cagse are. briefly as
follow's:

The NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, Sec. 24, T. N.,1.. 69 .W., 6th. P. M., in the
Denver, Colorado, land district,, is embraced in the selection of ,the,
:North Poudre Irrigation Company under the act of March 3, 1891,
supra, the map of location having been filed September 17, 1901,
and approved-;by the* Department November '7,'1903.-': fThis 'map
shows the land to be embraced in,an annex to North Poudre Reservoir No. 8, having a total area of 138 acres, with a depth of 20 feet
and a capacity.qof 1,800 acre-feet. ,Onthe mapof definite locae Qcto-tion filed December 28, 1903, and approved .bythe Departmet
with
acres,
175.7
be
to
is:shown
annex.
the
of
ber. 11, 1905, the. area
feet.
acre
a capacity of 3j998.3
on November.;20, 1923, Frank:C.. Miller-filed tapplication;-uunder

section 13:of the leasing act, for a permit to prospect' for oil andl

gas upon said' tract, wnhich is not within any lknown geologic6 struc-

tire' of 'a producing oil or gas field and 'a'ppears to''be vaeant and
unappropriated except for the right of-away hereinbefore mentioned.
On; February 14, 1924, the Windsor Reservoir. and Canal. Company, successor in interest of the North Poudre Irrigation- Cor-.
pany, filed a protest against the granting of a permit to Miller, in
which it is alleged that the annex and the main reservoir are. connected by an underground tunnel; thatV the reservoirs are nowv filled

with water to ardepth of 39 feet, to be used during the irrigation
season of 1924; that the exclusive use of the land is needed' and required for reservoir purposes, as itis located in the center of t,he
annex; that during the, greater, portion,:of ,each year the land is sub:
merged many feet in water; that prospecting, for oil and gas on the
land could not- be done, without. inj1ury to the veste,d rights of the
protestant;- that. it might result' in total destruction of the reservoir
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for the purposes for Which it was constructed; and that'the oil and
gas-applicant would not"be able to mark the corners of the claim,'M
as required by law, on account of the depth of water.
: Miller .answvrered the, protest, ,admitting the existence and loca-

tion of the reservoir. He alleged that water was'stored in the0cserzvoir
spring and was
r used in July and August'; that when 'the
.'i'n

water was drawn off only about 10 acres of the whole site were submerged -the remaindert being exposed during- the greater. part of
the year; -that if a permit were granted he could* drill the land even
if it were-covered in whole or in part by'water; that'the protest was
not made in 'good faith, as the company-had itself: executed a lease-now held by the Union Oil Company' of California.

* A copy of said lease was"filed with the answer, and from this it
appears that the company has leased 'all its lanids in and-a djoiining the r'eservoirs and rights of way for ditches and canals-,6for the^0
development of oil and gas. This lease contains, among':o'thers, the

following pr6visions.
The above and foregoing lease is -made upon the express understanding and
agreement :.that said lessee .or: his assigns shall not, drill any: well for;-oil' or:
*gas .or--erect any building, pipe' line or dappliance i'n .or upon 'any:0 right of way
for any -of said canals or lditches 'above described, nor within the upper contour lines&of any of said three 'reservoirs, except upon the written consent'of
the- essor' hdereafter -obtained;' d'uly executed and -acknowledged; 'authorizing
-.and permnitting~thef lessee O'r his' assigns 'so to' do.:' It is understood that the.
,foregoing restriction 'shall not prevent the lessee from withdrawing ~oil. from
beneath said. reservoirs and0ditches,. but is only 'a limitation on 'the places
'where wells may be sunk- and pipe' lines laid and other structures- erected.-,
-*

E;
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*

*
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*

*
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Lessee in conducting its operations shall protect and preserve the 'ditches
and reservoirs of the-lessor~ covered b ythis lease and the water therein contained, from all damage and
6pollution
of every kind and character whatsoever,
and shall not permit any oil to flow into such ditches or reservoirs nor any
,waters 'to escape from said reservoirs or ditches 'by reason of its operations,
either during. the, time of.: such operations or: thereafter.-- .In the .event a well
fis drilled,:.witnhin the upper c
;otour
of any reservoir
:on said land such weU,
whether it develops into a producing well or is, abandoned, shall be so handled,
dad' at its';abandonment 'shall be left 'i such shape that the waters of said
..reservoir can not escape there through, and all of the lessee's operattons
:,within-,the upper contour,-of any
:,of the lessor's reservoirs on said land: shall,
:so. far as said operations may in any direct or indirect way affect the capaeity
0.orstability, of ,said -reservoir. or its ability, to holdi water or the quantity or
quality of the water contained or that may thereafter be contained therein,.be
.:Conductedin acordaace with the written'plans and specifications previously
Sstbmitted~to lessor, and approved byan engineer of its own choosing.
*

..

4

'ij'
'

E

::t

i:''

'

*:**''

' '

";

''

*

It is expressfy understoodl and agreed that 'the lessee -shall be liable in
d'amages to the lessor for-any 'failure on the part-of the 1lesseee to proteet and

,so
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preserve aild ditches and reservoirs and the waters therein contained from
all' damage- and pollution of every kind and character whatsoever.- The lessee
shall also be liable' to the lessor in damages for any diminution in tlie`qdantity
of water stored in said reservoirs os irun in said ditches' caused by thi lessee,
*is agent or employees, either by breakage-of the retaining •-alis of said ditches
or*reservoirs, or'by- holes drilled therein or drilling therein, or in. ;any other
.manner, and.for any and:'all damages done to the farm; lands -and crops by
reason of his operations..

By cdecision dated August 13, 1924, the Commissioner of the Gent
eral Land. OffiDe'rejlected -the prospectiIng-permit appl icat'ion on the
ground that. the. land -was-.not subject to disposition undear, the leas,
ing act so long, as the grant under the actoffMarch' 3, 1891, subsisted.,

citing the cases of ANorthen Paciftc Rairoad Companqy v. Townse'nd
~A. Crandall (43 L. D. 556), as to the-nature
.(190U~.IJS..267)., a~nd-X
of thee girant for right of way..
.

Miller, has appealed to the Department," and both' parties have
:filed, exhaustiv.e briefs and arguments.
In the regulations of June 6, 1908 (36 L. D. 567.54s68) ,.-under the act

of March 3, 1891, the Department sys:

,-

The right granted is not in the nature of a 'grant of lands, but is. a 'base 'or
qualified fee. 'The possession and right of -use' of' the lands. arey.given 'for
the' purposes' contemplated by law,L but a- reversionary interest:) remains in -the
United' States, to be'.conveyed by it to the person' to whom the land may;. be
the grantee of "the'riglht
4of
'patented,: whose! rights: will be subject'-tothose
0of way. -All persons settling on a tract of'-;public land,-to part .of which right
of way. has attached'for a canal,. ditch,-:or reservoir,. take the land subject' to
'such. right of way ;and at the total area of' thae subdivision 'entered, there.
Section 21 of
*
*
being no authority, to make deduction inasmuch cases..*
the act of March 3, 1891, provides that the grant of a right of way for a canal,
ditch,, or reservoir does not necessarily carry with it a right to the use of land
50 feet on each side, but only such land may be-used.as is necessary for construction, maintenance, and care of the canal, ditch, or reservoir. The width
is not specified.

In the case: of, T. .A. Sullivan (38 L. D. 493) the Department held
that upon its approval of-an application for right' of way under the
act'of March 3, ''1891, jurisdiction was lost, and it could not th~ereIn
after properly ,approve ano ther and confiiAting applicatioat
case the Deparan~ent expressed itself as follows:
*'The act of' March:3,'1891, under which the application of Rogers and Davis
was"fIlied and approved, is essentially similar to the act of March`3, 1875 (18
"Stat 4482- by which ':rights' of Way a-cios the 'public 'land; are- granted to' rail'ioad' conmipanies, te~specting 'which thfe'--Suprefiie Court ha§"decided that after
a-n' application has been approved by the Secretary of- the 'Interior,'; a'vested
right is acquired which can' not be disturbed by any subsequent action of the
Department; that with the approval the title 1passes, and with the title passes
all authority or' control of--the. executive department over the land .and over
the title -which-hit has conveyed. (Noble v.: Union. River Loggtng Raqilroad, Glo..
147 U. S. 165).
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Applying the: rule announced by the Supreme Court in the above-citedlcase
to applications for rights of way 'under the act of 1891, this, Department: hash
held that by the approval of such an application the jurisdicti'on of the Depart-'
ment is lost, and that any subsequent action taken looking to the -cancellation
or annulment of the right of way must be .by direct action for that purpose;&
and- in' the same connection it has been held further that the 'Department 'Tay
not properly- approve an application subsequently filed which conflicts to a .
material extent with an approved application under which vested rights have
been acquired. (Allen et al. v. Denver Power and Irrigation Co. (38.L. .D.'
207).)

A different, view appears to have been taken in the cases of Deseret
Irrigation Com pany et al. v. Sevier River Land ,and Water Comnpany; (40 L. D. 463), H. H. Tonbiins (41 L. D. 516), and Dixon.v.
Dry Gulch IrrigationCompany (45 L. P. 4). In, the administraative.
ruling .of June 24, 1918 (46 L. D. 418), however+ the latter view is
n'ot adhered to. The case of. T A.: Sullivan, .supra,,must be taken as
setting forth the law.
Thesame construction, has; been given: to the acis *of March 3,
1875, and March 3, 1891. United States v. WThitney et al. (176Fed. 593), Kern River Company et- al. v. United States (257 U. S.
147). In regard to the 'act of'March 3, 1875; the Suppreme CoUrt'has
said (Rio Granrde -Western Railway .Company v., Stringham, 239
U. S. 44):
The right of way granted by this and similar acts is neither a mere easement, nor a fee simple absolute, but a limited 'fee, made on an implied condition of reverter in the event that the company, ceases to use or retain the land
which 'it is granted, and carries with it- the ineidents and
for the purposes for w
**.
'
remedies usually attending the fee. D

The following-may be quoted from Lindley on Mines, third edition, section 153, volume 1, page.280:
'

.

-

i

:The grants of rights of way found 'in the variou's-railroad acts contain, no
reservations or exceptions. They are .present,, absolute grants,- subject-to: no
conditions, except those necessarily implied, such as that 'the froad. shall be
constructed and used for the purposes designated. They are in effect grants
of the fee, subject, however, to a reversionary right in the event the ':id
ceases to be used for the'purposes for which' it 'was :grahted. The 'estate
has been characterized a 'alimited fee" or a "base fee." No art of the
right' of, way 'can zbe alienated without the iconsent of Congress .nor lost by
laches, or acquiescence. Grants of this character carry with-them the implied
condition that the lands are not to be used except for the purposes oflegitimate railroad operation. No title is acquired to. underlying' mines, and
the land can not be; mined for its oil, 'gas, or other mineral 'deposits. 'Th
extraction -of oil or mineral would' result 'in 'an injury -to the reversionaryt
estate.
The .railroad company secures the:,surface and: so. muchb of the underlying
minerals as may be necessary to support the surface. The obligation, to su:
port the surface would of course be mandatory. * * *

:

:
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The reservation of "milnieral lands "- found 'in these acts does not apply to
the lands embraced within the right of way limits.. This right of way extends
ito and covers alltpublic lands, whether.mineral or not.:
- If at the time theVright of way attaches mineral lands.oyer whic1 the road,
is to pass are unoccupied, a subsequent location, thereof, followed by; apatent
to the locators, is inferior to the right of.way to the company, and must*yield
to the superior, legal title, without resort to a,. court of equity to, set the
patent aside.

It is contended otn behalf of the appellant that the canal company:
is not protesting on account of any threatened danger to its reservoir
and water supply fromhprospective drilling operations,' because the
lease that 'has been given will not prevent drilling which will have
nearly the 'same dangers; that the comnpany' is' merely endeavoring
oil' supply for its lessee and its own. attendant
6the
possible
to retain '
adviintage ;'that' if the permit is not granted the Governmient 'Will
receive nothing 'for any oil there may be in the- land,' as it will '6e-.
drained off and taken from adjoining privately 'owned hlnd 'of th'e
company, even though not 'taken 'from wells oni 'thle lland itself.

'The appellant also says:
Permits have been heretofore. issued by the General Land Office to applicants to prospect for oil and gas upon lands adjacent to the lands herein

involved, said lands also being situate within reservoir' sites located under
the act of March 3, 1891.
James G. Stephens, Denver Serial 028587,. Permit granted February 15, 1924.
Valdo F. Wilson, Denver Serial 028815, Permit granted July 1, 1924.4
It is; true that permits have been granted as stated and that the
tracts' appear to' be within reservoir sites of this company-" In the
case of Wilson the company protested' as: in 'the p'resent casebut
t&e' Cbormmissi'oner disniissed the protest by decision; dated June 5,
1924, and the company did not a ppeaL
.Froma careful)consideration ,of the acts of CongreSs involved and
the numetous :decisions of: the Department and. the courts construing
these acts, the 'Department is, coilvinced that such' title has passed
under the grant of right of way that a permit to pirospect for oil
and gas upon land situate:.in a reservoir site ~can not ,properlbe
'
'
'
"
granted.
As 'hasi 'been' stated, entries -may be allowed for lands to parts of
which rights of way for canals, ditches, or reservoirs have attached,
but such entries. are subject to. the rights of way. Obviously, 'a
claimant 'whose land Jis crossed by, a' right' of way for a canal may
not use, ,or exercise the right of possession over, -the,, land that is
actually necessary for the canal. It. is clear that the same rule must
igranted a permit to prospect for oil
appl yto' one 'who has; been
Cand ghs

'',
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-InsectionA9 of th c

March.,1891,it iszprovid'ed--

'

That' any' -cana-l-or ditch company de'sirn g' to-0secure the' be'nefits 'of this
shall&

*:' -

'file

t

:

with the- regste, of the lan'd office!1r 'the. district-where

such .-land is 0located a map.',of its,!capnaL or 'ditch-and ,reservoir.; and, .tupon4 the
approval thereof by theSecretary Of the Interior thebsame shall be, noted_
upon the plats in said office, and thereafter' all :such lands over whici. such
-'
rights shall pass shall be disposed of subject to such right of-way.'-

In, its regulations' of June 06, 1908, .under said
prequires
that (parar
referred* to, theDepartment

,

hachereinbefore
10)'

* The, line
.
Field- -notes -of the -surveys must be illed in duplicate.:'
of surveyk.should -be.thatof the actual location of the proposedr ditch and,,as
:* * The maps
exactly aspossible, the water-line of the proposedreservoir.
filed * * * must be strictly conformable to the fie dnotes of the survey.' -'

The extent of the ground occupied by'the w'ater of a resertvoii'
for which a right .of way. has pbeen granted under this act,: must be:
, S shown.4 by. the approved
determined fjirom ,the high-wat i
*.-09
t 5amap. :;tiThle iapprovalt of:-the map by the Department is an adjudication. that the whole area shown to be "'ithirthe high-water line,,of
the reservoir istnecessary .Tforf0 the constrXuction, -maintenance, and
<care of such -reservoir., :Furthermore, it mhay be. established r by eviincludes 50. 'eet outward from the marginal
f'grant
dence that the.
limits of: th'e -reservoir. ': In`:this: connection see the 'case of Gra:nd
View-q' Seepage eoseavo'i-sndd P'itehes (43 L. D. 317),;for construction of the provision of section 18, said act, as to' the- addition Of
fifty feet on'each side of the marginal-'limits- threof:"- that-is, the
reservoir, canaltanjd'laterals.
ir-site thie Departe
As the Iand involved is enti y ithi in ar
mentaus- no 'authority-'to- granit a permit 'to prospet for oil andgas
-up n-,h'e'sa he. Th decisioji a'pealld 'frojn is,arie
o.wic; ;r1eerene, has
the two ,prospecting perm its to'
, .Ap~parently
0 X0
been made were erroneously.issued, ahnd action with, a-,view-jt ican,-cellation of'these permits should be taken.If the canal comany hasattemipted 6,r shall attempt to mae 'any
useofthe and,.granted under the approvd right; of way inco-isiston
:with the terms 'of- the grant, the.'necessary'steps to protect thee'rights
ai'and int'erests of the GovWernmentwill be taken by! the Land Departmnent
02), provide
ch 3, 1891 (26 S ,
fTh e a ct . of Congss of
that nothing therein shall authorize such a canal or' ditch companyto
tforthe,-purposes of said 'l or
such.orig -of way exc'ept
6a upy:R::0
'Wdsor Reser:
ditch.' It is madeto appear i thi& record' that
held by'the
voir 'and' anal Comany 'has executed ..a. lease,' n
Union',Oil' Company of California, in- which it is-'provided that2 the
lessee shallnot drillI for oil or gas within 'the:upper contour ne's of
any, of the reiser.ufrs except upon' theQ written consent .of the lessor.

,

-
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d
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'und'er- sai& act Hpasses'-'nb ri.h, title,-. or 'interesti in..or ~to':
A00
. :-.
:- Agrant
uicderilyii-ig, the hnd,,o, ,any riglht., topprospect
'my .a-.-mieral:deposits
a-ndi remove. oil-or-gas d-eposits, either directly by the.
f-: f
fore,-'minie,
graitee or any'les'ee'theredf." Th'he title ito suche deposits' remains in-.
to'sueh disposition as'may be anthor,qsbje'tnly
the
' e'[k.l..edaStates,

ized by law1.' -.-

'

You will notify the grantiee and other parties in interest hereof,
an'd that the Depattment'denies'the rightldf the--reservoir and canal
company £'o 'ease anhy 'lands3 of the 'United Sta-tes cvere by- it s
reser-vir grant for the. extraction of oil or gas therefrom, and'the
right"' df its lessee,`'even:With the consentz of 'the reservoir company,
ito aril for and extract oil and 'gas 'therefrom Mand'will take the'
necessary steps to6 prevent such trespass, 1f same shall be attempted.
RULES 8 AND 11 OFAPRACTICE, AMENDED

'[CircularNo

9761No.

-"

.
LAND OFF4CI0
Jonuary 12, 1925.-
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:-

OFFICEs:.

Your attention is called to the following (departmental o1rdr. ldted
Jwanuary 9, 19 ,25, a ending Rules 8 mnd 44 of., Pracic6 :'
Considefidtion of appeals which have recently come beforeFthe :Department

reveals that the provision1is ofRtule of Practice 8 relative to abatement are not
clearly understood. :To' remove 'all' possibility of 'controveisy the said 'rile i'a
'auiendd' by the insertio' of "service of noti'by, to, make it conformththe
interpretation 'uniformly ,given the .rule.by the Ie)partment.- (See 44 LI, . 568.)
As anmended, the rule now reads:-,,
notice ofcontest *is personally seryed within 30 'days after
:."nless..
issuance of such notice and proof thereof made not lvtei than80 diays after
: .uchservice, or if service by publicatioi 'is oi'dered unless publication is comnienced within 20 days after such .order and proof of service of notice 'by
publication is, made& otflater than 20 daye, after th fourth publication; as
specified in Rule 10, the contest shall abate:: Provided, Tbat if the defeidant
: imakes answer without questioning the service or the proof ofzservice of' said
Cthose' parnotice; the contestw'ill proceed without' Ifurther requiMeen t in
:
'0
'
'
ticulars.'.'s
To require a necessary showinLg, whidh has been.,insisted. upon, although not
specifically required by the Rules of Practice, lRule 11 is aiended, by adding a
' ' '
'
paragjraph, as follows
othe person; vho mnailed
"Prioof-of theTiihailiug-ofanotice shall be by affldavitof
the"notice,'attached to the pogtgmasiter'spreceipt

the registry return receipt."

'

;

~

for the letter or, (if
...

'

W

delivered)

shWt'

WComA4n'wioher

ITO
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:REPAYMENTt-,-LAND DuPAnTMENT7-J1RISPICTION.

-

-

-

authority to allow, repayent under. the
The Land, Department is .ithout
jisc ot
. act of:Junle 16, 180,, ofia .demand against the Goyqrnjnent wi
embraced :within its .pirovisions merely -because: it might be, recoverable
under a'difrent law before a tribunal with a uidliifer'ent jurisdiction.
COITR

Or CtAIMS

DEcISIoN DIsTINGm5HED.

Case of Nelson v. UnitedlStates (385Ct. Cls. 427), cited and distinguished.
FFINNEY, First Assistant Seeretary:,

Counsel- for the;above-named, claimant has-fileda,--amotion for rehearing of departmental decision of AAugust 6, 1924, denying repay-.
ment of moneys paid by'clalimant's' husband "in connection with tim' In :its
ber 'and stone, entry Glenwood 'Springs, Colorado, No..
it
because
barred
was
claim
the.
that
held
JDepartment
de6isioln, the
of
theact
by
provided
time
limitations.of
the
ithin
notf file~d-:'
; was*
.. :December 11, 19190 (41 Stat. 366).
of the
terms
the
under
is
dule
repayment
that
contended'
It is now
such-confor
authority
as:
(21'.Stati'287),.and'
1880:
act of June 16,
tention-'the decision of'the tnited-StautesCourt'of.Claims in' the case
of Adolph Nelson v. United States (35 'Ct. C s. 427t) is relied upon.
In that, case the claimant made a desert-land entry for- land -de.scribed byreason of amistake of' the, surveyor as, being in TT.21 N.,
he hadimprrvedq and' intended to enter was in
whereas the;
T. 22 N. As ,soon is. the mistake was discovered the claimant- applied to correct and- anmend the entry so as to describa the land hehad
improved. This .applicaition was denied by the Department forfhe
keason that prior to,,the filing 'of his entry application the land
desired had-bepn-embraced in a reservyir withdrawal and. Was not
subject, to, entry. The claimant thereafter filed application for repayment 1 under the1 act of:'1880, supra, vrhlch wasa denied by the ieH'e .-thenm, filed th, c-aim in the United StCates Ce urt o
; partment.
Cplaim~svwhich allbwed-thc deimand on the theory that the moneyws;
paidq in, mutual ,mistake off'.act and that an action .for money had
and received would lie.' In it decisilon the court held:
-land

-

-

-

The court jdoes not mean sto hold, that the action of the Commissioner:of the
Land Office. and. of the Secretary o'f the Interior was erroneous.. An executive officer has a limited statutory authority, and can disburse or refund
.public moneys only in cases: where he is expressly authorized so to'do. ' In
this' court a cause-may be one of: legal riht,' though no executive offlcer-may
be-empowered -to satisfy it. In' this' case .it seems indisputable that the: Gov:ernment ini 'equity agd good .conscience is bound to: refund this- money,;. and in
- such a, case the:,action for moneyhad. and received will lie.
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It is clear
Cifrt of Claims
cthalthe did not attempt to hold that
the money was repayable, under the act of June 16, 1880, but that it
was. recoverable.under. an action fr- money'hadand received irnt
-pliedly holding that it was nt-daue undei'said acl The Department
:is -withloyt authbrit yof law to' allow repayment under the act 6f 1880,
Ws-pra,
a:d emaid against .he Gove'nmeninwich is ot emnbraced
within its ,provisoiijs jlerely. because1i, 'mbght e r'ecoiei6able under
a different law before a tribmal with a different jurisdiction.

The motion for rehearing ls, denied.
WITBECK v. HAREtV[AN '.(OQN, ECONIDERATIO14)
:Dd

*

..

January 12, 1925

OIL AMD)GAe. LANDS PEi
PREPERENCR
TEESASPECTINGP
'Toidetifled
".
to a preference right togan oil and-gaisprospecting'permit n
section 13 of the act' of Februaryv25 19
iiteral
l,
complian'ce -with-'all the
provisions of the governing regulations, which 'hav'o all the force abda effect
-of.law,'including payment -of te filing fees, is necessary. .
.
DEPATMENAL

EcIsION CITED AND- APPLIED.-

Cas'e offJ. Sarn; Friedanv

F

NNEY,

j(50L.iD.
1

First Assistnti Secreta'r

'.

8i). cited and applied..

-'

t:'

.'By'decisi'o of April 16,1924 (50'L. D. 413) jthe Departmdnt held
t'at -Jackd ~Hrdi
i was Xentitled to a pre ference right to 'a permit
':i:m0
llnder
';:
se':
::
l3
(t of :the a-ct of February 25, 1920 (41 Staf. 437), to
prospect:rfor oiland gas upon the0NW.1/4 E. 14,Sec. 25, T. 21 N.,-R.
:1W. La. M., Louisiana, by reason of havin, posted on the land,
wfithin .30 da~ys pior'o the ate0ofhis 'app icatin 'a noti 'ofi 'n:
ft t tion
apply f.r .a prospeding permit., The' like'applcation of
-Albert T. Witbeck ' as heldto havenbn f-led'useq~ubnt to' the date
:Hardeima'n s notice was posted, and was therefore rejected, the declSion appealed from beingaffirmed
'
Afteri the date of -said''decision,"itbec'
allegedIthat' the'loca'
'o'ffice at' Baton Roiuge was guilty ofirregularities in connection with
:thie':receipt of his applicationi, fort whh reason final 'action':n' the
conflicting applications was suspende dand an investigation ordered Thle report of thb.investigation hasi been' receivedupond
'considerati'°-on
00
<0:-~t
cns
ertin.oofEic Swhich"
wh ::*;2 the Department has
has
-cnconcluded'
u- e that'lthe
e
charges. were not sustained.
A-petition for theexercise 'of. supervisory authority has been fled
-on behalf of 'Witbeck, but- action thereon is rendered -.unnecessary
because 'examination of the record has -brought tottheattention oLf
the Department sufficient to demiand'the 'reconsideratioft' of thee-ap-:;peal.

:51]
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mber-12, 1923,
Witbeck's application -iss- indorsed ' as filed, on,' Novmberu 12, 1923
at 3.30:p. in., while Hardema4's application was filed December 11,
1923, at 3 p. mPin
heehich
set forth:
70 :

;j

0

-L :- A

-

:

-. - .

-

-

n: -It

.

:
herb claim preference .right to this permit-.by reason of the fact -that on
November 11, 1923, Ijlocated the land.herein mentioned, and erected inia the
center thereofia monument more than four~feet high, and more than four
inches sqiuare, on which IIposted two notices of my intention to .ly
for this
permit, 'a copy of which ishereby attache'd. "

.'.JThe copy. of .the

-postednotice referred to de.cribes

the. land as

follows:Nprthwsstquarter -of the northeast quarter (NW 1/4 iof NE:-',:4) Sectionf
twenty-five: (26) north Range ten (10) W-Vest, Louisiana Meridian, iWebster:
Parish, Louisiana, co4taining forty... (40) acres more or:-less. - --- ,
-

A side- from the failure.:t&tt incorporate in the -:poste&dlotice

the

:number of the township, the application:was not' 'uind:er 'oath, 'and the
allegations .as -to .the - posting" -of -the6 notice' were' not corroborated:.

Moreover, the required fee wasnot tendered withhthe- 'application,:
and was'not paid iuintil-ecemhber
`109,1923.
, -`
*
f
In the case, of J;: Smv Fried~ian~
(50 'L. D. 58i), t Department
held that as the regulations of March1L; 1920 (447 -L -D 437) ;',do:do
0:o~t-specify:
0h
the ~procediure-to' be-. followed -as -to thie -payment-Qfft-he0
t;"'
filing;:fees,.$he general -instructions ((Circular- No.. -616 ),approved
: August 9,1918 (46L.D. -513), goverii. Pafagraph 8 of-said Circut
No.
:lar 616:provides.that "Where no money is tendered, the applica-

tion, etc., will b&e::rejected."

-

-

--

-

-

-'

Even if Hiardeman's application had been under; oath- and corroborated, and if the posted&notice had properly described- the land,;
his failure ±to tender the required filing fee within -30 days after
the: date' of :the' alleged .postinig.-defeated hiS claim of preference
-

righti -When. one asserts a preference'right to a propecting ermit,
it is necessary that lhe comply literally- with ali the :provisions-of
.the governing-4 regulations, which haVe .ll the; for e'-and: effect of
1a;a
:
.:0-='
-00
'
l0--'
t-- '0
-00
::Fo~r the .ieas~ons.aforesaid- the Department must hold, 'thath Harde'
:ma did
n notproperly assert -his, claim lof pireference right within
the time -allowe d-, an that Witb cW's application is entitle& to prI'
oity.:
- ;..
Th 16decision.-of -Aril 16, 1924, is vacated to the'extent it confl'is
withthe viewsaherein expressed, and the, decision appealed froiu i.
-0:00~

-

0rev

rsed. I

-

--. -;.

.

-

-

-.-

-

-

-;

-

-

--

.-

-

-

-

'

'

W -ITECK
v-.HARDEMAN.
-departme'nt'lV-decisio of' J-anu4Iry"; 1i2'',
Motion. or 'eh earing
19256 (51`L: ID. 3
denid
6A'6),
by-'
irst
ista Secta' Finiey;
-f

-

lIvIarch 5,4925.

-

-

-

-

'

-

.
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-)~JxVOELTZEI v. WRIGHT (ON PETITION)
Decided Janiuvry 2J,1925

m0IL
AND

GAS

LANDS§--PROSPECTING

-

PERMIiPREF'EREN CE

RICHTl-HME'STEAD

ENTR-k-ACiMES -NOTICE-SE5TTLEIE NT.

j t

:

of delay on the part of a. settler to make'entry of"
fcblicland, the
intervening ofa meire application for an; oil and .gas
Cospecing
permit
under section 13- of the act of February '25,s'1920, d6esnot, in the absence
:.of notice thereof-; deprive the entryman. of -anyof his right's under his
entry.

0ecause
;B.::

7~~~~~~A
(OiL

ND
;ai::

AND

GAS

SETTLEMENT

)f

FRM

LANDS-PROSPECTING
s
.

'

P
PERMIos

.

.

S::f;

E::VC0
:: MIM
:f

-APPLCATIONY-ADERSE

' -.

;s

. CLAIM-

.

,

un der Section 13 of the act of
:February' 2,, 1920, is not an, adverse right; lwithin the meaning of. theflaw
- governing settlement claims,
.

An application for

a pospectig4

DEPARTMENTAL
EDECISION
0 00
;0

|

*:TINGIIS-HED.

ITED
,

.

permit

A
0;

-ApPLED-DEPARTMNTAL.
i
'

DEcisioN NDs-

,..,.i

Case of Pace 'v..C'arstarphen_ (50 L. D._369), cited%and applied; ,,cse

of

.,du:ATa

Fletcher (49.L. D. 204), distiguighed..
TFNI
EY,

irst Assistant Secretary.,

A . petition for the exercise of supervisory authority has been: filed
on. behalf .of* Eugene Voeltzel. in. the; matter. -of his :application
i.f
a .permit':.under section 13- of the, act of£.'February 25, 920. (41 Stat.
437),0
to prospect for. oil and5.gas upon' (with other :lands') lots X7;, 8,

,9, 10, 12, 13, and 14, Sec.' 9, T. 3 N., R. 91' W., 6th P.. 'M. (314.44
acres)-, .Glenwoo&dSprings, Colorado, land districtjswherein the' 'De-:
partment, by decision of November 24, 1924 ;affirmied5 a;d&cision of
the Coummissioner' of the. General.i Land Office "dated July 80,'. 1924,
rejecting theapplication's to the tracts above de'scribedand holding
that Howard .AL.'Wright 'was .entitled to .a-$7Dpre5-ference right under
section.-2'0:of the act of February 25, 1920,supra."'
-.
:C '.ounsel
for: Voeltzel,- who. 'has argued,. the case .orally,' contends
that. Wright was .guilty of laches in failing to apply to make 'entry
for.-the land until the'lapseof :nineteen months after -the filing of the
plat of 'sfirvey;: and that because ofWthe--interventioni of .Veltzel s
application 'the delay prevented.'the dapplication .of theo doctrine of
relation.
The plat of dependent resurvey of the ttownship was :filed, in 'the
local office on May15, 1922. :Voeltzel's application'for a prospecting

permit was filed August 11, 1923, and Wright's applicationto make
-entry under the enlarged homestead act for lots 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13,
:and
."X
' 14, :said Sec. :9, was "fled 'December- 3.1' 1923. Because of the
pendency of Vel}ttzel's application, 'Wyright's, application' wa . forwarded to the Cormmissioner of the.Generalkand.Office, who, under
date of March 6, 1924, directed the' local officers to notify -W]rigt

:

'REl]/;
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that; it-woiild bein'ecess-ary; to'fr:i- a--aiver-of cooipefisation'in 'accordahce6 with section:'29 of "thc oilI leasin
1

ff

tWidght..responded'

'0

tvibwitha-.showingj'thdat

the landon'-March`' 2i
'since; that date:
entry

was

due

'19,,

act.

To 'this require- ent

he establihshe;desidend& on

and had^ resided thereon

'He explained ,that

the delay in

continuously

applying to mal

tA' the fact that he6 was without mioney t6 pay'lth'b

requiredfie and commissions.

The showing accompanied

'fr000bom'thae Coemnissioner's decision of

M-arch 6-1'124,

an appeal

but no actioni

:on ,the- appeal was taken; because tlhe- Comnmissioner by-5' his&deicisiofi
30, 1924, vacated the d6ision :of tjtarchl 6, 1924. 'i'

of July
:

Piiorto

I-14,
'Wit
V: '1924, ppliedrfor

a permit

'As 'Lot; 3 -said See '9,

was'

by' 'E3ectfve order-'of

October'25,

that h
- In

7'

:the date of the decision' appealed-from,' to' wit,

Ada Flet

6frmei' husband' 'f
e'nintry-

une
the land.

mr'aced' in: Petroleum Reserve< No. 61
1918,E Wriht

is entitled to aIpreeference'-right
the- case 'f

to prospect, upn'

does' -'not, contend

as to said lot,.

her (49 L

'

;:-

D.a 204), cited byv counsel, the

Mrs. Fletcher 'on Jiily 22, 191'S, applied td'o

iUnder the~enlarg d'liomestead act Ifor'320Wacire's -As

had-been Withdra-wnand included :in'a petroleum

reberve

tive- order of December 11j 1914, 'the: 'application -was

to 'thie' p-ro'visi'ons' a'ndreservations
::St:::
Stati 509), ass to oilf and gas.
1916, when thef'de'signati'oi

of'the

ak

"by6Ekecu-

'maded subiject:

act of July;. 1,i9f4-'

(38

Tlhe applicatilon was' allowed- Al~il 1i,

'of the lanud became effective.

was perfected :by' 6ntrynian's

widow.'

On: 'August

:Fletelhr 'applied 'for a permnit tfo)prospec5t' for. oil aid

Th

"ontry:

18,'A1921'Mr
''gas upon te

liathd,' contending that 'she was' en titled 'to the' prefeieice' righ~t 'ovided for' bsection
'support
t- e

ffientrman'

1914,
. X

of her

20 of theac'

2',

ithdriawal.'

0.tion tomake entry-'ia'
e'ntr

t~e' date o't

1920 suprga.' 'In'

` affidavits to the e

was ac'tuialli 'residing on

'prior to tih

'sary' to Mak3'

t oFebruary

co'ntentioni she submitt

Land''w~ais
s'urveyed'at

e'thelad

In

The lbepartme-t
'a'e Id

tha:i
at

the 'summer of
he'ld tlhat

settlemenf, but

as th-e

app!Lica'

'not been 'filed:until a date when it was'necesf',at;-tl,ith

Stat'os of' 'the oil' 'and gas-' co'tet

the reserv-atio

tonthe Unitod

6f' thle' land, the' case did nO

co

within the provisions of said section 20-

: In the case of lands bfonafide entered asagri"ictural and ,,not withdran
or elassified:: as mineral at the time of entry * * * the entryman or
patentee, ' * *
if the entry hs' been patented with the mineral rights
reserved, shall be entitled to a- preferene -right to a pmit
ei
and to 'a lease, as
herein, provided, in ease of discovery'; * * *
In

'other words, the'failurc'&f Mrs `Fletcher s former:

:make entry -'prior' to' the withdtawal 'dfeated

could' have6

'

theland

c4uirfed had he,'ldone everythinig' he- could

toward: perfecting 'an ienitry* for' the land

usband to.

the rights which 'Wiie

have6 done'

prior t o the withdaw'aL-L

-

00 -t;

0

1E
THO

;400
t.ECS-J'-'TNS 'D.LNG

PUBTJC.L

LANDS

[WL0b

theqo.test applied to, all settlement-cilaims.; In the: case iunder considi
eraton it. istrue that ,-Wriglht -delayedfrom:May.15,1922, until
D'ecember 3,
1923, before applying Ato make entry, but.no with-,daw~al. or,. classificatin 'of -themland.: intervenedIerely Voeltzel's
-fapplicatiorn -for -aprospectin permit, - which was not an-adverse
righirwithin the meaning. of the law governing settlement claims.
.
of
the.
date
prior
to
and
After-.thefiling of- the plat of--survey.
Wright's application:-to-miake homestead -entry, *theOlatter's claimi,
mnightyhave bien defeated, by a sUbsequent settler, but not by. a mere

-

paper applicanxit. - TheLrecordsof-.Athe local.offiee didnot contain
0:anyf.notice of:his- -set~tlement,-clairm;,--but: his presence%.on; -the :land,
. improyements,:.was-noti.e to Voeltzel, and- while the regula-..-.
.: ith,
tions under the: att .of.-Febr uary 25, 1920,. stpra, -then in force .made
Q

proAvlsi nfor- the plracticein'snuch-cases,-the-later, in-allfai.rness,

should. have notified ,the Land-jDepartmeut, in- connectiopn.With; his
application for a' permit,- ofo Wright-'s !settlement, Whereupon -proceedings similar to those outlined in paragr-aph 12(c) -of -the -reguilations could have been taken--i. e., W7Vright could. have ibeen notified
asert
sto
of -the!pendencyl.of Voeltzel's. application- and, of jhis right
--permit.0:
righttoa
a claimiofpreference
In-' the preparationi of.the regulations under the act .of .Febr utary
acntingencies,'.
the
,5, 1920, it was not. po le,,to p rovide-for allof
which .inight arise, it _beifng necessary to leav ecertain:po~ssible controversies ,toindividual treatmeint ,when they
arise. In -should
the
absence .of .specific: regulations covering a case, a controversy .must :
be disp'osed .of in- accordance -with established -principles of .justice.
Had right been notified of thefinding of oeltzels applicat.ion,
and. that he vwould be allAwed the usualtime30 days-iaithin which
to show.cause why the permit should not be grante'd,, and4.Wright ::
had
madeno response, he would -thereby. have forfeited hs ,claim to
apreference right for a permit.., -aving failed to give any
to right of. the -filingof
his
appliciation,
' advise the -Land De-,
ij5.: 1
ap
,t .z<'
f
, ;s or to,
rlingo
hi
partment ofthe settlement,-on -thef land, voeltzel is in. no psition
:to demand that the Department declare that Wright forfeited his
-

-

-:

-notice

rights throughlaches.

-

-

-

In Pace v.. Carstarphen (50 L. D.'369), it was held that when a
ali'dsettlemient preceds a withdrawal, classi'fiation, or report that
1::
ads. ire valurable for the 'mine'rals,
sp'ecified in tha
f ul :17
1914,_.uspra,. and, the. settler initiates a, valid :entry -based-upon ,such
settlerent, the settler is thereafter to be regarded, as an entrynman
.as fromn- the dateof .settlement,-anid his. -rights -under-7tlhe Jhomestead
las
llf be,:4dete~rTined accordingly.. If a; valid-,settlement aviU
Lpreserye a.settler's rghtsinthpe. face of a withdrawal, classification,04
0orreport that the land is. valuable for certain minerals,.surely lhisf
rights can not be defeated by a! mere application for a prospecting

L:
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permit, as to whichlthe: settler has-not
notifid. Byr
Ybeen
fihing:an
application for-g permit to. prospebt for any of the mierals name'd
in the act,-of- February.25, -1920, suprda,;a person acquires.no~right to
the land
ee
a, right to a.p'ermnit ,over subseqhent applicants
:who..have no-opreference-right, recognized .by .-the act.' . -'
,
-Noae'
a .onappearing,why. the- decision bf 2-Nvember:, 24, 1924,
showuld not e adhered to,tlhe petitiondis defied-.'.

RIGHTS 'O WAY FOR THEE TR-ANSIORTSATION3 OF-OIL'' ANDD NAT''RAL -G S THROUGHTHEPUBLIC 1ANDS
January' , 1

25

R0 003IGHT
OF WA&Y-PIPE LINES -Co~ok~
bEiBOY -Wro~

-AOT OF

25,' 1920. '

'iThe act of 'Mayi'21; 1-96, granitingrights of waty' tbrukh!r'the 'publc 'lands
in the ;States ,of Golorado and Wyoming
l
to pipe line companies for-:the
,'pu'rpose,e of transporting oil, ',was repealed uand ,teuperseded by section. 28
of the general leasing at 'of February 25, 1920..,

RIGHT

OFWAY PIPE .LINS-COMIION. AIARRIE-AOTC OF,0
FEDARY 25,, 1920.
Section 28 -of the act of February 25,- 1920, specifies that pipe .lines, for conveying oil and gas through: the publie lands pursuant to rights of way
b6 '; erate'd hand 'maitained&as. common
0 : 'f'0authoarizedi
by ~ohdll
that'' act,
carr

e'R-

,. '

'

RGrnT

O- WAY-Fsnsahui WATEB: POWER ACT-FPEDERL 'owmh CoMMIssoN-LANDD DEPARTMENt-JEgDI6TI6N. I -A'
- -iThe alFedel
W~at't'Powef Act'confors 'upon the Federal Power Commi
the jurisdiction. and control over-' tights f'o way'foi p-ower- 'prposes,
formerly exercised under the act-of February 15, 1901, by the Land De.partmeint, except as to projects-inbro'l'ing Indian allotments or where the
electrical eneirgy is to be developed other than hydraulically.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:-

Referring' to. the att ad'ieci telegran'Pto you -Hon. P. P. Campbell'J
from Mr. T.- .J Flannelly, of Independence, Kansas, hich'you left,
with the Com isionertof te9G2neral5'Land5, O enuary 4, 1925,
1haYve 9 advipe youthat
,grants of rights of wf y for the transport ation fo ilh and natural gas throuh the .public- lands,- including the'fokrest reserve~s, whiere suc;l grantls-a-re subsequent to Fabruary 25,
1920, :may be, obtained,; if at-all, only pursuantto th-e: proisions of
section '28oftlhe.act-of tfhat. date- (41- Stat. '434 co'mmn-only known
as' the-oil 'leasing''act. '
In
Tthi: connect-ionI- eli your attention to the-second prviso of
'-

:0:fsaid' sectio&-28;'

fMn itis:'

stated iflexpres'stetms'Z

That no right of way shall. hereafter be, granted over said1lands for the
transportation of oil or natural gas, exdept under and subj'ct to the provisions,
nitattios

eonditions
land

of this section.

"

'

0
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-The act' of 1:920 isl general in-its' application,' and among other
things provides] that pipe. lines for -colveying -oil and&gas* shall be
constructed, operated; andc maintained as common carriers.,.In .view of the. foregoing provisions of0said act': of 1920, the Department is of
that the act' of May 21, 1896 (29. Stat.
127), granting.rights 'f way through thetpublic lainds situated in the
States of* Colorado and: yoming, to pipe line 'cotnpanies for thepurpose of ::transporting oil, was repealed and superseded by bection
28 of the act of February 25, 1920, including that provision of the.
act of 1896Awhiih conferref d upoi thegrantees thereui'derthe right
to take from sthe-publiclands ad3acent to the.; lEne. of 'isaid pipe-line
material, earth and stone necessary for the construction of the pipe0'

line.
.- I- am-inclosinig-herewith ~i.acircular ontaining the act ofP February
251920, .and the regulations thereun'der, alsojtwo circulars contain3'0 the
.ing actof February. 15, 19061 (31 Stat. 790) and the regulations
thereunder, one providing for canals, ditches, ielines, etc., in~olv-1
ing the use of water for be eficial purposes, the:other, for power pur' poses. 'You: w'ill'u'nderstand tlhat- rights' o'f ,way Iforpower purposes'3
are now, generally' speakingj :under the jurisdiction and 'control .ofl
the Federal Po'er Comn'ission, pursuant to-'the provis
sois'of the
Federal Waer"Power 'Act of June '10,b: 1920 (41 Stat. 1063'),I TheLand Department,.however, retains jurisdiction for such projects
under 'the act of February 15, 1901, supra, where .Indian allotments
are involved and wihere the electrical energy involved is:.developed
by steam or is other than hydraulic.
..

BAILEY v. -CANTRET:L

BOUNDAAIiES -'-SIISroccISINRs
ERENCE RIGH6U-FRAWD.

SEh7TTLEMENT-

HOMESTED- APPLiCJATIoN-P EEp

Failure of a settler to mak the
hf biundaries
his c
caim'a
an not be pleaded
as::a defense:by. another:snbseqiently entering the land'whose claim, is
:basedisolely upon the priorlityofhisapplication, whee -it appears that such
, application is false in. a materialparticular.
. ''
ADVEaSE CLAI-SETTLEMENT-LAGCES-NOTINE-STOCK.-RAIS:rN

HOMESTEAD.

'One who -could have learned of an adverse claim, but: avoids- notice thereof.
byjfailure ,to examine.the. jlald forpmore than three months before the
:: - ' X execution
of Shis homestead application therefor, can not be allowed to profit
thereby.

DEPARTMENTAL 'DECISIONWS CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of Northern Paciftc Railwqy Xonpa;A v. fMorton-(43 -L. D.q60),,, and
Alfred 0. Lende (49 L. D. 305), cited and applied.

:511]
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This is 'an appeal by' Oscar.'T. Bailey from a 'decision of the Commissioner of 'thie General L d -Office 'dated- June '21, 1924, holding,
in eiiect, that-his settl-ement claIm 'did Anot' extend beyond the E. 1/4,
'Sec.' 29, ,9 2 *,2R.834 "N' M.- -M.,'Las GCruces, New Mexico,4land
district.

The material facts are' not'in dispute.''
The land was designated -unde'thleStock-raisinu3 hon:estead act
Onl

June'24,: 1920.

It appears from the record'thato'b nFriday, Match' 9, 1923, at about
2 p. iM., said Bailey received a letter -from th6:e`local' office' advising-him thatall' of said Se'c.- 29' excelpt th' SE. _1/4; SE. J14,' and-'the NE.

SE.1, Sec. 30,-said township, were vacant 'on the 'recordsof the:
. 6local office. At 4:o'clock -o'fi thle same ''day'h6 4ommenced tod'huild' a
:dugout in which
'heI
e thi'at night) 'nd'wh-ih' h9 complete' early
the next niorning. - The next dayh; Imade an effort 'to obtain '6ney
for, filing fees, but was unable to borrow the imoney that day'. On
t; -0:~;followving
;0 Xthe M3Ionda,
0-March'- 12; 'hI 'exeiited an applicationi b?fore
a United Stat'es comissioner which' was' rejected by thee local
offiers when received bythen because-W illiam B. <Cantrell had'on
34March 13, 1923, applied to'i'ake'entry under thel stock-raising homestead act-for all'the lad'which application was-allowed the'fllowingday. '
0On Apri 12, 1923, Bailey fil an application toacont'st the 'entry,
0aleging settlement thereon on Mar '9, 1923, 'and' 'sideiidintained.
Testimony was submitted before a d esignatedoffer near the Iand on
:.August 31,1923, up'on considerationof which 'the register held that
Bailey had''Settled on _40"acres; only;,:'and r'ec6mmended'that -the coi-{test be dismissed as to all except 40'acres. On appeal, f1{e Comrnis'sioner of the -Genera1 Land Oiffiee held that Bgiy'I did dstablish
residence on-some part of said Sec. -29'"on" Marc'h'9,' 1923 th'exact
location of whichrcourd not
rmin:
fro the' re'ord.- A fur-ther hearing'.was' therefore brde'reto' deekniine 'tlie fexaqtl6catidn
of Bailey'sdugout, fencing, and potato patch. A number'of adavits were filed, uponh consideration of 'whih' the' C'ommissi-oner
held Cantrell's entrt for cancellation as to N. 1/2 SE. 1/4' and' S,. i4
SE. 14, said Sec. 29, with a view to the allowance to'that extent 'of
BIailey's suspended application.'
,At. an early.date in the administration of the homestead law the
:00 0 .'Departmjeen~t.establishd the rule that- homestead im'provements aid
settlement upon any, part of a technical quarter section ,constitutes
notice as to all of tle and therein. Later it was truled that a settlefment claim, could extend beyond ,the limits :of' a tecbnical qiuartert
section provided the settler' pbosted notices consicuously upon each
1/4

"

.

-
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legal subdivision or: otherwise marked- the same.in such-maimer:as
tp--learly indicate.the. extent of thclaim, The' act. of Auuist 9,1,912
3,(T-;Stat..267),, proyided for t he recognition df settl ceunt l~ffhts to
the e tent of. 320 acres of land-.desi~nated ,under the enlarged home'plainly -marked:the .exS t- -:-: stead, iact,:provid~d,e the,-,settler. " shall-hav
homestead." In ortkhis
as
claimed
lands
the.
of
boundaries
terior
L.D. 6O),. thea.Departtorton
v,
Company
Railway
Pacifc
ern
ew.ithk the- right :
coextensiv
is
settlmeent
of
the.-right
that
-montheld
was
L.rD._30.5),Jit
(49
Lende
0.Afred
case,of
the
in
and
entry;
*of
be
mayi
t
tha~
ia
t.e;
governs.
land.
.the
of
,character
,that:the
held
,
embraced. inasett lement claim
xtierulefthat the right of settlement is ooxd
wr6ogniz
'Congress
in the s tock-raising
entry in
tensive .iththe, right
homestead act,.that no rightt under ,that law ,culd be.acquireadprior
''to designatiOn by settlementetupon a traat: sought::U as. a ,stock-ra''isang
'modifred., Se0 the act of June
homestead. This provision: was later
.
.
Stat.A469).
0
6; 1924(43
:Inhis. appliati~on to make.entry, -executed March 13, 1P923, Cautrel1
,by. any
alleged that :te' land .was."unogeupied, and&uapproqpratqd
lawsot
~~~~~~~And
aiM
e~,tb~an
,
pers~on' claiming the .same. under. thepublo-l-.,.
seen
nt
ehad
ththe
stan,
witness
the
admitted;on
..he
myself,",ut
'
. .
-lthe;land bteer, Deember .1', 1922, and-•Juiy.4 I923 .
the
ahdmarked
Bailey
if
even
concerned,
isf
Cantrell:
So far as
boundaries of. the .4Q acres prior to March 1.3, 1923., it ,yvold not
have. affected Cantrell's action in making entry more than .three
months after. he had, llast seen , the land. Had he exame .the;Iland
I, washisduty
,
,ac
impmediately-prioqr to the date-of
,settled therleon
had
Bailey
that
learned
to , d so-he'- would have,
. and.was laimingothe e-ntire-1640 acres-thus being 'notified, as' e i-,
rise had been markedi.
tua~lly as if the ,exterior bpoi'
One 'who -'could avo learned of anadverse cliaii. 'but avoids
notice thereof kby, a course_ .,o conduct. which -hasg never. been isanctioned by, the courtsorOthe Def5artmeont, can otf be allowed to jrAfit
the
tt
alg n
C
.
thlereby.
t he
plcation
It was necessary that antrell allege inh
land was ,:not occupied- adversely. It was admitted at the hearing
that, he had not seen the lanid for more than three-months plorito
the date of the execution of the nonoccupancy affidavit, -arid it'is
the',faht iay$ .:
o
wais fas'e,
-davit
-clearly shown that said a
he might
priority
Giaimnof
,Whateier
thereof.
beenaware
'nothave
-.the 'upon
nakedly
and
basedsolely'
is
asserted
'.therwise: have
any
accord
can'nOt
Departn'ent
the
and
application,
his
priority of
affiavit.
[onafaIase
u
based
right
of'
e~ect to::a :cain1
:
1
In' view of all the facts, it must'be held :that Bailey's settlement
640cr6sid that his
tended overh'i
h 9, 1923, e
on' MAOrD
.(43

-.

.

.

.his

'

'
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failure to. niari;theiboundaties, o thfe celaimprior .to Mareh-13, .1923,
can not be pleaded asa' defense by CantrelL, whose actio' in makittg
entry.w~a~s in-,no;way-:influenced bylsulhm-afailure. -.
For the reasons above, expressed, the entry of Cantrell will. be
canceled .and the application of, Bailey allowed,- the- decision appealed fron. boingWmodified toagree herewith. -

TBERG v. TAYLOR
-

;

PATENT-CoL

.E5.

,Decidedlfeb1rgo:ruqry
31925

:

L'ANDS-RESERVATION--STJFACEa RIGHTS

M.liENT-COIJRT5--JUE1SDICTION.

LEASE

AND I)EPART;

-

YS?

After the issuance of a patent to public land, with a reservation of- th6ecoal
- - contents
to -theiclUnited
.
th cS; .contents'
to the United.States, the Liand Department retains jurisdiction
over the coal deposits onl, -and,controversies afterwards arising between
; . the surface owner aiid a lessee of the reserved deposits pertamning to the
: - use of the surface must be adjudicated in the courts.
,
DEPARTMENTAL DECiSIOoN

CIrED AND AP PLIED.-

-

1

-

-

-

Case of Marathon Oil Cormpanv v. TVest, United ,States, intervener (48 L. D;
'
--, -,
J-y150); cited and; applied.
-

- -Fmirst Asistant Sccretary; - On^October 18; 1923,;Johni Henry Tayloi fi ed apphcatioi 0273807,
Dickinson-land district, NorthDalkoh, fora cal lease undeithe gen:eral -leasing -law on lots 6,7, E.. 1/2 -SW.' 1/4, Sec 6, T. 129 'N., R. 94 W..
Zth P. M. :, On. Janiuary 12, 1924, said land Was~'egregated as Coal
:'.Leasing Unit No. 371, North Dakota No. 38.- Notice of offer of said
: land for lease as adVertised&'ebruaryv FtMarcht-6A924.
Taylor-was the highest bidder for the -lease'.
On March 1,; 1924.- O:af E. Berg fijed p estLro
against the -issuance
of a lease -to said lands; claiming thlat be' is the sur-faeeo-wner thereof
and that a lease should not 0issue :until the surface riht`s have been
00 0 f'dj-u'ciicated ancd oimpensated for,
sufficient bohd
Io-untilIa
has been0
ithesurf aqeL-h wner for
: iexe tu'dlby
d
the lease appia Itndenify

FINNEY,

be sustained.

damages§

:-:-ay -

,mTheComissioner of the General Land Office upon considerationi
.- :;:thetS -record
of
0lfound that patenjts for said land had- issued, subject tothe . pro isiois and :reserations -ofthe act of March 3, :1909 .(35'
StatL 844), reserving- the coal deposits tojthei-UnitedStates, .and y
::0Q;00? 0of-0decision
Agust 18-, 1924, dismissed-the protest.
Berg has filed an appeal in which he contends that 'Taylor has not
as required by the act of March'3,1909, siipdathe'cbnsent

-.procured,

;of the
surf acq
0t pay, dam

owner nor entered: into

-any

recognmzance .or, writing

gesutosuch.wnehrcausoed-by coalminingoperations.

--

a
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-The UI~nited States has divested itself-of title to6this land by patents
witfhi reservations,; under' the above-mentioned act, of the coal deposits which belong to the United States and are subject to expLoita-,
tion unider the act of February 25, 1920: (41 -Stat. 431):
The. Department ir; the case- of the- Mardthon Oil
' Companyn v.
T*'Vest, United States, ntervener (48 L.ID. 150)- *involving:-a similar
question, but a reservation of oil and gas instead of coal, stated:
The Department Is inclined to the vie'w that all rihts pertaining to the'
homestead surface entries can be:respected Wfihoilt infringing upon or unnecessarily interfering with the operations of the company in its pursuit of oil upon
these tracts. The provision's of the' surfaceact 'ofiJuly 17,:1914 (88 Stat. 509),
anid those contained in- the leasing act of February 25, 1920,, supra, are not
in conflict, but are the eompienient of each other., F1'rom the homestead entries
mineral rights a:nd all ineidentsk essential thereto -are reserved, while in the
leascand permit that may'be issued to the mining claimant the rights pertainh in'gtod the' 'estate of theasurface claimant inust be duly respected and protected.
Ay:' nuestion that' may' arise as to, actual possession of
iany
portion of the
area, or any possible diffieultieas betweeh these two .claimants, are matters: over
which this Department has no diirct jurisdiction. those mntters mnsfbe investigated and adjudicated in the .local tribunals. having -:jurisdiction, over .the

parties.,

The Department has jurisdiction over the coal deposits only, after
patent has issued for the surface. The law provides for the protection of the:surface owner and it is his privilege to assert his rights.
by the appropriat? process in the properjforum. dismissed the protest.
The Commissioner
* , \ , *; properly
,gp
rot
7The-decision
R*f
appealed from is affirmed.
:

RAER v. SMITIT, LEIGHT, INTERVENER
-; - -- '

Decided Febtarv 3, 1925

,'

-

-'

CT ?<ONTEsT-STOCK RkRIsING;: HOMErs5EAD-RELTNQUI5HMENThCONTESTANThPEEF:

ERENCE
R4IGHThADlAVIT-NOTICE.

of a contest against an entry, the, entryman.
aservedupon: him, the question
relinquishes before notice of the contestCi
as to Whether the contestant should be' accorded4 a:preference right'to
enter the land will first be dependent
ipoithe:d suiciency of 'the affidavit

0Whtere, tafter, the initiaton

of contest..:
1

CoTs'bNa#r CONTreSTANmT-AFFnIDVIT-F-]PinFoEENnCE

RIGHT.

An 'affidavit of' contest which 'contains charges 'that are6 mere statements of,
conclusions,
f
junsupported by any allegations -offact, is not a good and
sufficient affidavit-upon wvhich.,the -contestant can p-redicate any rights
under his contest

Assist ant Seetary:
fhFINNEY, .irst
*;:00:,,
This: is 'an' appeal;;by Donald M. Leight from a decision of the
Commissioner .of.the: General Land Oad
ffice. idated November 3,
31924,
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* rejecting his application to make entry under .'the> s'tcraising
homestead, act for lots. 7t8, 9,10,'1 16, -17, uand 18, Sec. 2,,lots 6, ;
8`
8..9, 10,- 11,and 12,-Sec. 3,MT: 57N., R. 61iw.,W 6th PR.' M+Newcastle,;
Wyoming, landdistrict, as additional to his entry under section

*

2289,' -Revised Stfrtutes, for '(as amended) lot 10, Sec. 23,0said township.

'''

-:

'The applicati'on -was- filedTJuly- 12, 1924, together' with the relinquishment by" ieorge.W. Smith dof his entryyuider fiectiolh 1 of
* the ;stocl-r-aising; homestead! aet, made Febrruary 19; 1920, for the
tract above descri'dand -lot 5, Se c 3,' said township. It was re:jected for confi'ct with-tie application of SDamuel J.l Raber to make.
entry for all the laind embracedin3rn
Smith's enfy, whicmhplication'
was filed within 30' days after niotice-of-the canicellation of j Smith'sg
entry.
- 'The, record discloses that on June 18, 1924, said' Raberl filed an
0 tapplication to contest' the entry of 'fSmithialleging thati
Entryman has wholly abandoned the aoe-described land' for a period
0 0
e2:ceeding,
seventeen monfhsi last past, that sdidf absence from the land was n4t'no
due to his employment in the mnilitAry'or naval service pursuanft to' an enlistmeat- antedating March 3,-1921; that entriymn has failed- to comply with the
act of December 29, 1916; relative to required improvements to bqe placed.,on
*
the land within the first three years.
'
* Proof of service oqnSmith on June -2,8,. 1924, .of noticebof the con-,
test was filed July 17, 1924.
, In rejecting Leight's application.the ,Commissioner- held that it
must be conclusively presumed that the relinquishment was the result
of the contest,quoting paragrh of,the nstructionsof April 1,
1,913 (42 L.' D.'7),~

folois:

Where
it appears or record that the defendant has been served with notice
ofEontest personally Or -by publieatibn, it wilhbe cdnclusively I-presumed as -a
matter of law and' fact that the relinquishment was the result^.of the contest,
and the contestant will be awarded the preference right of entry without neces-sity:'forta'&hearingz-'7.'x-

- ;-

In view of thefact that it'did 'not aPpear 'of reco rd when the
relinquishment was filed that notice of .the- contest had been served:
on Smith, the provisions of the paragraph quoted are not controlling. T he controversy is' governed by 'paragraph 3 of s'instructions,
which directs the- practice, ,to be followed
;theentrsh
sifh
be
relinquished-

-

'

'

Where'a good and sufticient affidavit -f co test 'haS been filed agalint; an
entry and no notice of contest has issued 'on such affidavit or, if issued, there
is no evidencee of service of suchfnotice upon the contestee.
'
- ;

Under the provisions of said paragraph 3, it must 'first be determined whether the contest affidavit was "good and sufficient."

.1:.103; 48.
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,. The application of Smit-in to make entryt was fleJuly2, 4918;
The' entryw.as allowed February 19, 1920, and more'than 'fourXyears
and four-nonthe had elapsed.from 'date of the entry whefin-Raber. s
contest afflidavit,-was- filed.. Beeau'se of 0.t-het-lapse" of.-tithine.-referred to-, .the:.;charg$e -that..eItryinan hias '-wholly abaldond-e-'-above-S
09;Stf:S,;;
described land for a period exceeding seventeen months last past,7'.
possi-'
the
hnegatives-unsupported' by. any. .allegation of fteti which
bility th-atentrypanldcometed- the period- of residence require,
that entry'
eharge
the
cause of' a-tion. , Likewise,
did not Estate ad
- an- "-has failed tocomply. with, .,the, act1 of i December-. 29, 1916,
relati-ve.to-.required .improvements ;to;. be: placed, on .th'e- lands within
ection that it does not
Assubject to the -obj
the first .three yearsi.
appear 'that,; contest-ant. was Ifamiliar -with the- requirements -of the]aw in that particular, and hence :able to correctly conclude ,that.
the law, had-.not .been complied,. with.ij Even if one-half of- the -required improvements hjad'not .been placed on the -land ,wthin .three,
yearsfrom date of entry, the improvemnents migtht have been made
later date,thus curing-the laches before the intervyention of a,
ta
- contest charging default in that. particular.
Bobh of.-thle charges: set-:forth- in-thie safildavit of -contest are-but- ~
-'-::0
the: sta[temients -of - cone usion, unsuppoirted bhI'alii allegations of
fact. 'In 'viewof which it must be held that Rabercah :not 'clairn
any -riS-htsiunder his-solntest, and -that the 'pplicationfofLeight'- iust
be allowed.
reaons:'aforesaid, the decision'appealed fiom is reversed.
tForthe
-

-

-

00~~~d

a0nt

,'-; -;'
- ---:.isj-00
evre
:40-,

*.inyD

0

RABER v. SMITH, LEIGHT, INTERVENER
:: .M~otion: f~o~r-reearing of Fdepartmental decision 6f February 3,
,rLD46)
disissedeby ir st As-itant Sec;eary Fin-ney,,
eh1925e(a5
:
Ty..,
-:.
Apri~l'o13,i 1925r-.
-

-

-,

SEGREGATION BY WATER DEVELOPMENT PERXIT NOT -AWITHDRAW.;AL OF PBLIC LAND
-

'Intructio's,FebruarV 6,01925'
-MILITAR

,

'-E'

i

.

'

WATER PEiMIT--WITHDRAWAL-7E#iETORATIONS MIIT 4RY SFRVICE -PEFERENCE
'IGHT.
t' 0.- 0;The:'siegregation of lana during the lifetime of a permit to'crill or:explo6e
for water issued pursuant to the act of October 22, 1919, isJinot aiiwvith
drawval thereof within the, meaning -of, the .public resolutions granting
rigpht of entry, to-.those formeily in.the mili;tary o;, naval serYv
-, ,preferenceice of the United States during the wold.war, up7onthe restorationxto
entry of public lands theretofore withdrawn from entry.
FINNEY First-Assistantnecretar: .

-

'

,

'

- return, without approval,fyour [Commissioner of the 'General
Land Office] letter addressed to the United States Land Office at

-f

: -DESI-ONS'RELAING TO TH6E PIETLL
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;000;0-61]-:J0:
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(i/,s .s:
E
t- -;- :Elk~E'eirada,9deiliirifY thlia~the&ISE` ,/4;E` I,-4-EsE
R.
NK,
S6c.9,-'--T23
k-4
j`, d02a&.AA
W. i/V- W'.:1/ 4 Shc
- 0 -t1,4,

-

M.,jwillebecome subject toentry, at- a date fixed, under
-38 E., M.
section 2289, Rtevised Statutes, subject to the preference righit granted
IFebruary 14, 1920 (41 Stat.
6aproved
0 by Public Resoiution No.
.>olutions7Nos. 36 and 79, approved
.by:wPublic
bamended
434), as.
-Stat and Dbcember 28 1922 (42 Stat.
a$8),
January21f 192-2 (42,
etive Y.:
lO7 'yr-ep
gr. nedt
eDepartment
It appears that on January 17, 1922, the .

C~arl.:Johnson a permit (Elko 04424). -under.-th .act.

ctob.er22,

owater .beneath
1919 -(41 Stat. 2939),..to drill -or otherWise, expre.for
,,/72-1/01,53i0t;
00je.,,9,,',V-,/^,,,,;f
E:00::hq,.,-/,1.
t0p
- M. .(640.. acres). The
23 N:, R. 38, E. M. ID.
NE,.- 4,,,Se.
permittee submitted final proof ,oi; December-. 20, 1923, selecting,.Jor.
,WSec,.l9, and W. 1/2 SW L/4iS,;c. -.20.. Final
,E.Y.½,,.
<
p~tent;thp
," ;
,;';,
er. 8 1924.
d De
tceriflcaesued
et
aafternjmaking, provisio,, .fr
i: The ac't 'f,.qtober. 22i _1919,
the
,issuzanceofpatent for one~fourth ofIte land emlraced in the
permit, provides (section 6)-

.

T:fhat
he remaining area within the limiits of,-the land embraced Ain, any: such
permit, shall thereafter. be subject to :entiy and disposal.only under: "-An act
approveeMy
to secure:homesteads to actual septiers on thpl:domain,"
one hundred aud s
known athe
20 1862, and amenents thet,
mi
'
a-el
act. .
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fA h~act provie
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RECORDS-OTATION- OF .CANCELLATION OF ;OIL'AND. GAS PERE
MITS IN ALASKA-CIRCULAR NO. 929, MODIIED,
NS:TRUCTIONS

:

DEPARTM:NT OF T, E INTRI0R,

0

REGIsTE~R:.AND RECEIVERS,
IJNITED STATES. LNAD

GENERAI'
. . .:IF
LkiD OFR'IC-,

-

; Wash~ington,, D. C., Fe ruary hZ 10995.

:

-FFICES IN lAASK:.

lie t0after' the' cance'llation of' an oi andi-kas permit in Alaska will
b0 made eeffective on1 certain d;ate 'specifiedby- the letter of cancellation, bu t 'nio' ap'plication will, be allowed for iap'eri
-of six'ty-two
days -froi and a'fter such dat:of: cancellation..
TDuring this sixty--wo dayperiod applicatiohs for permits 'il1 be
received by the proper local land offimce 'an&dheld
actionj and
anithut
during' the same' priod a'daiminm'ay' We
initiateldbylocating, mark- ing a;'nd posting -on thie T6hud ~as 'provided 'by sectio 13 of- the leasing
,:
act.
:.f:All- applications filed during said Dperiod shall be treated. as having
0:00 fbeen
filed at 9 a.in'.-, on the sixty-third day and will be disposed of

-- dra';n
ya
helAd publicly by '

at 12 in. f said siity-third day.

The successful applicant wiill be advised of the re'sult: of. the draw--

ing, bu
application will be held suspended until the expiration .
of six mon~ths from.date of drawing :when if- no applcation based
on proper marking a dtposti g within tile sixty-two 1days following cancellation has been prese nted, you will allwthe successful
applicant
;;:

to completej heis applcaltio n an forward

it.joj tihs office

with your report.
If1I applrt.6n based' on proper iocation, markig

"I postmg

the
nd' wiith-in 'the -sxy 6day period. ipres entedwithkin
fan
g
pohistin
0 :: la
:0:thelanwiin'hesixtyvo-twero
six90

months' frbin'the' ate of suh. locatioi, marking,'
a-plpant. thereunder :wii

p§,sting th
p
'ha-ve, prior right to 'the ld .a
his

application. will be allowed and 'that of the successful applicant.at

the dra,ywing rejected subject to 'right of ;ppeal

As between twoor

more applications,tinelfryfied, based o~ni
postifig lthe lad di
sixty-two day:period, priority of
posting,vill determine 'priority of
'right to a permit. Attention is also called to Circilar
INo. 966 (50
L. D. 669).

Circular No. 929 (50 L. D. 387), is: modified so far as it conflicts:
with the regulations herein.
WILLIAM SPRY,

'AppYoved.
E. C. FINNEY,
First AssistdantSeeretary.'

Cormissisoner.
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ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO LANDS TENDERED AS BASE FOR LIEU

: SELECTIONS

-

15,
In strutions, Fer4ary is192,5
FOREST LIEU SELECTION-RELATION.

Upon the: approval iof a,,forestlieu selection the title toq, the. base land ,re-,
lates back to the date that, the. deed of conveyancqe to the United9 States
was recorded.,
FOREST LIEU SEL ECTIOSTRACT

OF TITLE-VESTED, RIHTS.

After.the c~onv~eybanceof base land to the United States no' subsejquent act
-of the prior holder of the title thereof or of any other, person: can. invallidate the title 'thus acquired and, unless it appears that prior to the
date of selection jthe Laiid: Department'had%formally! discflimed- title to
the *base land, a supplemental abstract down to the date of selection
:should not be required if the abstract on 'file, shows, that at the,timejthe
deed of conveyance was recorded ther.e were no adverseclaims.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS OVERRULED SO. 'FARIeAS.IN, CONFLICT.FD.Arundell (33 L. D. 76),
aS F.
233), T
XCasess of C.- W.'CVlarke (32-L.,
Mary E.- .Coffi- (34 L.-D. 560), and A.-. Strain (40 L. DG 105), overrule'
so far as in conflict.

-

First:Assista ,Seqretary*.
yourl[Commissioner of theen-e:
The Department' has consierede
instant requesting instructions. as
8th
the.
eral Land. Office] jletter of
dec isionof July .12, 1923,epartmental
the unre ported
to;
0 \ whether
033259, 033260). under
033257,
involving three selectiois-(Cheyenne.
(30. Stat. 11,36),
4,,1897
June
of.
act
the excange provisions of the
decisions.. You
reported
several
overruling
as
should be considered
been the prachas
it
past
last
years
state that for more than twenty
underthe
selections
lieu
for
tice of your office, to require applicants
and
6.4),
.588,
Stat.
6,..
1900(31
supra,'.June
acts of June. 4, 1897,
the
to
title
of
abstracts
bringitheir
ito
March 3, 1905a (33 Stat.1264),
where
selections,,:except
'their
of
diate
todthe
up
lands tendered as base
the base lands are. situated in th&' State'of. Arizona, thethepory
FINNEY,

that -the recording (of a deed 'purporting to convey lands to the' United States
.by the
9this'-Departhlent
constitute.-a mere assertion
and tender thereof to.
applicant of his 'title to thieland and his right to make selection, and that'.no
equitable fight t'o' the 'la'd vests in the United States' until theotitle h-aseen
'
'
examined,'approved, ahd'a'ccepted.

e has pmceeded;, y'odu

In support 'of the theory; on which youwr'6o

cite a paragraph. from. the,. caseof C.IV., Clarke .(3q2 L.

ID. 233),

-wherein it, was stated 'that it 'is aa necessary:deduction.from.,the deExploratioe)Conpaty-v.
SinConWos
cision of thet Supreme 'Court'
e O0ik Conpany''(190 -U.5.301), 'that "all 'quiti'le right
Gray
o ' proper.ty in. the laid relinquisheid remains inythe proponen uhtl
the titledisiexamined, approve, jand-accepted. .
;:

0$ ;
;-A;d

: .H

;

n:

-
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.: -0
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0
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:K s xThe
-6pYoOtU'decisi
ieferred to05i' bu a'e tIfe O ases'of -. W .
-Clarke,supra, Tkornast
F.
L. D.
Dl33
.76), Mary E. Coffln
(34 L. D. 564), and 4...G.Strain
A
(40 L. P.108).
:The decision of July 12',1923; 2was renderedon' a petition for the
exercise of supervisory authority filed, by the selectorfafter;your
office had*'required himl' to- t':nish a
Isupplemental-abstract of title
of' ithe ae land in 'each' cias. The:'th'ree selections'nereafiljd
nu|::00-2, 0ary:
1923.-' Th~e base land was deeded tojthe UniteddSIties i'nore"
than: 20 years p&'iori'td-tthe'date of tle ;se'le'tio ; and the-'abstracts
Uf title were b'rotghtdown 'to May-2_0 1922,'ctoheW
21, 1922,'aid
,ct0b22'
Wespectiveyimappyouniate
`19e2,'
ythe dftt of tee- selections. -It wa. beeause t'hereof tliat, the .Dpeartmnt vacated your
requirement,

holding--;

Thbase lands 'h
' f0 f

'

'heed

conveyed tto The UhitedS-tattes'`dof

thedates

no
named,
s'u'bde'quent'dcto fthe Prior'holderof tlie.ttileori ofanfybother person

could invalidate the title -thus acquired. -*,

*

It i a>jprnt that the decisiono'df July 12; 1923, di' not overrule
any prior' decisio , repo~rt'ed or unrepo'rted,- but
me rely, relieved the
selector from a useless expense and unnecessary dela'iy.
The act of June 4, 1897, supr', ws-epealed
6 by t& actsofaMasecli
3',-905: '(33- StAt. 1-264Y.

Prior' to the -approval o6f

thihfter:

ect,

la'rge areas- within forest, reserves had :been.' elnq'uiished to 'the
United:'Stiates with,-thie'intenition-f:t aking' advintage of th&cxdchaige provisions :of: the act of 1897.' Many sclections,.based on
sudh 'recon'veyances, wdre :pening, -and 'the repeal act of 1905
pOvided~
at selections heretofore made in lieu of tah
Is
rn
h
rliiqhshed to thegUnited
States '14y he 'perfecte 'and patents issue there or the same as though th s
0 t0 0act'
ha'dg nvotX been -p'assed ,-and if foir any reason, notA;ti
fault of the, partm
making the ,-same any pending .selection is -heldjinyadlianother'selectin ,for
like Iqianitiqy. of land pmay be made in,],ieu thereof.I..

The--li;
act -of:eteiber 22 1922.(42 Stat. 4o07) ,'provides
That where any person or persons in good faith relinquished to the -United
: States landsin -a nationalforeqt-.as ai basisfor. a -lieu selection underthe Act
of 0.June
0: 0:i4, 1897- ..(Thirtieth Statutes ;at Large,4 pages 11 36), and failed,.toget
'their lieu.seleeutons. of reeord prio3r:to the .passage of the Act of March 49.05
4I(Thirtyth;,rd. Statutes at Large, page 12U4), or whose lieu selections thouli
duly filed, are finally rejeeted, the Secretary f the Interior,.ith, the aippro.val
of the Secretary of Agrieulture, upon application. of. such person or persons,
$ 00-tbel
or assigns, is authorized to' aeccdpt title'-to such -of the base lands
as -are 'desiitabid' fo' ijational -forest purposesMwhich lands shall -theieup'on

:beome
h;0
parbs:'of thie'nearest, natlonah for~est anad, tin exchange :theiefoi-,ni.ay
issue patent' for not tojexceed an; equal value of nautional. foest land unocu'pied, surveyegd, andjnonmineral in charaacte -,o~r the Seeretarv of Agiculture
- ay authorize'the grantor to cut and remove-an-equal value of timber withi.
0the nati~
for'e'sts of the same State Where 'a excianbe can not he akreed
upon the Commissioner of the- 'Generd lia
Lan
Offie is hiby.
authoiized to
fftV~

~~~ ~

~ ~ ~~5

X0:030f:

~~~~~~~c

'er -~?:XSt00t'St000

4s,

aubdre
r00t'-6f?'0":
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,relinquish.and- quitclaim to such'person:ior persons,. their heirs .or-assigps, all
title. to .such lands 'which the .respective .relinquijshments :of--such. person. or permay thave vested:in the United States: -Provided, That -such, person or
. .Ssons
their heirs or assigns, shall, within five years after the date of this.,
persons,
,
-Th
Act, make satisfactory proof .of thle rlinquishment f' such lafids' tb't
: ited Sta 'tesby'suilmnitting to'h Cmmmisbsioner of' the Gene;ral Wland Office
ibhving. relinquishment of the 'skme'to the
of tftre't'sLich; lahid'
ann
-- Wbstiact
;shall be ietaiied in the fies of, the
abstracts
or
abstract
which
States,
United

'

eneral Land Qifie-

- 2c Thats if,.it sall-,.l apear, th~at any.of.the Ilanqs relinquish'ed tog the
United States for the purpose stated in the preceding section have.been disposed
of -or appropriated to a public use, other than the geneial purposes for which *
th
i`forest reserve Wixthinh the bounds of wh li they are situate was' creaed,
'
4
such lands shall not 'be relinquihe anlquiitclaimed as p'rovided' tlhetsin7 unless
ifithilhead'of the depariiitinft iafiigJutisdiction- over thedlands siarllconsent
if he shail fail to so consent, or if anr of' thb'-lands
lt;'nd
tuchrelinqlfl
f 00-:toi
other
kb6e thewse 'diitposed of bythe Unite6d Stat,
relinquished lha-e
* 006; ½so'
aproxi'm'ately
o'flanids'
public
'uiidcud;fnfreerved
hnonmiuiral
'surveyed,'O
equal area and value may'be selected and patented in lieu ofl the aacid Eo ap'cojdi
propriated, or dispose~d~,of'in the manner and subjectto. the terms and
tions prescribed by said Act of June 4, 1897, and the regulations issued theresuch lieu--selectione- must be filed
' under,:$ Provided, That applications ,to
years fter-thple of,this ActN'.;
rOffce
withintthree;
in- the General Lan&

act-last CaboVe6 quotdis bkarl& 'based'on the-thedrt that the
des of reCOnveae acbrded' prit' td' M5arch'3 1905 svetd kitle
in the United States, even though''a sel6'tion based thereon hai not
ntwithst'_hdii'
been :filed. However, it: is now well establish'id
upon
contrary4-that
]§6mne r-priodedcisiund of' th& 'Departinn-to' the
T:'
T

the apptotalE of selecti ons :the title of thebbase lanitd'telates'back to the

'conyance to-the-"Unitbd "States-Was %cotded' :
dte' the do f
This: was the purport -of the decision of the Supreme' G-d'urt:'of .the
~of Oregon ;ai' a-sui-t: toS vAiate 'various conveyances'df dschol
S ' . :$tate
.- :,
.
'l-Andfiad-eby officer';sof ith-ctate.:
'has at
office
In view of the foreg1oing,lunless it appeatsrthat your
.ee .0as
,.tew
l.amnd
thie
.to,
'.soine .prior, date ,formxall-y disclaiwed-title,
base' -it' is-: unnecessary,'to ureie- a. supplemental labstract'brog
down -to the dat& of'the -selectiob if the;Jabstract'dn fall&showstthat at
t
'ad:verses
Cwas t'cor§ed,'the'rweete
Ionveyanc'
'0 ih:0.'&dWeateth6'&ee'd 6of
tothe 6ohtrary' re
arh
,prior.deciiob.sof
claims.,
-

-,

herebyover-ruled:.

AUTHORITY' OF FEIDERAL' POWER COMmISSIO-NTO GRANT
LICENSES FOR 'POWER PROJECTS IN PORTO -RICO
-

Op inin

~lr~

8 125

'
WER 'Ac
opteleipated
t~Qong-resq-Act,
er.
F]deral-,A-,atIert-Po
lbe,
of
enactment
the
jBy'
0
that alluof the waters on the public.o F reserved laands of: tlye T1ni,t,ed States
a whzich are or may become available for'the generation of powe'r shouldbe

WATE

RIGHnEEEVATONP-ERt5AL -WATER

.064
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00^
reserved;
and set' apart under such conditions as to result in' the greatest
public good&, without regard as 'to their location within particular -territorial limits.J
PORTORIco-TERRITORY-WORDS AND PHRASES.

-Porto

Rico is not
Territory of the United States within the meaning of that
term .as it is. generally used, byCongress in dealing with the Territories.

PORTO RICO-REsERVATIor-JTJISDIcTION.
-'
The reserved lands in Porto Rico and the waters on them' are subject to the
control of Congress and the legislature of tbiit island has no jurisdiction
over them.

'''

'

'

oRTO RIcO-WATER RIGHT-POWER P
EOTScTB-RE5ERVATIONPBL Ic LANDSFEDERAL iPOWER .COMMISSrOrN=~JuRISDXCcnON.
The Federal Power, Ciommissijoni mayleg~awlly .grant.licenses .:for tpower projects on. any of- the lands in. Porto Rico ;which- belongjto and have been
|t-f0,reserved
0
by: the United States, .but it is without that authority with
respectsto all-other lands ofthat, island, inasmuch4as, they are not,"pubic
lands- of the United States.'"
COURT 'DECISIONS

CITED

CITED :AND 'APPLIED.

'Cases 'of

AND
'

-

APPLIED-OPINIONSOF

THE ATTORNEY

GENERAL

"

opel v

Bingham (211i U. S.; 465), &ntiago' v. Nugueras (214
v.Didticksen' (227
S.298), cited and
000>applied; 00pinions of the Attorney General (22 Ops.GAtty. Gen. 544; 22 Id.
546; and 24 Id. 8), cited and applied.
U. S.:260), Amieric'anWRei road Company of Porto iRico
00-US
... 145),<aPnd BaZa v..
*People ot Porto Rico ,(258 jU

EDWARDS, Solicitor:

T; ,000

'

'

i 'At the suggestion of its Executive Secretpary, my opinion, has been
asked -as towhiet-hert
or ,.not the -Fedleral.Power. Commission. is -authcirized bytlaw to issue. liienses for w projects, or iproject worKs
in -PortoRiEco..-:4f.
-.
?i'g.-f
0
"The Commission was created an established by' the act of June
.10, 1920 (41 Stat. 1063), section 4-of, 'which, inr its paragraphi .(d)
says that'it shall be authorized
:-.:
To issue licenses to citizens of the' Uiited 'tStates, or to any; asociation of
':fi...:-,.

';~ttt '$

such -citizens, or'to any corporation organized underithe. laws of;the' United
States.~or. any State thereof, or to any' State or municipality for the purpose
of construting, operati~ng; and~maintaining, dams, water conduits,. reservoirs,
power, houses, transmission lines, or other project works necessary or convenient for'the development and improvement of navigation and'for' the development, transmission, and utilization of power across, along, from, or in
any of the navigable watersIof the United States, or upon any part of the
public, lands and& reservations . of ote
'United States -(including- the Terri,tories)
*s
*
'7-§K-,-'
-*

From this it will be seen -that there are two questions involved
in the consideration of this'mas
t r"t Firt. As to. whether , Porto
Rico is one of the' "'Territories ",'of the: United 'States, in the' sense
in -which that word 'was used in that act? Second.-'Are th& lands
.and waters in Porto' ico any part of the waters and public lands

51]j
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and reservationsE of.; the.lJniiited 20Statessuch as are subject to the
jurisdiction of that (Comminssionm? :
tserious' and 'important,
x'nasmuclh as the principles involved are
Involving as'they: -do :the rhlationship betwen Porto Rico; and, oour
Governniehnt, I will give these( quedstions 6xtended codsideration.
Of the areas lyin'g outside'of the+:ontiiienta1 -limits of, aud-under
the- dominion of the United States at the time of the'passage of'that
''

'

'

''

''

-

-

act there -were but two, Alaska an Hawaii whi
h: been-recognized: and' denominated by CGongress as Territories'; while the
Ai$'':00'including0
others;
;Porto Rico, were usuaiy called and generallye
spoken of as "Insu-lar Possessions," and referred'fin the statutes
" by
!theirproper
names o .
As
K pertinent to both the-questions' under' consideration 'we fnd
* that by the treaty of Deember 10, 1898 (30 Stat. '1754-)'' Spain
ceded to the United States it's soverei'gh'ty over'Porto Ric6an, d also
-0"-all bilding~s, wharve, barracks, forts, structuress public 'ighways,
andother immovable-property - Whic in confority with law,--b'&
long to: the public. domain, and- as 'such belong to' the Crown 6of

Spain."

-"

'

'

'

ithat
of Spain was te' owne for public
treaty'the
fPrior Crown
:to
use of the, 'proprietaryrigt in the nat'ral-beds-'odr channes of
''rivers,' both navigable and 'nnavigable, to the extent `to which' 'they
Iwere covered ly ordinarily' high' waters - (22'`Ops.' Atty.' Gen: 546.)
That title to them, as well''s t'o' the "public lands,""pa'edi toour:
Governmient, 'and not'to Por-to Rico '(24 id. 8-) and' were s'ube to
dispbosal by Congress ;`but in'thabs'eie' of a' 'sttute colniferring su'ch
power they could iinot be']'dissed '6f by' the:Executtive Depa: entof
:the overnment (22'id.: 544), because by the' ratification 'of 'th treaty
the island passed merely' 'under- the legislative 'power -of' 'oigress' .
The civil Government of ithe United States did not extend' 'to if i'n1
-mediately- and of' its o'wn; force ;or at all until Congress prescribed a
-lws, continued 'th law's
-. form of governmene and either
of Porto Rico or extended' th& la'Ws of-the 'lUnited' States. ''Prior 'to
s'uch enactments it -'was" sbj'ect to contol and governmet by' th'
President as Commander, in Chief. '&antiago v. Nugueras (214 U.S.
:X0u:2
60):. 'Fur'thermore;-:lthie Supreme Court has declar do'rtha tPorto
0:
: FRicohasznevteribeen
in rated into-and made a prt of the United
States, aid hence 'the:iprovisions of our Constitutioi' guarank'einrg' a
trial by jury in all criminal prosecutions don6ot applythere.
'za~c
0
v; Peopie of' Porto Ric'o :(258 U. -S! 298) ;Santiago v;'Ni u~ts (214
S. 0468)'iThathiCongrests
v.
Bkhd'n
;X
U. S.26,'265) Kopel
has-not regarded and treatedd2Portio Rico 'as a "Territcry, or ias bin.
subject to-the provisions of our statuttes 'rdlating" to 'territ'ries 'enerally,:isshown by the fact that iS'has enacted certain laws as to it-,
as, ;for instance it has d'eclaredl that ap ppeals and Wriof errortlie
-

-(21"U.
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from.itscg6rtstQ the Suprere, ,Court -f the~ Ti3ited States."bin!the
same manner and under the same regulatiosan d-in the -same., cases
as; f-ro the
t supre, -,Ac urts.of-.the-Territories -of the United-Sates,"

a-' e0.;::0fiinac~tmnent th~at.,.would have beens wh-olly- necessarvy if Porto -Ric6o'.
di'p esentedm. Conterritoriesa-are
-: ,:had
lbeen~aa-" Territory.:"gAgin,
P.Port. R-ico, is a.resi-of
gres',$ y40eigabtes, wvhla th repre,,etative
.
i
dent comnmissioneqr1 Ii .00n--4pril 12,. ;DQ, '-'A-Acpt,ttemopprarily to pvrovid reyenues and a
qy,; - ;Zoyernil.gjrnteptfPoirto,.RigQand. for -other. prposes '", (.1.Stat.:
-a! '.approyved;,- Section- :of that. act declaredl that te inhab
itants pf ior~to Rco,within ,certain.- classestlhere, specified- " shall -lconPThe
epl e of-'Prtp .Rico,'
-:sititute a body: politic under the name of '
Mgt
ital.powers as-liere after confrreid~, ad& with the
;iaii
pqow.er to1 $isuand.besi~d as, such." - -Sectioni 8- coqtinued-'i' the la'ws
Cando
ances-,of Port-. Rico . thl-en in foTrcewhik--sectiom l-ro-y :ived,'tiia~t, fhee statute, laws tob
theUnie States not ocally
-ap
pliy
cable,', ,except ;as hereiiibefo~re -or herein after, ptherwise pr ide, tUnited
shall have the s.ame, force and effecTt in PortRico asinh.
:
*
iStates, except theinternalrevenue laws,
a>,oernor
an other, custpluayyexec utve
.h.e
act -provided o a -g
-

7

.i

i. -r

-x

-

-77

-

-

: cer'siand

valthrityn.
vste
egiltie

two houses,,.thef lmper.-of

executmy papointfre
ippnsol created
set
s
bhich'
e.coumposie.df a.n
by .t~heact,- andl the oter to onsistodf membe rs *eldestedy_,the peo
A juic~iary-15ranch oasalsovproi e for
The- act d
re that the enacting
as pf n-w.laws shall.read,
ly
0
Be it:d-.je.t.eei',t kthe
legislati
jeiacte4ooRios
projsect.;for the yiolatin of
spenat,statutes sbI aein
the name
q

-

-

of "The ,People

-

f Porto, Rico

;hal that the' offlciaj. title pfthe

ofPorte Rico2%But
chief execugve
Q,,pershould be "
.ioerto-r
dThe
oito Rico. was nowhee ref. ered.-to .in th-tact, or- elsewhere.as-a:
wht as,,b;e.,en
.
stated ablovej asto corporate
Ter~r~itory;- and, otherj jt
-nanle, ionamewas giyvenjto it,,,except in its provisions .relating to its
judiciarywhere it was, said it " shall cqnstitute. a judicial distric.t -to
he called lthe dist rict of. Po1rto. Rico, and -as we haye seen it is not an
integ-ra part o f the Unitedtes. f .
- :n Mqarch 21,1917 (39 Stat- :9 1), .aatat.t wasdappr
d which
was entitled ."An Act to.vprovidea, civil- gernment, for.,.orto Rico
t section -.
of that act itwas
e
~for-oth p.,urpo~se~s.,"-;:;In,<the firESh
declrdthiovi.sioos, '- shall apply t_,,o-the isandp.f Porto-Rico
and; adjac,,euislalnds belonging to the 1$ited States" and-like the
it failed to meptwon Portjo 'icpo as, a- Territory-",T and
act of 900,
in,this i,to fadledwto. makethe declaration~Amde-.iuthe aetof pril-30;
days atirtheappreval
t
1.9,00 (1,Stat. 441), approved only,. eighteenof the first fPorto. TRican;zaet,-wh-,ic was- entitle.d -"An, Act ito-,provide
4 1forDthedTritory of:1a-waii,' axdewhieh in its section
a . govermentp
-.*

-

0
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I ar a'involved "shall 'be kho0 as the TerVtiioffof
2-says atli't-e
a
ev
'remotely
clab
nt.ai'
itdnot
did ,
2' , AAh'idiet
akin to the act, ofAuguu 24, 1;92(37 Stat. 'f 2) ,jwl1ih char d
conthat the area.c--geded- to' o ur:nation. by iRtissia Jin -1867, -" salla
stituitethe;Ter-iitory~f 'Alaskaluide'r the laaws 'ofthe :.Ulfnited States.".?

,

ftp eated'"nd arpliffied tllk provisions6'f tie- adt
'The act
hgovern
of 190 in'so far as it re atetoj
of Pporto Rico,, but did, not-change'iAs politicaljstatus mi so far as the
of

-,i17

Aot

question: I am considermig As:concerned.-:

Notwithstanding ivWhat Fi'hav6 said Porto 'Rico has'tbeen recognized
laving some off the attrib'u st 6f'" Territory; : Sectioi'i5287, iRevsed 'S~tatutes, authorizes ",the executivo dautority of any State-6r Territory" to nae requisition upon the executyives of other "States ,orT.ijt6ries for'the surrender of :uiti'es:
from justice, and in Ko el v. Binhaim(211 1UiS. 468.), it wsiel d
1Porto Rico :":is not a'Territory incorporated into the
that-altbouigh
its
ieates,.
.Qveiinor ".has the same power.h. t thegoivernor
:niie
organized-: TTerritory .Ihasjtojissue such requisitions."
y-of

.

-as

''

-:in
b.A
'
rnteri-czn RBzilroad JCopany of Porte Ricok v.

Did-iocsen (227

1U.S.
145); it *Va'lheldltllat an'act extehding' the:1law's relatingto
Districtof
'andte
ie Xof-safefy:appliances to'' "'tle:Te ori ;II

-.

uoiumbia,' is operative in PortoRico.,-Comnignow 'to thel. question as to ownership.and contfrol-of'the:
waters and- public'domiain in Porto Rico, we fiud,; as has already
['ie 'itf.d Sthtesbieen,.poinited oout, 1thiat tha 6wneirship'vAtd
of the treaty with Sptalnsubje& to disposiu 7-upon the rtfication
tionR .by., .(Congress, alone; 'and- that, no. interest: .i, or -control over
-itpassed toiPortob Ricoby:virtue of the treaty.
By section 13 of' thieact of 19008sprc it was declared,That iall ,property ,whch,^ may have been acquired in_ Phrto yico by the
p
of eace i7nany
,United States under tie cesslin of Spain, in' said) treaty.
reams,
'public bridges, road houses, ,water powers, highways, .uneayigabe
and !the beds thereof, subterranean waters, mines, or minerals under the
sliirface of 'private la'nds, and 'allh'property which at the time of the eession
beloniged, underjthe laws of Spain.thbeinin. force, to,.the various harbor-works;:,
boards, of Porto. Rico, and all; the' llarbor shores, docks; sllps, and reclaimed
lands, but not including harbor areas ornavjigable. watersi, iS hereby placed
uder
i
the cont'rl.of. tlie governmient establshed by blis Act to be- administered
for-he beneit of the people of Port' Rico'P;an'd ti elegtslatiye asemnbly hireby
created shall have::autbority,. subject 'to:the limitations- i--posed' upon-'all' ii
actse to lepgislatewithmrespect.o Ali such`matters as it may' de'em.advisalle-.'
The: act of 'uly-1 1902 '(32 Stat. 731),;rovided-,Iz
'he
is hereb'y,authorized'^to make, vi'thin 'e
-'That' the'Presidentf'be; and
: year.,after'th'e approval o~f ithis. Act, Zsuch .reser~vation of' public.;lanids 'an3d builil- :
aings belonging'to th United-t~ates iin'the island!of: orto Ricor formilitary.
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inaval, lighthouse, marine-hospital, post-offices, cum-ouses, United States
all the
necess ary, and
courssande ther,,publicb purposes, ' as he nay, deem
icnt including barbor areas and navigable streams
ands
':p- buildings,
pl and
b#
yng t'sm
ndsdunder toned'
1an
subhmerged
ahd
bdids fl wt a'ic the
be, andd the same are
seserved
st
Statesin said` 'isidud andno
the United"
grhtntd 'to the governm ent of-P qprto Rico, to 'he held or, disposed of Ifor
g
hereby,
of, said island:,. Provided, sThat, said grant is
.
the peop;e
f
:
the use and benefit
byproper
government of Porto Rico,
the
that
.condi
express
upon.the
in
'may have
ors cla it
UnitedStates anyintetest
'the
release to
authb'rity,
provisions
the
ortheu' landsor 'bufiidiigs' Te'servedby the' President u ' endr
containd shall beso
And provided further. That 'nothinghein contrein
of thisAct:
trights, acquired bythe -governany; legalor equitable
as-otoitifeft
cons~trujed,
pr
licensq
anydcontract,lease,
ment-ofPorto Ricoor by any.other.party, u
, nifneteen
made by the United Statesauthorities priorto th irst day Mof May
huindr ed.

&c

'

'

'

? '.

as a nendddan d
' 136o'the"'at of 1900,quot' e a
as
read
to
te :'ct of March 2 1917,pra,:,
4ieneb Cci'n7

all property which mayhave
That

beenacquired in Porto

Rico'by the United

inthe' treatyof peace ente'r'd i'nto' on 'the
in
States under thecssi6n of 'Spkid
iany public
hundred and ninety-eight 'in;
tenth day -of Deedniiet,eighteen
-bridges,- rbadhiouses,waterkpowers highways unnaviga bdlestrdams and'-the
-under. the surface of
bedsthereof, subterranean wat-ers,mines, -or .minerals
cession belonged, under the
private lands, all propertywhich at thetime pfthe
of
PortoRico,
Spain-then iniforc, to the-variousharbor 'works boardst
-'laws'of
all the harbor shores, docks,slips,"rfcl-imed'lands, and' 'alltpublic iands ''and
buildings not. heretofore reserved: by the United 'Statesfor public purposes,
he:
the government oflorto-Rio,- to
is hereby ,placed ynder the control. of
of Pote Ric; and the Legislature
administered for the beneiit'of thepet.
of Porto Rico shall have authority,' subject to the limitations imposed upon all
nattfrs as it may'deem advisable:
tolegisitse Withrespectto'all'such'
its
aets,
convey
in his 'discretion,
. tovided, That the-Presidentmaydfrom'-timC to' tim'e,
tothe people of Porto Rico'suchlands,+buildings, or interests in Aands orother:
'propertyn-ow,owned bythe United States and within' 'the.tqrritorial limits of
Porto Rico as in his opinion are'no longer n'eeded for purposes of the United
And, hemay fromi time to time'<accept h'ylegislative grant from:Porto
States.
any' buildings, of' otffer interests or property which may be needed
:i-io iands,'
"'2'for public'p'uposes 'by the United States.

-

ill be seen that Conagress-has inots only- granted to
Fromi-this it WA
public-lands'on4that :island which 'had, not 'been:
its
all
PortoRico
theall:twiaters %ard 'inna 0vi-.
ior to-Juily' l1903, 'ad';a als'o
. rescrted0
wer fo
;able. #'Atei &our'ses 'tl#&ohjtit't dl-ard thta
that its legslatiure shpuld have, authority to
adunistered by ain
''.legislate- with2irespect. to- alL suchi matters~ as 'it'may deem advisable." 'it 'isl therefore' evident'tlhat Congress- did not' intenid'that'
our Governmentshould'dispose&' of.- control, treceiveive any beniefit
from; such lanids,, water, powers,. and streams -except fromi such of
them

asahad'been reserved and'

continued tobe

2

needed

foritspublic

Z -, use 'becauhe 'e find'iA the: act of 1917 a declaration 'that' 'wien reserved lands are no longer used for public purposes they shall be

- oi
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conveyed to'lth'e people okf':Porto Rico. And, that act went even
further in its' reco'gniioion' of the .ownership of- Porto, Rico, to all
public property not' reserved" when~t'provided thbat the President
:from' tim~e to' time' accept 'by. legislative grant from 'Porto
d "-may
ico any-lands,-buildingi, 'or otie'r interests or pro'perrtywhichmay
'.
be needed -foripubflice purposes by. th6iUnitedH' States."ji
the'.Federal
in
passing
of
Congress
the
intent
It was 'evidently
' Wafter.4weiAeti tiit'---all- of;.the'watef~s;r on'its p1iublie: or reserved
]ands-which lare or may'bec6me 'available '.for. the 'generation";of
should be 'reserved and .set-'apari:fo. that' purpose: inder such
'- -power,
bconditions- 'as- would- result in dthe 'properi use' and 'coolt .of-,such
waters and in' the 'dispoistion. and- use' of the power in :such mnanner
as will result in the greatest public good. The location- of- such
waters within- :particular terr'itoriallimnits-'whas not, 'iwn my judgment,
a '7f
controlling' fact'or:.in the' 'cons'id~eration 'andl passagej -of- thiat' act. .. :;
These'facts-,'cdupled with the further fact that neither. the. re-'serviedIlandfs ind Prto Rico,'nor .the wiaters on them are'.in' anyf
of Porto 'Rico, leadme: to the conclusion that
j'ecttothe~conirdl
b
U
Congress did not intend to exclude such landsiid waters from' the
operation of the Water Power Act, regardless: of the fact that. Porto
Rico is: not, strictly.,speaking, 'a-Territory, in thle sense in which
word is usually ~used. :To hold .trwise would be tantamount
: f: that
to saying that if that act does not apply to such reserved lands the
opied, and: the water must
power facilities on them-'ean 'never 'bede'
go to waste so far as the development 'and use 'of power isconcerned;
because&.Porto 3R.ico can;notcon7trol their .use for any.purp.ose;.;.-:
"But aside from that' 'consideration we find 'thabtthe laws o£: Porto
Rico have, in'efect,A sanctioned the use and 'control 'oVf uch- 'aters
bythe United States, as the mere owner of the land.':Sectioin 2387,
ater:.
R
~evised Statutes and, Codes of :Porto' Rico:, declares that
rowner
of such estate while
wIhich f-alls on' an'estate- belongs 3to .the
may, 'consequently, construcb :itliin his.prop
flowing thereon.- ''e
erty.reservoirs,'dams, cisterns5,or 'ponds for their, retention,,or em-i
Ploy any-other adequate means, provided the 'public orthird-per~sqns
are. not piejudiced t'hereb".
rswer
As to other than rain watersection 291,id.proyides, that "
--which :fise 0'continuouslyvor intermittently on propqerty ibrelonogii to
PtheoState,
.:>vince s,,ltor. tojns, belong
: .private individuals, .orto
the. respective, owner, 4tnd may. be use4 :and. Jyed hy..such; ,owne
'

'";raiini

'

while flowing through suoh, propert"

j

'

,

,

'

'

States, has. :tl: samne oqr, greater.
It; is:well settledi that the, 'Jjiteq
rights and pqwers of use,.and control oyer its. prqperty as individual,
.
proprietors have' o6er lands privately 9Wned by. tkhem.
I:;f the 'cone9sion tbat the pro9visions. .pf: the Federal Waterr Po7er
Act relating -to .the reservation of power sites and theii disposition
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and control may'be- appli-ed to the reserved landsiniPorto. .Rico needs
the support: of precedent itnmay be, found in the faet that lands have
been .reserv.ed there. for national .forests,-.under' secti6on 23,act ,of
March 3, 1891. (26 Stat. 1095, 1103), which tauthorizes thexPresident:;
to "set apart .anq-l reserve, in any State qr,,Territory,, * * *: aiy
partV of the public lands wplly or in. part .-covered ,.xith. timber :
is so far'.a "Territory-.". -as ..to justify the creation of
0' 0't -If:orto.Ri~co
forest, reserves there as.tQempower its goyeynor to* nake requisitions -for.fugitivesifrom justice, and as to make the common carrier
appliance statute 'operative there it: can rot be:very well said
-fe
Water Powers Act 'does not, apply Athere beause it: is- not a
that;theM
.
-'
.
Territory<In.conduusion,1jhave the.honor to:.info~rmyouthat iin myopinion
the Federal 'Powde'r.Cormissiori may legally. gIantElice se~s for'power
-projects, or project works on-'any, of.:the: ,l'ands in Porto ico ;which
'belong to and-.have, been; reserved by .the Unilted States; but it does
nothave 'that'power as to any other classof lands there. becaulethe
orto Rico, and aire not' "public lands of the,.,United
belongto'
50
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,Decided February 1, 1925.
'HO ESTEMAY .ENTRY.-E NTRY .-AdT. OFMAY 920, '19:08.'

A

.-

.<

of public land under;, sektion e5 of the act of. May 20, .1:908,: is not.
to be classied as an
enr;.rit is, oweye
hlm'es~tead;.
.ravys~se
laws..
agricdi1tu ld
yentry
sner te

RUrchlase
ii-

.
t Serevtamj"-....
Youf {C'o~missiohier of the' 'General Land 'Off'cei have :-submitte'd

'st AsewtaAis
0 i0 0FjINNEY

to' the D:epartment :an inquiry~ made bykMiss Bessie'Chmel as-:tonthe
area4 of - iblic' land ;she: is qualified to enter- under the: homestead
law, she ha'viing purchased 80 'acres under section'.5: of the' act- of May.
-.
:20,- '190.8'(350 Stat. 169)."3
While the gection referred to provides 'that purchasers. thereunder
mus t 'h`veithe'quadlifications '-f a'Ah6mestead entryman,a the purchase
tnisynot'iii'any' sense 'aihomestead entry hence Miss .Chmel's t'ig t
sal in' now'way affeected by' tI3 purchaseunder the homestebad aw'
-Hwev'er '-as the, purn'chase must be: classified as -an entry under tbe'
agricultural land laws, her rightsgunder 'those lawsLex'6ptig., of
:
couirsse,' the homestead0 'aw are satisfied; to the'ie .xt- of=-'80 acV'esd
kiiving er jualiie'd-if she has'not madeX entyunder the timber
and stone, desert land,' or 'preemption laws 'for.' more than 80 'acres.
and'o: enxtry whatever under: the homestead laws-to make'eniery
'
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for thli-e maximum7afea' allowed'by seqetiion 2289,0Revited Stattles,' the
Deniared homestead a , orthe stock-raising homensted'acts
ellla tg

d ht

.

et,
'

ortles

;,__

.

'
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SETTLEMENT: WITHOUT.RESIDENCE ON UNSURVEYED LAND
003-:f0;f-U-ND1ER THEESTO-CK-RAI-SI3NG-HOMESTEAD- ACTtt ~-' -f.'
Instructions,

webruary 19, 1925

STOCK ;RAISING HoMESTEAD-SETTLEMENT-R.iSIDENCE.
Where there is no vacant public land of the charafeter contemplated by the.
stoeji-raising jhomestead act, contiguous.to
a
.patented. entry,, one .owwing
*00.: X'and
residing uponi such an entry mayinitiate asettlement
claim under that
.:ja~ct
on unsur.veye landa
vit-thin.twventymiles wit-hout establishing resiqence
A thereon', provided tha't the unsurveyed land. has been-des0ignated as.stockS
raising and the lanId in the patented entry is of the same character.
-r

STOCK-RAIsIN\G Ho-EsTFAriADDITio

RsINNcE0

-S

.

-.

If a tract of unsurveyed land, incontiguous to the original entry, h asnot
been designated under the stock-raising homestead act; one s'eeking to nmake
* -an additional entry thereof under that, act can not initiate~ a claim thereto
thereon esidence.
without
establishing r

FINNEY,

Assistant--Secretary:

First

'I hi-Save your f[Registerf

-

te'e Uni ted; States'Ladnd O-ffice, Las

S

20 '.lastj 'addressed to 'the
Meiico ':letter o'f 'auary
Commissioner oftie GeneraalLandOffice.
'
If- thereis: no vacant public land of the character-contemated by
th6e stock'raising hoin-estead It cohtiguous't'o' his pateited
A'etry;person who owns and resides on such an'entry can'initiate a settle- ment, claim; under the 'stock-raising homestead- act -on unsurveyed
landi-within 20 miles without establishing residence thereon provided
the uinsurveyed land'has bleen 'designated'a's of thle 'cha'ract-erX
ealso' tI-t
t'etnplated 'by thle stoc Kraising homffestead a, .an' provided
the -land in 'the patehted, entry 'has be'en simiilakly desigAt'ed: dr is
subject to such desinan btt it' is sugeste-d that a person who:
.this-ptivileg'e indicate 'iclaim'by-ding,more tlan
avails-himiiself 'f
a fenetartiid' th' land
merely --poting a-ntice.'If---hi: .aiintainn'
and keep posted a notice giving the-location of his residence and that
caims
lhe
the land under section '5 -of- the stoek-raising hesteadact, 'other' persons '!will -hot-'
isled' by the absence of residence
:C'!ruces,

tNew

''

-

-conf

-

theron.

-

::'

-

'

If the unsurveyed land which your corresp'ondent is interested in
has

not

been designated.

as stock-raising,

he

is

at

liberty

to petition

the Director of the Geological Survey to recommend its designation,
and at the same time
the designation of the -land intthe
patented entry.'
-request
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.If the unsUreyed land hasW not -been designated, the.patentee on
whose behalf your inquiry wasmade can not initiatepa.claim.,th6ereto
without'establishing residence thereon.

" TO -SECURE TITLE TO
: : : QUALIFICATIONS ASTO CITIZSHIP
PUBLIC MINERAL LANDS
Instructions,. February 26, 1925
0

U
.;|.'0:
...7.
D '0..
Mxnrwof CLxArM-CITIZENS HtIP,40i.'" :
'of the' stok of a- corporation: organized under the laws of the
: -'Ownership
;
-UnitedStates' or' of any State or 'Territory thereof by" persons,-: associa'

'ti'ons, or' corporations not citizens of the -Unitea' States' dbes not preclude
such corporation 'from acquiring claimssunder the mining laws.

SECRETARY'S OPINION CITED AND APPLIED.
Opinion of the Secretary' (28 L.D. 1781, cited and applied.
.
FINNEY, First Assistant Seqretay:.
!From the' report of your ':[Commissioner of the -,GeneralLand.

Office]

field agents it appears that -an-'Enlish' corporation, mnowh
Consolidated, Limited, now owns all-or practically -all
Borax
the
as
t of bo~hlithePaqcificoCoast. Borax Company and the:United
:0
h~e;:stockStates Botrax' ornpany\ throuh purchases from the former stockholders of the last-namedicompanies; which were .incorporated: in

good. faith by citizens of the Unite& States under the. laws ofCalifornla and, West Virginia respetively; and in your, letterof -Jan
uary 24, i92:5 ,(Independence 04520),.youq4state-

-

This :officel is of the opinion 'that so;far--as the record discloses, the6Pacific

Coast, BoraxrCo~mpany and. the, Uniteqd'StatesBorax Comipany. are qualified as
of the
Itog
public meral lands,Ibut ,inview
to citizenship to..seure titleI
dfference of opinion on that point the op~inion of the Department is requested.

An affirmatiye answer to. this, question was: given in this iDeppartment's-unplubished decision of-Martch 25,A1918fn the case of United
States v. Cfornia

in Secretary Hitchcock's

7"rona. Company, .an

it was said:
h
LJ.ID. 178,180)
(28(9,-1899.
'opiion of March
organized -under. ,the laws ,'of -the United States or
' corporation:: 0 *.
-- :: -:af
of any State- dr Territory. thereof may, .under sections 23191 and 2321 of, the
Revised Statutes, occupy. and purchase mining claims from the, government,
irrespective of the* ownership 'of stock therein by persons, corporations, or

associations not citizens-of the United States.
f
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Decided Febuary28,1925'''
PATENT
,:

HOMEASTEAD.

WAIVER -L
jWhere
1914

ENnir-On

a limited patent has- beep jied
to: a

homestead

entryman who,

mit to prospect 'for oil andiasand
iin
*,-

LANDS-PROSPECG

PEEBrV-

in pursuance of the a

Juy17 ,
icttof

ANDGAS

DEPARTMEG

lD

ater

making 'entry,

volu'ntarily wraWed'-'the

the land in -support' thereofi the Land

Depatnient'in,

securedxa permmineral- rights
the'ahsenc& of

statutor&y authority, is without jurisdictioti and' has no" powertowaccept
surrender, of the patent andi-jo reissue an imrestricWdpatent, even though
jth

land ,,be

RDEPARTENTAL

in

fact

nonmieral

i

DECIsIoNS C

character.,

APpLIED.;

Cases -of Thaqddeus- McNulty, (14 -L."(36

L. D. 238)

cited and a

FINNEY, Fiqst Asitahit

D.' 534).

anfd' -WriqtBlodaett
,
,

Ii

omrpany

,

-&Secretary:y'

,d,

D

Vind,' mdia -en-:
-l'arged ;a-dditionalt Xhoiestead- entit 'Lewist'owA: 041265, 'for Nfl '¼
ptenb
e~r,' 1920;
S W 14, SeKe j28, T. 13: N.," R';T 25 E JM. -M. i- ad fin
-ishe'aind 6Tohif -A. -Clemhn -mad a joint tplic'ati'dn 'for an'oii and
gas prospecting permit, 045032 on'that tract d'd dther lands
Ont stome-:date lot'sho'tn 'theentrywvohan fidhhe er consenVt tothe
amiend'ment of said en'tty by y einsertion therein of'the following
Application made ini aceordance 'with and subject to'the provisionfs
t
hiect-t ofJi l'y 17,0i14:"" Ind'orsemets to that
an'd reservations' ofh6
f ;;effec't-were umade,'&n dt'hb!taiveh, 'on both 'the: entrpapersand
the '-fin'ad bertifidate isuddoo' proof'madet' a'fter' tim titing of the
Novemnber A1 191.7, 1Cafl oline' Coleian; fotmerly

application

for

the'

permit.;

and

on Ji2l3r

5

whidhl Containe- a' -res'erVation df all nfi'
'United Stat`es and suibjact-4 fh5'tract'tkth&Ptdi
tidasbon

tiedaine

in

said ict'

'Later the etrfwoian

19

`a. Iptent

issued

ti
idit- h-d
iidh'-'s

tb the-

liint

of 1914.

fi

tli&ap

t o

noi4 IAinder considera-

tion','-in'
iwhich 'she 'reliished''-h tigts>n'dct'
j0prnit' &iid:
h i-6aiiceldd' ine 'a x
ea
asked that the patentA tsuiddo her
was
restrited ''one be 'isnii6ed in lidn Zof it, 'on the 'gould 'that
-the

-

0.indnceid'to' join 'in

a'pjlica-tion 'for

tion that the` la
p
a
' haracteristics and locatio
-

tI ethe'perm it 'by mIsre'reentaa"

cont
soo'Stron&igy

o asi, w en infact its
'indate'l its ndhmineral

'character that she had been unable either to induici-'thers t&pros

pect on it for oil or to secure Stheo means with which she could do
.
so herself. :
By its decision of September 24:, ,1924, the General Land Office
denied that application on the- ground that the Direc:tor ofthe
Geologlical Survey, to whom it had been referred for consideration,
had made a report whichin his opinion justified that action.
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h
nrwmndoes no more,
II hrapal
from that de~r
than
to a~sert tht the Commisioerered in finding, that said.
lands were mnineral in diaacter'."
that jiel iun beasee
if'the
1t-~ isn .ne-le h
toconsider,
0i1
I
geth
rdiiting of.
character of the land is such as o jtfythr
plctd
mutt
eid
Ie funda.menfal
tis applid tio; th
'

p~in~iple~that

this

D~pirtrnet.

is,

fgrp

ithu

jusdicti~ni

ieF,

teq matter and-has notthe: power to grant, this request. Tjhis"patent
'.con~formls exactly ~to~the~ record owhich itwas :based; a -record
cr6~tedd by the applicanit's own act in securing a,, prospecting permit
ihi
and ~~by her v~oluntar wirfledjin its support, withu
-

would

not

have-

been

granfted,

and

it

is

settled

"w'hen

-that,

a

atenit

has issued; in cnomity- with~ the record, upoiin which the righ to
the patent is predicated; and has bee sAi'gned, sehiled couintersigned,
and recorded, the title to the lad a
assed'.iid, the. land departiehtdis.-w.ithoutl furte-ajrisdiction. overf thc---patent,", and ~'without
r thereof, -for ~the ai~endment ~3,fth
authority~ to accept aued
iecord a~ndjreissuance. pf -pDatent in. acc~ord-~nc~e with the, record ,,as
.238,
240) -addeus
amedd".riqtB
getQ.-(,6 L.
1 L. D
D 3)
:•been recognized. by.-ogrs we
Ths.ruleo the lamutae
itthougxht itnecesar .topashe-atoAri14,9*(3Sa.
335) j,-~which secific, authority.was givefi for the iss§uanc ~ofunpa ets, in c~~ases ~where .patents .already issued cotand
reservatiQiis ol Q.oal under; the dcts -of March 3, 1909. (35 Stat. 844),~
and -June 22,' 1910. (36 Stat-. 83),~anid. th adpatentedwr sb
Selquently classified. as nonco.i;1
If~a statute wyas- -neeessajr, -to: give the;
~eiit{~ic~ses-w-here the Government
ojissue -~an unirid
'9 ~, er fh~,Goernn~nt y As'
wlassification anid
1~ hecof~ring61theat
tntd-1ya
rr
nnmneal
fthtpw
yCigy"e li. cases sulch as the
tainly th
--

Meu7

-

-

-

-lied

-

--

-

- -

,present

one~

be,

would

requiied

hefore

it

co~ufd

1e'

exercised.

wfuliy

Again another insurmpuntable reason wh-y this,, rqent
p eroely be" oraiite is foun~d i~n -t~he fact that this,
mit was, issued jointl tthsapplicant an&Jhn A. Cleman anid
while
she has reclinquisheid. her irights under~it hehsntdn
o
-

-n

-prospecigpr

-

is

he~reby

susta

ined
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LANJDS WITHIN PETROLEUM R2ESERVES EXCEPTED FROM ENTRY
:UNDER; THE STOCEK-RAISING HOMESTEAD -ACT-CIRCULAR NO.;913, MODIFIED-ACT OF FEBRUARY- 7, 1925

0-d04 0-'$
l00 ''

)- '-000

':

[Circular No. 2983]
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-DEPATMENT OF

THE INTERIOR,GEN-ERAL LAND OFF.ICE,.

Washington,.D..C., Macrch 1,>19925.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LAND
w OFkC¢ES:
Section, 12 of the act-of February 7, 1925- (43 Stat. 809), reads as
follows
That existing entries allowed prior to, April 1, 1924, under the Stock-Raising
Homestead Act of Deceber 29, 1916 (Thirty-ninth Statutes at Large, page
862), for land withdrawn as valuable for oil or gas, but not otherwise reserved or ;withdrawnii;-are hereby validated, if .otherwise ~regular: Provided,
That. at date of dntry the land was not within;the limits of fThe geologic structure of'a producing oil or gasifield.

In view thereof, paragriaph 2 of CircularNo 913 (50 L. D.i261),
approved February 2, 1924, entitled "Land in petroleum reserves :not
: ubject o entry -under the Stock-Raising I-l6mestead A-ct," which
reads--

:
*

As to stock-raising extries-heretofo eallowed for land within the limits of
petroleum reserves, you will, on the submission of .satisfactory 'fnal proof,
forward all papers-to thisl;office,- Without thb issuance' of final certificate.-

is hereby modified to read-

-As*to 'entries allo*ed prior to April 1, 14umier'the Stock-Raising Hiomestead Act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 862), for land withdrawn as valuable-for oil or gas but not otherwise reserved or withdrawn,- if otherwise tegular,
. on submission of satisfactoty final'proof, you- will issue final.certificate and
note on the face .thereof " Validated by See. 12,-act of February .7, 1925." However, if _at date-of the .entry, the land was within, the limits of the 'geologic
structure of a producing oil or gas field, you will not issue the final certificate
but will forward&all papers to this* office.
: This act does not' validate or protect any stock-raising :homestead entries
-allowed after April 1, 1924.E You will report such cases, if any. ibe pending Jini
your office, for appropriate action. Care should. be exercised in future not to
allow any stock-raising homestead entries within the limits, of lands - ithdrawn or designated as valuable for oil or gas, and applications for such lands
should be reject~ed When presented.
;;;S

0;
; C.? .

X

Approved:
0000ft
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1. -C., FINNEY, - .

WILLIAM S'EPY,,ThPA
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FUEL COMPANY

Dcd d Maroh 17, 1925
REPAYMENT-ASSIGNIMENT-TEANSFu.-

No right to recover purchase moneys and commissions under the repayment
statutes can be recognized in an assignee of a canceled entry where the
- purported transfer of the land occurred after the cancellation of the entry
became effective.'
REPAYME'NT-STAT'UTE OF LIMITATIONS.

Repayment of purchase moneys and commissions subject to refund under the
act of March 26, 1908, as amended by the act of December 11, 1919, is
barred if not filed within two years from the date of' rejection of the application, entry, or.proof, wh'ere such rejection is0 subsequent to' December -11,
1919, or within two years thereafter where the rejection occurred prior
thereto.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS
SIoN DISTINGUISHED.

APICOURT

OF CLAIsS DEcI-

Cases of Mary tWard (39 1L. D. 495), Helen Serret (42 L. D. 537), Dorathy
DitnuI: r (43. L.-D. 104), and paragraphs 35, 36,,-and 49, instructions of,
October 25, 1916 (45 L. D. 520), applied; case of 'Anthracite Mesci Coal
'
omany'v. United States~(38 Ct. Ols. 66), distinguished.
:mMinieg

*

0

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
March 19, 1906,0 Charles L. Thompson made coal:entry at the
: Pueblo, Colorado,:land office-for the NE. 1/4 SW. 1/4 Sec. 13, T. 32 S.,
R. 64 W., 6th P. M., for which payment was made at the rate of $20
per acre, a total of $800.
May 21, 1906, the SuffieldC oal Company, filed protest against said
entry, alleging that the entry was fraudulently made; that the landhad no coal value; that the entryman.had no funds of his own;and
thlat the purchase money was supplied.by other parties in pursuance
of an understanding designed to obtain an undueadvantage of theprotestant who had 'af tramway across.said tract, which was used in
connection with mining operations on an adjacent tract.--_A hearing '
but'after a
forv, bfixed'there
was ordered on the protest and'a; date
'of Januvbyletter
However,
continuance the protest was withdrawn.
Office
requiredu ary 18,1908, the Commissioner of the.General. Lahd
wag
imade, in.
entry
that
.the
the entryma-n to file a personal affidavit
directly
'or in-.
interest
his own individual" interest and not inthe
for
such
directly of any other person or persons, citing as-authority
S-SrvD.
235).
a.
(35-L.
requirement the case of Jessie F. O'iiatt et
ice of -notice of that requirement was' attempted by the local land
officials,:,whop twice sent registered. notice to the entryman at' his
The
record address, which was in:each case returned Unclaimed.:
De,
entry was, accordingly, canceled by the General LandOfice
cember 4, 1908.
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December 28, 1923, the National Fluel QCompany, claiming as assignee of the. entryman,. filed application, for repayment of the'purchase money paid..in connection with said entry..
By decision -of November 8; 4924, the application was rejected by
the Commissioner of. the General Land. Office and the cease: is now
before the Department. on appeal froin: that action. It : was held'ould not be entertained4 for consideration under the1that
the claim
act of March 26, 1908 :(3.5 Stat. 48) as amended by the~ act of 'De-:.
*
cember 11, 1919 (41 Stat. 366), because of the two-year limitation
in the "latter act for. filingi claims thereunder. It was further held
- that the.claim did -not -come within the -provisions of :the :act. of
June16,-1880 .(21 Stat. 287'); authorizing repaymentL"where, from
cause, the entry has been erroneously allowed and can not be
. 0any
confirmed."
-It- was recited that at the time the entry was allowed, March 19,
- there fwas -noiregulation requiring the.-personal affidavit of the
1i906,
entryman such as was; required by the Commissioner in his -letter of
18, 1906, in view of the chrgesi ade in the protest and in
e : January
pursuance of the instfuctions. contained in the decision of theIDepartment.under date oif October 17, 1906, in the ,Oviatt case, supra.
It was, accordingly,,cFoncluded 'that the .entry.could not:,properly:;
be regarded as having been -erroneously allowed, but even if 0so con-:
lfurther been confirmed.
held, the entry couldhave
sidered it was
:except for.the failure of- the6 entryman to comply with the said requirement.
* -The appeal asserts that the decision appealed from is in direct -conAflict with the decision-iof the Court of Claims in the case of Anthracite Mefsa Coa Mining Company v. United States. (38 Ct. Cls. 56),
-.
wherein repayment was allowed.
The case.yreferred to was- quite similar to the -instant case as regards the ancellation of the entry,i.but'the- state -of the law is now
different and alsothere is a vital defect in-respect-to-the qualifications
.

-

,.

The status of the claimant in relation to the entry will first be cone applition'-for
sidered. Theastractof title'submitted with
.repayment shows that the said tract was transfefred by wairanty
:deed fromithe entryman to the S uffield- CoalCompany on January-4,
wa~s -prior to the cancellation of the entry, and while the
. 0:: :1907.-That
The latter comprotestbof -the said company against it was pending
pany transferred by warranty deed January 26, 1907, the'said tr'act6
indiuding' the' traniroiad- thereon- to The Geen:; Canon coal Cmpany. Th1e -latter 0company -by Qquitclaim deed~datd February 15,
191, tra9sIferred the tract with -other property tb the National Fuel;
the present claimant, and on- the same date The Green
C
0ompaVy,
Canon Coai Company,4 a corporation, gave notice of dissolution.
-

*

C
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-
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The National FueL Company was icirporated-January 22j1910,
whicliwas after the date of th6-cancellation of the entry- in questioii.

By resolution adopted bytheboard o-f- directorsa F ebruary 1, 1910',
'- -the
.National Fuel Gompainy was authorized-to- adiiequire all 'of the
capital stock -and boncds, negotiable securities, obligations, and 'floating indebtedness of theiPakikdale lFueL Combpany, and'the said The'
issue:
C(2!anon--Coal C(ompany, and in, exchange therefor,to
. -:G~reen
: -the.bondsand shares of -the capital stock of-the National Fuel 'Corn-.
' pany
in such amounts anid in such proportions; of '-stocks and bonds;

' as found necessary. to acquire the said.property.

It

is allegd that

The -Green Canon Coal Company was thus::.consolidated. and merged
with the National lFuel- (omIpaiy,- but: as aboTeshown, that occurred
after the, date of the cancellation ~of the 'entry, and-,it is not shown
that the interests after consolidation were' the same as: theretofore
in Jrespect lto this tract.-.

After*.the entryd was cancel;-no rights predicated~thereon' could
be initiated.: No rights underitih- entry rem aned except the possible
-ot
assignrepayment claim for the purchase .man- e, and, th't was
in
No
right
.Statutes.
Revised
States
able. _Sectionii3477, United
the. assignee is recognized where the purported 'transfer of the land:
was subsequent.t6to.the:.cancellationto fthe entry,.-See: Secs. 35, 36,
:and instructions approved October 25, 1916 (45- LD;D 520).
;;-S;$49:of.
It follows that this applicant:is not shown to be qualified to receive
the repayment even if the claim were -otherise6 allowable.
A further question relates to thel statute of limitation prescribing
the time- within which 'such claim--must 'be fied; By the act of
De;cember 11, 1919- (41 Stat. 366), Section I- of the act of.March26,1908(35f Stat.48), was amended to read as follows:
That where purchase moneys and commissions paid under any:public land
law have been or shall hereafter be covered into the Treasury of the United
states
under any application to make any Mling, location, selection, entry, or
proof, such purchase moneys&and commissions shall be repaid to the--person
who made such .application, entry, or proof, or -to his legal lepresentatives- in
h allcases where such application, entry,,:or proof has been or shall.(hereafter b
rejected, and neither -such applicant nor hiS legal representatives shall have
ttemptedr udinconnection with such applicar
been guilty 6f ay
tion: Proviaek,Thatqsuch person orhis legal representatives shalilea request
for the repayment of such purchase ioneys andcommisions within tw6 years
from the rejection of uchapplicationentryor proof, or within tw years from
the passage oflthis Act as to such applications, proofs, or entries as have been
-.
heretofore rejected.

The facts of this case ,bring it clearly, within. the operation' of:the
above law. '.Theenatry wasxrejected within, the meaning of the act.
See
ary Ward: (39 L. ID. 495); Helen Serret (42 L. D. 537); Dora,.
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thy Ditmar (43Lf. P. 104). Accordingly the claim is barred by that
act because it was not filed within the prescribed peiod.
-: The
rejectionqof theailaim istherefore affirmed.

CONSOLIDATION OFNNATIONA

OETRESTS

INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No.0 863]
[Reprint of regulations .of October-28, 1922. -(49 L. 11 865), with amendnmelts
of February 1, 1924,, Circular 91S -(50 L. b.t261); February- 4,: 1924,l
C'rcuiar'919 (50;L. 1. 268), and February 14, 1925, Circular 980.]
-

.- -:

,

: DEPAETMENT

:

-O TIIE INT-IOR
GENERAL LAND QFFICE,

WdshigoD

.

arch 0, 1925.

RhoISTrrRS AND RicEIVERs,
UNITED STATESILAEND:OFFICES:

-

The act of March 20, 1922 (42 Stat. 465), en:titled "An Act to
solidate national forest lands," readis as follows:

con-

- That,'when the public-interests will be benefited thereby, the Secretary of
the Interior'be, and hereby. is-, authorized, in his discretion to accept- of behalf '. of' the United States title to -any lands within the exterior boundaries of the national forests which, in the opinion, of the Secretary of Agriculture, are
;
chiefly valiuable for 'national- forest jpurposes, and in exchange therefor may
patent 'not to' exceed an equal value' of 'such 'national forest land, in the same
State,'- surveyed 'and nonmineral in chaacter, 'or the>Secretary of Agriculture
-'
may0 authorize the grantor to cut and remove an equal value of .timber within
the national forests of. the same State; the values in each case to be detersch Oany
ex-mined by the Secretary of Agriculture: Provided, That before
change is effected notice of the 'contemplated exchange reciting the lands
involved shall be published once eac h week for four successive weeks in some
newspaper' of general circulation in the' county; or counties in 'which may be
situatee'::thelands to be accepted, -and i somejlike neivspaper published in any
county in which may be situated any lands or timber to be given in such.:;
exchange.- Timber given in- such exchanges shallbe: cut and removed under
;
the
laws uan'd. regulations 'relating to' the national forests, 'Jhand under the
direction and supervision and in accordance withbc the requirements of the
Secretary
"'of :Agrictiltirh.: 'Lands conveyed to the United wStates tinder this
0 0 :::0
aqt shall, :upon aceeptance of title, become parts:_of the national' forest within
whose -exterior boundaries they are located.-

The adt of March 20, 1922, Was amended by the act' of February,
dbyfadding theretolthe followhin section' :

28, 1925 -:(43 Stat.'1090),

SEC. 2. Either partyj to an exchange may fmake treservations- of timber, min-erals, or easements, the values of which shall be duly7 co'nsidered' in determin*$ the'
-ingval'ues 6f'the exchangredlands. Where reservations are made in lands
conveyed to the United. States the-right to enjoy them shall be subject to such

reasonable conditions respecting ingress 'and egress and the use' of'the sur -

S
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face of the land as may be deemed necessary by. the Secretary of Agriculture:;
w:here mineral reservations are made in lands conveyed by. the' United States
it shall be so stipulated in the patents, and that any person who acquires theb
right to mine .and remove the reserved deposits -may enterand occupy so much
of the surface as may be required for all purposes incident to the mining; and
removal of the minerals therefrom, and -maymine and remove such minerals*.
upon payment to the .owner of the surface for damages caused to. the land
and improvements thereon: Provided, That all pr-operty, rights, easements,
and benefits authorized by this section to be retained;by or reserved to owners
of lands conveyed to the United States shall be subject to the tax laws of the
States where such lands. are located.

2. Initial application to forest offlcers.All preliminary, negotia-

tions relating to, an exchange under the act are, to be conducted witb
the t~local representatives of theu Forest 'Service, and any owner of
land subject to exchange who desires to take advantage of the, priviconferred, by this act mu-st file with -the- local national forest
'leges6
officers an informal apj-licatibn describing the land to:be conveyed
as well as that to~ be selected, or if timber is desired in exchange the
land on which such timber is located. The land. must be specificall
described according to Goverment subdivisions,: and as a* rule
nothing less than a lega:l subdivision. may be surrendered or selected..
Anexception to this rule may be imade 'only- here in the opinion of
the Secretary of Agriculture. and the Secretary of the Interior suich
exception would be advantageous to-the Government.; The selected
lSf
and0 Dor 1 ~timber must be' entirely within national forest boundaries
and in the same'State in which the relinquished lands are located.
shkow by affidavit, or other evidence satisfactory
:. The
X - applicant-must
to the Forest Service- that he is the owner of the land to be conveyed,
and that the land relinquished and theland or. timber selected are
equaldin value.
- 3.Approvad of the exchange.-when-d a tentat&ve agreement has-:
been reached3-between the applicant and the local nation forest
officer; thei case will - be submnitted- to the ildistrict forester. and if
approved by him-to the Forester at Washington, D. C., for consideration.
IfI the Forester finds the exchange to -be in the public interest and
that an equality of values exists, he will request the Secretary of
Agriculture to advise the. Secretary of the Inteiothat the , acceptance of the' certain described lands offered under the act and the;.
granting in lieu:thereof of other certain described.lands, orof stump-:age upon other described, lands, meets with the approval ofbthe. Department.of Agriculture;.Athat the .base lands. are. chiefl5y valuable for
nationall forest purposes,, and that the value of the offered and
selected, :lands is approximately equal.
The Secretaryvof the,.Interior, upon -receipt of such letter from
the Secretary of Agricuiture, unless he'- has reasons to do. otherwise;
.

.

-
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will approve the exchangesbject
,
to the sub
mission
of acceptabe
title to the lands tendered-'and-tolfull' compliance by the applicant
with these regulations, and'subject to:any protests orotheir valid
objections which may appear.
4. FornaZ apl tioi t& distWict Zctdofers.e
General Land
::-Office: will notify the district loand ' offi'cers' of the- district in which
the land or-timber-:to be selected is located 6of the approval of the
: exchange, and such district land; ffi'cers ill' in turn "notify the
person desiring to make such exchange of the approval thereof and
that: he is: allo wed 60 days' fromn receipt of notice within which to,
fire his formal application spedifically describi fig' -the land -selectedorTthe land:on which:timber selected is located, and the land to be
relinquished. The application must be acconpanied 'by the neces-.
sary-affidavits and fees.
No :fxed forms of application for seleetion under this, act and
u ;accomPanyin
g affidavits as -to the relinquished- and selected :land
have. been., prepared, but these instructions should be followed as
nearly as possible.
.Each.'application-will begiven a serial number and have the -hour
and date of filing stamped.. thereon.f :You will note on yolurrecords
against the. land, ".Selected under act of March 20, 1922, Public,'No.
R 000173, by____
__
i-_
('date
___
…
_,-se-ia-l No.…__ _,0pending).:5. Affldavits required.-Thelapplic'ant will be required to sow,
by affidavit that-lhe is 21f ears of age, and. otherwise'legilly capable
of ,&artying through the transaction.; that henis the owner of the land
relinquished,. and that said land is -not the basis of tanother selection
or. exchange. He must also furnish his own, affidavit or the affidavit
ofo some credible person
of the -re~quisite personal knowledge:s~howing that,.the land selected .is nonmineral ini caracter; that
,i-tt: cont~a-ins noX salt springs or deposits of salt ini any form sufficient
to r:ender it chiely 'valtuable -therefor; that it is not in .any. manner
occupied or, laimed adversely to-the selector..'
TX- ahese
affidavits 'may be -iexecuted before any officer qualifiedi to
ad-minister oaths.
-6. Fees:-Feesmust be paid by the applicant at the rate of $1 each:
to the register and- receiver for each 160 'acres,' or fraction thereof,
ofi theb-ase landsg:surrndOered and conveyed to the Government.
7. Publication and posting.LWithin 30 days.- from the 'filing of
his application to -select larid'or tilber' the-applicant will begin publication of notice thereof, at his ownv expense, in a newspaper or
new'spapers.haviing general circulation in the county or eounties in
which the land relinquished and the land or timber selected iare
situated, the newspapers to be designated by the register. Such
-
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notice must be published .once each week for four sucessive weeks
htime
appllication must be posted
a similar notice fthe
during which
in. the local land office... :Thenotice should describe.the land or timber applied for as well as' the land to-be.giv enin exchange fan, give
the date of filing; the application and" state' that the purpose thereof
is to allow all. persons claiming the land selectedcor. having bona fidei'
objections to such application an opportunity to filetheir piotests
with the local officers of the land district in which the landiselected
is situated.::
Proof of publication shall* consist of an affidavit, ofthe publisher
or! of the- foreman. or .other proper- erployee of the newspaper 'in
which the.notice was published,.,with a copyof the-published notice
attached. The register shall certify to theposti
inghis office. The
dates of such publication and .posting must.in all cases be given.

8. Action by dis~lrct land offiCer7S.-.--Should a -protest be. fied, all
the papers should be transmitted to the6General Land Office for con-.
sideration; but should no protest be.:fled against the allowance of
the, selection within .30 days from,.the date of the first pbication:

of notice, and no objection appear on your records,- yo- will notify
the selector that he is allowed 60 days from' receipt' of notice within
which to file: the relinquishment or 'reconveyance, and abstract of10
A1.
-title, as prescribed4in paragraphs numbered'9 ,and*
The proof papers necessary to complete a selection%should hefiled
at the same time. However, if. additional- time is ne~essary to com-plete the abstract,. the'same will be granted upon a'-proper showing.
After0
Mthe.fling of the required, relinquishment, abstract (of title,
t 0andother -propof;the 'register will certify the .condition of. thbe record
on the application 4and, will promptly 'transmit the original application andaccomlpanying papers to this officeby special letter.

9. RWlinoqushqmenrt: or'reconveyance.-Lhe'deed of relinquishment:- l or reconveyance of the land'. tendered asS a basis of exchange must' be.
executed. and acknowledged in the same .manner as. 'a (onveyance of'
real property is required, to be executed and'.ackmowledged by, theThe deed should
is
. laws of: 'the State in which'the land .situated.>
also be 'duly recorded.
WI, heretherelinquishment or reconveyance is made by an individual it must show, whether the personirelinquiishing is .married, or
'single, and if. married,: 'the wife or, husband- of such person, as the
. I-0case
;may be, must join in the execution of the relinquishment or
reconveyance in such a manner -as to effectually bar any. rigt of"
curtesy or Adlver, or any claimn 'hatsoeverto the, land relinquishetd,
or it must be fully shown, that under. the laws of the State in ,which
the relinquished land is situated such wife or husband-has no interest

*0 611
0 0
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whatsoever, present ''r prbspective, which makes her or his joining
1I
in the relinquishment 'or reconveyance necessary.
Where the 'relinquishment or. 'reconve'yance is' by a corporation, it
should be recited in: the ~instrument of transfer that it ;_as executeda
pursuant to: an order or by the'direction of the board of directors or
other governing body, a -copy 'of which order or 'direction should
accompany'such instrument of transfer, and should, bear the: impressionof the corporate seal.
10. Abstracts of titZte.-Each relinquishment or reconveyance must,
: 0 0accompanied
'; t0be'0
'byE :a -duly 'authenticated abstract 'f: title, showing
that at' the time the rieconveyance was recorded' the title was in the
party. niakiing the conveyance, a''nd that the land -wa free from .'con
flicting I:ecord clarns, tax liabilities, judgment or -:mo'rtgage lies,:
pending suits or other incumbirances.
The certificate of authentibatioh of the abstractn
must be signed by
: 0 record'er;:
the
of -deedas 'or other -proper 6ocial, under his' official seal,
:and must s~'w :that th~e title 'memoranda is a'full, true,'and completea
abstract of 'all mat'ters -of record or 'on: file in his office, including all
conveyances, .mortgages, or'other 'incumbraices,
judgments against
the various' 'griantors, mechanics' liens,''is pendens, or other instru-

ments;which are' required' by. law t6 be filed'. with'the recording oficers, afecting
'in
any manner whatsoever the title to' the described
land. The authenticity of the tax records jiiustbe6 certified showing
that all taxes levie or assessed against theland;, or that'could operate'
thereon as a lien, have been7 fully paid; or whether there is a tax lien:
although -such tax is 'not assessed,'due or payable; that there'are no'
unredeemed tax sales and no tax deeds outstaning''as shown by 1he
records' of his office.: The absence of judgment liens or pending?suits
against the various grantors which 'might affect the title of the land
-relinquishe 6r' reconveyed mfst be shown by the offcial certificate
of the clerks of the courts of record, 'whose judgments, underr the laws
of the United' States or -the State iniwhich'the land is situated, would
:'be Ca'alien 6n the Iand rconVeyed or relinquished. If it is preferred
the abstract may 'be authenticated by an abstractor- or by an abstract
company, approved 'by 'the' General Land -Office, in
with
Paccordance
section 42. of the Mining Regulations of.April: 11, 1922 (49 L. D. 15,-

-11. A41ppcataioforn
timber.If timber is' desired in. exchange for
the' land to be :conveyed to. the United 'States, proof that notice&ha~s
been published- and posted 'will be all the evidence necessary to b'
fiIed in' regard to the'-timbr, but all the proof required in connection'
with the land offered as a .basis for the exchangemust be filed.
-: EA-ction
:12:.
5by the, Gaeneral Lnd 'fceTh applicatiorn: and ac-'
companying proof will, upon receipt by the General Land Office, be
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* examined at as early a date gas practicable, and if found, defective
opportunity will be given the parties in interest to cure the defects,
if possible. If the s'election appears regular and.in conformity with:
the law and these regulations, the6selection will, in the absence. of
objections, if for land only, be formally approved for. patent by let*ter-to 'the'district land offlice, but if timber is taken in exchange the
of the Secretary of the
Secretary 6of Agriculture will, upon
Interior that the regulations have been fully complied with, issue
proper permit or certificate for timber.
d;: t::
Practief: : 13.
and procedure.- Notice of additional or further requireme'nts, rejections, 'or other adverse actions of registers and receivers, the Commissioner or the Secretary, will be- given :and' the
right of appeal, review, or rehearing recognized in the-.manner now
prescribed by 'the Rules of Practice, except as otherwise herein provided. A protest or other, objection againstf the .selection or the
application to select, must be filed in. the district land office to be
forwarded to-the General Land Office for consideration and disposal.
Applicationto enlter filed subsequent to any conflicting application to'
select will be rejected, except where the subsequent, application' to
enter is supported by allegations of prior right, in .which:.event it
w1ill be transmitted to the General, Land Office with appropriate
recommendation.. 'Applicati"ns presented under, these-; regulations.
not in' substantial conformity with the requirements herein, made,
not accompanied by the prescjrbed proof, for where land offered as
basis of exchange or the land se'lected. is:not situated withi the:
boundaries prescribed by the act ' willbe iejected, subject to appeal
or curing of the defect where possible.
1-4. Right resereed to reject any and alli applications.-Applications 'to select either land' or timber under the provisions of -the,act
.advice

.

will not defeat the right of the 'United'States to -withdraw or reserve
the land for such purposes'.or uses as may. be proper prior to' the filing,
in the district land office -of an application complete in all particulars..
15. O
Cther forest exckanges-QOther 'acts provide: or,,exchanges of
lands iii nationral'foests.: nSpecial regulations governing th-ese acts
have not, been.prepared, but exchanges .thereunder must be made
to meet the'limin.owever,
under the foregoing regulations, modified,
,The acts.
mentioned.
-ta'tions, 'conditions, and provisions of 'the: acts
$0:'.t
referred to' are as follows: January .9, 1903 (32'Stat.,765) ; February
28, 1911 (36 Stat. 960) ,March' 4, -1911 (.36 Stat. 1357)'; July. 25,'
1912 (,37 Stat. 200) ;July 31,.1912.(3.7 Stat. 241); August'22, 1912:
3,.. 1916 (39
'S'tat. 0323);,;Jue 24, 1914,(38 Stat. 387); Jl
t00 -(3'70
8, 1916: (39 Stat. 846); September 8, 1916 (39,
S'tat.Se~pterbe
344)';'
.(41
Stat.i 980) ;Febuary 27. 1921 '(41
Stat. 852) June 5, 1920
,
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:Stat. 1148); March. 4, 1921 (41 Stat. 1364); March 44 1921- (41
Stat. 1366); February. 2, 1922 (42 Stat. 362) ;and other, similar acts.
WTILTAM SPRY,
0000
00900; t;00t;? i--:: 00 i;00-t:0 i~ l 0 f (7om isoner.;
Aproved :
E. C. FtINNEY
-l S:
0;
:0S
i000
-- Vi
Acting SecretIrynthe Iterior.
W. M. JARDINE,
fSecretaryo/
AgricluZtre.

EXCHANGE OFYLANDS`VWITHIN THE'SANTA BARBARA GRANT FOR
TIMBER WITHIN NATIONAL FORESTS, NEW MEXICO-ACT OF
-

iTARY

12, 192

-

INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 993]

.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LANDOyFICE,

Tvashington, D. C., M-arch 21, 195.
REGISTERS AND ,RECEIVERS,
TUNITED STATiS LAND OFFICES IN NEW-

MEXICO:

The act of January 12, 1925 (43 Stat. '739), entitledA-An Act- Providing for the- acduire ent: byithe, United States of p rvately
* owned lands within Taos County, -New Mexico, known as' te: Santa Barbara
grant, by exchanging therefor, timber, or lands and timber, within the0exterior:
- boundaries of any national forest situated within the State of New Mexico-

reads as follows:*

:

That the Secretary -of the Interior be, and he. hereby is,' authorized- in his
discretion. to accept: on behalf of the United. States title to all or any' part of
privately owned lands, situated within the Santa Barbara grant, located within
the' ountyof Taos, State of New.Mexico, if in the opinion of the Secretary :
of Agriculture public -interests; will be ibenefitedt
thereby, and the: lands are
chiefly valuable for national :-forest purposes,- and- in exch~angeextherefor the
Secretary of 'Agriculture. may authorize- the grantor to cut and remove an
equal value of timber ,withinuthe national,forests of the same State;;thed values
in each case to be determined by the':Secretary of Agricuilture and acceptable
-to -the grantor asa -fair compensation.- Timber. given ,in exchange shall be
cut and removed under the , laws and regulations relating 'to thenational:
forests,,and -undei:: the direction and supervision and in accordance with the
requirements of- the Secretary of Agriculture.
SEzc. 2~.,That, lands. ofeied for exchange hereunder and not covered by, public
land- surveys.-Ishall be identlfied by metes a
bounds surveys, and that such
surveys Sand the plats and field -notes thereof:shall be made byemploYees of
: the United States. Forest .Service and approved by the- United States Surveyor General.
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SEc. 3. That any lands conveyed to the United States under the provisions of
this Act-shall, uponiacceptance. of the conveyance; therof, become a-nd be a part:
of Carson National Forest.
SEc.4. That before any exchange of lands :for timber as above provided
is effected, notice of such exchange proposal, describing the, lands. involved
therein, shall be publis.hed once each week for four consecutive week~s in some
newspaper of general circulation in the county in which such lands so to be:
conveyed to the.United States are tituated

By proclamation of January 23, 1925, the lands, known as said
the boundaries of said
witinIIded
Santa Barbara grant," were in
Forest.
Carson National,
You. will be governed in your action.upon applications: for ex-changes under said act by the regulatiois contained in Circular No.
863 (49 L. ID. 365), entitled" Consolidation of : :National Forests,"
modifiedlhoweverlin accordance with the. provisionsaof section 02of
the act.
'.

WILLIAM SPRY,

A
Approved:
the Interior.
00
FINY
C.0000
E. (Jbroof
Ws. M JARDINE,
*fffff - Secrt:3fffetarry of, Ag i cUure..

EXTENSION OF, TIME FOR, PAYMENTS ON FORT: PECK INfIAN
- LANDS-ACT OF MARCH 4, 92
. -INSRCTIONS
[Circular No. 9861

DEPATMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
- GENERAL LAND. OFFIIE,

W-; -ashrlitoA?, .
REGISTERS ANDR1CZEIVERS,
AND-GREAT
GASGOW
G

-4, 1905.
7.-MarchS

FALLS, MONTANA:

The act of March 4, 1925 (43 Stat. 126l), ,providesThat all persons who.have made homestead entries, being actual settlers
within the boundaries of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, are hereby granted
an extension -of 'time for payment of -one-half the amount, including principal
and interest due and unpaid-on their homesteaduentries-until the 1st day of
Novemlber 1925,-and for payment of the other half, until the Ist day of :November, 1926; all such- amounts -to -bear interest until the payiment dates, at S per
centum per annum Pro ed--That upon:: failure to6 make complete payment of
-either installment by~any suchpersons the6entry shall be canceled and the land
revert to the status of other tribaIlands of the Fort Peck Indian Reservatibuii
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2. All SUCh persons who have ;abandoned residence on and cultivation of
their entries, and who, are in arrear'sin any amounts,,. are hereby imrequired- to
inmake paymenbt in full of both principal and interest on or before the 1st day;
of NOVemb'eiS, 1925:. Provide , That all delinquent amoun's of both principal
and interest.: shall draw interest'at the 'rate of 5 per centum per annum 1until
paid: Provide'd furtker, 1That upon failure to nmake full ancl complete payment
of- both principatl and interest.on- or before the. 1st-day of November, 1925, said
:entr o ntries shall thereupon be canceled and the land revert to the.44atus
of other tribal lands of, the, Fort Peck Indian Reservation.,

1.' For
.the ifoirmtin of -entryme'n ,attention is called to the, fact
that beginiingifay 1, 1925 all busIness now. handled by, the Glasgow :
offie
ill be handled by the' land officee. at Great; -Falls, Montana.
;-':;0Unt~il ";anrd 'indluding April 30, 1925,; payments required by the act
should be made' to the ':reoiver 'of ithe land .office at Glasgow, and on
and iafter May 1, 1925, they should be made to 'the register of -the'
land office at Great 'Falls.
2.' The act is construed to. require the payment of interest:on the
principal 'which vwas due and'unpaid on March 4, 1925,.at-the rate of
:5 per centum per -annum from the maturity of the. unpaid ainounts
and for. the :periodi of the' extension, and to require the payment of
interek 'on the interest which'.was .due and upiaid on said. date at
the said rate from the date of the ass ae of the act and: 'for the
period of the extension.
'
R
3. Section '2 of. the act is :constr
clude 7persons who ha.
submitted satisfactory.proof and w-ho-have abandoned residence on
'and cultivation of their entries. JtIis further construed not. to -reToeve any entryman 'from the necessity of, complyjig
f with 'the three-year homestead' law 'in the'i-matter'of :residence, cultivation, _and& improvements,..-proof' of _which compliance must'be-.made Withini the
time allowed 'for'the completion ofjthe payments.
4. An entryman who on.March 4,-'1925-' was an:actual settler-on
the'land embraced in his -Jentry may fpay one-half: of the principal
which was due and unpaid. on March 4, 1925, on or before November
1, 1925, and the other-half on or before November1',
11926, 2with in-- .
terest 'on both halves as :indicated in:'paragrap'h 2-hereof.
'5.' An'::entryan iwho on March 4, 1925, was: not ..anlactual, settler
*'

on the land'embraced in his, entry is-required-to p'y the'total amoult

'which was due and unpaid on :March. 4, 1925, .with ,the 'required interest-on or before November 1, 1925:
6. Notices showing the total ,amoul-nt of principal. and 'interest'
hereto-fore: paid unader each entry, together with the amount of prin'

cipal'which was due and unpaid onl March 4,: 1925, and the amount of:

interest required, computed under b6othl sections of thei6 aci, will be
.prepared in this office and sent to the local office for service by regIstered 'mail. A' copy: of the notice, together with a copy af this letter.,
shouldc first be sent Ato the entryman at hist record&address, and if

-

.-
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service :is not obtained at that address. a further notice should be
directed to the entryman atmathe' post office nearest the land.: This*
0X':t0000000:.:0:::0office
fwill use the utmost care in:
iordein
preparing these notices 0;in'
that 'they may correctly show the amounts due, but before final Certificate is issued the local officers will check the amount ghown in
the notice with:the-.local.offi:e records in order to:verify the figures
given.,
7.' One who claims-the righttto make payment under section 1 'of
the act :as an; actual settler, must show by ..affidavit, corroborated by
the affidavits of two persons, the factsiela'tive to his settlement. The
-i.affidaviti mustshow whether on Marchi 4, 1925 -.he wasactually re'siding upon the land embraced in his entryand whether ,on t.hat
date he had his home upon-the land to'the exclusion of a homeelse-'

'where.

-

provisions'in the act
P8.tThe
that upon the6ffailure of an entryman
to- complete6 his payments as required the entry shall be canceled
-and thebland revert6to the status of other tribal lands of the :Fort
Peck 'Indian Reservation. will be strictly observed, and. entries for
-which payments :are .not. made as required will; be canceled without
'notice-to the entryman other than the notice advising them of the
amounts due. '
9. 'Upon payment beinr9g
the local officers will so report to
this office and if paymen,
ade they will so reportias soon as
'possible after November -4925-. 'Where payment is made. under
section 1 of the act, the local officers will make further report upon
the completion, of the payments and if payments are notjmade as required they wiltso. report as soon as possible after.Novemberf1, 1926.'
10. Where Xpayments, are made as required, where; satisfactory
proof of residence, cultivation, and improvements has ';b en submitted, and in-Athe;absence of objection shown by the local offiei
records, the' register will issue final certificate without, special in:' 0::f;::0000
:struction-s from this office.;0$ f.j :0-:02.;:'
S:
:: .- ::00,0;:
11. TheO act is supplemental to. the acts'of March 2, 1917 '(39 Stat.
994);, and December 11, 1919 (41 Stat. 365).'- See Circulars Nos. 544
L.D.
.(46 75), and 667 (4f7 'L. D.'335). Payinents imaturing, after
March04,;1925, must be made' as indicated, in- Circular No. .544.
:
12. Any entryman may, if he'so: desires, file a relinquishment of a
portion :of his entry and apply" to have the money heretofore paid
applied on the part retained (46 L. 'D. 282).'_.
;20

I

,

WILLIAM SPRY,

-- om
Approved:
E. C.

FINNEY,

F:ra: Aa'Setait Seoretaryq

''

-

ssioner.
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EXTENSION OF RELIEF TO INDIANS ON RAILROAD'GRANT LANDS
IN ARIZONA, ICALIFORNIA, AND NEW IEM1XICO-ACT OF JANU-I
ARY 29, 1925
INSTRTUCTIONS
roircular No. 987]:

'

DEPARTMENT OF THE,INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., March 66, 1965.
.REGISTERS. AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED
STATES LAND OFFICES,
:ARIZONA,- CALIFORNIA, AND NEW, MEXICO:

The act of, Congress approved March 4, 1913 (37 Stat.' 1007), made
these provisions:
That: the, Secretary of the: Interior be, and he is hereby, auth~orized in his
discretion to request of the present claimant, under any railroad land grant
:aelinquishment or reconveyance of any lands- situated within the States of
Arizona, New Mexico,; or California passing under the grant which are shown
: ,to
have been occupied for five years or more by an Indian entitled to receive
the tract in' allotment under existing law. but for the grant to the railroad
co~mpany, and upon the execution and filing of such relinquishment or reconveyance the lands shall thereupon become-available Ifor allotment, and the
:company relinquishing0or reconvaying shall be entitled to select within a
period of three years after-the approval of this Act; and have patented to it
other vacant nonmineral, nontimbered, surveyed public, lands; of equal area
and value situated in the same State, as may be agreed. upon by the' Secretary
of the Interior, provided that the total'.area of land that may be exchanged
under the- provisions, of this Act shall not exceed three thousand' acres in
Arizona, sixteen thousand acres in New Mexico, and five thousand acres in
California.

The act of April 11, -1916. (39 Stat. 48), extended the provisions of
the act of March 4, 1913,. for a period of two ;ears from and after
March 4, 1916, and provided that the total area whiicbh might be
exchanged thereunder should not exceed -10,000 acres in- Arizona,:
and 25,000 acres in New Mexico.:'Y
The act of June 30, 1919 (41'Stat. 3, 9), furthert:extended the pro:visions of the basic act for a period&of one year from and after
March 4, 1919.
September 21, 1922 (42 Stat. 994), Congress again extended. the
'period to March 4, 1923.0:January 20j 1925, an act of Congress was approved II(43 Stat. 95),
whichreads*as follows:
That all of the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act for' the relief of Indians
occupying railroad lands- in Arizona; New MexicoIf or :Califormia-" approved
March 4,.1913, and amended by the Act of April 11, 1916t and the Act of June,
30, 1919, be and the same -are hereby -extended, to March 4, 1927: Provided,
That the provisions; of this Act shall apply onl in cases -where it is shown

::

f-:

::
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that the lands were actually. occupied in good faith by -Indians prior to March
4, 1913, and the applicants are otherwise -entitled to receive. such tracts in allotment under existing law,butfor the grant to the-railroad company.:

Do what you.0can, without expense to the Government, to spread
information of the. passageof this act.
Promptly transmit to this office all Indian allotment applications
filed under the act of March 4, 1913, as- now extended. When they
are received here. the procedure outlined by:Circular No. 533, approved March 12, :1917 (46 L. ).. 44), will be followed.
.

WILLIAM SPRY,

Vomqnisaioner.
-.

Approved:
E. C. FINN-E
;.0

-:

First Assastant Secretary.

-

NOTICE OF LISTINGS -UNDER RAILROAD AND OTER PUBLICLAND GRANTS-PUBLICATION
'0000
0 0-:0

:
0,

IN1STRIJCTIONS:

't

0--

-

03[Circular No, 988]07

t~i

t0 0
t>i

:-t000:

:
00

;

.DEPARTMENT OFYTHE INTERIOR,
O
GENERAL LAND ()EICE,

:iWashington, D.C., Marchk 28, 19095.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND COFFICES::

On and after this date notice of all listings -by States, railroad, or
wagon-road companies, other cirporations or individuals, their ssuccessors or assigns- of-any lands wvithin- the primary or granted limmits
of a grant made to aid, in the- construction of railroads, wagon roads,
canals, river improvements,- etc., and which inure -or pass to the
grantee or its successor or. assigns under the terms of the acts niaking
the grants or any amendmnent thereof, and of all selections of lands
within the limits of such grant, either primary or indemnity, an in0- tdemnity for lands lost or excepted from the grant under the terrs:-of
the aclt .aking the -sameniust be- given by publication .in a Xnewspaper of; general circulation in the, county wherein the lands are
located, the. paper--to -be designated by: the -register, :or -official- per-

forming the duties of register.

'

-

Notices for publication will be prepared-at the time of acceptance
mail to; the
.registered
:of theselections, .andwill be:transmitted'by
proper individual ior official of the State, Territory, or oorporatio-n,
for publication in the paper-or .papersesignated, and a copy of
-

-

-

::00
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such notice shalli also be posted by the register, ,or official performing,
the duties of the register, in a cIoSpICUOus place in his office and re
main so pdsted; until the expiration- of time allowe, for the: submis-:
of of publication.
sion O
To save .expense, two or more lists- or selections may be embraced7 in one 'publication when it may beIdone, consistently with the requirement of pu-blication .in a newspaper; of general circulation in the
county where the land issituated..
The -published notice will be by the largest legal subdivisions where
consolidation is -possible, care being taken to avoid repetition of
numbers of sections, townships,-iand range. 'The base lands are not to
be included in the notice, published.
Proof of publication will be the affidavit of the -publishersor fore..
man of the designated newspaper. that the notice (a copy of which
musti:be annexed tohe affidavit) was published in said newspaper
once a week (if aweekldypaper) -for five consecutive issues; i in a..
semiweekly paper 'for nine an d if in: acdaiy.paperfor thirty con~secutive issues.
-The
'-'
p-roofof' publication.of notice must be filed with the register
within ninety days- after receipt of notice for publication.- and will
:be 'forwiearded -by the, register -to the: General Land Office: with a
reportfas to wheth e'r protest or contest has been filed against; any,
list: or selection,,and ifprotest: or contest is filed the'saune shall
accompany ithe ;report. lFailure by the individual:or official o the
of publication
corporation, 'State, or Territory to.. furnish Pro
: Within :the' time limited -will be cause for the rejection of the selection, upon- report by the -register of such failure accompanied with
evidence of the receipt by the parties of the notice for publication.'
D X -h0During
the period of publicatin, or any time thereafter, and
before final approval and certification, the local officers may receive
protest 'orcontest as to any 'of the tracts applied for. and transmit
the same'to the General Land Office.
Where lands soughtto. be selected are alleged,by way of protes,
to be mineral, ,or-where applications for patents therefor; are pre:sented under the mining laws, or, are otherwise acversely claimed,
proceedings in such cases will be in the nature of a contest' and Wil
3:: governed
be
.by' the rules of practice in foree in contest cases.
Notice of all tother applications for. lands in exchange for or in'::
lieu of lands which inured.:to the grantee, itsAsuccessors or. assigns¶
under the acts making the grant, .or amendments, thereof and the
exchan ge or. right. to select in lieu of which was authorized by a
remedial or special act 'must be .published in accordance with thleprovsions .of circulars'of February 2, 1908 36 L. D. 278), orNovember 3,19.09 (38' L. D. 287),, unless specific provisionJismade.
SS
51-,
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for publication of notice of exchange, or: lieu selections under a

specifi act or by,. a specific or special circular or regulation-relating
to such act in which case such circular or regulation will control.
In all cases publication of notice must be made under one or the
other of the above provisions, whether or not it was required: heretofore and any ruling to the contrary is hereby revoked.
WILLIAMf SPRY,

Commmissioner.

:Approved:
. FINNEY,:
CE
First Assistant Secretary.

-

:GUY EARNEST VIWERRELL
-Decided March 30,. 1925
Am
oNmIT-AMnNDMENTrRESIDENcr--REATIoN.
STocK-RAISING HboMEST
Where one who made an additional entry under the stock-raising.0 homestead
act, being otherwise qualified, was unahie -to seeure the maximum area
permitted by reason of the nonavailability of. other lands, he, may, if lands
afterwards become available, enlarge his-additional entry by amendment so
as to make up the full amount to which he was originally entitled, notwithstanding that at the time of amendment.he did not own or reside upon
the original entry, inasmuch as the amendment when allowed relates back,
* to the date- of -the additional- entry.
DEPARTMENTAL INSTRuCTIONS. APPLIEn.
Paragraph 15, regulatiofis -of July 10, 1915 (44 L. D. 181), and paragraph:
:06, regulatlons of January'2, 1925 (51 L. D.il), applied.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
At the-Clayton, New AMexico, land office on January 24, 1916, Guy
Earnest Merrell made entry under the enlarged homestead act for
SM 1/4¼Sec. 8, and SE. ',
(as later amended) NA./2 ' SE 14, 'N. ½120
proof wfassubmitted
M.
-Final
M.
E.,
N.
R.
26
N.;
T.
17
Sec. 7,
-

January 20, 1920,-and patent issued July 28, 1920. -

-

OA January 24, 1920, said Merrell applied to make --entry under
the stock-raising homesteads abt for SW.- 'A/4 NW. 1/4¼ and NW. '1A44
SW. 4 (or lots 2 and 3) , Sec. 18, said township. The applicationI
was allowed January- 5, 1921. On May 1, 1924, entryman applied to
the additional entry by adding; thereto -SE.'A
enlarge

SW.4¼ and

SW. '/4 SE. ¼,Sec.'19, T. X19 N., R. 27. E., N. M. M.
the
Genof
the
Commissioner
1924,
9,
dated'August
By decision?

eral iLand (Office held that the: application to amend could not -be-

allowed unless' Merrell was able -to show that -on -May 1,1924, heowned and resided on his original enItry. Entryman has appealed.
The--two subdikisions which entryman is seeking to secure by
amendmnent were not subject to entry when theI additional entry was
-
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made, being embraced in an entry made by .one, Million, since- canceled.
The additional entry was applied for at a time' when Merrell
- owned 'and resided, upon his original entry. The additional entry
is therefore governed by' the provisions of section i5Of 'the stockraising homestead act. .The fact that Merrell did not reside upon
his original entry wh eiihe applied to amend the: additional entry is
immaterial.; While he is not qualified to make a 'further additional
entry, the. applicationl to amend. is allowable under the provisions
ofparagraph 6, of the regulations' (Circular No. 523). under'the
;1925 (51 L. D. 1)0,
stock- raising homestead -actas revised January 92,
of the date
relation,:as
by
effective,
become
will
and the amendment
15:jf the
paragraph:
0:See
1921.
5,.
of the additionial entry"-January
86).
181,
D.'
L.
(44
1915
regulations of July7 10,
Tlhe decision'appealed fromn is imodified 4to agree with the6 fore-f
0going, and the application to amend will be allowed in the absence
of objection not now appearing.- -The, attention of the entryinan
should be directed to the fact that the statutory 'life of the additional
entry as amended will expire January 5, 1926.

MINNESOTA DRAINAGE L-AWS-PROCEDURE AFTER EXPIRATION
OF- PERIOD OF REDEMPTION-CIRCULARS NOS.. 470 AND 969,
AMEND ED'
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 9891
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

W17ashgton, D. C., A-pril 1, 1925.
;REGISTERS

AND RECEIVERS,:

CASS LAKE CGRooksTON, AND DuI-Ut'if MiNNESOTA :
Paragraphs 22 and 23 of Circular No. 470(45 L. D.; 40), are
amended to read as follows
22. To avoid confusion, misunderstanding, and conflict of -rights, it is
:hereby provided that no right of redemption referred. to:in section 6 of. the
:act can be acquired by settlement on or application for lands subject to entry
after the hour and date fixed for their sale. You will suspend all applications
0for lands advertised for sale under said act received on or subsequent to the
fdate of sale until after the statement of' sale provided'in section 4 of the
-act is received, unless the applicant shall show by affidavit duly'corroboratedthat he settled on the land sin good faith prior to the beginning of the sale
for the purpose of securing a home and not for the purpose of defeating the
rig,,hts 'of a purchaser at the- sale. 1f the statement referred to shows, that
the land was actually sold at the sale incquestion, the application din question
willn 'remain suspended until after the expiration0of. 90 days from the' date
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' of sale to give the, purchaser an opp-ortunity. to- make--entry for the land.
the purchaser not make entry, the homestead application may then.-be
J Should
'
' allowed. If:-the statement does not show a. sale of the land or it -was :bid
Payment of
in, by the State,' the homestead application may-be allowed.
drainage charges will not be required and you xvwill formally notify each
applicant making a three-year homestead entry where-the JlandM hasbeensold
for delinquenit drainage charges and evidence of redemption' has not* been
furnished, the mount of taxes assessed-against said land:and of any tax
certificates outstanding. thereon, and -you- will -file with the application a
earbon 0copy of said letter. The 1homestead en-tryman will be required to
c~is(:0
comply with the homestead law in the matter :of residence, improvements,
and cultivation.

-

-

-

--

-'

-

23. AfterS the expiration of 90 days. fromi the; date of-sale the lands- will: be
ase residence, improvements,
-ivinl
subject to, ordinary; homestead- entry,
and-cultivation are- required, or to entry under the act of May 20, 1908, Which
does not require such compliance with the homestead law.

The last paragraph of Circular No.:969 (5OdL. 2. .685), is amended

to read:
You will reject all; cash- entries under the aet of May' 20, 1908 (35 Stat.
169), where,-,evidence *of -redemptions is-require'd if the same: is not filed in
connection therewith.-

The effect of the-changes now made in Circulars Nos. 470 and 969
is to provide for the payment of delinquent: drainage charges as a
condition precedent to- the allowance, of anapplication in the :case
of cash- purchases only; and-_in thea case of -ordinary-homestead
entries thhe register-and receiver are required to formally advise the
applicant of the drainage taxes duae on' his entry and the tax certificates outstanding thereon, a carbon copy of said notice -tobe filed:.
-with the application.

-

-

-

WILLIAM

;.Approve:.
E-C. FiNNEY,.
:f0:- -0 Fi0:ratstAstanbt Secretary.
;0:$05t;400

-0,.

,

-

PsRY-,

- -Coqqnisssoner.

,---:

SECOND HOMESTEAD ENTRIES-A-CT OF7 FEBRUARY -25, 1925'
INSTRUCTIONS
-[Circular- No. 990]

'

-DEPARTMENT OFYTHE INTERIOR,
: : ::

.

LANbOFFIIcE,
- iGENERAL-

Wadshidn,"=t

-

. C April2,2 1925;'

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
.UNITED STATEs LAND OFFICES:

,of Congress approved Feb-.
the
Your attention is direeted
provides-which
981),
Stat.
(43
ruary 25, 1925
-to

-act

*
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Thatfrom andafter the passage of this Actanyperson wlhohas heretofore
entered under' the homestead -laws and -paid a price equivalent to or greater,
: than $2.50 per acre,-lands embraced ^in a ceded Indian-reservation, shall; upon
: proof of such fact, if otherwise qualified, .be entitled to the benefits of the
!ihomestead
law as though such ,former entry had not been- made:. Provided,.
That, the provisions of this.Act shall not apply to -any person who has failed:
to. pay .the- full- price for his former entry,j or. whose former entry was canceled for fraud.-

2. A person' claiming the right: -of second homestead entry pursuant
to the provisions of this act must furnish a description of -the
land included in his pereted'itry or data from which it :can- be
identified, and he°must state that he 'paid $2 50'0or' m'ore per acre for
the tract, but -it is not necessary that he naine the precise price paid.c

If thefformer;entry embraced

tracts appraised at less than $2.50 per

acre and tracts app~raised: at mor'e than '$2.50 per acre, a second entry
. hereunder is not allowable unless' the aggregate sum of the appraised
tprices of thefforier. entry equals'$2.:50 per acre or'more.

3.-A second entryis.not allowable unless the flrsi entry was made
' irior to February 25, 1925; and iiless' satisfactory final

pro'f 'hag'.

been submitted thereon and the entire -price of' the land included
thfierein has been paid prior to Lthe" date of the m4plication for second
entry.
f? 0R7 has no application if the first ehtry -be canceled.' Such
. .0The',act
4.
e lses

will be

governed by the general 'statutes

allowingdsecond

entries.
5. If

the original tract lies within your district, youwill pass;upon

the .application and will allow the entry if such action be proper; ifS
said tractdbe not in your district, you will forward the application to0
this office for consideration.
6.' A person who entitleddisto the benefits 'of this acttmay at his
option make second entry under either the-general homestead law, the3
'en Iarged, homestead act, or the stock-raising hoinestead act.0 C-Com-:
pliance with-the lawl must be s-ownas though' it
an original
entry.
-WILLAMf SP1Y;,
.-Approved:
E.

T0-0
tt~ ;:
t.-S-

C. FINNE

'-

Fir-;
st' AXsaistard;fSecret rt. -V0~--> ;i

::0.-:-

-
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PREFERENCE RIGHT TO PURCHASE UNAPPROPRIATED LANDS IN
LOUISIANA ERRONEOUSLY MEANDERED AS WATER COVERED
AREAS-ACT OF FEBRUARY 19, 1925
.INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 991]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D.0A., Apnl 2,1925..f
REGIsTER AND RECEIVER,
.BATON ROUGrE, LO SIANA:
The act of February 19, 1925 (43 Stat. 951), entitled "An Act
Granting to, certain claimants the, preference. right to-purchase:unappropriated publiclands," provides:
That the Secretary of the Interior, -in.'his judgment and discretion, is hereby
manner hereinafter provided, any of those lands
authorized, to sell,
situated in the State of Louisiana which were originally erroneously mean-ered and shown upon the official plats aswater-covered areas, and which are
not lawfully apfpropriated by a qualified settler or entryman clming under
the public land laws.That any. cit!ien of the United States who, or..whose ancestors in title-in
faith under color of:title or clAiming as a .riparan owner has, p'ior-to
;0 :good
this Act, placed valuable improvements upon or reduced' to cultivation any of
-te lands subject to the operation of this Act, shall have a preferred right to
file, in the office of the register and receiver of'the United States land office
of the district in which 'the lands are situated, an application 'to purchase the
improved by them .at any time Within ninety days from the date of
f0; 0land's':.thus
the passage' ofi this Act if the lands have been -surveyed and plats-filed in the
United States land office, otherwise within ninety days from official notice to
such claimant of the filing of such, plats. Every such, application must be:.
accompanied with satisfactory proof that the applicant is 6ntitled to such
preference right andL'that the lands whichhe' applies0to purchase are not in'
the legal possession Of an adversd claimant orAin the actuaI'-possession' of a
0iattempted:
improvetdd: theproperty: andtvhod
who have; ihave
:. person
persons
or;;0.0;
00 0 00 020
to enter same in compliance with the laws iand 'regulations 'of the United States
land office.
That upan the filing of an application to purchase any lands subject to the
operation of this Act, together.'with- the required proof, the Secretary of the:
interior shall cause the lands described in said 'application to be appraised,.
said appraisal to be on the basis of the value of such lands at the date of.
appraisal, exclusive of any increased value resulting from the development or
improvement thereof for agricultural purposes by the applicant or his prede'Scessor- in interest, but:inclusive 'of the. stumpage value of any. timber cut or
removed by the applicant or his predecessor in interest.:
That an applicant who applies to purchase, lands under the provisions: of
this Act, in order to be entitled to receive a patent, must within .six months
':from receipt of notice of appraisal by'the Secretary of the Interior pay to the
receiver of the United States land office of the district in which the lands are
situated, the appraised price of the lands, and thereupon a patent shallt issue

G1]
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to said applicant for such lands, as the Secretary of the Interior shall determine that such applicant is entitled to. purchase under this At. The proceeds
derived-by the -Government from the sale of the lands hereunder shall be covered into the lJnited States Treasury and applied as provided by law for' the
disposal, of the proceeds from the sale of public lands.
That the Secretary of the Interior is' hereby authorized to prescribe, all neces-sary rules and regulations. for administering the,-provisions of this Act and
: determining conflicting claims arising hereunder.
:
:Sec. 2. That all purchases;'made and pat'ents issued under the provisions
of, this Act shall be subject: to' and contain a reservation to the Usnited States
of all the coal oil gas, and fother rminerals in the lands so purchased' and
patented, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same.

Applications to purchase under the. above act must be'sworn to
and may be executed before any officer havin ga seal and'authorized
n : administerS
Sto
oaths :'in the county or and' district in which the 'lands
are located, and must be: filed with thie register and receiver of the
localV
land officein- that' district 'within '90' days from the'passage of
this act, if the lands ha've
ebden surveyed and plats filed in the local
'office, otherwise within 90.days from the filing ofr such plat. 0 The6
applicant must' show that Ihe iseither a native born or a naturalized
citizen of the United States, 'and, if naturalized, file record evidence'
thereof ' must 'describe the'land which he'desires to pur'chase, together, with the land- claimed'as the basiss of his preference right to
the lands applied for if he applies ds a riparian owner, or if claiming otherwise, under what color of title his claim is based, in other
words, a complete history 'of the claim, and that: the lands applied;
for are not lawfully approprated by 'a qualified settler or entryman
under the public land laws, nor in the legal possession of any adverse
'applicant; the kind, character, and value of the improvements on
the land coveredby the application;'when they we're placed thereon;'
the' extent of the cultivation, if any, and.'how long continued. S uch
application must be supported by the affidavit -of at least two persons
having personal knowledge of the facts 'alleged in the,-application.
Upon receipt of such 'application the' local officers will assin 'a' current serial number thereto.if:the 'land applied for is surveyed 'and is vacant,-the local officers,
after noting the application 'on their records, willR suspend 'action'
thereon and -will promptly forward it to the ' divsibsonf inspector',
for investigation -and& appraisemente
of -the land in accordance. with
thei provisions' of the act. If for 4msurveyed land , the' local offices
will note :the application. and` suspend' 'same :transmitting it to th'e
'Commissioner of the G'eneral Land Office' for' considerations ,as to
whether or not the lands applied 'for are ine'fadt ,public- lands( and
,of the class contemplated by the ;act under -which title is' sought.'
During 'such suspension the lands described in the
1applicationshall
not be disposed of.'
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When an applicat ion&is rcceivedbyt the division'inspectoru-he wili
,.assign same: to a field examiner, for investigation and-appraisement
in taccordan6e6 with the provisions,of the act. z The exof -the land ~
make fa::wri~tten report thereon as to the development
' aminer
:; 'l ; ;w'll
or improvement for agricultural purposas anid the evidence obtained
as to whether or not-the lands are of -the class contemplated.by the
of thise application.
rejectioninspe
act, also recomm ending the allowance ordivision
rai~~and, the
pector is ofI th.
.
If such report is favorable,
opinion that the aplication should be; allowed, he will -return: it
Ato, the register- and receiver with the appraisement,. report, and:
recommendation to that effect, whereupon the register .and receiver
will :pass upon it in regular. order.in the ,light of the: report, which
is to be attached to the record and made, a. part of the application,and transmit sameto the General Land :Ofce with their reconimenda-tions. If, however, the division inspector is of the opinion that th:
:
entry should. not be allowed he will haye a full report prepared an
considera-.
for
Ofilee
Land
General
the
to
transmit the entire record
tion. and, action, advising the register and, receiver .therof. If the
,report justifies such action, this office will direct proceedings against
the application under the. circular of ,Fzbruary,-26,; '1916 -(44 L. :D.
572), under. which the claimant would have the. riAht to apply for.
a hearing to. determine. whether or not, he is;entitled to purchase,
the, lands app lied, for.' .
If, upon consideration-of t-he application in the- General.Landffice, :with report and appraisement, it shall be6 determined that
the applicant is entitled to purchase the lands applied, for, the ldcal
office will be authorizedUto notify the applicant-at once, by registered-,
.mail, that he m'ust within 6. months from, receipt of' notice deposit
with the., receiver ' the, appraised .pric* of. 'the land :,or else: forfeit 0
all his rights under his applicationUpon payment of the appraised price, of -the land the local ofcers
0 will issue iotice of publication. , Such notice, shall- be .puhlished -at
applicant in'a newspaper off general circulation.
:S - expense of the, aithe
designated -by. the register inlthe.vicinityi of-the lands, once a week
for 5 consecutive weeks,, or 30 conseclutive daysjf in a daily paperj
immediately prior to the date of sale, but a sufficient 'time ,shall elapse6
between the 'date of the last .publication and the date, of sale-to enable ,the affidavit of the publisher to ,be.filed ,in th'elocal office. iThe-.
notice will advise all persons claiming -adversely -to. the .applicant
that they-should file any objections, or protests against the allowance
of the; application 'withiin the .period of publicatio,on, otherwise the
be..
application may .be allowed., Any objections' or protests
.must

served -upon the appli,and
,
under oath eaocopythereof
a copy offsuchk.noticee
cause,
cant.: . The register and receivervwill also
of publication to, be posted in their office during the entire period;of
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publication. Y he applicant .must file in the localoffice: prior. to the
date fixed for the sale evidence that publication'has been had for the
required period, -which evidence must consist of the affidavit of the

publisher accompanied by a copy of the notice so published..
U:0:
pon the -submission of satisfatory- proof, the register and receiver will, if no protest or.contest is pending, allow a final entry and
issue final certificate, such: certificate- to containf a stipulation that.
all-the minerals in the lands-described in:the-application-are reserved
to the United States with: the right to prospect for, mine and temove
same, transmitting same to the General Land Office with their regut-rr monthly returns.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINEY,:First Assistant Secretary.

GEORGE W. MARTIN (ON REHEARING)
Decided&ApriSl, 1925
VALENTINE 9ScInP-P1UxIc6 tANnDSO3KLAHOMA.

Only such laws as were expressly extended to zpublic lands in:Oldahoma
are applicable to their disposition.,
VALENTINE SoxrP-ADVEiSs CLAIMi-ORLAHOMA.
Where the title to lands.sought to be acquired; under the public land laws
Is involved in litigation, valid claims thereto can not be initiated by loca.tio, filingor other assertion of claim, so long as the question of title is
-sub

judice.

VALENTINE SCIP-4PFuBLIC LANDs-OXLAHOMA.::

The act Of April 5,: 1872, which authorizes the locatin ofd Valentine scrip
upon unoccupied: and unappropriated nonmineral public lands has no application to landsin the bed of Red-RiverOklahoma.
COURT;AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
OCases of Newhall-v.Ha ger4 (92IL- S. '761), QWMin.v

Chapman (111 U.1 S.
445):, State of Oklahomna v. State of Texas, Unted States' terrener -(258
U. S. 574),; and Robert-D:. Hawley (49 L. I). 578),;cited :and applied.

FirstAssistanitSecretaqr:y
George W. Martin has filed a motion for rehearing in the --matter
of;his application to locate Valentine scripAon a tract of unsurveyed
. land, described by metes and bounds, wherein tho -;Department, by.
decision 0o September 30, 1921, affirmed a decision of the Commis-sioner of the General Lafid'Office -dated May 31, 1921, rejecting the;
:;.application.; : :;C:0-:--:0S:-::X0
: :-a
.
;
FINNEY,

f90
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Counsel has argued the nmatter orally, and has submitted a te'wriitten brief. of April 5,
The scrip filed was issued under authority ofthe iact
1872 (17 Stat. 649), which provided that Valentineor his legal representatives, may select, and shall be allo*ed, patents 'for an
npublic lands of the
equal quantity of the unoccupied .and unappropriated
-and, if unsurveyed when taken, to con*
United States,.not mineral, '*
form, when surveyed,, to; the general systeim of United&States- land surveys.

The land on which, this scrip is sought'to be located is situated in'
''S., R. 14
the bed: of Red River, south of surveyed fractional'T.
oil
whichdhaslprodticed
area
an
within
is
W., I. M., Oklahoma, and
the:States
between
litigation
of
subject
sine 1919 and has been the
of Oklahoma and Texas and the United States.: By a decisionr rendered 'May 1, 1922, in the case of State of 0Oklahoma v. State of
Texeas, United States, intervener' (258 U. 5. -574), the: Supreme Court
held that only such land laws as were;'expressly extendeod to public
lands in Oklahoma governed their disposition, qnd/found thatfthe
only laws passed with respect to this particular.area were with
respect to the Indian reservation :commnly called- the Big Pasture,
*0 ' :and that. those laws:operated only to- the medial line of Red Rivern
After holdingc.that the placer mining laws, though general in :their
nature, had never been expressly extended -t6 COklahoma, the court,
in summing up the question of titleto-the south half of Red iver
rsaid:
in thel area south of the':Big Pasture,
V:We conclude that this part of the river bed never was subjectto location.
acquisition under the mining laws-nor, indeed, to acquisition under any of
the land laws.

* .

*This was a clear and conclhsive finding- that no land law had 6ver
been extended to the area souoht. by this claimant; and fis decisive ofthis case. Moreover, it is. wellsettled that-where title to lands souglht:
to be acquired under the public land laws is involved -in litigation,
valid claims thereto can not be initiated by location, filing; or' other
assertion of claim so long, as the question of title is s b uddficd. :
U. S.
Ull
Newhall v. Sangrer (92 U. S. '761) ; Quinn v. Chapma:n
445) ;Robert D. Hawley (49 L. D. 578). -'Discussion of the conten-:
tions of counsel on other points is'unneessary.The motion for rehearing is denied an the case is closed.

-:

lor

-
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CLARK, Jr. v. BENALLY ET ALJ?
.Decide April 6 1925
: NDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMEN-SETTLEAIENTJ-

-

-

,Where Indians have voluntarily made settlement upon lands, not reserved
*
therefrom,' the Land Department is without authority arbitrarily to deny
them allotments-on the ground that the lands are too poorin quality.
INDIAN LANDs-ALLOTMENTI-REsInENcE.
In determining the intention and good faith of an Indian applicant for al-,
lotmeht oi public lands, the sufficiency of establishment and maintenance
* of residence is-twholly hetiveen the Government and the- Indian, vwhere' no
-00 :0;0'adverse or conficting-tights are involved, and in this connection reason- able: consideration is::to be given to the habits, customs, and nomadic instinct of -the race, as well as to the character of the land.
INDIAN LANDs-ArLLoTmE -EATTISr-REsEnvArIoN.
:'-.-. 0The
provision in:section 5 of.the act of February 8, 1887, relating to the
issuance to Indian allottees of patents after the expiration of the trust
period, :conveying. the land in: fee, -discharged of th e trust and free of all
ccharge or incumbrance' whatsoever, -when construed in conjunction with
- subsequent legislation, doesinot -prdvdnt
the issuanca. of restricted patents
0under acts of Congress which-require reservations in grants- under non-

mineral land laws.

- -. -

-

-

-

-

-

J INDIAN- LLAwDs-ADLor
RsTMENT
vAroSENVATIOn AND1GAs- AID8--PBOSPFE7C
G;
PERMIT.
An Indian allotmenet 'may be allowed under section 4 of the act of February 8,
1887,:for oil and gas lands iWvith reservation-of the mineral contents to the
United States.
--

First Assistant Secretary:
On A&pril 1, 10921, Horace F. Clakld, jr.,filed application 029320
for a permit under sectionh13 of the act of February 25; 1920
9
(4
Stat. 487) , to prospect .foroil and gas upon certain unsurveyed lands
in T. 42-s., R1.17 E., S. L. M., Salt 'Lalie COity, Utah, land district.
On August 18,-1922, the Department issued a
mphriit
to Clark to
prospect upon what will probably be, when surveyed, the-W. ½, Sec.
9, all of Sec. 17, and N. ½,-Sec. 18, said township. Extensions of
time to comply with paragraph 2 of the permit tintil June-3O, 1925;
have been granted.
On
h Ma y 10, 1924, there were filed: in the local land office the applications, among others, of Randolph Benally, an- Indiani of the
-Navajo tribe. for allotment of public lands.to himself and to each
of his three minor children. -His-own application covers the SE' 'A,Sec. 8, said township, and bhe alleges that hhe has made improvements
: thereoni as follows: two hogans, fifteen feet in 4diameter, afld a sheep
corral and a small garden. This is corroDorated-by-the joint affiFINNEY,

.

'See derision on motion for rehearing, page 98.
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davit of two witnesses, whod-allege that the- applicant has used or
occupied the 'land' five years. for grazing 325 head Qf sheep and;.
raising a small garden.* The applications on behalf of the children.
are for the NE. 1/4, SE. 1/4, and SWV 14, Sec. 17, said township, and
are based on- the fathers settlementand ocecupation as above set
fo'rth.

-

It' appears that Benally's applicationi-was in conflict with aprospecting permit not here involved.,* The local officeirs for-warded'all
the applications to the Commissioier 'of the General Land' Ofce for
ondated .May '31,
consideration and appropriate action. By
be allowed 305_f
permittee
thel
that
the Commissioner directed
t1924,
.

days within -which to show- cause ;why, the allotment applications.

should not be allowed,'sbect to the reservationtotihe United States
of any oil and gas deposits in 'the landL. tIt wasi also directed in -that
decision that the; applicants for allotment be notified that it: w uld
t consent to- the allowance of -their applicabe necessary for them -o
tions, subject to the provsions and, reservations of the act ofJuly
17, 1914 .(88 Stat., 509)', -and -in :accordance. with section 29 of the
leasing act.'
The permittee filed answer and argument in support thereof to
the order to show cause.

'By decisionhdated November 28,-1924, the

Commnissioner overruled the objections of the permittee to the allowance of the allotments.,- The permittee has appealed'from that Idecision. Orall argument in his behalf has also been submitted,
In the appeal there are 16 specifications of error, but it will not beraised in the
- necessary to consider these separately.;.The questions
J
these appe'ar
anLd
considered,
fully
will-be
argument
oral
brief and
- 'to cover all alleged errors.
It is contended that the lands involved are "not advantageous forf
' -agricultural and grazing, purposes," and that they are solely .potentially valuable for the oil- believed,'to be therein contained Insup- port of this contention there is submitted the affidavit of on'e A'. LAj.
aRplee, a resident 'of Bluff, Utah, who alleges. inthis connection-.

-.

being
That in, his opinion the 'entire region* embracing- the tracts :of land
isand
sort
any
of
cultivation
for
or
homesteads
for
applied for is wholly unfit
small,
such
only
affordsit,
'that
and
purposes,
grazing
for
unfit
* practically
f'roIm:
amountof grazing as is necessaryin the moving of the-smallherds of sheep
tracts
the
of
-.That-none
lands.
such
of
westerly
and
easterly
:and to the ranges
no hay
of land being applied for would- graze, any livestock the. year ,round, and
desert
barren,
are
tracts
the
That
purposes.
feeding
for
thereon
could be raised
by
wastes; that the only water available for any purposes 'is that furnished
-water
the
and
mentioned,
hereinafter
'holes
water
thIefew
small seeps and
is inadequate for anything more- than Athe watering of a few sheep,
: : supply'
"
cattle, and horses 'and for'very 'limited culinary purposes.
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-Raplee's haffidavit is corroborated 'by, that of one witness,: who
avers that 'he- is acquainted -with that section- of .country, and that
-the §tatements
-and representations made by Raplee areotrue.to, his
best knowledge and belie'f_.-.

In the course of the oral : argument before the Department counsel
for the pern' itteefiled, in evidence a copy of Geological Survey Bulletin :751-D, entitled "Geologic Structure of. San 'Juan Canyonand
Adjacent Country, Utah," in which, it stated:
-- The roughness: of the-region, combined with the meager rainfall, the almost.
total absence of -soil,: and thescantiness of grass, :sagebrush, pine, -piffon, and
cedar, n
make~it ade~sert waste, practically all of which: reveals -bare rocks.

In response to a request' from' this Department' to the Office of
Indian Affairs, for
oreport,
that office has submitted- a- report by the
special allotting agent through whom the applications -for allotment'
'-were made'aind filAd-subitant ily asfollows:-;-Therte'is' a spring on
and
idBenally'sallotment,
for several' miles
around springs occur at 'intervals of half a mie -or more. The
:Navajos use these springs and are able to graze large areas in this
region.It is true that there -are spaces of bare rock and sand'dunes', but.as
'a Wliwhole the'land is recognized as the best grazing land in San4'Juan
C ounty.. The Navajo 'has supported himself as a' herdsman for sev:eral hundred -years,',,and ; his- ability. to select good grazing land
should no't be .bquestioned. Benally. and the other Navajos who
selected allotments :here have not: 'been -put ther'e arbitrarily: by the
: f0superintendent or any allo'ttin agenrt! 'They made their -homes.
where' they found a: good' place to live, and the' special' allotting
'agent merely mae -allotments as' they asked therefor,. and showed
:00
themselves entitled thereto in accordance with law and departmental
regulations. The Indians want the 'lands only.for agricultural 'and
grazing purposes and are willing to waive all rights to any mineral

-

deposits.It will be noted that Raplee admits that'there are some w'-ater:
holes and smallh-seeps, and: that -he "does not allege -that :the land'is.
wholly :unfit for grazing purposes.- Inasmuch
las these.Indians have-voluntarily, made settlement 'upon certain lands not- in any manner
:0z 0 reserved
therefrom,' the Department 'can not arbitrarily deny them t
allotments on the ground0 that the lands are 'too poor in. quality.
Raplee alleges: that, lands -:far - more Adesirable
6
for allotment for
- -grazing, ragicultural, ,and homestead- purposes may be found- both
easterly and westerly of the' proposed- allotments." But the' allotting
agent says that'h*believesthe whole.eccuntry iscovered by prospect-

j
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ing permits. Would not the -same objections be raised if allotmeits
were applied for to the' east or west ?
-Furthermore, could the Department justly order these Indians'i
from their homes and compel themr to accept allotme'nts: elsewhere?
been
The objection is made tthat four allotment applications have
there6
that
contemplates
lawthe
although
settlemet,
one'
made upon
shall.:be: a settlementjfor each allotment.-0:
of secThese applications are' for allotment under -the provisions
by
amended
as
388),
Stat..
(24
1887
tion 4 of tthe act of February 8,
25;
Jue
of
act
and.the'
794),
Stat.
the act of February 28, 1891. (26
(36 Stat.: 8550).;; fIn its regullations uinder said act, approved'
0 :-00j1910
says:;
April 15, 1918 (46 L. D. 344, 348); the'Department
:entitled
An Indian settler:on: public lands under the fourth section is* also
chilminor
his.
to
thereunder
uponu application to have allotments miiade
to minor
case6of1allotment
in
required
is
:settlement
actual
No
*.
:*
-*
: ::dren
of the, parent
children under the fourth section, but -the actual settiement
children.
will be regarded as the settlement of the minor
: .-**

* It is -strenuously urged that the. Department 45 without authority
to allow any Indian allotment withboil and gas reseration because
s-etion 5 of the act of.February 8,1887, supra, providesu:
in this act by the
* That upon the approval of the allotments provided for
in the name
therefor
issue
to.
Secretary of the Interior, he shall cause patents
declare that
and
effect,
legal
the
of
be
shall
patents
which
of the allottees,
for the period, of:
the United States dloes and will hold the land thus- allotted
to whom
twenty-five years, in trust forx the sole use and benefit of the Indian
of his heirs
such allotment shal! have been made, or, in case of his-decease,
land is located.
according to the laws of the -State or Territory . *here such
will convey the,
and that'at the expiration of said period the United States
discharged of
fee,,
in
aforesaid,
as
heirs
his
or
Indian,
said
to
patent
,same by
ewhatsoever.
said trust and free of all charge' or incumbrance
-

Counsel for hthe permittee-says:

-.

-

at the expiration
Manifestly the isuance of a final patent .is a mere form
the vwoding of
follow
of the trust period, and the final patent would merely
the trust patent.

i over'the land,
It being certain ,that'the-jurisdiction of theLandDepartmeht
Departmentcouldd
the
that
andeto-trusteeship,ce
'hilnes
das
-save
the trust patent is
not thereafter dispose .of the land to any one ;else while
_and convey tq
express,
-must
patent
the.1trust
that
follows:
- outstanding, . it
a final patent upon
the Indian all the right and title be would acquire under
termination of the trust.

-

the- Indian allottee
The law expressly provides that the patent so issued to
whatsoever.
shallbe free from"any incumbrance

(46: L D. 283), the Department held that
h v
Bilililc 1z4v.Phelps

might be allowed Subject to the p-rovisions.-ofthe
:
an Indian allotment
'(36 Stat:. 583), as to surface'patent.- 'In -Martha
191&
22,
June
of
act
lands
Head. et al. (48 L. D. 567), the Department held that where the
0embraced
00tV

n

the act ofU
an fallotment application under section 4 of::
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'February S, .1887, are chiefly- valuable for their7 col contents, theallottee must file an election as prescribedin -the actnof*.Mlarch 3, 1909
(35 Stat. 844); and take with a reservation of the coal to the United
States; as required by the act of June .22, 1910, supra. In the latter
case it is said.:;It hls been held that the fourth section of the act of February.8, 1887,
is in itsi essential elements a settlement law and that- "'to make such act
effective to accomplish the pdrp6se in view,' it was doubtless intended it should
be administered, so far'as pr-acticable, like -any other law based on' settlement.":
Indian lands-Allotments (8 L,:[D. 647, 650).-That is, only agricultural and
grazing lands are subject to allotment under that section. The Indian is required to state the character of: the land applied for under said section and
at the same time to file a nonmineral affidavit. , In other words, lands to, which
the mineral- laws of the United States apply are not subject to allotment under.
the fourth: section of the act of February 8, 1887. Consequently if the lands in
question are chiefly valuable for their ceal deposits, as alleged on appeal, they,
are clearly 'not subject to allotment under that section except upon election
being 'made in accordance with the act of March 8, 1909.
*R:

*:

*

*t'

*

.

*

*

:

The instruetions issued under the aboVe act specifically' state that "it applies
alike* to locations, selections, and entries- made prior to its passage and those
made subsequently thereto."'
.

The act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat.,509) ,-provides

;'

:.

'

'

That lands withdrawn or classified as fphosphate, nitrate, potash, oil- gas,
or asphaltic minerals, or which are valuable for those- deposits, shall lbe subject to appropriation, ;location, selection, entry, or 'purchase, if 'otherwise
available, under the nonmineral land laws . of the United States, whenever
such location, selection, entry; or purchase shall be made with a view of obtaining or passing title with a reservation, to theUnited States of the deposits
on account of which the lands were withdrawn or classified 'or reported as
- valuable.*
::

*

*

,

*

*

*

. :. f:e: :

*: : ,.:0 :

Sec. 3. That any person who has, in good faith, located, selected, entered,
or purchased, or any person-who shall hereafter locate, select, enter, or purchase, under -the nonmineral land laws, of 'the United States, any lands which.
are nsubsequently.withdrawn,,,:-classified, or repotted as' being .valuable for
phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or'asphaltic minerals, may, upon application therefor, and making 'satisfactory proof of compliance WIith the laws
under which 'such lands are claimed, receive a patent therefor,' which patent
shall contain:a reservation to the -United States of all deposits on account
: of which the lands were withdrawn, clas'sified, or treported: as :being
valuable. ,

*

*,

.

Isthe6 fourth section of the general4allotment act of :February 8,
4887, one of the. nonmineral
laws of -the :United : States ? It
:has been noted. that the Department has heretofore so cinstrued it.
.The,appelianit contendsithat this allotment act and the public land,
laws&canw not be, construed in: pan. matera, and in support ofIthat
.land

contention

fhecites

the ca-ses'of United States v. ISrndovd (23 1 U. S.

.:2.8).; lLa. Rogute. v. 'United States (239 U. S. 62); and 6Cranw r v.
United Ses (261. U. S. 219). Ndne of these'case§shas any applica-

:
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0Indian allotment on public land
tion here because -thequestion of
-was not involved.:
patent "in fee,
It is obvious that in-providin gfor the issuahce6f6
whatincumbrance.
or
charge
all
of
free
and
trust
discharged of said
intended
Congress
8,
1887,
February
of
act
the
soever," in section 5 of
to, make it very clear that tieotrusteeship) ofr the United States was .the
'of
to end eentirely. But to hold that this benevolent provision
people
very
the
prevent
asU.manner
such
: -actmust be construedain
be ~favored fromVentry within large areas of the now
are to'who
0:00:;,000
diminished public :-domain -would:indeed be an injustice and a
hardship.
OnL November 18, 1908, this Department issued an order. (unpub--.
lished) aS. follows: It is directed that in all patents hereafter issued for-lands west of the i10th
-Meridian, taken up aftei August 80 1890, including Indian allotments, under

-

any of the land laws of the United States, or on enries or claims validated by
the act of August 30, 1890 ( 26. Stat. 391), there be inserted the following:
"And there is reserved from the lands hereby granted a right. of way thereon
for ditches.or canals constructed by the authority of -theUnitedi.States."!;,

06. D. 28)..1
See also the case of clement ironshields(:L
The Departm'ent is of the opinion that if section 5 of the act of
February' 8, 1887, must be consttued as providing for:wholly unre: stricted patents, it has been amended by the later acts that have beeh
considered,' including the act of July., 17, 1914, s'upra. Apparently,
C1ongress has viewedwith approval the issuance of restricted patents'
to Indian allottees, because ih secti'on6 ofthe, act of June 4, 1920
(41 Stat., 751), providing for the allotment:-of lands of the Crow
Tribe, etc., it is provided-

-

-.

*

: That allotmentshereunder may be-made-oflands.classifiedasvaluable chiefly-.'
for coal or other minerals which may be patented as herein- provided with a
reservation, set forth in.-the patent, -of the coal, oil, gasj or: other mineral
deposits for the benefit of -the Crow Tribe.

See'alsobtheacts of June 30, 1919 (41 Stat.' 3-17);February" 14,'.
:;*:; 0.:00
1920 (41 Stat. 408, 424) ; and March 3, 1921 (41 ,Stat. 1355).
Another point made:is "that since the passage of the-act of June.
2, 1924, there has been no authority whatsoever for the issuance 'of 'an
:adia
allotment patent for public, lands of the United States to an I
asifollows:
is
2523),
Stat.
(43
1924
2,
June
The act of
-

:That all noncitizen Indians born within the'territorialtlimits of the United
States be, and they- are hereby, declared to be 'citizens of the Uriated States;
Provided, That the granting of such citizenship shall not in -any manner-im-,-.
pair or otherwise affect the right of any Indian -to tribal or other property. -:,

It! is. true that the Department has, held that Indians.: who tar&6_,
citizenslof the United- States- are not entitred to.-allotmients under the.
Oliver C. Keller (44 L. D. 520),
fourth section of the act of 1887.
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martia H6ead* et al., supra. That question is not here -presented for
determination, however. The applications for allotment were filed
* prior to June 2, 1924, and the rights of these Indians date fr'om-the
filing of their applications. Haninton v. Hars (181 L., D. 45);
: Rippq v. Snowden (47 L. D. 321); Harrisv. Miller (47 L. D. 406);
Larson V
v. Parrishand Woodring (49 L. D. 311); Caondas;v. &easton
(49L. D. 374).
': -:
0 It is alleged by Raplee that the Indians " want and seem to expect
:the. right to roam over the whole section of country with absolute
freedom to make camp, and run, their herds wherever they choose,
*andL in fact -they are. constantly roaming from place, to' place with
their small herds, only stopping at any place where there is a hogan*
(whether or. not -it belongs tthem)
long enough to let their sheep
rest and graze on what little grazing there is, and then moving on
to another hogan for a* short stay."
It is not alleged specifically that Benally did not make settlement,
and improvements and maintain such settlement as. alleged b
bhi'.
In its' regulations of April 15, 1918,f supra, the Departments says:
In examining the -acts of settlement and determining the intention and
f good faith of an- Indian- applicant, due:and reasonable -consideration should

be given to the habits, customs, and nomadic instinct of~the race, as well -as
the character of the land taken in allotment.

The matter of the sufficiency of establishment and maintenance
* of residence in this case is wholly between the Government and
the Indians,, inasmuch as no adverse oir conilictingio rights are involved. The Office of Indian Affairs has certified that these Indians
are entitled to take-allotments on the.public domain, under the act
in question, and the Land Department has found the allegations
of settlement sufficient.
It has been urged on appeal that the Indians have forfeited
any rights they might have had underitheir applications because
they failed to- file mineral waivers-in response to the Commissioner's
decision.
The special allotting agent reports that he filed timely appeal
.

from the :Commissioner's decision,. because the permittee -was in

*
*

-

default under paragraph 2 of his permit.` ' The appeal is not found
with the record, but that can:not~be held to have any importance.
The agent has also reported that the Indians are willing to consent
to reservations of minerals as required. In an
fexparte case of
this nature, delays in the matter of compliance -withoffice require-ments can :not and neednot :be taken to defeat any rights; intitated
under applications duly, filed.The entire record has been very carefully. and attentively' considered, and the Department is unable to find that 'the: -p~ermittee has
402100-25--voL
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shown any valid objection to0 the allowance of the applications for
allotment with proper reservations of mineral deposits under the act

-of July 17, 1914.
The. decision. appealed from

is affirmed.

CLARK, Jr. v. 0:BENAILY ET AL. (ON REHEARING)
Decided July 8, 1925
INDIAN. LANDs-ALLOTMENT-SETTLEMENrT-RESERVATION-STAUTES.
Section '4 of the act of February 8, 1887, provided-for two classes of Indian
settlers: (1) Those not residing upon a reservation, and (2) those -for
whose tribe no.reservation had been made by. treaty, act of Congress, or
Executive order.
MPOVEMENTs-R sERVATIoN-Efl
INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT-SErETTLEmN
DENCE.
The fact that an Indian had settled upon, occupied, and improved -a tract
of public land outside of a reservation is evidence that he was not' residing
:upon a. reservation and that he had abandoned his tribal relations.

INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMErNT-APPLIDATION-VESTED RICEiT-RESEaVATION.
The mere filing of an application for allotment on public, lands under section
4 of the, act of February 8, 1887, does not secure to. the Indian a vested
right, and until his right becomes vested Congress may impose such restrictions as it may see fit.
INDIAN LANDS-ALLOTMENT-MINEnAL ILANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS-SURFACE
RIGETs-RESErvATION-STATUTES.
Indian allotments of public lands under section 4 of the act of February 8,
1887, are not excepted from the operation of the act of July 17, 1914.
.
INDIA FIANDS-A-LLTMENT ITTISDIaTIONL-PACTICE-INTEVENTION.
The determination of 'the qualifications of an Indian applicant under section
4 of the act of February 8, 1887, as well as the character of the lands, isa matter resting solely in the judgment .of the Department, and third
.parties are not privileged to intervene.
AND APPLIED.
CIrro DI'IONS
DarAarMENr-A-L SDECISIONS AND INs
Cases of Williant Kalmbachk (26 L. D. 207), Collins v. Hoyt (31- L. D. 343),

Schumacher v. State of Washington (33 L. D. 454), and instructions of
February 21, 1903 (32 L. D. 17), cited and applied.'

t
FINNEY, First Assistant.Secretary:
A motion has been filed for -rehearing:of departmental. decision of
April 8, 1i9250-(51 L. D 91), which affirmed the action of the' Commissioner of the General Land Office in overruling the objections
of Horace.-F. Clark, jr., mineral claimant under the. act of February
19202(41-. S~tat. 437), 'to :the allowance of applications Xmade by
. :25,
Randolph Benally, a. Navajo Indian, for allotments on. the public
domain to himself and minor, children under section 4 of the act of
February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388), as amended.

0
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*:The'0 motion: for rehearing covers no material matters not fully
discussed inthe decision coiplained of.The application for a prospecting: pewrmit was filed by the mineral
claimant April 21, 1921, and was allowed by. the Department August
18, 1922. The application for allotments under the fourth section'
of -the .act :of 1887 'was fied May 10, 1924, the Indian -alleging that
'he :had made settlement and improvements, and 'the evidence' sub* mitted at that time- shows that he had used .or occupied the landsi
for five years. It has long been the policy and practice off the De-* partment to respect and protect the; settlement. or occupancy rights
of the Indians on the, public domain, Vsuch Vrights being upheld.
against various forms of attempted: appropriation. Thus it was
held in the case of Schumacher v. State of iVashington (33 L.: Di
This. contnued practice would seem to amount to- an appropriation or dedication of such lands, and when considered in connection with the provisionsof section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887, hereinbefore quoted, and under
which the; application for allotment in question is made, lands, so occupied
and applied for would seem to have been :" otherwise disposed of by or under&,
the authority of an act of Congress," within the meaning of those terms as- Act of February 22, 1889, supra, making :the
0Xemployed in section 10 of the a
grant to the State of Washington in support of common schools.
*
*fa *
It is true that the Indian did not give notice of his intention to
apply for an allotment of this land until after the State had imade disposalthereof, but the purchaser at such sale was. bound to take notice of: the actual
possession of the land by the Indian if, as alleged, he was openly and notoriously in possession thereof at and prior to: the alleged sale, and that the
act did not limit the time within' which application for an allotment should
be made.

Among the errors specified,, or rather respecified,' as the same- con- ,
tention was made on appeal, is that as these Indians are Navajos'
"and apparently not having 'abandoned their tribal relations," they
:are not entitled to allotments outside of the Navajo ' Reservation.

Two Iclasses 0 of Indian settlers are provided for in the fourth section of the act of 1887-those not residing uponl .a reservation and
those for :whose tribe no reservationlwas provided by treaty, act
,of, Congress, or Executive order. The. fact: that thew Indian,
Benally, settled upon the' public domain and occupied and . imfor the' length of time shown is
on-uesti
proved the lands in
evidence that he was not residing upon the reservation:-and, that he
:had Xabandoned his tribal relations. Besides,, the determination: of
thie qualifications of 'an Indian applicant under the fourth sec ioni;:
as'well 'as the character of the lands, is- a matter, restingisolely
in the judgment of the Department. Only. agricultural and 6:raz-:
ing lands; are subject to: allotments' under :that: section.'-.'No one
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is allowed to interve eand third parties areinever nvited, to attack
such allotments. Wiliamk 'Kcmbache (26 L. ID. 207), (Colissn.v.
Hoyt -(31 L. D. 343), and Instructions :(32 L. D. .17).
question inyolved:here is as to the applicability to
-:0-0' 000 The::maisn
fourth-section allotments of the eacts-of. Congress. r eserving mineralsdin the lands to' the United States -and authorizing the' taking
of such lands under conditional nonmineral or surface patents.
The general act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), provides in section
3 thereofas follows:
That any person who has, in' good faith, located, selected, entered, or
.

purchased, or: any person who shall, hereafter locate, select, enter, or purchase, under 9 the nonmineral land laws, of the United i States, any lands
which' are subsequently withdrawn, classified, or reported as being valu-

able for phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, orA asphaltic minerals, . may,
upon application therefor, and making satisfactory proof of compliance ,with
the laws lunder which -such lands are claimed, receive a patent therefor,
: which patent shall contain a reservation to the United States of:all deposits
on account of which the lands were withdrawn, classified, or reported as
: being valuable, together with -the right to prospect, for, mine, and remove
the same.

The act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583), is another general law
which authorizes, agricultural entries and .surface patents for coal
lands. It has been held that an Indian. may take' an allotment
of public lands: slibjct to the provisions, of this act as to surface

patent.'
-After the act of 1914 Congresst passed several special 'acts containing provisions for' the issuance of' surface -patents on 'allotments -made in severalty to the Indians of certain tribes'. From
this 'fact the mineral;.claimant, herein argues that Congress could
not have intended, that the a tIof 1914 should apply to Indian
:allotments, as otherwise it would have been unnecessary for Con-.
gress to pass the later special acts on the subject. . This does not
necessarily follow, as the later legislation does not necessarily imply

that a different rule prevailed: before. The rule of construction in
such a'situation is stated in Black on Thterpretation of Laws (section' 90) as follows:
But the enactment of a specific provision on a given .subject does not' of

itself prove that the law on that subject was different before, for such enact-

ment may have been in affirmance of existing law and to remove doubts.

The provisions of the act, of t1914 are sufficiently broad to cover
fourth-section 'allotments. Congress did not except such allotments
from' the operation of said act, and, considering all the. circumstances,
there is apparently no valid reason why it should have been so, as
said section i..nvolves the taking. of public lands.
0Whi~le fthere may be some question as to the power of Congress fto
impose mineral reservations in 'respect to lands taken under the.
o
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fourth section of the' act -of 1887, after the' issuance of patent; in
accordance. with the provisions of ;section 50 of said act, there can` be
none as'to the exercise of 'such power prior to the' time rights become'
vested under that section. I An Indian has no. vested right to an
allotment on the public domain under the fourth section, as he may
have to an allotment - of reservation lands. j: Certainly no vested
right is secured to him .by the filing of an. applications under that
section.
0
In the meantime Congress .may impose such ,conditions to
the taking of lands under that section as -it fmay see fit. C
Congress
has clearly indicated a' general policy to reserve; the minerals' in
* public lands" under whatever form such lands are sought to be
appropriated.
As. stated: in the decisio ns of the 'Commissioner of the General
Land 'COffice: and the' Department, the act of July 17, 1914, has
alreadyv been construed as ~applying to lands covered by fourth*section allotm ents. Considering all the cir-cumrstances, the, DepartIment finds no 'valid reason for disturbing the action heretofore 'taken:
in tthis matter. The motion for rehearing herein is accordingly
denied.
CRONB1,ERG ET AL.

HAZLETT

Deci edA
April 6, 1925
MINING CLAIM-OIL AND GAS LANDS-EXPENDITURES.

-An oil and .gas mining location, unperfected at the date of the passage of
the act of .February 25, 1920, can not be perfeeted pursuant to the exception clause "in section 37 of that act, unless, the requirements of section
2324, Revised: Statutes, relating to the performance'of annual assessment
work,. are:,thereafter.fulfilled..
MINING CLAIM-EXPENDITURES..

Credit toward compliance with the6'annual assessment' work required by section '224, Revised&Statutes, can:not be allowed for expenditures upon other
claims of a group of which the.'one under consideration once formed a part,
if the claimant had no interest in those. other claims .at the time that the

expendituies thereuponn were made.
MINING CL

-

AND GAS LANDS-ExPENDITTaES.

'The cost of excavations of.so-called drilling cellars can not be- applied as
aeceptable annual assesrsment work upon any other claim than that- upon
which the excavations were made.'
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.

71

Case of Imterstate Oil Corporationan& Frank 0. Citittenden (50 L. D." 262),

cited and applied.
First Assitatnt Secretry:
This case is before the Department on what is evidently intended.
to be, an appel lby Albert;'Cronberg et al. from the' decision of the
FiNNE,
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the General Landd Office of September: 26, 1924,
mof
Commissioner
dismissing their protest against the- oil and gas prospecting. permit
032888 of A. J. Hazlett, issued under section 13 of the, leasing- act,
in so far as said permit involves the NW. 1/4, See. 34, T.-23 N., R. 79
W., 6th P. M., Cheyenme land district, Wyoming.
Said permit was- issued.April- 2,1923, and the protest which was
filed October;26,.1923,-charged that'the-described tractis embraced in the mining location known as the Allen Lake No. 8 and located
2,1918, by these.protestants, and now is and has been ever since loca:: March
tion a good valid and subsisting mining claim, -upon which discovery has been
made, and all the requirements of the mining1laws of the United States,
of :the State of Wyoming have been complied with; that there wasa well
drilled upon this land that produced gas in commercial quantities.
Hearing was had on said protest February 15, 1924, and from the
evidence adduced the local officers found and held that the charges
had been sustained and recommended the cancellation of the permit
appeal from that action the
: tothe extent: of- the conflict area. 0
:C~ommissioner fin :the decision -here appealed from found that thel
evidence failed to show that a valid discovery. of oil or gas had been
made on the said claim of, protestants February 25, 1920 ,the date,
of the approval of the leasing. act (41-Stat. 437), or that the mining
claimants were in diligent-prosecution of work leading to discovery
or in actual possession of the land on said date; that while a well was 0
drilled on the land in 1918 by- a lessee of the mineral claimants,- in
which a quantity of gas was encountered, no development work had
the; landDS since 1919, and that the claim" is
u:S 0 mperfor~med-'on
been
not- protecte'd by the saving, provisions of section 37 of the leasing
act. He accordingly, as hereinbefore stated, dismissed the protest.
It is testified -to that the claim made the basis of protest was located
March 20, 1918, as Allen Lake No. -8 oil placer mining claim by the
Newbold, Stansprotestants, consisting of Albert Cronberg, T.
bury Thompson, J. B. True,:H. A. True, jr., A..R. Wilson,-John F.,
0 : :00 ': Vail,.:and;
Thomas H. lDevine.00 May 31, :1918, the claimants -and anumber, of other persons executed a lease covering said land together
with six other adj acent quarter-sections to one J. S. Cosden who commenced the drilling of a well on the involved quarter-section August
IS, 1918, which on September 30, 1918, -had attained a depth of 1,419
feet. It is testified by -three of the mineral: claimants and' protest-i
0:at,
and J. B. True-that
ants-Albert Cronberg, H. A. True,
:depths between and including-950 and 1,367 feettthree deposits of gaswere encountered in 'said 'well in volumes estimated at respectively
3,000.000, 2,000,000,-and 35,000,000 cubic feet; that owing to the lack :of transportation facilities and a local market no attempt was made
to utilize the gas doposits encountered in the well, but that drillingh
was continued withf a -view to reaching an oil sand which was known
.and

-
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to exist in the field in which the well is situated -that at' a depth of
1,419 feet 'a flow of water- was encountered in' the welltwhich the
drillers, after spending about four months in the
were unable-to control, whereupon all but about 200 feet of the casing in the
well was pulled and the well abandoned after being filled with -mud
to protect the gas sand, all work, the-re ceasing in: the latter part of
January, 1919. In' February, 1919, the' drilling 'tools were removed
and the lease to Cosden was later canceled by the locators because of.
his failure to commence the drilling of a second well uponh an area
covered by the lease within the time stipulated in that instrument.
The lease, however, seems to have been reinstated on some date prior
to the last of December,1919, iwhen it was assigned by Cosden to the
Franz Corporation, and so fart as anything to the contrary- is shown,
it expired at the end Iof its term, May 31, 1923.
H. A. True, jr., .one 'of the locators, 'testifies -that pending'.the reinstatement of the lease Franz, the head of'the Franz Corporation and
o- nie Clarke, representing the Midwest Refining Company, interviewed the witness, as- a representative of 'the locators, 'with a view
to reaching some agreemen t among the. three interests that would'
be satisfactory to the Midwest Company, -to -induce it to drill 'an
additional well in the field:in which the land is situated, the Midwest Company having secured other lands in the field, which,- however, is deemed to be insufficient in area to warrant 'the drilling of 4a
well there. A three-cornered agreement was entered into whereby
the Franz Corporation was to have the' said Cosden lease' reinstated
-' and
to assign a part of the acreage'included therein to the Midwest
Refining Company and that 'company- was to drill a well'to test .the 0
structure at a point farther down the flank of the anticline than that
upon which the Cosden well was drilled in 1920.: The-Midwest Con-l
pany drilled a well on the NW.' 4, Sec. 12, T. 22 N.,' R. 79 W., and
at a point something over two' miles to- the southeast of' the 'land
involved but that operation resulted in a crooked hole."-The rig was
-then moved over onto the adjoining See. 11 where a second well was
started under the supervision of the Western States ; Oil and. Land;
C'Dompany.-SEncountering
ft
trouble in the drilling of 'that hole the rig
was again moved to another point on said Sec. 11 'where' a. third hole'
was started, the, drilling' on -Sec. 11 being performed ini the latter
part of 1920, and in 1921. The witness further testified he, as attor ney in' fact for the protestants, gave one Hinkle lanloption- on the
land'here' in question, The date of that option does not appear but it
would seem from the testimony of one of the other witnesses that itwas after: June, 1922. Through IHinkle the claimants imet and
entered into an agreementfwith one Pattinson, said to have been con-.attempt,

*

*

nected with the Central Pipe Line Company of 'Chatham, Canada,'

for the further drilling of the land 'in question. and other lands with
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respect to which permits .had been granted the; protestants. Patti n-I
son's company :erected a rig on a tract adjoining that here in contro-.
versy and commenced the drilling of a 'well thereqn :July 1, 1923, and
at the date of the hearing was. still drilling, in. the fieldLat that point.
Acting on behalf of the protestants ithe. witness made application for.
prospecting permits for land surroundingjthat here involved and the
permits were Lgranted and Pattinson entered-into a.ceontract with re. ;
spect to6 the "adjoining permits.l Asked what the nature of the
contract with Pattinson was as to the -tract in controversyvthe wit-.
ness. said,, "that he willIbear the expense in ,connection: with patent
proceedings, and, of course,0 that land, is-to be, developed along with:
the other land in the field."
Respecting .the performance of. assessment work on the land
Athatassesshedid
Albert Cronberg, one of the protestants, testifies
ment work after the :drilling: on the land and down to the date of
the hearing.; Asked what the assessmient work consisted of witness,
said, "Of digging drilling cellars on the lease.", Witness H. A.
True, jr.,, asked if he knew what, assessment work had been. done
"on these: lands since the disclosure of gas Isaid: " On .the NW. 1j4,
Sec. 34, the particular- quarter-sectionx.inw question, the assessment
work has been done each year since 19.18.". James B. :True, one of
the protestants and their third witness, testified that he knew that
thef annual assessment. work, had been performed. on the claim since
gas: well. Asked oncross-.examination ifthere
the.discovery of
-had been any development or. drilling on the land in question since
January, 1919, witness:stated that theret:had :been development
work. "Cellars have been dug on locations for new drilling sites."
Asked if that was done as: assessment work to hold the claim witness said:. "Why, you can probably:tell better than I can whether
ittis necessary, but perhaps. it is not necessary to do assessment work
to hold the claim so long as we did not abandon it after discovery,
and are entitled to a patent."
The prospecting permits referred0to by; the witnesses for the protestants were- serially numbered 029699- and 029T02, both issuedlMarch .11, 1922, under section 19 of the- leasing act.on applications
filed August 25, 1920. Permit 029699.. was -issued to five of the locators of the claim here in question and:-six-other persons, on the
bases of. the0 Soldier Springs Nos. 1 to 5 oil placer mining claims in
which- four of.said protestants 'were named as locators~ andr embraced the N. 1/2, See.04, T. 22 N., R. 79 W., and the NW.;'4 and
Permit 029702 was 'issued to all
S. 2, Sec. .32, T. 23 N., R. 79 W-:3.
o£ the eightProtestants, together with five other persons on
.

.the

bases of the Allen Lake Nos. 1 to 7,Jin6lusive, andj9 to 14, inclusive,

oil placer mining claims, each purported to have been located by,
eight persons comprising. from. three to all eight of the protestants,
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and covering all: of Sec..:2-3.. 22 N.,' R. '79 W., and all 'of ,Sec. 28;NE. 1/4, Sec. 32, andN. .14 and S. /2, Sec. 34, T. 23 N., 'R.79 W.
.,Both of said permits0 were on May .18, 1923, assigned by- the pernmittees -to L.. C. Hinkle- who, on the same. date; assigoed thenm to
James :R. Jones, the.latterait a'ppears, taiking titleithereto as trustee
for-the use and benefit of a; corporation. to be thereafter organized.
' Said, corporation, 'denominated: the!rKanawha .Oil and Gas 'Gompany
was organized. May 6..1924, whereupon.and.:.on May 8,: 1924, Jones
executed an assignment ;of-s6id:permits thereto.'. The president of
said .corpor~ation appears -to 'b6 R. J. 'Pattinson.: .:In an-application
ifor an- extension of 'time within -whichd.to onmply-'with the' require-'
ments of said permits it was alleged that on, July- 1, 1923 -a majority
of the stockholdersg :of. ther company: commenced 'a -well 'on. an area
included 'in permit 029702 :which -:well, 'it oth-rwise appears,' was
drilled on the- NE. 1/A%
Sec. .34, and :which itwould seem was the one
referred to. in the testimony -of H.: A. Truejjr., as having: been
drilled by:Pattinson on a tract-adjoininog that here. involved.
The testimony. of the protestants' witnesses as to the estimated
flow:of gas encountered in the- well drilled6on .the 'cla~imin: question.
is, in .the opinion. of the -Department insufficient, standing alone, 'to
establish the existence of. an adequkate discovery to support a -mining
location, and the record fails-to 'disclose -other facts:which:suffice to
warrant .a -finding that: such a discovery- has been niade Lwithin the

limits of the claim.

.

But even 'if it could be' held. that there had -been ean adequate
discovery made upon. said claim, the, evidence fails to show,:. by,
the iestablishment of compliance with. the requirements of section
2324, Revised Statutes,.aand. the 'act' of December 31, 1920 (41.Stat.
-1Q.84), in the matter of the.'performance of acceptable' annual assessment work for the benefit of thie claim during'the calendar year~:
ending December 31, 1920, and the-:ars-ndingJiie .30, t1921, 1922,
and 1923, that the claim
a valid and subsisting one .at'the
hvasdate
of the issuance of th 9e permit of' Hazlett covering.t. e land., W.hilei it
*is true that the witnesses for: the protestants testified 'in general:
terms that the annual' assessment work had been performed upon the
,,claim each year since 1918,.and;that the claim has. never been. abandoned by the locators, there is nothing in the record from which it'
-canbe determined
hat specifi cwork had been performed on the
claim, and it is -evident nfrom. the testimony that the~protestants are,
seeking credit toward compliance with assessment work.requirements
.for the cost-.of. excavating so-called drilling .cellars upon: other
claimsiof the group of. hich that ie in question once formed&-a
part, -and,a portion of the costof drill
operations performed on
Secs. 11 and 12, T. 22N N,, R. 79 W.,kand upon the N 14 of. said See.
34. The protestants, however,- are not shown to have had any in-
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in Secs. 1 and'12 were
terest in the ground u"pon which'the w sells
drilled, while the 'drilling upon the..NE.. 4, Sec.- 34,. once covered by
the Allen Lake No.-7 claim-originally embraced- in the group of
which the claim here 'in question was. a part, was performed long
after the-said Allen 'Lake. No. 7 had been abandoned as' a mining
claim, and even after the protestants -had' assigned all of their right,
title*and interest in and'to the permit issued therefor.' The want of
interest by Ithe' protestants in -the tracts upon which' said- drilling
operations were:' perormed, ::and' at.-the jtine" 'of its -performance;
would,' .without
regard to."other .objections :that' might-be urged
against the.availability of they expenditures therefor, defeatMthe rightr
:of the protestants. to have any part of such costs credited to the:
claim here involved as lannual' assessn4ent'work.; As to the cost of the
so-called drilling cellars excavated' upxon other claims: of. the :group
than that hereiini questionj it is sufficient to say'that that would no't'
under any circumstances be available for any 'purpose toward any:
other claim or claims than those upon:which, the wwork was per.. .
formed.
locator-protestants at'
by oneof
It was, however, suggestedIthe
the hearing, on the assumption that anl-adequate discovery of mmeralt had been made within the limits Softhe~ claim ini9:18, that underthe circumstances of' the case the' claimants are entitled to a patent'
to the claim whether annual assessment work fwas thereafter' performed upon or for the benefit 'of the claim or not. 'The Department
is not impressed with the soundness of that view.' 'By section 2324
of the Revised Statutesiis: provided that-.
* t0 $0000";-0 On
t -0*'
each claimn located after the tenth day of May, 'eighteen hundred and seventy-two,' and until a patentf has been 'issued therefor,' not' less
than one hundred dollars' worth .of labor shall-'be performed or improvemen s
and upon: a, failure "to comply with these:
made during each year,. *- *
conditions, the claim.or mine upon. which such failure occurred shall be 'open
to relocation in the same manner as if. no location of the same had been male,'
provided that the original locators,`their heirs, assigns, or legal representa; ives have not. resumed work upon the claim after failure and before' such.,
location.

It was, however, by section 37 of the leasing act declared oil an:
gas deposits in lands valuable forsuchminerals-:
shall be subjeet to disposition only in the form and manner -provided in this
act, except as to- valid claims existent' at date of passage of this actt and thereafter -maintained' in compliance with thez laws under 'which''initiated, which
claims may be perfected under. such laws, including discovery',
f 0; ;o-f
In the last qu'oted provisions it seems clear -that Congress'
0 00view
'intended that -an oil -and' gas mining location, unperfecte4'X at the
date of the passage, of the leasing act to the'extent that the' claim-,
ants 'would be entitled to a certificate of entry therefor,';should be
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forfeited to the United States -in the 'event of, the failure of such
claimanis after the date of the act to fulfill the requirements of said
section 2324, relating to theD
performance of annual assessment work.
:It is. unreasonable to ;assume; that Congress
that c.laims
incapable- .of' being passed .to patent because of ::failure to comply:
--withi requirements of the law under which :'initiated should' be lper-'
;mitted
to- b maintained merely on the basis of aan-asserted'-possessory
3-0:0:00t'
right
Xwhich
0
could'not be affected by a relocation of, the land. This
view is in -harmony with the ,decision, of theo Department in. Inter- .state. OivCorporgtion a
Fr-ank: 0.. Clsittenden:(50-L. D. :262) :and
the cases there- cited.Forlthe S'reasons stated thej-judgment of the Co-mnissioner complained-of dismissig the protest, is affrmed.
.intended

CRONBERG ET AL. v. HAZLETT
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of April 6, 1925
' (51 L.D. 1;01), deniedtby. First Assistant, Secietary Finney, Julyi 2,

PREFERENCE RIGHT: TOQ:PURCHASE :UNAPPROPRIATED LANDJS IN
W
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Wa-shingtton, D.C-0., April 7, 19205.
RtdEGISTER AND RECErVER

WAUSAIY

WI9co6NsN:"

The. act of I-ebruary- 27,-1925 (43- Stat. -1013), entitled "
Granting to certain -claiman1ts te
:proriatedqlpublic

lands,"

preferrence right topuchase

provides-

'

Act
unap-

-

iThat th'e-SBecretary .of
the; Interior, in his judgmnt and discretion, is 'hereby
authorized to. sell,- in the manner -hereinafter provided, any of those lands
*

situated in the State of Wisconsin which were originally:-erroneously meandered
and shown upon the official plats as. water-covered :areas, and which are not
lawfully appropriated by a qualified settler orentryman claimig'under the

-public land laws.

*

SEC. 2. That any owner, in.good-faith of land shown by-the official public
land surveys to be bounded in whole or in part by-such erroneously, meandered
area, and who acquired title .to such land prior to- this enactment, or any
citizen of the United States whob'in good faith under color of title or claiming

-
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as a riparian 6owner has, prior to this Act, placed valuable improvements upon
or reduced to cultivation any- of the lands subject to the operation of this!:Act,:
shall have a -preferred iright to file in the office of the register and receiver
:of the United States land :offie of the districet in which the lands, are situated
-an application to purchase the lands thus improved'by thematfaany'time within
ninety : days. from the 'daten of the passage :of 'this Act if the lands: have' been
surveyed and,'piatsfiled in .the -United States land office:;* otherwise withinE
ninety days from the filing of suchfi.plats._ DEvery such application must be
accompanied with satisfatory proof that the applicant is entitled to such pref:erence right: and that the lands which he applies to purchase' are not in the
legal possession of- an adverse claimant :under the public land 'laws.
by two or more0.
ibounded
SEc. .3. In event'such erroneouslyvmeandered land fis
tracts of land held in private ownership with apparent riparian rights indicated
by the official township plat of, survey at date of disposal.of title by* the United
States, the Commissioner of the Ge'neral Land Office shallhave. discretionary
power to cause such meandereSdarea,' when 'surveyed, to be divided into such
tracts or lots as will permit a fair divysion of such meandered area among the.
owners of such surrounding0 or -adjacent tracts ;under the provisions of this
Act. In administering. the provisions. of' this. Act,,' where there. shall exist a.
confitet of claims falling -within its operation, if any claimant shall have
placed valuableimprotveients uponi'the land involved or'-shall have' 'reduced
: .: to: culti*Tation, then tothe extent of such improvements or cultivation
i:~the-: dame
such claimant shall be given preference in adjustment of such conflict:- Prouided, That no preference right of entry under this Act' shall be recognized
for a greater area than one hundred and sixty acres in one body to any one
applicantwhetheran 'iindividual, an association, or a corporation: Provided
further, That 'this Act: shall' not be construed as. in any manner abridging the
existing rights of any settler or entryinap under the publie land laws.:
S:c. 4. That upon the filing of an appiication to purehase any lands subject
to the operation 'of. this Act, together. with ;the required proof, the Secretary
of. the Interior' shall cause the lands, described in said application to be appraised, said appraisal to ibe on. the 'basis of 'the. value of such. lands at thel
date of ;apprAisal, exclusive of any increased-value resulting from the development or impro.v.ement there'of for' agricultural purposes by the. applicant or
his predecessor in !interest, but inclusive of the stumpage value of any timber
cut or removed-by the applicant or'his predecessor in interest.
SEC. 5. That an applicant .who appliess to purchase lands under the provisions of this Act, in order- to be entitled to receivea -patent, must within
thirty days from 'receipt of notice 'of appraisal by the Secretary of the Interior pay, to the receiver of the United States land 'office of the district in which
the lands are situated the appraisal price of the lands; and thereupon a patent
shall issue to said applicant for such- ]ands as 'the Secretary of the Interior
ihallq determine that such: .applicant is entitled to purchase under tthis Act.
The proceeds derived, by: the: Government from 'the sale -of lands hereunder
shall be covered into the, United, States Treasury. and applied as provided by.z
law for thedisposalof the proceeds from the sale of public lands.
SEC. 6. That the Secretary of the Interior -is. hereby.. authorized' to' prescribe
all necessary rules and regulations .for. administering the provisions of this Act
and determining conflicting claims arisiAg hereunder.

The following regulations are for the guidance of your offlice until
the close of the business hour. on pril 30, 1925, after which applicaaVt:;?S:
;'f:-;
:; td
i-'.:D0f::

S; -t:
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-tions to purchase under the act in confornmity with these regulations
must .be filed :with the- Commissioner of-'the General Land( Office.;
Applications to purchase un-d er this actmust be sworn to and may
0be executed before 'any officer laving a seal and 'authorized to administer oaths in the State of Wisconsi'n and must' be filed -with the
register' and receiver of your office, or with. the Commissioner of. this'
office within ninety- days from' the passage of this act, if the lands
h'ave been surveyed and plats filed'in 'your o'ffice, otherwise'within
ninety days from the filing of such plat. The 'applicant' must show
that. he is ia native-born or naturalized citizen of th& United States,'
and ~if naturalized, 'file record evidence thereof; must describe the
lands which he desires'to purchase, together with the land claimed
as the basis of. his preference right to the lands' applied for, if he
applies as. a riparian owner, or, if claiminzg otherwise,' under$ what
color of title his claim, is based, and 'that the- applied' for lands- are
not lawfully appropriated by a qualified settler or entryman- under
the. public land laws, nor in the legal possession of any adverse ap-'
plicant; the ktind, .character, .and value of the improvements on the
land covered by the application; when they were. placed thereon;
the extent of cultivationi had, if any, and how 4long continued. 'This
application must be supported by the affidavits of two persons havting0 personals kIowledge of the facts alleged' in the' application.
Upon receipt of such applic6ation aproper serial number 0will be as-:
signed' thereto.
If the land applied for is surveyed"-and vacant, the local officers;
after noting 'the' application on their records, wil' suspend 'action:
thereon and will promptly forward same to the Conuissiner of
-the General L'and O effie,
whereupon- same will be- forwaided to the
: assistant chief inspectdr for iinQestigation'anid appraisement 6of the
land in accordance: with the provisions of, the-act.:' If for. unsurveyed land, the local officers will note the application and susjiend
same, transmitting it to this office for consideration as to whether or
- -notthe lands applied for are vacant public lands tand of the class
: contemplated
:
by the act under :which title is sought. During such
suspension the lands described in the application.'shall not be disposed'of.
When an application is received by the assistant chief inspector,
he will cause an investigation and: appraisement of the land to be
made in, accordance with the provisions of the act. The-inspector
making the investigation and appraisement will make a report as to
the: development or improvement of the land for agricultural purposes, and as the evidence obtained as to: whether or not 'the lands
are of a class contemplated by the act,'recommending the allowance
:tD-:::

-:Sf:
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or rejection dof the application,,which report will be returned-to this
office through the assistan.t chief inspector.
If upon consideration of the application int~his offie,with report
and appraisement, it shall. be, determined that the: applicant is, entitled to purchase the lands applied for, this office willlnotify the
applicant at once, by -registeied mail, that he must within thirty
das from service of notice deposit with the' receiving clerk .of this
office the appraised price,,or thereafter and without further notice
.-.
forfeit all rights under his application
Upon payment of .the 4praised price of the land this office will
issue notice for publication. ..Such notice shalli bbe publishled at the
expense of the applicant in a newspapr of :general. cireulation,
designated by the -Commissioner of this ffice, in the vicinity of -the
lands, once a week for five, consecutive weeks (or- thirty cqnsecutive
days if in a daily paper); imnediately,;prior to the date -of sale, bLut
a sufficient. time shall elapse between the. date of last- publication and
date of sale to enablejthe affidavit .of.'-the publisher ito be filed in
this office. Thenotice, will advise allvpersons claimninog adversely to
the applicant, that 'they should file any. objection or protests to the
0:allowance of the application within the~ period of publication, other
'wise the apliication may be allowed.' Any objection or protest must
be under oath, corroborated, , and a copy thereof:-served. upon the.
applicant. The Commissioner Of00 this office will cause a notice
similar to the, notice of publication to be posted in this office, such
notice -to remainiposted duringjthe entire- period of publication.
The 0publisher of.the newspaper ,must file in this ,offce, prior -to tle
date. fixed for the. sale, evidence that. publication has been had :for
the required period, which evidence must consist of the affidavit ofthe publisher, accompanied bJy a copy of the notice published.
UTpon submiissin of satisfactory proof, if nno protest or contest is
pending, final certificateewill issue.

It.
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Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
FirstAssistant Secretary.
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UNITED STATES IN
G LAWS-PA ARAPZH 60, CIRCULAR i-NO
430, -AIVENDED-TACT OP ILAROH3, 19251--

[Circular.No. 995]
DEPARTMIENT- OF. THE INTERIOR,

:

GENERAL LAND OFFIE.,

Washington, D. C., April 7,1995.
i-HREGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,

UNITED STATES LA.ND OFFICES IN ALASC-A:
-,,Your,
attention is directed to-the act of Congress, approved March
''3t 000X19L252
t:(f43 Stat. 1t18), entitled' .A"nn Act To modifyy and amend
the minn laws i their applicationi to the Territory of Alaska, and
3, 0ffor
other 'purposes," wi:h' anmended'section 4 of the act of, August
'1, 1912 (37 Stat.242), -as -follows:
,

iBe
t e"noted g the Senate and Eouse jfof er
tivesof
the United
States -of Ameriain
r Congress a'ssebled, That sections 4 of the Act of' Coingres of August 1, 1912, section'129d Compiled Laws of Alaska,entitled'An

:*0Act 0:
to modify 0and: amend the mining laws in their application to the Territory
of Alaska, and, for other purposes," be amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 4. That no placer mining claim hereafter located inu Alaska shall be
patented which shall contain -a. greater area than is fixed by law, nor which
is longer than three times its greatest width as -determihed by a transverse line
drawn wwithin the lines of the, claim 'and' at .right angles to its longest side:
Provided, That' where any isolated parcel of placer ground lies between and
J-: C;
adjoins patented or validly located claims on all of its sides and is not over
one thousand three hundred aand twenty feet in length this dimensional restriction shall not apply."

In accordance with this act,'that portion of paragraph 60 (c) of
tihe mining regulations'relative to.-section 4 of-said act of August 1,

1912, is amended to read:
*

:

''Section 4 of 'the act prohibits thb patenting ofP0any placer mining claim
located in Alaska after. the, passage of the act which contains agreater area
than that lixed by law or which is longer than three times its greatest width.
The act of March 3, 1925, provides:that the greatest 'width. of a placer claim
in Alaska shall be determined by a transverse line drawn within the lines of
the claim and at right angles to its longest side, and that this. dimensional,
restriction shall not apply to any isolated parcel of placer ground which lies
7between and adjoins patented or validly- located claim's on- all of its sides and
is not over 1,320 feet in length. The, surveyor general will be careful: to
observe the above requirements and will not approve any survey of' a placer
location which does not in area and dimensions conform to the provision,
of law.

:WnzAmi

SPRY,

'Commissoner,
Approved:
E. C. FiNN:y-

Fis Assistant Secretary.,

*
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:OFFICEQIF SURVEYORGENERAL ABOLISHED-REORGANIZATION
OF SURVEYING SERVICE-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1925
INSTRUCTION
No. 996

:[ircular

: :DEPARTMENT: OF THE INTEOR,
-:
GENERAi LAND OFFICE,.
:*;C: : - -. ::

Washington, D. C., Apri17, 19925.:
THE SURVEYING SERVICE,

GENERAL LAND'0OFFICE:-

pThe act of Congress approvedMarcih 3, 1925 (438Stat. 1141,1144),
making appropriations for the Departfient` of 'the Interior for the
ending June 30, 1926, andrfor othbt purposes, provides as
fi
0 scal
:: tyear
t2
:-:
:.- n2:0.:t.> \ollo{_&
The office of surveyer general is hereby abolished, effective July 1, 1925, andri
the administration of all activities theretofore in cvharge of surveyors general,

including the necessary Spersonnel, all records, furiture, and other equipment,
Xoff their resp~ectiveoffices are herdby transferred to and con: and
00j all::supplies
solidated with the Field Surveying Service, under the jurisdiction of the.
United States Supervisor of Surveys, who shall .hereafter administer same in.
association with the surveying operations in his charge and under such regu-:
: *0
: lations as the Secretary of the Interior umay provide.
Surveying public, lands:4For surveys and resfirvtys of public lands, exarmil0ation of surveys heretofore made and reported'to be defective or fraudulent,
0
inspecting mineral deposits, 'coal fields, and timber- districts, imaking ftagsurveys, and such other surveys or examinations as may be irequired
;0 :mentary
for identification of lands for purposes of evidence in any suit or proceeding
in behalf of. the United States, under the supervision of the Commissioner, of
the General Lan'd Ofie-and direction of-te Seeretary of the Interior, $840,290:
Provided,'That the sumn of. not exceeding: 10 per jcentum of the amount hereby
-appropriated may be expended by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
vwith the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, for the purchase of metal or
other equally durable :monuments to behused for public land survey eorners
wherever practicable: Piovtded fufrther, That'.not to 'exceed $19,000 of this
appropriation may be: etpended for salaries 'of employees of the field surveying
service temporarily detailed to the' General Land Office: Provided further, That
not to exceed $15,000 of this appropriation may be used for the survey, classification, and sale of the lands and 'tmber of the so-called Oregon and California Railroad lands and the Co'os-Bay Wagon Road lands: Provded ftrther,That not to exceed $50,000 of this'appropriation mayj be used for surveys and
resurveys, under the rectangular system provided by law, of public lands
'
deemed to be valuablO fot oil and oil shale.

legislation the entire surveying service of the General
- $By
:X this
Land Office is brought under the immediate jurisdiction of the supervisor. of. surveys, who is charged with the administration of all mat-

ters pertaining to that service under the supervision of the Commis'
sioner and direction of the Secretary.

jut6]
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jInfurtherance 'o.fthe consolidation. of,.the surveying service,0 the
Secretary has directed that the division of surveys of the General
Land Office be'under the general supervision of the supervisor of
surveys, who, under the Comnmissioner, shall prescribe the methods
and procedure to be followed.
PTLIC ~LAND SURVEysi

With this singlg surveying organization to perform all field and
.offie.duties-aedmiinistrative, engineering, fiscal,:qor-otherwise-rang-V
ing from the inception of a-survey, tosits acceptance,-the following
regulations will govern:
Applications by ~settlersfor, original surveys will be the subject
of, appropriate investigation by the district cadastral engineer '(formerly the assistant supervisor of surveys), and if the survey is found
*to be merited, special instruc'tions will be prepared at once.: Other
surveys to cover ,lands of 0kiw agricultural value, or deeihed .advisable from an administrative standpoint, will also be made the subject of original consideration by the district-cadastral engineer, and

\,

covered-by appropriate special Instructions to be-.prepared at once.
All special. instructions must be, submitted to the General. Land
Office for examination. 'The approval of the special instructions' 'by
;: -::-General
f f -the'Land' Office will' carry with it the authorization for the
survey.
:
;Upon completion of the surveys in the field, township by township,
formal report will be made to the General Land Office of that fact,
:' -in
lieuofthemonthly progress 'report system now' in use..
'Under the corpss of competent engineers now-constituting the field
surveying service, a.nd thedose' upervision exercised by~ the, super'visor of s-urveys: and the district cadastral engineers,-thei-resulting
surveys should be of a high standard, requiring but a single examina-

-tion and review to tesit the sufficiency and accuracy of the 'work.
This examination will be made under Ithe supervision, of thhe distriet
0 | :cadastral engineer, 'and will cover both the fiel and' office features of
the accomplished work.,
All surveying returns 'now prepared for the approval of the surveyor general, or ex-officio. surveyor. .general, will, after June 3Q,
1925, be prepared for the approval of thef supervisor of surveys,, and
'whenso approved will be forwarded to the General Land' Office.
tUpon receipt of the returns by 'the General Land Office, the survey
will be formally accepted without 'further examination, unless,. by
reason 'of special or unusual conditions attending any, particular
case, the Commissioner,deems it advisable to, further sgrutinize the
returns or test~the accuracy lof the work.
:40210-25--voL 51 :
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The existing. practics and procedure of handling resurveys and
special surveys will be continued.
MINERAL SURVEYS

The appointment of United States mineral surveyors is under the
: jurisdiction .of the supervisor of surveys, and all such appointments
will be made by 'him under such rules and regulations as he may,)
prescribe.'-:
Orders for the survey of mining: claims will be issued by the office-cadastral engineers (formerly the technical and adcministrative head
of the surveyor Vgeneral's office. force), who- will 'be; authorized by
the' supervisor of: surveys to administer- the ' work 'in 'connection
;suveys, -and
hsuch
|::0therewith .-and approve. plats: and 'field notes- of
the
mining'reguiatidns
prescribed.by
fite7
duties
otherwise toi perform
*to be performed, by- the surveyors . general in conneedtion '-with the
-survey of -mining.' laims; including'-certification -as to' expenditures
-'
"
made 'upon the- claims.
ACCOUNTS

The, discontinuance of the office of'surveyors general on July 1,.
b in the nmethod' 'of',.hanidling accounts,
1925, necessitates a-' change
allotments,' and' disbursements.
Subject to tthe provisions of the appropriation act that 10 per
cent of the amount appropriated may be expended for, the purchase
of metal monuments, $10,000 for salaries of employees of the field
surveying' service temporarily detailed to the: General.Land Office,
$15,000 for tlesurvey, classification, and sale o f'the lands aid timber;
:of the so-called Oregon and 'California 'Railroad lands, and $50,000
for surveys 'and 'resurveys of -oil and' oil shale areas, .and deducting
'$3,500 for stationery, as provided for elsewhere in the act, all'matters
pertaining to the accounts, allotments, and disbursements will 'be
handled in the-offie6 of the supervisor of' surveys, at Denver, with the
-:
single exception of Alaska.
The administration of all activities assigned by "law to the surveyors general must continue until the 'close of business on June 30,
1925, but it iS believed that the.othefl duties now discharged by these
officers, especially-'in the matter of: the disbursements and accounts
incident to the execution of 'the public land'surveys in the field,
should'be Utaken over by. thel supervisor of surveys at the earliest Qop-'
portunity in order that difficulties- may bet avoided at the end of the
fiscal year.'
0:Un~til' June 30. 'whether vouchers are paid in, Denver or by 'the
respective surveyors7 gener~al,'they will be posted on the- cost records

bi,
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in the office .of the supryeyor 'gnrl
Therea'fter' vouchers to be paid.
by the, special disbursing agent* und-er-th-e centralization plan -willbe
sent to the district cadastral engineer,' through- the office cadastral
engineer, in whose, office the vouchers will be'posted on his~cost-keep-~
ing~record, and the fact of such posting evidenced by the offce cdas
tal engineer's initalsi ove the space fortedsrc
cadastraeni
feer's signature as. approving officer.
To "the end 'that ~prompt payment may. be made of the many:
vouch ers coining ,to a central office, it will be expected that each district cadastral engineer will, before approving a voucher, give, it~
such an examination, or require such an ekamination to be given by.
some one under his supervision, as shall insure that. the voucher, is in
* proper form, properly signed by .the-claimant and certified,' extensions 'carefully. carried 6Out, and, that -it represent duly authorized
and 'unpaid expenses, or, ifm'ot already authorized, that~a'full state* ment of 'the facts' and 'a specifi recommendation 'in..the matter is
attched.
Any. special de'oit tatar
'ot 'to go into 'he 'Trauyadb
~advanced therefrom as an appropriation,. such as special- deposits for
resurveys, act of Septebr21 98(4
tt 95,
iruar No. '630
special deposits for potash surveys, act off Octob~er 2, 1-917" (4'tat.
297),: itcular' No. 96'(00
O
L. D.-:644) ,anddeposits fo oIl lease surv-eys, actof 'February20, 1920' (41' Stat. ,437), will-be iM~ad'&with the
specil'I

disbursing

aglent, who 'Will, deposit themn with, the Treasurer

to -his ~offiia credit (Form. 6599)'; ~and- disbure
rohrise
dis-c
posed of' inaccordance wi-th instructions.'
'Each office ;cadastral engineer, will' be- required to file a bond and
'ill receive, and receiptfo6r~~moneys tendered 'for office -work (transcripts,5 'copies of records,, plats, etc.), including office work in conneetion: with minera surveys; .and for' sales ~.of~ Gover nment prprty.
Such 'moneys,'together, with the duplicate receipts, wiill be forwarded
to~the special disbursing agent at Denver.:T'At the end o6f each onth'
the. secial'~disbursing 'agent ~will- be .furnished' with' an~abstract of
all collections and.of. moneys to be returned.orlapplied on accounit of
office work not. in :connection with mineral' surveys. 'No' other ac-,
counting will' be.1reqtired of the' 'office cadastral'engaineer.The s-pecial disbursing 'agent Iat Denver wll acoount for the
m:noneys received 'for office wor'knot in'connection. with~minera 'irveys
i accodancewith Circul r 'No. 483 -and .for proceeds o
oermient propefty. in accordance with paragraphs~156, ~187,; .and 188
of -circular'No. 616 (46~L. D. ~513)
'oesreceived on account Of
office work in connection with: 'mineral surveys 'will, be depositedby
the special' disbursin'g agent to his~personal credit, and refuids will
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be made on dire~t. settlement, as at present, in accordance with the
act of February 24, 1909 (35 Stat. 645).
;:0W
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LLIAM. SPRY,
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Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
;tV 0 t00:ActinLgSecret~ary. : 0

0

:0

:Com1m2issioner.
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L. E. TONES
InstrUctions, April 8, 1925
O}m AND GAS LANDS-DISCOVERy-LE.ASE.
The 'question as to whether valid discovery: of mineral has been made is to
be determined in each case from the 'facts discosed in that case,'and
where there has been regular and continuous- production of high .gravity
oil. for two years upon vwhich royalty has -been paid,., although. veraging
but one barrel per day, from a shallow well on land so near the edge'of
a structure that deeper drilling would not be justified, such constitutes
to authorixe the issuance of a lease under section 14
discovery
tsufficient
:::-: X ::-X:0::
of the act of February 26, 1920.

:

First «Assistant Secretary:.
0 0 0 fFINNEYX

I have your[fCommnissioner of -theGeneralI Land Office] request

: for instructions in the matter of the application X(019911)3 of. L-. E.
Jones,0filed March 15, 1924, for oil and gas lease coveringthe S. '/2
'Sl. 14,4S,ec.4-11, -T. 1LN., iR. 192S W., 6th P.; M.,
NE. '14 and N.
Glenwood Springs, Colorado, land district.:
-The question submitted -is 'whether; oil deposits- encountered. in,
feet; respectively, under'
j650
two wells drilled to. depths of .600 and
* a prospecting permit issued to Mr.. Jones are .sufficient, in quantity
to- satisfy the requirements of section 14 of the leasing act as to
discovery.,
Your .report 6of March,27, 192,; in the case states-that well No. 1:produces one barr~elof oil per day,: and applicant states pith. refer;ence -to. well .N~o:2, t~hat ithas. -nottbeen. pumped, -but that -bailing
tests indicate it will'be' similar to well No.'-1 in production.
The recordsaofjthe Bureau of .Mines:show the gravity of the oil
in this vicinity to

'40
be'slightly. over

degrees.

'"

T~he-; first 'payment of royalty was Ior:. the month of June, 1922,
$10.08.t The last royalty -posted was. for December, 1924, $6.20. The
lowest royalty-received vwas $2.10 for the month of December.1922.
These royalties are figured at 20 per cent. under, the terms of .the
permit.

.

'

;:case [unpublished] of Great Falls 052550,
You 'refer to: the
wherein, on December 26, 1924 lease was denied on the ground of
insufficient discovery. In that case the well was shut int except for
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-tests, as' no:t market was available,' and the tests showed that about 12
barrels of fluid wereT bailed during the first 24 hours, of which 40
per cent was water and 60 per cent oil.' No oil had been disposed 'of
no royalty paid. The Department stated:inrthe case; fand
no fixed amount has been or can be stated. as a criterion in such' instances, as
that will depend upon quality of the oil, nearness to market, and many other

factors.

-

Applications for.lease under the provisions of sections 18' and18at
of the leasing ac twere-denied in the [unpublished] 'case of the. PioneerAQil Company, for lands in the so-called Teapot Dome structure,
where itwwatialleged 'that _wellswould produe as high 'as 6 or 8 barrels of oilper day.' However, .in that case the wells were shallow, in
the opinionI'of the Department, having reached shale only; no 'oil
had been produced and marketed, and doubt was entertained as to
of production.
nnd
the possiblevolume a continuity
discovery
to wvhether a suffi
Sas
the
question
lit my Judgment
has been made should, ini each case, be determined upon. the facts disclosed in that case. Hereit, appears that there haslbeenregularuand
:continuous production from well No. 1 for more than two years;
that well No. '2 will probably produce an'equal amountethat both
are shallow wells: drilled' into .an oil sand; that the oil is high in
_gasoline, and a-report by the Geological Survey made in 1924 ind-cates that in the opinion of that bureau the discovery is Sufficient.
The record also shows that Mir. Jones has'erected askmmig
plant, p'roduces ga~oline for his own use, and disposes of small quantities~to the publicathisplant. -at

It further appears from, informal

ad-vice of the Bureau of Miness

that the royalty is 'paid on. the crude oil before it passesf'through th'e

refining process, thus insuring to'th

overnment its royalety on the

gasoline beingused by Mr. Jones.

:It is true that. th ereturns to the. Government ffrom these wells will
be very small, but in the. opinion of the Geological Survey the land.
is .so near the edge of the structure that' deeper drilling wou0ldnot be
justified; consequently,, the Departtment must decide :whether or not a
lease should be granted and comparatively small production secured
from the shallow wells, or the operation be discouraged and abano the small amounts of oil
sbwith
the possiblenonrecovery
doned,
present under this area. This, as indicated, is not a case .where the well is drilled'to the,iMr.
tade.
sand, and lease applied for on the meagertshowing thus
.Jones has actually operated. the well for morethkntwoyears and has
converted' the oil .prqduced to beneficial use... In my opinion, the facts
of thi sparticular case warant and justiythe issuance of a lease,,to
thepermittee, and you are :autho'i ed to take- the necessary steps to
that end.

:II 9 ; L
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Decided April 9, 1925
OIL A-ND GAS LMADS-PRO5PECTONG PERMIT-RECORDS-RESTORATIONS.
Th~e
alowanlce; of an oil and ,.gas prospecting permit for land embraced
within a. previously issued permit, still of record at the time that .the
second permit was: allowed, :was erroneous and confers no rights upon
the permittee that can be recognized after. the first permit has been canceled upon the0records of the idcal United States land office.COURT AND DEPARTMENTAL DCisiONS CITED AND A\PPLIED.
'Cases of Holt v. Mu piv (207 U. S. 407) and stewart v. Peterson -(28 L. D.Martin Juetg (49 L. D.i£71) adti0'0515)-cited -andf applied;$ case 'of
hered to.

:FINNEY, pi- tltssistant Secreta'r'y:
Ella M. Moon has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, rendered .December 22, 1924, holding for
6ancellation her oil and gas prospecting permit, approved May 29,
;0
1924, and embraeing the NW. 1/4,~NW. 1,4.'SW. 1~4, Sec. 29, T. 47 N', 0
R. 100 W., 6th-P.. M, Landr,; Wyomingi land district, upon the
ground that at the time her application was filed .'(!August 24, 1923)
the priorpermit of one T. B. Brahany (ltander 012012), embracin2
:the land involved, was of record in the local, office, and so remained
until January' 3 924.'
-Following clearing of the recordA of Brahany's permit, one Ger--:
trude Woodrow, 0on January.12, 1924, filed amended oi1 and(gas
'014445, embracing the lands includedain-Mrs. Moon's
':.;00~applidation
application, and requested that said applicatioon be-' held for naught,
under -therule,announced -in thle case of Mlrtmn Judge (49 L. D.
171) ,thati an applicant for a permit to prospect for oil and .gas on
:landds impressed with'a subsisting permit acquires no rights,2 by the
filing. of an application therefor, while such permit is of record.
appersto be the first one filed embracing
T he Woodrow applicatione
the land following cancellation of Brahany's permit.
deci-omimissioner's
the
from
In her appeal to the Department
two,
upon,
'dedision,
'said
of
overruling
the
asks
sion, Mrs.. Moon
grounds. The first of these is that Mrs. Woodrow's: application for
this land (fileod,; as before' mentioned, on Januarty 12, 1924) was*
rejecte'd:on March 15, 1924,'in so far as it:conflicted with her (Mrs.
Moon's) application; and that Mrs. Woodrow, being duly notified of
such rejection, permitted the decision to become final by refraiining
from taking appropriate action iii the premises The second asthe Martin
rin announced:
agnedound of error ig that the rule
-i
Moon's
Mrs.
of
allowance'
the
with
incomi-patible'
deision is not
:Jg;
iprohiblthe
stand,
to
heo
granted
permit
the
allowing
or
application
tion of all benefit being under -the eress language of'the. JudGge
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only during the period
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ftJtlIC bAtTDS-

prior to the cancellation" of afily

outstanding permit; tso that, -appl ing the rule to ~this 'case, after can-

cellation
of the. Brahany permit, 'the inhibiti onwas lifted and the
disability 'cured.
The second .assignment of errorr will be first considered.. The construction of- the language of the ifa:rtin. Juidge ~de*ision contended'
for by counsel for rs. Moonisrno
ogn
followed
by
he Lahd
rcogizedand
:-:by the
Land D epartment.'t teostUcto
Its construction is
that a- necessary condition to the initiation of a right to an oil and gas permit is
the cancellationliupon the' record 6f prior claims- incm
;:; -allowance';of
0a tendered -application. JInviewo the patible with
en ere
icati
eostate of thle,
record the local .officers 'should have declined to: accept the applica-:
tion of Mrs.. Moon when.tendered August 24, 1923. 'Under the estab-,
:ished practice of the Land Department the tendered application was .
without efficacy as the initiation of a right,and the later clearing of
the record
by the' cancellation'of .Bsahany's permit could not impart
vitality;to said application, or the permit later issued thereon.
'

:

;

This practice is one of long standing, and wide application in the

'ILand&Department.
In' the case of SteBwa&t v.: Peterson- I(28 L. U.
515) the Department held '(page'519):
In order that this important matter of. regulation.may be -perfectly clear it
is directed that no application will be received ,or any 'rights recognized as.,
initiated -by the tender-.of an application for a tract embraced in ain entry of
record until said entryL has been canceled upon. the records of the local office.

In.,HZtv. Murphy (207 U. S. 407)), the Supreme Court qoted the
stewc-rt v. Peterson and said.:

rule announced in

Such,,a rule, when0established in the Land 'Department,' will, not
0be -ov-er-d:
thrown or ignored by the -courts unless' they. are clearly convineed that 'itl is9
wrong.: So far from this being true' of this rule, we are, of opinion: that toenforce it will tend to prevent confusion and conflict of claims.

'

''It is unnecessary to consider the merits of the first matter assigned
aas'error in the decision of the Commissioner, since, regardless of the
st~re;ngth or .weakness of --Mrs. ._Woodrow's 'claim, the' allowance of.
;Mrs. Moon's application, and isssue of permit 'to her were the result:.of
a nmisapprehension of the state of the record.
- ,
The:~decisi~on
of. ,the"Commissioner in- this case is found correct

andiis accordinglty hereby airmed

.:'

- ARTHUR K. LEE.T

AL,

-DeoidedApril 21, 1925
-o.A

LANDS-IINTI:IG CLAIM-PATENT.

'Land alassi ied as coaln
ad valuable therefor is not subject to location, entky, andnpatent under the generalmiing
laws of the United States.

;
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Couuir'T AND DDEPARTMEN{TAL- D:ECISIOTS DISTINGUISHED..
Cases of UniteMStateks e.reT. .Durnford v._ Fall (285 Fed. 887), and Lacicey
Dun (48 . LX226), cited andq distinguished.
v. for

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

C:omfissioner fof fthle General land Office has unbmitted for
t~t The
the- questioin of what shall be done with placer-oil loca:f; :; :: :-instrndtidis
coal lands under conditions stated in his letter of
clssified
tions on
as-follows:192,
1,
April
There is transmitted herewith mineral entry Lander 014556, made April 29,
NW.3 14SE1/ y4 and
1924, by Arthur K. Lee et at., embracing the N.i. 1 SW. 3Y4,
Sec. 80, T. 58 N.; R. 99:W., 6th P. At, which lands were located
:SW. 1/44NE. 1M4.,;
on.August 16,- 1915, as the Woods No. 3 oilplace& mining -claim.
134
Nw'4,
NE.
the
1910,
9,March
ion
that
show
office
this
of
records
The
SE . 4, and other&lands in the above section, which had been theretofore' withdrawn, were appraised, as coal lands at the value of $20 per acre, and thereafter restored. On Dec'ember 6, 1915, all of the section was included in Petroleum Reserve No. '41, and' on December 16, 1924,' it was included in the area
designated, as the6 Elk Basin Oil anid. Gas Field,- a producing oil structure. The:
first discovery .of oil on. the 'claim was- made on' March 21, 1916.- There' arenot disclose which- of:
- now 13 producing wells on the claim but the record does
coal.
as
classified
lands
on
located
are
the said wells, if any,
There are a number of similar cases now pending before the offlce.
Comur
Potash
American
of
case
the
in
held,
1918,
19,
April
. The Department,
pany, Evanston. 05477 (unreported),

-

that'a

coal- classification

such as appears

in this .case was sufficient to defeat: the entryman's right to a -patent under:
the potash location;, but in1 'this, connection see -Lackey e v. Durnfdrd (48'
L. D. 226).
L
' Thisoffice has donstrued the Lackey-Durnford case as modifyingthe American Potash case and as authorizing the passing to patent under the act of
February 11, 1897 (29 Stat.)526), -of placer-oil' locations, notwithstanding that
the oil claimr was located -subsequent-to.the:classification of the land as coal
land, and a few cases of that character have passed to patent in conformity
- with such construction.
;But in view of the informal action taken February 21, 1925, by the First
Assistant Secretary bn thie lettdr td Ralph T. Richards,_1i70049, applying the
ruling in:the American Potash case to- asphaltu locations, I am in doubt as
t0i what disposition should be made of placer-oil locations :on 'clas'sified coal
lands.

-

-

-

- -

---

In its unpublished decision of June 12, 1918; on motion for rehearing in-the case of American Potash Company :(Evanton 05395-:
D32901), the Department declined to grant a-rehearing of it's dec-:'
April 19, 1918, wherein the decision of the Commissioner of
sion
the, General Land Office of May 1-6, 1916, rejecting the company's
application for patent- under the placer -mining laws to 13 -placer
mining claims,'for the reason that at thepdate of location the-land
covered thereby had been classified as coal land and valued at prices
In said decision
$325 -per
to E$.$170 VE
ranging9 from,MDdf was0Diaffirmed..,
;t acre,
-of

0
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of, June ,12, 1918, the Department gave as fa ;vital reason why the
application for mineral patent must be denied the following:
Prior to 'the attemptedt locAtion of- the mining'claims

applied "for, the lands

had- been wilthdrawn'and classified~by this Department as -coal lands, subject
too. disposition .under, the coal ,mining laws, at prices -ranging from $170 to $325
per acre.:
Sections 2347 to 2352, United States Revised Statutes, provide an exclusive
method for the disposition of coal lands -of the United States, .and the lands*;
in question haying,, as.above stated, been classified and.appraised as valuable
coal lands, they were not subject-to ilocation, application, and patent for the
,deposits claimed by applicant, company under the general mining laws.

The case of Lackey 'v. DDurnford (48 L.' D. 226) involved land
which'
was in June, 1907, classifie¶d as coal land& and, appraised at
the minimum. price of $10 per acre.. On May. 12, 1916, Nelida -A.
D urnford fil ed .coal-la-nd application- for said land, and this application was protested by Lackey, who alleged 'that he and others had
:: 'locatedt
an fearlier oil-placer :claim' thereon: and had discovered oil.
The protest resulted in a hearing. When the case came before the
General .Land Office the Commissioner found that Lackey was in
possession of the land -and-.had a; perfected" placer-mining location
thereon 'when iDurnford .filed her applhiation,' and that, although.
some coal had been developed onIthe land, it was of poor grade and:
apparently.'of no commercial value. He held that on account of the
placer location the'landvwas not' vacant coal land subjectto purchase,
and that the coal-land apbplication should .be rejected and the coalland classification set aside.

The Departmentfoiund that the evidence did not warrant the overturning of the classification of the land as valuable for coal andits appraisal'at the minimum price 'as& such; that Lackey' was 'in
possession and' in diligent prosecution: of work under claim and
color of title asserted by virtue of the oil placer mining laws when
Durnford' filed her application. ''It' was' held that the land was
not. vacant . and unappropriated coal land of: the United' States'
subject to entry under section 2347 'of the' Revised, Statutes..
:'.'iThat case was taken into the courts of the District of Counbia:
on mandamus. proceedings, and the-action of the Depariment wivas"
sustained : (UnitedStates ee -reL. Dumrnford v.: Fall, 285 Fed.- 887)
The' Court of Appeals-said.:
'

In the present ease, hovwever, we are of the opinion that the oil entries,
whether valid or void, amounted 'to sufficient occupancy of" the' land within
the' statute'::to exclude it from entry as coal. land. 'The land being 'occupied,
we ,are not concerned in this proceeding with' the-validity of the oil entries or'
the legality of .the assignments which were made.

Considered in the light: of. the facts in the Lackey v. Durnford.
case, there- is nothing in
m the decision of. either .the 'Department or

:;
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the court that -detracts from the fforce and effect of the ruling of the
Potashl Company to the6 effect
acase
of American
Department in the
that land classified as coal. and valuable: therefor. is .not subject to
location, entry,; and patent under the general mining laws -of the ' -United States. That decision, therefore, will be followed and ap-

plied in such cases.

-:

ROOSEVELT CONSERVATION DISTRICT
linstructions, April 24,0 1925
PAB1Kr-RESEIvToN-NATIONAL
O WAY-WITHD.AW-'MDIITARY
RIGHT
l
NATIONAL MONtJMENTS-RESTORATIONS.
: The issuance of an Executive order of restoration is not a prerequisite to the,
approval of a right of -way -under the acts of March 3, 1891, and May 11,
across lands -withdrawiifor military,-use, inasmuch as: the law
-. 1898,
grants rights of way through :the publie lands and reservations except in- national parks and national monuments.

First Assitant Sre tayn:-Reference is made to- y.'our [TCommissioner of the General Land,
Office] letter.of April 20, 1925, transmitting for approval a map sub-:
mitted by the Roosevelt Conservation District for a- right of way-for
a canal and lateral -under0the provisions of- sections 18 to 21-of the'
FINNEY,

act of March- 3, 1891-00(26 -Stat. 1095),:and section 2 of the act of.
May-11, 1898. (30 Stat. 404),. across Secs. 4. and 5, T.,1 N. R..'6 E.,
G. & S. R. M., A-rizona, which sections were temporarily withdrawn.
by Executive order of. August -20, 1910, for military use as- a rifle
range.
- You

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

also submitted draft of a proposed Executive order to: modify;

the former order of withdrawal to the extent-'of authorizing this
:Department to- approve the said application. :
I am of opinion that-it is not necessary to obtain-an order from the
President for this purpose. The law grants such.. right of way
through the public lands and reservations (except in national .parks..
and national. monuments,; prohibited by the act- of March 3,; 1921,
41 Stat. 1353),- and it is expressly, provided that no such. right of
way shall be so located as to -interfere with thel proper occupation by the Government of -any such reservation, and that- all maps- of loca-tion shall be subject to the approval of the 'Department of the Government having jurisdiction of such reservation.
It appears that the application was submitted. to the Secretary of
War and he has expressed.--his :approval of same. While it would
perhaps be preferable that'such'approval be made on the map, no
objection to the-form of -approval in this case.will now*be, raised.
I have accordingly-approved the: map.
--

-

-

-

E
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HALES AND SYMONS
Decided April 25,1925.
MILL SITE-MINING CLAIM-RIGHT OF WAY.
The appropriation of land for the purpose of conveying water to andfor .a
road used in transporting ore fro m actively operated* mining claims, can
not be considered such:a: use for mining and milling purposes as is contemplated iin section'2337, Revised Statutes.
MILL SITE-MININGF CLAIM-STATUTES.
*A' mill site is' not a mining claim or locati'on within the meaning of the
United States Mining laws.
MINING CLAiM-CONTIGUITY-PATENT9--MILL

SITE.'

*A single application for patent or, entry under the United States mining laws
,may not include incontiguous mining claims or. locations, and the location
of a mill site on .ground-between mining claims will not establish the necessary contiguity.
COURT AND. DEPATMENTAL DEcISIoNs Ci=an AND APPLDnD.
Cases of Smielttig'I'iVnpang v. Kemp'(104 U.
.686),& Iron:King Mine and
M-- Site (9 L. D.201), The Pasadena and Mt.W:Tilson Toll Road Co. et Gl.
v. S&hneider (31 L. D. 405), cited and applied.

F

F
FisFINNEiY,
's'itssistan'tSecretary:

On June 27, 1923, Hales and Symons, a corporation, filed mineral
application, Survey :No. 5693 A and B" for the -Arthuri D., J. T.
:- :V Purdie, Jubilee, and Esterbook'lode mining claims and 'the.
Evans,
Esterbr6ok mill site, situate in Sees.' 35 and 36, T. 3 N., R. 15 E.,
M. D:. l--.,Sacramenito, _C-alifornia, land,:district.` Final certificate
was issued May 5,' 1924.
In a decision of, Jne
.25,
:
1924, the Commissioner of the General
LandOffice directedhthat the claimant company-beallowed 30 days.:
from notic'e-within which to furnish' an: afidavit as to the use and
occupancy. of the mill site 'In response to said 'requirement 'there
was: filed :an affidavit of the United "'States -mineral surveyor 'who
made the survey of ;the mining claims and the mill site. The sur0 :ve'yor 0alleges -that there is on the mill- site a small 'ditch which has
been: used to, convey water -from a ravine on the Esterbrook 'lode
claim to the slope just above the mill on the J. T. Evans' claim; that
there is an old sled road 'which has been used in the past to convey
ore~ from and supplies 'to the Esterbrook lode claim; that the main
road to-- the- buildings orn' the 'Arthiur D.and- J. T. Evans claims
crosses the mill site; and' that ":by reason of the, steep. nature: of the
ground it would be 'difficult and expensive to construct a road for
ingress and egress 'to these claims without crossing 'the Esterbrook,
mill 'Site and the present road is the hmost practicable'route to this
':group of lode claims,"
'

*0124:
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Upon consideration of the showing thus 'made the Commissioner
found the same insufficient and by decision of August- 19, ^1924, made'

further requirements.

iHe said:

This evidence does not show that the claimant has complied with Sec. 2337
of the Revised Statutes in regard to the use* and foccupancy of a mill site.
uThe plat discloses that the Arthur D., J. T. Evans, Jubilee, andi Purdie lode
claims are :so ;grouped that. they are: contiguous. The:Esterbrook claim is
separated from the other claims by the Esterbrook mill site. While there is in
the mining laws no express requirement that mineral lode claims sought to be
embraced in a single application for patent, and entry shallbe contiguous,9the
provisions of the law respecting the proceedings to secure patent to such claims
necessarily imply that the locations shall together comprise but one body of
land. (See Hidden Trecsure: Consolidated Quartz Mine, 35 L. D.- 485.)
As there:is no departmental decision cited and as none has been found which
recognizes the principle that noneontiguous mining claims may be enibraced in
a single application, this entry is held for cancellation* to the extent of the
:IEsterbrook lode claim because of noncontiguity.
You will, therefore, allow- claimant 30 days from receipt of notice hereof in
which to show cause why the entry: should not hbe canceled to the extent of the
Esterbrook lode and mill site, in default of which and in the absence of appeal,'
the entry win be so canceled.i

Answering the rule to show cause the claimant comipany filed a
supplemrental affidavit by the mineral surveyor hereinbefore mentioned. The allegations, are substantially the same, as those made in
the first affidavit. There was also filed a brief statement by the attoriney for the claimant company,, who contended that. the laond, embraced in the mill site was directly being used in good faith in con1nection" with ",mining uses and purposes." In support of his ctention of validity of the, mill site he. cited. the. cases of Valctlda v.

Site (22 L., D.
M
Silver Peak Mines (.86 Fed. 90) ;j Eclipse Hill
'496); and Alaska Mildred Gold Mining Co. (42 L.' D. 255).

By decision of November, .8, 1924, the, Commissioner declined to
accept the.supplernental showin' 'as to the use of the mill:site and
held the entry for cancellation to the. extent .of the mill site and
Esterbrook lode claim. The claimant company has appealed through
;0its: attorney, who has also filed, an argument and brief in support of
the appeal.
:.The appellant cites the cases which were previously cited but no
others. It is contended that if the uses of mill sites could beheld
present case can
sufficient in said cases, the use of the mill site in
urged
not reasonably and- logically be held insufficient.h I
claim
lode
Es~terbrook
to.the
as
intact
left
be
should
entry
the
that
'regardless of any action taken on the mil site.In the case of Alaska Mildred Gold Mining 'Co., cited by the:
appellant, the Department discusses at some length several, cases in
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: which the :;question of0 use of 'mill sites 1for mining -or imilling pur-'
poses hasrbeen considered. ;But neither in that case nor-in any one of
the other cases cited has any such use as 'is shown in the present
case been held sufficient. In 'Iron ing Mine and Mill Site (9 L. D..
201), the Department held that the, appropriation and use of water
on land claimed as a mill site :was not the'use or occupation of the
land contemplated by the mining laws. Attention .was directed to:
section 2339, Revised Statutes.
* The use of the land embraced.,in this mill site for a road needed
-:in going to and fromt actively operated6miningL claims_ can not be
considered such a use'for mining and milling' purposes'-as is contemplated in -sectiongt31, for the' reason: that section 2477,' Revised
Statutes, affords ample protection of any rights. In this connection
see-the discussion in The Pasadena and& Mt. Wilson Toll Road' Co.
et al. v. SheiderL(31 .D. 405).
If such use of land embraced in a mill site as is' shown in the.
present case were -sufficient for obtaining patent, there would be, no
-reason why a 'mining 0claimant should 'not be permitted to acquire
title to an unlimited number of:mill sites in'a 'similar manner. Bu1t
3
* the Department does hnot so' construe the 'mining laws. There are
ample provisions for 'the- protection of 'all necessary, rights in sections 2339, 2340, and 2477 of the Re visecl Statutes.-]
The6EEsterbro'ok 'lode' claim is ''ot continguous -to the Jubilee,
Arthur D., J. T. Evans, and Purdie lode claims, and the fact that the
:Esterbrookmill site is so located between the Esterbrook and Jubilee
lodle 'chaimns as to make one body out' of the whole does not seve to
make the, lode claims contiguous. In the case of 'Hidde .Treasu'reu
Consolidated Quartz Mies, cited'-bv the' Commissioner, the Depart-'

mentiheldAn application for patent and an entry under the- mining-:laws may embrace,
two or more lode claims held in common only where such claims are contiguous
within the -meaningf of the public-land laws, and claims which merely corner.
..on one another are not so -contiguous. '
-

"For the reasons stated in said decision 'incontiguous imining claims
or locations. can not ' included-in one .application -for' paent or
entry. _,And according to the definitiois given in: Smelting ,o& jany.
v.iKemp (1041U. 'S. 636), amill :site::is not a mining claim or location. :
Upon careful reconsideration 'of the6 fuil -record the.'Departnient is'
:convinced that.the decision apipealed from is correct, and the same is

: accordingly- affirmed.$. -
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AUTHORITY OF AN ALASKATOWN-SITE TRUSTEE TO DESIGNATE:
ASUNITED STATES COIDIISSIONER TO CONDUCT HEARINGS
Instructfon~s, Aprtl 28, 1925~
TOWN SITE-ALASxA-TJusTUNITED

STATES COMMIsSIONER-HEARINd--AD-

TVESE CLAIM.

'Under the authority imposedq in him by section-:11 .of the act of March 3,
1891, to dispose of town lots in' Alaska, a town-site trustee Jisempowered to:
:.designate a United States Commissioner to conduct hearingsJin contro-

-versies involving conflicting claims, to lots. underthat act.
.
CLAIM.
TOWN. SITE-ALASXA-INSPECTORS-OATHS-E-HEArINfG--=ADEVSEE
by
Department
Land
the
of
inspectors
upon
conferred
The limited authority

section 183,1Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of tiebruary 13, 19.1,
to administer oathsdoes not include the authority to administer oaths in
: connection with hearings to determine the rights of conflicting claimants
under the Alaska town-site laws.

First AssistantSecreta:

FINNEY,

Proposedlregulations have been submitted-,for approval which are
intended to authorize the Alaska town-site trustee to designate a
United States comnihnssioner or. an inspector of this' Departnmntto.
*
0' act for him and in his stead in the conducting of hearings at which
*::
testimony of witnesses jis to be taken in cases where two or more per-

sons are adversely assertingrights-to town lots, which'are subject to
disposal by the trustee.
The only, statute relating to the sale and disposal of- town lots ilt
Alaska andathe powers of town-site trustees is found in section 11 of
the act of March 3v 18919 ;(26 Stat. 1095, 1099), which declares.f-Thatiuntil otherwise ordered by.Congress, lands in'alaska may be'entered for
town-site purposes for the several use and benefit of the occupants of such town
sites, by such trustee or trustees as may be named by the Secretary of the
Interior for that purpose,,such entries to be made under the provisions of sece :tion twenty-three hundred and eighty-seven of'the:Revised Statutes as near as
may- be

and when such entries shall have been made -the Secretary of the In-

terior shall provide by regulation-for the poperxe.ecution of the trust in favor'.
of the inhabitants of the town- site, including the survey of the land into lots,
according to the spirit and intent of said. section twenty-three hundred- and

eighty-seven of' the -Revised'Statutes, whereby the' sa eresults would be
reached as though- the entry had leen madeby a county judgeand'the disposalof the lots in such town 'sit e ..an teproceeds of the sale thereof had been
-prescribed- by th'e legislative:auithority 'ofta State or Territory.
-

The regutllations0(33 L. D. 163',

TO) authorized 'by- that 'statute

providebthat-:-

the trustee will then, and not befor, Ain' cases where he finds two,
*0'$C
*; 8* ;
or more applicants claiming the same jlot, block, or parcel of land, proceed to
hear and determine the controversy,;fixing a time and place for -the hearing,
of the respective claims of the interested parties, givingeach fifteen days'
Dotice thereof and a fair opportunity to present their interests in accordance

0511
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'with tthe, principles of law and eqiuity applicable
cbet,~h
ae observing,
bevn as
to the case,
far as practicable, the irules prescribed for contests before registers and
receivers of the local offices;-he Ywill administer oaths to the witnesses, observe
the rules of evidence in'making his investigations, and, at the close of the
'case, or-as soon thereafter as- hisf duties will permit, .render a decision in
writing.

Paragraph' 10 of the Alaska' Circular of September 8, 1923, (50

: L. D. 27, 47),0provides, that-

'

*

0 0 :*0;
*
8in'
cases of conflicting applications for lots the trustee, if he considers it necessary, may order a hearing to be conducted in accordance with the

-rules of practice.

Rule 28 of the Rules of
that-~

-Practice,

thus, made pertinent provides

Testimony may, bby order of the register and receiver and after such' notice
as they 'may direct, ..be taken by deposition .before a' United States commissioner, or other officer authorized 'to admlinister 'oaths near the land in controversy, at a time and place to be designated in a; notice of such taking of
testimony.

*

From -this it will be seen that the testimony of witnesses may,^
when so' ordered by, the trustee,.be taken, before a United States
commissioner who is an officer authorized by law' to administer
oaths generally (29 Stat. 140Q 184; '37 Stat. 512)'; but'it is not be-.
lieved' that the same is true as to- inspectors.
In Unrited State8'v. Hale (131 U. S. 50,.52), it was said'that "It
- canhardly be supposed'thlat a defendant 'indicted for perjury can
"be held to be guilty, unless"the oath,' in';regard to which the 'perjury
is charged, was taken: before an' officer' ofL some kind having due
authority -to administer the' oath "; 'and it is Well 'settled that the
0power 'toS administer oaths 'can only be conferred by legislative
action,' and can not be given through an Executive order.'
'In the' case6 just cited the 'court held that an oath 'administered by
a notary 'public did not'form' an- adequate basis- for a-charge of per-n
jury because the Federal:staitutes did not':authorizenotaries to ad0ministeroaths 'either general' or in cases such as' the one'
re
involved.
-VWile inspectors' of this Department have'beeh given',power toadministerioaths by section '183, Revised Statutes, as amended J(36
Stat. -898.), 'that power- is limited to only such oaths as are- to be' administered 'jr' connection with the investigations of 'frauds or
attempted' frauds on 'the Government,''or irregularities or misconduct'
on t'he part of officers or agents of the United States, and does not,
:therefore,d authorize 'thbe administration of oaths such as are contemplated- in the proposed regulation.
For this reason this Department can not give its approval 'tolthe'0
'regulations mentioned in the' form in which they were presented,
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but the holdings here made may be- condered as ariple justifieation
on the part of the own-site trusteDfor the designtin ofn nited
States comrmissioners or~other ofiqeirs having a ~seil and authorized
to administeri oaths generally to take thejtestimony in cases such
as have been mentioned.

MITCHELL v. FERGQUSON
Decided AprW-29, 1925
RIGHT- IMPROVE:ENTS--VESTED
WATER
.
HOMESTEAD lNTR.

RIGHTS-POSSE1SSkON-OCCJPANCY-

The protection accorded by section 2339, Revised Statutes, to one who had
acquired a vested right to the use of water appropriated under local
laws and customs,- does not in itself permit him to assert such possession
and occupancy of lands outside of the'subdivision upon which the water
and the improvements necessarily used in connection therewith are solely
located, as to defeat the right of another to initiate title thereto under
the homestead laws.
DEPARTM:ENTAL DE6IsION CITED AND APPLIED.

of Wagoner v. Hason-(50 L. D. 355),ecited and tpplied.
t 0Case
FINNEY, FirstAs:iistant Searetct':

The dominant question raised by this appeal is as to whether the
particular facts involved in this case except it from the Lgeneral rule
that no applicant. will, be -permitted to enter lands which have been
.and are being held by another person under a claim- of
t 0 : : improved
right; and in support of-..the theory that. the con~test should.be dismissed it is contended that the contestant, Jolhn Bertram Mitchell,
whodis the head and proprietor of a cattle company, is-seeking con:.-;::trol of about 1,440acres embraced in five tracts of grazing lands for
the purpose of 'controlling stock water in the&semiarid region where,
he grazes-his cattle on the tracts mentioned and other land
It appears. from .the pertinent records. that Mitchell made. original
homesteadentry, Phoenix 053065, for. 160 acres in seetions 19 and 20,
T. 8. S.; R. 12 E., G. and S. R. M., Phoenix,'Arizona, land district,
on which he. is now residing, under section 2289, Revised Statutes,
which -exhausted his homestead right; and that he is asserting his
superior claims to the 1,280 acres embraced in; the four other tracts
referred to on thef ground that he-.is in possession of the ,land
through the purchase of. alleged possessory: rights --and the owner- ship and maintenance of improvements made by him, and his prede-.:
cessors,; which coinsist, of buildings, fences, wells, windmills, pumpsj
tanks,' and other things ised: in, connection -with thei grazing .an.d
watering. of livestock.
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Mitchell has not sought to obtain title to any part of the 1,280

acres by presenting applications therefor under any of the public
land laws but has sought to retain possession- of the, land by attacking the applications and entries of other persons as follows: He protested and secured the rejection of Presley A. Crawford's homestead
application 055080, covering the SE. 1/4 of section 7 in said township, on the ground that at the date of Crawford's application, he,
Mitchell, was in possession of and using the lands and was the
owner of improvements thereon similar to those mentioned above,
which he valued at $5,000.: He also contested and secured the cancellation of Marvin R. McCarty's stock-raising homestead entry
055276 embracing the S. 1/2 of section 14 and' the N. 1/2 of section 23
in an adjoining township on, the ground that he had purchased the
alleged possessory rights and was in possession of a portion of the
2:of section 23 and had improvements thereon similar to those
N. ½
mentioned above, which he valued at $5,000.
In the case now under immediate consideration Mitchell protested
the allowance of Julius A. F erguson's homestead applications 055077
and 055102, covering the NW. 1/4 and the E. 1/2 of section 35 in T. '8
S., R. 12 E., respectively on the charge that the. lands are mineral
in character, and on the further ground that, he, Mitchell, was in
possession of the- land and .owned other improvements similar to
those mentioned above on'the; SW. 1/4 NT. '1/4; mentioned in detail,
which he valued'ai'$10,0w00and also other improvements on the ,NE.
1/4

SE. 1/4, valued at $5,000.

In addition to his possession- and the ownership of the.improvements on the tracts mentioned, Mitchell bases: his claim-to the exclud
sive right to hold and occupy all the lands embraced in Ferguson's
applications on the ground .that' he hlad applied for and received
certificates of appropriation of the underground waters which supply
his wells under the laws .of the State: of Arizona in which the
:
lands are located.
By'its decision of October 11, 1924, the General Land 0ffice, after
considering the testimony taken. at a: hearing regularly conducted,
held that Mitchell had failed to prove bis charge:, that the lands
were mineral' in character, but rejected Ferguson's applications on
the ground that Mitchell's possession and use of the'land .and his'
ownership of the watering systems thereon gave him superior right
to the land under section 2339, Revised Statutes.
While that holding is in a measure supported by this Department's unreported decision of April 24, 1924, in Mitchell's contest
Against McCarty's entry, referred to above, it is not believed that the
facts in this case justify the rejection of the applications here involved in their entirety, if at all. Here Mitchell seeks to control the
40210 -25-voL 51-9
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entire 480 acres applied for by, Ferguson on the ground.-that he
owns improvements and holds water rights on but two of the 40-acre
tracts covered by the applications. The most that has been said by
'this Department on this subject was its declaration in Wagoner v.
:laneon (50 L. D. 355), that one who had acquired a vested right to
the use of water under section 2339 would be accorded the privilege
of seeking title to the land on which the improvements are located
from the Government, even in the presence of a junior adverse claim.
But it certainly was not intended to say. in that decision, or: elsewhere, that such a person would be permitted to retain possession of,
or allowed to enter~an entire one-half section simply because he
owned a watering place and permanent improvements on a single 40acre tract to which he was not seeking title. To so hold would be to
say that a single person could, by digging wells, and securing certificates of water riglhts on an indefinite number of one-half -sections,
secure the exclusive and free use and perpetual control in an unlimited area of public lands. This is particularly true in view of the
fact that section 2339 does not do more than to say that a right to
the use of water acquired under local laws and customs,: and the
right to- construct ditches and canals "'shall be maintained and
protected."
: Aside from Mitchell's rights under section, 2339, and independent
of them, there is no sufficient ground for the rejection of Ferguson's
applications, found in the fact that Mitchell has improvements on
. these lands and is claiming possession. While he claims to be in possession of the land and the owner of the improvements thereon, he
does nqt claim any of the land, except the tract covered by his home-i
stead entry, under color of title, through the assertion of any equitable
ownership or through any other than the mere fact that he has purchased or made improvements and is using the land in connection
with his cattle business; and so far as the pertinent records of the
General Land Office -show, he has not made and is not making any
to: acquire title to any of the lands except those covered by his
3 : effort
-entry; and lhe has not said that it is his intention to do so in the
'future. He'can not assert any right under the homestead laws
through: his occupation of the tracts covered, by Ferguson's applications, because he has already completely exhausted his rights under
those laws.
Under the circumstances present in this case Mitchell will, under
the rule announced in Wagoner v. Haneon, supra, be permitted to
timely take such steps as might possibly result, in his acquisition
of title to the: legal subdivision on which his wells and the improvements :necessarily used in connection therewith are located, and
Ferguson will be allowed to make entry for the other subdivisions
embraced in his applications. If, however, Mitchell fails to take the
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*action mentioned within a reasonable time,,his protest will be dismissed and Ferguson's applications will be allowed in their entirety
if there are no other controlling reasons to the contrary; but any
entry that he may make or any patent that may be issued to him will
be subject to such valid rights as Mitchell may have' under said section 2339.
Inasmuch as Mitchell has not taken exception to and has not complained of the holding of the General Land Office that-the land
involved is not mineral in character, consideration will not be here
given to that feature of the case.
For the reasons here given the decision below-is hereby modified to
conform to the views here expressed and the, case is remanded for further and appropriate action hereunder.
LEWIS A. GOULD ET AL.
Decided April 30, 1925
RIGHT OF WAY-RAILROAD LAND-MINING' CLAIM.

A right of way granted under the act of March 3, 1875, is neither. a mere
easement nor a fee simple absolute, but a limited fee, made on an implied
condition of reverter in the event- that the grantee ceases to use or retain
the land for the purposes for which it was granted, and carries with it
the incidents and remedies usually attending the fee.
MINING CLAIM-RIGHT OF WAY-RAILroAD LAND-PATENT.
Where a mining claim and a railroad right of way overlap at one end of the
claim, the mineral claimant may, in his application for patent, eliminate
that part of his claim which is included in the right of way.
COURT AND -DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs (CITED, APPLIED, AND DISTINGUISHED.
Oases- of Rio Grande Western Raeilway Company. v. Stringham (239 'U. S.
44), Carrie S. Gold aining Companyj (29 L. D. 287), J. Arthur Connell
(29 L. D. 574), E. A. CrOandall (43 L. D. 556), Prank Eprand et al. (45
L. D. 212), cited and applied; case of Sohirm-Carey and. other Placers
(37 L. D. 371), distinguished.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
-

April -18, 1923, Lewis A. Gould in behalf of himself and his wife,
-Moodib 0.-Gould, coowner, filed application for patent,'Sacramento
014564, for two placer mining claims called- the West Rim and Rattle
Snake, located in Secs. 3 and 4, T. 15 N., R. 10 E., MA.D. M., Placer
Connty, California, embracing 60.949 acres, exclusive of conflict.
The claims in question are contiguous, both of them, as located,
slightly overlapping at their. southerly ends the- Central Pacifie
Railroad Company's right of way granted by section 2 of the act of
JAuly1, 1862 (12 Stat. 489), extending 200 feet on each 'side of its
road, over which'it now operates its transcontinental trains. 'The
total area of the -claims is given as 64.489 acres, and the area of con-
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flict amounts to 3.540:acres. The survey exhibits the conflict with
the 'right of way, the intersection of the lines being recorded in the
field notes, the distances to these points being* stated and properly
represented upon the plat. The total area of the claims embraced
by the exterior boundaries is shown, and also the area of conflict
with the right of way, as above set out. (Certificate of entry issued
July 3, 1923.? In the entry and in the'published and posted notice
of the application for 0patent the area of conflict with. the right of
way is expressly excluded.
By decision of May 12, 1924, the Commissioner of the' General
;:Land Office denied the :right of claimants to exclude the right of
'way in the application for patent on the ground that said right of
way is a mere easement and affords no justification for elimination or
deduction. In support of this holding the'Commissioner cited the
case of Schirm-Carey and Other Placers (37 L. D. 371). Claimants were accordingly required to start new, proceedings, including
that portion of the railroad right of way embraced within the exterior boundaries of the claims in question.
In their appeal from that decision claimants assert, with citation
of authorities, that an applicant for patent may eliminate anyi nonvital portion of his claim for any reason that may appeal to him as
sufficient; that they excluded the area of conflict with: the railroad
right of way-a narrow strip at the extreme southerly end of the
claims-because it could not, be worked for its mineral and is valueless to them; that to be mined:successfully' excavations would have
to be made upon and beneath the railroad right of way by drifting
thereunder comparatively close to the surface, ' and the consequent
:: injustice to the railroad: company is so self-evident that claimants
would not have the slightest opportunity of benefiting'therefrom if
the Department compelled them to purchase and pay for the ground
in question.''
- Upon careful consideration of the matter the Department is convinced that claimants 'have the right. to exclude the area of conflict.
True, .settlers 'on public lands to part of which right of way has
attached take 'the saine subject to such 'right of way and at the full
: area of the subdivision entered Tis is in harmony with the.terms
of the right 'of way act of March 3, 1875: (18 Stat. 482), which by;
way of qualifying future disposals'of lands to which such right has
attached declaresthat. "all such lands over which such right of way
shall pass shall be disposed of, subject to such right of way." But
the principle is now established that the right of way granted by
:this' and similar acts is Vneither a mere easement nor a fee 2simple
absolute, but a limited fee made on an implied condition of reverter
in the event that the company ceases to use or retain the land 'for
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the purposes for which it is granted and carries with it the incidents
and remedies usually attending: the fee. Entry and patent of a-legal
subdivision crossed by such right of way carries no interest or title
to the right of way strip. E. A. Crandall (43 L. D. 556); Rio
Grande- Western Railway Company v. Stringham (239 U. S. 44).
Inasmuch, therefore, as the applicant for mineral patent could acquire no interest in the land forming the right of way, no reason is
apparent, either legal' or administrative, in the circumstances shown,
why he should be required to include the ground in question in his
entry. Bearing in mind the fact that the entry does not conform to
legal subdivisions, but is based upon a special survey, and the further
fact that the right of way does not bisect the claims, but affects a
strip along their southerly end lines, the reason for exclusion could,
hardly be more cogent, and the right should not be denied.
The case. of Schirn-Carey and Other Placers, supra, cited in the'
: Commissioner's decision is not authority for the action taken.'
The
facts are, wholly dissimilar. In that case the mineral. survey embraced approximately 2,728 acres, and the Atlantic and Pacific Rail-'
road Company's right of way crossed the land in a somewhat sinuous
course for a distance of about four miles, cutting it into two parts.
-Other objections to the entry also existed.
- Abundant support is found for appellant's contention that a mineral claimant is entitled 'to exclude any nonvital portion of his miniing claim for any reason that may appeal to him, and in the circum-'
stances .here disclosed it must be held that claimants were fully
within their rights in excluding the area of conflict with the railroad
right of way. See 29 L. D. 287; ibid. 574; 45 L. D. 212.
The decision 'of the Commissioner is accordingly reversed and in
the absence of other objections the entry will be allowed to stand.
ADDITION OF CERTAIN LANDS TO THE MOUNT HOOD NATIONAL
FOREST-ACT OF. FEBRUARY 28, 1925
INSTRUCTIONS
;Circular.No. 1015]
DEPARTMENT: OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., April 7, 1925.
REGISTERS AND REcEIVERS,
UIVITED. STATES LAND OFFICES

OREGON:

The act of February. 28, 1925. (43 Stat. 1079), entitled ''"An Act
To authorize the addition of certain lands-to the Mount Hood National Forest," reads as follows:
That any of the following-described lands which 'are found by the Secretary of Agriculture to be' chiefiyo valuable for national forest purposes may
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be offered in exchange under the provisions of the act of March 20, 1922
(Public 173), and upon acceptance of title shall become parts of the Mount
Hood National Forest:
Township 2 north, range 9 east:0Sections 22, :27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
southwest quarter northwest quarter, southwest. quarter southeast quarter,
and southwest quarter of section 35.
Township 1 north, range 9 east: Sections 8, 9, 10, 11; north half northeast quarter, southwest quarter northeast quarter, northwest quarter, north'
half southwest quarter, section 14; all of sections 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20; north
half southwest quarter, and northwest quarter southeast quarter of section:
21; north half northwest quarter, southeast quarter northeast quarter, south
half southwest quarter, southeast quarter of section 22; south* half north
-half and the. south half of section 23; all of sections 26 and 27; northeast
quarter northeast quarter, south half northeast quarter, southeast quarter
northwest quarter, south half of section 28; southeast quarter and south.east. quarter southwest quarter of. section 29; northeast quarter and lots
1 to 11, inclusive, of section 30, southeast quarter northeast quarter, .southeast quarter of section 31; all of sections 32, 33, 34, and 35.
SEc. 2. All public lands within the areas described in section 1 hereof
are hereby added to the ;-MountfHood National Forest and shall hereafter
become subject to all laws and regulations applicable to National Forests.
1But the addition of said lands shall not affect any entry or vested right
under the public land laws initiated prior to the passage of this Act.

You will be governed in your -action upon applications for exchanges under said act by the regulations contained in -Circular
No. 863 (51 L. ID. 69), entitled "Consolidation of National Forests,"
modified, however, in accordance with the provisions of said act.
WILLAM SPRY,
Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEYX
Acting Secretary of the Interior.
R. W70. DUNLAP,
Acting Secretary of Agriculture:.

EVIDENCE OF CITIZENSHIP-CIRCULAR NO. 599, SUPERSEDED
XINSTRtCTIONS

[Circular No. 1005.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., May 1, 1926.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND"O lcES:

The following instructions relative to accepting evidence of citizenship in public-land cases and returning citizenship papers to the
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parties will supersede the instructions of May 14, 1918 (Circular No.
599, 46 L. D. 382)-:
1. Evidence of a declaration of intention to become a citizen executed more
than 7 years before the date of' the: filing, unless it be shown that there is
pending a petition for naturalization pursuant thereto filed within 7 years
after the date of the declaration, is not acceptable.
2. You'may hereafter accept as evidence of a party's status a triplicate
declaration of intention to become a citizen of the United States or an original
certificate of naturalization. However, a certified copy of the paper made by
the clerk of the court whence it'issued is preferred; and if the copy is of a
paper -issued after September 26, 1906, it should be on the form prescribed by
the Bureau of Naturalization. It is to the party's advantage to file a certified
copy, since the triplicate declaration of intention to become a citizen is needed
by him when petitioning for admission to citizenship, while the original certificate of naturalization may be lost or mutilated.
3. Triplicate declaration of. intention to become, a citizen, provided it has
not become invalid by reason of its statutory life, or original certificate of
naturalization will be returned by this office to the party upon request therefor
or to any other person making request, provided it be clearly shown that the
person applying is the proper person to receive the paper.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
FirstAssistant Secretary.

THOs. CHE.
I
IAVL-,
Acting Commissioner.

CALIFORNIA CfE1TRAL OIL COMPANY, THE SPRINGS COMPANY,
ASSIGNEE
Decided May 1, 1925
OIL AND GAS LAiDS-PROSPECTING PEEMIT-AssIGN!MENT-LIMITATION
A CREAGE.

AS

TO

X:

There is no inhibition againstithe acquisition of direct and indirect interests
by one person in several oil and gas prospecting permits, provided that the
maximum acreage of 2,560 acres on a geologic structure, or of 7,680 acres
in a State, is not exceeded.
Oir, AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-AsSIGNMENT-RESTh.cTIONS.
The limitations of section 27 of the act of February 25, 1920, while making
no specific reference to prospecting permits, are nevertheless applicable to
holdings under permits as well as to those under leases except as to
permits partially assigned,: in which event the assignee is regarded as a
member of an association and subject only to the acreage limitations upon
indirect holdings.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIO6N Cirir

AND APPLIED.

Case of Denver F11ploration and Development Company,; Assignee of Smith
:et at. (50 I.- 'D. 652), cited and applied.
FINNEY, First Assistgnt Secretary:

There is before me your [Commissioner of the General Land
Officej letter of April 20, 1925, in which you re ommend that an
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assignment, in duplicate, be approved, such assignment being to The
Springs Company by the' California'Central Oil Company of a portion of the land embraced in oil and gas- permit 09645, which permit
was issued on June 22, 1923, to the- California Central Oil Company
under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), for
lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 65 SE. 1/4, Sec. 18, NE. .1/4, NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4, SE. 1/4
SE. 1/4, NMW. 1/4 NW. 1/4, SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4, Sec. 22, N. 1/2, SE. 1/4, Sec.
26, NE. 1/4, Sec. 28, W. ½/2 SE. 1,4, SE. 1/4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 34, T. 21 S.,
R. 15 E., M. D. M., containing 1,488.38 acres, within the Visalia
land district, California.
It appears that the California Central Oil Company made an assignment of part of the land included in its permit, namely, Ethe:
NW. 1/4 NW. 1/4, S. 1/2 NW. 1/4, said Sec. 26, to the Marland Oil
Company of California, which assignment was on September 17,
1924, approved by the Department subject to certain conditions and
among them the furnishing of a statement of what area would'be
included in a lease at a royalty of five per cent, should such a lease be
applied for. Afterwards the conditions were complied with, and on'
October 4, 1924, departmental approval free from conditions was
given the assignment, except that, since the land selected for the
lease at five per cent royalty was not as compact as might be, the
Department was not to be bound to issue a lease at five per cent royalty for the area as selected. The assignor and the assignee stated
that, owing to the difficulty of making the selection before discovery,
they reserved the right to select other land, should application for
lease be filed. The land selected to be included in a lease at a royalty of five per cent, if such a lease were applied for, consisted of
the NW. 1/4 SW. 1/4, SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4, NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4, SE1/4 SE. 1/4,
Sec. 22, NW. 1/4 and NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 26, above township and
range, containing 360 acres.
On February 24, 1925, there was filed the assigment to The
Springs Company, which assignment related to the SE. 1/4 SE. Y4,
Sec. 22, and S. ½/2 NE. 1/4, Sec. 26, T. 21 5., R. 15 E., M. D. M., 120
acres. No reference was made by The Springs Company to the area
selected for lease at a royalty of five per cent, but after you had
explained the matter fully in a letter dated March 11, 1925, The
Springs Company stated that it agreed to the five per cent royalty
area as outlined in your said letter.D'
The qualifications of The Springs Company appearing to have been
satisfactorily shown and the record appearing to. be complete, you
riedommended that the assignment, in duplicate, from the California
Central Oil Company to-The Springs Company be approved, the reservation made by the Department in approving the former assignment
by the California Central Oil Company to the Marland Oil Company..
relative to compactness of the five per cent area to remain intact.
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Other matters mentioned in your letter need not here be discussed, except one that possibly deserves more detailed consideration
than appears in your letter. From the showing submitted and from
the records, it seems that The Springs Company already holds two
oil and gas permits by assignment, each embracing lands located
within the State of California. One of these permits, 033403, Los
Angeles series, was issued under section 19 of the act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), and embraces 1,154.89 acres of land located
upon an entirely different geologic structure from that upon which
the land embraced in permit 09645, Visalia series, is located. The
other is permit 09656. Visalia series,, which was issued under section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, supra, for the NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4,

SW. 1/4 SE.

1/4

NE.

1/4

Sw.

1/4

and SW. 14 SW 1/4, Sec. 22, T. 21

S., IR. 15 E., M. D. M., containing 160 acres. This land and that of
permit 09645 lie upon the same geologic structure.
In a departmental ruling of October 9, 1924 (M-12866), it was
stated:
A corporation may hold indirect interests as a member of an association or
associations in any number of permits or leases, provided such indirect interests together with its direct holdings, if any, do not exceed the maximum
acreage allowable in one permit on a structure, or the maximum area which
may be acquired in one State.

The maximum acreage on a geologic structure is 2,560 acres and
in a State is 7,680 acres. In departmental instructions of October 9,
1924, in the case of Denver Exploration and Developiment Company,
assignee.of Roy F Smith et al. (50 L. D. 652), it was stated:,
Thus it will be seen that, as to partial assignments of permits, the permit
still exists as a unit after assignment; and the permittee and assignee are, in
fact, associates, and as such may be interested in more than one permit upon
a geologic structure, provided they do not exceed the acreage limitations of
2,560 acres. In cases where undivided interests in either permits or leases are
assigned, the same result would obtain and the same limitation would apply.

In a departmental ruling of October 14, 1924 (M-13841), which is
referred to in your letter, the following appears:
There is .no reference in section 27 of the leasing act to prospecting permits,
but since a discovery under a permit gives the permittee a right to a lease, the
limitations of section 27 of the said act have been regarded as applicable to
holdings under permits. The foregoing statement of limitations on leases is,
accordingly,- equally applicable to prospecting-permit holdings, except in one
instance. This exception is the case where a permittee assigns only a portion
of :the area covered by his permit. Under the regulations governing such
assignments, the assignee and permittee are not regarded as having separate
permits and obligations, but as associates for the performance of the drilling
requirements of the permit. Such relationship is construed as making the
assignee a member of an association within the meaning of section 27 of the
leasing act, and subject only to the acreage limitations upon indirect holdings.
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Permit 09656 is a direct holding by The Springs Company by
subrogation to the position of the permittee through an approvedassignment of the permit. The area is 160 acres. The 120 acres of
land now assigned to The Springs Company as a portion of permit
09645 constitutes an indirect holding. The direct and the indirect
holdings comprise 280 acres, which is far short of the 2,560-acre
limitation.
The assignment under consideration comes within the rule, and I
have approved the said assignment, in duplicate, and have given
approval to your letter.
The record 09645 is herewith returned to you for appropriate action in the premises.
ACCOUNTS-FEES WITHE APPLICATIONS FILED UNDER THE ACT
OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920C
INSTRUCTIONS:
[Circular No. 10041
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., May 0, 1925.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OncES:

Hereafter fees paid, with applications for permits, leases, or other
rights under the mineral leasing act of February 25, 1920' (41 Stat.
437), shall not be applied until receipt of notice from this office that
the application has been allowed. Pending the allowance or rejection of an application the fee will be held as " Unearned Moneys."
All instructions inconsistent herewith are hereby modified accordingly.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY:,
First Assistant Secretary.

TIOS. ,iC. HAVELL,
Acting Conissione".

STOCK-DRIVEWAY WITHDRAWAL
Instructions, Maj 2, 1925
WITEDaAWAT-STOCK-RAISING
STocK-DRIVEWAY
LAND DEPARTMENT.

HO6MESTEAD-A'PLicATiON-

The Land Department has no authority to reject a pending and complete
stock-raising homestead application on account of a withdrawal which
attaches after the designation of the land under the stock-raising homeLstead act becomes effective.
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DEPARiTMENTAL DEcIsIoN

ITED AND APPLIED--OMR
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-0139

OF STOO K-DRIVEWAY WITH-

DRAWAL MODIFIED.

Case of Condas v. Heaston (49 L. D. 374), cited and applied; language used
in general form of stock-driveway withdrawals modified.

FTirst Assistant Secretaryl:
The Department has considered your [commissioner of the General Land Office] letter of April 17, 1925, transmitting the draft of
an order to modify Stock Driveway Withdrawal No. 91, Idaho No. 5,
and recommending that the same be signed.
It appears that said stock driveway withdrawal, which was established by departmental order of August 21, 1919, includes with other
lands, the E. 1/2, Sec. t and E. 1/2, Sec. 8, T. 12 S., R. 34 E., B. M.,
Idaho. On May 2 and 9, 1921, Jasper E. John made original-homestead entry and enlarged additional homestead entry for the NE. 1/4,
N. l/2 SE. ¼/4, SE. '/4 SE. 1/4' Sec. 18, NE. 1/4 NE. '/4, Sec. 19, said:
township, showing that he had been a settler on the land since June,
1916. On August 6, 1923, this entryman filed application to amend
his entries to embrace the SE. 1/4, Sec. .5, N. 1/2 NE. 1/4, SE.. 1/4 NE. 1/4,
and NRE. 1,4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 8, said township, alleging that when he
made his settlement the land, was unsurveyed and that he was erroneously advised as to the proper descriptions when he filed his applications to enter.
Upon investigation in the field it was found that John was. a settler in good faith on the land applied for in amendment. The land
has not been designated under the: enlarged homestead act, but the
Geological Survey has reported that there is .no objection to such
designation other than the stock driveway withdrawal.
; It is also shown that. on June 13, 1923, Leo Archibald filed a stockraising homestead application, together with petition for designation,
for the S. 1/2 NE. 1/4, See. 7, W. 1/2, Sec. 6, and N. '/2 NE. 1/4, Sec. 18,
said township. The. land has been designated as subject to entry
under said act, such designation having become effective on February
14, 1924. It is not shown that the local officers have taken any action
on Archibald's application, but that may be on account of the record
conflict as to the N. ½2 NE. Y4 , Sec. 18.,
* The inspector who made investigation reported that John was
willing to take the SE. 1/4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 8, in place of the NW. 1/4 SE.
'
1,4, Sec. 5.- He also stated:
FINNEY.

It is recommended .that the application to amend be allowed so as to include
E. M SE. 34, Sec. 5, NW. '4 NED. 1/4:,E. 1/2 -NE. Y4, E.- Y2the SW. .M4 SE. 1/.4,
E½
SE. llo, See. 5,
LSE. 1/4,,See."8, T. 12 S., R;.34 E.; 'that the SW.7 4 SE.
NE. 1/84,
N. 3 NE. 1/4u,E. ½/2 SE. Y4, Sec. 8, T. 12 S., R. .34 E., be elimiNW.
nated from the stock driveway withdrawal; No. 91, Idaho No. 5 ; that the homestead application of Leo Archibald be rejected as to the W. ½, See. 8, T. 12 S.
%i4i,
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R. 34 B.; and that the following lands be withdrawn in connection with said
stock driveway No..91, Idaho No. 5:
W. 1/2, Sec. 8, B. 1/2 NW. '/, SW. 4, Sec. 5, T. 12 S., B. 34 B., SE. Y, SW. '/j.
Sec. 82, T. 11 S., R. 34 E.
The retention of this driveway is important to the stock industry in this
locality, and the only way it can be kept intact at the point under consideration
is by modifying it as hereinabove suggested. There is no vacant land lying
to the east of the John tract.

Adopting the inspector's recommendation, you have proposed an
order of modification as suggested by him. In regard to Archibald's
application you state:
A portion of the area recommended for withdrawal, W. 1/2, Sec. 8, T. 12 S.,
R. 34 B., is embraced in a pending stock-raising homestead application, on
which no improvements have been placed. Therefore its withdrawal would
work no hardship on the applicant other. than he would be required to file on
other lands in the neighborhood, and it is recommended that said application
be rejected as to said W. '/, Sec. 8. The lands involved in such stock-raising
homestead application were designated effective February 14, 1924, but the
records of this office fail to show that the local officers have taken any further,
X
action thereon.

These excerpts from your letter and from the report of the inSpeqtor tend to show that there is some misunderstanding as to the
'effect of an application under the stock-raising homestead act of,
December 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 862). In section 2 of said act it is'
provided that "if the said land shall be designated under this act,
then such application shall be allowed."
In its instructions dated January f2,. 1921 .(47 L. D. 629), the
Department said that it---A
*

*

*

has repeatedly held that the right conferred upon the applicant by

section 2 of the stock-raising act and that created by section 8 thereof are
mere preference rights, neither of which attaches to the land unless and until
designated, and which, when in conflict, are to be determined by the dates of
the original claims. Manifestly, therefore, there can be no appropriation,
either under section 2 or section 8 of the stock-raising law, prior, to designation of the land.

:In the case of Condas v. Heaston (49 L. D. 374), the Department
expressed itself as follows:
- **- *4 Upon ascertainment that the land applied for was actually of the
character contemplated by the stock-raising homestead act, the rights of the
applicant related back to the date of her application, and she became as one
who had made entry on that date, despite the fact that she gained no right to
occupy the land prior to the date the designation thereof became effective.

The Land Department has no authority to reject a pending and
complete stock-raising homestead: application on account' of a -withdrawal which occurs after effective designation of the land under
the stock-raising act. In the 'present case Archibald's application
can not arbitrarily be rejected in part, as proposed. The allowance
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of his application will wholly cut off the driveway, as it is proposed
to change the same. However, the order of modification of withdrawral is signed as submitted in order that there may' be a withdrawal which shall be effective in case of change of status of the
W. 1/2, Sec. 8. It is understood that the withdrawal is subject to
Archibald's application, and you are instructed to refer the matter
to the proper division inspector for further investigation and report.
If necessary, the withdrawal as now modified may be subjected to
further modification.
Your attention is also invited to the language used tin the orders
*of stock driveway withdrawals. The form now in use reads in part

as follows:
Under and pursuant to the provisions of Sec. 16 of the act of Congress
approved December 29; 1916 (39 Stat. 862), it is hereby ordered that thepublic lands in the following-described ariea be, and the same are hereby,
withdrawn from all disposal under the public-land laws and reserved for use.
by the general public as stock driveways, subject to prior valid claims initiated
under the public-land laws other than the said act of December 29, 1916, and
maintained pursuant to law.

It is believed that the wording, in so far as it affects stock-raising
homestead applications, is too broad and general, for' it can not be
said that all prior claims initiated under the act of December 29,
1916, can be defeated by such withdrawals. You are accordingly
instructed that the form of order of withdrawal is modified to read:
* * * subject to prior valid claims initiated and: maintained pursuant to
law, other than applications 'for. undesignated land under the said act of
December 29, 1916.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA.
SET Al., TRANSFEREES
Deeed

May 8, 1925

SECRETARY or THE INTERIOR-PuBLic LANDS-ScHOOL LAND-MINERAL LADS-n
OIL AND GAS LANDS. It is the statutory duty of the Sdcretary of the Interior to determine the
character of public land as af Iprerequisite to its disposition and as a
determination as to whether it passed under some grant, or, because of its
mineral character, it was, under the law, reserved to the United States
for other disposition under applicable statutes.
PRAcTIcE-LAND -DEPARTMENT-1EARING.
>
The long-established and general practice of the Department in public-land
'matters is that determinations are not made either upon reports of special
agents -or upon the statements of parties in interest in controverted
matters, but after hearings, similar. to trials in courts at. law, at whieh all
parties in interest may be heard.

::
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OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICESECRETARY OF THE INTERIoRE-COMMISSIoNEr
JTJRISDICTION-PRACTICE.
The Secretary of the Interior or Commcissioner of the General Land Office,
was
upon discovery that a prior decision rendered by his predecessor
erroneous, unlawful, or unjust, may, on his own motion, review, reconsider, or vacate the same and cause whatever action to be taken with
respect to the land as may appear appropriate, provided that jurisdictionthereover still remains8in the Land Department.-

WORK, Seretary:
By letter of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated

January 14, 1914, you [register and receiver, Visalia, California]
were advised that from reports of a mineral inspector and special

agent it appeared that.the land involved, in Sec. 36, T. 30 S., R. 23
E.,-M. ID.M., Californiathat:
is mineral in character and. contains valuable deposits- of petroleum, 'and
this fact was well known in 1901 and 1902, the years during which the land
surwas surveyed and the plat of survey was approved; by the United States
veyor general.

Acting under said reports, the Commissioner of the General Land
Office in said letter directed proceedings under the circular of January 19, o19l (39-L. D'. 458), on the charges-.

(1) fThat the land is mineral in, character, containing valuable deposits
of petroleum.
(2) That the land was known to be mineral in character at and prior to the

date of survey, December. 20, 1901.

It appears -that the Papers in the matter were mislaid or misfiled
and no further action taken until the chief of: field division at' San
Francisco, California, advised under date of February 2, 1921, that
the records had been found and that he desired certaininformation
:before proceeding further.- Thereupon, the matter was taken up by
the Commissioner of the General Land Office; the latter holding in
his decision of March 2, 1921, that while the plat of survey of the
lands in question was approved by the surveyor general August 1,
1902, as stated in previous correspondence the plat was not accepted
nor approved by the.General Land Office until January 26, 1903, and
that under the holding of the Supreme0Court of the United States
in United States v. Morrison (240 UT. S. 192), the right of the State
would attach, if at all, at the date the survey was accepted and approved:by theGeneral Land Office, and not'on the date ofjthe preliminary approval by the United States surveyor general.t
Your office was thereupon directed to proceed in accordance with
circular of February 26,, 1916 (44 L. D...5T2), on the charges(1) That the land is'mineral in character, containing valuable deposits of
petroleum.

(2) That the land was known to be mineral in character at and prior to
date of acceptance of the plat of survey by your office, January 26, 1903.
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On June 8, 1921 the attorney for the. Standard Oil Company of
California, and representatives' of others claiming said Sec. 36, as
transferees of the State of California, appeared before the Secretary
of the Interior, and the attorney for the Standard Oil Company
argued their claim to the land and for the dismissal of the order
for hearing hereinbefore, described..
At the conclusion of the argument the Secretary of the Interior
orally dismissed the proceedings, the order being subsequently communicated to the. Commissioner of the General Land Office and the
other parties 'in interest,' in writing.

February. 21, 1924, the Congress of the United States passed
Public Resolution No. 6, 68th. Congress (43. Stat. 15), providing:: That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he hereby is, directed forthwith
rto institute proceedings to assert and establish the title of the United States
to sections 16 and 36, township 30 south, range 23 east, Mount Diablo meridian,
within the exterior limits of naval reserve numbered 1, in the State of California, and the President of the United States is hereby authorized and
directed to employ special counsel to prosecute such proceedings and any suit
or suits ancillary thereto or necessary or desirable to arrest the exhaustion of
the oil within said sections 16 and 36 pending such proceedings.

Since that time the record has been carefully reviewed, and it
appears that the land in question (Sec. 36) was returned as mineral
by the surveyor who surveyed same in 1901, and whose survey was
accepted and approved by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office January 26, 1903. It also appears from the records that on
March 7, 1903, the State of California offered the land in- Sec. 36 as
a basis for the selection of indemnity school lands, because of the
mineral character of said Sec. 36. t;However, on December 18, 1909
the said selection was canceled because of conflict with indemnity
school-land selection R. and R. 622.
The township in which this section is located was withdrawn from
agricultural entry September 14, 1908, pending classification by the
Geological Survey; was classified as oil- landJune 4, 1909, which
:classification was approved Db the Secretary of'the Interior June
7, 1909; was withdrawn from mineral entry by departmental order
of September 27, 1909, pending' roposed legislation; *and the. previous order of withdrawal ratified, confirmed, and continued by
Executive order of July 2, 1910. Subsequently, by Executive order
of September 2, 1912, it was placed in Naval Reserve No. 1.
It also appears that the 'State -of California had attempted to
dispose of the lands in' said Sec.' 36 by contract of sale in 1900,
which contract was 'sold by the State for delinquent taxes and
redeemed by third parties in August, .1908. In November, 1909, the
contract was purchased by the attorney for the Standard Oil Company, which company secured a deed from the State coveriig 'the
same in January, 1910..
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:Oil and gas have been. produced from Sec. 36 since the year 1919,
theref being upon the section a large number of producing oil and
gas wells. Lands in the same township, some of which adjoin Sec.
36, were determined to have been mineral in character and so- known
at and prior to the date of the patent to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company in the year 1904. (251 U. S. 1).
It will appear from the foregoing recitation that while this land
was returned as mineral in character by the surveyor in 1902, was
withdrawn by the United States as mineral land in .1909, included
in a naval reserve in 1912, and has been since 1919 producing oil and:
gas in large quantities, and in spite of the fact that mineral inspectors and special agents of the l Interior Department reported the
lands to be mineral in character and to have been so: known at and
prior to date of acceptance of survey in January, 1903, and that
hearing was twice ordered to determine the issues thus raised, no
hearing has in fact been had or evidence taken in said matter, the
proceedings having been dismissed by a former Secretary of the
Interior on legal argument presented by attorney for the. Standard.
Oil Company et Z., unaccompanied by any evidence as to the character of the land at date of approval of the survey or of any argument on behalf of the Government of the United States'.
The long-established and general practice of the Department. of
the Interior in land matters is that determinations are not made
either upon reports of special. agents or upon the statements of
parties in interest in controverted matters, but that hearings or trials
are ordered and held, at which all parties in interest may present,,
testimony and where witnesses may be examined and cross-examined.
as is customary in such proceedings. The facts have not been evidentially presented before any tribunal and were not before the Department at the time of the dismissal of the proceedings, as above
outlined. It is the statutory duty of the. Secretary of the Interior
to determine the character of land as a prerequisite to its disposition
and as a'determination as to whether or not it passed under grants
like the one in question, or whether, because of its mineral character,
it was, under the law, reserved to the United States for other disposition, as provided by applicable statutes.
There are numerous decisions of this Department to the effect that
if the Commissioner of the General Land Office or the Secretary of
the Interior shall, while the subject matter, i. e., the-land, is within
his jurisdiction, .discover that a previous decision was erroneous, unlawful, or unjust, he has authority: and it would be his duty to,:
upon his own motion, review and reconsider the case and take such.
action as is proper and appropriate therein. (19 L. D. 312; 24 L. D.
64,. 280; 26 L. D. 640.)
:Congress,- by said joint resolution of February 21, 1924, having
directed the Secretary of the Interior to institute proceedings to
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assert .and establish the title of the United States under said Sec.
30 S., R. 23 E., it appearing, as hereinbefore recited, that the'
;T.36,
land was returned as mineral by the surveyor; that it is alleged by
inspectors and special agents of, this Department that the land is
mineral in character, and was so known prior to January 26, 1903,
date of acceptance of survey, there having been no determination of
X
the facts with respect to the land or its contents, the action of the,
former Secretary of the Interior of June 8, 1921, is hereby reversed,
vacated, and set aside, and a hearing is ordered on the charges(1) That the land is mineral in character, containing valuable deposits of
petroleum and natural gas.
(2) That the land was known to be mineral in character at and prior to
the date of the acceptance of the plat of survey by the General Land Office,
January 26,1903.

I

You will notify the State of California, the Standard Oil Company, Francis J. Carman,, Pan American Petroleum Company, and
others claiming title, directly or indirectly, in or to any portion of
said Sec. 36, hereof, and by agreement of parties, or otherwise, determine upon a date for hearing, to be held at your office.
STATE OF CAIIFORNIA,. STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
ET AL., TRANSFEREES
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of May 8, 1925 (51
L. D. 141), denied by Secretary Work, August 17, 1925.
ALLOTMENTS TO INDIANS AND ESKIMOS IN ALASKA-CIRCULAR
. X X.
491, MODIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1006]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., May 16, 1925.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS AND
ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR OF. SURVEYS AND PUBLic LANDS,
TERRITORY QF ALAS:

The fourth sentence of paragraph 1 under the caption of "Allotments to Indians and Eskimos" being a part of (Circular No. 491,
issued September 8, 1923 (50 L. D. 27, 48), is hereby modified to read
as follows:
Allotments will not be made on tracts reserved by the United States as shore
spaces under the act of. March 3, 1903 (32 Stat. 1028), or within national
forests, unless founded on actual occupancy prior to the establishment-of the
40210°25-voL 51-10
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forest, or unless the. Secretary of, Agriculture certifies that the. application is
allowable under section 31 of the act of June 25, 1910: (36. Stat. 855, 863) and.
provided the applicant shows occupancy,- residence, or improvements required
by said section. The application if filed under said section 31 should be made
on Form 5-149, and should contain a reference to the act-of May 17, 1906:

The effect of the amendment is to permit the allotting of lands fin
national forests in Alaska under the act of May 17, 1:906 (34U:Stat.
:
197),and section:31 of said act of June 25,1910.
WILLIAM SPRY,
0Commissioner.

Approved:

E. C. FINNTEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
EXTENSIONS OF TIME FOR PAYMENTS ON CHEYENNE RIVER AND
STANDING R CK INDIAN: LANDS-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1925
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1007]

DEPARTMENT OF THEE INTERIOR,
GENEIiAL LAND OFFICE.'

Washington, D. C., May 16', i95.
REGISTER AND RECEIVER,
PIERRE, SOUTH DAKOTA:

The act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1184), providesThat the act entitled "An Act authorizing extensions of time for the payment of purchase money due under certain homestead-entries and Governmentland purchases within the former Cheyenne Rivef and Standing Rock Indian
Reservations, North Dakota and South Dakota," approved April 25, 1922, be
amended so as to read as follows:
"That any homestead entryman or purchaser of Government lands within
the former Cheyenne River and Standing Rock Indian Reservations in North
Dakota and South Dakota who is unable to make payment of purchase money
due under his entry or contract of purchase as required by existing law or-regulations, on application duly verified showing that he is unable to make
payment as required, shall be granted an extension to the 1925 anniversary of
the date of his entry or contract of purchase upon payment of interest in
advance at the rate of 5 per centum per annum on the amounts due from the
maturity thereof to the said anniversary; and if at the expiration of the
extended period the entryman or purchaser is still unable to make the payment
he may, upon the same terms and conditions, in the discretion of the Secretary
Vof the Interior, be granted such further extensions of time, not exceeding a
period of three years, as the facts warrant."

The extension granted by the act of April 25, 1922, was to the
1923 anniversary of the entry or purchase, with provision for addi-
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tional extensions for not exceeding thriee years. The extension
granted by the act of March 3, 1925, is to the' 1925 anniversary of
the entry or purchase with provision. for additional extensions for
not exceeding: three years. :In other words, two additional extensions of one year- each are authorized. ' Subject to this modification
extensions of time for payment on entries and purchases affected'by
the said acts will be- granted- in accordance with.'Circular No. 829,
approved May 26, 1922 (49 L. D. 131).
-- :WILIAM SPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY.
First Assistant Secretary.

Comnmisstoner.

RIGHTS OF WAY- VER PUBLIC LANDS AND RESERVATIONSPARAGRAPH 38, 0:CIRCULAR OF JUNE 6, 1908 (36 L. D. 567)., AS
AMENDED MAY 7, 1912 (41 L. D. 13), FURTHER AMENDED
INSTR1UCTIONS

[Circular No. 1003]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFicE,

:EGISTERS
AN- RECIERS,
Vashington,
W
D. C., May 18, 1925.
REGISTERS }AND RECEIVEDRS,:::
.
l:
:: -: :
UNITED STATES LAND OF'FICEs:

April 13, 1925, the Acting Secretary of the Interior: directed that
section 38,'.circular of June 6, 190;8. (36 XL. D.- 567), as amended M'vay7, 1912 (41.L. D. 13),be modified to read as follows:
38. Na~tutre of Grant.-It is to be speciallyunoted that this act does not make
__

a grant in .the nature-of an easement but authorizes a mere permit in the
nature of a license, which permit may- be revoked by the Secretary or, his
successor .at any time in his discretion.. Further,, it gives no right whatever
to take from public lands, reservations, or parks adjacent to the- right of way
any materials, earth,: or stone, for construction or other purposes. The final
'disposal by the United States of any tract traversed by a right of way permitted under this act shall not be considered to be a revocation of such
permission in whole or in part, but such final disposal shall be deemed and.
taken to be subject to such right of way until such permission shall have been
specifically revoked in accordance -with the provisions of said act.

The effect of this modification is a departmental recognition of
the fact that a ipermit, under the -act of February' 15j 1901 (31 Stat.
790), once having been issued is a subsisting'burden
the land
even after 'patent, until canceled by the Secretary of the Interior.
-upon
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You should, therefore,. as' a matter of warning, note upon all
applications to appropriate public lands affected by a previously
'filed application under the act. of 1901 the uwords "subject to right
of way act of February 15,1901 (stating name ofDpermittee).".
This notation need not be made upon the final certificate when
issued and will not be carried into the patent.,
It should-be noted, however, that a permit under the- act of .1901,
for hydroelectric powver purposes, is construed as being tantamount
to a withdrawal of the land for power purposes, and the lands affected
can be disposed of only subject to the terms and conditions of section 24 of the Federal water power act.
WMLLIAX SPRY,
Commi&9ioner.
ACCOUNTS-FORMS OF REMITTANCES-PARAGRAPH
CIRCULAR NO. 616, MODIFIED

72 OF

INSTRUCTION.S
[Circular No. 1008]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., May 930, 19X5.
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
By direction of the Secretary of' the Interior, paragraph 72 of
the regulations approved August 9, 1918 (Circular No.' 616, 46 L. D.
513, 531), which restricts the forms of remittances that may' be
accepted' by receivers of public moneys to 'cash, currency, certified'
checks, and postal money orders, is hereby amended to permit the
acceptance of uncertified checks and bank' drafts that may be cashed
without cost to the Government, and 'the last sentence of the paragraph, "Receivers must not accept or issue.receipt for remittances
tendered in any other form," is'hereby revoked..
Upon receipt of notice that a check or~;draft, whether certified or
uncertified, is uncollectible, the- receiver should at once notify the
General Land Office so that appropriate action may be taken on the
matter in connection with which the dishonored check or draft was
tendered.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Oomoner.z
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FINAL PROOF ON DESERT LAND ENTRIES-ACT OF FEBRUARY
25, 1925
INSTRIUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1011]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washinagton, D: C., May 3, 1925.
:

REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Your attention is directed to the act of February 25, 1925 (43
Stat. 982), which provides---:That the Secretary of the Interior may, in his: discretion, in addition to
the extensions authorized: by existing law; grant to any entryman under the
desert land laws: of the United States a further extension of time of not to
exceed three years within: which. to make final* proof: Prowvded, That such
entryman shall, by his corroborated affidavit, filed in the land office of the
district where such land is located, show to the satisfaction of the Secretary
,that because of unavoidable delay in .the construction of the irrigation works
intended to cOnvey water to the land embraced in his entry, he is, without
fault on his- part, unable to make proof of the reclamation and cultivation of
said lands as required by law within the time limited therefor: And provided
further, That the -entryman, his heirs, or his duly qualified assignee, has in
good faith complied with the requirements of law as to yearly expenditures
and proof thereof, and shall show, under rules- and regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior, that there is a reasonable prospect that if
the extension is granted, he will be able to make the final proof of reclama-..
tion, irrigation, and cultivation required by law.

Applications for further extension of time under the act of February 25, 1925, may be made in the. same manner and the same -procedure will be followed with';respect to such applications as inder
the acts of March 28, 1908 (35 Stat. 52), April 30, 1912 (37 Stat.
106), and the act of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1138, 1161), as amended
by the act of March 21, 1918 -(40 Stat. 458).
Approved:
E. 0C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

W

-

IAM
T SPRY,

COMigsioner.

:BENNETT H. BOWLEY, Sr.
Decided May 23, 1925

HoMEsTEADENTRY-MILITARY SErVICE-PAYMASTEa'S CIEEX.
Time served as paymaster's clerk in the United States IArmy during the
War with Spain or *the
suppression of *the Philippine Insurrection is
military service within the purview of sections 2304 and 2305, Revised,
Statutes, for which credit is allowable in lieu of homestead residence.
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FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

Bennett H. Bowley, sr., has-appealed from the action of the General Land Office dated January 22, 1925, rejecting final proof submitted on his homestead entry made. October 26,- 1920, for lots 1
and 2, Sec.- 18, T. 34 N., R. 1 E., M. D. M., Sacramento, California,
land district.
The proof was submitted June 18, 1924, showing sufficient residence and cultivation for two years and claiming credit for Army
service for the remainder of the required period. The only question
involved is in respect to the claim for credit on account-of military
service.
It appears that the entryman was appointed paymaster's clerk
June 20, 1898, to serve with Major Charles McClure, Chief Paymaster, United States Army, and served until December 10, 1907,
when he resigned. 'For nearly two years of this period he served
in the Philippine Islands.
Sections 2304 and 2305, United States Revised Statutes, provide
that every 'private soldier and officer who served- in the Army of
the United States during the Spanish War or the suppression of the
insurrection in the Philippines for 90 days and who was honorably
- discharged shall be entitled to make homestead entry and that the
time of such service in the Army shall be deducted from the time
required to perfect title, provided that no patent shall issue to any
homestead settler who has not resided upon, :improved, and cultivated his homestead for a period of at least one year after he shall
* 0 have commenced his improvements.;
*;3 It has been decided that a person serving in the Army of the
United States is entitled to such credit for service between the dates
of April 21, 1898, when the Spanish War began, and July 15, 1903,
when the Philippine Insurrection ceased.
*The decision appealed from contained the following:*
-

Credit can be extended under the homestead laws for only that "army
-.

service" which was identified 'with and a part of the military establishment
of the United States. -It is evident that Bowiey's service was in a civilian
capacity and not such as to entitle him under Sees. 2304-2305 R. S. to a
:reduction of the regular-requirements of the homestead law.

The law in question does not employ the term "military establishment.": That is probably of wider significance than the term
" Army," but we -are only concerned with the latter. Did this claimant, as paymaster's clerk, serve in the "Army" either as private or
officer
In regard to his service the claimant statesI was examined, sworn in, vaccinated, ordered to and served in the Philip-.
pines for about two years in time of war, in the face of the enemy, under
strict martial law, amenable to all discipline, court martial and punishment,
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As an instance of military service; one day after the occupation of Manila,
by order of the Adjutant General, I was given command of the sea, going tug
"Oeste " (captured) and' proceeded to Cavite from Manila on *a perilous
mission. Although a regular Army captain and enlisted men were on board
I did not relinquish command. I was less able to leave the service than a
regular soldier who had a definite ehlistment term. Disability, death or discreditable conduct were 'my only means of exit from- the service.' Had I
offered my resignation it would, have been refused. Is this not military
service?

The status of paymasters' clerks, both as to the Army and Navy,
has been determined' by the Comptroller's Office to be that of offiers.
See 5 Comp. Dec. 684; 7 id. 710 ;9 id. 90; 13.id. 654; 25 id. :141.
In respect to paymaster's clerk in the Navy, the Supreme Court inthe case of ex parte Reed (100 U. S. 13), used the following language:
The place of paymaster's clerk is an important one in the machinery of the
navy. Their appointment must be 'approved by the commander of the ship.
Their acceptance and agreement to-submit to the laws aand regulations for the
government and discipline of the navy must be in writing, and filed in the department. They. must take an oath and bind themselves to serve until discharged. The discharge must be by the appointing power, and approved in the
same manner as the appointment. They are required to wear the uniform
of the service; they have a fixed rank; they are upon the pay-roll, and are
paid accordingly. They may also become entitled to a pension and to bounty
land. Navy Regulations of Aug. 7, 1876, p. 95; In re Bogart, 2 Sawyr,' 396;
United States v. Bogaart, 3 Benedict, 257.; Rev. Stat., Sects, 4695 and 2426.
The good order and efficiency' of the service depends largely upon the faithful performance of their duties. ' . '
'
If these officers are not in the naval service, it may well be asked who are.

S.8309).
See also United States v. Hendee (124- 5.
In T Comp. Dec.- 715, 720, it was held that a paymaster's clerk of
the Army is an officer in the Army. Numerous decisions were cited
including rulings regarding the :status of paymasters' 'clerks- in the
Navy with reference to which it was said:
Within the meaning of the authorities cited, so far as the question here involved is concerned, I can see no difference in the status of a paymaster's clerk
In the 'Army and a paymaster's clerk in the Navy.. According to the above
authorities, one-is an officer, in a general sense, in the military service, and 'is
liable to be arrested and tried before a court-martial, and the other is an.officer, in the general sense, inthe Navy, and subject to the jurisdiction of naval
courts-martiaL The nature of-their duties is essentially the same. The duties
of an army paymaster's clerk bear the same relation to the Amy as those of
a. navy paymaster's clerk do to the Navy. Whether one is subjected to a more
rigid discipline than the other, which is a matter of regulation, and which may
be changed from time to time, can make no difference so far as the question
here involved is concerned. The salary of each is fixed by law. The position
of paymaster's clerk in the Army is provided, by law, and, although there is 'no
statute specifically authorizing it, he is appointed by the -Secretary of War'for
an indefinite period, is required to take an oath, and is discharged on recomimendation of the Paymaster General by the Secretary of War.
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This question was most elaborately considered by the Department
in the case of Anna F. Stout (19 P. D. 149), wherein the conclusion
was reached that a paymaster's clerk of the Army is a person in the
military service for pensionable purposes.
.The Department is clearly of the opinion that the service in question during the Spanish War and the Philippine Insurrection should
be credited.
The decision appealed from is accordingly reversed.
EXCHANGE OF LANDS IN THE ADDITIONS TO THE NAVAJO INDIAN
RESERVATION, ARIZONA-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1925
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No.,1012]

Z;0. :
RECEIVER,
REGISTER AND

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFEc]
fi,
;::DWashington, D. C., May V7, 19fi5.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA.
SUPERINTENDENT, LEUFF AGENCY,
t LEUPP, ARIZONA.
s
X
SUPERINTENDENT, WESTERN NAVAJO AGENCY,

T-UBA Crruy, ARIZONA:
The following regulations are issued for -your guidance under the
authorizing reconveyances and
act of March 3, 1925. (43 Stat. 1115),,
relinquishments of lands, and lieu selections therefor, within the additions to the Navajo Indian Reservation in Arizona, by Executive
orders of January 8, 1900, and November 14, 1901. The act reads
as follows:
That the Secretary of the. Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion,
under rules and regulations to be prescribed. by him, ]to accept reconveyances
to the Government of privately owned and State school lands, and relinduish-ments of any valid filings- under the: homestead laws, or of other valid claims
within the additions to the Navajo Indian Reservation, Arizona, by Executive
orders of January 8, 1900, and November 14, 1901, and to permit lieu selections within the boundaries of the said reservation additions by those surTrendering their:rights, so that the lands retained for Indian purposes may
be consolidated and held in a solid area so far as may be possible: Provded,
That the title or claim of any person or company who refuses to reconvey to:
the Government shall not be hereby affected.

As the "exchanges" permitted under the act for the purpose of
consolidations can be made only with the mutual consent of all per:sons interested, and be brought to the point where approvals may
be had of the Secretary of the Interior, there should-be full pre-
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as a preventive' of adverse action and as a
c
liminary cooperation
means of aiding prompt and favorable action by 'the Government.
It would, therefore, be appropriate that you suggest to all prospective applicants that before any applications are actually filed in the
local land office, they go over the matter, as between themselves,with the view to arriving at some -tentative agTeement as to what
lands they--wish to relinquish and to determine the exact status of
the land desired in exchange.
A person or corporation, or the State of Arizona, desiring to reconvey and select lieu lands should file in duplicate an applications
with the local land officers at Phoenix definitely describing by Government surveys the lands wanted and the lands. offered in exchange;
and notice of such application must be given in compliance with0 the
circular of February 21, 1908 (36 L.- D. '278), with the exception,
that instead of beginning publication within twentydays of filing
of selection, the 'selector will begin such publication'within-thirty
days from date of service bof notice by the, register and receiver that
the application has been' placed of record.
In all cases where the application involves land occupied, claimed,
or owned by an Indian, the register and receiver will forward a copy
of the application, which serial number, together with the name of
such cases will furnish the superintendent with the serial number
of the application, which serial number, together with the name of
the land office, must be indorsed thereon as a means of identification
and referred to in all correspondence concerning said application.
It will be the, duty of these' officials to: examine the land proposed
to be relinquished or reconveyed by all Indian applicants, and- the
l and proposed to be acquired by Indian applicants, and to submit
reports :of such examinations involving lands in their respective
jurisdictions, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs with appropriate recommendation as to the allowance or -disallowance of the
application, a copy of which report must be forwarded to the register
.
and receiver at Phoenix.
The register and receiver will forward to the Commissioner of
the General Land Office with their monthly returns all applications
filed in their office for exchange under the said act of March 3, 1925,
supra, after noting the same on their records in the usual manner.
The inspection service of the Department will cause to be made
such investigations and examinations of the lands and fclaims described and set forth in applications for exchange as will enable
the Secretary. of the Interior properly to act in the premises. Applicants should specifically state in their applications that the same
are made pursuant to the authority contained in the: said act of
March 3, 1925, and these instructions.
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An affidavit showing: that the land asked for in exchange is not
adversely claimed, should accompany each application, and in cases
where the land is covered by an allotment, homestead, or desert entry,
proper relinquishments should be filed. Where applications are submitted involving the reconveyance or relinquishment of lands selected
by or patented to individual Indians, such applications may be considered jointly and not.necessarily as separate applications; provided,
hin such cases, the lands to be acquired in exchange will consolidate
the holdings of such Indians.
There should also accompany the application a warranty deed
:duly executed 'according to thef laws of Arizona: by the proponent
conveying to the United States the land to be given in' exchange, but
such deed need not be recorded. An abstract of title brought down
to show good. title in the proponent free from all. encumbrances,
must also be' filed.' Such abstract of title must be: authenticated bv
the proper State~and Federal officers and show that the land is free
fromf all judgment claims, or liens, including taxes,. or such abstract
may be authenticated by an abstractor or abstract company -as pro-:
vided by General Land Office Circular No. 726. If the exchange is
authorized the:deed will.be returned for recording and the abstract
to be brought down to show such recordation, whereupon patent will
be issued in the regular order of business.
Where the land relinquished is covered by an unperfected bona
«lde claim for which no certificate for patent is outstanding, there
must be filed With the selection a certificate by the recorder of deeds
or official custodian of the records of transfers of real estate in the
proper county that no instrument purporting to convey or in any
way to encumber the title to the land or any part thereof is on file
or of record: in his office;- or if -any such instrument or instruments
*be on file or of record therein, .the certificate: must show the facts.
.A selection in lieu of an unperfected claim not covered- by patent
certificate must in all respects conform to the law under which such.
unperfected claim is held, and will be subject to the payment :of
such fees and commissions as would -be, required under the statutes,
* to complete the unperfected claim in lieu of which the selection is
made.

If the land relinquished .is covered by an Indian allotment for,
which a trust patent has been issued, that. trust patent should accompany-the application for exchange and on the reverse side of the
patent should be indorsed and relinquishment of the patentee witnessed -by two persons or before a notary public or other official with
a seal. If- the trust patent has been lost or destroyed or for any
reason can not be located, the relinquishment' and application for
exchange may be combined, including a sworn statement as to the
loss of the patent or reason given why it can not be furnished. In
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'cases of'this character no deed will be necessary,; but the selector

must make affidavit thatl he had not, sold, assigned, mortgaged,- or
contracted 'to sell, assign, or mortgage the land covered by the:unperfected claim or relinquished allotment;
The law' makes no, provision'for reimbursing any persons for improvements on land relinquished or' reconveyed. However, when
any applicant receives notice that an exchange applied for has been
authorized, he may, if he so desires, remove any buildings, fencing,
or other movable improvements owned or erected by him on the land.
relinquished or "conveyed: Provided,. That- such removal is accomplished within ninety days from receipt by him of said notice.
WILLIAM SPRY,

-Com

issioner of the General Land Ogce.
CHAs-- Hl. BURKE,

CoAiissionerof Indi

Affairs.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
FirstAssistant Secretary.

POWER OF THE TERRITORIAL LEGISLATURE TO IMPOSE A TAX
.UPON REINDEER HELD OR CONTROLLED BY THE NATIVES OF:
ALASKA
Opuinion, May 27, 1925
ALAS1KAN

NAnvzS-RImUNnDr-TAXATIO.q.

The Uinited States 'has such an ownership, reversionary, or otherwise, in

-the reindeer held 'or controlled by the natives of Alaska, as to bring
them within :the inhibition of: the act of August 24; '1912, which denies
to the legislature of that Territory the power to impose a tax upon the
property of :the UnitedS States. ALASKAN NATMS-RmNDERx-TAXAnoIo.

:'An act of the territorai' legislature of Alaska imposing a tax upon each
reindeer, killed for market does not extend to -reindeer held or controlled by the natives of that Territory.

Acting Solicitor:
'
the sfggestion of the Gotamissioner of Education I have been
asked to give my opinion in answer to his question as to whether
or not an act of the legislature of Alaska requiring the: payment:
of a fee of 25 cents to the treasurer of that Territory for the killing: of each reindeer killed, thereiln for market. "applies to reindeer'killed for-the market by natives of Alaska."
The statute- referred to is embraced in chapter 31 of the Session
Laws' of 'Alaska, 1921, and is entitled "An Act to establish a sys:tem of--license :taxation, to provide for the collection- thereof, and
to provide punishment for doing business without a "license," et.

'WRIGHT,
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*The act provides, among other things, that: there shall be paid
"for each reindeer killed for the market 25 cents (25c)",; requires
that a license for, such killing be obtained in advance and in feffect
declares that* each person so killing a reindeer without first .obtaining such a license shall be, guilty fof . a misdemeanor and punished by a fine of not exceeding $1,000 or by imprisomnent for
not to exceed three months, or by both 'such fine and imprisonment.
From this it will be seen that this statute was enacted for the
primary purpose of raising revenue, and not to authorize the regulation, control, or prohibition of businesses or vocations. The.fee to
be collected is, therefore, a tax in the broadest, senset (St. Louis v.
SpiegeZ, 75 Mo. 145; State v. Moore, 113. N. C. 597; 18 S. E. 342);
and-the question to be .determined here is, then, as to: whether theS
territorial legislature had the power to subject reindeer held or controlled by natives of Alaska to taxation of any kind.
Two queries arise here, each of which is worthy of consideration:
First, Is there anything in the Government's relationship with these
natives which prevents the application of that act to reindeer killed
by them; and, second, Does the United States have such an interest
or ownership, in reindeer held and controlled by natives of Alaska
as prevents such taxation l
The treaty under which, our Government acquired the ownership
and sovereigntyVover the *area embraced in Alaska contained the
declaration' that "The uncivilized tribes (located there) will be subject .to such laws and regulations as the United States may, from
time to time, adapt in regard to aboriginal tribes in that country"
(15 Stat. 539); and, as was said by Solicitor Edwards in his opinion
a
of May 18, 1923- (49 L. D. 592), with departmental approval:
.

The fundamental consideration underlying this question is the fact that these
natives are, in a very large sense at least, dependent subjects of our Government and in a state of 'tutelage; or in other words, they are wards of the
Government and under its guardianship and care. The relations existing between them and the Government are very similar and in many respects identical with those which -have long existed between the Government and: the

aboriginal peoples residing within the territorial limits of the United States to,
whom I shall hereafter refer as American Indiahs.

See also 50 L. D. 315, and Alalska PaciCG Fisheries v. Unitedc
*States (248 U. S. 78).
State
It has long been the well-established and absolute rule
law
any
enact
to
power,
the
have
not
do
and Territorial legislatures
or
with
interfere
way,
any
in
would,
the enforcement. of which
adopted
instrumentalities
any
of
use
its
in
hamper the United States
by it for the purpose of exercising any of its governmental func-d
tions, or the perfqormance of any of its duties as a sovereign (he7
*that
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CJullough v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 315,-429, 432, 436), and that doctrine
has universally controlled in all cases where the Government has
adopted measures for the purpose of protecting its aborigines and
advancing them towards civilized customs and habits. (See
Gillespie v. State of Oklahoma,257 U. S. 501; Temto ry: of Alaska v.
Anne tte Islaind Packing Company et al., 2890Fed. 671; and United
AStates v. Thurston Coulnty,143 Fed. 287.)
As was saidmin United States v. Pearson (231 Fed. 270, 277):
The purpose and object of the government in its dealings with these Indians,
and in the relation that it maintains toward them and their property, is to
encourage habits of industry and reward labor, and to encourage them to
undertake the cultivation of. the soil, the- raising of stock, or engage in pastoral
pursuits, enabling them to support themselves, and as a means of obtaining a
livelihood.
Cong
now to the pertinent facts, it will be: well to remember
that a. considerable number of Lyears ,ago the Government imported

reindeer into Alaska for the. purpose of encouraging the natives to
abandon their former habits and sources of food and engage in raising these animals for their own subsistence and eventually for sale
on the market. :The United States has given these natives instructions to' that end and has, for that. purpose, distributed reindeer
among many of them on terms which enable. them eventually to ac-:
quire a qualified .ownership, under regulations prescribed and enforced.by its representatives.
It has been frequently held that the power to tax is the power to
destroy, and while the tax provided inathe 'act- under consideration
is a. very small one, and might Knot result in injury to the reindeer
industry by the natives, nevertheless, if
Territory has the power
to levy and collect that tax, it might, in the exercise of that power,
.ithe

go further and very materially interfere with this instrumentality
which the Govermnent has adopted for the advancement of these
natives. That act, in so far as it relates to Veindeer killed by natives,
is, consequently, repugnant to the Constitution and hence without

effect.
A strong reason for holding that that act can not be applied to
reindeer killed by the natives is fouind in
lthe'fact
that the United
States has- such an ownership in those animals, reversionary or otherwise, as would bring them within the inhibition of the act of August
24, 1912 (37 Stat. 512), which says, in limiting the powers of the
legislature of Alaska, that " no tax shall be imposed on the property
of the United States."
As has already been intimated, the absolute ownership of all reindeer in Alaska was in the Government originally, and such interests
in them as are held by the natives grow out of contractual relations
between the individual natives and the United States based on regu-
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lations issued for that purpose. By these regulations-the natives
who hold reindeer are -divided into two classes, one known as " apprentices," to whom a stated number of reindeer are issued by the
Government from its herds, and the other as :" herders." The regulations provided that the reindeer issued to these natives shall revert
to the Government in the case of the death of either an apprentice
or. a herder without heirs, or with: heirs who are not competent or
do not manifest a desire to take charge of the herd, or in case of an

apprentice who abandons his herd, or where a herder becomes intemperate and fails to reform within one year, or continuously neglects
his herd, and the members of his family are not competent to control
the herd and fail to provide a competent herder..
E ach apprentice and herder is required to -enter into a contract
with the Government, of which the regulations.mentioned are made
a part, and in Lwhich -there are other stipulations calling for the reversion of the herd to the Government, under certain contingencies.
From this it will be seen that the reindeer in the possession of the
natives so far remain the property of the Government as to bring
them within such an ownership as prevents taxation under the act
of 1912, espra.
The facts in this case are similar to those in the case of United
States v. Pearson, supra, where it 'was held that horses and cattle
issued by the Government to Sioux Indians, and their increase, and
other property acquired by their exchange, were not subject to taxa:
tion by a State.
For the reasons I have given at some length, I am of opinion that
the act mentioned can not be applied to reindeer held and killed
for the market by natives of Alaska.
:
Approved:
.

JOHN H. EDWARDS,

Assistant Secretary.
WILLIAM H. WARDi SAMIJUEL H. ANSCHELL, ATTORNEY
Decided June 10, 1925
WIrTHDRAWA-NATIONAL FORESTS-RESTORATIONS-SELECTION.
A permanent withdrawal which includes certain lands and omits others embraced within a prior temporary withdrawal does not, unless so expressly
provided, effect the restoration of the omitted lands, but they still remain
subject to the temporary withdrawal, reserved from selection or entry,
until regularly restored.
DEPARTMENTAL DECIsIONs CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of Ira J. Newton (36 L. D. 271), Joh1, M. Kane (37 IL. D. 277), and
George B. Pratt (38 L. D. 146) cited and applied. -
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First Assistant Seretsry:
William E. Ward, by attorney in fact, Samuel H. Anschell,< on
August' 6, 1909 filed individual lieu selection Spokane 04952, under
the actof July 1, 1898 (30 Stat. 597, 620), for unsurveyed land described by metes and bounds, and as further description it was stated
-that said land when surveyed would be the NW. 14 NW. 1/4, Sec. 28,
west part SE. 1/4 NE. 14, north part NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4, and the NE. 14
NE. 1/4, Sec. 29, T. 39 N., R. 43:E., W. M., Washington, containing
120 acres.
A portion of the land was afterwards relinquished because of conflict with a mining claim.- The township plat was officially filed in
the local office October 9, 1913, and on October 16, 1913, the selector
filed his application for adjustment of the selection to the survey
to read as follows: W. 1/2 SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, .Sec. 29, and
lot 2, Sec. 28, said township, and waived claim to all other lands
described in his' original application.
This case was submitted to the Department for instructions by
the Commissioner's letter of August 23, 1917, in view of the fact
that lot 2, Sec. 28, was embraced in power-site reserve, and by letter
of October.'20, 1917, the D'epartment -directed the Commissioner to
advise the selector that he could have patent for the tracts which
were not withdrawn, the selection to'be canceled as to lot 2, Sec. 28,
if he should so elect,' but otherwise the case would be suspended
'pending consideration: by' Congress of legislation for' the 'disposal
of power sites. In' response to that notice the selector elected to have
-his selection suspended pending action by Congress on the :power
site legislation then under consideration.
'
The water power law was'finally -enacted June 10, 1920 (41 Stat.
1063), 'and section 24 thereof expressly provided that locations,
entries, selections, or filings theretofore made for lands reserved as
,,water-power sites might proceed to- approval or patent under. and
subject to the limitations and conditions 'contained in that section,
Jnamel, subject to a reservation of the right of the United" States
or its permnittees or licensees to enter upon, occupy, and use any
part or all of the land necessary for the purpose of the act without
payment of compensation for such occupation or use.
By decision of May 31, 1924, the General Land Office held the
selection for cancellation as to the SW. 1/4 NW. 14 SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4
and VNW. 114 SW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 -NE. 1/4, See. '29, containing 5 acres, for
the reason that the land was needed for cemetery purposes and hadbeen so used prior to the date of the selection. That decision became
final anddthe selection was accordingly canceled to that extent by the
'Commissioner's letter of September 22, 1924, and amended to describe the remaining portion to read as ffollows: Lot 2, Sec.' 28,
FINNEY,
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, E. 1/ W.½/2 SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, NW.-1/4 NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4

NE. 1/4, SW. l/4 SW. 1/4 SE. 1/4 NE. 1/i, Sec. 29, said township.
By Commissioner's decision of October 24, 1924, thae selection. was
further held for cancellation as to lot 2, ec. 28, with the privilege,
however, of the selector to retain that lot subject to the provisions
of section 24 of the Federal Water Power Act, above referred to.
Appeal from that. action has brought the case before the Department
for consideration.
It appears that said lot was embraced in a temporary withdrawal
by departmental order of July 2t, 1906, with a view to its possible
inclusion in a permanent forest reserve. ~While occupying that
status it was further withdrawn by departmental order of November 27, 1909, promulgated December 4, 1909, for a power site and
which was confirmed by Executive order of July 2, 1910, placing
said tract in Power Site Reserve No. 72.
By proclamation of March 2,1907, other near-by areas were placed
in a permanent forest reservation, but this tract was not so included,
and by departmental order of August 19, 1913, said lot was restored
from the temporary forest withdrawal. In view of that status the
decision appealed from held as follows:

The selection was filed Isubsequent, to the forest withdrawal and was not
allowable until the. restoration from said forest withdrawal, .and, the lands
*having been placed in a power-site withdrawal prior tolthe restoration of the
lands from the forest withdrawal, the power-site withdrawal attached prior to
'the date upon which the application could have been considered, and it will be
necessary for the selector to file an election to talke.said lot 2 reservingkto the
United: States, its permittees, or licenseesK the right to enter u6on, Stake, and
use any or all of said lands for power purposes, in-accordance with the terms
and conditions of Sec.; 24 of -the. Federal water power act, and in default
thereof, or appeal herefrom, said selection, hereby held for cancellation, will
be finally canceled as to said lot 2, and allowed to remain intact as to the
balance of the lands applied for.
The argument in support of 'the appeal is to the effect that the,
later permanent reservation made by the President on March 2, 1907,
which did not include this tract, superseded all prior withdrawals,
and that all lands not within its boundaries were thrown back into
the public domain and made subject to sale and entry; that having
been thus subject to selection on August 6, 1909, when the selection
was filed, the selection properly attached prior. to the withdrawal
of December 4, 1909, and is thus superior to and stands unaffected
In this connection it is contended
by the power-site withdrawal.
as follows:

If the lands were open when the scrip was laid, it is of no importance, or
consequence that subsequently and before the selector's application had been
passed on by the land office or the department, the lands were included in a
power reservation. 'Because if the lands were open when the scrip was laid,
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they were ipso-Iacto appropriated lands and could not be included in any
other withdrawal or reservation
See: Payne v. Central Pac. Ry. Co;, 255

U. S. 228; Payne v. New Meoico, 255 U. S. 367;7 Payne v. United States ex rel
Newton, .255 U. S. 438; Wyoming v. United States, 255 U. S. 489.

,The selector in this case did not acquire a vested right prior to the
power-site withdrawal so as to bring the case within the rulings of
the Supreme.. Court in the decisions cited.
The tract was not subject to selection at the time of the filinig because it was then embraced in the prior withdrawal of July 27, 1906.
The Secretary had authority to make the withdrawal for the purpose
of examination to determine the propriety of placing the land in, a*
national forest. See caselof John Ml'. Kane (37 L. D. 277).
A Iwithdrawal, even though erroneously made to. embrace land not
intended to be included therein, is nevertheless effective to reserve
the land from entry until regularly revoked. Ira J. Newton - (36 :
L. D. 271).
No rights inconsistent with the withdrawal may be initiated until
the order of restoration is received in the local land office. George B.
Pratt (38 L. D. 146).
X
The temporary withdrawal was, of course, superseded by the
permanent withdrawal as to the lands'covered by the latter, but remained unaffected as to tracts not included in the permanent withdrawal. It isnot at all unusual to extend the forest boundaries from
time to time as a result of further study of conditions, and such was
* precisely the case in the present instance. The proclamation in question was the third issued to establish enlarged boundaries of the
reservation. The more extensive temporary withdrawal was not
revoked until it had been concluded that the lands would not be
needed for further forest extension. The, proclamation itself did
not purport to restore lands not included therein, and it would be
contrary to all accepted practice to so construe it.
The decision appealed from is accordiangly affirmed.

-
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Decided June 12, 1925

WITHDRAWAL-ArruCATrON.
Unless otherwise specified, the date of issuance, not the date of its promuogation, marks the commencement of the effective operation of an Executive order.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

By decision of the 8th instant, the Department rejected the application (Gainesville 019081) of Almeda Van Nostern under the act
:of January 27, 1922 (42 Stat. 359), because the tract applied for is
4=021-25-voL 5,1
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a part of Sanibel Island, and affected by the Executive order of
December 8, 1924.
Under date of June 2, 1925] you [Edwin W. Spalding, National
Metropolitan Bank Building, Washington, D. C.] advised the Department that if it is held that the said Executive order was effective from its date, you wished to withdraw the application. The
departmental decision was accordingly declared final on June 10,
1925.
- I am now in receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, calling attention to the date the Van Nostern application was filed-December 19, 1924-and stating that the Executive order of December 8,1924, was not promulgated until December 30, 1924.
It is well settled that a Proclamation or Executive order is effective from its date. l apeyre v. United States (17 Wall. 191).
In the case of Hiram d. Smith (33 L. D. 677) the Department
held that a withdrawal of land from entry, when made by authority
of law and a competent officer, has the force of law, and if unlimited
as to the time of its taking effect must, like any other law, operate
from the time it is made. See, also, the case of Frank X. Mann

(40 L. D. 440).

___E

BERTRA[ N. REAL
Decided June 22, 1925
GAS LArDs-PROSPECTfNG PERMIT-1EHOMESTEAD ENTRY-RESERVATION.
Om A&ND
A prospecting permit may not be issued, to include land, either withdrawn
or unwithdrawn, that is covered by an unpatented nonmineral entry allowed without any reservation of-the oil and gas contents to the United
States; so long as the entry subsists-without such reservation.
HOMESTEAD ENTEY-RESERVATION-OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMITAPPLIcATION.

A report by tIe United States Geological Survey which concludes that land
within an unpatented nonmineral entry allowed without any reservation
of the oil and gas contents to the United States, has no prospective oil
value, is sufficient cause for the rejection of a prospecting permit application filed by one other than the entryman.
PUBLIC LANDs-sRSERvATIoN-PRosPEOTING PERMIT.
As to vacant, unappropriated lands, or lands of which the possible oil and
gas content is reserved to the United States, the Department

does not

decline to issue permits to prospect for oil and gas on the ground that the
lands are not shown to have any prospective value for those minerals.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:
This is an appeal by Bertram N. Beal from the decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office dated February 9, 1925,
rejecting his application 032171, filed March 2, 1923, under section
13 of the act of-February 25, 1920 -(41 Stat. 437), for a permit to
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prospect for oil andlgas upon certain lands in the Douglas, Womingj land district, as to the E. ½/2, Sec. 27, N. /2, Sec. 34, T. 37 N., R.
82 W., 6th P. M., on the ground- that said tracts were embraced in
two prior homestead entries, without 'oil and gas reservation, and
that the Geological Survey had reported that the land was without
prospective oil or gas value.

All the pertinent facts are set forth in the. decision'appealed from
aInd no restatement thereof will here be made.
It appears that the appellant does not clearly undcerstand the
*provisions of the leasing act as applicable in this case. He speaks
of equities in his own favor and the lack of-equity in favor of either
homestead entryman.

He calls atteiltion to the'facts that one of the

entrymen appears to have wholly abandoned his entry; that the!
other made unsatisfactory final proof and thereafter filed application for reduction of 'the required area of cultivation, which was
denied; that the Commissioner suggested that on application his
entry might be amended in character to one uinder: the stock-raising
homestead act, and that if this were done the conflict with oil and
' gas application 032171 would be removed.: The appellant then
*states that heis unable to understand why there should be such reference to his present
application which asks nothing save the permit at his own cost to try to find
oil or gas.- At date of that letter, December 23, 1924, the General Land Office
-had been for five days in possession of the above-quoted report of the Director
of the Geological Survey dated December 18, 1924, upon which is based its
decision which is herein appealed from. If that report was and is sufficient
basis to defeat appellant's application why suggest the substitution of a stock-raising homestead application by James. D. Talbot to "remove the
conflict with oil and gas application 032171 "-being that here in question?
The appellant also says that The surface rights of the homestead entrymen will not be affected thereby
(the granting of a prospecting permit) and they have asked for no other rights
and they have abandoned those they did ask for.

The entries of Edward J. Talbot and James D. Talbot were made
on July 8, 1922, for the tradts involved, under the enlargedc home4flldavit that Edward F.
stead act. It has been 3Ileged in a contest
Talbot has wholly abandoned his homestead, but the application to
contest has been rejected without appeal. James D. Talbot submitted- final proof in June, 1923, claiming credit for' military service.
The proof was considered unsatisfactory'by reasolln of insufficient
residence and cultivation. The objection as to residence was cured
by a showing as'to continued, residence on the land after final proof,
ubut it was alleged that the land was -wholly unfit for cultivation, and
Application for 'reduction was made. This was denied because the:
land had been designated as stock-raising in character when the
homestead application was filed. Under these circumstances the
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Commissioner suggested that application be made to change the
character of the entry. to one under the stock-raising homestead act.
Inasmuch as said act provides for the reservation of mineral deposits
to the United States, and as there had been references to the conflicting application for permit, it followed- naturally and logically that
the Commissioner should say that a change in the kind of homestead entry would remove the conflict with the application for per:mit. It is true that in January, 1925, the attorneys for this entryman adviseM' that their client -would apply to change the Dcharacter
. of his entry. to an original stock-raising homestead, but he has not
: done this and the Land Department cah not compel him to do. so..
Section 13 of theleasing actV'providesThat the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, under such necessary and proper rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to grant to any
* *
applicant qualified under this Act a prospecting permit

In. section 32 of said act it is providedThat the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe necessary and
proper rules and regulations and to do any and all things necessary to carry
out .and accomplish the purposes' of this Act, also to fix and determine; the
boundary lines of any structure, or oil or gas field, for the purposes of this Act.

its oil and gas regulations approved March 11, 1920, and
amended to October 29, 1920 (Gircular -'No. 672, 47 L. ID. 437), the
Department says (in section 2):

* In

It should be understood that under the act the granting of a prospecting
permit for oil and gas is discretionary with the- Secretary of the Interior, and
any application may be granted or denied, either in part or in its entirety,
as the: facts in the case may be deemed to warrant.

In section 12(c) of said regulations it is stated:
-If the land, either withdrawn or unwithdrawn, is covered by an unpatented
nonmineral entry without a reservation of the oil and gas content to the
Government, a prospecting permit may not be granted so long as the entry
subsists without .such reservation . In cases where applications for prospecting permits are filed by persons other than the entrymen for land in this
status such applications will be referred to the United States Geological Survey
for classification as to the prospective oil 'value of the'land affected. If the
Geological Survey shall conclude and report that the land embraced in such
a nonmineral entry is without prospective oil or gas value, the application
for permit will be rejected as to such land.

The homestead entries in question need not be perfected' prior to
July 8, 1927. There is no reservation as to oil and gas and without
,such reservation a prospecting permit covering the land can not be
granted. The homesteaders are not limited to mere surface rights.
If Edward J. Talbot has 'abandoned his homestead, the entry may
be canceled under contest proceedings prosecuted to 'a conclusion.
The fact that the other entryman submitted an unsatisfactory final
proof does not affect the validity of his entry.
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Consequently, what the appellant says as to permits granted upon,
,all surrounding lands is without merit as. to the tracts involved.
Although it was apparent that the Geeolog ical Survey had con-,
sidered and reported on the full showing made by Beal, nevertheless his appeal, togetherwith the whole* record,; Was referred to
the Survey for' review. On June 16, 1925, the Acting Director of
said bureau reported to the Department as follows:
Available geological evidence including the results of drilling to date in the
vicinity of this land provide no warrant for modification of the conclusions
heretofore expressed by the:Geological :Survey as to the nonoil Iand nongas
character of the land in controversy.
Contrary to Beal'sallegations, Survey Press Bulletin No. 16846, shows the
land in question to occupy the trough of- the northward plunging syncline
on the west rather than a
which bounds the North Casper Creek anticline
position high up on the west flank of the.iatter fold. The contour map filed
by Beal shows the land to lieareally two miles northwest of the apex of the
North Casper Creek anticline and structurally at a minimum of 800 feet below
the highest 100-foot closing contour on that structure. Within that uppermost contour, as drawn on the map submitted, two adequate tests have been
drilled to. the Tensleep formation, one by the Arkansas Natural Gas Co., in:
Sec. 7, T. 36 N., R. 81 W. (No. 4 on Beal's map), and one by the Midwest
Refining Co., in Sec. 36, T. 37 N., R. 82 W. (No. I on Beal's map). The
Arkansas Natural well was abandoned in November, 1924, without having
dor about January 6,
encountered consequential showings of oil or gas. On
1925, the Midwest well, which, despite the contours indicated, is in fact about
-200 feet higher structurally than the Arkansas Natural well, encountered
in the Tensleep sand a flow of black oil and water rated initially at 250 barrels
of oil and 50 barrels of water a day. Within a week the ratio had, reversed
to something like 50 barrels of oil and 475 barrels of water, and the; small pool
of oil- apparently accumulated at the very apex of the structure was regarded
:to have been, essentially exhausted. The well was accordingly deepened some
82 feet, and about January 26, encountered fresh artesian water in enormous
volume, and under a reported pressure of 180 lbs., in or near the top of the
Amsden formation. The well has since been abandoned and press reports
state that the field has likewise been abandoned by the Midwest interests.
In the opinion of the Survey these results provide no geological basis for a
conclusion that an oil field has been " absolutely proven" on the North Casper
Creek structure, that the "actual presence of a large reservoir of oil in the
gas low
structure ." has been established or that bona ftde drilling for oil and
might result other
on the flank of 'the anticline and in the bordering syncline
than in failure. The theory that either the Midwest well or- the Arkansas
Natural well is drilled on a fault is not proved and, its postulation does not
appear to be at all necessary to explain the results obtained. The existence
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of faults competent to effect valuable accumulations of oil and gas in the
land in controversy is wholly conjectural.

For the reasons herein stated the decision appealed from is :af-

firmed.

::__:

RECITALS IN SURFACE PATENTS ISSUED SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS OF SECTION 29 OF THE ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920
Instructions, July 2, 1925
*

OI

AND GAS
PHRASES.

LANDS-LEASE-PROSPECTING

PERMIT-STATTTTES-WORDS ,AND

The term "lease" used in section 29 of the leasing act of February. 25, 1920, !
includes prospecting permits issued under that act.,
HOMESTEAD E3)NTRY-PATENT-RESERVATION-OIL -:AND
PROSPECTING PERMIT-IMPROVEMEN-TS-DAMAGES.

GAS

LANDs-LEAsE-

Patents issued upon nonmineral. entries made under the acts of July 17, 1914,
and December 29, 1916, for lands covered by prospecting permits or leases,X
should contain recitals to the effect that the entries were allowed subject
to the conditions of section 29 of the act of February 25, 1920, and to the
rights of the prior permittees or lessees to use so much of the surface as
-is required for mining operations, without compensation for damages:to
crops and improvements resulting from the use of the lands for proper
mining purposes.

FirstAssistant Secretary:
I have before me your [Commissioner of the General Land Office]
letter of June 23, 1925, requesting instructions as to whether patents
issued with mineral reservations pursuiant to the act of July 17,
1914 (38 Stat. 509), should, in appropriate cases, contain a statement: that the entry was patented subject to the prior rights' of oil
and gas permittees or lessees, pursuant to section 29 of the' general
leasing act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437).
Section 29 of the leasing act authorizes, in the discretion of the,
Secretary, the disposal under nomnineral-land laws of such of the
surface of lands leased under the' provisions of the act of February
25, 1920, as is not necessary to the operations of the lessees.
The term " lease " used in section 29 of the act has been construed,
as including prospecting permits, issued under the act (Instructions
of October 6, 1920, 47 L. D. 474), -and the-surface entries, allowable
under this section are nonmineral entries pursuant to the, acts of
.July '17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), and December 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 862).
Instructions of September 23, 1924 (50 L. D. 640). As these nonmineral entries are. wholly subordinate to the prior rights of per:mittees or lessees, the entrymen are! without those rights to comrpensation for damages-.* to crops or improvements which occur
trough proper mining 'operations by: permittees or lessees which
FINNEY,
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they would have had under the nonmineral-land laws. Under the
practice in force an expressed waiver of compensation for such
*damages is required. This waiver, however, is a mere administrative means of informing the entrymen of their rights (Pace v.
Carstarphen et al., 50 L. D. 369). As to entries made under the
act of July 17,0 1914, no right to compensation was required (Pace v.
Ca'rstarphe'net al., soupa), and in the case of entries under the act
of December 29, 1916, supqa,the compensation provision of section 9
of that act was modified by section 29 of the general leasing act.
Carlin v. CassrIel (50 L. D. 383).

There can be no allowance of nonmineral entries of lands already
included in prospecting permits or leases under the act of February
25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), except in the exercise of the discretion vested
in the Secretary by section 29 of that act, and it.is therefore apparent that al statement that such allowance has been made must appear in the record and in the final certificate.
As section 29 of the act is one of the essential provisions under
which nonmineral entries in these special cases are made, reference
to that section as part of the source of the entry should appear in the
patent;- This is true even though the prospecting permit or lease
which antedated the nonmineral filing has been canceled before patent issues. This requirement is made to show the true source of authority for the entry, but the reference to section 29 of the act should
also state that the entry is subject to the rights of the prior permittees or lessees to use so much of the surface of the area patented
as is required for mining operations, without compensation to the
entryman or patentee for damages to crops and improvements resuiting from proper mining operations. If this is done, the entrymen and their assigns will be at all times chargeable with notice of
their rights, through expressed limitations founded upon the law
and set forth in their grants.
PROCEDURE UPON NONXINERAL APPLICATIONS FILED SUBSEQUENT TO APPLICATIONS FOR PROSPECTING PERMITS AND
LEASES-INSTRUCTIONS OF OCTOBER 6, 1920 (47 L. D. 474),
SUPERSEDED SO FAR AS IN CONFLICT
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1021]

:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
1925.
Washington, D. C., July
B1,

REGISTERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

In all cases of applications to maie nonmineral entiies or selections of lands outside of areas which have been1 designated by the
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Department as within the geologic structures; of producing oil or
gas fields) and which lands are also embraced in applications for oil
and gas, prospecting permits or in permits granted, or in applications for coal, phosphate, sodium, oil shale, or potash permits or.
leases, or in permits or leases granted, such nonmineral applications
should be received, noted upon your records, and the applicant for
prospecting permit, or the. permittee or lessee, as the case may be,
advised that he will be allowed thirty days in which to show why
the nonmineral application should not be allowed subject to the
reservation to the United States of the minerals sought to be acquired by the mineral claimant, and'with a waiver of claim to comsensation in accordance with Section 29 of the act of February 25,
1920 (41 -Stat. 437), except in the case of applications for potash
permits or leases or permits or leases granted, in which case the
waiver should be in accordance with Section 6 of the act of October
2, 1917 (40 Stat. 297), which showing must bear evidence of service
of notice on the nonmineral applicant.
At the same time you will allow the nonmineral applicant thirty
days to file the reservation and waiver mentioned, if he has not
already done so, witnessed by. two persons or acknowledged before
an officer authorized to take acknowledgments, or to appeal, and
advise him that if he fails to do either, his application will be
finally rejected and the case closed.
The waiver of claim for compensation should be in the following
form:
Subject to the right of any permittee or lessee under any permit or lease
which has been or may hereafter be granted to prospect for the minerals
: sought ON THE LAND IN CONFLICT where the right of such permittee

or lessee was initiatediprior to the nonmineral filing, and to use so much of

the surface thereof as may be necessary in prospecting for, mining, and removing the mineral: deposits without compensation to the nonmineral claimant therefor, in accordance with Section 29 of the act of February 25, 1920,
or Section 6 of the act of October 2, 1917 (40 Stat. 297), if applicable.

If the nonmineral application was not made under the stockraising homestead law, the reservation for coal should be under the
act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583), and for the other minerals under
the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).

Immediately upon the expiration of the time allowed you will
forward all papers to this office, with evidence of service on each of
the persons involved, with your report. You will not allow any
such nonmineral application until instructed by this office.
You will submit to this office for instructions without talking
action as above directed: :(a)Homestead applications in which priority is claimed by reason of prior
settlement over mineral claimants having prior applications for the same land,

:5
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(b) Homestead applications, except stock-raising applications, which conflict
in part only with prior applications for oil and gas prospecting permits. or
permits granted.

In cases coming under paragraph (b), an appropriate mineral
waiver and consent covering, all the lands applied for will be required :by this office if it be ascertained by report from the Geological Survey or otherwise that at the date of the application all
the lands applied for were known to be prospectively valuable for
oil and gas.
An applicant under the reclamation act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat.
388),.6for lands applied for under the leasing act after withdrawal
for reclamation purposes -willbe required to consent to a reservation to the United States of the proper mineral deposits as above
indicated, but will not be required to consent under Section 29 of
the leasing act, as he will, be regarded as having succeeded to the
prior rights of the United States in connection with the project.:
For this reason also it will not be necessary for you to send notice
of the conflict to the mineral claimant. An application under the
reclamation act in conflict as above indicated may be allowed without reference to this office, provided the applicant has consented to
a reservation of the mineral deposits as required, and provided also
reference to this office is not necessary under paragraph (b) above.
* Where an area under lease is wholly or in part, best adapted to
mining by stripping methods, resulting in the surface being of
L
purely temporary value, and it is satisfactorily shown that the granting of any additional surface rights over, and above, those of the
lessee would be a serious embarrassment to the lessee, an application to make surface entry will be rejected by this office, subject to
appeal.
You will reject, subject to appeal, all nonmineral applications for
lands covered, by oil and gas leases pursuant to the departmental
decision of October 6, 1922 (49 L. D..312), in the case of Oscar B.

Lingo.
i These instructions supersede instructions of October 6, 1920 (47
L. D. 474), in so far as they are in conflict herewith.
WnHJAA SPRY,

Comnnisioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretar:
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RESERVATION IXi DATENTS ISSUED FOR MISSION CLAIMS ON
INDIAN RESERVATIONS
Opinion",Juij 22, 1925
PATENT-RESERVATION-MISSION CLAIM-INDIAN LANDS.
The act of September 21, 1922, supersedes the act of March 3, 1909, as to
the form of patent to be issued for lands on Indian reservations set apart
for missionary or church purposes, and all patents issued thereafter should
contain the reversionary clause which the later act requires.-XPAT1NT-JURISDICTION-MISSION

CLAIM-INDIAN

LANDS.

A patent issued after the passage of the act of September 21, 1922, erroneously conveying the fee simple title to lands in which the act requires that
a reversionary interest be retained, places the fee beyond. administrative
recall, but the extent of the actual grant to the patentee is, in contemplation of law, no larger than that which Congress intended.
PRIOR OPINION OF THE SOLICITOR

CITED AND APPLIED. .

Opinion of the Solicitor (50 L. D. 676) cited and applied..
::
WRIGHT, Acting Solicitor:
You [Secretary of the Interior] have requested my opinion in
connection with the issuance of patents for lands on Indian reservations set apart for missionary or church purposes, the particular
point at issue being whether such patents should carry the reversionary clause called for by the act of September 21, 1922 (42 Stat.
994 995).
From an early date sundry religious organizations have labored
zealously among the Indians, looking to their moral and civil betterment. Wherever practicable, such organizations had been encouraged and aided in this work. In the general allotment act of Febru,ary 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388), we find-an item in section 5 which reads:
*
* * And if any religious society or other organization is now occupying
any of the public lands to which this act is applicable, for religious or educational work Xamong the Indians, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to confirm such occupation to such society or organization in quantity not
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in any one tract, so long as the same
shall be so occupied, on such terms as he shall deem just; but nothing herein
contained shall change or alter any claim of such society for religious or
educational purposes heretofore granted by law.

As the foregoing legislation carried no express authority for the
issuance of patents, it was administratively ruled at an early date
that the lands so occupied or used by religious organizations could
only be set apart or " reserved " for such purposes until Congress
otherwise directed. From time to time, by special enactment relating
to particular reservations, Congress expressly authorized the issuance of patents for given areas so used for church purposes. It was
not until 1909, however, that additional legislation of general scope
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or application was had, and in the Indian appropriation act of March
:3,1909 (35 Stat. 781, 814), we find an item which reads:n
Thatthe Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to issue
a patent in; fee simple to the duly. authorized missionary board, or other proper
authority of any religious, organization engaged in .mission or -school work on
d:oy Indian reservation, for such0 lands thereon as have been heretofore set
apart to and are now being used and occupied by such organization for mission
or school purposes. [Italics supplied.]

Matters stood thus legislatively until September 21, 1922, when
Congress by act of that date (42 Stat. 994,'995), providedLSEC. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed
to issue a patent to the duly authorized missionary board, or other proper authority, of any religious organization engaged in mission or school work on
any Indian reservation for such lands thereon as have been heretofore set apart
to and are now being actually and beneficially used and occupied by such
organization solely for mission or school purposes, the area so patented to not
exceed one hundred and sixty acres to any one organization at any station:
Provided, That such patent shall provide that when no longer used for mission
or school purposes said lands shall revert to the Indian owner.

It will be noted that the act of 1922 contains limitations not found
in the earlier statute of 1909, to wit, that the area patented shall not
exceed 160 acres at any one station and that after abandonment of
the lands for missionary purposes, they shall revert to the Indians.
These limitations do not appear in the earlier act of 1909. The
question naturally arises, therefore, does the later statute supersede
or repeal the formerI?

As observed by the Supreme Court in United States v. Yuginovich (256 U. -S. 450, 463), "It is, of course, well settled that repeals
,by implication are not favored. :It is equally well settled that a

:

later statute repeals former ones when clearly inconsistent with the

earlier enactments." In this connection the court cited United States
v. Tyne8n (11 Wall, 88), and from the syllabus of the latter case we
quote:
When-there are two acts of Congress on the same subject, and the latter act
embraces all the provisions of the first, and also new provisions, and imposes
different or additional penalties, the latter act operates, without any repealing clause, as a repeal of the first.
*

.

Neither -act is in itself a grant: of anything to anyone. Both are
authorizations and directions to an administrative officer, defining

power and fixing duty.

No rights are taken away from .anyone by

'the later expression of the will of Congress. Merely the authority
of the Secretary is curtailed. Whereas before he was authorized
anda directed to-issue one kind of patent, he is now authorized and
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directed to issue another sort of* patent. The- last expression governs. We would not now be warranted in issuing under -the earlier
;act of 1909 unqualified fee patents for these church or: missionary
l
1ands
in utter disregard of the limitations set up in the later act .of
-1922. In this connection, see the Solicitor's opinion of' November
21, 1924 (50 L. D. 676).
*: Ad IJn bringing' this matter to your attention, the Commissioner of
:Indian Affairs reports that since September 21, 1922, several fee
patents have been issued under the terms of the 1909 statute, and
* 'asks if such patents should now be recalled, canceled, and new ones
issued, carrying the reversionary clause called for by the act of
1922.

*

S 0

The fee having passed on the issuance and delivery of such patents, without a reconveyance from the grantees or present owners,
such fee is now beyond administrative recall. The courts, however,should encounter 'no difficulty in reading into those patents the requireements called for by the later statute, and this on the theory
broadly stated in Choate v. Trapp (224 U. S. 665, 673), to the effect
that those who signed the patent could not convey more rights than
; were granted, nor c6uld they by omission deprive the patentee of
any rights to which he was entitled as a matter of law. See also
United States v. Joyce (240 Fed. 610). But inasmuch as the issued
"patents do not show on-their face the reservation which the law
requires, innocent third parties might conceivably be misled to their
grea~t disadvantage. Of course, these patents have be'n locally reco: ;
eroded.
To the end that' the public may be advised, of the reversion to the United States in the event- of discontinuance of use for
school or mission purposes, it would'be advisable to notify each
such 'patentee to call for a proper reconveyance and then to reissue
,patent with the-reversionary clause that the law requires. It is not
thought that any mission will object to this course;- but it is not
meant that in the event of refusal any proceeding should be instituted for the cancellation of the patent. The grantee's rights are
'not enlarged by the inadvertent omission of the- clause, and& each
-patentee should be- advised to that effect. As to patents hereafter
issued, I am of the opinion that these should be made to conform
to. the latest requirements of Congress in the matter as found in
the act of September 21, 1922,4
- -SUP'.
Approved:
JOHN H. EDWARDS,
A.sa

tantSecretor.
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CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
:

Decided July

l11925

RAILROAD GRBNT-STTLRMENT--ENTRY-DEOLARATORY

STATEMENT-SELECTION.

Where a declaratory statement or entry for lands withinflthe primary limits
of a grant too a railroad company was not filed or made until after thedate of definite location of the-road, the grant to the company attached
and-, under the terms of the act of June 22, 1874, theilands may be assigned
as base and an equal quantity of. unappropriated, nonmineral lands elsewhere within the limits of the grant may be selected in lieu thereof.
FINNEY, First AssistantSecretary:

The Central Pacific Railway Company has appealed from a deciCommissioner of the General Land Office, dated January
12, 1925, holding for cancellation its selection underothe act of
June 22, 1874 (18 Stat.. 194), of SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, Sec. 14, T. 16 N.,
R.-11- E., M. D. M., in lieu of SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4, Sec. 17, T. 15 N., R. '7 E.,
M. D.M.
The tract assigned as base for the selection is within the primary
limits of the grant to the Central Pacific Railway Company by the
-acts of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat. 489), and July 2, 1864 (13 Stat. 356),
as fixed by the map of definite location of the line of road opposite.
thereto, filed October 27, 1866.
The records of the Land Department show that the plat of survey.
of T. 15 N., R. 7 E., M. D. M., was filed in the local land office ond
May 6, 1868; that on July 17, 1868, Mary Downey filed her preemption declaratory statement covering the SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4, said See. 17;,
alleging settlement on July 1, 1856; that said Downey made final
proof and payment, and that:patent issued to her February 15, 1870.
The selection in question was- filed February 15, 1912.
The act of June 22, 1874, is Wpma, entitled "An act. for the relief of
settlers on railroad lands," provides in partmsion of the

That in the adjustment of all railroad land grants, whether made directly
to any railroad.company or to any State for railroad purposes, if any of the
lands granted be found in the possession of an actual settler whose entry or
filing has been allowed under thelpreemption or homestead laws of the United
States subsequent to the time at which, by the decision of the land offie, the
right of said road was declared to have attached to such lands, the grantees,
upon a proper relinquishment of the land so entered or filed for, -shall be
entitled to select an equal quantity of other lands in lieu thereof from any
of the public lands not mineral and within the limits of the grant not otherwise appropriated at the date of selection, to which they shall receive title the
same as though originally granted.

The question presented by the appeal has been heretofore decided
by the Department. By decision of April 22, 1918 (unreported),
discussing a selection :(Carson City 06752) by the Central Pacific0\
iRailway Company under the act of June 22, 1874, suprc,- after,
quoting from the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United

.
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States in Kansas Pacific Ry. Co. v. Dunneyer (113 U. S. 629) and
Tarpey v. Madsen (T78 U. S. 215), the Department held:
The only question before the Department for adjudication is whether the
lands assigned as base for the selections are or are not within :the terms and
purpose'of the act, of June 22, '1874, sipra; and that questionmustt be determined' by the state of the record of the land office at the date of the definite
location of the~road. Congress apparently recognized that the provisions of
the grant imposed hardships on settlers, who had taken up claims within :the
grant, but Shad not filed their declaratory statements or made entries prior to
the definite location of the road, Iand by ,the act of June 22, '1874, supra, provided a method by which the settlers' claims could be. allowed without litigation and the railroad company given the right to take other land. The Central
Pacific Railway Company accepted the proposal and is entitled to select an
acre of vacant land within the limits of its grant for each acre awarded to a
settler whose claim was not of record when the definite location of the road
was fixed.

The preemption declaratory statement of Mary Downey for the*
tract assigned as base for the selection in question was not filed in
the local land office until after the railway company's map of definite
location of the line of road opposite the tract was filed. It follows
that the grant to the railway company attached to the base land
and that the selection must be approved.
The discussion in the case of Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Comnpany
(49 L. D. 180, 183), quoted by the Commissioner in his decision of
i January 12; 1925, is not in point.
For the reasons aforesaid the decision appealed from' is reversed.
HYDE v. KILE
Decided July 31, 1925
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-CoNTEsT-ABANDoNMENT-JUDIcIAL RESTRAINT.
A homestead entry is not subject to contest on the ground of abandonment
where the entryman is placed under judicial. restraint.
HOMESTEAD ENTmY-CONTEST-APPLIcATION.

:*

:

lAn.
application to contest which does not allege an existing default or disqualification in the entryman does not contain .a sufficient charge, upon
which to predicate a contest.
RESTxRANT-EvIDENcE-NOTICE--FoRFEITURErHOMEsTEAD ENTRY-JUDICrAL
FINrA PROOF-RELINQTJISME NT.
Upon the filing of evidence of the judicial restraint of a homestead entryman. the entry will be held, suspended -for a period discretionary with the
Commissioner of the General Land Office, having regard to the facts and
:: circumstances adduced, and the entryman will be put on notice that at
the expiration'of the time limit the entry will be declared forfeited if, in
the meantime, satisfactory final proof is not submitted or a relinquishment
filed.
DEPARTMENTAL INsTRucTIONs AMENDED.
iInstructions of October 20, 1917 (46 L. D. 224), amended.
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FINN:EY, First Assistant Secretary

In January, 1919, George L.' Kile purchased for an alleged consideration of $2,400 a relinquishment of the homestead entry of zone
Thomas Davy covering the SE. 1/4, Sec. 4, T. 11 N., R. 10 W.,
N. M. P. M., Santa Fe, New Mexico, land district. On January 24,
1919, Kile filed second homestead application 036778 for said quarter
section and, it appears, he and his wife moved to the land and established residence thereon March 5, 1919. His homestead application:
was accepted and entry allowed August 9, 1919. September 5, 1924,
expiration notice issued to the entryman, and shortly thereafter
Kile's attorney filed a certified copy of the record of his conviction,
in the courts of Valencia County, of the crime of murder. From the
evidence submitted it appears that Kile was arrested about March
13, 1919, tried and convicted and sentenced to be hung; that on appeal to the Supreme Court of the State a new trial was granted
whereat defendant plead guilty to murder in the second degree, and
in January, 1924, was sentenced to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 99 years in the State penitentiary at Santa Fe, where he
is now confined. 'Mrs. Kile in consequence of the conviction of her
husband was compelled in December, 1919, to remove from the land.
to the city of Albuquerque for the purpose of supporting herself and
her mother, who is now past 83 years of age and in feeble health.
October 7, 1924, Arthur W. Hyde filed application to contest Kile's
entry alleging abandonment. The register and receiver suspended
the application because expiration notice had issued on the entry.
Thereafter, upon considerationl of 'the record, the' Commissioner of
the General Land Office found that the entryman had been judicially
restrained, as stated above, and by decision of January 8, 1925, directed that the entry be suspended during the period of such restraint, and further that the contest be dismissed.
January 27, 1925, Hyde filed an appeal from that decision and on
February 3, 1925, filed an amended affidavit of contest alleging that
Kile was not a qualified entryman under the'homestead laws because
at the date of the initiation of his entry he was the owner of 320
acres of land.
The Commissioner's action in the matter being in harmony with
instructions of October 20, 1917 (46 L., D. 224), was proper -and is
affirmed. The order referred to provides that a homestead entry
shall not be subject to contest on a charge of abandonment where
the claimant' has been placed under judicial restraint, but in such
case the entry shall 'be placed in a state of suspension and so held
until the termination of the judicial restraint, whereupon compliance
with the requirements of the homestead law shall be exacted of the
entryman as a prerequisite to final proof and patent..
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The charge that Kile at date of entry was the owner of 'more than
160 acres of land is not a good and sufficient charge because there is
no allegation that he is not now qualified to hold the entry. An
application to contest which does not allege an existing default or
disqualification in the entryman does not contain a sufficient charge.
See Dillard v. Hurd (46 L. D. 51). The amended application to
contest is, therefore, rejected.
While this disposes of Hyde's contest, it is clear upon consideration of the situation here: disclosed that the administrative order of
October 20, 1917, is defective and should be changed. There would
seem to be insuperable difficulties in the practical application of the
terms of that order to the case in hand. The proposition that the
homestead entry of a man sentenced to imprisonment for a term of
99 years should be held intact until his judicial restraint is ended,
and that he should then be required to comply with the homestead
laws as to residence and cultivation as a prerequisite to final proof
and patent is highly incongruous and leads to an absurdity. -Of
course, the convict may be pardoned or paroled or his sentence
commuted, but assuming that he will serve out his sentence, or at
least that part of his sentence covered by the span of his life, it is
manifest that he is wholly disabled from performing his obligations
and that he will never be able to resume residence upon his homestead and perfect it in accordance with law. In these circumstances
it 'is questionable to say the least, whether the statute contemplates
*that the entry of a*homesteader should be held intact for his benefit,
and in any event it is not believed that such practice is sanctioned
by sound administrative policy. It -would seem to be expedient and
advisable to hold the entry of an imprisoned man intact during the
time of his judicial restraint for a tern of years, but in the opinion
of the Department there is no justification or reason for holding it
intact for an indefninte time where he .is sentenced to life imprisonment, whereby under -the laws of a number of the public-land States
a person is deemed to be civilly dead.
The difficulty of establishing a hard and fast rule for all cases of
this kind which may hereafter arise is obvious. The Department
is convinced, however, that the entry of no imprisoned person, serving a life term, should be held intact for an indefinite period on the
theory that the' entryman will ultimately return to the land and
comply with the requirements of the homestead laws. On the other
hand it is believed, in such case, that the claimant should be afforded;
full opportunity to perfect, or dispose of his entry, and thus, perhaps:effectuate a desire to derive some substantial and immediate
benefit from his property.- For this purpose, upon the filing of evidence 'of judicial restraint .there should be a period of suspension,
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discretionary with the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
having regard to the facts and circumstances adduced, and the entryman should be put upon notice that at the expiration of the time
limited the entry will be declared forfeited, unless, in the meantime
satisfactory final proof is submitted or a relinquishment has been

filed.
.Instructions of October 20, 1917, sup'a, are modified to conform
herewith and the case is remanded for action in harmony with the
views expressed.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
Deeded August 14, 1925
OGI AND

GAS

LANDs-PRospErTiNG

'FOR PERFORMANcE

OF DRILLING

PERMITS-ALASKA-EXTENSIoNs

OF TIME

OPERATIONS-STATUTES.

The act of January 11, 1922, enlarged, but did not supersede, the provision in section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, relating to the granting
of extensions of time for the performance of drilling operations upon
lands embraced within oil and gas prospecting permits.
OIL

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING

FOR PERFORMANCE OF

DRILLING

PEMITs-ALAsKA-EXTENsIONS

OF

TIME

OPERATTZNS-STATuTEs.

Apermittee of lands in Alaska who has drilled beyond the depth (2,000
feet) required by section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, and who
desires to perform further drilling, is as much entitled to an extension of
time under that section, for not exceeding two years, under the same-circumstances, as would a permittee of lands in the United States.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PRosPEcTING

PERMITS-ALASKA-WORDS

AND

PERASES-

STATUTES.

The word "provided," as used in section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920,
is to be construed as a conjunction, and when thus construed all preceding
provisions in that section not inconsistent with the later provisions thereof*
are applicable in 'so far as they relate to permits issued both for lands in
the United States and in Alaska.:
DEPARTMENTAL REGULATIONS

Section 1 of the regulations
as in conflict.

VACATED SO FAR AS IN

-of August;

CoNFLCrT.

12, 1922 (49 L. D. 207), vacated so far

FrNNEY,.Firs8t Assistant Secretary:

There is returned herewith, without approval, your [Commissioner of the General Land Office] letter of July 31, 1925, in which
it was proposed to deny an extension of time to the Standard Oil
Company for the continuation of drilling& y it upon lands in Alaska
covered by a prospecting permit issued on July 16, 1921, to W. E.
Lee, pursuant to section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat. 437).
The assignment of this permit to the Standard Oil Company was
approved on" August 2, 1922.
*

0
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It appears that this company has carried on drilling operations
upon the area covered by this permit to a depth of over 3,64T feet
without discovering oil or gas in substantial quantities and now
desires additional time to continue drilling.
The Department has heretofore held, as is stated in your letter,'
that extensions of time may not be granted, pursuant to the act of
January 11, 1922 (42 Stat. 356), in cases where permittees have
drilled to or beyond the depths required by section 13 of the act of
February 25, 1920, supra, for the periods of time prescribed therein.
This is because the act of January 11, 1922, is specifically confined
to cases where drilling to the depths prescribed by section 13 of the
general leasing act has not been carried out, although the permittees
have exercised diligence.
Sections 7 and, 10 (c) of the departmental regulations of March 11,
1920 (47 L. D. 437), stated that the provision, of section 13 of the
act of February 25, 1920, supra,AthatThe Secretary of the Interior may, if he shall find that the permittee has
been unable with the exercise of diligence to test the land in the time granted
by the permit, extend any such permit for such time, not exceeding two years,
and upon such conditions as he shall prescribe

is inapplicable to prospecting permits for lands in Alaska.
In section 1 of departmental regulations of August 12, 1922 (49
L. D. 207), it was stated that the act of January 11, 1922, supra,
superseded the extension-of-time provision of section 13 of. the act
of February 25, 1920, supra, and authorized extensions of time in
Alaska. There can be no doubt that extensions under the act of
January 11, 1922, may be granted permittees of lands in Alaska,
but, as herein pointed out, the act of January 11, 1922, enlarged but
did not supersede the provision in section 13 of the leasing act of
February 25, 1920. The later act related to a situation not covered
by the earlier; and being in nowise inconsistent therewith, did not
supersede it. In so far 'as the regulations of August 12, 1922, are
contrary hereto, those regulations are vacated.
D This case presents for the first time a situation where a permittee
of lands in Alaska has drilled beyond the depth required by section
13 of the act of February 25, 1920, supra, and desires to perform
further drilling.
The interpretation of section 13 of the act, as making no provision for further time for such work in AZaska, although so providing as to lands in the United States, appears to have been made
without full consideration of the provisions of the statute.
Under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, a permittee of
lands in the United States is required to begin drilling operations
within six months from the date of issuance of the permit. A permittee of lands in Alaska is required to begin drilling within two
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years from the date of his permit. This difference evidently was
in recognition of the immense task of transporting materials and
arranging for drilling in Alaskan territory. Drilling, once started,
'must reach a -depth of: 500 feet, on lands in the United States, within
six months after drilling is started. In Alaska, twelveemonths are
allowed for reaching this' depth. In both the United States and
Alaska, twelve more months are -allowed for drilling the remaining
1,500 feet necessary to make the: depth of 2,O0O fIeet, prescribed by
the act as an average test depth.
Consideration of the drilling requirements, both in the United
States and in Alaska, compels the conclusion that the difference- in
time allowed for the initial stages of drilling, in favor of Alaskan
permittees, was in recognition of the greater difficulties to be: met in
the latter territory. Nothing appears in the act which suggests
that, having been given greater time for reaching 500 feet, an
Alaskan permittee is not entitled, if he makes no discovery before
reaching 2,000'feet, or within the last year's; drilling, no matter what
the-depth, to the same period for further work accorded permittees
of lands in the United States.
It is true that the provision for a two-year extension for deep
drilling appearsjin section 13 of the act of February i25, 1920, immediately following a statement as to the drilling requirements
herein stated as relating to lands in the United States, and that the
provisions as to drilling in Alaska appear later in the section as
,a proviso. This seems to betone of .the cases -where the word"*Provided "'is used as a conjunction, to add to preceding provisions
so as to indicate-that, as-against the earlier provisions of the statute
the later is to prevail. See Georgia Railroad and Bankingy Coinpany v. Smith (128 U. S. 174) and Vol. 3, Words and Phrases
:(Second Series), page 1317. It follows, therefore, that all preceding mattersdin the section, not inconsistent with the provision, shall
apply to permits issued both for lands in the United States and in
Alaska.
In addition, the..provision for the extension of time for deeper
drilling, when considered in connection -with the entireV section, is
so clearly necessary to the granting' of rights to Alaskan permittees,
at least equal to those of permittees of lands in the. United States,
as to require the conclusion that the extensions may be granted in
both cases. 'To hold otherwise would be to find that the Congress had:
made it mandatory upon permittees in Alaska to do more drilling
than permittees in the United States within the last twelve months
covered by their permits, on the penaltv. of losing all their previous
efforts. This is clearly at variance with :the liberal provisions for
preliminary drilling in Alaska.
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It is concluded, therefore, that, extensions of time may be. granted
under section 13 of the act of February -25; 1920, to; permittees inAlaska, and, upon the facts presented in this case, that an extension
of twelve months from Jlly 16, 1925, may now be granted this
claimant, conditioned upon reasonable diligence in further drilling.

ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO PROSPECT FOR POTASSIUM UPON LANDS
EMBRACED WITHIN OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERMITS
Decided August 17, 1925
LANDS-- OIL AND GAS LANDS - PROSPECTING PEEMITS -PATENTWAIVEE-LEASV-PREFEBENCE RIGHT-STATUTES.

XOTASH

*

The act of October 2, 1917, does not-make the issuance of a patent thereunder mandatory, and the Secretary of the Interior may issue a permit to
prospect for potassium carrying with it a preference right to a lease upon
discovery for not to exceed one-fourth of the area covered by the permit,
upon lands embraced within a subsisting oil and gas prospecting permit,
provided that the permittee waives all rights to a patent.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION OVERRIULED SO FAR AS IN CONFLICT.

Decision of September 23, 1924 (50 L. D.' 640), overruled so far as in
conflict.

FINNEY, Fi'rst Assistant SecretaMy:

*

The Department has considered. your [Commissioner 'of the
eral Land Office] letter of June 24, 1925, transmitting 43 applications
for potassium prospecting permits, under the act of October 2, 1917
(40 Stat. 297), for lands in Ts. 21 to 24 S., Rs. 18 to 21 E., S. L. M.,
Salt Lake City, Utah, land district, which conflict for the most part
with prior oil and gas prospecting permits, or applications for such,
permits, under the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), and:
recommending favorable consideration upon the same.
It is provided in the act of October 2, 1917, supra.Gen-

That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed, under.
such rules Wand regulations as she may prescribe, to issue to any applicant
prospecting permit which shall give the exclusive right, for a period
:0* *;8a
not exceeding two years, to prospect for chlorides, sulphates, carbonates,
borates, silicates,' or nitrates of potassium on public lands of the United
States * *
SEC. 2.' That upon showing to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior
,that valuable deposits of one or more' of the substances enumerated in section
one hereof have been discovered by the permittee within the area covered by
his permit, the permittee shall be entitled to a patent for not to exceed onefourth of the land embraced in the prospecting permit *: * ** All other
lands described and embraced in such a prospecting permit from and after
the exercise of the right to patent accorded to the discoverer,iand not covered
by leases, may be leased by the Secretary of the Interior, through advertise-
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ment, competitive bidding, or such other methods as' he' may by general regulations adopt, and in such areas as he shall fix,, not exceeding two thousand
five hundred and sixty acres * *

In its opinion dated September 23, 1924 (50 L. D. 640), the Department held that;

:

00* * * t 0 Swhile joint: operation of lands for the development of potassium
and sodiumnmight be feasible and perhaps economically desirable, it is without
authority of law to permit joint development under the act of October 2, 1917,
and the act of February 25, 1920, supra.:

This opinion is based on the ground that there is no authority"in*
the 'act of February 25,1920, for the issuance of limited patents to:
permittees under theract of GOctober 2;:1917, and that as the permittee
:under the latter act is entitled to select the area to be- patented in a
;compact form from' the general 'area covered by the permit, all the
lands in said'permit are potentially subject to patent until a selection
is made.
'
These applicants through their' attorney have offered to waive
the right to patent,sand you express the opinion that the Department
has the authority to accept such waivers and grant potassium,'pros-'
pectin gpermits which shall run concurrently with the oil0'ahd'gas
prospecting permits, and to gra t leases to the potassium permittees
upon commercial: discovery.
In section 1 of the act of February 25, 1920', it ist providedThat deposits of coal, ' phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or gas, and lands
containing such deposits:-owned by the United States, *
* shall be subject to disposition in the form and manner provided by this act, to citizens of
the United States.

In section 13 of said act the Secretary of the Interior is authorized
to. grant to a qualified applicant -a p0ermit 1giving the' exclusive right
for two years to prospect for oil and gas upon not to' exceed 2,560
acres of, land :wherein such deposits belong to the United; States.
Similarly, in section 23 there is authority for granting permits givmg exclusive right to prospect for two years for sodium :upon 2,560
acres of land belonging to the United States. In section 2 there' is
authority for; granting permits to prospect for coal for a like period
and' upon an arear of the samne extent..
It is not specifically provided ;in said act that permits to prospect
: fordifferentminerals enumerated therein, may:be granted to run
concurrently, but inasmuch as the purpose of the act is to promote
the mining of such minerals on public. lands, the Department has
: .. determined that it has authority to grant concurrently permits -to
prospect for coal and- for oil and gas upon the same area; likewise,
sodium Iand oil aand gas prospecting permits.
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Section '32 reads in part as follows:
That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe necessary
rules and regulations and to do any and all things necessary to carry out and
*
accomplish the purposes of this act, *

In sections 11 and 12 of the act of October 2, 1917, it is provided:
11. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe necessary and proper rules and-regulations and to do any and all things necessary
-to carry out and accomplish the purposes' of this Act.
SEC. 12. That the deposits herein referred to, in lands valuable for such
minerals, shall be subject to disposition only in the form and manner provided
in 'this Act
* *
A
SEC.

It does not appear that either at the time of the' passage of the
act&of October 2, 1917, orvwhen the provisions of the bill which
subsequently became the act of February 25, 1920, were considered
for enactment, Congress had in mind that conditions might be
presented where the interests of the Government would call for concurrent development for potash and for other minerals, and it must
be assumed that this has been the reason for failure to provide in
specific-terms for concurrent development under the two acts.
Upon mature consideration the Department is of the opinion that
if an applicant for a potassium prospecting permit shall waive any.
and all rights to a patent conferred by the act of October 2, 1917,
with respect to the area applied for, he may be granted a permit
covering land which is already embraced in an oil and gas prospecting permit. The provision as to the issuance of patent is not mandatory. In the event of discovery it is optional with the permittee
whether he shall apply for a patent. If he has waived his right
to a patent, there seems to be no reason why the Government may
not have prospecting'permittees or lessees under the' two -acts upon
e
land at the same time.:
th same
But the Departmentt believes' that if under such circumstances a
potassium permit shall be granted, the permittee may in the event:
of discovery be given a preference right to a lease for not to exceed
one-fourth of the land embraced in the prospecting permit, to be,
taken in compact form;, that is,- the same area as could be patented
under different conditions. The act accords to a' permittee, after
making a discovery, an exclusive right with respect to only onefourth of the area included in the permit, and if the Department
were to attempt to give a permittee a preference right of lease for
the whole0 area it would be a. wide ~departure from the limitations
in the act. In wacase like this the question is' whether an applicant
for a potassium prospecting permit may, through a fair and reasonable interpretation of the acts in question, be granted -a permit
so limited, or whether his application shall be rejected outright.
.
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The applications presented need be considered as involving only
the question of what shall be done in case an application is filed to
prospect for potassium on land which is embraced in a subsisting oil
and gas prospecting permit. Obviously, if a potassium prospecting
permit has been granted no application for a prospecting permit
under the general leasing act can thereafter be considered on account
of the potential right of the permittee to a patent for a part. Prior
to the allowance of a permit under either act the Department may
inquire as to the -probable character of the land. 0Under the act of
February 25, 1920, it is discretionary with the Secretary -of the
Interior whether to grant a prospecting permit for oil and gas.
Each applicant must file a waiver of any and all rights to patent
and consent to take a lease for one-fourth of the area: in lieu of patent, in the event of discovery.
The papers are herewith returned for appropriate action in accordance with the views herein expressed.V
The opinion of September: 23, 1924, supraq is modified to the
extent that it is not in harmony with the opinion herein.

ROARK v. TARKINGTON, McCRACKEN, INTERVENER
Decided August 20, 1925
CCONTEST-

CONTESTANT-

HOMESTEAD

ENTRY -RELINQUISHMENT

-

PREFERENCE

RIGHT.

Where a homestead entry is relinquished in favor of a third party during
the pendency of an application to contest, the rights of the contestant
with respect to entering the lands must be- determined in accordance with
the state of the record at the date of the acceptance of the relinquishment.
CONTEsT-AFFIDAvIT-HoMESTEAD

EN TRY-AANDONMENT-RELiNQuiSHMENT-

AMENDMENT-PRAcTICE.

A contest affldavit which does not contain the date and number of the
entry or a correct description of the land and merely alleges that the
homestead has been wholly abandoned for more than two years, does not
meet the requirements prescribed by the Rules of Practice, and may not
be amended after the entry is relinquished and a third party has applied
to enter the land.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcISION

CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Fosdickc v. Shackleford (47 L. D. 558), cited and applied.

FINXEYr First Assistant Secretary:
Glen F. McCracken has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated April 8, 1925, holding, in
effect, that Amos Lee Roark should be allowed to make entry under
section 1 of the stock-raising homestead act for SE. 1/4, lots 7, 8, 9,
10 11, 12, Sec. 7, T. 26 N., I. 10 E., N. M. M., and NE. 1/4, N. /2
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S E. 1/4, SE. 1,4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 12, T. 26 N., R. 9 E., N. M. M., Santa Fe,
New Mexico, land district.
On March 24, 1922, Thomas B. Tarkington made entry under section 2289, Revised Statutes, for SE. 1/4, Sec. 7, T. 26 N., R. l0 E.,
N. M:. M., and on October 14, 1922, his application to make entry
under section 4 of the stock:raising homestead act for lots 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, and 12, Sec. 7, T. 26 N., R. 10 E., N. M. M., NE. 1/4 N. '/2
SE. 1/4, and SE.- 1/4 XSE. 1/4, Sec. 12, T. 26 N., R. 9 E., N. M. M., was
allowed.

'On November 19, 1924, said Roark filed an application to contest
Tarkington's entries, describing the land as S.- 1/2, Sec. 7, T. 26 N.,
R. 10 E., N. M. M., and W. ½2 Sec. 12, T. 26 N., R. 9 E., N. M. M.,
and charging thatsaid homestead is wholly abandoned by the claimant for more than two years;
abandonment was not due to his service in the Army or Navy of the United
States on enlistment prior to March41;1921.

The affidavit was corroborated by Norris; W. Roark andh Marshal
Manning, as follows:
We know -from personal observation that the statement, made by the affiant
is true.

The affidavit did not set-forth the serial numbers of the entries.
Under date of December 2, 1924, the local officers advised Roark
that his application to contest had been suspended because the land
had been erroneously described> and -he was allowed 30 days within
which to cure the defect by filing an amended contest affidavit.
On November 28, 1924, McCracken appeared at the local office and
filed a relinquishment of the two entries of Tarkington, which relin-quishment had been executed before a notary public in Wise (County,
Texas, on October 11, 1924. The printed form used had been
changed from "I hereby relinquish to the United States" to "I
hereby relinquish to Glen F. McCracken," At the same time, McCracken applied to amend his additional entry under the stockraising homestead act, made December 4, 1923, for NW. 1,4, Sec. 8,
T. 26 N., R. 10 E., N. M. M., and S. ½ex, Sec. 17, T. 26 N., R. 11 E.,
N. M. M., so as to describe NW. 1/4, Sec. 8, and lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
SE. 1/4, Sec. 7, T. 26 N., R. 10 E., N. M. M. The register held that
Tarkington's relinquishment could not be accepted, "because of invalidity," and McCracken was required to eliminate two of the lots
sought by amendment, to reduce the area to approximately 480 acres.
On December 10, 1924, a relinquishment of Tarkington's entries was
filed and accepted by the register. On January 8, 1925, an amended application to contest was filed
by Roark, in which, due to erroneous information by the register,
the land was incorrectly described. A second amended contest affi-
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davit was filed by Roark on January 23, 1925, in which the land was
correctly described, and in which he charged thatsaid homestead is wholly abandoned by the claimant for more than three years,
and is still abandoned.

Roark received notice on December 17, 1924, of the cancellation
of Tarkington's entries, and on January 8, 1925, applied to make
entry under the stock-raising homestead act for SE. 1/4, Sec. 7, lots
7 to 12, inclusive, Sec. 6, T. 26 N., R. 10 E., N. M. M., NE. Y4, N. 1/2
SE. 1/4, SE. 14 SE. 1/4, Sec. 12, T. 26 N.,'R. 9 E., N. M. Me Am
amended application was filed on January 23, 1925, describing all
the land formerly embraced in Tarkington's entries.
The papers having been forwarded to the General Land'Office,
the Commissioner, in the decision appealed from, held that Roark's
right was superior to that of McCracken, who, it was held, was at
liberty to proceed further in accordance with the regulations of
April 1, 1913 (42 L. ID. 71).
Paragraph 3 of the regulations last referred to was adopted as a
rule for the disposition of controversies such as is presented by the
appeal of McCracken. The paragraph provides in part as follows :
Where a good and sufficient affidavit of contest has been filed against an
entry and no notice of contest has issued on such affidavit, * * * if the
entry should be relinquished you will, as heretofore, immediately note the cancellation of the entry upon the records of your office. In such cases for purposes of administration a presumption will obtain that the contest induced the
-relinquishment, and you will at once so notify the contestant and that he will
be allowed to make entry accordingly. * * *

Thus the first question to be determined is whether Roark's affidavit was " a good and sufficient affidavit of contest."
;-Rule of Practice 2 provides that the affidavit of contest must contain, among other things, a description of the land involved, together
with a statement, in ordinary and concise language, of the facts
constituting the grounds of contest.
And Rule 3 provides that the affidavit must be corroborated by
the affidavit of at least one witness having personal knowledge of
the facts, " and these facts must be set forth in his affidavit."
V
The affidavit of contest which was pending when Tarkington's
entries were canceled on relinquishment did not contain the dates
or numbers of the entries or a correct description of' the land, and
merely alleged that the "homestead is wholly abandoned *
*
for more than two years."
While the Department long ago adopted a liberal rule in regard
to. the amendment of applications and affidavits,: and ordinarily
Roark would have been permitted to amend his charge had he-ap-
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plied within 30 days-from notice, his rights, if any, must be determined in accordance with the state of the record at the date of the
acceptance of Tarkington's relinquishmetnt; and the affidavit of contest then pending being fatally defective, it must be held that. there
was not pending " a good and sufficient affidavit of contest." Fosdick
V. Shackleford (47 L. D. 558). It follows that Roark is without any
rights-under his contest, and that his application must be rejected
to the extent it conflicts with McCracken's application to amend.
The decision appealed from is modified to agree with the foregoing.

USE'OF LANDS WITHDRAWN AS PUBLIC WATER RESERVES
REGuLATIoNs
[Circular No. 1028]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

--Washington, D. C., August 7, T1925.
1. Permission-may be obtained to use or improve lands withdrawn
as or in connection with public water reserves under the act of June
25, 1910 -(36 Stat. 847), or any other act, by filing application for
such permission under the act of February 15, 1901 (31 Stat. 790),
in accordance with the regulations governing said act, as found in
36 L. D. 567, as supplemented by these regulations.
2. As a condition precedent to the granting of any such permission, the applicant will be required to execute such stipulations-and
agreements as may be deemed proper and necessary by the Secretary
of the Interior' to safeguard the public interests, after investigation
of the facts, circlunstances, and conditions in connection with .each
individual case.
3. Any citizen or association of citizens of-the United States, or
any corporation duly created and existing under and by virtue of
the laws of any State of the United States, who may desire to imp
prove the productivity of any water hole or source of water supply
within the boundaries of any public water reserve, or to conduct
such waters from their source within such a reserve to a point or
place more convenient for public use, may file in the office of the
register of the United States land district within which the reservation is situated an application for permission so to use the reserved
land or conduct the waters over or through the same.
Such application should be in the form of an affidavit, duly corroborated by at least two persons, setting forth in detail the plan of
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the applicant for the improvement and care of the public water
reserve, the public necessity for such improvement, the reasons0 why
such plan will be more conducive to the public good and better conserve the waters for public use, and any other facts and circum-m
stances pertinent thereto..;
4. If the waters are to be conducted from their source within the
reserve to a point outsidej of the reserve, the application should be
accompanied by a maDp and separate field notes in duplicate, the map $
being delineated upon tracingalinen and preparedjin accordance with
the regulations of June 6, 1908, governing the submission of appli-'
cations under the act of February 15, 1901, supra, also.evidence that
applicant has applied to the proper State official for permission to
appropriate the waters to the uses contemplated and has prosecuted
such application in good faith to date of the filing of the application.
5.IUpon receipt of such an application in the General Land Office
the Commissioner will direct the division inspector to make careful
field investigation as to the facts and circumstances set forth in
the affidavit of applicant, as to the public necessity or desirability
of the system proposed, and as to all other facts and circumstances
germane to the granting of such a permit, together with recommendation as to any stipulations or agreements which to him may
seem necessary or propertfor the protection of the public interest
and the most economical conservation and use of such waters.
6. Upon receipt of said report the Commissioner of the General
Land Office will transmit a copy of the same, together with the
application, to the Director of the Geological Survey, for report and
suggestion relative to the feasibility of the plan and the terms and
conditions upon which the permit should be issued, if at all.
7. If the place-of use of the water is upon unreserved public land
the applicant may be called upon to file a reservoir declaratory
statement under the act of January 13, 1897 (29 Stat. 484), as well
as the application under the act of February 15, 1901, supra, iff
deemed advisable.
8. Each permit shall contain, besides those~found necessaryim;
individual cases, the following conditions.:
A. That the right to appropriate the waters of the State to the uses contemplated shall be obtained within one year from; and after theissuance of
the permit and the permittee shall file a certificate to that effect issued by
the proper State authority.

B. That the proposed system shall be fully completed in substantial conformity with the plan upon which the permit is predicated within two years
from and after the issuance of such permit, unless a different period is
specifically provided for in such, permit.
V
Cl. That the permittee shall, during the month of January in: each year
after the completion of such system, file with the register of the land: district
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Land
within which the system is located. for transmission to the General
form:
following
the
substantially
in
maintenance,
of
Office, an affidavit
ss
State. of - ---- ---- -:___ _-::---:
County of ---being duly sworn, says that he
::
-0:40-- 0
company
-_is the president of the,
was
(or person) to whom permit (give land idistrict and serial number)
Public.
with
connection
in
date),
issued by the Secretary of the Interior (give
said perWater Reserve No. .f_; that the system as set forth and described in
been
has
needs
public
the
for
sufficient
mit has been kept in repair and water
kept therein during the whole of the calendar year of 19 -_ that the same
has been kept open to the public at all times during the year and that the
said permittee has in all things complied, with the provisions of said*permit
permit
and the stipulations therein contained an~d the acts under which said
was issued.
(Signature.)

Subscribed and sworn to before me this -day
19°

of

.

'

Nota ry Public.

9. In the event that the State certificate as, to the right to appro* priate the Water is not filed within one: year,. or proof of the con-S.
struction of the system, consisting of the affidavit of the permittee
duly corroborated by' two witnesses, within two years or such other'
period as' may be mentioned in the permit, or faffidavit of maintenance is not filed as hereinbefore provided, or in case any of the-,
terms, conditions, provisions, or stipulations of the permit shall not
be well and in good faith performed, observed, and carried out,
then such permit shall become and be subject to cancellation. Nothing hereinbefore contained, however, is to be construed as limiting:
the power or authority of the' Secretary of the Interior-to cancel and
determine the permit at any time when in his judgment such action
is desirable.
10. Permits issued. hereunder are transferable only up-on the written authority and consent of the Secretary of the Interior.
11. -If at any time it becomes necessary for the' permittee to change
his system- or to erect structures other'-than those authorized by his
permit, application for permission so to do, in the form. of -an affidavit setting forth in.detail th e'reason and necessity for the change,
must be filed, and no such change shallbe made until authorized in
writing by the Secretary of the Interior.
THos. C. HAVE.LL
Acting Commissioner.s:

Approved-:
JOHN H. EDWARDSX
A:ssistant secret:yl.
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ELIZABETH 3. VAUGHNDecided September 1,; 1925
HOMESTEAD ENTRY

-

DESERTED WIFE -

RESIDENCE -FINAL

PROOF -

MILITAMY

SERVICE.

A deserted wife who submits proof upon a homestead entry in accordance
with the provisions of the act of October 22, 1914,41 is entitled to claim
credit, in lieu of residence, for the military or naval service of her husband.
DEPARTMENTAL

DECISION CITED AND APPLIED.

X

Case of Jenne P. Musser (44 L. D.: 494), cited and applied.
EDWARDS, Ansistcat Secr'etary:

Elizabeth J. Vaughn has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated January 24, 1925, rejecting
the final proof submitted by her on December 4, 1924, under the provisions of the act of October 22, 1914 (38 Stat. 766), as the deserted;
wife of Rexford E. Vaughn, on the latter's entry under the enlarged
homestead act, made October 15,' 1919, for N. ½/2 (or lots 1 and,2 of
NE. 1,4 and lots I and 2 of NW. 1/4 ), Sec. 2, T. 9 N., R. 13 W., S. B. M.,
California (319.90 acres).
With the final proof was filed an application for reduction of the
required area of cultivation. The Commissioner in his decision rejecting the final proof, denied the application for reduction of culti-,
vation, and held that Mrs. Vaughn was not entitled to credit, in lieu
6of residence, for her -husband's services in the United States Navy
from May 23, 1918, to December 9, 1918.'
It appears that residence. was established April 15, 1920. The
couple resided on the land for at least seven months during the first
and second residence-years, and for one month:-during the third year
(April 15 to May 15, 1923). They were on a visit to San Francisco
thereafter, where entryman deserted the claimant, and she was
obliged to earn money to. pay debts they had incurred and defray
her railroad fare to Los Angeles. As a result, she had not returned
to the land. About 22 acres were cultivated during 1920 and 1921,
but nothing matured, there having been insufficient precipitation
during, the growing seasons.
Under the circumstances disclosed by the record, it is considered
proper to reduce the requirements as to cultivation to the area
actually cultivated.
The Department knows of no reason why the claimant should bedenied credit for her husband's naval service.
In the case of Jennie P.:Mussei (44 L. D. 494), in discussing the
act' of October 22, 1914, .supra, the Department said:,
This was a remedial act. It showed no purpose of Congress to require more
of the wife than would have been required of the husband had he completed
the entry. Relief acts are to be liberally construed. The words of the act
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general in terms and, in- substance, require of the wife no stricter
0Care
* 0* *
proof of compliance with the law than is required by the husband should he
offer final proof. There is no apparent reason whykthe wife of a man holding
a homestead upon which his residence is excused should herself be required to
make such residence or to do more than her husband would be'required to do.

The actual residence on the land when added to the period of
naval service equals three years.
The final proof is therefore accepted, the decision appealed from
being reversed.

THE COLLINS LAND COMPANY
DiDeoidedZ September 8, 1925

FOREST LIEU SELEOT'loN-NATIONAL FOREMT5-AssiGNMENT-DEEDS.
Where the right to make a selection is denied on the ground that the title of
the selector to the base land was invalid, a subsequent assignee of the
selector is entitled under the act of September 22, 1922, to a quitclaim deed
from the United States, notwithstanding that the assignment would not
'have affected the title to the base land lhad the selection been allowable.
EDWARDS, Assistant Secretary:

On October 23, 1901, patent issued to Giovanni Lupicnii for SW.
1/4 SW. 1/4, Sec. 15, NE. .4 NE. 1/4, See. 21, and NE. 1/4 NW. 1/4,
Sec. 22, T. 5 N., R. 28 W., S. B. M., together with another 40-acre
tract not here involved, all within a national forest, under, his homestead entry. About November 11, 1900, after the submission of final
proof, Lupicini died, without any known heirs or widow. Proceedings for probate of his estate were instituted November 15, 1900, by
the public administrator of the county, pursuant to which a decree
was rendered for sale of the homestead land to pay the debts of the
deceased and costs of probate.; A sale was made and confirmed, and
a deed was issued by the administrator. Under this deed C. U. Armstrong, through sundry mesne conveyances, deraigned title. By deed
,.dated October 16, 1902, and'recorded four days later, said Armstrong
- and his wife relinquished the 120 acres above described to the United
* States under theIact of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 36), and on February 19, 1903, said Armstrong, by Judith Bernheim, attorney in fact,
applied to select, in lieu thereof, N. 1/2 NW. 1/4 and SW. 1,4-NW. 1/4,
Sec. 20, T. 16 N., R. 20 W., M. M., Montana.
By decision dated April 2, 1904, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held that the sale of the land embraced in Lupicini's
homestead entry, for debts contracted prior to patent, was void,
and that no title passed to the grantee. The selection made by Armstrong's attorney in fact was therefore rejected. On appeal, the re- jection of the selection was affirmed by departmental decision of
July~12, 1904.

*
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On May 27, 1925, the Collins Land Company, a Montana corporation, filed in the General Land Office an application for a quitclaim
deed for SW. 14 SW. 14, Sec. 15, NE. 14 NE. /4, Sec. 21, and NE. 14
NW. 1/4, Sec. 22, T. 5 N., R. 28 W., S. B. M., and filed therewith an
abstract of title showing -that said Armstrong and wife, by deed
dated June 11, 1908, and recorded April 25, 1925, quitclaimed the
120 acres to said company. By decision dated June 22, 1925, the
Commissioner of the General Land Office denied the company's request, and an appeal to the Department has been filed.
In refusing to execute the deed appliedfor, the Commissioner held
that inasmuch as the Department had decided that no title passed to
Armstrong, he could not undertake:to*relinquish that to which the
United States had at no time asserted ownership since the date of
patent to, Lupicini, and, moreover, even if Armstrong's title were
valid, the Collins Land Company could not secure a quitclaim deed,
the land having been sold by the selector subsequent to the recording of the deed to the United States.
T he act of September'22, 1922 (42 Stat. 1017), entitled "An Act
For the relief of certain persons, their heirs or assigns, who heretofore relinquished lands inside national forests to the United States,"
provides in partThat where any person or persons in good faith relinquished to the United
States lands in a national forest as a basis for a lieu selection under the Act

of June 4, 1897 ( Thirtieth Statutes at Large, pages 11, 36), and failed to get
their lieu selections of record prior to the passage of the Act of March 3,

1905 (Thirty-third Statutes at Large, page 1264), or whose lieu selections,
though duly filed, are finally rejected, the Secretary of the Interior, with the
approval of the Secretary of Agriculture, upon application of such person or
persons, their heirs or assigns, is authorized to accept title to such of the base
lands as are desirable for national-forest purposes, which lands shall thereupon become parts of the:nearest national forest, and, in exchange therefor,
may issue patent for not to exceed an equal value of national-forest land, unoccupied, surveyed, and nonmineral in character,. or the Secretary of Agriculture may authorize the grantor to cut and remove an equal value of timber
within the national forests of the same State. Where an exchange can not
be: agreed upon the Coamissioner of the General Land Office is hereby author-

ized to relinquish and quitclaim to such person or persons, their0 heirs, or
assigns all title to such lands which the respective relinquishments of such
person or persons may have vested in the United States.

It is true that the United States at no time since the date of the
patent to Lupicini asserted ownership of the land relinquished by
Armstrong, but the recorded deed, of relinquishment clouded the
title, and one of the purposes of the act*quoted was to authorize the
Commissioner of the General Land Office to formally disclaim on
behalf of the United States any interest in the land;
The act explicitly provides that the quitclaim may. be to the person
who relinquished the land to the United States, his heirs or assigns.
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Had the Department accepted title from Armstrong, his subsequent
deed to the. Collins Land Company would not have affected the title;
but said company has been shown to be the assignee of Armstrong,
and is therefore entitled to have the land quitclaimed to it by name.
The decision appealed from is reversed.
EXCHANGE OF LANDS IN THE WALAPAI INDIAN RESERVATION,
ARIZONA-ACT OF FEBRUARY 20, 1925
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1029]
DEARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., September 8, 19925.
R:EGISE, f
Phoenix, Arizona.

d&--

SUPERINTENDENT, TRUXTON CANYON AGENCY,

Valentine, Arizona.
for your guidance under the
issued
are
regulations
The following
authorizing reconveyances
954),
Stat.
(43
1925
20,
act of February
therefor, within
selections
lieu
and
lands,
of
and relinquishments
act reads as
The
Arizona.
in
Reservation
the Walapai Indian
follows:
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion,
under rules and regulations to be prescribed by him, to accept reconveyances
to the Government of privately owned and State school lands and relinquishments of any valid filings, under the homestead laws, or of other valid claims
within the Walapai Indian Reservation in Mohave and Coconino Counties,
Arizona, and to permit lieu selections within the boundaries of the said
reservation by those surrendering their rights so that the lands retained for
Indian purposes may be consolidated and held in a solid area so far as may
be possible: Provided, That the title or claim of any person or company who
refuses to reconvey to the Government shall not be hereby affected.

As the exchanges permitted under the act for the purpose of
consolidations can be made only- with the mutual consent of all- persons interested, and be brought to the point where approvals may
be had of the Secretary of the Interior, there should be full preliminary cooperation as a preventive of adverse action and as a means

of aiding prompt and favorable action by the Government. It
would, therefore, be appropriate that you suggest to all prospective
applicants that before any applications are actually filed in the local
land office, they go over the matter, as between themselves, with the
view of arriving at some tentative agreement as to what. lands they
wish to relinquish and to determine the exact status- of the land
desired in exchange.
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A Person or corporation, or the 'State of Arizona, desiring to reconvey and select lieu lands should file in. duplicate: an .application
with. the local, land officer at. Phoenix-definitely. describing. by
Government surveyvs the*lands wanted and the lands off ered' in exchange;' and notice of such application must be given in compliance
with the circular of February 21, 1908 1(36 L. D. 278), with the
exception,.-that instead of beginning publication.within -twenty days'
of filing of. selection, the selector will begin.such publication within
thirty days from date .of service of notice by the register that the
application has been. placed of record.
In all cases where the application involves land occupied, claimed,
or owned by an Indian, or where the landjis occupied, claimed, or
held by the Indians as ' a tribe, the, register' will, forward amcopy
of the application to the- Indian: superintendent'; and in. all such
the superintendents with the serial number of the
i
cases will furnish
application, which serial number together: with- the name of the
land office must be indorsed thereon as a' means of identification and
referred to in all orrespondence concerning said application. It
will be' the duty of' this official' to examine the land proposed to
be relinquished or reconveyed by the Indian applicant or on behalf
of the tribe and the land proposed to be acquired byv or for the
Indians, and to submit reports of such examinations to the Cominmissioner of Indian Affairs with 'appropriate recommendation as
to the allowance or disallowance of the application, a copy of which
report must be forwarded to the register at Phoenix.
'The register will forward' to the Commissiooner' of the General
Land :Office, with his monthly returns- all applications filed in his
office for exchange under the said act' of February 20, 1925, supra,
after noting the' same on' his records in the usual manner.
The inspection service of the .Department will cause to be made
such investigations and examinations of the lands and claims described and set' forth in applicatidns for exchange as will enable
the Secretary of the Interior properly to act in the premises.
Applicants should specifically state in their applications that
the same are made pursuant to the authority contained in the said
act of February 20, 1925, and these instructions. An affidavit showing. that the land asked for in exchange is not. adversely claimed
should accompany each. applicationi, 'and in .cases where the land is
covered by homestead 'or desert enry or' application, proper re,linquishments should be filed.V
-awarrantydeed
There should also accompany the application

duly executed, according to the laws of 'Arizonatby theproponent:
conveying tothe United States the land obe givenin exchange,
but such deed need not be recorded. An abstract of title brought
:40210-25-voL 51-'13':
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down to show good title in the proponent, free from all encumbrances, must also be filed. Such abstract of title must be authenticated by. the 'proper State : and Federal officers and show that the
land is free from all judgment claims, or liens, including taxes, or
such abstract may: be authenticated, by an abstractor or abstract
company as provided bby General Land Office Circular No. 726.
If the exchange is authorized the deedfwill -be returned for recording and the. abstract to be brought down to show such recordation,
whereupon patent will be issued in the regular order of business.
Where the land relinquished is covered by an unperfected bona
fide claim for which no certificate for patent is outstanding, there
must be filed with the selection a, certificate by the recorder of deeds
or official custodian of the. records of transfers of real estate in the
proper county that no instrument purporting .to convey or in any
way to encumber the title to the land or any part thereof is on file or
of record in his office, or if any such instrument or instruments be on
file or of record therein the certificate must show the facts. A selection in lieu of an unperfected claim not covered by patent certificate
must in all respects conform to the law under which such unperfected
claim is held, and will be subject to the payment of such: fees and
commissions as would be required under the statutes to complete the
:unperfected claim in lieu of which the selection is made.
The law makes-no provision:for'oreimbursing any persons for im*provements on land relinquished or reconveyed. However, when
any applicant receives notice that.:an exchange applied for has been
authprized, he may, if he so desires, remove any, buildings, fencing,
or other movable improvements owned or erected by him on the land
relinquished or conveyed: Provided, That such removal is accomplished within ninety days from receipt by, him of said notice.
TIios. C. HAVELL,'
Acting Co0nmissioner.
CHAS. H. BURKE,
;Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

-Approved:.
JOHN

H.

EDWARDS,

Assistant Secretary.

WILBUR J. ERSKINE
Decided September 11, 1925.
TRADE AND MANUFACTITEING SITE-LASKASOCCTPAN¢CY-PUVECASE.

*8ectio~n 10 of the act 6f May 14, 1898, limits the right to purchase a tract of

land in the, Territory* of- Alaska for a trade and manufacturing site to
land actually occupied and used for such purpose, and an application for,
a prospective business site is not within the contemplation of the -act.
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Assistant Secretary:

Wilbur J. Erskine has appealed from the decision of the Conuissioner of the General Land Office dated September 4, 1924, rejecting
his application, Anchorage 05934, filed May 10, 1923, under section
10, act of Mayv 14, 1898 (30 Stat. 409), 'for the purchase of an unsurveyed tract containing approximately 20'acres, situated on the north
shore of Sitkalidak Strait, Kodiak Island, in the Territory of Alaska.
The application wva'srefetred to: the chief of field division for report. Investigationi was made by an examiner in July, 1923, and
report submitted October 22,- 1923, in part as follows:,

-

There were no improvements whatever on the tract, except that posts had
been set at each corner to indicate the lands applied for, -and a- notice of intention to purchasew-was posted on the initial post.
* * * I was-advised that the.applicant, Mr. Erskine, had applied- to the
Bureau of Fisheries for permission to ]Jack 100,000 cases of salmon at this
point. I understood that the 0 applicant would hbe given- favorable considera-tion for a much smaller number of cases, probably 40,000.
The applicant is a prominent merchant and business man of Kodiak, and
intends to form a company for the construction of a cannery on this site. In
view of the fact that the act of May 14, 1898, only provides for the sale oflands which have been occupied: and- improved,: and that there are no improvements on these lands, it is recommended that the application be rejected.

The Commissioner rejected the application because the land had
not :been occupied or improved as contemplated by the said act&of
1898.
The appellant contends that the act invoked does not require
actual occupation or improvement -as a condition precedent to the
of an application for a-:trade and manufacturing site, but
0-;0 making
only, if at all, as a condition precedent to the issuance of patent.
There is no merit in

this contention.

The, Department

has uni-

formly held that the right of purchase accorded by -the law is limited
to cases where the land is actually occupied and used for -purposes
of trade and manufacture. An application for a prospective0business site is not within the law. 23 L. D. 7; id. -245; id. 280; ;29 L. ID.
416. While the cases cited arose under sections 12, 13, and 14 of
the act of March 3, 1891 (26; Stat. 1095), the terms and requirements
of section 10 of the act of May 14, 1898, supra, which in some respects enlarged the provisions above referred to, are in this rega rd
identical. See regulations of September 8, 1923 (50 L. D. 27, 41)
The decision appealed 'from is affirmed.:
-
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ISSUANCE OF OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERMITS--FOR LANDS
IN THE PLACE LIMITS OF RAILROAD 'GRANTS
Instructions, September I7, 19 5
RAILROAD GRANT-OIL: AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMITS.

The Land Department has the authority to issuejpermits to prospect for
oil andS gas pursuant to the act of February 25, 1920, onjlands within the
primary limits of railroad grants, which, if nonmineral in character, would
'
inure to the grantees under those grants.
RAILROAD GRANT-OIL AND GAS LANDS-_SURFACE RIGHETS-RESERVATION-PREFERENCE RIGHT-PROSPERTING PERMITS.
The act of July 17-, .1914,confers upon:railroad grantees the right to select
the surface of lands, which, except for that act, would be excluded from
the grants on account of their mineral' character, but- neither a railroad
company nor any person claiming under a railroad grant is entitled to a
preference right to a permit or lease under the act of February 25, 1920,
by reason of such selection.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION OVERRRLED SO FAR AS IN CONrnrCT.

Case of Northern' Pacifie Railway Oonf.-paniy (48- L. D. 573), 'overruled so
far as in conflict.

FINNnY First Assistant Secretary:.
Reference is had to an appeal by-the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company,:pending in your Commissioner of the; General Land
Office] office from ~action by the register and receiver: at Los Angeles,
California, in rejecting the company's listing September 28, 1922,
of Sec. 3, T. 11 N., R. 3.E., S. B. M., California, for the reason that
this Department had previously granted a permit covering the land,
under the provisiois 'of the act of February 25, 1920- (41 Stat. 437),
*
'to prospect for oil and gas therein. Calling attention to -that proceeding you request instructions on
question as' to whether permits may be lawfully issued
the generalf
under said act to prospect' upon unpatented odd-numbered sections
within the place limits of certain railroad grants.
In view of the importance of the question. involved, I referred the
matter to the Attorney- General for an opinion,- whi6h -was given
August 29, 1925. His opinion concludes:
I am therefore of the opinion, and so advise you, 'thkat your Department has
the right and authority to issue oil prospecting permits under the act, of February 25, 1920, 41 Stat. 437, for lands within: the primary limits of grants' to
railroads, which lands, if nonmineral and not 'otherwise appropriated or reserved at the date of the grant, were granted to the railroads.

This- Department will be governed by the conclusions reached by
the Attorney General, and you are authorized and instructed to proceed in accordance with his opinion in disposing of cases of the class
described therein.

-

*.
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Any application, to prospect, such lands will be handled adiinis.tratively as near as may be as provided in paragraph 12(c) of -subsisting- oil and gas regulations as of land covered by nonmineral entry .within mineral reservation. It will -be referred to the Geological Survey -for' classification as to prospective oil and gas values. If
the Geological -Survey 'reports' that the .land -is. without such value,
the application will be;rejected. If the Survey reports that it has
such value and- affords A favorable opportunity for prospecting, the
'railroad coihpany- will be so notified and required to file consent to
a mineral reservation or: to show cause why such reservation should
not be made. The decision of this Department of January 31, 1922,
inNorthernPaciicRailway Co. (48 L.)D. 573), is hereby overruled
in: so far, as it holds that a railroad company .is not entitled to. the
benefits of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509). But no railroad
company or person claiming land under a railroad land -grant.shall
be entitled to a prdference right to a permit and lease under the act
of February 25, 1920. See section 20- of said act. PARK FALLS LUMBER COMPANY ET AL. v. DWYER ET AL.
Decided September 17, 1925
PUBLaC LANDS-SUIIRVEY-PATENT-LAKiE-PREFERENCE

-

-

RIGHT.

Lands omitted from the original surveys through error in running; the
meander lines of lakes or other bodies of water, to which claims of ownership are predicated upon titles derived under- patents issued in conformity
with the original surveys, are not 'such vacant, unappropriated lands as
to be subject to general disposition under the public land laws prior to
the determination -of the claims arising under the old titles.

FirstAssistant Secretary: V
The Park Falls Lumber 'Company, now the Edward Hines Hardwood and Hemlock Company, has appealed from the decision of the
FINNEY,

Commissioner of the, General Land Office, dated February 20, 1925,
denying its petition for preference right to acquire under the public
land laws, the lands described as lots 9 to. 18 inclusive, containing,
130.80 acres,, as shown upon the supplemental plat of survey of Sec.
210, T. 44 N., R.- 5 W., 4th P. M., Wisconsin, approved April 12, 1923,
and filed in the- Wausau land office: May 12, 1924.-V
The records show that the following applications affecting this
-

-

landhave been filed:

---

I

-

-

-

04583, filed Novembert4, 1019, by Frank Adams, attorney-in-fact
for Willis E. Dwyer under the act of July'1, 1-898 (30 Stat.. 597,620)', as amended by the act of February 27, 1917 (39 Stat. 946),
for unsurveyed land, approximately described as the NE.

said- section 20, which description was
e
adjusted

-by

1,4 SW. 1,4,;

the Comnnis-
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sioner's decision of February"20, 1925, to conform to the 1supplemental plat:and describe lot 15, said section.
04637, filed June 10, 1920, by Frank Adams, attorney-in-fact for
Wvilliam S. Kinyon, under the above acts, for unsurveyed lands
described by metes and bounds and adjusted by said decision to
conform to the supplemental plat and describe lots 14 and 16, said
section.
05021, filed May 6, 1924, by Frank Adams, attorney-in-fact for
William S. Kinyon, to select lots 17 and 18, said section, and to
apply the residue of the right presented with 04637 in satisfaction
thereof.
*05037, filed October 20, 1924, by Walter David Gunckel, to purchase under the timber and stone law lots 9, 10,0 11,%12, and 13,
said section.
April 15, 1925, by the Edward Hines Hardwood and
-05055,filed
to purchase under the act of February 27, 1925
Company,
Hemlock
9 to, 18, inclusive, in said section, as the owner
lots
1013),
Stat.
(43
of lands bounded by the erroneously meandered area shown by
the plats.
In addition to the foregoing applications, Robert E. Wegg made
homestead entry 04854 on March 26, 1923, for land described as
fractional N. ½/2 SW.1/4, said section, furnishing evidence of service
in the United States Army from March 28, 1916, to November 18,
1920, tin support thereof. Wegg's entry was held for cancellation
by the Commissioner on April 25, 1924, on the ground that the
land was unsurveyed and not subject to homestead entry. In said
decision the Commissioner also called attention to the, pending
applications of Adams as attorney-in-fact for, Dwyer and Kinyon
and stated that such applications for unsurveyed lands were permissible under the law.
The records further show that the Park Falls Lumber Company
asserted its claimn of ownership as against the world to the lands
in question prior to the approval-of the survey and filed its protest against the making of any survey of the lands omitted from
the original survey, relying upon the plat approved January' ll,
1859.: The lDepartment, however, by its decision of September 4,
1923, affirmed the Commissioner in dismissing the protest, having
found that, as disclosedlby the investigation, the meander line shown
by the original survey did not approach within reasonable proximity
to the water's edge of Atkins Lake and that the survey of the
omitted lands must be upheld. 'O-On rehearing, the Department in,
its decision of December 13, 1923, held that the record disclosed,
'gross error in the original survey and that therefore the omitted
-area'should'be;'regarded as public -land of the United States. 'The
companythereupon 'filed a petition for recognition of a preference
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right of entry for the omitted area, based upon alleged purchase
and ownership, or interest in and expenditures in connection with,
certain lands shown by:the original survey to have a frontage on
the' lake: but which are cut off from the lake by the supplemental
survey in said section. This petition was transmitted to-the Department, and, after consideration, was remanded with instructions
as follows:
No ruling can be made on the company's request for preference right at the
present stage of the case. The adverse claimants are entitled to due notice so
that issue may be joined and opportunity for a hearing afforded. The petition
-is accordingly remanded with directions that the plat be filed, and that the
company-be advised that if it seeks to defeat any adverse applications for any
portion of the area, it should file specific protests against all adverse filings,
serving copies thereof on the parties involved advising themn of the basis of its
claim. 'Should :material issue be joined, hearing will be ordered and the controversy adjudicated in regular order of procedure.'

On June 11,'1924, the company' filed a paper setting up its claim
of ownership of the land in 'question based upon a chain- of 'title in
certain of the lands adjoining. the meander -line.shown'on the original plat of 1859, and stated that copies of 'said paper had been served
upon adverse parties.
''
The Commissioner in the 'decision fromi which appeal herein was
taken, held that the 130.80 acres of land shown by the supplemental
plat was surveyed as public land and as such it was, at the time the
filings of Adams 'and Gunckel were made, subject to appropriation
gby settlement or by, the filing of proper applications "under anyv ap'plicable public land laws, 'and that the showing of the company fied
on June 11, 1924, doeshnot set up any. facts other than, or in addition
to, those already decided upon adversely ~by. the Commissioner or the
Department.
:
Appellant, in addition to taking appeal from the said Commissioner's; decision, has filed its application to purchase under the preference right accorded certain claimants under the act -of 'February
27,' 1925, supra, which was enacted ai few' days after the decision
complained of. was rendered.
.;A review of the records discloses that in the course of the proceedings .the appellant' has asserted three distinct grounds upon
which its claims are based.
1. A claim of ownership 'in fee asserted, in its protest against the
approval of the supplemental survey of the tracts as public lands.
2. A claim of preference right 'on equitable grounds: to.acquire'
same under <Dppropriate public land laws as appears from its petition filed after the Secretary's decision of December 13, 1923, dismissing its protect against the survey.,
3. -A claim. of preference right. to purchase under the act of Febru.ary 27, 1925, supra, filed April 15,1925. .
'
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the company-to
legal grounds.
error in holding in effect that the
-in
The Commissioner wa
question concerning the claim of preference-right had been previously Decided adversely. to, the company by. the Department. The
previous decisions concerned only the question of the authority of
the Department to survey the land as public land and dispose of
it as.such, and thefinding was in the affirmative..
As, a natural consequen ce of such, finding there, now remain.the
questions concerning the disposition of such lands under the- public
land laws, including the adjudication of any existing claims, based
on settlement rights, occupancy, improvements or. under. bona -fde
claim of right .or color of title. There are claims arising in a situation ,such as this which do ,not ordinarily occur when a, plat of
survey. of public land is filed and lands become subject to disposi-tionunder, the public-land laws. In surveying and platting small.
areas, which on investigattiio are found to:.have been omitted :froin
surveys through error in running the meander: lines of lakes or
other .bodies of water:, many claims of. ownership will arise predicated upon titles derived under patents issued in conformity with
the original -surveys and plats, which must be considered before the
land, may- be disposed of ;to other applicants.: Otherwise, vexatious
.
litigation may ensue.
Until these .laims are disposed; of the Department is not wars
ranted in considering the claims of others, nor are the lands: subject
to' disposal generally: until such 'matters are settled. Lands of the
status of-:the tracts--herein concerned' are.not such as may be icons:idered vacant unappropriated lands subject to :general disposition
under the public-land laws, and no rights accrue to anyone through
the mere filing of an application therefor prior to the: disposition of
claims'arising under.the' old titles.
In the present case a claim has been continuously asserted by
appellant since prior to the"-approval of the' supplemental plat of
'survey, and has not been finally adjudicated. The pending applications under-the-act of July 1, 1898, 'supra,,notices of which were
not published until during March 'and April 1925, and .the pend-
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ing application under the timber and stone law, will not preclude the
Department .from. examining into and determining the status of'
claims ~asserted: .by adjoining owners and the -legal or equitable
rights which such owners-may have in the premises. Jones v. Arthugr
(28 L. D. 235); BUrtis v. Kansas (34 L. D. 304); Atherton v.
Fowler (96 U. S. .513); Lyle .v. Patterson (228 U. S. 211) ; Krueger
v. United States
-(246 U. S. 69); Denee v. Ankeny (246 U.:S. 208).
Appellant -has 'consistently asserted ownership. of the lands -in
question under a record-title-to certain lands based on patents issued::in faccordance fwithi the -original survey and alleges that the lands
,are not in :the possession of any other party, that no settlement has
been-made thereon, thiat the only improvements upon the lands have
been constructed by a subsidiary of appellant's predecessor in interest, that it claims ownership under the laws and decisions holding
that the watermark and not. the meander line is the boundary of
the land patented under the former survey, and that the appellant
and its predecessors in interest have done whatever has been done
of a beneficial nature in connection with the east shore -of the lake
and have done so under the belief that they were the owners to the
shore. of the lake, -which belief was founded upon the'plat of survey
of :1859.,: Notwithstanding the previous holding of the Department that -the
lands are public lands and the:'company: has no legal title 'in the
premises, its continued claim of ownership can not be denied, nor
its good faith questioned in asserting same under the doctrine announced in numerous decisions of the courts to the effect that a
meander line of a body of water is not generally to be regarded as
the boundary line of the adjacent surveyed tract, but that the patent
carries title to all of the land at least to the-water's edge and possibly
beyond to the- middle of the stream, depending on the law of the
E
State wherein the land is situated. Mitchell v. Smace (140 U. S.
40.6) ; St. Paul, etc., B. -Co. v. Schurmeier (7 wall. 272); Shively v.
Bowlby (152:-U. S.. 1, 39); French-Glenn. Livestock Company v.
-

Aarshhall (28 L. -D.4.44).

-

-

d

-

The lands- in the: township, as shown by the original plat of sur-;
vey, had all been disposed of under the public land laws, and it.
was not until after a question had been raised and carefully investi-gated that it was decided bv the Department that the magnitude of
error in the original survey was sufficient to bring this case within
the exception to the general rule. Security Land, etc., Co. v. Burns
(193 U. S. 167); EtoiZe P. Hatcher and William Palmer et al. (49
L. D. 452) j Rust Owen Lumber Company (50 L. D. 678). - C
Under the circumstances of the case the Department is of the
opinion that appellant has made a prima facie showing sufficient to,
warrant consideration of its claim of preference right to acquire
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under the public land laws such of -the erroneously omitted land
lying between subdivisions covered by its record title and, the meander line of the lake, as shown by the supplemental plat of survey.
And it is not believed that the pending' applications of Adams and
Gunckel serve as a bar to the consideration of appellant's application to purchase under the act of February 27, 1925, supra, nor were
such applicants at the time of the passage of the act settlers or entrymen under the public land laws with superior existing rights.
The appellant will be required to furnish evidence of title in the
surrounding lands, consisting. preferably of a properly certified
abstract of title and sworn statements regarding any improvements
made upon the premises,. and such other facts as will support its
allegations as to claim of ownership or establish its preference right
to acquire any of 'the land under the provisions of the act of February 27, 1925, supra.- Upon the receipt of such showing, the matter
will receive further consideration.
The case is remanded for action in accordance with the views
herein expressed.
PROCEDURE UPON NONMINERAL APPLICATIONS FILED SUBSEQUENT TO APPLICATIONS FOR PROSPECTING PERMITS AND
LEASES-CIRCULAR NO. 1021, MODIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1031]
DEPARTMENT. OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., September 17, 1925.
REGISTERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Circular No. 1021, approved July 21, 1925 (51 L. ID. 167), con.taining instructions as to action on nonmineral applications filed
subsequent to applications for prospecting permits or~leases, is
hereby modified by the insertions therein-immediately preceding
the penultimate paragraph thereof-of the following additional
provision:
Where a mineral lessee or permittee shows cause or protests against the
allowance of a nomnineral entry or selection with proper mineral reservation,
and upon which waiver of compensation has 'been filed, the showing or protest
shall be forwarded by the General Land Office, with the application to make
nonmineral entry or selection, to the Geological Survey for report and recommendation as to whether or not the granting of any additional surface rights
over and above those of the lessee or permittee, as the case may be, would
seriously or substantially embarrass or hinder such lessee or permittee in his
operations.
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If the Geological Survey shall conclude and report that the granting of additional surface rights to a nonmineral entryman or selector will so embarrass
and hinder the mineral lessee or permittee in conducting operations under his
lease or permit, as the case may be, then the General Land Office will reject
the nonmineral filing, but if the report and conclusion of the Geological Survey
shall be to the contrary, then the entry or selection may be allowed.

E. C. FINNE,:

:First Assistant Secretary.
REGULATIONS GOVERNING RECLAMATION ENTRIES ON FEDERAL
IRRIGATION PROTECTS
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., September 19, 1925.
REGISTERS)

UNITED STATES LAN-D Or,?IcES:
There is inclosed a copy of the regulations approved September.
12, 1925, by the Secretary of the Interior governing the administration of subsection C of the act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672,
702). Your attention is particularly called to paragraph, 2 of the
regulations which provides that hereafter (that is, September 12;
1925, the date of the approval of the regulations) no entry for public lands within a Federal irrigation project shall be accepted until
the applicant therefor has satisfied an. examining board that he is
possessed of such qualifications as are necessary to give reasonable
assurance of success by the prospective settler.
Accordingly,

.you

will allow no further reclamation entries until

the examining boards have been organized on the several projects
by the Bureau of Reclamation and are prepared to pass on the qualifications of the applicants. The application for lands must have the
approval of the board; and paragraph 10 of the regulations states
that such homestead application shall be made within 15 days from
the date of approval of the application except in those cases where
a preference right is being exercised in which event the period provided by law for the exercise of the preference right shal control.
Paragraph 11 states that the regulations relate in the main to
entry of vacant farm units, and that each public order opening new
projects or divisions will*contain specific instructions on the subject.
You will at once incorporate this order on the records of your
offic be governed accordingly, and acknowledge receipt hereof.
T1os. C. HAVELL,
Acting Commissioner.
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REGUJLATIONS GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OF SUBSECTION C OF THE ACT OF DECEMBER 5, 1924-RECLAMATION
ENTRIESDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,

Washington, D. C., September 1P, 1925.
TO ALL FIELD {OFFICES.1. Subsection C of the act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672,
702), reads as follows:

:

That the Secretary is hereby authorized, under regulations to be promulgated by him, to require of each applicant including preference right ex-service
men for entry to public lands on a project, such qualifications as to industry,
experience, character, and capital as in his opinion are necessary to give reasonable assurance of success by the prospective settler. The Secretary is
authorized to appoint boards in part composed of private citizens, to assist in
determining such qualifications.

2. Hereafter no entry for public lands within a Federal irrigation
*project shall be accepted by the local land office until the applicant
therefor has satisfied an examining'board, to be appointed: on each
project to consider such matters, that he is possessed of such qualifications (in addition to the qualifications required under the homestead laws) as to industry, experience, character, and capital, as in
the opinion of the board are necessary to give reasonable assurance
of success by the prospective settler.
*3. Each applicant for entry of such public lands, including preference right ex-service men, and successful contestants under the act
of :May .14, 1880 (21 Stat. 140), shall file an application with the
Bureau of Reclamation which, among other things,'must state with
respect to the applicant, his or her age, status as to citizenship,
whether married or single, number of children, and their sex and,
ages, other-dependents, ownership of farm lands elsewhere and the
value thereof, farming experience, assets and liabilities, and give
references as to character and industry. The application may state
the particular farm unit desired and may also include a second and
third choice and, when practicable, the choice of a fully 'qualified
applicant will be approved. However, the intent of the law, is to
select the best qualified applicants for all farms available and the
Government must therefore reserve the right to distribute the farms
to those best qualified, regardless of individual preferences.
4. Akpplicant must possess good health and vigor and have had at
least'two years' actual experience in farm work and farm practice.
The applicant must have at least $2,000 in money, free of liability,
or the equivalent thereof in livestock farming equipment, or other

-
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assets deemed by the examining board to be as useful to the said
applicant as money.
5 0:The
jS.above miniInum requirement as to capital and experience
unit) applied for
shall. not apply when the farm X(fractional
is 10 acres or less in area and the applicant can show to the satisfaction of the examining board that the development of the farm
is feasible from the-capital the applicant may reasonably be expected
to obtain as a wage-earner.
V6. An examining board of three members, or more, shall be appointed on each project by. the Secretary of the Interior, or such
officer as he shall authorize to make such -appointments, to consider
the fitness of applicants to undertake the development and operation
of a farm. The members of such board shall serve for a period
of one year, or until their successors are appointed, unless otherwise ordered Vbythe Secretary or: such officer as he shall authorize
to make such appointment. Each superintendent, is requested to
submit recommendations for membership on the board of examiners
for his project at the earliest practical date.
'T'.A member representing the Bureau of Reclamation -shall keep
the records of the board., and notify applicants when 'and. where
the board shall meet to deal with applications, in order that applicants may personally submit additionaldinformation as to their fitness for* the undertaking.
- 8. The examining board shall note the date of. receipt by it of
each application filed, and interview the applicants who appear before it, to determine the qualifications of, prospective settlers.., Careful investigation shall be- made to verify statements and presentations made by applicants to the end that no misunderstanding may.
prevail either as to the applicant's fitness or his appreciation of the
problems before him.
9. After decision by the board its conclusion, if adverse to the
applicant.,,shall be reduced to writing and a copy thereof forwarded
to the applicant by registered mail. Evidence of service of such
notice shall consist of registry return receipt signed- by the applicant, or his agent, or registered letter addressed to applicant at his
record address and returned unclaimed. The board's decision as
to the relative qualification of each applicant, based upon a percentage rating of the elements of industry, experience, character,
and capital, shall be final unless appeal from such decision be made
to the Secretary of the Interior within 30 days from receipt of
notice, and such appeal should be filed in the project office where
the lands are situated.
.farm

::0:
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:The relative standing ofo applicants will'be based upon a percent-

age rating, determined as follows:
Each of the elernents of industry, experience, character, and capital will
considered as having a possible weight of 25 per cent, and applicants will
rated according to the following scale:
Industry
% 2
Farm Experience ;
Y% Character %0 Capital
Fair,
5
.yrs. or.more in East _-_
15 Fair5 $2,000 Good __ 15 2 yrs. or more inirrigation.
25 Good---15
3,000
Excellent
25 ------_---Excellent_ 25
5,000 -

*

:

be
be
%
15
20
25

10. Approval by the board of an application followed by the filing
of water right or water rental application when either is provided
for on the particular project. involved, which feature the board shall
cover .by appropriate notation on the application, will entitle the
applicant to file homestead application at the designated local land
office for the farm unit assigned to him. Such homestead application shall be made within 15 days from the date of approval of the
application, except in those cases where a preference right is being
exercised, in which event the, period provided by law for the exercise
of the preference right shall control.;1 Failure to so make such homestead application will entitle the board to approve another application for the same unit, allowing the applicant to make homestead
-entry; this .procedure continuing, if necessary, until an approved
applicant makes a homestead entry.
11. The above regulations relate in the main to the entry of vacant
farm units upon.existing projects and existing divisions thereof, and
while suggestive of the procedure to be followed in the opening of
new projects or new divisions, each public notice or order opening
new projects or new divisions will contain detailed instructions on
the subject of the qualifications necessary for prospective entrymen
and the procedure under which such qualifications will, be de-

.0termnined..

:

i

: .-

::.

-

-

ELWOOD MEAD,

Comnmissioner.

Iconcur:
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner of the General Land Offce.

Approved:
HUBERT ,WORK,

.Secretary.

:
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INTERPRETATION OF SUBSECTIONS F, G, I, J. AND L OF SECTION 4 OF THE ACT OF DECEMBER 5, 1924, RELATING TO PAYKMENT OF CONSTRUCTION AND WATER CHARGES ON FEDERAL
IRRIGATION PROJECTS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BuREAu OF RECLAMATION,

Washington, D. C., January 28, 1925.
The -application of the terms of section 4 of the act of December 5,
1924 (43 Stat. 672,701), commonly known as the Fact Finders Act,
to the variousl reclamation projects and the preparation of suitable
forms of contracts thereunder, require interpretation of certain provisions of that act.
Subsection F of the act providesThat hereafter all project construction charges shall be made payable in
annual installments based on the productive power of the land as provided in
this subsection. The installment of the construction charge per irrigable acre
payable each year shall be 5 per centum of the average gross annual acre income for the ten calendar years first preceding, or for all years of record if
;fewer than ten years are available, 'of the area in cultivation in the division or
subdivision thereof of the project in which the laud is located, as found by the
Secretary annually. The decision of the Secretary as to the amount of any such
installment shall be conclusive. These* annual payments shall continue until
the total construction charge against each unit is paid. The Secretary is
authorized upon request to amend any existing contract for a project water
right so that it will provide for payment of the construction charges thereunder
in accordance with the provisions of this subsection or for the deferment of
such construction charges -for -a period' of three years from the approval of this
section, or both.

The first sentence of this subsection reading: "That hereafter all
project construction charges shall be made payable in annual installments based upon the productive power of the land," applies to
all new projects and divisions of projects where the terms of pavyment have not already been established by contract or accepted waterright applications. Existing contracts can not be modified without
the consent of both parties thereto and cases where a modification of
existing contracts is necessary in order to apply the new plan of payment are covered by the- last sentence of :subsection F which
provides-The Secretary is authorized upon request to amend any existing contract for
a project water right so that it will provide for payment of the construction
charge thereunder in accordanee with the provisions of this subsection or for
deferment of such construction charge for a period of three years from the
approval of this section, or both.
i-

This provision vests discretion in the Secretary to amend existing
contracts upon request. It is permissive, not mandatory. The words,
"upon request" are understood to mean upon request of the other

'
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party to the water right contract in question.
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is authorized upon request to amend any existing contract," etc.
[Italics supplied.] If it had been intended that there should be no
discretion on the part of the Secretary, the act would provide, "The
'
' Secretary shall -upon request amend any existing contract, etc."
shall-conpayments
annual
"These
provides:
Subsection F also
tinue until the total construction charge against each unit is paid."
Some of the water users on certain projects claim that' this provision indicates an intent on the part of Congress to release the
guarantees. given to the Government by the various irrigation districts and water users' associations and that the Government take a
loss whenever any individual farm unit for any reason proves incapable of paying its pro rata share of the project construction
-The

:cost.
This argument is largely answered by the fact that the authority
to amend existing contracts is permissive and not mandatory and if
the' Secretary is not required to amend existing contracts at all he
is certainly not required to do so for the purpose of releasing guar-.
antees given by water users' organizations and throwing a loss on
the Reclamation Fund which'the Supreme: Court has held it was
not intended should occur. The intent underlying the Reclamation
Act is stated by the Supreme Court as follows in the caise of Swigart
v. Baker (229 U. S., 187, 197):
fund was. the proceeds of public land, and was. not intended
to be diminished for the: benefit of any one project, but, without increase by
interest and undiminished by local expenses, was again ,to be used for con-:
structing other works. The cost of surveying these projects which were not
0 develo~ped':and: the administrative expenses not chargeable to 'any particular
Project might not 'be repaid, but these -sums were so small as to be negligible
as against the fundamental idea: of the Bill, that the proceeds of public land
as a Trust Fund should be kept intact and again invested and reinvested for
constructing new irrigation works.
*

0 *

* 0 That

From time to time as repayment contracts were made with the
various irrigation districts and water users' associations, the Secretary of the Interior attempted to carry out the intent of the 'act and
protect the trust fund in question by requiring the water users' organization, whether a district or association, to guarantee the waterright- payments of its members or to make lump sum payments sufficient to cover the annual payments for the entire project or division
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covered by the district or association. Utnder this practice the water
user has a primary obligation to pay the portion of the cost of the
project apportioned to his particular. farm unit- or specified in his
water right application and a secondary obligation as.a' member of
an irrigation district or water users' association, to pay* assessments
:-if .necessary to carry out the. guarantee given by the : association or
district. This secondary liability assumed, by reason of the guarantee given by the district or: association of which the individual is
a member, is referred to by the water users of some of the projects
as a joint liability and it is contended by some of the water users
that the sentence of subsection F reading, " These annual:payments
shall continue until the total construction charge against each unit
is paid," requires the Secretary to release districts and associations
from their guarantees: or agreements to.make lump sum payments
and thereby relieve the individual members of: the association or
individual landowners of .the district as the case may: be, from any
responsibility except for a portion of the project construction cost
as specified in the individual water right application or apportioned
to the land of the individual landowner of the district.
In every large body of land there will be some tracts which, for
one reason or another, will be found incapable of paying construc-tion charges, and if the guarantee of the district or association which
has been given for -the purpose of avoiding loss to the fund-in such
cases should be released, a loss to the fund would occur; and it was
to prevent such losses that the settlers' organizations were required
to guarantee the payments.
A modification of existing contracts for such purpose would be
* contrary to the intent-of the reclamation law as construed by the
Supreme Court in the Swigart v. Baker case. The general. intent
of the new act, appears to have be-en to 4grant more favorable terms
of payment for the purpose of enabling the projects to pay out in
a longer period of time. Nothing in the new law requires release
* of district or association guarantees under existing contracts and so
far as the releases of guarantees would tend to deplete the fund
would be contrary to the general purpose of the reclamation law as
construed by the Supreme Court. If it had been the intent of
Congress to change the policy of, the reclamation law with respect
to the return of the fund in full, it is reasonable to expect that Congress would have expressed some such intent in a plain and definite
way, particularly in view of the well-known decision of the Supreme Court. But what was done by Congress was merely to vest
discretionary power in the Secretary to amend existing contracts.
Another question' which has been raised with reference to the construction of. subsection F is .the question whethert the terms of Dpay402100 --25-voL51 . 14
-
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*ment provided under this subsection may be allowed to water users
or water users' organizations which: have contracted for a supplemental water supply under the Warren Act. In most cases the
holders of such Warren Act contracts have contracted for a comparatively small additional water supply and would not desire to
adopt the new plan of payment for the reason that their annual
payments under their present contracts for the limited amount of
water which they are receiving from the Government. works, is
lower than would be the payments under the new plan of payment
:-based on thee average gross acre income; but in cases where the
amounts to be paid by such Warren Act water users is comparable
to the amounts paid for a full Government water right, the same
reason exists for applying the new plan of payment as in the case
of the water users who receive their entire water supply from the
Government works and there appears to be nothing in subsection F
which would prevent the application of the new plan of payment
to Warren Act water users in cases where the new plan is desired by
the water users and found by the Secretary to: be desirable. The
language of the last sentence .of subsection F is, "The Secretary is
authorized upon request, to amend any existing contract for a project water right so that it will provide for payment of the construction charge thereunder in accordance with the provisions of this subsection." The term, "to amend the contract for a project water
right" is understood to be broad enough to apply to any, contract for
water from the project works, and that any contract for water from
the project works whether a complete water" supply or only a partial
water supply, may be considered as within the authority granted
the Secretary under this subsection.
Another qpestion which. has been raised in connection with the
-interpretation of subsection F is the question whether, in cases where
the three-year deferment of construction charge is granted under the
last sentence of subsection F but the new plan of payment on. the basis
of average gross acre income is not granted or desired, the threeyear deferment 'of construction charges would result in the four
years' construction charges all becoming due at once at the end of the
three-year period. Such a construction would lead to impractical
results. If settlers have difficulty in meeting annual construction
payments as the same come due, obviously, it would not be practical
for them to pay four annual construction payments in one year, and
it would not be presumed that -Congress intended such an obviously
impractical result. The language of the act applicable to this question is as follows: "Or for the deferment of such construction charges
for a period of three years from the approval of this section." The
word,' " such " in the expression, " such construction charges ". relates
cek to the' construction charge last above mentioned in the act, which
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is as folloivs: "The Secretary is authorized upon request, to amend
any existing contract for a project water right so that it will provide
for payment of the coongtruction charge thereunder in ,accordance,
* with the provisions: of this subsection." [Italics supplied.] Consequently the expression, "such construction charges'? referring back
* to the tern, "the construction charge," relates to the entire construction charge in whatever number of installments it may be divided,
and not merely to three annual installments of the construction
charge. Consequently the effect of this provision is to defer, "tthe
construction charge," including all unpaid installments, for a period
of three years-and not merely to suspend three installments aild.
thereby require four annual installments to be paid in one year.
This interpretation avoids the obviously impractical result of requiring four annual payments in one year and also appears to be the
natural, meaning of the language used in this subsection.
The closing portion of subsection G reads, "and. when the water
users assume control of jthe project the operation and maintenance
charges for the year then current shall be covered into the construction
account to be repaid as part of the construction repayments." The
words " charge's for the year then current " mean those made for the
year in which the operation and. maintenance is assumed;by the
water users.: Thus, if operation and maintenance is turned over during the year 1925, all expense incurred by the United' States for
operation and maintenance and which thereupon would constitute
"charges)" for that year will be covered into the construction account. That is, they will be transferred from the operation and
maintenance acdount to the construction account. If at:-the' timen
operation and maintenance is assumed by the water users no operation and maintenance expense; has been incurred during the current
'year, Xthere will be,' no. operation and r aintenance "charges" to be
transferred.
The suggestion' 'has been made 'that the clause discussed requires
that the operation and maintenance cost for the year control is
assumed,, be paid by the United States and charged into construction
whether operated by the United States for the full year. or by the
water users during a portion of that year. In the latter case the
cost of operation and maintenance must be advanced or the bills tand'
other expenses incurred: by the water users must be paid by the
United States monthly or otherwise.
It is not believed that the phrase " operation and maintenance
charges" is synonymous; with operation and Dmaintenance eaxpense.
The term "operation and maintenance charges" is one that heretofore has had a well-defined significance, meaning charges due the
United States for service performed in operation and maintenance
of the project; which is the interpretation given it in this connection.
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It could hardly mean in this sentence cost incurred by' the waterusers for their own .benefit after Control has been assumed. There-fore:the United- States is not called upon -to advance or pay to the
.water users a sum sufficient to enable them to operate and maintain
the project'. for themselves,. merely in-order that there may be
-'charges" 'in the operation arid maintenance account to be transferted to the construction: account. Had this been intended the word
"expense,.

or some term other: than "charges" should have been

employed. It is believed the' provision is designed merely to obviate
the necessity of the' water users, being required to pay in oneIyear
operation and maintenance charges for two seasons which would be
necessary when changing: from the present plan, under which payment is made at the end of the season, to that which requires pay- ment in advance.
Subsection G of the act providesThat -whenever two-thirds of Vthe irrigable area of any project, or division
of a project, shall be covered by water-right contracts between the xwater users
; and the Uniteld States, said project shall be required,. as a condition precedent
to receiving the benefits of this section, to take over, through a legally organized water users' association: or irrigation district, the care, operation, and
maintenance of an or any part of the project works, subject to such rules and
regulations' as the Secretary may prescribe, and thiereafter :the United States,
inI its relation to said project, shall deal, with a water users' association, or
. irrigation district, and when the water users assume control of a project. the
operation and maintenance charges for the year then current shall be covered
into the construction account to' be repaid as part of the construction repayments.

The application of this subsection to any project or division depends on the 4uestioni Whether two-thirds of thee irrigable area of
the project -or: division in question is covered by water-right contracts.- Such contracts may be either in the form' of accepted waterright applications from water users or a contract with the district
or other water users' organizations covering the entire:irrigable area
or two-thirds thereof. The intent of this subsection is to encourage
the water users in the taking over of the operation of the .-irrigation
works or-a part thereof on each project. Such operation and lnaintenance by the water users' organization is a prerequisite to the
granting of the benefits of the new plan of payments and "also to the
funding of delinquent charges under subsection L apnd the deferment of charges under subsection F.
Subsection I providesThat whenever the water users :take over the care, operation, and maintenance of a project, or a division of a project, the total accumulated net profits
as determined by the Secretary, derived from the operation of project power
''plants, leasing of project grazing and farm lands, and'the sale' or use of town
sites shall be credited to the construction charge of the project, or a division
thereof, and thereafter a the net profits from such sources may. be used 'by
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the water users to. becredited annually, first, on account of project construcmaintenance charge,tion charge, second, on account of project operation .and
and third, as the water users may direct.,. No distribution to individuals water
users shall be mad'e out of any such.profits before all obligations to the'Government shall have been fully paid.

The difference in the language used with reference to the total;

. : accumulated net profits from past operations which it is provided

",shall be' credited to the construction charge of the project" and
the language used with reference to net profits thereafter secured
from such sources which it is provided "mav be used by the water
users to be credited annually, first on account of -project construction charge, second on account of project operation 'and maintenance
charge, and third as the water users n-ay direct" (italics supplied)
in~dicates a different intent' with reference, to these two classes of
profits. The last sentence-'of - this subsection.. reading, "No distribution to- individual water users shall be made out, of any such
profits before all obligations to the Government shall have, been
fully paid," appears -to- apply to all profits of both classes.- The
credit of the

total- accumulated net'. profits

'-

from past operations;

as determined by the Secretary " to' the construction 'charge of the
project"'' results- in lessening by that much the total constructionobligation, consequently construction payments on the basis of ::average gross acre income, would be completed at: an earlier- date than
wouldotherwise be the -case; but each annual installment based on
the average gross, acre income would :remain the 'same .until the end
of the payment 'period. But the provision'with-reference to net
profits hereafter realized from such sources to be credited .annually
first on account of project construction charge and second on account
of project operatid'n and maintenance charges, is understood to pro-.
vide for the application of future profits annually upon the annual
construction charges as the same' come due. : That is, such.creditlfor
future profits will be applied' anually4 first to construction charges,'
beginning with the construction: installment .first- coming due and:
continuing with subseqiuent construction installments:as far as such
credit- will go, and then. in the same manner upon operation and
maintenance charges when the time arrives that the-project construc'tion charges have been completed.
Subsection J provides that profits of the class described, in:that:.
subsection shall be credited to the-project or division of' projec't'0o
which the construaction'cost has been. charged, but does not specify
whether the same should; be credited on construction or operation.
and maintenance.. it is :therefore believed' to be within the discre.'
tion of the Secretary. 'of'. the. Interior- to determine, the. manner of
applying such credit. 'In this connection, however, it is noted that:
this fund is to be applied as a 'credit and not turned over. as a cash
-
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payment from the Government. Consequently if the water users'
:organization takes over the operation and maintenance of the irrigation system or a part thereof and collects and pays its own operation
and maintenance expenses there will be*no indebtedness from the
water users to the United States for operation and maintenance
except the operation and maintenance of reserved works in cases
where only a part of the irrigation works are turned over and in cases
where all of the irrigation works are turned over there would be no
indebtedness to the Government on which a credit could apply
except indebtedness for the construction payments.
Subsection L of the act providesThat in any adjustment of water charges as provided in this section all due
and unpaid charges to the United States, both on account of construction and
on account of operation and maintenance, including interest and penalties,
shall be: added in 'each case to the total obligation of the water user, and the
1new. total thus established shall then be the construction charge against the
land in, question.

In this subsection the words, "in any adjustment *of water
chirges,".are understood to indicate the time which will determine
what charges; are due and unpaid, and what charges will thereafter
be added in each case to the total obligation of the water user. : It
is believed that the adjustment of water charges occurs.on the date
when the adjustment contract is made, and that the charges due and
unpaid on that date are the charges added in each case to .the total
obligation. Attention is called to the fact that, so far as the construction charges are concerned, the provisions of subsection L and
the provision~ of the last sentence of subsection, F may overlap if
the adjustment contract is made at a date later than: December 1,
1925. As the, provision with reference to the deferment of construction charges is "for a period of three years from the approval
of this section," so that the three years deferment if granted applies
to- the construction charges of 1925, 1926, and 1927; and in the
event of an adjustment contract of later date than December 1,
1925, providing for .deferment of construction charges, the 1925
construction charges would be a delinquent charge: covered by -subdeferment provision of -subsectionTF.
section L as well as by
It may be argued -that the language of subsection L tends to. encourage dilatory practices in the making of adjustment contracts
under the Inew act. But this would not: be true as to construction
charges under any contract providing for deferment of construction
charges Ias such construction charges for 1925, 1926, and 1927 would
in any event be funded; -and, as applied to operation and maintenance charges, the provision of- subsection L would have to be considered in connection with section 6 of the extension act, which
.states,." no water shall be delivered to the lands of any water right
-
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applicant or entryman who shall be in arrears for more than one.
calendar year for the payment 'of, any charge for operation and
maintenance or any annual construction charge and -penalties."
This provision is still in force, and -will prevent any extensive deand maintenance charges in
lay with reference to the operation<
MEAD,
w
question.
ELWOOD MEAD,
f -- .
::f
;
R:
Conwnissioner.
Approved:
HUBERT WORK,
i V
Secretary.
INTERPRETATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF SECTION 4 OF
THE ACT OF DECEMBER 5, 1924, RELATING TO FEDERAL IRRIGATION PROJECTS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,;
-BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,

Washington, D. C., M!arch 19, 1925.
Under date of January 28,1925 (51 L. D. 207), interpretation of:
certain provisions of section 4 of the act of December 5, ;1924 (43
Stat. 672, '701), was approved by the Secretary of the Interior. For
the information and guidance of all concerned -the additional pro-ri
visions of that act, hereafter mentioned, requirejinterpretation.
Subsection G provides as follows:
That whenever two-thirds of the irrigable area of any project, or division

of a project, shall be covered by water-right contracts between .the water users
and the United States, said project shall be required, as a condition precedent
to receiving the benefits of this section to take over, through a legally organized water users' association or irrigation district, the care, operation, and
maintenance of all or any part of the project works, subject. to such rules and
regulations as the Secretary may prescribe, and thereafter the United States,
in its relation to said project,. shall deal with a* water users' association or
irrigation district, and when the water users assume control of a project the
operation and; maintenance charges for the year then current shall be covered
into the construction account to be repaid as part of the construction repayments.

It is necessary. to construe the word "benefits" -to determine the;
other subsections of the act to which subsection. G is applicable. A
strict, literal interpretation of this subsection, taken alone, would
lead to the conclusion that all subsections of the act from F to R
are qualified by subsection G.
However, it is to be remembered that this is a remedial statute
and under the rules of statutory construction a liberal interpretation
a whole with view to giving effect, if
must be given of the act
possible, to each provision. It is believed that a possible and reasonable construction is that the "benefits& mentioned in subsection G
.as
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are those only which flow from the execution of the amendatory
contracts; that is, those provided for in subsection F imnediately
following, which require some affirmative action on the part of the
water user, and that it has no application to the other provisions of
the act, which appear. to be more general in character, and do not
require the execution of amended contracts to make them effective.
The other provisions are self-executing. It is believed that subsection G means merely that if application is made for-any of the
benefits depending upon execution of contracts and two-thirds of
the irrigable area is under water-right application, the Secretary
shall require as a condition precedent that the operation and -maintenance of the project or the division affected shall be taken over
by the water users.
Had it been intended that subsection G should qualify the other
provisions of the act, this subsection should have been placed at
the end or following the clauses intended to be qualified. The position alone, of course, is not controlling, but has a proper place in
the construction of the act. Moreover, subsection I provides ex-,
pressly that the benefits of that subsection shall be applicable only
* after'the operation and maintenance of constructed works is taken
over. This is unnecessary and, superfluous if subsection G already
limits the application of all the other subsections. 0Specific mention
in this subsection seems to negative theoidea of applicability to all
subsections.
.Literalinterpretation of subsection G would apparently prevent
anything being done under subsection K except where operation and
maintenance has been taken over under the two-thirds rule. This is
certainly'true if what has been therein authorized is to be called at
"benefit." While further action by Congress is necessary before
any charges may be remitted or adjustment made under subsection
K, it would seem that the survey and report authorized to be made,
manifestly with the expectation that Congress will authorize reductions,- reallocations of charges and other adjustments, constitute a
fact, no '-doubt this is regarded by many projects and
;'
-00 benefit-in
-water users as the outstanding benefit of the act. It would seem
that any interpretation which would prevent survey and report
under subsection K, regardless of operation and maintenance being
- turned over, would defeat in large measure-the relief manifestly
sought toWbe extended. : Such construction being absurd should not
be adopted.
A: strict, literal interpretation of subsection G, standing alone,
would likewise make it necessary to withhold the benefits of subsections M and Q, having only apurely personal application. The
Bureau has had already applications for exchange of entries under
subsection M fromiprojects the operation and maintenance of which
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has not been taken over. These must :be denied- if subsection G -is
applicable to such cases. Such literal interpretation would! necessarily split the Washington office expense under.subsectio~n O,^ cer:tain projects bearing their proportionate part of the expense after
June 30, 1925, and others being 'exempt from such expense, dependent upon their status, which would be fluctuating. For example, against projects not open and those not having two-thirds
of the irrigable area under water-right application, no expense
would be chargeable on account of the Washington office. Howeyer,
immediately they* reach the time when two-thirds of the irrigable
area is under water-right application they would begin paying and
continue paying until such time as operation and maintenance shall.
be taken over, whereupon they would again cease ,paying. -It would
that had it been intended that the ashi on 'ofice -epense
should be thus divided an arbitrary date,as J.une 30, 1925, would not
have been selected, -withoutS.some qualification and, more definite
;.connection with subsection G .
The cost of general investigations made before and after date of
the act are,, under subsection 0, to be charged .'to: the! reclamation
fund and shall not be charged as a part of the construction or operation andm.iaintenance payable br the water users of the projects.
There is no practical way, in. which efrect may be given to this
provision. if it is to be i dependent: upon the transfer of operation
and maintenance to the water users. Such investigations can be in
nowise affected by the matter of operation and maintenance., A'pparently the only possible difference, would be the time credit may
be, applied, as sooner or later the, operation and maintenance of all
projects must be taken .over under the law. Hence there is no possible reason for applying subsection G to this item.
It is believed that the construction that subsectionG qualifies
only the provisions.of subsection F (and L, which is 'dependent
:upon contract adjustment under F) is a reasonable and-proler one.
That itwillbe attended, with fewer.complications than any, oth er
must be conceded. The accounting will be thereby. greatly simplified
and the expense lessened On the. whole, the administration of the
act will be made much easier. Any doubt that may exist in the
respects mentioned should be resolved in favor of the water, user.
Any other interpretation than that here suggested. would work great
inequality, lead to much confusion, and would defeat.,in part the

intention of Congress.

EnwooD MEAD,
Commissioner.

Approved::,
E.:C.

FINNEY,

Acting Secretary.
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RECLAMATION ENTRIES ON FEDERAL IRRIGATION PROJECTS--PENALTY AGAINST DELINQUENT INSTALLMENTS-ACT OF DECEMBER 5, 1924
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,

1. 0., Varch 19, 199g5.
To ALL FIELD OFrIcES:
1. Subsection H, section 4 of the act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat.
6T2, 703), feads as follows:
VWashington,

That the penalty of 1 per centum per month against delinquent accounts,
provided in section 3 and section 6 of the Act of August: 13, 1914 (Thirtyeighth Statutes, page. 6S6),- is hereby 'reduced to one-half of 1 per centum per
month, as to all installments which may hereafter become due.

2. The language makes 'this subsection applicable to all install'ments which may hereafter become due. This is true Without regard to whether. the operation and maintenance of the project or
division has been turned over as provided' in subsection* G of the
same act.
3. Subsection H is applicable likewise to rental charges 'fixed
under section 11 of the Reclamation Extension Act of August 13,
1914 (38 Stat. 686), which provides that such charges shall be subject
to the samet penalties; as provided for other operation and main-

tenance charges.
*00

'

.

.

4. All charges. other than those specifically mentioned in these
regulations Will be governed, as heretofore, by the contracts or'provisions of law applicable.
5. Penalty of 1 per cent per month as provided by the Reclamation Extension Act will be charged against all installments becoming
due prior to Dec'mber 5, 1924, until paid, except of course6when such
penalty is'modified by. some of the various relief acts. On all installments becoming due after'D'ecember , 1924 the penalty provided by- subsection H ill apply.I

0

ELWOOD MEAD,.

Commnissioner.
Approved:

E. SC. FINNEY,
Acting Secretary.
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PROCEDURE RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE MINERAL LEASING IAWS-GENERAL LAND OFFICE AND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY'
INSTRUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

:WVasimnqtO, D. C., Sept e)br2,1925.
THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
THE DIRECTOR OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY:

-

The following outline of procedure under the mineral leasing laws
is promulgated for your guidance, in view of the additional functions, duties, power, and authority vested in the Geological Survey,
pursuant to Departmental Order No. 5.4, dated June 25, 1925, issued

in conformity with the exceptions noted: in Executive order of June
4, 1925.

:1. Prior to the issuance of prospecting permits, leases, licenses,
or* patents under: the mineral leasing laws,. the Genera] Land: Office

will refer to the Geological Survey for report the following de-

scribed applications, submitting for each phosphate, coal, and oil
shale application a plat showing status of mineral deposits in and
adjacent to the area. applied for:
;
(a) Coal prospecting permits, leases, and licenses..
leases.
and
patents,
permits,
prospecting
Potash
(b)
(4c) Sodium prospecting permits .and leases.
(d) Phosphate leases.
:(e) Oil-shale leases.
(f) Oil and gas permits and leases.
With respect to such Iapplications the Geological Survey will
report on prospecting permits, other than for oil and gas, as to

whether prospecting is necessary; on all leases, as to the leasing area,
the rate of royalty, and, where necessary, the investment and production terms, discovery, and any other nmatters affecting the issuance of and operations under the lease; on licenses, as to whether
the: license should be issued; and on potash patent, as to the adequacy of the alleged discovery. . Reports on oil and gas prospecting
permit applications will be~as to (a) relations to geologic struc-.
tures of producing oil and gas fields, (b) as to othertappDlications
and interests of the same applicant on the same structure or on different structures in the same State or Territory, and (c) when necessary,-as to prospective oil and gas value under paragraph 12 :(c),
Circular No. 672 (47 L. D. 437).
2. Subsequent to the issuance of prospecting permits, leases, and
licenses under the mineral leasing laws, the General Land Office will
report, or submit recommendarefer to the Geological Survey for
:
2
f

-

.

:

\
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tions t-o the-'Secretary. throug'h-the "-Geological-Survey and for- its
concurrence call applications for:;
(a) Amendments, modifications, and consolidations.
(b) Cancellations other than oil and gas prospecting permits.
(c) Relinquishinents.
(d) Assignments.
(e) Renewals.
(f) Working agreements.
(g) Reduction or cancellation of bonds.:
(h) Relief.
'(i) 'Sales contracts.
The Geological Survey will, upon receipt of such requests, makeV
apprropriate report or inclidate its concurrence.
i I'n
n oil and; gast prospecting' permit cases stbject to cancellation
the Geological Survey, on request- of the General Land Office, -will;
report as to whether any well is being drilled or has been completed
on' the' geologic structures- involving the land and whether the land
may be opened to further'-prospecting or whether' it should be held
for lease.
3. Letters prepared by the General Land'Office for the approval
or! signature of the Secretary, defining the conditions to be imposed
under :the mineral leasing laws or any requirements 'affecting the
administration thereof, will be transmitted through the Geological
Survey for concurrence. The' Geological Survey will indicate its
concurrence and forward' thel record to--the: Secretary or, if not in
accord with the proposed action, and agreement can not be reached
informally between the two offices, the Survey will forward the recV
ord to the Secretary with a statemient of its views.
'After action'has been' taken by the Secretary, copies of such General Land Office and departmental letters will be forwarded by the
General Land Office to the Geological Survey for its files.
4. The General Land 'Office -will forward to the 'Geological Sur-I
vey the case record in' appeals from' decisions where the action of the
General Land Office';is based primarily on the report of the Geological' Survey and that office will either report to' thedSecretary' or
return the case record''with reconmiendation.
:5. The CGeneral LandOffice' will prompt'ly notify the Geological
Surv'y of the-award of each-lease, will forward' to' the Geological
Survey the small 'card 'record of approvalbof permits and leases,Iand

will furnish 'for the files'of the 'Geological Survey a copy'-of each
permit, lease, license, and contract, -together' With cpie-s' of all material correspondence thereafter conducted by the General Land- Office
relative to past'and future production, amount,- rate and payment

of royalty, the- payment of rentals assignmentsextensions of time,
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cancellations,- relief, 'agreements, and information regarding- the adninistration of the permit- lease, or license.
6. Th GeologIcal'Survey, wil submit to the General Land Office
monthly statements ' setting foith' the oili and' gas royalties
Idue and
payable 'or0delivered in-kind, 'and will submit 'quartely statements
of the royaltiesrs and reintals dueand' payable for 'all other minerals
covered b r the leasing laws and- after thetermihation of each lease

and coal permit and licese, a final report will be made to the General Land Office by the Geological Survey.
'-57.
The Geological Survey willerefer o the'General Land Office all
matters regarding the appropriate lsurface marking of leases and
permiits, the underground marking of boundaries of leases in mining
operations, and the tying in of 'mine openings with corners of thepublic land surveys.

8. Such additional references, reports, and interchange of information and advice shall be'made by or between the General Land
Office: and Geological Suvrvey as may be necessary to perpetuate or
improve current practice and to accomplish economical and 'effective
administration of the mineral leasing-laws, it being the intent that
undir the -direction' o£f'the 'S'e"r'etary o'f the Interior, the General
Land Office shall-be the office of record, law, and collections in mineral leasing matters while the Geological Survey shall furnish scientific or' technical information arnd advice, supervise prospecting and
mining operations, record production, and determine royalties and'
rentals.

E. C. FINNEY,
Acting Secretary.
LEASING OF PUBLIC LANDS NEAR,, OR ADTACENT TO' XIINERAL,
MEDICINAL, OR OTHER SPRINGS-ACT OF MARCH 3, 1925
- REGULATIONS
[Circulari No. 1034]
DFPAWET1VENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFICE,

-Washngton,D.
REGISTERiS,

D0
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES'::
-t

The act of March 3,

a.,- October 6, 1925.

0

1925 (43 Stat. 1133), provides-

That the Secretary of. the Interior, upon such terms 'and under such regulations as he may deem proper, may permit responsible persons or:associations
to use and occupy, fo;r the :erectionof bathhouses, hotels, or other improveiments for the accommodation of the public, suitable spaces or tracts''f land
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near or~adjacent to mineral, medicinal, or~other springs~which. are located
upon unreserved public lands or pblic lands which have been withdrawn for
'the protection of such springs: ~Provided, That permipits or leases hereunder
shall be for periods not, exceeding twenty years.

The filing -of applications under the: act,' and action- on such applications, will' be governed by the- following regulations:
respnil
i. Lessees.-Leases may issueude h act, tany
private
include~
to
construed
are.
persons or associations, which words
corporations and municipalities.
2. Lands to which applica'ble.Leasesmay, issue for surveyed or
unsurveyed unreserved public land~s in the. several States, and in
Alaska, situated near or adjacent to: mineral, medicinal, or 'other
springs, which are located upon unreserved public lands and for
public lands which have been withdrawn for teprotection of suc
*springs.
3. Application for, lease.-An~application,, for. lease ~should be
made 'in duplicate, svhould be under oath and, should cover or include
the following:
(a), Applicant's name and address.(b) If applicant is~ a. priva te ~corpo ration, '~a certified -copy,Of the
*
articles of incorporation.

(c). If iapplicant is a municipality, the law or charter~ and procedure taken by which the m-unicipality has~becom e a legal body.
corporate.
rmncpality should,
An application by a private corporto
show that it. is legally qualified to take the lease'requested and that
the~ taking of such lease has been duly authorized by its governing
body.
(d). An accurate description of the land ~desired. If the land 'is
Surveed, it should be described with reference to 'the, public land
surveys. A lease may be granted for part. of a legal subdivision or
for more than one legal subdivision,. in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interioar. If the land is unsurveyed, the ~description
thereof should conform to requirements set forth in circular of
November 3, 1909 (38-~L. ID. 287).
(e) The name's and addresses of three persons to whom reference
may -be made as to applicant's reputation and business standing and,
as to* his ability~, both from a* financial standpoint and otherwise,
to carry out the contemplated project.
(f) The period of time for which the lease is desired, not to
exceed 20 years,~and the: purpose for which the lease is sought,
*whetber'for the erection of A bathhouse, hotel, or other improvement
is important that th
for the. accommodation of the public.
application should ~specify .all purposes for which it is intended or
*

.
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desired to use the: land, as a lease, if issued, will authorize the use
of the land only for the purposes specified in the application, and
its use for any other purpose will not be- permitted. Thus, if an
applicant for--a hotel, in addition to using the land for ordinary
hotel purposes, wishes to operate a billiard haRl or moving-picture
theater, etc., on the land, that -fact should be disclosed in the
application.
(g) Details as to the; proposed improvements, including the estimated cost of construction and 6of subsequejnt maintenance; also the
time when construction -work will begin and when it will be completed if the proposed lease is granted.
'
4. Fixing of rates.-All leases issued hereunder will contain stipulations authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to fix the rates and.
prices for accommodations-and services whenever this is deemed.
necessary. The chargesq which 'may be made may or may not be
regulated by the: Secretary of. the Interior, as may be. deemed proper
in the particular case. :
5. Filing of application.-An application for lease should be filed
in duplicate in; the district land office,':should be. given a current
serial number, and should be duly noted on the district 'land office
records. If it appears that' the 4and applied for is not' subject to
lease, the 'application should be rejected, subject to the usual right
of appeaL Otherwise, after notation, thexregister should attachl'to
each copy of the application a statement as to the status of the land,
as shown by the district land! office records,: and should transmit the
original copy of the application to the (Commissioner of the General
Land Office by special letter for notation on the General Land Office
records, and the, duplicate copy: to the division inspector for report.
6. Action by division inspector.-Upon receipt of dan ~application
the division. inspector will .cause a field? examination 'to' be made,
if necessary, and thereafter he will submit report to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 'The report should include the
following information,. if it will be of 'Service in. the consideration
of the case, together with. any' other information which may be
deemed essential:
(a) A tcographic map of the areas adjacent to the 'spring or of
the area applied for.:- If in the opinion of the division inspector the
area should be divided, to enable the issuance of more than one lease,
a proposed division should be shown..
(b) A determination of the, quantity of -water available from the
spring and a plan of the work that should be done to develop 'and
increase the flow, as: well as to protect the spring from pollution or
silting with an estimate as to the' cost.
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(c) An analysis of the water which may be procured from the
Bureau of Chemistry.
(d) Vhether the, contemplated use of the land is the highest or
best use to which. the land may be put under. theact of March 3, 1925.
(e) A statement as to the, distance of the land fromn centers of pop-7ulation and as to its accessibility.
(f) A statement as to xwhether the contemplated project will require closer supervision than.can be given.by the division inspector.
The report should show whether in the opinion of the division'inspector, all things considered, the application should be allowed or
rejected. It should also show the amount of the annual rental.which,.
in the opinion of- the division inspector, should be charged, if the
lease is granted. In order: to ascertain a proper charge, the division
inspector should determine what is :a; fair, and reasonable rental of
the area, taking into consideration the .purpose for .which it is:to be
used and the probable. value of the, lease to the, applicant.' The report should also state any conditions or restrictions-which in the
opinion of the division inspector should be incorporated in a lease, if
.issued.'. In so farfas! ipplicable, 'the.-general regulations: of the 'Des
partment 'governing the'execution of contracts will:-be followed in
..-tAhe'preparation of leases issued hereunder.
7. Conficting .applications.-From and-after the filing in the .district land office of-an application for lease, the lands applied for will
not be 'subject to other appropriation under the public land, laws.
However, applicationis under other laws may. be received and 0.such
applications' will be' suspended pending final action on the'application for lease, unless a -prior right to the land is claimed by settlement or otherwise, in which case the'stubsequent applications should
be tran'smitted to the: General. Land Office for consideration. If the
application ifor lease is: subsequently approved, :the 'cnflictin: sus:pended applications will' be rejected.. On the other hand, if the'
application' for lease is rejected,:the conflicting suspended :application-s will be relieved from the suspension and will be disposed of' as
though the application for lease had not been filed.
has
report'
*.a
8. Further action on. application for Zease.-When
the
of
been reeeived from the division inspector the Commissioner
Interior
the
of
GeneralLandOffice will make report to the Secretary
either recommending'- the: allowance -or the rejection of -the application for lease. If the allowance of, the' application; is recommended,
the Comnmissioner: will submit a form of' a 'proposed lease for consideration." Thereafter the lDepartment will -take- such :further action
and will give, suchlfurther directions Aas are considered proper. -:
9. Disecretionary authority of: the Secretary'of. the Interior.he
granting of an application for lease is discretionary with the Secre*

.
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.tary of the Interior, and any application may be granted or denied
in part or in its entirety as. may appear to be warranted in the
.particular case.
Tnos. C. HAvELL,
Acting Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
FirstAssistant Secretary.

WILLIAMS V. ERENING (ON REHEARING)
Decided October 7, 1925

CONTEST-CONTEsTANT-P.REFERENCE

RIGHT-WITnIDRAWAI-HOMESTEAD

EN-

TRY-FLORIDA.

The saving-clause of the Executive order of December 8, 1924, which excepted from the operation of the withdrawal "any valid existing rights
in and to " the lands on the islands off the coast or in the coastal waters
of the State of Florida, withdrawn by it, protects, upon cancellation of
an entry as the result of a contest, the preference right of the contestant
which had been earned, although not actually awarded prior to the withdrawal.

FINKNTEY First Assistant Secretary:
By decision of May 27, 1925, the Department affirmed the decision
rendered December 17, 1924, by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office sustaining the action of the local land officers and holding for cancellation the homestead entry of Louis P. Brening for the
NE. 1/4, Sec. 30, T. 23 S., R. 38 E., T. M., Florida, on the contest of
Jennie L. Williams, alleging default in respect to the required
residence and cultivation.
A motion for rehearing has been filed in behalf of the homestead
entryman wherein numerous alleged errors were assigned. All of
the matters now urged were fully considered and adequately discussed in the former decision, with'the 'exception of the contention
now made that the case should be considered from a different standpoint, on account of the intervening Executive order of'December

8, 1924, which withdrew all islands off the coast or in the coastal
waters of the State of Florida.:
The argument is to the effect that the prospective preference.
right which would accrue to the contestant upon cancellation of the
entry was destroyed by the withdrawal, and that the question of.
allowing the entry to stand is a matter now solely between the
Government and the entryman, and that although the entryman
40210°-25-VOL 51-15
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may be considered as in default at the time of the contest he had,
it is claimed, cured such default at the time of the withdrawal.
This argument does not impress the Department as being sound.
The contestant had done all required of her to earn a preferred
right prior to the withdrawal. The entryman in default at the
.time of the contest could not therafter cure the same so as to gain
rights superior to those of the contestant. In fact the rule is just
the reverse of that contended for, as the question of, allowing the
contestant to make entry in the exercise of her preferred right,
when awarded, is a matter solely between the applicant and the
Government, in which the contestee has no interest. See Arnold v.
Burger (45 L. D. 453).
If this were an absolute and unconditional withdrawal the contestant would be entitled to a suspended preferred right which
could be exercised in case of subsequent restoration of the land to
gentry. See W-ells v. Fisher '(47 L. D. 288), and numerous citations
contained therein.
But the withdrawal here in question saved "any valid existing
rights in and to" the lands so withdrawn and a preferred right
which had been earned, although not actually awarded, prior to the
withdrawal is entitled to protection. The withdrawal was designed
*to prevent the initiation of new claims and not the destruction of
rights theretofore, fairly earned.,
The land was referred to in the hearing as a part of an island and
also as part of a peninsula. It is a part of a strip between the
Banana River and the Atlantic Ocean. It is not deemed important
to here consider closely whether it is a portion of an island within
the meaning of the said withdrawal, because if not an island it was
f-clearly within the area withdrawn by the further order of July 3,
1925, embracing all mainland within three miles of the coast in
that State. The latter ordeiF1lso contained the saving clause referred to above.
The motion for a new trial in respect to conditions prior to the
contest was fully considered and denied in the decision on appeal.
The present request for a new hearings to determine whether the
homestead laws were -being complied with by the contestee at the
time of withdrawal must likewise be denied for the reason that the
Department does not regard the rights of the contestant as defeated
by the withdrawal.

.
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COAL PROSPECTING PERMITS IN ALASKA-BONDS-PARAGRAPH-I
5:OF CIRCULAR 1NO. 744 (48 L. D. 50), MODIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular -No. 1035].

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 13, 1925.
REGISTERS AND R-ECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES IN ALASKA:.

Paragraph 5 of the regulations of March 30, 1921, Circular No.
744 (48 L. 1D. .50), governing coal prospecting permits in Alaska
under the act of March 4, 1921 (41 Stat. 1363), was amended by
the Department on October 1, 1925, by adding a paragraph, as follows:
(g) After a permit is ready for delivery, the permittee will be notified and
.

allowed thirty days within which to furnish a bond with approved corporate
surety or two qualified individual sureties, in the sum fixed by the Secretary
when the permit is granted, but not- to exceed $500, conditioned upon comrpliance with the terms of the permit and against failure of the permittee to
use reasonable precautions to prevent damage to the coal deposits or to leave
the premises in a safe condition upon the termination of the permit. With
bonds signed by individual sureties must be filed affidavits of -justification by
the sureties that each is worth double the sum specified in' the undertaking
over and above his just debts and liabilities, and a certificate by a judge or
clerk of a court of record, a United States district attorney, a United States
commissioner, or a. postmaster, as to the identity, signatures, and financial
competency of the sureties. Bond with additional obligations therein will
be required where the permit embraces lands entered or patented with the
coal reserved under the act of March 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 415).

-VILLIAM SPRY,.
C:om'nbissioner..

SAN JOAQUIN LIGHT AND POWER CORPORATION
Decided October 17, 1925
FOREsT -LiEauSELEcTron-RELixnQnsnENT--DhEDs-NTIoNMAL

FORESTS.

Where land has been conveyed to the United States under the act of June
4, 1897, acts of the prior holder, subsequent to such conveyance, can not
affect the title so conveyed.
PRIoR DEPARTMENTAL DEcisIow ADEERFD TO.
Decision of October 31, 1924 (50 L. D. 660), adhered to.

-

WORK, Secretary:

:I have-your [Exeoutive Secretary, Federal Power Commission]
letter of October 8, inclosing the memorandum of the- chief counsel
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of the Federal Power Commission concerning the petition of R. H.
Peale of Salt Lake City, Utah, asking that the Commission revoke
and hold for naught its action on the application of the San Joaquin
Light and Power Corporation, whereby the E. 1/2, Sec. 36, T. 10 S.,
R. 27 E., M. D. M., California, was reserved for -power purposes
under project No. 175, and included in the' license issued to that corporation under date of July 28, 1922, under the act of June 10, 1920
(41 Stat. 1063).
The Acting Secretary by letter of October 31, 1924, addressed to
you, and which is reported in 50 L. D. 660, ad-vised the Commission
of the status .of the land as shown by the records of this Department.
It was stated in that letter that the tract described had been conveyed to the United States by C. W. Clarke as base for a selection
under the act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 36), and that the issuance
of the license to the power corporation constituted a disposition of
the tract within the meaning of section 2 of the act of September
22, 1922 (42 Stat. 1017), and that under the provisions of said act
*the Secretary of the Interior is forbidden to quitclaim the tract to
the party who conveyed it to the United States..
As appears from the memorandum the petitioner sets up a claim
of title in the lands and represents that he has acquired from C. W.
- Clarke and wife all title of the latter to said land. As shown by
the records the title is in the United States under a duly executed
and recorded deed of conveyance, and the subsequent acts of the prior
holder of the title could not invalidate the title thus conveyed.. The
record further shows that the deed which included other lands was
examined and part of the lands conveyed accepted as base for selections which were afterward patented.
The chief counsel is of the opinion that the Commission is without
authority to issue upon the licensee a rule to show cause, as requested
by the petitioner, and this view is amply supported by the provisions
of the water-power act.
In the opinion of this Department, nothing is shown by petitioner
which would warrant the action requested of the Commission, in the
face of the status of the land and the title thereto as shown by the
records, even- though authority to issue the rule existed under the
law.
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DENNIS ET AL. v. STATE OF UTAH
Decided October 7, 1925
PATENT-APPLICATION-MINING CLAIM.

A patent issued pursuant to the placer mining laws conveys title to the
land and all minerals therein, except lodes known to exist within the
boundaries of the placer at the date of the application for patent.
OIL SHALE-OIL AND GAS LANDS-MINING CLAIM.
ILands containing oil shale are to be classified as oil and gas lands for purposes of the operation of the placer mining laws.
PATENT-RESERVATIONS-SURFACE

RIGHTS-MINERAL

LANDS-AcT OF FEBRUARY

25, 1920.
Prior to the enactment of the act of February 25, 1920, Congress made no
provision for the disposition of the minerals reserved in agricultural
patents issued pursuant to the act of July 17, 1914, and on and after

that date the mineral deposits named, in the leasing act, reserved by
such patents, became subject to disposition only in accordance with the
terms of that act.
STATE

SELECTION-INDEMNITY-MIN\EEAL

LANDS-SURFACE

RIGrTS-RESERVA-

TIoN-EvIDENcE.
Where the record contains no evidence to show that lands selected by a
State are mineral in character an offer of the State to take title with
the reservation of minerals to the United States can not be accepted.
FINNEY, FirSt Assistant Secretary::

W. A. Dennis, et at, who filed a protest in the matter of indemnity
school land selection, Salt Lake City, Utah, serial 025132, embracing
among other tracts the NE. 1/4 NW. 1/4, Sec. 23, T. 11 S., R. 9 E.,
S. L. M., have appealed from the decision of the Commissioner of
the General Land, Office, dated January 20, 1925, requiring the respective parties to furnish showing regarding the character of said
land, sufficient to warrant acceptance of the consent of the State to
take title subject to reservations under the provisions of the act :of
July 17,1914 (38 Stat. 509).
The land has not been withdrawn- or classified or reported as
valuable for the deposits referred to in said act. It was, however,
included within Coal Land Withdrawal Utah No. 1 by Executive
order of July 7, 1910, but subsequent to the filingr of the application;
to select by the State, was classified as noncoal land under Executive
order of August 15, 1921.
The indemnity school land list embracing the land in question
was filed on November 24, 1919. On February. 1 1921,: W. A.
Dennis et at. filed a protest against the approval of the selection as.
to this land, alleging that at the: time the State filed its selection
list .the tract was known, mineral land containing a valuable 'bed
or deposit of oil shale, which contains pDetroleum and other hydrocarbons, and that it was a part of the petroleum No. 2 placerlmining
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claim located January 4, 1918, upon the NW. Pi, said Sec. 23, by
protestant and his coclaimants. Answer was filed by the State
denying: the allegations of protestants as well as the validity of
the alleged placer location. Hearing was set for April 23, 1921,but was continued from time to time. The case was called October
12, 1922, but'-no testimony was offered and the local officers were
advised that the State had agreed to file a mineral waiver. On
October 18, 1922, the 'State filed a waiver as to oil, phosphate, nitrate, gas, or. asphaltic minerals under the act of July 17, 1914 (38
Stat. 509), and as to coal under the various' acts applicable thereto.
Thereupon -the case was closed by the local officers and it was reported to the Commissioner.
;Upon consideration of the record the Commissioner decided that
the selection list could not be allowed sub ject to the provisions of
the act of July 17, 1914, supra, in the face of the record and thereupon required the parties to furnish a showing regarding the character of the land which would be sufficient to bring the case within
the provisions of said act.
It is from this action that appeal has been taken on behalf of
protestants, the substance of the specifications of error being that
the record before the Commissioner was sufficient as a showing
in this respect.
The question raised by the appeal, therefore, is whether, contrary to the Commissioner's opinion, there is evidence in the record
which would warrant acceptance of the waiver. Appellant argues
that the record itself is sufficient showing' and as a practical proposition the Department need not under the circumstances of the case
be concerned as to whether or not the minerals reserved are to be
found in the land in controversy and that it is time enough to determine that fact when applications for the deposits are filed. At
any rate it is argued that theoretically, if not practically, the Goveminent is the gainer since it has retained' title to what may develop
by future exploration to be valuable mineral lands.
The protestants' allegations as to the character of the land as
they appear from the record may all be susceptible of proof but
no evidence whatsoever was presented at the hearing. Nor has any
evidence concerning the' character of the land been offered at any
time. The agreement of the State to file its consent to the reservation of minerals can not be accepted as proof that the allegations are
*true. iHad the protestants put in their evidence and established a
prima facie case as to the character of the land the situation would'
be different, but in the absence of any evidence either in the record
or in the files of the Geological Survey the Commissioner was not
in a position to accept the waiver. It was not, therefore, unreasonable' for him to require the 'parties to the proceedings to furnish
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a Ishowing in:this respect which would. enable him to take appropriate action,.in the light, of the facts.
.:C:ontrary to the contention of appellant, the Department does not
find in; the record sufficient evidence to determine the questions presented in this case.
:
The situation will readily be-lseen upon: examination of the respective acts. In the: regulations of March 20, 1915 (44 L. D. 32),
concerning agricultural entries -of phosphate, oil, and other'mineral
lands, act of July 17, 1914, supra, it is stated in paragraph 8:
.

The act provides that the deposits reserved in agricultural patents issued
thereunder shall be " subject to disposal by the United: States only as shall
be hereafter expressly directed by law." Although provisions are made in
the act for the protection of the surface owner against damage to.his crops
and improvements on the land by reason of prospecting for, mining, and removing such reserved mineral deposits, these provisions can have no operation or effect until further legislation by Congress shall authorize disposition of the reserved mineral deposits and define the qualifications of those
who may acquire such deposits. In the meantime there is .no right to prospect, and no right to acquire such deposits' can in any way be initiated.

Under the placet-mihing, laws, an applicant who lhas shown due,
compliance with the provisions thereof is entitled to a patent conveying title to the land and all deposits therein, the only exception
being as to lodes known to exist within the .boundaries of a placer
at the date of application for patent.Under the instructions to the Commissioner of the General Land
Office dated, May 10, 1920 (47 L. D. 548), concerning applications
for patent for oil shale placer:. claims, the Department held:.
Oil shale having been thus recognized by the Department and by Congress
as a mineral deposit and a' source of petroleum, and having been demonstrated: elsewhere to be a material of economic importance, lands valuable on
account thereof must be held to have been subject to valid location and appropriation under the placer-mining laws, to the same extent and subject to
the saine provisions and conditions as: if valuable on account of oil or gas.
Entries and applications for patent for oil shale placer claims will, therefore,
be adjudicated by your office in accordance with the same legal provisions
and with reference to the same requirements and limitations as are applicable to oil and gas placers.

As appears above, no provision was made for the disposition of
the deposits reserved in agricultural patents under the act of0July
17, 1914, supra, and none was subsequently made prior to the enaetment. of the general leasing law of February 25, 1920 (41' Stat. 437).
On and after: that date all deposits of minerals named. therein became subject to disposition only in the Cform and manner provided
in said act, except as to the claims spedified in section 37 of th 'act,
as: valid claimss existent at date of passage of theact, and thereafter
maintained in compliance with the laws under which initiated, which
claims may be perfected under said laws.
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-Except as to such claims as may come within 'the provisions of
said section 37, oil-shale deposits are subject only to disposition in
-the form, and manner prescribed by section 21 of the leasing law
and departmental regulations of March 11, 1920 (47 L. D. 424).
From the foregoing it appears that unless the claim of protest:ants is shown to be a valid claim under the placer-mining law existent at the date of the passage of the leasing act and thereafter
maintained in compliance with said law, it can not in any event,
proceed to patent and no disposition can be made of the deposits in
the land except under the leasing law.
The issues raised by the protest can not be determined in the
absence. of the material facts respecting the character of the land
and the status of the placer claim under section 37 of the leasing
act. :If the claim is valid under said section it will defeat the State
selection. If not, protestants can have no rights under the placer
law which the Department may recognize, but if the evidence submitted concerning the character, extent, and mode of occurrence
of the oil-shale deposits, shows that the land is in fact valuable for
its oil-shale content, the consent of the State may nev'ertheless be
accepted and the selection of the land approved to it with reservation under the act of July 17, 1914, supra. The deposits reserved
would be subject to disposal only under the leasing law.
The record presented discloses no facts which will serve as a
basis for the determination of the material questions involved in
the proceeding, and the Commissioner was clearly correct in requiring further showings. There was. error, however, in the statement made in the decision complained of to the effect that if the
consent of the State is accepted, the protestants may thereafter
acquire patent under the mining law to the mineral deposits. As
has' .been shown however, there is no statutory authority for the
*disposition under the placer-mining law of, any of .the deposits so
reserved under the act herein considered.
The respective parties will be advised of the holding herein and
allowed 30 days within which to furnish a satisfactory showing as
to the material facts necessary to the determination of the questions
arising in this case..
In the event no action is taken by the parties within the time
allowed, the division inspector will be directed to cause an examination of the land to be made for the purpose of ascertaining the
facts regarding the mineral character thereof, whereupon such further 'action will be taken as is warranted by the facts so ascertained
and reported.
As herein modified the decision of the Commissioner is affirmed.

Zaay1
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Decided October 7, 1925:
STOCK-RAISING HOMESTEAD-HOMESTEADl ENTRY-ADDIT10NAL-STATUTES.
Both section 2289, Revised Statutes, and section 6 of the act of March 2,
1889, require that additional. entries made pursuant thereto shall be
by legal* subdivisions and, inasmuch as the. srnallest subdivision recognized by the public land laws having reference to homestead entriesis 40 acres, it follows that one who, is: not qualified 'td make ani addil-9
tional entry of a' 40-acre -subdivision, under those laWs, gis -noti qualified
to make an original entry under -the stock-raising .homestead act. W DEPARTMENTAL DECIsIoN ADKERE D-TO.
Rule enunciated in the case of Charles Makela (46 L. D. 509)., adhered to.

FINNEY, 'First AssistantSecrettary:-

On November 4, 1924, the application of .Robert Leavens to make
stock-raising homestead entry 018087 for the NE. 1/4 NE. '/4, S.NE. /4, NW. '4, *N. '/2 S. /2, SW. 1i4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 10, T. 8 S., R.
21 E., M. P. AM., Billings, Mofrtana, land district, as additional to
his perfected homestead entry: 2352, tBozeman series (now Billings),
covering lots 8 and 9, Sec. T, 53. 1½20SWA1/4, Sec. 8,T.1N., I. 27 E."
M. P.-M., was'allowed by the local, office.
By a decision 'dated February 28, '1925, the 0CommissionerVheld
that the allowance of this entry as additional to homestead entry
2352 was erroneous for the reason that the land involved was more
than 20 miles distant from the land embraced in the original 6ntrv,.
and' that a's the land embraced in the' original entry Was hot des-t
ignted under 'the enlarged. homestead act, the claimant was not'
entitled to the' beeflits of the rule laid down in the case of Charles
-Makela (46 L. D. 509), under 'which an original stock-raising homestead;entiy: could be made. The entryman, however,, was given
an opportunity" to file a' petition for designation under the en-'
larged lhomestead Fact of the land 'overed by lis original entry,
together with an affidavit showing0 that he was lnot the 'owner of
more than 160 acres of land in thee United States acquired under
other than the homestead law, and to show his qualifications 'as an
originaluentryman.0 In the'event that the land eembraced in the
' 0 0originalX
entry was not designated under the' enlarged homestead
act, homestead entrv 018087 was to be canceled.
The entrynman did not comply With ithe'requirements of the Commissioner's, decision, but filed a motion 'for review in which' he'
stated that, as his original perfected entry contained oonlyv0 150.10
acres of land, he was qualified to make an additional entry under
the provisions -of the act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. S854).
The Commissioner, in a decision dated April 20, 1925, overruled
this motion upon the ground that, as Leavens's right of additional
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entry- was :only for 9.90 .'acres, he 'was not qualified to make an
original stock-raising homestead entry* under terms of the Makelaet
decision'which limited such right, in cases similar to the instant case,
to one; who was qualified to make.an enlarged homestead' entry. for.,

.approxi'mately 40

:

0

:

\ 0

The entryman, has appealed.
-cres.'

0 -The contends' that there ' is no -justificatin for the
0 t: :0appellant
rle annomnced' in -the instruetion's of January 27, 1917 :(415 L. D.
625), quoted'in the' Mkela ccse, which dis iafies him from nmaking. astock-raising holmestead entry for the land. in question because
_tomake or additional entry under
an 'original
he 0isnat qualified
40
acrest of land.t K-In-.supapproximately.
as
much
as
for
other laws
of section, 6 of the
language
the
:quotes
he
contention
tthis
-portof
act of March:2, 1889, and of section 1 of the' stock-raising home-.
f;;: stead act of December' 29,. 1916 (39 Stat. 862), which, he states,'
grant no authorityito the:Secretary of the Interior to deny a qualifled' entryman the right to make:an entry under the stock-raisinzhomestead 'act because the shortage, in acreage of an original home- stead entry made by him does- not approximate 40 acres.
The DIep'artment is of the opinion" that .the decision :appealed
from clearly is right. The appellant' has failed to note that section six of. the act of March 2,1889, 'requires that additional entries
: :made'hnader its provision shall be "by legal subdivisions of the
public lands of the United States subject'to homestead entry.'." This.
requitrement is also containe6d in'section 2289,. Revised Statutes. .As
the smallest subdivision recognized bythe public land laws having.
reference to homestead entries is 40 acres, it' necessarily follows:
that the fact that the appellant's original homestead entry covers
only 150.10 acres does :not' qualify him to make an original stockraising, homestead: entry for the lands involved, in this case, under .

the rule laid down in theO,,Hicela decision. See also :ircular No.,
paigraph 4,; subdivisions (b). ayncd(c) (494L ID. 266).
0: 08.46,
As the land sought to be entered by the appellant under. the stockraising homestead act is 'not witthin: a radius of 20 miles from the
land Xcovered,cby his perfected entry, it is equally clear 'that he has
no right tormake an additional entry for.the same under the pro-:
visions of the -stock-raisingb homestead act.
'The only method by which the appellant's entry 018087 could: be.
sustained was througiA the 'desi ation under the enlarged homestead .act of the land 'cover~ed& by his original entry, as stated. in ::
the C6ommissioner's decision of February 28, 1925.
The decisioh appealed.from is affirmed.
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::Decided October 7, 1925
Om

GAS

AND

LAN DS-PROSPECTING

PERMITAPPLICATIONT-AMENDMENT---

WITHDRAWAL-RESTORATIONS.

Definition of a structure as within a producing oil and&gas field is in effect
a -withdrawal
$
of thelands 'from appropriation under section 13 of the
leasing adt, and a pending application to'amend a previously issued permit
to include lands on thed .structuri,filed after such definition,; does: not
confer any right upon the applieant to have his application allowed
upon revocation of the definition.
OIL AND GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING

-TARY OF THE

PERMIT-APPICATION-TEST

NITERIOR-StTPRBvIsoRY

WELL-SECRE-

AuTiToRITY.

Where a test well has been or is abofut to be drilled, upon the geologic structure which includes lands for which an applicatioh has been filed for a
:permit to prospect for diI and gas under sectibn 13 of 'the lasing: act,the
Secretary of tthe Interior has,; in the disctetion vested in him byk that act,
the power to withhold`,thee lands from disposal pending the toutcome of
-tests upon the structure.
OIL

iAND

.

GAS

iLANDS-PROSPECTING

PEBERMIT--WiTHDR&WAL-RESTORATIONS.

Where the definition of a geologic structur'e is revoked, the lands will be
restored to filing substantially in the manner, prescribed in the departmental instructions of- April' 28, 1924, Circular No. 929 (50 L,. D-. 387),
* relating to cases where existing prospecting permits are canceled.
DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DECISIONS APPLIED.

Departmental instructions of June 3, 1924 (50 L. D. 546); and -cases of
H. A. Hopkins (50 L. D. 213), Enlow v. Shawe et al. (50 L. D. 389), and
:harles West, on petition;(50.L. D. 534), appied.

First AssistaWwit Sereteay; The Lincoln-Idaho Oil Company has appeale'd from the decision
of the Commissioner of the G-eneral Land Office dated March 31;
1925, holding for rejection its, application filed May 5, 1924, to amend

FINNEY,

-its oil and gas prospecting permit,

Evanston, Wyominig, serial 07752,

issued Aug'ust 12, 1922, under section 13 of the act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437), so' as toinclude in addition to the 893.63 acres
covered thereby the' E. /2 SW.:i4, and SE. 1/4, Sec. 31,1 T. 29 N., I.
113 W., containing 240 acres.,
The record discloses that this land was included Fin0 the original
application fon permit filed June 8, 1920, by said company, but
the application was rejected as to said tracts by the Commissioneris
decision of May 12, 1922, which was affirmed by the Department
July,6, 1922, becausejthe' land was within' the boundaries of the
known geologic structure of the Dry Piney field as defined by the
Director

of

the

Geological

Survey;

April

2

1920.

i

The Department in 'its- unreported decision of November :20, 1924,1
i the case of the appeal'of the Cretaceous Oil Company from the
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Commissioner's: dedisionf of May .23, 1924 (A4148 Evanston Consolidated permits 08003 et al.), which had denied the company's
petition for cancellation of- the' definition, of the structure, upon
consideration of the .data and recommendations of the* Geological'
Survey, in a report ffated October 9, 1924, 0reached the conclusion
that the outstanding definition: of the structure, should be. revoked
and directed the Survey to take steps to revoke said definition as
soon as practicable with proper.consideration of the public business.
Under date of December .5;- 1924; the- Commissioner. advised the
local office that the designationvwas' canceled as of November 20,
1924, by the decision of the Department of said date. By letter of
December 11, 1924, ithe 0Com.missioner directed the lecal office to advise certain parties who had previously applied for leases, under
section 17 of the leasing act (Evanston 09534 etlat.), of lands within
the boundaries 'of the defined structure and whose applications: had.
:been fejected by letter of-April 29,:1924, that the definition of the
:structure' was canceled on 'November 20, 1924, and' the vacant land
was subject to appropriation under the provsions of section 13 of
l
from the Directo of the G.
:the leasing act.
Director of he.6eological
: ::Upon receipt of information *om
Survey that a test' well ws being drilled on Sec. 1, T. 28 N.,aR. 114
W., the Commissioner. by telegram of"December 15, 1924, addressed
to the local office, vacated his order. of cancellation of the designation and advised that the land was not subject to appropriationf at
that time.'
Appellant contends that the' revocation' of9 the definition of the
field having been: made as of November 20,. 1924, without restriction, the lands covered'thereby, fand. particularly described in the
letter of the Geological Survey to' the Commissioner of the General
Land Office, were thereupon subject to application under section 13
of the act of February 25, 19,20, and that the telegram' of the Com-missioner, dated December 15, 1924, was ineffective as to all applications filed prior to 'that dateand pending before, the Department.
Appellant also contends that when the order of designation was
'vacated, the land'involved became subject to.inclusion in its existing
permit by amendment and that the right of appellant remained unaffected by the delay of the Commissioner in passing upon said application to amend and:-by his subsequent order. In other words,.
: when the Department' decided on November 20, 1924, that the :order
defining the structure should be revoked and directed the Geological
Survey to revoke same,' the land became subject to inclusion in the
existing permit by amendment,.for which application had been filed
May 5, 1924.
The Department can n'ot agree with this view. It has previously.
-beenheld
that the definition of a structure as within a producing
.

'
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oil and. gas field is in effect a withdrawal of the lands from appropriation under section 13 of the leasing act and that an application
for a permit even though filed prior to such definition. does not con-fer any rights on the applicant that'will inure to his benefit'upon
the exclusion of the lands by reason of the redefinition' of the structure. See case of H. A.Hopkins'(50. L. D. 213). It was also held
in that case that where an application for a prospecting permit is-,
denied because of the inclusion of .the lands within such defined
structure, such application can not be revivedatebymreiattent upon
a -subsequent restoration of1the lands, but they will be open:toprospecting after their restoration as.though.no application had been
filed.,

Applyingi the principle announced in that' case, which has beenr
uniformly followed by- the Department, to' the facts in this case,
d'it is clear, 'that appellant'gained
no rights through the filinngon:
May. 5, 1924, of its application to: amend its permit, :which' inured
to its''benefit upon the rendering of decision by the iDepartment< of
-November 20, 1924, in the 'Cretaceous Oil Ciompany case, auipra, nor
upon the notation of revocation upon the records of .the local office by
direction of the Commissioner, 0and the. action of th'e -Commissibner
in holding'for :rejection the application for amendment was correct.
The record shows that on' May 9, 1925, Ben J. Atkinson 'filed in
the General Land Office a protest against the allow.ance of appellant's apication toame, accompanied by an affidavit of service
by registered. miail upon appellant at 'Kemmerer.- 'Protestant asserted a claim- of -superior right under his application for prospect'ing p3ermit 010278, includingaiong other lands the land in question, which' application was filed in the local land office December 9,.
1924, after .receipt of the Conimissioner's order' of December,
advisg of the revocation of the designation. The' protest andaccompanying statement and brief were- transmitted to the Depart00::
ment .May' 15,. 1925, for.iconsidlera-tion in connection' with the miatters
set out in the'appeal ofithe Lincoln-Idaho .Oil'Compan.y. No action
has, been taken by the. Commissioner- on protestant's application for
permit. In addition to asserting the superiority: of."his claim, projtestant, however, 'joins with'appellant in contending that the' Conmissioner's telegraphic order of. December. 1; :1924, 'should :1be'
h
of no effet asjto 'applications filed -.prior thereto 'iandf requ thatA:the0Co1missioner be' instructed-to 'v'aate, said order.The order .'of December. 5, 1'924, reads as follows:
-

By departmental-decision -of November 20,-1924 (A7148-), in' the ease of
the Cretaceous;6Oil"CompanyaEvanston 080(03, et at.sthe definition promulgated
April. 2, 1920,' of the, Dry Piney structure, IWyoming, as "the knowngeologic
structure of a producing oil.field," under the provisions of the act of February
25, 1920 (41: Stat. 437), was canceled as of November 20, 1924 (describing:
lands).

23&80 2-
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The, telegraphic order of December 15,: 1924, was as~follows:.
Instructions December eleventh Evanston 09534 et: at, Dry Piney oil field
designation canceled. Vacated pen ing result of test well Utah Oil and Refini ng:Company :on section 1, T. 28, R.6,114. Stop. Land not subject to appropriation at this time.

0: was
As stated by the Commissioner, in- the decision fro mwhich
'appeal
has- beentaken, the order of December 15- was- predicated
upon -the instructions of the- Department of June 3, 1924 (50 L. D.
-46), regarding'cancellation of permits -and restoration of lands to-:
filing to the efFect .that where permits are canceleda-upon relinquishment the lands covered thereby will. not. be restored .to further disposal under the leasing act if test wells have been or are about. to
be. drilled upon the geologic structure- which; includes those lands,,

*.
::
-

-

-0

pending the completion of the. wells.: Thed-language. of-, the Itelegraphic order and the- well-known facts concerning this well clearly
show that the Commissioner's-order was in harmony-withjthe obvi-.

ous:purrpose of the above7cited instructions, and there now remains
the question whether protestant gained such rights through- his-filing
six days before the -issuance bof said order -as will entitle him to a
permiit notwithstanding such order.- -:
An application for. an oil an&gas prospecting permit uder section
13 of the act of February-25, 1920, is in, effect atmere request 'that
a license be granted 'and-cqonfers upon-the applicant no interest in
-I
the land or -mineral deposits therein. -See EnIoto v.-Shaw et;Sl.::
(50L.L ,0.-'339) and io such right.is. acquired -by the filing-.as will
preventjits allowance from being controlled by circumstances arising
after its presentation oor-its rejection under later 'statutes. Cikaqre.'
:j::est, on Pettion (50 L. JD. 534). The conditions which'prompte'd
the Commhissioner's. order of December 15 existed as well at' the time
:of protestant's filing.-. ;-There were no suchichangesl.in :conditions
du~r~ing :the brief intervening - periods as may be considered -material
within the clear, meaning of departmental instructions :of ApkrilE23,-1921 ,(48 L D. 98), nor any - subsequent delay in action upoii-the
application-which ofperated- to-'deprive protestant of any substantial
rights- which he had at the: time he filed.
--The order- of December 5 advised the local office -of the caneolla- .
tion of- the definition of the structure and .dire~cted notation thereof -regarding the disposionth 4records -but contained- no
tion of the land. The purport;of- the telegraphic 'order of Decemberu
-15 was to instruct the local ofice- that because' of the operations upon
er section
the test well -the land was not subject to appropriation
1of the leasing law-' In the light-of the ,information yeeived by
the Commissioner at the. time the-action was justified and conformed
to the -principles announced in the departmental: i.struciions f
June 3,-1924, supra.'' - '
-.

-

-

-instructionis

-

-

-

-

-
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In said instructions the;- Department' exressed the view with
:respect to .lnds which. became, vacant upon cancellation of rermits,
that: in the exercise of tlle discretion vested in*it by the leasing act,'
iiniorder to.fulfill the plain purposes of such act' and to conserve
and
to the Government. valuable r ights, -it 'mniust:t.withhlold lands from; :
further isposal pending the outcome' of tests Tupon thestrcures,
discovered, hold the.land- for lease 'as conteni: ~and-ifoil or gas isV.
-plated' by section 17 6of'the'lleasing. act. The principles therein
6foll6ved in "t is§
expre'ssed are clearly applicable here and will beq
.d

Information regarding.. the: progress of drilling operations upon
ithe test well, received .by the Geological Survey, and- the.-Bureau
: :of:
Mines, indicates that said, well has been drilled toa a consderable
;deptl without developing oil, or 'g as to 'an3y.appreciable -extent.
: :W~hether or not drilling, operations havebeen definitel discontin'ued
-and. the well abandoned. is noit disclosed.. However,, the commis7sioner will request reports from the above'offices regarding the-outcome' of the-:.d.rilling operations, and--should it be fouigd that Ithe
information received no longer warrants the continuance of the
-said lorder of December 15, 1924, he will' revoke, same and-, direot .the
local officers to fix a date when said revocation, shall:be effective
-and.a time w~hen-applications for the-land' affected 'will be received,
No.X
such order to' be' substantiallyjin the.form provided in Circu~lar
. 3887), relating :to cancellation :of
929 of April.. 23,. 1924. (50 L
permits and restoration of the, hinds to filing.:
The- decisioii appealed from i4saffirmed. The protest--oif Ben J.,
d,4.further
:
Atkinson is dismissed and his application is rejected,
action with respect 'to1 the flands Iinvolved in departmental decisionof Noveimber 20 ,'1924, and Commissioner's orders of December 5,
1924, and December -15, 1924, will be taken in accordance with the
views expressed" herein.
OIL AND GAS REGULATIONS-PARAGRAP1H 4 (C), CIRCULARNO.M
-672 (47 L. ]. 437), A[ENDED
INsTR&cTIoNs
;[irciuar No. 1036]
DEPARTMEWT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENE;RA, LAN7D OICE,;

-`

.. Washgton D: C.(,'OtobeT 16, 1925.
R'EGISTERS:
t-UNITED. STATES .LAND OFFIcES:-

has&decided,,that ino. 'person can, under the liw,.
The ]D ae
be allowed -to have!morem-than three proceedings, being, or having
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originated in,: applications for permits under0.Section
0 13.: of the

leasing actj pending:y: or subsisting at the same time for lands: in.
one State;:anddin order'that applicantsfor oil and gas 'permits, may
show their qualifications, as so determined, paragraph 4 (c) ,CiracularNo.' 072U(47 L. D. 437), :is hereby amended so as to read:
-0(c)0A>statement ithat the applicant is -not the holder of,0nor has :pending
applications for, more than two other oil and gas permits in the same; State,
nor -holder of or applicant for any: other permit' in 'the same geologic structure, together with, a statement of any- other. applications for permits or
permits issued in the same State in which the applicant is directly or indirectly. interested, fully disclosing the nature andE extent of such interests,
lis required. In this connection attention is directed' to the limitations and
'exceptions of Section 27 of the act;'

lii all- the cases where applicants fail to show their qualifications
as 'above indicated, you will-allow them 15 'days- frominotice thereof
within which to cure: the defects; but when an application is :filed
'that shows the applicant disqualifiediby having three such proceedings "'pending in the State orr one in the sam.e geologic structure,
you'will rej ect the 'same ;subject to the: right of appeal -within': 15
:days'from noticethereof.
AIl "instructions- or regulations in: conflict herewith are hereby
amended so as:to conform hereto.
You will 'give the widest 'publicity to the above regulations that
may be possible without' expense to the- United. States.
WILLIAM

SPRY,

Commissioner.Approved:
E.- C. FINEY
t0.0 00
0- t-;Firs0
-t
Assistaint ;Secretary.

0 .

:t

r

;, , ':

ATIMENDMEN1TT OF FARM-UNIT PLATS-PARAGRAPHE L43 OF GEN-.
ERAL 'RECLAMATION CIRCULAR (45 LD
D. 385), AIMENDED
DEPARTMIENT OF THE NTERIOR,

5

:

BUREAU OF RMECLAMATION,

'Was ington, D'. C., Septenier 30, 19'. 6
Under::existing regulations in paragraph 43 of the General Recla.::
mation Circular,appovedMay 18,'19160 (45- L. D. 385), concerning
assign1ment of£ reclamatin:on homestead entries tunder the act of June
:23, 1910. (36 'Stat.. ,592) there is 'a hiatus in the procedure: for iamend- :
'ing 0plats on ifile,in this 'Bureau::and . in the '.General Land Office, in:
cases- where entrymen assign 'a 'portion of 'an established "farm'unit.
To cover this point it is recommended" that paragraph 43Aof the
1

Promulgated lby the General- Land- Offce by' ler

ited:.States

landfa
i:ces.

of October 21, 125, to rdgisters,
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circular 0(45 fL. D. 385,396), be amendedtby addig
-:

after

sentence the following:

:241

the second

In case of" an assignment of a portion of an existing farm unit (paragraphs
37 to 39), if the evidence is found to meet the,.requirements of the:,law and
regulations, the Commissioner of the General Land Office will so advise the
Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation, who will then cause thesissuance
ofan order amending theafarm-u'ii plats so as to show new farm- units in
accordance with the assignment. I

The paragraph as. amended wl31 'then read as follows:

.'

43. Assignments made dnd filed in accordance with these regulations must
he noted on the local land office records and at once forwarded to -the 0General
Land Office for immediate consideration. Where an dssignment-:which does
not fully comply with the above regulations is presented to the local land office
:the register will reject same', subject to, the right of appeal to the Commissioner-.of the* General Land. Office inlaccordance6With thef Rules of Practice.
In case of an assignment of 'a portion of an existing farm unit (paragraphs
:37 ,to 39). if the evidence is found to qmeet, the requirements of the law and
regulations, the Commissioner 'of the General Land Office6 will tso advise the
Commissioner of the ,Bureau of Reclamation, who will then cause the issuance
of an order amendig the farm-unit plats tso as o show'new farm units in
accordance with the assignment. Upon the approval ,of an: assignment, the
assignee will at the proper tnme make payment of the water-right charges and
submit proof of reclamation as -would the',original eftryian, andafter
proof
of full compliance with the law, may receive a patent for the land.
-

I concur.
ff
' j vWiLIAM SPRY,
Commssioner of the G.enerat land Office.

A proved October 14,L1925:

.

E. C. FiNNEY,
f

;0; .:FirtX ;:tt f9}Assista~nt
Secrretary.>4-: 0t

j0

0-

ASSOCIATED 6OIL 0CO-PAY:

-:

Opinion,0Otober 21, 192-5
OIL AND GABs LsANDnS-RosPECTING- PERMIT-OPERATING 'AGREEM Ep-,AsIeu..
MENT-STATUrolRYy
S-uuCTloiq
C.
-.
-: The
. restrictionsof section 27 off he act.of February 25; 1920, relate, to the

- :subs~tance and not the form of assignments and' ontracts, and an operat-

ing -agreement min'tered -into between a permittee and an: operator must
be construed with referenee to ifs iegal 6effet rather than the purpose of
the parties.

N.0 GAS
:0OEAD.
LANDB-P ROSPECTING VPER1MIT-OE1AIG
Om AN
P
E RM -OPERATING
MENT.
4

-

O10 0-2-vL1.--i

-

-

"AEE6IN
AG.EEMENT2A 'SSIGN-
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nd gas prospecting. permit: given to an
Any right or interest in a
operator: constitutes an assignment to the extent of the right or-interest
9
7
:
:* R so conferred.

:.0

OIL AND GAS -LANDs-PRoSPECTING PERMIT-OPERATING

AGREEMENT-AGENT-

ASSIGNMENT-ZEXPENDITURES.

agreement under.wfhich a. permittee remains in Sole control of the
and responsible to thef Government under the
00
premises;
00
merely his agent does not constitute the latterean assignee,
is
: operator
regardless of whether reimbursement of the operator for his'expenditures
land;
is to be in money or in oil produce'd- from, the

;'An
* ;

OIL AND

- *

PEEMITG~ORPORATIONTS-.Asso5IATIoN-IN.* .
AS TO ACREAGE.

GAS LAANDS-PROSPECTING

DIRECT INTEREST-LMITATION

an
0 A corporation may. become-a member of an association, and thus, acquire
limitation of
indirect interest in a permit snbject only to the acreage
*

but: the mere 'conveyancei to a
section 27 of the act- of February 25, 1920,
of itself, accomcorporation of an individual- interest-in a permit will not;
result.
plish that
LANDS-PROSPECTING
MENT-INDIRECT-INTEREST.

0 LOnAND GAS

'PERMIT-OPERATINdG

AGREEMENTrLASIGW-

might fall shortz'of being an assignment in a tech-.1
su.ch an indirect interest as
nical sense and 'yet confer upon the operator
act.
;;his' ;qalifications under section 27 of the: leasing
;;
0 000-affect
0would

- ;,TAn operating

agreement

S eretary:FINNEY,FirstAssistaott[Joseph P.
I have given careful consideration- to the -letter to. you

Tumulty] from Daniel W. Hone,Iattorney for the Associated Oil
of San Francisco, dated October 13, 1925, submitted for
::0
-f
Company,
my comment by your note of October 19, 1925.
Mr. Hone desires to: know '5what rights and interests the Department allows a permittee to give an operator in an operating- agreement and not have it considered an assignment of the 'permit."-'. Theanswer to this is- that any right or interest in the permit given to, the
-operator constitutes an'assignment' toathe extent of ;the'tight or inre-I
terest so Ecanferred. 'Asn agreement under -which the permittee
.Governthe
to
mains ind sole control of the premises. and responsible
ment under the permit, and the operator-is -'hisagent only, :would
not constitute the latter- the assignee, inwhole -or in* part, of the
permit; and this wouldbe true although the agreement carried with
it-an arrangement'whereby the operator would be entitled to reimbursement for his expenditures thereunder either in money or oil
of the question as to
'detrination0
produced -'from the land. The
or
whether any proposedarrangement is or is not an ati'-'gnteht
disclosure
full
a
upon
made,
be
must
1,merely an operating agreement
all facts in the case and can not be reached as an abstract propoiof
sition' of law.;
For the reasons above given 'the Department has never adopted
any
any form of operating agreement, nor would-its-approvalt"of
-
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*:t000:.0fsuch instrument heretofore submnitted
0Sgovern its action in casesnow before it or hereafter to arise. . It:might find that its former
:.00 .actionwas improvident or erroneous; or, that, while' the agreement submitted was, in form, identicaLwith that urged as a prece*0;t
::
dent, it was, in fact, wholly: different. No proper determination
of the effect of an-agreement could exclude from consideration. the
.:isituation, '-extenlt, andf Vpobable, value, of the;-land, 'the --relation of
the parties to each other, and such other matters as would impress
the I)epartment withlfthe'`necessity f6r and bong' fides of the agreement.
In this. connection it may be said. that an operating agreement
might, fall short of being :an assignment in a technical sen e, and.
yet confer upon the operator such Ianindirect interest as would
affect the latter's qualifications under section27. of. the, act of February .25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437),- as, for exampll, where it 'vests in
the operator: the control of- operations under the Spermit or lease.
-,As suggested in. the l1ast paragraph 'of Mr.
letter,' it
lone's
would
be possible for the
Oil Company -to become a
0ssociated
member of an association holding the permit, Vi salia 08814-101369,
and thus acquire an indirect interest' thereii;'subj'ct only :to the
acreage limitation of the law.'t: But a mere conveyance by Burbank
t6 the company of 'an undivided interest in tthe pPermit 'would not,
of -itself, accomplish that result. Obviously the- restrictions of
section 27, of the act of February_25, 1920, supra, relate to the sub:'stance and not. the form of assignments and -contracts.
The Department is entitled to'knowand IIshould dhave a 'full'disclosure of
all the facts relating'to the formation of an association proposing
to take over a-permit orlease, a
the
hstatemen't
iterest of each
assocrate, the plan of operations, and all matters -that bear upon
the inquiry as to whether conlnrol of operations under or the chief
nterest in the permit 0or lease is vested in any one or more of the
associates. -A
At:'-material inquiryi would be as to' the business or -contractual relations of such-parties.
It mmu tnot be inferred;, from wiat has'been said, that there is
any present purpose:to'disturb any assignmentsor operating agreements heretofore approved by theb-Jepartment upon a 'full 'and
fair: isclosure of factin conformiti ' with its requirements in the
specific
case; ;t\'nor is there
narrowly technical
p~~~~~~~~~~t
ere- any
a -. ..,,...disposition to be
in,the interpretationof 'the law.here, as in the case of the
- : 0-,-Assoited" XOili,'I
Company-, anSoperating agreement is submitted
for consideration, the-agree'm ent nust be construed with:: reference
000,0
its;legal
,to
effect;rather than the purposes of the parties.
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DURIBIN

Decided October 22, 1925PATENT-DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION-COTJTs-TIMBER AND; STONE.
Except in cases governed by section 2292, Revised Statutes, the Department does not ordinarily undertake to determine who, are the heirs of
claimant, but patents are issued to' the:heirs generally,
: a
Upublic-land.
V t-;
leaving. to the courts to determine who under the law- is entitled to the
property...

NTRY-TIMBER AND STONE.
PATENT-DESCENT. AND DISTRIBUTrnN-CHA-NGE -OF
27, 1922, extend to, the
January
of
act
the
of
;Inasmuch, as the provisions
heirs or assigns -of an entryman, the Department is charged, with the
.duty of ascertaining who' are the heirs entitled tob its benefits where the
application for. change of entry thereunder isD made iby. heirs,' and the
.
patent should be issued- to the heirs by name.
FINNEY,

FiMs Assistan4tSecretary:

* By decision of April 13,'1925, the6Department approved the
application of 1E. H. Durbin, Oliver S. Durbin, Edward'L. Durbin,
Taylor E. 'Durbin, and Augusta P.. iockhart, heirs of Bertie -N.
D qrbin, under the act of January 27, 1922 (42; Stat. 359), to change
the latter's homestead',entry from N. ½ SW.. 1/4. and S. ½/NW. 14,
Sec. 15 ,T. 50 N., iR. 69 W., 6th P. M., Wyoming, to SE. 1/4 SW. i/4,
1/4; Sec. 30, T. 37 5., R. 17 E., W. M., SE.14 NE. 1/4,
g47SE53.
SW.^0:;
A1/4.
Sec. 17, T. 24 S., R.'9 E., W. M., and SE. 1/4'NE. 1/4, Sec..10,-T.
25 S., R. 9 E., W. M., Qregon. 'After the 'provisionfs of paragraph
*-'t-f ;: i X6 of the regulations of March 225 1922 (48 L.LD. 595), had been
; 26, 1925, to "the
complied with, final certificate tissued on May.
said heirs of Bertie N. Durbin," all of whom were named in -the
first paragraph thereof, but 'atent No.' 966129 issued,,on September
-Th patent _was
11, 1925, to " The, Heirs of Bertie ' N.-_urbi."
-returned to the Genveral Land Office with a request thathit be canceled and, a new one-issued to the heirs by nam.e. The (Commissioner, bydecision dated September. 25, 1925,.^denied the request,
and an appeal to the Department was filed.
In the decision appealed from the Commissioner held that there
was no evidence of a judicial or other determination of ttnhmidentity
of the heirs.6f the homesteader...
Except in. cases. governed by section 2292, Revised Statutes,,theDepartment4does ,not ordinarily; undertake.-to determine who.,are
the heirs of. a public-landclai-mant,,patents, in,.proper. cases, being
: -,; fX000:00issued to the heirs. generally, leaving to ,the courts, to ,determine
who under the law is entitled to the property-.However,: as the provisions of the act of January 27, 1922,- sup2r,
extend to the .heirs or assigns of an entryran, the Department is
charged with the duty of ascertaining -who are the, heirs. or assigns
entitled to its benefits, as: all heirs or assigns must "file a relin-
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quishment of all right, title,: and interest in and to the land originally
entered." The identity, of assigns of an entryman are determined I
largelye by means of abstracts of title, but 'the identity of the. heirs
must. be established;:by such ;evidence as is available. If the estate
of -an intestate entrymanj has. been probated, the findings of the
court in the matter must be: furnished. In the absence of the
probate'.of -such an 'estate, affidavits must be relied on. I0The heirs
are determined in. accordance with the law of the State in which
the land ori'ginally, entered is ilocated, which may not be in harmony
W-ith the law of descent of the State in which the land applied for
is situate, and unless the -heirs are named&in the patent the courts
of ,that State might be obliged to hold -that the heirs .are not the persons-who executed-the relinquishment. -

-

Paragraph*,2. :of- the regulations of March 24, :1922, supra, provides-7
Where the application- is made by- heirs; satisfactory proof of heirship is
required. This- must: be the .best evidence that can be -obtained, and must
show -that the parties-applying,-are the heirs and the only heirs of the deceased entrynman.- - '
-

In the ,case under consideratioh, the 1Department determined that
all the Iheirs of the jentryman had joined in the application. The
evidence. as -to heirship consisted of an affidavit by' H. E. PDurbin;,
father of the entryman, and statements made' by the other heirs in
the separate deeds of relinqtiishment., :
Inasmuch as the Department necessarily determined who were
the heirs of Bertie N. Durbin, no reason -appears why the patent
should not have been issued-to the heirs by name.The decision- apppealed from iis reversed and the case remanded for
appropriate action.-

-

-

-

-

.-IAS B. HARALSIDE
Decided October 22, 1925,-

HOMESTEAD ENTRY-ONFI MATION--C ANG
- TIONE.

:

-t:

:

OF
E ENTEY-STATU'Tory CONSTEUC-

-

-

The act of January 27, 1922, was remedial -legislation for the beneit of one,
:other than the original entryman, who had been permitted to. enter:land
formerly in a confirmed -entry, erroneously canceled, but it did not- contemplate that the change of entry :provision should extend to a claimant
who is also the- present holder under another form of -entry.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcrsoI-r CITED AND APPLIED.
ICase of Emanuel Woalliin (49 L. I). 544), cited and applied.

NFIENE, Fist Assistant Secretary
The application of Lars`B. Haralside for a change of entry under
provisions of the act:of January 27, I1922 I (42 Stat. 359), has been
-

-
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submitted by the Commissioner of the* General Land Office to the
Secretary of the Interior for appropriate action.
It appears that Haralside made homestead entry June 25, 1903,
Sfor 4/4NE. 1/4, S 32, N. ½NW. 14 and SW. 1/4 NW. 14,
theSE.
33, T. 5 S., R. 190 E., M.: M., Montana. TheS receiver's receipt
SeeSec.
upon the.final entry of this tract issued September 28, 1908, but the
initiated
.proceedings
entry iwas canceled August 16, 1913, upon
the-issuance
June 29, 1911,q which being more t han twoyears after
of said receipt, the entryman was entitled to-a patent for the lanrd'
described. See section 7, act of MIarch 3, 1891 -(26 Stat. 1095, 1098),
construed in Lane v. Hog und (244 U. S. 174).- It transpired that
after: the cancellation of said entry and on August 22, 1913, Haralside wa's allowed to make a second homestead entry for the same
land, and after due. proceedihngs&patent issued to him thereon Febru*ary 1, 1918. The act of January 27, 1922, supra, provides -that-,.'

* ::

In all cases where a final entry of public lands has been or may be here::
after canceled, and such entry is held by the Land :Department: or by a court
of competent jurisdiction ito have been confirmed under the proviso toe section
7 of the Act of March 3, 1891 (Twenty-sixth Statutes page 1099), if Ithe land
has been disposed of to or appropriated by a. claimant under the homestead
or desert-land laws, or patented to a claimant under other public-land laws,
: the Secretarybof the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, and under rules to
be prescribed by him, to change the entry and transfer the payment to anyother tract of surveyed public land, nonmineral in character, free from lawful
claim, and otherwise subject to general disposition: Provided, That the entryman, his theirs, or assigns shall file a relinquishment of all right, title, and.
interest in and to the land originally entered: Provided further, That no
right or claim under the provisions of this paragraph shall. be assignable or
transferable.

This act in plain termsi makes an application for entry allowable
*only in, the "discretion"0of the Secretary of the Interior. It may
be admitted but is 'not here decided that the, discretion to be exerC
cised is-a legal one. Even so, the favorable exercise of that discretion upon an application invoking it, nrust rest upon the intent of
Congress as expressed in said act. The act is remedial, and it is
clear not only from the debates upon the bill but fromt the plain
letter of the act itself, that the mischief to be remedied was that
'*
* arising upon the decision of the Supreme Court of. the United States
in Lane v. Hoglund, supra, which had left subsequent entrymen and
0 patentees of land previously embraced in the entry of another
whose entry had been erroneously canceled, at the mercy of such
prior claimants. The lands here involved had been eairned under
the law as construed but had not been patented.: It had therefore
become the -duty. of the Land Department to issue a patent to the
* original claimant. Because this wasnot [one, if a qualified person
other than the first entryman had entered the land, the original
A

0
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claimant was in a position to proceed before-.bthe.Land Department,'
.
issuancei of a
for cancellation of that .,entry and to -demand the
patent to himself., Congress had no power-to interfere with vested,
rights already adjudiicatedjin principle by the Supreme Court of the
VUnited :States,0: so the. purpose was to offer .these :prior 'claimants
.such, inducement. as, if, accepted, -would .result *in protecting the :
subsequentc.laimant. This took the form'.of 'an exchange right but
needed protection.
ciearly6nly: where the second entryman or patqen
See A-:dministrative 4Ruling of Decelimber 3,; 1924
L. D. . 684).o
This view .is further supportedY by al provision, in said act, above
quoted::." That the entryman, his heirs, or assigns shall 'file a relinquishment of -all right, title, and interest in, and&to land*originally
.entered."' Manifestly, in the instant case this provision can not be
complied with' unless theopresent patentee, who is the applicant here,
-t;D:Sf'reliicuish.
0T:shall
to: the' Go~v~ernment'- all ri'hth' title, and interest in
-andto, said laid&. .This- jrovision was' not to the end that the second
entryman or patentee relinquish his claim as sllchU to the land but
that the first entryman, .setting' up: a -claim'. thereto under the act
'of March 3, 1891, supra relinquish all claim to the land so' that the,
present claimant, or title holder,: might be left secure in his holdings.
In this 'case the original claimantaand present title holder are one

'.and the same person. 'His title is-not disputed. 'iHe needs no protection. : The- act gives him none.' It confers no right or privilege
on-him in the-capacity.of original claimant. See Emanuel :Wallin
(49 L.L D. 544).. His contention here in'the last analysis means ,that,
he not only prepares to keep: the .patented land but asks that he be
permitted- to transferi his original entry thereof to another. tract: so
that he may acquire title to that 'also. Differently' stated, he asks
-that said act of 1f'922; be construed as an indemnity act to reimburse
: and satisfy; him, not ,for his 'loss' of thelland, but for his futile
efforts to secure title thereto under hisfirst entry. 'No such con-struction can, reasonably be'placed6uponR this.act.The application is rejected. -

-IIARTIN 1. TORRES
Decided October 27, 1925
§STOCIK-KAISINGO IIMESTEAD-.APPLICATION-RELINQ-UISK[MENT.
''A contract or agreement to relinquish or' convey made after an application
,to make entry Funder the public land laws had been filed, but which was
rescinded prior to official action: upon the application, does not dis: iqualify
:
the applicant ,to make entry thereunder.
DEPARTMAINTAL DEcISxI6k CITED AND APPLIED.:
Rule in the case of Blanchard v. Bultter (37 L. D. 677) 'applied.
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FINry 'Firt Assit nt Secretary:
Thistis- an appeal tby Martin L. Torres from a decision of the
Gofthe
General 'Land Qffice dated February 12, 1925,
Commissioner
Jrejecting his application 039071 to make stock-raising homestead
/ SE. 1/4, S. Y2 SW.-1/4ISec. 5; W.0 -/2 and W. '/2
entry for the W. %
NE. 1/4, Sec. 8; and N.-½2 NW. 1/4, Sec. 17, T. 11 S., R. 17 E., N. M.
M, Roswell land.district, New*Mexico.-.
P. M
Torres's application to enter the' land in question, t ther with
:a petition for desigiiatibn under theV act of December 29, 1916 (39
-Stat.862), was filed on Febuary-6, 1917. The application was suspended pending:designation of the land under thef stock-raising
homestead act. The land thereafter was designated under. that act,
effective February 28, 1921. At that date, however, applications to
make homestead entries' which were partly in conflict with the application of ITorres,; had been filed -by Teofilo5 Salas,. and -action upon
application 039071 was suspended still' :further, pending 'disposition
of these conflicting applications.
Later a charge was filed 'against Torres by a representative- of the
General Land Office, to the effect that he was -not entitled to have
his homestead application become an entrty for the: reason that he had
not shown good, f aith, in that he had attempted to barter his frights
by offering to sell a 'relinquishment to the .land for. the -sum of $200,
Notice of this charge
when the application should become.an entry..
was mailed to Torres on Decernber 14, 1922, and a hearing was had
before the county clerk of Lincoln-:County, New Mexico, on July 24,
1924, at which testimony on behalf both :of the Government and of
the claimant was taken.. I The record&in the case was transmitted to
the General Land, Office on November 20, 1924, with a- recommendation .by the local ;office .that leniency: be shown to Torres, as it appeared :that advantage had been taken: of his. inability to under.
stand English..
of February 12, 1925, reviewed
his.decision
in
Commissioner,
The
that the charge made against
found
and
case
the'
in
evidence
the
the claimant was sustained, and, accordingly, held his application
039071 for rejection.
The chief ground -of complaint upon which the charge against the
appellant rests is, that as part of a contract, dated June 14, 1920, to
sell other lands in which he and his half brother, William E. Brady,
:were interested, to one J. S. Horrell, for a consideration'of $1,450,
it was agreed that such consideration was to include the purchase of
the relinquishment of the appellant to all lands in Secs. .5 and: 8,
T. 11 'S., for which-'he had an 'application to make -entry pending at
the date of the contract. When .the case was heard the Government
introduced the original contract containing this, provision, signed
by Martin L. Torres and W. E. Brady, as parties of the first part,
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and J.- S. Horrell, by H.I H. Horrell, as party of the second, part.
This contract is worded .in English, bears the seals of all the parties
thereto, and is witnessed by E. M. Brickley and L. E.: Horrell.
The witnesses in behalf of the Government were E. M. Brickley
and Priciliano Torres. Brickley who was the cashier of a bank in
Carrizozo, New Mexico, prepared the contract referred to above, and
he testified as to the conditions under which it was made. Priciliano
Torres testified that the appellant had offered to sell the land covered
by his homestead: application to him for $200, but that the deal was
not consummated as the appellant would not take less than $200.
Martin FL., Torres, the appellant, testified in his own behalf
through an interpreter. He stated, in substance, that at the time
the contract to sell to Horrell was made, Horrell had told Brickley
to include a clause in the contract providing for the relinquishment
of the land covered by the appellant's application to make homestead entry, but that he, appellant, had' directed his half brother,
William E. Brady, to tell Brickley not to put such a provision in
the contract as he was not selling that land. In reply to this objection Brickley had'said that it would not make any difference if the
relinquishment of the land was included in the contract, and that he
had then proceeded to make out the contract to suit himself. The
appellant stated further, that he had never offered to sell a relinquishment of the land ini question to anyone since he filed on it in
September, 1917.
On cross-examination the appellant testified -that he. understood
very little English, and that he did not understand English sufficiently well to carry on: a conversation in that language. He also
testified positively that he had not-offered to sell the land embraced
in his homestead application to Pricilkano Torres.
A. F. Stover and Robert Brady also appeared as witnesses for the
appellant, but it is not necessary to discuss their testimony in view
of the opinion which the Department entertains with reference to
the merits of this case. The evidence taken as a whole*makes it plain
that whatever offer;or agreement to sell the land, or to relinquish
his entry may have been made by the. appellant, such offer had been
withdrawn and such agreement had been repudiated at the date of
the hearing. Admitting, then, for the purposes of argument, that
the Government proved its case against the appellant so far as an
offer to sell and a contract to relinquish by him were concerned, the
question of the effect of the subsequent withdrawal'of the offer of
sale and of the repudiation of the agreement to, relinquish still must
be considered.
A reference to the reported cases fails to disclose any published
decision in -which the Department. has directly passed upon the ques.
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tion whether an offer to sell or an agreement to relinquishlmade by
a claimant who had filed application 'to make an entry under the
public land laws, but: which was withdrawn or repudiated prior to
official action upon the application, disqualifies the claimantto make
entry under such application.
It is well established that an offer or agreement to sell a relinquishment, when made, after homestead entry, does not, of itself, affect
the validity of :the entry. Bailey v. Olson (2 L. D. 40); Stub endordt v. Carpenter (32 L. D. 139). This rule is predicated&u.pon
the fact that a claimant has the legal right to*relinquish his entry,
and an offer to do so, standing alone, is not evidence that the entry
was made in bad faith or with speculative intent.
On the other hand, a contract or agreement to convey after final
proof, made after entry, invalidates the entry. Instructions of
March 11, 1922 (48 L. D. 582, 583). Such a contract or agreement
is in contravention of the express terms of the statute.
A charge that an entry was speculative has been held sufficient, if
sustained, by evidence that, prior to entry, the claimant offered to
sell a relinquishment and that, after entry, he sold the same. Bauer
X
v. Nuernberg (46 L. D. 372).
The Department has recognized the right of an-entryman to rescind an illegal agreement to convey after proof, where it appeared
that the agreement was ignorantly made, and, in fact, been rescinded, and his good faith otherwise was clearly apparent. Blanchard v. Butler (37 L. 'D. 677); George: F. Bixler (40 L. D. 79).
. None of the cases cited, however, furnishes an answer to the question whether a contract or agreement to relinquish or convey which
was made subsequent to the date of an application to enter, but
which was thereafter rescinded, destroys the applicant's right to
make entry under that application. The Department, for reasons
given below, now holds that. such, a contract or agreement, after. being rescinded, does not have that effect.
A charge that an applicant has entered into a contract or agreement of the character described is, in effect, a charge that he intends to make entry for speculative purposes., The validity of a
charge of speculative intent must be determined by the facts at the
date when the entry was made, and such a charge -is not .supported
by evidence that the applicant made a contract or agreement to sell
or relinquish but repudiated the. same before his application to enter
was acted, upon.::The Department is of the opinion, therefore, that
even if it be admitted that the appellant offered to sell the land covered by his application to enter to Priciliano Torres, and that he
contracted with IEorrell to relinquish the entry which was to be made
,under that application, these: facts do not disqualify him to6make
.

*
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entry for the land in question, as the evidence shows that, prior to
action upon the appellant's application by the Land Department,
he had withdrawn his offer of sale and had rescinded the contract,
and in this way had regained the status of a qualified entryman.
The fact that the appellant did repudiate the contract is clearly
established by the testimony of Brickley, who stated that at the
time the contract was executed Horrell deposited $1,050 in the bank,
which was to be delivered to the appellant and Brady when they
completed their part of the agreement, but that Horrell later withdrew this money because they had failed to do so.
As a matter of fact, however, the Department is not satisfied.
that the evidence in ther case establishes that the appellant had
offered to sell the land in question, or that he had knowingly agreed
to relinquish the entry which he was seeking to make. The statements of Priciliano, Torres regarding the appellant's offer to sell
the land are met by the direct denial of the appellant. Also, it appears that the appellant had but; a slight knowledge of English
and that, when the contract upon which the Government's charge
is based was prepared, he was forced to depend upon the statements
of others with reference both to its contents and to the binding
character of its provisions. Under such conditions the appellant
appears to be entitled to. the benefit of the rule announced in
Blanchard v. Butler, supra, which relieves an entryman from the
consequences which are attendant upon- an illegal agreement with
reference to his entry, in a case where he became a party to such an
agreement through misapprehension but repudiated its obligations
as soon as he became Awar6 of its illegal character.
Thefdclslon appealed from is reversed.
M.; P. SMITH AND RED FEATHER OIL COMPANY
Instructions, October 28, 1925
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPEcTING PERMIT-TImBER CUTTING-SECRETARY Or
THE INTERIOR--STrPEnvisouy AUTHORITY.
A permittee under section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is entitled,
subject to regulation by the Secretary of the Interior under the general
- authority conferred upon him by section 32 of that act, to use timber standing upon.the land covered by his permit for use as fuel in drilling operations.
OIL

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIr-TIMRER CUTTING-HOMESTEAD
ENTRY-SURFACE RIGHTS.
.
The right of a perpaittee under section 34 of the act of February 25, 1920,
to appropriate timber standing upon the iland covered by his permit for
use- as fuel in drilling operations is restricted to unpatented lands upon
- which there is an abundance of timber and where' its removal will not:
materially affect- the use of the land by the surface entryman.
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OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-TIMBER CUTTING-PUBLIC LANDS.
A prospecting permittee under the act of February 25, 1920, will be granted
the privilege of taking timber from other public lands outside of the
permit area pursuant to the acts of June 3, 1878, and March 3, 1891,
only when other fuel is not available at reasonable cost.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-TIM1BER CUTTING-RESIDENCE.
A prospecting permittee under the act of February 25, 1920, is a bona ftde
resident of the State in which the land covered by the permit is located
for purposes within the operation of the acts of June 3, 1878, and March
3, 1891.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LEASE-TIMBER CUTTING-SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR-SuPERvISORY AUTHORITY.
Under the discretionary power given the Secretary of the Interior by section
29 of the act of February 25, 1920, to dispose of so much of the surface of
: lands covered by permits and leases issued under that act as is not needed
for the operations of the permittees or lessees, that official may authorize
the cutting of timber therefrom by:others pursuant to the acts of June 3,
1878, and March,3, 1891, if it is not needed for compliance with the leasing act.
FINNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

There is returned herewith, unapproved, your [Commissioner of the
General Land Office] letter to the division inspector at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, in which' direction was proposed to be given that he
take steps to recover for timber trespass fromAM. P. Smith, and
the Red Feather Oil Company, the value of some 300 cords of
wood cut by them from lands covered by an oil and gas prospecting
permit issued under'section 13 of the leasing act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437), for certain lands in New 'Mexico. The permit
is held by M. P. Smith. This wood, it is stated, was used for fuel
in drilling operations being carried on upon this land in compliance with the requirements of the permit. The drilling is being
done by the Red Feather Oil Company which appears to be a
drilling contractor.
Your letter states the view that this permit is only a disposition
of so much of the surface. of the land involved 'as is necessary. for
prospecting operations and that permits to remove timber from
the land are grantable under the provisions of' the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1093), and the Department's regulations thereunder. Circular of March 25, 1913 (42 L. D., 22). Permits to cut
timber from mineral lands under the act of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat.
88), and the regulations thereunder (Circular of March 25, 1913,
42 L. D. 30), were stated to be inapplicable because the lands were
Knot "mineral lands" which were in 1878 "not subject to entry
under existing laws of the United States except for mineral entry."
In addition it was suggested 'that this permittee, who does not
reside in New Mexico, and the drilling company, which is a Colo-
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,rado corporation, are not eligible to secure permit to cut timber as
the acts of . 188. and: 1891 and the regulations thereunder, limit
such rights to residents of the State in: which the. timber is located.
From the earliest development of public lands under both the
agricultural and mineral land laws the settler, preemptor, entryman, or mineral locator in bona #fde possession of a tract of public
land has been permitted to cut and. utilize such timber therefrom
,as was necessary to clear the land, to open and maintain mines,
build homes, fences, or other. improvements incidental to the use
of the land in accordance with the laws under which they were
claimed. Restrictive legislation, supervisory control by the Secretary, and actions for damages for timber trespass have grown. out
of the abuse of these privileges and were made necessary to prevent
the spoliation under fictitious entries, of valuable timber, properly
to be held for-sale or special forms of disposal by the United States.
Shiver v. United States (159 U. S. 491).
The acts of June 3, 1878, and March 3, 1891, supIra, relate to the
cutting- and renmovad of timber from mineral or agricultural lands
for domestic use elsewhere. That is not this case. Here the lands
*are occupied and reserved from all disposals except.such as shall
be allowed by the Secretary, in his discretion, pursuant to section
29 of the act of February 25, 1920. (Instructions of July 2, 1925,
51 L. D. 166.) . The ordinary rule applicable to other entries, settlements, or locations would entitle the permittee to use such timber
as is necessary for the purposes for which he holds the land, i. e.,
for. the.drilling .for oil.
The acts of i1878 and-1891 each authorize the taking of timber
from lands not under mineral entry for use for "mining purposes,"
which would include the right to use wood for fuel in proper Icases.
H. M. Gregg (2 L. D. 827), Morgan v. United States, (169 Fed.
243).:
The question is, therefore, whether there is anything in the act
of February 25, 1920, which shows any intention of Sthe Congress
to except. permits and leases thereunder from the general rule above
stated with respect to other classes of -entries and locations.
The act of. February 25, 1920, and the regulations thereunder
permit the use, without charge, of fuel oil by permittees and lessees
in drilling operations. This indicates that the intention of the
Congress with respect to this form of disposal of the land was' to
follow the general: custom of allowing; the free use of resources on
the :land,.occupied in compliance with the law under .which the
entryman or, claimant was .in possession. No difierence is perceived ibetween permitting the use of oil for fuel after a discovery
is made and the use: of timber growing upon the land for fiuel,
prior to:. such discovery. A permittee under the act of 1920 is an
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agent of the United States for certain purposes (Opinion of the
Attorney General, August 29, 1925, and instructions of' September
17, 1925, 51 L. D. 196), and as such. would, fort this additional
reason, appear to be entitled to the free use of the property of the
United 'States ordinarily given to public land claimants- in other
classes of entries or claims.
It is concluded that a permittee under the act of February 25,
1920, is entitled to use timber standing upon the lands covered by
the permit for fuel in drilling operations, in the absence of expressed
restrictions.

* '

This right is one subject to regulation by the Secretary of the
Interior under the general supervisory power given him by section
32 of the act' of February 25, 1920. No regulations have been
issued on the subject, and it is directed that regulations' adeqRate

to the safeguarding of the timber from waste be prepared, placing
the duty of immediate supervision of the use of such timber in
the division inspector with the rights of appeal from- his ruling
to you, and thereafter to the Secretary. Upon the approval of these
regulations, appropriate reference thereto will be made in such
prospecting permits and leases as thereafter issue under the act of
February 25, 1920.
Prospecting permits issue, in some instances, pursuant to section
34 of the act of February 25, 1920, for lands which are occupied
by bona #ide settlers, or entrymen, or patentees who have elected
to take title to the land under laws reserving to the United States
and its lessees and licensees the right to enter upon'the lands and
prospect for, mine, and remove the deposits of oil and gas reserved
to the United States.; Vide act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509),
and act of December 29, 1916 -(39 Stat. 862).
In cases of this kind .the use of timber by prospecting permittees
and lessees should be denied where title to the surface has passed
from the United States, except as to the easement to' use the surface so far as required for mining operations. In cases of Settlers
and entrymen whose entries have not been perfected, the permittee
may, in special cases, be permitted to use the timber. 'Those cases,
however, will exist only' where there is an abundance of timber on
the land, and the cutting '-will not materially affect the use of the
land by the agricultural claimant. Regulations covering this usage
should be prepared providing for special permits to' be issued by
you, after notice to the surface entryman or settler has been given.
It is noted that the division inspector asks whether permits to
cut timber may be given to oil-prospecting permittees with respect
to lands not covered by their permits, and whether, on the other
hand, lands covered by the oil permits are subject to permits to
I

See regulations of January 11, 1926, Circular No. 1048, post,-.
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cut timber under the act of 1878 or 1891, where the persons securing the- timber permits are not: the oil permittees in possession of
the land..
I am of the opinion that prospecting permittees are entitled to and
must secure permits under the act of 1878 or 1891, dependent upon
whether the lands from which the timber is' to be cut are mineral
or noonmineral in character before they may take fuel outside
their permits 'and that this privilege will only be: given in cases
where other fuel is not available at a reasonable cost. I am further
of the opinion that such permittees are bona fde residents of the
State in which the land covered by the prospecting permit is located,
and upon which operations are being carried out, within the meaning of these acts.
As hereinbefore stated, the Secretary retains the discretionary
power to dispose of so much of the surface of lands covered bypermits
under the act of February 25, 1920,0and leases under that act, as
is not needed for the compliance with the requirements of the permits or leases and the right to cut timber under the permits
authorized, by the tacts of 1878 and 1891 may be issued in
proper cases although the lands are covered& by oil prospecting
permits or leases. The procedure in such case should be for the
division inspector to notify the oil permittee or lessee to show cause
why such permit to cut timber should not issue and if objection is
made the matter should be referred to your office for further action,
subject to the right of appeal to the Secretary.
.

tEE A. MEYER
Decided October 31, 1925
COAL LA:NDS--LEAS-REWTAL-PATEINTS-RESERVATIOrS-STJPFACEI

RIGHTS.

The provision in section 7 of the act of February 25, 1920, requiring the
payment of a rental on the basis of the acreage wherein coal deposits are
leased, is applicable to leased coal lands the surface of which has been
patented under the agricultural land laws with the reservations prescribed.
by the act of June 22, 1910.
CoAL LANDS-LEASE-RENTAL-NOTIC:.
Omission from the -public notice which the departmental regulations require
to be issued upon the offering of coal deposits for lease under the act of
February 25, 1920, of the statement that a rental must be paid by the
lessee does not excuse .the lessee from the obligation to make such
payment.

First Assistant Secretary:
Lee A. Meyer, applicant for a coal lease under the act of February
25, 1920
1(41 Stat. 437), Billings, Montana, se'rial 025376, has appealed from the action 'of the Commissioner. of the :General Land'
FINNEY,
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Office in his order of February 20, 1925, requiring that appellant
comply with the requirements of section 15 of Circular No. 679,
containing the coal land laws and regulations (47 L. D. 489), which
provides, among other things, for the payment of the annual rental
in advance, for the first year of the lease applied for, as fixed in
accordance with the provisions of section 7 of the leasing law.,
On appellant's petition and acceptance of the terms recommended
by the Director of the Geological Survey, as to royalty, minimum
investment, and minimum production, the Commissioner directed
publication of notice of offer of lease at public auction of the land
applied for, which was designated as coal leasing unit No: 531,
Montana No. 108, comprising lots 18 and 19, NE. 114 SW. 1/4, and
NW. 1,/4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 6, T. 1 S., R. 62 E., M. P. M., containing 160
acres, the notice specifying:
A lease of said unit will be made at a
a minimum investment requirement of
'the lease and a minimum production
commencing with the fourth year of the

royalty of ten cents per ton, mine run,
$500 during the first three years iof
requirement of 1,600 tons per year,
lease.

There being no bidders on the day fixed for the sale, the local
officers advised appellant that he would be permitted to comply
with the requirements of the Commissioner's order applying to successful bidders.
Appellant calls attention to section 12 of the coal-leasing regulations, which requires that the notice will describe the land, state the
amount of royalty and rental to be charged, and the minimum investment-required. No mention having been made in the published
notice regarding rental charge, appellant states that he, is in doubt
as to whether the rental mentioned in the act is actually charged on
leasing units to the surface of which the United States has granted
patents>- and desires a decision from the Department in the matter.
The records of the General Land Office show that the NE. 1/4
SW. 14, said Sec. 6, was patented February 9, 1920, and lots 18 and
19 on August 18,-1922, under the homestead laws, with coal reservation to the United States under the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat.
583), together with the right to prospect for, mifne,. and remove
the same.
In the opinion of the Department the language of the* acts of
Congress pertinent to this question is clear and unequivocal.
The act of June 22, 1910, supra, provides (Sec. 3)*

* X8 -The coal deposits in such lands shall bei subject to disposal 'by the
United States in accordance with the provisions of the coal-land laws in force
:* * Any person who has acquired from
at the time of such disposal.
the United States the coal deposits in any such land, or the right to mine or
remove the same, may reenter and occupy. so, much of the surface thereof as
may be required for all purposes reasonably incident i to the mining and
removal of the coal therefrom, and mine and remove the coal, upon payment

*
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of theodamages caused thereby to the owner thereof, or upon giving-,.a good0
and sufficient bond or :undertaking in an action instituted in, any competent.
court to ascertain and fix said damages.

The act of February, 25,j920; supra, under wnhichapplication
herein was made provides, in Section:2That the Secretary of the Interior is -authorized to, and upon the petition
of any qualified.applicant shall, divide any. of the: coal lands or- the deposits
of coal, classified and unclassified, owned by the, United States, outside of the
Territory. of Alaska, into leasing tracts .'of forty acres each,. or. multiples:
th tliereof,: anid inSUCh form as, in the opinion of the' Secretary of the: Interior,
will permit the most economical mining of the
~oal'
in such tracts, but -in' no
case'exceeding two thousand 'five hundred 'and sixty acres.in any one leasing
tract, and thereafter the Secretary of the Interior shall, in his discretion, upon.
the request of any qualiied applicant or, on his ownumotionlfrom time to.time,
offer such lands or deposits of coal. for leasing and shall award leases thereon
by competitive bidding or by such other methods as he may by general regulations adopt, to any qualified iapplicant. * * *
s.

s;

.*

*

f

*

*

*;

Sec. 7.: That for the privilege of mining or extracting, the coal in the lands.
covered by the lease the lessee sihall pay to the United States such royalties
as may be specified in thelea se, which shall be fixed in advance of offering
the same, and which shall.not be less~ than 5 cents per ton of two thousand
pounds, due and payable at the end of each third month succeeding that of the
extraction of the coal from the mineland an-4afnual rental,'payable At: the
date of such'lease and annually thereafter, on the lands or, coal deposits covered by such lease, at such- rate as may be fixed -by the Secretary of- the
Interior prior to~offering the same, which shall not belaess than 25 cents. per
acre for the first year thereafter, not less than 50 cents per acre for the second,
third, fourth, and fifth years, respectively, and not less than $1 per acre for
each and every year thereafter during the continuance' of the lease,. -except- that such rental for any year shall be credited against the royalties as they
-accrue
for that year.**

The requirement that a rental be Paid on- the basis of the acreage
: w erein the' coal depos'its- sought to be leased -are found, is statutory: and the fact that the land is covered by a patented entry under
the agricultural land laws is immaterial; so'long as such patent has'
been issued' subject to the 'provisions, limaitations, and reservations
of the act of June 22-, 1910, supra. The deposits -belongo to the
Uhited States 4and -"the right to prbspect for, mine, and iremove6th1e
same has been reserved. 'The righte of the patentee, or his succes-sors, are protected by the provision for the paymint of damages for
-injuries eaused to crops or improvements: by the mining operations
and the regulations
de-r the leasing iaw rejuire the- lessee to furnis'h satisfactoryi bond as a -guaranty of_ s'uclh protection. So far as
:the deposits and the -right' t6o'mine aiiclntemove6 same,5 are concerned.
th titlae undr tlhe agricultural patent is without force or effect
<W0000
~hile -the" re~gd-ationi rovid
p
'that the!amount of rental t16o-be
ch'asrgadhuslcd 'b'e'statd 'in the' publ'ised'niotice, 'the iomission of;
:::
0
004O 250 -2vo-t5
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: such statement from the notice does not excuse the lessee from the
obligation to make such payment; in the face of the express requiremnents of the law and the regulations.: The minimum rentals prescribed by the act 'having been fixed by the Department as the rental
charge in all cases,. as appears in paragraph (2c) of the form of
lease published-in .the regulations, and in view of the fact that the
charge is uniform and is generally understood and accepted, it. has
not been. included in the :published notice in particular cases.
It must, therefore, be held that the provision of the leasing law
for payment of rental at a price per acre fixed by the Secretary
'0: the
of the Interior, in accordance with section 7 of :said law,' is applicable to cases where the deposits leased are covered by patents issued
under the agricultural land laws, with the reservation provided for
:by the act of June 22, 1910, era
The decision of the, Commissioner is.accordingly affirmed.
UNITED STATES'v. HURLIMAN
Decided October 31, 1925
*

(OMESTEAD-AIINING CLAIM-OCCUPAC-POssESSION.
Actual possession ofa lode -mining claim by one who has made no discovery
and is not in diligent prosecution of work leading to discovery is no bar
- to the:,allowance of a stock-raising homestead entry which includes the.,
; part of the subdivision I:upon:: which the mining claim is located where
forceable intrusion upon such ,possession is not necessary in order to
initiate .the right.

STOCK-RAISINFG

COURT DEcIsIONq CITED AND DISTINGUISHED.

Case of Atherton v. Fowler' (93: U. S. 513), cited and distinguished.
Fi.NNEIY, First Assistant Secretary:
25, 1919, Helen V. IHurliman
0On
: t0 August.

made' application,. Denthe act of Decemunder
entry
ver .serial 026548, to .make additional
1/2 SE. 1/4, Sec.'
i4,.N.
NE.
ber 29, 1916 (.39 Stat. 86p), for.the S. ½12
30, 1922.
March
allowed
was
which
AM.,
W.!6th'-P.
S.,
T.
6SR.7
26,
the
1919,
15,.
October
made
application
her
On May 11, 1923, upon
1/4
NE.
and
23,
14,
Sec.
SE.
114
SE.
the
to
include
entry was amended
range.
and
township
the
same
of
26,
Sec.
1/4,
NE.
Adverse proceedings against this entry were instituted by the
Government, :charging that, at the date of the application the landwas not subject, to'e ntry under the' 'act of. December 29, 1916,.supra,:
for thA0 reason that the subdivisions thereof embraced subsisting
locations. iThes~e proceedings were lconsolidated with like
:0;;-0: 00mining
proceedings brought against the adjoining entry:of James:. i.. Per--'iley,-serial 026395. Upon the record made at a -learing:of the. charges
the Commisioner of:: the, General. Land Office- found that certain
: minig locations, the Lady Belle, Wonder, 'and Jack Oak lode
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* claims were valid and subsisting at the time Hurlinman's application
was. filed:; that there was sufficient evidence of mineralization within
these claims to justify a reasonably prudent man in the expenditure
of time and money-with thehope of developing a paying mine. The
entry was accordingly jheld for cancellation to the extent, of its con-7
:~ict with these claims, and a segregation -survey was. directed 'in' 'the*
event lthe, decision became final. Mrs. Hurliman has-:appealed, chaljlenging the findings as to. theJack. ak 'claim, which claim conflicts
with: the land first applied for. The evidence shows that the Jack
Oak claim was lo'cated June. 2, 1914, ,by John F. Egan, the claim
:
being. monumented, posted, and a certificate of location thereof duly
recorded. On February. 26, 1918, 'Egan amended his location 'discBarding certain land in the north portion of the claim and adding'
certain land to 'the south. He testified that at -the time of the origi'nal location he. encountered upon the claim in an open cut'made by
him a solidbody .which appeared to be mineralized vein matter and
which seemed to be a well-defined vein in contact with country rock,,
whether confined to the walls he could not say; that this vein could
be. traced' through hist~entire -claim and for three-fourths of a mile.
He- stated he' had -assays made, one to the best of his' recollection
showing 0.20 ounce in gold, 3 'ounces in silver, and. 5% copper; that'in .another excavationbon another vein within the claim there was-'a
sulphide ore which had been tested years: ago .and ran silver, copper,

and lead. - He admitted that he- had:-made no ":0discovery I since- the
time of his location, and until 1919Shis work of a mining nature
consisted in doing so-called annual assessment work, skipping- some,
years and not doing the full amount in others, but making it -up.
later. This work.consisted in digging a, 40-foot open cut along
the vein. Annual assessment: work was performed 'from 1919 to
1924, inclusive, consisting of the driving of a -tunnel 40Q feet long that
did not strike' the vein and digging' four 104foot shafts in prospecting,1having donedin all 140 linear feet of 'work 6of the, ivalue of $800
.:or :$900. It appears that: Egan has resided in the locality 'of his
claim for -28 years; doing assessments and other work, and- from the
spring of 1919 he.has resided upon and has been in actual -possession
of the Jack Oak claim, having a good house thereon and other outbuildings. The entrywoman was aware of Egan's possession at. the
time she filed her application, but.-it does not appear that she has
intruded thereon.
The entry was examined casuallyvby the Government's inspector,
Berry, in 1920 -and more particularly by him and- mineral inspectorDoyle jin .1923 and, 1924. The '-examined the -surfa6e .aid theeold:'
and more recent workings on the:Jack Oak claim and, state there
are two parallel, .veins traversing, the entry. In an open.- cut they

-
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:appeared. to. have' found one sample worthy of assay, which according to the,.assayv certificate yielded O.Oi ounce in-gold of the value
of 20,, 0.23 ounce of silver of the value of 0.148X,'0.30
copper of the
value of :81 and 0.9% zinc of the value of $1.06; a total. of' $2.21
per ton. The mineral inspectors admit that th& Lgold and silver
is but a trace and would yield no return from the smelter. :There: is
nothing to. show that the insignificant. copper content-'is valuable
and the zinc is characterized :as a blackjack zinc, penalized Iat the
smelter. Both mineral inspectors were'of:the opinion that the claim
; 0 worthy:of prospecting.: Berrys.ba es.his opinion on the fact
was
that the +vein is strong and persistent though not mineralized
throughout, rather than ulpon the value, of the disclosure in the mmoeral-bearing- rock, and. Doyle when asked if he .would: advise6 the
expenditure of money: inr developing the mining claims, ]said that
it 'would be. warranted on the Ladv Belle and .Wonder but he did
not mention the Jack Oak claim in his response.
-Samuel Smothers, a'witness for thei.Government, testified that 'he
located a miningclaim upon practically the same area in. 1896 on' a
six-foot vein, obtained assays ;as high as. $54' in value and :believes
the land valuable: for mineral.: EIe admits, however, that he spent
$9;000 upon machinery and mining .operations on this groundwand&
never made anything out of his operations. and sold:the:n. claim
: '
1909.for'$300
topersons who worked it a:while in another place and
then. abandoned it. The claimants of the 'other lode claims and
others were of the opinion that' the land- was -worthy of prospecting
but contributed Inothing to the .evidence bearing upon. discovery.
.Warren C. gProsser,*a umining engineer Sand United States ':mineral
surveyor, testified for, the defendant that~he' examined the excavations on th' claiminade on a contact .with schist 'and. hornblende
schist, whih showed. mineralization -on .the. contact; -that' the Chrnblende looks' ;very much: like blackjack 'zinc, a form of sphalerite.
known as marmatite; that the hornblende showed . hematite and
azurite and sometimes a speck of chalcopyrite,' but that the showing
:has, no16 earmarks, of developing into .a real mineral deposit and
.while :he. took 'samples, he' found nothing that he would assay and
the deposit is not, extensive enough to constitute a shipping property;
thatl he looked in vain for an. intrusive. porphyry which :would act
as; a minera lizing agent; that he found yellow oxidited material that
might be gol-dbut it looked very barren as he went down the shaft;
:that. the .imarmatite-;because of the presencel-of iron therein, was
not acceptable.at the'. smelter; that -if the deposit was such as would
be acceptable it would'have to-iun 30% zinc, 'and tIcre washnow
ing indicating that it would hat that percentmige; 'that it would cost

$15.60 per ton to 'get the material to'the smelter

if i'twas'picke
1nd
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out with a~pair of tweezers it would not pay for the o'verhead exand would 0y'ieldiino'margin of profit upon shipment.
p VE)'ense
The- history of prospecting and' ining, operations in the locality
:of this claim as detailed by the6 Government's own witnesses
was
strongly. corroborates the conclusion of this witess -whichd
concurred in by' other witnesses for the defendant: It is: clearly
shown that theimineralized. rock-on this claim is similar to that
on adjacent unpatented and patented claims from.' which shipments
*weremade by separating and discarding the zinc--the predominant
deposit on this claim L~which the' mineral claimant admits. it Iis.
also0shown that after .extensive exploration going bhck 40 or 50
years, all: mining operations have long ceased. No one made: a living
out 'of -what was mined' and. shipped. The: patented claims have
been /sold for taxes -to hoimesteaders who use the land 'for grazing.
The Goverm ts experts practically addmit'that the deposit found
is not 0mineable at present.. The Government attempted to- show
that a, new process had been' devised to treat deposits of like character and the installation of an available smelter' using this' process
was in contemplation, but the evidence on -this point is vague and
pure hearsay.
* To 'constitute a valid' discovery upon a lode mining claim, the
followingLeelements are necessary:
1. There mustb e a vein or lode* of quartz or other- rock in place.
Thie'quartz' 'or other rock in 'place must carry gold or some
: '2.
..other mineral deposit.
.3. The two precedihg elements,' when taken:together, must 'be
such. as to warrant a prudent man in the expenditure of his time
and money ini the effort to develop a valuable mine.
'Many factors enter into the third element ;the size of the vein,
so far as disclosed, the quantity and quality of mineral it contains,'
its DproXiMiLay to working' mines, and location in an established
mining district,' the geologic conditions, the fact that 'similar veins
,inthe particular locality have been explored with success, and other
like 'facts would all.be condidered' by a prudent man-in determining
'whetherf the vdin; or' lode he has discovered' warrants aafurther expenditure or not.' Shosione MiningCo. v. Rutter .(87 Fed. .801);
Jefferson-Montana Copper Mines 'CO. (41 L. D. 320);, East Tintic
Consolidated MiningCo. (43 L. D. 79).
. ~tfIron: |0Silver-'Mi:!rninq7g Company v. Mike and Starr Gold and
In
: jlSilver ~Mining Comnpany (143 U. S. 394, 405), it. is stated 'the
amount of -ore, the facility for-reaching and working it, as well as
the product per ton, areall to be considered indetermining. whether
the vein is one which justifies exploration and working.'
When these fadtors are considered in connection wiijh the known
conditions upon this and -surrounding claims at the time of- the
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*inception of the stock-raising entryman's rights, the justification for
spending time and money in further exploration of the Jack Oak
claim is not apparent. Assuming that theshowings of mineralization found upon the Jack Oak claim were disclosed to the mineral
claimant at the date' of the inception of Hurliman's stock-raising
homestead Sentry-subsequent discoveries bVing no .ground for con:test, Rosetti et al. V. Dougherty (50 L. D. 16)-nevertheless the
Department 'is unable to find that a discovery as defined above had'
been made at such time..
- .The~acts of Congress prescribed. two and only two prereqnusites
to; the -vestingin a competent locator' of a complete possessory title
to a_ lode mining claim.- They are the discovery upon unappropriated public land, within the limits of-the claim of,a mineralbearing lode and the distinct markings of the' boundaries of the
claim so that they can be readily.traced. No. appropriation of the
''land is made until these requirements are fulfilled. Erwin V.
Perego '(93 Fed. 608, 611) Nevada Sierra Oil Co. v. Home Oil Co.
(98 Fed. 0 3 677).
But it is held that upon the public domain 'a miner may hold the
place in which he may be working-and in some jurisdictions he
may hold to the limits of his claim-against all others having no
better right, and while he remains in possession diligently working
'toward discovery is entitled at least for a reasonable time to be protected against forcible, 0fraudulent,' and clandestine 'intrusion.
Union Oil Company of California v. Smith (249 IU. S.. 337, 347).
In 'Van D~yke Cop per Co. v. Malott (50 L. DD. 326, 328), it was held
that so long as such occupancy and diligent prosecution of work
continues the land is not subject to application'.and entry under'
the provisions of section 2306 of the Revised Statutes. The work 'of
the mineral claimant in the 0case presented here consisted solely of
desultory performance of annual assessment work -prior' to the inception of .the stock-raising Ientry. The mere' doing of such assessmeit work is not diligent prosecution of work. MeLemore v. E
press Oil, Co. (15S Cal. 59);: Pacifc !Midqbay Oil Co. et;\ aZ. (44
D. 420, 435); Mountain States Development Co. v. Tyleri et al.
DL.
(50 L. D. 348). The mineral claimant.therefore had not, and. consequently does not now have, any right to perfect the title or to
'maintain exclusive possession of the claim under the mining laws.
I The Jack Oak claim being a nullity, and the Department having
the undoubted jurisdiction to declare it such, Cameron v. United
,States (252 U. S. 450), the question remains whether the. actual
':;possession..of the claim ,by the mineral'-clainiant and his use and
occupation thereof under a; colorable claimniunder the mining law
-precludes the inclusion thereof in a stock-raising homestead. entry.
In the case of Thallman v. Thomas (111 Fed. 277), it was: said:
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valid claim to Lpappropriated public land can not be instituted while it
*A
is in possession of another- who has the right to its possession under an earlier
78 Am. St.
lawful location. Risch v. Wiseman, 36 Or. 484, 59 Pac. 11.
Rep. 783; Seymour v. Fisher, 16 Colo. 188, 27 Pac. 240.. Nor can such a claim
hbe initiated by forcible or fraudulent entry upon land in possession.of one
who has no right either to the possession or to the title. Atherton v. Fowler,
96- U. 51
513, 516, 24 L. Ei~d. 732; Trenouth v. San Francisco, 100 U. S. 251,
256, 25 L. Ed. 626. But every competent locator has the right to initiate a
lawful claim to unappropriated public land by' a peaceable adverse entry upon
it while it is in the possession of those ,who have no superior right to acquire
the title or to. hold the possession. Belk v. Meagher, 104 U. 5. 279, 287, 26
L. Ed. 735; Johnson v. Towsley, i3. Wall. 72, 20 L. Ed. 485, Nevada; Sierra
98 F
673 680.
Oil Co. v. Home Oil Co. C

The observation above quoted --has been frequently cited and applied. See Pacific Live Stock Co. v. Isaacs (96 Pac.:460) ; Morrow
v. Warner Valley Stock Co. (101 Pac. 171) ; San FranciscoChemical
Co. v. Duffled (211 Fed $34).
In Lindgren v. Shuel (49 L. D. 653, 654):j the Department said:
"It is well settled that land in the actual possession- and occupancy
of one under color of title or claim of right is not subject to entry
by another." Citing Jonies v. Arthur (28 L. D. 235); Burtis V.
Kansas (34 L. D. 304); Atherton v.0 Fowler (96 U. S. 513); Lyle v.
Patterson (228 U. S. 211); Krueger v. Uited States (246.tU. S. 69);
(246 U. S. 208). An examination, however, of
Denee v. Ankeny8
the facts in that case and those cited in its support will disclose
that they invol'ed questions of unlawful intrusion upon possession
or. were cases where the claimant in possession had such equities. in
the land- as entitled him 'to acquire the title under some applicable
e
law.
ftitAn
to the rule is made in some cases, which has appli'' ; exceptiond
cation to .the case at bar.- It has been held -that where a prior 0occupant has possession of a, part of a governmental subdivision of
public land and the claimant enters upon the unoccupied part claiming the right to enter the whole of it, . and in pursuance of such
claim files his declaratory statement and obtains a certificated of entry
on the whole tract he will be allowed to recover possession of the
part occupied by the prior possessor' Jhitakerv. Pendola (78; Cal.
296; 20 Pac. 680);; Havens v. Hawss(63 Cal. 614).
In distinguishing the factsdin the cases last cited from that before
the court where a peaceable homestead entry had been made covering
lands in thee actual possession of another inclosed by fencing and
used for agricultural purposes, the supreme court of California
in the case of Gragg v. Cooper et aL. (89 Pac. 346), observed:
When the reasons for the doctrine stated in Attherton v. Fowler, Supra,
are considered the distinction between these cases and the others clearly
appears. Where the applicant can find: a part of the land unoccupied, he is
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at liberty to enter thereon, and0can do so without danger of the strife, alter-cations, violence, or breaches of the peace, such as would be invited by an

entry upon the actual pssession of another. The reason of the rule does
not exist,; and the rule ceases. Having the: right to take up this part of the
l05 : iand,
and Xhaving obtained the evidence of title to the whole thereby, his title
will prevail over the person in possession who can show no. title xwhatever,

but .merely possession.
The reasoning of the court in: the ase lastquoted commends itself
to the Department. - There ist nothing in the- doctrine announced
in the Atherton v. Fowler. case which upholds and enconrages the
private appropriation of' landunider c6lorable, mining locations, or
which will preclude the disposition of such land under the stockraising homestead law so long as it is in the act'ual possession of one
under such a :location, where the -entry of t'the agricultural claimant
is not attended by an intrusion upon the actual, possession of such
other
and where.o such intrusion is
not
necessary
in
order'
to initiate0
.th
is
.not
-S
in
or
then right.
'The fact, hen, that;a part of ithe land for which application: is
made under the stock-raising homestead law, is in the actual possession of one who claims it under the mining lawsbut who has made
nodiscovery and is-not' in diligent prosecution of work leading to
.discovery is no bar to the allowance of the applieation for such part.
fIn0' accordance gwith these views the adverse proceedings are dismissed and the. Commissioner's decision is reversed as to the land
embraced in the Jack Oak claim.
This decision determines :only who has the better claim to .the
land. The right of possession must be enforced if necessary by
resort to lawful processes of the. courts.. Neither does it preclude
the mineral claiiit
from pursuing explorations for mineral upon
:the'entry subject to c6nditions described in section 9 of the act under
which the entry -was made.
HOMESTEAD ENTRYMEN PLACED UNDER IJUDICIAL RESTRAINTCIRCULAR NO. 570 (46 L. D. 224)0 MODIFIED
.INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular'No. 1037]

DEPARTMENT OF T1E INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND. OFFIE,
Washington, D., C., October 31, 1935.
REGISTEPS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:''

Departmental decision. of July -31, 1925 (51 L. D. 174) 'upon the
appeal of George Li Kile, modified instructions of October 20, 1917
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(46L. P..D224), relating itohomestead 'entrymen who) are placed
under judicial restraint. .
Pursuant, to the, said decision, General Land Office Circular No.
570 (unpublished), issued N~ovemberD3, 1917, which promulgated
the' instructions of October .120 1917, spra, is hereby amended as
follows.:
.Since tunder said decision the period of suspension of an entry is no lbnger
to bez.cofncurrent with the period of the entrimans incarceration but is left
to the discretion of the. Commissioner of the General Land. Office, you Iwill
hereafter, upon the: filing of evidence of judicial restraint, refer the case to
this office for- consideration and appropriate action.
-

This effvce!will, then grant a period of suspension, havingo regard
to-the facts and circumstances adduced, with: a view to. affording
the entryman full opportunity to perfect' or dispose of his entry.,
WILLIA4MSPRY,

SHOWINGS BY APPLICANTS FOR
0PLACER PATENTS
IN STRUCTIOxs
DEPARTME

HE INTEORIO,
GENERAL. LAND OFFICE,

-

Washington, D.

au., November'4, 1925.-

REGISTER,
-GLENOOD SPRINGS, CotORADO

In reference to applications for Pate:ts filed iii
Ur o f for'
oil shale: placer mining claims, taken by. 'legal.. subdivisions- of the
Ipublic, land surveys, your attention is called'. to the requirements
of paragraphs 41. and 60. of the Mining Regulations, Circular No.
430 (49 -L. D. 15), as tothe; applicamft showving in 'detail dat with
'regard to discovery, Ipla-'erir.charracter'of the land, nature, value,
-:and location, of the nimprovemeints Made on the claim, etc'
.
0Paragraph
0 0: 0 0 : f60:provides 'that~ in placer applications,. in addition to
the recitals necessary in and to both vein or lode or placer appliea0 0 0tions,
thef applicant must furnish certainl data and -that since, no
report .of a-mineral
required where-surveyoris
the claim is described..
by legal
'
ubdivisions, the claimant- should' dscribein detail the.
sh:aft, cuts,tunnels, or' other workings claimed as improvements,
Igiving their dimensions, value, :and- .the course and disfiance' thereof
to the nearest corner 'of the public surveys.' Under paragraph 41 it
is:provided'that the'.application 'should show the precise place Within
the limit: of each: of the' locations where the vein or lode has been
- exposed or discovered. 'The 'provisions: of paragraph '41,. so far:as
applicable, must be followed by 'applicantsf for placer mininmg calms;
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and under this the :precise point of discovery" on: the placer claim
:hould be given along, with the points on the claim where cuts or
'other work has been, done by the placer claimiant as- patent expenditure.
You .are therefore- authorized and directed to require every applicant. for placer mining patent where the claims are: described by
legal subdivision to make full showing tunder., paragraphs 41 and 60,
and:any application which fails to contain the required data sh:ouldi
'be held forMrejection, ssubject to amendment or appeal within: 30 d4s
from notice'of your a'ction.f Since:this'data is. especially' valuable to
the inspector who may examine the claim, it should be completed 'and
copy furnished to .the division inspector at the, time you give him
the usual notice of the filing of the application.
-;

: Xf- fV:DSTf
$0S f;-C;00

S;

3. SX00 7:000

- WILLIAM SPRY,

0 0

Commissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Seerettary.

ROBERT HILDRETH
Decided November 5, 1925

:STOCKERAIsiNG

H
EomDsTEAD-ADDITIoNAIL-ENLARGED HOMESTEAD.
One who possessed the requisite qualifications at the time he made an original
homestead entry is not disqualified from making an additional entry under
the enlarged or stbck-raising.homestead acts because of the ownership of
'
: land-acquired after making theaoriginal entry.

F'NNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

Robert. Hildreth hhas appealed- from a decision of the Commissioner:
of the General Land Office ated lMay 12, 1925, rejecting his appli"atiotn to make entry under the stock-raising homestead act for INW.1/
SE. l/4,-E. '/2
SE. 1/4, S. ½ NE. 'A, NE: I1/4 NL/', Tract .73,-W. ½1/
, Tract 72, and S. /2 NE. /4, Tract 75, T.. 24 N.
SW. 'A $. ½NW. -1/N
R;. 13 W., M. D. M., San.Francisco,-California, landdistrict.
The application -was filed March 29, 1924, and was rejected be-:
cause of conflict with the additional entry under the stock-raising~
h.:omestead act made by :George:C.,Bauer, theapplicationhaving been
filed January 26, 1923, and allowed March 1, 1925.
Hildreth contends that Bauer's entry should, be canceled because
he is the owner of 1,760 acres of land in Mendocino County, California..
If Bauer was qualified to make the original entry on which -the
additional entry in conflictdis based-and it is not: alleged that he
-

-

_.
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was disqualified-tle fact that he acquired a larger tract of land'
afte makinga the original entry would not disqualify hui from
making the additional entry. IIn making original entries under the
stock-raising homestead act and under other homestead acts as well,
;it is Pnecessary that the applicant show that he is.1not the prop.rietor of
more than 160 acres of land in any State or Territory; whereas an
applicant to make an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act is not required to disclose whether he has acquired, by putchase, anyland, for'the reason thatsections 3, 4 and 5 of the act are
remedial and the enlargement (because of the character of the land)
of an existing incomplete or. a perfected homestead entry. It'is because thereof that a;. woman who marries after making an original
entry is allowed to make an additional entry inider 6eitherthe en-larged or the stock-raising homestead acts. AlAice 0. St; John et al
(38 L. D. 577), and instructionsof Augist 24, 1910 (639L.'1. 164).
The application in question was properly rejected. The decision
appealed from is therefore affirmed.
.
OLIVER P. MORGAN
Decided November 5, 1925
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEMIT-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-AMENDMENTRESERVATIONS-SiURFACE RIGHTS-WAIVER..

One who applies. for a permit to prospect for oil and gas on lands embraced ;
within his unrestricted homestead entry must file an express consent to:
the aamendment of his _entry, subjecting it to the reservations required
by the ,act of July 17, 1i14,-or suffer rejection of his application.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS

IT

AND
APPL1D

:.

Cases of Arsene J.0MartinD(49 L. P. 608), and Heirs of Robert H. Corder
(50 L. D. 185), cited and applied.

N:DFINNEY,
First AssiStcnt Secretrary:

On0 April 21, 1918, Oliver P. Morgan filed a-ppiication, GQlenwood
Springs' 016196, to make additional- homestead entry unuder the0act;
of July 3, 1916 (39 Stat; :344), for the NE., 1/4

*

NW. 1/4j Sec.-13, IT:

12 N., R. 89 W., 6th P. M., [The entry was allowed without mineral
reservation on August :15, 1921. On August 23, 1924, Morgan filed
application 025486 for an oil and gas'prospecting permit under the:
act of February 25, '1920,' (41 Stat.' 437), covering his entry and
claiminfg a preference right to such a permit. under section 20 of.
said act. Therein he expressed the belief that the land offered a
- favorable field for 0prospecting for oil and gas, 'and there was:apossibility of finding' such deposits...
X 0 It-being a settled rule that where one has an entry: without a reser-.
* vation of the mineral, nobody (not: even' the entryman himself)
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may acquire a permit so long. as the entry stands in that shape
(Circular No. 672, 47 L. D.' 437, '470), the Cnommissioner of the,
GeIneral Land' Office' reqilred&M4rgan to consent to an amendment
of his entry, reservin¢;the oil and gas in accordance with th6eproovisions of the act of July 17, 194 (38 Stat.. 509), or suffer cancellation
0
of his entry.
:
Morgan has -appealed. The lonly contention in the appeal that
need here'be noticed is to .the efrect that the entry, having been initiatedf prior to the leasing act, without mineral reservation, it' is
not subject thereto.
'the reservation is authorized under the act ofJully 17, 1914. The
Q6vernment' has the right to c1assify lands as prospectively valu~able for minerals at any time prior to the vesting' of an e4uitable, ;
0:right.to a patent -for both the&surface and the mineral 'dposits
therein, and such a vested right is not acquired until the entryman

has done everything required by law toward4 earning title, including
payment of fees and' commissions.;, Arsene J. 4artin (49L. D 608).
This application for, a permit, however, constiiutes an admission'

that the land has a prospective value' for oil and gas. Hence, procedure under paragraph $12 (c) of the oil, and gas regulations (Circular No. 672) 0requiring consent to such a reservation was
unnecessary. Morgan's fapplication for ta permit, admitting the oil'
aind gas possibilities of the land, is regarded as an election to take. a
patent subject to the reservations of -the act of July 14, 1917,' supra
(Heirs of Robert H. Corder,. 50:L. ID. .185), and the Commissioner;

may have so' treated it.'
:'Amendment of the entry, subjecting it' to the provisions and
reservations of the act of July 17, 1914, will' acco'rdingly be made,
and as so amended the entry 'will'remai intact, but, ina'smuch ias
Morgan -has obj ected to the issuance "of-a permit' subj ect 'to these
conditions, lie should be trequired to signify his desire to 'have the
permit issued to him upon his entry as famended.',
In the event he fails so to do, his. permit application should be
like application by-'.
subject to aabecome
rejected and 'the land will
others, who: may apply therefor. The case is- accordingly remanded
for appropriate action. as herein indicated.

1'EIRS OF ANTHONY W. PUCK
qDechtd
November 5, 1925
TIMBER AND STON1A

LATION-1EIRS-FINAL

PROOFPMENT.

Where an applicant under the timber and Vstone law'- dies after. the, filing
of an allowable application, thereunder, his 'heirs will be permitted to
mnake pioof and payment.

-
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DEPARTMENTAL DECISION OVERRULED.
Case of Burns v. Bergh's Heiirs (387L.T D.161),

vacated.
of September 20, 1922, Circular No. 851 (49 L. 13. 288).

FINNEY,

See regulations

First Assistant Secretary.

This is an appeal by the heirs of Anthony, W. Puck, deceased,
from; a decision :of the Conimissioner of the General Land&Office
* dated June 1, 1925, holding for cancellation the final cash: certificate
issued t- said- heirs: on January 27, 1925, -under the application of
Anithony W. Puck to'purchase6lots 4:and 5;,Sec. 14, T.- 69 N.,-R. 21
W-; 4th` P;.M., Minnesota, under the so-called timber and stone
law'';(act of June 3, 1878, 20 Stat. 89).
*:: 50 The application to purchase was filed in the Duluth office on
March 1, 1922. The date of the dkath of the applicant is not given.
The land&anbd. timber w re .appraised on JuneJ14, 1924. Pursuant
'to notice of, the appraisal issued. Octobern 15, 1924, the h-:irs :of the

-applicant 'deposited the appraised price ($165), a ndl after puhication of notice-submitted final proof.'
: In holding the entry for. cancelation ' the Commissioner cited th e
*departmental decision of September 14 -1908, in Burns v. Bergh'A
Heirs (37 L. D. 161), in which it was held (syllabus)
No such rights are acquired by the mere filing of a timber and- stone sworn
statement as will upou the death of the applicant prior_ to notice,- proof and
payment descend to his heirs.

: Atlthe. date of the decision cited the regulations under the timber
and stone Iaw. were silent as'.to the rights oflthe heirs of a person
who had merely filed a sworn statement. The revision of tie regulatiOn's which -was approved on NovembeiA30,O.1968 -(37 L..D 289),
.was also silent on the 0.subject, as was also the revision approved on
January 2, -1914 -i(43 .L.f D.. 37); However, the revision approved
on September 20, 1922:(49 L. :I. 288), and printed as Circular No.
851, contains the following imnder " Time Place, and Method of
Making'Yinal Proof-:"23. If' an applicant dies after the Miling of an allowable appication'hereunder, hisheirs wbe-pernmitted to make proof and payment, but patent will
-issue to the heirs of the applicant.

It must therefore be held that the'rule announced inthedecisionrelied bn by-ythe Com'missioner was superseded anid overruled'by the
:paragraph of the r egulations above quoted.
:The-decision appealed from is reversed.
0 :-0. f0 :0f;fff '
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COINRAD KOHIRS
-Deided November 9, 1925

FoiiuST LIEU

SELECTION-VESTED RIGHTS-AFFIDAVIT.

Selections under the act of June 4, 1897, are limited to "vacant land openl
to settlement," and a vested right is not' acquired by a selector prior to
his submission of proof that :the selected' land,' is unoccupied and- non-,
mineral in character.
:OuxSTrLIEU SELEcTIoN-APpicATION-VESTEDc RIGHTS-AFFIDAVITOTIcE.

A selection under the act of June 4, 1897, becomes effective to vest a right
in -the selector to the. selected lands. immediately upon the- filing 'of; a
complete applicationi, incliding the nonmineral and nonoccupancy affidavit.
notwithstanding that there may be delay in publication and posting of
*

notice.

Fo REsT

Lfri

SEIrECTION-APPLICATION-WITHDRAWAL-FLOEIDA..

.

' .An incomplete app!ication, even though ordinarily subject to the rules rela* tive toicuring defects, is not .a "valid existing right" within the megning
of the, Executive order of July 3, 1925, which, withdrew cerlain lands and
islands in the States of Alabama, Florida, and Mississippi.
0DEPARTMENTAL DECISION. CITED AND -APPLIED.
Case of Gray.Eagle OilfoCmpany v. Clarke (30 L. D. 570), cited and applied.

-

FINNEY, Frst.Assistant &cretary:

At the Gainesville, Florida, land office on June 22, 1925, Conrad
Kohrs applied under the exchange provisions of the act of June-4,
1897 (30 Stat. 11, 36), and the act of March 3, 1905 (33 Stat. 1264).:;
.to select the- SW. 1/4-,SW..:1/_4, Sec. 28, T. .2 S., R. 21W., T-.M., in. lieu
7 1/4- S(or lOt 2), Sec. 31, -T.-37 S., R. 4 E.,. M. (40.16
-of VSW.4
acres), within the Cascade Forest Reserve, Oregon.
* :Notice for publication issued:July 10, 1925, and proof of puhlica*:tion was filed September 21,? 1925. :A nonmineral:and nonoccupancy:
affidavit :and proof of posting on the:land-were filed -August 24, .1925.
A; copy :of the published notice. remained posted in the local. office
during the period.of. publication. -The selected land is within three miles of the- Gulf of Mexico. By decision dated September 22, 1925, the: Commissioneor, of the
General Land Office. -held the. selectionn for -rection because, the
selected tract was included in the Executive- order .of July 3, 1925,
withdrawing: under

the actof

June 25, 1910

(36 Stat. .84'),

as

amended by the act of Augst 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497), from settlement, location, sale, entry, and! all forms of appropriation, subject to,
valid existing rights in and to the same, pning classification and
legislation, all lands (with certain exceptions not' necessary to here
state) Ion the mainland within three miles of the coast in the States
of Alabama, Florida, and Mississippi, and all islands in: the States
of Alabama and Mississippi situated in the waters- off the coast or in
the coastal waters of the said States.

An appeal to the Department

*

0
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has been filed, contending that it was error to hold (1) .:that, the,
selection was not complete on July 3, 1925, and (2) that, it was not
a valid existing. right offJuly 3,1925.
Selections under the act of June 4, 1897, supra, are limited to
"vacant land open to settlement.": Shortly after the act was§ap: proved (see 30 L. D. 568) the Department approved a' form' (4-643)
for use in making selections in lieu of lands covered by. a pate t in a
:forest reserve, which required the selector to accompany his- applka: ';- 0tion with " an. affidavit showing the land selected 'to .be -nonmieral
in character and unoccupied."
In Gray Eagle 'Oil Company v. Clarke (30' L. D.. 570) ,the Department held (pag e581); referring to said form 4-643* :.i It is thus clearly made incumbent upon one seeking to take advantage
of the offer made by this law to establish the fact that the land he selects is
Until this fact is established his
proffer of exchange is not complete. Until then he has not made out a cas'e
which shows upon the face of the papers that he has so far complied with
the conditions of the act of 1897 as to convert the offer of exchange contained
in said act into a contract fully executed upon his part. To'lodge in an
applicant for exchange of lands under this law .a vested right as against the
:Government or: third parties, it must 'be made to appear that the land sought
to be acquired by him is of the character 'contemplated by'that law.

of the, haracter contemlated by" the law.

:
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Ordinarily,. as between 'the Government and the selector, there 'would seem
i to be no good ground for refusing to permit him to submit the necessary proof
at a time subsequent to the date of the attempted selection; 'but since this
proof is essential to complete a selection' so as to constitute it' a contract -fully.
executed on the selector's part, his.rights would'have to be determiined as of
the 'date when the selection is thus 'completed.' -:

Counsel for appellant refers to the 'regulations of August 4- 1921
(48 L. D. 172), as sustaining his contentionjs.
quoted from said regulations-

t:-'

'The'following

is,

The regulations' governing selections by iStates of indemnity, school lands
and of lands under quantity grants for specific purposes i(39 L.)D.- 39) require.
publication of 'notice of the selections to be made.'by the. Stat:e and proof
thereof filed- in the local land- office within 90 days after: receipt by the State
officialst of thie
:s
for publicationgs,
anotice
prepared by the register at the time
of the acceptance ofbthe selection. Such selections, regular in all respects
,twhen filed, and' perfected -by the timely filing of the requisite proofs, are ,
effective from. the date filed. ' If defective when presented, or not perfeted-0
by timely filing of proofs, they are. effective only- from the ,time the defect -'sV
cured or theXrequired proofs are. filed. :

Being defective when presented,,,the

selection in question was .naot

6effective until the; nonmiineral and nonoccupancy-affidavit
was filedi
on August 24, 1925.
The fact that publication and posting of notice of the`selection was',
not completed prior to 'July '3, 1925, is not controlling.-, If th-e
selector. had,, prior to. the withdrawal, filed a complete applicationf,
-00 . : A:iD000:0 ' S ::d 2000X:

;f::ft0 000f
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including the nonmineral and nonoccupancy affidavit hientioined in
form 4-643, he would have been: entitled: to- later. furnish p roof .o~f
publication and posting, and the withdrawal of July 3, 1925, would
not have attached to the selected land.
An inc6miplete application,, even though ordinarily. subject to.
:
"
the rules relative to curing defects, ,is, not a "vaijd exkisting right
1925.
of
July
3,
'order
'the
Executive
within the meaning of
'The decision appealed from, .modified to agree, .herewith, is

; afllrmed.

0

.::

;:-u;

0. ;f
CONRADKOIERS

Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of November 099,
1925.
(Si' L.: D. 027.O), :denied; by First- Assista t Secretary Finney,
February18, 1926..
;

23XIDLAND OILFIELDS COXPAI7,. LTD.,

ET AL.

Decided November 9, 1925
0OIL

AND

CGASLANDS-L.Ass--STOOx:

OwNErsmrP-DmuECT

AND

INDIRECT'

INTETESTS.

Neither a holding, corporation:having no leasehold interest' under; the :act
.:of February 25, 1920, other than through. ownership of stock in a subsidi-. ary corporation, nor such subsidiary, is disqualified from acquiring and
:holding an indirect interest in two leases on the structure of' a producing
oil, or gas field, by reason of holding two direct leases under section 114 of
that act, in the same State, but on other structures, if 'the acreage iinitation of section27 o27the act is not exceeded.

:
r Asistani
9First
Secretary:
*FINaE,
With. your rCommissioner of the General Land Office] letter of
October 8, 1925, 'you transmitted, with recommendation :of, approval,
two drillingo contracts 'between the Maricopa Star; Oil 'Company
and E. L. 'Blanck, lessees of oil and' gas leases 033363 and 033366,
i/4 SW. 1/4 andS
Los Angeles, coveringi respectivly, the' W-. /2 'NW.V
U03" NW.
tti1/2 1/4 SW. l/4, See.
T32,
T.12 N., R. 23 W., S. B. M., Cali-

fornia, in the :Sunset Oil Field, and itheMidiand O)ilfields: Company, Ltd. These contracts_ give' the Midland c'company certain
:interestsin the leases.;Upon consideration of the records the Department found that' it
was- ,not -clear whether the :Midlandi comp any -was' qualified' to.
acquire -any lea'sehold interest 'under' the :act of 'February 25, 1920,
as iit was shown that the :American Oilfields' Company held prac:Midland; that' the California. Petro.
tically all of:Itheb'stock :of 'thel
::leum Corporation held: practically all of the -stock' of..the American
OilfiHlds Company,:iIn addition to having at least seven other' sub-:
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sidiary companies; 'while there was no sufficient'showing as to any
possible leasehold interests o° these various ompanies.By letter ofj Octer r 13, 1925, the D3pa'tnt' returned the
records with -instructions that the Midland be reqquired to furnish
4a full -showing as to qualifications. The Department is in receipt.
,of your letter of October 1T, 1925,; returning' the drilling contracts
for reconsideration and instructionrs.
* From a telegram of October 14, 1925, from the president of the
Midland company and from your letter it appears that the interests
of the Midland company are as follows:
Oil and fgas lease, Visalia 09304' (a),, granted October 7, 1922, to.
said compafny under -section' 14 of the6leasingt act. Designated as
addition to Iue'na-,. Vista Hills Oil Field on May 18, 1923 160
acres.~
Oil and gas leases Visalia 08868 (a) and (b) Xissued' December
15,0 1923, to said company under section, 14 of the leasing act, comprising 640 acres, of which 160 acres in lease '(a) were designated
February 11, 1924, as addition to Buena' Vista hill:s Oil Field.
Oil and gas lease, Visalia 09248, granted- August 16,' 1920, under
section 18 of 'the, leasing tact to the'Nacirema Oil Company, 80 acreIs
of"Assigment
east 412.5 feet of
in McKittrickl Front 'Oil 'Field.
the S. ½2 NE.14, .Sec.6,'T. 30 S., B. 22.E., 1M. D. M., comprising
12½/2 acres,^ to the Midland'compay, approved July 16, 1921.
It also appears that apart from the' interests* of the Midland
company' neither the' California Petroleum Corporaton nor; any 'of
its subsidiary companies has any leasehold interest, direct or
indirect, in Califrnia.'
You stateThe California Petroleum Corporation has acquired, through stock ownership in the Midland oilfields. Company,
the maximum number of leases
allowed one person or corporation in a State. The Midland Oilfields Company,
Ltd., has acquired direct Interests in three leases in the State of California,
which, is maximum, but has not acquired any indirect interests through drilling
contracts other than the, two contracts now presented to the 'Department for
approval, involving a total acreage of 20 acres. The direct interests 'e~present
a total acreage of 812.5 acres.

4td.,

Evidence has been furnished that the Midland company acqu red
an interest: in the NE.,; 1/4, Sec. 6, T. 30 S., R. 22 E., WMD. M., in the
year 1913, which it retained 'lthou'gh held in 'trust by the Nacirema
Oil Company for some years. Oil and -gas lease, Visalia 09248, -was
granted, as has been stated, under section 18' of 'the leasing 'act, and
under th6' coiditi'ois ' iiow sown- by the record, the 'interest of the
Midland company in said lease is also 0under said section 18. The
'facts presented may; now be suimmarized as follows:
40210 0 -'25-vo
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-a holding corporation,
C
The California Petroleum Corporation,
the American Oilfields
of
`shares,
qualifying
all stock, except
: .0:owns
Company.- The"American Oilfields Company owns all the.shares of
the Midland Oilfields Comp any, Ltd., except qualifying shares. The
Midland company holds two Government leases under section: 14 of
the leasing act in the State of California, but no* lease: under. section
14 in the Sunset structure. It now seeks the approval of two drilling
contracts on two ;20-acre tracts of contiguous- land in the Sunset
field. The. California, PetroleumCorporation has other subsidiaries
but none of the other subsidiaries hold any Government leases,
directly or indirectly, in-the State.
from the question' asto the efect of the o6wnership of the
0
' Apart
stock of the Midland company by the Californa Petroleum Corporation, the' former company would 'clearly be qujalified to acquire the
interests now sought as these are indirect and do not, in addition' to
its other interests,:exceed or come nearkthe acreage limitation of
section 27 of the leasing act.
If we consider that the California Petroleum Corporation is the
real party in*inte-rest that company may be said to hold'two 'direct
leases under section 14, in the State of California,: and to be qualified
to-take one more direct lease in -said State. But in' place of any direct
lease it is merely seeking indirect interests in the form. of drilling
contracts, whch are governed by acreage limit tion, Th'c department. finds that there -is no disqualification on the part of the California Petroleum Corporation or, the MidlandOilfiqlds CUompany,
Ltd, on .the facts presented.
The drilling contratsi have accordingly been approved and the:
papers are herewith returned.
RALPH A. SHUGART
Decided November 9,
OIL

AND

GAS

LANDS-PROSPEOTING
oF DRILLING.

-

~1925
WELI-CONTRIBUTION-

PERMIT-TEST

or TIME
EXTEN SION O

Neither the leasing act of February 25, 1920, nor the extension'act of Janu:ary 11, -1922, authorizes the extension of the life of an oil and gas pros: :pecting 'permit beyond:five years, and contribution,-by apermittee toward
the. cost. of a test well uponSother land can not: be accepted as a basis for
the suspension, after the expiration of that'period, of a permit under which
ened.
drilling had not been
DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITED :AND APPLIED.

.

-

Case of Armstrong v. McKeama (50 L. D. 546),, cited and ail-ied.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

5

-

-.

This is an appeal by Ralph A., Shugart from a decision by the
Commissioner of the General Land Office dated October-.10, 1925,
C

61]
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denying his..application for. extension of time within which to
:'complv with the terms of his: oil and gas prospecting permit and
7declining to recommend approval of assignment of- -a ~portion -of
the permit to.B.'E. Jones, upon the following state of facts:
The permit was granted on October 26, 1920, to Shugart, under
section 13 of the act of February 25, .1920 (41 Stat. 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon the NW. 1/4, Sec. 10, NE. 1/4 'andSo ½
1/S,
Sec. 11, all of Sees. 14, 22, and 23, T..,11 S., R. 26 E. N'.M. P. M.'
within the then'IaRoswell (now0 Las Cruces), New. Mexico. land
district.

* On October 28, 1924, the permittee'filed application for 'extension
*of time' until October 26, 1925, to comply ,with the, terms of his,
permit. li e alleged that the', equirer-ents' of the first, section of
the permit had been complied ,ith, that' a well, was being ddrilled
on the SW.1..4 S7. ,4,. Sec. 25, T. 11 S.;'R. 2.7 E.,' known as the
Bufalo Well,-which was over 2,500 feet deep and seemed to' have
favorable indications; 'that by reason of'such-drilling and business
depressions which prevailed it had, not. been possible'' to .secure
capital to drill the land in question; that there was a movement on
foot "to blockuup'certain acreage," and it was believed' that if such
efforts should be successful a satisfactory drilling 'contract could
be secured- for development of' this permit area 'and that the~parties
interested in such blocking of acreage Wished to have this permit
area included: therein. No action seems to have been taken on this
application..

On September 12, 1925, there, was filed in the local omce at Las
Cruces a contribution' and development agreement between 'the per:mittee -and B. E. Jones, which 'agreement appears, to' have been
executed July 20, 1925. It appears' from this agreement that B.RE.
;0Joneshadi entered into a "pooling contract " for, the 'development
of several permit areas which were
'and; believed :to' be:.Dupon the same geologic structure-; that Shugart assigned to Jones Secs. 22
'-said

~andD 23 .of 'his 'permit' as a contribution for testing the structure by

fm-eansAof drilling -a well upon one of' the permits that a sufficient
-:drillingX outfit would be 'installed upon one 'off 'the' permit 'areas on
or before August' 10, 1925; the exact location of a; test well 'tobe.
determined by a competent geologist; that such test well'would'be
drilled to a'depth of.-2,500 feet unless- o'rgas in paying quantity
should-sooner be discover'ed;that if 611 or gas. in paying. quantity
should be .discoveredain the test well, Jones would, within0 60 days
from the 'completion 6of such test well, 'install a similar 'drilingha
outfit and proceed to' drill on the contributed-area of this permit.
At the same' time that this'-agreement was filed there were also
11filed an aidavit by Jones, executed on ;August 27 1925, in wbih.
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1 was commenced onAugust
he alleged that the drilling of a test well
1,0, 1925, on the SW. 14 SW.S:l,, S'ec 25, T. 11 S.,'R. 26 E., whi'ch
had been drilled to a depth of more than 300 feet and' that th~'ig
and equipment 'were -capable of sinking:a' hole to the 'de"th of
3,500 feet; .a; copy of a drilling contract between Jones and 'the
* company of McNutt and Davis;,and an assignment of Sees. 22'andA
23, said townshlip, from Shugart to Jones.
*

On September 28,-1925, there was received at the General Iind
Office, in addition to a bond-by the assignee, a supplemental petition
for extension of time in the form of an affidavit by the perniittee,.
'corroborated by the 'affidavit of one A. E. Tinsley,. It is alleg-ed
that this permit area has a 'gIood speculative value, being what is
termed ".wild cat" territory; that. although drilling conditions are
difficult on' account of gypsum watr,'driiling is nevertheless-carried
: on 24 hours a day, with two shifts; that by the middle of Nove'm ber,
01925, :there should be sufficient data available to detehhine the oil:
bearing content -of the structure; and that the structure is shown
by an attached geological map.,
In connection with thle appeal it'is shown that Jones is qualified
to take and hold as assignee; that the permittee was' not.-merely
holding his permit to await the outcome of the' Buffalo Well, where
:not beend any,:.discovery although a depth of 3,000:feet
: there
;: ,. 0has
has been reached; and that Jones's'test well is now 1,100 feet deep.
Consent of the surety company of the permittee's bond to extension
is also furnished.
O November 5, 1925,there 'was filed a copy of an agreement
between the firm of C:.L.,Jones and Roe Newberry'and]B. E. Johes,
made' ctober :2, 1925.. According to this .agreement Jones and
fieither Sec. 22 or 23,
'Newberry agree,,tois~tall upon somee portion
yB..E. Jones, a
dOsignatedb
to
be
a
location
: T.i-lS.,iR..26 E., at
"-itbeingthe
suitable drilling outfit on or before October 30, 1925,
intentiofito move such drilling outfit forthwith upon sadlands and
to commence drilling such hole and prosecuiteT the work diligently
until completed. -It is also agreed that the hole shall be, drilled to
i depth of 'not less than' 2,000, feet unless oil or gas aikall be fomd
in paying quantity at a lesser depth.
There is an accompanying affidavit by C6 L. Jones, executed Octo,3,'1, 1925, who alleges .:that on 66tober 30 he installed upon the
- ber
SW. 1/4, Sec. 22, said'township, a drilling'outfit and that the, terms
,andicoiditionis of the contract -referred to are, being carried out.
In transmittingtlhese papers Shug rt's attorney.,saysYou will see by ;the- reference in the contract between Shugart. and B. E.
qanes in the hole now being
Jones that if oil or gas is found in commercial
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permit in Sec. 25,,that he, Jones, agrees to drill. the.
-

The drilling p'erformed n-upon the Franks permit in Sec. 25 can:
not be used as a basis for,',suspension of this permit. Neither in;
the leasing act nor in the act:of January 11, 1922 (42 Stat. 356),:
is there any authority for e'xtending the life of an oil and gas prospecting permit beyond five years.. In certain cases the Departme:!t
has held permits suspended 'after' the' expiration of five years orthe full statutory periodl, which has virtually been the granting of
extensions of time, but these h'ave been where there has been'drilling
on the permit areas involved. Thei Department has not suspended
any permit to give- further time 0for prospecting.':where 'there has
been nothingodonie:on the -permitarea.
The present case is not, that of a p~ermittee, or, assigniee, who has.
expended large sums of money.in. 'drilling upon hispermit area and
finds himself with an unfinished test at the end of the statutory,

orAfive-year, period.

*.

.

-

-The Cbminissioner correctly. states in his'. decision that there was
no showing in October; 1921,- upon which- an extension -of time could
be granted. When the additional 'showings orf extension was filed:
almost five years fromn the date of the permit had passed, and-:s
has been stated hereinbefoye, it was not sufficient.
The contract between the drillers, Jones.and Newberry, and B. E.
Jones, to drill on the Shugart permit was not made until-after the
-Comnmissioner had held the permit-for cancellation'. It 'was'such a
belated efort, to conmply with the terms of the permit as the Department failed to recognize ini the case: of Armtrong v. lmckCnna (50.
L.. D. 546y6l).00-When
.
.the drilling outfit was moved upon the
Shugart permit it' was after the five-year period had. 'elapsed. It
is apparent that although this drilling outfit was moved upon the.
land in question, nevertheless the test of thei structure was being
made upon the Franks permit. .
The case has been given careful consideration, and the Department is of the opinio that' therle is 'no sufficient ground,:upon which
this permit can be suspended.
.cn~
T
:
.nt'.-j0
,Tjf
ue,
The decision
appealed
from iS
consequently
affirmed.. The applic:ations for extension of time and for approval of the assignment are
denied, the permit-is canceled, and the case is closed.. The record: is
herewith returned.
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EXTENSION OF TIME FOR BEGINNING DRILLING OPERATIONS
UNDER OIL AND GAS PERMITS-CIRCULAR NO. 946 -SUPPLEMYENTED
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1041]

DE,PARTMENT OF THE. INTERIOR,
GENERAL5 LAND OFFICE,
; Washiton,' D..].,0Nove ber 11, 1925.

;

REGISTERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

On' Novemnber4, 1925, in a letter addressed to this office, the Department issued -as "isuppleiental to the instructionsf contained in
Circular No. 946 (50 L. D. 567), the following regulations:
Contribution development program 'should be submitted-to th6 Department
at their inception in order that it may' be determined whether, upon the factsdisclosed in a given case, any and- all permittees proposing to contribute may
do so with the aassurance that so long as the ttest is diligently prosecuted
'through theig efforts, but limited. to- the period- provided for in the leasing act
2 supra, drilling on their own permits will be.
and the act of January 11,
excused. *In cases of individual applications for extension of time, every applicant
must'show by legal subdivisions, section, township, and range where the test,
well is being, or -is:to beodrilled.
Ev ery applicationu.of this nature .will be referred to the Geological Survey
"for report. If the Survey shall report unfavorably the-application will be rejected-by you,:subject to appeal. If the Survey shall report that it is without
sufficient- data as to structures in the region upon which to base, any -reeoimonly contributions by permittees the-.'greater portions of'whose:per-1
iendation
e
:mit areas are within: a six mile square : formed .by. going three, miles in each
cardinal direction from-the northeast corner of the legal subdivisiom on which
the test wvell is found, or from the corner nearest which the test well is sh6wnuto be found, vwill, be recognized. This is of necessity, a rule of administration,
bujit 'it is warranted upon the reasoning and 'holding in the case of" Helen' P.
V0
; z:
l;D .'zl lbs0u-J)L GD0353) 00
; 0 -0
The purchase of capital stock of a c6orporation which-is drilling for oil or
gas'hin unlprovenl territory and which is dependent upon the sale. of its stock
f:Cur the eontinuation of its drilling operations, by the holder of a prospecting
permit for lands upon the- same structure as that where the drilling is carried on may be considered a'contribution towards the cost-Jof proving th6 structure which will warrant allowance of extension' of time in which to comply
with the terms of his permit, if contribution may be considered acceptable in
other respects, and if. the stock does not have a market value or is not salable.
Clearly, if the stock has a market value the stock is in itself a consideration
for the purchase price and there is' no contribution as contemplated here.
Purchase money for, stock which does not go to. the corporation or which is
not needed or used to meet the cost of testing the structure, is not a contribution which can be accepted as sufficient in this' connection.

:51]0-
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In order to make the purchase.of-stock acceptable as a contribution as
applicable in theo- matter under consideration,,the Department must .be satisfied that the purchase induced the corporation -to begin, or to continuedrilling, when in the absence of such purchase it would not have begun, or continued: to drill. That does not mean, of course, that the purchase of stock
by one permit holder must be sufficient,Ain and of itself, as an inducement but
that several permit holders may join in making' contributions by means of
purchasing stock:,.
While no .rule can be laid- down which will govern every case of this nature,
the uDepartment wil insist
s
thatcontributions shall be substantial, taking
into: consideration th'e contributing permit holder's area, the amount that has
been expended" in. the test'.or the.-estimated cost thereof, -and- the sources. of
means theref or.

As heretofore. instructed in Circular No. 946, all applications for
extension filed in. your bffice, when
icomplete, will be transmitted to
this office-with.your'reportthereon.
You will give the .widest publicity to the above regulations that:
may be possible without expense to theo Unitedc States.
WILLIAMI: SPRY,

PROCEDURE' I1 PUBLICG SURVEY OFFICES
INSTRUCTIONS

-

:[Circular No. 1042]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE

Washington, D. C., November 13, 1925k
TO THE SURVEYING SERVICE:
OF THE GENERAL ILANDl OFFICE:

.S'

For aninistrati
purposes, each local or'branch office under the
jurisdiction of the supervisor of surveys,-former -ofece of the sur. fveyor genera-ill:be, cdfesignated "Public
Survey Offce" atithe.

placejin which the office is .located.
The ~returns of 'all classes of surveys executed by the6surveying

service ofdthe.General Land Office will be prepared for the approval
and certification of the supervisor of; surveys at Denver, Colorado.
All classes of surveys executed by other agencies, such, as mineral
0surveys, forest homestead entry surveys, and all records prepared,
from the files of the- public
p
survey offices ;which .are not the direct
result of field, op erations but require certification, such as supllemental plats, segregation diagrams of mineral surveys, certified
copies of records, etc., will be approved or certified- to as the case
may be by the office cadastral engineer. This procedure will relieve

? :0002$
'S::
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the supervisor of surveys at Denver and the district cadastral engineers from attention to0: mattersk which -are*handled by the public
Xsurvey office from the:beginning and to which the- office xcadastral
engineerisi competent to certify.
PROCEDURE RELATIVE:TO MINERAL SURVEYSApplication for appointment as United States mineral surveyor
0fshould:be addressed to the public surve'y ofice in jthe 0:district for
WhiCh, appointment is desired. -Eere.a thorough examination. will
to fillthe position,i
be made of the applicant's technical qualificationso
will be -forapplication',
the
manner,
and if passed in a satisfactory
applicant's
the
to
as
-report'
for
warded to the division inspector
report,
-favorable
of
receipt
Upon
general. reputation and fitness:..of
supervisor
the
to
made
will'be
recommendation for appointment
survey
public
the
through
appointment
surveys, who will issue the
office and the applicant will be-called upon to file:the customary bond.
The bond,' if executed: in proper form, will be forwarded to the
supervisor- of surveys for approval, together with the report of the
division inspector, and these pape'rs passed on to this office for
acceptance of the bond. Notice. of-- aceptance' will be mailed to the
public surveyb office, with copy to the supervisor! of surveys, and the
surveyor advised at once by the public, survey office. Adverse report,
as heretofore, will be 'sent direct to . this Ioffice* 'by the division.
inspector, but with notice at the 'same time to the public survey office.
* In the'matter -of reappointments, notification should be given the
surveyor sixty days prior~to the expiration of his bond, with request
that he signify his intentions regardihng its renewal. If answered
in the affirmative, the division inspector will be called upon- for the'
customary report. Favorable report will be followed:,by notice to
file renewal bond, the approval and acceptance of-which will follow
the regular.'procedure for original bonds.
With proper notation -retained in ea-ch' public survey 'office, the
biannual "report as to. sufficiency of sureties'and calls'. for renewal of
expiring bonds can be 'made ' by the, office cadastral 'engineer.: . In
case of failure to file re'newal -bond, resignatioxf, or -death, the name
of the deputy should be 'dropped from hthe list in any district, and
this office notified of the action through theoffice of the supervisor
of surveys.
Application for the survey of a mining 'claim, accompanied by
the necessary certified 'copy of location certificate and,-requisite
deposit, should be made to the public survey 'offieffor 'the 'district
in 'which the' claim' is located. ' The office caddastral engineer will
receipt for the fdeposit, issue the order' for survey, if' appropriate,
administer all: work in. connection therewith, approving plat and field
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notes of Ssuch survey, fan otherwise perform the duties prescribed
'by mining regulations to be performed by the former surveyor general, including certifications as to expenditure made Lpon the claim.
WLTmMAM SPRY,'

:,X

:

0;

:;

: 2:

a~~ommnissioner.;

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First AssistantSeoretary.

HARRIS MILLER'
Decided November 13, 1925
PATENT-TRANSFEREEM-AENDMENT.

:

The transferee;of one -to whom :a patent had been issued describing a different tract of land than tjhe.one actually entered, selected, or located, is
entitled, upon the execution of a deed reconveying to the Government the
land erroneously patented, to a new patent in his own name for the land
intended to be conveyed.
COuT AND DEPARTmENTAL DECKSIONS HELD NOT IN POINT.

Cases of Hawley' v. DiIler (1I78 U. S. 476), and Nicholas Van, Gass (44 L.D.
139), held not in point.
FINNEY First Assistant

Secretary:

By decision of April 3, 1925, unreported, the Department affirmed
your [Commissioner of the General Land Office]- decision of September 24, 1924, rejecting the applicati6n of Minnie C. Coleman to,
make homestead entry for NW. 14 SE. 14, Sec. 29, T. 2 N., R. 20
W., N.M. M., New Mexico.
The decision was based on evidence to the efect that the tract
applied for was in the possession of Harris Miller, claiming as a
Cremote transferee of Mancel H. Thompson, to whom a patent for
NE. 1/4 SE. 14, Sec. 30, said township, issued July 31, 1903, under
a forest lieu selection filed April 17, 1901.
On September '15, 1922, said Miller applied to so amend the
patent as to make the description read NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4, said Sec. 29.
Your office has reached the conclusion fthat the application to amend
is in conformity- With the regulations, ,but instructions have been Iin,formally requested as to whom the amended or supplemental patent
should issue, it being stated that, under the long-established prac0tice of your 'office, the patent would issue to Mancel 'H. Thompson.

The cases of Hawley v. Diller (178 U. S. 476) and-'Nicholas TVan Gass
(44 L. D. 139) arecited in support of your practice. Prior to the amendment of section-2372, Revised Statutes,5by the
act of February 24,-.19(9. (35 Stat. 645), there was no law under
1

Amplified by Balsiger, transferee of Chambers, post,-.
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which an, application by the transferee of. a patented selection :could
be entertained. As amended bythe act cited, said section providesIn all cases where an entry, selection, or location has been or shall hereafter
be made

of a

tract

of

land

not

intended

to

be

entered;

the

selector,

entryman,

or locator, or, in case of his death, his legal representatives, or when the claim
is by law transferable, his or their transferees, may, in any case coming within
the provisions of this section, file his or their affidavit, with such additional
evidence as can be procured showing the mistake. as to- the numbers of the
tract intended. to be entered, * * * with the register and receiver of the
land district in which such tract of land is situate, who should transmit the
evidence * * * to the -Commissioner of the General Land Office, who, if
he be entirely satisfied that the mistake has been made * * * is authorized to change the entry and transfer the payment from the tract erroneously
entered to that intended to be entered.- * * *

:Under the regulations, an application for amendment filed by the
Atransferee of a patented entry, selection, or- location -must be sup* ported -by an abstract of .!title, showing present ownership; by; the
X
applicant of 'the tract sought to be eliminated from the patent~ and
a duly recorded conveyance to the United States of the tract errone:ously entered and patented. Miller' has', filed ,such abstract and
selec-.
reconveyance, and unless a patent for the tract to which
tion is amended is issued to him, he will not thereby acquire a mer* chantable title, even though the patent recites the reason for its
issuance, but he will be, put to the trouble andexpense of applying
-the

to.the local courts to. quiet his title.
- .

:By dealing with Miller as the transferee- of the patented tract, and
accepting his conveyance thereof, you became bound to issue to him
a patent for the- tract which he has shown he thought he purchasedand which the selector thought was the land he was occupying and
-had-transferred to Miller's remote transferor.
- I find nothing in the cases of Hawley v. Diller and Nicholds Va-n
Gass, supra, which has any bearing upon: the- question presented in

-

this case.

RATE OF ROYALTY AFTER APPLICATION FOR :LEASE IS FILED
; - nstructions, November 14, 1925
--

OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-LEASE-ApPLIrATioN-RoYALrY.

A permittee under the act of February 25, 1920, who applies for an oil and
gas lease is entitled to. the benefit. of the five per cent royalty provision ,of
the act from the date of the filing of- the application for lease unless -and
-;
until kis application shall be rejected.

FINNEY, ACting Seeretary:,

i

: The Department is in receipt, by reference 3fromthe: Commissioner
of the General Land - Office, of your"- [Director of the Geological

-
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Survey] letter of October 23, 1925, requesting to be advised whether
royalty should be calkulated on a 5 per cent or a 20 per cent basis on
the production had, subsequent to the date of application for lea-se,
V Qunder
oil and 'gas prospecting permit, Glreat-Falls 0531685 in connection with which, application for lease was filed May 19, 1925.
: This permit was issued undiider section^-20 of the leasing .act and
covers 160 acres. The- application for lease has not Ibeen'examined,
but if the applicant is' qualified a 5 per. cent lease will undobbtedly.
be issued to him. See paragraph 7, Circular No. 823 (49 L. D. 104).Section 15 of the leasing'act (41 Stat. 437) requires that until the
* permittee shall apply. for lease he shallpay to taheUnited States
20 per: cent of the gross value. of all oil or gas secured 'by him from
the lands embraced within his permit and sold or otherwise disposed
of or held by him for sale or other disposition.
*Prior to examination of the application for lease and passing upon
4the qualifications of'the applicant it can not be determined'whetheri
a lease will be issued, but it is clear that he is entitled to a 5 per
cent royalty from the date of filing his' application for lease 'unless
:and until that application shall be rejected..
COMPUTATION OF ROYALTY UNDER SECTION 15, ACT .OF
-FEBRUARY 25, 1920
- .
.
;Decided
; :. - t November 19, 1925
OLT AND GAS LANDS-PPOSPECTING PERmiT-ROYALTY.

Section 15 of the act of- February 25, 1920, does not require payment of
royalty on the oil or gas: used, for production purposes. on permit lands,
or that is unavoidably, lost.
CITED ANTDAPPLIED.
Case of M. P. Smith and Red Feather Oil Copmany (51 I. D.

DEPARTMENTAL DECISION

-)i,

cited

and applied.-

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

W0~ith
0 000
your [C:onsaul and Heltmanf letter of October 26, 1925, you
presented a- memorandum 'brief 1dealing with the questioii of computation of 20 per cent royalty under the provisions- of section 15 of
the leasing' act- of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437). You, have

stated thequestionaas folows:

In computing the royalty: due. under said? section, should the computation
include the value of oil or gas used upon. the permit area for production pur:poses; that is, in further!. drilling .of the' permit area, or, on the other hand,
should the computation be. restricted to the: value- of oil or gas secured by
permittee, and by 'him. sold,.,or0: similarly disposed of, or byspermittee held for

S.ale or similar'disposition?.
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Sections 18 and 19 of the leasing act (two of -the relief sections)
provide for certain rates&of ryalty upon "all the oIl or gas produced except oil or gas used for production purposes on the claim, or
* unavoidably lost." This exception is not found in an ot her section
of the act, but the Department has made it applicableto all oil and
gas leases. In the form whichi has been adopted by the Departfent
[or all oil and gas leases provision iS made for royalty, as follows:
* a-royalty of - per-cent of the value of oil Tor gas produced from the
- tt
* $;;
land leased herein (except
lands or unavoidably lost),
or gas produced (except ol
or unavoidably lost), *

oil or gas ;used for production purposes on said
or, on demand of the lessor, -per cent of the oil
or gas used fof1 roduetion purposes on said lands
'
*

Section15 of the leasing act is as follows:.
That until the permittee shall apply for lease to the one-quarter of the permit.
area heretofore provided for he shall, pay to the United States 20 per Icentum.
of the gross value of all oil or gas secured by-him from the lands embraced
within his permit and sold or otherwise disposed of or held by him for sale or
;_other disposition.:

. -.. S

0:

*

It appears that the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Sivey
jhave
this section as obligating permittees to pay a royalty,
, ::: construed
of 20 per cent of the gross :value of the oil or gas secured from the
l0an'
- ds, regardless ;of -whether used, sold, or other'ise disposed of'
In the absence o{ any reguilatiohorex~pression of opinononf the
subject by the Department such construction of the law has been
fully warranted. In commenting upon tlhe brief referred to, the
Director of the Geological Survey sayss'
The amount and rate of such occurrenee of oil or gas, in gross,; is a determining faetor in the matter of adequacy of discovery and of the right to lease
earned by the permittee. Deduction, from the amount of gross production by
reason of use, loss, or other disposal to determine a basis for computation of
royalty would reduce by so much the penal character of the 20 per cent royalty
provision applicable to permits and thereby tend, at least in a minor, degree,
toward delay in making application for lease.

In its opinion of October 28, 1925m in the matter of M. P. Smith
and Red FeatherX Oil Comipany (ai1L.D. 251),the Department-said:

:
*

The act of February 25, 1920, and th6.regulationsithereunder permit the: use,
without charge,- of fuel oil by permittees and lessees in drilling operations.
This indicates that the intention of the Congress with respect to this. form .of
disposal of the land was to follow -the general custom of allowing the free use of
resources, on the land occupied in'Compliance.with.the law under which the entryman or claimant was in possession. No difference is'pereeived, between: permitting the use of oil for fuel 'prior to such discovery. *A permittee tunder the
: act of 1920 is an agent of the. United States Ior cettain purposes (Opinion. of the
Attorney General, August 29 , -925,and instructions of September 17, 1925,-51
L. P. 196), and as such would, for this additional reasbn, appear to;be entitled~
to the free use of the property of the United aStates ordinarily given to publicland claimants in other classes of entries or claims.
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It is concluded that; a permittee under 'the act .of February 25, 1020, is
entitled to use timber standing upon the lands covered by the permit for fuel
in drilling operations, in the absence of expressed restrictions.,

It is clear that the only 'purpose of the, higher royalty rate provided: for ii. section 15 is, for the purpose of compelling permittees

to apply promptly for leases.

The Department is of the opinion.

that thelower royalty, rates obtained as soon as application for lease
is made are. in themnselves-sufficient inducement; for permittees Ato
apply promptly for leases. It seems that the riulings of the Department would be inconsistent if it. ere to hold -that permittees,
applicants for lease,- and lessees are not required to pay royalty on
oil or gas, or to pay forrtimber,. used, for production purposes, but
that aftery discovery and prior to application for lease Permittees
must pay a royalty of 20 per cent on oil, or gas usd&for production
purposes in addition .to, such,.royalty rate; on all, oil o~r gas sold. or
otherwise disposed of or held for sale, or other disposition. Here: after the payment of royal,
under, said section 15, will. not be
required' on the oil. or gas ,used for production- purposes on the :permit
lands,. or unavoidably lost.

ALLEN v. PILCOIER
"WPDe:December

2, 1925

.

ArFADIVIT--OATH-EVIDENdI-STTORY

CONSvuCTIOrN.
As a general rule where a statute prescribes no specific form ,of affidavit
in proceedings or pleadings that have to be verified-by oath, the-fact that'
:: 'the oath-.was^^administered may bei shown by extrinsic evidene if no
rightsare-'prejudiced.thereby.
0OAT48-MLATIOcIN-O= A-1D GAs LAnDS-PROSPFvTIrNn PERMIT-EVIDENCE.
:Whilpe,the, requireimnent in ,,the: act of February. 25, -1920, that an application^I
for an oil and gas prospecting permit. must be sworn to is mandatory,
yet an, application which doeis not appear upon its face to have been
under oath is not a nullity, if ' the oath was properly and timely administered and that fact is later satisfactorily shown1,
:DEPATMENTAL DECISIoN CITED AND APPLIED.
Cdase6of Hiram T. B'uter (2 L.`D. 39), cited and applled.

FINNEY,
YFirst

*:0.: 0

Assistant

Secety:

This is'an appeal by T.
from a csionnF.l
of the Commis:sioner of the Ge-neral' Land Office, dated& May - 6, 1925, dismissing
-his protest "against the allowance-Wof aplication', Visalia :01158,-made by B. 'chris' Pilcher under^ the act, of February 25, 1920 .(4
:
Stat. 437)., for an oi' and as
permit coveringpthe
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'It appears that cancellation of a prior permit covering'the land
became effective by notation thereof on the local records on January
10, 1925. At that time there were nine applications for a similar
permit for the land which'were tr'eated as having been filed simultaneouisly and a drawing was:'held'to determiieipriorities.- Pilcher
drew 'No. 1 and Allen, who made'app-lication O11586,- drew- No. 2.
.: -0 -; f din that :action'except Allen, who protested to the
-;: 0 acqjiieseed
All
Cor:.missioner upon. the ground that Pilcher's application was not
under::oath and his evidence of citizenship was not sufficient.
The' Commnissionier held that 'Pilcher's- application was regular,
was under oath, and the evidence of his citizenship sufficient. Allen
in his appeal calls attention' to Pilcher's application and contends
that no claim of 'priority can be' predicated' thereon and that he,
having filed a regular and sufficient application and as drawer No.
2, should be preferred. in the issuance of a permit for'the land.
Departmental decision ini thee unreported case of Pool v. Fleck of
May 2, 1925, is cited as a precedent for the request made.
Upon inspection, it is found that: Pilchei's pplication has:affixed
an aclnowledgment only 'before a notary public. The .application
does not show on its f ace that it was sworn. to, nor does it by its
language- purport to* be 'made under oath. The Commissioner
- obviouslyerred in finding to the contrary.
It is true, section 33 of the:act prescribes: "that all statements,.
' representations, orreports required by the Secretary of the Interior
under this*, act shall be under oath, unless otherwise specified: by
him, and: in'such form and upon, such blanks as the Secretary of the
Interior may.require," and the Secretary has speeified 'that applications for oil and gas permitsashall be under oath although no sp 3cific
form of applicationD is required. -Oil and gas regulations, paraoraplh'.
4,'Circular: No. 672 (47 L. D. 437). : The requirement of an. oath to
an application is, therefore, mandatory and no application isf rop:erly allowable unless it is verified by:oath:'and so ishown 'to be. ::An
application under this act is not, however, a nullity or fatally defec:tive because the evidence that it -was sworn to does not appear,
thereon, if the oath was administered 'and that fact is later 0satisfactoriily shown. The 'liberal poliey"of the several States in- respect to
amendments fin judicial proceedings is followed by the Department
2
te, 2.
: :insso far as amendments do not affect rights' (Hiram.

L. D. '39):.: "-hLAs a general r-ulewhere'a statute prescribes- no.sppcific'

form of affidavit in proceedings orf'pleadings that' have to be verified
by oath,. the fact that the oath'was administered may be shows

by

extrinsic evidence -and an affidavit, if in fact swornito at the' proper':
; -before the proper ofticer,.:is' generally admitted byt the,
f:tinMe and
YVl. 2,
Juris
-courts where no rights - are prejuudiced.: Dl-Seed Corpus
ur::is,:V 4.2:
t ;t

.; r
:courts w.:lie' e4-

igh.ts C0

f
a;: ::::?:f

-idf
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p. 260, note 52, and American- Digest, -Century Edition, Vol. 2,~p- 45.
for cases in- point. The omission may have been due to an 3versight or inadvertence on -the part of a notary public to whom the paper
was presented 'for certification.; It is, therefore, within the sound discretion 6f the Department to permit the same to-be shown if such
was the fact. No rigdts -o Allen woul dbe prejudiced thereby.
His statement that'the filing- of his-.application wasa due4to'the fact
that ;Pilcher's application was not verified is not acceptablef in the
-:
light oft-he' record, wbich discloses that there were nine other applicants,' each with a' -chance of -sucessat the drawing, and that' his
applicatilon' was filed at 9. ;a. in., whereas Pilcher's was filed at.
9.10 a. m.
Neither is the cace cited byvhim a0 precedent for the rejectiowi of
Pilcher's application. -'In that case a prior application whicL had
been:.used in a prior drawing for entirely different land was: by aso-called amendment thereof and: without a new verifications or the
payment of a new fee used in a subsequent. drawing.
If in fact Pilcher made oath tohis applicatioa 'before the oflicer
tand upon the date. stated in the, certificate' of aclkiowledgInez; t to
his' application, 'he will have the' privilege. of so showing before -disposition is made of the pro'test.- He should' accjordinigly be- p'ermitted,
if sucl' was the fact, to.file:an affidavit corroborated by: George M.
Cook, the 'notary public who affixed- the certificate to his applicetion,
'setting forth an explanation -for the omission of the oath -and stating
that an oath thereto was.administer edto him by said notary at the
time shown in said. ertificate o f acknowledgment.: ;If he 'shall fail
to make, the . showing required within za period prescribed by' theCommissioner his application will be finally rejected and Aller will
be accorded 'the' preferred right .under the drawing held, if otherwise regular,: his application being next il order forconsideration.
The casepis accordingly remandedt6 theb-Commissioner for arvpro-.
priate action, due notice thereof to be'given to the protestant.

WATTIS, ASSIGNEE OF GRAVES' AND 'BARNISH
:Decded December 2, 1925

(ON PETITION)
:

SLIS
ADDITIONAL HoMEsTEADW-AssiGNmI
AND DISTE3UTION- DT-DESCENT
STATUTES.
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
by sectio.
23 6E. Reie;4,
.........ta...............
:te
..
The soldiers' additional right granted:by section 2306, Revised Statutes,
jmust be accorded 'the quality of inheritability and, if not exercised:or
transferred-by the donee, passes to his estate as other property, subject only to -the exercise of:the iigh Ls given by section 230t, Revised Statutes,.
t-o the widow and minor orphan'childre~
1
.en.

:ul

?0:
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ADII-NISTRaA'IVE RULING ANDT DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS

VACATED

AND

x0-

NIhE D.

Administrative Ruling of February 15, 1917 (46 L. D. 32),sand letter' of
of Hess
December 24, 1917 (46 L. D. 274), vacated; cases of Ioy, assignee
overruled.
486),
D.
L.
(46
P1esCott
P.(
(46 L. D. 421), and Henrietta

First As Istant Secretary:A petition for the exercise of supervisory iauthority has:*been ,

FINNEY,

-:
--

filed on behalf of Edmund&0.- Wattis in 'th'e matter of his appli-7
cation to make entry under sections 2306 iand 2307, Revised Statutes,'
for N.' 1/2 SE. '4, Sec. .20,T. 43 N., R. 62 E., M. D. M., Elko, Nevada,
land district, wherein the Department, by decision of July 25, 1918.
(unreported), affirmed a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated February 18, 1918, rejecting the application.
A motion for rehearing was :denied ~by decision of October 2, 1918.
Final action on. the application has been suspended because of suits
pending in court.
The application.'was based on the assignment of 1.72 acres of the
adjudicated right of 'George W. Graves and a further assignment
of 78.28 acres of the claimed right of James H. Barnish .The latter
died October 1,18956, without having exercised his ;additional right.
He left- a" 7will whereby the .residue' of~his personal -propertyy was
left to his nephew, 'Samuel Barnish Glover, who was 'also' named
as; his; executor. f -The "executo'r I made the assignment. which was
executed September12, 191t.

.

The application was rejected, subject to the filing of a further right
or rights to take the plae of the: claimed rigght of Barnish, on the
ground' that the latter's right did not' descend to his devisee, under '
the inter'pretation of the law contained in 'the Administrative Rul-'
ing of February :15, 1917 ('46 L D.:;32)).
The Administrative Ruling 'referred :to :wasI.the-subject of a
decision by the Supreme Court'of the United' States, rendered November 16, 1925, in the case' of Claarence A. Anderson v. James 'W.
Clune, on a certificate from the United States Circuit Court of AP'peals for the 'Ninth Circuit. The opinion: of the court, delivered.
by Mr. Justice Sutherland; follows:
''

Civil War,
In 1872, A. E. Johnson, an honorably discharged soldier of the
who
widow,
a
leaving
1875,
in
died
Ee
acres.
80
of
entry
made a homestead
died in 1917, neither having disposed of the husband's additional homestead
years at the
right. Johnson also left four children, all over the age of 21
widow of .a
the
with
together
date of the death of the widow; and they,
assigned'
deceased son", sold~ and assigned the right to one'Mason who sold and
assignment,
latter
the
(if
LBy
virtue
Clune.
to,
acres'
it to the- extent of 20.49
dlune entered a tract of public lands in the United' States Land'Office in Canifornia; buti'tbe entry was' rejected by' the Geheral'Land OfficeLon the ground
that "the assignmentofi the solrdier'sragiiongl homestead "right had 'not
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been made. by the soldier. or his widow or his heirs prior to the administrative
ruling; of the Department of the Interior February 15, 1917 (46 L. D. 32),
and rulings and decisions of, the Land Office, which construed sections 2306
and 2307 of the Revised Statutes as limiting a soldier's additional homestead
right to the exercise thereof (1) by the soldier himself. entering the land,
or indirectly by conveying his right to entry to an assignee during his lifetime.;? (2) by the widow, while her status. as-widow of the soldier continues;,
(3) in the absence of appropriation by the soldier or his widow, then by the
minor orphan children during their. minority acting through their guardian."
In October, 1923, Anderson entered the lands in controversy under an assignment of the additional soldier's homestead right of one Dunn,; and patent issued to him therefor. Andersod's entry was made with full knowledge that
OClune had made prior,entry thereof, under which he was claiming the land.
Alleging these facts,: suit was brought by Clune against Anderson to have it
.adjudged that the: latter held. the lands in trust for the former. The- trial
court overruled a motion to dismiss the bill and rendered a decree in favor
:of Clune. An appeal followed to the circuit court of appeals and that court
has: certified (Judicial: Code Section 239) the following question upon which
instruction is desired:
"Under the Revised Statutes of the United States, sections 2306 and 2307, is
a soldier's additional homestead right limited to the exercise ithereof by the
soldier himself entering the land, or indirectly by transfer of his right to. an
assignee during his lifetime, and to his widow'while her status as -widow of the
soldier continues, and in the absence of the appropriation by the soldier Ior
his widow during their lives, then by his minor orphan children during their
minority acting through a guardian?"
'By section 2304 R. S.', Johnson was given the right to enter and receive patent
for 160 acres of public lands subject to homestead entry. .Having entered
only 80 acres, he became entitled to the benefits conferred by section 2306
R. S., which. provides that every person entitled under the. provisions of section 2304 to enter a homestead,-who may have entered a quantity of land less
than 160 acres, "shall be permitted to enter so much land as, when added to
the quantity previously entered, shall not exceed one hundred sixty acres."
Section 2307 R- S. provides:
"In case of the death of any person who would- be entitled to a homestead
under the provisions of section twenty-three. hundred and four, his widow, if
unmarried, or in case of her death or marriage, theni. his minor orphan children, by a0 guardian duly appointed and officially accredited at the Department of the Interior, shall' be entitled to all the benefits enumerated in this
chapter, subject to all the provisions as to settlement and improvements therein
i * "
contained; It was held in Webster v. Luther,, 163 U. S. 331, that Congress intended by
section 2306 R. S. to vest a property right; in the donee as a -sort of compensation 'forhis failure under section 2304 to obtain the full quota of 160 acres;
that residence on or cultivation of the lands to be taken was not requited as
in the case of the original homestead entry; and that it.was immaterial to
the government whether the.original donee.should exercise the right or should
transfer it to another., And the property right, thus. vested was held -to be
assignable. The rulings of the Land Offlice prior to this decision had been that
the right was essentially personal and nonassignable-to be exercised only by
the original donee or his widow or his minor orphan children through a
40210

0
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guardian. After the decision, the rulings of the department were uniformly
to the effect that the right not only was assignable but inheritable; that :'n
case a soldier entitled to the right died- without exercising it, leaving no widow
or minor orphan children, the right to entry' vested in his personal representatives, Williford: Jenkins, 29 L. ID. 510; Fidelo C. Sharp, 35 L. D. 164, and
other cases; but if the right passed to the minor children it became absolute
in them, 'in no way conditioned upon an appropriation by the guardian during
their minority. John H1. Mason?, 41 L. D. 361.:
This view was adhered to until 1917, twhen the Secretary of the Interior by
an administrative ruling held that the right must be used by the soldier in his
lifetime, either by- entering the land or assigning the right, or by the widow
while her status-as such continued, or by the' minor orphan children during
their minority, acting through their lawful guardian;; and that 'if not exercised
as thus indicated the right lapsed and ceased to exist. The officers of the land
department were expressly instructed that no soldier's additional right assigned
by then heirs or administrator of the estate of a deceased soldier or of his
widow, or of his minor orphan children, 'or directly by such "minor children"
after they had reached majority, should be recognized' a's a basis for the entry
of public land. 46 IL. D. 32. In a subsequent letter reviewing these instructions, 46 L. D. ;274, 275, the Secretary of the Interior said:_"The benefit of
Section 2306, indeed,'is not before its acceptance property at all, and hence
is not capable of inheritance. .It is a mere offer, which upon its acceptance
by a designated beneficiary during his term of qualification as such becomes
Property, and convertible into specific land by entry under it."
This^ is plainly in the face of- the decision of this Court in Webster v.
Luther, supra. See also, Mullen v. TY'ne, 26 Fed. 206; Barnes v. Poirier, 64
Fed. 14, 18. The grant of the statute (Section 2306), ipso jure, vests a property right in Ithe donee which hei may exercise or sell and transfer. A property right, the ownership of which may be conveyed -to and' vested in a purchaser, must be accorded the quality of inheritability,'which usually attaches
as an incident of ownership,; in the absence of some provision of law to the
contrary; and we, therefore, hold that the soldier's additional homestead right,
if not exercised or transferred by the donee, passes to his estate as other property, subject only to the exercise of the rights given by section 2307 to the
widow and minor orphani children.
The question certified is answered in the negative.

Pursuant to the above decision, the departmental decisions hereia
of.July 25 and October 2, 1918, are recalled and vacated, and the
decision appealed from is reversed.. Furthermore, the Administrative Ruling of February 15,,1917, is vacated, and all departmental
rulings based thereon-including the letter of December 26, .1917,
addressed to' Hon. Francis J. HeIney (46 L. D. 274), and the decisions in Hoy,. Assignee of.Hess (46 L. D. 421),' and Henrietta P.
Prescott (46 L. D. 486)-are overruled.
Inasmuch as the application in question has been pending since
June 4, 1917, the Commissioner of the General Land Office will take
ineeate action thereon.

9
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STATE OF LOUISIANA;'
'Decided Deoem er 7, 1925
SWAMP LAND-MINmERAT LANDS-0fLr AND GAS LANDS.
The* acts of March :2, 1849, and September 28, 1850, which granted to the
States named therein the swamp and overflowed lands, rendered unfit
for. cultivation, did not exclude from 7:those grants lands. valuable for
their mineral deposits.
AND VACATED, SO
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsIoNs AND INSTETUCTIONS OVERRULEM
FAR AS IN CONFLICT.
Cases of State of Florida :(47 L. D. 92 and 93), State of Louisiaiia (47 Li. D.
366),-State of Louisiana, on petition' (489 L. D. 201), overruled so far as in
conflict; instructions of May 25, 1918 (46 L. D. 389), no longer followed in
so far .as they pertain to the original acts of March 2, 1849, and September
28, 1850.;

FINNEY ,First'AssistantSecretary.In
T.

the case of the State of Louisiana involving certain tracts in
14 W., L.; M., the Department by decision of September

18 N., R.

'16, 19.21 (48 L.
such, cases, that

D.

201), held, in

harmony with its priorVrulings in

lands valuable for mineral deposits

do not inure

to the State under the swamp land grants, and rejected the swamp
land selections of rthe State: because the tracts- were embraced in; a
.subsisting

ter.;

and the State,

petroleum' withdrawal,

tunity, had failed to show that

after due oppor-

the lands are not mineral in

charac-

Thereafter, the State brought suit to restrain the Secretary of

the Interior from enforcement of that

decision.

Decisions favorable to the plaintiff were rendered
courts,

and

the

United States.

case was carried

to

the

Supreme

by the lower
Court of

By decision of November 23, 1925, that

the

court held

in Work, Secretary of the Ifterior, v. -State of Louisiana'in part
as follows:

We conclude that the swamp land Acts granted to the States the swamp
and overflowed lands, rendered unfit for cultivation, without reference to their
mineral character; and that in requiring the State to establish the nonmineral
character of the lands in question the Secretary exceeded the authority conferred upon him by the Acts and attached this condition'to the prosecution
of the claim of the State without warrant of law.
The action of the Department

was thus reversed by eliminating

from consideration the mineral question in

passing upon the claim

of. the State under the":swamp: acts.: ,The

court further expressly'

recognized the

authority 'of the Secretary

whether. the lands were in

otherwise to

determine

fact swamp lands.

iSince the former decision was rendered the Department caused a
contour survey to be made showing
of Soda and Cross Lakes in

the former high-water mark

said township, which line was fixed at
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elevation 172 feet above mean gulf level. Of the lands originally
involved in the suit, it appears that only 118.39 acres lie above the
former beds of the lakes. In comparatively recent decisions it has
been recognized that the beds of the lakes below elevation 172 feet
passed to the State as an incident of sovereignty upon its admission
to the Union in the year 1812, being covered by waters of navigable
lakes. See 49 L. D. 452 and:50 L. D. 180; also case of SNattery v.
Arkansas Natural Gas Company (70 So. 806).
Such areas as inured to the-State by virtue of its sovereignty will
not, of course, be regarded as lands subject to the operatipn of theswamp grants.; Any unpatented conflicting claims: thereto. under
the public land:laws should, however. be removed and canceled of
record.
The former action of the Department in this case is vacated, and

you will readjudicate the selections consistently with the true status
,and character-of the lands andmin harmony with the said court decision in the premises.
iIt necessarily follows also that the departmental decision "in the
case of State of :Louisiana et al. (47 L. D. 366), together with the
decisions in State of Florida (47 L. D. 92 and .93), are overruled
.so far as in conflict with the views expressed by the United -States
Supreme Court, and the, instructions of :May .25, 1918 (46 L. Ia.
389), will no longer be followed in so far as they pertain to swamp
lands granted by the original acts of*March 2, 1849, and September
28, 1850.
HEIR OF ALWIN v. WINTERS
Decided December 8, 1925
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-REIDNQUISHMENT-REINSTATEMEN

T-ABANDONMENDT..IEAR-

ING.

A homestead entry should not be canceled upon a relinquishment- executed
by, but not filed until after the death of the entryman, yet, where. such
entry has been cancieled, a subsequent entry will not be disturbed for the
purpose of reinstating the former entry unless it be. shown that, Fat .the
date of the entryman's death, he was complying with the law and had not
abandoned the land for a valuable consideration.
:DEPATMENTAL DECISIONS CITED, APPLIED, AND DisTmruaisHED,

Case of Wilson v. Holmes (38 L. D. 475), cited and applied; case of Truman
: Brafsaw:
v.
(43 L. D. 242), distinguished.

FINNEY, First Assstant Secretary:

-This is an appeal by William Winters.from a decision of the. Commissioner of the General Land Office dated. June 12, 1925, holding
his entry 07560, for the SW. '4, SE. /4, Sec. 19, T. 3 S., R. 5 E.,
W. SM., Portland, Oregon, land district, for cancellation.
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Th-e facts of this case 'are, that William HI. Aiwin made homestead entry for the land in question o'n June 16, 1922; that this entryman -thereafter visited the office of Malcolm J. Anderson, who wasr
engaged in the business of buying and selling relinquishments, and'
left a; signed but undated form of relinquishment with: him (whether
or not this form was filled in with a -description of the l-and is not,
clearly established) ; that Alwin died on August 4, 1923; that on August 9:,: 1923, Pearl E. Alwin, who had been the divorced wife of the'
entryman, gave personal notice of his death at the.local land offilce,.
and'that fact, with the address of Mrs. Alwin was duly entered-upon
the serial register; that on September 4, 1923, Mrs. Alwin :filed .an.
affidavit with the- local office, stating that she had been appointed'
administratrix of the entryman's estate,; and that she intended to
make final proof under his entry in behalf of his onlylheir, their' son,a boy ten years of age, and a notation of this affidavit also 'wasmade
upon the serial register; that on April 4, 1924, the relinquishment of'
Alwin's entry, which then bore date of February 1, 1924, was: filed
in the local office by Frank Taylor, a business partner of Anderson;i:
and. that on the same date William Winters made application '07560
to enter the land in question, which was'allowed on April 9, 1924.
The Commissioner of the:General Land Office in his decision of
June,.12, 1925, referred to the case of Wilson v. Holmes (38 L.. D.
:475), but stated that the ruling in that case had been supersededibyv
the decision of 'the Department:'in the case of Truman v. Bradeshaw
(43 L. D. 242). Because of the fact that Alwin's relinquishment was
filed subsequentto. his death,: and upon the supposed authorityEof
Trumanx:. Braadshaw and of Robertson v. Messent's.Heirs/s (18 L. D.
301), which is cited in Truman v. Bradshaw, the Commissioner held
Winters" entry for cancellation.
In an affidavit filed with 'his appeal Winters statesthat he com-.
municated with Anderson and Taylor, who it appears conducted
business as the Oregon Homestead Bureau,'and that he purchased
the relinquishment of Alwin from them for $250;. that he had no
knowledge that' Alwin was dead' at the' time he purchased. the reinquishment and filed on the land; 'that since establishing his
residen'ee on the land on 'Mayv 6, 1924, he had fenced, 20 acres with
2 ;.and' 3 wire fence, cleared and cultivated 5 acres, built a 'chicken
house, almost completed a 12 by 20 2-room log house with shingled
roof andr front and back porches, partly dug a well to a depth of
20 feet, fenced a garden of about lone-eighth of an acre with: 6-foot
chicken netting,' and set out 300 strawberry plants~which were
bearing when his appeal was filed that he had 3 acres of growing
oats -and three-quarters of -an acre in potatoes besides 'grain and X
other vegetables, and had putt in a year's. personal work and' ex.
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pended $300: in addition to the value of his own labor; that during
the time-he lived on the land'lhe had occupied a small house which
was on the land when he went- there; that 'he. had been.informed
that Alwin never lived on the land for: more than -two weeks;. that
Alwin. left the land on June 12, 1922, and never returned except
for one.day when he came with a' truck, and that a few days.later
he :moved everything away except some barbed wire which he sold;
that Alwin's family never lived on the land and that he never, complied with the law as to cultivation,. improvements, and residence;
that Alwin deserted, the land& with no 'intention. of returning
thereto; and that he never had complied with the law up to the time
of his'death.
The Department is not 'in accord, with the Commissioner's

decision.

:

a

The principles announced in the case of Wilson v. Holmes,' supra,
were not superseded by the decision in the later case :of Truman v.
Bradshaw, supra. In -Wilson v.:Holmes it. was: decided that a
homestead entry, made in .good faith, would not be canceled for .the
purpose of reinstating a former entry that had been. canceled upon
.a relinquishment, delivered -to effectuate- a contract made by the
former entrynian 'in his lifetime after he 'had abandoned his entry
with the intent 'not to return thereto,' though. such ,relinquishment
was filed after his death. It was held~ that under such conditions
the- heirs of the decedent 'did not have any equixties as against a
succeeding entryinan. This decision has never been overruled'and
isX authority in cases where it is proposed to cancel an entry for tje
purpose of. reinstating a former entry and it' is not alleged or shown
that the'. law had been complied with as to' such former entry prior
to the death of the entryman. It has always been the policytof the
Department to. sustain an 'entry, however- irregular 'its allowance,
unless' it be shown that someone else has actual and bona ides claim
to the lands -which must be recognized.
The facts in the case of Truman v. :Bradshaw were in- no -way
similar to-those in the' case of' Wilson v. Holmes. In the case first
named Bradshaw presented an application to make homestead entry.
for, certain land, and 'filed therewith a'relinquishment by Truman':who was then dead) of his. entry covering the same. ' Prior to- the
date .when this application was presented to the local office a; protest
on behalf of Truman's heirs had been. placed on file,: stating that the
relinquishment of Truman had been executed by him while he was
not in his right mind, and. that the relinquishment was to be filed
for the, purpose of depriving his heirs of their interest in-the land.
In this state of facts Bradshaw's application to make entry was rejected.-
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The facts of the instant case. as stated byv Winters, bring it
within the principles announced in the case of Wilson- v. Holmnes.
In neither case should the former entry have .been canceled upon a
relinquishment filed after the entryman's death; but that entry having been canceled, it will not be reinstated nor will a subsequent
entry be disturbed unless it be shown that, at the date- of his death,
the former entryman was complying with the law, and had -not
abandoned the land for a valuable consideration. 'In the case at
bar, if Winters's statements are correct they show that his entry
should not be canceled and thus raise an issue which can be properly
determined only after a hearing between the adverse parties.
The decision appealed from accordinglyvis reversed, and the case
is remanded swith directions that a'hearingo be ordered and that at
least 30 days' notice thereof be given to each of the parties in
interest.I(OSS AND MeCORMACK v. HUJMPHREYS.
Decided December 3,l 1925
HOMESTEAD ENTRY-COAL LANDS-LEASE-RESERVATION-SURFACE

RIGHTS.

A homestead entry is a contract which can not be set aside until shown
to have been unlawfully, fraudulently, orI irregularly made or subsequently
violated, even before the fentryman's inchoate right thereto ripens into
an equitable title.
HOMESTEAD1ElNTRY-COAL LANDS-LEASE-RESERvATION-SURFACE

WRIGHTS.

A surface entry "which has been allowed under existing';regulations pursuant to section .29 of the leasing act subsequenft to the granting of a
lease of the coal deposits will not be canceled merely because the lessee
needs the surface and the .use thereof by the entryman may cause inconvenience in the conduct of the mining operations.
CQouiRT DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of Parsons v. Venske (164 U. S. 89), -Jaines v.-Germania Iron CornC

paty (107 Fed. 597),, and Howe v. Parker (190 Fed.' 738), cited and
* applied.

FINNEY, First Assistant.Secretary:

.
:
On August 3, 1923, IRenon Hlumphreys made homestead entry,
Montgomery 011504, subject to the provisions and resorvations of
the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583), embracing the N. l2 SW. 1/4,
Sec. 11, T. 14 S., R. 10
lW., Huntsville Meridian, Alabania.
The said tract with other lands is included in coal lease; 011495
issued on October 5, 1923,to Clarence L. Moss and George:B. McCormack, Jr., trading a's Moss and Mcormack, a copartnership,
right thereto being initiated by purchase on July 24, 1923, 'at public
auction held pursuantt o the provisions'of section 2-of the act 6f
February 25, 1920 :(41 Stat. 437), ;and regulations. thereunder.i
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The right ;of the coal claimant being first initiated, on June 16,
1924, the homestead entryman, in compliance with a requirement
laid by the Commissioner of the General Land Office,' filed a waiver
of a right to compensation for the use of the surface in so far as ft
is necessary in extracting and removing the mineral deposits under,
the provisions of section 29 of the aforementioned act;
The coal lessees protested against the allowance of the .homestead entry. The Commissioner dismissed'the protest as insufficient,
' whereupon the coal lessees have appealed. The grounds for the pro.test are:
(a) The lands sought to be entered are necessary for the use of the mineral
claimants in the mining and removal of the coal from upder said property
and other adjoining property covered by; said lease for the building of houses
for the employees engaged in working said mines.
(b) That the timber and water on said land will be necessary and-useful'i
for the proper mining of the coal.
(c) For the disposal of slate and other debris from said mine and its
use for tipples.
(ed) For tram roads and entries useful and necessary for working the
Corona seam of coal which outcrops on said land.
$(e) Said Corona seam has a shallow top and it will be necessary to leave
a large amount of coal in pillars in order to protect'the surface.

The Department is in receipt of.a report by the Geological SSurvey
expressing the opinion that the exercise of surface rightsi upon the
N. 1/2 NW. 14 of Sec. 11, by the homestead entrymanuwill substantially embarrass and hinder legitimate operations under thea
coal lease, particularly on the NW. 1/4 SW. 1/4, and that it would
be a distinct advantage to the Government if 'the h6mestea4 entry
were canceled.
The facts, briefly stated, in support of this 'opinion are ase follows:
That the coal lessees are now engaged intensively in developing, the
leased premises, have made six openings on- the coal crop andi in-.
stalled substantialI facilities ,for mining and shipping coal, and. it
is estimated production can begin within 30 days that all 'of the
improvements, including dwelling houses are located withini the
S. 1/2 SW. 14, Sec. 2; and that while the necessity for the useof
the land included in Humpihreys's entry; for dwelling houses is, not
definitely established, it may become so with the extension of thE'
underground workings to the surface in the vicinity of sectionl 11
that Humphreys's entry.is thickly wooded, and the timber would be
useful to the -lessees for mine props and. mine ties; that the lessee,
proposed to wash the small coal;- that the-water supply is, h-oweve.r,
limited and must bem obtained from numerous shallow holes suillt in
no
suitable places' to obtain a maximum 'supply; ;that there are ,n
extreme.
the
on
except.
entry
Humphreys's
on
crops
coal
workable
northeast.corner 'of the SW. 1/4 and that it is evident the surface, of

i

:
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such entry is not necessary for the disposal of slate and debris from*
the mine, or for the erection of tipples;,:though it may prove aof
advantage to construct surface trams and-'other structures thereon;
that the -cover: over the coal bed varies from a: few feet in the northeast corner to 125 feet in the west 40, and in the extraction of coal
considerable subsidence will result, rendering it necessary: to leave.
a large -percentage of coal in pillars to protect the 'surface if claims
for damages by the' surface owner are to be avoided; that the
lessees have undertaken to mine beds of coal 21 to 24 inches in thickness, which if successful will result in large revenues to the Government, but which will require the exercise of rigid economy;ithat the
costs of the lease have been, comparatively heavy, in the large eash
c
bonus paid, in the acquisition of a railroad right of way, in- expensive high-class equipment, in the purchase of surface lands for camp
and: tipple sites, and if they now have to cope with the surface
entry it will result in considerable embarrassment to the lessees in
their operations.,
Report also; states that IHumphreys has a one-room frame house,
14 by 14 feet, on~the NW. '/40 SW. 1/4; that he has cleared 3½ aeres7
part in cottonjpart in corn and the remainder in garden and pasture; that the uncleared :portion. is hilly and heavily wooded; that
the soil is a shale clay, Inot first-class farming land ;, and that: information obtained is to*'the effect that Humphreys has maintai,.ed
continuous residence since January 30, 1924.
As to certain of the Geological -Survey's findings it may be
observed that,:while the question .of the right to damages for injuries
to the surf ace by the coal claimant is one Ifor the courts, the Department is not aware of any case presenting the. situation as :occilrs
here where such rights to damages have been upheld, occurring by
:reason of legitimate operations under a :coal lease. - As to the surface 'and the water originating thereo ntlhe Department has expressed the view that as between th: surface and mineral claimants
the latter s right is paramount to :so much, thereof as is necessary
to' conduct operations under the lease. Caribn v. Cassriel (50 L. D.
383). As to the use of the timber upon an unperfected surface
entry in conducting Tmining operations uinder a .permit or leases
covering the same, under the leasing act, the Department has likewise expressed the view that where there is an abundance of timber
and the cutting will not materially affect the agricultural claimant'sc
use of the land, a special perihit may be issued to 'the' permittee or
lessee under regulations to be; hereafter promulgated. :SSee instructions to the Commissioner .of the: General- Land' ofice of . October
28, 1925, H. P. Smith and Red Feather Oiil Company;-(51 L. D.

251)-.0; ff:; .:.0i .. : : :: :
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:Nevertheless, it is; recognized that the ireasons given by the Geological Survey are sufficiently cogent under, the, existing. regulations
to justify the Department, in the exercise of. its discretionary power,
in rejecting an application to make surface entry of the land leased
were it a question of the' allowance of such an entry and not one of
its cancellation. This entry appears. to have been regularly and
properly, allowed. under- the regulations
established practice
existing at the time of such allowance. The entryman. appears 'to
have complied with all the regulations then existing governing the
initiation of his right and the. land was subject to such entry,:and
in reliance upon the validity thereof, he, has, in so far as this record
shows, established residence, made. improvements, and cultivated
the land in compliance with the homestead law.
An entry is a contract, voidable it is true, if fraudulently or~,
unlawfully made.. Parsons v. Venske .(164 U. S. 89, 92). .:;As such,
it must be respected until it is shown that the entry was .unlawfully,
fraudulently, or irregularly allowed or that the contract. has beenviolated. :Nothing. of that kind appears in the protest in -this icase.
The equitable title to land acquired: by lawful, entry can not be
divested or affected by subsequent ruling-or modifications of Rules
of Practice therein. Jamees v., Germania Iron Company (107 Fed.
:597,0602); Howe v.; Parker (190 Fed, 7.8j: 757). 'Althoughl the
surface enrtyman in this case has not perfected' his equitable title,
his inchoate right thereto was lawfully, initiated and no sufficient
warrant :appears to divest him of 'the same.
In accordance with the provisions of section 2 of the act, the
lease issued to the appellants. grants.and

The right to construct all 'such works, buildings,' plants, structures and
appliances as may be necessary and convenient for the mining and. preparation'
of the coal for market, the manufacture ,of coke or other products of -coal,; the
housing and welfare of employees, and subject to the conditions herein provided, to use so, much of the surface as may be reasonably .required in the
exercise of the rights and privileges herein granted.
-'UI~nder Ssection '29 -of 'the act,

the lease among

other

things re-

serves-

The right to sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the surface of said lands"
or any part thereof under existing law or laws hereafter enacted, in so far
as said surface is not necessary for the use of the' lessee in the mining and
removal of the.coal therein,-.and to lease:'other mineral deposits in the lands,
under. the provisions of said act.
Under the reservation last-quoted, the coal-Iessees'took -the lease
with notice that
to others.

'rights in

Such

and: to~ the

surface might

right has: now beeni-lawfully

be accorded

initiated Iand

sub-',

sists and while the coexistence of such right' with that g ranted under'
the coal lease

may lead

to' vexatious' controversies-though

none
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actually appear to exist in this case-. there. is no conflict in a legal
sense: between the rights, interest, and estate of the mineral and
agricultural claimants, and need not be in fact.
The right of the, coal lessees to the' use. of' so much 'of 'the surt',
face as is necessary in the mining and removal of the coal exercised'
strictly within the: terms of:'the lease. is: paramounit. The homestead entryman's use of the surface is subordihate to such right.D,
Under the terms of the lease the coal lessee has the right to employ
and construct upon the land such means aand facilities atmay be
reasonably necessary inIcoal mining:poerations.. ' The entrymali having entered the land subject to mineral reservations and having
:waived his rightto:, compeensation for injuries 'arising from 'the
use of the surface in accordance with the t-ermns of §section 29 of
the leasing act is not entitled to damages for injury to his crops
and improvements or fo' other impairment of the use of thd surface that may flow from the operations of th6 coal lessees conducted:
within the terms of the lease.
The question as to :what particular acts of the parties would be.
within, or go. beyond, the rights they fiay exercise undef theirrespective estates -is oned in.case .of displute for the courts.
In accordance with these views the protest murst be and. is her'eby
dismissed. The Commissioner's decision, is. therefore affirmed.,
EDWARD LEERAND VIOLA CONKLIN
.De MiM Deceniber8, 1925OIL AND GAS LANoS-PROSrECTING PEMrIT-WORDS AND PHRASES.

:By the terms of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, the' rights of a "person"

or an " association " are coextensive with those of a corporation.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PEOSPECTING PEBMIT-LEASE-APPLICATION-WOEDS AND
:
:
: S00PB:BASES.:-:
iorore persons jointly inder
An application for a permit or lease by two
application by an "assoan
fcii
prima
is
1920,
25,
February
the act of

ciation" within theomeaning of.section 27 ofithat act.:

OIL AND

..GAS

-LANDs-PaosPECTINGO

TPERMIT-LEAsE--DIBiETm

:AND: INOJECT

INTERES-STATUTES..

Section 27 of the act of Febroary, 25, 1920, does not preclude an individual
.

or an association from holding interests in mnore than one permnit or .lease
on a structure, or three in a State, as a member of an association or of
several associations, provided that the interestt, :both' direct and indir'ect,
do not exceed the acreage limitation.

DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

Rule enunciated in cases of Denver Thporatio and Developmnentf Company,
et al. (50 -L.:D_ 652), and. Midland .Onlfields
assignee of Boy F. Smithi
Company (51 L. D. 272), applied.
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FrstAssstant Secretary:
Edward Lee and Viola Conklin have appealed from a decision of
the Commissioner of the( General Land Office, dated May 13, 1925,
holding for rejection their application, Pueblo 0465t3, foran oil
and gas prospecting permit, made May 16, 1924, under the act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 4397), coveringthe SW. '/. SE. 14, Sec,:
4, N. 1/2 NIW. 1/4, NW. 1/4 NE. /4 S. 1/2 SW. 4, Sec. 9, SE. 1/4, Sec. 10,;
SW. i/4, Sec. 12, E. 1/2, Sec. 19, all of Secs. 20- and 21, the E. 1/2, S.
1/2 SW. 1/4, Sec. 30, T. 25 S., R. 61 W., 6th P. M., Colorado, containing approximately 2560 acres.
These same applicants hold jointly an oil and gas permit 046103,'
issued September '17, 1924, covering approximately 2560 acres of'
land reported by the Geological Survey to be on' the same structure."
This appeal draws in question the meaning of section 27 of their
FINNJY

act which reads 'as follows:
That no person, association, or corporation, except as herein provided, shall;
take or hold more than one coal, phosphate, or sodium lease during the'life

of such lease in any one State; no person, association, or corporation shall take
or hold, at one time, more than three oil or gas leases granted hereunder in
any one State, and not *more than one lease within: the geologic structure
of the same producing oil or gas field; no corporation shall hold any interest
as a stockholder of another corporation in more than such number of leases;
and no person or corporation shall take or hold any interest or interests as. a
member of an association or associations or as a stockholder of a corporation
or corporations holding a lease under the provisions hereof, which, together
with the area embraced in any direct holding of a lease under this act, or
'which, together with any other interest or interests as a member of an association or associations or as a stockholder of a corporation or corporations holding a lease under the provisions -hereof, for any kind of mineral leased heretunder, exceeds in the aggregate an amount equivalent to the maximum number of acres of the respective kinds of minerals allowed to any one lessee under
this Xact. *

*

X

cIt, p:resumed, nothing to the contrary appearing, that Lee and
s united and acting together by mutual consent
Conklin e-epers
or compact for the purpose of prospecting the land covered by permit 046103, and that such is their relationship as to application
046573. -Prima facie'they are a single. entity, to wit, an association.
As such, they are applying :for a second permit covering the geological structure upon which they now hold a prior like permit,
which is forbidden by section 27, no matter what 'may be the acreage
interests on the structure that each may hold as a member of 'this
association.
Even if each of them is considered as falling within the category
of a" person" within the meaning of the act, his case is no better,
for the reason that as a person each would have obtained directly
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one. permit on the structure, and he may not take or hold a second,
no matter what may be the acreage he
hold -as his sole and
separate interest.
This is not to say that either of the applicants, because he is a member of this association, may not acquire indirectly interests in.other
permits and leases upon the same structure, as a member of another
association or as a stockholder in a! corporation, provided his aggregate interests on the structure do not exceed 2,560 acres; nor to say,
if in fact these applicants are an association, and their interests in
the existing permit are those of members of the association, that they
may not individually acquire a permit or lease upon the same structure, provided the aggregate interest in such permit or lease, together
with the acreage interest held as a stockholder of a corporation and
as a member:of an association or associations does not exceed Y,560
acres.
In the case of Denver Exploration and Development Company,
-assigfeeof Roy F.smiith e? al. (50 L. D. 652, 655), the Department
held in construing this provision of the act thatThere is no such expressed limitation preventing a corporation, if au.may

thorized by its charter, from becoming interested, as a member of an associa-tion, in more than .one lease (or permit) on a geologic structure and in more
than three such leases (or permits) in a State,? provided its interests, both
direct and indirect, do not exceed in the aggregate 2,560 acres on a geologic
structure, or 7,680 acres in a State.

The same view is disclosed in the instructions of the Department
of November 9, 1925, in the matter of Midland Oilflelds Company,
Ltd., et al. (51 L. D. 272).
By the terms of the statute it necessarily follows that a " person"
or an "association" has the same right which these decisions. recognize with respect to a corporation.
AAs a general rule, then, under section 27, one whose interest ill
a permit or lease is that of a member of an association is held to
hold. an indirect interest; but the holding of more than one permit
or lease on a structure, or more than three in a State, by one person
or association, is forbidden, irrespective, of the, area, though an individual or association mayv hold an interest in .more than one permit or lease on a structure, or three in a State,: as a member of' an
association or of several associations.
Applying these views to the application under, consideration, it
must be denied.
The Commissioner'es decision is affirmed..
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FRED PERRY
Decided December 10, 1925
TIMBER AND STONE E4NTRY- rESTED RiGHTS-WITDPRA

-

WAL.

The regulations- of September 20, 1922, which changed the prior existing
regulations by requiring that an appraisal be made before an application
to purchase. under. the timber and stone act, can be completed, became
operative as to. applications then pending for -unappraised lands, filed
less than nine mionths. prior to that date, and applicants under such
applications acquired no vested rights that would defeat withdrawal of
the lands at any time prior to their appraisal .

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary::
This' is an appeal by' Fred' Perry fromE a decision of the General
Land Office dated April. 25, 1925, rejecting his application 04926
to purchase lots 5, 6, and 7, Sec. 17, and fractional &Sec.20, T. 65 N.,
R. 34 W., Michigan Meridian, Marquette, Michigan, under the provisions of
othe tiniber'andl stone law. The application was filed*
July 5,.1922, but the land, which is- situated in' Isle Royale, Michigan,. never. has been appraised.
B:ty, Executive order. of: March 22, 1924, the public 'lands in Isle
Royale were withdrawn, pending' determination as 'to the advisability- of including such' lands in a 'national monument. On December 10,0 1924, the loal office rejected the applicant's application
04926 for that reason.
;The Commissioner' affirmed the action of the local office in his
decision of April' 25, 1925, which is' the subject of this appeal.
The appellant claims to have acquired a vested right to the land
in question by' virtue of his application to purchase, and he invokes
rule 19 of the regulations under the timber and stone.law as they
existed at the time his application was filed, in accordance with
which' 'failure'to appraise land covered by an application under that
law within' nine months' from 'the date of the application per'mitted, the applicant' to proceed with his application to purchase as
:though- an appraisement had been regularlV made. The appellant
contends, in substance, thatfthe omission: of this provision from the
revised regulations 0of September 20, 1922 (49 L. D. 288), which
were promulgated du'ring the' pendency of his application, did not
affect the rights which he already had acquired.
The appellant's application was filed July; 5, 1922. The privilege
of proceeding with an application to purchase under the timber
and stone law, in the event that 'the Land Department failed to have
an appraisement made within nine months from the date of such'
application, ceased to exist September 20, 1922, and thereafter an
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Actual appraisement of the land became necessary in all cases-before
an application to purchase under that law could be completed As
but two and one-half months elapsed between the filing of Perry's
application and the revision- of the iegulations, and as it is conceded that no appraisement of the land has Iever been made, it is;
clear that at the date wh6e the land was withdrawn from entry by
the Executive order of- March 22, 1924, the applicant had not
acquired a complete right under either the' regulations in force on
July 5, 1922, or the revised regulations of September 20, 1922.
As the land in qulestion has not been subject to purchase under
the timber and stone law since March 22, 1924, the appellant's
application was- properly rejected.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.

FRED PERRY
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of December 10,
1925 (51 L. 00
D. 0302), '-denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
January 22, 1926..

ANNA L. SCHRAM
Decided December 12, 1925
OIL

AND GAS
DRAWAL.

LANDS-PROSPECTING

PExaITnAPPLiCrTION-SxvsEjV-WIrH-

An oil and gas prospecting permit application filed after the withdrawal of
the lands for resurvey because of irregularities in, and extensive obliteraations of the original survey; must describe the lands by metes and bounds,
and a description of subdivisions in terms of the original survey will not"
entitle the applicant to take those subdivisions xvherever found according
to the approved plat of.resurvey.
WITHDRAWAL-PRACTICE.
Unless Otherwise specified the date of issuance, not the date of its promulgation, marks the commencement of the effective operation of' an Executive
order.

First Assistant Secretary:Anna L. Schram has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, holding for-rejection her application, Las Cruces 029252, for an oil and gas prospecting permit' covering certain tracts in T. 12 S., R. 22 E., N. M. P. M., which she described by legal Subdivisions and requiring her! to supply a metes
and bounds description and an affidavit as to settlers on the tracts
FIWNEt,
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.in accordance with the prescriptions of Circular: No. 932 of April
28, 1924 (50 L. ID. 400).
The application was filed November 28, 1924. T. 12 S., It. 22
E., was withdrawn for resurvey by Executive order of November
7, 1924. The applicant alleges that there was no notation of this
withdrawal on the plat of survey, on the records of the local land
office, nor upon any public records thereof and she contendsThat any withdrawal of said township of said range, did not become
effective nor could the same disturb any right initiated by applicant, until
notice thereof was received in the local land office, noted on the records of
said office, and notice thereof given in the usual and customary form provided
by law.
That applicant should not be put to the unnecessary expense of a metes
and bounds survey under the state :of the recordsi existing at the time of
the filing of her application in the local land office.
That applicant should be protected in the matter of protecting;her rights,
at the least expense to-her, by a suspension of action thereon pending resurvey
of said township and range by, the qovernment.

Assuming .that the state of the record was as alleged, there is no
merit in the' contention. A withdrawal, unless otherwise limited as
to the time' of its taking effect, is operative from the time it is
made. Emrmat F. Zumwalt (20 L. D. 32), Currie v. State -of Cadifornia (21 L. ID. 134), Hiram C. SMith (33 L. D. 677).1- The reasons
and authority for the rule are set; forth in the last cited case and
need not here be repeated.
The records of the General Land Office disclose that the withdrawal for resurvey was because the surveys were wholly inadequate
as a basis for further disposal, owing to irregularities 'in, and extensive obliterations of-, the original surveys, few of the original
corners being possible of identification. There is no warrant then
for assuming that the land the, applicant' chose. for prospecting
operations could have been correctly designated by her as being of
a particular survey description according to the original survey.
The description furnished is, therefore, uncertain and indefinite and
for those reasons insufficient to afford a basis for segregation of. the
land upon the records.
The applicant is not entitled to take for prospecting the subdivisions mentioned in her application wherever the same may be according to the approved plat of resurvey. There is no warrant,
therefore, for the suspension* of the application pending such resurvey,

The Commissionet's decision is accordingly affirmed.
1

See

also Almeda Van Noster-a(51tL. D.

161)--

d.
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WINDSOR' -RESERVOIR AND CANOALCOMPANY v. MILLER (ON

REH1EARING)

Decided Decemizber 12, 1925
RIGHT OF WAY-RESERVOIR iSITE.

The title of a right of way grantee is the same; that is, a base or qualified
fee, whether, the grant is mlade pursuant to the act of March 3, 1875, or
to the act of March; 3, 1891.
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERRIT-RIGHT OF WAY-RESERVOIR SITE.

The department is without authority to issue an oil and gas prospecting
permit for land covered by the water of a reservoir held under a -grant
made pursuant to the act of March 3, 1891.
DEPARTMtENTAL

:DECISION

OVERRULED

SO FAR AS IN

CONFLICT-DEPARTMENTAL

INSTRUCTIONS MODIFIED.

D. 364), overruled so far as in conflict;
n(31i.
Case of _Hnomer L. Brayton
Ainstructions of April 10, 1916 (45 L. D. 27);, modified.

First Assistant Secretary. There' has been filed on behalf of Frank C. Miller a 'motion for re-_X
hearing of theI)epartment's' decision of January 10, 1925 (51 L-. D.
27), in the above-entitled acase, whereby in aflirmance of the decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated August
13,-1924, it was held that Miller could not be granted a permit under
section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920: (41 Stat. 437), to prospect for oil and gas upon a tract of land occupied by the water of a
reservoir constructed in pursuance of a right of way granted under
the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095, 1191).
The Department held that it had no authority to grant a permit
tog prospect .for oil and gas upon -a tract which was entirely within a
reservoir site, on the ground that such a title had passed- under the
grant of right of way that the right to prospect on the land could not
be given. In support of this holding there were cited, among other
cases, United States v., WVhitney et al. (176 Fed. 593), RioGrande
Western Railway Company v. Stringham (239 U. S. 44), and Kern
River Company et al. v. United States (257 U. S. 147).
It is not disputed that the Supreme Court of the United States
has clearly held that the right of way granted by the act of March
T, (18 Stat. 482), and similar acts, is not a mere easement, but a
. 1875
limited fee; nor can it be disputed that the, same construction has
been given to the acts grani rights of way for railroads and to the
FINNEY,

act

of March. 3, 1891.

-But the brief and. argument in support'of the motion are mainly
devoted to0ag endeavor to show that the grants made by the act of,,
March 3, 189 1, differ widely'from. those made by the act of March, 3,
18'75,. and Isimilar acts; that the grant made by the former act is
40210'-25-VOL51
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really no more than an easement which leaves in the United'States
the title to the deposits-beneath the surface as. well as the surface,
so that the Department is without authority to deny the granting of
prospecting permits under conditions such as are here involved.
The Department is of the opinion that no such distinction can be
made between the:acts. In each act it is provided "That the right
:of way-through the public lands of the United-States is hereby

granted

"

*

*

'In the case of 7United: States v. l-Whltney et al., supra, the: court
said (p. 594):
In its general features the act of March 3, 1891, is very similar to the
railroad right of way act (Act March 3, 1875, c. 152, 18 Stat. 482). The
language of section 18 is:
*

"That thqright of way through the. public lands and reservations of the
to the extent," etc.
''
United States is hereby granted ,*
: Section 19 provides that, upon the approval of the map by the Secretary
of the Interior, such approval shall be noted upon the plats in the local' land
office, "and thereafter all such lands over which such rights of way shall
pa:s shall be disposed of subject to such right of way." It is accordingly held
that as in the case of a railroad right of way the grant is in prasenli, and that
title to the land shown upon the applicant's maps vests in him upon the approval
thereof by. the Secretary of the Interior.

The case of Hogmer E. Brayton''(31 L. D. 364) is cited as authority
in support of Miller's contentions.; In that case the Department
held that a soldiers' additional homestead entry could be allowed
subject to thexright of an irrigationicompany to use the land for the
purpose of a reservoir. It is stated:
The approval of the map did not have the effect to vest the title to the land
in the company, but it still remains in the United States, the company having;
the right only to use the land,; which may be disposed of subject to that
right.

As authority for its ruling the Department quoted part of section
19 of the act -of March 3, 4891, to the effect that after approval
of the' map and notation upon the plats of the local office "all such
lands over which such 'rights of way shall pass shall be disposed
The Department also quoted
of subject to such rights of way."
a portion of paragraph 2 of the regulations of June 27, 1900 (30
L.fD. 325), wherein it is stated that the act of March 3,1891, is
not in the nature of a'grant of lands. ButI these regulations were
modifed 'by those of June 6, 1908 (36 :-L. f 567);- wherein it is
stated that "the right granted is not in the nature of a grant 'of
lands, butisa base orqualified fee."
It is to be noted that in sedtion 4' of the act of March 3, 1875,
it is provided--:
-:*: * ~' upon approval thereof (a profile of the road) by the Secretary
of the Interior, the f same shall be noted upon the plats in said office; and

51]
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thereafter all such lands over which such right of way shall pass shall be
disposed of subject. to' such .right of way.

And the reservation of such rights of way need not be inserted in
final certificates and ;patents issued for lands traversed thereby.
Shingle Springs and Placerville Railroad.
iCompany -(23
L. D. 67). See also West Elkl Land and. Live Stock Company. v.
Telok (45 L.D.0 460).
Nevertheless the' Department has held that entry and patent
of a legal subdivision crossed byv'a railroad right of way carries "no
interest or title to the right-of way strip, and that upon abandonment of the 'right of way :the title thereto reverts tot the 'United
States and does not pass to the owners of' the subdivisions throughf
which the right of way runs.: E. A. Crandall (43 L. D. 556)'. Congress has clearly recognized the soundness of this ruling in passing
'the act of March 8, 1922 (42 Stat. 414).
The Department is of the opinion that it has no more right to
grant an oil and gas prospecting permit for land' covered by the
water of a reservoir held under the act of March 3, 1891, than it
would have to grant efectively a permit -thus to prospect upon
land covered by a right of way for station buildings and machine
shops held under the act of March 3, 1875.
The motion-for rehearing is denied, and 'the tdecision of January
10, 1925, is adhered to.
The case of 'Homer L. Brayton, sSupra, is overruled, and the
instructions of April 1'0 1916 (45 L'. D. 27), are'modified, in so far
as said case and instructions are in conflict with- this decision.
.

.:CDunlap v.

'

FEDERAL WATER POWER ACT-CIRCULAR NO. 729 (47 L. D. 595),
AMENDED
INSTRUTCTIONS
[Circular No. 1044]
DEPARTMENT OF' THE INTERIOM,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., December 14, 1925.

:REGISTERS,-0-$

00

: ;f ---

0

-f

|:

0

S0

0

;

UNITED STATES:LAND OFFIGES:
0So much of 'Circular NO. -729, of November 20, 1920 (47 L. D.
595, '597), Federal Water Power Act 'of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat.
"1063)', Which reads'
'

If the application alleges discovery or location prior to the date of the act,

~:;it
should

be accompanied by corroborated affidavit, attesting the fact, and
transmitted to this office for considerati6n,' withbout atlowdnee.

is hereby amended so as to read-"-
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'If the application alleges a valid location- made prior* to the date of the act
and is aceompanied by corroborated affidavit attesting the fact, the patent
proceedings may be prosecuted to completion. The proof should be considered
upon its merits, and, if found regular, final certificate may issue although a
protest may have been filed by the division inspector; but the claimant should
be advised in such cases that patentf will be withheld by the General Land
Office pendlng a report by the division inspector upon; the bfona lides of the
claim; also, that when the case is adjudicated in the General Land Office
determination will be :.made whether,, or. not. the claim is subject to the
provisions of section 24 of the act..

WILLIAM SPRY,,,

fft0

0.

a

Commssi>oner.0:t0.:0?- ;f 000f ::0::

Approved: E. CG. FINNEt:First Assistant: Secretary.

ASSOCIATED OIL COMVPANY.
Opinion, December 15, 1925
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING 0PERMI'iT-LEAsE-AsrIGNMENT-OPERATI[NG
;
AGREEMENT--DIaEcT INTEREST.
under an operator's agreement in fact
arrangement
an
of
Where the effect
transfers the obligation of the permit.,or lease, and control thereunder, to
the operator, so as to amount to an assignment thereof, the interest of
' -the operator must6be regarded as a direct holding under the act of
February 25, 1920.
OnI AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERiMT-LRArE--AsSIGNMFENT-OPERATING
AGREEMENT-EVIDENCE.
The application of the limitations 'of section 27 of the act of February 25,
1920, to interests in an oil and gas permit or lease acquired by an
* operator under an operating agreement is a question of fact to be ascertained from the evidence in each case.
PRIOR DEPARTMENTAL OPINION AMPLIFIED.
Company (51 L. D.
Departmental opinion of October 21, 1925, Associated Oil
241), amnplified.
FiNNEY, First

Assistant Secretary:

I have before me your [Josepl P. Tumulty] letter of DecembeiK 9,

dwith which: you transmitted a letter of inquiry by your client,
: V :1925,
the Associated Oil Company, concerning interpretations I by. the:
Departmenrt of the limitations of. section' 27 of. the leasing act of
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), with respect. to operating agreements: affecting oil and gas prospecting permits issued under that:
act.
The letter stated that under the usual operating agreemlent' made
by the Associated Oil Company ,the company is given control, of

51] .
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the land subject to. conditions set;out in the; agreement, and: the
following specified 'questicns' were asked:
1. A, B, andOd each hold permits on the same structure.. A has 640 acres;
B has 1,280: acres; and C has 800 acres. They offer us operating contracts
out of
Jfupon their permits at a certain royalty, which would. leave us,' say, %,/8
which we must pay all. expenses, and get our profit, if there is -any. .The
aggsegate area of the three permits on this structure is, 2,720 acres. If our
'7
interest .in what is produced is changed to acreage on the structure,, we
of 2,720 acres, or 2,258 acres, that0is,the'production
w''ou d be getting'
from that area.
.. :. Question. Can we make such operating contracts with these three. permittees,$under the law?
2. Following the first question, and assuming that our attorneys are correct in advifsing us that interests acquired under operating agreements are
indirect, and having in mind- the limitation in the leasing act, of :three per:
mits or leases in a State, aifurther question suggests itself, viz:
Can we enter into similar operating agreements in: other parts of the: same
* tate, so long as what may be called acreage equivalent which we would
Require, would amount to not-more than 7,680 acres in that State?

* The question presented .is whether operating agreements de*scribed. in the letter 'will vest in the operating company any inter-ests,:within,the;purview, of section 27 of the act of February-25,
.1920, and if such interests are; acquired, whether they are direct ar
indirect interests. An, opinion, M. 13831., (unreported), dated October 14, 19245 referred to .in the letter,. pointed. out that direct hold'3were those: .i Which' there,' was a-direct contractual relation
'~w~it~h the Uiited States either through direct grant of a prospecting
permit or lease, 'or subrogation to permittee or lessee. status, through
an approved assignment. Indirect interests were defined as those
derived through' ownership in corporations or :membership in assoc eiatioins. Iin that letter it 'was stated, as a 'general proposition, that
- operating agreements were not direct- Iwldings, but constituted. the
operator an associate of the permittee or lessee.
In.my opinion ofCOctober 21, 1925 (51 L. D. 241)', to. which your
Eout that an operating agreement
client also referred, it was pointed
which gave the operator anything more than compensation for-services rendered as employee or agent- of a permittee or lessee constihi:tted-'an 'interest or holding lunder'the act of February 25,'1920.
It was further pointed out that in'.order that there be an association
composed of permittee or lessee and' drilling contractor,.or operatoLr,
xaI bbioa fide joint venture must bei shown, Iand it was suggested that
an-'operating agreement which miade the operator the real "party' in
interest as to a permit or lease, with the p6ermittee or' lessee,: merely
holding a reserved royalty, would- be construed as an assigment,
despite its form.- While this letter did not so state, it follows that
,if the effect of the arrangement was in fact to transfer: 'the obligation of the lease or permit, and control thereunder, to the .operator,-
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so as to amount to an assignment thereof, the Government would be
obligated to treat the. interest as such and&regard it as a direct holding. From what has, been-:tated in the opinion* of October 21, 1925,
and herein, it must be apparent that your client has not so disclosed
the proposed relations between the parties 'as to enable me to express*:
an opinion in the matter.: The operating 'fagreement and all other
-,facts in the mattet, including identification of the permits involved,
will have to be 'furnished before any specific ,information can begiven.
I aappreciate that occasions often arise in which the company-must
act promptly in order to secure operating contracts; but the- situation
presented by section 27 of the, act of February' 25, 1920, 'will not
.permit me to make any rulings in advance of a, specific case. General principles only may be stated, and they have been fully set forth
in the letter referred to by your client.
;Contracts 'with 'permittees are not required to be submitted for
approval until after oil is discovered and a lease is sought and the
Thopartment -has been,: and: will doubtless continue to be; as liberal
as it may, having in mind the purpose of section 27 of the act, in
the matter of allowing interests, both direct iand indirect, to be acquired up to the maximum allowed by the act.
The plan.which your client submitted,;-while insufficient, -as to
warrant a definite finding, suggests a situation where the
:2x detai-ls,--to
company would control each permit in its entirety 'an' would have
direct interests :in more than one permit on the structure and in
more than 2,560 acres thereon.
UTICA OIL COMPANY.
Decided December 30, 1925
-OiL AND. GAS LANfDS-PRosPECTIN

'PERMIT-LEASE-APPROXiMATiON-ROYALTY.

An oil and: gas permittee may invoke the rule of approximation in order to
conform his; selection of the 5 per cent royalty area to legal subdivisions
in fulfillment of the requirement of section 14 of the act of February 25,
1920, but, where that rule can not be applied, the selection of jaliquot parts
of regular subdivisions may be permitted.'

FINNEY, First AssistacntSeoretry:
The Department has considered your [Commissioner of the GenTLand.
of December 17 .925, with- reference to oil
Office] ettereral
|Sand gas prospecting.mpermit Cheyenne 029690, issued on November
17, 1921,. to the Uticap Oil Comppany,. under section 19 of the act of
February 25; 1920 (41 Stat. 437I),6embracing' 1,80 acres of land.
2 1925, an application was-filed by said
It appears that on July2S,
company' for an oil and gas lease,. in which the land desired at the
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5' per cent royalty rate was described'as the N. ½/2 and N. 1/2 SE. 1/4,
Sec. 25,andl S. /2 SE. /40SE. 1/4, Sec. 24, T. 26 N., R. 88 W., 6thP. M., containing 420 acres, exactly one-fdurth of the permit area.
In construing the requirement of .section 14 of said act of February 25, 1920, that the 5 per cent area selected by the permittee
.shall, if surveyed, be " described-by the legal subdivisions of the
public-land isurveys," the: practice, sanctioned by the IDepDartmdnt,
has been to 'apply the rule of approximation. ; In the instant case
that' rule can not be invoked, since the: excess, were the 20-acre tract
in Sec. 24 included, is precisely equal to *the deficiency were it
omitted.
The provision of law whereby the permittee shall, upon'discovery,
be entitled to "a lease for .one-fourth of the land embraced in .the
prospecting permit,"' can not be, disregarded in constmuing .thet requirement above quot'ed, as to the area to be embraced in the lease
.at the 5 per. cent royalty. It was for the purpose of harmonizing
those provisions that the-rule of approximation has been- applied in
proper cases. Where, -as here, that rule can -not be invoked, lthere' is
no apparent reason why the practice followed in placer mining
claims with respect to. aliquot parts of. regular -subdivisions m-nay
not be followed, and the application'approved.!,-

REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE FREE 'USE- OF TIMBER BY OIL
AND GAS PROSPECTING PERMITTEES AND LESSEES,
[Circular No. 1048]1
DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,:

Washingt6n, D. C., January 11, 19T26.
To OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERMITTEES AND LESSEES AND DIVISION
INSPECTORS OF THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT:

In accordance with the authority conferred upon the Secretary of
the Interior by section 322 of the' act ' of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.
437), the following rules and regulations shall govern the free use of
timber for fuel in drlling :operations iby oil and gas permittees and.
lessees:
* 1. Any oil and gas prospecting permittee, lessee, or their assignees,
* desiring timber to be used'for fuel in drilling operations .on-a prospecting permit or lease not within a national forest shall file appliccation therefor, with the. division inspector for -the. divisioh' w.ttin
:See instructions of October 26, 1925,. in the matter-o
:Oi Comnpany, aste, p. 251.-Ed.:

if. P. :rniith and Red. PeatJ1er
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which the permit or lease is situated, upon' 'a form furnished: by him
on request.
2; Upon the filing of fan application required by the.:preceding
paragraph the division inspector will cause investigation to be made,
and permission to cut the timber: applied for .may be granted by him,
Provided the timber is not taken from lands occupied by a settler
or embraced in an unperfected homestead entry.
3. The applicant shall be notified by registered mailof the decision
by the division inspector, in all cases where the permit.applied, for
is not granted and he shall be allowed- 30 days from service"of 'notice
within which to appeal from such decision to the Cominissionler of
the General Land Office.:
4. Where the land involved in the oil and gas prospecting permit
or lease is occupied by a settler or is embraced in an unperfected
homestead *entry, the applicant must serve notice by registered- mail,
on the settler, or entryman, showing the amount and kind of timber
he has applied for.
(a)0Evidence of service of such notice must be furnished the
division inspector.
:J(b), The, settler or e.ntryman shall be allowed 30 days from service
of notice within which. to. .show. cause why- the permit should not. be
*granted.
(a) The division inspector will transmit the application to the
*Commissioner of the General Land Office, together with any. protests against the issuance of the permit that. may be: filed by the
settler or entryman, and his report and recommendation as to the
issuance of said permit.
(d) Permits in such cases will be issued only where thfPe is an
abundance of. timber on the land, and the removal thereof, will not
materially affect 'the use .of the~land by the agricultural claimant.
5. The applicant 'shall be notified by registered mail of the' decision 'of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,>iln'all cases
where the permit applied for is. not granted and the settler or homestead entrvman shall be notified in a like manner'before the issuance
of the permit in all cases where protests are filed against the issuance of such permit. An appeal to the Secretary. 'of' the Interior
from the Commissioner's decision may be filed within 30 days from
service of notice.
6. No permit will be issued-where title to the surface has passed
'
from the United States.
7. A permit granted under these regulations, shall embrace no
land not included in the oil and gas prospecting permit:or. lease,
issued or assigned to the applicant.
8. All rights and privileges under a permit issued- under these
instructions, shall terminate upon the expiration or cancellation of
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the Loil and gas prospecting permit or lease, or upon the discovery
of oil in sufficientj quantity for use' as ffuel in drilling operations.
9.' Timber cut under a permit issued under these instructions may
be used for fuel in' drilling operations conducted -on the land embraced in the oil and- gas 'prospecting permit or lease, used as a basis
for such permit only, and all brush, tops, lops, and other d6bris
made in felling and removing the timber shall be disposed of as best
adapted to the- protection of the, remaining growth, and in such
manner as shall be prescribed by the division inspector and failure
on the part of the permittee to comply with this xequirement will
render him liable for all expenses incurred by the division inspector
in putting this regulation into effect.
* 10. Where permits Iare secured by fraud or timber, is not used in
accordance, with these irules' 'and' regulations, the Government will
'-enforce-the' same civil and criminal liabilities as in other cases of
timber trespass'upon public lands.
11. The cutting of timbere for sale and speculation, or for use By
others than the permittee, is strictly prohibited by these rules and
regulations.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Commissioner.
Approved:
:. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

TIDAL OSAGE OIL COMPANY ET AL.
Deoided January '14, .1926
OIL AND GAS; LANDS-OSAGE INDIAN LANDS-LEASE-ROYALTY.
A gas lease in which the lessee agrees to develop and maintain a minimum
quantity of gas, and to utilize same :or pay royalty thereon, is a lease on
a minimum royalty basis, and obligates, absolutely the lessee to pay
the minimum royalty, without deduction for gas used or sold for operating
purposes.

EDWARDs; Assistant Secretary:

December 1, 1925, you '[Commissioner of Indian Affairs] trans-L
mitted a letter from Mr. W. 'C. Franklin, vice president and 'general
manager of the Tidal Osage Oil Company, requesting reconsideration
of departmental decision of July 17, 1925, regarding the extent.
'of liability of the Tidal. Company and the Oklahoma Natural.Gas
Company under their respective gas leases covering Osage Indian

lands. 'Cf'0'i

:'-'5''i-''
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The. claim of the Tidal Company that. consideration of its:.lease
with that of the Oklahoma Natural Gas; Company at the same time
and in the same connection resulted&in- confusion as to. its rights
does not appear to: be well'founded ,for the reason that the conclusions of the Department as. to the liability of the Tidal Com'pany were based entirely on the material provisions of. its lease and
:the fQcts presented, to which full consideration was given. The company further contends, however, that, the decision complained of
was written with an erroneous-. impression of the' provisions of its
,lease and of the law governing the construction of such instruIments.

The pertinent parts of the lease read as follows:

-

,2. (a) The lessee agrees to pay or':cause to be paid to the Superintendent
of the: Osage Indian Agency, Pawhuska, Oklahoma, for the -lessor,; as royalty,

the sum of 1620/ per cent of the value of said gas at the well determined as
-hereinafter provided, after first deducting the gas used for fuel in drilling
and operating the lease by either oil or gas lessee; (The lease thereafter fixes
the value of the gas at 18 cents per thousand cubic feet so that the royalty
to- the tribe is one-sixth of eighteen cents or three cents per thousand).
3. Lessee covenants and agrees that it will within one year from and after
the date of, approval of this lease by the Secretary of the Interior expend the
Sum' of at least one hundred and fifty thousand ($150,000) dollars in the
actual drilling and equipping of gas wells or dry holes, none of .such expenditure to include the drilling or equipping of oil wells for which gas- lessee
will be reimbursed nor in the cost of pipe lines or other facilities for marketing gas, unless the expenditure of a less amount of money results in the
development of gas wells with an open flow capacity of not less than 50,000,000
cubic feet of gas per day; and not more 'than 20 per cent of the open flow
capacity of any such gas well shall be 'utilized unless otherwise authorized
' '
by the Inspector.
Lessee further covenants and agrees that it will expend annually Knot less
than one hundred thousand ($100,000) Adollars during the life of the lease
in developing or in maintaining a production of 10,000,000 cubic feet of
available gas per day on the basis of a utilization of not more than 20 per
cent of the open flow capacity of any well as hereinbefore set forth, unless
the expenditure of a less sum be sufficient to maintain sutlhi- production; Provided, That should such expenditure during any one year not -result in obtaining the required minimum-quantity of gas, lessee shall utilize, beginning
eight months from date of approval of this lease or pay royalty on a basis
of 20 per cent of the open flow capacity of all commercial gas wells; Provided, That should the expenditure of the sums hereinbefore provided result
in the development of fifty million cubic feet of gas or more than that amount,
the lessee shall not be required to utilize in any one year, beginning eight
'months from the approval of this lease, more than, an- annual average of
ten million cubic feet per dayr or pay a royalty on more than such annual
'
daily average, if not utilized * * *
14. The. gas lessee shall furnish the oil lessee, free of royalty, sufficient gas for
drilling and operating purposes at a 'rate to be agreed upon, or on failure to
agree the rate shall be fixed by arbitration.
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-During the year ending Dece'nber 19, 1923- the period in controversy,v the Tidal Company made the. annual expenditures required by
the lease in developing and iimaintaining a: production of 10,000,000
cubic feet of gas per day.$ It sold co mmiercially during that year
2,585,054,000 cubic, feet of gas on which: the :royalty due the tribe'
*was paid and::used for-operations-on:the-lease and for sale to other
operators 718,397,000 cubiG feet of gas. It therefore. contended thathaving utilized&3,303451,000 cubic- feet of -gas, the.-unpaid royalty,
if any, was represented by 3 ¢ a thousand- on the difference between
3,650,000,000 cubic feet, the minimum required' to -be. .utilized, and3,303,451,000 cubic feet, or $10,396.47. The decision complained of
held that the company was obligated by the jlease6to pay' royalty to.
:the tribe, during the period in question on 10,000,000 cubic feet. of
gas
0 per day. (-3,650,000,000 for the year), whether that amount was
utilized'or not. In other' words, there6 lwas- still due the-tribe as.
royalty over and abovethe amountalreadypaid.by- the company the
-' : sum of $31,948.38.
The company contends'that the position thus taken entirely disregards. the language of the lease providing: that' the gas used; for,
: : operationsiby the.gas: lessee and that sold to' the oil lessee' :for:operating purposes shall be royaltyvfree Iand insists that such languagey be
given full effect. - But' the question presented-;involves not- the: inter-pretation of the language referred to apart from other provisions
of the agreement, but is, :on th'e clontrar, the ascertainment of the
by the S.upreme Court
meaning of the entire contract. As -was
of the United States in the case of -.United States v. Stage Company
(199 U.; S. 414, 423), it is necessary, in giving a proper construction,
' to'- examine the entire contract and' to consider the relation of the
parties and-the circumstances under which it is signed.: Looking .atthe contract: as- a whole we find that the company took the .lease on a
specified royalty of one-sixth of the value of the: gas .and -engaged to
expend, a certain amount' annually in developing -and-main.taining a
minimum quantity of gas. Having developed and- maintained the
minim i amount, the. agreement of the lessee dis -to. utilize same or
pay royalty thereon. This is clearly- a lease .on a .inimum royalty
basis. Mining leases of this character -are frequently made and the

-

-said

-

--

-

-

courts, when called upon to- construe them, have held that the obli-

to pay the minimum royalty is- absolute. See Berwind White
:ation
a
:(oal Mining Company v.-Martin (124 Fed. 314); Bavzf ord v. Lehigh
-S.-665) .- -This being so,
Zinc Company (33 Fed. 677.- affiriried 150--.Ui.
: ' it is unnecessary- further-to consider the language of the- lease relating to the use of 'gas for operating purposes other than to say that
lease was signed strongly
the. conditions existing at. the timeh
indicate that the presence of that language in the lease was in part
responsible for the -incorporation in the instrument. of a. minimum
-the
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royalty provision. On the Osage :reservation separate. leases are
had which frequently cover all or parts of the same acreage for the
development of the oil and gas deposits. The gas. leases embrace;
large areas within which there may be many oil leases, the latter
being limited to 160-acre tracts. Manifestly, under these conditions
the demands for gas for operating purposes might be so great that
a lease giving the right to use the gas for such purposes royalty.
free would, in the absence of a minimum royalty provision, materially reduce the royalty, if not wholly deprive the Osage Tribe of
any compensation for itsproperty;
Much emphasis is placed by the company on the meaning of the
word " utilize," hut even, under the liberal construction which the
company urges that the word should receive, the minimum quantity
-of gas was not utilized -by it- during the year in question. iHaving.
developed a production of 10,000,000 cubic feet of gas per day, the
plain direction of the lease is that that quantity shall be utilized or
royalty paid thereon, with no provision for allowing the lessee credit
for gas used or sold for operating purposes.
' Being convinced that the decision of July 17, 1925, is sound, fully*
supported by the provisions of the lease and in accordance with the
law governing the, construction of such contracts, it will be adhered
to and the request of 'the Tidal Osage Oil Company is accordingly
denied.
STATUS OF SWAMPP LANDS CONTAINING MINERALS UNDER THE;
SWAMP-LAND GRANT TO THE STATES OF MINNESOTA AND
OREGON
Instructions, Tanllary 15, 1926
SwAmP LAND-MINNESOTA-OREGON-RESEnVATIONS-WORDS

ANDEPHRASES--

STATUTES.

Section 2490, Revised Statutes, repealed and superseded the act: of March
12, 1860, which extended the swamp-land grant to the States of Minnesota
and Oregon, except as to rights which accrued under the prior law, and the
omission in that section of the word "reserved" used in the provso to
section one of the act has the effect of precluding reservations in derogation of the swamp grant.
.SwAMP LAND-MINERAL LAiDS-MINNESOTA.
Mineral lands in the State of Minnesota, have never been~ subject toV the operation of the mining laws and inasmuch as the act of March 12, 1860, which
extended the swamp-land grant to that State, contained no reservation of
minerals, mineral lands were not, excepted from the grant.
SWAMP LAND-MINERAL LANDS-OBEGON

The reservation of mineral lands in the Oregon donation acts of September
27, 1850, and February 14, 1853, was in effect such a: reservation of lands
of that character as to bring them within the class of lands "reserved"
and excepted from the operation of the swamp-land grant to that State by
the proviso to section 1 of the act of March 12, 1860.
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:SWA)MP LAND-SELEcTION-LMITATIOns-FoRFErTUxE.
* Querry: Does failure to- select within the timed specified in section 2490,
Revised Statutes, forfeit the grant?-

FiNNEY, First Assistannt Secretary:
Reference is made to your [commissioner of the General Land
0Office] letter of :December 9, 1925, requesting instructions in respect to aquestionstated asfollows:
In the light of the. decision of the Supreme Court of the United States
rendered Nbvember 23, 1925, in the case of Hubert Work, Secretary of the
Interior, Appellant, v. The State of Louisiana, in which it is ruled that the
swamp-land acts of March 2, 1849, and September 28, 1850 (9 Stat. 352 and:
9 Stat. 519), granted to the States the swamp abd overflowed lands without
reference to their mineral character, instructions are asked whether or not
the same principle may be applied to the act of March 12, 1860 (12 Stat. 3),

extending the benefits of the swamp-land grant to the States of Minnesota
and Oregon.
* While, it is held by the court that at the time of the passage of the swamp
acts of 1849 and 1850 no settled public 'policy existed which would warrant
the assumption that Congress intended .to reserve mineral lands from. the
swamp grants in' the absence of express words of reservation in the granting
acts, may it be conceded that in the subsequent interval of approximately 10
years before the passage of the act of March 1.2, 1860, no settled public policy
developed which should be taken into consideration in construing the latter
act in its' application to the States of Minnesota and Oregon.
The information is desired in connection with a case now pending before
this office involving State of Oregon swamp selections, some of which have
possibilities of mineral value.
Theact of March 12, 1860, providedin part as follows:

That the grant hereby 'made shall not include any lands which the Government of the United States may have reserved, sold, or disposed of (in
pursuance of any law heretofore enacted)y prior to the confirmation of title
to .be made under' the authority of the said act.

believed that according to the doctrine announced' in the
:
It.is
decision referred to there was no general reservation of mineral lands
prior to the., extension of the swamp-land grant to Oregon and.
Minnesota by the act of March 12, 1860. No special act applicable
to Minnesota making such reservation has been found. Moreover,
the act of February 18, 1873 (17 Stat. 465), now section 2345, lRevised Statutes, expressly eicepted mineral lands in that State from
the operationi of the mining- laws and 'provided for their disposal
½i/nder the agricultural land laws. It therefore seems quite clear that
the mineral value is not a fIactor to' be considered in determination
of the rights of thea- State of Minnesota under the swamp-land laws.
* However, the adjustment of that grant has been under suspension
for several years on account of alleged erroneous, patents issued to
the State for: reserved lands, not subject to selection,- and the matter
is now pending in the Supreme. Court of the United States.
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It remains to be considered . whether certain prior laws:locally
applicable: to Oregon had reserved the mineral, lands so that the
extension of the swamIp grant to that State in' 1860 would: not include mineral lands.
The so-called donation act; of September 27, 1850 (9 Stat. 496),
which granted lands to settlersMin Oregon provided in section 5
"That. no mineral lands shall be located or granted under the provisions of this act." Section 9 provided that no 'donation right upon
section 16 or 36 should. be* allowedjif the residence and cultivation
upon whichsame is -founded comrenced after survey-of the same.
t.Section 10 granted to:the Territory the quantity of two townships
to be selected in legal subdivisions after survey to aid in the establishmentof 'a, university.. Section 1: donated certain other lands
oa. university. 00The concluding fourteenth- section
for the benefitof
of the act also contained the following provision: That no mineral
lands, nor .lands.:reserved for salines, shall he- liable to any claim.
under and by virtue of the provisions of this act."
That act was amended- by the act of Februaiy14, 1853 (10 Stat.
158), liberalizing' the law in. certain respects for the benefit:of
settlers and&also. providing for the disposal of lands at public, sale
and private entry,. excepting mineral lands, after April 1, 1855,
where not otherwise disposed of or reserved.
Upon admission of the State-into the Union by act of February
:14, 1859: (11 Stat. 383), it was-provided that the State shall be
granted sections 16 and 36 in every township 'of the State where
-not otherwise disp'osed of, for use of schools, and in case of prior
disposal the: right 'to select other lands equivalent thereto was provided. No- spe6ific exception bfi mineral lands was contained in the
grant. In the' case of -nited States v Morrison (240: U.- S. -192)
it was held that the State grant for s'chool' purposes was not a
grant izn p'raese6nli and did not attach until identification of those
section's by approved official survey; 'that- at any time prior to such
identification Congress had p6 wer'to cause th'em to be reserved or
otherwise disposed of and-that the inclusion of. such sections in a
forest reservation prior to identification by:survey -prevented thE
school -grant from attachingV thereto. The court cited with approval 'the case of!'Heydenfeldt v. Daqheq- Gold and Silver Mining
C01;o pany: (93 U" .S. '634),' wherein; it waslheld that the school grant
to the State of Nevada 'did' not attach to lands Ipatented under the
mining laws prior to identification of the section- by official survey.
In that connection it was said: -" Until the statusi of' the lands: was
fixed by a survey,'and they were capable of identification, Congress,
'reserved absolute&pvower over them."

In, the Morrison-ease, spra,

the court stated:'"W e regard the decision in the Heydenfeldt case
as establishing a definit&e rule of construction."

51]
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In Mining Comnpany v. Consolidated Minin Company (102 U. S.
167), the court construed the effect of the; school grant to the State.
of CalifoIrnia by the act of March 3, 1853 (10: Stat. 244), in resspectto lands valuable for mineral. The. clause which: granted sections
16 and 36 to the StAte did not contain an express exception of mineral lands, but in providing for'certain other -forms of disposal by
the' same act, mineral-lands were excepted. The court held that the
act, taken as a whole, showed* an intention to except mineral lands
from the school grant. .That decision was followed in the case of
United States'v.' Sweet. (245 U. S. 562), involving the -school grant
of Utah by, the act of LJuly 16, 1894 (28: Stat. 107). These two
latter decisions were noticed and coinnented upon by the court in the
recent decision in the louisziana Swamnp Lanh ease. In regard to the
first it was saidathat the, decision was- not based upon. the ground
that there -was at the time of the California grant a settled .and
general policy of reserving-mineral lands but on the ground that a
local policy with reference to that State had been adopted, as
shown by other provisions of the act. In respect to the decision
in the Sweet case, involving the Utah grant, it was said that the
decision was based on the ground that .prior to that grant in 1894
a settled and general policy had been' established of disposing ofmineral lands only, under laws especially including them. The court
accordingly expressed the view that these decisions were not in
conflict with its conclusion in respect' to the original swamp-land
grants of 1849 and 1850, as no general policy oof reserving mineral
lands had*been adopted prior thereto. Reference was also made
to the Oregon donation act above citedin the following language:;
"

And while the act of September 27, 1850, providing for the disposal of public
]ands :in-the- Territory of Oregon- to settlers, expressly .excepted "mineral
lands," it is manifest that this one local act, approved the day before the
swamp-land act of 1850, was insufficient to establish a settled public policy
in reference to the reservation of mineral lands prior to the latter act. And
the fact that immediatelyv after fthe subject of mineral lands: had been. thus
brought to the attention of C.ongress, it did not except mineral'lands from
the grant of swampi lands to the several States, indicates that no reservation
of such lands was intended.
The6' swamp-land grant asiapplied to Oregonwwas very exhaus- tively considered by the supreme court of 'that. State in Morrow et
al.- v. WarnerS Valley Stock Compvany (101 Pac.' 171). That -decision and others in related cases decided: at the same time had' the
effect'of nullifying certain patents -which had been issued to the
State under its swamp grant and vesting title in the adverse claimants under the preemption.' and homestead laws. :::Theretofore that
court: had held that the grant was one in prcesenti as of March 12,
1860, and that any subsequent grant or sale of the swamp lands
.
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by the Government other than to the State was void. In the case
cited, however, the prior decisions were overruled, and it was held
'that the proviso contained in the grant of March 12, 1860, was a
distinct departure from the terms of the original swamp act of
1850 applicable to Arkansas and other States. The eflect of the
provision was stated by the court to be as follows:
The grant to the State of Oregon, therefore, does not, proprio vigore, invest
the grantee immediately on .the date of the enactment with a title, but- it is
a limited and conditional grant, to invest the :Stateqwith title only to such

.

lands as the Government may: not have reserved, sold, .or disposed of prior
to confirmation of title. Nor is there any language in the grant that necessarily withdraws such lands from settlement and entry, under other general
by qualified citizens of the United States, but, on the other hand, the
Jaws,
l
language of the proviso expressly retains in the general Government the
fee-simple title, with the right to reserve, sell, or dispose of any thereof.

If that decision be a sound interpretation of the swamp grant
of March 12, 1860, it' follows that any reservation of mineral lands
or disposal of same prior to confirmation thereof to the State under
the swamp grant' would prevent the grant from attaching thereto,
even if it were held that the mineral lands in Oregon were not reserved prior to March 12, '1860. That decision held not only that
the Government. could reserve- or dispose of swamp lands subsequent to March 12, 1860, in Oregon, under laws of prior enactment, but also that Congress had 'power to pass general laws of later
date under which such lands could be disposed of other than to;
the State at any time' before the selection and approval under the
'swamp grant. Doubtless, Congress had such; power. The grant,
being a mere gratuity, could have been revoked altogether at any
time before the rights of the State thereunder attached. 0But any
such unusual course would have to be clearly indicated. 'The disposal of school sections under subsequent legislation rests 'upon a
different basis, as Congress provided for the selection of other lands
in lieu of those lost; in place. The question presented, however,
does not depend upon any supposed curtailment of the grant by
legislation subsequent to March 12, 1860. -On the 'contrary, it is
rather more necessary to consider whether, in fact, the grant was
enlarged by its reenacted form, as contained in the Revised Statutes.
Examination of section 2490, Revised Statutes, discloses that the
word " reserved" was omitted' from the exceptions contained in the
* proviso to section 1 of the original' act. -In considering the effect
of this omission, the court in the decision last above cited., held that
it .should be regarded merely as an accidentalomission and not in'
tended as an amendment of the original law; that it was not the duty
of the revisers to change the law, but only to consolidate, simplify,
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and correct imperfections 'and to' omit only redundant and obsolete
enactments. It was therefore concluded that the section should bei...
read as though it contained the word "reserved " or that the term
"disposed of" should be interpreted as its equivalent.
* The bDepartmixent is not disposed' to accept this view of the matter.
The Revised Statutes-'constitute not merely a compilation of laws in
existence on December. 1, 1873, but are also a revision and .repeal
of prior laws inconsistent therewith. The effect of the Revised
Statutes was to-repeal the act of: March 12, 1860 t(12 Stat. 3), and in
lieu' thereof the grant is governed by the ,provisions of section 2490,
Revised Statutes,;'effective. June 22, 1874, except as to any rights
which accrued under the' prior law. These propositions- are fully
fortified:by the express provisions contained in the several sections
to Title 74,' design'ate6das "Repeal Provisions."
The 'better view o'fthe state of the law would seem to be that prior
to June 22, 1874, the State was entitled. to all swamp lands ,not: re* served, sold, or disposed of, under any law, enacted prior to March
12, 1860, before confirmattion'of title to be 'made undbr the authority:
-of said act, and' that from June 22, 1874, the grant as0'revised ex- .
:tends'to all swamp -lands'"wi hin the State which ItheiGovernmeht
*
may not have sold 'or disposed of under any law, enacted prior to
March 12, 1860 'before confirmation of title to the 'State under the
:grant,, excepting, 'however, lands properly reserved prior' to the re(peal of the 'original act. In other -words, while reservations could
* 'not be made after' June 22, 1874, in derogation of the swamp grant;
'the lands thertofore properly reserved were not affected by- the reVision.

A's indicated:above, it is believed that-the several provisions of the
law's referred to in the enactments prior to March 12, 1860, constitute
effective reservation of mineral lands in the State of Oregon: so that
the' swamp'gtant can not be applied thereto.:
It'is'deemed proper to observe'further that in.the ca'se nowpending' '.. in the 'Supreme Court involving the Minnesota grant, the' Government is contending ' that failure of the State to 'make 'timely selection as :provided by section 2490, Revised Statutes, results in for-"
feiture.' Therefore, while 'this' Department hlas heretofore acted
upon a different theory in' respect to that provisibon, in harmony 'with.
an -opinion by the' Attorney General (37 L. D.1 39T), yet it seems
now advisable to suspend action on- any swamp-land claims in Min'nesota or Oregon d&pendent uponithat'issu'e until decisiot shall have
been rendered by thet Supreitie Court' din the quiestion.
40210 0 2
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MARCO ISLAIJ
Dec'ded Janiliar: 19, 1926SuRVEY-LAND DEPARTMENT-JURISDICTION0.-;
Where atraet of land had been officially sur.veyed and the Government had
patented all the lands returned by the surveyor, the Land Department is
without authority to order a corrective survey notwithstanding the tract
actually contains an area greatly in excess ofthe amount returned.
BOJUNDARIES-SURVEY.

: In matters of boundaries it is a general rule 'that monuments, natural or
artificial, prevail over calls for course, distance, or quantity.

FirstAssistant Seere ary:
.Reference is made to letter of Decemb:er 8 1925., by ,the Assistant
Commissioner of the General Land Office, transmitting a report.
showing :the information obtained by a field investigation concern-::
ing the survey of Marco Island in T. 52 S., Rs. 26 and 27 E., T.M,
whether there are uidsurveyed public
Florida, in order to determinev
lands within that area, it.,having been asserted. by certain alleged
settlers that a strip, approximately one mile wide from north to
south whichextends across the central portion ofithe,'island, running
east and west, was omitted from the original survey.,
;.The orioinal survey in question was made in 1876, and title toall
1lands therein has passedl.from..the Govermnent,
comprised
of the
Therefore the only, question left
.;:-biased upon...that. survey record.
open for, determination is whetlher certaain areas w~ere omitted from
FINNEY

the .oxiginal Survey.

This island is'quite irregular in shape, being indented by bays and
inlets. Its: total area according. to the original survey,. is 4,156.29'
0a~cres. :.~ts true area was found by the recent, examinations to be
appon1mately 6,8;00 acres, according to the traverse: lines as- run;
alongi the edge of the open water. Proparly, of.c~utse,.. the traverse:
should runalong the mean high tide level, but for purposes of comparison the examiners adopted the line of elevation. which appears,
to have been followed by the, original surveyor.,A large portion.
of the, area embraced within the said traverse ine, is below mean.
high tide and much: of the remaining part is swampy, about twothirds of the total area being tide or swamp lands.:
One corner of the original survey was, positively. identified on
S
the island, being the corner for. Secs. 8, 9, 16, andI T
R. 26; E. A local quarter-section corner of Secs. 8 and 9, and, also
- corner set by a local surveyor for Secs. 5, 6, 7, and. 8 were fomd,;
neither of, which was altogether in harmony with the identified
corner of Secs. 8, 9, 16, and 17, but fairly approximating the correct
locations which they were intended to represent.. Just south of
,
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Marco Island the ppsition of the orginalcn of Se
and 28 -onIHorrs Island, was identified., A .
yo21, 22, 27''
by ::the,
enane
hd-0reported .the -results
umr
0; cadasti'al
: ySthe Acdasraenbnee
wh
of th~e :exarnina-2l0
tion is as follows:
-

(1)The western portion of the island is approximately one mile wider-in

a north and south direction than- thegrecord distance, across; the island,;-and the
southern portion is, 60.00 chs., east of-its reported position' with reference to
the meanders- dfthe north shore of the island

.

'

-

.(2) The island contains approtimately 6,800' acres 'compared- to the:recbid
area of 4,156.29 acres, making an excess of approximately 2,600- acres over
and above that originally surveyed and:

disposed ofAs public'-land.,

-(3)The southern p6ttion of the western end or the main body- of the island
is 3property relatedW to-the position for the original corner'ot 8ecs. 21, 22, 27,' and
7::: which
28,
:
was idenitified. 0 '» 00 *t ;' 0 0 0f ;: -; : I
;ti
, 00 0 0 '
: S:; The
;(4) inorthern portion of the western end or the main body of' the islahd
is' pdpedrly 'related to the position for'the original cornet'of Sees: 8,'9' 16,
nd -17;' whih-'was 'identified.,
.
'
''
-'
, (5) The position for the origina corner of Sech 8, 9, 16, and'17 isnot prop'i
erly related to6 the position for the'original corner of
21, 22 27,
2Secs.
and' 28.
(6) No system of control can be darried across the eastern' portion df the
island and be'propeily related to topographic features :which can be identihed.
'(7) Certain claims in Sees. 10 and 15 can be identified by improvements.
: These claims ate not' properily related, to any direct, evidence 'of the original
.t' ;survey'
except the calls for topc;raphy
'(8)' Abonuttwo-thirds of the actual 'area of ithe! island is covered with man-,
grove. '-6The
mangrove area in all cases is low 'swamp land 'or tid lands.'
(9) Deputy Henderson did not meander Marco Islandiatthe edge of meaAlii *
high tide.,
*. (10) A insiderable 'area in the eastern portion of the island ''which Was
.*.''
ineluded 'in" the 'original survey'should have been classed as "tidb land."' "
(11) The aetualishore line of Marco. Island conforms in a genal way with
the record' shote line' except for the mile' excess in latitude and the 60'chs.
;.
- -;-. in an' 'easterlyi and westerlj
offset
direction extending' through the island.
Practically all the bays and points of land shown on the plat of ther originaIl
: survey can be positiVely:,identified on' the ground.
- (12) Numerous islands shown on the, plat of the original survey, in the
vicinity of Marco Island, have been identified. The islands in most cases are:
properly related: to' one anOther in. the same general locality and to the actual
shore line of Marco Island'
(13) There has been no material ehange, in the shore line of Marco Island
since 1845, when. Plorida was admitted into the Union, and in'1876, when the
originalf survey was executed;
0'::
.
'
(14) The distance from the extreme east end of Marco island, westerly to
the Gulf: shore is approximately 5% miles compared with the record distance
of about 5½2 miles. '
(15) The south end of Marco Island from the Gulf to Barfield Bay, is apm
proximately 20 chs. wider than indieated in .the record of the' originali survey.

Acdceptini the above' as the coorrect representation of .the facts, there
remains for consideration the question whether the DepartmenL now
has authorityr by prrocess of a corrective survey to cut out and identify
the excess area for disposal- as public'lads ofthe UnitedStateis. It
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that after thebGovernment dhas conveyed it titl to.
]Thds it has no 'ffi'ther Jurisdicin to "intermeddleQ withithein in the
al Comny
form- of : a' subsequent' survey." 'Kean -v Ca 7uret
(264
Company
Investment
(190'U. S. 452); United Stctets v. State
U.S.206)."
: -Seiction '2396, United Stated Revised Statutes, provides:
00:00000i's'
000'Well-settled

.The'boundaries and contents of the several. sections, half-sections, and
quarter-sections of the public lands shall be ascertained in'conformity with the
following, principles:.,,
First. A11 the 'orners marked in the, surveys,. returned by the surveyorgeneral, shall bh:testablished as the proper corners of sections, or subdivisions
half
the eornersas ofnearly
to,-aesignate.; anld, be
of 'sections, :which they were intended the.surveys,
placed
shall
and quarter sections, not marked on
as possible equidistant from two corners which stand on. the. same line..:
the. surveys
;in
Second. The boundary-lines, actually. run and marked,
t:returned by the surveyor-general, shall be established as the proper boundarylines of the-sections, or subdivisions, for Which they were intended, and the
f'legth of such lines, as returned, shall be held and considered as the true
length' thereof. And the' bbundary-lines which have :not been actually run;
lines fromn the established'
and marked shall be ascertained, by'running straight
of the
corners- to-. the opposite, corresponding corners; but in those portions
fractional townships where-no such opposite corresponding corners have been,
or can be. fixed, the boundary-lines shall be ascertained by running from the
established corners due north and ,south. or. east and west lines, as. the. case
may be, to the water-course, In'dian boundary-line, or otherexternal boundary
of such.fractional township.
tEach 'section or 'subdivision of section, the contents whereof have.'
been returned by the surveyor-general, shall be held and considered as containing the..exact quantity eipresed in such return; and the half-sections and
quarter-sections, the contents whereof shall not have' been thus returned,
:shall be held and considered as containing:the one-half or the one-fourth part,
respectively, of the returned contents of the section of which they may make

Third.

part.

the- case of Cragin _v.-Po'well (128 U. 5. '691) it -washeld,
;00In

:sylabi:
When lands are granted, according to an official plat of their survey, the
plat, with its' notes, lines, descriptions, apd landmarks, becomes as much a
part of the grant or:deed byuwhich -they are conveyed, and, so far as limits
are concerned, controls as much as if such descriptive features were written out
on the face of the deed or grant.
:f .

f

;

* .

:

.

,:

: *

*:

?

:t *. R

,e

*:

*

When the General Land. Office has once made and approved a governmental
survey of public lands, the, plats, maps, field notes, and certificates having
been filed in thel proper: offlce, and has sold or' disposed of such lands, the
courts have power to protect the private rights of aa party who has purchased
in good faith, from the Government, against the interferences or- appropriations
of subsequent corrective resurvelys made by: the Land Office.

boundar~y line of S'cd. 16 and 17 can be readily deThe
0 0
;000 south
termined from and correlated to the evkidnces of the original survoy
of the tracts southward thereof. The north boundary can be like'
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wise placeed by recognizing the 'control of the only corner on, thne
island definitely identified, namely, the corner for 8, .9, 16, and 17,
'ophi'cal
and by the other unquestioned call for the :prominent t
Sec.
17.
of
corner,
feature known as Clam Bay at .the northwest
Thus both the north 'and south boundaries are well authenticated.
*- t The' difficulty is the excess distance between these lines and the lack
of alignment of*the corresponding corners on the two lines.'. There
is a large ;excess of land in these two sections and a similar Con-,
which
* ., dition exists to some extent in respect to the areaeastward,
little',
yery
however, is much broken Ibv bodies of water and contais
.

.

dry land
16: passedto the State under its school granyn upon idenSection

tification by survey. All of Sec. 17 has been disposedI of according
to the original survey. There are at least three important points of
'control for that section in the original sur'vey :First, .there is 'the undisputed northeast corner found in place. SecInd, there is Clam Bay3
cutting slightly. into the section .at the riorthwest corner. .Third,
there is Robert's Bay invading the section at the southeast corner.
Thus it is practically surrounded by evidences of the original survey.
The general rifle is' that monuments natural, or- artificial5 prevail
over calls for cours;- distance, or quantity. , Ewart v. Squire '(239
Fed. 34); Silver King COo npany v. C6kl& Co`pany (255 U. S.
151), Ujited States v. State In vestmn6t Companpy, supra.- 'Distance;.
and quantity,,arpe least important and the last, guides to be resorted to
*in the location of a survey.
It is apparent that the Department has no authwority.to disturb
* either the -north-line or the! south line of the area in question. And,
some of the claims as patented extend from the one to the: other.
'While the courts in a number of cases .have sustained the action of
* the Governmentin making .supzplmental- surveys of considerable
oneousmeanders of
e
*areas omitted 'fro
bodies of water, they have not allowed invasion of an area embraced
hby -the former survey 'under which the land was disposed of regardless of demonstrated error in the former survey. Burt v., Busch ,(46
N. W. 790).; Spawr v. Johinson (31-Pac. 664); United.States v. $tate
. -.
p:a
a.
investment. Company, sup
a Mexican grant whidh, was patinvolved
cited
above
Thevcase last
ented din*1876 under a survey made in 186. The Government made a
resurvey of the west boundary inl1909, and placed the line more than
three miles eastward from the originalCline as identified by' calls for
natural objects, and monuments on the (ground definitelylocated.
The Governmet contended that the original, survey was so erroneous,
0
* as to be fraudulent-and that the large area tihere involved was pub]land left outside the patentedgrant,. buttthe; court held that thet,,t00e
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Cails for distance miust yield tothe'line identifi~d'by natural and artificialmonuments-.
the vwhole'areaX witlin the lines of the old survey has passed
"'Sihce
-:
from' the Government 'any: portion thereof imay be recovered only,
of
of the evidencisl
*-.:i~f:bat all,yby proceeding in equity for reformationa
cited..
last
case
title, in the manher adopted by theiGovernmient in the
After considerable search,. ho ever, no case has been found comparable to this where the Government has been sustained in its claim
for lands after:.'their disposal in accordance with the official survey
cdhstraihed to hold' that'
I
then in force. Therefoie, the Pepattwdt
The papers are
premises.
in
the
taken
be~
should
action
00no further
returned herewith.
0 0 --0::;

::, i:

S0

;,;: 0;0.

;:TOT/ PAV4,TEA .; :-0,. : : 0,:

:-:-it

Opinion, January 20, 1926
INDIANS-STATUTORY, CONsTRmCTION,.
Ordinarily legislation of a general nature or of prima facia general applica-:
tion does not extend to the Indians in the absence of some clear intent

*

to include them.

T-AXATION-UTNALLOTTED

rTRmnrAL INDIANS-RESERVATION.

Incomes.derived by unallotted tribal Indians, residing upon a reservation
etfapart for, their benefit, from sources almost entirely, if hot exciusively, i witbin fuch. reservati6ns, are not subject to a ederal -income tax
*:
t0: it-90;
existing laws.
u
Linder
f V i .4
*
t AeRiTRdNEY i GENERAL'S. OPINIOns CITED AD APPLiED.
*.
-Opinions of the Attorney Geberal1 (34 Ops. Atty. Gen.- 276, 303, 439,9nd
l Attyi Gen. 1), cited and applied.
35 Ops.

;*:?

0t

*:00*;

0

MCDOWELL, Acting Solicitor:
'has been requested as to whether the income of Tomi
0.0'y-M'opinion
M'tS
of fthe : H6pi' Trioe Arizona, fand other Indians
Pavaten, ianIndian6
in a like situation are subj ect to, an ilicome txa under our internallaws.'
revenue
The amount'in question, asserted to be due by the Internal
' revenueBureau, aggregates'$367.50, being $294 in taxes for tho
years 1918, 1919, and 1920, and $73.50 in penalties assessed against
this Indian' for failure to ifie returns' for the years mentioned and
subsequent:years.

The. Indians of the Hopi Reservation are unallotted tribal Indians i the fullest sense of thalt term. They occupy a reservation approxi-:
:-;-:mating 2,500,000 acres. in northerA;:.Arizona, set 'apart in 1882 for,
'the use*and benefit of th'eIndiahs in c mmon.: This reservation
'lies-adjadent to and Ialmost surrounded by the Navajo Reservation,
also unallott dg contaihing in round numbers some 12,000,000 additrional acres. The vast domain occupied.-by 'these Indians is largly

51]
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'arid, or at best semiarid, being valuable mainly 'for grazing purposes. Extensive areas thereinh are. of but scant value even for that
purpose. .Essentially the Indians of these tribes are herdsmen rather
than agriculturists, the. conditions surrounding their habitat of
necessity forcing them to be iso. D ependent chiefly on sheep, goats,s
and cattle for a means of' livelihood,. the Indians of these two tribes,
exceeding some 30,000 in numnber, afford possiblv the best remaining illustrationi'of' the old tubaIndian as yet but: lightly touched
by the hand iof civilized man.. Tom Pavatea is a full-blood, reported
as "'never having been away to school," residing at Polacca, in the
heart of the Hopi Reservation; uneducated, unable to read or write,
and with such a scant: knowledge of the English language' as to, be
almost unable to speak it intelligently. In addition to some interests in sheep. and cattle'raised on the reservation, he conducts a small
* trading post, among his fellow tribesmen at, Polacca. His 1income,
here sought-to be taxed-, is derived mainly from those sources
augmented in'part by a stage line conducting tourists over the Hopi
:Reservation and the"adjacentl'Na@:ajo country. He keeps no books:.
' or Irecords of his financial transactions; in fact, personally he. is
unable, so to do.

h From the' inception of' sovereignty by this country the Indians
have ever been .treated as wards of the Nation, entitled to its protection and support, dependent. upon it, during earlier times at
least, for their daily food, and wholly dependent on the legislative
powers of. Congress for. their 'political and civil rights. /Chkeiroee
Nation v. Georgia (5 Pet. 1); United States v-. K:agqam (1:18sU. S.
375, 383); United:States v. Riokeert (188 U. S. 432, 437)::; Uniteld
States v. Sandoval (231 3. S.,:28, 45). 'According-to a similar rule''
-legislation''afectingX.the. Indians is; to be construed in :their favor
(2156'U. S. 278 279), and' an intention to make- a radical departure
is not lightly to be inferred (241 :U. S. 591, 599). It has even been
held that legislation 'of a general nature or of prima facie general
application, does not 'extend to the Indians in the absence of some
clear intent to include them '(109 U. S. 556, 571; 112 U. S. 94,1 994
:100; 241 U. S... 602, :605; 606:).' 'The Indianhas alivays been the
object of special legislation. Never has it, been the practice to
legislate for him generally along with. the rest of the people "l (34
Ops. Atty. Gen. 444),.;In Chioate v. Trapp; (224 U. 5. '665, 675), the
Supreme (Court said'.:
; -* ;In
*
the Goveernment's dealings with the Indians the rule is exactly
the contrary.' The construction, instead of being strict, is liberal;' doubtful
expressions, instead of.being resolved in favor of :the United States, are to
be resolved in favor' of' a weak and defenseless people, who are wards of. the
Nation, and dependent -wholly upon its protection and good faith. This rule
of construction: has 'been recognized;- without exception, for -more than a hundred years and:has been,appliedlin tax cases.

328;
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Even as to income taxpayers other than Indians the same court
:hasalso held that doubts must be,:,reso ved in favor of the taxpayer
rather than in favor of the. Government. Could v., ould (245 U. S.
l1);,United States v. Merriamn,:(263:U.S. 179). From the former
15
; Xcase we read& (p. 153)
In the interpretation of statutes levying~ taxes it is the established practice not to extend the provisions by. implication beyond clear import: of the
language used, or to enlarge their operation'. so asf to embrace matters not specifically pointed out.

When we come to examine; our.,internal-revenue acts of September 8, 1916 (39 Stat. 756); February 24,, 1919 (40Stat. 1057) ;'November 3, 1921 (42 Stat. 227), and June 2, 1924 (43 Stat.9 253),
they are wholly silent as to the' Indians or' the income derived by the
Indians from restricted or governmentally controlled sources., The
hearings on these bills 'disclosef no reference 'to the Indians or anyunderstanding that in framing those statutesf Congress had .in mind
the imposition of a tax on these dependent wards of the Nation.
The Attorney. General has had occasion recently to consider the
our inteanal-revenue
applicability or rather the nonapplicability
; laws to the Indians (34 Ops. Atty. Gen. 275; id. 303; id..439), also
anopinion dated Novemb~er 11, 1925,.relating to the Kaw Indians
:in Oklahoma ;(35 Ops. Atty. Gen.. 1). In ;each of these it was held
that the' statutes mentioned do not apply to: the:,incomes flowing to
restricted Indian allottees from- thei-r;restricted, property Vor from
sources controlled for their 'benefit by the Government.,It
j was also
held (34 Ops. Atty. Gen. 303, 306),.thaatan ridian's claim for refund
for such taxes erroneously paid or c-,olleqted 'is 'not:barred by the
statutesl of; limitation or lapse o'f 'time within' which such' claims
are required' by law to, be filed. .'The situation here is possibly best
::s'ummed, jup in, the: Attorney General's -opinionof. March7'20, 1925,
wherein, after :citing the internal-revente 'acts referredi, to, "it was

'said'(p. 445)::
-No specific reference, however, is made in these acts to Indians and their::
.- :property. W e ;have seen that none of the treaties ;ore statutes dealing with
the Quapaw -Indians -contains any provision subjecting their-.lands to- State
or Federal taxation. On the contrary by the Quapaw'allotment act Congress,
instead of providing a way to compel the Indians. to ,contribute out of their"
property to the support 6f the Federal Government immediately concerned
itself with a provision of law. securing to' them the continued possession and
enjoyment of' their lands by making the same inalienhble. In order'to make
this restriction against alienation, properly effective, it would seem that inalienability andt nontaxability should go hand in hand, at least until, Congress: clearly provides otherwise..:At, any rate, I am, inable, by implication,
to impute to Cpongress under the broad, language, of ouir internal-revenue acts

an intent to impose a tax for the benefit of,;the Federal Government on income
derived f rom 'the restricted property of these wards of the Nation; property
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the management and, control of which rests largely in the hands of officers
of the Government charged by law with the responsibility',and duty of protecting the interests and welfare of these dependent'people. In other, words,
it. is not lightly to be assumed that Congress intended to tax the: ward for
the benefit- of.tjhe guardian.

We are here dealing 'with' unallotted tribal Indians residing on
a large reservati6n." set apart for their use, the legal title to which
rests not in the: Indians, either individually or as a tribe,'~but in the
United States. Appropriations by Congress have annually been.
iused; for many years past forikthe' protection, welfare, and1 betterment 'of these and other dependent Indians sihrilarly situated.
Approeporiations by Coihgress have also been used ann l'for the
education, civilization and support of these Indians allloking to

their civic. advancement.
The incolie here in questionweceruing to Tom Pavatea was derived
from sources almost entirely, if not exclusively, within the reservation set apart for the use of the tribe of which he is a member, and
for the reasons herein given.Ij am of the opinion that such income
is not, taxable under existing internal-revenue laws.
Approved:,
JOHN H. EDWARDS,
Assistant &.8oqre.tary.

FRED E:. HARGIS
.iecded Januarg 21,926
HOMESTEAD-RELINQT3SHDMENT-MILITAEY SERVIOE.
0REPAM1EN-RECIlA3ATION
P
The right of a veteran to refund under the':act' of February 21, 1925, of'
charges'paid by him on a reclamation;.hoinestead entry which he relin-

quishes prior to receipt of final certificate: and within one Iyear after the
passage of the act is not defeated by..action of. the Government in canceling the entry, .for sufficient reasons, independently of the relinquishmenL.
:*:
00;

*:

WOBDS AND PERASES-STATUTES. .
'0The word "after" in line 5, section 2, of the act of February 21, 1925, is
meaningless, was inadvertently retained in the: process of legislation, and
should be ignored.

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal byFred&E Hargis from decision of November 9,
J1925, by the Commissioner of Reclamation rejecting his application
'for refund of moneys paid to the United States in connection with.,
his
i homestead entry No. 011880, Lander, Wyoming, series forV the..
S. 1/2 SW. 1/4 (-farm Uunit E), Sec. 11, T. 57 N., R. 98'W., 6th P. M.,
*- ti-Shoshone Irrigation Project.
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The appliCation was presented under thepovisibfis. of the act of
February 21, 1925 (43 Stat. 956), section 2l of, whicih provides:
SEC.

2 (a) ;Any veteran-who at any time since April 6, 1917, has made.

entry upon: a farm unit within a Federal irrigation project under the ]rec-

laination law and (1) who *no longer retains such entry because of cancel-.
lation by,, or relinquishment to, the SUnited States after or (2) :who, prior to
receipt by him of a final certificate in respect of such entry, but in no case more;
than one year after the date of passage of this Act, desires to relinquish such
entry-may, in accordance- with regulations prescribed by the Secretary;ofi
the Interior,: file application for, the refund,.provided in subdivision (b). A.
veteran who .has been compensated, in cash or otherwise, for, any such relinquishmentf shall not be entitled to the benefits of this act, and before payment of such refund the Secretary of the- Interior, under such regulations as;
he may prescribe, shall require proof that the veteran has not been so compensated.
(b) Upon receipt of such, application the Secretary of the-Interior is authorized to investigate the facts and, fin his discretion, to pay as a refund to,
any such veteran. entitled thereto, a sumn equal to all amounts paid to: the
U
tnited States by such veteran, or for his account, as construction charges and
as interest and penalties on such charges in respect of such unit. Every such

*

:

refund so approved by the Secretary 'of the Interior shall be paid from the

:-: ;-: 2 -appropriation

for the project on which, the entry in question was made.

:The applicant appears to be a veteran as defined in section 1 of the
act, and the entry was made March t, '1,920. In his application,
:*030 :;dated October 16, 1925, and executed'under oath October 20, 1925,..!'-';.
* he states that he has not been compensated in :cash or otherwise on
account of relinquishing the .said farm unit. lIe filed with his ap-.
plication a relinquishment of the entry executed under date of
6; 1925. The application appeard to be in full conformity
October
'
with the-provisions of the act and the administrative insltructions of
Akpril 17; 1925, issued, thereunder..
*t : :X0.The entry was canceled by the General Land Office on October
22, 1925, for:failure.to submit final proof within the statutort period.
:In forwarding the application for refund the superintendent of the,.
project reported' that the; entryman paid the initial construction
*.: : chaiage of $357.54 at the time of filing his application for entry,.
' 'andthat upon examination of the application for refund it appeared
that the claimant was entitled to refund of said amount.
:D0,In the decision appealed-from the ground of rejection was stated'
as:follows:
'

*;

0

*9

The act of February 21, 1925, provides for refund 'of charges paid by veterans who: no longer retain their entries on the date of the act because of
cancellation *or relinguishment, or: to those who, within one year after -the
passage of the act relinguish their entries prior to receipt of final certificate.
No provision is made for refunds to entrymen whose entries are canceled aftert
the date of the act.

The Department is unable to coneur in this view of. the case. This
entryman, desiring), to relinguish' his entry and -procure refund, iled
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hisa' pplication in th6 manner, providbd by''the 'regulations. .Thati
actiionmay have been taken becaiuse of0 the impending .ancellation,
but it'was .before the entry was actually: canceled. 1T his~feature of
the matter,] however, is not deemed ian important. factor, as the act
*
does not findicate a purpose to defeat the' right of i'efund solely* because the Government may.have canceled an entry independently of
* andprior to relinquishment by the entryman. There is no race of
diligence in this regard between the Government and the entryman.
The reason assigned :for the rejection of this 'application seems un-i
tenable' and -no ,other ground for' such action is' observed. ' It is
deemed appropriate, however, in this connection,. to further consider
certain' features of the act which may be brought into question in,
the adjudication of .other pending or prospective claims.
The definition: 'of the classes: of claims comprehended by the said
:relief measure is srsoneWhat involved 'and has been found difficult
to clearly interpret. The principal ambiguity is encountered in the'
word '' after," which is contained in the phrase "who no longer retains such entry because of cancellation by,"or 'relinquishment to,.
'the' Uted' Slates after," etc. 'The word as: it stands in the -printed
statutef is either meaningless or incongruous' in efect if any application: of it be attempted.* The "peculiarity 'of 'the' language arrested.
attention in this examination and prompted :research for an' explanation as to its lodggment in the law, and the 'miystery of its existence
has been found. This-legislation' arose 'oilt.'of S.'2397, Sixty-eighth
Congress, first session, which was changed froin its original form' in
several particulars iniiharmdny with theerort thereon made by'the
Department. As`originally introduced, thedbifll.proposed to include
cases where the 'veteran made entry prior to' the;passage 'of the act
and' lost same by 'cancellation -or relinquishmefit after April: 1, 1817.
In reporting on th'e 'bill, 'the' Department recommended a number 'of
:
c ehange's, ii ludingthefollo;wi:
The first change, is a limitation of the, application of th bill to entries
after April 6,1917,' or, in other words, within the6World War period.
hmade
This may be done by ychanging in sectio n2, lineso9 and 10, the words "prior
:to the date of passage of this act;"' :to read,; ",since, April 6, 1917,'' and by
deleting in section 2, line 14, the words,and figures "after April 1, 817."

. :The Senate 'coinmifttee 'thereafter amended. 'the bill, apparently
intending to. 'adopt .fully the "recoi-mendatidns :of the Department,:
and did so except' iii.6ne.small particular, namely, the.,word "after"
was'not struck through, although the date. to which it.referred'was
:_.thus deleted. However; on the' ff6or of the -Senate, the said section
wass amended, and, as' passed by 'that body, it read; in: part aslas.
follows: .

.

'

SEO.. 2. (a) Any, veteran-who at any time since April '6, 1917, has made
:.:Q.entry upon a:farmi unit within a Federal irrigation project under the recla-
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mation'law. and (1) who no longer retains such, entry because of cancellation
by, or relinquishment to, the United States, or (2) who, prior to receipt by
him of a final certificate in respect of such entry, but in no case'more than
one year- after the date: of4passage of this act, .desires to relinquish 1such.
entry-may, in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the
(Page
::<;Interior file application, forbthe refund provided in subdivision (b).
S8864, Congressional Record,:May 15, 1924.)

It is further shown that the House committees in its report on the
bill after it passed-theo,'Senate- (No. 1299, 68th Congress, second
session):,: recommended that it pass without amendment, recited this
feature of.the bill in the language adopted' by the Senate, and ap-:
*pended the full text of the report-made on the bill to the Senate by
the' Department as quoted in part above. It appears though' that
the House committee used the :form of the bill as amended by. the.
*Senate. committee, which, as aboveeshown, i-nadvertently: retained
the word "after," instead of the' form in`which it passed the Senate.
The result was that: it-passed the House in that form. Thus, this
hapless orphan, a castaway in the Senate and. a stowaway, in the'
House, obtained .unwonted passage.,
In view of this condition and the fact that the word "after" as
it stands fi. the law. has no acceptable relation to. the date of the
the date of cancellation:of the entry, the issuance of final ceract,
'
tificate, or any other date contemplated. by the legislation, it should
be ignored. This is fully, warranted under the rules .of statutory '
(Lewis's Suterland on Statutory Construction, see.
Aonstruction.
Stripped of this ambiguity, the act authorizes, in the discre-:
tion of the Secretary iof the Interior, refund in cases where the vet-'
eran made such entry after 'April 6, 1917, and who at the date. of

the act had: lost his entry-because of cancellation by, or relinquishment to, the United States, or who, prior to receipt by him of a
final certificate, relinquishes such tentry. within one year f11om the
date of the act in order to~ obtain refund of the sum. paid as cons
:struction charges,' interest, and' penalties 'on such 'charges, provided;
however, that' refund 'in' no case is allowable if the entryman has
:received compensation for his, relinquishment.
-The mere" fact" that the Government may have forestalled thaction of an entrymanj and canceled the entry within the one-year
period :after the date of' the act, for sufficient reasons, independently
of relinquishment,: aflords no ground for denial, of the benefits in-tended for the veteran who acted within the time prescribed. Such' :
result could only be accomplished by 'exercise of the discretionary.authority conferred upon the Secretary which,' of course, should
not be invoked for 'arbitrary action contrary to the plain: purpose
of this relief~ meagure.
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'So far as shown' DbySthe record,' the application here inviolved is
within both the letter and the spirit of thelat.if In the absence, of
other objection it will be allowed. The -decision appealed from is
accordgly
d
reversed.
!

ANTHONY, LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE OF 'MIDDLEBROOK

(ON

REHEARING)
Decidedi January 22, 1926

*

REPAYMENT-STATUTE or LIMITATIONS.
All claims for repayment' which come within the purview of the act of
December 11, -1919
are subject to -the two-year limitation therpin conf
tained, notwithstanding that they may-have been Xpreseutable, under the
act of June 16, 1880, which did not contain that limitation.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcISION CITED AND APPLIED.
Case of National Fuel Company (51 L. D. 66), cited and applied.

*

FINNEYKE FirstAss8t8ant Secretary:
By decision of September 28, 1925 the Department affirmed the
decision of the Commissioner of the Gieneral JIand Office rendered
May 2, 1925,0 rejecting the application of W. E. Anthony, legal
representative of Clem B. Middlebrook, for; repaymeM of the money
paid by the latter in commutation of his homestead entry for the
SW. l/4 NW. 1/4, INW. 1/4 SW. 1/4, Sec. 26, T. 23 N.,R. E., L. M.,
Louisiana, containing 79.90 acres, for the reasoni that the application
was not filed within the two-year limitation ptovided by law. A
motion for rehearing has been. filed by counsel for the claimant.
The original homestead entry was made January 24, 1901, and the
final commutation proof was submitted January 16, 1902, payment
being made Iat the rate of. $1.25 per acre, and final receipt and final
certificate issued July 25,'1902. Upon, consideration of the final
*proof after its transmission to the General Land Office it was found
ebruary'26, 1904, it vwas rejected,
to be insufficient, and by letter' of FA
and by further letter'of October.24, 1904, the said cash entry was
canceled. The original entry -was canceled January 6, 1913.'for
failure to submit satisfactory final proof within the statutory period
of seven years from date of entry.
The application for refund of the purchase money paid in connection with the final commutation proof is based on. the provisions
of the act of June 16,1 1880 (21 Stat.- 287), which authorized repayment where an' entry was& erroneously- allowed and could not be
confirmed.

e There, can be no dqulbt that this, entrv .is vof tzhe class ireferred to
in the said act as .an 'entry erroneously allowed ,and which could
not ,be confirmed. In the, absence(,of other legiation the claim
would clearly be payable under that act.-
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A; supplemental repayment law was passed March 26, 1908 (35
Stat. 48). That: act was broader than the act of June 16, 1880, and
-providedc for; repayment in soome cases not covered by the prior law.
CGenerally :speaking, however, the conditions prescribedfoqr allowance of repayment were of such substantial similarity that most: cases
-would be found to. satisfy the. conditions of. either act.I As there was
no time limit for'filing claims under either't act, it 'was not inportant
to make close distinction in the- application of the respective acts.
: lt be assumed' that the act of June 16, 1880, was usually if not
I : may
-uniformly applied in making repayment in cases such as this, where
the entry was erroneously allowed and could not be confirmed.. It is
now inmportant, however, to. consider whether the situation has. been
'changed by: the further act ,of December 11: 1919 (41 Stat.: 366),
whereby section 1 of the said act of 1908 'was amehded tonread as
follows:
That where purchase moneys and commissions paid under any public land
law have been or shall hereafter be covered'Ainto the Treasury of the United
:States under. any application to makee any filing, location, selection, entry, or
-proof, such, purchase moneys and. commissions shall he repaid to the person
-who made such application, entry, or proof, or to his iegal representatives, in
all cases where such application, entry, or prodf has been.or shall hereafter
;be rejected, and neither such applicant'nor his legal representatives shall have
been guilty of any Xfraud, or: attempted fraud .in--connection with such application: Provided, That fsuch person. or his, legal representatives shall. fil: a
request for the repayment of such purc1tase, moneys and commissions within
two years froin the rejection of such application, entry, or proof, or within two
years from the passag& of this act as to such'applicatiodis, proofs, or entries,
:
as have been heretofore rejected.'

The issue in the' case is closely drawn. -'In essence it involves solely
the. question whether the iact of June'16, 1880, is still operative in
full: force and:d eflect0 irrespective of ljter conflieting -legislation.
Eiiplication is
00Conisel' invokes' the familiar doctrine that repeal by
repeal'
express
of
words
no
;as
inasmuch
that
argues
and
not favored
be
should
act
earlier
the
legislation,
subsequent
in
are contained
contained,
therein
,definitions
the
wvithin
coming
::applied to all cases
and that the later: act .of 1919 should be applied only in those instances where .the case is 0 within the destcription of the classes of
claims therein provided- for and which' are not also within the -purview of the act of June 16, 1880. The position of the Department
;is just the reverse 'of that contended for. It holds, that all cases
the classes of claims provided for by the act of 1919
v
: comin within
:are subject to the two-year limitation contained in that act. It does
not contend that the act of 1880 has been repehled or in any manner
: ffected'except, as to claims co~ered by the later 'act. The rules of
;statutory constrhction, including-some cited by counsel, support this
fromiSutherland: : ;
position. For instance, he quotes the following
.an.f.posi~~~~~~~:t'
:For:

in

-,:

V

c '1].:
0 ti ; 00
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It is not eno.ugh to justify the. inferenee_ of repeal, that the, later .law Is'
different. It mu'st be 'conlrary' to the prior law. It is not sufficient''that.. the
subsequent statute covers some. or even: all the: cases provided for by thb
former, for 'it' ma'y be
Itereiy afirm'a"tive, accumulative or .auxiiiary. There
nmus t be positive repugnancy and. even then the old. lawlis repealed by implication onlyjto thei extent of the.repugnancy.`"

; The. gist of: this- controversy could not-'be stated in more ,compact

form. This quotationmcontains wacomplete '*otd-picture of the state
:of the law. The 'last sentencee indicates the situation under the act of
1919. 'The prior portion statesit as"it was -'under the act of 1908.'
-It has become well settled by nunierous Adecision's of 'this Department that a claim within the piirview of th ' act of';1919 eis subject to;
thex two-year imitationtherein' contained"even' thou h it be of ab
lass'also within theipurv'iew of the act of 1880.07 Ih the iinstrtuctions
of April-24,. 1923 (49,L. D. 541;-,544),'it'was said:
':
Theact
of'1919 specifically limited the' ti ibwithin which all such claims
may be presented. It is immaterial that tiey niay'-3have been presentable under
another ac't, thedlimitation of the act.of 1919'being obviously against the claimi:
and not merely against thelremedy.
'
-

'See also Afatiodnal Fu6eZ Company("L. ID.' 66)'; and the unpublished' decisions of 'Bertha Ault,' April 3, 1919, 'and Oro Iron Comn'.
pany!.April: 13, 1925.
The former' decision in 'this' case must be and is :hereby adhered
:to and the' motion ;is'acicording8ly denied................ t -;: :::"::::-

BALSIGER: TRANSFEREE O 'CHAMBERS
: - tr~ucti~on,.;January22,:1926
PATENT2oMSEiEAD 'EDThY-AM5NiIMENT-T~jFRAN5
t;0

-

0-' 0R f ;0

Where amendment of a 'homestead entry which was: transferred after the
issuance of final 'certifieate wais allowed upon request-of the'transferee
because'of error in' the description of the land, patent will be issued in
-'
:his name, as transferee.
Pi iosit DEPARTMENTAL

DEcIsIONA!MPL

EDn..

Case of uarris Hiller (51 L. D. 281), amplified.

FINNEY, First Assistanst Secretary:
Reference is made" :to your [Commissioner .of the' General. I, and

Office] letter of January 13, 1926, 0asking instructions in regard to'
the issuance':of patent-on. an amended homestead: entry'-where the
land ~was transferred after issuance of final certificate, and where
no p'atet has' issue'd
:
The entry referredj.
to- was made' by Everett Chambers for land
described as lots 1 and '2, E. .1/2:NWF..', 4 and NE. ¼, Sec..30, T.7 S.,
R.54 W., 6th P. MH, Colorado. Final certificate issued May 15, 1919,
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but no-patent has issued. The'fand'has been transferred tobOris'L.
Balsiger'
A resurvey of this township shows 'error in the escription of the
tracts held under this entry, and the proper description is&given by
the surveyor as lots 3 and 4, E. Y2 SW.1 1/4 and SE. 1/4, Sec. M3j said:
township,0 which calls for lands one,-half mile south of that given in:
the entry.,: Mr.. Chambers requested amendment in accordance with.
..
':
.
the new survey.
be, proper. in :issuing
would
it
presented is whether
The
in the name of the
same
issue
to
amended,
patent on this, entry when
.question

transferee,, or whether it should issue* in the-. name of the entryman.

In the case: of., Harris MIZ9er, decided. November 13, 1925 (51
L. D. 281), which involved amendment.of a patented entryIto embrace lands of a different survey description from that given .in the
entry as patented, the. Department held that the new patent should
' issue in: the name of, the transferee. The reason for that ruling
was that the transferee would not have a merchantable title* for the
land under the new'-description unless patent iissued to him, and
would be ; put: to the trouble and expense of applying, to the courts
his title. It seems that the sameIreasoning would apply in
'quiet
t
the instant case and that the rule should be the same eventhough
.
*patent has not been heretoforeissued in his case.
The land was subject to transfer after issuance of the final certificate, and the description proposed for the patent' is for lands
*which do not satisfy the descriptionf contained in the transfer. In
case the evidence ,of title in the transferee be sufficient ,to 'justify 'his
recognition for amendment of the' entry at his request, it is deemed
proper:to issue the patent in his name 'as transferee. By designating him aas transferee of the; original entryman, the. identity of the
basic claim will be indicated. The decision in the HarrisMil7er aase,
sup'ra,`should be applied in the same manner.
MARY PEXTON
Deded

Jaary

27, M9S6

OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-RESEEVATIONWAIVEA-GEOLOGICAL. STURVEY-EVIDENCE.

A permit application, accompanied with consent of the-entryman to a reservation :of the oilland gas, deposits in his unrestricted homestead entry, does
where
'ineral.,reservation,
not authorize the Departmentto impose such a.
the lands have been reported by the Geological Survey as being without
prospective value for oil and gas and in the absence of a showing on the
part of, the permit applicant sufficient to oercome the conclusions of the
Geological Survey as to the character of the land. ':

51j
PINNLEY,

0
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First Assistn t Secretary:

On May 7,. 1924, Mary Pexton made application,; now. Cheyenne
040369, for an oil and: gas prospecting permit covering, among other
.lands, the SE. 1/4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 4, E. I/2 NE. ¼ Sec. 9, SW. ¼ NW¼,8
iSec. :10, :T. 36 N., 1R.
68 W. 6th P.-: M., Wyoming. These itracts are
embraced in; homestead entry, Cheyenne'. 027081, made ivithout 'dmineral reservation on -October 19, 1920, by Maud Moo-ney.E
On December 16, 1924, the Geological Survey reported that the
land is without prospective oil and gas value as contemplated by
paragraph 12 (c) of the oil and gas regulations and is' properly
subject to: classification as nonoil and .nongas land at the present
time. Thereupon the Commissioner of the General Land Office held
the application for rejection. On January 28, 1925, there was filed
a document executed by-the entrywoman. at the instance -of the permit
applicait- *in form' following:
I, Maud A.: mooney,0 of Janet, Wyo., 'who made homestead entry No. 027081
for the SEk.
SE. 14, Sec. 4, E. ½ N1/2ENE.
%/,Sec; 9, Section 4-9, Township 86,
Range 68, W. 6th Principal Meridian, do hereby consent to have said application allowed subject to* the reservation to the United States-,of the mineral
sought to be acquired by the mineral claimant, and the right of such permittee or lessee nuder any permit or, lease which has been or may hereafter be
granted, to prospect 'for the mineral sought oN THE LAND IN CONFLICT, where
the right of such permittee was initiated prior to the homestead filing, and
to
use so much of the surface thereof as may be necessary in prospecting for,
mining, and removing the mineral deposits without compensation: to the homestead claimant therefore in accordance with Sec. 29, act-of February 25,
1920.

By decision of August 13, 1925, the Commissioner held that this.
document was not a waiver in0proper form of rights to the oil and
gas; that it o-ave no, rights to the pernit applicant; that the land is
not withdrawn, classified, or reported to be valuables for oil or, gas
or other minerals, and adhered.to his former action rejecting theapplication. The permit applicant has appealed.
It has become axiomatic'by numerous departmental decisions thatwhere one has an entry in which the minerals have not been reserved,
no. one, not even the entryman, can obtain a prospecting permit covermig the land so entered while the entry subsists in that shape. The
question that. arises in this case is whether the data presented warrant the Department in impressing this homestead entry with such
a reservation. The authority to impose a: mineral reservation is
conferred by the act' of July, 17, 1914 (3& Stat. 509),i and under'0
section 3 thereof it may be. eercised as to entries and other forms of appropriation there specified that have been made upon lands whidh
are subsequently withdrawn, classified, or repdrted as being valuable
for oil and gas or for the other minerals therein particularized.
40210 0 -25-voL 51-22C
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with the niineral, there is reserved the right to prospect
for, mine, and remove the same. This indicates that lands warrant*ing prospecting operatioAns to establish the actual existence of the
mineral specified'in the act, are to be considered as "valuable for"
is a
such deposits, and a report that they have such prospective value
conlands
proper basis for a requirement that an entryman of such
-with
sent to a reservation of the particular deposits in accordance
Hess
v.
Foster
said act. Utah v. Lichliter et al. (50 L. D. 231);
(50 L. D. 276, 279).
In the present case, there is no withdrawal or reservation of the
oil and gas. The Geological Survey reports that the land is without
such prospective value, and it appears that neither the entrywoman
*nor the permit applicant has expressly represented that the. land- has
that
such prospective value. A report by the Geological Survey
land within an unpatented mineral entry allowed without any reservation of oil and gas, has no prospective value, for such deposits'is
'sufficient cause for the rejection of a prospecting permit application
filed by one other than the entryman. Bertram N. Beal (51 L. D.
162). The mere fact that a particular applicant consents to a
reservation of the oil and gas in his patent would not authorize the
insertion of such a reservation therein. Joseph E. Mcclory (50 L.
D. 623, 526).
The authority therefor must be derived from the statute. Such
authority uider the act of July 17, 1914, exists where there has been
a withdrawal, classification, or report that the land is prospectively
valuable for oil or gas. There being no withdrawal or classification,
is there anything shown in this case that can be characterized or
operate as a report that the'lands are-so valuable? The Department
has frequently held, notably in Heirs of Robert 11. Corder (50 L. D.
185) and Oliver P. Morgan (51 L. ). 267), that where an 6ntryrnan
files an application for a prospecting permit, expressing the belief
that the lands contain oil, this expression* constitutes an admission
that the land has a prospective oil and gas value, rendering unnecessary procedure under paragraph 12 (c) of the oil and gas regulations as a basis for requiring the entryman to consent to such reser-vationand may be regarded as an- election to take patent with mineral
reservations under the act of July 17, 1914. In other words, the
application for permit, coupled with a representation by the entryman that the land is prospectively valuable for oil or gas, warrants
,the assumption that the land is of theAcharacter subject to the reservation. In these cases, however, the Department was not confronted
with a positive official report that the land was nonoil and nongas
land. ThereV was no prima facie presumption to overcome that-thef
lands were not of the class subject to the reservation, and for that
reason these cases are inapposite'
;Together
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The document executed by the entrywoman, according to common
intendment of the language used, does not import an intention to
consent without qualification to 'an oil and gas reservation It is
rather an attenmpt to restrict the right to a permit to applicants who
filed their applications before her homestead rights were initiated;
a matter in which the entrywomanIhas no voice.' So that, if mere
consent by the entrywoman to a reservation is sufficient to impose it,
the paper filed can not be accepted as such.
'However, the fact, that the document expresses a willingness that
a. permit under certain conditions may be granted covering the land
justifies the assumption that the entrywoman and the permit applicant consider the land worthy of prospecting for oil and gas. Under
these circumstances, the latter may be permitted -within a time speci-fled by the Commissioner to submit a showing, preferably the reports of opinions of qualified experts supported by as complete and
accurate geological data as may be procurable, tending to show that
the conclusion of the Geological Survey is not well founded, and she
should further be required to file in proper form- an unqualified and
unequivocal consent by the entrywoinan in writing to a reservation,
of the mineral content of the land, together with the right to prospect, mine, and remove the* same. IUpon submission of such report,
action will be taken as the facts warrant. Failing in this, the application will be finally rejected.
The Commissioner's decision is to this extent modified, and the
case is remanded for procedure in accordance with this decision.

ALASKA COAL-LEASING REGULATIONS AMENDED
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 10.49]
DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

lWashington, D. C., January 27, 1926.
RE,GIsTERs AND RECEIVERS,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES IN

ALASKA:

Under date of January 20, 1926, the Department amended paragraph 9 of the general regulations of May 18, 1916 (45
L. D. 113
and 287)i, 1 governing coal-land leases in the Territory of Alaska
under the act of October 20, 1914

(38 Stat. 741), and section

article.,IV of the lease form 'provided

I of

by said regulations, to read

as follows:

(9) An actual bona. fide expenditure on the land for mine operation, devel-

opment or improvement purposes of $100 for each acre included in the lease

-
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is adopted as, the minimum basis for granting leases, with 'the requirement
that not less than one-fifth of the required investment shall be expended in
development of the: mine during the first year, and a like amount each year
for the four succeeding years, the investment during any one year over such
proportionate amount for that year to be credited on the expenditure required,
for the ensuing year or years. If the investment to be made is fixed at more
than $50,000, the lessee shall furnish a bond with approved corporate surety
in the sum of .$10,000, conditioned upon the expenditure of the specified
and upon compliance with the other terms of the
amnount of .investment
lease. If the investment is fixed at $50,000, or less, a bond similarly conditioned in the sum of $5,000 must be furnished. After the required investment
has been made, the lessee may substitute in lieu of the bond originally
furnished a like bond in the sum of $5,000, conditioned upon compliance with
the terms of the lease.

In lieu of corporate surety, the applicant fmay deposit United States bonds
of a par value equal to the amount of his bond, pursuant to section 1320 of the
,act of February 24, 1919 (40 Stat. 1057, 1148-49), under Treasury circular
No. 154 ofJune 30, 1919. When United States bonds are thus submitted, the
same shall be accompanied by a bond and power of sale duly executed by the
applicant.

1. To invest in actual mining operations upon the leasing block
::
SEorTIO
included herein the sum *of------------------ dollars, of which sum not
less than one-fifth shall be so expended during the first year succeeding the
execution of this. instrumnent, and a like sum each succeeding year for the
period of tfour: years, unless- sooner expended; to submit annually, at the
expiration. of each year for the said five-year period, an itemized statement
asAto the amount and character of the expenditure, and to furnish a bond in
the sum of- _-------_-_-_-conditioned upon making said investment
within said period and compliance with ail other conditions of 'this lease,
and when said expenditure shall have been fully made, the lessee may submit a bond in the sum of $5,000 conditioned upon compliance with the terms
of this lease as a substitute and in lieu of the original bond furnished at the
time of the execution of this instrument.
WILLIAM SPRY,
:Con-missioner.

WOODROW v. WEEKS
Decided Januarp 11, 1926

*;

*

-

.:

NOTICE-OIL AND GAS. LANDS-PROSPECTING PERuiT-PRzEREInCE RIGrr.
A monument upon which a notice of an application for an oil and gas prospecting permit is posted, erected upon a site which is neither prominent nor
0 open, nor convenient of access, is not. in a "conspicuous place " within
the meaning of section 13 of the act of: February 25, 1920, and no prefer-ence right to a permit can be initiated by such posting and monumenting.
NOTICE-WonDS AND PTnRASES--STATUTES.
The words " conspicuous place " as used in statutes requiring the posting of
notices are equivalent in meaning to open to view; catching- the eye; easy
*
to be seen; manifest; seen at a distance; clearly visible; prominent and
*
distinct,
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FiNNEy, First Assistanti Secretary:
This is an appeal by Wilbur A. Woodrow from at decision of the
Commissioner of the General Land -Office affirming the recommendations of the local land officers and rejecting his application, Lander 014348, for an oil and gas permit made under the act of Febrnary 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), covering certain lands in Ts. 44 and 45
N., Rs. 98 and 99 W., 6th P. M., Wyoming, to the extent that it
overlapped a prior like application 014338 filed *by William R.

Weeks.

-

E-

o5

Weeks filed his application on May 9, 1923,-amended it on May 11,
1923, in the latter alleging a posting and monumenting of the land
on May 10, 1923. Woodrow filed his application on May 19, 1923,
claiming a preference right to a permit by virtue of posting and
monumenting the land on April- 21, 1923. In his application he
made all the essential averments in proper verified form that he
did the acts required to be done under paragraph 5 of the oil and
gas regulations (Circular No. 672) to entitle an applicant to a preference rioht for 30 days as therein provided, the only averment that
bears on the issue here raised.beihg that he "'located the same by
erecting upon said lands at a conspicuous place thereon a substantial
stone and wood monument not less than four feet in height.
On November 17 1923, Weeks' filed a sworn statement 6orroborated by other affidavits, wherein it is alleged in substance that; on
May 10, 1923, he and two experienced civil engineers made a thorough examination of the lands included in his permit and contiguous lands to ascertain whether, any person had posted and monumented the land and they were not able to discoveri-such monumenting or posting, and if- such monumenting existed it was in a-hidden
and obscure place; that a main-traveled road extended along -a high
bench through certain named sections from which all of- said lands
are plainly visible and any-post or monument erected thereon: would
have been plainly visible from such road; that after notice of
Woodrow's application his monument and notice were found near
the center of the NE. 1/4 of Sec. 5. The, site of the monument mentioned is relatively near the north boundary of the land applied for
by both applicants.
By reason -of these allegations, a hearing was ordered by the
Commissioner and duly held, testimony 'Was: taken by deposition
and before the local officers, Woodrow, under protest, being required to submit his evidence first. -The local0officers found that
the monument erected by Woodrow was not in a conspicuous place,
and held that he had no preference'right, and recommiended that
his applications be rejected to the extent -of his conflict with. the
-applicationtof
"Weeks.0 The Commissioner in his decision: extensively set 'out the* evidence relevant to the question,. which is the
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sole issue in the case, as to whether the rmonument was in a conspicuous place, and arrived at the same conclusion.
The words "conspicuous; place as used in statutes requiring the
posting of notices have been frequently construed by the Department
and the courts and held to be equivalent in meaning to " open to
view; catching the eye; easy to be seen; manifest; obvious to the
sight; seen at a distance; exposed to view; clearly visible; prominent and distinct." Williams v. Central Railway Company of Nev
Jersey (88 N. Y. Supp. 434). In defining these words as they occur in section 2325, Revised Statutes, requiring the posting of a
notice and plat in connection with application for patent to mining -claims, the. Department held that they meant "prominently,
openly, and conveniently to the publiL" I Tom Moore Consolidated
lfini~ng CompanryJ et al. v. Nesmith'(36 L. D. 199).
Section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, prescribes that an applicant for a permit who seeks a preference right " shall cause to be
erected upon the land for which a permit is sought a monument not
less than four feet high at some conspicuous place thereon." The
plain and unmistakable purpose of this requirement is to provide a
means whereby those whom it may concern may with ordinary care
and observation in examining the land ascertain that a preference
right is sought under theR act and the nature anrd extent thereof. The
acts of the applicant in monLimenting and posting of the lands should
plainly reflect an intent to carry out this purpose, particularly as to
the selection of a site for the required monument and notice.
The testimony, photographs) and maps and other exhibits have
been carefully reviewed by the Department. There is some conflict
of. evidence and controversy as to the degree of- visibility of the
0: Amonument erected, the extent to which the hills and knolls obstruct,
and the vegetation obscures a view of the monument from various
points, upon the area applied for, but the Department is clearly of
the opinion that Weeks established by a preponderance of evidence,
and so finds, that the monument in question was erected in a shallow
depression near the end of a horseshoe-shaped draw or swale bordered by low hills near the northeast, boundary of the land; that
these hills prevent the monument from being seen with the naked eye
on all sides, except .at close range varying at 150 to 500 feet therefrom; that it was away from and not observable from the traveled
road which would ordinarily be used by those journeying to the land;
that there were many other places on. prominent hilltops and level
benches on the, land where the monuument could have been: plainly:
seen and readily would have attracted the attention: of those seeking
evidence of that character. The site: of the monument Avas neither
prominent, open, nor convenient of access, taking into Consideration
the topography, surface,. and natural means of approach to the more:
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than 2,500 acres that Woodrow's application covered. It was therefore not in a 'conspicuous place as required by the statute, and no
preference to the land in conflict was gained thereby.
The appellant specifies as error the action'of the local officers in
requiring him to take the affirmative at the hearing and asserts that
the burden of proof was upon Weeks, the appellee, to prove his
allegations As it is here held that Weeks successfully sustained the
burden of proof, appellant was not prejudiced by the requirement
that he introduce his evidence first even though such ruling was
wrong. In view of the foregoing conclusions the COommissioner's
decision is affirmed.
FRED 3. BENZER
Decided January 16, 1926
OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING

-

PER3MIT-NOTICE-RESTOR^ATIONS-PRACTTcE.

An applicant for an oil and gas prospecting permit is charged with notice of
the established practice and existing regulations governing the cancella-:
tion of permits and the restoration of the lands to further disposition.,
PREFERENCE
OIL AND GAS LANDS - PROSPECTING PERMIT - RECORDS- NoTICERIGHT-EQUITY.

The notation upon the local records. of the cancellation of an oil and gas
permit made contrary to existing regulations is without effect, and those

seeking like permits for the land are put on notice as to the authority
therefor and are not entitled to rely thereon in support of a claim of
priority, though such notation,. if in fact relied on, may be given equitable
consideration in the absence of adverse claims.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of Martin Judge (49 L. D. 171) and Harvey V. Craig (50 L. D. 202),
cited and applied.

First Assistant Secretary:
Fred J. Benzer, who on May 15, 1925, made application, Visalia
013378, for an oil and gas prospecting permit covering Sec. 6, lots 1
to 10, inclusive, lots 13 to 17, inclusive, lot 20, Sec. 7, T. 27 S., IR. 19
E., M. D. M., California, has appealed from a decision of the Commissioner 'of the General Land Office dated September 11, 1925,
holding for rejection said application for the' reason that the lands
were embraced in uncanceled permit 09263, issued to Karl D.
Schwendener.
On February' 21, 1925, the Commissioner promulgated departr
decision of December 20, 1924, affirming his action in holding
V mental
Schwdndener's permit for cancellation stating in his letter that
"format cancellation of the permit is witthheld pending reports fromthe-Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines re the restoration of the
land.", Those bureaus later signified! that they had no objection to
FiqNEY

-'
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the cancellation of the permit, whereupon the! Commissioner,:by
- letter of July 22,1925, canceled the permit, directed the notation of
such cancellation on the local records, and authorized the receipt of
application and a drawing between conflicting applicants on Au'gust
12, 10925, in, harmony with the instructions of April 23; 1924,' Circutlar No. 929 (50 L. D. 387). Available records further show that
pursuant to the regulations mentioned a competitive drawing between 35 permit applicants took place and that Charles B. lUtting
was the successful applicant.
* The appellant alleges that' because of errors made by the local
office and by the General Land Office he was deprived of his right
to participate in the drawing held. Briefly stated, these errors are
Specified as follows:
* (a) Failure of the Commissioner to direct the local office in his
letter of February 21, 1925, to withhold cancellation of permit
- 09263. . -::
'
';t
:
7
- n '
X (b). .Cancellation of permit 09263 had been noted on the local.
records when 'appellant's permit was filed.
(c) Failure to return his application to the local office so that he
might participate in the drawing .
(d) Failure to post notice of the holding of the drawing between
conflicting applicants for 30 days as required by the regulations.
It is further contended that the leasing act does not authorize the
regulations requiring that drawings be. held to determine. the disposition of lands open to 'application by' the dancellation of oil and
gas permits, and: that the decision of' the Commissioner' of February 21, 1925, is in violation of preferential rights conferred by
section 13 of the act.
*Specification (a) is based on a mistake of fact. The ;Commissioner
dlid direct that cancellation fof the permit on the local records be '
:withheld. Specification (d) is a mistake of law. The regulations
cdo not0 require the notice of cancellation of a permit nor the right
to file applications for the land and the disposition of conflicting
applications by a drawing-to be posted for 30 days, as alleged. See
Circular No. 929, supra.
*

'

As to specification: (b),; the Department 'is not advised' that can-

cellation :of permit 09263 was. erroneously noted fon the local records'
at the time appellant filed his application. The presumption is that
the local officers' action was legal and in: accordance with the existing_ regulations. Unsworn statements to the contrary do not -over:come this presumption..' lBut, -assuming that inquiry would verify
Aappellant's statement, as to the-state :of the local record sfich a cir'cumstance would notinmpart 'any validity to his application. If
permit 09263 lhad been noted as canceled by thej local officers' at the
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time Benzer filed his application, such notation was unauthorized
and without effect. The 'authority to consider and determine the
merits and validity, of such applicationsjin the first instance, resides
in the' Commissioner of the General Land Office, and the functions

of the local officers in this connection are of a ministerial nature
only. Harvey V. Craig (50 L. D. 202, 204). Nor was the appellant
entitled to rely on such erroneous notation. He is charged with
notice of the established practice and then existing regulations governing the cancellation of permits and the restoration of the land
to further disposition, and such a notation as alleged should have
put him on inquiry as to the authority therefor. 'While such error
if committed by the local officers might be given equitable consideration and under certain circumstances afford a basis for a relaxation
of the established rule in the absence of adverse claims, it can not
be considered in the presence of adverse applications lawfully initiated and such exist in the present case.
Benzer, having filed his application prior to the cancellation of an
outstanding permit covering the land, gained no rights. Martin
Judge (49 L. D. 171);: Harvey V. Craig, .supra. There was nQ error,

therefore, in the failure of the Commissioner to allow Benzer to
participate in the drawing held, hence no merit in specification; *(c).
Appellant's further assertions challenging the statutory authority for the regulations prescribed for the dispositioniof land upon
the cancellation of outstanding permits are not sufficiently impressive to require discussion.
It follows from the views herein expressed that the decision
appealed from must be affirmed.

LAWRENCE W. CREHORE
Decided January 27,
REPAYMENT-CONSTRUCTION

1926

OHA1GES-IRRIGATION-PUBLIC

LANDS.

The act of February 21, 1925, is- applicable only to public lands and does
not authorize refund of charges paid on a water-right application for the
irrigation of land in private. ownership.
FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

V
Lawrence W. Crehore has appealed from the decision of the Coinmissioner of Reclamation dated December 16, 1925, rejecting his
application under the act of February.21, 1925 (43 Stat. 956), for
-00

refund
of construction charges paid, on a water-right application

for the irrigation of land in private ownership under the Newlands
in Nevada.
irrigation
project
-Federal
Ai
f
J
Q E ,\
,
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The record shows that on December. 27, 1919, the claimant made
water-right application for the SW. V4 (farm units J and K), Sec.
13~,T. 19 N., R. 27 E. M. D. M., and the initial, construction charge
of $309 was pid thereon. The said application was canceled -by the
Co11mmissioner of Reclamiation December 3, 1924, on account of default ini the payment of three installments of operation and maintenance charges.
The'land involved was not entered under the reclamation act,-.but
from the Central
u
was ~in private ownership, having been acquired
was rejected
refundfor
appDlication
The
Company.
Railroad
Pacific
only
is
applicable
on the ground that; the act of February 21, 1925,
to public, lands.
Section 2 of the act provides for refund of construction charges,
interest, and penalties thereon in cases where a veteran, as defined
by' section 1, made entry under the reclamation law at any time since
April, 6, 1917, and who at the date of the act no longer retained the
same because of cancellation or relinquishment, or who within one
year .after theldate of the act,~and prior to issuance of final certifi-,
*cate, desires to relinquish under the conditions therein specified.
S6ciion3. -provides that anyone receiving the benefits of the Act
shall be deemed to have relinquished all right, title, or. interest ip
such farm unit and any imrovements teen
Even if the Department, were to construe the -word "'entry "i
such a broad and unusual senuse as to include within its meaningo a
mtere water-right application, there would still be the greater~ difficulty

of

applying

the

provisions

of

3

section

to

such

a

case.

It

-would'

be far beyond the allowable limits of liberal interpretation, even of,
a remedial act, to hold that the relinquishment or cancellation of a
water-right application for land in private ownership would effect.
the result contem plated by section 3, of the act under which the title
~to the land and all improvements thereon are ~retuifued to the United
States.
Conceding that somewhat similar hardships may exist in cases of
this*

kind

comparable

to

those

relieved,

by

the

act

i

question,

the

Department is not at liberty to grant relief except: as povided-by
law.
The decision appealed from is accordihfgly affirmed,
-
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JESSE E. GORRELL
Decided January2,7 1926
CONFIRMATION-HOMESTEAD

ENTRY-FINAL

PROoF-FINAL

REbEIPT-FEES-

PAYMENT.

The proviso to section 7 of the act of March 3, 1891, does not operate to
confirm, a canceled homestead entry where no receipt was issued, and the
claimant was not entitled to receipt, for moneys tendered with his final
: proof and merely held subject to his order until the proof should- be perfected.
PRIOR DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS REAFIRMED.

Case of Mattie J. Baird (49 L. D. 492), and that portion of the case of
TVeatch, heir of Natter (46 L. D. 496), not previously overruled, reaffirmed.
FINNIEJY

First Assistant Secretary:

This is an appeal.by Jesse E. Gorrell from a decision of the Com,missioner of the General Land Office dated June 18, 1925, denying
application: for reinstatement iof his homestead entry embracing the
SE. i/'4 Sec. 15, T. 4 S., R. 5 E., B. H. -M., Pierre, South Dakota,
land district.
It appears that the land is within-the flarney National Forest
(formerly Black Hills Reserve) created by proclamation of Se'ptemibr 19, 1898 (30 Stat. 1783).. The tract is reported to contain a
heavy stand of timber. The entry was allowed by the register and
receiver November 28, 1900, and final proof in support thereof was
submitted January. 14, 1901, *which proof was immediately suspended and held in the local office pursuant to a report from a
special agent, dated December 17, 1900, -to the effect that the entry
was fraudulent in its inception, and that claimant had not complied
.with the law. Gorkell stated in his proof that he established residence July 9, 1895, maintained his home on the land continuously
until 1898, and that his residence the two succeeding years consisted
of periodical visits amounting to about a month each year. He
claimed improvements to the value ofi$500, and that he had culti0 Pvated five acres the first year and half an-acre for each of the suCceeding three seasons.
: In April, 1901, pursuant to directions from the Commissioner of
the, General Land Office dated March 28, 1901, a, rule was laid uon
the claimant to show cause why his entry should .not be' canceled
because of the prior appropriation of the land for a forest reserve.
Gx orrell responded saying that he had been misinformed, . about, the
:filing of the plat of survey and was not aware that an entry could
be made for the, land at an earlier date.
In April, 1902, a. special agent reported to the Commissioner that
he had made an examination, of the land; that it contai'ned no improvements whatever; that' claimant, never established: residence
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thereon, and that the tract was unfit for cultivation, if cleared.
Thereafter, under date of February 18,1904, pursuant to the Commissioner's order, charges to this effect were served upon the entry..
man and he was allowed a period of thirty days within which to apply for a hearing. lhe filed no answer to the charges, which were
taken as confessed, and his entry was canceled June 27, 1904..
January 22, 1923, Gorrell, through his attorney, filed an application asking that the entry be reinstated and that patent issue to him
on the ground that it was confirmed under the proviso to section
7 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095). It was urged that inasmuch as no protest or contest was pending against the entry at
the expiration of two years from final proof and payment, the can-cellation of the entry was illegal and void under 'the ruling of the
Supreme Court of the United States in the case of :Lafe v. Hoglund
(244 U. S. 174), and Stoekley et ad. v. United States (260 U. S. 532).
The Commissioner denied the application: :'on authority of the;
case of Iattie J. Baid (49 L. D. 492), because no receipt issued for
the final commissions tendered at the time claimant presented his
proof.
* In his appeal the applicant contends that there is a receipt on file.
in the case showing that the proper payments were duly made when
final proof was submitted ; that after final payment was made the
*failure to issue the final papers to which he was entitled could not
operate to deprive him of the benefits of the act of March 3, 1891,
supra; that the limitation began to run when he paid the commissions and that the case is controlled by the decisions of the Supreme
Court above referred to.
The paper in the record which the appellant denominates a receipt
is a slip of paper torn from a pad or blotter, bearing only the'pen-,
Xoiled notation "Comi. jaid-unoffic." This memorandum bears no
date or signature and nothing to indicate how or when it became a
part of the file. ' It is not and does not purport to be a receipt. It
apparently has reference to a deposit or conditional payment of $4'
made on 'January 14, 1901, on account of commissions in connection
with homestead ifinal proof for the SE. 1/4, Sec. 15, T. 4 S., R: 5 E., as
evidenced by the Rapid City, South Dakota, abstract of "unearned
fees and unofficial moneys," for the month of January, 1901, which
is in the files of the GeneraI Land Office.
This sum was not received as public money. It was not authoritatively accepted. It did not belong to the Government and it did not'
belong to the receiver. It was not' earned or applied in connection
;with the accompanying proof and was not credited to the United
States in the receiver's accounts. It was not his duty to account for
and; pay to the United iStates 'moneys so deposited. -It was' the- prac-
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tice in such. cases where the application or proof was incomnplete, or
the entry could not be allowed for any reason, to hold the amount
-subject to the order :of the applicant until the application or proof
was perfected or completed.
It is clear, therefore, that not only did the receipt not issue, but
neither :was the claimant' ,entitled to a receipt under the practice
then in force, and in this respect the facts in the case are identical
with those disclosed in the case of Veatc.J, Heir of Natter (46 L. D.
496), and Hattie J. Baird, supra.

The case is not within the purview of the statute invoked and is
not controlled by the decision of the United States Supreme Court
in the case of Stocleley et al. v. United States, supra.

In the latter

case a receipt actually had issued and the court held that this was
the decisive, factor which started the running of the statute. The
court said:
0 ** ' tThe- plain provision is that the period of limitation shall begin to
run from the date of the. "issuance of the' receiver's receipt upon the final
entry." There is no ambiguity in this language and, therefore, no room for
construction. There is nothing to construe.;- The sole inquiry is* whether the
receipt issued to Stockley falls within the words of the statute.
t::0*

*

'

*

*

'

l

':

*

:

-

0* j

: -i

*

We are not at liberty to add to or take from the language of the statute.
When Congress has plainly described the instrument from whose date the
statute begins to run as the " receipt upon, the final entry," there is no warrant
for construing it to mean only a receipt issued simultaneously with the certificate or one issued after the adjudication on the final proof, which might
be-and in this instance was-postponed indefinitely. * a *

The conclusion in the Ieatch 'case that the receiver's receipt named
:n the statute should be restricted to a receipt issuecl simultaneously
with the register's certificate after approval of final -proof was overruled by the Department February 27, 1923, in the case of United
States v. Heirs of Elizabeth Suvery and,'Anton Schafer, tranqferee
(49 L. D. 461), following the decision of the Supreme Court in. the
Stockley case (but the principle of the Veatch case that the statute
can never become, operative- where no receipt was in fact issued, has
never been reversed or modified. In the Suvery case which overruled the Veatch 'case so far as in conflict, the Department considered
and,- gave full effect to the decision of the Supreme Court in'the
Stockley case; and in the 'Baird case decided March 19, 1923, the
Department also carefully considered the court's decision in the
Stocktey case, and its own' decision in the Veatch case, and after
quoting from each of those decisions reaffirmed the rule that the'
statute does not apply where no receipt was issued. True, in-the
Sktocicley case, the Supreme Court referred approvingly to the Department's instructions of June 4, 1914 (43 L. O. 323), relative to the
purpose and effect of the statute, but the decision of the court should
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not be enlarged by implication or intendment beyond the meaning of

its terms when read in the light of the issue, and the purpose for
which the suit was brought. The decree in that case was grounded
upon the issuance and delivery of a receipt to Stockley, and in the

course of its decision the court observed that the sole inquiry was
whether the receipt issued to Stockley falls within the words of the
statute. The Department adverted to this in the Baird case with the

comment that the court nowhere said that the statute applied where
the receiver's receipt had not issued. Moreover, in the Veatch case
and in like manner in the Baird case, which was subsequent to the
court's decision in the Stockley case, the Department noticed the language of the instructions of June 4, 1914, supra, and held that there
was no intention to go beyond the purport of the decisions therein

referred to and that neither the letter nor the spirit of the law
.justifies a ruling that the mere tender of money in connection with
final proof which was never accepted and which is totally inadequate
to establish any right in a public land claimant, is sufficient to start
the running of the statute.

The situation which called: for this-statute (discloses its singleness
of purpose. It specifies the instrument which is to start the running
of its provisions, viz, "the receiver's receipt upon the final entry,"
and the statute makes it plain that if at the expiration of two years
:from the date of this receipt there is no "pending contest or protest ' against the entry, its validity may no longer be called in question. The statute is one of limitation and repose, restraining the
'right of the Government to instittlte. proceedings to test the validity
of an entry after the lapse of the Itwo-year period. Statutes of limitation should be strictly construed.

In the case of United- States- v.'

Whited and Whe less, Limited, et al. (246 U. S. 552), the Supreme

Court had under consideration the scope of the limitation provision
C
found in section 8 of the act here invoked. At page 561 the court
said:X
*

*

0

Fundamental to the interpretation of the statute which the answering of
this question renders necessary lies the rule of law settled " as a great principle of public policy " that the " United States, asserting rights vested in them
as a sovereign government, are not bound by any statute of limitations, unless
Congress has clearly manifested its intention that they -should be so bound"'
(United States v. Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louifs Ry. Co., 118 U. S. 120,
125), and also the fact that.this principle has been accepted by this court as
requiring not a liberal but a restrictive, a strict, construction of such statutes
when it has been urged to apply them' to bar the rights of the Government.
0Thus, in:Northern Peaviic Ry. Co. v. United States, 227 U. S. 355, 367, the
limitation in the Act of March 2, 1596, c. 39, 29 Stat. 42, was held not applicable to a patent erroneously issued for Indian lands under a railroad
grant, and in La Roque v. United States, 239 U. S. 62, 68, the general language:
of the very act we are considering was held not applicable to a trust patent
for Inldian reserved lands.

/
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The language of section' 7 of the act of March 3; 1891, saura, is
clear and unambiguous, and it will not be extended to aAy other than
the cases expressly provided for. Gorrell's application to reinstate
his entry is therefore denied, and the decision appealed from is
affirmed.

JESSE E. GORRELL
Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of January 27,
1926 (51 L. D. 3-7), denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
March 15, 1926.

UNIVERSITY OF HAWA1I
Opinion, February 9, 1926
TEaIiToRIES- HAWAII

- AGICULTUrRAL
STATIONS-PAYMENT-STATUTES.

COLLEGES -AGBICULTURAL

E XPERIMENT

The act of March 2, 1887, as supplemented by the acts of March 16, 1906, and
February 24, 1925, authorizing appropriation of amounts annually for the
support of agricultural experiment stations, in connection with the colleges
established pursuant to the act of July 2, 1862, permits Territories of the
United States to participate in. its benefits, where appropriations therefor
have been made, but the benefits of that law have never been extended to
Hawaii; in lieu thereof, however, separate comparable appropriations have
been made for similar expenditures in that Territory and other outlying
Territories and possessions.

PATTERSON, Solicitor:

There has been submitted for opinion the question whether the
University of Hawaii is entitled to participate in the benefits of the
act of March 2, i88T (24 Stat. 440), and supplemental acts authorizing appropriation of amounts annually for the support of agricultural experiment stations as therein described.
There are numerous congressional acts to be considered in this
connection, but the precise controversial point presented is whether
the benefits thus conferred are confined to such institutions within
the several States or whether they apply to Territories also.
The basic act of July 2, 1862 (12 Stat. 503), sometimes called the
First Morrill Act, granted to the several States a quantity of land
or; in lieu thereof, land scrip for the endowment, support, and maintenance of, colleges teaching such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts. That act-was amended
by the act of July 23, 1866 (14 Stat. 208), to provide that where any
Territory shall become a State and be admitted into the Union such
new. State shall be entitled to the benefits of the said act of July 2,I
1862, upon establishment of such college and by expressing acceptace of the grant as therein specified.
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'There is no question that this grant of land or - land scrip
applied only'to the States and not to the Territories, and it has also
been held as to new States that the grant did not become effective
without further legislation where the method for determining the
area of the grant as specified in the original act had become obsolete.
See State of Oklahoma (45 IL. D. 543). However, this particular
grant of land or scrip is not claimed by Hawaii, and it is merely* referred to here because the subsequent acts appropriating sums of
money for experimental stations in the several States, and Territories expressly provide that such stations shall be established under the direction of the colleges established by the act of July 2,
1862.
One view is that such station could not exist or operate in a Territory, because no agricultural college could be established there un-!
der the act of July 2, 1862. It. is believed, however, that this view
is too technical and superficial for reasons hereinafter stated, but
this point will be found of minor importance in the' practical application of the several provisions of law to be considered herein.
Closer examination of the act of March 2, 1887, will be. given in
* connection with the consideration of subsequent legislation in pari
mate7ia.

The act of August 30, 1890 (26 Stat. 417), made a permanent appropriation, to be available annually, of specified sums to each State,
and Territory for the more complete endowment- and maintenance
of colleges for the. benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts " now
established, or which may be hereafter established, in accordance
with an act. of Congress approved. July second, eighteen. hundred
and sixty-two." The amount thus appropriated was $15,000 to each
State atid Territory for the first year, 'with an increase of $1,000
each~ succeeding year for a period of 10 years, after which it was
to be $25,000. These sums were to be certified by the Secretary of
the Interior to the Secretary of the Treasury as to each State and
Territory entitled to receive its share of the annual appropriation,
and the amounts were to be paid out of the proceeds of the sale of
public lands. It will be observed that this provision was for colleges and not for experiment stations; also that the appropriation
was permanent and operated without further congressional authority.

The act of March 2, 1887, supra, was not effective unless the sum
authorized be" specially provided for by Congress in the appropriations from year to year."
The act of March, 16, 1906 (34 Stat. 63), increased the amount to
be paid each Sitate and Territory for agricultural experimental
'stations by. $5o000 for the fiscal year 1906, $7,000 for the next year,
and so on. at an increase of $2,000 per year o'er the preceding year
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until and inclusive of the year 1911, when it was to be $15,000, in
addition to the sum provided by the act of March 2, 1887, and: thereafter the total sum was to be $30,000. This was to be certified by
the Secretary of Agriculture to the Secretary of the Treasury out
of any money in the Treasury. not othervise.appropriated. This
act appeared to make such appropriation permanent and generally:
provided a procedure quite analogous to that contained in the said
act of August 30, 1890, in respect to agricultural colleges, except
-that the sums for the colleges were to be certified: by the Secretary
of the Interior while the sumst for the expetinent stations .werP.
to be certified by the Secretary of Agriculture; also the latter were
to be paid out of the general fund of the Treasury while the formerwere payable out of funds arising from the sale of public lands.
The said act of March 16, -406, as passed, could have been given
the effect-of supplanting and superseding the act of March 2, 1887,
but this was promptly changed by a. construing provision contained
in the appropriation act of June 30, 1906 (34 Stat. 669, 696), which
limited its application to the increases therein provided -for theyears 1906 to 1911, inclusive.
The act of March 4, 1907 (34 Stat. 1256, 12815, contained provisions modifying the act of August 30, 1890, sapra; in respect to

agricultural colleges, providing for more complete endowment by
increasing the yAarly benefits to a maximum of $50,000 and making
:the permanentappropriation payable out of the general fund.
Section 1891 of the Revised Statutes providesThe :Constitution and all laws of the United States which are not locally
inapplicable shall have the same force and effect within all the organized
Territories, and in every Territory hereafter organized, as elsewhere within
the United States..

Section 5 of the act of April 30, 1900 (31 Stat. 141), to provide
a government for the Territory of Hawaii provides substantially

to the same effect.
,,It has become well settled that the law Smaking appropriation for
agricultural colleges has application to Territories. This subject
was thoroughly considered by the Comptroller of the Treasury in
his decision of February 21, 1908, unpublished, holding that the
Territory of -Hawaii is entitled to the benefits of the said appro-7
priation, and stating in part as follows:
Theact-of August 30, 1890, appliesjto colleges

of the kind provided for
established or which may hereafter be established.''
established
:The act of March 4, 1907, applies by its terms to colleges "now
or which may hereafter be established." It makes the appropriation " to:
each State and Territory." The laws- making these appropriatioils for the
of colleges organized in accordance wi"' the
" more complete endowment":
now
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act of July 2, 1862. are made applicable by section 1891 of the Revised Statutes to every Territory hereafter organized.
This: has- been the practical construction placed upon the act of August
30, 1890, and I am of the opinion that it is the correct construction.

The subject was again considered by the Comptroller in his decision of April 10, 1908, unpublished, holding that Porto Rico is
entitled to participate in the said appropriation for the more complete endowment of agricultural colleges.
In harmony with these decisions each of the Territories, Hawaii,
Alaska, and Porto Rico, has been 'given the benefits of'the act of
March 4, 1907, supra, in the specified sum of $50,000 yearly for agricultural college support. As a mere matter of statutory construction
and applying said rulings of the Comptroller in respect to the act of
March' 4, 1907, supra, it is fair to conclude that the acts of March
2, 1887, and March 16, 1906, supra, had application to Territories,
and as a matter of fact they have been so applied, as will be hereinafter shown. But this broad question has become academic and
does not fully cover the particular and practical question whether
Hawaii is entitled under present legislation to certification of the
* benefits- under said acts.
It is observed that Congress in making its yearly appropriations
for the satisfaction of the act of March 2, 1887, suprca,indicated that
such benefits were not confined to the respective States because it
ihas constantly appropriated the sum of $720,000 which was just
sufficient to permit payment of Cthe specified sum of $15,000 to each
of the 48 States and Territories then constituting the continental
and contiguous major political subdivisions of the Nation. This was
done at the time when some of the subdivisions which are now States
were then Territories. This precludes the thought that Territories,
as such, were excluded. By the same token it indicates that other
Territories were not included.
The intention of Congress with respect to Alaska, Hawaii) and
* Porto Rico is shown by making separate provision for them in legislation of this character. For instance, in the appropriation act of
April 23, 1897 (30 Stat. 1, 6), the sum of $755,000 was appropriated
to carry into effect the act of March 2, 1887, and to- enforce the execution thereof, $30,000 of which was 'for administration and $5,000 foil
investigation as to the agricultural resources of Alaska " with reference to the advisability and feasibility of the establishment of
agricultural experiment stations in said Territory, as has been done
in other States and Territories.
V Itwill, be noted that this appropriation provided $720,000 for distribution in i the 48 States' and , Territories of- $15,000 each, not
including'-Alaska. The .next annual appropriation (30 Stat. 330,
335), was the same except that $10,000 was appropriated for investi.'
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gation in respect to Alaska. The next amount (30 Stat. 947. 953)
Was the* same except that the amount of $12,000' was appropriated
for investigation and. 6stablishment' of an agricultural experiment
station in Alaska.
It would be tedious to trace out the precise provisions of each and
every such appropriation, but it is sufficient to. say that such stations
* have been provided in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Guam, and the
Virgiin Islands to be administered by the Department of Agriculture,
and specific annual appropriations have been made for this purpose.
.
A typical example of these appropriations is found in the act of
March, 4, 1911 (36 -Stat.- 1235, 1261), making appropriation for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1912: That act appropriated $720,000
to carry into effect the, act of March 2, 1887, and a like, amount to
:carry into effect theact of March' 16, 1906, and separately appropriated $30,000 for experiment stations in Hawaii, and also amounts
for other outlying Territories and possessions. See also similar acts
of August 10, 1912, NMarch 4, 1913 (37 Stat. 269, 297; 828, 851), and
February 10, 1925 (43 Stat. 822, 824).> The last act cited appropriated $54,940 for Hawaii.'
The recent act of February 24, 1925 (43'Stat. 970), which is generally similar to the act of March 16, 1906, supra, provides in section
1 as follows:
That for the more complete endowment and maintenance of agricultural
experiment stations now established, or which may hereafter-be established, in
accordance with the Act of Congress approved March 2, 1887, there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, in addition to the amounts now received by
such agricultural experiment stations, the sum of $20,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1926; $30,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1927; $40,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928; $50,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1929; $60,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1930; and $60,000
for each fiscal year thereafter, to be paid to each State and Territory; and
the Secretary of Agriculture shall include the additional sums above authorized to be appropriated in the annual estimates of the Department of Agriculture, or in a separate estimate, as he may deem best. The funds appropriated pursuant to this Act shall be applied only to paying the necessary
expenses of conducting investigations or making experiments bearing directly
on the production, manufacture, preparation, use, distribution, and marketing
of agricultural products, and including such scientific researches as have for
their purpose the establishment and maintenance of a permanent and efficient
agricultural industry, and such economic and sociological investigations as
have for their purpose the development and improvement of the rural home
and rural life, and for printing and disseminating the results of said researches.

To carry that act into effect the deficiency act of March 4, 1925
(43 Stat. 1313, 1324), appropriated the sum of $960,000, which is
-just sufficient to pay each of the 48 States the $20,000 specified for
the fiscal year 1926. As already noted, the general appropriation
act for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, appropriated the usual
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* $720,000 to carry into effect the act of March 2, 1887, a. like amount
to make effective the act~of March. 16, 1906, and various specific sums
for; the respective outlying Territories. The. sum of $54,940. was
provided for the express .purpose of enabling the Secretary of Agrib'culture to establish aand maintain agricultural experiment stations in
Hawaii, $10,000 oIf which sum may be used in agricultural extension
work in Hawaii.
I This review of ~pertinent legislation certainly demonstrates: that
there is no. permanent. appropriation: for the support of agricultural
Iexperiment stations,;such as provided for agricultural colleges, but
that such appropriations 'are provided annually; that in providing
such funds 'in lump sums for 'distribution on; certification by the
Secretary of Agriculture the' amounts' thus appropriated have been
just sufficient to allow eachl.of the 48 States the amount of $30,000
contemplated by the acts of March 2, 1887, and March 16., 1906, and
the $20,000 each under :the acts of February 24; 1925.; that Hawaii
and Other incontiguou s Territories- have- been separately- provided
for in specific sums comparable to the prorated amounts.
I am convinced that the Secretary of Agriculture is right in taking
the position that no funds have been provided for Hawaii under
the acts of March 2, 1887, March 16, 1906, or February' 24, 1925.
If entitled to the benefits of these acts, she would have received
$50,000 for the .fiscal year ending June 30, 1926, whereas the greater
specific sum of: $54,940 was, appropriated for experiment stations in
Hawaii, a portion of:'which may be used for agricultural extension
work. The: only Aground for claim of unjust discrimination, if any,
would appear to be that the appropriation is ,to be expended under
the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Agriculture instead of the school
authorities. This, however, is a question of policy for consideration
by Congress and' is not involved in the interpretation of existing law.
Approved:
JOHIN H. EDWARDS,

Assistant Secretary.n
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SALE- SECTIOIN 2455,' REVISED'
OFFERINGS~ AT PEI
STATUTES-ACT -OF MARCH 28,. 1912
.Circular No. 684]DEPARTMENT OF ~THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

'Washingtn; February 25, 1926.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFCS

The sale of 'islated tracts of public land is authorized by section
24551 of ~b.&Revised Statutes, as Amended 15y the act'of, Junie 27,19,06
;(34 Stat. 517)'; tracts which are6 mountainousb too rough 'for cultir "e first proviso:' to
u
vation'houghnot isolated;'ay be s
special proFarch
A
28,
the act 'of
on in the act of
r
ersa
visions as to land nwher
March2, 1907 ~(34Sat. 1224).
-The present itstructions constitute a revision, of those -of April 16,1
1920 (47L. ID.382).
G:ENE:AL 'REGULATIONS.
1. Applications to have isolated tracts ordered into market must
be file5 with .the registea.o the local, land officea for the district
wherein the lands. are situated except in th States, of Kansas, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Mississippi, Miusoeri, Ohio, afsd Wisconsin.
These States have no district land .Vffice, and applications for land
reiissioner of the General La
therein should be forwarded to the C
Office, Washington, ID. C.
l 2. App4licants must show by their affidavits, corroborated by .at
h the land onrtains no salines, coal, or othier
least two witneses,: that
kind, tand value lof timber or stone thereon,
-minerals;. the aemouniite
of thell
eiature if, so, the
if any; whether. the, land is occupied, and
occupancy;Ifor-what purpose theland is chiefly valuable; why ,it-is
desired that same be sold;, that ~applicant, desires- to 'prhs.the
for
land for- his owl individual use anc' actual occup ation and not:
spec ultive purposes, and that he has not heretofore purchased under
secto : 2455, Revised Statutes; or the admendments thereto, isolated
for
t
tracts,; the area of uwhich when added to the' area now applied
will exceed approximately 160iAcres; and that heisatizen of 'theIz
litention to 'become such. if'United States, or has declared his
applicantI as heretofore purchased lands under the provisions of the
acts relating to isolated tracts,.same inustbe described in the applica-'
tion by subdivision, section, township, and range.
These provisions are modified, however, in the class of cases. referred toin paragraph 5 (b).
3. The affidavits-of applicants to have isolated.tracts ordered into
market and of their corroborating witnesses' may be executed before
.any officer having a seal and authorized to administer "oaths in .the
county or land district.in which the tracts described in: the applications are situated. Affidavits relating to lands in those States having
no local office may be executed anywhere within the. State.
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whom:such affidavits areexecuted will cause'
4. 'Th-"eofficerbefore
each applicant and his witnesses to fully answer the questions con-.
tained upon. the accompanying form and, after the answers to the:
questions therein contained have been reduced to writing, to sign
anal swear to same before him.
5. (a) No sale will be authorized upon the application of a person
who- has;purchased' under section 2455, Revised Statutes, or the
amendments thereto, any lands the area of which, wheni added to the
area applied for,:shall exceed approximately 160 acers.
S () Where one or more tracts, each not. exceeding 120 acres in area,
are entirely surrounded by land owned by the applicant and have
been isolated for' five or more years, an offering may be allowed without regard to the limitations as to ektent of purchases by the applicant, set forth in paragraphs 2 and 5 (a), provided the lands soughtIare
not valuable 'for. farming: but are chiefly valuable forgrazing orfor
Applicants under
special use in connection with the -adjoining lands.
this subparagraph must furnish proof of ownership of the land surrounding that applied for; also detailed evidence ag to the character
of. the land appliedWfor,. particularly with respect to.its comparative values for farming, grazing, and special use-in conirection with
the adjoining lands,; which evidence i'nat consist of an affidavit by
the applicant corroborated by the affidavits of not less than two disinterested persons having actual knowledge of the facts. -In other
: respects these cases are, governed by the general regulations. .
6.-.No tract exceeding approximately 160 acres in area will be
ordered into the market. An application may include several incon*tiguous tracts provided their aggregate area: does 'not exceed 160
0acres. Eac tract will be offered separately and certificates will he .
issued under different numbers unless they are bought by the. same:
: person.
7. No tract of land will be deemed' isolated and ordered into the
:market nless, at the time application is filed, the said tract has been
subject to homestead entryfor at least two years after.the surrounding lands have been entered, except in cases where some extraordinary
reason is advanced sufficient, in the opinion of the Commissioner of
:the General Land Office, to Warrant waiving this restriction...
8., The register will, on receipt of applications, note same upon the
-tract' books of his office, and if the 'applications 'are not properly
executed or not corroborated he will reject the same, subject. to the.
right of appeal.' Applications found to,be properly executed and corroborated will be disposed of as follows:"
(a) If the applicant does' not.show himself qualified, or if the tract
appears not to be subject to disposition under the provisions of paraXgraph 7, or if all the land is appropriated, the register will reject the
application subject to the usual right of appeal; if part' of* the tract
is appropriated, he will reject the application as to that part, and, in
the absence of an appeal after the usual notice, he willeliminate the
description thereof from the application and take further action as
though it had never been included therein. Where an appeal is filed,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, if he decides to order
into market a part, or all, of the lands, will call upon the register and
the division inspector for the reports as next provided for, concerning
uhe value of the land.

.
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(b) If all the land applied for is vacant and not withdrawn or
otherwise reserved-from such ,disposition and the status- of the surrounding lands is such that a sale might properly be ordered under
paragraph 7, the register, after noting the application on his records,
will promptly forward the same to the division inspector for report
as to the value of the land and any objection he may wish to interpose to the sale, and the register will make proper notations on his
schedule of'serial numbers in the event the application is not returned
in time to be forwarded with the current returns. Upon receipt of
the application from the division inspector with his report thereon,
the register will attach his report as to the status of the land and
that surrounding, the value of the land applied for, if he has any
knowledge concerning the same, and any objection to the sale known
to him, and forward the papers to the General Land Office with the
current returns.
9. An application for sale will not segregate the land from entry
or other disposal, for such lands may be entered at any time before
the receipt in the local land office of the letter authorizing the sale
and its notation of record or, as to land in those States having no
local officer, before the date of the order of sale. If any or all of the
land applied for be entered or filed upon while the application for
sale is in the hands of the division inspector, the register will so
advise him; if all the land be thus entered orrfiled*upon he will
request the return of the application for forwarding to the General
Land Office.
If all of the land applied for be entered or filed upon at any time
prior to receipt of a letter from the General Land Office authorizing
an offering, the register will at once close the case' on his records,
notify the applicant of the action, and promptly report the facts to
said office, where the matter will be closed on its records without
letter; similarly, a case will be closed in part and like notice and
report will be sent if an entry or filing be made for part of the land
involved.
'10. Upon receipt of letter authorizing the sale the register. will at
once examine the records to see whether the tract, or any part -thereof,
has been entered. If the examination of the record"Sshows that all:
of the tract has been entered or filed upon, the register will not promulgate the letter authorizing the sale, but will report the facts to
the General' Land Office, whereupon the letter authorizing the sale
will be revoked. If a part of the land has been entered, he will so,
report and note on the tract book, opposite such portion of the tract
as is found' to. be clear, that sale has been authorized, giving the date
of the letter. Thereupon the land will be considered segregated for
the purpose of sale. The minimum rice set by the order for sale
should also be 'noted on thexrecords. In the event no sale is had the
price so noted will be effective as to any subsequent application for
offering, filed within three years after the date of the report of the
division inspector.
The register will prepare a notice for publication on the form hereinafter given, describing the land found to be unentered, and fixing' a
date for the sale, which date must be far enough in advance to afford
ample time for publication of the notice, and for the affidavit of the
publisher to be filed in the local land office prior to the date of the
sale. The register will also designate a newspaper as published near-
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est to the land 'described in the notice; The notice will be sent to
the applicant with instructions that he must publish the same at his
expense in the newspaper designated by the register. Payment for
pu lication must be made by applicant directly to the publisher, and
in case the money for publication is transmitted to the register he
must issue receipt therefor and immediately return the money to the
applicant by his official check, with instructing to arrange for the
publication of the notice as hereinbefore provided.
If evidence of publication is not filed at or before the time-set for
the offering, the register will close the case on his records, and will
report the default to the General Land Office, which will, without
'letter,close the case on its records.

* ' ': 11. Notice must be published for 30 days preceding the date set
for the sale, and a- sufficient tine should elapse between the date of
last publication and the date of sale to enable the affidavit of the
publisher to be filed in the local office. The notice must be published in the paper designated by the register as nearest the land described in the application If this be a daily paper, the publication
must be inserted in 30 consecutive issues; if daily except Sunday, in
26; if weekly, in 5; and if. semiweekly, in 9 consecutive issues. The
register will cause a similar notice to be posted in his office, such
notice to remain posted during the entire period of publication. The
applicant must file in the local office, prior to the date fixed for the
sale, evidence that publication has been had for the required period,
which evidence may consist of the affidavit of the publisher, accompanied by a copy of the notice published.
12. At the time and place fixed for the sale the register will read
the notice of sale and allow all qualified persons an opportunity to
bid. Bids may be made through an agent personally present at the
sale, as well as by the bidder in person. The register conducting
the sale will keep a record showing the. names of. the bidders and
the amount bid by each. Such. record will be transmitted.-to this'
office with the other papers in the case.
When all persons present shall have ceased bidding, the register
will, in the, usual. manner,, declare the sale closed, announcing the
name of the highest bidder'; the highest bid will be accepted and the
offerer thereof,(or his principal) will be declared the purchaser, provided he immediately pay to the register the amount of the bid; in
the absence of such payment the register will: at once proceed .with
the sale, excluding bids by him, and starting with the highest bid not
withdrawn. The accepted bidder must, within 10 days ~after the
sale, furnish evidence -thathe is a citizen of the United States or has,
declared his intention, to become such; also, a nonmineral affidavit
or (in the States where that, is sufficient) a nonsaline .affidavit..
Upon the filing of these papers the register will issue final certificate.
13. No lands will be sold at less than the price fixed by law, nor at
less than $1.25 per acre; but .a minimum price 'will be set by the
letter ordering the sale, based upon the report of the division inspector.. Should. any of the lands offered be not sold, the same will not
-be regarded as subject to private entry unless located in the State of
Missouri (act of March2, 1889, 25 Stat. 854), but may. again be
offered for sale in the manner herein provided.
14. After each offeringpwhere the lands offpred are not' sold, the
register will close the.cose orth s
and
records
retort by letter to thu
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General Land Office. 'No report by letter will be made when the
offering results 'in a sale; but the register will issue cash papers as in
ordinary cash entries, noting thereon'the date of the' letter- authorizing the offering,and report'the same in his current returns. With
the papers must also be forwarded the affidavit of publisher showing
iadu e publication and the register's certificate of posting. In all cases
where no sale is had the land will, in the absence of other objections,
become subject to entry or fllng at once without action by this
office.
ACT OF MARCH 28,19i2 (37 STAT. 77)

:Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That section twenty-four hundred and fifty-

five of the Revised Statutes of -the United States be amended to read as follows:
It shall be lawful for the Commissioner of the General Land
"'SEC. 2455.
Office to order into market and sell at public. auction, at the land office of the
district in which the land is situated, for not less than one dollar and twentyfive cents an acre, any isolated or disconnected tract or parcel of the public
domain not exceeding one-quarter section, which, in his judgment, it would&be
proper to expose for sale after at least thirty days' notice by the land officers
of.the district in which such land may be situated: Provided, That any legal
subdivisions of the. public land, not exceeding one-quarter section, the greater
part of which is mountainous or too rough for cultivation, may, in thie discretion
of said commisioner, be ordered into the market and sold pursuant to. this act
upon the application of 'any person who owns lands or holds a valid entry of
that such tract may not be
lands adjoiningisuch tract, regardless of the .fact
isolated or disconnected within the mieaning of this act: Provided further, That
this act shall not defeat aniy vested right which- has 'already attached under any
pending entry or location.",,
REGULATIONS UNDERXFIRST PROVISO TO ACT OF MARCH 28, 1912.

15. The, first proviso to the act copied above authorizes the sale
of. leg'al 9iibdivisidns not exceeding, one-quarter section, the greater
part of which i4s mountainous or too rough for cultivation, upon the
application of any person who owns or holds a valid entry of lands
adjoining such tract and regardless' of the fact that such tract may
not be actually isolated by the entry or other disposition of surrounding lands. Applications will be disposed of by you in 'aceord-:
ance with--the' "General Regulations," except' paragraph 7, which
is not applicable. Applications may' be made upon the form provided (4-008b) -and printed herein, properly modified as necessitated
by .the terms of the proviso. In alddition the applicant or' applicants must furnish proof of his or their ownership. of the whole
title to adjoining land, or that he lholds a valid entry embracing
adjoining land, in.-connection with which -entry he has met the
requirements of the law; also detailed evidence as to the character
'of the land applied for, the extent to which it is cultivable, and the
conditions which reiideiethe greater portion unfit for cultivation; also
a description of any and -all lands theretofore applied forunder the
proviso or purchased under section 2455 or- the amendments thereto.
This evidence must consist of an'affidavit by the claimant, corroborated by. the affidavits of not less 'than two disinterested persoeis
having actual knowledge of thelfacts.
No person. will be allowed more than one application lunder this
proviso except that two or more applications may be allowed to the,
same person' if all the lands sought adjoin thoesamea body of' land
owned by the applicant or included'in his 'pending entry.'' An application will be rejected in 'all cases where the applicant has pur-
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chased under section 2455, or the amendments thereto, an area which,
when added to the area applied for, shall exceed approximately 160
acres.

In acting on applications for offering under the proviso, regard

will be had to the character of each subdivision applied for, as reported by the division inspector, and offering of an entire tract
will not be had; upon the ground that the greater part is 'of the
character contempl ted thereby, if taken as a whole.
16. In the notices for publication and posting, where sale is authorized under.the proviso, you will .add after the description of Lthe
:land, "This tract -is ordered into the market 'on a showing that the
greater portion thereof is mountainous or too rough fortcultivation."
ISOLATED TRACTS- OF COAL LAND;

17. The act of: Congress approved. April 30, 1912 (87 Stat. 105),

provides:

That * * * unreserved 'public lands of 'the United States, exclusive of
Alaska, which have been withdrawn or classified as coal lands, for are valuable
for coal, shall * * * be subject' * * * to disposition. * * * under
the laws providing for the sale of isolated or disconnected tracts of public
lands, but there shall be a reservation tbo the.'United States*of the coal in all
such lands so * * ' sold, and of the right to prospect for, mine, and remove
the same in* accordance with the provisions' of the act 'of June; 22 1910, and
such lands shall be subject to all the 6onditions and limitations of said act.
An apphlcation to. have .coaa1land offered at -public scale must :bear
on its face the notation:
: Application made in accordance with and subject to the.provisions and, reservations of the act of June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583).
;
Where such an application does not bear this notation, you will
afford 'applicant an opportunity to consent thereto and will reject the
application if this tequirenient be not complied with.
a 'the printed 'and posted notice of sale will aappear the statement:
This land will be 'sold in accordance with, and subject to, the provisions and
reservationsof the act of June 22,-1910 (36 Stat. 583).
The purchaser's..consent to the, reservation of the coal in the land
to the United States will not .be required, but the cash 'certificate and
patent. will contain respectively the provisions specified in paragraph
7 (b) of the circoular of September 8, 1910..
TRACTS CONTAINING PHOSPHATE, ETC.

18. The act of Congress approved July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509),
provides:
That * * * lands * * ''* withdrawn or 'dassified as * * * phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil; gas, or' asphaltic minerals, or' which are valuable for
those deposits, shall be subject to
* *
purchase, if othervise available,
under the nonmineral land laws of. the United States,.wheneverschb * .* *
purchase shall be, made. with a, view. to obtaining. or passing title with a reserva,
tion to the 'United States of' the' deposits on account of. which the lands, were
withdrawn or' classified or' reported 'as valuable, together with the right to
prospect for, mine, and remove the same.
An application for offering 'of 'the lands- referred to. in said act mhust
bear on its face the' notation:'
Application made in accordance with and. subjectto
tthe provisions and teser.vations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).
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If an application for such mineral land- does not bear that notation,
ydu' will afford the: applicant 'opport'unity to consent thereto, and if
he fails to do so, you will reject the application ''.
In the printed and posted notice of sale will appear the statement:
This land will be sold in accordance with and subject to the provisions and
reservations of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).

The purchaser's consent to the' reservation of the minerals in the
land to the United States will not be required, but the cash certificate
and Patent will contain, respectively, the provisions specified i ara6of the circular of'March 20, 1915 (44 L. D. 32, 34)..A
:. Egraph
19. All applications for the sale of public lands under these regulations imust e rejected-wher6 it apPears that the land 'applied for is
within the limaits;of ':aIproducing oil or gas field or is embraded in, an:
existing oil or gas prospecting permit or lease under act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437'), or an application for suchlpermiit or'lease; and an
application for such permit or lease filed before the land blecomes segregated in the' manner indicated in paragraph 9 hereof will defeat th.
application hereunder.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
.:,,(Form 4-O08b)
APPLICATION FOE SALE OF ISOLATED OR

IhSCONNECTED7. TRACTS

DEPARTMENT OF TEE INTERIOR,
UNITRD STATES LAND OFFICa,

-- - -- -- 19 ----To the COMMISSIONER OF TEE GENERAL LAND OFFIcE:
respectfully requests
-,
, whose post-office address is
----be
*,range -:,
, township
of section
that the ordered into market and sold under sec. 2455, Revised Statutes, at public
auction, the same having been' subject to homestead entry for at least two years
after the surrounding lands were entered, filed -upon, or sold by the Government.
_- - - (here state whether native-born
Applicant states that he is a
or naturalized citizen of the United- States, or has declared his intention to
become a citizen, as the case may be) ; that this land contains no salines, coal,
; that there is no timber
or other minerals and no stone except inches
species, ranging from -_
trees of the thereon except feet stumpage meas: A feet in diameter, and aggregating -about
'to
; that ,the land is not occupied except
ure, of the estimated value of $
post office, 'who occupies and uses it for the
ofby
but does not claim the right of occupancy under any
purpose of,and
of the, public-land laws; that the land is chiefly valuable for -_-_that applicant desires to purchase same for his own individual use and actual
not for speculativeipurposes;
JLand
occupation ifor, the -purpose of the
ithat he has not heretofore -purchased. publici lands sold as 'isolated tracts,
area of which when added 'to the area herein applied 'for will exceed approximately 160 .acres. 5 The. lands heretofore purchased by him under said act are
described as follows: ..: If this request is granted, applicant agrees: to have notice published at his
expense in the newspaper designated by the register.
.(Applicant will answer fully the following questions:)
Question 1. Are you the owneroflandadjoiningthe tractabovedescribed? If
so, describe the land by section, township, and range.
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Ansve-r.
_ -.
.
. .
;.Question 2. To what use do you intend, to put. :th isolated tract above, de-

scribed should you purchase same?
Answer.
-----Questioni'3. If you.are not the owner :of adjoining land', do-you intend to
.reside upon or cultivate the isolated tract?
AnswerT - - - -- - - -- ---- -- -- -* Question 4. Have you been'requested by anyone to apply: for the ordering of
Xthe tract into market? If so, by whom?
Answer---

---

-

--

Question 5. Are you acting 'as agbnt' for any person or persons or directly
or indirectly for or iin beh'allf of any pers6iio other than-yourself in maLing said
application?
: 'Answer.
-----Question 6. Do you, intend to appear at the sale of said tract if ordered and

bid for same?
Answr.

=.

'

Question 7. Have you any agreement or understanding;, expressed or implied,
with any other person or persons that you are to bid upon'or purchase the.land
:for' them Tor in their' behalf, or haveyou aree'd to absent yourself from ,the, sale
or refrain from bidding-so that they a~y~ acquire title to the land?
'Answer.

''

'

'-

'

-

-- -

-- --

- - - - - -'--

(Sign hers with full christian name.)

We are--personally acquainted with the above-named applicant and the land
described by him, and the statements hereinbefore made are true to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
(Sign here with tillhchristian nanlae.)

.

(Sign herewith fullhehr7istiansame.)

I certify that the foregoing application' and corroborative statement wwere
read to or by the above-named applicant and witnesses in my presence before
affiants' affixed: their signatures' thereto; 'that: I verily 'blieve affiants to be:
credible persons and the identical persons hereinbefore dcscribed; that said
affidavits were duly subscribed ahd sworni to before me at my office, at
____
_-, this - : day of' 19
:
:

|

-

i

~-

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~(Offieial'designsation
-0t

- ----

--

-

-

i--------

af eoffier.)'

(Forma 4-348)

6SOLATED

TEACT-PIJBLIc LAND SALE
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,.
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE,

*0

-

:

\

----

~~~~~~~
---.--- -77------

-----

f7-7-% g
,

19---...

Notice ishereby given that, as. directed by the Comminsiioner of the General
Land Office, under the provisions of sec. 2455, Revised' Statues, pursuant-'to:
the application of ... ------- Serial 'No. -, we will offer at public
sale, to the highest biddei, but at rniot less than $
' per acre at
o'clock
m., on the
day' of-_ nexti at this office, the following
tract of land::--The sale will not be kept open, but will be declared closed when those present
at the hour named have ceased bidding.:- The person making 'the: highest':bid
will be required to immedtately pay to the receiver the' amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the above-described land .are- advised 'to file
their claims or objections on or before the time designated for sale.
- ---- - -
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KIBER1 AND STONE LAW

OTlEINTERIO
GE.UNERAL LADOFCE,
5 19,6.
D.
Was igton,

DARTMENT

REGISTERS, UNITE~YSTATEs;LA~D. OFF.iOEM
:
The-; regulations

the

-nd~'
act 'of''June

t1878
3,

(20

Stat.. 89)

an~dainndatry cts, comm only knbwn as the timibe and stone law,
.L. 20, 1922 (49
Which were revised September

288) are h
D. .re-

-vised and 'moqdified, as follos
]PROVISION, FOR APRIEET

1.Any lanid subject to sale under the foregoing. acts may uner
the d~irectionlf the Commissioner of the' General Land Office, upon

applicatibn. or odth-erwis6,~ be appraised. by ismallest. legal subdivisionis,

at their, reasonable value but -at not le s than $2.50 Pie acre -and
shall -be mad. under said" acts except as :provided
no'
,'ales
hereaftr

in' tese

regulationis.~,:
CHARA CTERE OFLANtDSSBJECT TO6ENTRY

unappropriated, no:.nmineral, surveyed Public
- .unreserved,
2. All
for
-whjch are., valuable.
public-lanid
-the
*within
lands
luace,upor
Landw chielyf
oth:Gera
iS:tats,
formsioe
of-te:
th
:: d-irctio
the
imbe orSton teeon and unfit for cultivabion .at the,-date of
sale, maybaesold under thiseact at their appraised value, but in no
subdivisions upon
ti
case at less than. $2;,5 per acre,in contiguous legal
mnining-claim, or .theIimparovementsof any
which there isno existing.
public, land laws- .-The act
de thee -u
bona: ve settler.- claiing
of
entries.
specifg
ar.:e-:
.
d -la c con. j:hfor
* ;.5ihereunder
.f
'i,r.Et
! -i 'i'-,:
;... ;,i ,j
:
j,
taining valuable dieposits of gold, silve'r,4cinnabar, copper, or coal,
sbe :allowed under the act of July 17,
lthereunder oay
but ,-entries,
o
1.914:(38 Stat. 509) frlnwithdrawn or classified as valal4
phosphate, nitrate,-potash, oil, gas,. or 'asphaltis minerals, or which
applicant files his'conare valuable fora thse depbsits, pr otvided t
sent, witnessed by two personsoorckowledged. before an offcer havstanid.,subject toa.,the provisions
~e
theery
:: g andffirnoalsealtoha
and' limitations of said,

-act.

r
or
prospecting
Eas
rfcei; had
raced2 in
h~cIoldebepermits
:isatnes
eorld
also em
to pesn for' oil aad,
by applications
:tsent,
or
shale
oil
sodium,
for
phosphate,
appliationsj
ortin
permits granted
d, if accompaeiases grated
ptshle apermits orlueaerm;.-ermits or:.
ied bybthe;. required conisen ut.nder. the' uctdeof Juy 17, 1914, anud a
waiver of claiim to c6,oMapensation, should be receive:
sati :phosfacto,;;0nitry
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.noted upon the records and the applicant for prospecting permit or
the perimitee or lessee as the case may be should be advised 'that he
will be allowed 30 days from receipt of notice within which to show
: why the nonmineral application should not be allowed subject to the
reservation to the United States of the minerals sought to be acquired
by the mineral claimant and with a'waiver of claim to compensation
in accordance with section 29 of the act of February 25, 1920 (41
* Stat. 437), except-in cases of applications for potash permits or leases
or permits or leases gran.L6d,' in which caise the' wiaite should be in
accordance with section 6 of the act ofOctober 2, 1917 (40 Stat: 297);
which showing must bear evidence of service of noticenon the non:mineral applicant hbereunder.5 You' will reject all applications for
lands in' areas which have- been designated by the department. as
within the geological structurd of. producing oil or gas fields, or within
a naval petroleum rcservatiobn>or within oil or gas. leases; and, theorTwise proceed in accordance with
instructions
Rthin Circular No. 1021
The. terms, used in the first ,paragraph .of this section .(2)n
may -be
defined :substantially as follows for the' purpose 'of .construing ,and
Rapplying this law:
(a) Unreserved and'unappropriatedlands are. lands which are not
- included within any military,.Indian,.or other reservation, or in a
national forestr or in-awithdrawal by the Government ,for reclamation orlother purposes, or which-,areinot covered or.embraced in any
entry, locationh'tselection, -or filinglwhich withdraw4s:them from. the
publici domain.
(b)14
'Unoccupied lands are lands. belonging to the . United , States
upon which there are no improvements belonging to. any person who
has initiated and is properly maintaining a valid mining or :other
claim to such, lands -under they public-lnd laws.. Aban.doned and
unused mines, shafts, tunnels, or buildings occupied by mere trepassers not seeking title under.a3ny:ld.w'of the United- States do not
prevent' timber an-d stone eitrieS if the land is1 otherwise capable of:
being so entertd. "
(c) Nonmineral lands are-such lanids as are not known to contain
any substance recognized and. 'clased.by -standard. authoiities as'
minmeralj in such quantit'ies: and' of. Such qualities as would, withre s6nable prospectsi of sucees in developing a paying mine 'thereon,
induce a person of ordinary prudence to exppend the time anid money
necessary to such developn6
nti-e.(d): Tniber is definedA as trees of.such kind and quantity. regardless -of size, as may be used in 'constructing buildings, irrigation
: wotrks, railroads, telegraph a~nd--telephone:-lines,. tramways, can-als,. oit
:,fenices, or in timbering shafts 'and; tunnels or in nmanufact~uring, -but
: does: not include 'trees' suitable for fuiel only.,-.
..
- h'
f4'(e)0S
'nds valable..chieflyfortimb~er,'butunfit for cultivation, are
0 landls which are more valuable ifor timber thah' they are''for 'cultiva-:
:tio'n in the cohdition in which theyexist at-the date of theapplication
to purchase, and therefore include lands whichi could be made more
valuable fcr 'cultivation- by euitting and. clearing them .of timber.
The relative values, for. timber or' cultivation .must bei determined
from conditions: of th'e land existing at the date of the-application to
'f.::.

purchase.

..

'

.

'
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3. Lands may be entered under the timber and stone acts, except
as denied by special laws, in all of the public-land States; but such
entries may not be made in Alaska.,
BY WHOM ENTRIES MAY BE MADE

4 One timber and stone entry mav be made for not more than 160
acres (a) by any person who is a citizen' of the- United States, or who
has declared his intention to become such a citizen; if he is not under.
21 years of age; and has not already exhausted his right by reason of
a former application for an entry of that kind, or has not already
acquired title to or is not claiming under -the homestead or desert
land laws through settlement or; entry made since August 30, 1890,
any other lands which, with the land he applies for, would aggregate
more than 320 acres; or (b) by an association of such persons; or (c)
by a corporation, each-of whose stockholders is so qualified.
5. A married woman may make entry if the laws of the State in
which she applies permit married' women to purchase and hold for
themselves real estate, but she must make the entry for her own benefit and not in the interest of her husband or any other person.
METHOD OF: OBTAINING TITLE

* 6. Any qualified person may obtain 'title under the,.timber and
stone law by performing the following acts: (a) Personally examining
the land desired; (b)74presenting an application and sworn statement,
accompanied by a.filing fee of $1.0; (c) 'depositing with the register
the appraised price of the land',; (d).Npublishing notice of this application and proof; (e). making finaliproof.
7. Examination of the land must be made by the applicant in
person not more, than 30 days' before the; date of his application, in
order that he may knowingly swear to its character and condition.
.

APPLICATION AND SWORN STATEMENT: DEPOSIT

8. The application and sworn statement (Form 4-522) must contain' the applicant's estimate of the timber, based on examination,
and his valuation of the' land and the timber thereon, by separate
items. ' It must be executed in duplicate, After having been read to
or by the applicant,'in the presence of the officer administering~the
oath, and sworn to by him before such; officer, and may be eithe the
register' of the land district in which the land is located, a United
States commissioner, a judge or a clerk of a court of record in the
county or parish or land district ;in which the land is situated, or before any officer of: the classes named-who resides nearest 'or most
.accessible to 'the land,- although he may reside 'outside' the. county
and land district in which 'the' land 'is 'situated. If the . application is
executed before a qualified officer within the boundaries-of either the
county: or land district in which the land is located, no additional
showing as' to nearness or accessibility of- such officer need be made,
but if executed outside of both- the county And, land district the
applicant must show by affidavit satisfactory to 'thee ommissioner
o f the' General'Land Office that the officer before whom the applica' tion was 'exetutod was, because of topographic 'or geographic7 condi-
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tions, nearer or more accessible to the; land., VAn application, is not
acceptable if executed more than 10 days before its deposit in the
mails for filing in the local land office. tach applicant must', atI the
time he 'presents his application and sworn statement, deposit with
the register -a filing fee of $10.
As there is no local land office in the States of Kansas, Illinois,
:Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin,
:the application and. sworn statement covering land in any of those
States must be mailed directly to this office within the specified time.
9. Applications by associations or corporations must, in addition to
the facts recited in the foregoing statement, show that each person
forming the association or holding stock in the corporation is qualified to make entry in his. own right. and that. he is not a member of
any other association or a stockholder in any other-corporation which
has filed an application or sworn statement for other lands under the
timber and stone laws.
:
DISPOSITION OF APPLICATION

10. After application and deposit have been filed in proper form,
as required by these regulations, the register will at once forward one
copy of the application to the division inspector having jurisdiction
of the land described,' who, if he finds legal objection to the allowance
-of the application, will return it. to him with report thereon. The
register wil, if he concurs in an adverse recommendation of the division inspector, dismiss or'deny, the .application, subiect to the applicant's right of appeal; but if .he disagrees with the recommendationhe
will-forward the record to the Commissioneri of tle General Land
Office, with his report and opinion thereon, for' such action' as the
commissioner may deem .advisable.
If the division inspeetorfinds no such legal objection to theappli.to, be appraised by an
cation, he shall cause the lands applied forofficer or employee of the Government, using Form 4-526.
APPRAISEMENT: METHOD

11. The officer or employee designated.to make the appraisement
must personally visit the lands to be appraised and thoroughlv.exanmine every legal subdivision. thereof, :and the timber' thereon, and
appraise separately the several, kinds of timber, at their stumpage
:-value, and the land' independent, of the timber' at its value at the
time of appraisement, but the total appraisement of both land. and
timber must not be less than, $2.50 per acre. He must, in making.'his
report, consider the quantity, quality, accessibility, and 'any. other
"elements of the. value of the land and the tiiim.lber thereon. The
appraisement 'must bet made bv -smallest' legal subdivisions, or -the
report must show that' the valuation' of the land and the .estimate, of
the timber apply to each and every' subdivision appraised.
APPRAISEMENT: MANNER .OF, RETURN: APPROVAL

.

.12. The completed appraisement must be mailed or. deiv~ered personally -to the division. inspector under 'whose supe'vision i wasX
made, and not to the:applicant., Ia'h' appraisement upon which an
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entry is to be allowed must be approved,.respectively or, conjointly,
as, provided in these regulations,. by the division inspector.,under
whose supervision it was made, by the register who allows the entry,
or by the Commissioner of the GeneralcLand Office.
APPRAISEMENT: DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN APPRAISING
;APPROVING OFFICERS: HOW DETERMINED

AND

13. The division inspector will return to the appraiser, with his
objections, an appraisement which he deems materially low or high,
and the appraiser shall within 20 days from the receipt thereof resubmit the papers, with such modifications or explanations as he may
deem advisable or proper, upon receipt of which the division inspectorwill either approve the schedule as' then submitted or forward
the papers to the' egister with .hi'smemorandum of objection.. The
register will thereupon consider the case. -If he approves the appraisement, he will sign the certificate appended thereto and advise the
division inspector thereof. If the register approves the objection of
the division inspector he will -so indicate,'and if the appraising officer
is an employee of the Interior Department, under the supervision of
the division. inspector, he will return: the papers, to the division
inspector who will thereupon order a new appraisement by a different officer.. If, however, the register approves the objection of the division inspector when the appraiser is .anl officer, of another bureau of
this department or of another department, he will forward the record
i
of the case to :the Commissionerof the, G0eneral Land .Offie,e Who
will then determine the controversy..
APPRAISEMENT: NOTATION. AND EFFECT THEREOF

14. When the appraisement is completed, the register will note
the price on his records, and for one'year after" the date of the
appraisal the land may be sold at such price. After the lapse of
one: year an application under the act will be referred to the division, inspector for report and recommendation as to whether the conditions then existing demand a new appraisal.. .
NOTICE. OF APPRAISEMENT: PAYMENT OR PROTEST

* 15. If the appraisement shows the land, or any subdivision thereof,
to -be subject to entry, the register. will! note, its appraised pi-ice onhis records, and will. immediately-inform the applicant (using Foim
4-524) that he nmst, within 30 days from service of notice, deposit
with the register,'either in lawful money in post-office money orders
payable to the register, in certified checks drawn in favor of the register which can be cashed without, cost to the. Government, or as
* provided in paragraph 34 hereof, the appraised price of the land, or
of said part, and the timber thereon, or-within said time file. his protest against. the appraisement, depositing with the register a sum
sufficient to defray the expenses of a reappraisement (which sum, not.,
less than $100, must be fixed- by'theiregister and specified in the
notice to; the applicant), together with his application for reappraise;Xment at his own expense.
2~5-OL 51
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16. If the register rejects the application as to part or all of the
land, upon the ground that the appraisement shows it not to be subject to timber and stone entry, applicant may within 30 days submit
a showing by affidavit, corroborated by at least two witnesses having actual knowledge of the character of the land, setting forth facts
which tend to disprove the appraisement and that it is chiefly valuable
for the timber and stone thereon, and if a prima facie showing is made,
thereupon a hearing shall be ordered to determine the facts, after a
date has been fixed for the same by agreement between the division mspector and the register. I Notice must be given by registered letter
and the envelope should be marked for return if not delivered within 30
days. If notice be returned after being held in the post office for 30 days,
such proceedings will constituteconstructive notice for 30 days. After
30 days' notice has been had, if no deposit of the price has been
made, or protest against the appraisement has been filed as to lands
found subject to entry and no application for hearing or appeal has
been filed as to lands found not subject to entry, the register shall
c lose thfe case on his records, all rights under the application being
terminated without notice.
OBJECTION TO APPRAISEMENT: APPLICATION FOR REAPPRAISEMENT

17. Any applicant filing his protest against an appraisement', and
his application for reappraisement, must support it by his affidavit,
corroborated by two competent,'credible, and disinterested persons,
in which he must set forth specifically his objections to the appraisement. He must indicate his consent that the amount deposited by
him for the reappraisement, or such part thereof as is necessary, may
be expended therefor, without any claim on his part for a refund or
return of the money thus expended.
:REAPPRAISEMENT

18. Uponwthe receipt of a protest' against appraisement and application for reappraisement conforming to the regulations herein, the
register will transmit such protest and application to the division
inspector, who will 'cause the reappraisement. to be made by some
officer other than the one making the original appraisement. The
procedure provided herein for appraisement will- be followed for.
reappraisement, except the latter, if differing from the former, must,
to give it effect, be approved 'both by the division inspector and the
register, or, in' case- of disagreement between- them, by the Co Imisf
'''
iioner of the General Lzand' Office.''
NOTICE OF APPRAISEMENT

19. When a reappraisement is finally effected, the register will
note the reappraised price on his records, and at once notify the
appliant '(using Form 4-525) that he must, within) 30 days from
the date of 'notice, deposit with 'the register the amount fixed by such

reappraisement -for the- sale of :the' land, or thereafter, and without
notice, forfeit all rights under his application.
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COST OF MAKING; REAPPRAISEMENT

20. The officer or employee- of the United States making the reappraisement shall be paid from the amount deposited with the register
by the applicant. therefor, the-salary,, per ,diem, and otherexpenses
to. which he would have been entitled fromr.the Government, in. the
case of, anioriginal appraisemenit, for his serviices for the time he .was'
: engaged in: making and xeturninng .the.reapppraisement. The register,
will, out of the money deposited by the applicant, pay such compen-,.
: sation including reasonable expenses for subsistence, transportation,
and necessary assistants; .and the jfficer. ill deduct from his expense
account with the Government the amount which he has received
from the register for such servTicees.T
register. will. return t'o .the
applicaint the amount, if any, remainmg o deposit with him, after
paying the expenses of said reappraisement.
FINAL-PROOF

21.After the appraisement' or reappraisement and deposit''o
purchase money and fee have been made the register will fix a; 'ti le;
and place for the offering of final proof I Vand name the officer before
whom it shall be offered and post a notice (Form 4-348e): thereof
in the land office' and deliver a copy of th6- notice (Form 4-348f). -to
the applicant, to .be by -him; and att his expense' published 'in the:
newspaper of accredited standing and general cirbculation published
nearest the land applied for.' This notice':must: be continuously
published: in the paper for 160 days prior to the date' named therein
as .the' day upon which final proof must' be, offered..
.

.

TIME, PLACE, AND,'METHOD OF MAKING FINAL PROOF.

22. Final proof (usingr Form 4-370a) :should-be made at the time:
and place mentioned inA th einotice, and, a-s avpart thereof) evideiie
b publication, as .required iI7y .the previous paragraph, should also
'of
be filed.: If final: proof: is not made on that, day or, within 10 days
thereafter, the applicant may lose his right, to complete entry of- the
land. Upon satisfactory showing, however, explaining the causeof his .failur:e: to make the proof as. above, required, and 'in the
abse nco -of, adverse, claim,, the, Commissioner.. of' the, General. Land
Office may authorize, him. to readvertise. and complete. entry.under,
his previous application.
23. If. an applicant dies after the filing 'of an- allowable. appli-.
cation hereunder, his heirs wil be permitted Jto make proof andpayment, but .patent will issue to the heirs of the applicant.
FINAL ENTRY

24.,After an appraisement or reappraisem~ent has been approved,
t-he payments made, and satisfactory proof submitted in any case as
required by these regulations, th'e register will, if no protest or contest is pending,
allow
a final entry..
.Simiar action will be takei by this office on applications for land i those States having no local land
offlie.. :.
. '
. i
i .
i :
: : .
r
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.'GENEXAL 7PROVISIONS
CONTESTS AND PROTESTS-:

-

-25. Protest may 'be: -filed at anyi time before an entry isallowed,'

and c6ntest my be: filed at any 'time -before patent issues, by any person who will furnish the register with a corroborated, affidavit-alleging facts sufficient 'to a'use the cancellation of the entry, and will
:pay the cost of -contest.
FALSE SwEARINGFORFEITURE-

26..Iflan applicant swear: falsely in his'-application or sworn state-.tment, helwill: b'e liable'td indictment and punishment foi perjury;
and if he be guilty of false' swearing or attempted fraud' in connection:
* with his efforts to obtain title, his application and entry will be disallowed and all moneys paid by him' will'be forfeited to the Govern: ment, and his rights under, the timber and stone acts will be ex'
'
'
hausted.
:
EFFECT

OF APPLICATION TO PURCHASE

27.iThe. filing of an application hereunder, for land, subject thereto, and to the' completion of which the Government interposes no
obstacle, exhauststhe right of the applicant under the act-..
*28. A.fter. an%application 'has b.een presented hereunder 'no. other:
person..will beipermllted to file on the land.embraced .therei under
any public-land law until such application.shall have been:finally.:
disposed of adverse to the applicant.
29., Lands appraised or reappraised hereunder, but not sold, 'may,
upon the final disallowance of the application, be entered by any
qutlified person, under the -provisions of the timb er and stone laws,

at its' appraised or reappraised value, 'if subject thereto.
applied for'but not appraised and not entered' under'
L
:30. Lands
these regulations 'may, when the'rights of the'applicant are finally:
terminated, be' disposed of as though such application had not 'been
filed.
:<31.-;Any-lands which have notbeen reappraised may be reappraised'
u.poii the request of an applicant:therefor under these regulations
who complies with the requirem ents: of section 17 hereof.
32. An applicant securing a reappraisement under these regulations
shall acquire thereby no right or privilege except that of purchasing
the' lands at their 'reappraised, value,' if he, is qualified; and if, the
lands are subject to sale under his' application; and he must other-"
wise comply with these regulations, but shall not, infany event, be
entitled to the return of any money deposited by him and expended
in such reappraisement.
-:333'. The Commissioner of the General Land Office ma'y at 'any time
:direct 'the reappraisment of anytract or tracts'of public, landswhen,'
in his oDinion, the conditions warrant such' action. '
34. Uinsatisfied military bounty land warrants 'under: any act' of
Congress and unsatisfied inder-nity certificates of location under the
act of' Congress: approved J unie' 2, 1858, properly 'assigned to the
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applicant, shall be receivable as cash in payment or part payment for
lands purchased hereunder at the rate of $1.25 per acre.
35. The forms mentioned herein shall be a part of these regula-.
tions.
ENTRY OF STONE LANDS

36. The foregoing regulations apply to .entries of lands chiefly valuable for stone, and the forms herein prescribed can be modified in
such manner as may be necessary 'to-the makinfg of entries of stone

lands.

FORMER

REGULATIONS REYOKVD

37. All former regulations, decisions, and 'practices in conflict withf
these regulations are hereby revoked.
SPY,:
Commissioner.

WILLIAM

-Approved:
E. C. FINNEy,
First Assistant Secretary..
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Acts Relating to Timber and Stone Entries,
An Act For the sale of timber lands in the States of California, Oregon,
Nevada, and in Washington Territory

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of. Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That surveyed:
public lands of the UnitedStates within the States of California,
Oregon, and Nevada,. and in Washington Territory, not included
within military, Indian, or other reservations of the United States,
valuable chiefly for timber, but unfit for cultivation, and which have
not been offered at public sale, according to law, may be sold to
citizens of the United States, or persons who have declared their
intention to become such, in quantites not exceeding one hundred
and sixty acres to any one person or association of persons, at the
minimum price of two dollars and fifty cents per acre; and lands
valuable chiefly for stone may be. sold on the same terms as timber
lands: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall defeat or, impair any bona fide claim under any law of the Uniited States,
or authorize the sale of any mining claim, or the improvements of
any bona fide settler, or lands containing gold, silver, cinnabar,
copper, or coal, or lands selected by the said States under any law
of the United States donating lands for internal improvements,
education, or other purposes: And prom'ided further, That none of
the rights conferred by the act approved July twenty-sixth, eighteen
hundred and sixty-six, entitled " An act granting the right of way to
ditch and canal owners over the public lands, and for other purposes," shall be abrogated by this act; and all patents granted shall
be subject to any vested and accrued water rights, or right to ditches
land reservoirs used in connection with such water rights, as may have
been acquired under and by the provisions of said act; and such
rights shall be expressly reserved in any patent issued under this act.
SEC. 2. That any person desiring to avail himself of the provisions
of this act shall file with the register of the proper district a written
statement in duplicate, one of which is to be transmitted ,to the
General Land Office, designating by legal subdivisions the particular
tract of land he desires to purchase, setting forth that the same is
unfit for cultivation, and valuable chiefly foT its timber or stone; that
it is uninhabited; contains no mining or other improvements, except for ditch or canal purposes, where any such do exist, save such
as were made by or belonged to the applicant, nor, as deponent verily
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believes, any. valuable deposit of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, or
coal; that deponent has made no other application under this act;
that he does not apply to purchase the same on speculation, but in1
good faith to appropriate it to his own exclusive use and benefit, and
that he has not, directly or indirectly, made any agreement or contract in any way or manner, with any person or persons whatsoever,
by which the title which he might acquire from the Government of
the United States should inure, in whole or in part, to the benefit of
any person except himself; which statement must be verified by
*the oath of the 'applicant before the register or the receiver
of the land office within the district where the landdis situated; and
if any person taking such.I oath shall swear falsely in the premises,
he shall be subject to all the pains and penalties of perjury, and shall
forfeit the money which he may have paid for said 1ands, and all
right and title to the same-;. and any grant or conveyance which he
may have made except in the hands of bona fide purchasers, shall
be null and void.
SEC. 3. That upon the filing of: said statement, as provided in the
second section of this act, the' register of the land office shall post a
notice of such application, embracing a description of the land by
legal subdivisions, in' his office, for a period of sixty days, and. shall
furnish the applicant a copy of the same for publication, at the
expense of such applicant, in a newspaper published nearest the location of the premises, for a.like period of time; and after the expiration
of said sixty days, if no adverse claim shall have been filed, the person
desiring to purchase shall furnish to the register of the land office
satisfactory evidence, first, that said notice of the application prepared by the register as aforesaid was duly published in a "newspaper
as herein required; secondly, that' the land is of the character contemplated in this act, unoccupied and without improvements, other
than'those excepted, either mining or agriculture, and that it apparently contains no valuable deposits of gold, silver, cinnabar, copper
or coal;' and upon payment t'o the proper officer of the purchase money
of said land, together with the' fees of: the register and the receiver,
as provided for in case of 'mining claims' in the twelfth 'section of
the act approved May tenth,'eighteen hundred.and s-eventy-two, the
applicant may be permitted' to enter said tract, and; on the tran'smission to the General Land Office of 'the papers and testimony.in the
case, a patent shall issue thereon: Provtded, That any person having
a valid claim to 'any portion of the land may object, in writing,' to the
issuance of a patent tolands 'soheld by him, stating the nature of his
claim thereto; and evidence shall be taken and'.the merits of said
objection shall'be determined by the,6fficers of' timland office, subject
to. appeal, as' in other land cases.' Effect shall be given 'to the: fore
going provisions of this act 'by 'regulations to 'be prescribed by the
Commnissioner of tGefieneral Land-Office.
:
*

*

'

'

.*

.

*,

'

*

i

*

*

.

-- *

.-

SEC. .6. 'That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the pro-

visions of this act are hereby repealed.
Approved, June 3, 1878. (20 Stat. 89.)
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AN ACT To authorize the entry of lands chiefly valuable for' building stone
under the placer mining laws.,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative's of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That any person
authorized to. enter lands under the mining laws of. the.United States
may enter lands that. are chiefly valuable for building stone under the:
provisions of the law in relation to placer mineral claims: Provided,
That lands reserved for ithe benefit of the. public schools or donated'
today State shall not, be subj.ect.to entry under this-act.
SEC. 2. -That. an act entitled ."An act for. the sale. of timber lands
in the States, of California, Oregon, Nevada, and, Washington Territory," .approved June third, eighteen. hundred;and seventy-eight, be,
and: the same is hereby, amended by striking out the words "States
of California, Oregon, Nevada, and Washington.Territory," where
the same occur, inthe second and third lines .of said -act, and insert
in lieu thereof the words "public-land States," the purpose of this
act being to, make said, act of.June third, eighteen hundred and
seventy-eight,: applicable to all the public-land States.
SEC.; . That nothing in this act shall be construed to repeal section
twenty our of; the act entitled " An act to repeal timber-culture laws,
and for other purposes," approved March third, eighteen -hundred
and ninety-one.
Approved August 4, 1892. (27 Stat., 348.)
military
AN ACT To provide for the location and satisfaction of outstanding
bounty land warrants: and certificates of location under section three of the act
approved June second, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houise of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That in addition to
the benefits ~now given thereto by. law, all unsatisfied military bounty
land warrants under any act of Congress, and 'unsatisfied indemnity
certificates of location under the'aet of'fCongress. approved June
second, ..eighteen hundredc and fifty-eight, whether he etofore or
hereafter issued, shall be receivable at th6.rate of $1.25 per acre in
paym-ent' or p artpayn6t for; any lands entered under the desert-land
law of .Marchi third, eightee 'hundred' and' eighty- [seventy-] seven,
entitled "An' act to pr ovide 'for' the sale .of desert lands in ceertain
States ana-Territories," and the anmendments theretothe timberculture law of -Marh third, '6ighteen hundred ain' sevent -three,.
tdo encourage the growth of timber on, the Western
Iact
entitled "An
prairies,"' aid: thi'e: amendments thereto; 1the timber ands'tone law W'
June third', eighteen' hundred and seventy-eight'1 en'titled '"An actfior

the sale of timbe~r' lands in th: States of.alifornia, Oregon; NebraslL
and Washington Territory, and -the aiendment thereto, for 'ands
which may be sold at public auction, except such lands as shall
from any Indiat tribe ivithin ten years last
have been purchased'"i
past.
Approved, December 13, i894. (28' Stat., 594.)
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AN ACT To abolish the distinction between offered and unoffered lands, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in cases arising
from and after the passage of this act the distinction now obtaining
in the statutes between offered and unoffered lands shall no longer be
made in-passing upon subsisting preemption claimns, in disposing of
the public lands under the homestead laws, and under the timber and
stone law of June third, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, as extended by the act of August fourth, eighteen hundred and ninetytwo, but in all such cases hereafter, arising the land in question: shall
be treated as unoffered, without regard to whether it may have
actually been at some time offered-or not'.
*

*

*t

Approved May 18, 1898.

*:

.

*:

-

**

.

(30 Stat., 418.)

.

AN ACT Making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred .and ninety-one,
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America. in Congress assembled,
*

*

A*

*

*

*

*.

No person who shall, after the passage of this act, enter upon any
of the public lands with a view to occupation, entry, or settlement
under any of the land laws shall be permitted to acquire title to
more than three hundred and twenty acres in the aggregate, under
all of said laws, but this limitation shall not operate to curtail the
right of any person who has heretofore mnade entry or settlement on
the public lands, or whose occupation, entry, or settlement is validated by this act: Provided, That in all patents for lands hereafter
taken up under any of the land laws of the United States or on
entries or claims validated by this act, West of -the one hundredth
meridian, it shall be expressed that there is reserved from the lands
in said patent described a right of way thereon for ditches or canals
constructed by the authority of the United States.
Approved, August 30, 1890. (26 Stat., 391.)

AN ACT To repeal the timber-culture laws, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled.
*

:

*

X

*

:

*

0

*

:

*;

:

::

*:

:

SEC. 17. That reservoir sites located or selected and to be located
and selected under the provisions of 'An act making appropriationsLfor sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal yearn
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and' eighty-nine,;and for
other purposes,, and amendments thereto, shall be restricted to
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and shall contain only so much land as is actually necessary for the
construction and maintenance of reservoirs,. excluding so far as
practicable lands occupied by actual settlers at the date of the location of said reservoirs; and that the provisions of "An act making
appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one,
and for other purposes," which reads as follows, viz: "No person
who shall after the passage of this act enter upon any of the public
lands with a view to occupation, entry, or settlement under any of
the land laws shall be permitted to acquire title to more than three
hundred and twenty' acres in the aggregate under all said laws,"
shall be construed to include in the maximum amount of lands the
title to which is permitted to be acquired by one person only agricultural lands, and not include lands entered or sought to be entered
under mineral-]and laws.
Approved, March 3,1891. (26 Stat., 1095.)
The 320-acre limitation provided by the above acts of August 30,
1890 (26 Stat., 391.), and March 3, 1891 (26 Stat., 1095), applies to
timber and stone entries. (33 L. D., 539, 605.)
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OSI
NSEN v. TOH-LA-ZHINIE-BEGA
Decided Februarg'26,1926
INDIAN LANDs-ALLOTMENT-CITIZENSHIP-STATUTES..
-:

-The right to an allotment under section:4 of the act of February 8, 1887. is
* one of the rights reserved to the Indians by the proviso to the actof June
2, 1924, which conferred citizenship upon them generally.
PRIOR FDEPARTMENTAI DzdIsIoNs DISTINGUISHED.
Opinion of the Assistant Attorney General of 0.June&28, 1902 (31 L. D. 417),
and cases of Martha
t
Head (48 L. D. 567), and Oark v. Benal tg (
L D.:k0
* 91), distinguishedL
:FI:NiNEY Fi'Sti

sss

SecretcSy:

Lee Simonsen, to whom oil and gas. ptospectiig perrriw'as issued
in 1922, appealed' froXm decision of the Commissioner of the Genera1
Land Office, dated August: 19, 1925, requiring him- to show cause
-why the allotment application 'of Toh-la-'zhiniA-bega hfild August 4,
1924, under section 4 of thle act Of February 8 1887 (24-Stat. 388),ast amended, -for the,5. 1/2 NNE:-1/ and N. '/2 SE. 14, Sec 7, T. '43-5,i
-R. 17 E., S.- L. M., Utah, should'not be allowed subject' to thle -pro-_
visions,
conditons, and reserations
v
of the act of July' 17, 1914
Stat.
5(8
509) ,asO
tothe o:il and:gas content in the land and to- waiver
by the applicant of the right, to compensation under section i29 of
it .':the
act of February 25,1920 (41 Stat. 437:).
It appears that' the colnseut of the Indian applicant has been furnished, but the mineral. claimant, as stated, has* appealed from therule laid&upon him.
'The sole contention made in the: appeal is .that the 'Indian allotment application having been filed after the passage of-the act of
June 2,1924 (43 Stat. 253), g'ranting citizenship t6' Indians, can not
be: accepted or an allotment. allowed thereunder, for the reason that
the iapplicant was at the time a citizen of :the United States, and as.
such not entitled to an allotment under section 4 of the act of February 8, 188T. The:actof 1924 provdes-'
That all noncitizen Indians, born within, the territorial limits, of the United
States be, and they are hereby, declared to. bel citizens of the UnitedvStates.:
Provided, -Tlat the granting of such citizenship shall not in' any manner Impair or otherwise affect. the right of any. Indian to tribal or other.property. :

The proviso to the above act saving the -right of any Indian to
tribal or. other property is in itself' decisive of the question raised
by the appeal. Priorto the passage of that act Congress had.at dif,ferent times and -under -certain conditions, granted citizenship to.
Indians. Anong other instances, an Indian who was allowed a
tract of land1on the reservation of his tribe aandto whom trust patent issuee is declared' to be-a citizen.; An 'Indian to whom a fee
:0000
0 V:0;V0
, d-'' '''
' 'tI,',0 .0f
.' t :
' .fV'd
Stowho A- . ee

;0;t0
- 3S0

0
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the trust period- provided by
at thI -expirationhof
is issued
-patent
.,. paten
where
to thatim
is
to be'competent, becomes
found
he'.is,
here
time,
that,
law or prior to
a citizen. Also an Indian living apart from his tribe or whether he
is a :member of any tribe or not and 'has adobted the habits of
tciviized life, is'declared to be a citizen. A few instances will suffie tof illustratethe policy of Congress in this respect.
The act of March 3, 1865 (13 Stat. 541,'-62), gave to certain
chiefs, wariors,. and heads of families of the .SStockbridge Munisee
Tribe ,the, right to becomeQ ,citizens -of the United, States upon their
dissolving all tribal relations, adopting the habits of c-ivilized life,
becoming fself-supporting, and learning to read and. speak the English language, and then declared. that they should not be deprived
thereby, of, thle annuities to, whichl they were or might be entitled.
The act of 4arch 3, 8; '(1:8 Stat. 402, 420Q), ;extended 'the bene-

fits of the generaihomestead law -to "any.Indian borninthe United,
States, who -is the head of .afamily, or who has arrived at the age
of, 21 years, and who has abandoned -or may hereafter, abandon, his.
tribal relations,2' and then provided "that any such Indian shall be'
entitled to, his- distributive share of all. annuities, tribal funds, lands'
his.
asthough he had
ssame
and other property, the,
-maintained

tribal relations.":

-

-

-

.

The act-of F ebruary 8, 1887, supra, after authorizing allotments.
in severalty to any.tribe or lband .of Ind ians located :upon a reservation providedin sectioi:4 thereof-0
That where any Indian not residing upon a reservation, or for whose tribe
no reservation has been: provided by treaty; act- of Congress, or. Executive
order, shall make settlement upon any surveyed or,,unsurveyed lands of the
United States' not otherwise appropriated, bhe or she Sshall~-be entitled, upon
application to the local iand -office for the district in which the -lands ' are
iocathd,; to' have the same allotted to 'him or her, 'and to his or'her Children,
in quantities-and manner as provided,':in this act for Indians :residing upon"
-.
reservations. *, *

In :section :6 of said act of February 8 1388,

it wns declared---

* *; *'- And every Indian born- within the territorial limits of .the. United
States- -to-whom allotments shall have -been made;- under the provisions of this'
or treaty, and -every Indian -born: within the terriany -law
act, or -under
torial limits -of the United States twho -has'voluntarily taken up within said
limits his residence separate and apart from any tribe of Indians herein, and
adopted, the habits of civiiized life, is hereby deelared to be a citizen of
h0: llas
' without in any manner impairing or otherwise
-*
the United States,
affectinglthe right ofl any such:Indian to tribal or other property. -

The court in the case of Oaees: v. Uniited States (172 Fed. 305,
311) said in reference to the above, act-'
For many. years:the- treaties. and legislation relating to the Indians proceeded largely upon the theory that the welfare of both the Indians and the
whites required that the former be kept in tribal communities separated -from

:
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the latter, and while that policy, prevailed effect was, given to, the original
rule respecting the right- to share in tribal' property; but Congress later
adopted the policy of encouraging individual Indians to abandon their tribal
relations and to adopt the customs, habits,; and manners of civilized. life, and
:as an incident to this changein policy: statutes were-'enacted declaring that
-ther right-to share ini tribal: property should* not be 'jimpaired or. affected by
such a severance-of tribal relations, whether, occurring theretofore or thereafter.
**

The act of.August 9, .1888 (25 Stat. 392), declared that: a tribal
'Indian woman .thereafter marrying a citizen of the. United States
should become thereby a ',Citizen: of the U nited .States -without
impairing or in. any way affecting her: right to any tribal property
or any interest therein..

-

-,.

In 7the' act of. March 3, 1901 (31 Stat. 1447),,.citizenshipwas extended to the Indians of Indian 'territory, .section 6 of the act of
1887 being amended by insertion after the w
words '/ civilized life"
the words " and every Indian in Indian territory."' By the act' of
MAarch 3, 1921 (41 Stat. 1249,.1250), citizenship was extended to all
imnembers of the Osage Tribe of 'Indians. But there has never been
any question in theory or: practice that Congress. in thus conferring
citizenship upon thef Indians of Indian territory or the members of
the Osage Tribe intended thereby to impair, or in any mannler affect
the property rights' of such Indians.; The6 purpose, and Vscope>.of
the act of June 2, 1924, is thus set forth in the House Report on
the bill:
At the present time it is very difficult for an Indian to obtain citizenship
without either being allotted and getting, a patent in fee simple: or leaving the
reservation, and. taking up his residence apart from any tribe of Indians.
This legislation will bridge the present gap andprovides means whereby an
Indian may be given citizenship without reference to the question of land
tenure or the place of his residence, and your committee has unanimously
recommended the enactment of this measure.-

It will hardly be contended that it was the purpose of CongTess
In the act of June 2, 1924, declaring all noncitizen Indians to' be
citizens of the United States to wipe out all laws and treaties and
to withdraw the Government's protection of property rights oA
individual Indians. The provisions and conditions contaiiied Iin
treaties and statutes are not destroyed' by: making the' Indians citi'zens. Eells v. Ross (64 Fed. 417).. The fact is that the act of 1924
in expressly saving the property rights of the Indians regardless
of citizenship was but in keeping with the former policy of Con gress.
Under the operation of previous acts of Congress, Indians became
citizens without their property rights being in any manner affected.
The act of 1924 was but another and' final step granting citizenship
to all Indians who had not theretofore become citizens under various
prior acts having the same purpose in view, it being again declared

A:
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that the granting of such citizenship ''was not in any manner to
impair or otherwise affect the right of any Idian t tribal or other
property., The right of a tribal Indian not residing upon a reservatZion to take- an allotment of land on the public domain, under section
4 of the adf of February 08, 1887, is clearly -a property right not
intended 'to be impaired or affected' by the act of June. 2,:1924,
granting citizenship to noncitizen; Indians.
The Supreme Court in a series of. decisions has held that a mere
grant of citizenship does 'not 'affect the protective power of the
Government over the rights of the Indians; that such citizenship is
:not incompatible with tribal existence for the continued guardian-

ship of; the Government over its wards. United States v. BHolliday
V;- Cherokee'Nation v. Hitchcock (187 UI.S. 294, 30728);
(3 Wall. 407)
United States v. RIoekert '(188 U. tS. 432); United States v. Celestine
(215 U. S. 278); Tiger v. Western Investrmentt Co. ((221 U. S. 286,
311-316); Hallowell v. United States (221 U. S. 317); United States
v. Sandoval (231 U.- S. 28)'; United States v. Nice (241 U. S. 591,
598); United States v. Waller (243 U. S. 452 459).
-it was said in '(5 Comp. Gen. 86, 87)f, referring to the act of June
2, 1924:
*
* :* 00;there is for consideration the matter of guardian and wall relationship between the Federal Government and the Indians and' the matter of
State responsibility since the enactment of the' act of June, 2, 1924. 43 Stat.
253, in which all noncitizen Indians born within the territorial limits of the
United States were given citizenship in the United States with the proviso
that " the granting of such citizenship shall not in any 'manner impair or otherwise affect the right of any Indian to tribal or other property."
It may be stated as a general rule that the :granting of citizenship to
Indians does not alter the relationship of guardian and ward betwe'n such
Indians and the Federal Government in a case where property is held in trust
for them, or they are living on a reservation set aside for their use. 4r are
members' of a tribe or nation accorded certain rights and privileges by treaty
* **
or by Federal statutes.

To be entitled to an allotment under section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887, the applicant must show that he is a recognized member of an Indian tribe or nation, or is.entitled to be so recognized.
This is implied by the wdrds'that any Indian " for whosetribe no
reservation has. been provided" may take an allotment. The
law 'also -requires a. showing of settlement. The Commissioner
of Indian Affairs has certified that, the applicant herein Tohla-zhinie-bega is an Indian of the Navajo Tribe, and as such
entitled to take an allotment ,on the public domain under the provision of the Pact of February 8, 1887, if otherwise qualified. The, ppli
cant has furnished a corroborated affidavit that he settled upon and
has improved the land applied for in allotment. The Commissioner
of the General Land Office apparently deems the evidence of settle-
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ment sufficient to. justify allowance of the application subject to
certain conditions. hereinbefore set gout to which the Indian has
,agreed. The right of this Indian to take an allotment on- the
public domain .under the fourth section was not affected by the
act of 1924, as it was clearly-not intended 'thereby to destroy tribal
relations or individual :rightsconferred by prior acts and treaties.
If an Indian were qualified to take an allotment under that section
prior to the act of 1924, he was thereafter equally qualified for the
reason that under the express terms of said. act the granting of

citizenship* does not impair or otherwise' affect his right. Notwithstanding the gift of citizenship, the applicant remains an Indian
by race. United States v. Celestine (214 U. S. 278,:290). T hen
too, it'is a familiar rule that legislation affecting the Indians is
to be construed in their interest and the purpose to make a radical
departure is not lightly to be inferred. United States v. Celestine
(215- U. S. 278, 290); and United States v. Nice (241 U. S. 591,
599).', This is especially true since the privilege of taking an allotment on the Public domain is offered tribal Indians' to induce them
to abandon their tribal relations and separate themselves from the
.tribe.
It- would seem, in view of the qualifications required of an Indian applicant for an allotment on the public domain-" any Indian
not 'residing upon a reservation "-that he is already a citizen under
the declaration- of citizenship in the sixth section of said act-,
. every
:
'Indian * * * who has voluntarily taken up -* * *
his residence separate ,and apart from any tribe of Indians"-but
"without in any manner impairing or otherwise affecting the rights
of any such Indian to tribal or other property." The latter is practically th'e same lanuage as that used in the act of June 2, 1924that the (granting of such citizenship shall not in any manner impair or otherwise affect 'the right of any Indian to tribal or other
property." As previously set out herein, similar provisions saving
to the Indian'his rightjto tribal or other property regardless of citizenship, are also found in what are known as the Indian homestead
acts of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. 402, 420), and July 4, 1884 (23 Stat.
76, 96), as well as in other acts, it thus being rendered perfectly
clear what the real intention of. Congress was in the, latest. legislation on the subject, to wit, the act of June 2, 1924. The reasoning
in support of the appeal in this case with respect to fourth-section
allotments carried to.its, logical conclusion, would. also debar an
Indian from' taking, an allotment on the reservation of his 'tribe, as
he would not be authorized, being a citizen as distinguished from an
Indian, ,to take. an allotment of reservation 'lands. The same act,
.that of Februar y 8, '1887, whiclfauthorized 'Indian allotments on;
theo public domain,.also provided for reservation allotments. Con-
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sequently, both classes are equally within the saving provisions of
the act of 1887, and the similar provision in the act of June 2,
1924.: At. the time of the passage of the latter act, perhaps one-half
or-more' of 'the Indians in- the country were already citizens under
legislation, but it has never been seriously contended that their
- Lprior
property rights' were' affected- by' such status.
Reference is made in the appeal to several cases in alleged support
of the contention that' 'since the act of June 2, 1924, granting citizenship to Indians generally, the present applicant is not entitled to an;
On account of the conclusion hereR allotment on the public domain.
inbefore expressed, it is not deemed essential to consider the cases
referred to, as in the view of the Department the fact that an Indian
is at citizen and the process by which he becomes a citizen are immaterial as in any manner affecting his right to tribal' or 'other property
if otherwise qualified. However, as it is asserted in the appeal that
departmental decisions on the question of Indian citizenship have
-not'been entirely'-harmonious, it may be well to review the situation
to a'limited extent. 'Whatever confusion there may have been was
due to the different acts of Congress on the same subject and to, its
changed policy in respect to' the Indians hereinbefore alluded to.
Even ithe 'construction placed by the Attorney General and the courts
upon these acts' have not always been' the same. For example, it
was- held' in 'the Heff case (197 U. S. 488), that, under the act of
February 8, 1887, an Indians who has' received an allotment and
trust patent is no longer a ward of the; Government, but a citizen of
the United States, 'and that this emaneipation from Federal control
is not affected, among other things, by the provision in that act
guaranteeing him an interiest in tribal or other property. That
case, however, was expressly overruled in' United States v. Nice (241
U. S. 591), as not being within the intention of Congress as reflected
in other and later enactments.
Any difference in decisions as' alleged was particularly true of the
acts of March 3, 1875, and July 4, '1884, supra, extending the benefits of the generalhomestead laws-to Indians, 'and the fourth section
of the act of February '8," 1887, authorizing Indians to take up
public lands in allotment. An Indian- desiring to exercise th6 homestead privilege under'the acts of 1875 and 1884 had to do so as an
- Indian as distinguished from a citizen.. The situation in respect to
these acts was somewhat' 'omplicated'by'the passage of the act 'of
1887, in that under the declaration of itizenship contained in section
6 of thai-t t 'anIndian might either-take an allotment on the public
domain as A-an Indian 'or-make entry -and proof under the homestead
laws like anv other cistizen.' Even to-day it is sometimes dificult to
determine whether it' is"the'intention of the Indian to take up public
"ands as aan Indian, untder the act of 1875, or 1884, or' to make entry
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under- the, regular homestead 'law.. No difficulty is presented whereo
the Indian regularly and clearly applies for an allotment on: the
publicX domain under section 4' of the act of 1887. This situation.
was reviewed at some length in instructions (37 L. D. 219) and (47
L.D. 613, 616), it being stated -in the latter case, referring to section
6 of the act of 18877The Department has' held that this declaration necessarily includes 'the privilege on the part of anr India-n Ipossessing the necessary qualifications to; make
'entry under -the provisions of th. jregular homestead law, just as any other
citizen. The fact is that prior to the acts of 1875 and 1884 Indians as such,
although living apart from their tribe. and whether they, were members of a
tribe or not, could' not take up public lands under the homestead law. The
Lupreme Court in the case' of Elik V. Wikimns- (112 U. S.; 94), referringl to said
acts, statedithat '"the recent statutea' concerning:homesteads are quite inconsistent with the, theory, that Indians do or ican make themselves independent
citizens by living apart, froom their tribes," and the court held:
"'An Indian, born a member of one of the Indian tribes within the United
States, which still exists and is recognized as a tribe by the Government of
the United States, who has'voluntarily separated himself 'from his tribe, and
taken up his residence among the white citizens of a State, -but who has not
been naturalized, or :taxed, or;recognized as: a citizen, either- by the 'United
States or by the State, is not a citizen of the United States, within the meaning of the first section of the fourteenth article of amendment of the constitution."

After the passage of the0 acts' of 1875 and 1884 Indians: could exercise the
homestead privilege'.under said acts as fully and to the same extent as citizens of the United States but they had to do so as Indians as distinguished
from citizens. In fact, under the terms of. the act; of 1875, they must show
that they are mnembers of an Indian tribe -and 'have .abandoned their tribal
relations.

*

They are forbidden alienation, or title to the lands is held in trust

for specific periods. This situation is further; shown by the provision in the
act of 1884, which excuses them from paying fees and commissions on acIcount of their entries and prdofs, for the obvious reason that they arkeIndians.
E But under the act of 1887. an Indian who is living apart from any tribe, 'or
whether he is a ,member of any tribe pr not and has .adopted' the habits' of
civilized, life,, is declared to be a citizen and is entitled to nmake entry under the
regular homestead law, and upon- showing compliance with said law in the
matter of residence and cultivation is entitled to fee patent like any other
citizen.

none' of thej cases cited- in 'support of -the appeal do-the 'facts0In'
parallel those of the instant- 'case.'6 The
'
opinion in 31 L. D. 417i7nvolves the question :as to' 'wethetror.not an indian wo man married
0

;

to -an Indiantman,. who- entered, -land

under the-regular. homestead

lawrs,: was entitled to an allotment under the' fourth, sectidn ,of the
.act: of 1887, where the marriage took' place priort the 'act-'of A-igust
9, '1:888 "(25 Stat. 3.92)..: That, act. expressly provided that a iIdian
.woman who married w citizen ,of the United States therebh becomes a
citizen of the United' States, bitt further provided "that nothing in
this act .contained shall impair or inwany way affect the right or title
0
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of such married woman -to .any, tribal property or any interest
therein." The property rights protected in that act are those reElating to tribal property and. not. those arising under section 4 of
the act of 1-887,ihnvolving allotments "innthe public domain. The
opinion referred, to had under consideration an. Indian husband, who,
in view of separation: from his tribe, was declared by section 6 of
the act of 1887 to beX a citizen of the United. States, entitled to all the
rights, privileges, and immunities of such:citizen,.among which was
the right to make entry under the regular homestead law ethe same
as any other citizen. : Under the- circumstances, in view of the fact
that 'the act 'of August 9, 1888, has reference to tribal lands, and
the fur'ther' fac't th'at the.husband had exercised thie privilege :of
the regularlhomestead lavws as a citizen, it . was held "that the: wife
was not entitled -to an allotment- on the public domain -under the
fourth section, whether the marriage took place prior to or after said
act* of 1888.''However, 'when the question; was subsequently presented for opinion as to the .rioght of'an Indian woman, married to
a white man,. a citizen of the United States, Iand of the children :of
such amarriage to allotments on theepublic domain under the fourth
section, it was xheld in instructions (43 ;L. D. 125)1, as follows
(syllabus)-:
An Indian -woman married to a white man, a citizen of the United States,
and the children born of such; marriage, if recognized as members of an Indian
tribe or entitled to, be so recognized, are entitled to allotments on the public
domain under section 4 of the act of February 8S1887, as amended by the act
of February ,28, 1891, if otherwise within the terms and conditions of that,

Esection.

Those instructions went back to the'construction originally placed
upon ithe fourth<section- of the act. of 1887, 'in the regulations of
September 17, 1887, as follows::.,
Indian' women, married to'white men, 'orto 'otheifpersons not entitled to
the'benefits' f this' act, will be'regarded' as'heads of families. The'lhisbands
of' such:Indian women are not entitled to allotments, but their children 'are.

and in that connection it was saidHEre
a recognition, amounting to Ea construction, of the law, 'that an.Indian
voman married to a white man, a citizen of the United States,-and the children born of such a marriage, are entitled .to allotments under the fourth
section. regardless of' the fact 'thlat thei '*onan is so married and although
'such.'recognition may:not be in 'harmony with, :the general rule that amn'og
free people the children of married parents follow the status or condition.:-of
the father in the matter,of citizenship.
-'

Thdlfact is that the 'differences of opinion in. respect to Indian-citizenship' arose primarily in 'connection with the 'rights of. children
born' of a. marriage between' an Indian woman and a white, man, ;.a
citizen of the' United 'States.' . It; was originally .held. that; such .chil-

:::
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the atter of citizenship.
dren followed the status of thle father
vWaldrn (13 L- D.,,83). But in a tsubsequent
Black Tomahawk -v.
dclecision of: the same' case (19 L.w D. 311), a different rule was
'
established', as follqws-(syllabus) :
A claim of imembership in, an Indian tribe may be, established by the laws
the
not be'in harmony
and usages§thereof, although such recogn tion may nvoth
general rule that among free people the child of married parents follows the
condition of the:father.

But in the case of Ulin v. Colby (24 L, D.' 311) 'it was held
9
I'
~~llabLabs
- : /(syl

and
;X an Indian
0
of
iny
~ aa~~b
:eI
Children born of a white man, -a citizen of the Unitedn Statesj and an Indian
0woman his wife, follow the status of the father ins the matter .of eitizenship,
and are therefore not entitled to allotments under section 4, act of February
as amended by the aet of February 28, 1S91.
18,1887,

;;~

w7

:
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:However, in instructions of May 3, 19Q7 (35,L.D. 549), the case
of Ulin v. Colby was expressly overruled, and the principle: expressed
in Black Tognahawk v. -Waldronr (19 L. D!. 311), has since been followed in deciding questions of allotment.Furthermore, the.fourth section-. was subsequently construed iin
modified regulations, as follows:
An Indian woman married to an Indian man, who has himself received an
allotment on the public domain- or is entitled to, one, is not thereby deprived of
the right to file an application in her f own name, provided -she is otherwise
entitled.

In reference to the case. of MarthaiHead (48 L. D. 567, it is sufficient to say that it was cYkarly unnecessary in that case to pass upon
the question of'citizenship at-all. The decision in that case was.based
primarily on the constructi6n given. the fourth section of the actof 1887, in regulations of Septenbier' 17, 1887, which was soon after
its passage, as follows.:

-

-

-

each other single person under eighteen
-:The fourth clause above cited, "To
years now living," etc., will be construed to embrace children who may ube born
prior to the date of the parent's application for an allotment. -

As stated: in the Head case, "An Indian parent is not entitled to
select
-anallotment on behalf of the: child born after he applies for
::
an allotment for hi mself under the fourth -section of the act -of:1887,
because the: law as construed in the regulations was against such a
selection. This is sufficienit reason of itself." The. additional reasons given in that. connection, namely, that as the law declares the
parent to be a citizen upon -allotment being made to: him, a -child
thereafter born to him has the status of a citizen and not that 'of an
Indian, was not essential to the proper disposition of the case and
: perhaps not strictly correct. .-

t;
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The ,foregoing. is particulary. true 'also of the case; of Clark, v.
:Beally (51 L.I D. '9-),-where without any qualification or differentiation th6e statement was -made.in .reference to: thes act of . June 2,
1924, "it is true that the Department has held. that Indians, who are
0citizens of the United States are not-entitled:to-allotments under'
the fourt-h section of the act of 1887." That this was not essential
to the inatter involved in that. case . fully shon by, the further
statement therein, "that question is not here presented, for determrination, however."
The present case of Toh-la-zhinie-bega is 'further distinguished
from those cited on appeal by the fact that the applicants 'in those
:cases were, chi'drien 'vhose rights were dependent upon the status'
of persons 'who° hadX already Xexercised thir allotinent or homestead
rikhts with consequent citizenship.- Whereas the plresent, applicant
is seeking an allotment in his own right, of which he can not be and

00was not intended 0to be0deprhred 'by th e 'act of June 2, 1924, concitize iship' generally 'upon' noncitizen' Indians, and such
ferringi
rights beilg'eaxpressly savedinth proviso'to said act.
I
The. appeal herein from the rule' to' show icause is denied and the
action taken. by the' Commisisoner of the General Land' Office is
hereby affirmed.
REGULATIONS FOR TXE SALE AND REMOVAL OF FINE TIMBER
ON CHIPPEWA INDIAN LANDS, MINNESOTA
[Circular No. 1052].
:. DEPARTMENT OF THE

INTERIOR,

.:GENERAL LAND OFFIGE,

:Wcashington, D.. C., 'February27, 1926.
1.: The merchantable pine timber on the lands described in the
accompanying. descriptive lists [omitted] of ceded Chippewa lands
in the State of Minnesota will be offered for sale, under sealed bids,
under section 5' of the act of January 14, 1889 (25 Stat. 642)', as
amended and.modified. by the actsof June 27, 1902 (32 Stat. 400),
May 23, 1908 (35 Stat. 268), and, section 27 of the act of Juine 25,
1910' (36 Stat. 855,; 862.). Said descriptive lists jgive the; quantityof the pine timber reported by the examiners as having been found
on each legal subdivision. Schedule A gives the estimate of timber
within. the Minnesota National Forest, on which 90 per cent of the
:timber is to be sold, and. Schedule B-. gives the estimates of timber
on land outside of the Minnesota National Forest, all.of which tim'
..
. ber is. to be sold..
2. Bids for the timber on: these lands. will be bopene4 at the district
land office at Cass Lake, Minnesota, at 10 o'clock a. in., on June ii,
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treceive6 consideration, all bids must be; filed in
1926. In order
said district land office before the hoiur fixed for the.6pening of ,lds.The. bids shall, be in i.accordance -with. formsi. furnished said .district
, land ,office. Thej'right_.is -reserved to rejecti any.pr al1 -bids. . received 7-for.; a sum -less .than at te:rate of $4
$' 'X.
be rwill
3:;0;No'~bid~s
per 1,000-feet for Norway pine and $5&per -1,000fe6et-forwhite pine.
.4. Bids may bel for the, tiniber. on-any separate -section, and also
on:groups of iQi ontigu06o, s sections of land; the1b•ids for timber.
6ofsecti'nsi.mayibe..in additioni tol .Ibids for timber on :
on groups
separate sectons. IWith; .aii iewi ltol -facilitating a comparison of
bids, groups bids have been atranged under 'the caption' rdcapitulation," with the - areas -of the.lands- embraced in each-group. stated-,
as well as the6amount of tinmber . Bidders are not required- to follow'
these groups, but itdis 'recoirnmended that theyido so. Awards will'
be. m~ade, to the: .ighdst bidders Ifor said .groupsj unless.it clearly
appears tblat.-moremoney :weill. brealized by accepting:-bids-difcombination of
ferently groupied.- P-reference will be given
bids iwhich will realize the.mndst' money for, the-.Indians and at the:
same time sell. the most of.the.timber i.5.. -Each %id shall -be..acdompiiied -by cash ortaacertified eck ;fo-:i
20' perJ cent of the amount of such bid, according'to the value lbfe he.:
6f timber: to
tinmber t;o. be ascertained .by-. mdltiplyingi the aiiomtI
of
Athe
Governmentw
be sold, which in Schedule.-A is onl i.90 percfeentl
estimate, by the:price bid per
1,,00J0 feet,:the. deposit--to be retained
and credited as part payment. of he purchase price for-the fimber
: included in- such bid-,should' t~he Lbid -be acecpted and applied as
:provided inirule .24- below,.w -but;to be -retaiined- by the UnitedzStates
as a f6rfeitidf the 'bid be, accepted- ,and- 'the bond ½nda agreement
required by theseurulesian'd .regu-'ations bei not- furnished. -In' casie
killthe same4as
deposit
cash.- accomupanies the-lbid-th'eregister
nidted-tates depositbry.S The certifiedspecial fund 1I-nI.- near
check and certificate of eposit rerred to: in this rule should be
made out in: favor of the Secretary -of the Interior. .
6. Thei'register will number. Lthe bids consecutively as. they arereceive, beginni with No. -1lnotingz on-eaeh bid the date and hour
of its receipt. OL opening the bids the register:will indorse on-'the
inelosures the; number of 'the bid- and the -name- of -thetbidder.A delay forward the
will make!: a- list of. the -bids and- will. without
listi; bids, and. accompanyying checks ord certificates of -dep'siit:-to
the General'Land Office.: ,
-:
.- -,.T. Within ldays;1
fromi receipti of notice by telekraph -that -his
bid has been. aceepted: by 'the- Secretary of'Ithel Interior eaeh- suc.-'
cessful bidder will be:r equired to- enter- into -and-file an-a geem-ent
and bond oniforsms. approved by theSecrtaryvof the Ihteriorcopi .to

'
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0:of-::: whtich will.be. fur'nished, by' ithe 'General.Land Ofic',0 the: penalty
' d 0of.thebond to beoof an amountcwhich shall be,50 per cent-of the
value of the timber, ascertained as provided in Ruled-5, ;embraced
in his accepted bid, and:purase. There is no .authority fob-reduc-'
ing the.lpenalty of aibond after partial performfiance. The-bidder,
may- submlit:a, separate-. agremeniit andi;0bond for each bid, or one,
agreemient anid4 bond .for -all the timber purchased by himj described
in ieIther.Schedule A 6r -Sdhedul& B, as the case may'be; the agree-:
ment: and'bond for te -timnb~r' in each- schedule to beseparate, the
agreement and bond to' sufficiently identifiy'and descrbe allV the
land. . .The bond&.*shall' be: conditioned .for the payment for said
timberr and' -for the _aithful' perf6rmance: of said agreement, ancl
fori th.e. Observance of these regulations.- The agreement .and bond
. i.y be-acknowledged by bthe purchaser: of the timber, and the
bond by sureties, before any officer authdrized to take: the acknowledgmeht. of-deeds in thP State or. Territory-where executed, and the0
sufficiency 'of individual: sureties 'must be- certified by - the United
States: judge or. district at-torney- of the district where such sureties
reside. In case of individual sureties, the, parties will be required.
to. justify in accordance with .the special rules iAn regard thereto
provided. by the J)epartment.','.8. ,Upon the filing, in ihis office of said agreement and, bond, dul-y
executed;- the ri'ergiste.wllimmediately forward.them to the G(eneral
Land.,Office for transmission. to the. Secretary of' the Interior. The;
Tight is reserveed to.reject anyv.bond submitted.
.
9.:Written notice of..intention'to begin removal of timber nim'st'be.
given by the'purchaser to, the superintendent, of logg'ing, -Chip)pewa.
Indian laiads,,.CasesLake, Minnesota, atAleast 10 days-in advanee:
- 10. ' The superilntendent.'of logging andk his- assistants, :appointed
under the -said- act .o, -January .14, 1889, alaidendd by said: act ' of
-June27, .1902, shalL':supervise the. cutting<-scaling,'iand :removal of'
;the timbter sold under the pfrovisions .'of. sdid oact.. i-Iit shall be their
'duty to see that the' rules, and regulations--are fully :complied'with';.
to. see that .no. timber. otherAthan ieis cut, except. as is allowed
by .the Secretary, and that, no.logs are removed from the' place where:
banked until. paid for; to- see that -l tops and refuse are 'promptly and properly'burned:or.removed-, to -.prevent fire; to see that Indian.
labor :is .employed where. practicable;and- to. .supervise, and direct the labor of- .the 4salers.- The superintendent
make mfo1thly
reports of the progress of such work':and of the time,'habits, and'
competency. pf his assistants and&of- the',.scalers, ,and he6 and his
assistants shall ,generally. perform such services. in: and about the.
sale,,of the pine timber' on said-lands andjthe :cutting of .the same:
therefrom- aa the care and. -protection of .0all'ttimber on said lanRds
as may be:required of them by the, said Secretary..
.
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* ii. The sdalersShall.see that before beinig removed from; the tract where cut every stick of timber isimarked on both ends by the logger
with a; "U. S." marking hammer, and also. that it i's bark marked;
and such scalers shall number and scale, under Scribner'si rules', in
the log after being cut and before the same is removed from- the
place where banked, all logs cut under the application and agreement under said act. Said scalers shall keep in suitable books for
reference a record of the marks, also a complete list of numbers of
all logs, with the scale of each log seti opposite its number, said scale
books to be open to the inspection of the check scaler or to- any
i
authorized Government representative at all times.
landing, or
ground,
banking
on
the
scaled
12. All. timber must be
water.
the
into
put
or
on:cars
skidway, and before it is placed
'13. The. rules .and:regulations provided by the Forester, and approved by the Secretary- of the Interior, which'are printed herewith,
will govern in the cutting- and removal of the tituber from lands
Iwithin the Minnresota'Natiodnal Forest. The superintendent of logging will, asiprovided by law, Isupervise the cutting :and scaling of

the. timber on said national forest, and see that the rules and regula*tions prescribed, by the Forester 'are complied with..
U cut with . a saW whenever practicable and
14. All, trees shall be
as low down as practicable. In no case. shall the heiglht of the stump
exceed the thickness or diameter of the tree 2 feet above the grdund.
15. The maximum length for measurement ofl all 'white-pine logs
shall be 16 feetIand of all;Norwayd pine logs. shall.be 18jfeet. -Upon
Logs 24 inches-or less in diameter,2inches additional length, and upon
logs over 24 inches in diameter, 3, inches additional length, shall be
allowed for--trimming off battered' and discolored timber. -Longer
logs shall be scaled as.two .or more logs. The length of logs shall be
so varied that all merchantable timber 6 inches and over at the, top
:end shall be utilized.
16. All merchantable pine, timber. in felled trees which is 6 inches
or over at the small end shall be logged. Any. such timber left in
the woods shall be scaled under the direction of the superintendnt of
flogging and paid for by. the purchaser. of the timber. at. double the
:X:regular stumpage rate. No tree shall be left lodged in process of
. ;
felling. B

.

.

.

17. Merchantable pine timber used for booms, :skids+.dams, bridges,
for building: camps, or for any.. other purpose,f shall be. scaled land
astupage
purchaser of-.the timber at the regular
upaid. for by thet
rate. 0 All trees: cut for. booms shall be carefully measured, and the
booms' shall be cut in such lengths as will allow fall the timber to be
.cut intod merchantable logs... Sufficient green. timbern other than pine,
may.be cut and used for purPoses$ incidental and: necessary tothe
economical conduct! of said-logging; operations upon! payment there-
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for at'uch
rate as may be fixed-, b 'the Sec etdry of the Interior.
However, the use of timber. for any- of the purposes mentioned shall,
whenever possible, be' confinedto unsalable material and to dead
and down timber.
18.1: The location of log landihgs, loading works on the shores of
lakes or streams, or along railroads, and 'of railroad sidetracks, outside of the Minnesota National Forest, shall be subject to the approval of the superintendent of logging.
19. So far as; reasonable all branches of the logging operations
shall keep pace with each other. In' no instance -will the brush
piling or burning fbe" allowed to fall behind the cutting and removing
of logs. It is the duty of the ' superintendent and of his assistants
under his direction to see that the cutting is as far -as practicable.
on consolidated areas and is not distributed here and there over the
entire tract.20. All 'tops; brush,' chunks,' knotty sections, litter, or other unutilized portions' of trees on lands outside' of the Minnesota National
Forest must be burned at the time of, cutting,' under the supervision
of ithe S'uperintendint. of logging and. his assistants, excepting tops,
brush, etc., cut during the months of April; May, June, July, August,
Septemberi, and*October,-which, shall'be piled at' the tin'e-of cutting,
the piles beiigf com p act aand "largefenough tIto burn clean without
'repiling.' The 'piles' must not 'be 'neairstandingz trees so -as to endanger them' and' must be' placed where there 'is least danger. of the
fire spreading.: The' burning isto b-edone at such 'time as the weather
-and conlitions will permit/and when it is safe to do -so without
- danger of forest fires..' -The'superintendent of logging and his
assistants are to be the judges and to.:be consulted a's to thie' proper
time of burning, and the work'must be done under their direction.
21. In case of the failure of 'a'ptirchaser to comply with the direc-'tions of the superintendent of logging and his assistants- in 'the.
matter' 'of the -piling.andithe burniing' of 'the 'brush and d6bris, the
superintendent' of logging : shall have' the same: properly 'piled and
burned and charge the expense thereof to the purchaser of the timber
in the 'next monthly scale bill, first, however, giving the purchaser
written notice of'his intention to' pile and-burn the brush and debris
and allowing him 10 days from the date of such notice to comply
with

hisinstructions.

'

fAll instructions and demands from the superintendent or his
assistants to o1r upon the loggers or purchasers shall be -m'alde in
Writing, inchuding the demand for 0payment to be made when dueP
as; hereinaftern'prbvided' foii.
23. The parties whose bid or -bids may be accepted shall 'be 're-o'
quired to' cut and remove not less than 50 per cenit of the' timber
;;e embraced Din' tthe'ir bid' r bid's &n' 'or 'befre 'July 1,' 1927, and the
22
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remainder by',July i, 1928'. The' entire amount of the :timber in
each such bid and' contract must be cut and removed from .the land
where located on -or before July 1, 1928. Failure to comply with
: :any
part of this -regulation shall be sufficient cause to warrant-the
Secretary of the Interior to declare the bid and contract hereunder.
forfeited.
24. The money for the timber cut and scaled' during each month
shall becomeidue and payable in monthly installments at the end
of such month, or oftener, in the discretion of the superintendent
of logging, and shall be paid before said logs are removed' from the,
place where banked : Provided, That on 'the last payment required
to be made on each bid0or contract the 20 per cent deposit made at
the time of the bid: shall be applied as part payment, and in case :
the 20 per cent deposit exceeds the amount of -the last payment
required to be made on such bid or contract the excess of the 20
per cent deposit shall be applied as part.. paylnent. of ..any' other
Vpayments 'required to be made by the same purchaser. The timber
may, by permIission of the Commissioner of the
6General tand Office,
be removed before. the actual payment -of the money in .all cases:
where such course is recommended by '.the superintendent . of.log-ff
ging and is approved by. the proper Indian agent.- If not
j
Pwhe' diue, or within 30 days thereaftef, and after ri1tten' demand
from the' superintendent of. logging,Ithi contract and the monev
paid thereunder .may be. declared0 forfeited. by:. the 'Secretary of the
Interior, -and the. .timber may be banked, .shipped, and: sold.by:thc
superintendent, under the direction of the Secretary' of the Interior,
and the d'eposit made' at time of bid' and the fiet proceeds, -after
: educting expenses, of banking, shipping, and selling, applied& to'
the amount+due therefor from such purchaser or logger, and any
excess shall be paid to him.. If excess be due from the logger -after
such sale by: the Secretary- ihe shall pay the same upon :demand
from the 'superintendent.
25. The scale.hills must be approved by the superintendent f0
logging,, and such approval cpnfirmed, by the superintendent of the
Consolidated:Chippewa .Indian Agency, at Cass7 Lake, 'Minnesota
for the timber cut, after examination thereof~and-of the check 'scaloe
:::0
if any, and thereupon the superintendent shall demand payment,
and such payment must be made to said Indian agent wo shall
'
account therefor to. the Commissioner .of Indian Affairs, and also
report the several amounts .paid-.to. the Conmmissioner of the General
Land Office.
'. 3.26.
The'"decision of the. superintendent"of logging shall be 'final
in the execution of the-foregoing rules. -27. The' violationof
,
any of these rules, if persisted in, 'shall be
ldeemed a sufficient cause for annulling the contract and canceling
-

.
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the sale of the stump age .In case of damages caused, by such
violation. of -the rules and annulment and cancellation of the :contract and sale, demand for the amount thereof after ascertainment
aind; approval by :the Secretary of. the. Interior, shall be made by
the superintendent oflogging, and:the .purchaser will. be allowed.
30 days -from such notice within which to pay the amount due.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Commissioner.
i:0

::.:Apprpoved:.
E.C.

-,

.

,-..

:

.:

,

D

-. ,

;

FINNEY,

-

First Assistant Secreta-ry.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OF OCTOBER 21, 1903,, AS AMENDED ON JUNE 23, 1910, FOR THE CUTTING AND
REMOVAL1 oF 90 PEB CENT OF THE PINE TIMBER ON CEDED CHIPPEWA LANDS
WITHIN' THEIMII*NtSOTA NATIONAL FOREST.

RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE FOrESTER OF, TH

1. No tree shall be cut that is stamped with the letters "U. S."
'2.' No white Minel or Norway (ted) pine, 10 inches and under in diameter, 3;
fbet fromh the ground, shall be cut for. any purpose except where' absolutely
'
unavoidable in-necessary logging operations. . .
3; All trees shall be cut withca saw wheneyer practicable.
4. In no case, shall the, height of the stump exceed the thickness or diameter
of the tree 2 feet above the ground.
5. No tree shall be! left' lodged -in pr'ocess of 'eiling.
6. So far as reasonable,' all bianches of the- logging shall keep pace with
each other. In no instance will the biush piling be allowed to fall behind the

cutting and removing of logs.-

; 7. All tops and. litter fromntrees cut; under these rules must be burned so as
to be safe against: fire, under the supervision of the inspector of the Bureau
of FAorestry, andI at such' time as he shall select, but the burning of tops or
other material larger than85inches in dianmeter, or of tops or litter not made
by logging under these rules will not be required. Thetpiles mufst be compact
and large enough to burn cleanf without0 repiling, and must not be so near
young growth or standing green trees as to endanger either of them, and must
be placed where there is least danger of the fire spreading.
If the purchaser fails to comply with' the instructions of the supervisor of
the Minnesota Nationl 'Forest or of any of his' assistalts regarding the piling
and burning oftbrush'and 'd6bris, they superintendent of loggingf shall cause
- the same to be properly piled and burned and -charge the expense thiereof to-the
purchaser of the timber in the next monthly scale bill: Provided, That the
purchaser shall'first be given written notice that such action will be taken by
fthe 'superinitendent' of 'logging and shall be dallowed 10 days from the date of
the notice within which to comply: with said instructions.
S. Unnecessary danage to. young growth or trees left for seed must'be
carefully 'avoided.

9. As few_ log roads as practicable shall be cut, nor .shall they be made
wider than is actually necessary.
10. All merchantable pine timber in felled trees which is 6 inches or over
at the''small end 'shall be logged. Any such timber left in the woods shail be
t}
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scaled under the direction :of the superintendent of logging'.an4dpaid for by the
purchaser of the timber atdouble the regular stumpage$ rate.
11. The, use of .timber* inb cdnstructing corduroys and

rbridges Or for road

work shall be confined, whenever possible, to unsaleable material and'dt ,dead:
and dowvn timbers.-

'

".

1-:',2.Merchatah
pine tine
sed for'::b ooms; 'sk'ids, dams', b'ridges' for
building camps or for any other pbrpbse;'sh-all e. scaled, and paid for by the
purchaser of ,the timber at the, regular, stumpage .rate.
.
13. The location of ,log landings, loading works on the shores of lakes or
streams, or along railroads, and of. railroad side tracks, shall be subject to the
approval of the inspector of: the Bhreau of Fdrestry.
:14.Alt trees 'cut for 'booms shall be carefuil'y measured, and the booms shall
be cut in such lengths as will allow all the timber: tb be cut into merchantable
15. The maximum length, for measurement of all white pine logs,sshall be 16
feet, and of -all Norway pine logs shall.be 18 feet. Upon logs 24 inches or less
in diam'eterk 2 inchbs additional- length, and upon logs over 24 inches in
*diameter 3 inches additional length shall be allowed for'r'trimming off: battered
and discolored timber. Longer logs shall be scaled' as two or more logs.
16. The length of logs shall- so be varied that all merchantable timber 6
inches and over at the top, end shall be; utilized.
17. The decision of the inspector of the Bureau' of Forestry shall be final
in the execution of the foregoing rides.'
18. The -violation of ahzv of these 'rules', if persisted 'in, shall be deemed a
;sufficient cause -fori annulling. th :contract and canceling 'the sale' of the
stumpage.

THOMPSON v. ROGERS
Decided March- 2, 1926
AND STONE ENiaY-TIMBER LANkS.
Lands which contain 25,000' feet, or more, of saw timber,' or its equivalent, to
each 40-acre tract, -are lands containing merchantable timber iwithin the
meaning of the stock-raising homestead act and 'should be excluded from
- designation thereunder.

STOcx-RAISING HOMESTEAD-TIrMBER

TIMBER .AND' STONE ENTRY-TIMBER LANDS-TANBARK..
The value of growing timber for tanbark and fence posts may be. taken into

account in determining whether land is valuable chiefly for timber within
the meaning of the timber and stone act.
WrNNzr,

:First Assistant Secretary:_

0On
tX February
0
0:19, 1917, Eli"B. Rogers filed application 03151, now
Sacramento 015267, to make additional stock-raising homestead en-try for six noncontiguous tracts of land, among which was the SW.
/14, Sec. 32, T. 3 S., R. 6 E., Humboldt Meridian, Eureka, California,
land district. This application stated that the lands applied fori contained no timber, while tle petition for designation which acc6m-panied the application stated that they contained no valuable timber.
As a result of interloeutoi~y proceedings which did not involve
any question now bWoe the Department, Rogers s application was

0
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withdrawn as to::a portion of-the land originally applied forj includ-f
ing that in Sec.- 32, and patenit was issued to hini for the remaining
tracts. There'afdtrRogers filed application to6.amend his -entry so
-as again to include the SW. 1/4,' Sec. 2,-as wellas other lands. The
Commisioner, in a. decision. dated June 25, 1924, held. that this 'ouldnot be&done, but that Rogers nmight file--an application. to reinstate
his application 03151 to the extent of these additional lands.
'.O'n 1924, Sadie A. Thompson filed t'imber-and stone ap--f-0 Ma3,
plication 04335, now Sacrapento 015&3, to; purchase the said SW. 1/4
w-as accepted through. oversight on:
Sec. 32, and her
the partoff the local Tofflce.-...
By decision' dated November 10, 1924, the Commissioner: allowed
Mrs. Thoiipson :330'days withihn':.ich 'to sho cause why her timanot of conberejected because
:-;tber and stone application should
.application

.

flict with Roger's application to amend his entry;. in default of such
action on her' part, Roger's application: was to .be reinstated so as
to-include the said SW. 1/4', Sec '32.

On November 26, 1924, Mrs. Thompson answered the rule to show
cause, stating that the land in'question was more valuable for the
:timber thereon than for grazing.purposes, and that, on August l1,
.1924, an appraiser of thefield division of the General Land Office
-hadappraised the timber upon the land as having a value -of $280,
and had appraised the land itself. as having a value'of: only $140.
She requested that her timber and:.stone application be held in abeyance until a further investigation could be made.
In a decision dated April 28, 1925, the Commissioner stated that
the appraiser's report referred0.to. corroborated the statements: of
Mrs. Thompson, and that it appeared that the land in question
properly was subject .to :disposal under .the- timber :and stonie. law.
The Commissioner, aiccordingly, held Roger's application to reinstate his entry 03151 for rejection as to the SW.%1/4, 'Sec. 32, but
gave him the right to' amend his application so -as to: include some

other tract in lieu of the land in question, subject to the further consideration of the General Land Office. Rogers has appealed to the
Department from this decision.

The appellant contends that the land in question is not actual
timber land, or, such land and timber as is contemplatedi by the act
of June 3, 1878 (20 Stat. 89). The appraiser in arriving at the respective values of the timber: on the land, and of the 'land exclusive
'of timber, included the value of fence posts and of tanbark in the
total value assigned to 'the timber; exclusive of these items, the

value of the land would have been greater than that of the timber.
The appellant contends 'that the action of the appraiser in this
respect was erroneous, 'and that the comparative values of the timber

'
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and the -la'ncl -hould; 'be determined .,without considering the value
of-tefe'nce posts a nd of the-'atnbark.
-Thestock-raising homestead acti was passed on iDecember, 29,f 19:6.
On June-'14,4-191, the Secretar~y of'the0-I
a ,seres
-teriojraddress
of, instructions to.:the Directorof ,the G-eological.
for.rrvy
his gli-dance i'n. classifying> stock-raising lands (4'6 1..' 1. 252)._ In the'
co-arse of these instrLct'ions. he'wias :advised that. the fact.iequird lthe:
:. :t'
exclusion
':from::d~esignation of lands'whKich. eontained merchantable
timnber,'which the S eretary defined tobetimber which is- "fit to.ibe'
sold.- The Secretary stated that the presence of a smiall amountof
timber on land to .,e classified would not exclude it ftrom designa,tion;.and. that a. 40-acre, tiract'which cohtained less than 25,000 feet
of saw timber, or its
.equivalent
Ioritcordiwood,
in, poles, posts,
might,
therefore, be designated.'i
In the case of Doviingqbez v. Caassidy (47 L 3225)
.
the J)epart-A'
: :.;f000
hkd.
0 tment
that after,.a;st':odk-raising,'entry ha.d,-been allowed it w as,
Isnotesubjc
to contest. on.a bharge 'that- the- designation of the land
was
'impropferly or. erroneously made, provided' there was no charge-,
that. the entryman; had induced the; designation ,by; deception :or
'

fraud.

':

'

.'

-

'..

The decision in Dominguez v. Cassidy was followed by thed4epart-:
mental decision in; the! case- of;Jmes 'B. Stokes acAid -Lmos '.ME 7clcert
(18, L.. 1. 104)-,'in 'which rit :w.as stated,' in effect, that the ru~le an-:
nounced in iD
9onguezW
v., Cssidy wasalpplicable ionlyin: a asew
where
a -stock-raisinb entky.actuallylhad been allowed, and that it did not
-apply 'in a case where .an issue wss raised between ri al applicants tolmake "eiitry. -As 2to a. c6ase -of the' latter'-kind, it, was held that a:
.- ,stock-raising, homiestead'- entry. would 3nto1e allowed
the-propovei
test of an adverse claimant without affording an oppjortunity.to suchi.:

adveise claimant to be heard

.

.

"

-

..

.Inthe instant case,: therefore, both the question whether; the land
-: in controversy .properly was , designated- under the stock-raising
:lhofmestead aet anadthe question whether this 'land.is subject to entry
undcer the tim be r" and stone law mIIst .'be considered.,.
The appraisal of the land, Which was based upon personal. examination :0by- an employee of thefi eld'ddivision of the Geneial Land.'
Office who was qualified to speak4 with authority, makes it plain that
n'o one of' the '4-aere tracts in theSW. 1/4, Se&. 32, properly was'
subject to' designation' und'eri the t'ock-raising homestead act, as in:terpreted. in the Se6retariy's `instrcti6ns of 'June 14, '1917, s'upra.,
The northeast', northwest, and southeast tracts each contained saw
timber
in 'excess-of"
-considerably
the 25,0060board'feet specifed indthe Secretary's -instructions. ::While:' the' soudthwest tract'contained
o0 saw timber, it did contain' trees sufficient'to supply 1,000 oak posts
and ten cords of tanbark, having a total' 'value gfeater than: the- value'

-
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of 'the sawt timber growiftg pn'aniyohe of the three other.tracts, andi:
which, therefore, may be considered as rthe ~equivalent of such timber
withinfthe nieaning of the Secretary's instructions.
case, it' appears from
As regards the remaining question- in:
'th'e ppraisal that the landi'in the northeast tract contains' saw timL'beir which- gives it itslchief value, and that therefore it is ;subject to
eniry: as -timberland. Ass 'to the three other tracts, however, .this,
inthei eventithat posts and- tanbark are proper
resuilt' follows 6nlyn
* items for considerations in idetermining the: valiue; of the timber on:
those tracts.JThat posts may be 'onsidered' as timberjis wellsettled,
but the .question with reference to;tanbark appears to be an open
one'so far as -theireported''decisiolrs of ithe Department. are concerned.
The 'decisions of the courts 'show that the jterm "timber." is jone.
'which has a very elastic meaning, and that it has been' given various:
definitions in accordance 'With the facts of the particular cases :which
involved its interpretatioh. While no decision has been fotind which'discussed the question now. under consideration', it probably. is. true.
that stripped bark 'taken alone' wo-uld .not be' considered as timber
the' ordin'ary commercial" meanig- of that term.-n In astate
:V -within
'of nature, however, wood and bark~ are the intimate pxrts of tatre6e
-'
;
deachlendsit'a specific value
andl
which'
commerce
of
article
an
asX
classification
the
of
Irrespective
bark properly -has when stripped from-the parent trees,i the Depart'ment is&of' the'.opinion thWat the value of .the bark 6f' growing trees
may be taken n'ito account in determining whether the' land: upon
which they :gr6w is::valuable chieyfl for timber within the meaning
bof -and stones act. ';Itfollows, accordingly, that all the
the timer
tracts in the SW. 1/4. of said Se'c.A32 are subject to'timber and' stone'.
entry. by .Mrs. Thompson.
The decisioni appealed.from is affirmed.
.the

REPORTS BY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ON. RAILROAD AND STATE SELECTIONS, SCRIP APPLICATIONS, AND NONMINERAL ENTRIES
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THE: COMMIISSIONR 0? THE GENERAL LAND OFrICE:S
I have your .letter 4("A"CAO) 'of February 23, 1926, requesting'
instructions relative to the class of cases in which ureports by the
Geological.Survey should be secured-.
'All prior-instructions on the subject are hereby revoked, and in the
future you will be governed by the following:

btin
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You will .call upon the Geological Survey for- a report on* all irail-,
road and State selections, and on all soldiers' additional and scrip
applications, as to whether the lands applied' for are valluable for
coal or other mineral deposits, or; whether they -are valuable; for
power and reservoir purposes, or needed in connection with any
contemplated power or reservoir-site withdrawal, *excelt in cases
where a special agent or an inspector has made a field investigation
and submnitted a reportcovering the subject.
A report by the Geological Survey on lands embraced in a home-stead or desert-land entry should be requested only if the land has
been dreported or is believedl to be valuable for coal or other minerals
and the report of a field investigation'is not available.E. C. FINNEY,
TFirst Assistant Secretary.
ALLEN v. MOUNTFORD
Decide, March 15, 192;
OIL

LANDS-PROSPECTING
AND GAS
RESTORATIONS.

PERmIT-APPLICATION-COMPACTNFSS-

Where the cancellation' of more than'-one -oil and gas prospecting' permit
becomes effective on the same day the lands will: become subject to appiication without regard' to the 'particular areas embraced' in' each of Ithe,
canceled permits, and' where, in such: cases, drawingsC:are* required'
single permit may be awarded to prospect all of the lands, if conformable
to the rules and regulations as to acreage and: compactness.

FINNEY, -First Assistant Secretary:
'The cancellation of four oil and gas prospecting permits became
effective at 10 o'clock a. in., July 2, 1925, involving, among others,
the following described lands in the Visalia, -California, land district:
The SW. 114 SE. /4, Sec. 3, N. 1/2 NE..1/4, SE. '/4 NE. 1/4, NE. 1/4
SE. 1/4, 'Sec. 10, NW. 1/4, Sec. '12, T. 27 S., R. 18 E., lots' 1, 2, 7 to 20,
inclusive, Sec. 18, lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 27 S., R. 19 E., I\ D. M.
lI~ 'sof 9; and
Many permit appli'cations' were filed between the0
10 that day for the land described or portions t.hereof, and a- draw-,
ing was held at 2 o'clock in'the afternoon in accordance with existing regulations.In the d rawing, owaicd S. Mountfoird, who had applied for all]
the land in qiestion, drew No.1 and was declared the successful appicant.* The next number to be drawn was that of Beatrice D. Allen.
who had applied for the NT. 1/4, Sec. 1-2, T. 27 S.,R _.18 E. She
-filed a' protest agaiisi thA ad ard to Moultford oln' the-grounds 'that
his application included seieral' mic'ontiguous tracts, coverm'g a
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radifis-. of sseveral miles in. two different. townships, and:'covering
about 988 acres; that, any- oqne of these tracts' separately would
justify any reasonable person .in, making 4application for- a prospecting permit; that many-persons did make applications for the
.separate tracts and were deprived of their rights under the leasing
act by reason of the acceptance by the local. land office of Mountford's application:; that.the, action of the. local land office in accepting said application was in violation -"of the regulations and policy
: of the Department ,of :.the: Interior -as- set forth .in the third para--graph on page 36 :of Circular 672" -The protestant therefore asked
'that Mountford's application be rejected- inits entirety or in.-part
and that her application covering the- -N1W-, Sec. 12, T. 27 S., 11.
18 E., be given first place and accepted.
' '
By' decision dated September 2, 1925, the Commissioner of the
General Land Office dismissed the protest, and from this action the
protestant has appealed-to the Department. .
It appears that there were no intervening unappropriated tracts
between the incontiguous tracts involved when these applications
were filed.
In' the case of Helen F. Cius (50 L. D. 353), it is: said:
-

-

-

The , Department has heretofore, held- on ,numerous- occasions,- as- pointed

out,.in the case of Fred-Mathews (48 L. D. 239), thata~general area equal to a
township,. that. is, an.area six miles square, -represents the maximum over
which prospecting can be carried on under one- permit, pursuant to the leasing act. -

In the present case the tracts involved are within an area less
than four miles square, and the Geological Survey has reported that
the lands,;are of the character subject to application- for- prospecting
-

permits.,

-

,

'Circular No. 966; approved November 13, 1924 (50 L. D. 669);,
contains the following:
:
Where the cancellation of more than one -permit -becomes effeetive ohn the
same day the land will be opened to applications for permits without regardto the particular areas embraced-in. each of the canceled permits --and where,
in
-

such cases, drawings are required, all allowable applications filed within

the prescribed
drawing.

time for the. areas opened should be.included

i

-

in a single

-

t: :t, 0:
Mountford
~has proceeded regularly accotding to law and regulations. He did not include in-.his permit applicationas greater area
than allowable, and there can be no objection on the ground of
wait of compactness. The protest is without imerit and is hereby
dismissed.The. decision appealed from is affirmed. :-The :case is-closed and;
the papers are -herewith returned toI the Ge
dteralandOffice.
th-
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BESSIE RC.;VCDONALD (ON REHEARING).
Decided Mlarch 15, 1926
DE1SERT LAND--RESIDENCwE;--ITIZ7ENSHIIP-STATUTTES...

The desert-land law requires that one applying to make entry thereunder
must be at the time that the application is filed an actual resident citizen
of the State or Territory in wvhich the land sought to be entered is located,
and mere intention to establish residence is not sufficient.

First-AssistantSecretary:
'A motion for rehearing has been filed on behalf of Mrs. Bessie R.;
McDonald in the matter of her application to 'make desert-land entry
Sec. 27, T. 6 N., R..16.1., G. &.S.. R. M., Arizona, wherein
for N. 1/2½,
the Department, by decision of December 22,1925, affirmed a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office dated April
FINNEY,

25, 1925, rejecting. the application.

The motion contends that the Department erred in rejecting the
application without affording applicant an opportunity to be heard;,0
that applicant was denied the- right to' show: by competent evidence,
that she is a onva R7de resident of the State of.- Arizonal within ithe
meaningo of-the desert-land'laws;,.that. theODepartment. has denied
the applicant the right of ishowing by competent.evidence that the,
land is irrigable and subject to reclamation, and that, if the decisi'on
of December 22, '1925, is adhered t o, tile applicant :will e deprivd
of: her property 'without due!j.pfcebs of law.
The act of March 3, 1877 (19 Stat. 377), providing, for the making
of,'desert-land !entries, was amended by the:-act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stat. 1095), section '8 of which: provides. that ":no person shall
be entitled to make entry of desert land except he be a resident citizen'of the' State or Territoryv in which the land sought to be entered
is located.":
In her application ;and in her appeal Mrs. McDonald stated-that
it was her: intention to become a-'resident of the State of .Arizona.
The Department would not be warranted in accepting intentions
inplace of the actualityiprlesribed b'yCongrbss.
The applicant never hadi'any property right in and to the tract
applied for, hence the Department did not deprive her of any6property' o'r:property right. It' has been found and held, based, on Airs.
McDonald's statements, thaf she'was not a'' eside t citizen 'of Arizona: at' the ''ate Of her. applicatiomi-O'ctober 14, 1924-and that
she had, not, so faar as the record showed,' removed to that State :from
her' home in Californfia. It would be a waste of -time and monly to
the form of
piesented inAbe
,.hold a hearing on a matter which can
the aptricted
re
time
no
.at
has
affidavits, 'and the Departfment
0
6:
40210 -25-voL 51
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plicant in the tnumber of affidavits which'could:be filed. She has
had every opportunity. to make such showing as the facts warranted,
but has been insistent that the Department should accept her
intentions, vaguely expressed. Not being qualified to make a desertland entry, whether or not the land is irrigable becomes immaterial,
so far as concerns the application under consideration.
The decision of December 22, 1925, is adhered to, the motion for
rehearing being denied.
ARTHUR:F. PRIBOTH
Decided March 15, 1926
WATER EXPLORATION PERMIT-NEVADA-STATUTE OF' LIMITATIONS-LAND DEPARTMENT-JURISMdOTION.
The limit of time for the performance of the conditions imposed by the act of
October 22, 1919, as amended by the act of September 22, 1922, under a
water exploration permit, is mandatorily. fixed by statute and can not be
further extended by the Land Department.

First Assistant Secretary:: On June 20, 1921, permit No. 012825 was issued to Arthur F.
Priboth, under the act of October 22, 919 (41 Stat. 293), entitled
"An act to encourage the reclamation of Vcertain arid lands in'he
State of Nevada.": The lands inv6lved are situated in'T.;21l N.,'
R 34 E., and T. 21 N., R..35 E., M. D M.,; Carson City, Nevada,
land district.
Priboth's first progress report was duly submitted.' :He failed
to submit a :second progress report, however, andf his permit was
canceled after notice, but was reinstated on July 5, 1923. On August
6, 1923, an extension of time until June 20, 1924, within which to
submit a second progress report was granted under the provisions of
the act of September 22, 1922 (42 Stat. 1012). On uly 7.,1924, an
additional extension of time to and including:June.20, 1925, was
allowed.'
On June 29, 1925, Priboth again made application for an extension
of time, within which to complete his 'developmenlt "work. This application was denied -by the Comnmtissioner in a decision dated, July
:20, 1925, for the reason that the time limited by statute for completing the work under: the permit had. been exhausted, as but four
years were allowed for that: purpose, two years under t1he act of
October 22, 1919,: supra, and two years additional undertheo act of
September;22, 1922, supra. The case is now before the Department
on aninformalappeal by Priboth.,.:
.
The Department finds 'that . the .Dommissioner's
decision, was correct. The time within which development work must be comFINNEY,

:
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pleted under a permit of the ,kind involvedin~ this case, is fixed by
is without authority to: grant an
bartmeint
statute, and the Land D'e
1
period. - As th Ie appellant
Jstatuitory
the
extension of time beyond
.he ,was lawfully
to'Which
Salready ,has, been:grahte'd;-all' extensions:
must be denied.
extension
additional
an
0 enti~tled, his application for
'
affirmed.
is
from
The decision. ap-pealed

'UNITED STATES v. CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
Decided March 15, 1926'
PATUN¶&ATILROAD LANDL-MlNk2L2A

AN
DS-LAND DEPTABMENT'-JnUISDIrSTION.

Where patent was inadvertehtly issued for lands involved- in proceedin-gs
before thL"and Deparfmett, its ijrisdiction over the' lands this patented

is thereby lost, and further proceedings for the purpose "of making ikqUiry
into thef character of thelands will, not be' entertained on request tf the,
while the patent renuiins ooutstanding.
0patpntee
0:

COURT DEcIsIoN CrTD;.,
Case of G&rmatia Irom' Companyv. 'United States (163 'U. S. 379) cited.'i

.tes.,
Asejetanbtz Secretary:. :
frin a
Company
Railway
Pacific
Central
This is ,thi eappeal`of
22,
Juni.
Office,
Land
decision of the Commissioner of the General'
on'
except
207
1925, declining to reopen 'Government contest No.
SE.
the
States*
United
thiat the Vcompaisy reconvey to the
00: lf conidition
'E.1,/4, SE. ¼/4 NE. 1/4, Sec. 17, T 32 N.,,R. 44i E.,
¼/
, W
1/4 N01/XW.
:t y 211:
;R;
M.
000 D. M., Elko lahddidstrict,, Nevada .
Ad-verseqpr-oce'edings 'were' directed M 21, 1919,0 against cel;ainl
lands covered by the 'company's selection list No.0 5, serial 03±73,
which"ere thlelands above desctibed, onthe charge that said
-among
lads, are "m!ineral in haracter, containing 0valuable deposits of
"gold;, silver,,lead, inc, and gopper." That.contustwas give number
207. Hearing, was ordered, coveringall of the land included'idn the
charge, but the company failed'to deny the charge and issue was not
joined as to the: lands above described, it fb'eing: admitted that they
apparently. 'had s6me mineral value. _.No'vember- 11, 1924, the company's said list was canceled :as to such lands, they being then classi- t
.fed as mineral inmcharacter,' and the case closed- as to them. In the'
meantime and notwithstahding the':fact that these adversepiqoceedings were pending -against the land5.described, patent No. 924470
issued to the railway coni.pany inadvertently and erroneously- Noverm
berS24, 1923,. as on Nevada'clear list 300, approved October 27, 1923,
covering the, abovO-described land.; November 19, 1924,. the Commissioner of the General. Land Office -called on the 'omany to ye- c~oivey the-selandsibecause~of such inadvertent and- erroneous 0pa'tFINNEDY, Fifst
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ing.The companiy, responding to.:this rule, set up, among otherthings,' that, - after receirpt 'of. tths demand&-for: reconveyance, it had
had awfurther examination by rmining elgimeers made of thlese lands,.
';v 00= :0.-which
disproved its kdmissions uponthle. original investigation as to
the character of the landa- $nd 'also.'that.since that time further prospecting in the locality ha pro
ten -absence of mileral 0values
the
therein. It is further submitted that the company is entitled to this
land under its0 grant and that. although' the patent 'was'under the
'-by the United.States, -yet,- concircumstances -inyadvertently
sidering the actual character of the land, the company was entitled
to receive a patent for it;' that if the compauy should now reconvey
the-land to the United States as .demanded, 'the result would.be-to
place it forever beyond the possibility of the company again applying for patent. ; FYor thesp, reasons. the com' anysubmits :t would
be, unwise for. it to reconvey the land -and~unjust for the IUited
States -to insist 'pon a reconveyance.; Howev'er,, intRppreeiation of
the fact that the actual: chlracter of'fhe 'landhas not 'been proven in
or as the result of said contest No.A207, the company is therefore
ff t.-:':0 t;:00;-'?
and ewonseints
fwilling that said, contest, in so far.aas it rel'ates toitheseo
"partiular tracts, may be repened -and a hearing had in. accordance
with the usual practice and decision rendered in dhW ecoiuse, classifying the land in accordance with'the 'evidence that may be pioduced'
at such hearing. The company expressed its willingness to abide byJ;
the cohclusiohs tnen reached 'and i theevent the land or any p'or-tion of it iseprqvqn to be mineral in character, it undertakes to make
an approipriate Treconveyance of the area 'so-proven to be mineral.
Considering the case thus presented,Athe'General Land Office disposed of tfeimatter as 0follws:.'
.issued

:This office has carefully considered ethe company's proposition,, but,does not
:believe that the demand for r'econveyance is uniust to the company. If the.
company reconveys the land and such' reconveyance. is accepted, letter il"'"
s:of No einb'er 11 1924; will be recalled and vaca'ted as to- the tracts luvolved.
.the.:comnpany slist,'7Elko OW473, will hbe reinstated,-a. newhearing order'ed, and
the question whether a new patent-be: issued b- determnined by ,the final result
of such.hearing.
,,

:'.-0:.:It
is not'perceived that thete was any. error. in.-the Commissioner's
ruliug. There' wmasertainly none prejudicial .to the company.. The'
Land'Department is';charged with the, disposal of-the 'public lands
and, Cngress has invested .th6e offi ers of that Department with' exclusive jurisdiction in deterniiining issues; of: fact in connection with'
such disposition. It. is. admitted that through inadvertence and mis:
take a patent has been issued-for the lands.'in question-and the legaP
effect of 'that action:was :to 'transfer the lugal title and to remove
'from the Jurisdictiont ofthe Land: D-epar-tment the authority.tQ,,
,in-'quire into and ;conisider ,the disp&ted question of fact as to:the mm-
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eral character :ofthese lands. t. The matters .& .fact. involved -in this
proceeding must be settled bythe Land Department. "When
through inadvertence and mistakei a patent has been wrongfully
issued by which the jurisdiction of the Land Department over thisquestionlo f'fact. is lost, -a.courtof-equity may rightful interfere.
and restore such lost jurisdiction, to do which it becomes necessary to
cancel the patent." Germnxania Iron Company v. UnitedStates (165
U: S. 379, 385.)
It is true that at that-same'case it was held that a "dourt might
properly decline to se'tasiae a patent when it afflrinatively appeared
that immediately after such action it would be the duty, of the
Department to issue a- new one." That principle is relied on in part
in support" of the appeal 'herein, bt 'it: i not p'rdeied how- the.
principle there stated will be of.. any use to the. appellant in this
:proceeding.- It 'does -not- appear,. affirmatively or otherwise, that
patented, it
after a -recon'veyance- of .the lands.herein
new patent.
a
would become the duty of -the, Departiment to issue
a. further
to.
The question whether the company- would be .entitled
to
inquirgyas
-patent for the lands in controversy woulddeppend upom
the
of
their mineral character. Giving,,eflect to the broad doctrine
case of lermrtd.IronqCovrnany v. United,: St~ates, supra, it must be
6r-authority-mionheld that the Land De artment- is without juris
.tpma~kethe n-ecessaryinquiry-thi s patent
.erroneously

A;sanding. -,It iS trutat: it.mighinestitue suhfrtif

tion as it -deemied necessary for the ascertainment of facts to support
a recommendation to the Department of Justice.'that suit be instituted to cancel said patent,.'becaus'e that:.would be- a matter within
the :necessary. adminitrative. dty of the Department and within
its jurisdiction. iHowever, in this case, no such further. investi ation
would be necessary. The classificatiiof this land as. mineral is a.
of record and the erroneouseand inadvertent patenting thereof
-s ,matter
Should the company decline to make a reconveyance,
is iiI
recommendation: for suit would be made without further inquiry.
Inasmuch as the Commissioner of the General Land Office has
ruled that upon reconveyance of. the land: the company's list will be
reinstated and .the. question whether a new patent be issued will
-be then determined by the final result of a hearing, it. is not perceived
wherein the railway company has cause of complaint on the ground
of injustice, nor sdoes it appear .just what-the company means by
saying that it will: -not be, permitted again- to select the, land. That
objection is,:obviated by a .,proposed: reinstatement of the company's
list.
The. decision appealedi from. was -correcot,. and .is,4accordingly,
affirmed.
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-InstruCHtios, March15, 1926
CAREY ACT-SELECTION-EQUITABLE
MENT-JURISDICTION-PATENT

TTITLE-VESTED

RIGHTS-LAKD

-'DEPART-

Equitable title -to lands", selected under: the Carey,'Act vestsmwhen; the State
has fully. complied with the, law and regulations and h~as- completed ,its
,.' proofs i connection with.its. list forpatent, hut the power of the Land
Department to inquire, into the extent and validity of the, rights claimed
against the Government does not cease until the Iegal title has passed.
PnioR DEPARTMENTAL RULE DISTINGUISHED.

Departmental ruling of July 13, 1921 (48 l. D.,160)., distipgqished

FINNrY, First Assistanbt Secretary:
With your [Commissioner of the Generali Land Office] letter of
February' 8, 1926, you'transmitted a: r'eport from the division inspector at' Portland, Oreg'6n, coiacerning the' acts of John E. Mor'son, receiver for the Walker. Basin'" Irrigation Company, in permitting the use for. grazirng purposes, fr 'agreed -sum, of certain'
1andsin the west unit o£f the-- ompanay's project, included in Oregon
Clagreyy Act segregation' listtNo.` 11'. You 'express the 'view' that the
agrements und erwhich the6use of the'lands'for 'such purposeshas
been permitted are in plain violation of the terms of the Carey Act';
that the practice should be discontinued, and that the money thus
far paid the receiver should be: recovered by'the United States. You
request instructions as to the maiueir 'of settling the niatters involved,.whether throughy lrecommendation of suit on behalf of the
United States, o'r by' arnicable 'adjistmeiint'through 'the authorities
of the 'State.
As pointed out in your letter,'section 4 of the~act of August 18,
1894 (28 Stat. 372, 422), coimmonly'known as the Carey Act, provides that the State shall'notn be authorized to lease any of said
segregated lands or to use or dispose of the same in 'any 'manner
whatever, except to secure their reclamation, cultivation 'and settlement. A specific provision to that effect' is 'also included in the
regular' form contract prescribed by the regilations: to be entered
into between the State and the United States when 'thb segregation
is made.
The report'indicates that the receiverehas endeavored to. justify
his action on the alleged ground' that the primary purpose of the
agreement is to protect' the lands' and ditches from 'cattle running at
,large, and the agreements require the parties who have secured grazing privileges- to repair-'all damage to 'ditches' and banks caused by
grazing activities. It also appears that the receiver has secured' an
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authorization from the State court-to; enter into the agreements complained of.
The: specific agreements referred to in the report were made in
1924 and ,1925, one involving a consideraion of. $300 and the other a
consideration of $750, or an aggregate of $1,050.
' Inconcluding your letter you call attention to certain matters
whih render doubtful, the advisability of direct actioh. in the prem,ises by suit on the' part of the.United States, and the reasons stated
see_ to justify a. conclusion that such course should not be adopted
but rather that.the matter should be brought to the attention of the
;State; authorities for appropriate action., Under the law, the Government is& authorized, to. enter into an agreement with the State,
under which the latter undertakes 'the reclamation of the lands and
is obligated under the terms of. the agreement to accomplish this
end in conformity with the provisions of the law. In consideration
of full performance on the part of the State, the Government aigrees

to issue patents' to the6 State when .the requirements of the law have
been fulfilled. While thetState jis authorized Sto employ others to
effectuate thepurposes of the act under agreements, its own obligations under its agreement 'with the Government are not lessened
the''ebyl 'In the administration of the Carey Act, the Government
must look to the State for fulfillment of the agreement, and it is not
believed that any action should be; taken' in the matter considered
in the report until the State' authorities have been fully advised.
j But there is another .question presented in your letter and in the
report which: must be considered before such action is taken. You
:advise that'on December 26, 1923,.'the State filed its application for
patent ,(Lakeview 012141) for 9,646.36 acres embraced ini'the' selection list. The list for patent has not yet- been approved and patent
has not issued. It appears, however, that examination is being made
in the field to determine whether the requirements of the act have
been metand`'l hether the State is entitled to. patent for any or all
of the lands embraced in the application.
You state that' .ou' are 'of the opinion that the Government's title'
remainsjin effect until the State. furnishes satisfactory proof accords
ing to such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secre-

:tairy, showing co
-pliance
with the law and that until ,such proofs
are examined and found sufficient, it can not be said that they are
satisfactory, and; such sufficiency; is not determined or' aunounced
until final approval of' the patent list, citing State of ~yotiqng (38
: ` D. 508, '511): n accordance' with this view you state that youare of the qpiniw, that equitabletitle t~osaid lands' has not'passed
andC0
.t~hat,
:
as'patet *~','notissied, it, iscertain that legal title is
still vested in' the United. States'; and, further, that if-'equitable title
were. vested in the State, the Department wouldstill ,have juris-
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diction over; the land until' the legal title has passed, citing Cameron
v. United States (252 U. S. 450, 460-461).
The question of jurisdiction is lmportant in consideration of the
questions -presented in your letter. and -will be dealt with at some
length.
Since the decision in the TVyoining case was announced, which
*followed~ a long' line of decisions of' the D)epartment, the Supreme
Court, in the. casesi of Paylne: v. RCentralZ Pacife Railvay Company
(255 U. S. 228) ,'Payne v. New Mlteeieco- (255 U. S. 367), and Wyoming
v. United States -(255 U.] -S. 489):, his announced the doctrine with
respect to selections under the public land laws, that when such selections have been 'duly made and" completed in full -conformity-with
the act and re~gillations, the equitable title to'the lands selected passes
: to' the selector.

-.

In the State ofJ WVyomMilg edse the'court said-,-at page 498:
And this generai rule of real estate law has been repeatedly applied by this
court to the administration of the affairs of the tand 'Department of the govermnent; and, the ruling hasi been uniform, that'-Whenever, in cash sales, the
price' hasbeen paid, or, in other' cases, all the. conditions. of entry performed,
the full equitable title has passed, and only the naked legal title remains in
the government in trust for the other party, in whom are vested all 'the rights
andl obligations of ownership.

In 48 L. D. 160, page 161, the Department said with respiect 'to
Carey Act 'selections.It is accordinglyf the opinin, .of the Department. that the rulings of the
-Supreme Court in the cases cited are not applicable in the matter of segregations under the Carey Act and that until such time as the right to title has'
been fully'eadrned, the lands listed under a Carey Act selection may be subject
to withdrawal and to disposition b'f the United States of the minerali deposits
contained therein.:

It -will be noted that in the' case 'ons'idered' by the-Department a
mere selection list was involved where title had'not yet been earned,
but here the 'tituation may be different, as the. State in pre'senting its.
list for patent and proofs alleges that it has complied with the
requirements of the law.
: The
-case':of Cameron v. UntediStates,. supra, is not inconsistent
the latedecisions of the Supreme tit being therein' held
0 f~with
that the power of the Department to inquire into the' exent' and
;0 t~validity: of f the. rigts 'claimed ao'ainst the Government does not
cease until the 1egal/tile has passed. In 'that case the court'saidOf course, the land department has nopower. tostrike down any claim ar-,
bitrarily, but so long as the legal title remains in the Government it does
have poxver ' after proper notice and. upoh ' adequate' hearing, 'to determine
whether the claiin-is valid 'and-,if ti b6' fuiindfinvalid, to declare it0 null 'and
void. This is. well illustrated'-in. Orchard v. --Alexandedr, 157IU. S. 372, 383,
where: in giving effect to a decision :of tthe. Secretary- of the Interior. cancel-
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ing, a preemption claim theretofore passed to cash entry, but still unpatented, this court said: "The party who makes proofs, which are accepted
by the local land officers, and pays his money for the land, has acquired an
interest of which he can not be arbitrarily dispossessed.: His interest is subject to State taxation. Carroll v. Safford, 3 'How. 441; Witherspoon v. Duncan, 4 Wall. 210. The government holds; the legal title in trust for him, and'
he may not be dispossessed of hist equitable rights without due process of
law. Due0process in such case implies notice and a hearing. But this does
not require, that the, hearing must be in the courts, or forbid, an inquiry and
determination in the Land Department." And to the same effct is Micigan
Land & Lumber Co. v.' Rust, 168 U. S. 589, .593, where in giving effect to a
decision of the Secretary canceling a :swamp land selection by the: State 'of
Michigan ,theretofore approved, but as yet unpatented, it was said: " It is,
of course, not pretended that when an equitable title has* passed the land
department has power to arbitrarily destroy that equitable title. It has
jurisdiction, however, after proper notice to the party claiming such equit-'
able title, and' upon a hearing, to determnine the question -whether or not such
title' has passed.l Cornelius v.: Kassel,. 128 U. S.. 4566; Orchard v.- Alecander,
157 U. S. 372, 383 ; Parso7s v. Vennzke, 164 U. S. 89. In other words, the::power
* of the department to inquire into the extent and validity of the rights claimed
against the Government does not cease until the legal title has passed."

It is plain from .the; decisions discussed, that if the State has
fully complied with the law and regulations and has completed its
proofs:
.in0 connection with its list jor patent

equitable titlehas

passed from the Government, together with jurisdiction:.over the
matters. presented in the report. It- appears that the records in the:
case are now with the. division inspector and that an examination of

the

land

in. connection:with the list for patent has been directed,

for the purpose of detetmining whether the State has, in fact,. complied with .the requirements of the, law. If it is affirmatively deter7
mined that title was earned ,at the time) application for patent was
filed, the. patent,must issue iji due course.
It is therefore believed essential that the facts regarding the list
for patent should be ascertained before any 'further action is taken
in the matter presented in your letter, for if equitable' title has
passed under; the State's application filed in 1923, the matter will

no longer be a subject for consideration by this PDepartment.
STATE OF NEW XEXICO'
.,Decided March 18, 1-926

'

tSxvx-.Prr
uA rwRIES
SELECTiONwIwoEIur-Naw MEXICO Srnnrs:
AAdeficiency in a'reage caused by alleged gross inaccrcies in the
rvevs
':fishot 'gi'ouind
"for adljuistment of a" Statf .grant, inasmuch ,as section
2396f, Redised Statutes; declates tlat.in' 'thc' disposal 'of the6 public mlauds

Bt00

the official sulveys are to odoveia d that ench- section or .subdivision
;tX
: tthereofshall be: held and eouidered as containing the 'exact quantity
shown onl the piat.
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FiNEM, FirstmAssistantSecMretary:
This, is an appeal by the State of: New Mexico from the decision
of. the Commissioner of the General Land Office ;dated May, 12,.
1925, denying its claim for credit in the;.amount.-of 4,439 acres on
account of an alleged' deficiency in the area of- certain tracts or

sections in T. 5 S., R. 11 W., and T. '6 :S., Rs. 11, 12, and 13 W.,
N. M.'.P. M., selected' and certified as school indemnit'y lands, or
under grants in quantityfor specific.purposes.It appears that the Commissioner had. previously been urged to
take-some remedial action respecting the surveys in this locality,
showing being presented'to the6 efect that they were defective and
iinaccurate; thiat a fmaterial discrepancy existed between .the dista nces on the ground .and the length ;of .the .lines as shown on the
plat, tespeciallyi with. regard to. the. section lines closing upon the
first standard' parallel south, where" a shortage 'was alleged of about
3 chains, as' a result'of which the actual areas of the several sec-tions 'adjacent to' said :standard 'parallel in'this '16cality are much
less than those established by the officiai governmental survey and
pl't ''The deficit is allegod to' be appr'oximately 270 acres in' each
of said sections. :In denyging therequest for correction'of the
alleged erroneous or defective 'surveys, the' Con'nmissio'ner 'observed
that the' facts' reported;' and 'o'a certain extent corroborated'by the
finding6 of the'United Stites 'GeologiCal $Survey as 'exhibited up'on:
the Pelo46hk Quadrangle 's 'et' (1915-l916) were such as to create
the presumption- that unsatisfactoryi or defective' conditions' preirailed in the region referred to, and while the townships involved
might theoretically be 'eigible' for resurvey, thie public 'interest did
not demand that the work' be undertaken 'anid adifistrative n'eces'sity did not warrant it sinc:'there was no particilar governmental
: purpose tobe subserved. Attentioniwas invited to thei requirements
governing iKesurvey' applicati'o~ns 1 based upon the -provisions of the
SetAember' 2'I,
an' the atef
act of March' 3, 1909 (35a Siat. 845)', A
'1918 (40 Stat. 965), as 'outlined' ini' Circulars Nos. 520 ahd 629 (45
504), aid it was suiggsted"if conditions wai:
L. ID. 603' -46 L.
ranted such procedure that the-State pursue the matter as provided
by law. . The State Concluding that, it -was not feasible or advisable
to apply for resurvey under the provisions of the statutes mentioned, but still ihsisting ihat its 'interest swere adversely affected'
and. that the shortage .;.411ui r.nted to t.approximately, 4,43 'acres.n
the four. townships in ,,question,. therenpon .requested that it be
allowed.creditj in the adjustment of its grants for this alleged de;ficiency.
S0This request -'was supported by .evidence in the form of a
d00
;
nmap or plat compiled in the State lard'office showing 'the results

:
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0 02of
surevsfimade
g
bylidense'dd engineergs., It appears from this map ::
f ;:that there fis~a:,shortage-,.0s' a1Ieed',-'of0'about 34' chaiins in the. sec-;
dtion lihes
t
_,c31sing ,uponi the! first standard parallel south, affecting
the',northj iexraf sections -in'T.
S',.-RsWi, l'i12j ,and.'13-W. -;Ini the86
.w;estern range
g of sections 'in
5'
S;,
R$
; 11 W., there'isoalso an
apparent -shortage' of ap'proximatly i34 chains' %in;.th'e ast -and west
lines closing upon the western boundary of the-township, 'the aetual
area of the
in this ,severalsetions
range, being nuhic less jithan that
-:
expressed uponjthe iat. Olf,'thbis.: anges of'secti6ns the State owns
-5, viz,', 18, 19,30, a
31. In'the'n6rth'tier
m
iofIsectionsn T. 6;St,:
-R. 11 W., t&he State, asi the owner of
-eci 4;. E. 1/2S,
Sec. 5 and albout.
480 tS:;' :&tacres~
ins Sec. 6;6
,.dAscribed'as, 'lots
'2; -'3,'4, 5
E6,` - 2R
SW.7;/ ,i and&SE. I
e3-State
:Th
6wn thes 'ix;.sections :comprising
the .north tier ini T. -r S.,:R. 12
, and OWn1'all of the north' tier
in: T. 6 SI, -R. 13 W., 'except 'Sec:;6. >The State' estimates' its lossa as
follows.T.. 5 S:, R..11W.,1,320 acresi;TA S, .R 11 W., 333acres;
T:.'6 S., 1.: 12W.', I426'acres; .T.. 6 S.,. i13W., 1M36Y acres.- There
fare
0 . approxiimatel y18. sections involved. i Of 'these 18' sections,"A0
were selected .'and; -9approved. aspischool :indemnity -:or lieui 'lands, 'one
is a school sectionr (2)' grantecd-ini.placde,, anudAL'V7 were'; selected; and'
c'ertified under:Sec. .6..ofthe jact of June 21,' 1898 (30 Stat. '484),.
graniting 100,000
'fo.; iriprovenent 'of.
o thei
hacres
Rio Grainde 'in

i:; 0'fdenyingg
-. 0000:t.s'thel-Stte's
;-;n'
claimn: fdr cr-redret'on account of the alleged.
deficiency, the (DommissioneS' eld'thdt Section 239.6, Revised Statutes.
contemplitedd that. in thedisp'sal' of .public6-lands the: official surveys
.-are i to: govern, andr that' each fsection.orPsectional' subedivision, the
icontents, whereof, havebeen returned :by'(the'-'surveyorr-geneial shall
*bdeheld' as containing the exact qiantiy expr iessed
in the return' that
; the design: and purpose o.f this statutedestabljsh
was. tobeyond' dispute all lines and monunients oifacctetecdofficiAl suiiveys; to-obviate;
inquiry and. cdntention with respeC't: Ito: survey inaccuracie
and
'- 'plaee
a' satutorybaraagainst attemptsto 'alter the.sane. or to set
up complaints of deficiency' of ar'ea~ .as
as
basisi for. resuLrvey. -The
Commissioner observedl th-at
C
statutory liiitationtaaside.;fromt'h
administrative' reasons 'precluded the granting: f the State E.ciaim;
that .the.tstability.iof: survey's and .the-title'to lands. described by 'reference' ,thereto-shbuld be. uiiaussailalble .hylparti'esfinding 'di:ferencei'
in measurements and areas from ithose returned, and if transactions
involving -the -disposition of public lands were not made final, and
the Government was obliged to open up for readjudication the question as to the area of a particular tract or tracts granted and patented, controversies would be constantly arising and resurveys and,
readjudications would be interminable.
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The' appeal presented.by thet States while in effect admitting the
correctness of Ithe Commissioner's :co nclusion as a mattero-f law, insists that this statutory rule. can not be' universally applied; that the
circumstances. and conditions here are exceptional.; 'that the surveys
.te. State. is. equitably ;entitled to an
are grossly? inaccuriate-;: Xthath
adIjustment and should bei all-we'd .tot ake- the full quantity of land
granted by..Congress.
,and .fids'ano
The Department -has-carefully coonsidered the nmatter
..reason ,to:differ ,with *th r.conclusion ;reached by' the: Commissioner'
Thei provisions of: sectioii 23996, Revised Statutes, recognize.the fact
taught .by- experience !that measurements of. lands.: can not bew perL
itwo surveyors
formed With precise accuracy. and that-j the work of no
caselodnis-to
in
this
shore
alleged
Truethe
would exactly. agree.
a figure of impressive proportions, but the, ver.y purpose' of the declaration- of law- above referred to wasto6 obviate, inquiry and conten-t
0 ti~on to survey inaccuracies. Moreover,. the-rmcogtion of'
"; djfin-regard.
right'to' an adjustment' in this instance .would 'establish.a far-reaching precedent and afford a basis for, similar claims' by 6ther States,:
and a' multitLude of claimsb.yindividuals- vwho' had ::purchased Govlands: and- found thb area 'short of that expressed on the.
l'eminent
' Also, the-rule'. works both' ways, in favor of and
; f:'': plat
:; 0 Vsurvey.
5--''0 ofC
against~the United States. '.Manifestly the iGovernmenit'has n6 .basis
for:laim to readjustment of boundaries or for further paynnt,'or fdr
restitution' in those cases of' c'ertifi d orpatsntsd. lands where there
was-an excess. of acreage: over that paid for or taken in .harmony
with the survey.,returns'at. the -time of :dis'p'osa'l.: iAnd if the. returns
Icorclu-?
are conclusive, 'against, the. Government they. 'must also fbe
ent can; not
sive in itsI favsor. :Take. he present' case" thesGove
inquire into the contents of the 'schooll sections tand subdivisions.'as4'
signed by the 'State as basis for 'its indemnity selections, but accepts
them as'containing theexact-'quantity expressed in 'the retu-r'n.0 Ex.might -disclose 'a defieiency in thex arba -iof. thesesections;;
' ,
amination'
frequently, no doubt, exchanges, have been made-of unequal areas, the
discrepancy being- in favor of the. Staterbutb.the law gives these
transactions repose ,and- they 'can not- be disturbed.: Otherwise end'e
,
less confusionvwo6uldensue. .
a :*
:Commissionier'reached
the
it
is.believed
stated
'the.reasons
For
therefore,:affirmed.
is,
-from
appealed
decision
the
just conclusion and
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Decided March 20, 1926
AND GAS LAND5-.PRO5PECTING PERMITHOMESTEAD ENfTRY-FINA IPooROOS
-PREFERENOEMRIGHT.
entrymanX w-ho initiatesa homestead fentry under the conditions pre00 :AnV
scribed by section 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, is .entitled to da :
preference in the award of a permit to prospect for oil andgas on the
entered landt, if' the- entry was intact fat the time that the permit applicationwas-. presehted. although statutory expirationmnotice: for submission of
final proof' bad;issued prior thereto,i and the fentry was canceled~ for
'
:
. .
-;
defaulit-before theppermit was.granted.
OnL AND GAS .LAND5-r-PROSPECTING PEREMTTOMESTEAD ENTRY-STATUTES.'
* Section 20 of the leasing act is; in .its, nature, a relief measure, designed to
: -recognize the equities of entrymen who, made agricultural entries .in good
:faith and prior to the classification of the lands as valuable for oil and
gas, ancdshould be liberally construed.
ENTRYPEI MIT-LEASEB--1HO0MESTEAD
OIL; AND GAS' LANDS-PEOSPEcVING
: PREFERENCE RIGHT.
A 'hmestead entrymian is entitled to a lease ofi'the oil and gas contents in
*
the land embraced in his entry,- where those lands have een: classified as
within the knowfl structure ofa produeinig oil and gas field,.if,'except for
*
such class iication, he would have been entitled to a preference right to a
prospecting permit under section 20 of the leasing act.:
E13NTRY-PREFLEASE-HOMESTEAD
PERMIT
OIL ;AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTIN
ERENCE RIG1T-ROYALTY-STATiTES.'
Congress intended that the only effect that aclassification of land' as within,
the known geologic structure of a producing oil and- gas field shouldihave
upon the rights oflan entryman otherwisei entitled to a preference right
permit under section: 20 -of the leasing act,' was -that, instead of being
awarded a permit and subsequently, as a reward for discovery, the, redhced
royalty authorized by section 14 of the act, he, like all others, should receive only a lease -at a'higher royalty rate.

*FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:

*

AMatt Mechaley has appealed from the decision of the Commissioner Qf the General Land Office dated July 6, 1925, which h6ld' for
rejection. his application under the act of February 2S, 1920 (41
Stat. 437), for a permit to prospect for oil and gas upon the SE.
I SW. , Sec.i1 T. 32 N., 11. 82 W., 6th P.
114, Sec. 10, and SW. 1,4
M., Wyoming; because- of a conflict with a similar'application filed,
on March 11, 1924, by Rose George, under section 13 of t he act; of
February 25, 1920, for the land described.
This appellant points out that he claims a preference 'right to a
* Xprbspecting permit for the land involved, based'upon his homestead
entrymade April 15, 1919, for the landinvolved.
The records disclose that appellant filed his application for prospecting permit on May 27, 1924. 'They- also disclose that on April
18, 1924, the local officersi held appellant's enlarged' homestead entry
*

-
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thit alT proof within five years,
for cancellation for failur tlo sii
as required by the homestead laws. That notice was served upon
appellant on May 17, 192,,' and;'allowed him 30 days from- such
service' within whi'ch:to 'showcause w'lhyhisentry 'hould tot beearr-t
t&showing "orwith respecto
took no
appellant
celed. Thewith
6
ut' insted
'1a~action
nt tooketa
th
tedd, 'on May 27, 1924, and
bus",
pliance ith'the hon'est6'a' l
; -wdithin the 3Q-dayperd allowed by the' lcal officer,' filed his permit
oseptionp20 of- the2
asserting.a ,preference_ yight uii.er
app~licationi
ent,-ry.
his..homestead.
upon;
leasing act::of -February 25, -1920,. based
homestead
this
against
:I also appears that a eontest was;:initiated
entry shortly after the issuance of"'noticeto'' make final; proof: and
that ah6 aring was h ad0teon.- For reasons hereafter to be: set
0'oi'th, it is not necesary' to' consider the' effect' of this 'contest. -On
October 9, 1924, t e Comrinssion 'di smissed the cdntest: because
of the prior adverse action by: the Land Department and canceled
the entry. on-,statutgry expiration notice. That~ cancellation was
:not appealed from by the entrymanandisfinal.
The facts in-. this, case ':bring it squarely within,-therule stated in
248), in which it was held
DHyfoPd
v. Brow" (49.L. D
the caseof
that an agricultural' 'entri ymai'i'Whose entry; was initiated under the
conditions pr-scrib'ebd y siechipn O20 of fhe act' of February 25,. 1920,
as necessary, to eintitle the entryman to a preference right' was en4
titled to such preference under said section provide his entry stood
although
itpermit,
intact at, the, time of.appliation. for prospecting
the entry, priorto ;that time, 'had been contested.for noncompliance
'with the homestead law -and was -relinquished by the:.entryman. prior
to action upon iis application `for -'apermit.
case th~'en4ry:,toodiinitadt d&uring 'the entire 30-day period
this In
;: :0
allowed :by 'the.local officers and cancelation of the entry did not
become effective until the Commnissioner's decision of October 9,
1924. (Young v. Peck,. 32 I. D. 102.),
It -is true. that the..appelarnt has .never filed 'a waiver of the oil
.

-

.

and gas content of the lands embraced in his entry pursuant to
the act of July. 17, .1914, but it must be held that his filing- of an
application for a prospecting permit while said entry stood of record&
was the equivalent of such .a waiver. '(Heirs of Robert H. Corder,
:oL. . 185; Olwe P. Morgan; 51 L. D. 267; Mary Pexion, 51 L.
D. 33.6.)

It appears,. however, that the SW. 1/4 SW. ¼,'Sec. 11, is within the
known geologic.. structure of tkhe Iron Creek, oil and, gas field, Is
defined by the Director of the Geological. Surveyon September 17,
1920, and is not properly isubject to prospecting.under permits,'pur-

suant to the act ,of February 25, 1920.
This raises; th'e question whether the. entryman is entitled to 'a
preference right to a lease for this 40-acre tract pursuant to section

:5t]
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20 of the act of February. .25, 1920. -iThat,seqtion. was designed to,
recognize the equities of entrymen who made their agricultural. en-.
tries in good faith. and prior to the,5classificationIor withdrawal of
lands as valuable for oil and gas (Charles ,R. Havmpt, 47 L. D. 5B88;
48 L. D. 355; and Johnsonv. Fatten, 49L.L D.-613), and said section
is to be liberally construed, as its provisions are;oin the nature of
relief provisions.
Section 20 of said act refers only to a -"preference right to a permit and to a lease, as herein . povided, in mase of discovery,"
[italics supplied] and also provides that " Leases executed under this
section and embracing 6f, lands so enteried shall provide for the:
paymenteif a- royalty of not -less than 12½2per centum as to such
areas within the permit as mayi not be iincluded. within- the dis'overy'lease'-to *which the permittee is -e4{itled- under section -14
hireof." [Italics supplied.]'
Section 17,oftthe act of February 25, 1926, contains the provisions
for leasing of oil and gas deposits and lands containing them which
-are within the known geological structures.of producing oil or.ga5
fields. That section -is expressly limited- to " unappropriated :eand the: tnentered lands containing
posits of oil and gast
[Italics supplied.]
the same, not subject to preferentiaTl lease."
The exception as t6 pieferential lease is broad enough to, include a
]ease under section 20 of the act, .and-there is-jno.apparent reason why
the fact of a -disco-veryvof oil or- gas upon a goolog-ic:structure which
includes lands of an entryman who, except for: that .discovery, would
have, a preference. righti to a pernit,. should operate to deprive him
of all claim to the oil and gas-deposits. Section- 20 of the leasing act
dld-not- place any- limitation upon-th'etim'e allo-wed an entryman
-assert a preference under said sction -and that limitation as. enforced by the regulations. (section' 12-c, Regulations March 11,i1920,
47 L. D. 437; Shao v. 1Ri k, 50 L. ;D2 405, 409) is governed whoJlly
by the: presentation of advorse applications iuner oer r sections of
:
' the act. '
It, seems clear' fro';all the'f- ircuinstahcbs that (Congress iht`nded
lahd
If a -withisi fh
a clasifiation.
.that the only- eficc whch3
'dtil :b
pogol6gic o-I1 a'nd gasf 'fieI'ld
protcing':of
. goa6
khno
,have upon the rights -of an 6nt rian 'lhewise :qualified 'to aquiie '
that, tin203--of the act; '
' under seti
e right
a -efereA
**

-

-to

-astrg;ctte

stead of bpeig entitled to a'prdspecting permitlt'and tio the iredu(N;d
-provided for; in -section -14 of- the; general: leasing act as a
discy, theentr~ffion, likecall others; was thereafter sen
reward ;foi
:
titled only to a lease at a much higher, royalty.- ere
right o aaplanthl, a p
.It. IjS coLd
prospecting permit under section 20 of 4he act iof.-Febriry 2:, 1L92Q,
as to the SE. 1/4, Sec. 10, and will be entitled to a lease for the -SW.
V ldroyalty:

-0thatiis,
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¼14 SW. 1/4, Sec. 11, upon furnishing a proper bond' and otherwise
complying with the' regulations governing applications for leases
under said act. It appears that the adverse claimant, Rose George,
was not served with a copy of this appeal and her application will,
accordingly, be held for rejection and disposed of prior to favorable
action upon appellant's application.'
W.- T. MORRIS
Deci4ed March 20, 1926
CoA
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uIndividuals and associations of individuals, but not corporations, may be
granted permits or licenses to obtain coal from the public lands without
payment of royalty for their use as agents of the United States 'in prospect: ing for oil or gas in accordance 'with the provisions of the leasing act, but
not for sale.
OF TiE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONs APPLIED.
OPIoNIO
Opinion of the Attorney General. (34 Ops. .Atty. Gen. 535)-, and departmental
instructions of September 17, 1925. (51 L. D. 196), applied.

First Assistant Secretary.On 11 1925, W. T. Morris filed application for a license to
' May
prospect for, mine, and remove coal from the SW. 1/4 SE. 1V4, Sec. 224
T. 12 N.,-R. 100 W., 6th P. M., GlenwoodISprings,' Colorado, land
district, stating that- - :
FINNEY,
0

The coal to be mined under this- licdnse is to be used for. the purpose of' providing fuel for. the. drilling -of a deep test well; for oil and gas in the acreage
covered by oil and gas prospecting. permit, Glenwood Springs, Colorado, serial
No. 022169, and as, fuel in connection with such development work. Approximately 1000: tons 'will be required annually.

oan oil and gas prospectIt appears that Morris is the assigneeof
N. I, Sec. 22, N.- 1,/, Sec.
15,
14,
13,
Secs.
ing permit for fractional
R.1 100 W., and Sec. 18,
N.,
12
T.
25,Sec.'
1/2,
E.
23, N. ½/ Sec. 24,
shown that the tira& in
further
is
Itt
M.
P.
46th
0 T.
N9., Rs. ;99 W.,
0;; 12
permit held by
prospecting
gas
and
oil
ain
question is included in
to the cost ot
contributing
Collins G llett,'who alleges that he is
area.
permit
Morrjs
the
the test well on
By- decision of May 25, 1925, the CGowmissioner of the General
Land Office held the applicationforrejectidn fortreasonthatCoal licenses are issued-: only for the production of -coal for domestic'pur00poses-that is,-for household .use. .Attention is invited to Sec. S of the leasing:
act.
nted for commercial purIn the present case it appears -that, the coal is
' -poses,and the applieation' dodes iiot therefore come within' the meaning or
intent of- the law regarding-licenses.
0

rai

I
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The applicant hasiaippealed. "'_He` shows that! the' test well is being
drilled upon the NE. 1/4,,Sec. 122, T. 12 N., R., 100 W., and that the
cost of coal at that point,,obtainable from any source other than the
tract for which acoal licensejis applied for, is about.$25 a, ton.:~
Section 8 of the leasing~ act, of Feburuary 25,~1920 (41 Stat. 437),
reads, in, part 'as f llws
That in order to provide for te supply of 'srictly 'local domestic needsfo
fuel, the Secretary -of the Interior may, under'such rules'and regulations as
h6 may prescribe in advance, issue limited licenses or perinits to individuals
or associations Of individuals to prospect for, mine, and take for, their own
use. but not for sale, coal from the public lands without payment -of royalty.
for' the coal mined or the land occupied, on such conditions not inconsistent
WIth tis
c as in~hsoionwlsafeguard the public interests:. Provided,
That this privilege shall, not extend to any corporations .

In its regulations" under 'said section *8 the"Depbartmnent'states
(47 L. .'489, 502')Attention is, called to the fact that,. under this section, an, individual or an
associatio n of individuals ihay mine, and take. coal uender 'aiich' licene for his
or their own: strictly domestic n~ee
fo ul
hatever 'such semay be,' hut'
in no. case foir barter 'ori sale.'

%*.The':act' of- February. 25, 1920, and- the reguslations there-unde'r,
permit the-~use-; without charge, of fuel olb
emtesai'l~e
Iin ',drilling' operations. 'Apermittee~ under the act o:if 192~0 is an'
agent iof th&P nited S'taties' fo cerain purposes '(34 Ohs:~Atty. Ge
535~ and instructions of September 17, 1925,:1
sIL.ip. l
l6,and it'
w6uld seem- thtasuc
heshould' be h'eld' ~ertitlihd to 'thbre'~~ use
of 'the re'sourc'es of the United States to. any extent consistt 'ith
private rig~hts and public interets
~While -Congrebss has not cpecifically authorized hegranting of
licenes tomine' coal under': circumstances as.,er discoei
s
believed: that individuals-' or association of individuals may begrned licenses, 'to Mine .and take' coal fr'om the public lands ~without' payment; of royalty for their ~use as ag~ntsi of ',the United, States'
in 'prospecting for' oil and gas, ~but~no or sal.' Inproviding o
the leasing of Imineral lands, at- novel and, untried method for the
development of the public domain, Congress could not have fore-,
seen, all the circumstances 'and conditions that' 'ould arise, and the
,authority of this Department' must be held to embrace the adoption'
of 'rules'~and regulations with respect to the use of 'coal Iby -oil Iand
gas permiittees, in harmony with~ its practice in- analogous situations
and. the policy of Congress as- expressed in'~the leasing act and in'
actsproviadin for' the necessary use of fue ~from the public lands.
The decision appealed' from is reversed and the reIcord is returned
forIfurther and appropriate action in accordance' herewith%.
'40210 0 -25-von' 51-
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MAUDE E. HUFFMVAN TPULLEN,
Decidedldarch 20, 1926
HOMESTEAD ENTTRY-SETTLEMENT-WIDOW;
TRIBRUTION-FINAL CERTIFICATE.

H[EIRS; DEVISEE-DESCENT AND DIs.:

:While the facts may be such as to constitute a claim against the estate of a

deceased settler in favor of one of his children who perfected a homestead
entry as his' heir, yet they can not. alter the established rule of law. which

requires that the final certificate, when issued, must be, to the heirs
generally.

F:

NNey, Pirst Assistant 8Secretary:'

On July 14, 1919, Maude E.. Huffman Pullen, a married wornan,
filed application 019233 to make homestead entry under section
2289, Revised Statutes, for 95 acres of land located in, Secs. 12 and:
13, T. 2 S., R. 12 W., N. M. P. M., Las Cruces', New Mexico, land
district.

The application contained the statement that the applicant was
one of the heirs 'of.J. W. iluffman, her late father, who, made applifor the restoration of the land in question which Was located
c 0 eation
in a forest reserve, who settled upon the same in April, 1918, and who
resided thereon until December 20, 1918, when. he died.; .The application was allowed on0 February 26, 1920, andfinalr certificate .was:
issued in, the name. of Mrs. Pullen on April 15, 192S, pursuant to
final proof offered by her.
By a decision dated. June 9, 1925, the Commissioner of the Gen--:
eral Land Office required Mrs. Pullen to furnish a. corroborated af-.
fidavit showing. that her father, who had settled upon, the land prior
to its restoration to entry under the act °L June 11, 1906 (34 Stat 233),
would have 'beeen qualified to enter the same had he lived, and fshowing her own4 qualifications with respect to citiznenship.- 'The Commissioner also. required her to show cause why the final certificate should
not be corrected by' substituting the heirs of J. WV. Huffman as the.
parties entitled to patent, in the place of herself, in view of the' fact,
that -the iTecord showed that her father also was survived by four
sons.
Mrs.. Pullen, in compliance with the Conmmissioner's requirement,
submitted satisfactory .evidence that both her f.ather and she.;were .
qualified -to make entry under 'the honestead., law. She also made'
an aEswer :to the rule to show cause, which hasr been treated as 4an
appeal to the Department!

;
Mrs.;
Pullen states in her answer that her father. at the 'time. of his
death was, and for one year prior thereto had:been, an :invalid and
an inmate of. her home, and had been dependent upon her family.
for home nursing and practically for financial support; that his heirs

:50
11]
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other than herself, have shown no interest in 'the hoihiesttad 'andhave niever been upon 'the same;,' that all improvernuifts placed; upon
the -land since 'her -father's death, amounting to several humndre'do!larsin- value, were at her instigation and e'xpen~s&;t',hat thget-.tah'es-t
upon the isame have been paidl solely'by herself;'that'her-family
has lived upon, cared for, improved, and cultivated tlth&holiestead'
since her1:f ather's death; that she.has a' permit in the forest in' which
the land is located,. and '-is'running cattle'with the6 hdmestea'd as her
only ;location' for the industry; and that none`of the' other heirs of
her father have made any claim to the land.
The law'bf succession which controls in'the instant cas' is summarized in paragraph 21 of regulations of January 16, 1922, Circular-,
NTo.-541(48L. D.:389, 396),,asfollows:-:

'&
:

'Ifla homestead settler 'dies without havsing filedJ application 'for entry, the
right to enter 'the land covered by his settlement passes to his widow. If there:
be no widow, said right passes to his heirs or devisee.

While the statements made by Mrs. Pullen, present facts which.'.
may constitute a claim in her favor againstthef estate of her latefather, they can not alter the- established rule of law whichl goveriis'
in this and all like cases.' It follows, accordingly,6that the Comimissioner's requirement that the final certificate bec orrect~ed Jin
favor of heirs of J., 'W Pulleih was pro.per.:.
:The decision 'appealed from is affirmed.
'AI.0::'0
V
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MISSION CLAIMS WITHIN TIE FORT BELXNAP:INDIAN' RESERVATION:
Opinion, March 24, 1926
STATUTORY Coxsrzrcrron-Rz.z*i
s.
Ordinarily, in- the absence of some legislative intent to the contrary) statutes
of a general nature are, noti to be' regarded as repealing 1a prior speciali
,enactment relating to thei same subject matter.
M XissoN, CLAIN s-PATENT-FoRT BERLKNAŽ INwDIAx LANDS=-STATU7ES.
The provision in the Indian appropriation 'act of September-.21,i-,', 1922, which.:
relates to -the issuance of patents to religious ' rganizations for: lands
within Indian reservations generally, did not repeal the proviso to sedtion
3 the
:of: specialactof Mareh 3, 1921, as to: the form of patent. to be
issued or the quanttity of iand granted to such organizatidns within the,
Fort"Belknap Reservation, "Montana.
:
'
.
CERETERIEs-PATRNT--STATTJTES.
Therelis no existing law authorizing the issuance of patent for lands witfin
: an ,Indian reservation, 'not attached' to any particular church organization, but used in part~by it in conjunction with the Indiansifor cermetery

purposes.

:

:
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My opinion, has been requested in theimatter of-issuing patents in:
fee simple for .lands on the Fort BelknapfReservation,: Montana,
set apart to religious organizations: for mission or school purposes.
The question lhere turns primarily, if not exclusively,, on certain*.
provisions in the, act of. March 3, 1921 .(41. Stat. 1355),, relating to
lands within this, reservation which, among other things, authorizes
allotments. in severalty to, the Indians there. Other legislation of
a; general; nature, however, dealing; with these so-called. "missiona
or church lands," may have some bearing on the matter, and, hence,
is to be considered. Section 3 of the act specifically referred to
reads in part-:
That the Secretary of the Interior Is. hereby authorized to reserve: fromallotment lands chiefly valuable for the, development, of water power and such:
reasonable .areas as may be needed for Indian agency, school, re iqgsous,
cemetery, and administrative purposes, to remain reserved as long as 'needed,
and as long as agency, school, and religious institutions are maintained thereon
for the benefit of said-Indians.. Should any such lands be abandoaned 'said
lands so abandonted..shall revert to the tribe .and 'become.'available for allotment or. other disposition. .* *
d-Projided, That0 a patent' inj fee simple;
: : no-Xeaceeding
for
ten. avres may be issued to the duly authorized sissionary.
board or other':r'oper authority of any religious organization h'ertof ore
0 :engaged'in' missioni or school Work on -said reservation for such lands thereon'
(not included in any town site' provided for 'hereinj)
a's have ,heretforebeen
set apart to such organization and are'now used for mission::
chool:.rposes, or which any such organization has heretofore made application' to
have set apart for such purposes. [Italics supplied.]

' It.willl
:
first be observed-that' under the. foregoing'the Secretary
of thte:Interior' is authorized tto reserve such reasonable areas as
:may be required for the various purposes. specified, and that such:
areas are to remain reserved as long as needed, but when abandoned
will revert to the tribe. Other than such
may Zas found in .the
word'l. "'t: reasonable.."
j
:no limitation has been placed by' the statute
on the Secrefiary's authority to reserve lands for the 'purposes mentioned. when we come to the question of issuing patents to.religious
-organizations, however, Iforlands so' set apart' or' reserved- to them,
regard must. be' given to the limitations set, up in the proviso: lastabove :feproduce'd. Such' patents are to 'be confined to lands theretof ore (.'that is, prior to March 3, 1921). set, apart and then being
used for"mission or school purposes," or. for which applications
'::t-to
have so set apart were then pending; 'in either event, not exceed-.
ing ten acres.
:Digressing' for a. moment for' the purpose of discussing general
legislation.relating to this subject matter, it is well known that various religious organizations 'have been laboring 'amongi the Indians

ti
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since ani early date, lobking 'to their moral,' edu'cational, -and 'civic
Wherever possible, 'cooperation in suchwork has been
advancment.
extended by this Department .and other *branches:of the: Iederal
Government. To this end, from tim'e toitime,' suitable .tracts ,-of:
land, on- numerous reservations have been reserved- o~r set .apartF to
various religious organizations iengaged, in missionary work among
the Indians., !.Authority for. so doing will befound, in section 5 of
.the general, allotment act of. February8,, '1887 :(24Stat. 388). This,
however, did not specifically authorize 'the issuance of patents for

such, lands..:. But an item in the Indian: appropriaAtion actof March
3,1909 (P35 Stat. 781, 814), rieads
That the Secretary of the -Interior is hereby. authorized and directed to; isue
a patent], in fee simple to the. duly autlhorized missionary b'oard, or 'other
proper authority, of any religious organization engaged ini mission0orQ school
twork on any Indian reservation, for such lands thereon -as have been heretosueh :organ''-';o
et apart to and are now being used and occupiedo
f ore sbyy
I
'
'
,
[Italics supplied.] '
"for mission owrschool 'purposes.

se'ded'-the.'act
°f"SepThis 'latter measure has since been
tember' 2, 1922 (4'2 tat. '994), -section'of'whizhprotvides:'.
That the Secr etarof the Interior is hereby authorized and ,directed"t., issue
a patent to the duly authorized missionary board or other, jproppr 'autiority,
of any reTigious organization engaged in mission or school work on any Indian
reservation "ior ' sutb lands thereon as -have bieen 'Jhefetofoie'x't'et
.apart to and are now being actually and beneficially used- and oceufor* mission. orschool purposes, the
,pied~ by ,suc~h' organization- 'solely
area so patented ,to, not exceed one hundred and 'sixty. aceres,_toj any' one. organization at any! station: Provided, That such patent shall provide ,that when
er us'd
'fo mission or school purposes said lands sball revertwto 'te
.no long
'
Indidn owners.-

'The 'scope o'f 'these' two' provisions of law' last re erred to were
'ith
V.
discussed somewhat brieflft. SOL. P. 676 'and'5i t. DJ. i
concerned,
greatlj
hered
not
we
are
apra,
3,
19009,
March,act
of
the
but'the. one of 'S;ep ber21, 1922, bding subseqient tS';t'he 'special
to
1ei88abiu
'the Fort Belkap teservatioi, the
act of Matach 3,
effiect, 'if any, of subseibquent general legislationion the earller special
in the6 absence of some legisstatute is to be regarded.
lative intent'to'the: contrary,' statutes 'of a general nature are not
to be regarded as-repealing a prior special enactment; relating to the
same'subject matter. Possibly this is best summed uplin Rbdgers v.
United States (185 U. S.83, 87), wherein the'Suprenme Court said:

;Ordinarily,

It is 'a canon of statutory construction that a later statute, general in its
terms and not expressly repealing a 'prior special statute, will ordinarily not
affect the specia1 provnsions of such earlier statute. 'In other 'ords,0,where
there are two statutes, the earlier special and the later general-the terms of
the general broad enough to include the matter provided for in the special-_
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: the fact that the one is special and the. other is. general creates a presumption

that the special is to bexconsidered as remaining an exception to the general,
-and the general will not be u
Aderstood
as repealing the special, unless a repeal
is expressly named, or unless the provisions of the general are manifestly incon'sistent. with those of the special.

'The 'rule so announced was referred to with approval andL upheld.
in principle by the same court in Wdsh`hton v. Miler (235 U. S.:
422, 428')t. These holdings' but illustrate that' other familiar rule
to the effect that repeals by implication are not to be faored. Hence,
7wfheire;each statute-the one general and the other special-can operate in its own particular field without conflict, they are- to be construed independently rather than concurrently or conjointly.' With
'this in, mind, we may dismiss from further consideration -for the
tiir";e being the subsequent general legislation and look only to the
earlier statute for guidance.
In' bringing this' matter to the attention of the Department, the
Commissioner of Indian Affaits refers to three tracts of land on the
Coi
i ort Belknap Reservation, occupied or used by the board of home
iimssio'ns of the KPresbyterian Church. One of these comprises ten
'acres in Sec. 24, T. 31 N., R. 24 E., used continuously since 1904 for
cemetery purlposes in connection with a misrion station or site on a
40-aere tract' in the adjoining Sec. 13 of the same t6wnship and
range.- In 1904, authority for the temporary use of forty, acres in
said-Sec. 13 as a-mission site was granted to the Presbyterian Church,
-but for some reason not now altogether clear this station was never
actively developed or utilized for that purpose. *The church removed
its activities at this station to some 17.54 aacres described by metes
and bounds in,section 3 of the same' township and' range, which mission site was. locally known as the "Savoy Church," and was formally set apart to the Presbyterian' C hurch by this Department on
December 28 1920.
The third'tract comprises 12½ acres in the Big Warm Creek district, consisting of 10' acres described as' the NW. 1h4
NW,., 1/4 SE. 1/4,
'Sec. 14, T. 26S
N, I.- 25 E.,1and an adjoining t/2 -acre tract used for
cemetery purposes. When the allotting agent who handled- the field
work on 'this reservation reached this district, he found on the
10-acre tract just described a church conducted under the auspices
f
'of
the board of home;missions of the Presbyterian Church. For
these'lands, however, no "reservation"§ or setting apart had theretofore formally been had. 'Thea allotting agent, however, placed appropriate legal descriptions of these lands on the allotment schedule,
as 0being reserved to the Presbyterian Church for 'these purposes,
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and on September 28; 1923, 'the 10-acrel tract'slast-above descr'ib ed
was formally set apart by this Department to the church.
Testing the right of the church to patents for the areas referred'
to, by the requirements in section 3 of the act of March 3, 1921, "it
-will be seen that a patent for not exceeding 10 acres may now properly, be issued for .the mission- siteh in section 3, T. 31 N., R. 24 E.,,
those lands having been.set apart for use of the Presbyterian Church
in 1920, and were 'on March. 3j 1921, being used for such purposes.
4
NW
As to the 'detached 10-acre cemetery site described .as theNW.
NW. 1/4 NW. 4, Sec. 24, same township 'and range, those lands have
'never been set apart to any church organization, but simply stand
on the allotment schedule as reserved for " cemetery purposes." 4In
'fact, this seems to be an: Indian cemetery,. not attached to any par-.
ticular church organization,.'but used, in' part at least, by the Presbyterian Church. Under these circumstances, it is not seen wherein
the issuance -of a-patent therefor would be warranted under existing:
law. Of the 121/2 -acre reservation in the SE. 1/4, Sec. 14, T. 26 N.,
R. 25. E., of whicbh.1'aQcres appears to have been in use by the Presbyterian Church fo'r' missionary purposes on March 3, 1921, no application to have those lands set apart was presented by the church
prior to the ,date mentioned; hence, it must likewise gbe held that the
church is .not entitled to a patent at this time. It should be borne in
mind that the rights' of 'the church are in no way being jeopardized

by'so holding,' for as' to those lands 'now reserved for mission or
school purposes, they are."to remain, reserved as long, as needed
and as long as agency, school, and religious institutions are maintained thereon for the benefit of said Indians."
El ven if it should be held that the subsequent general act of Sep21922, supra, is applicable to the situation hereaat :hand,
tember21,
it would not avail the church to any extent in the matter, because the
,'10-acre cemetery site in Sec. 24, T. 31'N., R. 24 E., has not heretofore
1
been set apart to any church:'organization, and of the 12 /2 -acre site
in the' Big Warm Creek district, the setting apart of thoseVlands to
the Presbyterian Church did not occur until September 28, 1923,
which was subsequent, of course, to theX act 'of September '21, 1922.
Approved:
JOHN H.; EDWARDS,
:Assistant Searetary.

'
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POTASH REGULATION.S-SECTION 6, CIRCULAR NO. 594 (46 L. D.
:323), AENDED
INSTRIJCTIONS
:Circular No. 1056]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

:Was-ingto:, DA V., March 7,.1926.
REGISTERS, UNITED STAT S LAND OFTICES

Section- 6 of the potash -regulations, Circular No. 594, approved
March 21, 1918 (46 L. D. 323), under the' act of October 2, 1917 (40

Stat. 297),'is hereyamended to read(6) The lands in class (B), if containing potash in some or any of the forms
:specified in saidact, will thereupon become'subject to lease, with a preferential
tight df the permittee thereto upon such reasonable' royalty: as shall'be fixed
:by.the Secretary, on condition that the permittee shall apply for lease at the
time2he applies for patent 'else h ;will be heldto have waived his 'preference
right, to a lease. ;If. not made the ssubject. of such a .preferential 0lease,, such
lands may be offered for leasing by publication for a period of thirty days in
a newspapet designated by the register ofi'the properIland' district, published at.
the' caDital 'of- the 'State inviting applications therefor, 'on onorbefre a' date
sp~ecified 'Applieationsrfor. such -excess permit lan ds will' be-''onsideted 'with.
put furt her nqtice, and leases ,awardedthereunder in genetal, accordance with
.the provisions of,paragraph .5 herein. Lands once included in-a pulished notice

of easing off eZ remaining unleased, may thereafter beut
puciation
no,
ncie'
''aple
WILLIA

o

ihu

'S PRY+,

Approved:

E' 'C. FINNETY,
'First Assmstant Secretary.'
EMPIRE GAS AlI
Decfded Ja
COAL, LA

DS-WIrnDRAWAnI-O

FUEL COMPANY
ary 21, 1926

SHALE LANDS-MINING CLAIM.

Lands classified as coal, and valuable therefor, are not subject to placer
location on account of oil shale deposits contained therein.
COAL LANDS-WITHERAWAL-SURFAcE RIGn'S-MINIMG CLAIM.:
The act of June 22, 1910, authorizes only agricultural entries on lands with-''

drawn or classified as coal lands or which are valuable for coal, and it
can not be invoked in favor of one claiming other mineral deposits in
those lands.
OIL SHALE LANDS-MINING CLBmM-DiscOVEuY.
In determining whethey the physical exposure of an oil shale deposit within
the limits of an asserted oil shale placer mining location, is sufficient to

;561]000
00
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cotnsitute an adequate 4discover
of mineral to render tbe) location valid;
the'Department -will apply to such- parfticular deposit the rule'as tothickness and, oil*content adopted, by the GeologicaIt Survey in its regulations
of April 3, 1916, for the classification of lands /with respect to their oil
shale character.
OIL SHALE LANDS-MINING CLAIm-DISCOVERY-PATENT-EVIDENCE.
A recital -in a showing filed in support of an application for patent to an oil
shale placer mining claim to the effect merely that there has been exposed
'within the limits of the claim a deposit of oil shale containing petroleum
in commercial quantities can not be accepted as fulfilling the requirements
of the rule adopted by the Geologibcal Survey April 3, 1916.

*

FntNEY,

First Assistant Secretarv:

April 11, 1924, the Empire Gas'and Fuel-Gompany filed application 09934 for patent to the following named oil shale placer mining
'claims embracing the tracts described after' each, all in T. 18 N., -R.
106 W., 6th P. M., Evanston land district, WyoiiIng:
Cranfill #1,NW. 1/4, Sec. 22.
Cranfill #2, SW. i14, Se&. 22.
Cranfill

'#3, SE. 1.4,.1 Sec. 22.

Cranfill -#4,NE. 1/4, Sec. 22.
Cranfill #5, SW.- 14, Sec. 14.Crajifill #6, SE. 1/4 Sec. 14.
Cranfill #7, NE. 1/4, Sec- 14Cranfill #8, NW. 14 Sec. 14.
K-anda'#7, NE. 1/4, Sec. 8.
Kanda #10, SW. 1 4',4Sec. 4.
Kanda #11, SE. 1/4, Sec. 4.
Kanda #12, Lots- 5 and" 6 and S. 1/' NE. 14, Sec. 4.
Kanda #13, Lots 71and 8' and S. 1/2 NW. 14, Sec., 4.
Bitter'Creek#1, Lots 5 and- 6 and 'S. 1/2 NE. 14, Sep. 2.'
Bitter Creek #2, Lots 7 and X and- S. 2 NW. 14, Sec. 2.
Bitter Greek #3, SW 4, Sec. '2.'
e
:- Bitter

Creek #4,

'SE'. 14, See. 2.'

0': Bitter C:reekv #5, 0NE; 1l~4, S$ec. 10. 0Ad':
Bitter Creek #6, NW. 14, Sec. 10.
'Bitter Creek #7, SW' ¼, Sec. 10.
0 t0Bitter Creek #8, SE. 14; Sec. 10.
'Bitter Creek #9, NW. 1/4, Sec. 12.'
'VBitter
00t
Creek' #10, NE.'14,'Sec. 12.
Granfill #9,'SW. 14, Sec. 12
C
0
Empire #52, NW.1 4,Sec. 28.
.-Bitter Creek #11, NE. 14, Sec. 28.Bitter Creek #12, SW. 1/4, Sec. 28.'
-Bitter'Creek #13, SE. 14, Sec. 28.

D -
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These. claims all purport to have been located on various dates in
1918 and 1919, each by eight persons. Proof appears to have been
submitted on or prior to July 17, 1924, and payments made for the
lands, but certificate of entry has not issued.
V
Upon considering the application the Commissioner of the General Land Office, by decision of July 22, 1925, found that on May
26, 1910, all of Sec. 2, the SE. 1/4 NE. '/4, and E. 1/2 SE. 1/4, Sec. 4,
E. ½, E. 1/2 NW. 1, SW. 1/4
all of Secs. 10, 12, 14, and 22, and theE
NW. 1/4 and SW. 1/4, Sec. 28, were classified as valuable for coal
and appraised at prices ranging from $20 to $45 per acre; that by
Ex'ecutive order of April 19, 1912, the SE. 1,4 SW. '1/4 and . ½2
SE. 1/4, Sec. 12, N. '/2 NE. 1/4, SW. 1/4 NE. i/4, S. 1/2 NW. 'I,, and.
W. '/2: SW. l/4, Sec. 14, and N. '/2 N. 1/2, Sec. 22, were withdrawn as
Public Water Reserve No. 3 under the act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.
847).. Holding that under the provisions of the withdrawal act
of 1910, as amended by the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497),
the lands withdrawn for water-reserve purposes were not subject
to location and patent under the mining laws on account of non-'
:metallic minerals, and that under the' decision of the Department
in Arthur K. Lee et at. (51 L. D. 119)hlands classified as coal, iand
valuable therefor, are not subject to such disposition. He declared
the application rejected as to all of. the lands embraced therein,
except the N. 1/2 NE. 1/4, SW. 1/4 NE. 1/4, W- ½12 SW`- 1/4 and W. 1/2,
Sec. 4, NE. 1/4,'Sec. 8, and NW.. 1/4. NW. I/4, Sec. 28, embraced in
the Kanda Nos. 7, 10, 11, 12, and 14, and tIle Empire No. 52 claims.
Finding that the tracts last described. constitute three noncontigufour areas, he held that the application must be rejected as to two
of said areas and directed that the; applicant be- afforded 30 days
.; within which to elect as to which of said areas it would retain in
;
its application. He further directed that: the applicant be required
to furnish a detailed showing as to the improvements, or parts of
improvements, it desired to have applied to the claim, or claims, it
might elect to have retained in the application.
*000; 0 0'From the decision of the Commissioner the applicant appeals and
in its appeal challenges the correctness iof. the classification of the
lands described, or any portion of themr, as coal in character. Attached to the appeal is a report submitted to the applicant; company;
by Albert W. Dickinson, mining engineer, holding the position of
general superintendent of the Union Pacific Coal Company mines
operated 'With headquarters at Rock Springs, Wyoming, in which
.

report. it is stated thatObservation in the field develops that the easternmost of the land withdrawn
from entry lies four miles west of: the coal outcrops at; Rock.0Springs. The
formation at this line is, the Green River, and the White Mountain rises: to,
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: the north of Bitter Creek. adding, a thousand feet to the overburden of any
coal beds which might occur at extreme depth.
At Rock Springs the -coal beds have a pitch to the west of 'approximately
seven degrees (70) near the outcrop, sand as the beds proceed to depth the
pitch increases as in old Union Pacific Coal Company No.; 1 mine, 'where the
coal was pitching at twenty-two degrees (220) at the time of thed'abandonment of the property. It may also be of interest to state that the property was
abandoned because of "bumps" and uncontrollable roof movements after the
advice of most able coal mining men had been sought and secured in an effort
to find a means of carrying on in the conduct of mining at this depth.
From the above it; will be seen that:- at a point four miles west of Rock:
*Springs there can be no. thought of mining, as the coal at that line would; lie
at a depth of from 3,500*feet :on. Also, the mountainous nature of the surface
increases the cover to a thickness of, in places, 1,000 feet over that named.

-lefurther reported that any coal that. might possibly exist under
the land in question lies at such a great depth as to render miningf
thereof impossible.,
In response to this showing the)Director of the Geological Survey,
to whom the report of Dickinson was submitted for considerations
reported under date of January 4, 1926, after briefly describing, the
geology of the region, thatAlthough the "Laramie6"- and the Mesaverde strata are prolifically coal
bearing in the Rock Springs uplift and are undoubtedly present beneath the
tracts specified at depth4 the coal classification of those tracts is based entirely
on a group of coal beds, known as the Black Rock group, in the lower part of
the Wasatch formation. This group crops out in Secs. 4, 9, 16, 20, 21, 28, 29,
31, and 32 of the adjoining township to the east, and; its base underlies the
tracts listed at.depths of 2,200 to 4,500 feet, depending on the topography'and
the distance from the. outcrop.
Because -of poor exposures the' Black' Rock group of coal beds was not
:examined in 1908" in as much detail as the lower Almond and Rock. Springs
coal groups in: the Mesaverde formation, and supplemental data in' the form
of core drill records or the results of considerable outcrop prospecting are
necessary before any revision of the classification Vbased on 'the 'Black Rock
coal is warranted..
Observations in Ts. 16,'17, 18, and 19 N., R. 105 W., in 1908, led,. however,
to the conclusion that seven or more coal beds, aggregating.-25 feet 0+ more
of high-grade subbituminous' coal with a fuel value between 11,000 'and
;11,650 B. T. U., are present in the Black Rock group on'thehwest flank of
the Rock Springs uplift. Lands] underlain by the uppermost 'bed 4of the
Black Rock group within: approximately 2,000 feet -of 'the: surface:: were
accordingly classified coal land on May 9, 1910.
Under the regulations approved February 20,. 1913, the depth limit for
coal of this type in beds 6 feet or more in thickness is 3,660 feet. This limit,
instead of that of 2,000 feet in effect May 9, 1910, would prevail in the event of
a reclassification of the area now on the basis of the 1908 field observations
and would apparently afford warrant for extending 'the. presents limits: -of
the area classified as coal land considerably farther west into oil-shale territory. Whether or not the thickness and continuity of the Wasatchl coals
are-in.fact such as to warrant the action suggested can be' ascertained as
stated above only by detailed field investigation supplemental to those of '1908.
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As,;the..sbeowing.submitted,.by the. Empire Oil and Gas Company relates to
the Rock Springs group of coal beds, which is admittedly, at: a.,depth too
affect the classification of the tracts, listed, and includes-,no data
;greatto_
concerning the, Black Rock coals on, which 'the classification of the tracts is
actually- based, it provides no grounds for disturbing the present classification
of those tracts as coal land.

The' Department concurs in 'the Director's conclusion, and in the
absencei of proof that no coal bed of the Black Rock group, fulfilling
the requirements Was to thickness, quality, and depth' beneath the
.,surface, of the coal classification regulations of February 20j 1913
(41 I1.)D. 528), underlies the lands in'question, the present classification''of said'lands will remain undisturbed.
In its aappeal the applicant company declares its consent to take
a patent to the lands classified as coal, subject to 'the 'reservations
and conditions of the act of June022, 1910 (36 Stat.. 583), in the
event that no change should be made in the classification thereof.
That 'act, however, by its express terms relates only to entries made
selectios under the
s
under the homestead and 'desert-lan d
Carey Act in so6 far as it involves lands withdrawn or classified 'as'
coal at the dates of the initiation of the claims, and can not, therefore,
be 'invoked in favor of 'a claimant to such lands under the mining
laws-; and no similar provision is by law made applicable to claims
asserted under the mining laws. Nor, as was held by the Depart-:
fthefact that
ment in' Josep;iA E.' McClomy; et al (50 L. D.- 623), does
an applicant for patent to public, land consents to' the insertion of
a reservation in a patent authorize the Land Department, in the
absence of a statute prescribing it, to incorporate such a reservation
therein. See also 50 L. D. 650.'
In its' decision in Arthur K. Lee et al, aupra, the Department held!
that land .classified 'as coal and valuable therefor is not subject to
location' entry-'and patentf under the general mining laws of the
United States, no valid location thereof having antedated the classifiction. Unless, therefore, the propriety of the 'classification of Sec.
2, the SE. '/ NE. 'A and E.'/ 2 SE. 1/4, Sec. 4, Sees. 10,J12, 14, and'22',
0and the' E. /2,E. '/2 S W. 1/4, SW. 1 NW. 1/4 and SW. "A, Sec. 28, as
valuable for coal shall be successfully challenged, no locations thereof under -the mining laws,Csought to be initiated after the date of
the classification, can be recognized by the Department as the lawful.
bases for the entry and patent thereof, and no showing 'sufficient to
warrant the overturning of such classification having been made,
the, action of the Commissioner in rejecting the application to the
extent of said lands must be, and is, affirmed. This determination
renders' it'innecessary to pass upon the question as to the efect of
the withdrawal for water-reserve purposes of the tracts, in question,
forr the reason that all of those tracts are alsoc lassified as coal..
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The holdihgpof-the. Commissioner that'the thrie areas'nbt 'assi fied as coal'and not withdrawn, one embracing'the
MN?½/2NE. 1,4,
; SWY.
1,4 NE. 1/4,-0W.' ½'2 SE: 1/4 aiid WA,! 2 , Sec. 4, and covered by' the

*

Kanda Nos. 10, 11, 12, and 13 claims; another embracing the NE.e'/4,
Sec. 8, covered by the Kanda No. 7 claim, and a third embracing the
; NW. 1,4 NW. 1/4, Sec.. 28, being n6ncontiguous, are not entitled to bd
included in one patent application, as well as his holding th at tracts
-that merely corner, as* does the SW. 1/4, Sec. 4 with 'the 'NE. 1/4 , 'Sec. 8.
are not contiguodus, and that for those reasons the apphcation musdt
in any event be rejected as to two of said areas 'are in harinony 'with
the well settled construction of the mining laws, and those holdings
are also affirmed.

The Department, hoWever, does not concur in viat appears to be
the Commissioner's view that the showing made as to any of the six
claims last "named -will warrant its acceptancel'as 0establishifng, the
existence of an adequate oil-shale discovery thereon. In its unreported decision of July 29, 1925, in the case of J. D. Freeman v.
GeorgeL .UMMers theiDepartment said:
In determining whether an ,oil shale deposit shown to have been physically
exposed within the limits of an asserted oil shale placer mining location on
any particular date is sufficient to constitute an adequate discovery-of mineral'
to render the location valid as of that date, the department Will apply tothe
deposit that may be shown to have been .so exposed at that time, and relied
upon as a discovery, and to that deposit only, the rule adopted by the United
States' Geological Survey in its regulations of April 3, 1916, for the classification:.
of lands with respect to their oil shale character. To warrant-the classificationI
of areas of oil-shale land' those regulations provide: (1) Where. the' l-shale
beds are too, deep to be -mined by open-cut methods, such. lands must -conaln'
shale capabie of 'yielding 1,500 barrels of oil per acre, in beds not less than,
one foot thick yielding not less 'than 15 gallons per ton and within-a reasonable
depth below the surface;' (2) i where the oil-shale beds 'are at or su'ffiliently '
nearf the surface to-be' mined by open-cut 'methods, such lands must contain
shale sufficient to yield:.750.barrels of 'oil per acre in beds not less than siht
inches thick and yielding not less than 15 gallons per ton.. Iiecomputing the
acre value of the oil shale it is considered that a yield of one 'gallon. of oil
per ton of rock is'equivalent to yield of 50 barrels (42 gallons each) of crude oil
per acre-foot of rock. Accompanying the regulations is a table':'giving, thenumber of barrels per acre,'for each foot thickness upto' sii feet fbr'diffe
shales yielding from 15to 60 gallons per ton01.

Inthe' certificate of location relating each to 'the Kanda"Nos. 7,g
10, 11, 1located
12, and 13--claims, it was recited that "thisclaim is
upon a valuable bed or deposit of hydrocarbons in solid form";
while in; that relating to the Empire No. 52 clairn it 'was recited that
"this claim is located upon a valuable bed or deposit of petroleum
and other hydrocarbons in solid, liquid, and gas'e'os form."' The
0 application for patent contains a recital comp'ehending all of the'
claims included therein, that' long prior to February 25j 192'0,'the6
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: applicant had "made discovery of oil in paying and commercial
quantities contained in the oil-shale deposits of these said claims and
on said date was diligently engaged in the development and exploratioA of said oil-shale deposits," and in a corroborating affidavit filed
in connection with the application it is alleged that "the oil shale
jeposits found on the above-described oil placer mining claims are
what is knowni as commercial oil shale deposits and that petroleum
oil can be produced therefrom in paying commercial quantities."
This is all the record shows as to discoveries of oil shale upon any of
:the six claims last.mentioned and falls far short of fulfilling the
-requirements prescribed in' the decision of Freeman v. Summers
:supra.: Before any of said claims are passed to patents, therefore, a
showing made in,.conformity with said requirements must be subM.itted.
The decision appealed from as herein modified is affirmed.

XHUVE, ASSIGNEE OF GRAY, PEDERSEN, TRANSFEREE
.Decded Janary 30,; 1926
:SOLDIEBs'

bADDITIONAL HoME:STEsD-INmIAN

LANDS-OCCUIPANcy-ALASKA..

-Lands within the limits of ane area upon which a village had been established-

:by the

natives of Alaska and under their actual control are not subject:
to soldiers' additional entry.:

First Assistant Secreta
:.:y:
On July 31, 1919, John, S. Hume, as the assignee of Rishworth A.
G ray, filed an application in the local land office Wat Juneau,: Alaska,::
to enter 10 acres of -unsnrveyed land- under section 2306, iRevised
Statutes. This application is now known as Anchorage 04010.
Thereafter this land was surveyed, and on May 4, 1920, the field
notes of the :survey, which is designated as -United States Survey
No. 1270, were approved by'the surveyor general. Notice. of Hume's
claim was fthen published, the date of last publication being February 14,1921.
On March 5, 1921, in:a letter addressed to the register of the local
office, William L. Paul, of Wrangell, Alaska, protested Hfume's applicati6n upon the ground that the land in question was included in
an area "cleared, claimed, and possessed by the natives residing at
Saximan," and requested that, the matter be referred to the General
Land Office for its consideration "in order that the facts might be
known-and the&rights of these Indians protected."
As a result of :this protest' various affidavits were filed on behalfof the opposing parties in interest and on November 22, 1922, the
Commissioner ordered a field investigation. On'June 11, 1923, the
FINNEY,
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clerk who had been detailed to conduct the investigation reported'
that he found no evidence to substantiate the claim of the Indians,
And recommended that the application of Hume pass to patent. 'This
* report was transmitted to the General Land Office with a letter from
the chief of field division in which he gave a summary of the case
and- stated conclusions unfavorable to the Indians..
By decision dated July 9, 1924, the: Commissioner reviewed the
. acts of the case as they had been presented to hiImuin thesvarious
-affidavits, reports, and other papers in the file, and stated that the
circulars of March 31, 1884 ;(3 L.ID. 371), and October 24, 1887
(6 L. D. 341), were applicable'to Indians who were natives of Alaska,
citing in this connection the opinion of the Solicitor in re Leasing of
Lands within. Reservations Created for the Benefit of the Natives of
Alaska (49 1.. D. 592). The (Commissioner accordingly held survey
1270 for cank'llation, and heldl Hume's application Tfor the land for'
rejection because the greater portion of the land itf'covered was in;
hluded in the native village 6f Saxman.
As it appeared from a further investigation of the case that' ume
had transferred his rights by a quitclaim deed to S. Pedersen, the
Commissioner, under date of April 13, 1925, rendered a, supplenmentary decision in which he again, reviewed the facts of the case,
and again decided the same in favor of the'lfidians. An appeal from
this decision was thereupon filed by S. Pedersen.
As the facts of the case as disclosed by the papers in the record'
have been' accurately and; fully' stated in the two decisions of the,
Commissioner it, is onlyl necessary in disposing of the appeal to give
a brief summary of the features of the case which have led th' Department to the same conclusions as those reached-by the Commissioner.;
It has been shown to the satisfaction of the'Department that in
1893, at the instance of the Rev. Sheldon Jackson, who at that
time represented the United States Bureau of Education in Alaska,
certain Indian natives who had resided at Cape Fox anid Tongass
village, decided to establish a new settlement at the place now known
as Saxman village, and that -during 1894 a survey was made of theland upon which that village is located. This survey covered land'
extending one mile along Tongass Narrows, starting at a point on
the beach a short 'distance from the north line of survey 1270, as subsequently made, and within the limits of the land sought to be 1entered by Hume, and running thence in a southeasterly direction. The
population of the village established on this site has fluctuated; at
one time it included about 300' persons, but since then it has decreased
to about one-third of that number. Photographs; of the town show
it to be a compact village having what appear to be substantial houses.
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While. the village,,has never, attained a size, sufficienteto c0cover the
:entire area included .in the orignal survey, the Indians; appeartjo
have always claimed a right .to all of the land so included, In: 1900
during a smallpox epidemic they established a pesthouse6 near tei6
:: : northeast .corner of. the original survey,. and .devoted it. to, the use of
natives who were afflicted with that disease. Since then this house
has been allowed to fall into decay and at 'the time the protest was
filed only its foundations remained.
Although the growth of the village of Saxman has not been such
as: to make an active. occupanCy of the portion of the land which is:
embraced in survey, 12.70 necessary, it appears that the Indians have
:exercised acts of ownership, over the' same whenever the necessities of
'the case have required. When Hume posted notice:upon survey 1270
stating that he intended to' enter the same the Indian residents of
Saxman proceeded .to clear and slash a considerable atea within the
limits of that survey, and to fell the tree upon which his notice was
posted, thus asserting their claimi to the land in an unmistakable
manner. Since then the western.shore corner of the original survey
:has been marked with.a cement post..
In view 'of' the. facts stated the Department is of the opinion that
at the time Humerfiled his .application 04010 the land in question
was claimed by the Indian inhabitants of the village of Saxman and
was under their-actual control, and that it accordingly was not subject
to adyerse entry.,
The Department also .isof the opinion that the Indians' of Alaska
are entitled to the. same' rights regarding. lands occupied .and improved by them as tse
enjoyed under similar conditions by Indians
residing.within the limitsfof the States...
The assignments of error and argument filed by Pedersen have
been duly, considered, but they have failed tD convince the Department in'his favor.
The decision appealed from is affirmed.,

'UNITED STATES

STATE OF UTAH

% Decided Mairech-31, 1926
ScHooL

LAND-MINERAL

LANDS-MINING

*

ESCLAIME5ERVATION-UTAH-EVI-

DENCE.

Where a school grant excepts lands known to be mineral in character at the
date of the admission of the State, and it is established that the lands
:contain mineral deposits, evidence as to the existence of mining locations
prior to-the State's admission tends stiongly to:support the conclusion that
the land was regarded as mineral in the: community at that time.
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SCHOOL. -LAND--MINTERAL LANDS-RESERVAT1ON-EVIDECE-cUTAH.
In dete~rpining~iwhether land. claimed ,by a,-State.under, a public-land grant
was known to be mineraluat or before the; date that its rights, would have
otherwise attached, evidence, that :no mineral was mined or shipped and
that there was no 'market therefor at that time is not-conclusivee as esta'blishing that the land was not then valuable for, its'minerals.
SURVEY-S'NxvEyoE

GENERAL-MINERAL

LANDsPOSITIO

DENCE.

Tke official return of a surveyor general is entitled: to have accorded to it
the force of 'a deposition.'

COIJRT AND

DJEPARTM'ENTAL DECIsIOs CITED AND APPLIED.

Cases of United States. v. Low (16 Pet. 166),. irbi, v. Lewis (39 Fed. 66),
Mahoganey No. 2hLode Claim (33.L.
37), andAState of Utah v. llen <
al. (27 L. D. 53), cited and applied.

FINNEY* First Assistant Secretaryi,
The:State of Utah has: appealed from a -decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, affirming the local officers anud
denying its claim to Sec. 36, T. 36 S., R. 14 W., S. ILM., under thel
: grant in section 6 of the enabling act of July 16, 1894 (28 Stat. 107),,

on the ground;.that the land was known to contain valuable deposits
of iron ore on January 4,1896, the date of the admissiqon of the State
to the Union.
The. decision appealed from wasi rendered upon consideration of
certain official reports and records judicially. noticed by*the CoM'mis-_
sioner and als-o'testimony adduced at a hearing on adverse -proceedings brought by: thep Government against. the State. The State:'submitted no evidence, but contends that the charge that the land w4as
known' to: be mineral in. character. prior to the' date the rights of ithee
State' wold:b
have attached was not established by* cQmpetent evi'dence, 'particula-r. objectioni.being, made -to:'the conside'ation of the'ontents of. cet tain bulletins of the Geological 'Survey as substantive
evidenice in support of the charge.
The' records of, the General Land Office show that the official plat
of survey' under the 'section in question was approved&April 17,
-18>74, and that the land:,w'as returned as mineral by the surveyor general. Said records also, show that a numer of iron-lode'mining
claims' incded i'n or impinging. upon this section have boeenpatene'd during.ort'subsequent to' 1902. ; '
departmental inspecto6r testified that h6 examined the land in
"'hJune, '1923; that the section' lies' on the south aandwest slopes of
Iron Mountain, a" large laccolith; that 'ther is a' large 'iron :blowout on the southwest :portion' of the section, -and large deposits of
iron ore ,in 'the form of hemiatite and magnetite occur thereon iin
,fissures and 'fractures' in auldesite; rthat such' ore occurs! either in
40210- 2-voL5l
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place or in the form of float on every 40-acre tract; that it is
especially prominent on the patented tracts and can be seen for a
great distance and is readily discernible becauseo of the black character of the iron; the entire section contains valuable deposits of
iron; that, evidenced by Sstakes and notices on the ground, the land
unpatented'in the- section is all embraced in mining locations; that
the land is in the Pinto rmining district, organized in 1868. and
its records disclose that mining locations on this land .were made
and recorded :'among .the first in the district. The inspector also
referred to certain photogr'aphs in, and read without objection
excerpts from 'Bulletin 338 issued in 1908, and Professional Paper
f111' issued in 1920 -by the Geological Survey. These excerpts describe the iron ores of the district: and furnish particulars as to
their distribution and character.s The excerpt from' Bulletin l1
embodied a: quotation from an :article in Volume 13, 10th' Census of
;the' United States,' issued in 1885,;;entitled "'Precious"Metals," relating, to the :establishment and operation of :an iron furnace :and
foundry during the period from 1868 to 1875 at Iron City, some three
:or four miles from the land where variouls iron castings were made
and sold. The inspector also iinvited attention -to the field notes of
the' deputy surveyor who made the official survey of the 'section: in
1873, wherein notes are made of the occurrence of considerable iron
pore on the lineS between. Secs. 25 an-d 36.
The Government also adduced testimony from three other: witxnesses who had experience in mining and' prospecting for iron, :and
;.who interested' in mining, claims on the: land. These witnesses
; ~ : were
-testified, by deposition in Jne; 1924, to. the deffect..that the: earlier
and greater, part of their lives had been spent in the locality of the
land ;. that they had. performed assessment 'and development work
in .connection with mining claims on the section in :question .in 1901,
and later. Their testimony corroborates that .of. the inspector as
to the magnitude of the iron -deposits, the prominence of the outcrops in places,, and the prevalence of the iron either in the form
:of .rock in place'or float over the entire section, and as being in both
forms valuable for smelting.
0Respecting.the: time 'when the :land was known to contain iron
deposits, witness Perry.testified that he was 43 years of age and first
.saw the land 'when he was about 12 or 14 years old; that he then
knew that the, locality was an iron' country and had:heard general
talk at that time that-there. was iron on this section; that he recalled
seeing stakes and monuments marking mining claims on this section
when
w
a boy.
Witness Murie, who gave his age as. 44, testified that five or six
years before 1901 he took prospecting trips and located' two lode.
claims on this' section, but was not old enough to hold them that
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he knew the land was iron and beard his f ather talk 0 about lit and

dknew of the iron blow-out upon it.
Witness Eddards testified':that he was 58 fyears old; knew the
section since he:: was. 13 years of age; went :on it' as a boy. to 'get
water at the Crystal Spring, and worked on what .was. known as the
blow-out mine on this ^Sec. 36; that he saw the outcrops and stringers
of iron ;thereon; that he had. mining locations on the section in.;
1881, notices of which,;were filed&with the district recorder, but
permitted them -to, run out,, and afterwards relocated them 'later
than 1896.: iHe also testified to. the :operation of the iron furnace
and foundry at Iron City, and states the ore was obtained from
the Duncan No. 1. claim, which is shown to be about 11/2 miles west
of the land in question, and that fire-tongs, stove pieces, grates, and
pigs were made at the foundry: until it wasi shut down in. about. i
1879.
The State brought out that no ore was mined or shipped' from
this-'section prior, to 1906; that there was no market for the ore,
prior to that time-;; and that it is because of recently installed facili-:
ties in the locality' that the ore has7 now become marketable. Ed-:
dards also stated, that he abandoned his. claims because there was no
market fore them and it did not pay to hold them at that time, but
'that they were relocated by others.
'The evidence submitted sufficiently establishes that land within
-this section:;.wasjheld' and worked under the:, mining-:laws :for its'.
deposits of iron, l1ng4 prior to the admission .of. the State. into the
'Union,. and' at that 'time the presence of.large bodies 'of iron ore.
"was disclosed. in the prominent and'.other outcrops and float; upon it.
Although any mineral location made prior to the admission of' the:.State is not sufficient of itself to establish the mineral character
'of the 'land so located,- so as to defeat the grant or overcome the
_presumption-that' the land passed to the State: (akogawney, NAo.. 2
Lode Claim, 33 L. D. 37, 38), yet, if the mineral character of the
-land is otherwise established, such prior locations tend strongly to
"engender 'the belief, that :the existence of the mineral was known
:and that the land was regarded and reputed "to be mineral in the
-community at that time. Lands held and worked; uider the, mining:
.laws for their mineral .deposits, long prior to the. admission yof Utah
as-a State, are excepted from the grant for school purposes and
-their mineral character established. (Utah v. Allen, 27 L. D.: 53,
54.) The testimony further shows that the same class of 'deposits:
was mined and shipped from near-by lands and Imanufactured at
-Iron City into various articles of commerce, before the:rights of
-the State' could attach to the land, and that the existence of the
deposit on the section'in 'question, its minable quality, and vast.
'extent were known in the community before such time.
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Furthermore, the field notes of the dep.utysurveyor, which arempart
of 'the records of the Land Department, judicial notice of which.
was invited and which will be taken,. disclose 'that iro .. was encountered on ther~sectiodn -in 1873. Revised 'Statutes, section 2395, paragraph 7, requiresithe.'surveyor to note in his field book * * * the
quality of 'the land." The official return of the surveyor general has
accorded to it the force of a. deposition. (United States v. LoVI,
16 Pet. 1160, 166; Kirby v.. Lewis, 39 Fed. 66. 75.)
The finding' that the land: was known to bet mineral, in character
prior to theL date the State's rights would have attached, being warranted independent of: any consideration of the historical, data in the
publications: objected to, it is unnecessary to ;determine whether the
Commissioner fcould* with propriety consider their contents in arriving at his conclusion.
The State contends that as the testimony; of the three local residents mentioned is to the eftect that. no iron ore was ever mined or
shipped from the land, and there was no local 'market for the ore
in 1896, -nor any inducement to hold the claims or develop- the mine,
'for, these reasons the land was'not valuable for mineral on the vital,
date, January 4, 1896., The acceptance of these circumstances as,
nriteria for determining the mineral character of lands would be to
make the determination of the character of the land dependent upon
local economic: and industrial conditions, and subject :to change in,
character with the ~ephemeral shifts in economic supplyv and demand
: forthe particular 'deposit-a view of the reservation of rnineral land
in grants to the'States for''which no authority has beeh' found.
The' Department is of. the sopinion that the charges have been
'full: sdstained, and 4fb' the 'reasons assigned the Cbommissioner's
deeision is affirmed.
JOHN McFAYDEN, ET AL,
Decided April 12, 1926
CoAL LANDS .-MINERAL LANDNSI-MINING CLA

O-IL AND GAS, LAN S-ATENT-

EviDNcE-V-WTITHDRAWAL.
A classification of land as coal, unless the land be valuable therefor, is not

sufficient to bair its location under the mining laws on account of a
'metallic' inineral, and' before 'an application for mineral 'patent on" the
basis. of such'a location is rejected because of the classification, the appli-cant: should.be:-afforded an opportunity'to show, if he can,,that.the classification .was,.erroneous.

COAL LANfDs-OIL,

AND GAS LANsDs-WITHDRAW.A-L.
The inclusion of land within a petroleum reserve after its classification as
coai does not abrogate,, annul, or in. any manner impeach the prior coal
classification,
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LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS-MINING CLAIM-PATENT-STTUTES.
The act of, February 11, 1$97f, which declared that lands coiltaining petroleum and other mineral. o'ils: and chiefly, valuable therefor, may be ;entersed
under the placer mining laws, did: not contemplate that. the: comparative
value of a tract.for petroleum and for coal should be considered in determining the patentability of the land on account of petroleumn.,.

'COAT

COAL LANDS-OIL AND GAS LANDS-EVIDENCE-MINING

I.:

Proof that a tract of land, classified as' coal and valuable therefor, possesses
a greater value for petroleum; than for coal, does not subject the land
to location entry, and patent under the placer 'mining laws on account
of its oil and gasF contents.
CoAL LANDS-OIL

AND

GAS

LANDS-MINING

CLAIM-PATENT-RESERVATIONS.

The placer mining laws do not authorize the -patenting of -land with a
reservation to the* United States 'of the 'coal deposits therein..

FINN3tY, First Assistant SecretarvThis is an appeal by John McFaydren and seven associates from
the decision of the Comniissioner of the General Land Office Of May
19, 1925, rejecting their application 014535 for patent to the Mack
No. 1 oil placer miing claim' coverimag the' SE. 1/4, See. 2.5, T. 58 N.,
IR. 100 W., 6th P. M., Lander land district,' Wyoming.
Pursuant to instructions by the President, the land here in question was, by departmental order.. of, July 28, 1906, as later modified,

'withdrawn from coal entry for examination and clasSification with
,respect to coal values, and on March 12, .1910, the, four f orties coriprising said-quarter section were classified as coal land and'appraised
at the following prices per acre: NE. 1/4 SE. 1I$;N
1- S
i;: -$40;
'the, SE. 1/4 SE. 14/4(:ahd "SW;V. 1/4 SE. 1E4,$35. By Executive
order of December 6, 1915, the area in question, together with other

*;

lands, was, imder' and pursuant to the act of' June 95, 1910 (36 Stat.
847), as amended by the act of August 24, 1912-(37 Stat. 497), and
subject to the provisions of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat 9),
"withdrawn from settlemefit, sale, or entry, and 'reserved for classi'ficationt and in' aid of legislation,"0and placed in Petroleum Reserve
No. 41..
-October 5, 1916, one William Malliot filed application 08350 to
purchase under'the coal land laws the said NW. 1/4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 25,
at the appraised price of $40 per acre, and on: January 5, 1917, the
applicant, having paid the appraised price, final certificate of entry
issued .on the application, the final certificate containing the notation :
"Patent to containprovisions, reservations, conditions, and limitations
of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 'Stat. '509), as to 'petroleum and gas."
That 'entry was held 'for' cancellation by the Commissioner, and in
affirming that action the D'e4partient, in its decision of' February 27,
1919, after reciting the facts as to the withdrawal of the landa for'
coal classification, its classification as coal land, and its inclusion in
the petroleum withdrawal of December 6, 1915, said:
'

.
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The' act of July 17, 1914. sapra, authorizes agricultural entries only upon
withdrawn 'oil land. The act of June 25;,190iL
(36 Stat. 847),\as' amended
L
Auiigust24;
1912 (37 Stat. 497), permits(thd purchase under thd mineral laws
only of those lands containing metailiferous minerals.
The coal entry was improperly and erroneously allowed. It can not stand
and must be canceled.:

The patent application here under consideration. was filed December 17, 1923,. and recites that the said Mack No. 1 claim was located
by the applicants, eight in number, October 15,. 1915; that the
locators entered into possession of the claim on the date given as
that of the location, and " were in the active, diligent, and continuous
prosecution :of work in and about- all the necessary. preparation for
and drilling; of a well on .said claim in good faith to ascertain the
oil and gas content thereof from the 22d of October, 1915, to and
including the 25th day of- July, 1916, on which date oil was discovered in commercial quantities in said well" drilled on the claim;.
that on December 6, 1915, the date upon which the land was included
in the .petroleumn withdrawalthe locators themselves, their. servants, agents, and, lessees :were in actual'
possession and occupancy of said Mack No. 1 oil placer mining claim and
diligently prosecuted the work which, led to the discovery of oil, and although
this work was interfered with 'and rapid. drilling of the first well prevented
by severe,.winter :weather, ins'ufficient water 'supply, constant freezing of water
:pipes, condition of roads, and .delaysv in: freighting necessary materials into
a new field, they remained in physical possession and continued:i in diligent
prosecution of work on said well from said sixth day of December, 1915, to
'and including the 25th da§ of July, 1916, on which- date oil in commercial
quantities was discovered in said well'at a depth of 1,720 feet, and. which well
. : xwas
cornleted on the 27th'day 'ofuJuly, 1916, at' adepth of 1,932 feet and produced 56 barrels of ioil the. first twenty-four hours 'after 'copletion." That,
owing to the foregoing described climatic and other'obstacles, it was.. impossible
for said locators, their servants, agents, and lessees to complete the drilling
'of said 'well to said depth prior to thetdate above set forth.;

It is further' alleged that, after the completion of. the discovery
well on the claim, an ,additional well was drilled thereon at a cost.

of $11112.85.

It also0 appears ,from the showing
made.

in support

of the application that, expenditures in excess of $500 were made on
'*the
claim by the locators prior to the date of the petroleum -with-

drawal.
The basis of the Commissioner's action in rejecting the application
:
#as
that land classified as coal and valuable therefor is not subject
to location, entry, and patent under the general mining laws of the
United States, citing Arthur K. Lee et al. (51 L. D. 119).
The appeal assigns the following errors in theS Commissioner's
decision. complained of:

:i]
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:(1) iIn rejecting the application on'the authority of Arthur K. Lee et at.
(2) In rejecting the application on the ground, that the land in question
was classified as coal land, "for the reason that cassifying, coal -lands igmerely a departmental order and the operation of the mineral-land laws of
the lUnited States is not thereby suspended."
(3) In rejecting the application without an investigation' or a hearing to
determine the character of the land sought to be patented..
(4) In not holding that the filing of anu application for patent to: an oil
placer-mining claim raised the question of the mineral. charact6r of the lands
theretofore classified as coal land, and in not ordering 'a hearing n the ques-:
tion so presented..
.(5), Inf not notifying the applicants- prior to the .rejection of their application thattthe lands applied for had been classified as coal lands and offering
them the privilege of being heard upon the question as to the character 'of
the lands,.either by filing an application for reclassification or any other
appropriate, action 'that the applicants might .conceive would, establish 'their
contenti6n: that the land is more valuable for its oil and gas content than for
its coal.

..(6) -'In 'not, ascertaining, prior to the rejection of the applieation, what is
asserted to be the facts, that the land does not-contain deposits:of workable
coal, and that the ,application, 'if made, for entry of the land as coal land,
would of necessity, for that reason, be rejected.
(7)' In rejecting the application for patent because- of the coal classifica-:
tion without investigation of the value of the coal deposits and the oil andgas deposits, respectiyely, with a view to a determination of the question asl
to which of, said minerals the fland was 'chiefly valuable for.
'(8) In not holding- that the inclusion of the land in a petroleum reservation, "and iii the area designated as the Elk Basin oil and tas field, a producing oil strueture, superseded and annulled 'the' prior icoal classification, and
that such later recognition, of the: value tof the6petroleflm content was equivalent 'to holding that the lands were.chieflyt taable for,their oil and gas, and'
that such 'action of 'the Department amounted to 'a reclassification of the land'.

"'While the DepDartment in its unrepoted decision of June 12, 1918,
i American Potash Company, cited in Arthur K.Lee, et a.,;supraj;
declared in effect that lands classified and -apptaised asi'valhable coal'
lands arenhot subject to location, application, aind patent under the
general rnining laws on account of nonmetallicmminerals, that rui g,
was mnodified or construed by the decisio n in Arthur K. Lee et .at.
so as to require that such lands, in addition to being ,classified asq coal,
should also possess value for coal. In iview of such modification or:
construction of the decision referred to, a mineral claimant, seekingV
patent to a tract on the basis of an asserted location on account. of
a nonmetallic mineral; 'nade thereof after its" classification and ap
praisal das valuable' for coal, all else being regular, would clearly .be:
entitled, before the' outright rejection of his application to an opportunity to' show, if he could, that such classsification was, in fact,
erroneous.
But, contrary to the contentions of appellants, the correctness of a'
coal classification of a tract can not be successfully assailed on the
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ground' that subsequefitly' to .such, classification. the tiract h'ad :been
p laced in a 'petroleuni reserve, or that it had been desgnated-&as
'i-thin'-the
geologibalc
s ruietre of a producing oil'and gas field, as'
ineither ofstuchh proceedings would, tend to abrogate, annul, or in.any
manner impeach, the coal classification..Nor: is the Department impressed with the soundness of appellants'
contention that, proof that a tract classified as, coal 'land possesses a
greater value for' petroleum than for coal, 'would render'thetract
subject to location, ientry, and patent under the placer mininIg' laws
on account of, its petroleum content.. It is truethathby 'the act of
February 11, 1897 (29: Stat.'. 526), Congress declared that lands containing petroleum0and 'other mineral oils, "and chiefly valuable
0herefor,"
0 t
;might be entered and patented under the provisions of the
law relating to placer mining claims, but, considered injthejight
of matters occurring prior to the approval of the act last cited, and
th'e report and debate 'in Congress on the bill that became' said act,
the Department-is not 'persuaded that Congress intended that, the
' omparativ6 value of atract 'for petroleum and'for coal, or any other
mineral: deposits, should be taken into consideration: in determining
the. patentability of the tract on account of petroleum. In Union:
'Oil Company, on review
0 (25 L. D. 351), the Department, after reciting the various departmental decisions and rulings as- to the pat-'
entability under the placer mining laws of lands valuable on account of 'oil .leposits, which, prior to the decision of Ad gust,'27, 1896,
there under review, -had:jbeen uniformly to thefefect that said'lands
were so locatable and patentable, and, after reciting theX provisions
of' said'act of i'891,` said:

"

The language of the act clearly indicates,' and the debates of' Congress, as
well as the report, of the'Public Lands Committee' of the E
House on the bill,
unmistakably show, that it' was passed for the purpose, of restoring: the- practice which had prevailedd, in the Land Department prior, to the decision under'
review. In the, 'House Committee's. report reference was made to that decision inconnection wit:h' some of 'the earlier rulings on the subject, as hereinbefore; set out, and inter 'aUia, it was said:
Public lands containing petroleum and- other mineral' oii lihave' been held
and patented ,under the placer, mining ac of the United States, for many years
past .*
*
The, bill simply provides by legislation for procedure in the
entry and patenting. of those lands along the lines that ,have been pursued
in the past under the decisions of the General Land Office; so that there 'is no
de'artire whatever from:i the proce6dure in the past foi
developm6nt
bthe
and
acquirement, of 'such properties.'. '
This legislative action, so promptly taken after the departure from the -earlier:
:; trulings, and the long-established, practice thereunder, is significant, and' 'can
hardly be considered as less than a disapproval by Congress of the ,changed
ruling.

1$ ;:i
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Th W
Re&&b
ebb0In;
v. American Asphtum Mining Company ('157 Fed. 203,
:207),:the Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, speaking
t
hrough
Jug

Sanborn said:.

; Prior 'to August 27, 1896, the 'officers of 'the land department had held that
lands valuable for petroleum: might be entered and.patented by means rof
placer claiims (In re Rogers, 4 Land~ JDecL ',Dep. Ihit. i 284;- In: rej.Piru Oil
Company, 16 Land 'Dec. 117; Gird, v. California Oil Company (C. C.), 60 Fed.
531), but on that day the Secretary of' the Interior. decided that they could
,not bethus located. Union Oil Company, 23 'Land Dec. 'ep.
Int. .222. The,
nature 'of the act of 1897 'and the 'fact that it was passed 'at the
xneltsession
of- Congress after this decision strongly indicate that it was not-the intention'
.of that body to change thereby the prescribed method for the 'entry, o6: veins
of asphaltum in rock in place, but tIhat its only purpose and the only, effect
of the act were to restore the ruple and practice. regarding petroleum:, and4
oier mineral oils vhic~h were not found in veins or lodes which had prevailed
,before the decision lin the Union Oil 'Company Case, ,so, as :to authl"orize the
entry of lands which contain them by placer claims.
-

And 'Lindley, 'inhsection 422'of his work 'on Mines, expressed6ithe
view'that the 'said -act 'of 1897"ws 'noot' a' legislative 'recogittot o:
the law as it previously existed;" mneaning
vtheo
to
dutmental decisibn bf Aug'ust 27, 1896, i3 1thb Jo
On i-C'pany 'se.
It appears'that for a period of more than 20. y'Ifrs'nezt prior'
the' ddate: of the deparrne'ntal "'decisioii of 'Ags
27 1896, t
'e
Union'Oil Company case, holding that petroleum did notfall i
-the;te contemplation:,of 'the'mnin laws,'it had" been unifory held
that lands. 'containing valuable deposits -f petr.oleum were -patentabl
under the' iinihng laws inace ordance 'with- the same'riie ais.;were
applicable 'to other plalcer idepositss.: ;Instructions of the C6`mmin
sioner. of' the Geieral Land Office 'of January '3, '1875 ;(Sicjlels?
'Miningl
Laws, 491)';'qwM4i7lv.i
Mx...
Bi'er (10 C. 'L. 0.50),;'decided
by.the :,ep artment April, 16,1883; Union
C o'; p any; .on '-rtiewV
:(25 ,L. 'D. '35,)
Gird v.
lifornia Oil conipL.ny ,(6
'
Fed. .S31),
decided February' 26, J1894.£
the6And'indetermiziing
. 'validitvy "of
locations made of':lands oiin account of petroleum deposits, and the
patentability under Athe minnglaws of lands containing.the' same,
the.Land Department applied the same rules that it did with respect
'to, claimsi located on account -of,auriferous. gravel and. other ordinary
placer. deposits.. It required no .showing -i'n support. of 'applications
for p-atent. to petroleum claims as 'to the. relative. or cornparative value
of the land for any ,purpose, save, respectively,, mining and agricultural, which.was also. the 'case. in regard to .locations and patent
applications relating. to lands involving placer minerals other. than.
petroleum. .This being true,; and -the, pur.pose of the act being,' as
stated in the authorities above cited, merely to restore the rule and
practice regarding petroleum and other mineral oils that prevailed
before the departmental decisionJ of August 27 1896 in the Uni
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Oi Coompaiy case, the Department is clearly of opinion tihat 'the
word,'L'chidfh'," which immediatelyv.preceded; the word "valuable"
.

in the act of 1897, added nothing to the intended meaning of the
lang~uage used in. the act. Indeed, the terms "lands valuable for
their minerals " and "lands chiefly valuable for minerals" were -held
by the- Department.-in Pacific Coast' Marble Company v.'Northern
Paefic RailrocCompany (25 ,L, D. 233), decided'Septemiber 9,
1897, to mean the same thing as' lands " more valuable on 'hat account (fot mining) thanfor 'agricultural purposes." And in -Webb
v.: American Asphalt Mining Company, sura, the court said:
- *r f* -The i " mineral deposits" treated in this legislation (Sees. 2318-20
anad 2329, Revised Statutes) include metalliferous deposits, alum, asphaltum,0.
borax, guano, diamonds, gypsum, resin, ]marble,, mica, slate, amber, petroleum,4
limestone, and building stone,' as' well as deposits bearing gold, silver,
other imetals,%and the termi"lands valuable for mineralsh . in law
*:u:;t:and
'

means all lands chiefly valuable for any of these minerals rather than for
Northern Pacific Railway, Company v. Soderberg (188
U. .S 526, 534, 537); Pacific Coast Marble Ccmpany v. Northern Pacific Railroad

::*S
:: 0:.: :agricultural purposes.

dCompany (25 Land Dec. Dep. Int. 233, 240).:

L';:sft :

;For the reasons stated' it -must be held that the relative, value of
.the landlhere- in question, for coal and for petroleum affords no
adequate basisfor a determination of the right of the applicant .to aJ
patent thereto.
It was only in accordance with the provisions of sections '23472352, 1Revised&Statutes, !-and the regulations of :April 12, 1907 (35
L. BD.665), issued thereunder, that,.during the period between the
date of the classification of the tract'in question as coal land&and that
of its:inclusion in the petroleum withdrawal, the, land, together with
the .Workable coal deposits therein, could have been acquired, or any
valid claim thereto initiated: Albert M. CraftsL (36 L; B. 138, 139).
'At the beginning of that period the aecuisition of "tbM lands:of:the
United States "' had longbeen the subject of special statutory 'restrictions.,prescribed by; said sections 2347-2352, as to the persons entitled
to purchase coal lands, the quantity that might be purchased, and
the price to be' paid' therefor.' Unitud States v. Diamond C0oal and
Coke Company (191 Fed.: 786). It: issufficient to':say, without
enumerating those restrictions, that, save the, one respecting citizenship; none is fou'nd in the provisions of the placer mining laws. :A
in -the status of the: lanlddso 'far as the workable coal deposits
0 ;'; :: change
therein were' concerned, was effected by the petroleu'm withdrawal
order of De6ember '6, '1915. ; The act, of, August' 24, 1912 (37, Stat.
4907) ,pursuant to the provisions of which the withdrawal was' made
permits the 'land to be' explored, occupied, and Rpurchased, under the
: inig laws 'of the United States (and the mining laws of the United
States have been' held to einbrace sections 2347-2352 of the Revised

~,n]
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-Statutes: T.P.:Crowder, 30 L. D. 92), only so far as the same aapplied
-to metalliferous minerals. ' In view of such change of -status the
Department' held, and properly so, that the land ,was not subject to
disposition under the application of Malliot topurcha-se the tract
as coal land, presented after-the date of .the.petroleum:withdrawal,
which application is made a subject of comnment byi appellants.
* Pending determfnination of the case the Department submitted a'-,
showing as to the character of the land, made by tfie applicants in
connection with thei'r 'appeal, to the Director of. the deological Sur-.
- vey for* consideration in..the. light of the data disclosed by the
records and files of' the bureau, with a view to a possible reclassifica-..
tibn of the land, or'a portion thereof, on the bases of units 'of 21/2
acres, should such 'action, be deemed"'expedient and appear to .be;
warranted by the circumstances of the case. The Director'reported
under date of : January 9, 1926, sublmitting in connection with his
report a. plat 'whereon is represented an area of 7½ acres, comprising
"three continuous 21/2-acre units, which may be described as the N. 1/2
: NE.1/4; NE..1/4 E. 1/4:and the SE. 1/4 NE.. l/4 NE.1/4V SE. 1/4, Sec. 25,.
the surface of which.lies below the coal-bearing horizon of the region;
and it is within 'that 71/2 -acre' area that the two wells.referred to in
the application and relied 'upon as grounds therefor have been drilled.
The Direc-tor reports that the, remainder 'of the area included in the
claim appears from said data to 'be properly classified, as coal land
under tlie coal-land classification 'regulations.
By departmental order of November 15, 1912 (41 L. I).A399), the
.regulatios'. governing the classification and valuation of coal lands,
approved Ap)ril 10, 1909 (37 L. DI. 653), were amended by. adding
'to paragraph '1i thereof the .following:
Where for good reason it. is advisable, classification of coal lands may Ibe
.

made by two: and6one6half or 10-acre tracts, or multiplesi thereof, described
as minor subdivisions -of:,quirter-quarter sections or rectangular lotted tracts.:

On the recommmendation of the Commissioner, however, the' Department,' in its'Ainstructions of February 16, 19151 (43 L. D. 520),
O
again considered the matter and said:
While coal lands 'are held by the Department and the courts to be Vmineral:
'lands, it is nevertheless true that Congress has provided a specialimethod
'for the disposition of :public lands containing deposits of. coal,j and it' is clear
therefrom that it providesjfor the:.disposition of such deposits only,in,accordance wth the legal subdivisions of the public-land surveys. The special 'provisions Iof section 2331, Revised Statutes, and of certain other special acts
authorizing 'the entry and disposition of lands in smaller 'areas than the'
40-acre unit or lot.fixed by the general laws, are not applicable to coal lands.
From the standpoint of administration, as you sug gest,: the: practice is confusing and" objectionable. ::'Fuurthermore, .as Congress has now provided for,
the separate disposition. of the land and of the coal deposits therein, acts of
Ma rch 3, 1909 (35 Stat. 844), and June' 22, 1910 (36 Stat. 583), the matter

f
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oof' classification, in smaller areas than the. ordinary, legal subdivision is less
important. In Iother words, under .said acts the agricultural entryman or
.patenee takes the land exclusive of the-ecoal deposits, and; the latter deposits
are held subject to disposition separate and apart from the land.
In the actual work of classification and valuation, if the coal within a
given legal subdivision is so limited in-'quantityand value as to not warrant
the classification of the suibdivision as coal land, it is snot believed that the
land in question should be classified as coal. If, on the. other hand, it con'tains a coal deposit of substantial 'valeue, its classification. as coal land will
not pre'vent' the'e disposition' of the :land itself under: the agricultural laws,
'subj ect. to -the' coal' reservation. ' Accordingly,; and' after full consideration
of the matterinVolved, the said instructions of 'November 15,;1912, are hereby
revoked anddvacated and the amendment added:to paragraph 11 of classification and valuation instructions canceled.. .
'' '
'

The easei at bar, however,.does 3ot come within any 'of the reasons
given in, the. instruetions lasto.mentioned&for' the "abrogation of the'
amendment- to.:.section 11 of 'the coal classlification''-regulations '.of
:f,1.909.
: f It does :not involve an application of onedseekingtitle under

;the coal-landd4aw -but ;to6-an assertedc location' and. an. appliation for
;patent .under the bplacer .iiining laws,? 'which, unlike 'the coail-hnd
'law~ rec6gnize arielas 'in units of leess than the slnaillest normal legal

: subdivision, .asi disposableothereu'nder..'. Moreoveir, unlike;'the laws
!relating '.to the: disposition 'of agricultural lands

.the. 4placer

mining

l.aws' contain' no provision .authorizingi the~patenting- of land with
; 0.retervsatiolh
:,: i ' a
, .to' the. U~niUted' $tates of' ;coal' deposits therein, where
valuable on account .of coal: The 'situation 'hereIpr esented is on&
D~p'art
it :believes, will warrant- the 'elassification, for
f::- .which-,':the'-

-: :the'purposes of .thisi.case only, aceording.,to 21l/ 2-acre units; or mu1'tiples, thereof,' of the 'said "'area' ishown; by'ithe .da 'on file 'in the'
Geological Survey 'to be inoncoal, but inlcluded .,in ta-normal 'legal
Jwhole, has been classified as coal in charsubdivision which,, as . a
acter, thenoncoal po~rtion of which, but for the classification, would

have 'been unquestionably locatable under the" pla'eer 'minng- laws
tpriorto ,the date of the. petroleumn withdrawal covering :the same.
Should, all else -be found regular, the Commissioner will afford
the applicants 3M days from ,notice within which to, elect to takera
patent to said N. ½/2 NE.,i/4 NE. 1/4 SE.-1/4 and SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4 NE. 1/4
SE.. ,4, Sec. 25, upon which their wellshhave been drilled and the
discovery made. Upon the-filing of such election, that area will: be
'-reclassified'as-noncoal and the application will be passed to entry and
'patent'to the extent thereof. and stand rejected as tothe 'r emainder
-'0ofthe land''einb~raced in the claim. Asanalternative the applicants will be affordedthe same period within which to apply for. a
hearing to enable them to show, if they can, the noncoal character of
'.each '40-acre subdivision embraced in the n laim, or of a single area
;'within the claim, comprising units 'of not less than 2½' acres, in
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.square form, each capable 6f ,being described as a. qnuarter-quarter-;
quarter-quarter :section, .suchi.area to be contiguous to the ,area reported by the IDirector to' be barren of workable. coal.
aShoulda
hearing-for the purpose indicated be. applied for and had, action
in harmony: herewith '.Will ,be taken in the matter.. In the event
of default by the .applicants 'in both particulars stated, the&application will standrejected in its efitirety.
: The, decision appealed from is- therefore modified to accord with
-the views herein expressed.

PRACTICE-GCON-TEST-RPLE 14 AMENDED
O~RDER
[Circular No. 1061]
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., April 17, J9q."TO eliminate the necessity of notifying the parties by registered
: aiil of the f orwading to. the General Land Offide',Of
ointhe records
ex partte contest casps, Rule of.Practice 14:is hereby amede to read
. as follows:
'Upon
the failure to serve and file answer as herein 'provided; the aiiegdtfons
of the contest 'will 'be taken 'as confessed, and thei tregister will f
vrthwith:
forward the case, with recommendation thereon, to the General Land Office,
:;:
.:and
notify
the'
partiest
by
ordinary
maRl
of the action
taken.
an
not
'if
7,\:.
:Part
,F*th
,
fi.'
nary
.n
' .:..k:,

:E. C. FINNEYr,
First Assistant Secretar..

X.EIRS OF, T. A. CONNER,' TRANSFEREES -OF XICHAEL MISER
'flecied April 20, 1926;
:SATENfT-PUCEcHA5E-SWAMfP LANDSTATUTES.
1't
:The act of March 2, 1a855, 'is 'mandatory' and does not leave. any discretion
in an administrative'offlcer'tod deny a~patent to a purchaser' or locator
of public lands,' claimed by' a State as swamp, Who had made'entry there:for Iprior to the issuance of a patent ito) the State, notwithstanding the
issuance of a patent under 'the swamp land grant.
FINNEY First

Assistant Secretary:

You [Commissioner of the General Land Office] 'have informally
:submitted for instructions the cash entry (G.: L.6. 0618) made by;
Michael Miser at Springfield,. Missouri, on April 3, 1856, forE. ½Y2
t of lot 2 of NE. 1,4, Sec. 3, T. 33 N., R. 16 W., 5th P. M. (39.28 acres).
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The widow of.T.4A. Connor alleges-that he had occupied the tract;
since March'16, 1914, underlmesne conveyIances from said Miser, and,
that the widow and, children of said Conner have had Possession of
;of ideeds of: Laclede
the tract' sice the latter date. The recorder
County, Missouri, has certified that theheirs 6of COnner, according to.
the county records, are the owners of the land. A request has beenh
made for the issuance of a patent under. the Miser entry.
:The register of. the Springfield office issued final cash certificate
No. 19642: to said Miser on April 3, 1856, upon payment ff:$98.20.
It appears that on January 17, 1857, tho Secretary of the Interior
approved&a list (No. 2) of swamp and overflowed lands inuring to
the State of Missouri under the swamp-land a'ct of September 28,
1850 (9 Stat.; 519), in- which list. the tract purchased by Miser was
included. Patent for the tract issued to the State of Missouri on
March 26, 1857.
T e act 6of arch 2, 1855 (10 Stat. 634), providesThat the President of thei United States cause.patents to be issued, as soon
as practicable, to 'the purchaser or purchasers, locator or locators, who have
made, entries of the public lands, claimed as swamp lands,: either' with cash,
or with land warrant, or with scrip, prior to the issue of patents to: the ;State
oor States, as provided:for by the second section of the act approved September
twenty-eight, eighteen'.hundred'and fifty, entitled "An act- to enable the State
of Arkansas and other States to reclaim the swamp lands withih their limits,"
any decision of .the Secretary of the Interior, or otherofficer of the Government
of the United States, to the contrary notwithstanding: Provided, That in all
cases where any State, through its constituted authorities may have sold or
disposed of any tract or tracts of said land to any individual or individuals
prior to' the entry, sale, or location of the same, under' the preemption: or
other laws:.of 'the United States, no patent shall be issued by the President
for such tract or tracts of land, until such.State through its constituted authorities, shall release its claim thereto, in such form as shall be prescribed by the,
Secretary of the Interior: And provided firtker, That if -such State shall not,
within nitiety days -from the. passage of this act, through its constituted authoiri.;
ties, ireturn to.the General'Land Office of the United' States, a list of all the.
lands sold as aforesaid, together with the, dates of such sale, and the names of
the purchasers, the patents shall be issued immediately thereafter, as directed
in the foregoing section.
Sec. 2. Afndbe it, fgrt her enacted, That upon due proof, by the authorized
agent of the State. or States, before. the Commissioner of tthe ,.General. Land
Offiee, -that, any of the lands purchased were swamp lands, within the true
intent and meaning of the- act aforesaid, the purchase-money shall be, paid
over to the said State or States and. where the lands, have been located by
warrant or serip,'the said: State or States shall be authorized to locate a
quantity of like amount, upon any of the public lands subject to entry, .at one
dollar and. a quarter -per acre, or less, and patents shall issue therefor, upon
the terms and conditions enumerated in the act- aforesaid: Provided, hiowever,
That the said decisions of the Commissioner of the 'General Land'Office shall
be': approved- by the Secretary of the Interior.

The -foregoing was.extended by the act of March 3, 185T (11 Stat.'251),'which provides as follows:
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Th'at' th& selection 'of swamp and ovfed
lands granted to 'the several
States: by, the act.,of, Congress, approved September twenty-eight, .eighteen.
hundred and fifty, entitled "An act to enable the. State of Arkansas and other.
States to' reclaim' the swamp lands within their limits," and. the -act of the
:second -of -March, eighteen 'huf'dred-'and lforty-nine entitled-"An act 'to aid
the State of-,Louisiana' in: draining the swamp lands therein," heretofofe made
and reported to the,"Commissioner of the Generalt-Land Office,, so faras.the:
same shall :remain vacant and unappropriated, and not interfered with by an
actual settlement under any existing law of the United States, be and the
same are hereby confirmed,' and shall be approved and, patented to the said'.
several .States, in conformity with the provisions of the' act aforesaid, as soon;
as may be, practicable after the: passage of this. l'aw: Provilded, however,;That 0
nothing, in this. act contained shall interfere with the, provisions of the act 'of"
Congress entitled "An act for the relief of purchasers and locators; of swampand overfiowed lands," approved March the second, eighteen hundred .and fiftyfive, which-shall be and is hereby co ftinxued in force, and extended to all
entries and locations of lands claimed as swamp lands made6sine6 its passage.',*'',

The, Department is -not unmindful of ithe rule announced by the
Supreme CDourt of the :United States in Wri
v.: Roseberry (121
U. S. 4885),Tubbs v. Wilhokoit(138'J.
134), and C(oo/G
County v.0
Caiwnet and Chicago Canal and DockConpa
(ibid. 635). It ha's
a ministerial duty to perform, not a. judicial one, and, the act of-:
1855 as extended being mandatory, 'patent must issue under Miser's
entry, notwithstandindg the issuance 9 f a patentt to
t
State

: 'FORREST CRUTCHFIELD AND. CLAUDEC. PANSLER
::DecidedApril 22, 1926

REcLAMATION

HoMEsTEAD-OIL

AND

GAS LANDS-MINERAL

LANIDs-SuFwACE

RIG:E[TS-EARINO.

Section 2 of the act of July 17, 1914, accords an agricultural entryman the
right to ap hearing 'where the lands within his unrestricted entry were,

:subsaquenty classified as mineral and his 'application fdr reclassification
is denied.
RECLAMATION HioMEsTEAD--OIL AND GAS- 0LANDs-PtosFEcTING 'Pfair-HEAEFINC7-EVIDEXcE.
Where.' : n agriculturalg'entrym
t'an
whose applicatioin:for reclassificatiian 'ofthe landsk within his unrestricted entry, -subsequently classified as mineral,
has been denied, demands. a hearing, an application for. an oil and gasp
prospecting pe'rmit filed by him for the purpose of proteeting his rights as

against other applicants can not be taken as an admission that' the land
has prospective oil-'and gas value.
IDEPAPRTMENTAL

DEcIsIoN CITED

Case of :Jacob TeriellZ

(49 L.

AND APPLIEDn.
D. 671), cited and applied.

FINNrY, FirstAssistantSecretary,

,

On, July 21 1901, 'Anna V. Birum made .a vreclamation holmestead
entry of lot 13, Sec0 12, T. 32 N., R. 33 jE., S 1/½SE 1/4 lots 4 and

:
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'She submitted final
: , Sec. 7, lot 1,Sec, 18T. 32 N.,R. 34 E., M.
proof in -accordance with the general provisions of 'the hoinestead'
law on Septemnber 13 1910; which. proof was accpted.by the Gen-'
eral Land lffice, as to residence, cultivation, and improvements.,
Assignment,. of the entry; by me sne conveyances, to-Forrest Crutch-.
field, was accepted on March 15,1924, the conveyance- to:Crutchfield
having been made on April'27; 1916.:
:''On January 13, 1908,.'said Forrest Crutchfield made a recldmation
/4,
4 lots- 1 and
NE. 1/4 S.
entry of.'the SE. A N,.
l
homestead
final.
submitted
He
E.
34
R.
3, Sec. 1,7 lot* 7, Sec,. 18,4T. 32, N..,
.homestead
of
the
provisions
withjtheo;general
proof int accordance
law- on August 16, 1913, which .p oof was acceptedby 'the6 General:
Land OfiMee as to residence,' cfultivati'on and"improvements.
entries was on Janwary 9 1917,
All the land,.embraced iit eto
53. Said land was' on' October
No.
included, in Petroleum :Reserve
withdrawal. This region
reclamationi
18 1919 trest6re'd from t
dthep
is now part of the' Greal, Falls,' MOntana, land district, and
uitniberoe: Great. Falls '053839, and 053721,
:eties in question are
:respectively.,
e,On'March' 10, 923, Claude C'. Fansler filed ian applicatvun, Great
Falls 058342, 'for a peri o'prospect for oil and gas upon the
tracts in these two' homestead eitries and other lands. O April' 20,
_ permit application, Great Falls
1923, Crutchfield filed'a prospecfin
*058397, fo rtheand. embryaed in the two entries, stating-.
This applieation is made to protect' my rights as against a prior application
Snow pending for a permit to prospect upon said land and make this application'
subject to my rights for an: :unrestricted patent for which I have, made
application.

He has not furnished any bond'in connection with the application.
23,' 1923, hhe. paid the. fiial commissions on his own entry
-March
On
issions on the, assigned entry
but iti s not shown that. thefinal ,comT
have been, paid up to the present time.
By decision of MarchJ17,`1924, the Cormissioner of the General'
Land Office,. after Crutchfield had in response to earlier, requirements filedL an application' for reclassification of ,,all the . lands involved as'nonmineral'but had' failed to pay the final commissions on
the' Birumn' entry; directed that he, lCrutchfield, be notified that he
would be" allowed. 30 days from noti'e either to pay the final come
missions on the Birum'entry and file, his consent to take a limited.
or to pay the'final commissions on said- entry and request
patent,
'
that his application for reclassification of the lands as nonmineral
be considered. 'It was also statedIn the event that the final commissions are paid in 03894 .(the' Birum. entry),'
Vlands as
iapplication for reclassification :of the
and a request is made 'that his

; lJ
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nonmineral be considered and the reclassification is denied, a'hearing will
then be: held if desired; at.which the burden of proof will be on the claimant
to show, that all the land in each of the two entries was not known:to be
valuable for petroleum or gas at the time, of:the payment of the final com-I
missions on each entry respectively.
-:

:Crutchfield applied for reclassification but by report dated December 1, 1925, the Director of the Geological Survey denied the application, classifying the lands in the two entries as mineral lands as

of March 23,

i923. IIn his decision of December, 14, 1925, the Com-

missioner quoted the Survey's .report

and said-,
,In view of the :above Orutchfield's application for classification of said lands
as non vineral. is hereby denied and you will allow him 15 days from notice
within which6td file in your office his consent to a reservation to. the Government
of the oil'and.'gas content of the land, and to furnish a corporate surety bond
0for $1,000 on- or: followi~ng the inclosed form, failing in which: or' to appeal,
his application hereby held for rejection will be finally rejected, and said homestead entries hereby held for cancellation will be cancelled.'without further
notice.
.
Crutchfield has appealed, ]contending that the; Commissioner erred'
in not holding thatf:although nonmineral classification' of the land'
was denied, he Was entitled to 'a hearing in the matter'jto determine

the mineral character of the land. He also contend sthat his permit
application, should remain suspended, without the. requirement of
any bond, awaiting final decision in the matter.:
The application for reclassification has been denied-and' the claimant has in effect asked for a hearing. 'He has a right'itheieto under:
Section 2 of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509). In the case of.
Jacob Terrell (49 L.; D. 671), the Department held (syllabus):
Where a homestead entry has been included within a petroleumi withdrawal
prior to the vesting of complete equitable title, the entryman,, in order to
establish his right to an unrestricted patent. must, if his application for reclassification be denied, assume 'the burden of proof and show that the lands are
in fact nonmineral in- character, and the determination of that fact must be
made as of the date upon which the entryman performed the last act required
of him by law toward earning title.
The case is remanded for hearing in accordance with the fore-'
going. Crutchfield must pay the final commissions; on the Birumn
entry or sufer cancellation thereof.: In view of the conditions under
which he filed his application for a prospecting permit, his filing of'
such application can not be considered an admission that the landS
has prospective oil and gas value: Pending a hearing' and decision
his permit application will :remain suspended and during that time

a bond is not necessary.
4O2l0 0 -2-voLn5l
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EXTENSIONS OF TIME FOR DRILLING UNDER OIL AND GAS PERMITS-ACT OF: APRIL i5, 1926-CIRCULARS NOS. 946 AND 1041,

SUPPLEMENTED
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 0O63]:

DEPARTMENT, OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Wa:shinqtdn, D C;.,. April27, 1926.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

.

By act of Congress 'approved April 5, 1926 (Public No. 93), the
Secretary of the Interior w,-as authorized to gfant extensions of time
for an additional period

of two years: on oi an

gas' prospecting

permits issued unaer the, apt of, February 25,01920

(41 Stat. 437)'.

This, Qtt applies also to the Territory of Alaska, and reads as* follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
:States of America in Congress assembled, That any oil or gas prospecting permit issued under the act entitled."An Act To-promote the mining of'coal, phosphate, oil, oil, shale, gas, and sodium on the publid domain," approved. February 25,:1920, or extended under the Act, entitled "An Act To authorize the
Secretary of the Interior to grant extensions of time, under oil and gas permits,:and for other purposes," approved January 11,' 1922, may be extended by the
decretar' of -the Interior for an additional :period '6f two years,' if he shall

find that the permittee has been unable, with the exereise of reasonable' dili:.gence, tobegin drilling operations or to drill wells of the 'depth and within
the time required, by existing law- or has drilled wells of'- the depth and within
the time 'required by existing law, and has, failed to. discover. oil or gas, and
,
desires to prosecute further exploration.
Sec. 2. Upon application to the 'Secretary of the Interior, and subject to'
valid intervening rights and to the provisions of section 1 of this Aet, any permit wfhich has'already expired because of lack of authority under existing law

to, make furth~er ettensionsmnay be extended fora period of two years. from
the date of the passagre of this Act.

.

: :

. :

Un derthis act extensions of time may be granted for a period of'
in: addition to the timele heretofore authorized except those cases falling specifically Within &cfion 2 of this

not exceeding two years

act which are limited to extensions of two years from the date of
the act.'
"Applications for extensions hereunder should follow in form and
substance the app'licable .provisions 'of Circulars Nos. 946 (50 L. ID.
567): and 1041, (51 L. D.:278).
You will-give the widest: publicity to the above regulations that
may be possible without expense to the, United States.
WILLIAM SPRY,

-Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.

Co¼'mtnssiowr.
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6OceNC-rIMPROVEJMENTS.

TAX ITiTLE,

Payment of taxes.upon vacant and unoccupied public land, unaccompanied
by bona; fide occupation and improvement, will not defeat the allowance
of a valid application filed under the public land laws.

First Assistaqnt' eretary:
7'
By decision 'of August 4, 1925, the Department approved the applicationu of Christian Lund, filed Novem;er 2, 1924, under the act
oJanuary
f
27, .1922.(42 Stat.35.9),'-to change the unpatentedqportion
(NW. 1/4 NE. 1/4 and;SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4,"Sec..33, T. 3 S., R 40'E., W. M.)
of hisihomestead entry to lot 4, Sec. 13, T. SS, R. 29- E., Ti. M;,; lot 1,
Sec. 30,' andlbt 2, Sec. 7, T. 44 5.;:R. '21' E.,-T. M., Florida (75.52
acres).
.
;'D ..urig
;- the publicationailnd posting. of the notice required by parafgraph:-6 of the regulations of March 22, 1922, Circular No;.817
(48
L. D.R595), a protest against thedissuance of a patent to Lund for lot
4, Sec. 13, T. ' S. R. 29 E., T.'M., was filed by W.' R. Stokely, executor: of:'the- estate of Hattie' : Stokely, deceased, 'aand attorney
in fact fdr ' Eizabeth 1Xay, alleging that for and' in behalf of 'said
estate and Elizabeth Wayy he had Spaid th 'taxes. assessed' against
said lot' for many 'years. Further,-that the lot adjoins other4 properties of protestAnt, and .is .subject to. preemption' orlpurchase from
;the Governmeniti. : The. protest.Concludes with a.-request. for permis.sion topurcchase the lot for. Elizabeth Way.
: Therecords of the General LandwOfficeshow that said i;otA was
selected by the State of Florida as swamp land oniJanuary 13, 1885,
but th:e selection-was rejected. onaSeptember 9, 1891: '
With the protest is filed a- statement of the transfi''s 'of said lot
4 as shown by the cotinty'irecords.:' TIhe: firt:isi 4ao"8eed' (not d&"
scribed)-,by the. State of PFloAida o A'gust 17, 1908, to Haymans &
Little. The lot was ther. fter transferred to the: Morgan' Lumber
Company on January 22; `1910; to Lewis Shepherd,d`ugust
jr., on
'30, '1913; to W. R. Stokely. oin September ;-91913 ;t to H'attie N.
Stokely on October 3, 1922, and (by warrat 'deed)' to :Elizabeth
Way on'November'29, 1924.
While it is well settled that public land actually occupied by a
person juihdercolor of title .or ciaiin'of rig'ht i s not subject to entry
by anothei, it'has never been held that color 'of. itie. or claim of right
not accompanied "by lon flde occupationi or. ri ' 'em will defeat' t valid :application under the public land laws. Ti payment
of taxes :upon 'vacant andu: un'cculpied 'publIc lIand, standing alone,.
FINNEY,

:A
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will confer no legal or equitable status which can be recognized by
the Department.
The protest is therefore disrmissed and the provisions of paragraph 6 of the regulations of-March 22, 1922, supra, having been
complied with,'finial certificate and patent will issue on 'Lund's application, in the absence of objection' not now appearing.
HANSON ET AL. v. PFEILER

-

Decided May 12, 1926
RIGHT-WITr1DRAWAL - RESTORAHEOMESTAD -PREFERENiCE
TroNs-MILITARY SERVICET-WORDS AND:PHRASES-STATUTES.
The preference right granted by section, 8 of the stock-raising homestead: act
of Decemaber 29, 1916, is one of the "preference rights conferred. by.,ex
isting, laws" expressly excepted .from the operation of the joint resolution of lFebruary 14, 1920, as amended :by the joint resolution of January
21, 1922, which granted. preference right of 'entry to ex-service- men of
the war With Germany.
STOCK-RAISING

STOCK-RAiSING
WoRDs AND

HOmESTEAD-FINAL

.

PROOF-FINAL

.

CERTIFICATE-PATEINT-

PHRASES-STATTJTES.

The term "final proof" as used in sections 4 and 5. of .the .stock-raising
homestead act contemplates a .final- proof which is complete .and entitles
the entriyman to a final certificate and patent.

FINNi,_ First Assistint Secretary:
Separate appeals have :been filed by -Joseph W. Spilker and
0. -Hanson from a decision of the Commissioner of the
E > C~larence
General Land Office dated October 5, 1925, holding that Jacob. A.
Pfeiler had the superior right to make entry for the W. 1/i; Sec. 15;
T. T N., R. 7 E., B. H.> M., South. Dakota.
The track described was restored nfrom a reclamation withdrawal
on May 16, 1925, effective July 1, 1925. On: July 7, 1925, Pfeiler
applied t make entry under the stock-raising homestead act for
NW. 1/4, Sec. 9, and W. 1/2, Sec. 15,%~said township, as additional to
his homestead entry embracing NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4, Sec. 9, N. ½-2 SW. 1/4
and SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4,-Sec. .10, said' township. The register rejected
the application .because the land applied for was not subject to
entry by the general public. Pfeiler appealed.
On June 25, 1925, applications under the enlarged homestead act
were filed by ex-service men of the war with Germany, as follows:
Joseph W. Spilker (024633) for SW. 1/4, N. 1/2 SE. ¼/4, and SW. 1/4
1.5, said 'township; Clarence O. Hanson (0244634) for
SE.
0 i ./Sec.
N. 1/, See. 15, said township; and Lloyd J. Hogarth (02463.5), for
N. 1/2 SE. 1j4, NE.. 1/4 SW. 1,4, Sec. 3, jSE. 1/4 SW. 14 and lot 1,
Sec.4, and NW. 1,4,.Sec. 9, said township.
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The Commissioner .rejected Pfeiler's application:as to NW. 14,
Sec. 9,:because, not being contiguous to. hisaorigi-nal entry, he could

not assert a: preferential right thereto .under section. 8: of the stock-.
* raising homestead act. Pfeiler has acquiesced-inmsuch rejection.
iSpilker and Hanson contend that the pefreiiece righti granted;
;. ex-service .meii of the war with Germany by the joint resolution
ary 14, 1920 (41 ,Stat. 434),, as,,amended lby the joint
approved FebiFB
- resolution approved January 21, 1922 .(42 Stat. 358)., is superior
to the preference right provided for by section 8 of the stock-raising
. homestead act,, and that Pfeiler had forfeited his rights under said
section by failing::.to continue to reside on his original entry.
The. jointiresolution referred to grants tapreference rights to exservice men ,of the war with Germany-:
except as'against prior existing valid settlement rights and as against preference rights conferred by existing laws or, equitable claims isubject to allowance and confirmation.,

As the stock-raising homestead act was, approved December 29,
1916 (39 Stat. 862), the preference right provided, for iby section
8 thereof was. a preference right "oeonfeired byv existing, laws "I at
the date., of i the, joint resolution under, which Spilke, and Hanson
claim the subdivisions in conflict with Pfeiler's application. Hence,
to 'be, determined .from te record is whether
ly;:
the:.
Pfeiler iS entitled to: a preference right as to the W .1/2 ,'said Sec.
15, which is contiguous. to his oyiginal entry. - .
The origina,l entry of Pfeiler ;was macde. -'ebruary.11, 1908, subject to the provisions of thereclamationact of June '17,i4902 (32
Stat. 388). Fina proof' as to comi~liance with ,,.:the requirements
of the, homestead, law as to, residence, cultivation, .and .improvements was subniitt'ed c0tober 2,.19.12,.,and was accepted by the Commissioner 'of the,(GeneraliLand Offic -on Ma,rch13; 1913.
In the decision appealed from the Commissioner. directed' the
issuance of final certificate on the original enthrys't.e land embraced
therein having been released from' the reclamation withdrawal in
the same order that released the landi'in costroversy. However,
final certificate does not apjpea'r .to'have'been: issued.
As Pfeiler concedes that he has not resided on his.original entry,
although he still owns it, the question 'arises whether he had, prior to
the date of the application in quiestion,'zsubmitted: final proof, on.his
original entry within the meaning of sections:f 4'and 5 of -the stockraising homestedd act. .'Section 4'jallows a honiestead entryman 'of
lands subject'to -designation' under the act " who has 'not subiiiitted
final proof upon his' existing entry" to, mnaike' an additional enti'y for
l4and within a radius of twenty miles from the;,existing entry. Sec:tion '5 confers the same right to ",persons who have submitted final
'question
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proof0 upon, or recei'ved patent' fot landsi of the .chacter herein
described 'under the homestead laws and who own -and r'esidei hpon
the land so acquired."' The 'preference right provided'for by section
8 of the act is limitddt'o ;"laids subject to'entry- under-the6p rovisions:
of this act and contiguous'to' those entered or owned and "occupied
' A~fter -Pfeiler had submitted final p'roof' of' complianee;6 with the
ordinary requirements of 'the homestead law, further residence'on the
original entryr was' not required; :but entryman 'was awafe: that to
6btaini patenthe mjust establish by further proof 'thata't: leastone0' half
of theirrigabe areaa in the entry as finally adjusteidhad teen
reclaimed':and pay all' the; 'charges,' fees, and commissionis idue '-on
account thereof,. and all water-right charges. Upon the land -being
released from the reclamation withdrawal on July 1, 1925 ,entryma.n
:wasrelieved of making further proof, but' the final proof submitted
on October 2, 1912, could not then be made the basis for the issuance
of finail certificate' and patent, for the reason that the- required final
commissions had not been paid, and, so far. as the records of the Gen'eral Land Office. now~show, have not been -paid. Hence, it must: be
held that the flnal proof';submitted onbOctober 2, 19i2; was not of the
nature contemplated by" final proof" as used in sections'4 and'50of
' the stock-raisingi'homnestead: act, Which clearly means;'a final] proof
which is complete :and : entitles the entryman to final certificate and
patent. Pfeiler's final proofs was so far from complete that it is sub:ject to rejection if the final commissions are not paid.
ffhe land involved will be listed in the: next order' of designation
under the stock-raising homestead act affecting lands in South Da..
kota,' and upon the designation of the land becoming effective the
register' will take, appropriatelactoni on.i Pfeiler'si application, the
applications
Iof 'Hanson and Spilkcr being' rejected to the extent they
conflict with Pfeiler's:
i
The decision appealed from is affirmed.
EDWARD: F. SDITH ;ET AL
Decided Mav 14, 1926
VALENrTINTE SmSRp-VESTED RITs-REcLkmATION
TO

SURVEY-CONDEMNATION.

WITHDRAWAL-ADJUSTMENT

.

The location of Valentine scrip upon unsurveyed public :land in conformity
with the law and departmental regulations is' such an appropriation of the
iland as can not be defeated by a subsequent reclamation withdrawali not:withstanding that the selection had not been adjusted to an offlcial survey,
and the selector 'can not thereafter' be deprived of his rights thus acquired
except in the manner prescribed by the reclamation act.
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Case of Payne v. Central Pacifi.cRdilwaJ Compcany (255 U.- S.- 228), cited and
applied;,,cases, of Frank Burns (10 L. iD. 365), and
enry
.
. Brtns (15
'
L. D. iTO), overruled so far as in conflict.

FINNEY, First Assistant seSecetary:
t-

*

-

.On June 25, 1891, Ed ward Fl. jSmith made Valetine scrip location
for. 40 acres of -unsurveyed land .in: the Helena, Montana, landl.dis-.
trict described by-metes and bouiads, which upon survey it .was said
,-would'probably be the SE.'-1/4 SE;. 1, Sec 2'5, T. 22 N., R.'10 W.
In 1923 Smith submitted an affidavit stating that the land would
probably be the NE. 1/4 SE. 1/4 said section, when surveyed, instead
' of the SE. 1/4 SE.. 1/4, as igrst described. It appears from some; of
the papers that theitract may be, located in SeG. 26.
: .The land was subsequently embraced in a withdrawal under the
first form in connection with a reclamation project, and for that
.reason. the (Commissioner of the General Land Office, by decision of
April 10, 1912, held. the location for cancellation. On- appeal from'
that action the, Department, by decision of May 29, 1914, concurred
in the view of. the Commissioner that the locator had:not obtained a:
vested right prior to the withdrawal, as the tract was still unsurveyed,
- but it
was held that the location should be allowed to remain intact
until it was determined definitely that the land was needed by the
G:~overnment in the development of the reclamation project. Thereafter the Reclamation Service reported that the tract was so needed
' and the location was accordingly canceled January 6, 1915.This case was again considered by the Department on petition for.
reinstatement and, by decision of September 28, :1'921, it was held
-thatino'vested right, had&attached under -the, location. and that the
inchoate

right

:of the 'locator

was

defeated

by

the'

withdrawal

for

ree-

:lamation purposes Iin view of the fact 'that the lan'd'was unsurveyed
citing the case of Henry A. Bne
(15 L. 'D. 1i70).
'
Counsel representing the interests of the original locator now seeks
to

revive

the,

claimr

and: relies

upon

the

doctrine

applied

by

the

De-,

partment in its decision .of March 13,, 1925, in the'ease of F. A. Hyde
& Company (unreported), involving a forest lieu selection for un-;
surveyed land, which,'after the date of selection and before any
survey thereof, was' withdrawn' as a public water reserve under the
act of June 25, 1910 (36 StatL 847).
- In
that decision the Department held that the principle applied in
the
cases of Frank Burns: (10 L. D. 365) and Henry A. Bruns, supra,
was inconsistent with more recent rulings by the Supreme Court,
e-ayne
v. Central Pacifc Railway Company
notably in the case of
(255 U. S. 228) wherein it was held that the authority conferred by
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the act oftJune 25, 1910, to withdraw lands from appropriation applies only to "public lands" and'does not grant power to desttoy private' rights by withdrawal of tracts covered by prior selection concerning which the selector had' met all conditions imposed0by law
for its completion. In applying this ruling to the Hyde case in the
decision of March 13, 1925, involving unsurveyed land, it -was saidThe selector had complied with all the requirements of the regulations
under the act of June 4, 1897, supra, prior%:to the .withdrawal of the land.
It. is truer that the selected tracts must be adjusted to the plat of survey, but
itdis not essential that the adjustment be made by the selector or.his transferee, the regulations (38 L. D., 287) providing that if the claimant fails toI
act, the adjustment will be made by the register and receiver of the local

office.
The instant case is in all essential respects comparable to the conditions which existed in the Hyde case. The act %f'April 5, 1872
(17 Stat. 649), under which the Valentine location~Was made, allows
selection of imsurveyed land) subject to conformation to the- survey
when made. Also, while the reclamation act of June '17 1902 (32
Stat. 388) authorizes withdrawal of lands for purposes of the act,
it does not contemplate the destruction of either vested or inchoate
prior-rights without due compensation.0 Section 7 'of the reclamation act-expressly provides for acquiring ",any rights or property"
by purchase or condemnation, and to 'pay for same from the reclamatio'ni fund where'it becomes necessary 'in carrying out the purposes of the act. 'In an opinion rendered October 12, 1905 (34 L. D.
155), by'Assistant Attorney General'Campbell,' it was held in part
as follows" (syllabu;The power conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by the act of June
17, 1902, to make 'the'necessary'withdrawals' to' carry into 'effect the provei
ions of :the 'act, and: td' acquire rights 'and'propertj fot the purpose' contemplated, implies th right: to appropriate for irrigation urposes pubic lands
to vhich the United -States has. the full legal and equitable, title, ,but the
inchoate rights acquired by a bona fide settlement mader in pursuance of and
in strict compliance With the publlc lana laws. should not be arbitrarily taken
without compensation.

See also page 260, Reclamation Manual (Edition 1917).
A recent report from the Bureau of Reclamation discloses that
the development of the project has not yet reached the point where
it is necessary to acquire the land-in question, and that it has not'
yet been definitely decided that, future developmrient will require
the use of this tract. It will be flooded only in, case it be decided
to build what is known as the Warm Spriins dam site. If the
development' be confined to, certain other ailternative6 plans, this
tract will notbe 'affected.
In view of the above conditions, the former action is recalled
and vacated, and'the said location is hereby reinstated with direc-
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tions that it 'be considered on its merits, unaffected by the reclama-'
tion withdrawal, except that any valid rights 'thereunder' may be
acquired in.the manner provided by the'reclamation act. The
decisions in the cases of 7Franfk Bums and Henry A Bruns, supra,
are hereby overruled in so far as they conflict herewith.

SELECTIONS, FILIGS, - OR; ENTRIES :OF LANDS CONTAINING
SPRINGS OR WATER HOLES-ALL PRIOR INSTRUCTIONS
AI::ENDED
INSTRUCTIONS

' Circular No.... 10661'.
DEPARTMENT.OP THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

--

Wasihsno D. C., Alay E5, 1926.

REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES':

By Executive order of Aprl 17,1926,tlefollowing order of withdrawal was issued:
'Under and pursuant to the provisions of the act of Congress approved June
25, 1910 (36 Stat.. 847), entitled "An Act To authorize the Piesideint of the
United States to make withdrawals of public landsd inn certain' cases," as
by act of Congre'ss iapproved August 24, 1912 (37 "Stat. 497') it' ts:
E ::
amencledl.;
hereby ordered that every smallest legal subdivision of the public-land surveys
which isivacant unappropriated unreserved public land-and contains a sprin9g
br water hole, and all land within one quarter of*a mile of evey spring or
-wato hole located on unsurveyed public land be, and the same is hereby, with-'
drawn from settlement, location; sale, or entry,. and reserved -for public use
with the provisions of -section 10 of the"act of December 29,
in
f accorfdance
'. ..
1916 (89 Stat. 862), and in aid of pending' legislation.

.

,

The
........above order was designed to.preserve for general public use
and benefit unreserved public lands containing. water holes or other
bodies of water needed or used'by the'public for watering purposes.

It is not therefore to be construed as applying to or reserving from
homestead or other entry lands having small springs or water hole*
affording only enough watei""for the use of one6 family'and its
- * :domestic aninIaCt. It'withdravws those :springs and wafer holes
capable of providing nough water for general use for watring
purposes.,
:
:
In furtheranceAof said order, all General Land Office circulars an.d
regulations pertaining to the selection, filing, or, entry of public lands
under any of ':the' public land laws of the United States, are 'hereby
amended so that inS every instance it mzust he shown:0by a duly corroborated'affid'avit 'hi'coniinection with' every selection, filing, or entry
made upon or subsequent to the date of said Executive 'order, or

:0
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theretofore filed but not allowed-, that no. spring .or water hole exists,
if it be a. fact, upon any legal subdivision of£the land.sought to be
appropriated, if surveyed, and if unsurveyed, within one quarter- of
. a ile froni the exterior boundaries of said land. If there be any
spring or water hole the affidavit should. state the xact- location' and
size thereof, together with an estimate of the quantity of water in
gallons, which it is eapable of producing daily, and any other inforination necessary to, determine whether or not itis. valuabl.e Pr necessary as a public water reserve.
* In case the attempted: appropriation of the land is one the allowance of which is within the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior or the Commissioner of the General Land Office, the showing
hereinbefore referred to must be furnished, irrespective of the date
of filing of the application, entry; or selection, before favorable
action is taken thereon.
This circular shall not apply, however, to selections or filings made,
in pursuance of Dgrants which have been determined to be "Grants
in praesenti,' and to have attached and become effective prior to
April 17, 1926, or to valid settlement claims initiated prior to said
date and thereafter maintained in accordance with the law applicable thereto.
You will make proper notations on:your. records of thisdwith<drawal in order: that it may be considered in connection with any
-applications filed..
-0
WILLIAM SPRY,
'osmmisa'oner.

Approved:
E.-C. FINNE,
:::
First Assistant Secretary.

. :R.S. COLLETT
Decided May 29, 1926
MINING CGLAIM-EXPENDITUxES-IhPB'OvEMENTS-CONTEST,-PAYMENT.,

A mining claimant who has satisfied the requirements of section 2325, Re
vised Statutes, except to make, payment, is not required to make the
annual expenditures during the pendency of adverse proceedings against
his claim if he takes the necessary steps to complete his title at the first
opportunity afforded him under the law and departmental practice after
dismissal of the contest.
DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS AND REGULATIONS CITED AND APPLT.
Cases of The Marburg,Lode Mining Claim (30 L. D. 202), and.Lucky Find
Placer Claim (32.L. D. 200), and Mining Regulations of!April 11, 1922
* (49 L. D. 15, 73), cited and applied.
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First Assistant Secretary':

::
You
[Hon..: Don B. Colton, M. Cj] have submitted, for my consideration;,:the letter of IR. S. Collett, Hotel Savoy, 3Kansas City,
Miissouri; dated May'24, 1926, 'and addressed to-yourself.
The facts upon:; which Mr. -Collett desires advice are' thus istated
by him:
*

*

j 00During i9256, I completed the ,assessrnent work of $500 'a claim on thirty-two
of the ]Keeler group of oil shale claims and submitted proof onhthe thirty-two

claims to the ,Yernal land office. I paid, the Government price of . $2.50 an acre
and obtained, Register's Final Ceron twenty-four of .the thirty-two claimsn..
Xtificate for these. Then, when the Government contested the claims, I did not
pay in the money on the other eight.

The gist of .his inquiry is this: Under the 'circumstances, is. it
necessary thiat htemake the required. annual expenditures, a to the
:
eight claims, pending proceedings by the Government .
The answeris, "No."
In the event that the contest is:decided in his favor, payment will
be effective to preserve;Mr. Collett's rights, if made promly upon
notice of 'the' cl'osing~ ofthe, case.. The Marburg Lode ininig Claim
Claimsl (32 L. D. 200, 202) ;
(30.L. ).2()2, 212)j; Lucky Find Plar
Mi:Ming 'Regulations (Sec. 57, 49 L. D.15, at p. 73).
;,Should 'the proceedings,by, the 'Government result in a- decision
that the claims, wviether- the, twenty-four .upon which payment has
been made or the eight referred to, are invalid, all, asserted possessory
or other rights' to the land would!be. terminated, under. the provisions
of section 37 of the: act of February 25,1920 (41 Stat. 437).
"'

PACIFIC PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
D6i-ded May 29, 1926
Mn-: SITE-RiDUCTroN WoR~s-WORDS AND PRRASES-STATUTES.
Al rock crusher or pulverizer, not shown to be connected -with, or forming an
essential part of the instrumentalities used in any process of reduction is
not a "reduction works" within the meaning of the last clause of section
2337, Revised Statutes..

FFINNEY, 'FirstAssistant Secretary:
The 'Pacific Portland .Cement Company has appealed from the
decisions of the Commissioner of the General Land Office of December 15, 125,, and March 6, 1926, holding for cancellation its mineral
entry, Carson City series, 014935, made August 13, 1925 for the
Mill Site, situated in the SW. '4, Sec. 31, unsurveyed, T.. 31
: i: dEmpire
N., R. 24E., M.D. M.'
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The facts in 'the case appear to be 4as follows:' The appellant' com-0
pany is owner of near-by patented placer locations ceontainting valuable deposits of gypsum and. has erected and in use an,.engine-house,
blacksmith shop, rock-crusher house,:.conveyer, tram or loading house,
and a8compressor house on the'mill site .alleged to have: cost in-all
, ~
:
\
f ;
:
--: $1L00,000. :0 .::::
The appellant company is a manufacturer .of Pprtland cement,
and it is alleged. that these improvements were installed on the mill
site: to properly develop, - reoduce,' and prepare . the: tid 'mineral
deposits for'`'practical utilizaiion, and that the ':"' reduction works"
upon the mill site consist of 'a plant to grind, crush, or reduce a
lump or mass. of gypsum to a smaller size. The, gypsum is then
conveyed by an aerial tramway six miles to what the -appellant characterizes 'as its main reduction' plant. The nature of the reduction
is not shown; nor what is reduced,;nor what is the:article 'or production that'resuilts from the, process, nor what use, if any, the
gypsum subservesin such process. ofreduction.
:The law providing for the. acquirtinent -of title'to'a' mi'll 'site is
tcontained in section 2337, Revised Statutes, WhIch providest:
: . :

Where ionmineral landd not contiguous to the vein or" lode is..used or oceu-

pied by the proprietor of such vein or lode for mining or milling purposes,

such nonadjacent surface ground may be embraced and included in an appli-

cation for a patenit fer such vein or lode, and the same mhay ibe patented thereeprelimiuindry requirements as to survey. and notice
with, siubjeet totil same
as .are. applicable underi.this'i act . to. veins' or z lodes, Xbut: no ,ilodation hereafter
made of such nonadjacent land' shall exeed five agces, and p~ayment for the

same must be made at the same rate as fixed by this chapter for the superficies
of the lode. The owner of a quartz mill or reduction works, not owning a
-mine in connection therewith, may also receive a patent for his mill site, as
j
provided in this- setion. ': ':

The appellant company, not being a proprietor of a vein or lode
within the meaning of that statute, it must be determined whether
the facts stated bring it' 'with'in the last clause ofthe' stattute, or' 'in
other words whether theTh company has thereqn: a"" 4h ata nil 'or
reduction works..

.'

That a quartz mill or reduction works is "the only.. kind; of im'0 provement contemplated by the lastqclause.oftsaid sectionji's.clearly
manifested by those improvements being distinctly named, and there
being no mention of any other kinds of improvements whatever
in said clause. Le-Neve Mill Site (9, L. D. 460). It is obvious that
none of the; improvements named is a quartz mill. The appellant
company, howe-ver, contends that the, crusher:which reduces 'the
gypsum to6a smailer size is a " reduction works."' The words "reduc-
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definiteband well understood meaning

in the mining and milling industry and it is believed that the Congress employed, them in the mineral laws in the sense commonly
understood' in ,that connection among ,mining men. These wordg
have- been defined as " works for reducing metals.J.:from their ores,
as asmelting works,. cyanide plant, etc.," and' the.'word "reduction"
as ,(1 )' the act of removing. oxygen, and, (2) the process of separating
metals' from their ores.- Glossary of Mining andmtineral Industryv
Geological Survey Bulletin 95.'
Assuming but not deciding that cases 'thay arise in the progress
and- advanceeinnt of the mining and milling industry' herie struc.:tures and. appliances used ~on land claimed as a mill site for the
treatment- of nonmetalliferous mineral rock fand. rprforniimg, functions ,analogous to ,reduction works that separate mietals from their
ores, may. be classed in some instances as "reduction Lworks'I under
jthe last ,.clause of the statute, :neverthelessDthe 'Department is c'nvinced that in this case a rock crusher or rock pulverizer, not shown
be
lto connected with, or forming ,an essential part 'of the;nmstriumentalities used in any,'process of reduction -isynot a "reduction
works" within the meaning ofjthe statute. The Commissioner's
decision is therefore affirinfed.
:
It is, however, recognized that the appellant'has made large and
valuable improvements on the-land in good faith and has occupied0
and used'iti in good faith for mining'
.
andmilling, purposes under a
misconception as to' the 'scpe of the sttue under which the claimis. made.M The IDepartmen twiallreco gnize apreferred' righ.t , to
initiate and perfect title by one w- ho'in good' faith under colorS.oif
title has taken possession, occupied, and improvedpublic land under a
-misunderstanding of his leg4,rights. A. R. Bowdrve (O L. D.486.).i
Theappeellavent
the-claim .under thre.
imill' ,site is denied, -permission be, given to file applicable scrip: to
c6ver therland. The protection of appellant's'equities ap'pearto
justify the Department in the exercise of its supervisory power to.
accord lit. reasonable time to procure scrip' locatable on -unsurveyedland 'and'lodate the same in accordance with applicable laws and
regulatiions so as to cover and include' the mill-site:iclim provided
l ar'elinquished thereunder anid it 'is sho Wn~,by, a certifi .
cate of a','proper custodian 'tf'.the.
county' land records- that 'his.
record discl'ses no incumbrances upon 'the land,, andit is otherwise.
free from adverse claims.
'
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I AMES`,H; BARLOW
Decided June 2, 1926
*WITHIRAwAL-o1mESTEAD ENTRY-VWORDS AND PHRAsES-CoAsTAL WATERS.
The term "coastal waters" as used 'in't'he Executive orders of December 8,
1924, and Ju ly3,:1925, which withdrew certan lands and islands( in'the
States. of, Alabama,_ Florida, and Mississippi, embraces'. not nmereiy the
;waters that face 0:the open sea,; but th~e bays, the passages, the inlets,
and the~ sounds''formed !by the islandsthat skirt the coast.
4
WOR.DS AND PHRASESCOASTAI
WAES.
The fact that the tide- ebbs and flows wir,a river is not sufficient of itself to
warrant the classifying of the river as "coastal waters."

FITNEY, RFirst AssistantSecreary:_.

.

The. Depaaftment has consider'ed:ur' [C'oixbmmissioner of the General Land- Oflice] letter (cc C' "-JTK) of' May 19, 1926, recue'sting
instructions as:to'the Exee.uti've ofders of -Decemberi 8, 4'924, 'and

3July 3,1i925.. WVAith your' letter you 'forkarded the homestea'd. entry,
(Gfainiesville'"O2059) Xof James H. Barlow, made'December`21,' '925,
for SW. 1SW.W."'1/4,Sec. 25, T. 2 N.,'R. 28 W.', T:If.,"F~lorid'.
The Executive' order of December 8, 1924; withdrew "01 islands
belonging to the United States in Florid; situated in the waters. of
the coast 'or in the' coastal Waters of the State," anld the'order of
July;' 3; 1925 'withdrew "wall lands' on the miainland. within three
miles of the 'coast in the States of Alabama, Florida, and ' Missis-'
,sippi;" 'ekcept two descrbed tracts' iand "'all islandsiiin the States of,
Alabama 'and Mississippi' siuateed in" h,6 waters
the:coast :orf
the coastal'waters of thu sai dStates'.
'
o in
Following: the rulings of the arious courte 'which have been 'called
upon to adjudicate 'the meaning of "coast waters " as used in the,
'act of :'March 3, 1885 (23 tat. 438), adopting the' revised international rules' and r eg'ulations for preventing ,collisions at sea,,"'coastal'
'waters" ias used in the Executive orders referred to may'"be defined"
as§ embracing not merely' the waters that, face' the open sea .but the
bays, the passag es,the inlets, and the sounds formed by the islands
that skirt the coast.
The eitry of Barlow is located on Blackwater River, which empties into Blackwater Bay, which is connected with the Ou1f-of Mexico 'by St. Mary' de Galves Bay, East Bay, and Pensacola Bay. The
shore of Blackwater Bay is a part of the coast of Florida,, and the
bay at the point nearest the land, in Barlow's entry is three miles
distant. Hence the entry-was properly allowed.
The fact that the tide ebbs and flows in a river is not sufficient
of itself to warrant the classifying of the river as3' coastal waters.'"
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CHANGE OF ENTRY-ACT OF JANUARY 27, 1922, 1EPEALEDOF -MAY 21, 1926-

T

INSTRUCTIONS.
n[Circular No. 1070]

:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

* ::

D. CT, Ju
:
:VWa8Aington,

8 '1996.

;REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES::

The act of May 21, 1926 (Public, :No. 262) entitled "An Act To
repeal'the Act 'approved January 27, 1922, providing for change of*
entry, and for other purposes,'

reads as follows:

:

That- the Act of 'dongress approved January 27,4 1922, entitled "An Act To
amend section 2372 of the 'Revised Statutes," be and the same is hereby
repealed: Providing, That any applications heretofore filed under the provisions of this, Act,; ;or any claim of which notice is filed within sixty days from
' theapprovalof this Act, upon which applications are presented within one
year ffrom the"djate'of'Approvai of fthis: Act, 'may be perifected and patents
issued therefor the'same as-if 'this 'At had not'been passed: Provided further,
fails' for'no fault on the part of the
That when the selection' 'in exichage
i selector another selection in exchange may be'madd iffiled within one year
from notice to the selector dfthe' rejection of the selection.,

e

The present law repeals the act of January027; 1922. (42 Stat. 359),.
authorizing'changes 'of entry, except as to pending applications, and
claims in which notice is fied within '60 days- fronii the approval of
iithe' act' followed by selection within one yea froni the&: date of
for no fault
Ths
aselection
approval of the act, andonlaims where the
of ':the'selector, in wich case a new selection may be imade if the
same is filed within one year from notice to the: selector of:the rejection of his selection.
!

0

u'e
ic:iii:
~ ~~ ~ y~ ~ a
The regulations govering applications under said act Of January

595),
E.
;.
...
.:27, 1922, arethose of March22, 1922,.Circular.No 817(48
and your particular attention is called to paragraph' 5 thereof which
reads as follows:;,.
. Applications should be suspended and transmitted to the GeneraI Land Office
with the current monthly returns, and the applicants -,should. be jnotiied of
such suspension'. 'After consideration of the application, 'it will be submitted
to' the' Secretary of the Interior with appropriateM recommendations.'

have been' added to' 'b the'iadihihistrative ruling
fSaid
z00Vi;regulations
of 'the Secretary of the Interior of December 2, 1924. See circular
'EN'o. 967 of December 3, 1924 (.50 L: D., 684).'
All noti'es underf tih act iof M'ay 21, 1926, must identifythe lands.
covered by the base entris's. from which changes of entries are contemplated by describing the'.lands by subdivision, section, township,
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and range or by giving the number, date, and kind of entry and the
land office where each entry was made. They may be filed direct
in the General Land Office. Unless accompanied by, applications
for changes of entry to particular tracts of land, you should not
assign serial numbers to the notices, but should stamp the date received thereon and promptly forward thehi to this office.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Commissioner.
Approved:
'E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

UNITED STATES BORAX. COMPANYDecided June 8, 1926
MINING CLAIM-APEX-EvIDENCE-LAND

DEPARTMENTISUEI5DICTION.

Where the invalidity of a, mining location is alleged and .the. ownership of
the' apex is a controlling fact in determining its,validity the Land Department has jurisdiction to. inquire as' to, whether the apex of the discovered vein is within the claim attacked..
MINING CLAIM-PATENi-----APsx-DxISCovERY-AvinsE\" CLAIM-EVIDENCE.
An applicant for a :mineral patent can not be required to show affirmatively
that the discovery he alleges is situated, upon theapex of his vein in the
absence of a -positive allegation by an. adverse claimant that the discovery
alleged is on the .-lip of a vein that 'has been theretofore validly, appropriated and has become the property of another.
MINING

CLAIM-ATEx-AnDvpSE

CLAIM-EvYInEcwE-PREsuMPTIoN

OF .OWNER-

SHIP.

The presumption of ownership in the locator of all Within his location lines
throughout the entire depth will prevail until it is shown that the vveins or'lodes within' the planes; of his lines extended downward vertically have
'their apices' in the- surface of' another's: valid location thereby giving the
latter a: right,to pursuetbem.
MINING CLAIM-PATENT-APEx-DISCOVERY-EVIDENcE-BuRDEN

OF' PROOF
.

For administrative purposes' in determining the validity- of an application'
'for a'mineral patent, it may be assumed, in the absence of a positive allegation -and proof to the contrary,, that the discovery upon, which 'the applicant relies is upon a vein that has its apex within the claim, and if this
assumption be challenged'thee burden of, proof will be upon the party
raising the issue.
FINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary:

On January 17, 1922, the United States

Borax Qnompany made
mineral entry, Los Angeles series 034467, for the Slusser, Slusser

$

*
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'No. 2, Slusser No. 3, and' Slisser No. 4, lode mining claims. sitLiate ''
in Sec: 22, T. 11 N., R.'8 W., S. B. M;, Califbrnia. It is alleged in
the application that the claims contain valuable deposits' of borate'
of lime in veins of rock in place, within*well defined- walls. Ulpon
a report as to tho character' of the -formation maddeby aminiiieral
inspector, the CVommissioner'of the General Land Office, by decision
of June 11, 1925,1concluded that the lands should have'been located,
as placer claims and required'e the 'claimant to 'show cause why thei '
entry should-not'be cancled. The claimant company responded with
'afurther showing which 'was'"referred 'to the local field division, resulting *in a further examination and report by field examiners adhlering tb their former tconclusion that' the mineral deposit was in
placer formation. The examiners,a's'a further objection to considas lbdes, specified that the work ton the claims
nclaims
erationAofth
'does not show where' the apices of the veins lie- granting'for the
moment that' the deposits may be considered as veins."
The Commissioner upon consideration of the conflicting views as
to whether the deposit existed in veins or lodes or in 'other-'formation, on February 25, 1926, declined 'to vacate his previous order, but
afforded the claimant' opportunity to apply for a hearing toz establish
its contention that the claims were in a lode formation, stating in
that connection,'"and should it succeed' at such hearing iii proving
its case, it will be nhcessary'to also prove that the veins apex within
the liiits of the claims.",
The claim'ant made^ due application for 'a hearing6to determine6
the character0'of the fdrmation within the claims; but has appealed
'from the'riequireement that at 'suc hearing it establish that the veins
apex within the limits of the c-laim. '"Theerrors specified are as
follows:
1. In holding that at the hearing to be held to determine whether the claims
are in lode or placer formation, "it will be necessary to also prove that the
veins apex within the limits of 'the claims,"-such questio'n' forming no part of
'
the charges of' the inspector. i
2. In attempting to usurp the functions of aj court, in the determination 6f
a questionf'entirely- outside the jurisdiction of the Land Depattment.'
3. In attemptingJto determine a. question, which could, not possibly arise
unless and until a lode claimant seeks to follow his discovery vein on the dip,
beyond the side lines of his claim, within the ;planes& of' his end lines; and
into the land of some otheer mineral claimatt, and then could arise only if the
adjoinin'g claimant feels agrieved,! and seek's his remedy in aisuit to. enjoin-the
following of the vein on the dip' into, foreign ground, coupled with'an allega*tion,that the vein followed on the Adipdoes not in fact haveits apex-inhis
opponent's claim, but does in fact apex in the invaded ground.
4. In not holding that the only requirement of the Federal law for a valid
mineral location as predicate for patent proceedings, is "the discovery of the
vein or lode within the limits :of the claim located."
0
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:'i.The first- assignm6nt of 'error, is eidently based, .on mistaken in;
fornation as to the charges preferred by ,'the inspectors.. It wilU
therefore be passed fithout, further consideration..
RThe Ca,,ction, of t~he: CaOmmissioner in ordering a ,hearing, is an interlociutoryr proceeding .and as, a general rule.:is not subject to appeal, but where it appears that the order involves matters 'not subjectito .inquirybyhe Land IDepartment, or is for any reason contrary
jto;lawor settled rulings of thle epaitrentor is otherwise palpably
.erroneous, the. same. may be, eonsidered andcorrected or, wholly.,
vacated when' brought to the. PDepartwent's.attention., P.; Woleberg.
(29 L.D. 302).'
,
,
,>,The,. qutsstion presented is, whether, indpri~the conditions shownin
this, casea th&mineral entryman should. be required to ,establish as a
prerequi~site tojte grant,o:ofappatenththat .eins orlodes
:conditiont .o~tp
discovered on the claims havQ their qpex thereon.r Evidetly if this
requirement- is the imposition,,if. aiuseles,s and, unwarrantqd burden,
as contended, the order should be rectifiedi.
what is shown by
both parties as to the character of the formation, the possibility may
be'.anticipated that the evidence adducedr at the hearing ordered may
establish that the deposit is properly subject to location as a lode and
yet not contained in veins havihg any dip, or downward course; that
is, that the depos~it: isn blanket formation sometimes terned broad
lodes. It. is the view .of the Governmnent's examiners that th' deposit
is horizontal and confined to a definable zone. and conaistigof eithei'
ulexite or colemanite in the! form of nodules or lenses intermingled
with clays regularly called- shale, yet not in veins withih defined
walls. The.entryman's contention is that the deposit exists in: veins
in rock -in place with definite hanging and foot walls. The' solution.
of these. 4uestions must aawait the development of 'facts: at -the hearing :
and should :they compel the conclusion' that the deposit is a lode in
i:eblancet forf an
ac'ua
,
overing the. entire limits of the claim the ex-itence of3an actualapex w dnot be a'mat
er
or, indeed;
susceptible of proof, assuming such proof is necessary under any
conditions disclosed. In the' case of blanket lodes, theDepartment
has held that: the. apex is coextensive with the side lines. Hoimestake
Mining Com pany' (29 L. 10689, 690)'; Jack Pot Lode nMiing 'Clai:m
(34 .L.. fD. 4f70) ; Belligerent ndq0d
Other L.ode Mining' Claims (35
L..P.22).
:But 4 ssuming that the entryman proves that the deposit is a lode
and- occurs in veins within :the several claims, must he then. show
that they apex: there' before,'the elaimns 'can: be held valid and passed
to patent?
It must be, borne in mihc: thatj in thisr case it* is not alleged that
the apex of a discovered vein on the claim exists within the lode
,From

a
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of another,no'r that the:apex exists elsewhiere ithan .on: the
claim

claim; on:- the contr.'ary,;'doubt is expressed. whether Lthe, mineral-;D
bearing rock i's aveiniand: hasan.apex.,
'The second assiginent of error raises the question ofQjurisdiction
of the..Land..Departmenta to inquire whether the apex: of the vein
discovered is: within. the boundaries of the location,'. That, question
-was presented in Bu iei-il,.etc., Co. vShlosh6neMing C6npan
1(33 lL. ; 442>'.-' There: the Bunker Hill Company filed al protest
against thie applic,:tiohi for. patent by the* Shoshone:.Cdmpany to the
Shoshone, and Summit- lo'cationsj allegig,: among other grounds, that
n - discovery of a lode or veinhadobeen made o n either daim having
its apex. within the surface lines, and further, that the discoveries on
these. claims. wer& made many feet below the surfaceoin. the' dip'' or
downward course' of a'vein the. top or apex' of whichl lies' inside the
. Stemwinde' claim,, ta' valid location of the. proteant, -The Coin'missioner,:oni charges .presenting this issue ordered: ahea;ring. The"
Bunker' Hill Company contended that the Departmenf: had .no jurisdiction'to inquiure w.hether a, mining location. ''s based. upon a, discovery onithe dip'or apex of the vein or lode. "'As tolthis contention
the Department'salid' (p. 148):
If it be true thattthe Shoshone and Summit locationss are based upon discoveries on the dip or'do'wnward course of a vein or lode' whose top or'apex
lies inside' the, verticgailines. of theprior Stemwinder ciaimi owned-and possessed by. the Bunker Bill. Company, as alleged in the-protest, there can be no'
serious question, in viewv of the provisions of the statute referred to and of
the principles enounced in the authorities cited, that said locations were made
without authority of law, are' wholly illegal and void, and- confer no rights
upon the Shoshone company, claimant. thereunder.

In that cases:Biek etval v. Nickersom (29 L. D.' '662), cited 'by.the
appellant-.here' in his brief, was distinguished. In'the last case cited,
I3eik et' al. protested against Nickerson's application for patent to
the Rattlesnake claim, alleging .thbey were 'owners ,of the Levant
lode claim located. in close proximity to the Rafttlesnfie"'and that the
'ledge contained in the Rattlesnake is the same' as that 'runing:
through theLevant, and the allowance of entry for the Rattlesnake'
w-oould unjustly affect the extralateal rights of' the protestants 'as
-owners ofthe4 Levant. It'was held that'the issuance:of patents for
:the Rattlesnake: would not be an adjudication as to any extralateral.
rights of "the Levalnt -claimants and the question w'as bne purely for
the courts.' In the Buinker HiZ case ssupra, the Department pointed
out that therewas 'no allegation in Beik's prkotest'that discovery had
been made on the' dip instead of the apex of the vein claimed 'under
the Rattlesnake, or' that it wass void for want of 'a legal iscovery.
inl that respect differing from the charges against the Sunnit and
.Shoshone claims.
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The apex lode 'proprietor with a' regular. validjlocation is granted
under section 2322, .Rkevised Statutes, the right to pursue his vein- on
its downward course 0into and underneath the land. adjoining. Iron
Silver Mining, Conpany v., Cheesman, (116 U. S. 529.); Iron Silver
Mining'C rnpany v. Elgin Mining Comnpany (118-U.S. 196).; Stew1art Mining Compaity v.' O'talro Mining Cornpanyi '(237 U. S. 350,
359); L;indleky:-OnMines,".:section 611. .And .that seetion.'witthdraws
from the grant made by'the patent only suchk.veinfs s.others-own and
0 have-a right to:pursue. -St. Lo;v.'o
LouisMi
etc.
Montana' etc.
Co. 1(194 13. 5. 235, 238). f Plainly Ithen Beik's protest">as based jupon
a mistaken view of the law and alleged nothing affecting the validity
of the {:application: assailed. u On the. other hand,.in thie- 'Bunker Hill
case, supra, there was a, definite 'allegation that the "discovery~was,
upon the dip of'the vein that had been lawfully' appropriated and
was then property of another. The reason for the rule in the latter
:case was .that the extra-lateral portion of.the vein had been withdrawn
'from the:public :domain to the same extent as that portion- of the
vein within the. surface boundaries. Golden Link Mining, Leasing
and Bonding Co. (29 L. ;D. 384)1; Lindley.yont Mines,.section 337,
page 780. Where the invalidity of the location i's alleged and the
'ownership of the apex. is a controlling fact in determining' the .same,
the bepartment. under the rulingi in the Bufnker.HiUi 'case. undoubtedly 'has jurisdiction to inquire' as to whether .the apex' of the~discovered vein is withih the claim attacked.
'But
the Bunker Hill case
is not authority for a rule that an
for' ptent can bapplicant6
berequired to affirmatively show that the discovery he alleges is; ituated
upon the apex of his vein in the absence of an adverse claim to such:
apex, or in the. absence of a positive allegation that, the apex is elsewhere than. inside theclaiin boundaries.. The presumption of ownership ini the locator of all within his. location 'lines throughout. the
entire depth prevails until it is shown that the veins. or lodes within
Lhe planes of his.lnmes extended downward verticaily having their
tops or apices in the, surface of some other valid location, in such a
way as to give the owner of the latter location the right to pursue
them oh' their downward course. See section 4618, United States:
Compiled Statutes, note:35 and cases there cited; Costigan on Mining Law, sectionu113. In. the case of St. LowGis Mmi. etc. Co. v. Montana etc. Co., aupra, the court quoted with approval the expression
of Judge Hawley in Consolidated Wyomng C. M. Co. v. Chwampion
Mmin. Co. (63 Fed. 549) "Hands off of anything and eerythihg
within my. surface 'lines extending vertically downward unt
prove that you are workino, upon and following a ve'n
:its apex within';yoursurface claim.
'In Doe v. Wateroo m.0 Co. (54 Fed. 935),it was held that the
mere possessor of a mining claim under license from; the, Govern-
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ment would be entitled to this presumption., -Of course it must yield

to a showing that such mineral is part of the vein apexing in the
claim belonging to another, but this is always a nattek of defense
(Lawson vr. 'United States MiningCGo., 207T-. 1 S. 1) ,Rand it has been
held that this presumption is not 'overturned by speculative con-.
jecture or intelligent-. guess made by mining expertsl. Hfeinie v. B.
£ Al&0.
C2onsol. C. & S. Co.y (30 Montana '484; 7.7 tfac. s421); Caollins 'v.0
' 0Bailey (22 Colo., App. 149; 125 Pac. 543).
* - -; There is nothing in the requirements of themining regulations '(49:
L. D. 15) discordant with the rule above stated. Regulation 8 prescribes that "no lode claim' shall be located 'until after the discovery of a vein sort lode within the limitsi of 'the claiin." Regulation 9 declares 'that if the vein can not be traced up'on the surface,
the; claimant must sink a shaft or ruL aatunnel or drift to sufficient
* 0 depth to discovery or development of a mineral-bearing vein, lode
or crevice and should determine if possible its general course. 'Regu' ;; ' 1lation 38 relating to the 'surface and plat4ting ofthe claim requires
particulars shall be shown as- to the direction of the veint, number of
feet cla'imed odn the vein -in each direction from' the -point of discovery.: Regulation 41 requires* 0* * The application should contain a full desciptlon of the kind and
character of the :vein or lode 'and shiould state whether ore has been extracted therefrom, and, 'if so, in what amount and 'of what ,value. It should
also showthe-precise place within the limits ,of:., each of the locations em,braced in the' application where the ,vein or lode has, been exposed or discovered and the width thereof. The showing in these regards should contain
suffcient data to enable representatives of the Government to confirm the
in 'xamination'
the, fiei and also enable the land departreft 'to desame by
termine whether a valuable deposit of' mineral actually'exists within the-limits
.,,'',..
of each of tbie locations ~embraced in the application
Not in'these'or in any other 'inihg regulation i's the applicant required to -affirrmatively. show that his discovery' is lnd'o 'tle' apex of
his vein.' Purtherrore, 'it has never been the practice of the Department 'to. attack a discovery by adverse proceedings upon the
ground that lthe discovery was not upon the apex of the'vein disclosed,
or to require such proof as an essential elemient in' establishing the
*j validity of-the discovery.'' Many of'theecases in the'courts illustrate
the difficulty 'and emt'arrassmehts that attend the proof that 'a 'vein
has its apex within a certain location. It'-is th conclusion of the Dcpartment that for administrative purposes in determining the validity of a patent application, it may be ' assumed 'that lthe discovery
*
upon which the applicant relies is upon a vein that has its apex
within the claim' for Wvhich patent is sought in; the absence of a'
positive allegation' and offer of proof to the contrary; and if such
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allegation is forthcoming,. the burden of proof in cases where inquiry is pertinent, will be upon the party questioni.ng- the applicant's
right to,,a patent. .
The theory that a prior locator on the dip of "a 'vein without any
part of the apex being within his boundary 'iay nevertheless be entitled to. a patent to the claim and defend it against everyone except
'the o~winer of:a location including the apex, which theory, is predicatedc in the third assignment of error, ;finds, some support in a
]number of adjudicated cases. The .Supreme Courts of: Nevada and
::fUtah have held 'that there is a difference betweenia'-lode, sufficient to
:: : validate a location'and apex giving extralateral 'rights. Golden v.
:: +'Murphy (31 Nev. 395;.103'.Pac. 394); 'Mammoth Mim. Co. y. Grand
Central Min. o. (29 Utah 490;. 83 Pac. 648). On appeal, however,
of the last Aited. case. to: the Supreme Court of the United States,
that court did not find it necessary and expressly declined in upholding, the decisionto agree or. disagree with this view. (213 U. 5. 72,
T7.) Leading text-writers onw tHe mineral, law have suggested .instances and . situations. that ,inmy arise, where the existence 5f the
apex inside the lines of the claim wouldnot,be essent'ial, ,othe validity thereof at least as to intralimital rights. See Lindley on Mines,
sections 312-a, 337, 364, 594; Costigan on Mining Law, sections 113,
, ::- And
(114.;the Department in a case,'where a patented placer claim
: overlapped the assumed: line of the apex.-of a subsequently' located
lode so as to 'divide the lode into two ndncontiguous tracts, and where
'the'vein of the lode' claiin having a part of its apex within' the placer
dipped under" the lode outside 'of the placer bo ndaries; 'held that
:for the purpose, of dAscovery and purchase under the' mining laws,
the legal apext.of the loded "is that'portion .of the veinJ'within the
public lands which would constitute its- actual apex, if the :vein had,
no actual existence. in the ground disposed of." Woods v.-'Hoden
(26 L. D. 198)0; on'review (27 L. D. 375). This conclusion,.however,
flowed from the circumstance that the placer, patentee had no right
to pursue the, vein outside his boundary: into the lode, and from the
-view that the 'segment of the vein in the location was unappropriated mineral landSof the United States and free and open '.to exploration and purchase under section 2319, Revised Statutes.
But whether the Sexistence of the apex of the vein to some extent
at least should be found within the limits of the claim as defined
upon the surface is a condition precedent toe the validity of the claim
as well as to the enjoyment of the extralateral right, the Department
does not feel called upon to determine, in this case' in view of the
facts disclosed. . It is clear there is no. burden'. upon the applicant
to make such showing 'and no specific charge that the apex is elsewhere than on the claim has been made. lHe is not: therefore called
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to !meet such a charge.. -The decision .therefore recquiing the applicant to establish~ that the veins apex; within.the limits of the claim,
is reversed and-that requirement of the order vacated.,

WALTER ALLISON :VERNON
Decided, Juone 8, 1926
PuBLIc LAnV-HOMESTEAD ENTRY-WATER EXPLORATION PEsMIT-SEIECTION-FINAL PBoor-REcoRDS-RESTOnATIONs.
:
Land included in a Water. exploration permit under the act of, October 22,
1919, but not. selected for patent by the:,permittee, becomes subj'ect to
entry, under section 2289, Revised Statutes, on the date that the acceptance of theOfinal proof is noted on the records of the local office.'
WATER EXPLORATION PERMIT'-SEGREGATION--ENTRY.

Land embraced within a water exploration permit under the act of. October 22, 1,919, is segregated as effectually 'as though it were included in a
,valid 'entry.
DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsiON CITED AND APPLIED.
Case of Martin Judge '(49 L. D. 171), cited and applied.

Fist A~sistant secretary.,
This isan appeal by Walter Allison Vernon from a decision of the
;ommissi6ner of the General Land. Offie dated January 12j 1926,
rejecting hiis.application to make homestead entry for SE. 1/4: SE. 1/4,
Sec. 25; . 1 NE. 1/4, Sec. 36, T. 21 S., R. 61 E., M. D. M., aud NW.
¼1/4
NW.1/4, Sec. 31, T. 21 S., R. 62 E., M. D. M., Nevada.
The application was filed.December 29, 1925, and was rejected beeause. of conflict with the permit grIanted to John E. Miller on August
30, 1921, under the act of' October 22,: 1919 (41 Stat. 293).
;It appears that Miller submitted final proof on August 20, 1923, selecting for patent the SE. 1/4, W. 1/2 NE. 1/4, and E. -½/,SW. 1/4, Sec.
36, T. 21 S., 1R. 61 E., M. D. M. The final proof was rejected and the
permit held for cancellation by the Commissioner; of the General.
Land- Office on April 11, 1924. Thereafter the Commissioner granted
to Miller an extension of timen to August 30, 1925. New final proof
was submitted on October 21, 1925, selecting for patent the, SE. 1j4,
E. 1/ SW. 1/4, and SW.' 1/4 NE. ¼14, said Sec. 36. Under date of April
9, 1926,:the Commissioner of the General Land Office accepted the
:final proof and directed that final certificate be issued for the 280
acres last described. The register was also directed to note the cancellation of the permit as to the area not embraced in the finfl certificate, which issued April 15, 1926.
If acceptable final proof is not submitted within thentime fixed by
the act of :1919 or within the extension of time granted pursuant to.
FLINNEY,

, 472:
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the act of September. 22, 1922 :(42. Stat. 1012), the permit is can-'
celed,. and the land becomes subject to. entry under; ay applicable
public-land law, but if the, final proof .is acceptable'; the area inot
selected for patent by the perinittee becomes subjectlto entry only
under section 2289, Revised:Statutes. The regulations under the act,'
revised'October 25, 1922. (49 L,.-.1. 3298A, are silent as to the time when
the area:not selected for patent shall become subject to entry under
section 2289, Revised Statutesbut'the correct date is when a notation is; made on the records of the local office that the final proof sub1ruitted by the permittee has been accepted..
Although the permittee,0 Miller, had submitted final` proof, it had
not been:'accepted -when' Vernon filed .the 'upplication: in' question on
December 29, 1925. ',It must therefore 'be held that; the application
was properly rejected.
the permit' of Miller
i
It is contended on beh'alf of Vernon that
wa" frauclulent, i n that 'it embraced. a 40-acre' subdivision surrounding a flowing well, which was flowing when the permit was applied
for.
Land embraced in a permit. such as Miller's is, segregated' as efe'ctually as though included in a valid entry, and nothing'is better settled
than that an application. to enter land covered by an'entry will not'be
entertained. The 'rule has' been 'ektended to. permits' to prospect
for oil' :and gas under the act of£February. 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 43T).
.
See. aMrtiyi Judge' (49. L; D. 171).. '.
13y telegram of, June 2, 192.6 the Department directed the register
of the local office 'to. refile. the application. It' is assumed that 'such
direction'was comrplied with.
. No rights' w6re' a'cquired by Vernon. through the filing oif the appliadverse" claim inter.
cation on December' 29, 1925, bvt if no valid
9
vened' prior to theereceipt of the telegrami'of' June 2, l 26Athe application may be allowed,-in the absence of-obj-ection not now appearing.
'The' casedis remanded for the action indi'cated.

KV4AIHAERNA
ePq Deed:April 27, 1
DESERT

;926

ILAND-AssIGNMENT-CTTLTIVATION-REsIDENCE---JTJDGMENT

PEXDITOR-

.GXECUTION.

Thet obligations of a desert-land entryman. who obtains permission to perfect
his entry pursuant to the act of March 4, 1915, are, with respect to residence and cultivation, personal and nonassignable, and it is beyond the
power of. a judgment creditor to substitute himself for the entryman
throughl the levy of an execution 'upon the entry.
l See decisiol on rehearing, page 474.
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. FINNEY, First Assistant Secretar'y:-

: On Deceniber 10, 1912, Alphonso Murphy made desert-land entry,
017105, for the S. 1/2 SE. 1/4, 0Sec. 21, and NE. 'A/4, N: 1/2 .SE. l/., Sec.
R28, T. 6 N., R. 8 W., S. B. M., Los Angeles, iCalifornia, land district.
After several extensions, of. time for making final proof the entry-.
man made' application for relief under the last two, paragraphs -of
section 5 of -the act of March 4, 1915. (38 Stat. 1138, 1161). This.
s pplication was granted on November. 12,. 1923, notice to that effect
:was serveda upon the entryman. on February 14,. 1924, and on April 4,
1924, he announced his election to perfect the entry in. the manner
'
required of a homestead entryman.
On October: 7, 1925, the constable of 'Los Angeles townshipiat-.
tempted to levy an execu'cion,-0issuedunder,'a judgment of the Justice's (Court of that township,. upon entrya 017105,j:by serving the
same upon' the register of the. local land office. Thereafter, the constable, in pursuance of his levy, attempted to sell at public auctio.
all of Murphy's right,.title, and interest in this entry to Val Ahern.
On October 21,: 1925, Ahern filed in the local land office what purported:to be an assignment to him of entry 017105, in which he
stated that he claimed as an assignee by vYirtue 'of the constable's cer'tificate of sale.
* By decision dated November 17- 1925, the Commissioner declined
to recognize Ahern as the assignee of Murphy. The Commissioner
quoted paragraph 41 'of desert-land circular No. 474 (50 L. D. 443.)
to the effect that after a desert-land entry' has:been authorized to be
perfected in the manner of a homestead entry under the provisions
of the act of March 4,1915, subpra, no assignment of the entry'will
allowd.
be ato

'h

li

e contends that the
Ahern has appealed to the Department.
entry can not be
diesert-land
a
that
* Commissioner erred in holding
the
5
section' .of
to
pursuant
granted
been
has
relief
assigned after'
msissioner's
the.po
that
event
I':the
1915.
said act'of March.4,
construction of the: act is held to be correct, the appellant contends
that the relief granted under the: act did not destroy the 'nature oft'lhe
entry, which still 'rem'ained 'a '.desert-lan0d "entry, but that the' act
merely. conferred' new and additional .rights .upon -the entryman.
From these premises he: argues' that the' entry, still being a .deserland entry, was subject 'to iexecution and .sale -under .a judgment
against the entryiman, and thathie, as purclhaser at the execution safe,
is entitled to the status of assignee of Murphy's rights.
The Department' does not. concur- in fthe appellant's views. Paragraph 41 of Circular No. 474 is conclusive against him in so. far'-as
he claims .as the assignee. of a. :desert-land entry an who has been
'authorized .to, perfect;t his. entry: in tfhe manner, prescribed by: the
'
homestead law.
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When a 'desert-land entryman obtains permission under -the act
of March-.4, 1915; supra, to perfect his entry -in the nianner requi'red
: a homestead entryman' he assumes the same obligations with re-,
of
spect to residene and! cultivation which would have been-his"had
the entry been tiadeulder'.the homIesteadi law.; The discharge of
these obligationg'is a:personal-duty of the ehtrymanawhich> can not.
be assigned to another 'person, ' either voluntarily or by operationi of
law," "andit is beyond the' power of a judgment creditor tosubstitute.
*himnself for the entryman in his relation to the Government, through
the levy of ahnexecution upon his:entry.

'

t

'; 0

.*

7The.point raised by the appellant,i:h' t the entry:st-ill reoains a
de'sert-land entry even though iti is to-:be *perfected iniithelmanner
prescribed byv the homestedd law, is 'withot':force, as in any event
the obligations assumed by theentryman involve a personal relation
betweeni the Government and himself which a judgment'creditor can
notterminate or disturb.::
In addition to the above it'is'-to be:-reimembered that the entry here
in' question had not been 'perfected so Tas :to become subject to
execution.
* The decision appealedfrom, is affirmed.
VAL AHERN (0N RHEEARING)
Decided June 16, 1926
DESERT LAND-JUDGMENT

* 300
0

LIEfN.

0Lands in an unperfected desert-land entry are not subject to levy and sale

under an execution to satisfy a judgment against the entrymanif.
DEsERT LAND-ASSIGNMENT-STATUTES.

*
*

The benefits of the second and third 'paragraphs of section 5 of the act of
March 4, 1915, as amended by the act 'of March 21, 1918, are not extended
t0;t to. assignees under assignments made after the latter date.

FINNr, First Assistant Secretary: 6
By decision dated April,27, 1926 (51 L.:D'. 472), the Department
affirmed the' action of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
refusing to recognize Val Ahern as assignee, by virtue of an execution
sale of the desert-land entry of Alphonso Murphy.Motion for rehearing has been filed, but upon due consideration:
thereof no reason is. seen:for disturbing the action heretofore taken. :
The Department has uniformnly held, that lands in unperfected desert
entries are not subject to levy and sale under execution to satisfy
judgments against the entryian.a.

Young v. Trumble et al. (35 L. D.

515); paragraph 15, Regulations of May 20, 1924 (50 L. D. 443, 454).

: l0w1];
.
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Moreover, as 'pointed out in the prior decisions, the "benefits-of the

second:and third' paragraphs 'of section 5 'of the'act of' March '4,
21,1918
i915 (38 Stat. '138,, 16`1) s amended by the cof M
to assignees under assignments
(40, Stat. ,45),. are not extended U
made. after the date. of the" amended act. .To enforce-this .limitation
no assignment of an entry which prior to the date ofsuch assign: ment 'has' been' authorized to be perfected under eithier'dfosaid sections 'will b~e'allowed:'X'.3
:0 7 f704-s
:V
TheInotion is denied..
,*

SECTIONI

27 OF' THE LEASING ACT OF FEBRUARY 25,

1920,

A:XIENDED-ACT OF APRIL 30, 1926-ALL PRIPOw ItSTRUCTIONS
IN CONFLICT MODIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1073i]

11

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIO,
GENERAL LAND. OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., June 18, 1926.
REGISTMs, INITED STATES LANDbOFFICEs:
S Bythe act of April30, 1926: (Public No. 157), section 27 of. the
1920 ,(41 Stat. 437), was amended so:
leasing act, of February .r25,
as toread,. as follows :
That no person, association, or corporation;, except as herein provided,
shall take or hold coal,, phosphate, or sodium leases oripermits during the
life of such leases or permits in any one State exceeding in aggregate -acreage
2,560 acres. for each of said minerals; no person, association, or corporationl:

shall take or hold at one time oil or gas leases or permits exceeding in the.
aggregate 7T,680 acres granted hereunder in any one State, and not more
6acres within the geologic structure of the same producing oil or
-than 2,560

gas field; qand no person, association,: or corporation shall take or hold at
one time any interest, or interests as a member of anaassociation or associations or as a stockholder of a: corporation or corporations. holding a lease
or leases, permit 'or' permits, under the provisions heireof, which, together with
the' area embraced in any direct holding of' a lease or leases, permit- oir permits, under. this Act, or which, together with any other interest or interests
as a member of an association or associations or as a stockholder of a corporation or corporations holding a lease or leases, permit or permits, under
the provisions hereof for any kind of mineral leases hereunder, exceeds in
the aggregate an amount equivalent to the, maximum number of acres 'of
the:'respective kinds of minerals-allowed to any one lessee' or permittee under.
this Act. Any interests held: in violation of this Act shall be forfeited to the
United States by appropriate proceedings instituted by the Attorney. General
for that purpose in' the United States district court for the district in which
the property, or some part' thereof, is located, except that .any ownership
or interest forbidden in this Act which may be acquired by descent, 'will,
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judgment, or decree- mayP be held for two years and not. longer after Its
acquisition: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be- construed tolimit sections'18, 18a, 19, and 22 or to prevent any number of lessees under
the provisions of this Act from combining their several interests so far as
may be necessdry for the -purposes of constructing and carrying on the business of a refinery,- or of establishing and constructing as a common carrier a
.pipe :line or lines of railroads to be operated.and used by them jointly in
the transportation of oil from their: several wells, or from the wells of other
lessees under this Act, or the transportation of coal or to increase the acreage
which may be acquired or held under section 17 of this Act: Provided further,
That any combination for such purpose or purposes shall be' subject to the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior -onapplication to him for 'permission:
to form the same: Andd. provided further, That if any of the lands or deposits
leased. under the provisions of this Act shall be 'subleased, trusted,_ possessed,
or controlled by' any device permanently, temporarily, 'directly,' indirectly,
tacitly, or in any manner whatsoever, so that they form 'a part of, or are
in anywise controlled by .any eombination in the form of an unlawful trust,
with consent of lessee, or form the subject of any contract or conspiracy in
restraint of trade in the mining or selling of. coal, phosphate, oil, 'oil shale,
gas, or sodium entered into by the lessee, or any agreement or understanding,
written, verbal, or otherwise to which such lessee shall' be a party, of which
his or its output is to be or become the subject, to control the price or prices
thereof or of' any holding of such lands by any individual, partnership, as-.
*sociation, corporation, or control, in excess of the amounts of lands->provided
in this Act, the lease thereof shall be forfeited by. appropriate court proceedings.

: In
:: accordance with the provisions of said a'ct, every applia for
:coal or sodium permlit, or coal' phosphate'- or. sodiumnlease miust show
that, with the area applied for, his or its interest orinterests 'in such
permits, leases, and other applications therefor, directly. .or indirectlyj will not exceed in the aggregate:2,560 acres for each of said
minerals in any one State.

applibant nfor oil or gas permit, lease, 'or TO 6pproval of
'Ev.'ery
'
assignment. of any interest in such permit or lease must- shqw that,
with, the area applied' for, his or its interest -or interests in 'such perm-its, leasessand other applications therefor, directly and- indirectly,
will not exceed in the aggtbgate 7.680 acres in ahy "one -State and not
more than 2,560 acresw
within.the, geologic structir of'.the sinie prod&cing oil or gas feld, together .witha fulal disclosurel ,nature :and
extent of hisS or its other holdings with identification of the. records
where' such interests fmay be :fund.
:`'The act'of April 30, 1926, appliestb the Territory od Alaska in so
'far as it allows an. 'applicant to''h old direct and indirect interests not
exceeding in the aggregate 2,560 acres on the same geplogic structure,
butlsu-ch applicant may not take-or hold more than five permits and
leases within the geologic structure' of the' same producing oil- or
gas
field,
nor more thanlfive in'said . Territory.
)
;
C
vg
,
: ~
;
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Within the limitations herein stated, assignments of any interest,
in. permits or leases shoutld be submitted for approval,, accomipanied
by the necessary; papers and: showing of the qualifications of the
assignee.
:Drilling !contracts and operating agreements entered intoi by
holders of'prospecting permits should not be submitted for approval
unless and until discovery, is made and 'application for lease filed,
n all such contracts must be disclosed. If 'the contract
-at which time
0carries with'it a right or interest in the proceeds or in :the permit or
lease to be issued thereunder, the contractor must then show 'his
qualifications to take the interest so acquired.
Prior to discovery on oil 'and gas permits, drilling contracts and
operating' agreements or copies thereof, -filed in'connection with
.applications for extensions of time,. will 'usually be considered' orly
for the purpos'e 'of -determining whether ther permittees have exer-cised diligence and' are entitled to'the extnsions of time applied for.
In computing the area held by any person, :association, or corpora-tion, only.those interests which 'are represented. in. applications for
'permits, for: leases, and- for approval of assignments'of -:an'y interest
in permiits or leases; and'those interests held or recognized in'permits
'
-or leases granted or assignments approved, will beconsidered
hereby
are
herewith
conflict.
in
regulations
and
All instructions
nmodified soas to conformn ereto.
: You will give the widest 'publicity to the above, regulations that
may be possib]e without expense to the United States.
WILLIAM SPRY,
Comrmissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

NEAL v. NEWTON ET AL.
Decided June 18, 1906- '
ENlTRY-PATENT-RESERVATION-MINERAL
LANDS-P10SPECTING PERMIT-STATUTES.

HOMESTEAD

LANDS-OIL

AND

GAS

The issuance of a patent. for lands' entered as agricultural pursuant toQthe
act of July 17,. 1914, containing a reservation of mineral other than that
on account of' which the lands were withdrawn or classified or reported
as valuable, is without authority of law and ineffective to reserve deposits
of such mineral,. if therebe any, in the lands patented.'
'OI

AND, GAS LANDS-PROSPEcTING. PE;MIT.-HOmESTEAD ENTRFY-RESERVATIONSURSECRETARY OF. 'THE INTERIOR-SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY-GEOLOGICAL
VEYr
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Under the discretionary authority conferred upon the Secretary of the
Interior by the act of February 25, 1920, in granting prosp ecting permits
under section 13 of that act, a permit to prospect. lands embraced within
an agricultural entry made without reservation of oil and gas contents
will jbe denied when it appears, on report from the Geological Survey,
that the lands are without prospective value for these minerals.

FINNEY,

first Assistant Secretary:

On March 22, 1924,. Charles J Neal filed appli'ation. 09600 for a
permit under section 13 of , the act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.
437), to pro~spect for oil and gas upon certain lands fin T. 3 S., R.
21 E.,NW.
S.SW.'I/
L. M., Vernal, Utah land district,
including
E.
1/4,
is
1/4 W theS e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- W. 1,4,, SW7.'1,/4 NW. 1/4, SW. 1/4, Sec. 20, and NE. 'A S,. 1/4, Sec. 27.
N
---By decision of May 11, 1925, the Commissioner of the General
JLand Office heldthe application for rejection as to the NE. 1/4 SW. I/4,
Sec. 27, on the ground that the4Geological Survey had reported-that
the land had no prospective value fog oil or gas., The Commisr'
sioner said in that decisio
,:
The NE. : SWW.'/4, Sec. 27, is embraced in homestead entry 08191- filed May
23, 1919, by S'. Jsaac Newton. It appears that the lands were included in
Phosphate Reserve No. 24, Executive order' of May 11, 1915, and the entry-'
man was' required-fto amend his application subject to'the provisions of 'the
act of July 17914 (38 Stat. 509)j, whichhe' did.
d

In response to' said decision' Neal' filed 'a showing, including 'the
report of a geologist. The record was forwaded'to"the Geol6gical
Survey~ for oonsideration and further report. On October 28, '1925,
'the Director o'that bureau'nade a report as follows'
Available data including the showing filed on behalf of the 'oil and gas
permit applicant and the results of a field examination of the -iinvolved
land by the Geological Survey on August 15 and 16, 1925, disclose no geological
basis for modification or reversal of the classification of this landt'reported
to your office under date of April 14, .1925.:
According to the observations of the Survey geologist the subdivision is
situated on the rise of a structural terrace developed on the south flank of
the Uinta Mountain uplift, and its surface is occupied by the Nugget sandstone of Jurassic age, dipping southeastward, at an angle of about 15 degrees.
Underlying the Nugget, which is about 900 feet thick, are some 1,100 feet of
Triassic Red Beds succeeded: 'downward by 450' feet of calcareous. shale, cherty
limestone, and phosphate beds of Permian age resting on many hundred feet
of quartzite of Pennsylvania n age.; These 'formations crop out. succ6ssively
to the north of this land on the~Uinta front dipping southward 'at' ankles of
8 to 25 degrees and disclose 'no 'evidence 'of "dip'reversal or'of" repetition by
faulting between' their outcrops and the. subdivision in question. The structural conditions involved are, therefore,' regarded as wholly unfav'rable to
oil or gas accumnulation in paying quantities.' 'Furthermore the 'nature of the
sediments between the Nugget`sandstone'. and the Pennsylvabian 'jquartzite' is
such as to preclude theirs consideration as: likely places in which, oil or gas
might have originated.-. '
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In my opinion the geological conditions affecting the land listed provide no
basis for that reasonable hope of success which is regarded as prerequisite to
the prudent expenditure 'of time and eapital in bona 1tde drilling for' oil and
gas within the' area.
:
'

IBy decision dated November 9, 1925, the Commissioner again held
'Neal's application for rejection as to the NE. 1/4 SW.
,' Sec. 27,
and from that action Neal has 'appealed, alleging errorsas, follows:
*First: In basing said dnecision upqu a report of the Geological Survey, to
the, effect that the tract of land involved possesses no probable' value for oil
or gas, there being on file a catefuliy prepared report by a competent'geologist
to the effect that'the land in questiofi does possess a' prospeetive 'alue for oil
or gas.

Second-:. In basing such action upon the fact of the existence of the homestead entry, this entry being made nnder the provisions of the act of July 17,I
1'914 (88 Stat. 509).
Third: 'In denying the right to permit upon an examination b'y` the Geological Survey, and giving report on such examination the effect 'of an absolute fact. . ' '
.

*::Cl:(ounsel for Neal also' reqiested that a permit' be issued 'for the
other tracts, with the understanding that; a 'suipple'menta I permit
should issue for the tract here involved if the matter should -eventually be decided in his favor.
In a letter dated January 8-,10265,.the.Commissioner directed that
Neal be called upon to furnish'a $2,000 bnd.' He saidThe E. 1/2 NW. Y4, SW. 1/4 NW. '4, SW.. 4, Sec.go, is. embraced in home4stead entry 08184, filed May 10, 1919, byDavid L. Hall and patented&Novem:

ber 17,1925, subject to the provisionsj of the act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).

Neal furnished' a bond in the sumi of $2,000, as required ';but 'the
matter requires further'consideration.
It islfound upon investigation th'at on jMay 16, 1922, David. L.
Hall.was allowed to make enlarged homestead entry 081840for the

SE.;

1/4

SW.

1/4,

Sec. 17, E.+ '

NW.F ¼%,SW-.

¼4. NW. ¼ SW.

Sec.20, said township :(as amended), subject to the provisions and
reservations of the act of-:July 17, 1914,,; supra. Final proof 'was
submitted and final'certificate was issued'on July 2% 1925.
On' March 24, 1924, William M. Anderson filed application 09602
for an oil and 'gas' prospecting permit fdr' the'S. ½,:Sec; 17, said
township," and other' lands. i*,By' decision -of April 25,1925'bthe
Commissioner held the application. for rejection' as to-the SE. 1/4
SW ¼ S/4Sec. 17, on the ground that on the'l4th.of that' monththe
Director of the Geological Survey reported that available evidence
indicated thatf the land' in Hall's entry had no' prospective .value
for-oil or gas. 4 permit was issued to Anderson after elimination
of the conflicting tract.;
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HOn
ill's final certificate there is a notation as follows

*

f

* :

Patent:to contain provisions, reservations,-conditions, and limitations of the
act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), as, to phosphate as to all and oil and gas
: as to E. 1/2 SW.I 4, E.1/ 2 NW. 1/
4 , SW. 1/4 NW. 1/4, W. Y2 SW. y4, Sec. 20.

It is further shown that patent was issued on November 17, 1925,
with phosphate and oil and gas reservations as noted on the final
certificate.
Itcseems to have been erroneously assumedcin the General Land
Office that the Geological'Survey had reporteA that prospectincg for
oil and 'gas should notbe denied onHall's homestead. The report
in connection with Anderson's application *was evidently wholly
overlooked. The only withdrawal upon which a reservAtion of miheral under' the act of' July "17, 1914;, was based was one for phosJ'

phate. Hall was never called upon, to consent to any waiver of
rights to oil and gas, and the issuance of patent with, such reserw
vation was wholly without authority of law. Upon requestfby the
:Department the Director of the Geological Survey has on June-5,
a:'1926, reported on the NE.. 1-4 NW. 1/4, S. ½/2 i W. 1/4 SW. 1,4 said
Sec. 20,;as follows:.
On the basis of geological data resulting from -a special field examination of
the so-called "'Neal. Dome" on August 15 and 16, 1925, the Geological Suryey
adheres Ito its report of April. 14, 1925 (-Vernal. 09602), classifyinag the-land
listed as without prospective oil or gas value within the intent of. paragraph
:12. (c) of the oil and gas regulations.:
With rogard to stratigraphic conditions involved and to the conclusion expressed, my report of October 28, 1925 (Vernal 09600), relative to the NEl. '4 of
SW. 1/4, See. 27, of this township, applies equally to the land now under consideration. The structural situation of the subdivisions in Sec. 20 is,- however,
slightly different, in consequence of faulting along northwest-southeast lines
which has broken the strata into narrow blocks and tilted them in diverse directions without providing conditions favorable to the accumulation and retention
of oil or gas. As previously:reported the formations, underlying the Nugget
sandstone in this area are without geologicai promise as sources of0oil or gas...

The act of July 17,'1914,-provides for the appropriation, location,
selection, entry, or purchase under the nonmineral land laws of
lands with a reservation to the United States .of the deposits on
account of which the lands'were withdrawn or classifled or reported
as valuable. Said, act also -provides that patents for such lands shall
contain a reservation to the United States of all deposits on account
of which the lands were withdrawn, classified, or reported as being
valuable.
IHere there was a withdrawal for phosphate, but none on account
of oil, or gas. The Geological Survey has clearly shown there is no
ground for believing the land to have any prospective, value for oil
or gas.
.
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: Under the act of F oebruary 25,'1920, 'supra, the 'granting of a pIospecting permit for oil orAgas is discretionary' with the Secretary of
:the Jnterior' (47TL.D. 437, 438)-. If the Department finds,--on report.
:from -the Geologoical Survey, that ,land .embracedein' 'an entry with
:out a eservation:of the, oil and-, gas. content to; 'the- Government' is
'without prospective' value for oil or .gas, anya application -for-:prospecting permitfor such 'land will be rejected (47 L. D. 437, 444, 445).
Neal's application is rejected:asto the NE. 1/4 SW. 1/4, See. 27, in
affirmance of the decision appealed from. Said' application is also
finally rejected as-to theE. 1/2NW.
½
14, 'SW. 14 NW, l4;.andSW' 1/4,
Sec. 20, and the case is closed as. to; Neal and Newton.
:: A.It: is directed that. the patent to Hall be recalled and' canceled and:
that another -patent be issued without reservation of oil or gas, bhut
reserving the phosphate. The records are herewith returned to thek General Land Office.'r

'. A. SCOTFORD

Opinion, JUne 1, 1926
STJRVEY-COMMISSIONER OF THRE; GENERAL LAND OPPICE-WISCONSIN-STATUTES.
Wvithin the contemplation, of the act of August 22, 1912, granting to the .State
of Wisconsin certain islands therein, lands are unsurveyed until the survey
thereof shall have been approved by the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.

WOIRDs

AND PHr.ASES-ISLAND-ADVERSE CLAIM-STATUTES.

-

In the sense of physical detachment the term island is complete in itself
without the additional word " unattached"; Query: Does the w6rd " unattached" as used 'in the act of August 22, 1912, have reference to lands
free from adverse claims?:

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretasj:
Reference is made to your [CoGnmissioner of the General Land
Office] letter "C" of June 12, 1926, asking whether in view of present
dinformation the ruling by the Department under date of 'November
019 1912, irespect to the title to.certain islands in the State of Wisconsin should be adhered to..
The question presented involves, the construction of the act of
August 22 1912 (37 Stat. 324) whih provides;That the unsurveyed and unattached'islands in inland lakes north of; -the
township line between townships, thirty-threei and thirty-four north, in the
State of Wisconsin, be,. and the same are hereby, -granted ,to the State of Wisconsin as' additions to that State's forest reserves. The islands hereby. granted
shall be used as additions to'the forest reserves only, and should the State of
Wisconsini abandon the use of said islands for such p urpose the same shall
revert to the United States.
4021 0'-25-voL 6J51--31
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.n the ;former ruling the Department. addressed itself.merely. to
tlhe, question whether .the islands there considered were to be regarded
:as surveyed,Wit being shown that they had been sur-veyed
the ..field
prior to the date of the. grant to' the State but the surveyhad, not been
approved. X'It was held :that they had- the status of unsurveyed lands,
eiting '37 L. D. 390 and 40 L. .D. ;284i to 'the effect that lands are not
.regarded as- surveyed .until the shisuey has'been
pproved in due
:forih, and fdr that reason it was 'held that the said?;slands passed
to, the State; under the grant.
!din

. The'-re'cord. now submitted shows that H.

.' Scotford made ap-

plication for -the survey of an island'in Clam- Lake in Sec.'31; T.
43 iN., t'4 W., 4th P.0 MK., Wisconsin,',whickhapplicatiofi was approved by the. Department May 3. 1907:.- The 'survey "was completed in the field on August 11, 1911, and 'the-plat- was approved
Januaryii 3, 1913. By letter of January 13., '-1913, the 'Commissioner
of the General Land Office advised: Scotford of the said ruling by
the Department dated November 19, 1912, and that no entry of
the island would be aliow ed.'" The comimissioner of public lands
of the State of Wisconsin was similarly advised on the same date.
It is further stated that Scotford settled on said island about
the year 1905, and has occupied the samie since that-:time as a 'home
-and has placed. valuable improvemients thereon., The 'correspondence
Ifrom the' office of the commissioneri of public lands of- ti State
indicates that Scotford took some steps t- adjust his el im'jtrough
the legislature of the State but dropped that effort when he was
persuaded by the State forester 'to do so with the understanding
';that
h'save-ai lease'gibing
the
Wht he
he could:
co,
'havey-.
ke::
',:! if' g :
't '.: 'him
'i
tb!.i,'S use of, thle'ila'nd dduring
.his liifetime, and that he has. since then so occupied'the premises.
This arrangement, however, was interfered with by the act of the
legislature approved June 25, 1925, providing that thereafter no
lease should be issued, nor any existing lease extended 'or're'newed
i'iY'respect' to any island gr-ahted to thet St'ate byv' the 'said^a:t of
August 22, 1912.'

'

'

-

'

-

'

In' view of this complication the' commissioner of pubHi6 lan'ds of
the 'State-has asked for informiation as' io the
t recorddendnce of Mir.
Scotford's claim with the view to' a decision as" to th'e''ownelrship
| :the
of island. There'is' a^ statement by Scotford in the record 'that
he had never used his homestead:right 'and it is indicated that 'he
-may'have-:had a good settlement--claim to the 'land. at the -time' of
the grant to the State. iAssuming' that he' had) such a-settlement
and :that'he'was- qualified in all respects to make entry, 'thequestion
'arise's'whether the ggrant nevertheless attached
"
The ft ormer ruling inA respect to thee uncomple~ted condition of the
survey at the time of the grant is in harmony,-with1 well-settled depart-
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Iartment,
Accordn/l the D
mental practice' and' court decisiohs.
land
was,
unsurveyed
at
the
time
of
the:
adheres .to the view: t hat the
is
the
grant. Tle. further qualifying .term employed in the grant
and
unattached
islands
passed
word "junattached." Only unsurveyed
tothe, State. In the sense of ,physical detachment,. the term island"
is complete in itself ::withoiut the additional word "unattached." . In
fact. if attached or. adjoined to, the mainland the. tract ~would not be.
an island..,
Another .well-understood meaning of the word ." unattached as
applied. .in, legislation 'and procedure; [appertaining to: public .lands.
*hasl eference to the status of lands in respect to adverse.claimiisthere-for. or .interests .therein. ..
that -Scotford's claim, had not.
ripened.into a vested, right, .ther.e is still room for reasonable conten-.
.Conceding

tion. that, it was not intended, to destroy such 'a claim by the grant in
question. Itwouiild appearfairlyy permissible to: construe the: term
".unattacheddislandsi' as smeaning' such. of them as were free from
valid adverse. claim.;JIt mustb be:. understood,: however, that.Athe.
Departmenft is. not committed to that .view,, and. the iquestion must' be
left open. for.decision in. case the.. point' should. be made an issue
between theState anddan adverse claimant
.-If Scotford should .file, application:. to make entry it shiouldbe'
entertatined for the. 'purpose::of adjudication.:. A copy of this letter
should be furnished to him and also .to. the comnmissioner of public
lands of the'State-.. In case Scotford should make such application
the. State; will' then be accorded opportunity' to show cause, if any,
why the entry should not be allowed, and if issue be joined the case
will be adjudicated in the regular course, of procedure. And if the
State shall fail to show cause. tQ 'the 'contrary the entry will be
allowed in the absence of other sufficient objection.
ADMINISTRATION

OF .OATHS BY ACTING REGISTERS
INSTRUCTIONS:
'Ciircular No.1074]

:

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFIOE,

::'Washington, D. C., J/nve 24, 1926.
6.F: -F S
:: :,.
-:
.
REGIsTERs AND AcTING: REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFIcES :
,. ST.R

S.,, AN

,.

-:

.

:

By act of May 17, 1926 (44 Stat. 558)!, provision has been made for
:acing registers of'district land offices to administer' oahs at any timie
- ; Xpublh3
, in land maffers.' 'The act reads as follows:
That a qualified employee of the Department of the Interior vho has been
- designated to act as register of any'United States land office pursuant to the
provisusil of theC act of October 28, '1921, "An Act 'for' the- consolidation of the;
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offices of Tegister and receiver in certain cases and for other purposes" (Forty-:
second Statutes at Large, page 208) , may at all times administer any oath
required by law or the instructions of the General Land Office in connection
with the entry or purchase of any tract of ppublic laud; but he shall not charge
or receive, directly or indirectly, any compensation for administering such oath;*

: The intent and 'purpose Xof the -act is to avoid delay and inconD:, jvenience
to public land claimants by having some onein the' land
office at all times who is authorized to administer oaths in puhlic land
cases. , Under the provisions of the act the 'actiong register may' administer oaths at -any time,: whether the register is present or absent, and
no report is requird: to be made' to this office when he performs such
service,- but nothing contained therein shall be construed to permit
the acting register to perform- any -other' duties required to be pern'
formed solelys by'the register 'when the latter official is on duty, nor
to relieve the acting register from the duty of reporting to this office'
the same as heretofore the exact date and hour of the beginning and
termination of his service as 'acting register at. such' times as the4

register may' be absent from the office for a day or-longer.
'
The act does' not in any way relieve'- the register of his responsibility for 'the-proper performanc-e 'of the duties' imposed:upon him'
by law, and it is not expected thht lhe will permit private interests to
interfere with his active attentiontto official 'business; and: he is
expected 'to: remain on.. duty I at all times except when absent on leave:
prIeviokusly granted by this. office.
WILLIAM SPRY;
Co.missioner.

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,

-

First AssistantSecretary.
FEES OF WITNESSES IN PUBLIC-LAND HEARINGS
'INSTRUCTIONS

-

[Circular No. 1075]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

-Washington,D:C., June 29, 1926.
DIVISION -INSPECTORS, INSPECTORS AND REGISTERS:

Section 2 of the act, of January 31, 1903 (32 Stat. 790), provides
as to witnesses in land hearings that*
P; * The fees and mileage of witnesses shall be the, same. as that pro*
-vided by law in the district cotnts of the United States in the district in which
such land offices are situated
'
'
-

lHeretofore certain distinction ha~s' been made between ;allowances
to witnesses-in western States ,and in eastern States, but such differ-,'

'

51]

ence is eliminated by the act -of April2,
3 of which provides-

-
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1926 (44 Stat. 323), section

Witnesses attendingjin such courts, or before such commissioners, shall receive for each day's attendance and for the time necessarily occupied in going
to and returning from the same $2, and 5 cents per mile for go:ng from his or
her- place of residence .to the place of trial or hearing and 5 cents;per mile for
returning: And provided, further, That witnesses -(other than witnesses who
are salaried employees of the Government and detained witnesses)
*
*
who attend * * * at points so far removed from their respective :residences'
as to prohibit return thereto from day to day, shall, when this fact is certified
to .in the order of the court, or the commissioner for payment, be entitled, in
addition to the compensation provided by existing law, as Vmodified by this Act,
jto a per diem of $3 for expenses of subsistence for each day of actual attendance and for each day necessarily occupied in traveling to attend court and
return home. : -

The Comptroller General in a decision -dated June 21r 1926 (5.
Comp. Gen.-1003), holds-0*7.
t
*.that
witnesses in land hearing cases may be paid theS per diem for
expenses of subsistence under the same circumstances and conditions as are
prescribed in the statute with respect to witnesses attending United States
courts or: coimmissioners, the certification as to: the existence of such- circumstances and conditions to be by the officer, in charge of the hearing. - - - *y

0 0:
-

0i-

'

''

09

02

00;'233

;-

'SpRy,
-oqnrnhissioner.

IIA M

i
-

Approved:

-E. C.

FINNEY,

First

Assistant-

Secretaqy.-

RIGHTS OF WAY, OVER PUBLICG LANDS AND RESERVATIOTS-CIR.
iCULAR OF JUNE 6, 1908 (36 L.. D. 567), AMENDED.
-

INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1076]
DEPARTMENT OF TIlE INTERIOR).'
!VGENERiAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., July 8, 1926.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Your attention is called to an act of Congress4 which reads as,
follows: .
-

-

:

0

>

(Public No. 302-69th Congress-44 Stat. 668)

:

- An Act
To amend section 18 of the Irrigation Act of March 3, 1891, as .
amended by the Act of March&4, 1917.'

Be it

-

enacted 'by the Senate and House oof Representatives of the United

States of Amnerica in Congress assenmbledy That section 18 of what is generally
--

known as the Irrigation Act of March 3, 1891, as amended by act~of March
4. 1917, be, and is hereby, amended so as to read as follows:
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:

"SEC. 18. That the right of way through. the public lands and reservations;
of the United States is hereby granted to any canal ditch, company, .irrigation
or drainage district formed for the purpose of- irrigation or drainage, and
hieh- Aha.i.
duly organized under the laws of any State or' Territory-, and
py
have- filed, or may hereafter file, with the Secretary of 'the'I-ntrior a
of its articles ot incorporations 'or, if 'not a private corpdtationr acopy'of
the law under which the same 'is formed and *due proof of its -orgaili~ation
under the saihe, to the extent of the ground occupied' by the water of any
reservoir and of any canals and lateralst and fifty feet' on each side ' of the
imarginal limits thereof, and, upon presentation of satisfactory showing 'by
the applicant,j such additional right of way as the Secietary 'of the "Interior
may deem necessary for the proper operation and m'aintenance of said reservoirs, canals, and laterals; also the right to take from the public lands adja`-:
:ent to the line of the canal or ditch, material, earth, and stone necessary for the
ionstruetion of such canal or ditch: Provided, That no such right of. way shall
be so located as to interfere with the proper occupation of the Government'of
any such reservation, and all maps of -location shall.be -subject tojthe approval
of the department of the Government having jurisdiction of -suck reservation;
and the privilege herein granted shall not be construed to' interfere with the
control of water for irrigation and other purposes under authority of the re'
spective States or Territories." AApprovedi'Maay 28,'1926. ';'

:
:

*

* Apart and aside from extending the scope of the granting apt so to

include irrigation. and drainage districts as beneficiaries, it will benoted that this act authorizes right of way, if needs be, additional to
the 50 feet granted by the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095). To
obtain such additional right of way, explanatory showing must accompany the application. This should consist of an affidavit-y the
applicant's engineer or surveyor setting forth succinctly the extent of
the additional right of way required and the necessity therefor. The
additional right of way should also be shown graphically by lateral
limit- lines Oin -th6e ln1ap filed in cOnnection with the application. "If*additional tight of-way`is wanted only for portions'or sectiofis of the
reservoirs, canals, ditches or laterals the termini thereof should be
fixed by engineer's survey stations 'in' addition to the lateral limit
lines.
This circular should be assembled on page 2 of the circular of June

6, 1908 ; (36 L. :D.: 567), as an addendum to paragraph 2 of said
circular.
WILLIAM SPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINYT#sl

----

First Assistant Secretary.

.
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LAND-GRANT :RAILROAD, COMFANIES TO LIST LESS
TXAN A:LEGAL SUBDIVISION
,INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1077]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., July 9, 1926.
REGISTERS, TJ0iXU STATES LAND OFFICES:
By a decision of the Court of Appeals of the DistrictJof Columbia
in the case of Work v. Centrat Pacific Railwbay Company (12 Fed.,
.2nd sries, 834),involving primary list Elko 02291 it was'-held that
j:
under! the actshmakiing a grant of lands- to'the company, title to all
'the'nonmineral lands in thebodd-numbered sections within tlhe primary limits of the grant vested in the company, no other'objection
appearing, irrespective of -the fact that such 'nonmineral land ,constitzutes only:a part. of a quarter quarter of asection, or of a lot.
:-This reverses the previous rulings of the -Department, in gso far as
theY relate 'to primary lands, that, as a legal subdivision could 'not
'ddivIded,,aif any part thereof was mineral all. th6 subdivision was
j irpressed vwith-'a. mineral character and excepted from the grant.
You: will, thereforeim hereafter accept a listing' of primary 'lands
by. a land-grant railroad company for less. than a legal subdivision,
provided it- is' for all thoe nonmineral land in 'such subdivision, the
; 'mpaiay
'makes 'an. affirmative showing as' to the mineral; character
of' t
:iremaining land ii the subdivision, 'and no other ojection
a}?ppears-.
l
so
jio-.
If the listing can. be by aliquot, parts of a. subdivision, such as the
NE . 1/4 of NE. 1/4 of NE. 1,/4 ( 10 acres), or S. 1//2 of NE. 1,/4 of. NE; 1/4
"(20 acres) , a su.Irvey to seggregate the nonmineral from the mineral land
wrould
beavoided. If a survey is necessarxy, the company will be
reqpjired to pay for the execution thereof.
'Th- court furthr held that as to indemnity lands the rulings of
'the D ppartment that such' lands must be selected in accordance with
the legal subdivisions shown by the plats of survey 'offially filed
was reasonabule and proper and must be complied with.
A legal subdivision of idmninity lands, therefore, 'can not be subdivided but must be selected, and its character and status' determinedli as a' whole, except' as provided for in 49 L.-D. 250 and 303
1'and '50 L. D. 5T7, which still reuiain applicable toeindemnity'lands.
'

WILLIAM SPRY,
Commissioner.i

Approved:
.

C. FINNFEY,'

First Assistant Secqrqetary.
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PURCHASE OF PUBLIC LAND IN NEW MEXICO HELD UNDER
CLAIM OR COLOR OF. TITLE-ACT OF JUNE 8, 1926
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1079]1

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. V., July 13, 1926.
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES,
SANTA FE AND LAS CnOCES, NEW MEXICO:
-VYour attention is called to the act of Congress approved June 8,
1926 (44 Stat. 709), entitled "An Act To authorize the Secretary of
the Interior to issue patents for lands held under dolor--of title,
which providesThat whenever it shall be shown to the satisfaction-of the Secretary of the
Interior that a tract or tracts of public-land; not known to be mineral,-in the
State of New Mexico, not exceeding in the aggregate one hundred and sixty
acres, has or have been held in good faith and in peaceful, adverse. possession
by 'a citizen of the United States, his ancestors or grantors, for more than
twenty years under claim or color of title, and that valuable improvements
have been placed on such land, or some part thereof has been reduced tocultivation, the Secretary may, in his discretion, upon the payment of $1.25
per acre, cause a patent or patents to issue for such land to any such citizen:
Provided, That where the area or areas so held by. any such citizen is in excess
of one hundred and sixty acres the Secretary may determine what particular
subdivisions, not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in the aggregate, to
any.such citizen may be patented hereunder: Provided further,3 That the term
"citizen" as used herein shall be held to include a corporation organized under
the laws of the United States or any State or Territory thereof.

This act authorize.s the.Secretary of'the Interior in his discretion
to issue patents for not more than 160 acres of land in New Mexico
to citizens of the United States who have or whose ancestors 'or
grantors have held the land peaeably*and 'adeely for more than
20 years under claim or color of title upon payment for the land at
the rate of $1.25 per acre. land w be
unde 'dthe proviOnly claims for surveyed land will De recognized under the provisions of this act. If attract is shown on the plat of survey as included
in a private land or small holding claim, the designation thereof
must be shown as public land on an official plat of survey before an
entry under this act can be allowed. 'If unsurveyed land is claimed,
the filing of such claim should be deferred until the land has been
surveyed.
Persons applying for patent under the provisions of this'act must
file a nonmineral affidavit. They must show by affidavit that their
M
Modified by Circular No. 1097, September 29, 1926, page 598.
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possession,; or the possession of their 'ancestors ort grantors, 'for the

20 years 'next preceding, the filing of the claim has been peaceful and
adverse by setting forth the facts of the possession and not merely
the cohclusions .If improvements 'have been placed upon the land,
the nature and:value thereof should be set forth, together with the
time of their construction, and cost, and tby- whomi constructed. If
any of the land has been reduced to cultivation, the: amount of land.
claimed so reduced, when it was so reduced, and the nature of the
cultivationshould be set forth.
In making proof, the claimant will bed required, to make affidavits
settingj.forth the names-of all the mesne possessors of the land,
i periods held by each, giving the exact dates and how each possessor
acquired possession of the land; the date the claimant took possession.
of the land-, how he acquired possession. thereof, and the manner min
which each of the possessors has maintained possession of the landw
If -documentary evidence of title of the claimant' is in existence, such
documents or.duly authenticated&copies thereof 4must 'be -produiced:
and filed with the proof.
,: :If
the, claimant is a-natural person, the affidavit should set forth
whether the claimant is a:male -or a female, and whether the claimants
is a native-born or -a naturalized citizen of the United States.-- If
claimant is a female, the affidavit should set; forth whether she is.:
married orf ingle, -and, if married, the date of her marriage and the
facts concerning
husband's citizenship. If the claimant is a
naturalized citizen of the ,-United States, a certified copy of the certificate of naturalization should be filed. In case the land is claimed
by Ba corporation, a certified copy of- the articles: of incorporation
should be filed.
The said act -does not contemplate the recognition of any claim
for more than 160 acres (or approximately that area under the rule
of approximation), and no person claiming more than approximately 160 acres -will be permitted by transfer of portions of the land
claimed to secure recognition' of his claim, through himself and his
grantees, for more land in the aggregate than he could -purchase in
-

-her

-

his own name. It must be showna- in each case that the land claimed
isf not part of a claim whicht em braced more than approximately 160
acres on June8,' 1926, or-'rif thie land''claimed is part of such a larger
claim the full facts relative thereto must-be show.
-w --The claimant must in' each' -:ceo show whether or not he has filed
any other- claim under the said act, and if he- has filed another claim
he must identify it. -- - -Every material fact- stated in'the claimant's affidavit or proof for
'necesary'to the- validity0 of bhis claim not established: by competent
documentary evidence must be substantiated by the affidavits of not
less than two disinterested persons having-Iknowledge of the facts.;
-
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The' 'register will require any claimant, -under' th6e; provisions-.of:
this; act, to publish notice 6f intenbtion :to submit .proof. on -iis 'appli) :
cation to purchase -under the same terms 'and,restrictions as govern:
publications in. homestead cases, following the same form-with 'suck.necessary alterations as will indicate' the claim -andkind 'of the ~proof
submitted. In all cases in which the claims Iare situated i-n sections
that :have been granted ito the' State for' school purposes, the daimant
will be required'to serve notice of intention' to-submit final proof 'upoivn
the proper State authorities, either personally or by-registered' mail.
and to furnish evidence of :such' service at the'time of making. proof.
'When such proof has been made the-register will examine the samein each' case, and if satisfied that the provisions of the'act have been'
complied with will 'issue final certificate thereon' in duplicate on the
usual form 'with such codifications as will be necessary to ;show
ce t e
the' actunder which- the claim arose, and transmit the d
in
the' case;`
the
records
all
with
together
original;
claimant' and the
the
said
proof,
the'
considering
f,
after
I
final
action.
to 'this'office~ for
require-:
meet
the
register should be of the opinion that it does not.
ments of the act, 'he will reject it, alldwing' u.n appeal to this office.
'The~proof required by these instructions: must bef made before' th6
register or one of the officers authorized to take proof' in homesteadl
cases.
-

\

0

WILIAM

SPRY,

000;f
0---- ;. ;....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~t;J'Qronrnisiopner.!

Approved.
E. C. F:hNNEY,,
First Assistant Secretary.::
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENTS ON CROW INDIAN LANDS
INSTRUCTIONS

[Ciircular No. 1080]
DEPARTMfENT OF THE INTERIOR,?
GENERAL LAND

Was

OFFICE;E,

4, I926-.
6ndtoD.C.,

REGISTER, BILLINGS,, MONTAN:.,

e
procplamation issued June,_., 1926,,prpyiding for
:The jPresident's.
Uentr-:
a further .etension of Iime: for ,paynment by purchasers and
men under the President's proclamations of Seteb~er 28, l9;1
(38 Stat. 2029)' and April 6, .191. (39 Stat. 1i53),bf lands in the
:ceded po rtion of the Crow Indian 'Reservation;-Montana, directs
"That any purchaser or entrynian of lands within said former reservation
who, is unable to pay the purchase monieyvdue under his purchase or entry

I
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: .mad under; the said proclamation of September. 28, 1914, or the said proclamation of April 6, 1917, and whohas complied with the provisions of the
proclamation of June 9, 1924, upon filing in the local land office an affidavit
X 'corroborated
b~yg two ,persons' setting out his inability to make 'the required
''payment of principal and satisfac tory reasoastherefor shall be granted Ian
extension of time until the 1927 anniversary of the date of his entry or purcIhase, upon the payment ,to the. Register. of- the. district land office of interest
at the rate of five per cent per annumr on the amounts, extended. from the
maturities'thereof
rto
the expiration of the period of extension. The district
land office will promptly notify all purchasers and entrymen entitled to the
0 .extension sof the manner in whichi it may''h obttained. If the affidavit is not
filed and thie interest paid within 30 days from receipt of notice, or if, ith'in
such time, bthe,amounts in arrears are not paid in full, the purchases or
entries for' which the amounts are- due will- be reported,:by the district land
office to the General Land.Office for: cancellation.

Pursuant to said proclamation. the folwing regulations are prescribed:
p1. The said proclamation of September 28, 1914, provided that
one-third of the price of the land must be paid when the :entry or
pur6hase is -made. In case of a purchase, the balance- of the price
must be 'paid in two equal payments, one year. and two years thereafter, and in- case of an entry in two equal payments, threetyears and

four years thereafter, unless paid sooner. The said proclamation of,
April" 4917, provided that one-fifth of the purchase. price must be,
paid on the day following the sale and that the balance m'ust be paid
in four equal annual installments in one, two, -three, anld four years
after the date of sale unless paid shoner. 'By: President's proclama'tions
ofMay 5, 1920 (41 Stat. 1793), August 11, 1921 (42 Stat. 2246),
July 10, 1922 (42 Stat. 2281),, December 18, 1923 (43 Stat. 1931)
and June' 9, 1924 (43 Stat'. 1955), eitensions of time were allowed
until the 1925 anniversaries of the dates of the purchases and entries made under the said proclamations of September 28, 1914, and April
f 006,.
1917. - U~nder, the. present proclamnation,'an' extension of time. to
the 1927 anniversaries of said purchases and entries may be' -secured
'under the conditions. specified therein, only by those' purchasers -and
'entrymen who-havet compliied with the provisions of the proclamation
0of'June
:
9, 1924 '
'2.:Within 30 9
ari mreceipt of notice to be g'ven hy you imme;
fdiately, fany jcurchiaser or entryman whose payments lboth of principal and interest are in .default at thei'time of such receipt must pay. in
the amounts due; any pfull
urchaser or entrynan whose payments of
principal only are in default atithe time of such receipt either must
pay in full the amounts due or 'he may file in your office- a
'Q
-rated,
afiidavit~setting'ou t his inabii~ty.to3 do, o- and the' reasons:
0th-erefor,?aqcompaniediby interest-at the' ra6 Iof 5 per cent per annum
, jont-e aiounts for which an'extensiondis-sought. '-IJ
P0a m .-u
-co'rrob-

t 0

2;

if'

h a n0

x

i

, .,:e

'
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3. The' time' for any payment can not be extended' to a date beyond
the 1927 anniversary.
4. Proof may be submitted at any time before such anniversary
provided the.requirements of the law as to payments are complied

with.
5.- No extension will be. allowed unless the affidavit and interest
as herein; required are transmitted to your office within thetime
allowed.
You will forward a copy of these instructions to each purchaser:-or
entryman who is affected thereby advising him: that in order tQ
:secure: the benefits of said proclamation he m-ust'com
vlywith its
requirements as hereinl explained, and that in the event of his failure
0to

take such ,action within the time allowed, the purchase or entry*
will be reported for cancellation and forfeiture of payments without
further notice to him.
In those -casesthere
an extension f ftime ay be obt ained, 'should
a satisfactory affidavit befiled- and the required interest paid, you
will stamp-the affidavit "Allowed" and transmit with your regular
returns. _You ;will in due -time report the cases .in which no action
has been takt, transmitting evidence of service of notice.
WILLIA
--

Approved:E

SPRY,

Co::rnissioner.

C. FINNEY,'

First Assistant Seretary.2

FISHER v. WINTER
Dededd July015, 1.926 -

STOCK-RAISING

HOMmSTEAD-CONTEST--IMPROVEMENTS-LAND

-DEPARTMENT-

STATUTES.

a of the stock-raising homestead act that one-half
ofthe required improvements be placed upon the land within three years
from the date of the entry is merely directory, not mandatory, and failure
strictly to comply therewith does not preclude the Land Department from
refusing to cancel the entry upon contest proceedings where the
entryman
has been in good faith in his endeavorkto comply with the law.

.The provision in section

:

0

-PBIOR
DEPARTMELNTAL DEcISIoN CITED AND CONSTRUED.

Case of Albert T. Hadl (50 L. D. 613,
FINNEY, First

cited and construed.-

Assistant Sec etary .-

:This is an appeal'by George-Il.. Winter from decision of 'the Commissioner of the:General Land Office-datedlFebrwary-1Q 192j; holding his stock-raisina homestead entry for cancellation on the contest
of Homer Fisher.
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-The entry was made 'August 27, 192-1, and embraces all of Sec. 18,
T. 2 N., R. 2 E.,'S. L. M., containing 594.40 acres,' Salt Lake- City
hXd- :distridt,
i
-Utah.

charging-'

Fisher filed contest affidavit July 27, 1925,

'

That said entry'man hasJfailed to spend or causeIto be fspenton the lands
0'in question 62% cents per acre, tending to improve same for grazing purposes

during the first three years since date of entry, or at all, and has made no
improvementse on said land whatsoever,; with the exception of the log cabin, and
covered one spring- with aspen poles and cut the brush from a small trail.
The covering of said spring and the cutting of brush would not exceed a value
of $20, including material and 'labor, and no other improvements hav- been
-made on said land by .said entryman, 'and said failure to make the following

improvements was not due to any military, naval, marine, or other service of
the United States.
-i-Notice of contest was§served August 22, 1925. Winter denied the
charges and hearingwas held before the register September 24, 1925.
After considerable testimony had 'been; introduced by- both 'parties,
theirtiattorneys made a: stipulation respecting.-the improvements
:placed upon the land-, which reads as -afollows: - -- -

it mutually agreed that there was placed nI the land in controversy permanent improvements in-- the: nature of improving a spring, cutting of trails,
to the value' of not to exceed $200, and-:that there wasia habitable house of,
the value of -$250 on the jland in question -in the year 1922;- -and that there
were no other improvements made oil the; land- in question by contestee until
August 24, 1925, and that between August 24. 1925,and' September 12, 1925there were permanent improvements in the nature of fencing placed upon the
land of the value of-$260.
--

-

-

-

'The register held'that-the question for decision was purely one of0
law; that while entryman had proceeded in the: utmoist g&ood fai th'
he had not complied -with the conditions found 'in the last proviso
00:
to sedction 3 of 'the sock-raising homestead law, Whic reads as

-

follows

--

-

0 *; y* -fThat instead of cultivation as required by the homestead laws,
the e-ntyman shall be required to make permanent :improvements upon the
-land`ent6red-before final proof-is submitted tending to increase the value of the
same for stock-raising- purposes, of the value of not less than $1.25 per' acre,
0.:
and at -least-one-half -of- such improvements shall lbe placed upon the land
within three :years' after- the0 date of entry thereof.

: aTo- .meet these conditions the register -held that improvements to
-the value of 0$371. 50 should have been placed&-upon -the land within
three :years from- the: date of the entry-or before the initiation of contest, and since this had not been done -cancellation of "the .entry was
:recommended. The -Commissioner affirmed Ithe finding- of the register and-further -appeal brings:the'case before the Department. -- XThd--record
has-beencarefully examined and on the facts presented
the Department can not acquiesce in' the disposition ~made: of the
-

-

C; -:

case by the
DC: :-:

Couommissioner

::ff~ fD: 0 f :;0:s~t
i:

W inter's

0-:X

good faith is manifest.

He

-
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established residence on the land in 1922, in a tenit.-,'T-.ha4t,.yeapr, he
0erec~ted a cabin; 12 by. 16 feet inside, built a cribi over a,sprig, cleared
brush and cuttrails, and lived on ,the place, seven. months. In 1923
and 1924 he was sick and under the care of a physician,. sufferng
from what he supposed was a form of stomach trouble, and at'.one
t~i~me was .cofined 12 days in St. Mark's Hospital liewas.unable .to:
do much workduring these two years.. In each of these years,,however, he lived on the land seven -months. He~ returned to the land-in
:May, 1925, after a five-months' absence 'during the''winter and apparThe land, was
enty was,.ivying there at thedate of the 'hearing
rentediflor grazing purposes, in . 1923, 1924, and, 1925., Entryman
'testified that it was his. intention 'to stock the place with .blooded
sheep.
,The question. preskentedis. one-, of law.; ;The material -p0int to be
'':de-termlinledr is whether thle provision,fin. ~th'estatute- that one-.haelf of
,the; requitedi improvements' shall be placed upon the land within three
.years.from .the date -of entry is mandatory orl merely directory, in
character. The question .is not, free f.riom. difficulty, but in, practic-al
:
.

'

application the requisition 0referred. to has uniformily been regarded

as directory., only. In adjudicating final 'proofs on stock-raising
entries' it is; iot' customary to make. minute, inquiry regarding claimdtntis -complianee with that provision and in' no6 case klnowli to the
Depa~trfent lhas a departure 'from the 'requiremen't been, held',to in,@nt!ryor iplalir ifs hitegrity., Pjrovislin ,of thischaracter
,yali ate~anr
are not usually regarded as mandatory unless.accmpanied by.negative ,words importing that the-ats.required shall not be. done in any
other manner or time than. that designated. Frec v.. Edwards
(13 Wall.. 506).
In the case of Albert, I. HHll (50,.L. D. 613), the Department in
effect interpreted said provision as being directory only.. It was:
: .thereheld that the failure of the claimant to place one-half of the
'irmprovements on the land within three years from dateQof entry
i . ot such a default, in and of itself, as to necessitate cancellation
of an entry. -In thextet- of ,that decision,..which,,it>.may .be, observed
'is not' as-broad as indicated-in the first paragraph of the lheadnote,
it is stated that an allegation. of 'failure to com'ply, with the la; "as
nsti:to the tiime of'.making- one-half, of the improvements '?ight nco
of contest. But it.,'was not'. the'intention
'tut. a sufficienttground
-oune
formnulate&aruling~ that -nonobea.or
'of the Depairtment to'
servance,; of that .requirement" necessarily called for. cancellation.of.
-an entry. on contest proceedings. Go-od-faithi is an essential element
and wvhen;.it is. ffound that-'a clai-inhnt'.isl proceeg.lhonestly- dili: ;gently, and endeavoring to -the.best of his iability 'under the circum-in
;stancesjto .comply with; the homeste'ad law'.and perform the'neces-:
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ai:y
the land, the rightdf ia contestant in such' casea'oe-s,
;not peciude a' determination upon principles' of 'eqtty 'and justice.
For the rfeasons'stated the decision appealed from is reversed.
.NORTHERN: PACIFIC GRAILWAY

COMPANY

,Decided JIuy 15, 1926
REPAYMENT-RAIROAD LAND-SELEOTION--INDEMNITY

-

:;The liniitation in the 'act of December'11, 1919, fixing the time within which
'applications for repaymeit shall be filed, begins to run, in cases involving
- a railroad indemnity selection list, from the date of the. rejection.of. each
.item thereof in; so far. as that particular tract is concerned, without .regard to, the time of the final disposal of the list as a whoie.
DEPARTMENTAL DECIsIoNs CITED AND

- rE

.A

..

...

Cases of VNorthern Pacific Railway Compavy et al~ (43 'L. D. 534) and South-.
; ,eraPqf
pRlOway, Company (46 L. D.:2799) cited and applied.

FiNNEY',Fi!'st

stant'Sec e&JcJy''i
"Th6eNorthern' 'Pacific' 'Railway Company has `appealed 'from.: thel
decision of 'the CGnmissioiir of the General'Land office dated4 April
19,' 1i926, 'denyinfg its application 'filed Marich .11, 41926, for 'repwy: mient--of 'the selection fee: amnounting to the sum of $4, paid. in' c
i:ection with the domp ally's indemnitylist No. 531A, Helenda 021101,;
:now Grbit Falls 061944.'
:It' appears that thle indemnity 'selec'tion list in questidn includedd lots
1', 2, 3','4, and. the'S.
NA/ 1/
22 ', Sec. 5, T. 18&N., R. 7 W.,
. P. M.,
icontaining! 304.92'acres,' caiceled' by4'the' Commissioner's letter of
October 25; 1922, because :of conflict withl homeistead etentry 020392
made October 18, 1919, Helena'land district, Montana.i

'The applicatiion for 'repayment was denied by the Commissioner
upon the ground that it was barred' under' the 'act'of 'December' 11,
;1919 '(41 Stat. 366), 'the application n't having been filedvwithin two
years from the date of the' rejection' of said selection'
It'is urged' upo-nappealfthat the 'limitation 'of two years conta:ined
in 'the" act "-of 'Dlecember 't1;

'1919, s'Upra,'jwithin 'which'

an applihc'a'

tion' for repayment' shallbe 'filed, is not a bar' in the insitanit case6;'
because' its obperation' d'oes Aot properly b:egin' uitil the comp''nf
:list' in'itS entir'ety "has:'been acted' i upon and disposed of-;"that the

:indemnity selection list -in questioh is the application' tW'whichi thle
: tatute in' terms 'refers, which list iis not'yet entirely adjudicate&d
that as' to'a considerable' number of tracts'preselited' i' the list'there
ha's 1beenino fiinial action, anid until each and every part of 'th6elist! is
passed upon and rejeetedior approvedj "it is still pening; and' the
:

@-.,

.

...

.d :;, ., ?.ot...
,i...
ap
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application is yet in fer; that the fact that there&has. been: a partial

adjudication of .the list does not and, can not alter the situation.
Upon due consideration .the Department is -of-opinion. that; the
contention urged is without merit. The tracts applied for through
what is termed the indemnity selection list, as a general rule, are acted
upon separately, the recordssbeing examiited .as to each tract in the
list to ascertain if there is any adverse claim, and whether or not it
comes within the purview of the grant to the railway company. It
is well settled that each, item lof a railroad indemnity selection list
shall, be considered jand disposed of as. an independent selection.
&o3uthernPacific Rlother items.
unaffected by facts shown in oSee
'way.Comnparny (46 L. D. :279). As to those'tracts not in controversy
&aclearlist is made. -When any'particular tract has been rejected
and action of the Land' Department becomes final, it is a' determination of the matter as to that Itract without' reference to the other
tracts, and is plainly the rejection of an-application within the-meaning: of said' at 'of December 11,:'1919;' There might be many 'tracts'
applied for in an indemnity selectionj.list, and yettihe claim, of the
company to each tract. must be. adjudicatedz:on, its, own imerits and on
the questions. involved -with respect to each tract. Again the list,
presented by the company may in time be adjudicated in favor of:the
company as to all the tracts applied for except one tract, while the
adjudicationsjin favor of the1 company could be many years in, the
course of determination, and if the repayment of the selection fee: in
connection with the tract here in question; shall await the adjudication of the entire list, the very situation would arise which the, twoyear bar, contained in the act of December 11, .1919, sought to, regulate.. See Nort hern Pacifie Railway :Company et al. (43 L. D.. 534),
where the General Land Office- treated. each of the selected: tracts as a,
different: and distinctCselection' which.action was affirmed by the De:
.
partment, and amotion foprrehearing denied
It is urged that the repayment act is, remedialand that the proviso
to the act of December, 11,1,i919, supra, fixing a limitation, of two,
years.within.which claims for:repayment shall be.filed was primarily
for the purpose of preventing the presentation of claims where payments were made man'y years ,ago, citing: the letter of the .then Secretary of the Interior addressed to the committees -of Congress hav-,
ing the legislation in charge.. IWhile this may be: true,.nevertheless
the Department can not discriminate, in favor of some person or corporation when the record discloses failure to file the application for
repayment within, the time: specified. A,. limitation of Atwo. years
was fixed by the statute, and whatever may have been the controlling
reasons for -the- enactment thereof the. Department is in duty bound
to apply the law as the facts appear to warrant.
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The two-year limitation within which elaims for repayment must
be-filed clearly bars-the application-here in question, and the decision
appealed from is accordingly hereby affirmed.
U:SE''OF NATIONAL MONUMENT LANDS FOR FISH-HATCHERY
,PURPOSES
Opinion, July 20,'1926
HATOHERY-SECRETARY OF THE,
NATIONAL MONUMENT-RESERVATION-FISH
INTERIOM
The establishment of a fish- hatchery on lands reserved for a national monument, on which there are no lakes or streams or other natural habitats
o± 0fish, would not be conducive to the conservation or development intencded
S-bys'uch- reseiatin 'nor: is it one of the privileges specified- in the act
-o Augnist '25, 1916, for which the Secretary of the Interior is authorized
-'
-S 0t ?f ,
:
:-$;;
issue a,.permnit. '
- :.-to
',

DSolicitor:: --::'--:
:~nEElSdK,
P

;

-- : -,.-,,.

-The Actingh Director of the NTational Park Service submitted foor
n: r opihion;' the qiuesti on- whether- there is legal authority- for granting theirequest ofi the State 'of- A'rizona for permission to construct
and operate a fish hatchery in the Papago Saguaro -National -Monu 'ment for- the-:purpose- of restocking streams and- lakes located .within

thhe State.:

-

-

-

The act of August 25', i916 (39 Stat. 535), establishing the National
the Secretary of the 'Interior to 'make rules
i
Park .Service authorizes
and - regulations, for ithe use and management of national parks.
monuments, and reservations in harmony with the fundamental
purpose- of such reservations, "-which purpose is to .conserve the
scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life- therein
and to provide for the enj oyment of the same in such manner and
by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of
-

i
future generatiols.

The Secretary may grant certain privileges as expressly defined in
.
section 3 of the act as follows:
: ** -* He may also grant privileges, leases, and permits for the use of
land for the accommodation of visitors in the various parks, monuments, or other
reservations herein provided for, but for periods not exceeding twenty years;
and no natural curiosities, wonders; or objects of interest shall be leased, rented,
or granted to anyone on such terms as to interfere with free access to them by
the public: Provided, liio'wver, That the Secretary of the Interior may, under
such rules and tregulations--and on such terms as he may prescribe, grant the
privilege to graze livestock within-any national park, monument, or reservation
herein referred to when in his judgment such -use is not detrimental, to the
primary purpose for: which, such park,- monument,. 9r- reservation was created,
except that this provision shall not apply to the Yellowstone -National Park.
-

0
4021 °-25--voL
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:. As the application in question is not for a purpose specified in, the
act -with reference to authorized 'privile&es, the 0Secretary is without
authority to grant the same. It .appears that there areknoblakesiorstreams or 'other natural habitats of fish' within the reserved area,
and, theref ore, it could not be contended that the primary purpose of
:the' hatcherso located :wold' be to subserve, maint , 'or devpl'p
the reservation in harmony with the -purpose for which it was established, 'or that it would afford accommodation to visitors.
My attention has been called to the fact that the department recently entered into a cooperative arrangement with the: State of
California whereby the State is permitted to install a fish' hatchery
in the Yosemite National Park in consideration of the benefits- accruing to 'the park thereby.. That was the culmination of severa yars
of effort ona.the part ,of the park authorities,,;it, being considerel as
necessary for maintenance of the supply of fish in the 'waters. -of the
park and other incidental park interests. The Federal Government
desired to Construct such a hatchery, but no funds were. av La
akle and;
the arrangement was accordingly made <withi,the State.. It is a direct
benefit to the park and is inline with the purposes of the, reservation,;
The justification for that agreement was stated ky' the NatioxalPark,
.

:: S~ervice in-part :as follows: .. ,,.0...

... :-.i0

:

:

'''^,

'!,;

..Theo installation of this hatchery in the park at this time, in addition to. its
function in supplying fish for restocking the streams and lakes of the, park, is,
also.highly important in connection with the educational an dnature work being
carried on in the park, and since the Federal G6overnment is not in a pedition
to undertake its installation it is believed the Service' is' extremely forturiatd
in: being able to secure the 'cooperation of' the State authorities for 'its earlY
installation and operation.

I do not regard that contract as- a precedent for allowance ;of the
application under consideration.
l:Approved:
'E. C. FINNEY,
A:cting Secretary.;
EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENTS ON FORT PECK LANDS
INSTRUCTIONXS
[Circular No. 1081]
DEPARTMENT OF THEI INTERIOR,
- GENERAL LAND bOFFICE,
WasAngton, D ., July-20, 1926. -,
REGISTER, GGREAT FALLS, MONTANA
The act'-of June 15, 1926 (44 Stat. 746), provides-'That any entryman on the former Fort Peck Indian Reservation, or his
successors or transferees, who is unable to make payment 'as- equire'd by the
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Act of.-March 4,, 1925 (Forty-third. Statutes, page 1267), 'may obtaiIn an extension
of time for the payment of the total amount of principal and interest required
y !,thatAct for one year from the date when such sum became or shall become
:due under the provisiohs of saidX Act upon the payment' of interest on the total
'amount involved at' the rate of 5 per centum per annum: Provided, That the
claimant shows to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of-the Genf-ral Land
vthe affidavits of at least two persons, the
,Offiee by, aldavit. corroborated ':by
fact of. and the reason for his inability to make the payment: Provided f rther,
hat such claimant for the' same reason and upon making payment, of ,like
n
diinletnino
bna
fiai
a
interest andfur'nishingalk
more;;no
for' the payment of 'any amount so extended.
year, but
U~pon Sfailure of any' person to. make complete payment'of the required
*- Svc.2.
'
iamount within the' pdriod~ of any' extensioni granted in accordance,;with the provyisions ,of this 'Act, 4he homestead entry.of such person shall be: canceled an~d
the lands shall revert tothe status of-other tribal lands of 'the Eort Peck

ndin Reservation.

1. .lUnder the provision-is of fthis act any entryman on the Fort

' Peck Reservation or his successors or transferees, who has not-paid
the amount due andrequired to-be paid on November 1, 1925, ky' the

:act of March .4,1925, (43 Stat. 126 ), may obtain an etension .of tim e
forone year for payment. of the total amount -due both, of -principal
.and interest on filing in. your office on. or befor.e November 1,1926,
an affidavit ,.corroborated by the affidd its of two persons, satisfac-torilyshoxving thati he isunable to ;make.the.:required payment-and
accompanied by the payment of .interest at the rate of 5 per cent per
' annum on the amount sought to be extenlded.
2. At. th1e. expiration of the first, extension granted' by te act an
.may be allowed- on a like-showing of
oyear one
-. dditional exte'sinofh
0nability 4topay -theamount due if accompanied by the':required

interest.
3. In, the case of the half payment allowed, to be: made November-l,
1925,.under section .1 of the act of March 4, 1925, the entryman, if
isuchpayment,.hasjiot been made, will beallowed an eitension 'until
'November 1, 1926, within which'to'pay the amount due 'on the' 'pay:ment of .interest in advance, Ion .or before N:\ovember 1, 1926, at the
:, rate'of.,5 per-cent.per annum on'the total anmou tAdue November 1,
1925,,provided a eorroQborated; affidavit as described above is filed and
.found.satisfactory.. 'If Iat theV expiration of theo extension period
entrymanaisstill unable, to pay .the amunt required, ;h&'may obtain
a further extenion ntil .November ,1,-1927, upon filing a similar
affidavit ,and paying a Like' amount of interest. . .,
4. In t-he case of. the half, payment alLo~wed to be made .November
1, 1926, under sectionA1 of. the act -of March.4,, 1925, the entrymanif
unable, to make, such. payment, will be. allowed an extension' until
N- e :nber 1, 192T,. within which.to, pay the amount. due on the pay. mjentin advancce on,,rbefore November 1, 1926, of interestat-the rate
'of 5 per' cent per annum' on the total amount due, Novembr 1, 926,
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provided a corroborated affidavit, as described above, is filed and
found satisfactory. I If at-the expiration of the extension period
entryman is'still unable to 'pay the amount required.he may obtain .a
further extension until. November 1, 1928, upon filing a similar
affidavit and paying a like amount of interest.
5. Where relief is sought by'persons falling under section 2 of the
act of March 4, 192.5, who were irequired to pay on November 1, 1925,
the entire amount; of principal and interest 'due, an extension will be
granted to November 1, 1926, on the payment of interest in advance
-on or before November 1, 1926, :at the rate-of 5 per-cent per annum
on the-. total amount due and the filing
an affidavit, as described
above, with the privilege of a further extensionfof one year to
November 1, 192 'on the payiment of the same amount 'of interest
and the filing of alikeaffidavit.
G. A copy of'each affidavit asking for the extension allowed by this
act to those unable to pay the amounts due under the' act of March 4,
1925,-must be sent by the applicant by registered letter to the super0tintendent.of the' Fort Peck Indiahn Reservation, Poplar, Montana,
and -the registry' receipt must be filed in your office, together withl-an
affidavit that such a notice was mailed. The Indian- superintende'nt
should promptly mail to *this' office any objection, and*-*the0 reason
therefor, entertained by him
magainst the allowance- of any extension
.of

requested.

-

-

7. The provision in section-2 of the act that the: failure -of an§
person to make complete payment of the required amount for -the'
period of any extension granted in~accordance with the provisions of
the'act -shall result-in the cancellation of- his entry and the reversion
of the' land to: the status of other tribal lands of the Fort Peck Indian
Reservation will be' strictly observed. Entries for which _payments
are-not made as required- will be canceled without further notice to
the parties in interest other than the notice advising.them of the

amountsdue.

-

-

-'

8. On each'entry on which-payment has not been made as required
by the act of March 4, 1925,-a notice showing the total amount Ldueb
.on November 1, 1925, under the said act and the amount of interest
xrequired'to extend the time for payment until November 1,: 1926, will
be'prepared in this'office' and sent to your office'for& service -by registe'red- mail. A copy of the' notice, together with a copy of this letter,
should first'be sent to the 'entryman at: his record address, and if- serfv'-ice is not obtained -at that-address a- further notice 'should' be directed
to the' entryman at 'the post office nearest the land.''
'9. When the required interest is paid and the affidavit filed, you
will transmit the affidavit 'to this office with a- statement of the 'interest
'received, -which you will hold in your unearned accou&t until advised

-ofthe acceptance of the affidavit.

-

'
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10. Where full payment has been made and satisfactoryvproof as
to residence, cultivation, and improvements has been' submitted, you
vwill issue 'final certificate in the absence of objections shown by your
record without special instructions from this office.
11. The act is supplemental to the;,acts of March 2, -1917; (39 Stat.
994), IDecember 11, 1919 (41 Stat. 365), and March 4, 1925 (43 Stat.
1267). ' See Circulars Nos. 544 (46 L. D. '75), 667 (47. L.fD. 335),
and 9860 (51 L. D. 76). -- Payments maturing after March 4, 1925,
must be paid as indicated in Circular No. 544.
412. Any entryman may, if he-so desires, file airelinquishment of -a
portion of his entry and apply to have the moneyvheretofore- paid
.appliedon theipart retained (46 L. D. 282).'
W-.
ILLIAMNi SPRY,

Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Seretalry

Comqn'isszioner.;
:

SURVEY AND DISPOSITION OF INDIAN POSSESSIONS IN TRUSTEE
TOWN SITES,; ALASKA
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1082]
:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEPOR,
-GENERAI, LAND OFFICE,
REGISTER AND

-

-Washington,-D.C., July- 0, 9e26.
DIV1esION INSPECToR, ANCHORAG,-ALAsKA; SREGIsTERs
-

AND RECEivERs, FAiRBANKS AND NOME, ALASKA:
The act of May 25, 1926 (44 Stat. 629),provides-

'L

That where, upon the survey of a town site pursuant to section 11 ,of the
Act of March 3, 1891 (Twenty-sixth Statutes, page 1095), and 'the regulations
of the Department of the Interior under said Act, a tract claimed and occupied
by an Indian or Eskimo -of' full or' mixed blood, native of Alaska, 'has been
or may be set apart to such Indian or Eskimo, the town site trustee 'is
authorized to issue: to him a deed therefor which: shall provide that the title
conveyed is inalienable except' upon approval of the Secretary of the ;Interior:
-Provided, That nothing herein contained shall' subject such tract to taxation,
:to levy and sale in satisfaction of the debts,.contracts, or liabilities of the
,patentee, or to any claims of. adverse occupancy or law of prescription Provided further, That the approval by the Secretary of the Interior of. the sale
by an Indian or Eskimo of a tract deeded to him under this Act shall- vest
tin the Vpurchaser, acomplete jand unrestricted title, from the date of such'
SEC. 2.: Thatt whenever .the :0Secretary of the Interior shall determine that it
would be to 'the interest of the Indian or Eskimoi occupant 'of land described
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in the, preceding, paragraph, he is authorized ito extend the established streets
and alleys of the town site upon and across the tract, and the deed issued
*to such occupant under this Act shall reserve to the town site the area
covered by rsuch streets and alleys as extended.

SEC. 3. That whenever he shall find nonminerad public lands in Alaskd Ut be
claimed and occupied by Indians or Eskimnosof -fll or, mixed blood, .naatives of
Alaska, as a town or village, .the Secretary of the IInterior ,is authorized. -to
have such lands surveyed into lots, blocks,. streets,- and alleys, and- to issue .a
*patent therefor to a trustee, who shall convey to the indiyidual Indian or
Eskimo the land so claimed and occupied, exclusive of that eibraced in streets
or 'alleys: Provided, That any patent .or-, deed ; to hbe issued under -tis section
shall be subject to all the provisions, limitations, and restrictions af ;section 1
of this Act with respect to Indian and, Eskimo, claims to. land occupied by^ them
within the limits of town sites established or to be 'established under said
Act of March 3. 1891.
SEm. 4. That the -Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe appropriate regulations for the adrministration of this Act.

Sections 1 and 2 of- the act relates, in express terms, to tracts
claimed and occupied by native Alaskan Indians and Eskimo's, of full
or mixed blood, which have beeni or may be set 'part to them, upon
the survey of a town site pursuant to section 11 of the act of March
3,A1891, supra, .and the regulations thereunder-.Xnd are
actl
the regulations
thereunder. (50 L. D.I2, ) Ur der aid tant
,apart,
the~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4)tacsaeset
Alaskan
occupants
or
native
to
Indian
upon town-site surveys, only
who have not secured certificates of citizenshiptunder the territori a]
laws.
Section 3 relates to lands in Alas'ka'oectuDied by native Indians and
Eskimos as a town or village.
The purpose off the act is, therefore, to provide for the town site
survey 'and disposition 'of public lands set apart or reserved for the
ben'efit of a certain' class, namely, Indian or Eskimo occupants who
0'have ~not secured certificates of.citizenship un'cder the laws of Alaskaso considered, it is -in pari inateriac with 'the' act 'of Maic' 3,' 1,891,
supra, and the regulatioIng thereunder, which provide forthe surfthave
iwh
'vey and disposition of lands in the occiupancy of those
"secured such certificates.
In accordance with authority conferred by;.section 4 .of. th'act, the
.
.following regulations are prescribed:. a
-(1) As to trustee town sites in Alaska-, .estarblished- unider authority
-and' for
:of section 11; of'the act of HMarch3, 1891i'(260 St i'095)-'d,
which0'the town-'site 'trustee has heretore' closed his acchunts,'d
been discharged. 'as tustee, te division insp'ector for, Alasska, whoe
is:.herebyappointQed twn-site
addres$ is. now Anchorage,
trustee;-and authorized to-perform, all necessary adtst and&t adminiswith
wonnectioit
the6 at- of May25 192'G9:
terl'the necessary trusts in
: : As
(2)to other trustee town sites in Alaska the d
inde'vos
for Alaska iS now the du4ly appontel an4h.actig .to fi-sitetise,
.

-
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-anXc' for. su'h topwns hewill perform allnecessary iacts and. administer
hlqel necessar-y'trusts-in; connection* with the act of May. 25, 1926, inA
-addition td lis.ohe, duties:'s trustee.
-(i3)-Where' the ntattedrof' surveying and disposing of Indian or
Esk~imo'; pos'se'ssions' i~ trustee: town, sites is hereafter taken up for
consideration, the .town-site trustee Will submit' a report to the Commfissioner of-the General Land Office showing whether or not it would
be' of inte'est to the Indian or 'Eskimo occupants of :the land to
eitehnd th'e established streets and alleys- of the -town site upon 'and
wandwhethert.or not subdivisiona' surveys: should
-across the-t'ract
be 'examnined and considered: by the Cownwill
reportp
Theq
be made.
Office, and he will transmit it to the
Land
eiieral
the
missioner' of
recommendation as he'may deem
such
Secretary of-the Interior with
appropriate.
(4) Before directing the survey and disposal of such Indian or
Eskimo possessions under authority: of' the act of May 25, 1926,
.the Secretary of the Interior. will. determine, whether or not the
patent,,which, is sued for the tow-n-site tract .includes the tract
it es-i on's." If 'it do es :not, a suppleme'ntal
'I dia-t4 p'
4
Ceige'ad' 'as
patent will be issue; ',to-7accomipaniy the.Eidepartmental: order for
-

survey and disposal.

. :

(5) If the parties to a proposed sale involving landd for which a
restricted deed has been issuted under authority -of the act of May
25, 1926, wish to have the sale approved by the Secretary of - the
hou d first be submitted to the division inspector.
-Interior,
informttion
'Interior- the Xfacts
regarding any proposed sale, the diviUpon receiving inorm
sin iiispector, in his capacity as tiustee, will make such investigation as he deems proper, aind he will -submit'a report to the Co mOffice as to the - advisability of
Geeral'
"mis'si'one'r o'f
The report will be examined by the
|-aipjro'ring thiei'proposed sale.
issione'r; a'ncdhe'will transmit it to the Secretary of the Interior
-0'6
o
I
with appropria tereco mendation.
designated
hereby
also.
is
Alaska
for
-inspeetor
(6): The division
estabrhay'be
Alaskawhich'
in
towns
any:,a-all-native
;a-trustee for
act of
'said
'the
of
3
'section
if
'
au'thorityI
'
tiinder
L
y
s'ihc
: 'iishedcl
: ay 25, '426, 'and ''s 'sucih 'triustee he' will, take suich ati6n 'as P'may
be necessary to accomplish the objects sought to be accomplished by
iwhihein-ihe thiks' it would'be 'of advanithan~eit
oni- anye
0
akW tte Indiani!tor EssKim occupafnts tb have' the lands occupied
-eiv6ed'hs town or village, heo should :bring-the
:iid-d'caiiiie'ty tthen' s
I-attet Ato thW attentionr fthe Com'niissioner of -the 'General Land
-Offic6 ;with -pp'roprIatlerec'fruienclation.
Tile to'vn-~sitertiuitfe wills note a proper' reference to the-act
'?i(f)''
"l -ay -'25i, 19216, ceach Aeed which 'is issued -inder authority bof
should provide -that the title conveyed
sh'at' et,' a1fdTch such dh'cee&d
-the;

-Land

-
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is inlienble eceptupon appr
Iaof the Secretary othe Interior, and that'the issuance of the restricted deed does not subject
the tract to taxation, to levy and sale in satisfaction of the debts,
contracts, or liabilities of thetran~sferee, or to, any claims~of.~adverse
occupancy or la.wV of prescription;: also,. if the established streets
ad alleys. of ~the town, site have been extended upon and' across the
tract, that there. is :reserved to
town site the Iarea cove red. by
such~streets and alleys as extended. The deed should further provide that the approval* by. the Secretary of the Interior of a sale by
.the Indian, or Eskimo transferee shall vest- in the purchaser a complete and unrestricted title from the date, of such appoal
.the

WILLIAM SPRY

Commissioner.
Approved:
E.: C. FAINNEY,

First Assistant Secretary.
DRWINGS UPON

ANCELLATION OF OIL AND GAS PERMITS-

CIRCULAR NO. 929, AMENDED

-~~

INSTRUCTION8
[Circular No.~1084]
DERPARTMIEN;T OF: THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Wa"inton D. C., July A 19~26.
.REGISTERS,

~UN.ITED

STATES

LAND

OFFICES:

On June 3, 1926, in considering a protest filed as the result of a
drawing held, in accordance with Circular No. 929 (5O L. D. 3.87)
D~ion the~cancellation of, an,. oil and :gas prospecting permit the:
Department direted that_~Hereafter paLrties

~desiring~ to

file app~lications for participation in drawings

of this kind be required to allege that they are filing in their own interest
jand not in the' interest of any .other ,pero6
rpros
association, or corporation; or to show clearly in~whose interest if not in their own exclusive
interest.

it must be stated in each application that the applicant files the
same in good faith for his or,. its own benefit, and not directly or
indirectl in whole or: in part in behalf o n
te
esno
persons, association ocorporation, or if madeithinrsto
any other person or persons, association, or corporation, a full dis-_
closure thereof must ,be made, accompanied by a showing of the~
qualifications of. ,all the interested parties. An such application
filed that does not'meet the above requirements will not be allowed
to participate in the drawings when held.

51]
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Any applicant who fails to disclose any and -all interests pqther
than his own which shall tend to give an advantage in the drawing,
will forfeit any claim to a return or repayment of jnoneys tendered
with*his application and subject the permit, in the event that one
is awarded to him,. to cancellation for fraud.
Circular No. 929. is herebyi amended so as -to cbfform hereto.
C
WILLIAM. SPRY,

Commissioner.:
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.
ACQUISITION OR USE OF PUBLIC LANDS BY STATES, COUNTIES, OR
MUNICIPALITIES FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 1085]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, P. C., Juy
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LANDOFFICES:

3

1926.

:

The act of June 14, 1926 (44 Stat. 741), entitled, "Ah Act To
authorize acquisition or use of public lands by States, counties, or
municipalities for recreational purposes," reads as follows:
-That the Secretary of the Interior be, and hereby is, authorized, in his
discretion, to withhold from all forms of appropriation unreserved nonmineral
public lands, which have been classified by him as chiefly valuable for recreational purposes and are not desired for Federal administration, but only after
a petition requesting such withdrawal has been signed and filed by the duly
constituted authorities of the States or of the county or' counties; within which
'the lands are located,; and to accept title on' behalf ofo the United. States
from. any States in] and to lands granted by Congress to such State, and in
exchange therefor to patent to such State Man equal quantity or value of
:-surveyed land so withheld and classified, any patent so issued to contain a
reservation to the United States of all mineral deposits in the land conveyed
and of the right to mine and remove same, under regulations to be established
by the Secretary,, and a provision for reversion of title to the United States
upon a finding by the Secretary of the Interior, that for a: period of -five
consecutive years such land has not been used by the State for park or recreational purposes, or that such land or any part thereof is being devoted to other
use: Provided, That lands so withheld and classified 'may, in the discretion
of the Secretary of the Interior, be also held subject to purchase and may be
purchased by the State or county in which, the lands are situated, or by an
adjacent municipality in the same State; at a price to be fixed by the Secretary
of the Interior, through appraisal or otherwise, subject to the same reservation
of mineral deposits and the same provision for reversion of title as are
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prescribed for conveyances to the States in consulmmation f :exchanges hereby
authorized, or be held subject to lease ,and ma,.be
I
leased to such states
counties, or municipalities for recreational use at.a reasonable annual e~tal
for a periodS of -twenty years, with privilege
-for of renewal
a like. ped
-And the Secretary of the Interior is heeby authi'ed'to make all necessary
rules and regulations for the' purpose of; 'a'rring
Ithe piovisions of this Act
into effect: Provited' further, That, the[. Secretary. of ther Inteio;
-shall
for
each year make a report to Congress giving in detail a list of lands exchanged
under the provisions of this Act.

Lands Subject to Withdrawal.-Unreserved nonmineral. public
lands not desired for Federal administration,: sur-v.e3ed oi5: unsurveyed, exclusive of those situated in the Territory. of Alaska, may be
withheld from appropriation in aid of the classification and disposition or use authorized by the act upon a proper petition therefor.
A:ny withdrawal
a--be
for such pu-rpse will; however,
su e
''yid
existing appropriations -undr the publa laws leily main-:
tained. The land must be surveyed before title may be acquired.
The duration of these withdrawals will depend upon the good faith
shown by the petitioners. in prosecuting the necessary preliminary
work in connection with the recreational project involved.
Petitions.-Petitionsfor such withdirwal should be addressed to
the Secretary of the Interior and filed in duplicate in the proper
district land Afice, should describe the land desired withdrawn by
legal subdivisions, if surveyed, or by metes aIid bNounds in econ or'mnit
:with the regulations approved November '-3 1909 (38 hil' D.2':287)`, if
unsurveyed, and contain -a gtateinent that the area is inociupied &n'd
: nonmineral and chiefly valuable for recr'eation'alIur''se's 'Such
:petitions should set forthf the plan of recreational- development proposed, giving details as. to; any. contemplated improvements;' ta'fe
whether acquisitioii 'is sbught' through exchange 6i'orpurihasp, orwhether a lease, is-desired, .and should contain p
frorf.
cr a
of
the authority of the official or ofcials .signing the petition toi.act. for
the State or county or counties 'wheini a State or county recreational
project is involved, or of 'th'6 authority of' either State'or
e
orhty
officials to submit the petition in behalf of 'a municipality when' a
municipal project isconcerned. In eventthat acquisition. is sought
through.exchange, the petition :of the State seeking the 'exchange
:should contain a description of 'the 'State land proffered as a basis
therefor.' The registers of 'the 'district-land-'offices will not assign
serial numbers to these petitions and will upon receipt fwar' them
by. special letter to the Commissioner of the -GeneralLand Office for
action.'

'

'

'

Action by DivisionInspectors.-In event of favorable actioi'nupon
. suchapetition,,': the proper 'division inpector will, t' necessary',be
instructed to cause an examination to be made to' de mrine;,whether
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th ' Vlthd awn 'laad is nonmiineral and chiefly 'valuable for recreatidnal ptirposes and will thereafter submit -report 'to the Commis-i
s~iioner'of ithe Generl, Land -Office. The report submitted will also
contairiinfiformation -as to 'the comparative values of the public' and
XState'Tiids inivolved' 'when an exchange- is proposed. In order that
the :Departiert may determine a proper charge in,,case purchase or
lease-Is desired the division inspector willi'ascertain and report what
is a fair anid 'reasoniable price per acre fori annual rrental for the area,takiing int' considerationthe purpose 'for whiCh it is to be used. The
Co iiiissionei' 'o'f tlihe General Land Office will forward such reports
ti the SecrItarydOf the Interior with recomimendation.'
Appliqations.-The Commissioner of the -General ILand Office will'
eoffic
Ainwhich the land is
notify lth6 register 'of the' distict land
situated of th&'find(ings of-the Dep artment and the register will then !
adVise the State, county, or municipality which has requested the
withdra#al thereof. Th'C`eafter, in 'event the land has been fou'dnd"
sbject to use or acquisition: under the law, such State, county, ormun-icipality m'ay' file formal application forhthe land in the districtland office, and all such applications will be given -curfeul' serial numf
bers, notd'eupon the records and transmitted with the returns from
: fixedL forms of applications have been prepared, but
thatE'offlee.
these instructions should be followed as nearly as possible.
- The application -of a State for an exchange should follow in so
far as applicable the form used by thlie 'State in making application
for indemnity for losses in its school grant where the land tendered
as a basis has been granted to the State by the United States for
school or other p-u"oses an dhas thereafter remained the property of
the State. A deed of relinquishment 'of the base land must be executed by the proper State officer or officers and duly'recorded. Such
deed' m-ust! be- accompapamedby-a certificate of the officer, or 'officerK
of the State charged with the' care and disposal of the land reconveyed, shooimg th'a'i~same 'h~as' not been alienated' or contricted'to- beal aiiatedlin ,any wva~by the State; that the -said laid is.not in the
possession of, or subject to the claim of any third party under any
law or permission of the 'State ;- and that except for such conveyance
the title of the: State is unimpaired, together with a certificate of the
recorder of deeds or official. -custodian. of the records of transfers of
real estate in the proper county; or a duly authenticated abstract of
was recorded the title
re'conveyance
at the-.i time
that
showing
title,
-. -tI. .,the .
,:,Et .-, i :,
j
a Jorqi,
was in tfhe State ma ing-the conveyance and that the land was free
from encumbrancs of any kind.;C
be tenlered with the application of a State, county,
T0 0 'Ihere'should'
or' municipality to purchlase or lease lands withdrawn under this law
the amount fixed as the purchase price or as annual rentalftherefor.
?) 'u-'iii

,

i

'
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Such application shoulld contain proof0 or a citation of the authority
of the official or officials signing the application to, represent the.
State, county, or municipality in the0 transaction. In so far as applicable the general regulations of 'the Department governing the
.execution of contracts will be followed in the preparation of leases
issued. i The proceeds~from, sales or leases will be credited to "Sales
of Public Lands," except in those instances in which other provision
has been made in the laws authorizing disposition of the land.
Applications presented under these regulations not. in :substantial
conformity with the.requirements herein made and not accompanied
.by the prescribed proof will be rejected subject to appeal or: curing-:
the .defect where, possible.
'Reservations and Oonditions.-Any patent or lease issued to a:
State, county, or municipality will contain'the mineral reservations
and forfeiture provision prescribed by the law. No provision is made
at this time -for development of the reserved $ mineral deposits in
lands to be conveyed or leased under, the terms of this law, and until
such regulations shall have issued the reserved depositsTwill not be'
subject to disposition..

-ILLIAM

SRY,

Commissioner.
0
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
iirst Assistant Secretary.
LUSK ROYALTY COMPANY ET AL.:
:Decided July 30, 1926
OIL AND GAS LA NDS-PPLICATION-LEASE -RENTALS-PAYMENT-POSSESSiON.
OCCUPANCY..

Annual rentals accrue under a lease executed pursuant to section 19 of the
act of February 25, 1920, from the date of the filing of the lease application,
and failure to remain in actual possession of the premises thereafter will
not excuse full payment thereof from that time in cases where the applicant could have occupied the land had he desired to do so.
DEPAR.TmENTAL DEcISION CITED AND APPLIED.

Case' of

Big-4 Consolidated:Oil CompanyX

(49 L. D. 482), cited and applied.

-FINNEY,

FirstAssistant Secretary:
This is the, a'ppleal of the Lusk Royalty Company- fromi a decision
of the Comniissioneri of the General Land
0Office, dated February 4,
1926, which required said company and its coapplicants to pay $5,000
as accrued annual rentals, under an oil and gas lease, authorized by
* ; S-f
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the Department to be issued to theparties: for 1,000 acres- of land&0
in the Cheyenne, Wyominng, land district.:
The Lusk Royalty Company filed application on August 25, 1920,
pursuant to section 19 of the leasing act of February. 25, 1920 (41
Stat. .437), for a prospecting'.permit or lease for these lands. Adverse
claims were filed under, the act of February. 25, 1920, by certain
agricultural entrymen whose entries' covered certain of the: lInds involved, and who claimed -preferences, pursuant to section: 20'of the
act of February 25, 1920.' ',These entrymen denied that the applicant
c eompany' had '.expended sufficient sums, on certain of the lands to
entitle it to relief under section 19. of the leasing act. It also de--:
veloped that insufficient abstracts of title were filed by the company
and that a number of persons 'owned interests which' entitled them 'as
well
1 as the' company' to 'receive such lease 'as issued.: Numerous proceedings were had, the adverse claims being, disposed of in: 1924,
:uponevidence: which showved that three wells had .been drilled upon.
the.area, in one: of which a -reat quantity of gas. was. .-discovered.
It appears that operations ceased in:April, 1920, and that the producing gas well has 'since been' closed, save for 6occasional measure'ment-s'ofthe flow of gas.
0Many fshowings were still
R
bemade,
eto
'however, by the various individual claimants, so that it was: not until October 4. 1924, that 'the

Department authorized the issuance.of the lease,0 and forms were soonthereafter sent to the company foriexecution by. it'and the coapplicants. - In July, 1925, the lease forms were signed and return d.
t 'the, Department, where they await execution by the Secretary.
Thesum. of.$i,060Q. was tendered by the prospective lessees as rental
payment, and by decision' of September 16, .1925, the Commissioner
pointed out that. the lease - will be issued as of. August 25,. 1920, the
date of filing of. the permit: application, and that as section 2, (c)
of the, lease requires- payment in. advyane of annual rentals of' $1 per'

acre per annuum, there is due on that account the sum'.of 85,00()
.instead of the sum 'tendered. . By decision of February 4, 1926,' thie
Commissioner denied the application of, the Lusk 1Royalty Company
'for a reduction of $4,000 of the rental required,. and that companay-;
has filed this appeal. It is appellant's contention that since it did not
;'have possession of the land after filing the application for a lease, and'
did not know that it, would: secure such- a lease until October, 1924,
when said lease was sent to it,
execution, rental, charges should:
not be made for any period lprior to the em.ecution and delivery of-th:.
'for

lease.-.

'The Department had the question raised by appellanf presented to
it in- thecase oft Bi-4 Consolidated Oil Company (49 L. D. 482), and
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in' its decision that rentals must be paid by lessees under sectidn' 19
of the act of February 25, 1920, from thetfie.ctive date of the'lease
-

;

said ':

S

.....
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.

:

;

2.i! 0

-

..................

:The applicant for lease must be presumed. to contemplate that the lease apVplied 'for will be' granted in accordance with the&pr6visiohs bf 'the ieasin'g at
and reguilations thereunder. Section 21 (b) of the: oil) and 'gas -regulatin's;
Circular 672t (47 L. D. 437, 454), provides as follows:
"A claimant qualified under the above conditions relating-'to leases -(referring to paragraph 2-B of the regulations) is entitled to a 20-year lease from
the United States effective from the date of filing application.forr relief, sub[Parenthetical
5:" *stantially 'in the form prescribed in sectioli 17 hereof.
:
data supplied.]
Section 2 (c) of the Llease, authorized as the result of this application, follows;the. form prescribed in said section 17 of the regulations and is drawn in
LD
conformity with the above cited regulations, the clause applicable, (47U.
448)j reading as follows:
"Poyalties and rents: To pay the lebsor in advance, beginning with the date
of the execution of this lease, a rental of $1 per acre per aan'ui 'during'the':
.'
continuance hereof, *~ * t."
The lease in express terms: declares it is entered into ..'as JobfAugust:-24,
1920," and by the terms of section 1 thereof the exclusive right to drill for,.
mine, extract, remove, and dispose of the oil and gas deposits, is granted in.
consideration of the rents and royalties to be paid. The Department in harmony with the-provisions;eited has established a practice of-trequiring a lessee
upon {the granting of -a lease to pay the royaltiesidue the Government' on production, from and after the 'date of application for lease; according to thexrates
prescribed in such lease. Upon the granting of the.lease the right to produce
and dispose of the oil .is recognized as relating back to the date thereof. No
reason is perceived why the correlative duty to' pay the rent fixed s ould not
be recItoned' from the 'same date. ' pon the granting of the lease the appellant
company is ientitled,: retrospectively, to the: benefits 'of. thet Pleased from -itsi'date
and must be required therefore to assume its burdens.
i
.

While it is true that in the'case of the 13igA Comrany the-lessee;
fromAthe date of filing: its 'application, was in actual p'osresn 'dff
'the premises; nevertheless, in this case it appearttat a discovery'
of gas had been. made, and wells and equipitient wer' rai'nt'ainid'
on the land, and, so far as appears, the apphllant conld have 'ocuapie'
the.premiises and .coitinued work,-had it desired-to do so,'in reliancee
upon its application for a lease, from which it must be held thdt
ihe. rental 'must be paidw:fromi August 25, 1920. Had gas 'een pro-duced. and :sold after that date, theil company would. have Duebn
entitled to the p'roceeds. save and except jthe royalties prescribed 4in
the lease. That no gas was sold does not change 'this- fact nor'
justify the Department in mlaking any departure .of the welll'settled
and cons 'stent practice established by the regulations and decisions'
'of the' Department.s See. paragraph 1, Circular No. 795 --(48 I P.
340) Big 4 Co
Isolidcted
Oil Corompany, 'supra,and "the case:tof:C. T'.
Carney '(A. 4571-unreported), decided April 2j 1923.
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,.The- Commissioner's decision is affirmed, and appellant, and coapplicants are required to make full payment of rentals within' 30'days
from notice hereof, on penalty of revocation of the authorization of
Jlease, and
fton.
lreJecti
HAZEL

,

. HARTLEY-JOHNSON
Decided JUne , -1926

HOMESTEAD ENTE-RESIDEN:CE--OCCUPANCY-STATUTES.
, Thestatutory requiremnent.0 of fthe three-year homestead law of actual residence Vupon the land: entered for at least seven months in each year for
:hree:
i; t years conternplates- 3oaa tide continuous residence, and presence on

htie homestead of one or two days each week during those periods will not

. , sufflde..:;, ,

'
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k

:

-
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DEPARTMENTAL DEcIsION CITED AND APPLIiED.

6Caseo6f

M. Locher (44 L. D. 134), cited and applied.
MJosepkne

First Assistant Secretary:.
A-.n app~eal has been filed on. behalf of Hazel. L. lHartley-Johnson
fromn a. decision of the Commnissioner of. the. General.Land: Office
dated December ,14, 1925 ,rev ersingr a decision: of the register of ,the
holding .for cancellation her entry under
Boise, Idaho, land office, iand
the enlarged homestead act and her additional entry under the stockFI~NNEY

'raising homestead act.,

The original entry embraces lots 2, 3, and 4, Sec. 2, lots -1 and 2,
1,4 NW..¼, See.3, T. 2N., R.4 E., .M.
(315'.27:: acr~es).; Itjwas allowed November 11, 1918. The. applica,tiom to inao, addjitional entry was filed November .18, 1918,: and was
allowed April 27, 1920.': As Aamended April '10, 1922, the additional
en~try.embraces ,SW_1,4 NE. 1/4,.SE. I/4 NW. 1/4, NE. 1,4 SWV. 1/4,Sec.
14
/SW.W.-,14, Sec. 3, lot 1 and SE. .%,NE..¾,
,
$Sec.
2, lots' 3'ancl 4,
4, said township (336.27 acres). e
s
July:6,
Final proof 'on the combined en'
was Suo1923,
but final' certificate was wilthheld at thle request of the chief of field
division.' In her final-proof testimony, Mrs. Johnson stated that she
-established6residence on the land the first part of May, 1919. The
periods during; which 'she, acituallyfesidedc on the land 'were stated"
part o-f0 May6'to thet latter part of November, 19;
as -as'frointhe''first
3fro--l abouAt'-' April)
pil 0to Decemberi6, '1921; from April 1-5 to Novem'ber 28, 1922, and from April 18 to July 6,-1923.
:,.Entrywoman had been granted a year's leave of absence fromiMay
1,19201, under section 3 of the'act of March 2, 1889 (25' Stat. 854).
1,4 NE. i/4 and SE.
sw:SW:

.

See decision on rehearing,, page. 513.
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On September '8, 1924, proceedings against the 6iktrie swere insti-

tuted on charges pieferred by a special agent, as follows:
That the entrywomai did not establish residence on the land as alleged- in
her final proof, nor was residence thereon maintained in the mamnier 'and for
the period stated in the said proof, nor-was residence maintained thereon :for
a period of as much as seven months each year for at least three years, as
required by the law under which said entry was male."

Entrywoman denied the charges, and a hearing was held before
the register of the local office on July 18, 1925. The only witness
called on behalf of the Government was the entrywoman. _She-testifled that she was continuously- on the land for three or four weeks;
-in1919, a month in 1921, about the-same length of time in 1922, and
from April 16 until July 6, 1923. At all. other times, except during
the year she was absent on leave and during the five months' absence
during other years, she went to the land almost every Saturday afternoon and remained until'the next afternoon, when she returnedto
Boise, about 20 miles distant, where she was employed *as a stenographer. , She was employed as a :stenographer when she made the
entries, and continued in such employment until her marriage on
February 28, 1923.1 -Even during the year (from May 1, 1920) 'she
was on leave of absence, she was :continuously employed, except dur -r
ing the vacation- period allowed by her employers.
In the appeal counsel contends that.ithe' Commissioner erred in his
construction of the requirements of fthe homestead law, -and that
"actually resided" :as used 'in section '2291, Revised 'Statutes,. as
amended by the act of June 6, 1912' (37 Stat. 123), does not mean
'that`entrnwomani's actual presenee on the land was necessary. Counsel's discussion of the question is interesting, but he has overlooked
two facts':
First. That section 2297, Revised Statutes, as afmended by the act
of June 6, 192,, upra,' contains the following:
Provided,:That the three years' period of residence herein fixed shall. date
from the time of 'establishing actual permanent residence upon :the land.
Second.. That thejinterpretation given the.three-year homestead

law by the Secretary of the Interior has never been questioned -by the
Congress or in any way overruled by. tihe bourts..
In paragraph 12 of .the first ijnstructions under .the three-year homeQtead law, dated July 15, 1912 (41L. D. 103, 107),the.Secretaryof
the Interior held:In according-such extended periods'of absence the Congress has dealt liberally
with the homestead. entryman, and bona fide continuous residence during the
remaining portions of the three-year period must be clearly shown.

In the case of Josephine M. Locher (44 L. 1B.'134) the Department
held (June 26, 1915) that prior to June 6, 1912, the homestead law-
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prescribed no exactamount of residene,l cultivation, or improvements
as a- condition to making-final proof;-merely, requiring the entr3+mau.
to show, within two years after the expiration of five, years frinl the
date of his entry, that he~has "resided upon or Xcultivated the same
for the term of five years immediately succeeding the time of filing
the affidavit." - Further0*
* 'This statutory requirement 'of actual residence upon the land entered
for at least seven months ini-each iyear for three years' piecludes the jDepart- -ment from, extending in such cases the privilege of constructive residence during
absences in the seven imouths' period, when actual residence is required by the
statute, and one who is on the homestead-.one or two days each week for a
period of seven months in'each year can not be saidto have actually retsided
*thereupon, no matter. what occasioned the absences. This does not mean that
an entryman ican not go to market or be away: for short periods of a few days
at a time upon necessary business, but it does not permit, the nainltenance- of.
actual residence in town for five or six days of the week and a visit to. the
claim on Saturdays or Sundays during seven months of the year.- The Department is, therefore, Without discretion in:this matter and must conform to the
'express' requirements of the statute. In the case of entries made or proof submitted under the so-called three-year homestead law, sevena-months' actual
residence for each yeanr for::three- years Vmust be shown.
:s
,0 :

Counsel for appellant discourses at length on the' definitions of
"reside,"" residence," and " .presence," but he is silent on the meaning
'of"

actual permanent residence.:'

Entrywoman's testimony established all the charges made by the
special agent.
:The decisiont appealed from is affirmed. .
HAZEL L. HARTLEY-JOHNSON (ON REHEARING)
Decided Julyg S1, 1926
HOMESTEAD EiTTRY-IRFSIDENCE-OccUPANcY-WORDS

AND PnRASES.

The term,"actual residence" as used in the homestead laws means personal
presenceeand physical occupation of the land entered to the exclusion of a
home elsewhMere.

FINNEYt, Fist Assistant Secretary':.
By. decision dated June .3, 1926 (51 L D. 511), the Departmnelnt
affirmed the action of the, Commissioner of the. General Land, Office
rejecting final proof and holding for cancellation, for insufficient
;residence, Hazel L. Hartley-Johnson's enlarged and -additional
stock-iaising homesteads entries.
Motion for rehearing has been filed,:contending, in substance, that
the Department's interpretation of the three-year honestead law, as
'to-the'requiremnent of residence, is erroneous; that the expressions
"have actually resided" and "actual -permanent. residence" as used0
40210 0 -25-voL 51-3: -
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in sections. 2291: and 2297,;i Revised Statutes, asamended eby the act
of June-"6, 1912 j(3V Stat. 123),. contemplate,. nothing:i more than
"residence
as that term, had been defined by the InteriorDelpart-

-

.

ment and.'the courts prior to thei. amendnment-of the- law; -that, the

:-question of residence turns larg'ely on:,circurnstances .and intent and*000
t :u:0good faith~ evidenced by acts and conduct, and does not necessarily
involve continuons personal presence, but is consistent, with absence.
"Actual residence '-. under the homestead laws means personal
* ;; XX -presence and. physical occupation -of the premises as a' home. It
means precisely .the' same thing as actual inhabitancy. There must
'be a' settled, fixed abode, and' that to:the ex:clusion'h of ahme' else- :theeeans
saine now that it alvways hasmeant,
where.' The6phrase
and the Department. has' never sought.to' apply it, define, it,: or
-construeit in any other way. And whileAthe definition and meaning
of the term remain unchanged the homestead law- itself has been
materially altered. lnpo~si.ng different conditios and liltations upon
homestead entrymen who seek to. take advantage-: of its provisions.
These changed conditions and limitations were fIully. pointed out 'in
the prior decision, where it was- also 'pointed out that occasional:
temporary absences: of a few days -at a time upon: necessary -business
did not interrupt the continuity of residence.
No reason is seen 'for disturbing the actions heretofore 'taken and
the motion is accordingly denied.
.

SURVEY OF HOMESTEAD CLAIMS Il ALASKA-CIRCULAR NO. 491
AMENDED
INSTRUCTIONSg:

-[Circular No. 1087]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
-GENERAL. LAND OFFICE-

::Washington, D. 0, Juy v31,' 1926.y
The act- approved April 13, 1926 (;44 Stat. 243); entitled "An Act
To autho~iize' a departure from- the rectangular system of' surveys of
homestead claiih's i Alaska' and for' other purp6ses " provides as

fol lows'
That the6 provisions of' the Act of May 14, 1898 (Thirtieth Statutes at Large,
page 409); extending the homestead laws to Alaskaand' the.Act ofMalch 3,
.1903 .(Thirty-second Statutes at:Large,¢ page 1028), amendatory thereof, in so
-far as they- require that the' lands. so settled upon, or to be settled' upon,. if
unsurveyed, must be located in rectangular form by north andi south lines
running according. to the true meridian, and marked upon the ground by permanent monumnents at each of the four corners; and the provisions of the Act of
June 28, 1918 (Fortieth
t
Statutes at Large, page'632), in so far as they require.

:
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that' surveysexecuted Vthereunder, Iwithout expense to the claimant, must follow
the general system of the public-land surveys, shall not apply where, by reason
of. the, local or topographic conditions, it. is 'not feasible- or economical to include
in a rectangular form with cardinal boundaries the iands desired; but all such
claims mustl be compact and approximately rectangular in fmorm, and marked
upon the ground by permanent monuments at each, corner, and the entryman or'
claimant shall conform his boundaries.thereto. In all other respects the claims
will be in conformity with. the provisions of .the aforesaid Acts.
SEC. 2 That if the rectangular system of the public-land surveys has not been
extended over the lands included in a soldiers additional homestead entry,
authorized by the aforesaid Act of May 14, 1898, as amended by the Act of
March '8, 1903, or 'a trade aud manufacturing site authorized by sections 10 of
the first-named Act, the -entryman or claimant. may, upon the approval of theregister and receiver, make application to the publik survey offlce for an official
survey of his claim. accompanied by :a; deposit of the estimated, cost 'of the.
field and office work :incident to 'the execution of such survey. Upon receipt'
of the application and its accompanying 'deposit the public survey offiee wvill
immediately issue appropriate instructions ifor the survey of the lands'Ainvolved,
to: be executed by the surveying service of the General Land Office not laterf than'
the next surveying season under :the direction- of the supervisor of surveys,
unless by reason of the inaccessibility of the locality or other conditions the
-supervisor of surveys decidest that it will result to the advantage of the Governin-ent or claimants to have the survey executed by a United States deputy surveyor, in Which event the laws- and regilations now governing the execfltion 'of
the surveys by United States: deputy surveyors will be observed.
SEC. 3. The sum so deposited shall be held by the public survey offlee, and
may be expended by it in payment of the cost of such survey,, includ ng field
: and office work; and any excess over the cost of the survey shall be repaid to
.the depositor or his legal representative., The Secretary of the Interioi: is
'authorized to, make all necessary rule's and regulations to carry this Act into
full force and effect.
'-

In locating claims under the homestead acts as applied to Alaska,
where, by reason of local or t pographic conditions, it is not feasible
or economical todinclude in a rectangular form with: cardinal-boundaries the' lands desired, 'the act of April 13; 1926, permits- settlers
to depart from such restrictions in the lnatter of the form of their;
claims and the direction of their- boundaries. Under the conditions
recited in the law as justifying such departure it will be sufficient:
that the claima thall 'be compact -and approximately rectanguhIa 'in
from- cardinal courses in the direction :
form, and where a
of boundary lines is necessary, in order to include the landstdesired,
there will be no restriction'as to the amount of such departure. The
modifications of former: practice' in the matter of form .and direction
of boundaries is- not to' be construed, however, as authorizing the
lines of, the claims to be unduly extended in' any such manner as will
be productive of :loig, tnarrow strips -of land' departing, materially

Adeparture

frointhie' cinpactnessH of the'tract"as a._whole.

the1provisions If
The foregoing does not ,inany manner 'odify
existing 'law and' reglations whereby -ther6 is reserved an S0-rod
space 'between claims along navigAble or other: waters.
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In this and all other respects the claims must conform to the provisions of the acts of Congress to which this act is amendatory.
Upon receipt of an application for survey under the provisions of
section 2 of the act of April 13, 1926, approved by the register and
receiver, the public survey office will, if conditions make such procedure practicable, furnish the applicant with an estimate of the
cost of field and office work, and upon receipt of the deposit, required.
appropriate instructions for the survey of the claim will be issued,
such survey to be made by the surveying service of the' General Land
Office, not later than the next surveying season, under the direction
of the supervisor of surveys. The; sum so deposited by the applicant
for isurvey will be deemed: an appropriation thereof and will be held
: by the public survey office, to be expended in the payment ;of the
cost' of the survey, including field and office work, and upon the
acceptance of the survey any excess over the cost shall be repaid, by
the public survey office to the depositor or his legal representative.
In case it is-decided by the supervisor of surveys that by reason of
the inaccessibility of the, locality embraced in an 'application for the
survey of a soldier's additional homestead entry or of a trade and
manufacturing site, or by reason of other conditions, it will result
to the advantage of the Government or claimants to have the survey
executed by a United States deputy surveyor, the laws and regulations now governing the execution of such surveys will continue to
be applied.;
To the extent above indicated Circular No. 491 (50 L. D.:27) is
hereby amended.
WILtIAM, SIRny,
Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretcnry.
iLELIEF OF SETTLERS AND ENTRYMEN ON BACA FLOAT NU?4'BERED THREE, ARIZONA
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No.l,
1088]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washigton, D. (7., Auust 2,1926..
REGI§TER, PHOENIX, ARIZONA:

T 0'he tact ;of Congress approved April 17, 1926 (44-.Stat. 299),

extended for two years from the d-ate of said act the ileriod for

5i1]
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imakinglselectionss and entries under the provisions of the act of Jily.
5O,4921 (42iStat. 107). i'The act of July 5o1921, reads as fol1owg Vi:
That where, prior to December 13, 1917, patents or patent certificates have;
issued under the homestead laws or preemption laws for land within the limits
of a tract. known as Baca -Float Numbered Three, iin' the State of"Arizonaand
the patentees, their assigns, .and legal representatives have Ibeen evicted by the
local courts byjreason of the, prior grant tot the legal representative; of Luis
Maria Baca, the patentee, his assigns, or his legal representative, who under
the laws and regulations would have been entitled to the return of the purchase
money, flees, 'nd'cormissiong,
shall be' eintitled to select in' lieu theredf notexceeding twice the area of the lands lost, of any nonmineral unoccupied
surveyed public lands-ini:the State .of, Arizona ,subject to homestead entry.
:
Sac. 2. That wyhzere anyperon badmad e homestead entry for landtwithin
Baca Float Numbered Three, and had fully complied with the homestead laws
thereon as to reidence aAnd cultivati'on prior to June 22, 1914,. in the bona fide
belief- 'that:the land vwas public land; and has been evicted' therefrom or prevented from making final -entry by 'reason of the prior grant, said hoinesteadi
entryman, or, in the' case of his or her. death, the successor to' the irighty of
entry under the homestead laws, shall, be permitted to make second homestead
entry for other land situated in the State of Arizona and not exceeding twice
the dlrea of the'original- homestead entry lost as herein set forth, subject to the.
coilditionS, limitations, had benefits of the homestead laws applicable to such'
land; and upon-submission of-proof under his original "ntry that he'had 'fully
complied with the law as .to residene and cultivation, shall on, approval of sufch
proof and payment atthe loffice of second entry for the final fees and commisy
sbus due on a final entry for the land entered, receive a final certificate and
patent without further residence and cultivation of the land embraced in the'
second entry.
SEC. 3. That the right of "seleetion abd secdnd entry hereby granted shall
not be assignable, directly or through irrevocable power of attorney, and must
be: exercised within three yeatrs after the passage of this A&t by the, persons
entitled to such' relief, or in! the case of the death of a hob-estead 'entrynan'
who bIasi.- ot submitted final iproof: and: received his final: certificate,- :by th'e'
person orxpersonsi succeedingto his.right of entry under the-homestead laws,:
Provided;, That no persons acquiring, said land -by..sale or,, conveyance subsequent to'bDecember 13, :1917, shall be recognized, and the applicant shall submit
oofi that he has not sold, assigned, hor relinquished his h6omestead 'nor
entered into any contractor agreetnent to'sell,-a'ssign, 'or relinqush'' the same
nor 'abandoned the land-'for la valuableoconsideration; also that the land sought
to.be.selected is.for-applicant's own--excluslve use and benefit,, and that he has
not sold;or contracted to sell,;_directly orr indirectly', said selected land: And_
provided further, That the entire right of reselection under eac
ry shall-be:
exercised t'athe same timre, 'ndei
such rules and regulations as the Secreetary
of the Interior 'may prescribe, and 'on approval of the seiection patent shIall
issue as on other entries. L
SELECTIONS UNDER SECTION ONE- i

elections iunder sectionf 1 of tlhe. act, may be made by persons, their
heirs o~r,,legal xiepwrsenitatives, to wh6m patents or patent cettifidates'
tissnud :,und4er; th_ homestead or preemption lawsifor lands within .the6~limnits; of ithe
etract
known-as Baca Float No.A3 fin the State;.of A--:
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zona. The.right is conditional upon the issuanci,-f0'pate'ntsor finlr
certificates,, as well as eviction bvy the local. courts ,by reason ofjthe:
prior grant to the legal representative of Luis Maria Baca, prior to
December 13, 1917..
The-selector must surrender the. patent -or final certificate,' or
submit proof of its'loss. He must show: whether or not- he has- sold
or conveyed the land; if conveyance of the land' has- been made he'
must' show that he has indemnified his assignee, or perfected title in"
him through other sources, or produce a full reconveyance to 'himself;
from the last assignee.
iHe must furnish evidence that he has been evicted -by a local court.
Assignees must furnish abstracts of title, or' certificates of title
setting forth clearly their interest in the land patented.
'Mortgagees, are not assignees, within the meaning of the repayment
laws, but may become such' under the act of July 5, 1921, 'by foreclosure" or deed from' the 'mortgagor.
W-~here -a fpatentee' or a person to whom a final certificate issued, or
his assignee, died after entry, his executor or devisee, or, if he died
intestate, the~person. or persons succeeding to his interest in the land
under the laws of Arizona, may make the selection.
Where the' person evicted':and entitled to make a lieu selection
had' died- since his eviction, his heirs or 'legal representatives may
m:ake the selection.
SECOND HOMESTEAD ENTRIES UNDER SECTION TWo

Section 2' authorizes second home'stead'entries by any person who'0
made a homestead entry for land within Baca Float NWo. 3, .and fully',
complied :with the. homestead laws . as to6 residence t and cultivation
prior to June'22, '1914,' and -has been evicted from theb-land or prevented from making: final 'entry by reason' of the prior grant:
'In case of death,'the successor to the enaryman under the ho'mestead laws succeeds'to the: right of second entry.:
T-,he homestead 'entryman is. required, before .,patent issues, to submit evidence, corroborated by two 'Witnesses,' showing that'theIhome-'
stead laws hadhbeen fully -complied with prior to June 22, 1914,'as to
.residence and cultivation -with respectito'tlhe jand covered by ithe
original en try. .No testimony need be submitted of such:-compliance
with respect to the lieu land selected..
PROVISIONS 4APPLICABLE TO BOTH SECTIONS

The area' covered 'by'a; selection of' second: homestead entryrauthorized by'the. act shallmnot exceed twice the area of the land- lost, and.-V:
shal eimbrace nonmineral. unoccupied surveyed -public land 'i n theState of Arizona subject to homestead lentry.'
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The apjplicant's- entire, right of selection or second entry must jbe
exercised at the same time.
,', ,Each
ap~plicant .must submit :his affidavit that he has. not sold,
assied, norrelinquished the6 land in lieu of which the_ selection or
-entry is made, and that hehas not entered into
'anycontract
or. agree0;-mentto. sel~l,-assign,.or relinquish the same, nor: abandoned the land
:for a valuable-consideration ;-:also that- the, land .selected or: .entered
in lieu -thereof is for:. the applicant's. ow;P exclusive use and ':benefit,
:and that he 'has not sold, no'r:contracted -to- ell, directly 8r- ihdirectlyil
the selected land.Applicants must furnish the regular nonsaline and nonmineral affi-:
davit, nonoccupancy affidavit, and an affidavit:- that -no --spring or
:vwater- hole -exists on the selected land or on the land covered by the
:second entry.- Th
.e regular roof of publication and posting for thirty-days must
:be furnished. The notice: of:a selection-under section 1- nmust describef the land selected. In the case -of a second- enty under section 2,
the notice must describe'tlhe land&-covered by the original entry as
well as the land selected-in lieu thereof.
N6 fee or comnisilns are required- tnder setion 1 0of the act', but
persons who make second homestead entry under section 2 of the
act w be required to pa the fee: anbd commissions due -on: a final
entry for the land originally entered.
0

0 0 -:
X 0-0
X-

SX
;-

2:
:: T-D

WILLIAM SPRy,-

fff0 7 -:::t0:Dtt-t:0:00
:-- fid Dd tL:QQ ;2;S0iX Xi:00.:omqssionesr.::

Approved:
: JOHN H. EDWARDS,

-0;

Assw-tantrSecretary.

GEORGE I)OLLEMORE ET AL., JULIUS XHIRSHBERG, MORTGAGEE
Decided:August 9, 1926

HOMESTEAD

--

1ENTzY7--FriSAL PROOPR-VESTED RIGHTS-MORTGAGE-MORTGAGEE-ABA^:NDONMENT.
A homestead entryman, after submissiono6f acceptable final proof, cakn not by
wrongful abandonment and forfeiture, of his rights ,acquired. thereunder,
- defeat
the rights of an encumbrancer who has in good faith furnished
-the means with which to improve the entry,,'but the latter will be allowed
to show that equitable title- has been,-earned by, coimpliance with the essen-

tial-requirements of. the law.
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The record in this case discloses that on November 25, 1912, George
Dollemore m'ade.homestead entry, Great Falls 029577, for $. 1½S ½,
Sec.X1, T. 22N
N ,-R. 4'Wy-;M.- AM. containing- 160 acres;, upon whichl
final proo'f was submnitted November: 4, 1919 which showed substan-

'tial compliance with< the law, but because of failure to file evidence
of full naturalization the -local -officers .suspended final proof; that
.record evidence as. to:naturalization* Tas duly: filed June 20, 1920,
*;.and..by. .lttar ,-" N" of -August 25-, 1923,. the' Commissioner .of the
General Land Office required entryman to file within 15 days.-con.sent'to :a waiver of the "oil and gas. content, and in -which-to exercise
his'preference right towa'p'rospedting perrmit; that entryman appealed
from . this .action, and that; by . decisionn dated April. 12, 1924, the
.

Department affirmed 'the action below; that the -decision; of. the

D: eparttment was promulgated April .25, 1924, holding.the, entry for
cancellation upon- failure to rneet the requirements of said depart.

mental decision -within the time,-.allowed; that service, of said deci-.

sion was n ade July 11, 1924, on. William. Dollelnore, entryman's
brother and agent; that thereupon the local- officers reported no
action taken,. when. the entry was duly canceled of .record July: 23,
.

1924.

The record further discloses that on April 24, 1925,William Doller
more, who had made additional homestead entry, Great Falls 052912,
under section. 3 .pf the act of February 19, 1909 (35 Stat. 639), embraicng the.W. ½/2 NE. 1/4, Sec. 14, T. 22 N., R. 4 W., M.XM., filed an
application to amend said additional entry to embrace inladdition
the S. 1/2 SW. 1/4, Sec. 11, said township and.' range, formerly embraced in -said canceled entry of his brother, George Dollemore,
Great Falls 029577.
It now appears that on July 9, 1925, Julius Hirshberg filed appli-:
catioff'fo'r ''reinstelteient f said canceled entry
:Dollenmore,
1fG':eorgb
029577, and protest against the allowance of William Dollemore's
application 052912,Mto amend a llegig in substance that'he is the successor in interest'.to the'lands embraced' ifn-'the' canceled enitry of
George :IDollemore by reason of a mortgage in the sunm of $1,200
'executed i-n favor of 'tlle'First :NTational- 3Bank of'Ch6teau, iMontana,
by said'DolIemore, which'mortgage '"vas duly recorded; that prot: festfai't us the cashier of said bank and by assignmen£ of the-bank he
is, the sole' owner of said mortgage; that George: Dollemore deufaulted in the payment of same and interest thereon, when foreclosure .proceedings were instituted by. protestant; that judgmerlt
was rendered in his favor., 'and upon due notice as requiredd by- the
laws> of- Mntana, the
'was sold by 'the- sheriff at public
0sale,'
uien protestant' became the purchaser thereof for the 'sum of
$1,865.45; thalt the 12:imonthsj:granted by the Montana law for
'property

: till -
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redemptiopn of said property having expired, the sheriff duly executed to protestant hisadeed for same, dated April l, 1924.
JIt is further alleged by. pr.otestant-lthat- he had, every, reason ito-;
believe.that said Dollemore, had..fully compled with the req1irements of the homestead law in so-far. as such compliance was thenl
possible, before filal proof was- ofered, and alleges 'as a fact that
there was .such compliance; that. relying, upon- the integtof said
mortgagorhe made noexamination: of land-o ffice recordsi
and renmainedjin ignorance of the status of said- entry until about 10,days
prior o .the filingof the petition herein, when,:he was informed that
said entry 029577 of George. ollemore -had been canceled of,,reco'rd
and, a portion of the landscovered ,by same reiled upon by his
brother, William Dollemore iuhnder serial 052912.
P. otestant, charges collusion on ::the part of saidc :George and
',:
Williarn Dollemore, and that fthey wilfilly and 'knowingly allo wed
the entry in question to be canceled without notice to protestant;
that said William Dlollemore was fully 'advised as to- said motgge,
and'had known for at least two years tlhat protestant was the lawful
owner of .an interest in said .lands3under a mortgagee dfily execated
and delivered by his brother, and that said sheriff's deed had in
:actt been issued to protestAnt .on April 1, 1924.
certified'copy
of the
d
miedtoptean
on
p
of f~i6 'sheriff'sdeed is, submitted by protestant, accompanied by a
ewaver
of oil and;gas rights as required by' the Commissioner s
letter ,of April 25, 1924. It is also ofered to submit upon dema. d
any. additional evidence required in,'support of' the allegations set
out, and-to comply with anyfurther requirements. It ,is prayed
that said entry of George Dollemore be reinstated, subje 'toosaid
-reservation, and that final; proof be accepted 'in order £hat'peht
may issue.
By 1decision dated' February 5, 1926, the Commissioner held that
an encumbrancer: is- always recognized -by the courts as 'entitled fto
use every right that his debtor had to prolect title to' property''in
which he had security, :and it was accondingly directed that Wiiam
: ollore' 'be'b htified''that 3O days would be allowed- him withi,
which to' show eause why his aapplication to
iaiend
should not ben
rejected, and the entry of George Dollemore reinstated, or to appeal
within the time' allowed.'
The applicant accordingly' appealed to' the Department, -and' with
his appeal is subihitted a sworni stateinent in response to the'oirderi to
show cause, 'uncorroborated. "'It'is stated 'therein in' substance that'
the applicationtto amend said' additional entry was fied in good faith
'and' without kno'wledge or-information that said Julius'li'rshberg'or
any oth~'rperson claimed an' rights in and-to said land; that he 'ws
informed by one :of the clerks 'in the local' land, office'thatlthe tracft
in' question was vacant' public' land subject to entry,hand that'no
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reasonliappeared of record why;' he should nlt' file 'an application to
amend his additional homestead 'entry; that the charge of' olliisiof.
between his said brother, George Dollemore6, and himself, with intent
to injure and defraud protestant.,is not true; that notice of said mort-

gage was never placed of record iin the local land offi'e ; thllat so far
as said records show'the land was vacant'a-nd:'unentered-, and-had
s6 for 'nearly a-' year; that the said George IDollemore left
f0;if ' 00-0:remained
his homestead .entry shortly after the4 submission Cof: final proofthereon and 'since thattinme has 'nItresided on th~eland or in th '
as not discussed with his -rother his busitt ;. of samne;,that h
rficinity
-0-0
ness affairs and 'had no k Iowledge or information with respect to
same. Nor did he have any :knowledge orinformation concerning
foreclosure of said mortgage, and that a sheriff's,: deed had 'be'en
execut ed infavor of Julius irshberg covering the land embraced
in George Dolilemore's homestead entry.

It is'prayed that a'hearing be-'ordered; that protestant be required
00-:t:
to prove- his allegations, and that he be afforded an opportunity'of
defending himself.
'recoird, in connection with the r'sponse of William
: ":.The
t3200: entiir~e
Dollemore to the order to show cause, has had the careful attention
Iti's not denied that- thei mortgage in questiqn
0of
i~epartuient.
::0:t:
':the
00 ;t0 00 in0wa'sfact executed and delivered' asHclaimed 'by irshberg, to
secure the payment of moneys with which toimrove the homestead.,
entry of George :-Do]lemore, covering i part the tract applied
for by William Dollemore. Said tract adjoins-the homestead'"of
Mthey living1
are brothers,
William Dollemore on the 'north. and as
side by side for a number of years, 'it nmust be concluded th'at William
Dollemore had' some knowledge of his :brothers financial affairs.
Certainly he knew, since -he was his brother's agent, that the tract
in question iwasa part. of George Dollemore's entry.: 'Asthe mort'gage, was, recorded. in --the county. records, a court decree entered,
of the debt and interest
And the land orderedsold in.satisfaction
of -Hirshberg, qhe.is chargeable with notice of what an examination
of the countvy records would have, disiclosed. (Krueger v. Uniited
AStates, 246-1. S. 6, 78.) :
It is observed that George Dollemore had .not only complied with
the homestead. law. by submitting acceptable final; proof, but he
encumbered his, entry with a mortgage w.ith which: to make:his, im-

provements,' giving rise -to very great eqfuties in favor of :th. ose from
whom the money. was obtained, and it is well settled. that an.encum:in the case. of. a defaulting debtor,,msly submitevidence
brancer,
: probative of the, fact that the requirements, of the. homestead law
have been personally..met. In. a number.of adjudicated cases, in-.
volving mortgaged .homestead lands for. moneys borrowed with

-
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: .whi-h to, improve same, where- thie entryman . filed relinquishment
in favor of a subsequent applicant, the Department has iruled that
the''mortgage': should be- satisfied or' the Isubs'equent elitryan isuffer:
the cancellati'on of,.his entry. N-r should an entrymianu -who has
:earned the right to a patent be permitted: to6 wrongfully abandon
and forfeit the rights so acquired, thus defeating his creditors by
refusal to comply with a lawful requiremient.- He can. not, of course,
'be prevented from --so doing, and specific performance : can :hot be
enforced, but the Department will not deny the right of an encum-brancer .who'has fui'nished the .homesteader- in good-d faith;means
T-with which to improve his entry to show tha't equitable title has
:been earned by; ompliance with the 'essential- requirements of the
-law. See: 48 L. D. 5Z82 and the eases there* ited;also-Laeher 4v.
-eort (50 L.;D.. 4-31).
In the opinion of the Department, the response. of- appellant to
the order to show cause does not meet the material issues involved
and fails to traverse the legal title claimed, by Hirshberg. The
request for a hearing is deniea and it is directed :that the application to amend of William Dollemore, Great Falls 052912, be rejected,
and the homestead entry of: George Dollemore, Great Falls 029577,
be reinstated.
The decision appealed from isairmed.

R MALTEY,
XATTIE B.

YABRAHAM
F.
TOAVS, TRANSFEREE:

-D~ecidedAubst 11 1926
ENLARGED

HOMESTEAD-TRsA

rNsFEE--FORT;

PECK

LANDS-PAYMENT-STAU.TTTES.

The transferee of an entryman of Fort Peck Indian lands is -entitled under
the act of June 15, 1926, to the same benefits as to-extension of -time within
which to complete pavments as that act and the priort act of March 4 1925,
aecord to the entryman himself.
EDwA6S, Assistant

Abraham F.

.Toavs,

Secretary:

transferee of Hattie B. Maltby, has appealed

l'rom a decision of .the -,Commissioner. of the General Land Office
dated Januaryt5j 1926, holding that unless. $603.62 were paid within
thirty. days, from notice the latter's entry- under: the enlarged. homestead act, embracing lots 9, 10, 1i, 12, .13, and 14, Sec. 6, T. 29 N.,-I
.
would he canceled.
Montana,
oM.,
R. 47E., M.
The balance of principal, and-interest due on said entry on March
: 4',
192a, ith interest to November 1 ,1925, was $1,207.24.. One-half
of said sum, or$603.62, was paid on ctober:28, 1925, anadthe trians- feree claime dthat he was entitled to 4n eatensioii of time under sec-
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tion 1 qf. the act'of March 4, 1925 (43 -Stat.. 1267), within which to
.pjay the balance.,
The transferee is holding an entry for land adjoining the entry. in
question, on which he was residing on March 4, 1925. Ie had farmed
,the, land ,involved .during. 1925.
Undervthe provisionsqof section22of the, act of March 4j 1925,
': su~paz
entrymen who hadaband oned. both residence. on, and cultivationof the land were. required to 'payvall sums on or before November
1,:,1925. The act made no provision for, the relief of transferees of
.. ,;t+ymen, but,.the act ofJune 15, 1,926. (44' Stat. .1.46), extends the
:benefits of thbe act of, 1925 to "successors or transferees" of 'entrynien.
Therefore, as Maltby.s transfereehad not abandoned the cultivation 'of-the land,;herwas: no't in defaalt, and was entitled to. an extension of time to November 1, 1926, to pay the balance due.The decision, appealed from is reversed.
SOHN W. WARP
Deci ed Ainjtst '1,I196
ENLARGED HOMESTEAD-LIMITATION

AS TO ACREAGE-STATUTES.

The limitation in section 7.of the enlarged homestead act, which -relates to
the quantity of lands that a settler or entryman may acquire thereunder,
has no application to lands embraced in entriee made prior to the act of
August 30, 1890, or to settlements made prior thereto and subsequently car0 '.
ried to entry.DEPARTMENTAL DECIsioN CITED AND

APPLIED.

Case of Courtier v. Hogan (38 L. D. 499) cited and applied.
I'DW-ADS,
D
ssist t 'Secrea
:
tary:
B.1y: decision dated 'March19, '1926, the Commissioner of- the Generair Land Office held that John WI Ward was notiqualified to make
a; 'ffurthle'entryuinder the homestead law and accordingly rejected his
application to make entry under section 7 of the enlarged homestead
act for S. '/2 SE. 1/4, Sec. 32, T. 24 N., "R. t7 W., M. M., Montana.
:-Ain appeaIl'tothe Departmentlhas been filed.
It'appears that "on August 15,Z1885, Ward made homestead 'entry
:
S/4''SE.:
''/4,-'S'ec.1 30, NS:E.4
'for'
f :SW. '/40:SW0T. '/4'; -Sec.; 29, SE. 'tt/ 'SE:.
/4, $ec'. 311, nd NW.
N
A'NW.- 1/4,'Sec. 32, said township; under which:
'final ~?certifi'cate' issued Augtist '13 1892, followed by patent.'
On April 25, 1890, Ward -rfade''timber-cultureC entry for SW. 14
NVW. '¼4-N.',4'SV'W. I/4, and NW." 1/4kSE. '/4, Sec. 32, 'said to'nship.
Final -certificiate:.issuedC February 26, 1903, followed by patent;'
- On :December 8, '1899, Ward'made; a 'desert-land entry for 320
acres.inisaid township, which' he perfected:,- patent issuini'g'oni'Febrt-i.

E

ary 23, 1907.
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The Commissioner held that: as Ward had- -acquired title to' more
than 480 acres She was not qualified to make: the entry applied for,
. theholding being based on paragraph 3 of the regulations of July
-8, 1916(45 L. D. 208), under the act of July 3,1916- (39 Stat. 344),
adding&a seventh section to the enlarged homestead act, which para-

-

graph, reads as' follows:

The lonly qualifications required of an applicant under this act are that he
has not alreiady made an. additional entry thereunder, and that the tract happlied:for
nwillnot,
with other lands which he has' entered and acquired title
to under any of the nonmineral public-land laws, oriwhich he is then claiming thereunder, make an aggregate of more than 480 acres.
;

-

;The foregoing must be read in connection with prior well--settled
rulings of the Department,- it not being practicable or, necessary to
embody~in the regulations ~all the exceptions applicable.,
In Courtier v. Hogan i(38 L. D. 499) the Department held that
lands embraced in entries made prior to the -act of August 30;3 1890
(26 Stat. 391), or in settlements made prior thereto and subsequently..

carriedtobentry,- are not. considered in determining the quantity of
:lands a settler or entrymanfimay acquire under thet limitation
,of -that act .that. not more than 320 acres in the-'aggregate
.acquired 'by any-one person under the-. public-land-laws.

'ay
be

Hence, the area of the original homestead entry. and of the timberculture~entry,4 both made prior! to August 30, 1890, should. be 'dis-S
.:

-

regarded.
The- land in, the original entry will be listed in the next order of
:designation: affectinig'dhind in- Montana.
:
-.The-decision appealed ~from is reversed.0:
; t:''
-- |'-'9-'0
ADJUSTMENT OFiWATER-RIGHT CHARGES ON FEDERAL IRRIGATION PROJECTS-ACT.OF MAY 25, 1926 (44 STAT. 636)-INTERPRETATIONS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE ADMINISTRATION OFYSECTIONS 41-451
August 20, 1926

:

SEC. 41. All lands found by tihe classificationlito be- permanently unproductive shall be excluded from the project, and no water shall be delivered to
them after the date of such exclusion unless and until they are restored to the
project. Except as herein otherwise provided, the water right formerly appurtenant to such permanently-.unproductive lands shall be disposed of by the
United States under the reclamation law: Provided, That the water users on
the projects shall have -a preference right to the use of the water: And- Vrd'vided tfurther, That any ssurplust water temporarily available may be -furTransmitted :to all field ' offlces, of tfie Reclamation Service, August 20, 1926. and to

registers of all United States land oflices, September 4, 1926;-
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nished upon a rental basis for' use on lands excluded from the project under
- this section. on terms and conditions .to be approved by the Secretary of the
Interior.

It was not the intention of Congress to exclude -permanently unproductive land from the: project in:any case where the United States
is under contract to furnish a water right to the land now determined
to be permanently unproductive and the contractor is unwilling so to
amend the contract as to. consent to. the elimination of such- land. -,If
the landowner in such case elects-to continue payment of charges on;
land now found to be permanently unproductive; he-may do- sgo,and
would be entitled to continuation of water service. ''Under section 45 of the act before any contract referred to in- the
preceding parragaph may be amended so as to release any water user%
under contract with, the United; States to pay. construction and operaLion and maintenance charges on land now found to be permanently
unproductivejfrom .such obligation: it is required that the Secretary
*.-00 0secure the -execution of a contract-by a water users' aassociation~ or
-irrigation district whereby .such association or district shall assume
what is commonly referred to ast '"joint
liability."; that is, -shall- be
:.obligated, to pay -to th6:United States, wit-hout' regard -to default -in
the payment of charges- against any individual farm . unit or tract of irrigable land, the -entire: charges against all-productive lands remaining inX the::project after- the permanently unproductive lands
shall have been eliminated and the charges against temporarily u:1productive lands shall have, been suspended in -the maimDer :and to
the extent authorized by the- act. Where the' -United- States i& under
contract to -furnish water fori land nowv: :found,: in accordance -with
'the act,to
permanently unproductive, not only the owner of the
land but also any interested mortgagees
other lienors are entitled to a fnotice.andlan opportunity
to consent-or object ±I th' severance of the water right. This is especially of importance where.
the mhortgagee or other lienori acquired his lien v-with -a- view to the
enhanced value of the land due to the presence of 'thewater right.:,
Notice must be given accordingly.
The provision regarding disposition of water formerly appurtenant to permanentlyvunproductive land applies to all -rojects except the Uncompahgre and UUmatilla, where special provision .is made
otherwise. The water thus severed from
land shuld
"unproductiv
be disposed of only where there is a sufficient supply to irrigate all
of the6 remaining productive land..,: Where a:. shortage -exists the
water so- severed- should be zutilized to supplement the insufficient
supply available for the productive lands of the 'project.
The first, proviso is interpreted to. mean that the water right
severed from the unproductive land- shall be- disposed 'of- by the
United States giving preference to Ilandowners within the project
-

-

-be

-or

-

-
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proper -rather than to Warren Adct contractors or other landowners
outside' of the boundaries- of thle project or on some other -project
than,,that from which severed.
Surplus -water - temporarily available under the second proviso
should not be- furnished for: use on permanently unproductive land'
excluded from. the -project . until after :express ;authority has been
secured-land terms and conditions covering suel. service approved bythe& Sedretary of .the Interior.--: The' superintendent should- submit
report in'each case where the useof water is so desired. The report
should, be accompanied by recommendation of the irrigation district
or. water users' association.
Sxc. 42. The constructiontcharges heretofore paid on permanently unproductive lands excluded fromu theoproject shall be applied as a credit on charges
due or to -become due on any remaining irrigable land covered by the same
-water-right contract or land taken in exchange as provided* in: .Section 44 i of
this Act. If the chargesiso paid exceed the amount of all water-right charges
due and unpaid, plus the construction. charges not yet due, the balance shall
be paid- in- cash to' the holder of the water-right contract covering the land 0so
excluded or to the irrigation-district affected; which :in turn shall be: chairged:
with the responsibility 'of' making suitable adjustment with the landowners
3involved. ' Should all the irrigable lhhds of' a water-right applicant be excluded
froni- the ptbro-ject 'as' perianently unproductive, and(no exchange be madeias
provided -'in section 44 hereof; - the total construction charges heretofore paid,
less any accrued charges on. account'of operation and mainai'tenance, shall be
refunded ien cash, the water-fight contract shall be canceled, and all liens on
account of water-right charges shall be released.

L0
t-f

Before credits may be properly applied under the foregoing section
and the accounts handled as outlined, it will be necessary -to ascertami from--each water-right applicant affected whether an exchange
is to be made under section 44.' Suitable blanks will -be provided
for submitting request for application of credits and for refund of
charges.- Vouchers protiding for refund of charges in cash -should
an~d iforwarded to-the Commissioner's ofice [Bureau of
tbe
0 Vprepared
Reclamation] for appropriate action. -There must aceompany -the
voucher a showing- regarding whether or- not there are any outstanding- ffiortgages or liens, the amount 'covered by such mortgages or
liens, and the names and addresses of the mortgagees or other lien
h-Aolders;.' Thisis necessary-because'of'the -proviso in section 44 which
requires -the Secretary to take into consideration the rights and
'interests of lien holders.
contracts are in force With irrigation districts which collect
'here;
water charges, adjustments should be made through the mediumhof
or in cooperation ' with such distridts as the foregoing- section provides.

-

-

-

- '

-

-

'

Where all the irrigable lands of' a watet-right applicauit are excluded no exchange is made and the construction chargeIs paid are
-

-

-
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refunded in cash, the water-right contract Nwill be' canceled by -order
of 1the Secretary, by whom also liens: on account of charges will be
released where individual ivater-right applications0:are in force.
*Where liens have attached by means of tax levies and assessments
mnade through irrigatioh..districts. thle- necessary procedure will, be
worked out in such. way as may be require-d. by the State laws appli-,
t::able. In all cases: where action is: to be taken under. the last sentence of Csection 42. 0report should&be nmade by the superintendent,
through the office of: the district counsel, -who will submit. recom-.
mendation regarding the ,procedure necessary to isecure release.of
liens. All other adjustments under this sectionlexcept as otherwise
specified, .::may: be made by the project superintendent, subject to
appeal to be taken within 30 days to the Commissioner [Bureau of
Reclamation] and Secretary by any . applicant aggrieved by the
action taken or decision made.
.

SEc. 43. he payment of all construction charges against said areas temporarily unproductive shall remain suspended until the Secretary of the Interior
shall declare them to be possessed of sufficient productive power properly to: be
placed in a paying class, whereupon payment of construction charges against.
such areas shall he resumed or shall begin, as the case may be. While said
lands are so classified as temporarily unproductive and the construction charges
against them are suspended, Water for irrigation purposes imayhbe, furnished
upon payment of the usual operation and .maintenance charges, or: such other
charges. as may be fixe by the Secretary of the Interior, the advance payment
of which may be required, in the discretion of the said Secretary.: Should said
lands temporarily classed as unproductive, or any of them, in the future be
found Cby the Secretary of 'the Interior to be permanently uhproductive,: the
charges agairst them shall be charged off as a permanent loss to the reclamation fund. and they shall thereupon be treated in the same: manner. as other
permanently unproductive lands as provided in this Act.

No affirmative action by the landowner is necessary to secure the
suspension provided for in this, section. Thbe methods of handlinog
suspended charges -heretofore in vogue no doubt will be found sufficient in general to meet the irequirements under,this section. Where
,
any doubt is entertained regarding the prQper procedure special:;instructionsshould be requested of the Commissioner's office[Bureau
of Reclamation].
Recommendations should be submitted by :the project superintendent, through the chief engineer's office regarding the charges to
be made for water service to lands upon which payment of construction charges is temporarily suspended, specifying: whether advance payment should be required. In the absence of special reasons
to the contrary advance payment should be required. The report
should be accompanied by the views and recommendations of the
irrigation district or water users' association.
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.SEc. 44., Settlers who have. unpatented entries Sunder any, of. the, public
land laws embracing lands which have been. eliminated from the project, oi
whose entries under water rights have been so reduced that the remaining
area is insufficient to Vsupport: a family, shall be' entitled to exchange their
entries for other'public- lands within the same project or any other eiisting
Federal r'eclamation project, with credit under the homesteall laws for, residence, improvement, and cultivation made or performed by them upon: their
original entries and with credit;. upon the new entry for any construction
chatges paid upon or in connection with the original entry: Provided, That
when satisfactory final proof has been made on the original ientry it':"Siil
:not: be necessary to submit final- proofupon the lieu-entry: Any entriman
whose entry or':farm unit is. reduced by the elimination ofj:permanently unproductive land shall be entitled:to enter an equal-amount of available public
land on the same project contiguous to or in-the vicinity; of the- farm- unit
reduced by elimination, with all credits in this section hereinbefore specified
in lieu of the-lands eliminated: 'Owners of private lands so eliminated from
the project may, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Intdrior;, and
free from all encumbrances, relinquish and convey to the United&States lands
so, owned and held by them,, not exceeding an, area ~of one hiundred. and
sixty acres,.and select an equal area of vacant public land within the.irrigable
a reda of the same or any other Federal reclamation project, with credit upon
the' construction 'costs of the lands selected: to the extent and in 'the amount
paid upon or in connection With their relinquished lands, aand the Seddretary
of. the Intetior is hereby. authorized to revise-. and consolidate farm :units,
so far as this may be made necessary or advisable, with a- view. to carrying
out the provisions of this section: Provided further,,That the rights extended
under this section shall not be assignable: And provded further, That in
'administering the provisions of this section and section 42;. they Secretary of
thel Interior shall take- into consideration the rights and interest' of lien
*holders, as to him may seem. just and equitable: Provided further- That where
two entrymen. apply for.the same farm unitiunder- the exchange. provisions
of this section,_.only one. [ofl whom is an ex-service man, as defined bynthe
joint' resolution of January 21, 1922 (Forty-second Statutes, page 358), the
ex-service man shall have a preference in making such exchange.
:

Bef ore an exchange of an ulpatented entry may be made under the
'first sentence-of this section, except, where the total area is elimi-

nated, a finding''must be made that -the entry has bee'n reduced. to
such an extent that the remaining area is insufficient to support a
family.' The, decision of the superintendent on this feature, coneurred in byr the Director of Reclamation Economics, will be final
subject to the usual right of appeal within 30 days to the ComInissioner, Bureau 'of: Reclamation, and the Secretary. When appeals
are fotwarded a report should be made in each case showing:,
-(a)Area eliminated;
(6) Area remaining;
(c) Classification of the land remaining;
''id) The character and' value of the improvements upon the
remaining area; and
40210 0-25--von 51
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Any and all; other 'facts not enumerated which would have a

bearibng upon th' mattr to' be determined.

If- 'the 'sup'eriitendent and Director

of Reclamationt Economies

imake an affirmative finding that'the are.a of the entry has been so
reduced that the remaining land is insufficient to support a family
or-if-the:total area is eliminated; the'entryman will be' eligible for
application

*to enter

any

available

land

for

which

application

is

made. 0Thejlands embriac'eda'in the original entry orlfarm unit must
be relinquished to the United' States' free of all encumbrances,' and
the relinquishment with- satisfactory -:showing that' the land so relinquished is free of all encumbrance, together with the application
to make newwentry must be'preseiited to the proper local land office
w-ith the approval of the superintendent and Director of:Reclamation
Economics.
The section further provides that an entryman whose entry or farm
unit is reduced by the elimination of permanently unproductive land
:shall be entitled to 'enter' an equal amount of available public land
on the -same project contiguous to or in the vicinity of thefarm: unit
re uce by such elimination. This right is not: dependent upon
a finding that the. area remaining is Jinsufficient to support a family,
but no entry-for additional lands under this section will be pernmitted- unless at least,-five acres' have- be en eliminated: from the
original entry. Another condition is,. of -course, that there be.
available publi'c land wVhich may be entered. Preferably land to
be entered~should be contiguous to the farm unit reduced. However, the prospective entryman under the -ldw has the election to
enter either contiguous'land -if, available or land on the same project
in the vicinity.' ' The term "in the, vicinity" within the purview
of this section is' interpreted to' mean: land so located that it may be
consolidated' with the remaining area :\of the farm: unit reduced soI
,that: the two: areas may be handled as one farm. 'This will vary'depending 'upon" the accessibility of the 'tracts 'involved. It will
also be influenced to' a considerable extent by the presence or absence.
of' canals, drainage ditches,' and other physical barriers' which ob:struct couimunication, by the character and location of roads between
the areas involved; and other physical'features which go. to. render
it ifeasible for the" entryian to:handle the' two areas as a whole.
Applications to enter ;noncontiguousland under section ;44 must
be accompanied by the certificate of the project superintendent of the'
.-Bureau of Reclamation that if the proposed entry i's allowed the
old and new land held by the6entryman'may, in'his opinion, feasibly
be worked as one farm unit.

'

As a prerequisite to the owners of private lands which' have been
eliminated from the project selecting or; entering land of an area

f
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equal to that eliminated, there must . he::presented tod the, superintendent and forwarded by him with appropriate endorsement to the
proper local land office the following papers:
(a) An* application describing the land desired by way of
exchange.
0() VWarranty deed from, the landowner conveyingz tothe United
:States the lands eliminated.
. (c)
. Satisfactory showing of ownership by the person executing
the warranty deed.
(d) 'A satisfactoryf showing- that. the land so conveyed is free of
all incumbrance.
(e) Certificate of :project superintendent, required jby-last sentence
of preceding paragraph, if applicable.
All papers when so filed will be forwarded by.the local land office,
through the Commissioner of the General Land Office', to the Secretary ofthe'Interior for his appiroval.:
-0:'To summarize:Section 44 covers three situations underwhich an exchange 'of
entries imay be-,permnitted:- (1f) Settlers-on, unpatented entries' .,en:ttirely eliminated from the project' or -whosea entries~t haveX been:-so
reduced -that the remaining area is insufficient -to supportia family;
(2) .where there is some elimination' in an unpatented entry but''nrot
enough to destroy the ability6of 'the unit to''support a family; 'arid
(3).owners of priviate lands-"' so eliminated from a project."
-From
the above i-t' Pill be noted that as to settlers on unpatented
:
land, 'the right to make lieu entry is specifically conferred both vhere
the original is insufficient to support a family andi where th&Eim'-made
'does not result i' this'condition,h but' the latter 'isf
nation as
:that the new' farea 'selected must consist of
'limitation
subject .to the
vicinity 'of'the original unit.
I
nthe
to
or
contiguous
land
The owner of a tract of private landahavingIa'project"water right,
and' permitted by the act to be eliminated inwhole ort in part from
the project, mayj Ehibjedt to 'the approval' of th6e Secretary- of 'the
: -Interior,select an 'equal iarea of vacant public land. -If the whole
:ofsuch privately owned tract is so eliminated, the- owne'tithereof may
select an equal irrigabie area of "vacant public land within :'the linftits
If only a 'portionof -such
of any other Federal reclamati-on' project.
privately owned tract is 'so' eliminiated.,-the owner thereof may select
:an equal irrigable area of vacant public land' within 'the limits of the
same projedt, but such equal irrigable area so selectedimust:tbe in tlie
vicinity of the retained land of such owner, so that'in'the opinion, of
the Secretary the new and; 'retained areas may -be -worked advantageously as one farm., This regulatiof' isa intended to equalize the
conditions applicable to private land owners and to entrym'en when
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claiming the benefits of section 44. For' the same reason no exchange
::of private for public land will be permitted when the acreage eliminated is less than five acres. ,Private landowners making such
3exchange -are entitled to credit upon the consttuction costs of the
selected land ,to the extent and in the amount of the construction
charges- paid upon or in connection with the relinquished- land. :The
construction charge upon any land taken in exchange will.be that
'vfixed for such land:by the~applicable public notice, district contract,
or association contract, as the case may be.'
Sectionf .45 being of some lengath will be quoted and commented
upon by paragraphs of which there are four.
* Section 45. (par. J1):
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to amend
ifn'y existing water-right contract to the :extent necessary to carry out the prorequest of the holder of such contract. The Secretary
of the Interior, as a condition precedent to .the amendment of any. existing
water-right contract, shall require the execution of a contract by a water users'
association or irrigation district whereby such association or irrigation district
t
; shalt be requirdd to pay to the United states, without regard to default in: the
paynfimnt of charges against any individual farffiunit 6r tract of irrigable land,
the ent~ire char'ges against; all: <productivf lands remaining in the 'project after
,the permanently unproductivellands shall have been eliminated and the charges
ainst temporarily unproductive :areas shall have been suspended- in the
manner and to the extent authorized and directed by this Act.
.visions of this Act,: upon

f: , The
foregoing provisionl is referred to under section 41 of ,the act,
butjs.of s~u~fficient importancetos warrant further comment. and empha~sis. NIn :the', first fortysections of this act, the Xdetails .of the
eharge-offs and suspensions on each: individual project: are recited,
and in the administrative provisions of the act in sect'ions 41 to;50,
inclusive, are set forth the. terms. and conditions under which the adjustments made in the:-earlier& sections of the act: may.be carried out.
P,.aragraph 1 -of section 45 gives the Secretary,.authority in his disretion and upon the request of the holder of such contract, to amend
any' existing water-right contract to the extent necessary to carry'
out the adjustments.,. :No adjustment involving the amendment of
'ahnexisting contract may- be made except with the consent iof the
ontractor and in, addition to the consent.of the contrator the Secre,
tary must require as. a condition precedent to .the~amendment the exeoution .of a contract ,by
va water users,' association or 'district- whereby.such, association or.diAstrict assumes ;joiint liability- for payment of
.the construction charges. The. individuals on- a given project must
organize (if the required organization does no' alrtady exist),, either
as a water users' association or an irratition district before it will
be possible for the individuals tosecure iany relief under this act,
-except 'the suspension of construction- charges on temporarily.unproductive land. In other words, Congress has provided that cer-
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tqin, Chargles and costs may be eliminated, but has also: provided that
to secure. this. write-off.,the owners of. the productive lands: must
agree to be jointly liable for the reSaining-cost. ,Where a district or
an,.association is already in existence. and has entered into a repay:;
,ment contract providing 'for compldte joint liability, the requirement
*named 'in the first paragraph of this section is satisfied and no further
*cointract will be required as a condition'precedent to granting'tlief
to individuals.
- Section 45X.(par. 2):-0>;'' -:0::

:

:-

--

:

-- ;-::

.

The 'Secretary is 'authorized, in his'discretion, upon request of individual
- 'wat'er-users or districts, and upon performance 4ofthe conditionu piec'ed'nt
habove set forth, to' amend any existing water-right contract :to 'providefo ihcrease in.ithe. time for payment of 'construction charges, which 'have ndot then
accrued,, to the, extent that may be 'necessary -under the conditions<in each
case, subject to the limitation that there, shall be allowed for repayment not
more 'than forty' years from; thei date the :first payment matured under, the
original contract, and also to extend the time for payment of operatifo aMnd
maintenance of water-rental charges due and unpaid for suchi period' -as in his,
judgment may be necessary, not exceeding five years, the charges so extended
£' bear interest payable annually at the rate of 6 per centum per annium until
paid, and 'to contwict for the payment of the construction charges then due
and unpaid within such term ofi ears as the Secretary may find to be. neces* 0-tsary,
wfith' interest fpaya ble annually at the rate of 6 per centum per annum
-'il
'Edt
pa
ald e!s pA;
;0
S;
t
o;f
;He
until paid

_-Understhe second paragraph, and provided the condition_-precedent 'named in -thle first paragraph 'is satisfied, the Secretary is atfthorized to increase: the time 'for payment of construction charges
to not motb than 40 years from the date the first; payment matured
act.' The, period of 40 years
,unde~r. the original, ater-right.
'could not begin to. run from'the date of a proposed 'contradt withi a
district or an iassociation.
'The time ofpayment- for' dueLand unpaid' operation .and'\haijh
'tenance, charges may be extended for, not 'exceeding,'lv years, the
6charges so extended to bear interest payable- annually at7the rate
of six per cent per annum until paid. The 'time of payment-.for
"due and unpaid construction charges may be extended for., such terms
of years as. the Secretary may;find necessary, with interest payable
-at the rate of six per cent per annum until- paid. This provisiondue
does npt permit the deferment or a period
suspension, in the -of
the
date
not
due'
at
that
are
itstalhments
dats of consitucton6charge
.Ihe cdhtrabt becomes efctive. The act, does not 'require that the, 40
annual payments be equal, and when the conditions warrant the, n'stallments miay be 'graduated in such. manner. as the Secretary ?nay
specify:" The, matter of extending'the dates of 'paynentis entirely
"withinA'the discretion'(of the Secretary, and' a district or assc'dation
dles'~i~iig r'elief shogild 'file application therefor' with tha superintend-

;0;

:

1
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:ent setting :forth the time of the extension desired and all of the
conditions under which the extension is believed warrante'd.
Section 45(par. 3):
: The Secretary is further authoiized, in his discretion, to grant the relief
-provided for in Dsection 4, Act of December 5, 1924' (Forty-third Statutes'-at
*;Large, pageJ701), to any of the projects- mentioned in this Act, without requiring such project to take;.over the care, operation, and maintenance of, the
project works.

Subsection G of section 4, act of December ,5, 1924, required the
taking over of operation of the irrigation works by the water users'
organization when the project or division was two-thirds under
water-right contract. as -aprerequisite
to the granting of the benefits
provided for in -said act. Paragraph 3 of section 45 of the -present
*act merely amends the 1924 act by substituting the judgment and
discretion of the Secretary for the mandatory requirement named in
subsection G.
Section 45 (par. 4)

*

:-

.- g

-

-

The, decision of the, Secretary as to the necessity for amending any such
contract shall be conclusive: Proiided, That nothing in this Act shall prevent
the execution of'any contract heretofore negotiated or in connection with wMhich
negotiations have been heretofore opened in good faith or which may be herea'fter* opened, in good faith under the Act, approved December 5, 1924 (Fortythird'Statutes at.Large, page 701), and which shall be executed on or before
January 1, 1927, unless the, water: users affected' elect t& have the- contract governed bydthis section: Provided further, That in the execution of any contract
provided for in the last proviso, the Secretary of. the. Interior- shall have
0 < authority too arrange for payment of construction charges by any project or
division for the calendar years 1926, 1927, and 1928 in; propor'tion to the state
of development ofl-the project in' those years:;
ovided fierther, That the-See:'retary of the Interior, is; authorized. to: coniplete and :execute the supplemental
contract, now being negotiated and -which has been approved-as'to formby
the Secretary, between the- United, States -and the Belle Fourche: Irrigation
District and at the: expiration of said supplemental contract to enter into a
0permanent
':
contract -onbehalf of the United States with said District in accordcance with the terms of said supplemental contract.
--- - The first sentencef needs no interpretation, it being clear from' the
language used that Congress0 intended' that the Secretary should decimde
questions as 0tothe necessity for amending existing
,contracts.
,0
The,'first
t;0.000
proviso permits for the limit of time nm ,he con-ani
tinuation or inaug-urationf, of negotiations with those districts.or associations desiring thecrop-production plan of repayyment. The negotiations must result in an executed contract before January 1, 1927:
otherwise the repealing provisions of section '47 of the act- under
consideration 'wllI become effective and
7prevent
the execution of a
contract upon thej
basis. -The important element
here is one of' time and a' clear .understanding by the water users that
-all

-crop-production

:i :. i
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negotiations -alone will not :-withlhold- t-he bar- of the statute. Many
- A , A
i,
S \;.,
'contracts providing for :payment on a crop-production -basis have :0;.:4 0: fbeenappr'ove
das to' form by theDepartmeent, but sluch cntracts can
0 ot
j - 3undlerj
:n.
the presenl status of the law be made effecti-ve unlessactuallyexecuited by all parties; bef6re January 1:,:l927.
The- last proviso save. one to -paragraph '4 aut-horizes the arrange1m'ent,`a't thiediscretioii of the Secretaty, of a graduation in 'construc-d.
tion in-stallments
uring the years 1926, 1927, and 1928 in contracts
executed Under the act 'of December ', 1924. This' isa matter which
would be handlediby negotiation and no definite instructions appear:
tieGessary; since: -the -decLsion in each case \&oild
I depiend upon the
.d; veloj~nnt of -thei paticular 'project in the- yars named;
-

.

00

.- GENERALIDIScUSSIONi--

iii

From. t&he.,publicity which. has been given on all projects to the
work of the B&ard of Survey and Adjustmints, the classification of9

lands andsubsequent reviews, asy
well as the action, ssubsequently ta
by, Conress, it may be assumed -that water users are fairly familiar
with the general significance of the act. 11owever, in. order to forestall any possible nhegect, the substance of the law and tlese regula-ii:
:tions should be discussed by the pro.ectsuperintendent and
disdthe
trict counsel with tlhe governiintg boardof the water users at the first:
convenien t regar meeting.
.Atsuch meetinga many doubtful points may be ,clarified and interpreted by the district counsel and the project superintendent, and if
necessary any doubtful questions ,s to the {niterpretati6n of- the law
may be submitted to, the Commissioner [Bureau of Reclamatiion for
decision.
JFull publicity sholId be~given-.to the availability of the benefits
.of this act in the local -press,in such manner as may be d&ecided on byv
the .districti or water users' board., This is more distinctly a ,lcal
problem Vbecause most projects present dissimilar .conditions with
respect to the applications of the act which: must be appropriately:
both from
the . standpoint
of conveying the information to the
treatedusers'=
.w
!.
f .xeaIf: :: .users .who are intores ed as well as in the application of the
water
most effective remedy.
:Lists and plats should be made available in the district or water
users! association office as well' as in the- projectoffice :(in case these
*are locatel in- different places) so that each water user may0become
acquainted .with the results:of the classification as it affects 'his individual holding, particularly in' referencei to the mumber of acres and
the generallocation of the land in his tract upon which the payment
of charges are. authorized to be suspended or as to wvhicl 'elimination
from the irrigable area is permitted.- Each settler: seeking relief
-under the act should state his intention.as' toithe future 'operation of.r-lem,
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is holding -at ;.the earliest possibleq date, because 'in mostcases the.O
opportunitiesjfor suitable exchanges are necessarily limited. Appro'|
priate blanks will be.prepared and distributed for this purpose' atan
'early.date. If all or practically all of a farm unit not patentedX is
land upon which a temporary suspensionbof charges is. ,authorized by
the act, the owner may apply for an exchange, which. is grantable
under subsection.M of section 4 of ite act-of December ',-1924 (43.
Stat. .674, 7O3) , if the Secretary finds that the unit is insufficient to
support a- family. Or such unit holder may continue the, water
service, with payment- of only operation: and maintenance charges
upon the land as to which the payment of the construction charges.
is authorized :to be suspended. If all or, practically all is land permanently unproductive, he may exchange or accept the refundI or he
may maintain his existing status by continuing his payments. He
may also accept the refund, permit the cancellation of his-water right,
and rent surplusswater ifi'any is available.'' Should a small percentage only of the holding be permanently unproductive lands, creditffor
aclairges, paid on the, excluded. area may be applied to the remaining
iri'gable land. Even in cases where the remaining area is insufficient'
to support -a family the owner may in consideration o'f his 'improve-1e ii~ets, :'etc., Sprefer to remain, taking advantage' of the credits. 'In
fliaking an exchange of units fit would not be equitable, nor in fact
workable, for the G:overnment to'accept lands with outstanding'lien's
and the fact :that the; :entry or tract, in private: ownershi-p must be
relinquished or deeded to 'the'United States free of:'all encumbrances
should be stressed in the notice to 'those, affected, in view of the larg
number of'mortgages known to exist on some projects-.
'Cases iinvolving the elimination oflasmall perd'dntage only,-where
the remaining area is sufficient' to support a family and where a lieu
entry for the eliminated' portion is'desired rather than the appLIcation 'of' credit to the' remaining area, must :of' necessity be' considered'
aid'gd- decided upon the individual: merits of 'each and'not by the applica'tion of a hard: and-'fast frule. The important elenieUt" here'is:the'
availability of an equivalent or suitable amount of land contiguous-to'
ornin'the'vicinity of the remaining land.. Theprimary'dutfimposed
by the Adjustment Act 'is believed' to be directed toward 'those cases
where classification has established that the unit as a' whole is unsuit 2
able and insufficient to support a family, and these cases should be
given the 'earliest consideration.
EL'WOOP MEaDLI

Commissioner, Bu eau of 'Re mtion.'
WILLIAM~ SPRY,

-Approved: *
_ z
E., C. FINNEY:,
'

(omi-issioner, General L.dOfie.

FirstAssistant Secretary.
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- EXPORTATION

OF TIMBER FROM PUBLIC, LANDS IN ALASKA.

'

REGULATIONS

[Cireular No.
- -i

o092]

-DEPARTMENWT
OF THE INkTERIOR
GENERAL LAND` OFFfCt,
Washington, D.

0 Theac-t

C., August 27,

of April 12, 1926 (44 Stat 242), provides

t

1926-

'

: That timber lawfully cut on any national forest, or on the: public 4ands, in
grown if, in the
j~udgment of the Secretar~y of, the depar'tment administering. the national forests,
or the ipublic lands in Alaska, thie 'supply' of timber for local use v'ill 'uot beendangered thereby, Sand the respective Secretaries concerned , areq hereby authorized to issue ruIles and regulations to carry out the purposes of this Act.
Alaska, may be exported from the State or Territory. wher

Pursuant 'to' the above act, the rules and regulations igoverning the
sale- and use of timber upon the -vacant, -unreserved' public lands in
Alaska; as set-forth in Circular No. '491,' approved September 8,
1923 (50 ILID.' 27,58-66), are hereby modified as follows(1:) Sakls- of tirmber Rto<be0cut-for export may be; made pTursuant
to' the procedure and 'under the conditions 'sets forth in the existing
t'rtles and regIulations (Circiilar Nor. 491') where quaittities are such
asriwill be disposed of'from year:to year, and the piurchases are made
X;:

:by~those 'who'do ":ot

'contemplate large-scale production: and an ex-

inoney- for: developing enterprises: for tlhie
penditur'e of large suns of m
exportation of such timberi
Sales of timber 'suitable- 'for manufacturing purboses 'are
.:--:'(2)'
-;hereb'yauthorized in quantities, if -found available, sufficient' to -sup
'pply.a mill or proposed' mill for a period of as 'much as ten~yeaars,
'when &it'issatisfactorily -shown' that the -Purchaser in goodl faith
toi devel'op :an: enterprise for the-cutting of this. classof timn0
X 0 intends
ber' for export from' Alaska' andAtheisale does not: end'anger.th'e sup;ply of suchl timber lor Local use. 'iTe amount of timberi that any one
-purehaser will 'be permitted to' purchase' under this prbvision and the
pe riodof the contract will be governed byv the capacity of the' mill
: :and
the estimated quantit 'thatdit will.be capable. of producingiduring the -period covered by the contract of sale. When 'a ten,.years&
supply is sold.the period within which the same: must'be cuttt (ten
years), will begin to run -from the time Ithat the .contract. of sale is'
executed, if the manufacturing plant lasb' en:built,,or, from the-time
that the mill has been constructed and ready to begin operations jif
it' is to be. built, :butin no- case will nore than tWo years be. allowed
fori construction, and- each contract shall contain a provision that
all rights acquired,thereunder shall be iforfeited if operations have
'.,
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not been- comnienced 4within three -yeafs from the dat'e- ofexecution
of the contract, unless, upon satisfactory showing the Secretary of
the Interior, shall, in: his disdeti"n, ekcuse the delay. Commencement of operations in this sense will ib . construed, as, a bona fide
commencement of actual cutting: of timber in quantity sufficient to.
show that it. is. .the purpose, of the pjurchaser:to fulfill the conditions
of the contract-and that it was not; entered into merely for speculative, purposes.
:(3) Applications to purchase timber for export from. Alaska pursuant to the foregoing act of Co6gress must be filed in duplicate in
the United States land office ffor the district wherein the iands to be
Out over are situated and-should show: (a) Name, post-office address,
residence and business location of' applicant; (6) amount or approxlmate amount -of board feet of timber that the. applicant desires -to
purchase; (c) a descriptiont by legal: subdivision or subdivisions, -if
surveyed,: or bty metes and bounds with reference to some permanent
-,natural land mark, if unsurveyed,,-and, the area or approximate area
of the land from which the_ timber is to be cut, and if the lands are
within the area (Alaskan. TimberReserves) withdrawn pursuant to
the:act-of March 12, 1914 (38 Stat. 305) ,-inaid of the construction of
-the. Alaskan Government-owned, railroads it should be -so sitated and
evidence of consent, previously obtained, from The Alaska Railroad
t0-0
should be filed wit~h- th applicaion.; (jd)-whether -or not- the: applicant is prepared.- tp commence cutting immediately;0nd- if, not,; ap,proximately how-longobefore tiihber-cuttinglopWerations will-be -cor;menced;;(e) the estinated annual capacity of the imill:. or proposed
mill, and the amount:of- moneyv invested or to be invested in theestablishment- of the enterprise, accompanied by evidence, as to the,
financial standing of the applicant and a: statement showing the gen.eral plan- of operation and the purpose- for which the timber is to be
i ; : 0useda.
SThe- -sum- of $200) must: be deposited -with each application as
an evidence xof'.good faith andfor the. purpose- ofhelping to defray
00000
the ,cost of appraisal.: If the sale .is consummated: -the ,amount of -the
deposit will be credited on the Dpurchase price-without. deduction for
the -cost of -appraisal. -All remittances:must be in cash or-by
bcertified
check or postal :money order.:No other form of remittance can be
accepted:
(4) Immediately -upo1n the filing of an application to purchase
timber under-section: 2:-of these rules and regulations.-a noticetshall
:be -published: at the -expense of the applieant- in a -newspaper desig-.
- nated by the register, published in -the vicinity of theX-land fromn
-which -the timber is to6be- cut and most likely -to give notice to .the
general public, one a week- for a -period -of five consecutive- weeksk
ife-in a- Weekly-paper ,or if a daily paper for-a period of 30.days.u %The
description of the land in-the notice must be identical with the fde-
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scription in the application.. The register and receiver will post' a
copy of said notice-in a conspicuous placelin: their office.,during the
::period ofpblication. *.Upon the execution of a. contract the pur-chfaser shall, if the lands, from- which- the timber is to be cut are un-'
surveyed, cause the boundaries to be blazed zor otherwise marked, in'
order that they mavybe identified., This requirement has been adopted
in order that others who' may subsequentlydesire to purchase timberor to settle upon. or enter the. land inmay have notice that the6timberhas been applied for..(5)
officers will make appropriate notations upon the
.The-.district

records of: their office and transmit the. 'application to the Corn mis-

sioner of the: General .Land Office,- and at ~the same time transmit the
duplicate -to; the -division inspector at. Anchorage, Alaska, or to :an
inspector' located in 'the particular land district 'who shall have been
designated: by the division'inspeoctorjto inake appraisals. Upon receipt of 'th: same the'latter will :without delay caue the timbero

ap-

plied for'to be examined andiappraised. - The appraisal rates Will be6
based upon a, fair stumpage rate taking into consideration the quality
of 'the 'ti-ber: and its accessibility to market.. In no 'event will 'any
timbe-r suitable-for 'manufacturing purposes be 'appraised at'less' than$1 Qper thousand feet, board mea-sure. After an examination and appraisal has' been 'made the division inspector will at once submit his
report-and 'recommendatio' 'to- the' Commissioner; of the 'General
Land'Office, together with a' stateiment of facts showing whether such
sa-le would. endanger thl supply: oftimber for local i-se. The Governmentt re'serves the right to 'reappraise the remaining standing timber..
at the expiration of five years from the date of commencement. of the
tiib'er--cutting period as set forth in paragraph 2 thereof, buti no
in'stance.-shall th& appraisal be at more than double the rate of the
origmial appraisal.
:(6)' Upon receipt o-f a report that:0such-Y sale appears warranted
the 'Commissioner of the GeneralYLalndOffice will notify thie appli-'-

cant of. the. result of the' appraisal 'and advise him that he will be
allowed :'30 days from receipt of such notice within which to enter
into -a' 'contract' with the Government through the6 Commissioner of
the General Land Office as its ageintsubject to .the" approval-of the:
Secretary of the Interior, to purchase the timfber applied for pur-suant to the rules' and reiyulatioiisif of 'the' Department pertaining
thereto, and. shall execute and file therewith. a bond in. a sum equal
:-sto 50 per: cent of the stiumpage value of the estimated amount of
timber to be cut during 'each' year-of 'the' ontract.' The said bond
-to have as surety a bonding company shown on an approved list Iissued by, the Treasury Department, and. shall be conditioned o6n. the
-p0la-~me~t.for the timber in 'accordance with the. terms, of the contract
and to the faithful peformrance of the contract in other respects
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and- to observance of the rules and regulations'pursuant to which
the sale is made. Forms of: contract and bond to be used hereumder
are, appended to these rules and regulations [forms omitted].: All
contracts ,and' bonds executed hereunder must be approved by- the
Secretary of the Interior.. :
(7) All contracts shall contain provisions against waste and pre'caution -against forest 'fires. The Government may reserve the right
to insert in a contract a provision*. authorizing the disposition for
local use of timber that is not suitable for manufacturing purposes
upon the area described in the contract, to another or others: pursuant.to the provisions.of Circular No. 491 (50 L-LD58, 59, Secs. 41
and 2).. .Contracts entered into under these rules -and regulations
0wilL
: also be. subject to the, right, of qualified, persons to settle upon
or enter the lands. under the provisions 'of .the homestead, laws,.:but
such .settlers or homesteaders shall not have any title to or, interest
in the ti'mber purchased .under the contract 0l -be permitted: to interfere,:with. the. purchaser's operations Jincident to the cutting and
removal of the timber.;
(8) At the expiration of a contract a new contract may be entered,
into for a period. of five years, upon the approval of the Secretary
0of the Interior, Xwhere there is sufficient timber available to warrant.
:: ;Prior.
it.
good faith of the purchaser and substantial compliance
with the conditions of the expired contract will be given co sidera-.
tion withreference to awarding a.new contract.. A new appraisal
shall be made at that time for the-purpose of. fixing. the stumpage,
price.. Further renewals; for five-year periods may be made to. the
same purchaser upon approval of the Secreta ryof the Interior.
(9) These rules and rfeg'tlations are not applicable to tinber, on
1 0National Forests, Indian or Eskimo daims, or lands otherw-se appropriated, reserved, or withdrawn for an purpose, Dexcept -whre the
terms of the reservation or withdrawal order permit. For information relative to areas in Alaska from which timber can not be sold
see( ii'cular No. 491 (50L. D.61, Sec. 8)''.'
.

Approved:
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LOOSEtv. WALKER RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT
.,Decided August 31, 1926

D 0
RIGHT
OF W:AY

EsERVOIB

.

SITEZ-STATE IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

'A State irrigation district, created by State law, although having some 6f thef f :X Sattributes
of
private corporation,. is a4 public coirporation for- muneipal
;.purposes, and quasi municipal in character.;

~a
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RIGHT OFr WAY-RESE.RVOIR SITF-STATE IRRIGATIO17,DIsTmIcT.
The corporate existence of a State irrigation district and its right to function'
can not be collaterally attacked or, impeached.
RIGHT OF WAY-RESERVOoR SITE-STATE IRRIGATION DISTRICT.
.
The right of a State irrigation, district to function and operate ina Stateother than that in which it was created is a matter of comity and consent.
express or implied, and ean be questioned only by the-State itself.

FINx:EY, FirstAssistadt Secre ?eta

.:

;This is an appeal by. C. E. Loose from decision of the Conimnis-<
sioner of the General Land Office dated January 13, 1925, dismissing,
his protest against the application of the Walker River Irrigation
District, a. qu~asi municipal corporation of the State of Nevada, for
a reservoir site and irrigation easements on the East Walker River,
involving lands in Ts. 5 and 6 N., R. 25 E., M.
California,
CD..M.,
pursuant to the provisions of the act of March' 3, 1891 (26 Stat.1095), and section 2 of the act of May 11,'1898 (30 Stat. 404).
The Walker River Irrigation District filed, application 'March 3,
1921,' for the so-called Bridgeport Dam and 3Reservoirt Site. That
application was rejected by the Commissioner of the General Land
Oiffice June 16, 1921, his decision being affirmed by the Department'
August 26, 1921 (48 L. ID. 197), on 'the ground that part of the lands
involved were reserved under the provisions of the Federal W ater
Poiver Act of June iO, 1920' (41 Stat. 1063),' and for the, further,

reason that Loos6 owned the land upon which the proposed daLn site
was located, and iad applied for li'cense for- a power' project under
-said act, which was pehdinog before, the' Federal Power Commission.'

December 28, 1922, the Colmmission denied 'the appli'cationof Loose
onthe groundsthat the construction and operation :of his proposed project would seriously.
.interfere withjthe utilization of the wate sof East,
.w
lker-i.Riverpfor irrigation upon lands of'the Walker River Irrigation, District; 'that there, is publie
demand for, the use of the waters of East, Walker River for, irrigationandno demand for adiditional electric power in the territry: adjacent to the
proposed project; and that under the; circumstances existing a,'comprehensive.
development .of East Walker River for purposes, of water-power development
or-other beneficial publie use requires that irrigation be the primary use and
ppower development, secondary thereto.
-

As -aresult of this'action by the C(ommission.- the Walker River
filed' anew map. of 'location of the reservoir site
coveringo substantially the same groroa as 'the former application
Irrigation'District

the only difference, being that the daa

site is upon Goverment-land

and Inot upon land owned by 'Loose.: Protest was 'filed. by Loose against the Piewv 'applidation on the , -ground-that' it 'covered ~ landsi'
still embraced in i a power-site withdrawal, and while so reserved
the application was ineffective and could not be 'entertained. Pro-

;-;

-
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testant also asserted. that he owned in fee simple most of the landswhich wou]d be inundated -by the reservoir and' likewise is the
owner of practically all of the lands below said proposed reservoir,
upon, over, and- across which the proposed flume' of the Walker
River Irrigation Districta-long- its' course-must necessarilyX pass;
that by reason' of his ownership of said lands the proposed storage
reservoir of said' district is not feasible, and without acquisition of
title to the:lands held by him the: Walker River District's ::undertaking could -not be executed successfully, at least as now planned..
It was contended, furthermore, that inasmuch: as said district is
a mere instrumentality or agency of the State of Neevada for the:
' performance of certain-quasi municipal 'functions, it can not act
-beyond the territorial limits of; the* State 'by which it *is created;that itis not a corporation in the sense in which that word is used.
* in'the constitution and laws of California and elsewhere; that it
can legallty be; granted ino rights or privileges in the State of 'California; that it can not appropriate, acquire, divert, impound, or
lawfully use the waters of that State, and that -the Secretary. of
' the: Interior' is without authority,' under the circumstances, to grant
the ADistrict's application for irrigation easements under the act
of 1891.:
Following the u sual practice, the' C:ommissioner of the General
Land Office 'referred the new map of 'the reservoir site to the Federal
Power Commission for considerationhand report, andc under 'date of:
December 26, 1923, the Executive Secretary of the commission adised the General ILand Office a follows :
,
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The Walker River Irrigation District, Yerington, Nevada, having filed in the
United. States Land Oflice at Independence, ~California, an application for right
of way for 'a: reservoir under the act of March 3 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), as
amendedt by 'the act ofo May ii, 1898 '(30 Stat.' 404)', the lands; i-ncluded in said '
right' of-way' being -in part' included in Power' Site Reserves Nos. :58, 150, and
'555, withdrawn under the act of June 25, 01910 (36 Stat. 847), and in a reserve
created under the act of June 10,-1920 (41 Stat. 1063) in pursuance of Project'
No. :139 in 'Ts.: and '6' N., R.; 25 E.,;
D. ;M., California, 'and the Commission
having ednsidered ;the .eircumstances
'with ireference thereto, as 'presented by:
the Executive 'Secretary, voted,-to approve said rigtf of way' applied for by' said
District and the proposed use of said lands 'for a reservoir for' irrigation Xpurposes .as
in accoridance withj.4he plan best adapted
abeing to- a comprehensive
scheme- of utilizttion ,of the water resources involved for power.development
and other beneficial public, uses, subject to such stipulation to be executed by
the applicant' as will permit of. th6 future development of water power under'

conditions which will ;not ;materially interfere .with the' use' of the reservoir
forirrigation.- It. was further voted that the Executive :Secretary be authorized.
0 ;to.
prepare such stipulations and to ex:ecute the same on behalf of,; the Commission.

:; .0:
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I am submittiig herewith a draft of-stipulation in triplicate whlch should
be tforwarded to the applicant for execution prior, to approval of the Aight of
way. Thereafter one-copy may be retained by the applicant, one copyby yourI
-offlce, and one copy returned.to this Comnission for its permanent record..-.

Thereupon the Comissioner of the; General Land' Office' ismissed
As- stated in the decision from which this appeal is
prosecuted, the record affirmatively shows:
i ' .That
(17) th'e W1Walker- RiverjIrrigationh District was' dlland: regularly organized pursuant to the Nevada. Irrligatioi District Act
'approved March 19,.1919 (Nev. Stat.A.4919, Chap. 64), all the proceedings of organization having -been'cnfirned by: the district court
in and for the couiity of Lvon and sustaineid by the supreme court
of Nevada. Hendfrch v. Walier Rver Irig~ation Distriet (195 Pac.
the protest.

0-:(2), :That the district had a: pnmna ,facie valid right to appropriate ,
water for diversions and 'use through!the right of'way sought to be
secured from the United States.
(3) That it had 'comlied with the -terms and conditions upon
which foreign corporations may transact business -in the State of
; Jalifornia, by filing the prescribed documents in the office of the
Secretary of -State of California, consisting.:of a'certified copy of
the legislative'act under which it wascreated, and a' certified 'copy
of the decree of the Eighth Judicial District Court of the State'o f
Nevada in .and for the county of Lyonh-, iconfirmig the, orgatbizaton
of said district. In this connection it appears that. the Nevada law
recognized the- possibilityv that an irrigation district or corporation
nmight find it necessary to operate or-function by approipriating water
:; o
prop~erty in another State, and made -due provision:
orrtfacq~uiring
therefor. 'Section 10 of the' irrigation district law of 1919 provides-

:

-

-

00*
*
- Said board shall also have .the right to acquire, ether by purchase,
condemnation, or. other legal means, all lands, rights, and- other property necessary for the eonstruction, use and supplyj operation, maintenance, repair, and
improvement of the works of- the district, including canals and Works con-co
structed -and being constructed by -private owners, lands for, reservoirs for; the
and all other:-works and, appurtenances, either- within or
- storage of waters,
without the. State- of Nevada. -

there Sis20 a-: cominity existing- between: the States o!of
. . ;Furthermore,
'0 00::
California: and TNevada regarding the appropriation -and use -of
- water and the statutes. leave-no doubt ;as to the right to appropriatewater in California. orv Nevada: for use in the other. State. The act
-May 017,; 1:917. ;(Cal. Stat. 1917, Chap. 195) provides.: -: - approvedt
--

Sec.; 15a. The- state water commission shall allowithe6 appropriatiofi of water
in this state for beneficial use in another state only_ when,h under- the laws of
the latter, water may beilawfully diverted therein for beneficial use in-the State
D0:f~~~~~~
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*of California. Upon any stream flowing across- the state boundary a right of
appropriation having the point of diversion and -the place of use in. another
state aed recognized by the laws of that state shall have the :same force and:
effect as if the point of diversion and the place of use were in this state: Provided, That the laws.of that state. give like force and effect to similar rights
:acquired in this state: Provided, That nothing in this act be so construed
as to apply to inteistate lakes or streams flowing in or out of such lakes.

The reciprocal provision is found in Chapter 174,n Nevada Statuteis
of 1913, reading asjfollows:
' .That
.
no permit for the appropriation of water shall he .denied hbeause of the
fact that the point, of diversion described in. the aapplication for such permit or
any portion of the works in .such application described and to be constructed
for the purpose bf storing, conserving, diverting, or distrihiuting such water, or
because the place of intended use, or the lands to be irrigated by such water,
'or any part thereof, may be situated in any other state, when such state auth6rizes the diversion: of water from such state for-:use in Nevada, but in all such
qcases where either the point of diversion or any of such works or the place of
intended use or the lands or: part of the lands to be irrigated by means of
such water are situated within the State of Nevada the permit shall issue as
in other cases. 0
:2
07'
: ' ' S ; ' 7
:

In -disposing of the case the Commissioner held that the district
bhad fully complied with the governing regulations. (36 LIJ. 567,0
5670) under the act of 1891 and had prfih acf e established its right
.to apply for and.receive a right of way thereunder; that it had pre0viously beenh recogized as a proper beneflciary Under said act, havinh
obtained a gr'ant May 3, 1922, fotr the Topaz or -Alkali Lake'Reservoir, lying partl
thin the Slsie of California and partly within
tieh State of Nevada, and consequently that all questins. as to said
company's right to apply for and receive such right of way were res
judicata. It was also held that any. question respecting the right
of the district as a cbrporation to operate and function in the State
of California and to appropriate, divert, and use the waters of that
State were matters for the courts of Califdrnia and not f-or tht Land
D6epartm'ent'to determine.
* Exhaustive briefs have been filed and the case has received careful
. consideration. It appears that the Bridgeport Reservir is one of the
principal projects plannedX by the Walker River Irrigation 'District
fior thie reclamation enterprise it has undertaken,. and, that.mi1923
follo~wing the rejection 0;by the Federal Power Commission of: the
.application of C. E. Loose for license for a power project, the.district proceeded to conistruct, the said dam and reservoir; that the work.
has now been completed at a fcost of approximatelyt $300,000 and is
being .utilized for. the storage of water for the Walker River Irrigation District. Pending the; appeal a hearing was held :June 22, 1925,
-before the ,.divisionof -water rights, State Department of. Public

000
l
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WV~orks :(California) inlvolving application No... 1389 of the Walker
River Irrigation District to impound water for irrigation purposes
at the site of' the said reservoir, protest having been filId by Loose
on the' ground that the .district was not qualified to'dd°'usiness in
the State of California or acquire water rig-hts therein..: The Depart-nment has now been advised by the Department of Public Works that
the protest in question was dismissed and that the application of the
W
Walker River Irrigation District to appropriate water from'T theri
East Walker River for 'storage in Bridgeport Reservoir was appoved

'

. Junei 18, 1926.

Manifestly, therefore, appellant's contient'ion'"that

'theeasement
sought can not be utilized for lack of water is without
force.
The Department is not disposed to question the right4of the Walker'
River Irrigation District to function and operate in the State of California. Any uncertainty in that regard may properly b.e left to the
courts to determine. In that, connection, however, it is observed
that the courts have not always been harmonious in their'.views as to6
the precise definition to apply to irrigation districts,,but. there has beenh
uniformity in the decisions to the. effect that these corpor-tions are
public and quasi municipal in character, They apparently have
some elements of private corporations. In Indi~n- Cove Irrgation
District v. Pideaum (136 Pac. 618, 0621) the, court'held-L
It is. settled law that irrigation d
cts are public corporations although
not strictly municipal in. the, sense of exercising governmental functions other,
than those connected with raising revenue to defray the expense of construct-.
ing and operating irrigation system's and the conduct of the business <of thie
district.
'
.

-In the case of Randoph v.' ,ani
aus County (186 Pac. 626, 627),
quoting from In #e -Weer (62 Pac. 99) the court defined an irrigation district as follows:'

k

A sanitary district, no more than an irrigation district, or a reclamation district, ora 'drainage district,'possesess police powers properly belonging to cities
and municipal bodies exercising local governmental functions.-.Such' districts
are created for the purpose generally of some special local improvement and
should exercise only such ,powers as may be conferred ;upon, themn .by the.,Legis-:
lature in the line of the object- of their creation. Althoh
th
public corporations, they are not municipal corporations in the proper sense of
-:
that term.' All municipal corporations are public corporation's, but the conves.
does not follow that 'all'public corporations are municipal. Railroad corporations "are deemed quasi public 'corporations, but they; are; not deemed
quasi
'municipal corporations. :In spome of the, cases expressions may .doubtless &be
found which -would seem to indicate that public corporation's and
X
unicipali.
corporations are- synonymous, but it is nevertheless inaccurate to 'designate4a
:drainage district or a sanItary district; although public corporations, as
municipalities.
'
'
40 2 10"-25-voL 51-35
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In the case of Turlock Irrigation District v. White (198 Pac.
1060), the court held (syllabus)--muAn irrigation district organized under the laws of California is not a
section
13,
art.
Const.
to
1914
of
amendment
the
within
nicipal corporation,"
1, excepting from the exemption from taxation of property belonging to municipal: corporations, "such lands and the improvements thereon located outside
the municipal corporation owning the same as 'were subject to taxation at
the time of their acquisition by the county, city and county, or municipal
corporation."

In the body of that decision it was stated (page 1062)* *8 The nature of an irrigation district has been a matter of judicial
*e
investigation and interpretation, and it has been held thatlsuch a corporation
is not a municipal corporation but a " public corporation for municipal purposes." Fallbrook Irrigation District v. Bradley, 164 U. S. 112, 17 Sup. Ct.
56, 41 L. Ed.: 369.- As to swamp land, drainage, levee, and reclamation districts, similar to irrigation districts, it has been held that they were not ninnicipal corporations. People v. Levee Dist. No. 6, 131 Cal. 30, 63, Pac. 676; People
v. Sacramento Drainage District,. 155 Cal. 373, 103 Pac. 207.; Swampland Dist..

No. 150 v. Silver, 98 Cal. 51, 32 Pac. 866., and Reclamation District No. 70 v.
Sherman, 11 Cal. App. 399, 105 Pac. 277. See, also, People v. Selma Irrigation

fist.,

98 Cal. 206, 208, 32 Pac; 1047, and cases there cited.

Ordinarily these districts can exercise nio functibns and engage
in no activities outside the boundaries of the State by which they
are created. But it appears that the Walker River Irrigation District was expressly authorized and endowed by its charter with the
right to do business, store' water, and acquire property in an' adi oining State. Obviously it can exercise none of the functions and privileges conferred by its charter in any other State or country except by
the comity and consent, express or implied, of such State or country.
In this connection it is shown that its right to function and operate
in California has been recognized and acquiesced in by Ithe public

officials of that State. None but the State can question its right
to so operate and the State itself may justly be precluded on prin-.
ciples .of estoppel from raising such objection. Its corporate exist..
ence 'and right to function can not be collaterally attacked or impeached. Western Union Telegraph Company v. Superior Court of
Sacradment 6 Comunty (115 Pac. 1091); Miller v. PerrisIrrigationDictriot (85 Fed. 693).; Quinton v. Equitable Investment Company (196
Fed. .314); Tulare IrrigationDistrict.v. Shepard (185 U. S. 1).
Under these circumstances the Department holds the objections
here; considered to be untenable and the decision appealed from is:'
accordingly: affirmed.
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RULES OF PRACTICE
[Approved December 9, 1910; effective. February 1, 1911; reprint September 1,
1926, with amendments]

PROcEEDINGS BEFORE REGISTERS
INITIATION OF CONTESTS

RULE

1. Contests may be initiated by any person seeking to acquire

litle to, or claiming an interest in, the land involved, against a party
to any entry, filing, or other claim under laws of Congress relating
to the public 'lands, because' of 'priority of claim, or for any sufficient
cause affecting the legality or validity of the claim, not shown by
the records of the Land Department.
Any protest or application to contest filed by any other person
shall be forthwith' referred to' the' Division Inspector, who will
promptly investigate the same and- recommend' appropriate action.
APPLICATION .TO CONTEST
RuLE 2. Any person desiring to -institute a contest must file, in

duplicate, with the register, application in that behalf, together
with statement under oath' containing:"
(a) Name and residence of each party adversely -interested, including the age of each heir of anydeceased'entrym an.
6)bDescription and character of the land involved.
(o) Reference, -so§far as kiiown to' the applicant, to any proceed-ngs'pending foi the acquisition of title to or ithe use 'of such' lands.
(d)

Statement, in. ordinary and concise language, of 'the facts con-

stituting the grounds of contest.
(e) Statement of 'the law' under which applicant intends to acqnuire
title andfacts showing that he is qualified to do so.

(f) That the proceeding is not colee

or spesulative, but iS in-

stituted and will be diligently pursued in good faith.
W() Application that affiant be allowed' to prove said allegations
and that the entry, filing, 'or other claim be canceled.
-(h) Address to which papers. shall be sent for service onxisuch

applicant..

'

'

'

'

'

'

RULE 0 3.1 The statements in the; application' must be corroborated.
by the affidavit of at least one witness having such. personal knowlAimend'd Sept. 23, 1915.

.

'

:
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edge of the facts in' relatign to.,the c6ntested .entry as, if proven,
facts must be set
these
would render it subject to cancellation, and
n
ication
to
'contst. w th, allow
:'forth in his affidavit.
s
c
at n
.RuLE; 4. The register mayvallow'anya
immediately
must
he
but
commissioner;
the
to
referencelthereof
out
forward copy thereof to the Commissioner of the: General Land Office,
who -will promptly cause proper notations to be made upon the
-records, andnopatent orother evidenc of titl~e shallissue unti and
unless the case is closed in favor of the contestee.
CONTEST NOTICE

Rc'i 5. The register shall: act promptly upon all applications, to
upon the allowance, of -any such, application shall issuet,:
..ontestand
::
' notice, directed to the persons adversely interested, containing:.,
involyed,
the
(a). The names of the parties, description
by appropriate reference, ofhthe proceeding
0 :' and
z;0 ,\ identification,
against which the contest is directed.
(b) Notice:that unless theadverse party appears and answers the
allegation of said' contest within 30. daydvafter service o.fnotice the~i:
allegations of the contest will be taken as confessed.
when publication is ordered, seeRule9.)
(For contentsofhnotiee
0

ontens

:SERVICE
Ic

OFpNOTICE

e

e 9.)

RuLns 6. Noticeof contest may be seirved .on the adyerse fparty per-; 0-':
sonally. or by, publication.
:
,RIE7. Personal servic~e of notice of contest may bemade b 'any
person over' the age of .18 years,,, or by registered mail; when 'served
by registered mail, proo fthereof must be accompanied by post-office
registry return receipt, showing personal delivery to the party to
,the sameis directed; whien service ,is made personally, proof
w:: : Mhom
thereof shall be by: ritteniiacknowledgment of' the person'served, "or
by affidavit of the persnnservingutsIe same, showing personal delivery
to the party served; .&xcept when service is made by publication copy
of the affidavit of contest must be served with such notice.
When thecontest:is against theheirs of adeeea ed entryman, the
notice shall be served on eachheir. 2 Ifthe heirs of the entryman .are
nonresident or unknown,, notice, may be, served upon' them by' publication. ashereinafter provided. If the person:to be personally served is
an infa'nt.'under, 14 years of age 'or a person who has been legally
adjudged of. unsound mind, service df notice .shall be made by 'de':livering a 'c,6py: of the notice to the 'statutory guardian or committee
.00000,

- ofsuch infant-'or person' o"unsound' mind, if there be one' if -there

be none, then by delivering' a cbpy of the notice to the person having
the infant or person of unsound mind in charge.
2 Amended July:13, 1921.
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' ULE 8Y Unless notice of contest is personally Served within 30
idays; after' issuance of such. notice and'
thereof'
6poof made not: late

than 30 days after such service, 'or if setviic.e'by publication is ordered,
unlessI publication. is commnenced within 20 days after 'such order and.
,proof of service of notice by publication is'made not later than :20
days after the fourth publication, as specified in Rute 10, the contest

shall abate: Provcided, That if the: defendant- makes answer without,
'questioning 'the 'service or the proof of service of said notice, :the
contest 'will proceed -without furth'r- requirementit in those particulars.
'
SERVING NOTICEfBY PUBLICATION

:

RULE 9. Notice of contest may be given by publicationonly when
it Iappears, by affidavit by or on behalf of the contestant, filed within
30 days after the: allowance of application to .contest and within
.1 days after: its execution, that the adverse party can not' be found,
after due diligence and inquiry, made for the purpose of' obtaining
service of notice of ':contest within, 15 day 'prior to the presentation
iof such: affidavit, of the postmastereat the placee'of address of such
adverse party appearing on the, records of£ the land office and' of tle
postmaster nearestthe land in controversy, andalso of'named: persons
residing in the vicinity of the'land..
Such affidavit must state the last address of the adverse party as
;as'certainedby the person executing the 'same.

The published notice of contest m~ust :giTe the names of the parties

thereto, description of the land involved, identification 'by appropriate1reference of the proceeding. .against: which. the contest is
directed, the substance of the charges contained in the affidavit of
contest, and :a statement thatuponfailure to answer within.20 days'
after the comnpletion of publicatioii0 of suchl notice the allegations of
said affidavit of contest will be taken as confessed.
The affidavit of contest needinotbe published.
-- There shall be published ;with thenotice a statement of the dates
of. publication.
'
'
'
.
RIlE .10.4 Service of notice by publication shall be made, ,by.pub-

lishing notice at least once a week for-four successive weeks in some
newspaper published in the county wherein the land in contest lies '
and if no newspaper be printed in such: county, then in a newspaper
printed in the county nearest to such land.
Copy ;of the notice as published, together with copy of the affidavit
ofconftest, shall be, sent -by] the contestant within. 10 days after the.
first:publication of such, noticqe by registered mafil. directed to the.'
party for service upon whom such'publication is being made at the.
last address of such party as shown by the records of the land'office
191, - and! Ian ,. 1925.
; ':;'d.'-.:;~~Aene
I d . ,44'N:ovX
0 15-j-'':Rf-,;
0 Amen ed N V. 15, 1912, and Tan. 6.11925.

'Amnde Mr ',( 191
I Amended Man 71 1911.
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and also at the address named in the affidavit for publication,-and
also at the post office nearest the land.
Copy of the notice as publishad shall be posted in the office of the
register and also in a conspicuous place upon the land involved,
such posting to be made within 10 days after the 'first publication of
notice as hereinabove provided.
Proof of publication of notice shall be by copy of the
RULE
\ \ f 11.
notice as published attached to and made a part of the affidavit of
'the publisher or foreman of the newspaper publishing the same,'
showing the publication thereof in accordance with these rules.
Proof of posting shall be by affidavit of the person who posted
notice on the land, and the certificate of the register as to posting in
the district land office.
Proof of the mailing of notice shall be by affidavit'of the person
who mailed the notice, attached to the postmaster's receipt for the
letter or (if delivered) the registry return receipt.
:DEECTIVESERvICE OF NOTICE

12. No contest proceeding shall abate because of any defect
in the manner of service of notice in any case where copy of the
notice or affidavit of contest is shown to have been received by the
person to be served; but in such' case the time to answer may be
extended in the discretion of the register.
RULE

-

ANSWER BY. CONTESTEE

RUqLE 13. Within .30 days-after personal service of notice and affidavit of contest as above provided, or, if service is made by publication, within 20 days after the fourth publication, as prescribed
*by these rules, the party served must file with the register answer,
under oath, specifically meeting and responding to the allegations
of the contest, together with proof of service- of a 'copy thereof upon
;-$the contestant by delivery of such copy~ at the, address designiatedin the application to contest, or personally in the manner provided:
for the personal service of notice of contest.
Such answer shall contain or be accompanied by the address at
which all notices or other papers shall be sent for service upon the
party answering.
FAILURE TO ANSWER

RULE 14.6 Upon failure to serve and file answer as herein provided,
confessed, and the
the allegations of the contest will be'taken
register will forthwith forward the case, with recommendation
thereon, to the General Land Office, and notify the parties by ordinary mail of the action taken.
-as

Amended Jan. 6, 1925.

:

Amended Apr. 17, 1926.
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DATE AND NOTICE OF TRIAL

l

15., Upon the filing of answer and proof of service thereof
will forthwith fix a time and place for taking testimony,
and notify all parties thereof by registered-letter mail not less than
20 days in advance of the date fixed.

RunU

f

_the
0 register

PLACE OF SERVICE OF PAPERS

a

Rni 16. Proof of' delivery of papers required to be served upon
the contestant at the place designated under clause "Al " of Rule 2 in
the application to contest, and upon any adverse party at the place
designated in the answer, or at such other place as may be designated
in writing-by the person to be served,'shall be sufficient for all purposes; and where notice of contest has' been given by registered mail,
and the registry-return receipt shows the same to have been received
by the adverse party, proof of delivery at' the address at which such
notice was so received shall, in the absence of other direction by
such adverse party, be sufficient.
Where a party has appeared and is represented by counsel, service
of papers upon such counsel shall be sufficient.
CONTINUANCE

*9

RuLE 17.V Hearing may be postponed because of absence of a material witness when the party applying for continuance makes affidavit,
and it appears to the satisfaction of the officer presiding at such
hearing, that-'
(a) The matter to which such witness would testify, if present, is
material.
(b) That proper diligence has been exercised to procure his attendance, and that his absence is without procurement or consent of
0 - the party on whose behalf continuance is'sought.
* (c). That affiant believes the attendance of said witness can be
had at the time to which continuance is sought.
(d) That the continuance is not sought for mere purposes of delay.
RuLi '18. One continuance only shall be allowed to either party on
account of absence of witnesses, unless the party applying for further
continuance shall, at the same time, apply for order to take the testimony of the alleged absent witnesses by deposition.
RULE 19. No continuance shall be granted if the 'opposite party shall admit that the witness on account of whose absence continuance
V
is desired would, if present, testify as stated in the application for
continuance.
Continuances will be granted on behalf of the United States when
the public interest requires the same, without affidavit on the part
of the Government.
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DEPOSITIONS AND INTERROGATORIES

RULE 20. Testimony may be taken .by deposition when it appears
by affidavit thatL-'

(a) The 'witness resides more than 50 miles, by the usual traveled
route, from the place of trial.
(b) The witness resides without, or is about to6leave, the StaIte or'
Territory, or is absent therefrom.
;(a) .From an~ycause it is apprehended that the witness may be,
unable to; or willirefuse to, attend the' hearing, in which case the
deposition
will
be used only':in
the'event,: personal attendance
of th '
,,
a
In
S.
witness can not be obtained.
:
RULE
.21. The party desiring to take deposition must serve upon
tjhe adverse party and file with the register-affidavit setting forth the
'finame and address o-6f:the' witness and one or more of the above-:
named grounds for taking such deposition, and that the testimony
sought is material'; which affidavit' must be accompanied by proposed
interrogatories to be propounded to the witness.
RuLE22. The adverse party.will, within 10 days after service. of
affidavit and interrogatories, as provided in the preceding rule, serve
and file cross-interrogatories.
RULE 23. After 'the expiration of :10, days from the service of affi-.
davit for the taking of deposition and direct interrogatories, commission to takethe deposition shall be issued by the register directed
to any:officer authorized to administer oaths' within ,the county'
where such deposition is tobe' taken, which commission shall be
accompanied by a copy of all interrogatories filed.
Ten day's notice of the time and place of taking such deposition' :
shall be given, bythe party in whose behalf such deposition 'is to: be
taken, to the adverse party.
:
RuiE 24.' The officer before whom such deposition istaken shalla
cause each interrogatory to be' written out,, and the answer thereto
::
-t7 *. inserted
immedia'tely thereafter,: andsaid deposition, when 'com: : Vpleted,
shall be read overi'to.the witness and by him subscribed ~and
sworn to in the'tisual manner before the -witness is discharged; and
'said officer. will':thereupon attach his' certificate to said deposition,
stating that the same was subscrib'ed and sworn to at the time' and
:
place therein mentioned. :
'
'
'
':Rm
25. The deposition, when completed and' certified as afore-:
said, together' with thet commission and interrogatories, must be
inclosed in a sealed package, indorsed with the title of the proceed-:
ing in which':the same is'taken, and returned by mail or express'to'
the register, who:.will indorse thereon the date of receptionithereof,
and the time of 6opening said deposition':
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RUTLE 26. If the officer designated to take the deposition has no
official seal, certificate of his official character under seal must accom-"

.-

pany the return of the deposition.
RiLE 217. Deposition may, by stipulation filed with the register;
be taken before'any officer authorized to administer oaths, and either
by oral examination or upon written interrogatories.
RUILE 28. Testimony -may, by order of the register and af er such
'*
notice as he' may direct, be taken by deposition before a United
* - States commissioner, or other officer authorized to administer oaths
near the land in controversy, at a time and place to be designated
in a notice of such taking of testimony. The officer before whom
such testimony is taken will,*at the completion of the taking thereof,
cause the same to be certified to, sealed, and transmitted to the register in the like manner as is provided with reference to depositions
RULE 29.iNo charge will be made by the register for examining
testimony taken by deposition.
A RULE 30. Officers'designated to take testimony will be allowed to
*D 0 V charge such fees as are chargeable for similar services in the local
* courts, the same to be taxed in the same manner as costs are taxed
by registers.
*$;
f
RULE 31. When the 'officer designated to take deposition can not
act at the time fixed' for taking the 'same,' such' deposition; may be
* taken at the same time and place before any other' qualified officer
designated for that purpose by the officer named in the conimission
or. by agreement of the parties.l
RULE 32. No order for the taking 'of testimony shall be issued until
after the expiration of time allowed for the filing of answer.
TRIALS

.RULE 33.' The register and
&other officers, taking testimony may
*' Be
Xexclude from the trial all witnesses except the one testifying ;and the
parties to the proceeding.:
l RULE 34. The register will be careful to reach, if possible, the
exact condition "and 'status of the land involved in any contest, and
will ascertain' all the facts having any bearing upon the rights of
parties in interest; to this end said officer should, whenever neces-.
sary, personally interrogate and direct the'examination of a witness.
ARUtE 35. In preemption cases the register will particularly ascertain the nature, extent, and value of alleged 'improvements; iby whom
made, and when; the true date of the settlement of persons claiming;
the steps taken' to mark and secure the claim; and the exact status
* iX\ of the land at that'date as shown upon the records of'his office.'
RULE 36.- In like manner, under'the homestead and other laws, the
conditionsi affecting the inception of the alleged right, as well as the
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subsequent acts' of the respective claimants, must be fully and spe*v

'
*0

cifically examined.
IRuLE 37. Due opportunity -will be allowed opposing' claimants to

cross-examine witnesses.
RmTE 38. Objections to evidence will be duly noted, but not ruled
upon, by the register, and such objections will be considered by the
commissioner. Officers before whom testimony is taken will summarily stop examination which is obviously irrelevant.
Ruxis. 39. At the time set for hearing, or at any time to which the
:trial may.be continued, the testimony of all the witnesses present
shall be taken and reduced to writing.
When testimony is taken in shorthand the stenographic notes m ust
be transcribed, and the transcription subscribed by the witness and
attested by the officer before whom the testimony was taken: ProvXied, howe'ver, That when the parties shall, by stipulation, filed
* with the record, so agree, or when the defendant has failed to appear,,
or fails to participate in the trial, and the contestant shall in writing
so request, such subscription may be dispensed with.
The transcript of testimony shall, in all cases, be accompanied by
certificate of the officer or officers before whom the same was taken,
showing that each witness was duly sworn before testifying, and, by
affidavit of the stenographer who took the testimony, that the transcription thereof: is correct.
:RtuLE 40. If a defendant demurs to the sufficiency of the evidence,
the register will forthwith rule thereon. If such demurrer is overruled, and the:defendant* elects to introduce no evidence, no further
opportunity will be afforded him to submit proofs.
When testimony is taken, before an officer other than the register,
demurrer to the evidence will be received and noted, but no ruling
made thereon, and the taking of evidence' on behalf of the defendant
will be proceeded with; the register will rule upon such demurrer
when the record is submitted for his consideration.
If said demurrer is, sustained, the register. will not be required
to examine the defendant's testimony. If, however, the demurrer
be overruled, all the evidence will be. considered and decision
rendered thereon.
Upon the completion of the evidence -in a; contest proceeding, the
register will render a report and opinion thereon making full and
specific reference to the posting and annotations upon the records.
RYmE 41. The register will, in writing, notify the parties: to any
proceeding of the- conclusion therein, and that i5 days will be
allowed from the receipt of such notice to move for new trial upon
the ground of newly discovered evidence, and that if no motion for
new trial is made, 30 days will be allowed from. the receipt of such
notice within which to appeal to the commissioner.
.
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.NEW TRIAL
R11ILE 42. The decision of the regster will be vacated: and new
trial granted. onlyupon the ground of newly discovered evidence,
in .accordance with the practice applicable to- new trials in courts
of justice: Provided, howeve, That no such application shall be
granted except upon showing-that the substantial rights of the applicant have been injuriously affected.
No appeal will be. allowed from an order granting new trial, but
fthe
. tregister'will proceed at the;-earliest practicable time to retry the
case, and will, so far as possible,, use the' testimony theretofore taken
without reexamination of same witnesses, confining the taking of
testimony; to the newly discovered evidence.
Ru-iE43.. Notice of motion for new trial, setting forth the grounds
thereof, 'afnid accompanied by copies of all papers not already' on file
to'be used.in support of such motion, shall be served upon the adverse
party, and, together with proof of service, filed with the register
not more than 15 days after notice of decision; tbe adverse party
shall, within IO.days after such notice, serve and file .affidavits or
other papers to be used by himmn opposition to such motion.'
.RuLE 44. 'Motions for new trial will not be' considered or decided
in the iirst instance by the commissioner or the Secretary of the
interior, or otherwise than on review,-of the decision thereof by the
register.
R'iy, 45.: If. motion for new' trial is' not made, or if made and not
aliowed,' the register will, at the' expiration of the time for' appeal,
promptly forward the same, with the testimony and all papers in'
the: case, to the commissioner, with letter' of transmittal, describing
the case by its title, nature of the contest, and the land involved. 7
The register will not, after'forwarding 'of decision, as above provided,' take ifurther 'action in -the case unless so instructed by' the
commissioner.
FINAL PROOF PENDING CONTEST

RULE 46.7 The pendency of a contest will excuse the submission of
final proof on the entry involved until a reasonable time after the
disposition::of the proceedings, but final or comnutation proof 'may
be submitted at any stage 'thereof. The. payment of the final ecOmnissions or purchase money, as-the case may be, should be deferred until
the case; is closed, when, if the contest is dismissed and the proof is
found satisfactory, claimant will be allowed 30 days from notice
within which to pay all sums due and furnish a nonalienation affid avit,upon- receipt of which: the proper form of final certificate will.
issue.
'Amended May 16, 1,16.
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the fee for reducing the proof testimony:to writing
In
::::such;'cases

must be paid at the time the proof iis submitted.,

The final proof should be retained in the district land office until
the record in the contest case is forwarded to the General Land
:: :; Office, but' will not be considered in determining''the merits of the
contest, though it may be .used for the purpose of cross-examination
'during the trial.'
In' such cases the party making' the proof will at the time'of subm:nlting same be required to pay the fees for teducing the testimony
T
f:
:
:SX::
:
:0
: :to writing.:0
: -:R:
g| : :.E.,0S-APPEALS
.::0
TO COkMISSIONER
RULE 47. WNo appeal from the action or decision of the .register
will be considered 'unless notice thereof is served and. filed- in the
district land office in the' manner and Nwithin' the time specifie' in
these rules..
RULE 48. Notice;of appeal from the decisio'n of the register shall..
be :served .and filed with such register within 30 cdays after're'ceipt of
notice of decision:'. Provided, however, That:when motion..::for' new
trial is presented and denied, notice of such appeal shallibe served
wit~hin .15 days after receipt, of notice of the denial of said;motlon.
RUE::No person who has failed to answer the contest affidavit,;
A : : '49.
or; having answered, has failed to appear f at the hearing, shall be.,
allowed an appeal from the, final action or decision of the rTegister.i
c:LE,

50. Such notice of appeal must be in writing, and set forth

in clear, concise language the girounds of the appeal, in the form6 of
speciptations of error, which shall be separately stated .and numbered; -where error.is base'd.upon. insufficiency of the evidenceto;
justify the decision, in the assignmejt thereof the particulars, whereiniq,
must be specifically set forth in the notice.
.: deemed-insufficient
00 it
i; 1S
All grounds of error not assigned or noticed and argued in the' brief
will be onsdered as waived.
* Uponjfailureto 'serve and'file notice ,of :appeal as herein provided
the case will be closed.:
' ULE 5. IWhen 'any party fails to move for a new trial or nto
appeal from the decision 'of the register within the timeDSpeeified,
such, decision shall, as to such party, be final and will not be:disturbed
:
except in case of fraud or gross irregularity.'
'No case.will be remanded for' any defect which does1not materially
- :affecttheaggrieved party.'
RULE '2. All .documents received by the register must' be fkept
-onifile and the date of filing ';noted thereon; no papers will, under
:custody of'
an.circumstances, be removeed from the files or'from the
and so
regulations,
proper
under
'the
same,
access
to
but
register,
the
:
not to intere with transaction of public business, will be per: as
mitted to the'parties or their' attorneys.
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COSTS AND AAPPORTIONXENT THEREOF

::LE 58.
. A contestant claiming preference, right Of entry under'
the second section of the act of May 14, 18804 (21 Stat. 140), must
'pay 'the costs of contest. In 'other cases: each party must pay the
cost of taking. the direct examination of his own witnesses -and the'
cross-examination on his behalf of other witnesses; the cost of noting
mOtions, objections, and exceptions must be paid' by the 'party on
whose behalf the same are made.
RULE 54. Accumulation of excessive costs, will' not be permitted.
When the officer before whom testimony is being taken shall rule that
a course of examination is irrelevaiit, the same will nuiot proceed
except at the sole cost.'of the party insisting'thereon and upon his
deposi'tingthe amount reasonably sufficient to pay therefor.
!RULE
55;. 'Where a ;party contestinig a" cltifii shall' by virtiu of
actual settlemient and improvenient establish his right of 'entry- of the
land'in contest under the preemption, homestead, or desert-land laws
by virtue of settlement
iand i'mprovement without' reference to the act,
of .May 14, 1880, the costs of contest will be imposed as prescribed in
the'second clause of Rule 53.
RULE 56. The only cost olf contest chargeable by registers are the
legal fees for reducing testimony to :writing. 'TNo other contest fees
or''costs will' be allowed to or; charged by those officeis, directly or
'; inidfrectly i.q:t ' .; l :0 ' ' t: ,: '''
' - ' -|,
t
:.
RiLE 57. Registers may at any time require either party to give'
security for costs,, including expense:: of taking and transcribing
testimony.
:
: '
RULE 58. Upon the filing of the transcript of the testimony in the

local 'office,. anly excess in the sum. deposited as, security. for costs, of
transcribing testimony will bebreturned 'to the parties depositing. the.
same-.
Ri ~59.
:: 0 When hearings are ordered on behalf; of the Government,
all costs incurred on itst behalf will be paid from the proper appropriation, and when, upon the discovery of reason for suspension in
the usual course of examination, of entries andcointesti, hearings are,
ordered.between contending parties, the cost Swill be paid as required
by Rule 53.
:
RULE
60. The costs provided for by the preceding: rules will be col
lected by the\ register when the Iparties are. brought before rhim in,
obedience'to the orderfor hearing.
Rule 61 was abolished by CirculartNo. 962;'approved October 10.
1924 (50 L. D. 656).
PREPARATION; OF NOTICES,

n

ERn
62. All notices and other papers not-required to be served by;

the register must be prepared and served by the respective parties.

0i
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RULE 63. The register will require -proper provision to be made
for such notices not. specifically provided for in these rules as may
,
ci I on
. -'
'::
t,,
~ ~~~~~
*
.
* ~ ~ ~~
become necessary in the usual progress of the case to final decision.
APPEAL

*

-

* ;0
0 '

FROM DECISION :REJECTING APPLICATION TO ENTER PUBLIC LANDS

RFuE 64. To facilitate, appeals from his' action relative to applications to file, enter, or locate upon the public lands, the register will(a) Indorse upon Ievery rejected application the date of presenta-,
tion and reasons for rejection.
(b) Promptly advise the party in interest of the action and of' his
right of appeal..
(c) Note upon his records a memorandum of the transaction.
RULE 65., The party aggrieved will be allowed 30 days from receipt
of notice in which to file notice of appeal 'in the district land office.
The notice of appeal, when filed, will-be forwarded to the General'
Land.Office with full report upon the case, which should recite all
the facts and proceedings had and must :embrace the following
particulars:
(a) The original application, with reasons for the rejection thereof.
(b) Description 'of the tract involved and statement of its status;
as shown by the records of the district office.
(c) Reference to all entries, filings, annotations, memorandum, and
' correspondence shown by the record relating to said tract and to theproceedings had.
XII
f.-- ;
PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE DISTRICT CADASTRAL ENGINEER

RuLE 66. The proceedings -in hearings and contests-before the dis-;.h
trict cadastral engineer shall,,as to notices, 'depositions and' other'
matters, be governed as nearly as may be by the rules prescribed, or
proceedings' before 'registers, unless otherwise provided by 'law.'

IPROCEEDINGS BEFORE

THE

COMMISSIONER

OF THE GENERAL

LAND: OFFICE AND

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
EXAMINATION .AND ARGUMENT

RULE 67. The commissioner will cause notice to be given, to 'each
party
in interest whose address is Ikown of any order or decision
t::
a~ffecting the merits' of the case or the regular order of proceedings
therein.
RULE 68. No additional evidence will be admitted or considered
by the commissioner unless -offered under stipulation of the parties
application or protest: Provided, however,
of a mineral
or in support
-~~~ ~
UP
i

;

1Xp
.~

S
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That the commissioner may order further~ investigation made or evidence submitted upon particular matters to- be by him specifically
designated.
Affidavits or other ex parte statements filed in the office of the
commissioner will not be, considered in finally determining any controversy upon the merits.
69.' After receipt of the 'record by :the' commissioner 30
: TRUTH
days will be allowed to expire'before any action is taken'thereon,
unless, in the judgment of 'the commissioner, public policy or private
necessity shall require summary action, in which event he will proceed at his discretion, first notifying the attorneys 'of recoid, of his
intention so to do: Provided,That where no appeal has been filed the
case may be immediately considered and disposed of.
RuTE 70. If brief is not filed before a case is reached in its-order
for examination, the argument.will be' considered closed, and no further argument or motion of any kind will be entertained, except upon
application and upon. good. cause appearing to the commissioner
therefor..
RULE 71. In the discretion of: the commissioner, orall argument
may-be presented, at a time; to be fix'ed by him and upon notice to
opposing counsel, which notice shall specify the time for suchQ argument and the specific matter to be discussed. Except as herein provided, oral hearings or suggestions will not be allowed.B
REHEARINGS

RU' 72M-No6motion for rehearing of any decision rendered by
the Commissioner of the General Land Office will be allowed.
MOTIONS

'RUmE 73. No motion shall be entertained or considered in any case
after the record has been transmitted to a reviewing- officer.
In ex parte cases, where the entryman has been allowed by the
commissioner to furnish additional evidence or to show cause, or,' in
the alternative, 'to appeal, both 'the evidence': or showing. and the
appeal are filed, the commissioner shall pass, upon the evidence or
showing submitted, and, if found sufficient, note the appeal as closed.
If such evidence or showing be found insufficient,Ithe appeal will be
forwarded to the Secretary as in other cases.
APPEAL FROM THE COMMISSIONER TO THE SECRETARY.

Rriia 74. Except as herein otherwise provided, an appeal may be
taken to the Secretary of the Interior from the final decision of the
commissioner in any proceeding relating to' the disposal of the public
lands and private claims.
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RuLE 75. No appeal shall be had from the action of. the commissioner affirming the decision of the register in any case 'where the
party adversely affected shall have failed to appeal from the decision
of said register.-.
RULE 76. Notice of appeal from the commissioner's decision must
be served upon the adverse party and filed in the office of the register
or in the General Land Office within 30 days from the date, of
service of notice of such decision.
RULE 7.7. When the commissioner considers an appeal defective
:he will notify the .party thereof,; and if the defect be not cured.
within 15 days from the date of receipt of such. notice, the appeal.
may be dismissed and the case closed.
RuuLE 78. In proceedings before the.commissioner in whichhe shall,
decide that a party has no right to appeal to the.Secretary, such.
: party m'ay apply to the Secretary for an :order directing the commissioner to certify said proceedings to,,the Secretary-and suspend
action until the Secretary shall pass upon the same; such application
shall be in writing, under oath,'-and fully and specifically set forth
thegrounds uponwhich the same,:is made.
:
*Rnr: 79. When the commissioner shall decide against the right of
appealthe will suspend action on 'the ccase for, 20 days' from service
of notice of. such decision to enable, the party against:whom. the
decision is rendered to apply to the~Secretary, for: an order certifying
the record as hereinabove provided.
RuLE 80.'The appellant:will:be allowed 20 days after service of
notice of .appeal *within which to serve and file :brief and specifica*'tion of 'error, as proyided .byViRule 50,J'the ,adverse party 20.' days
after service of such within which to serve and file reply thereto;
appellant will be allowed 10 days 'after service of such reply within
*which to serve' and file response: Provided, however, That 'if either
party is not represented by counsel having offices in 'the.city of Washington, 10 days in .addition to each period, aboveQ specified'will 'be:
allowed within which to serve and, file the respective briefs.
No arguments otherwise-than .above provided shall' be made or'
filed without permissionof the Secretary or commissioner granted
upon notice, to the adverse party.
'RULE

81-. (Abolished.)Y
ORAL ARGUMENT BEFORE THE SECRETARY

-

RuLE 82.8 Oral argument' in any case pending before the Secretary
of the Interior will be -allowed-, on motion, in, the discretion of. the
Secretary, at a,jtime to be.fixed by him, after notice to the parties.
: he counsel for each, party will keS~allowed only one-half an hour,
: nless
; u an extension of time is ordered before the argument begins.,:
: Amended Nov. :6r 1911.

-
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RHEARING OF SECRETARY'S DECISION

RuLE 83.9 Motions for rehearing before ;the Secretary' must be
filed within 30 days after receipt of notice of the decision complained
of and will act as a supersedeas of the'decision, until otherwise directed by the Secretary. , Such, motions; briefs, and arguments must
not be served on the opposite party~ and must be filed directly with
the Seeretary of Interior, Washington, D.
,C.
-Any such motion must state concisely and specifically the grounds
; upon which the motion for rehearing is basedaandcb6 accompanied
by brief and argument in support thereof.
If proper grounds are not shown 'the. rehearing will be,.denied and
sent to the files of the General Land Office, whereupon the commisi-sioner wTill proceed to execute the decision before renidered. If upon
examination grounds sufficient for rehea~ring are' shown, a rehearing.
-will be granted and the moving party will be notified that he will
be allowed 15 days from _receipt of notice within which to serve a
copy of his motion, together with all argument in support thereof,
E
on the opposite party, who will be allowed 3 days thereafter'in
which to file and serve answer, brief, and argument. Thereafter the
cause or matter will be again considered and appropriate action
taken, which may consist either in adhering to the former decision
or modifying o'r vacating the sanme, or tfie making of fay further
;or other order deemed warranted..
*As applied td the Territory of. Alaskai the periods of timegranted
by this rule shall be doublled.
MOTIONS FOR REVIEW AND REREVIEW

RtrULE 84. Motions for review and rereview are hereby: abolished.
SUPERVISORY POWER OF SECRETARY

;RUE 85. Motion for the exercise of -supervisory power will be considered only when accompanied by positiv* shoying of extraordinary:
emergency or, exigency demanding the exercise of, such authority.

* In proceedings before the Secretary of the Thterior the'same rules
shall govern, in so far as applicable,, as, are providdfor proceedings
before the Com ilssioner of the General Land Office.
RULE 86. No rule here prescribed shall be eonstrued' to deprive the'
Secretary of the Interior of any direct or supervisory power conferred upon him by, law.
: -::0:

;

0.! :

ATTORNEYS

;

-0

RuTR 87.10 Every. attorney, before practicing before the Depart-,
ment of the'Interior ahd its bureaus, must,'comply with the require. Amended

Oct. 25. -1115.;

40 2 1 0 - 2 5-v OL 51-36

Amended Apr. 9,l 1915.
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ments of the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior
pursuant to section 5 of. the act of July 4, 1884 (23 Stat. 101).
by attorney,
iwhere
anysparty isrepresented
I EiW 881.- In all cases
such attorney will be' recognized 'as fully controlling the same on
0 behalf of Xhis client, and service of any not ice or other paper relating
to such proceedings upon such attorney will'be deemed notice to the
party in interest.
Where a party is represented by more than one attorney service of
notice or other 'papers upon one of said attorneys shall be sufficient.
ROmE 89. No person hereafter appearing as a party or attorney in
any case shall be entitled'to notice of any proceeding therein who
does not, at the time of appearance, file in the office in which the 'case
is pending a statement showing his name and post-office' address and
the name 'and post-office address of the party whom he represents.'
RULE 90. Any attorney in good standing; employed, and whose
appearance is regularly entered in any; case pending before the department, will be& llowed'full opportunity to consult the records
therein, together with abstracts, field notes, tract books, and correspondence which is not deemed privileged and confidential.
RULE 91. Verbal or other inquiries by parties or counsel directed
to any employee of the department, except the commissioner, assistant commissioner, or chief of division of the General Land Office, or
the Secretary and Assistant Secretaries, the Solicitor, members of
the Board of, Appeals, or the Supervising Attorney, or with the
consent of. one or more of said officers, is expressly forbidden.
RuLE 92. Abuse of the privilege of 'examining records of the' department or violation of the foregoing rule by any attorney will be
treated as sufficient cause for institution of disbarment proceedings.
SERVICE OF NTOTICES

Fifteen days, exclusive of the day of mailing, will be
iallowed f6r'ithe transmission of notice or other papers by mail from,
the General Land Office, except in case of notice to resident attorneys,
in which case one, day will be allowed.
In computing time for service of papers under these rules of practice the first day shall be 'excluded and the last day included: Po'vided That where the last day is a Sunday, a legal holiday, or half
holiday such time shall include the next full business day.
RULE 95.,2 Notice of all motions and proceedings before the commissioner or Secretary except as specified' below, shall' be served
upon parties or counsel personally or by registered mail, and no'mo-tion will be entertained except' on proof of service of notice thereof.
As to motions for rehearing, petitions for certiorari and petitions
RULE 94.11

Apr. 80, 1917.
9 Amended.
0 "

0

' Amended Sept. 28, 1917.
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for the exercise of supervisory authority before'the Secretary, serv-lce of notice shall be made oonly dafter such proceeding has been entertained and service directed, as provided by Rule 83..
; .R
'96. Ex parte proceedings and proceedings in which the adverse; party does not appear'Will, as to notice of decision, time for
-the'*
appeal, and filingo of exceptions and arguments, be: goveined
rules prescribed in other cases, so far as the same are applicable. In:
such caises the commissioner or Secretary may, pursuant to application. and upon good cause being shown therefor, permit~additional*
'evidence to be presented for the purpose of curingtdefects inthe'
proofs of record..by

*.

INTERVENTION

RtLE 97. No person shall be allowed to intervene in any case
'except upon application therefor. under: oath, showing his interest
therein.

*

HOW TRANSFEREES AND INC1TMbRANCERS MAY ENTITLE THEMSELVES TOi
NOTICE OF CONTEST OR OTHER PROCEEDINGS

I

RULE 98.1- Transferees and 'incumbranCers of 'landI thetitle to
which is claimed or is in processof acquisition under; any public-land;
:law shall, upon filing notice of the transfer or incumbrance in the
district land: office, become. entitled to receive and be given 'the same,
notice of. -any contest: or, other proceeding thereafter had aifecting
such land'which is required to be given the original entryman or
such notice of ajtransfer or incumbrance must be
claimant.
forthwith'noted upon- the records of the district land' office and'be'
promptly reported to the General Land Office, whereb like notation.
thereof will be made. Thereafter such transferee or incumbrancer,
as. well as the entryman, must be. made a party defendant to 'any:
- .':
proceeding against the entry..
.'Every

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE FILING OF APPLICATIONS AND OTHER PAPERS

RUME 99.14 The Secretary and theil Commissioner 'of the General:
Land Office will not acknowledge' the receipt 'of papers forwarded by'
Imail, but if a prepared receipt:is forwarded to.aadistrict' land' office
with any paper the register will sign and return the receipt ito the
0 0 ->: : party
o forwarded the same, fafter inserting the date and the

:wh

serial number.
NOTICE OF PREFERENCE RIGHT,

R;tE 100.: Where preferenee right of entry is 'awarded under section. 2 of the 'act of kMay 14, 1880' (21 Stat. 140j, the register will,
-UAdobted: Se6t. 23i 1915.

''

' 14 Adbpte& Nm

lo,

1915

;0 :7564
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after service6of notice 6f such right upon contestant and the expira-.
tion, of the 830days allowed for exercise thereof, transinit to the
C61ommissioner of the General Land Office by special letter the evi-]
'dence of service for filing' with the canceled entry record: 'A fee of
$1 for giving such notice .m1ust be tendered to the'register of the
district land office before' any application for the land will:, be
approved.:
fS:

03:;
f::: X

| L

:

: ;Wnz1IAiw SPRY,::(:.:;

fC:

Com issinr
Approved:
: C. FINNEY,

:First Assistant Secreta .ry
.,OWAID,v..

GREEN

Decided September 3, 1926

-

:%IE5ERT L;AND-IMPsovEMENTs-ExpaxoImazPxSPAcrrcE.;L

:j:

;:

?:C

The instirctions of April 26, 1924, Circular No. 933, declaring that the costt
of :clearin~g bt the processof "railing" shall not be an acceptable expendi-'
ture for 'the reclamation 'of desert lands, will' 'not 'be applied retroactively,
wherelthe work:of clearing~ was perforinmed in. good faith and:pioof thereof i
submitted. at a time when it was-:the practice to;.allow, credit for :such
worik.

First Assistant SecretarJ:
This is. ani appeal byv;James R. 'Green from decision of' the Comn-missioner of'the. General 'Land' Office dated February 3, 1926, holding
his desert-land: entry for cancellation' on the; contest;: of Abigail
FiNNEY-,

;:Howard.,.,

. 0;f

:,:t,.

$l

0

.,-,,

.t

.

,

The entry was' made June 16, 1919' and embraces the; 'ST. 1/ NW.
14, Sec., 21, T. 6 S., R. 7 E., G. &
& S. IR. M.;, containing 80 acres,
Phoenix land district, Arizona. Three annual proofs;were filed, the
first showing an: expenditure of $103_for erecting' a feide-; the isecond
proof evidences' an.expenditure
$80 for ciclearing 20 :acres'on
the-north side of the land; and-the third proof shows the Osdmc' cx ;' :
penditurefor iclearing an additional 20 acres. : A plat which accompanied the third yearly proof shows one-fourth of a mile of fence
on the north' side of the entry, andjthe unorth 40: acres -of the tract
cleared.
June0 8, 1923, the entryman filed an application for. an extension
of time to submit~final proof' stating. that he had expended more than:
$3: peracte in clearing the land and in erecdtig a'substantial wire
fencelwith elledar 'posts around three of its 'sides-the' fourth sie
being already fenced-but that he had been unable to sink a well
'of

:

:T

:

:V

:

:

~~~~wll
:
0
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for Iirrigation purposes. The application was referred to the division
. inspector for investigation, and prior to any action thereon Abigail
: H oward, on December 4, 1923, filed contest affidavit; charging- :-

*:; '

- Xthat,
entryman has not expended the sum of One Dollar per acre on or
;, 0 'said
for the benefit, of said land during each of the" hree years following the date
- of Msaid entry and that he has not at any time made any expenditures or im:provements on or for the benefit of said land except to erect: about one-fourth
mile of wire fence of the value of sixty-five Dollars and do some railing of
no value.

hearing held before a
Answer was fileddenying thecharges
notary public at Casa Grande, Arizona,. March 22, 1924, both parties
appearing in. person and byhcounsel. Three witness'es testified for
the contestant. The entryman testified' in his own behalf 'and pro$duced05 six witnesses. Upon'6considerat6ii of the. testimony.thus
.:': ::adduced, the local officers held that the charge had' not beenproved,
and,, recommended the dismissal of the' contest. On iappeal. by the
contestant the Cominmissioner in his' decision of February 31926, reversed the action. of the local officers and held the entry for cancella-:
::tion. Apipeal by the. ntestee brings the case before the Department.
In reachifng the concl'sion that the required amount of expendi-tures had not been made upon the land, the Commissioner held 'that
credit could not be allowed for the cost of. clearing; that' the only
acceptable expenditure ,was that relating 'to the fence on. the north
line of the entry, variously estimated to: be wvorth from $70 to $100.
As to the clearing .the Commissioner applied retroactively the ruling
with reference to "railing" announced in' Circular No. 933, .dated
April '26, 1924 (50' L.b 8398), and while iit was satisfactorily'shiown.
that betw'een.'40 'and 50 acres of the lanid hid once been ceared or$.
"railed," and that the entryman'had actually paid $160 for the work
'performed-the current market price at the time being between $3
and $4 per acre-it was held that no value could be attached :to'this
work, because the brush had not' been properly removed for detexiststroyed. In' 6ther worids, the woik.'done does not conformto
ing requirements.
'Appellant'challenges this ruling 'and contends that: the provisions
of -the circularf above referred to should not be applied retroactively
to his prejudice.
The Department has carefully considered the m atter and believes
- .. '

:that the iregulations should not be given a retroactive' efect. Work
of tie. character done in this case was formerly accepted as atbasis
of annual. proof, and clearing was counid'd. an improvement within';:
of ithe desert-land law without strict regard to the' fact
the
I t meaninglf
whether it was 'done by" rolling' or crushing the vegetation,' or drag'common. practice in many
Cthe
:.:' ging
''or 'railing the land, th'at being
.t:

;'y
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localities.: Gre'en's expenditures wereappairently'made in good-faith,
mand proof thereof submittedi at a time when it was the: practice to
allow credit for such work. Furthermore, it appears ftom endorsements on the entry papers that his three annual proofs were examined; and accepted by the General Land Office as satisfactorily conforming to regulations then in force. Under the circumstances, and
since it is shown' that he1has expended $3 per acre, of the whole
tract, the decision appealed from is reversed.
SEWELL A. KNIAPP'(ON PETITION)
Decided September S,-1926
JTYRISDICTION - LAND
STATUTES.

DEPARTMWENT- SELEcTIOX-

CERTIFICATIoN

NEVADA-.

Section 2449, Revised Statutes, declaring in terms all selection lists "perfectly null and void " if the lands certified are not of the character granted
by the act upon which the selection is based, is inoperative to restore jurisdiction in the Land Department lost by the approval:of a certification of a
tract of land selected by the State of Nevada under the igrant of. June 16,
:1880, where the certifying offiers acted within the. scope of their authority
and upon a presentation of evidence showing the land to be of the character
contemplated by the grant.
PniouR DEPARTMENTAL DECISION REAFFIRMED.
Case of Sewefl A. Knappt (47 -L. D. 152 and 156), rea'fflrmed.
FINNEY, First Assistant Seeretary:

-Thlis*is a petition fIor the exercise of the 'stpervisory authority. of
the D)epartment, filed by Frank= R. Porter, on behalf of: himself and
as attorney in fact for Sewell A. Knapp in the matter of the applheation 010030 filed by Knapp for patent to the Belleville placer miningf
*'0Xf
f 0
claim embracing together with other tracts not here in controvefty,
* the NW. 1i/4 NE. '/A4
NE. 1/4, NW. lj NE. 1/4, NW. 1/4 SE. 'ANE. 'j4,
and N. /2' SW. 3'4 NE. '/A, Sec.'10, T. 4 N., R. 34 E., AL D. M., Carson
City, Nevada, land district, wherein the Department by decision of
June 1, 1918 (47 L. D. 152), adhered to, on motion for rehearing,
February 7, 1919, and on petition, June 24, 1919 (47 L. ID. 156),
October 12, 1923, and July 2, 1925, affirmed the action of the Com-'
missioner of the General Land Office, which, in turn, affirmed that
* of the local officers, in rejecting said application as to thedescribed
tracts in the NE: 'A, Sec. 10, for the reason that said quarter section
had keen 16 years before the filing of the application certified to the
State of Nevada in part satisfaction of its two million acre 'grant by,
the act of June&'16, 1880 (21 Stat. 287), and had therefore passed
beyondthe jurisdiction of the LandDepartment.
.,
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The petition alleges error in the decisions of the :Department
herein on the following grounds: I
That the Department misinterpreted the United

States mining laws and

statutes pertaining to our case.,

That the decisions of the Department of June 1st and June 24th 1919, were
erroneous because the Department disregarded and overlooked facts and evidence submitted by your petitioners.

That the failure of the--Department to order a hearing, either of its own
-volition or in response to the earnest solicitation of your petitioners, was a
clear violation of the laws and rules of the Department..
That the decisions of June 1st and 24, 1919, -promulgated by Asst. Secretary
A. T. Vogelsang clearly violated the statutes of the United States and the
State of Nevada,' and was and is a direct attempt to 'override the will of
Congress and convey away lands in defiance of such laws and statutes and of
the rights of your petitioners herein.

The said act of June 16, 1880, provides that-:

.

i The lands herein granted shall be selected by the State authorities of said
State from any unappropriated, nonmineral, public land in said State, in
quantities not less than the smallest legal subdivision; and when selected
in conformity with the terms of this Act the same shall be duly. certified to
said -State by. the Commissioner of the General Land Office and approved'
by the Secretary of the Interior. [Italics supplied.]

It is urged by the petitioners that they have shown that the
tracts 'in question were not subject to selection by the State because
known. long prior to the selection thereof to have been mineral in
character. In that connection they cite the' provisions of section
2449, Revised Statutes, to the effect that where lands have been
granted to any*State .by a law of Congress and where such law does
not convey the fee simple title or require payment, the list, which.
is certified by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, shall
be regarded as conveying the fee simple;.of the lands that are of the
:: lharacter contemplated by the act and intended to be granted, but

thatwhere lands embraced in such lists are not of the character embraced by
such Acts of Congress, and are not intended to be granted thereby, the lists,
so far as these lands are concerned, shall be perfectly null and void, and no
right, title, claim, or interest shall be conveyed thereby.

On their showing, ad in view of the p'rovisions of said section
2449, thoi petitioners insist' that the certification of said' described
tracts to the State should: be disregarded- as-being' null and' void,.
and 'that patent to said tracts should. be issued on 'the application of
Knapp,' which was filed April 9, 1917, and based upon the asserted
Belleville placer mining location alleged to have been made August
11, 1904.
The original selection list (No. 122),' which embraced the said',
NE.; .4, Sec. 10, was filed September 30, 1890, and ' was accom-
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panied by an affidavit by J. F. Longabaugh, at whose instance the
selection of said tract was made, to theeffect that the affiant was well
acquainted with the tract, having frequently passed over the same,
and that his knowledge was: such as to enable him to testify understandinglyv with regard thereto;

*033 ;:
;; 0

*;
;0;::

that there is not, to his knowledge, within the limits thereof, any vein or lode
of quartz, or other rock in place,; earing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, or
copper, of any deposit of coal *;thatthere is not within the limits of said land,
to his knowi6dge, any p
cement, gravel, or other valuable. mineral deposit;
that no portion of f said land is' claimed for mining purposes under the local
customs or rules of' miners or otherwise; that no portion of said land is
worked for mineral during any part of the year by any person or persons;
that said land is' essentially jnonmineral. land: * * *8
;:'0'0

The said origilal list:bears a certificate by the registerand receiver
that " no valid conflicting right is knownr to exist."
The NE. 1/4, Sec. 10, was, together with other tracts, incorporated
in Qirson City list: No. 33, whereon, in March, 1901 it is' certified
byb examiners of.. the G leneral Land Office, Iand, over the sigtatures
of the proper chiefs of divisions, that "the tract books of lands
described in: this list have been carefully examined an'd compared
with the township plats and tract books of this office and have been
found to be free from ctonflict' and to inure tp the State for the
purpose above stated." 'Also: that::
by the records of this office none of the tracts selected herein are in conflict

'
with
minina claims of' record 'in this office, that some of the tracts selected
subsequent to the cireular of July' 9, 1894, have been published under the
mining
regniations :without protest or objection; and that the others. are not
in townships containing mining claims 'of 'record.; that of the tracts selected
prior to 'said circular, those in townships containing mining claims of record
are covered by nonmineral affidavits for each. and every legal subdivision, and
that all tracts 'returned as mineral have been finally adjudged nonmineral.

The list further bears the 'certificate, dated. April 8, 1901, by'
the Commissioner, that the tracts described, therein ":are unreserved,
unappropriated,:'sutteyed public. lands of the: United States within
the 'limits
of the said State, free from adverse claims of record, and
not mineral in character.". It was accordingly' recommended by the
Commissioner' that the clear list be approyeds "subject to any valid
interfering rights, existing at date of 'selection." The list was so
approved by the Secretary A pril 12, 1991, and as approved it was

certified by the Commissioner to the State 'April 23, 1901.

The-'primary: question.in Zvolved in the, case is as to the jurisdiction
of the Iepartment,.in
of the certification of theitracts in controversy to the State, to jentertain either the patent application or the
charges 'as 'to the known mineral .character of. the lands as of'. the
date of the selection.
'view

ra]
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It is settled law that the approval by the Secretary, and certification by'the Conimissioner,'of State selection lists, where 'such offcers are acting within, the scope of their authority passes
"the
title
'to the lands embraced in such lists t' the State as completely as
; though transferred by a patent of the United States. Erasher v.;
O'Connor.(115 U. S. 102)'; Gerrardcv. Silver PedMines (94 lFed.
983) and cases there cited.
'The effect of a'patent is clearly stated in Moore v. Rob bins (96
iU. S. 530).
That case involved:
atract Which was sold at public
sale to Moore, but his right was contested before the local officers
by one Bunn, who set up a prior preemption right to the land. The
local officers decided in favor of Bunn, but on appeal their action
was reversed by the Commissioner, whereupon the land, Wasf patenlted to* Moore. 'Some time' after the delivery of the patent' to
Moore, Bunn appealed to theIDepartment, which reversed the decision of the Commissioner and directed that the patent be recalled
and that one be issued to Bunn. iMoore, however, refused to returni
the patent, and the matter there tested iso far as the Land Depart-'
ment was concerned. It was, however, taken into, the courts, and
the Supreme Court of Illinois, wherein -the land is situated deeming
itself boundi by the decision of;the Department in 'favor of Bunn
felt, compelled to give effect thereto, and, decided Xin favor of Bunn.
- ;The
Supreme Court,' however, in passing upon the case, at .page 532,'
saidWithout now inquiring into the nature and extent of the doctrine referred
to by the Illinois court, it is very clear to us that it has no -application to
Moore's case. While conceding for the present, to the 'fullest extent, that
when there is a question of contested right betweeniprivate parties to receive
from the United States a patent for any part of the publiciland, it beld6ngs
to the head of the Land Department to decide that question, it is equally
clear that when the patent has been awarded to one of the contestants and,
* has been issu'ed, delivered, and' accepted, all, right to control *the title
or 'to decide 'on the right to the title has passed from the land: office. Not
only has it passed from the land office, but it has passed from the' Executive
Department of the Government. A moment's, consideration will show that
this must, ini the nature of things, be, so. 'We are speaking now of a case in
which the officers of the department V
have acted within' the' scope of their
authority. The offices of register and receive land commissioner are created
mainly for the purpose of supervising, the sales' of the public lands; and it
is a part of their daily business to decide when Xa'party has by'purchase, by
preemption, or by any other recognized mode, established a right to 'receive
from the Gbvernment a' title to any part of the public' domain.. This decision
is' subject to an appeal' to the Secretary, if taken in time. But if no such
appeal be taken, and]the patent issued under the seal of the 'United States,
and signed by the: President, is, delivered to and accepted by the party' the
title of the Government passes With this delivery. with the titlec iasses away
all authority or control of the Executive Department over the land, and over
*the title whichit has conveyed." It would be as reasonable to hold that 'any
:
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private owner of land who has conveyed it to another can, of his own volition,
recall, cancel, or annul the instrument which he has made and delivered. If
*fraud, mistake, error, or wrong has been done, the courts of justice present the
only remedy. These courts are as open to the United States to sue for the
cancellation of the deed or reconveyance of the land as to individuals; and if
the Government is the party injured, this-is the proper course.
"A- patent," says the court in United States v. stone (2 Wall. 525), "is the
highest evidence of title, and is conclusive as against the Government and all
claiming under junior patents or titles, until it is set aside or annulled by
some judicial tribunal.

In England this was originally done by saire facias;

but a bill in chancery is found a more convenient remedy."
v. United States, 4 Wall. 232; s. c.: 11 How. 552.
::
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But in all this there is no place for the further control ofhe Executive
Department over the title. The functions of that department necessarily cease
when the title has passed from the government. And the title does so pass in
every instance where, under the decisions of the officers having'authority in
the matter, a conveyance, generally called a patent, has been signed by the
President, and sealed, and delivered to and accepted by the' grantee. It, is a
; matter of course that, after this is done, neither the secretary nor any other
executive officer can entertain an appeal. He is absolutely without authority.

To the same effect, save as to the necessity for the delivery of a
recorded patent, is the decision in United States v. Schurs (102 U. S.
378). In that case the Department had sought to withhold from
delivery a homestead patent-which, through inadvertence, had been
executed and recorded, and which the Department had determined to
be void. The proceeding was one for mandamus to compel the
delivery of the patent. The court, at page 400, said-

*

It is argued. with much plausibility that the relator was not entitled to the
land by the laws of the United States because it was not subject to. homestead
entry and that the patent, is, therefore, void, and the law will not require the
Secretary to do a vain' thing by delivering it, which may at the same time
embarrass the rights of others in regard to the same land.
We are not prepared to say that if the patent is absolutely void, so that no
right could possibly accrue to the plaintiff under it, the suggestion would not
be a sound one.,

But the distinction between a void and a voidable instrument, though sometimes a very nice one, is still a well-recognized distinction on which valuable
rights often depend. And the case before us is one to which we think it is
clearly applicable. VTo the officers of the Land Department, among whom we
include the Secretary of the Interior, is confided, as we have already said, the
administration of the laws:concerning the sale of the public domain. The land
in the present case had been surveyed, and, under their control, the land in that
District generally had been opened to preemption, homestead entry, and sale.
The question whether any particular tract, belonging to the Government, was
open to sale, preemption, or homestead right, is in every instance a question of
law as applied to the facts for the determination of those officers. Their decision of such question and of conflicting claims to the same land by. different
parties is judicial in its character.,
It is clear that the right and the duty of deciding all such questions belong
to those officers, and the statutes have provided for original and appellate hear-
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ings in that department before the successive officers of higher grade up 'to
the Secretary. They have, therefore, jurisdiction of such cases, and provision
is made for the correction of errors in the exercise of that jurisdiction. When
their decision of such a question is finally made and recorded in' the shape of
the patent, how can it be said that the instrument is absolutely void for such
errors as these? If a patent should issue for land in the State of Massachusetts, where the Government never had any, it would be absolutely void. If it
should issue for land once owned by the Government but long before sold and
conveyed by patent to another who held possession, it might be held void in: a
court of law on the. production of the senior patent. But such is not the case
.before us.' Here the question is whether this land had been withdrawn from
the control of the Land Department by certain acts of other persons, which
include it within the limits of an ineorporated town. The whole question is
one of disputed law and disputed facts. It was a question for the land officers
to consider and decide before they determined to issue McBride's patent. It
was within their jurisdiction to do so. If they decided erroneously, the patent
may be voidable but not absolutely void.'
The mode of avoiding it, if voidable, is not by arbitrarily withholding it but
by judicial proceedings to set it aside, or correct it if; only partly wrong. It
was within the province of those officers to sell the land and to decide to whom
and for what price it . should -be sold; and when, in accordance 'fwith their
decision, it was sold, the money paid for it, and the grant carried into effect
by a duly executed patent, that instrument carried with it the title of the
United States to the land.
See also Steel v. Smelting Company (106 U. S. 447); Iron Silver
Mining Company v. Campbell (135 U. S. 286); and Michigan Land
0andr
0 Lumber Company 'v. Rust (168 U. S. 589).
i The
issuance of fa; patent having been thus repeatedly held by the
Supreme Court to deprive the Land Department of all jurisdiction
over the patented premises, and a State selection list certified by the
Commissioner to the State after its approval by the Secretary, both
officers acting within the scope of their authority, having, as has
been shown, the same effect as a patent, there can be no question that
the Department lost all jurisdiction to determine any question aff'ct'ing the lands here in controversy after the approval and certification
of the clear list embracing the same. It is true that in Charles H.
Moore (27"L. D. 481) the. Department held in; substance that a
patent which was void on its face has -no' operative effect requiring
resort to a court of~equity for its avoidance, and therefore that its
'issuance does not deprive the Land Department of jurisdiction over
Athe land so purported to have been conveyed. But it can not be
seriously contended that the certification of the land here involved
is void on its' face. On the contrary, ithe recitals in the certificates
annexed to and comprising a part. of the certified list constitute,
together with the approval and certification of the list, an adjudication in favor of the State of all the facts essential to bring the land
described,'including that here involved,: within the category of those;
subjectito selection by and certification to the State, and those matters

:
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could be controverted only on' the basis of' fact dehors 'the'instrument'
of coveyance, and, 'indeed', existing -wholly outside the record'be
the Land Department at the time of the approval and certification of
the, list. Under the decisions above cited those were matters solelyfor
the jurisdiction of the courts. And. in that connection it is tod, be
noted;l although'it does' not'affect the merits of the 'case, that the
State's8original selection list' einbraciog the land in quetsionnwas filed
more than 27 years, and the land had been duly certified to the State
more than i6 years, before any of the matters now relied upon as
grounds 'for defeating the selection and certification were presented
to the .Departinent.
The decisionis heretofore reiidered, to the-effect that the Depaptment
had lost all jurisdiction for:ai purnpose over'the land involved when
it was certified to the State, are again adhered to and the petition is
accordingly denied.
E
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OF PROOFSAAFFIDAVITS, AND OATH

I:STRUCTIONS
[Circular, No. 88,4]1.

-:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Washingtoz, D. C., Septemlrnb

3,

iREGISTERS,

69%:.

UNITED STATES;LAND OFFICES:.

Section 2294, Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of -March
11J, 1902 (32' Stat. 638, the act of March 4, 1904' (33 Stat. 59), and
the act of February 23, 1923 (42 Stat. 1281), provides.

-That 'hereafter, allproofs, afflidavits,, and oaths of any kind whatsoever 'required to be made by applicants and entrymen under the homestead, preemption, timber-culture, desert-land, and timber and stone Acts, may in addition
to 'those now 'authorized to take such affidavits, proofs, and oaths be made
before any 'United States commissioner or commissioner of the court exercising
Federal jurisdiction in the Territory or before the judge or clerk'6of any court
of record in the. county, parish, or land district in which the lands' are situated':;;
Prom'ded, That in cases where because of geographic or topographic conditions
there is a qualified officer nearer or more accessible to the land involved, but,
:outside the countyand land district, affidavits, proofs, and oaths may be taken
before;such officer: Provdedv further, That in case the affidavits, proofs,- and
oaths hereinbefore mentioned be 'taken outside of the county or land district
in which the land is located, the applicant must show by affidavit, satisfactory
to the Commissioner of. the General Land Office, that it 'was taken .befote the
nearest or most accessible officer qualified to take such affidavits, proofs, and
doaths; but such showing by affidavit need not be made in making final proof if
the proof be ttaken, in the town' or city where the'newspaper is published in
: Revision of Circular No. 884, approved March 23, 19231 (49 L. D. 497).
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which the final proof notice is printed. The proof, affidavit, and oath, when so
made and duly;subscribed, or which may haveheretofore been so made and
duly subscribed, 'shall have ~the samei force and effect' as0 if imade. before the
register and receiver whenltransmitted to them with the fees and commissions
allowed and required by law.. That if any witnessa making such proof, 'or any
applicant makding, such affidavit or oath,. shall, knowingly,;

willfully,

or' cori-

ruptly swear falsely to any-material matter contained in said proois, affidavits,
or, oaths, he 'shall be deemed guilty of perjury, and shall be liable to' the
same pains bid pnaities as if he had sworn falsely before' the register. T hat
the fees for entries and for final proofs; when made before any other officer than
the register and receiver, shall be as follows:
For each affldavit,. 25 cents.
.
For each. deposition of claimant or witness, when not prepared by the. officer,
2cnts.
For1 each deposition of. claimant or witness prepared by the officer, $1.
'Any officer demanding 'or receiving a greater sum for such ssvke shall be
guilty of- misaemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished for each offense
by a fine not.'exceeding $100.

The act of May 17,: 1926 (44 Stat. 558), providesThat a qualified'employee of, the Department'he the Interior who has been
designated to act as register of any United States l'and dfficepursuant to the
provisions of the'Act of October 28, 192ii"An Act for the consolidation of the
offices of register and receiver in certain cases and for other purposes" (Fortysecond Statutas;atLiarge, page .208), may at all times admihister any; oath;
;t
required:by Iaw1 'or the instructions of the General Lafld OSce 'in connection
with the entry or purchase of any tract of public land, but he shall not charge
or receive, ;directly or iadirectly,t anly compensation for administering such oath.

*00
00; ;; The act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat 830), providesThat in all cases in which, under the laws of the United :States, oaths are;
authorized or required to-bei adminfistered; `they may be administered by notaries
public duly appointed in any State, District, or Territory of:.the United States,
by clerks and prothonotaries of courts of record of any such State, District, or
Territory; by the deputies* of such clerks and. prothonotaries, and by all mag:istrates authorized by the laws of or pertaining to any such State, District, or
Territory toadminister oaths. '
As. a result of the enactmient of the said acts' of May 17, 1926, and

July 3,11926, oaths in public-land cases may now be ekeduted before
the
uregister' or the -acting register of' the United :Saites'land officq
.(:and in' Alaska, before the receiver, where there is a receiver), or
bef0ore a United States commisisoner, or a notary public, or before;

i

ajjudge or clerk, or prothonot ry'of ia court of record,'or the deputy
of such clerk or prothonotary, or before a imagistrate authorized by,
tllthe' Iaws of the State, District, or Territory of the tnitead Statesi
to
madnistter oaths, in theidounty, parish, or land' district in which the
land lies,;or before any offcer of the classes mentioned who residesnearer or0 more' accessible to the land, although he mnay reside outside'
of theiecounty and land district in'which the land is situated.'
'-

C.

'
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Where an oath' is administered before an officer outsideof
e
the
county, parish, or land district in which the land applied for is situated, an affidavit must be furnished satisfactory to
cthe*Commissioner; of the General Land Office, that because of 'topographic :.or
geographic conditions the officer,: was nearer-or more* accessible Xto
the land; but in those States in which there is no IUnited States land
office, an affidavit may be executed before any:qualified officer in the
State without any showing as to his nearness or accessibility with

reference to any particular county.
:Except as to the register or the acting register. the official character of any officer not using a seal of office must be.certified to under
seal by the clerk of court having the record of his appointment and
qualifications.:WILLIA .
S
,
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SALE OF DEAD OR DOWN, AND FIRE KILLED OR DAMAGED TIM
: ;BER- ACT OF JULY 3, 1926-CIRCULAR NO. 258 (42 L. D. 300):,
SUPERSEDED

REGULATIONS

:Circular No. 1093]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
0 :tf\ -f0 -;:;: Sl- fV
t
DIVISIoN INSPECTORS:

waigton~D.C.",S etember 11',192;6.-0

The act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 890), amended the act of March
4, 1913 (37 Stat.. 1015), to read asjollows.
That the Secretary' of the Interior is. hereby authorized, under such. rules as
he may:prescribe, to sell and dispose of to the highest bidder, at public auction
or through 'sealed bids, dead or down timber, or !timber which has been seriously
or per manently dainaged by forest fires, on any lands of the United States,
outside Ithe. boundaries -of national forests, inicluding those embraced in unperfected claims under any of the public 'land laws, also upon thee ceded Indian:
lands,; the proceeds of all such sales :to be covered,:into .the Treasury of the
United States: Provided,'That such dead, down, or damaged timber-.upon any0.
tlands:embraced' in an existing claim shall be disposed of only upon the application or 'with the'written consent of such claimant, and the money received
'from the sale of such timber' on any such lands shall be kept in a special fund
to await the final determination aof the claim.
3
Sc. 2. That upon the ere
Secretiry of -the Interior that any
-such claim has been finally approved and patented, the Secretary of the
Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay to such claimant, his heirs,
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or legal representatives, the money received from the sale of such timber upon

his land, after deducting therefrom the expenses of the sale; and upon the

certification of the Secretary of the Interior that any such claim has been finally
rejected and canceled, the Secretary, of the Treasury is hereby authorized and
directed to transfer the money derived from the sale of such timber upon the
lands embraced in such claim to the general fund in the Treasury derived from
the sale of public lands, unless by legislation the lands from which the timber
had been removed had been theretofore appropriated to the benefit of an Indian
tribe or otherwise, in which event the net proceeds derived from the sale of
the timber shall be transferred to the fund of such tribe or otherwise credited
or distributed as by law provided.

This act'permits the sale of all dead or down timber and' timber.
seriously or permanently damaged by forest fires on vacant public
lands outside of national forests, including ceded Indian ;lands and
*including lands in the Territory of Alaska and also lands embraced
within unperfected or unapproved claims, grants, or- selections over
which the Department of the Interior has jurisdiction.
Pursuant to the authority granted by the, above act 'the following
rules and regulations are hereby prescribed;:
L, Where such dead or down or' fire-killed or damaged timber is'
;found, or upon receipt of an application to purchase 'any 'of such
*described timber upon vacant, unreserved Government lands, including ceded Indian lands, the division inspector of the division within
which the timber is situated&will cause a reconnaissance "cruise to be
made in order to obtain an approximate scale of the timber to .be
offered for sale, and will cause to-be blazed or otherwise marked the
outside boundaries of the areas from which the timber: is to be sold
so: that 'they may be readily distinguishable on the ground. i, Reports
on such cruises, with appropriate recommendations, should be
promptly submitted to this office and' should contain thie following
information:
(a) Description of the land upon which the timber ins situated by
township and range and. legal subdivisions thereof, if surv#eyed, or
by natural objMects sufficient to identify the land if uunsurveyed.,
(b) Approximate percentage-of the timb er on the described area
that is dead, down, or damaged by fire;
(c) The approximate scale in thousand feet board measure of timber subject to sale;
(d) The .approximate mnarket value .thereof per thousand't feet
board measure and the prospects of a sale in its present condition and
location and fixing a minimum stumpage price per thousand feet
board measure for the timber tobecut* and
*(e) The method and :approximate expense of disposing of the
brush, tops, Lops, and other forest ddbris which will result from the,
felling' and removing of the timber-..
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'2. Upon consideration of the report. the Commissioner of. the General:Land Office will, if the amount or'the'value of the timber: warrants it, instruct the' divisionD inspector to ofer the same for. sale
under sealed bids by advertisement' cov'ering 'a perio of not less
y
onering
than thir.ty (30) days, if'in a daily paperjto. be period
piublished at least
twice a week, and if in a weekly paper, at least four consecutive weeks,
next' preceding the time set for the opening of the bids',. in 2 repre-L
sentative newspapers of0 general circulation in each' field. division
wherein, the timber to be sold is situated, and ;if the proposed sale
be for. twenty million feet board measure or more of timber avail-if
able by 'locationto a single logging operation, thelivision inspector
will also cause an advertisement of the proposed sale'to be inserted.
Ionein
two lumber trade journals of general circulation. The division inspector will also during the 'period of the advertising post
copies of 'the' advertiseient where they will attract the notice of the
:gerneral:.public.
:3. The'notice of sale must announce the time and place, of filing
bids; contain a careful descriptioL of the land' on which the timber
:is situated':givi'g the township and range 'and legal subdivision, or
approximatelegal subdivisionJ'whether surveyed or unsurveyed, and
shall also:'designate the locatiohf with reference' to water coursesii
q. Xt'nain tops, or other well-known natural objects; the approximate amount in.bboard feet and' minimum' stumpage value of the
timber to be sold,'the. suM required to be deposited with the bid;
the conditions by which the purchaser will be bound'; and the name
and addriess' of the division inspector from whom full informnation
be obtained. It shall also' be stated that bidders offering a
can'
sum based on a rate less than the 'minimuli stumpage price of the
timber mentioned t'erein will not be considered andthat' the right
to reject any or all bids isreserved.
Each
bid, submitted must be sealed and transmitted to the
division inspector ha-ving jurisdiction of the timber sale fori which
the bid is submitted.'
Each bid 'must state whether. it is for the. whole of the timber
offered for sale in the advertisement., or for only a part thereof, i
and,' if the latter, it should.|,designate how. nuchand 'describe the
land from' which the timber is to be taken. :No bid will be accepted .;
for' less than'- all the timber 'offered on a:'leghl. subdivision. Each
bid must, state the amount per thousand '16et which the bidder will:
pay for the'timber.
'
:Each bid shall be accompanied by a certified check for at 'least 20'"
:toi cent
per'
: Cofnisonro
of the amount'bid,
said
certified
md payable,
ceth
th Gen
a eral
Lad'check to be made

:6
totli ~mm''is'sioner
of the
nra
d':Office, and 'to be retained'
by the division inspector)' and disposed of' a's provided in' Rules I
and 8.
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5. The divisioi inspector will number the bidsconsecutively in
the order in which, .they aare. received, ,and. endorse thereon -the date
and hour of receipt and ,will on the day and at the hour set therefor
opgn said bids and award said timber, either in one lot or !in-separate
ots, located upland,
upon definitely described areas of
:in such manner
as shall afford the:-greatest, amount, of revenue* therefrom, to the
highest bidder or: bidders. Should two or more bids
the same
amount be received for the. same timber, the awardi will be made to
the bidder whose bid-Vwas' first. received. In such case thei award
may be made-'vwith due regard; to other-timber purchased by the
:;sane persons, and also with a view to preventing a monopoly.. The
division inspector; will,.immediately--upon; the .acceptance.-of .said
-bid or bids, notify the' bidder ior bidders 'thereof,0 and shall also
promptly forward .a report thereon to the Commissioner of tke
-in

General Land' Office..'

-.

.

6.: lpon- notice from a .division inspector to a-bidder that 'his bid
has. been 'accepted, he must, within 30' days from the receipt of such
notice, enter into a contract with the :G-overnment through the Com-.missioner of the General Land-Office actingo'as its- agent, subjeet-to
the approval of the Secretary of the' Interior,' and shall execute and
-file.therewith a bond with;'proper'sureties~'thereuipon,-:the-. penalty of
-the bond to be of an amount-ivhich'shall be "SOper'cent of the stumpage value of the timber estimated in accordance with the provisions
contained 'in isubdivision (c, 'section1-, of these -regulations. 'Blank
forms to be' used in executing- contracts and bonds under the~ act
::governing the 2salee-of tiniber' herein h'ave 'been approved-by the
Secretary Iof the Interior- and- topies of' the same will .be furnished
-

-by the division" inspector.; 'The bond shall be conditioned for' the
:payment- for said
0 timber, and.'for the .Thpithful performance of the
-:above-referred-to conitract,:and -the observance of the regulations
hereinafter set forth. Bonds should be ~prepared and executed in
accordance with the regulations;jof. the
governing the
!Department

- same.

--

,.

.-

'

-

:;0fX
f.In the .event that the bidder'-whose bid has been 'accepted shaill fail.

to:,subm'it the, requ-ired bond.'within the specified 'time, the division
:inspector shall causehi's, actioli in accepting .said bid to'-be revoked
by written'notice' toithe bidder' .(see Rule 7 as to:the check), and. he.
shall then accept the 'bid received 'by him' next in brder of time should
'the bids-be equal, otherwise'tthe next highest bid. If the.bid accepted
was .the' only bid received, the timber will be readvertised for sale.
:7. Immediatly' 'upon: 'the execution of the contract and bond the
'division in'spector.;shall-transmit the same, together with tle certified
eheek originally: deposited,, t otle Cbuiissioher of. the. Genei-al Land
Office.
40210°-25--VoL 51-37
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: -Upon receipt of '-such certified: checks in -the G64ineral Land! Office,
:they shall be-immediately -deposited: for collection and the moneys
-derived therefrom placed in his special- account in the United States
Treasury-'to remain there subject to-final disposition as-provided in
the act of Congress, and the receiving clerk of the. General Land
Office shall-issue his receipt to the-purchaser--for the amount deposited&I

in each case.

-

-

: The Commissioner of the Geeneral Land Office will execute the con-:
tract and transmit it with the bondjto the Secretary of the Interior
for his approval or rejection. The division inspector will be notified
*of the action. taken thereon, and will, in turn, notify the bidder.
Upon approval of the contract and bond by the Secretaryv of the Interior, the amount paid shall- be credited as part payment of the
.
,purchase price.
* 8. Should a bidder or bidders whose bid or bids have been accepted
by a division inspector fail to submit'a bond or bonds, as herein provided, .the division inspector will at obne transmit said certified check
or checks to the Commissioner. of the General Land Office, and the
amount or amounts called for therein will be -collected and retained
-

by the United States; as alforfeit.

:

-

:

-

Upon the acceptanee of a bid or bids by a division inspector, the
certified checks of the bidders whose bids were rejected shall be re-.
turned to them.
of a sale by the
approval
the
.* : 9. Immediately upon notification*of
an inspeccause
Secretary. of the -Interior, the.division inspector -will.
tor to.go over the area from which :the timber-is-to -be removed-with
.-the purchaser or hisi. representative, and. designate the 0timber subject
* to be taken under the act,- and -sha-ll also point: out the boundaries
of the land as blazed-or otherwise -marked by the inspector who mad-e:
the appraisal.. Cutting; and removalof the-timber may then be com-: ,nmenced. .
10. All settlements for -timber cut pursuant- to, thisjact shall be,
based upon an actual scale made after the: timber has been cut. - The -timber shall be scaled by an inspector designated by: the division
inspector, on -the bankinjgground, landing,: or skidway, and before it
is placed on- cars or put -into the water. When the timber: shall be:
lready for .removal the purchaser shall submit a -written notice;thereof
;to the division inspector. The scale must. be -made within. 3(0 days,
It -will not be necessary, however, .to
- :after receipt -of such notice.
wait, until all -of the timber covered -by the contract has been cut
before a scale may be -made. The scale shall be'made in. aceordance
with Scribner's rules, and each log or -stick scaled: shall -be stamped
"T:" s." jon at least one end. The ispector shall keep a record in
-

-

-.
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-board 'feet of all timber scaled and file the same. with the divis'ion
inspector. .-.

11. No tinmber shall be removedI&until it has been paid for. -Al-'
though permnission may be, granted, for the removal of installmentsof timber, yet the sale is not to be: considered a sale byfinstallments,'
and failure on the part of the purchaser to . cut and -remo.ve all .of
the timber covered by the' terms of the sale' will. be considered, a violation of the terms of the contract-and render the obligors ind: the
bond liable for whatever:d.amage' shall be 'incurred by-the Government. The* amount originally de-posited' 'shall be' credited . as-' an
advance payment and installments of timber up. to that amount may.

be 'removed without requiring ,a
Ifurther deposit. When the stumpage value of an installment of 'timber, together with the. installments
previously cut, exceeds the sum originally deposited, ja further deposit
in- asum sufficieiit to equal 'the difference will be'required' before per-'
-mission to remove that installment ¢an be granted. All deposits must
'be made by certified check, payable-to the- Commissioner of the: General Land Office, and all checks thus deposited- shall' be transmitted to
him at' once by the division inspector.
'12. The purchaser shall keep ai-record of the amount in board

'feet of timber cut and shall submit a moiithly re'port. to the division
inspector.
13. 'All hbrush, tops, lops,' and other fo-rest debris, made- in felling
and removing the timber, shall be-disposed "of in such:mannei as shall
be 'set forth in an' agreement entered into' betveen the' purchaser 'and
the division inspector.,n If the purchaser fails to'comply with the requirements contained in said agreement, then'the division-'inspector
'shallcause said&d'6brisAto be'edisposed' of and6 charge the' expense
thereof to the purchaser, providedhowevei th'at writtennotice sha]l
.. first :be 'given r'by.
the 'division inspector thatiiuchlacti'on' willbe taken
if said instructions are' not 'complied' w-whith within 30' days from' the
servicewof such-notice.': Th6e aforesaid bond'shall be conditioned to
-this requirement.
'
14. The division inspector shall see that, so far 'as' practicdable, all
branches of the logging operationsils eep pace with-each other,,and the
'piling .or burning of the brus'h and other debrisshafli'no',t be 'allowed
to fall behind the cutting and removing of'the logs.
15. Thdedivisionf inspector shall determiminethe period withiniwhich
all of the. timber ecnbraced within a ~ale
shall'be-cut and rremoved.
and completion' of the cutting and removing within such period' as
shall be 'tsus fixed shall be made 'a condition in the contract and in
- the bond.rThe action of the;division: inspector shall-be governed
_by the quantity of timber, involvedt' the 'tpography
7of
the land,
-
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the* accessibility of the timber, and any other -ci cumstance's that
may have an influence on the cutting and removing. Owing tothe
nature of the timber subject to disposal under these rules anidxregulations, the cutting should be, done :as. rapidly, as-possible and *the
-final time limits should be restricted as far as: practicable logging
:conuditions will permit. Any extension of the period fixed in 'the
contract will be granted only upon, a 'showing that the' completion
: of the cutting was unavoidably delayed: by' causes over which. the
purchaser ' had no control and that. the interests of the Government
will not-be- prejudiced thereby, and must be approved. by the Secretary of the Interior.
*;16. Timber'of the character described in.:the above act, located
upon': existing unperfected claims and upon unapproved :selections
-and grantsj 'may be disposed of in, the. same manner and under -the
same conditions as set forth in the 'preceding paragraphs; provided,
-however, ,that lan application shall ..firstcbe filed with, the proper
division inspector by such clai'nant selector, or grantee, or by, a
prospective- purchaser, with -the -written consent of, such claimant,
selector, or grantee requesting that,the' timber on -said claim,, selec.tion, or grant be, offered .for sale. .Nothing herein shall prohibit
such claimant, selector, or grantee fromnbidding for the timber thus
offered.
'17. $Nothing. in the aforesaid act or these regulations. shall, be construed to abrogate or in any. way. modify the; rights' of settlers or
homestead entrymen to.,cut and dispose of timber on their homestead
claions, as, explained. in- Circular No. 30Q, approved March 7, 1914,
orjthe.rights of miners -to the enjoyment of ,the surface embraced
Cwithin the area of their mining claims, as provided by section. 2322,
: United States Revised SStatutes.
.18. If it shall be shown that there are settlers or, residents within
the vicinity of the 'vacant lands involved who lare in urgent need of
timber, for domestic -purposes, and it shall be necessary to procure
the same from said lands, permits may be granted under applications
filed in accordance with the provisions contained4 in the 'acts of
June 3, 1878 (20' Stat. 88), or March,3, .1891 '(26 Stat.: 1093), as
extended, by the acts 'of:February .13;E1893 (2T Stat. '444.),' July 1,
1898 (30 Stat. 618), and March 3, :1901 (31 Stat. 1436 and 1439);
-provided, however, that said applications shall be'filed prior to the
advertising of the tilnber 'for "sale. as' hereinbefore set forth. The
amounts of timber thus aplied for shall be Aeduc'ted from 'the
,.amount o'ffered for sale, and the advertisement shall state that the
sale shall be subject to the rights of such applicants, to procure the
amounts of, timber applied for.:
19. The above 'act specifies "the manner of disposition of the proceeds from the sale of the timber authorized thereby. 'Where the

silS'S.
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timber is on- ceded Indian lands, disposed of in trust for the Indians,:
orithe timberis on unperfected claimsA or unapproved selections andgrants, the division inspectors shall render to the Commissioner of the
General Land Office expentse accounts showing in each case-all costs
incident to the administration of thel law- with reference to such salesin,: order that. .the net proceeds therefrom. may. be ascertained and
deposited in the appropriate fund.
20 ..Divicion inspectors&shall cause investigations to be made from:
time to time' a'nd subumit 'atrial rep~ort at the expiration of The pe'riod
allowed for the-'cutting and remo'ving, showing whethe+'or not the

law ard, rules .and regulations havel been complied with and. setting;
forth any: infraction of the same.
21.; The, cutting or removing of the timber referred to herein: in
any other manner than -that authorized' by these regulations will be'.
considered a trespass.
' ;
0 II;v:LL,

Ap

;roved%
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'

Acting Qoimnsszoner.

'

E. (C. FINNE~,:
First Assistant Secretary.

RICHARD 0. L

XE

Deide4:Septembet 16, 1926
ENLARGED IIOMESTEAD-ADDiMiONAL

ENTRY-FINAL PROOF.
The iact that one had made an additional entry under section 3 of the en-'
larged honestead act will 'notreclude' him from making a further addi-'
tional entry under that section, regardless .of the' manner in.: which thei
prior entries were perfected, if the combined areas of the original and
additional enties do not exceed 820 acres.

RULE IN, PRIORIIDEPARTMENTAL

DEcIsIQN MODIFIED.

Rule in case of Silas A. Fry (5iL.D. 20), modified.'

FINNnTXFi#t AIssistanit Secretary: ::t
;:Thi&is
'an
appeal 'by Richard 0. ;Lunke from a decision 6ftlte.
Conimrissionet of the 'Gene'ral' Land' Office, 'dated 'May 25; 19268, re-'
jeeinglis application to make entry under section Wof the enlarged'
hoindstkad 'act'for SW. 1,4 SE.. 1,4, Sec. 24,T. 27 N., .' 58'E'., ;M. M,
Moi'tana. : ', '
-: :: -: l
-: ': ;
t
- - ?
The, application 'was filed November 9,, 1925, and was rejected by
the 'iregister ' of . the 0local: ocffie on the ground that 'applicant had
alreadyk pe-frcted an entry'under 'said secttiong3.
,
Uy' ul d
It appears that on May , '109,'
after perfecting:an' entry' unr,
section 2289, Revised Statutes, for NW. ¼/4 SE. 1/4, SE. ¼ NW. ¾,
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; '4, 'andNE.N1/4 SW. 14, said Sec. 24, luTnke made entry
SW., '
under section, 3 of -the enlarged -homestead 'act. for E 1/½ SE 74 and
SE 14 N2E. 1/4, saidSec. 24, under which patent issued April 24, 1914. '
Section 3; of the enlarged homestead act' as amended by the act of
March 3, 19154-(38 Stat. 958), providesThat any person who has madej -or shall make, homestead entry of lands of'
the character herein described, and who has not submitted final proof thereonq,
or who having, submitted final, proof still.owns and occupiesbthe land thus
entered, shall have the right to enter public lands, subject to the provisions of
this act, contiguous to his 'first entry, which shall hot, together with the original
:: entry,exceed 320 acres: Prowvdedd That the land'originally entered'and that
covered by 'the additionalentry shall: have first been' designated as subject to:
this act, as provided by; section 1 hereof.

-In the'case ofiSidas A. Fry (456L. D. 20,' the Department held
(syllAbus)'-'
Where entry for. -eighty acres was made under the enlarged homestead act
as additional to an original homestead entry for 160 acres, and final proof
was submitted and patent issued upon the original and -additional entries as
one entry, the entryman may be permitted to make a further entry for eighty
acres under section 3 of the enlarged homestead act as amended by the act of
March 3, 1915, as additional to his combined entry, where the land so taken

was not subjeet to entry at the date he made his first additional entry.

The tract now applied for by Lunke was not subject to entry when
he made ant additional entrtr on MayA7,'I91'0. Hence, the facts in
the case under consideration are similar to those in the case of Silas
A Fry,:except that Lunke submitted-s"eparate final proofs on his
B.e~ntries..
original and additioni
Construing provisions of the, stock-raising homestead act similar
to' sectionS3 of the enlarged homestead act, the Department has
held (48 IL. D. 38, 39) that'One'who'has 'made an dditional entry under feither seetion 4 or section
5 of the 'act is qualified to make an additional entry for such a quantity of
designated land within twenty 'miles of the'original entry as, when added to
the area formerly acquiredtwin_'not exceed approximately 640 'acres.

Upon mature consideration, the Department has concluded that,
the. manner. in which the prior entries were, perfected is not controlling, the only limitation of section 3 of the enlarged homestead "act
Accord0 being gs; to the area whic ,may be acquired thereunder.
Fryv-that
A.
Silas'
of
case
the
in
mentioned
restriction
the
ingly,
final proof was submitted and 'patent issued upon the original and.
additional entries as one entry-will no longer be followed.
The tract applied for will be listed in. h e next order or designatioin under the enlarged 'homestead act afiectiiig lands in Montana.
:.
The d~cirsion.appealed:from is reversed.
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RULES AS TO PAYMENT OF ROYALTY FOR OIL OR GAS USED FOil
PRODUCTION PURPOSES UNDER PERMITS AND LEASES
Instructions, September 16,1926
.
OIL AND GAS,LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-ASSIGNTMENT-RtoYAT
An oil and gas prospecting pernit, after its issuance, remains a unit, and
where parts of the area included therein have'been, assigned, with departmental approval, an assignee of one of those parts is not chargeable withi
royalty on oil or gas 'produced on :hisg portion. and sold to- the holder -of
another portion of the permit area for use fdr production purposes thereon;
OIL AND GAS ILANDS-LEASE-ASSIGNMENT-RoXALTY.

Where a portion of an oil and gas lease has been assigned, the assignee
'iniefreet acquires a separate lease, and oil or gas produced upon one portion
can; not be sold tof the bholdir of another -portion without payment- of
royalty.
DEPARTmENTAL DECISION AND

n

APPLIED.N
AIsTRUCTIONns

:rrt

of Denver fExptbration and Devtcopmert: Company :(50 L. D. 652), and
instructions of November 19, 1925 (51 L. D.: 283), cited and applied.

Case

FINNEYt FirstAssistantSecretary:
* I have your [Director of: the Geological Survey] memorandum
.imake
inquiry as Lfollows:
of- September;1-1, 1926, in whichi yVou
In ease assignment has been made of all right, title, and interest in and to
one or more specified portions of the area included in an oil and gas permit.
thus -dividing the spetmit'area, with departmental approval, into, say,'three
portions, one held by the original permittee and the others held -by separate
:: assignees, should royalty be charged on.oil or gas produced on one such portion
of! the, permit area* and sold to the holder of :another such portion: of the
, permit areaforusefor production purposesthereon?

* The answer to your question is, no. In the case of Denver Ex:- froration and Development Cofnpany- (50'L. D. 6,52)cited' by you,
the Department held that upon partial assignment of a prospectling
permit sucih ipermitn would ,still be' regarded :,as -a:'unit and the, per-mittee and assignee as associates;.that drilling to discovery bWeither
: permittee or assignee would entitle both to leases; but that the, onefourth area to be claimed at five per cent as a reward for discovery
must be 'compute dupon the entire area of the periit in conformity
;with an election made' before approval,.of 'assigment. In its ruling
:ofNovember 19, 1925 (51L. 1. 283:), also cited by you, the- Deparit)Ment held that section 15 'f the leasing act does not require payment
of royalty on -oil or gas used forproduction, purposes on lands 0
covered bt; a permit.
These decisions 4were reached afte r-natue consideration by the
;Department.

: 5'8-1''
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: The prifn6iple of ifntegrity of.':a. propecting permit even after
partial assiinment is essential to ,preseridfor the :(Government the
right tot a higher royalty than five per cent from any producing per-.
mit
i: area or lease based onh permit. AnAd a permfit area can not be
considered whole and ndivided for one purpose without considering
the same whole and undivided for other purposes which may not-be
'
to the advantage of the Government.
As to'leases, the rule is difleient. "In the case of a lease the
assignee, whether acquiring- a: portion, of thle, area leased, or 'all of it,
acquires an obligation to the,.Uniited Stes with respect thereto of
the same character as though a lease had: issued to him in the first
assigennientf of a prosinstance. 'The samie is',tru wh'ere the'relis anasi
and Developporation
Denver
entirety."
its
pecting permitjin
ment Company, shpr:a.
-

0;-sCNICHOLS

MET
AL. v. STEVENS
:

Decided September 21, 1926

PURLIc LXND-TAX DED Y-|OccuPANcY-COLOR OF TITLE.
tax -deed, -followqd by a warranty ddedfor a valuable consideratione
A0 ;
A~void
and long occupancy of the land in good faith in the honest belief that no
rested upon the title, is a sufficient basis to constiute coior of tite.
- eloud
c :
ESTEAD ENTRY-OCoCUPANCrr.c.-wPnL c LA-ND-CoLoR OF-. TriTL-RcoansHoME
NoTIes.

.

-

-

:

,,

Land that has. been occupied for many years in good faith under ,claim of
another,, and one -seeking to,
-title -is. not subject. to -homestead - entry by
make entry thereof is chargeable with notice of what an examinatiop of
the county: records would have disclosed.
HOMEsTEAD ENTRY.APPLIcATIrO-EVIDENcE.
An application to make homestead -entry presupposes good faith on the part
is questioned. and the facts and
-of the applicant, and where his good faith
circumstances justify the,'onclusion of bad faith, hiM application will not
i~~
;

'-' be'entertained.'

'

-':'

;'''

-'

:FINNEYFjirst Assisatant Secretary:

;

0

'- -~$
-

-'

-

'

:-

-X

*

-

Thisjis an appeal by Lafayette Stevens from the decision of the
Commissioner of the IGeneral- Land4 Office dated March, 30, 1926,
:holding for cancellation upon the , contest- of Ada Nichols and MarAril'
garet L. Da-lin, his homesteadaentry Rosebrg ,015512, made0
Sec.
and
2,
lots
1
fdr
Statutes,
-11,: 1924, under section 2289,:Itevise
acres.
48.40
containing
Oregon,
W.
M.,
R.
7
W.,
T.
28
S.,
' 27,
in sub:hared
The affidavit of contest filed November,,-1, 1924, c
have
been
interest
stancd that contestants and their predecessors
for
question
in
the
land
of
occupancy
and
in the exclusive possession
had
land
that
the
title;
of
more than 40- years under claim and- color

-

-
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:
been
finclosed' wvith' Ja substantial fence for many years, a portion of
it cultivated, and'-the remainder used for grazing purposes; that they
have paid the'taxes assessed against: same, since 1892 in, good' faifth
and 'in thl honest belief that they weorethe owners thereof; thati the
homestead applicant-well knew at th time of filing- his application'
to- make Sentry -of said lots that contestants were in the exclusive possession of same; that since learning that title to the land is in the'
United-States,: it has been their purpose and. intention' to purchase
same under"the' act of March- 28, 1912 (37'Stat. 77), or to -perfect'
title under any'other applicable law.'
The register'rejected the application to contest, which action was 8
reversed by the Commissioner. and a hearing,.ordered.' The bearing
was. held. April 9,' 1925,. both' parties appearing with counsel, when
testimony and "other evidence- was submitted. By decision dated
October 7, 1925, ithe, register found: in favor- of contestee and recommended dismissal of the contest. 0 Upon appeal, this action.was reversed by the Commissioner, and Stevens has appealed' to the Department.-''.
-The rec-rds- of-the countyt clerk and recorder of deeds of Douglass
County, Oregon, show that on April .18,1883, John A.i Freeman be-'
camnie he purchaser at:,a.tax. sale :of the two lots in question; that on
'Marhe
5 :ur892 said
er
a
Madrqhj, 1892, said John A. Freeman and- wife. conveyed. 153 acres,:
including said two lots, to James Davlin and John Brown by war-'.'
ranty deed-for a consideration of $3j000; that in 1905, contestauts,
Ada., Nichols and Margaret .L. ,Davlin, daughters of James Davlin.
succeeded.to. a one-half,.undivided interest in same by the term Is of
James- Davlin's wilt,., and- that. by a warranty deed dated April' 8,
1907- 'John Brown conveyed his one half .undi ided. interest in. 160;
acres, ..which 'included sai& two lots, -to ,contestants -for the. sum of'
$2,200. -Since that date conteStants have been. in the- exclusive possession of the land in controversy under and 'by virtue. of said conveyances.
tl. d
It is well settled that public lands in. the actual possession and occupancy of any person-under claim of title, are not subject to entry.
by: another. - It is contended in. substance in behalf of contestee, however, that-the ridledoes-lnot apply in the instant case. .-Prior decisions .
of the.ILand Depart
t and the. courts in..which therule in-question.
"

was considered, are analyzed at length by counsel, and it is insisted'
that the facts disclosed do not bring the case of contestants within the.'meaningo.ofthe:prcdents relied upon and cited; that the tax sale to
J ohn' Ai Freeman in 1883, under which contestants'claim color of
title,was voidonits face, aind that a void tax deed conifers no interest
inm the' landcoveysed thereunder .and does not constitute-color of title;; th'at'~-ontiestant~s are chrgele with :notice of. the fact that theit
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chain of title is based upon a. void tax deed, and that it is presumed,"
that a .purchaser has examined every instrument affecting his title.
The contentions urged, in the opinion of the Department, are not
in point, and do not meet the issues involved.; In many of the States,
if not all of. them, it is settled law that 20 years' adverse possession
o land, however the possession originated, giyes absolute title. In
the State of Oregon action for-the recovery of 'the possession of real: property is limited to- ten years and no action shall. be maintained
for such, recovery unless it appear that plaintiff,, his ancestor, -prede-.
cessor, or grantor was seized. or possessed of the premises: in ques-'.
tion within ten' years' before the~- commencement of such action.
Oregon Laws 1920, chap. 2, see. 4, p'. 193.': Adversepossession for the'.
period mentioned in the statute is a bar to the. action by. the owner".
to recover possession. Shuffleto' v. N4.son (2Sawy. 540); and it is.t
a 'presumption1 of law that :an uninterrupted adverse possession of
real property for: 20 years or more is possession pursuant to a written conveyance.:: Oregon Laws 1920, chap. 8, sec.' 799,:p. 812.
While no specific time has been fixed by Congress to quiet title in
"public 'lands held' adversely by persons who -have occupied and im-proved-them under claim of title' nevertheless, since the .decision in:
Atherto'n v. Fowler (96 U. 5. 513) ,.it has been consistently held by
the Department without any deviation that' public lands impiroved.`
and occupied in good faith by another under 'claim of title, are' notsubject to entryI. See SO)L. 'D. 239; 49 L:D. 6.624,;653; 34' . D. 304;
235; 228 U. S. 211; 246 IU. S. 69,208. In this32 L.: . 298; 28 L...
case the testimony conclusively-sh'ows-that'contestants have claimed
and occupied the -two tracts' in questioni for 'more', than - 30 -years'
-through mesne conveyances, which are warranty deeds, jpurchasing
same-in good faith for a valuable consideration; that at all times it
has been' inclos'ed' by a fence and either' cultivated 'in part 'or used
for grazing purposes; that the taxes' assessedIannualy have b'esn''
paid each year by contestants or their predecessors in interest since
the conveyan' .to 'them in 1892 by JOhn A.' Freeman, and that they
have claimed to be the rightful 'owners of said' tracts'in'the honest
belief that title'to same was secure' in :themselves.

'Vhether or not _

the tax sale to Freeman in 1883 was void, isimmaterial: In' the
opinion -of the' Department, sustained by the great 'weight of'authority, 'a void' tax deed is 'sufficient basis for color of title, whe''
followed by 'warranty deeds for a valuable consideration and long
occupancy of. "the land' in -good faith in the honest belief that ino
cloud 'rested upon the title.tIn the case of 'Wight v. Mtatt;son (18 How. 50, 56), the Supreme
Court said: " The courts haive concurredit -is' -believed, 'without 'an,
exception, in defining 'color of title" to be that which in appeaiane

:1
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is.title;, but which in reality is no title"; and in the case of Ha1
MeKenny (73 Ore. 34M; 144 Pac. 435), it was held (syllabus)-

v.

A sheriff's deed, purporting on its face to convey property to the purchaser
at .a foreelosure sale, constitutes .such " color of title" as will-form a .basis of a
title by.prescription, though the foreclosure decree was void or voidable forwant of jurisdiction over the defendants in the foreclosure suit.'

Again, in view of .the testimony and 'the. exhibits disclosed by the.
record to the effect that. at the time: Stevens made his entry the land
in question was occupied. by contestants, and had been so occupied
for more than 30 years under claim of title in good.faith,. which.,
was in fact color :of 'title, he is chargeable with. notice .of what. an
examination of the county records would have' disclosed (IKruegerrv.
United States, 246 U. S. 69, 78)
Not only this, but an application to make homestead entry, presup:poses good' faith on the part of .the applicant,; and when--it appears.
that. he is seeking .to enter land personally known 'to him to be

inclosed,- claimed, and -odcupied by. another for many years, in good.
faith under color of title, thereby proposing to deprive him of the`
:: fruits of his labor, such applicant is chargeable with. bad faith,. and.
the Department has uniformly: held that when :andiif the' good faith
-of an applicant to make homestead. ientry isi-questioned and:.the. facts
and circumstances 'justify such. conclusion, his application to, enter
.
.
will not- be entertained..
In view ofthelfacts disclosed.by this record, the entry of appellant
::
held for' rejection', is, hereby finally rejected, and contestants will
be, allowed to perfect their title to said lots under any applicable law.
-The decision appealed from is affirmed.
NICHOLS ET' AL. -v. STEVENS:
Motion for rehearing of departmental decisioin of September 21,
1926 (51 L. D. 584), denied by First Assistant Secretary, Finney,-No-:
vember 4,' 1926.
SOUR v. IVcoMAHON
Decide4 Septemnber 21, 1926
::

n

AN-D
G-GAS LANDS-PaOSPECTING
TIONS-SEGREGATIO61.

PE3MmT-ARiNilS-AGFNT--cORPO3A-

-Anloil and-gas prospectingpermit ;application executed by an'agent is invalid
and without segregative effect if he is not an authorized attorney in fact..

: FINNEY, First Assistant Secretay:.
On December 5,.1925, there was filed in the Santa Fe, New Mexico,'
land office an application (053140) of George W. McMahon, of Los
An:les, California, to prospects for oil and gas upon all of Secs.

:
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8 and; 30, N. ½/2 and SE. J/4, Sec. 4, S. ½/-,Sec. 6, W. ½2SW. 4,
Sec. 10, E. '1/2 nd SE. 1/4 S W. /4 Sec 18, T. 7 N., R. 4 W., N. M.
P. M. . The application was .executed and filed by Nora E. Summers,
of Santta Fe' PNew-'Mexico, -who signed her name as attorney in fact
for George' W. 'McMahon. On December 14, 1925, there; was; fileda power of *attorney, executed' on the 10th of said month, 'from
said McMahon to Nora BE. Summers in connection; with the: permit
appl-ication. :A bond- executedby. said Summers as attorney in
fact for both the principal andc the bonding company, was filed'
January 2, 1926.
On Augiist 6, -1926, there was 'filed -a supplemental application
signed: by the applicant himself.On December 10, 1925, Abry Sour filed. prospecting permit: appli-cation'053158 for theiland: described. iHe filed a bond 'on December
21; 1925: , The, register transmitted the two applications by; letters
decision:
datedVFebruary 3, 1926, calling attention to the conflict. B:,Bvy
JOffice
.Land
General
the
of
Commissioner
dated June "15, 1926,' the
-prior'
the
with'
conflict
for
rejection
for
held Sour's application
McMahon$.:
of
application
from the Commissioner'sdecision, and in conhas.
appealed
-Sour
nection with-his:appea:l .he has filed copies of letters written to- the
register at Santa Fe, and to K A. Andrews,'of Los Angeles, Cali-.
fornia, on December 23, 1925. He has also filed -photostatic copies
of a dtelegramdated"D'ecember 4, 1925, from F. A. Andrews to Nora
s asfollows::.
E; Summers and of an.afdavit by saidSummer
Before 'me the undersigned' authority personally cam'e and appeared Nora
E. Summers who, being first duly sworn according -to law, 'deposes. and says:
That she of her own knowledge knows that oil and gas application No. 053139
filed by said Nora E. Summers as A-ttorney-in-Fact for William M. Thomas,
carried no Power of Attorney, .and that' said. Nora E. Summers has not at any
time up to now received any instrument capable of making her Attorney-inFact for the said William Mi. Thomas or for making any act of hers -for
him legal:.

..

.

'

.

.

Also that she of her own knowledge knows that oil and gas, application No.
'for
043140 (053140) fied by the said Nora- E. Summers as Attorney-in-Fact
Summers
B.
Nora
said
that
and
Attorney,
of
Power
no
Geo. W. McMahon, carried
has not at any time up to now received any 'instrument capable of making
her Attorney-in-Fact for the said Geo. W. McMahon or for making any act
of hers for him legal:
Also, that the.instructions she received for filing. the above two mentioned
applications were received by her in two telegrams signed F. A. Andrews and
- datedLos Angeles, California, Dec. 4, 1925,. the contents as follows:

NonA-' I. ISummzns,
Santa Fe, N. LMew.:
File George W. McMahon applications' selections Thirty Ten lEighteen' EightFour South -Elalf Sixt Seven 'North Four West mailing' fees.
F. A. ANDREWS.,
1216 P

.611.
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NORA B1. SUMMERS,
Santa Fe, N. Meo,.: ,
- F~ile AWilliam M. Thomas application Sections Four Ten Twelve Fourteen
0Six North Four West wire when filed.
F. A. ANDREws.
1214P
NObA :.

SUMMPERS.

Subscribed and sworn to before' me this 8th day of December, 1925.
A.. ERGE~REl
;egister, U. S. Land Office.
E
-.
In his appeal Sour states under oathThat immediately after the filing by appellant of his said;application
053158, to wit, on the 23d day of' December, 1925, *he caused to 'be mailed,
from St. Louis, Missouri, to A. M. Bergere, register of the. land office at

Santa Fe, New Mexico, two photostatic copies of the affidavit of the: said
Nora B. Summers, appellant's Exhibit "1," together with a letter of transmittal int which letter appellant directed- the attention of the register of' the
land office to the fact that application 053140 *was made without authority
and that the said Nora E. Summers was wholly without right or authority
to file in the name of the said- George H. McMahon, and that her action in
the mnatter wasnull and void, and appellant requested the registerjto forward
one of the photostatic copies of said affidavit tb the General' Land Office,

together with the other papers in the application; a copy of which said letter
of'transmittal is hereto attached and made a part'hereof,- marked-appellant's
- Exhibit-"' 3."

Appellant further shows that on the said 23d day *of December, 1925,-

appellant caused to be transmitted three photostatic copies of the: affidavit.
of Nora E. Summers to: F. A. Andrews, instructing the said F. A. Andrews to
deliver a copy of the said affidavit to the said George H. McMahon,6 a 'copy
of- which said letter of transmittal to F.-A. Andrews being hereto attached
and -made a part hereof, marked appellant's 'Exhibit "4;" (appellant having
'-been informed and believing that the said* George H.- MAeMahon was in the

employ of -the said F. A. Andrews, and that the application of 'the Said
George H. McMahon was filed at the retluest of the said F. A. Andrews.

All

of which more fully appears from a certain telegram signed F. A: Andrews,'
and directed to Nora E. Summers, photostatic copy of which- said telegram
is hereto attached and made a part hereof, marked appeitant's Exhibit '¶ 5."
That appellant is informed and believes and alleges-the fact to be that
- Nora' -E. --Summers; fat -the time of the Thing of the 'said application 053140
- did not know' the said George; H. MIcMahon or F. -A.> Andrews, and, had no
information upon which to base a belief as to whether the, said George H.
or, were;kut fictitious
Uwt-j1S
McMahon or F. A. Andrews were persons-

names.
Appellant further shows-that the said Nora E. Summers -had no commumca-tion of any kind or nature from the said 'Gborgei H. McMahon, but-acted purely
-the
request of the said F. A. -Andrews, as herein set -out in telegram
- -upon
marked appellant's Exhibit " 5."
Appellant further shows that he is informed and believes that the letter of

transmittal of December 23, 1925, or its contents, were never received by A. M.
Bergerd, Register of the Land XOffice at Santa Fe, New Mexico', but that'-the

0- Qsaid-'-pagers were-surreptit-ioiisly-abstracted- fromf the United rStates mails-by
some person toappellant unknown.X
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Wherefore, appellant having shown by the facts as herein above set forth
that the application for oil prospecting permit 053140, filed by the; said George
H. McMahon was incomplete at the time :of the perfecting of: said application
by appellant, and appellant having further shownl by' the, said facts- that the
acts and things 'done and shown on the records of the Land Office in connection: with said application 053140 were wholly void and without effect, appellant prays. that the- said application of the said- George H. McMahon, 053140,
be held inferior and subordinate to the application of appellant, 053158.

for.McMahon have filed a brief in answer to the appeal.
.
Counsel
In the oil and gas regulations of March 11, 1920 (47 L. D. 437),
under the general leasing act, the Department states .(page 465).---Inmaking applications, for lease or permit corporations may, act by attorneys. in fact. Individuals and associations of individuals should execute their
*:4wnpapers.

And again on page 466-'
Under the law, the action of an agent in posting notice is the action of his

principal, but the application for permit may, not be executed by agent, nnlegss
a corporation.

-applicant.is

'In a telegram sent to J. N. Gillett, of San Francisco, California,
on January 8, 1921,-First Assistant Secretary Vogeang saidApplications prospecting permits signed by authorized attorney, in fact
.. acceptable, hut the rule is that. individuals should make their own affldavits
of citizenship and statements as to whether or not they are interested in other
:-lands under the leasing act.

Said telegram has been and is authority for the acceptance of permit applications signed by authorized attornets in fact.
An- attorney in fact is. a private attorney authorized by .another to act in
his place and stead, eitherjfor some particular' purpose, asj.to-do a particular
act, for the^-transaction: of business in general, not .of a legal: character.
This authority is conferred by an instrument in writing' called ".a letter: (if
attorney," or more commonly, a " power of attorney." ; Black L. Diet..;

Even if Nora E. Summers could be' considered M4eMahon's agent
by virtue of the telegram sent by F. A. Andrews, there was nothing.
;which'could possibly be considered sufficient te constitute her Mc;attorney in fact prior to the filing -of Sour's. application.
. :
Mahon's
Under the departmental regulations quoted an agent can- not .exeeute
a -permit application.

Summers 'had no authority whatever to exe-

cute and file an application in McMahon's name, signed by herself as
attorney, in, fact, and the application could have no segregative efect
'as.$against the properly executed. application of .another filed' prior
to the time that any power of attorney and-affidavit of qualifications
were filed.
The decisionf appealed from is reversed. Sour's applicationi ap-pears to.he_ allowable and McMahons application iS therefore re-jected. The case is closed and the papers are returned to the General
Land Office.
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It has been found that not infrequently permit-applications signed
'and filed, by alleged .attornyVs in fact have not been aceompanied by
: ;, powers
of' Vattorney or, affidavits by the. applicants themselves' as to
their:
qualifications.. It appears, that it has been the practice in- such
'cases to-note,'the applicationsaregularly -upon the records and if the
required powers of attorney an& affidavits of qualifications have been
furnished'prior to adjudication the applicationsa have been Iaccepted
as regular' anldsatisfactory and permits have been, issued upon recommendation therefor,-by the Commissioner,- in the absence of protest.
:It is clear that this is not a satisfactoryv state of affairs. 'Even though.
there may be no conflicting application filed' it must nevertheless be
:'recognized'.that the filing 'and* n 6 tation -"Upon the tract books and
plats, or either, indicates .a segregation whi'ch more or less effectively
prevents or discourages: the filing of
oany
therapplication. In this
manner it has been possiblejfor applicantsuto secure priority of right
to permits copitrary to law, ,and, regulations.

z.The leasing act and departmental regulations thereunder require
,that applications for oil and gas prospecting permits shall be under
'oath. An. application-not sworn to has no segregative force., Allen
Nv.Pilcher (51 L. D._ 285). Manifestly, an affidavitby an alleged
attorney in fact asqto the qualifications of an applicant has ordiarly no -worthor effect.; See telegram of .January 8, 1921, supr.:
: From and after November1,, 1926, pros~pecting permit applications
'signed by attorneys in factmust, be accompanied by:powers of attbrney -and affidavits by the applicants'as to their qualifications. Such
applications not accompanied 'by proof of authority.and qualifications
w:ill bereceived and rejected,.subject to the.right to complete 'or to
appeal, but will not be noted, on the tract books or plats prior to the
filing, of powers'pof attorney- and affidavits by' the applicants§ as to
their qualifications.. The Comissioner. will prepare and submit, for
;,considerationand approval by the DepaTrtment instructions in accordance with these views.
JOHN ADAMS. ET AL.
-Decided Septernber 22 1926
PRIVATE CLAIM-BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS-PATENT-LAND DEPARTMENTCIJ X8--;JITRISDICTION:

'Afinding
:
in favor of Mexican grant claimants by the Board of Land Commissioners created;iby the act of March 3, 1851, to ascertain, adjudicate,
and settle private land claims in the State of California, when confirmed
by a decree of the district-court,is c6neclusiv against the United States
and all claiming under them, and the issuance of a patent pursuant thereto
deprives the Land Department of further jurisdiction in the matter.
DEPARTMENTAL DEoiaioN (CITED AND APPLIED.
Case of Ben McLendon (49 L. D. 548) cited and applied.
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A~sistant ~Secretary:
John Adams and a large number of others have. appealed. from a
decision of Athe Commissioner. of the General L~and' (Office, . dated
March 27,. 1926,' affirming. the action of the Iregister 'at'Los Angeles,
California, rejecting their respective homestead applications fIor
specified parcels or tracts of land within the patented Rancho de iLos
Palos .Verdes grant, situated not far from the City of' Los -Angeles.
The action of the Commissioner was based upon the ground thatl-:
FINNzEYFir~st

The land is within the 'exterior limits of aIconfirmed Mexican land'grant
known as the "Rancho de Los Palos Verdes," surveyed by deputy surveyor
Henry Hancock in September, 1859, which survey was approved by the United
States surveyor general on September .19, 1859, and a patent was- issued in
accordance with the survey June 22, 1880.
reT he issuance of the patent divested the Government of all title to, and
moved'from this office'all jurisdictiot-over, the land. 'Accordingly, all applications for any lands embraced in thef said patent'must necessarily be rejected.

The appeal challenges the genuinenoss and authenticity of the
grant, asserts that it 'is 'supported by no legal authority and. no
and has:not now' and
Iarchive evidence, and is therefore null and void
furthermore
contended',
is
It
never has had any lawful existence.
that it
e-fect;
no
of
and
:that the patent issued in 1880 is inoperative
jurisdictihn'
departmental'
of
does not preclude the further exercise
T
over the lands, and. does not prevent the allowance 6f entries:'unddr
the homestead laws. Exhaustive briefs have been filed and counsel
have been heard orally in the matter.
None' of the contentions above set forth are well grounded. 'From
examination of 'vohminous papers relating 'to the 'grant on ile
in the General Land Office the history of 'the 'case is found to be a's
follows: The formal grant' Iofthe land'in' question:vwas-made' by
Governor P1o Pico to Jose Loreto Sepulveda and Juan Seulv'a
June 3, 1846; same having been based upon:; a previous piovisional
grant, or permission to occupy, under/ which the' grantees: had'beeia
in: possession'for a period of 'some 20 years. November 1, 1852,
the Sepulvedas duly presented their claim to a special -tribunal
created by act of Congress, approved March 3, 1851 (9 Stat. 631), to
ascertain, adjudicate, and settle private land claims in California.
This tribunal was known as the Board of Land Commissioners.
'On hearing the proofs and allegations the Commissioners 'adjudged
the claim to be valid and it was confirmed December 20, 1853. The
case was thereupon certified 'to the United States District C~oirt 'for
the
the Southern District o'f California for review as provid ed1'
i856K
10,
December
entered
was
decree,
a
therein
act aforesaid, and
F
S 5
.- A-.
:
'as 'follows::-a
Board
This cause coming on 'to be heard on appeal from the decision of the
'State
of Land Commissioners 'to ascertain and settle private land 'claim's i&'the

S1J:X
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: :ofCfaliforniai under the Act of Congress- approved March 3rd, 1851,: upon the
-transcript of proceedings and decision of said Board and the papers and evi: dence upon which said decision was founded, all of which have been duly filed
in this :Court and Counsel for the respective parties having been; heard.:
It is ordered, adjudged, and decreedf that the decision of said Board be,
and, the same is hereby, affirmed and that:the title of the said Jose Loreto
Sepulveda and Juan Sepulveda, the:. above-named appellees, is a good and
D valid one.
The land of which confirmation is hereby made is that known by the name
of " Las Palos Verdes," situate in the County of Los Angeles, and is bounded
* and described as follows.

* Subsequent to the final decree survey of the grant was made .by
* United States deputy surveyor Hancock, as stated in the decision of
Cthe
ommissioner of the'General Land Office. Some question thereafter arose as to the. correctness of that survey, the district attorney
contending- that it did not conform, to the final decree, and upon
: hearing the court ordered that certain corrections should be made by
* a new survey. From that decree' the case was taken upon appeal
to the Supreme Court of the United States, where it was held that
4 with the surveys following the decrees of the Board of Land Commissioners the district court had nothing to do.;0 United' States v.
Sepulveda (68 U. S. 104).. In that proceeding the history of the
grant is briefly reviewed by Mr. Justice Field, who delivered the
opinion of the court.
It seems unnecessary.to discuss at length the questions raised in
Jhe brief for the appellants. Under section 15 of the act of March3, 1851, supra, as. construed by the courts a decree by the Board, of
Land Commissioners and confirmation by the district court is final
: and conclusive against the: United States and those claiming 'under
them. In the case of United States v. Funt (4 Sawy. 42) the United
States circuit court,; district of. California, speaking through Mr.
Justice Field, said (syllabus).-...
:Final 'decrees touching the' validity of such cfaims rendered by these tribunals
;

are conclusive and filial between clabinants and the United States. Such decrees:
are not open to review in any court.
In the body of that decision at page 49 the court said--'7
As thus seen the most ample powers were vested- in the. commissioners sand
the District Court to inquire into the merits of every claim; and they were not
.'!-restricted in their deliberations by any-narrow rules of procedure or technical
rules of evidence, but could take into consideration the principles of public law'
and' of equity, in their broadest sense.: When the claim was finally' confirmed
the act provided for its survey and location and the issue of Mapatent to the
claimant. The decrees and the patents were intended to be final' and conclusive
.of the rights of the parties as between them and the United, States.. The act
in declaring that they should only be conclusive between the United States and
the claimnants did in fact declare: that as between them they should have that

character

-
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Here, then, we have a special tribunal; established for the expresspurpose of
ascertaining and passing upon private claims to land derived from Spanish',or-,
Mexidan authorities,. clothed with ample' powers to investigate the subject and
,determine the' validity of every claim and the propriety of its recognition by
the Government capable as any court could possibly be made of detecting frauds.
connected with the claim, and whose first inquiry in every case was necessarily
as to the authenticity and genuineness of 'the documents upon which the claim
was founded.
f

4;
*

:

*

:

::

:

.'f

*.

::

*

:

*

:X ;

:

*
9:0

t

:On principle such adjudications can not be reviewed or defeated by a court
of equity upon any suggestion that the commissioners and court misapprehended
the law or were mistaken as to the evidence before them, even; if that consisted
..
of fabricated papers supported by perjured testimony.

'

,-The Supreme Court of the United States :has spoken to the same:
effect. In the case of United States v. F:ossatt (21 Howard, 445,447)
the court, speaking through Mr. Chief Justid& T ney, saidThe effect of- the inquiry and decision of these tribunals upon the matter
submitted is final and conclusive. If unfavorable' to the claimant,: the land
"shall be deemed,' held, and considered as a partidf the public domain of the
Unitedl States"; but if favorable,' the decrees rendered by the 'commissioners,.
or the courts "shall be conclusive between the United States and the claimants."

TI the case of Beard v. Federy (3 Wallace, 478, 491) the court
*saidIn the first place, the patent is a deed of the United States. As a deed, its
operation is that of a quitclaim, or rather of a conveyance of such interest as
the United, States possessed in the. land, Jand it takes effect by relation at the
time when proceedings were instituted by the filing of the petition before the
'
Board of Land Commissioners.
In the second place, the patent is a record of the action of the Government
upon the title of the claimant as it existed upon the acquisition of the country.,
Such acquisition did not affect the rights- of athe inhabitants' to their property.
They- retained all such rights, and were entitled by the iaw;',of nations to protection in them to the same 'extent as .under the former Government. The,
'treaty of cession 'also' stipulated',for such protection. The obligation to which
the United States thus succeeded was of course political' in its character, and
j to be discharged in such manner and on such terms as they might judge
expedient. By the act of March.3d, 1851, they have declared the manner and
the terms on which they will discharge this obligation. They have 'there
''established a special tribunal, before which 'all claims to' land are to be investigated; required evidence to bel presented respecting the claims; appointed lawofficers to appear and contest them on behalf of the Government; authorized
appeals from the decisions of the tribunal, first to the District and then to the
Supreme Court; and designated i officers to 'survey :and, measute' 'off the land
when the validity of the claims is' finally' determiiied. When informed, by the
action of its tribunals and :officers,.that a claim, asserted is valid and entitled
to- recognition, the Government acts, and issues its patent to ther claimant.

I

'

,-

'This instrument is, therefore, record evidence of the, action of the Government
upon the title of the claimant:;' By it the Governenint declares that' tba-' claim
asserted was valid under the laws~ of Mexico; that it was entitled to re6cognition
::: : : : : .: :

:

:

:

:

: .;5l :X:

,: R

-:t fy 7:2.:

:;:i:?
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a'dpotection by the stipulations 'of, the tray
ndmgthvbenlced
under tefreGoernument, and~ is correctly' located now, so as tomrc
the premie ste
r uvydad
described. As against the Government
this record, so long as it remains' unvacated, isl conclusive., And it is equally~
conclusive agisparties 'claiming under the. Government by' title subsequent.
it is in1 this effect of'.the patent -as a, record of the' Government that its security
and protection chiefly 'lie. ' If parties asseribig interests in lands acquiredl since
the acquisition *of the couintry could deny, and, cofitrovert this record,- 'and
compel, the' patentee, in .every~ suit for his' land 't-o establishi the~ validity of
his claimij his right ,to its confirmiation, andtecrcnssoth
atio of
the tribunala and, officers of the United. States in the location of the s~ame,l
the :pateont would fafi'o be, as, it was iatended it "should,,'be,. an instrument of
quiet and security to 'its possettor. The, patentee would find. his title recog-:
nized in one suit and :rejectedin ,another, and if, his title were Maintained, he
would find his land. located in 'as many differetit places ,as ithe varying prejudices, interests, or notions of justice~ of~witnesses and jurymen might suggest.
Every fact upon -which the decre and, patent' rest, Would be open 'to contesta,tion.' The intruder,'- restfing 's'olely. upon his' possession, might insist that the
orgnlclaim wasT.invai owantprelyocated,
and thereforeh
could not. be disturbed' byT the paete N osrucinwch
illedt
such.results can be gi'vtn' to the flfteenth~ section.

in the, case of Boti

r .Dmige

(130 UI.S.28 249)

~the court,

said* * hete
'tderof
comissoner or he dcreeof the court estb
lished as between the UieStesad
the private iie the validity or, the
invalidity of 'such, claims an ealdthe 'Gdvernmentb'fte United. States,
out of nll its 'vast domit a ti
sm
rpry"ad
'lso, enabled the
claimant under'. the MeicnGoveranmhnt who had a jus 'liwhether legal
or equitabl,
to sap "tis is mine."! This was the puroefte
statute'; and,
it was equally imp.ortn toth bjec whichi the.Unite Staes had in the' pats
sge of it, that claim udrpfetgrants$from te Mexian Government
should be. established athtim
eret claims should be etbished or re-

In the case' of Thompson v. Los Angeles Fiarmhing;andV 7Mltin.~
Company
(180 11. S. 72, 7) the cutsinrfence
to the acof.
1851, 8upra*
'*The
power to .consider. whatever was necessary to the validity, of
the claim-propositions Of law or propositions of fact-the factofagnt
or the power to' grant, 'was conferred.~If there sholbeawngdcsn
the ~remnedy was' not, by a'acollateral, attack 'on thejugetedrd.Te
statute provided, the remedy.' It allowed 'an appeal -to, the' District C0ouart oif
the United States,. and from thence to t-his court. Legal proceedings' could
not:,afford any better safeguards against, error. Every*question'~which could
arise off the titin claimed could come, to adreivjug
ntfo thscr.
The scheme of adjudication was madek complete 'and all the purposes, of an
act t ive repose' to titles -were accomplishe.And it was certainlytepr
pose,4of -the actof 18'51 to, give repote totitles.. It was enacted :not only to
fulil our treaty obligations to 'individuiais, hut 'to settle .and define What portion of, the acqlifrird territory was public" domain.' It: not o nly.~
petinitted "but
required all claim tob resented otothe board, and bard l fo fture
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assertion which werelnot presented within two years after the date of the
act. Sec. 13. The jurisdiction of the board was necessarily commensurate
with the purposes of its creation, and it was a jurisdiction to decide rightly or
wrongly. - If wrongly, a corrective was afforded, as we have said, 6by an appeal
by the claimant or by the United; States tothe District Court. See. 9.- Indeed,
the proceedings in the District Court were really new, and further: evidence;
could be taken.

Sec. 10.

Upon the confirmationf of the claim by the commis-

sioners or by the District or Supreme Court, a patent was to issue and be conclusive against the United States.; Sec. 15.
See also Barkerv. Harvey (181 U. S. 481).

very questions presented by this appeal
: The

ere fully considered

in the case of Ben MeLendon, decided ApIl 30,:
f Xiv
*by the:Department
1923 (49 L.:D. 548), involving a surveyed Mexican grant known as
Rancho Lomas de' Santiago, patented 'in 1868,: and it was there held
(syllabi)-

*

* A duly asserted Mexican grant segregates the land embraced therein until
the claim' under the grant, is extinguished by a court or other tribunal of competent- jurisdiction, and its mere existence prevents the allowance of a home.
stead entry within it, regardless of the question of whether the grant: is valid
or invalid..
The issuance of a patent under a duly asserted Mexican grant precludes the,
Secretary of the Interior from afterwards ignoring the existence of the patent
oor inquiring into its validity for the purpose of annulling it by his own order.

The facts in that case were later submitted to the Attorney General
withf the suggestion that he consider the advisability of a suit to
reform the patent onathe ground that it covered 47,226.61 acres, or
nearly 1it square leagues, instead of 4 square leagues, or 17,557.72
acres, covered by' the grant and embraced in a sufr vey made* by theMexican Government. By letter dated November 11, 1925, the'
Attorney General advised this Diepartment that suit should not be.
instituted. H-lis conclusion, in substance, being that tlhepatent must
.
be held good andnot open to attabk.
Department has no juristhis
that
It is clear from the foregoing
by Adams and others and
entered
be
to
; diction over the lands sought
no Jpowr to inquire into and determine the validity: or invalidity of
the-patent.iissued in 1880.:
'.The action of. the Commissioner was correct and the decision apa
* pealed from is accordinglyapffirmed.
JOHN ADA;&IS ET AL.

;:*
:

0 :-Motion for rehearing of departmental decision of September 22,
* 1926 (51 L. D. ;591),- denied by First Assistant Secretary Finney,
14, 1926.
i :; fDecember
f
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DESIGNATION LISTS UNDER THE ENLARGED AMD STOCK-RAISHOLES-CIRCULAR NO. 1066,
ING HOMESTEAD ACTS-WTERt
MODIFIED.
ORDERai
[CircularNo. 1095]

,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Geological Survey

Washington, D. 6.,,'September 2, 1926.
designation 1lists, both enlarged and stock

*

-

Ihat-

raising now cobtain' aparagraph

'

-

'

-

This area contains no springs or. water holes-of the type intended to be
withdrawn by Executive order of April417, 1926, creating Public Water Reserve
by it.
No. 107, and, therefore, isuafted

'Where

orders of designation under the'enlarged or stock-raising

acts contain the abovr-quoted paragraph, it will not.be hecessary
for an entryman to make the :hOWing reqUired bY Circular No.
1066. (51tL. D. 437.)
THOS. C.HAVELL,
Ati~ng Com~mi8ssioner.~
Approved:

E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

OIL AND GAS LEASES--REWARD FOR DISCOVERY-PARAGRAPH 8,
NO. 672 (47 L. D. 437), AMENDED
0CIRCULAR
:9
INSTR-CTIONS
[Circular No.

1094]

-

IDEPART3MENT OF THE INTERIOR,
L
GENERAL AND

OFFICE,

-

Washington, D. C.,1September 23, 1926.
REGIS§TERS, UNITEDl

STATEs LAND

GriqEs:'-

section 8 of.the
On August 30, 1926, the Department amended
Circular No.
leases,
and
'permits:
gas
and
oil
concerninig
regulations
672 (47.L. D. 437), to read as follows':.,

8..Rew~ard for Discovery.-Upon (establishing to the satisfaction of the Secretary :of the Interior that compliance has been made with the terms :'and conditions of the permit: and the operating regulations applicable thereto and that
valuable::deposits of oil or gas have been 'discovered within the limits of the
land embraced in the permit, within the period of the :permit or extension
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thereotf, the perm-ittee is entitled, (a) toa lease of one-fourth:of the land ineluded in: the permit, on a. royalty of 5 per cent, or; for 'at least 160 acre's if
there be`that 'area' in the permit; (b)b 'to a preference right to.a lease forIthe
remainder
of the land covered by his. permit at fsuch royalty as may be filed
by the Secretary of the Interior, not less 'than 12V2 per cent in amount. or value
of the 'production,i
nor. more than the royalties fixed for; leaess under section 18
of the act (sec. I9, par. 'c, of these regulations), except that on that portion of
the average production.exceeding 200-barrels per day: per well for the calendar
eof Baume'or 'over
'30 degrees
month, the royalties shall be 33 Y3per 'cent' for oil
and 25 per cent for 'oil of less'than 30 degrees' Baume.
Application for lease
based on a claim of, discovery of oilor gas within the limits of land embraced
in a permit should set forth in',detail the operations that have been conducted'
and the amount. 'and value .of .the discovery ,laimed to have. been made ; . and
must inelude a certificate, by the officer of lthe department eempowered to rsupervise' operations under the permit' to' the effect that thebperimittee has onductede
'his'prospecting opeiations in aceordance`with appoved methodsand practice and'
has made satisfactory compliancevwith theoperating regulations; that each and
every well drilled on,the, permit area is in a satisfactory conditi6n, and' that
:; well
: ytheor wells relied upon for evidence of discovery:have been put in condition for operation ,and thereafter tested.adequately for, productive capacity.
THOS. C. HA:vLt
___

.Aoting

Commioer.

PURCHASE OF PUBLIC LAND; IN NEW. NEXICT;OACT OF JUNE 8,o
:1926-CIRCULAR NO. 1079, MODIFIED
IBsTRUCTbio~s
[CircularNo6.10971
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LANDj OFFICE,
TVctasAingtrn, D:.C., Septenrher029, 1996.
'REGISTER, SANTA FE, NEW MEXIC6.:

; have your letter of August 23, '1926, suggesting modifications of
Circular No.'1079, dated July13, 1926. (1SL. D. 488), relative-to the
purchase of lands in New Mexico under' the act of June 8, 1926
(44'Stat. 709).
1.'Small holdinsi claims have from the beginning been classified
With private-land claims.' See :the instructions of September 18,
1895 (21 L. ID. 157).' Small holding claims have had a distinctive
00000,000 'designation
on the 'plats of .survey, being given a number ,of tractk
and a small holding claim number. Public lands irregular in are a
have usually been given a lot
'or have 'been
bnumber
designated by a,
letter of the alphabet. The' act96ofJune8,t1926,,authorizes the disposal thereunder of "tract'or'tracts of public land." There is there-0,,
;Sffore; seen no' re'ason' for a~ modificatipn of said. Circular No. 010Q9,
3 'whichrequires that before allowance of an entry under the ,act of

;'
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June' 8, 1926, the land. be designated 'in accordance with the'public:land system.
. .
2. Where a small holding claimant submits proof on a. claim and
:,same is rejected because of inability of the claimant to qualify under
'*an applicable small holding claim act,:hemay at once waive his
right of appeal and file.:an application to be allowed to purchase the
land under said act of June 8, 1926. Such application should be
accompanied'by' the proof or by copy of the proof submitted under.
the small holding 'act. If such, proof is clear and unmistakable as
to; all the tracts applied for, and satisfactorily shows that the applicant is ;entitled to purchase . the land under theV act mentioned; if
proper publication of notice has been had of the' small holding. claim
and. no protest has been- filed or other objection shown by your records, this office will,' as speedily0as Ppracticable after receiving' your
ireport, accompanied by the 'evidence 'submitted, prepare' a supplemental plat, retainingthe boundaries of tlie small holding claim but
'c learing away. the reference thereto as such and- substituting al lotnumber 'or, other' legalt.designation'; with appropriate area as in
rectangular surveys,: and 'will. instruct you to issue :final certificate,
if proper payments have been made, without further -proof.or publi-:
cation of notice.
3. In the case of small holding claims as shown' by the official plats,
the parties entitledto submit proof'thereon may waive their rights to'
acquire title under.the small'holding acts and file an application to
purchase under the act:of:June 8, 1926. You'will submit such application to; this: office Qwith'your report as to what your'records show
with regard thereto, whereupon the.tract will be designated in
accordance with the publicland system of designations and you will
and the party, if
thereto, will be perbe informed thereof aentitled
mitted to purchase the land in accordance with 'Circular No. 1079.
14.All
deeds which are in Spanish shouldbe accompanied by a
translation thereof. The practice of submitting deeds in a' foreign
language is objectionable.'
5. The forms submitted by you have been'examined and' no objec0 ; tion:.
is ;found thereto. The forms already prepared for submitting
proof on small holding claims are, acceptable, however, and no rea:son appears. for officially adopting new forms. The proof submitted,
however. should clearly indicate that'the party is entitled to purchase'
'
thelands under the acftofJune 8, 1926.'
Tnos. C. H AVsL,
Aoting Comnminssioner.
Approved:
CE.
. FINNEY;,
Fir8t Assistant Secretary.
"'
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APPLICATIONS FOR. LEASES BY OIL AND GAS PROSPECTING PERIMLITTEES UNDER SECTION 14, ACT OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920:
INSTRUCTIONS
[Circular No. 823]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
t

900

0:go'n,
Wa D. C., Octobei7 1, 1926.

REGISTERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:
In order: to expedite and coordinate the work: of the General Land
Office and of the Geological Survey in acting fupon applications for
leases filed under section 14 of the 'act of February 25, 1920 (41
Stat. 437)j by the holders of :oil and gas prospecting permits, you
are. instructed as follows:
Leased following permits.-An application for lease as a reward
for discovery by.permittees shall be filed: in duplicate in the United
States Land Office of the district in which the land is situated. The
register will immediately. transmit the original to the iCommissioner,
of the General Land Office, by special letter, and the duplicates to
the supervisor of thee Geological Survey having jurisdictions in the
district.:
Such applications should set out the following items:
1. Serial number of permit.
2. Name and address' of perlmittee.:
3. Name and address of operator.;

4. Subdivision on, which discoveries have been made.

Character 'of dis-

coveries.I Exact date of discovery.

-5. Number and definite location of each well brought in.
6. Complete itemized production statement by calendar months from firstt
discovery to date of application.

7. The applicant must give description of the land for which he desires -a
lease at the minimum royalty accorded discoverers under permits. He must
also at the same time apply for lease of the remaining lands' covered' by
the permit, or waive claim to his preference right to lease same or such'0
part thereof as he does not desire- to lease. A permittee under section 13,
and a permittee under section 19 of the act (for lands not within the known 0
geologic structure, of a producing oil and gas 'field at the date the permit,
application was filed) is entitled to lease one-fourth of the land in 'the permit,
or at least 160 acres, if the permit includes that area, at a fiat royalty of
5 per cent. If a permit under section 19' includes areas which were at the
date the permit application was filed partly inside and partly outside the
known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field, the permittee is:
entitled to select one-fourth of the area for lease wholly outside, or wholly
inside, or partly inside and partly outside the known structure, provided,
1 This is a revision of Circular No. 823, approved May 5, 1922 (49 L..D. 104)., which
amended section 8 of Circular No. 672 (47 L. D. 437).-Ed.

N
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however, that the royalty on -lands within: the known structure shall in
no event be less than 121/2 per cent,. and provided, further, that the, termittee
is entitled to a lease at 5 per- cent flat royalty upon so much of the outside
area as does not exceed one-fourth of the total area covered by the perrmit.
8. A statement of what interests are to be held under the lease, together with
(a) the necessary contracts, assignments, etc., for the approval of the; Secretary
of the 'Interior;. (b)' proof of citizenship. of any assignee or interested party
by affidavit of such fact, if native born, or, if naturalized, by certified copy
of the certificate of naturalization on' the form provided for use in public-land
matters unless such copy is already on file,' or, if 'a corporation, by certified
*copy of the articles of incorporation, and a showing as to the residence and
citizenship of its stockholders; (c) a' statement a's to interests held bby the
assignee or interested party in 'leases and permits in the geologic structure
of the same producing oil or gas field. If the .showings required under (a)
and

(b)

have already been made, a reference thereto

may be made giving

the land office district and serial number of the case in which the showings were
made.'

9. A certificate to be furnished by the supervisor in charge of operations
to the effect that the permittee has conducted his prospecting operations in
accordance with approved methods and practice, and has made satisfactory
compliance with the operating regulations, that each and every well operated
on the permit area is in a satisfactory. condition, and that the well or wells
relied upon for discovery have been put in condition for operation and, thereafter
tested adequately for productive capacity.'s

Should such a certificate be lacking when an application is filed in your
office, you will reject 'the 4application and advise the applicant that upon
obtaining the certificate a inew: application for lease may be presented which
application will be given the current date of filing, the purpose of this being
to avoid the establishment of a. date, of application for lease prior to bona fide
compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit.
For address' list of supervisors of oil and gas operations, see last page of this
circular.' Applications for certificates may be filed with the supervisor or his
local representative.

Relinsqu/trnents.-4Relmfquishments of permits must be; accomn-'
pamned by an affidavit of the permittee giving the .facts as to opera-:
tions under the permit. If no; drilling was done, it. should be so
stated. If drilling has.ibden done, the number of wells 'drilled, their
location and depth,. the depth and thickness of oil, gas::and water'
sands, and detailed method of plugging the wells for abandoning
them must be stated.X
Aba'ndonsnent of wells.-Upon plugging or abandoning a well
drilled undera .permit orlease,' the casing shall not be dravn from
the well until
has 'been obtained in writing from the
supervisor of the' Geological Survey or- other authorized.',agent of
the Department of the Interior.
Sales contracts.:Triplicate signed copies of sales contracts submitted for the approval of the Secretary of the "Interior under,
paragraph 2 (d) of the lease must be filed with the: supervisor of the
.authority

List

omitted.:

t:S/:j$y
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Geological Survey having jurisdiction of :the' district in: which the
leased Iland is situated;. :The supervisor' will.retain one copy for his
files and forward the other copies with his* report to the director of
the Geological Survey. One copy will then be transmitted for appropriate action to the C6onimissionerof the;'General Land Office
with recommendation of the* Director:. of. the Geological Survey.
If a' sales8-contract is submitted to any official of the Interior
i epartment other than , the supervisor without its having' been ap:by. him, or :other ~atithoriz~edl official, the contract should. be
:: . :: proved.
.returned: to the, person' submitting: it with instructions to- file
triplicate signed copies at the office of, the local supervisor, who will
handle it in :the regularS manner.:
Tiios. C. HAVELL,'
mi son'er
6ig
oqnqn
A
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
F;irst Assistant Seretry.00

;

.

d.::
OIL AND GAS PERMIT APPLICATIONS MADE BY ATTORNEYS IN
"FACT.
INSTRUCTIONS

[Circular No. 1099]

'

DEPARTMENTX OF THE

INTERIOR,

:-NEROICLAND

ICE,

Washington, D. C., October 1.9, 1936.
:REGISTERS,

UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

-

* TUnder date of 'September 21,'-1926 (Sour v. Mciahon'; 51 L.. D.
withs applications for
5'587),the d;partment~ directed, in connectiond
:gs uhnder the act of February 25,
prospecting permits filed
oil and
1920 (41 Stat. 437), thatFromi and after Novemnber 1, 1926, prospecting permit applications signed
by attorneys in fact must be: accompanied' by.powers' of attorney and affidavits
by the applicants as to their qualifications. :0Suchapplications not accompanied
by proof of authority:and qualifications will be.received and. rejected, subject
to the right 'to complete: or appeal, but will not Xbe' noted; on the .tract books
or plats prior to the filing of powers of attorney and .affidavits, by the applicants as to their qualifications..

You will, in acting on cases coming under these instructions, allow
15' days" in which to cure the defects or to appeal, and,' in default,
transmit the papers to this office as aaclosed case. If the power of
attorney is filed and the land has not in the meantime' been appro-

:
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priated under' a proper oil and gas application, you will note the
hour and date the application is so completedi and hold same suspendedL :for'.30 -days after. .~o'mpletion, at wich time you will take
action as. prescribed: in section ' 4, Circulari No.: 6 072
(47 L.,0D. 437).'
Any application presented 'by an agent or attorney in fact which
appears to have&,;been executed bT the applicant in blank and. the
land description later filled 'in by. the agent' or attorney, should: be
received[ and4, noted filed',j and promptly transmittedhere for instruc'tions,$accompanied by your report of all the facts and'circumstances
THos
O,,,C. ITvELL,

Acin to

nisioner."

Approved:'

E.GC.

FINNEY,

First Assistant Sceay
ELAICHARD) S. STEWART

j

Decide dOcober 19~, 1926
DESERT
LAND-MINERAL LADSL-W HDRAWA-IMTTION

AS TO ACREAGE-,

STATUTES.

The provision In section 1 of theact of July. i7, 1914, which 'limits a desert
entry made under- that act to 160 acres, has ,referetice only to lands withdrawn, classified, or0 valuable for one or more of 'the minerals, named

therein, and it does not preclude inclusion witi
0

such an entry of other

lands,
nonm
~Inea
in character,' which, together withtemnrllns
exceed in the aggregcte 160 acres.
DEPAiRTMIYENTAL DEISiONr
CITED ANDi APPLIED.
Case of Roy P'. Young (43 L. D. 289), cited an ald.

FINNEY, First,Assistnt &cretary:.
The department hassconsideraed,, ethae
propeosed letter 'addrssed to
the register of thed Blackfboot, Idaho, lIan offic
the
Commissionereo nthe Geniter
Land, Oefice relative .to the desert-land entry
(Blackfoot 032366) of Blanchard J. "Stewart.

*The enhtry 'was 'allowed Nov ember: .24, 1920, without~the :~resier-va
tion of, anyininerals. itembraces t.
14' SE.
, Sec., 5, NE. 'A,
NE
SE., '4;,' Sec. 8, SW. 'A/ NW. 'A, NW. 'A SW. 'A Sc9,
See 9 TJ S.,

RI. 44 BB.M.(20 acres).

Final proof was submitted Octoer

29, 1924, and, after an inispctor had made a favorable report, final

ccertificate issued Aaugust 19, 1926.
* By Executive or ed f July 1 11910, the- W.a
NE. 'A, S E.,
EN 'A,
E. Sec. 8, andVNW. ¼14 SW.',
e. 9, sto-wnship, were wiTh0001/4, Sc
V N.
j8, anD'5.;1/4SW.01/4,See. 9, said tonhp~eeith
0:
drawn and icluded in phosphate reserve No'. 2. $-Sublsequentlythe
160 acres last 'described were q assified by§the Geoidgcal Survey as

-: 0 00;: X:604.
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phosphate: -land* and- restored as such by- E'xcutiv'e ~order of January .:

28, 1925.

: The, proposed' letter requires the claimnant to reduce the entry*to
*160 acres, or apply for a hearing to disprove the classification of the
land.

The only question involved: is whether a desert-land entry may
$ and
.contain 160:V acres of land classified'as.'val-uiable for',phosphate
160 acres of nonmineral land.
Section 1 of the act of July 17,'1914 (38 Stat. 509) ,provides that
"nof desert entry made under.the provisions of this act shall contain :
:more: than 160 .acres "---undoubtedly imeaning that no: desert entry shall contain more. than 160 acres of 'land withdrawn or classified .
as phosphate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals, or which
are valuable for those deposits. The entry in question:does. not
violate the act referred to, and no good reason appears. why it should
be disturbed, provided the entryman' consents to the amendment:
thereof to makejit, as to 'the 160 acres of phosphate land, subject to
the provisions and reservations of the act of' 1914 as to phosphate.
It is noted that at one time your office was, of opinion that a home:stead entry could not contain subdivisions classified as coal land and&':
Roy T. Young
subdivisions of nonmineral land. In the case
'that-.
(43 L. D. 289) the Department held
Pof.

: *t *00 kno sufficient :reason is seen for refusing to allow the lands. thus differing in character to be embraced in one entry. 0Of course, it is necessary to
'take the precaution to note on the -application proper references 'to 'the laws:
applicable to the respectivetracts,'end when patent. issues theicoal :deposits
must be reserved to the United States as to the tracts found to be coal Lands.

An entry embracing coal'lands will not be :subject to commutation..

What was said in the Youtng case, which involved a construction of
the actof June 22, 1910 (36 Stat. '583) , "AnAct To provide for agricultural entries on coal lands,":'is applicable to the act of July-1:,
1914, supra.
'
You' will: therefore afford Stewart' an opportunity to consent to
accept, as to the 160 acres classified as phosphate, a patent containing
the provisions and reservations of the act of 1914, 'or.to apply'for a,
hearing in accordance with:. the provisions of paragraph 10 of theregulations of March 20,:1915, Circular No. 393 (44L. D. 32, 36).
-

UNITED STATES v. BUJLLINGTON (ON REHEARING)
Decided Ootober 21, 1926w
0

or WAY-RAIOAD
fRIGH:T

LAID-MINE AL LANDS-MINU:G CLAIM-STATUTES.

A railroad right 'of. way granted pursuant to the', act of March 3, 1875,
tconferred upon the grantee a' limited fee, subject to an implied condition
of reverter shoulid the land cease to be used or0retained for the purposes

:
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for which&granted, and, none of thejland.ltherein is' subjectIto location
and appropriation under the mining laws while0the grant remains in effect.
MaINEL- LANDgII-MINING CLAIM-EVIDENCE---R GHT OF WA ILROAD LAND.
Lands, although containing: deposits: of mineral, will Ibe considered as nonmineral in, character, where .the cost: of extracting is shown to be Iso
large that a prudent man would'not be warranted in. expending his time
and money t'here'upon in the reasonable expectation of success in developing a paying, mine.
I
CoURr AND DEPARTMENTAL DECISIONS; CITED AND APPLIED.
Cases of Rio Grande Western:Railway Coinpany v. Stringh~am (239 U. &.A44),
and Cataract Gold Mining Company et aV. (43 L. D. 248), cited .and
applied..
.

.FIN:NEY, First Assistant Secretary:

-This is. a motion for rehearing- filed by Alta: and Eva Bullington
in the matter of their nmineral entry 014570, allowed July 23, .1923,
:on, an application filed April 21 ,1923, for patent to:the Alta and
Eva placer mining claims, survey No. 5627, situate in what,;-if surveyed, would be T. 25.N., R.60 E., M[. D. M., Sacramento land district, California, and'also in the Plumas National. Forest, wherein
the Department by decision .of July 15, 1926, reversing the action of
the Commissioner and the register, found and held, as. a result of the
hearing had' on a protest filedagainst the application by the Florest
Service, that. the area included -in . the claims was nonmineral in
character, directed the caancellation of the entry, and declared the :
asserted:locations to be null and void.
The facts disclosed by -the records in this and otherbproceedings
relating to the land involved, Iand'thetestimony adduced. in the
present case as to mineral disclosures on the claims are fairly'and
fully stated, in the decision. complained of. and will;not, therefore, be
here. again recited. The decision. was in .part based upon tbhe. theory
that the land' involved, .having been adjudicated to be noninineral
in character in the earlier proceeding' in- the. (unreported) case. of
Stewart 'v., Bullington, involving placer patent application 010169,,.
the burdenS was: upon the entrywomen to establish .its present mineral: character. Irrespective of. the effect of. that adjudication, how-.
ever, the
of theI record
.:. ~
.~Department,
.. ~ .~ . I .,. - -upon a reexamination
;
.
r in r.the
present, proceeding, is, of opinion that the same shows -that: neither
of the claims, inso far as they; involve public land of the :United,
States, is,foa practical point of view, of any value forfminingrac:
-purposes.,
Before again discussing the -testimony as tothe character :of the
land,: the;Departtmient deemis it expedient to direct 'attention to the.
fact that the claims .as located, applied. for, and entered, are shown.
by the plat and field notes of the official survey to conflict along
their southern lines with, the: right of way of the IWestern Pacific
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Railroad :which arose underithe act-of March 3,18.75 (18 Stat. 482),
by the construction of the line of. road long. prior to the attempted
o4.
initiation of the claims,'the Alta conflict being to the' extent of
said
the'
with
acres
1.559
of:
acres and that of the Eva to the extent
St'ringv.
aompcsywy
C
'ay
RIn
Rhiila
RioGane Weetr'm
right of way.
h:M (239 U.: S'. 44) the Supreme Court declared thai the right 'of';
supra, .and similar acts,'
way granted by the act of March 3, 15
limited fee,
absolute,.butia
fee
a
nori
: ,was neither a mere easement,'
t'com-:'
that
event
the
in
reverter
made on an.implied'condition of
for
purposes
the
land
the
pany'should cease 'to useS orretain
and'
incidents
the
it
with
carried
it
that
and.
granted,
was
it
'which> , - .
.
W .
.
,\
...,
ed,

remedies usually: attending the fee.: This being, true, it. is clear

that the land included within the common limits of the claims in:
question and the right'of way was not subject to 'location and: approunder. the 'mining laws of the inited States, andihence
0; -:4prIation:
event such 'areas would .have'had to be elimimited from
any
in.
that
0 :X
the: claims.
Referring to the 'question of the 'character, of the land included in
the claims involved: lying outside of the right of: way conflicts, the
testimony in the ease, while establishing the existence' upon both'i
claims of gravel, bearing gold in substantial quantities, is neverthe-'
less to the effect that'such deposits could not be operated by drifting
at a cost of less than $2.25 .per cubic yard, if the reasonable cost, as':
testified to by one 'of the 'witnesses for the Government, a mining
engineer, of the workings pladed onthe claim by the locators be taken 0
as a basis, or at a cost of less than $4 per: cubic yard,' if the value of
such work, as . given in the report of the: mineral surveyor, dbe taken
:
into considpration.
Indeed it is : conceded, by the fwitxnesses for the oclaimants that it
: :would not be feasible to operate the claims'by drifting.' The. only'
other' method by which' the gravel deposits on the claim' could be
worked would be by the use'.of a hydraulic elevator, as' ordinary
sluicing by the use' of at hydraulic giant could not be emplyd 'yon
: :.:taccount -of'the 'restrictions imposed by the California Debris Cor."J'nmission. - P. F. Bullington, the 'father of the mineral claimants,: who
is not shown -to' have had, any expperiene in the.:practical operation
of placer- mining claims, testifies that it is proposed to construct: a
tCreei or'
d::am;:' about 12 ffeet high across -whatis known 'as :hina
claims,
the
from
northeasterly
almile
about'
point
;ata
F ernCanyon,
feet,:
50V
about
of
head
a
give
would
that
reservoir'
a
forming
thus
construct- a retainighi. wall for the, purpse' of-impounding6: the' tailings, conduct water to thebclaims hyga 10-ihch pipe, with 5 or 6-ch
v:.reducers at.the'lower end,' and; then' mine: thec6laims through-sluce-

I

I
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boxes by a Martin elevator, commencing at the lower or western ends.
of the claim and working back; that he has been advised by an.
engineer that the dam and pipe 'line could be constructed at a cost
of around $3,500.or $4,000, no estimate ofi the cost of the retainingi
wall having been given. On the otheri'hand, E. C.. Hard, a witness
for the Government, who has had large experience in placer-mining'
operations,. and is familiar with the 'hydraulic-elevator process of
mining, testifies that the friction onth6 pipe through which, according to Bullington's testimony, it is prb6posed to conduct water to the K
land, wvould 'amount to at least. one-third 'f
elevation
Ithe
of the head,'
and that that would reduce the -head to.:such an extent that it would
hardly be practicable to lift gravel to an elevationgr'eter than 6'V
feet; that considering the narrowness, of the' bar on which the claims
are situated and the, lack of spaces .on which to .pile the bowlders,'
which comprise' 70, per cent', of the lbar material, and the immense
amount of other .waste, he' does. not 'believe it would be possible to
find room for the material; 'that one retaining:'wall would not be
sufficient, for the reason that, it w ould simply back up the water and'''
drown the supplyIue
to the elevator; that there would: have to be
a, double wall in order to retain the water and material and prevent
it 'from going either way;, and that twice the cost of the. pipe line
alone would be $5,200, exclusive of the cost of the dam. The Departi::ent is clearly of opinion that"the' gold values in the gravel existing
on the claim could not :be worked at:a cost, which would warrant
mining operation.
In Cataract Goldcl n(43L.
ingCo. eta.
D. 248, 254)..it'is said

that-

* *
*the intent ofthe. general mining laws was to encourage andpromote
the development of the mining resources of the' United States, andwith
this
fact in mind, a careful review of the laws and of -the various decisions
of
this,'Department and of :the courts appears to support the conclusion that
if
a mineral claimant'is able to show that the land contains mineral
of such
quantity 'and'value' as to warrant a prudent man in the
of his
time and money thereupon,' in 'the reasonable expectation of expenditure
sucess:in developing a paying mine, such lands are disposable only lunder the mineral
las'notwithstanding the fact that they may possessa a possibleor probabie 'greateri
value for agriculture or othe
ssbl or pr
mu: t be'a"valuefor;:abriultre" o
r purposes. . In other words,
the mineral deposit
:mu~st be~a "valuable " one; such a' mineral deposit as can probably be worked
profitably; 'for, otherwise,' .there' would be no inducement or incentive
Ifor the
mineral claimantto: remove the minerals' from the ground and place the same'
in the market,;the, evident'. intent and purpose of the mining laws..'

Applying the-.rule above stated the claims in question would not'"
be.'subject todisposal under' the'placer- mining l'ws. The 'decision
complained of -is accordingly. adhered to and the motionhdenied.:
:
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FRANK ZUMPFE:
Decded October 21,1926

NT--FINA PROOF;RECLAMATION HOMESTEAD-WATER RIGICT-COSTS PA
DISTEICT.
PATENT-IRRIGATION
The provision of the reclamation law requiring payment by an entryman of
at
all sums due the United States on account of the land or water: right
issuance
the
to
precedent
condition
a
as
proof
of
submission
of
thetime
:of patent, is not satisfied by the assumption by an irrigation district of
of
an obligation to pay the water right charges; nor does an. extension
time accorded by the irrigation district for the payment of accrued charges
latter.
operate as an extension by the Government unless approved by the
FINNE Y, First

f-

Assistant Secretary:

Zumpfe has appealed from 'a decision by the Commissioner
0Frank

of Reclamation dated April 2,q1926, rejecting his final, affidavit in
connection with his homestead. entry under the reclamation act. for
Farm Unit ID,Sec. 21,0 T. 41, S.,, R. 12 E., W. M., Klamath Recla-'
:mation Project, Oregon, on the ground that full payment had not
been made of all accrued charges as' required by' section 1-of the act
of August 9, 1912 (37 :Stat. 265), as amended by' the act of February
15',1917 (39 Stat. 920).
* The said law provides that a homestead entryman under the
reclamation act may . at any time after having complied with the
0 provisions 'of law applicable'to such lands as to residence, reclamation

and cultivation, submit proof of such' residence, reclamation and
cultivation, which proof, if found regular and satisfactory shall entitle the entryman to patent, and a purchaser of a 'water-right certificate is entitled to a final water-right certificate upon proof of the
cultivation and reclamation of the land, subject however to the
* followingl conditions:

*

Provided, That no such patent or, final water-right: certificate shall issue
such
until after the payment of. all sums due the United States on account of
homethe
entitling
proof
of
'submission
I
the
of
time,
the
at
water-right
or
land
stead or: desert-land entryman: to- such. patent or they purchaser to such final

water-right certificate.-

The issue in the case. is whether all sums due had been paid. The
claimant contends that the law. has been' satisfied,' not by actual. payment, o f the dues, but by virtue of. the contract between the Government and the7 Klamath Irrigation. IDistrict wWhereby the district
assumed such. liabilities, and the.: further contract between'0 the
:entryman and the said district whereby the entryman was allowed
an extension of time for making the payments.:
The contention of claimant is succily stated in the last para:
graph of the brief, as follows:

I
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Wherefore, it -is respectfully- submitted to *the honorable* Secretary Of '-the
Interior that the United States, having agreed to look to the; Klamath Irrigation' District for the payment of the construction, 'and operation and maintenance charges pending against -apellant's lands, it- is the-duty:of the honorable
Secretary of the Interior to'now issue patent to the appellant, without requiring him to pay to the Klamath Irrigation District tha construction and
operation and maintenance charges due,; and which are embraced in his contract.:
with the district, and'which are to be paid in five equal annual instalments.

It was stated by the Commissioner that the district was delinquent
in its obligations to the-Government in the am-ount of about $61,000;
that if the amount due. on account of .Zumpfe's land were paid -by
the'district it would satisfy the law and ,the Government would' not
be concerned in any extension arrangemnent between the district
-andthe entryrnan, but that the amount due on the! land must be paid
- 0 t6theGovernmenti before patent could 'issue.
The position thus taken4 bythe Commissioner is so clearly in har:u
mony with the requir-ments 'of the law that there would:seem to be'no room for serioffs dissent therefrom. The extension of time6 acordedthe. entrymanby the irrigation district did not, operate as an
extension by the Government to the district for payment of accrued
eharges. It is ,understood that a proposed agreement between the
Government and the. district is pending whereby the time is'to'be
extended. 'Should such extension be granted it will inure to the
-beneit of h5&trman so that he may then make final proof. iut
of payment of the: charges due or extension of time by
in the asn
.E

the Government forsuch payments,patent may not Ss,ue.
-

ois appealed from
The:dcisiot

-accordingly affirmed.

J' UNSELL v. 'ARMSTRONG
Decided Octobr&26,

92--

-STOCOK-RAISING IoMESTEAD-ADDITIoNALREsIDENcFSTRANSFEiR.
i One who owned and resided upon- his original entry_ when he -applied to
:make an additional entry under the: stock-raising homestead_,-act- was
:qualified'to nmake entry'under section 5:of that act, and the fact thathe transferred his original entry prior to6 the allowvance tof :the additiodfal
- does -not: change the - character of -the -entry to, one under the provisoi to
- section 38of the act.;
-STocK-RAISING HosEnsTsAD-ADDIPONAL-rIvNAL
STATIUTES

-

-

-

PRooF-EvIDENCO-PWAcTIcE'.-

----

Whether an, additional, -entry- undert the -stock-raising homestead act ,is governed by section .5. or bythe provisos to, section 3 thereof is, dependent
-2 upon- the nature of the showing to be made in the final proof, and is a
and the'
between
ttheGovernment
solely foor 'determination
-: 0; ' Qquestion
0
;0z.
0X
0 o0a?
h0it
0 1'E
so E'V t)'
S ]'~~~~qeto
'i 'f'
- entryman.
0
40210 -25--voL 51l-39
- --
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STOc:x-RAiSISnG HOMESTEAD-ADDITIoNAL-ArPLICATIoN-RESIDENC5---TRANSFER.
:,An applicationj to make an additional stock-raising homestead entry by one

who wasmnot residing upon the original entry at the time the application
.swas filed may, nevertheless be allowed under section: 5 of the stockraising homestead act if he thereafter, resumed residence. thereon prior
-s
to its, transfer :
-7DEPARTMENTAL DECISION CITEV AND APiPE.
L. D. 311), cited and applied.
(49
Woodring
Case of Larson v. Parrish and

FINNEY, First Assistant Secretary:.

Floyd L. Munsell has appealed from a decision of the4Commis'of the GeneralLand Office dated May 12, 1926, -rejecting
: .; t0;0;:sioner
his application, filed April 15, 1926, :to makeentry under section
2289, Revised Statutes, for We.1/2 SW. 14, Sec. 5T. 16 S., R. 27 W.,
6th P. M., Kansas,and dismissing his protest agamst the allowance
of the-,application of Robert W. Armstrong to make an additional
entry under the stock-raising homestead act for said tract. ,
* Armstrong's original entry embraced the NE. 1/j4 (or lots 1 and
NE. 1/4), said Sec. 5, and was made December 17, 1906.
2. and S. ½/2
It was, perfected by final five-year proof submitted May 12, 1913.
On July 17, 1916, Armstrong made entry under section 3 of the enlarged homestead act for lot 4,I-W. /4 NW. 14 and N. 1/2 SW. 14, Sec.
4, said township. He submitted final proof on the additional entry on
March. 31, 1919, prior to which, on March 26, 1917, he' a plied to make
an additional entry under the stock-raising homestead act for S. ½/2
SW. 1/4, Sec. 4,-said township, which application was allowed January 2, 1920, and, on which he sfibmitted final proof October 15, 1925.
On August -17, 1920 (supplemental applicationsfiled September
11, 1920), Armstrong applied to -make a further additional fentry:
.under the stock-raising :homestead act for W. 1/2 SW. 1/4, Sec.D 5,
said township. :The 'application was allowed May 12, 1926, on the
date of the decision appealed from.:
Munsell alleges that Armstrongz sold and transferred: the land in
his original entry on May 12, 1924,, and was therefore -not ciialified
to make the entry allowed on May '12, 192'6. Further; that there
iis no law under which a person may make two additional entries
under the st]ock-raising homestead-act. Appellant also questions the
correctness of the: Commissioner's holding that the additional entry
allowed on May 12, 1926, is governed by section 5 -of the stock;00;.-traisingzhomestead

-;

act.

--

-

-

-

-

In the final proof on the additional entry under the. enlarged
homestead act, Armstrong and his:witnesses testified on March 31,
1919, that he had continued to reside on - his original

entry;

and

-'in the final pr'oof onth eadditional- try under the stock-raising
homestead act,submitted October 15, 1925, it was testified that Arm-

-
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strong, had continuously resided on the' original entry since March,
1907, except for about 15 months during 1913 and 1914, when he
went away to secure work.;
to It thus appears that on August: 17, 1920, when Armstrong applied
to make~a further additional entry under the stock-raising :homestead act; he owned and resided on his original entryhence was
qualified to make an:entry under section 5 of the act .. The 'fact that
he transferred his original entry on May 12, 1924, -prior to- the
allowance of the application filed on August 17, 1920, did not preelude the allowance of the application, nor change the character of
the entry to one under the provisos to section 3 :of the act.
It is well -settled that a homestead application filed, for land
subject thereto, accompanied by the' required
epayment,showing and
has the segregative effect of: an 'entry, and ;that if 'an entryman
possessed the necessary, qualifications at the date of the application
it is' not invalidated by the doing of any act which, had 'it been done
before the date of the application, would have disqualified him from
making-the entry. See Larson v. PariAsh and Woodring '(49 L. D.
311) and cases there cited.
-Even-if it: were conceded that Armstrong was' not residing on his
original 'entry on August 17, 1920, nor at any 'time' subsequent
thereto, he 'was nevertheless qualified' to smake a further' additional
entry.. See paragraph 1 of the instructions of March, 2. 1'921 (48'
Li D. 28) ; ,also Circular No. 74-0 (48 L. D. 38). But in 'that-event
the entry would be governed by the provisos to section 3 of the acti. -e., entryman would be required to reside on the land for at least
seven months each year tfor three years and 'make' the required im:
provements. But: whether: an additional 'entry under the stocks.
raising homestead' act is governed by section 5 or the provisos to
section 3 is one solely between the Government and the entryman, as
the 'only question which could arise is the nature of the showing
to be made-in the-final proof.
f-0:Moreover, if Armstrong .was not residing 'on his original entry
on August 17, 1920, but resumed residence thereon prior 0to 'the
transfer of the:original entry on May 12, 1924, the additional enOtry
would be governed by section 5 of the act. The Department has on
numerous occasions recognized 'the right: of an entrymian to change
the character of his additional entry in this manner.
'
Munsell's application was filed 'long subsequent to the application
of Armstrong, and'was; properly rejected{.: His protest is 'withoutl

merit.

'

'

'

The decision appealed from' is affirmed.
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WILLIAM M. ANDERSON
Decided October 28, 1926
kREsErVOIR

SITE-RraIGT OF WAY-OIL AND

GAS

LANDs-PRosPECTING

PERMIT-

MINERAL LANDS-PRESUMPTION.

Land7 within an oil and gas prospecting permit must be held to he pros*pectively valuable for oil and gas and not, therefore, subject to disposition
for a reservoir site under the act of January 13, 1897, which is limited by
its terms to lands "not mineral or otherwise reserved."

DEPARTMENTAL IDECISION: CITED AND APPLIED.

Case of Wffliam

R.Brenna (48 L. D. 108),. cited and applied.

FFINNEY, First Assistan Secretcty:
: William M. Anderson -has

appealed

.from

a, decision. of, the Com-

missioner of- the General Land Office dated April 412, 1926, rejecting
his application for-.the reservation of NE. 1¼4SE. 1/4, Sec. 23, T. 2 N.
R. 104- W., .6th P. M., Colorado, under the provisions of the act ofi
January 13, 1897 (29 Stat. 484), "An. Act Providing for the location
for reservoir sites.,"
lpurchase
of ppublic lands
and
n
was rejected
and
1925,
17,
The application was filed December
because the tract described is embraced in a permit granted to Floyd
C. Fulenwider under section 13 of the, act of February 25, 1920 -(41
Stat. 437), tu prospect for oil: and gas..
The act of January 13, 1897, supra, is limited by its terms to lands
"not mineral or otherwise reserved." In the :case : of William R.
Brennan (48:'L. ID. 108), the- Department held that lands embraced
in a prospecting permit'imust be treated as valuable Ifor oil and gas.
It must therefore be held that the prospective value of the land for
mineral excludes it from the operations of the act under which the
application in question was filed.
However, .the' water hole which applicant desires to r'eserve as a
watering place for stock was Affected- by the, Executive order. of
April 17, 1926, withdrawing from settlement, locationj sale, or entry,
and reserving for public use in accordance with the:. provisions of
section 10-of the stock-raising homestead act, "every -smallest. legal
subdivision- of: the public, land surveys which. is vacant, unappropriated unreserved public, land -and, contains a spring or. water: hole,
and all land within one-qcuarter of .a mile, of -every spring..or water
holelocated on unsuryeyed public land."
It thus appears that the -water hole which- applicant desires to
reserve as a watering, place is effectually reserved for that purpose
by the Executive order of April 17, 1926.
The decision: appealed from is affirmed.
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APPLICATIONS f UNDER; FEDERAL WATER POWER' ACT-WITHDRAWAL OF PUBLIC LANDS-PRACTICE
INSTRIUCTIONS

:DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., November 1, 19926.
THE COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE:

The executive secretary of the Federal Power Commission' has
agreed to adopt and, unless unforeseen, obstacles arise, to continue
indefinitely the following practice.
When applications under the Federal water power act -(41 Stat.
1063), involving public lands, are filed with field representatives of
the commission, copies of the application will be forwarded to the
executive secretary, who will immediately notify you of the filing,
'and of the date it was received by him, which will be considered as:
the date of filing with the Federal Power Commission for purposes
of land withdrawal. A copy of the letter to you will be mailed
directly by .the executive secretary to the register of the district
land office of the district in which the public land affected is located.
'You will, therefore, instruct all registers that upon receipt of
such notices they will note on- their records that the public land
described therein is withdrawn from entry, location, or other disposal
-until otherwise directed by the commission or by' Congress, -as provided by section 24 'of- the Federal water power act, the effective;
date of such withdrawal being the date the power project application
was filed. Registers should also, be instructed to make; report as to
any application embracing withdrawn land which may be allowed
prior to the receipt of the notice and after the effective date of the
withdrawal, in order that appropriate action may be taken.
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistnt Seoretory.
ASSESSMENT OF CHARGES ON LANDS WITHIN INDIAN1 IRRIGATION PROJECTS
:Op
INDIAN LANDs-ScHooL
COSTS--PAYMENT.

ion, November 6, 1926

LANDS-REcCLAMATION-ITRIGATION-WATER

RIGeT-

State school lands within Indian irrigation projects should not be furnished
with water in the' absence of an agreement with the State to bear its
proper part of the costs of the project.
INDIAN LANDS - RECLAMATION TRANSFEREE..

IRRIGATION

-CosTs -

LIENS -

PAYMENT -

On Indian irrigation projects where a specific lien for repayment of the
irrigation charges is retained such charges run as a covenant with the
land until paid, even as against subsequent owners.
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INDIAN LANDS-RECLAMATION
COSTS-PAYMENT.

-

IRMIGATION

-

LEASE

-

[VOIT.

LESSEE -TRANSFETEEE-

Where a lessee of Indian irrigation project lands obligates himself to pay
the annual operation and maintenance, charges accruing during the term
of the lease, .such charges become a part of the consideration for the lease,
collectable from the lessee or from his bondsman, and payment can not
be demanded from a subsequent lessee or purchaser of the same land.
INDIAN LANDS-REcLAMATION-IrEIGATION-PAID-UP
*PAYMENT-TRANSFEREE.

WATER

RrIGI-COSTS--

Where land within an Indian irrigation project is sold under Government
supervision as having a "paid-up water right," additional compensation
can not be exacted from purchasers even in those cases where the irriga.tion costs were underestimated in the first instance.
INDIAN LANDS-RECLAMATION-IRRIGATION-ALLOTMENT-PATENT-PURO:ASEECOSTS-LIEN-PAYMENT.

Where no lien exists for repayment of irrigation charges, an Indian holding
a patent in, fee who sells his land to a white purchaser. is liable for all
charges accruing up to the time of sale and the purchaser for all charges
accruing thereafter.
LANDS-RECLA MATION-IRRIGATION-COSTS-PAYMENT-DELIvERY
INDIAN
WATER.

OF

Where a legal liability to repay irrigation charges rests upon a landowner,
Indian or white, delivery of water may be refused until payment is had,
but where no such liability exists refusal to deliver water would not be

justified.
PATTERSON, Solicitor:0

In, connection with, irrigation work on Indian reservations you

[Sedretary of the Interior] have requested my opinion on several
questions presented by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs who,
after referring to the two main classes into which isuch projects
fall-those on which the irrigation costs constitute: a lien against
the lands benefited and those on which no such lien exists-submits
the following:
1. Can the Secretary of the Interior assess charges against lands within these
two projects that are State school lands where such lands are susceptible of
receiving water but are not now being cultivated owing to the fact that, the
title is still in the respective States?
2. Where Indian lands are leased under both projects, the leases providing
for the lessees to pay the operation and maintenance assessments accruing
lduring the period of such leases,, but the lessees fail to pay such charges, would
subsequent purchasers of the land take such land subject' to the accrued
charges?
:83. Where. land is purchased under Government sale holding out that a
'paid-up water right went with the land (see Attorneys. General opinions 33,
page 25, supra); also where a white man purchases direct from a fee patent
Indian, is this service required to continue construction work to provide irrigation facilities for the total area of the irrigable allotment when at the date
of the sale or the issuance of fee patent only part of the land was then
actually under constructed works and could accordingly be irrigated?
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4 Referring
.
further to Question No, 3, opinion isalso desiredd';as to whether
or not in cases where fee patent Indians sell direct to whitedpurchasers and
no construction charges are paid; and no lien is created by express legislative
act to assure their repayment, the Government can refuse delivery of water
unless and until the, purchaser executes an agreement: to, pay his share of the
construction cost.

- From the inception of activities by the Federal Governmerlt in connection with irrigation work. among the Indians' down to the year
1900 or thereabouts' practically all appropriations; by Congress for
such work were purely gratuitous; that is, there was no thought .of
requiring the Indian to repay.; About the year mentioned, however,
this policy underwent a decided change, to the extent at least of
either drawing on tribal funds belonging to the Indians -chiefly' cone
cerned, if such funds were at hand; or by making 'direct appropriations from the Federal Treasury to be reimbursed from tribal funds
of. the Indians derived fom sales of unallotted lands within their
reservation as and when had. For illustrative purposes see section
4-'of the- act of -May 31, 1900 (31 Stat. 221,'247), dealing with the'
C'row Indians in Montana; article 4' of the agreement with-' the
L Indians of the Wind Riyer Reservation, Wyoming, ratified by; the
act of March 3, 1905 (33 sStat. 1016), and the provisions of the act
of June 21, 1906 (34 Stat. 325, 375), dealing with irrigation among
the Ute Indians' in Utah. ' Others could be cited, but these are ample
for' our present 'purpose.
On many of the reservation-s, however,
the entire tribal, membership failed to receive irrigable lands in
severalty; that; is, some held allotments lying within the irrigable:
areas while others did not. This arose from several causes among
which may be.mentioned the immediate habitat of individidal members of the tribe, preference in selecting lands wanted in allotment,
but more largely because on a great many reservations allotments in
severalty were made years before the inauguration of any irrigation
scheme. At any rate, on most of the reservations where irrigation is
in vogue we find some of the' Indians holding allotments under thie
irrigation systems, while'other members of the same tribe have no
land under 2ditch. Naturally those members who received' no irrigable lands in' allotment protested against the expenditure or
hypothecation of their share of a fund common to the entire tribe
for the special' benefit of their more fortunate brethren who happenedjto hold irrigable lands in 'allotment. Appreciating 'the' lack
of equity in situations of this kind Congress set about to rectify it
and by an item of 'general application in the Indian appropriation act
of August 1, 1914 (38 Stat.' 582), after advancing some $33,000 for
irrigation work amongythe Indians further directed (p. ;583):
i
*: * Hi
0 eThat
all moneys expended heretofoe:or hereafter under this provision shall be reimbursable where the Indians have adequate funds to repay
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the Government, such reimbursements to be' made under such rules and: regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe: Provhted fitrther, 'That
the':Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to apportion
the cost of any irrigation' project constructed for Indians and 'made reimbursable out of tribal funds of said Indians in accordance with the' benefits
received by such individual Indian so far as practicable from said irrigation
project, said cost to be apportioned against such (each), individual Indian under
-such rules, regulations, and conditions as the Secretary of the Interior may
prescribe. [Italicized and parenthetical matter supplied.]

: Even prior to the year 1914, in a few instances at least, in dealing with particular projects or reservations Congress had placed the
burden of the cost of. irrigation work where it more properly. belongs,
on the shoulders of the individual Indians benefited or, better still,
by way of a lien against the land irrigated. Illustrative of this
see the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat., 518,. 522), which reads in
partThat the proportion of the, cost of the irrigation project, on the
Gila :River Indian Reservation heretofore and herein authorized to be paid
from the public funds shall be repaid into the Treasury of the United States
the
as and when funds may be available'therefor: Provided further, That in
event any allottee shall receive a patent in fee to an allotment of land irrigated
under this project before the United States shall have been wholly reimbursed
as herein provided, then the proportionate cost of the project, to be, apportioned equitably by the Secretary of the Interior, shall become a first lien on
such allotment, and the fact of such lien shall be recited on the face of each
patent in fee issued and the amont of the lien set forth therein, which said
lien, however, shall not be enforced so long as theV original allottee or his
heirs shall own the allotment; and the receipt of the Secretary of the Interior,
or of the officer, agent, or, employee duly, authorized by him for that purpose,
for the payment of the amount assessed against any allotment as herein provided shall, when duly recorded by the recorder of deeds in the: county wherein
.the land is located, operate as a satisfaction of such lien.
*

*

*

Legislation of similar import with respect to the Colorado River
and Yuma Indian Reservations in California and Arizona will be
found in the act of March 3, 1911 (36 Stat. 1058, 1063), and in the
act of May 18,1Z916 (39 Stat. 123, 139, et seq.), dealing with the
Blackfeet, Flathead, and Fort -Peck Reservations in Montana.
'Others could be mentioned, if necessary, but it will here be. observed that the substantive legislation in the ,act of August 1, 1914,
supra, creates no' lien for repayment of the irrigation charges, but
simply directs the Secretary of. the Interior to require reimbursemnent,, if the Indians have adequate'funds to repay, under such rules
and regulations as the Secretary; may prescribe.. Administrative
officers of the Government being without power to insert conditions
or limitations in land patents not contemplated'by law (Burke v.
Soutker Pacific B. R. Co., 234 U. S. 669), it follows that the Secretary of the Interior is unable to impose a lien' for repayment of these
irrigation charges except where Congress 'has expressly so directed.
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In this connection it is to be remembered that most of our Indian allottees, holding. lands within these irrigation projects, received title
:therefor ;under: our familiar. 25-year -trust patents 'which declare
.that at the expirationuof the trust period the fee will then be, conveyed,- also by'patent, "free of all charges or incumbrances of any
. nature whatsoever." In the face of this obligation on the part of the
Government, the right of .the Indian to an unencumbered title on
expiration of the trust- is not lightly to be invaded. At any rate we
are thus-confronted with the two-classes into which these. projects:
fall, those on which Congress has specifically provided for the re.tention of a lien to: guarantee, repayment of the irrigation charges
and those on which no such lien exists. EWith these observations in
-mind we return to the question first presented above.
From an early date in providing for the disposal of lands within
Indian reservations; Congress. has'uniformly granted certain areas
therein, :usually sections 16 and 36 in each township (or an equivalent), to. the; State or States in 'which such lands are' located in
support, of the common or public schools of such States. For the
grant so made compensation has usually been awarded to the Indians
but with that feature of the matter we are not now concerned. In
no instance, however, and I speak advisedly, has either Congress or
the Indians assumed any obligation, legall or otherwise, to furnish
water for irrigation purposes-to any lands so granted to -a State.
The State of course simply takes such lands in place, or indemnity,
lands elsewhere in case of loss, and the State is entitled only to these
lands in their original or native condition, without enhancement
in value at the expense either of the Federal Government or. of the
Indians, by way of irrigation or otherwise. That is to say, if
water is desired for such lands, the expenses incident thereto must
'be borne by the State or by its grantees. As officials of a State,
'however; in the absence of appropriate authority from the legislative body, are without power toburden or impair lands belonging
to the State with liens or obligations of the character with which we
are now' dealing, water should not be delivered to any State lands
through any irrigation system constructed by the Government, in
the absence of specific 'agreements with officers of the State supported
by proper' statutory authority.- Further, in the absence of express
:legislationby Congress to 'that effect, lands so granted to any State
can not be 'burdened with-'such a lien by officers' of the Federal
'Government -without the consent of the State. Situations of this
kind can -"best be met" by distributing the costs' or "irrigation
charges' 1over the remaining area' within the project, 'omitting the
State school lands.: Thus,. if a given project embraces say 40,000
acres, including 2,000 acres belonging to the State, in the absence
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of a contract with the State officials, supported by the necessary
statutory authority, the landS belonging to the;State should be excluded from, the area furnished with. water and the project costs
distributed over the remaining 38,000 acres within the project.
Later, should the State school lands come into a position to assume a
proper proportionate partIof the costs of the system, water can then
:be delivered to such lands and the project charges redistributed over
the entire area within such. project. This reduces the matter simply
to one of bookkeeping and hence. needs no further discussion here.
As a preliminary to the second question it may be said that on
those projects where' a specific lien for repayment of the. irrigation
charges is retained, such charges, of course, remain a lien against
the land until paid; enforceable as such, or, as indicated in the
ansWer to the fourth question below, where the liability to repay
is undoubted, delivery of.water may rbe refused until payment is
made. In all such matters, of course, the provisions of special enactments relating to particular projects are not to be disregarded, such
as a declaration in the act of August 24, 1912, supra, to the effect
that the lien is not to be enforced as long as the land is in Indian
ownership; and those provisions of the act of May 18, 1916 (39 Stat.
123,.142), relating to the Blackfeet, Flathead, and Fort Peck Reservations in Montana, wherein it is saidThat in addition to the construction charges every aliottee, entryman, purchaser, or owner shall pay to the superintendent of the reservation a maintenance and operation charge based upon the total cost of maintenance and
operation of the systems on the several reservations, and the Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized to fix such maintenance and operation charge
upon such basis as:'shall be equitable to the owners of the irrigable land.
Such charges when collected shall be available for expenditure in the' maintenance and operation of the systems on the reservation where collected:
Provided, That delivery of -water to any tract of land may be refused on:
account of nonpayment of any charges herein authorized, and the same may,
in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, be collected by a suit for
money owed:
* *
[Italics supplied.]

Ordinarily where lessees of Indian lands within an irrigation
project obligate themselves to pay the annual operation and, maintenance charges accruing during the term of their lease such charges
then become part of the consideration. for the lease,. collectable as
such from the lessee, or from his bondsmen in case of failure to pay.
Hence in the absence, of. an express agreement between the parties
to that effect I am unable to see how a subsequent lessee or owner
can be held accountable for the delinquencies of a former occupant of
the same -premises. This is particularly true in~those cases where no
lien is retained for repayment of the irrigation charges. In the
practical operation of projects' of this character some losses are
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bound, to occur as it is usually impossible in every instance to collect
down to the last penny. These so-called " project losses," meaning
those items it is found impossible to collect, may be accounted for
by- charging them off to profit and loss or under appropriate circumstances by covering them into the project and redistributing them
over the entire area as a part of the construction costs. A procedure
analogous in principle at least has been resorted to on our Federal
reclamation projects and has been recognized and upheld in the
case of Nwapap and Meridian IrrigationDistrict v. Bond (283 Fed.

569, -573).

-

:

-

The third inquiry brings into view two classes of a obligees or
assumed obligees, (a) purchasers of allotted Indian land sold under
governmental supervision and (b) purchasers of such land who buy.
direct from Indians holding paents in fee simple. For convenience
in discussion these will be treated separately, although both subdivisions relate only to those projects on which no lien exists for repayment of the irrigation charges. As indicated in the question submitted, 3 (a) has already been- dealt with in part in the Attorney
,General's opinion of September 2, 1921 (33 Ops. Atty. Gen. 25).
Therein it was-held that liability for repayment of the costs of irri-.
gation-the construction charge-on the. Wind River' Reservation,
Wyoming, is a personal obligation or liability resting against individual Indian allottees holding lands within the irrigated areas there,
and that where such lands are sold under governmental supervision
to purchasers who paid the estimated construction charge at the
time of sale, such purchasers can not thereafter be held liable for
additional payments in this, behalf. Further, that this holds true
even in those cases where the construction charge had been underestimated in~the first instance. In other words, we can not requirei
a purchaser to pay for the same thing twice, and any error in estimating the construction charge is one for which the purchaser is
not responsible and can not be held accountable. It will be recalled.
that sales of this character are had pursuant to that provision in:X
section 1 of the act of June 2S, 1910 (36 Stat. 855, 856), which reads
in part*
* e. All sales of lands allotted to Indians authorized by fthis or any
other Act shall be made under such rules and regulations and upon Isuch
terms as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, and he shall require a

deposit of ten per centum of the purchase price at the time of the sale.
[Italics supplied.]

Regulations prescribed byf an administrative officer, if in harmony
with the statute, have all the force and effect of law. Hence, where
the Secretary~of the Interior in pres Tibing the terms of sale of.
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allotted Indian lands, holds out to and assures the* purchaser that
the lands so sold carry a " paid-up water right " we can not thereafter repudiate that obligation by demanding; from the purchaser
additional compensation. The criterion- for determining the purchaser's liability in such cases is not the area under. ditch at the time
of sale, or the area to which water-can be delivered for irrigation
purposes at that time, but rather the area so sold as having a paid-up
water right. That is, if an allotment is sold as having a paid-up
water right for 80 acres and the purchaser buys accordingly, we
can not thereafter recover additional compensation on the ground
that at the time of sale only 40 acres were then actually under ditch.
We must look to "the terms of the sale" for guidance rather than
to the- area being irrigated at the time of sale.
Purchasers buying direct from Indians to whom patents in fee
have issued-class 3(b) above-occupy a somewhat different posi-tion in so far as contractual obligations with the Govermnent areconcerned. The rights of purchasers under such circumstances have
previously been dealt with, in part, in an opinion by the Solicitor
for this Department under date of December 15, 1922 (49 L. D. 370),
the project there under discussion also being the one at Wind River.
In that opinion it was pointed out that where the obligation to repay
is a personal one resting against the Indian-there being no lien'
running as a covenant 'with the land-such obligation can not be
V ; shifted to the shoulders of purchasers from the Indian, in the absence
of 'an express agreement to that effect. Here the area under ditch
at the time of issuing the patent in fee simple to the Indian may
be used as the criterion for determining the' liability of the respective
parties in interest. The former Indian owner. is liable for the
irrigation charges, construction, operation, and maintenance, accruing prior to the time he parts with the title; hence, repayment of'
those charges, if to behad at all, is to be had from the ffrmer
Indian owner rather than from his grantee, in the absence of an
express agreement otherwise between the' parties. In.,other words,
a purchaser can not be held liable for a personal indebtedness resting
against the former Indian owner of the land. Being under no :
obligation, legal or otherwise, to furnish water gratis to such white
landowners, such charges, construction, operation, and maintenance,
* as accrue after the passing of the title are properly chargeable to
the then owner of the land; hence, where part of the land only is
under ditch at the time of sale, if such subsequent owner of the land
desires water for any additional area, in the tracts so purchased, he
must assume the obligation of paying 0 therefor. It would be
advisable, however, under such circumstances, to require the purchaser to execute an agreement to that effect, and delivery of water
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to such additional area may be withheld until the purchaser agrees to
pay therefor.
The matter of collecting from the Indians, generally leads me
to reinvite attention to that clause in the act of August 1, 1914.
supra, requiring reimbursement "where the Indians have adequate
funds to repay." .Some. consideration should be given to the financial
status of individual Indians as doubtless Congress never intended
that any of its Indian wards would be impoverished as a result
of appropriations made by that body in their behalf. Situations
of :this kind amply illustrate the superiority- of having expenditures of this character rest against the lands benefited, by way
of a lien, but even as to that class of cases, where vested rights
have once been created, some question may well be raised as to the
power of Congress to impair or invade such rights: Choate v. Trapp
(224 U. S. 665)'; Morrow fv. United States (243 Fed. 854); andUnited States v. Heinrieh (12 Fed., 2d series, 938). The latter case
is now on appeal before the Ninth Circuit, and. as the constitutional
powers of Congress over such matters is one 'properly belonging
to the courts for determination, further discussion of this feature
of the matter would be inappropriate here.
'The answer to the fourth and last question turns in a large measure on the answer to the third. Where no lien exists for repayment- of the irrigation charges and where purchasers buy direct
from the Indians without having agreed to assume an indebted-ness resting against the former Indian owner such purchasers can
not be required to assume the indebtedness by a refusal to deliver
water until he agrees to pay. This would savor too largely of arbitrary action without due regard to the-rights and equities of the
respective parties in theepremises. In its final analysis it would
simply be equivalent to creating or enforcing a lien where none
exists. Delivery of water, of course, may be refused under proper.
circumstances, if a delinquent water user refuses to pay. Mower v.
Bond (8 Fed.,: 2dseries, 518)-, and Hobnes v. Whitestone Irrigation
and Power Company: (244' Pac. 579). In the absence of a valid
obligation to pay, however, refusal of water until payment is made
or until the landowner agrees to pay would not, in my opinion,, be
justified.
Approved:
JOHN

11.

EDWARDS,

Assistant Secretary.
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BLAKENEY v. WOMACK
Decided November 16,.1926
HOMESTEAD

ENTRY-OIL

AND

GAS

PEMiT--EVIDENCE-

LANDS-PROSPECTING

RESERVATIONs

An application for an oil and gas prospecting permit for land embraced within

an unrestricted

homestead entry is

not a

may- be' re-

nullity, but it

garded as a report of mineral value sufficient to inquire as to whether conditions warrant

the procurement of mineral

to the act

wavers pursuant

of July 17, 1914.
HOMESTEAD
-

AND

ENTRY-OIL

GAS

LANDS-PROSPECTING

PERMIT-PREFERENCE

RIGHT-STATUTDS.

The right of an agricultural

entryman to be preferred in

the award of an

oil and gas prospecting permit granted by section 20 of the leasing act of
February 25, 1920,

is not applicable

to homestead

entries initiated after

the passage of that act.
HOMESTEAD.
-

ENTRY-On

RIGxTs-ADVERSE

PERMIT-SURFACE,

AND IGAS , LANDS-PROSPECTING:

:

CLAIM-PREFERENCE RIGHT.

The determination of the question as to which of two conflicting claimants,
an agricultural entryman or an oil and gas permittee, has the paramount
right to the exclusive use

of the surface,

is

dependent

upon priorlty

in

the initiation of the claims.
OnL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING

PERMIT-APPLICATION-HOMESTEAD
RIGHTS-PRErERENcE

CONTEST-CONTESTANT-SURFACE

ENTRY-*

RIGHT.

One who files an application for an oil and gas prospecting permit for land
embraced

within an existing homestead

entry during the pendency of a

contest, does not acquire surface rights superior to those of the successful
contestant

who

timely

cultural land laws.
far as in

exercises

Amerman v.

his

preference

Mackenzie (48 L.

right
D.

under

580),

the

agri-

overruled so

conflict.

OIL AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING

PEEMIT-APPLICATIOiN-AMENDMEfNT.-COM-

PAOTNESS.
A

defect in

an oil and gas prospecting permit application

of the rules as to compactness
amendment

of the application

of the tracts
within

due to violation

applied for,

the specified

is

crable

time and, when

by
thus

cured, does not affect the rights of the applicant thereunder.

FINNEY, First Assistcont Secret;ry:
On April 28, 1924, Zeb P. Womack filed oil and gas prospecting
permit application, now Las Cruces 028802, for, among other tracts,
the E. 1/2, Sec. 18, T. 18 S., R. 29 E., N. M. P. M. This tract was
then embraced in the enlarged homestead entry; made without mineral reservation, of Theodore N. Flippin, initiated by an application
X filed October 27, 1921. On January 24, 1924, George Blakeney instituted a contest against the entry of Flippin, charging abandonment.
Upon due notice of contest and default by Flippin, his entry was
-C

>

;
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canceled. June 25,J1924. Blakeney thereafter, .to wit, on August
6,
1924, filed. homestead application, now .028975, for this tract,2 upon
.a form appropriate for homestead entry, under section 2289, Revised
Statutes,i which, on September 11, 1924,. in response to the requirement of Vthe local office, he corrected by filing'an..amended homestead
application under the provisions of the :act of February 19, 1909
(35 Stat. 639.).
0Byf decision of January, 5, 1926, the Commissioner of the General
Land Office held' that Blakeney's application was subsequent to that
of Womack and required the former, as a prerequisite to the allowance of his entry, to file consent to a reservation of the oil land gas
content, of the land in accordance with the act of July 17, 1914 (38
Stat. 509), and a waiver under the provisions of section 29 of theat
of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437), of all right to damages to crops
and improvements by reason of the operations conducted under the
latter act.
The basis for this requirqment is stated. to be a report by the' Geological Survey that this tract had~a. prospective value for oil and
gas and was subject 'to classification as oil and gas land. No report,
however, to this effect made.prior to saidc decision, is found with
the record, but, be that as it may, the department is now in receipt
of a report from the Geological Survey, dated May 11, 1926, stating
relative to the land in question-A-Available evidence, including the results of a recent field'investigation of
the Artesia oil- and gas field and surrounding area which includess the land
listed, shows' that the structural features of the producing ,Artesia oil and
gas field .in the township to the west affects the land listed and that the
bringinig in of a commercial oil well in the SW. i/£, See. 31, T. 17 S., R. 29 E.,
undoubtedly impresses this tract with i a prospective value for oil and gas
within the intent of paragraph 12 (c) of the oil and gas regulations, and to
that extent the land described is properly subject to classifiation as oil and
gas land.

Blakeney has-appealed from the requirements made by the Commissioner. Stated briefly, his contentions are that Womack's application was premature, :the land not then being.:subject thereto- by
reason of the: unrestricted entry of Flippin; thatEthe land was not
known to be -valuable for oil and gas and had not been reported as
prospectively valuable for oil and gas; consequently, no mineral
reservation could Ihave been required of the entryman whose entry
he was contesting; that he, by his successful contest of that.entry
and timely exercise of his preference right to make homestead entry,
succeeds to -the same rights enjoyed by the. previous entryman and
. is entitled to thed same quality and quantity of estate that he had.
It is argued, therefore, that- Blakeney can not be required to consent
.to a mineral reservation as a condition to the allowance of his entry;
that such rights became fixed: at the time his' contest was allowed
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.and continued thereafter ;so as to debr'the attachment of any rights
under the subsequent permit application There is error in appellant's assumptions which :vitiates his conclusiohsi Appellant's
premises that Womack's application was afnullity, 'that ,Flipppin's
entry was immune from the operation of the acts of July '17, 1914,
.and February 25, 1920, that he, by his successful contest and exercise
of a preference right under the act of May 14, 1880 (21 Stat; 140),
became invested with. the-right to 'an unrestricted entry, that by- relationattached at the date of the filing of his contest, can not be
sustained.
XUnder paragraph 12 (c) of the oil and gas: regulations (47 L.. D.
437, 444, 445), issued under the leasing act. the right. of a person to
file a prospecting permit application for a tract covered&by the unrestricted entry of another is expressly recognized, subject,--however
to- the future amendment of the entry to be obtained in the manner
provided for in said section (Ottin v. Hawkins, 48-L. :D. 622).00 Such
applications are not nullities but are regarded as a' report of mineral
'value sufficient to inquire whether conditions warrant the procurement of mineral waivers under the 'abt of 1914,.supra. (See' Fred
Mullerl V. State of New Mexico, A-8988, decided July 7, 1926,
unreported.).
There being in this 'case a report by the Geological Survey that
the land has prospective value for oil and gas under the provisions*
of paragraph :12(c), .conditions exist such as to require either a
consent to a reservation of the oil and gas by Blakeney or the submission by:him of such a showing to' the contrary as would overcome
the conclusions of the . Survey.;0 If he does neither,0his 'homestead
application must be rejected. The'same obligation would have rested
upon !Flippin. were his entry now intact.
The applications of both Flippin and Blakeney,, having 'been -filed
subsequent to the passage of the act of' February 25, 1920; entitled
'neitherof them to a preference riht-to a permit under section 20 of
said act, nor does such preference right exist in Blakeney, because
he,. by contest,' has procured the cancellation- of a former agricultural entry, inasmuch as the act of May 14, 1880,. aupra,under which
Athe right of contest arises, does not provide for a preference right
in such a case (Aminwiz n v.: Mackenzie, 48 L. D.- 580). Womack's
permit application,: all else being regular, is therefore subject to
. allowance as to this tract.
AS further, uestion emerges and is suggested by the appeal as to
which applicant should be considered'first in 'time in determining the
parpmount rights to the surface of the land under: paragraph 4 -of
the: instructions of October.6, 19200(47 L. ID. 474), issued-pursuant to
certain' provisions of section 2 of the act of July 17, 1914, and seetion 29 Of the 'act of February 25, 1920.
.
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With respect- to the oil and gas application, upon the grant of the
:permit, rights thereunder attached as of the date: of the filing of the
application (William R. Brennan, 48 L. D. 108). With respect to
the preference right of the successful contestant it is weil settled
:that the act of 1880, supra, does not confer a vested' right to enter
the land so as to deprive Congress of its power to dispose of it as
public land (Emblen v. Lincoln Land Company, 184 U. S.- 660), but
merely a preferred right of entry for 30 days as against everyone:
except. the United States (Jefferson E. Davis, 19 L. D. 489; William
H. Schmith, 30 L. D. 6; Emma H. Pike, 32 L. D. 395; David A.
Cameron, 37 L. D. 450); a right to make such entry as the land may
'bei subject to at the time the homestead -applicant tenders his application (Hen7y Sanders, 41 L. D. 71).
While it necessarily follows that the land was subject to the operation of said acts of. 1914 and 192Q, at the time Blakeney filed his
homestead application, and he must take the, landunderthe 'homestead law with such limitations and reservations' of right, title, and
estate as may have been imposed by those acts, and -conferred upon
:others who have invoked the benefits of the provisions thereof,: yet
such, acts do not confer upon the mineral applicant- an unconditional right to the exclusive use of the surface. Such right is dependent upon priority in the initiation of the claims, the determination of which .is governed, by. other rules.
The use 1and occupation of the surface is the chief and most important .right the homestead entryman; has in the land. The :provision in section 2 of the act (1914) that-.::
* e * Any person qualified to acquire the reserved deposits may enter
upon said lands with a view of prospecting for the same upon the approval
*

by the Secretary of the Interior of a bond or undertaking to be filed with
him as security for the payment of all damages to the crops and improvements
on such lands by reason of such prospecting, the measure of any such damage
to be -fixed by agreement of parties or by a court of competent jurisdiction.

implies clearly a recognition byt the Congress that there is a conflict of interest between the mineral and agricultural claimants;
that the latter's rights are likely to be impaired by the operations of
the former, for which protection should be afforded. The question
is presented then whether an oil and gas' applicant, by filing'. his
application for land embraced in an existing homestead entry during
:the pendency of the contest against it, acquires surface rights which
attach prior to those of the contestant who subsequently succeeds
in his contest and timely exercises his preference right by applying
for the land under the agricultural laws.
ri The rule is well established and well known that the preference
ght of a successful contestant who timely ;exercises his right of
40210'-25-voL 51-:
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entry can not be defeated bylintervening applications and settlement
on the land in conflict therewith. Instances of the application of
this rule are numerous in the: decisions of the Department and re.quire no citation. If the right of entry can not be defeated by
intervening conflicting applications, neither can it be abridged or
restricted by them in the absence of a statute so providing, and
nothing is perceived in the acts here above mentioned or in any
other statute which would prevent granting to this homestead applicant protection of the above-stated rule as to rights incident to
fhe homestead entry and Enot taken away by the said' acts.
Blakeney's contest, then, having been filed prior to the application of Womack, should be considered as the senior application;
and it follows that he is entitled to the bond against damages to
the surface which has been filed by: Womack. Certain conclusions
in the case of A,4me'nan v. Mackenorie, supra, express a contrary view,
but the question does not appear to have been presented there and
was not particularly considered, and to the extent. that said decision
does not accord with the views herein expressed is overruled.
One other feature of the case needs notice. Womack's application
originally violated the rule as to compactness by including tracts not
within an area six miles square. His withdrawal of his application
as to other tracts. so as to conform to the rule and enable him to
obtain a permit for the land here involved with other land was not
filed until January 13, 1926, but within 15 days from the time the
Commissioner required him to make an election. The, defect is
curable and does not affect his rights (Spindle Top Oil Association
v. Downing et al. 48 L. D. 555).
In accordance with these views the decision of the Commissioner
requiring a mineral reservation under the. act of July 17, 1914, is
affirmed; his requirement that Blakeney file a waiver of ' damages
to the surface under the provisions of section 29 of the act of February.25, 1920, is reversed.
POTASH EXPLORATIONS UNDER' ACT OF JUNE 25, 1926-COSTS
OF OPERATION

Op.:ion., November 17, 1926

:

POTASH

LANDS-MINERAL LANDS-LEASE-LESSEE-EXPENDITUIEES-PAYMENTSTOcX-RAISINo HOMESTEAD-SURFACE RIGHTS-STATUTES.

The provision in the first proviso to section 2 of the act of June 25, 1926,
for the payment of costs of operation in making the potash explorations
authorized by the act, applies only to the owners or lessees, or both, of
the land and minerals -or the mineral rights, and has nothing to do
with a mere surface entryman or owner who has no interest in the
mineral deposits..
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PATTERSON, Solicitor:

You [Secretary of the Interior] have referred to me for an
' opinion a query propounded by the Director of the United States
Geological Survey, as follows:
fDoes the repayment agreement required in section 2 of this act (the act of
June 25, 1926, Public No. 424, 69th Cong.) apply to stock-raising homesteads
and other holdings when the surface has passed from the Government with
reservation of the minerals to the United States?

The act in question (44 Stat. 768) reads as follows:
That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $100,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1927, and a similar amount for each 'succeeding. fiscal,
year for four years, to be expended as may be mutually agreed upon by the
Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce for the purpose of
determining the location, extent, and mode of occurrence of potash deposits
in the United States and conducting the necessary laboratory tests incident
:
thereto.
SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce jointly
are hereby authorized, within their discretion, to cooperate under formal
agreement with individuals, associations, corporations States, municipalities,
educational institutions, or other bodies, for the purposes 'of this Act: Provided,
That before undertaking drilling operations upon any tract or tracts of land
the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce jointly, shall
enter into a contract or contracts with the owners or lessees, or both, of the
mineral rights therein, which contract shall provide, among other things, that
not more than the actual cost of the exploration shall constitute a preferred
claim in favor of the United States and its cooperators against any minerals
developed; and the aforesaid contract or contracts shall provide that the
owners or lessees, or both, of said lands and/or mineral rights within the
radius hereinafter mentioned, shall pay to the Government and its cooperators
an amount equal to the actual costs- of said explorations, said- payments to
be made at such time or times, in such manner, and in such proportions as
said Secretaries may, in their discretion, determine to be equitable: Provtdea
fufrther, That such contract shall not restrict the Secretary of the Interior
and the Secretary of Commerce jointly in the choice of drilling locations
within the property or in the conduct of the exploratory operations, so long
f as such selections or conduct do not interfere unreasonably with the use of
the surface of the land or with the improvements thereon, and such contract
shall provide that the United States and its cooperators shall not be liable for
damages on account of 'such reasonable use of the surface as may be necessary
1,
in the proper conduct of the work: Proolded further, That before such drilling
be commenced the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce
jointly shall require the owners of land and/or mineral rights therein lying
within a radius of not less than one mile of any proposed well, in consideration of the probable increase in value to such lands and/or mineral rights
therein incident to any discovery of potash and in order to prevent profiteering, to enter into an agreement whereby the Secretary of the Interior and
the Secretary of Commerce, jointly, are empowered to act as referees in
determining the maxbmum price at which the potash rights in such lands can
be sold, which covenant shall run with the lands and/or mineral rights
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therein: And proidded further, That the owners of such potash rights, Qin
consideration of the advantage accruing from an'- equitable price for such
potash rights as effected by said Secretary of the Interior and Secretary of
Commerce, may be required to enter into an agreement whereby the potash
produced from said lands shall be marketed 'at a price not in excess of a
maximum determined by the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of
Commerce jointly as equitable. E

* The first proviso to section 2 of this':act specifies the parties with
whom the contract or contracts shall be made respecting the payment
of the costs of actual drilling operations. These are "the owners or
lessees, or both, of the iineral rights therein "; the word "therein"
evidently referring to the tract or tracts upon which drilling operations are to be undertaken. It is further prescribed in this proviso* * and the aforesaid contract or contracts shall provide that the
owners or lessees, or both, of said lands and/or mineral rights within theX
radius hereinafter mentioned, shall pay to the Government and its cooperators
an amount equal to the actual .eosts of said explorations. * * *
*

Detached from its context and
cwithout consideration of the objects
and purpose of the act the phrase "the owners or lessees, or both
of said lands and/or mineral rights:" might be construed as referring
to three categories of.persons; that is, the owners or-lessees(1) Of the land and mineral rights,
(2) Of the mineral rights, and
* (3) Of the landL-in the sense that the' surface owner under either
the stock-raising actt or other, homestead acts subject to the act, of
July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509), is owner of the land.
That the persons in class 3 are not within the purview of the
proviso, or indeed of the act, seems apparent for the following.reasons: (a) The owners of the mineral rights with whom the Secretaries
are authorized alone to contract, could not impose any obligation on
the surface owner; (b) .where the same word or phrase is used in
different parts of a statute, it will be presumed to be used in the
same sense. (36 Cyc., Statutes, p. 1132, note 79.) The phrase -last
above quoted occurs in the third proviso dealing with. those who
must contract as to the price at which the potash rights may be sold;
a: matter in which the surface entryman has no interest or concern.
-__(c) Under the; stock-raising homestead act all rights to the minerals are reserved, together- with the right- to prospect, mine, and
remove the same, and provision is made for indemnification of the
surface owner under that act up'on entry of the mineral claimant by
the-payment of an agreed sum as compensation for injuries to. the
crops and tangible improvements of the entryman or owner thereof,
or the exaction of a bond to secure such payment. Similar protective
*

1e-
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provisions in favor of the surface owner are prescribed in the act of
July 17, 1914.. The rights and the estate vested in the stock-raising
homestead entryman or patentee or surface owners under the act of
1914 are not therefore in contemplation of law affected or impaired
by the operation of the mineral claimant, who has met the prerequisite requirements in the exercise of his rights. The cooperation or
consent, therefore, of the surface owner is not necessary in the prosecution of operations authorized by the act of June 25, 1926. lHe
obtains directly no benefits from successful operations thereunder
and-has no inducement to share its burdens. If- it be held that the
surface owner is an essential party to the preliminary contracts that
must be made before drilling operations are commenced, then, under
the provisions of the first proviso he is subject- to the assessment of ar
proportionate part of the cost of operations and, in addition, under,
the second proviso he must join in the waiver of all darpages that
may arise from reasonable selection and use of the surface in the
conduct of operations and thereby forego, without consideration, his
right to compensation, in cases where it exists, secured by the 'acts
above referred to; the consideration mentioned in the third proviso,
i e., .the "probable increase- in value. 'of the land and/or 'mineral
rights therein incident to the discovery of potash" can not in connection with its context, be held applicable to the surface estate.
(d) The first proviso further reads that "not more than the actual
-cost of exploration shall constitute a preferred claim in favor of the
United States and its cooperators against any minerals developed."
(Italics supplied.) This provision is a plain declaration that the
costs of operations to be apportioned among the owners or lessees, or'
both, shall constitute and be secured by a lien or charge upon the
potash mined and removed; a provision clearly inapplicable to the
estate of the surface entryman.
For the reasons stated, I am of the opinion that the provision for
the payment of costs of operation in the first proviso to the act in
question applies only to the owners or lessees, or both, of the land and
minerals or the mineral -rights. The answer to the query is there-

fore "No."
X
.Approved:
E. C. FINNEYC

First Assistant Secretary.,
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SURVEY: OF UNSURVEYED LANDS APPLIED FOR UNDER THE,
LEASING ACT .OF FEBRUARY 25, 1920:
REGULATIONS
[Circular No. 1102]
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Waskington, D. C., November 18, 1926.
SUPERVISOR OF SURVEYS AND.X
REGISTERS, UNITED STATES LAND OFFICES:

Under the provisions of section 10 of the act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat. 437), relating to the leasing of public lands containing
deposits of phosphates, of section 14 of said -act relating to the leasingf of lands embraced in any prospecting permit therefor upon
which -valuable deposits of oil or gas have been discovered, of section 21 of said act relating to the leasing of lands containing deposits
of oil shale or land adjacent thereto, and of section 24 of said- act,
relating to the leasing of lands embraced in any prospecting permit
therefor upon which valuable deposits of sodium' have been discovered, it is provided that in case the lands in question are unsurveyed, they shall be surveyed by the Government at the expense of
the applicant for lease, in accordance with rules and regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
In order that uniform procedure may be established in case: of
application for lease of unsurveyed lands under the provisions of
any of the above-enumerated sections of said act the following regulations will be observed:
When the application for lease shall have received favorable consideration iby the Department, the applicant will be' required to file
with the district cadastral engineer of the public survey office of the
State or district in which the lands are situated an application for;
an estimate of the cost of surveying the sections in which the claim
will probably be located and upon: receipt of such estimate, the applicant will be required dto deposit with such cadastral engineer the
estimated cost of surveying such sections, the deposit to be held as
a trust fund. Upon receipt of such deposit the district cadastral
engineer shall prepare and submit to the General Land Office for
approval special instructions providing for the subdivision of the
township in its entirety in which the claim is located, the expense
of the field work to be paid from the regular appropriation -for surveying the public lands.
When the survey is accepted and the plat filed in the local land
office, the claim will'be adjusted to the resulting subdivisions as
shown upon said 'plat. The cost of surveying the particular lands
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included within the claim thus adjusted will be&ascertained by prorating the total cost of surveying the township to the. area thereof.
The amount thus ascertained will be deducted from the claimant's.
::deposit,.and credited to the appropriation, for; surveying the public
lands, and the balance of the deposit, if any, returned to the depositor

:

or his legal representative.

;::

.:
THos. C. HAVELL,

Acting Commissioner.
Approved:
E. C. FINNEY,
First Assistant Secretary.

RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF LANDS WITHIN THE FORMER
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND COOS BAY WAGON
ROAD GRANTS
IREGULATIONS
[Circular No. 0892]

1

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Was hington, D. C., December 10, 1926.
The

SUPERINTENDIJNT OF OPENING AND SALE,
OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND
Coos BAY WAGON ROAD GRANT LANDS:

The act approved June 9, 1916, (39. Stat. 218), revested in the
United. States the title to what are known as the Oregon and Cali-fornia Railroad grant lands; required that such lands, after examination in the field, be classified as class 1, power-site lands; class 2,
timber lands; class 3, agricultural lands; provided for the reservation, subject to additional legislation, of lands of class .1; extended
preference rights of entry to qualified persons who since December
1,1913, resided on lands of classes 2 and 3, under the conditions
therein prescribed;, and authorized the restoration under the general
provisions of the homestead laws as modified: by said act of lands
of class 3 and also lands of class 2, after the Secretary of the Interior
has determined and announced that Xthe merchantable timber thereon.
has been removed. The lands commonly known as the Coos Bay
Wagon Road grant, situated in the counties of Coos and Douglas,
in the State of Oregon, have been reconveyed to the United States
under the provisions of the act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179),.
and are subject to disposition under the provisions of said act, section 3 of which requires that said lands shall. be classified and dis-.
IReylsion

of circular of May 2, 1923 (49 L. D. 566).
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posed of in the manner provided by the aforesaid -act of June-9,
1916 (39 Stat. 218), and authorizes the purchase by lessees from the
Southern Oregon Company of lands classified as agricultural, notexceeding 160 acres to each person, under terms and conditions
therein recited. The act regulating the disposition of lands, formerly embraced within the grants to the Oregon and California
Railroad Company and Coos Bay Wagon Road Company, approved'
June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758), extends the preferred right of homestead entry under section 5 of the act of June 9, 1916, and the
preference right of purchase or entry under section 3 of the act of
February 26, 1919, to lands of class 1, withdrawn as power sites.
House Joint Resolution 30, approved January 21, 1922 (42 Stat.
358), gives a preference right of homestead entry to officers, soldiers,
sailors, and marines of the World War, upon the restoration to
entry of public lands.
Section 4 of the act of June 9, 1916, makes provision for the
disposal of lands of class 2, in the manner provided for- the disposal
of lands of class 3, when the Secretary of the Interior has determined and announced that the merchantable timber thereon-has been
removed. Relinquishments having been filed by the purchasers of the
timber on all such lands of class 2, as are described in the attached
list,' of all rights under patents for such timber, it is hereby determined'and announced, for the purposes mentioned in said section'4,
that the merchantable timber thereon has been removed and all said
lands-accordingly now fall in class 3 and become subject to disposal
in the manner herein provided for the disposal of lands of that class,
with the exception that the payment of $2.50 per acre shall not be
required 'from entrymen upon lands from which the timber has been
removed, hereinafter designated cut-over lands.
Pursuant to the authority of said acts, and the announcement made
with reference to cut-over lands, it is directed that all such lands of,
class 3 described in the attached list,' including cut-over lands, -and all
surveyed lands of any class, to which a preference right of
homestead entry attached and is still existent, under the- provisions of the said acts of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218), February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), or June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758),
whether included in such list or otherwise, situated in the Portland, Roseburg, 'and Lakeview, Oregon, land districts, be' restored'
to entry and settlement under the general provisions of the homestead laws as modified by said acts, and subject: to- the preference rights conferred upon officers, soldiers, sailors, and marines by
House Joint Resolution 30, approved January 21, 1922 (42 Stat.
358), in the manner hereinafter indicated and not otherwise. If the
1 List omitted.
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settlers on lands of class 2 shall not avail themselves of the pref erences to which they are entitled, the. lands affected thereby shall
not be otherwise subject to disposition hereunder.. It . is further
dire-ted, in conformity with the acts approved February; 26, 1919
.(4 Stat. 1179) and June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758) that lands classified
as agricultural, or as valuable for ipower sites, within the limits-of
the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant, be subject to purchase by persons
whovbeing citizens] of the United. States, continuously leased such
*-lands from the Southern Oregon Company, for a period of not less
than 10 years prior to February 26, 1919, or Who under lease from
said company cultivated and placed valuable improvements upon
*any of said lands.:
SECTION 1. EXPLANATION Or WORDS AND TERMS USED HEREIN.To avoid repetition, and for a full understanding thereof, the follow''ing words and terms,. as hereinafter employed, unless otherwise
indicated by the context, shall be construed to mean:
" GENERAL LAw.7-Section 2289, Revised. Statutes, as amended and
as modified by the act of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat.-218).
: THE PROoviso."-The proviso to section 5 of the, act of June 9, 1916
.(39 Stat. 218), as amended and extended, by the acts of February
26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), and June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758), conferring preference rights to :make homestead entries,, under the condi:a
tions and limitations therein provided, upon qualified persons who
since December 1, 1913, resided on revested Oregon and California
Railroad and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands.
"H. J., R.. 30."-Ielouse Joint Resolution No. 30, approved January
:21, 1922-;(42,Stat. 358), giving to discharged soldiers, sailors, and
marines a preferred right of entry.,
"APPLICATION."--A homestead application under section 2289,
Revised Statutes, as amended, modified, and extended 'by the
acts approved June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218), February 26, 1919
(40 Stat. 1179),.-and June 44, 1920 (41 Stat. 758), on the usual
form, and accompanied by all payments required; whether under
* the general. law, the proviso, or H. J. R. 30, there -must be included therein or be attached thereto a sworn statement executed
.before an officer: authorized, to administer. oaths in such cases,
setting forth all the facts essential to the 'allowance of such application.'
"'
DECLARATORY STATEMENT. "-A declaration under oath, accompanied by the proper payments, by a person entitled to exercise the
right, that he intends to. enter the described tract of land under the
provisions of: the. homestead laws. Under sections 2304, 23.07, -and
2309, Revised: Statutes, as amended, an officer, soldier, sailor, sea'man, or marine,Iwho served for not less than 90 days in the United
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States Army or Navy during the Civil War, the Spanish-American
War, or the Philippine insurrection, and who was honorably discharged, and if he be dead, his widow if unmarried, and in case- of
her death or remarriage, his minor orphan children, by guardian duly
appointe, may file such a declaratory statement, Neither in person or
by agent, and under the provisions of 'the act of February 25, 1919
(40 Stat. 1161), the officers, soldiers, and nurses of the Army, and
sailors, seamen4 marines nurses, and officers of the Navy and-Marine
Corps of the United States, who served for more than 90 days in the
Army or Nay in connection-with the Mexican border operations, or
7during the war with Germany and its allies, may file such declaratory
statements in person; but not by agent.; Particular attention is
directed to the fact that the preference rights conferred by the
proviso and by H. J.: X 30, can not be supported' by declaratory
statements, but must be protected or exercised through homestead'
applications. Such declaratory statements should, therefore, not be
filed until the land becomes subject to disposition under the general
law.
dOLFIdEEs, SOLDIERS, SAILORS, AND MARINES.7-The words " officers,
soldiers,I sailors, and marines," as employed in H. J. R. 30, are
generic terms,- and -embrade privates,, seamen, nurses, and :all other
persons, male or female, who by enlistment, or otherwise -were regularly enrolled in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps of the United
States, and who could not voluntarily terminate such service, but
does not include civilian employees, or officers, nurses, or members of
other organizations not so enrolled in the Army or Navy.
Lands --in connection with which it has been
LAND'.
"CUT-O
determined and announced that the merchantable timber has been
removed, formerly class 2 lands, now subject to entry as agricultural
purchase price is .made for lands
lands in class 3.: No charge asD
designated cut-over lands.
SEC. 2. PAYMENTS REQUIRED WITH ALL CLASSES OF APPLIcATIONS
AND DECLARATORY STATEMENTS.- (a) Applications.-A fee of $5, if
the area be less than 81 'acres, and $10, if 81 acres or more; commissions at the rate of 3 per cent on lands at $2.50 per acre, or a flat
cents perr acre, together with a payment of 50 cents per
*rate of ½1/2
acre for the area embraced in the application, as first installment of
the purchase price of the land; commissions at the rate of 3 per cent
on a bases of $1.25 per acre on cut over lands or a flat rate of 33/4
cents per acre, no payment as purchase price being necessary.
(b) Declaratorystatements.-There must accompanysa declaratory
statement, Which may be filed after the land becomes subject to dispof sition under the; general law, a filing fee of $3, together With a payment of 50 cents per acre for the area included in such statement as
.
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first installment, of the purchase price as to lands sold at $2.50 per
acre Rand a similar fee- of $3 as to cut over lands, no payment as purchase price being necessary. If an entry, embracing either lands sold
at $2.50 per acre or cut Dover lands, is made pursuant to such fstatement, the fees andcommissions required with other applications must
be paid; as mentioned in (a) section 2, and the moneys deposited as
first installment of the purchase price with the declaratory statement
embracing lands sold at $2.50 per acre will be applied.
: SEC. 3. EXECUTION AND PRESENTATION OF APPLICATIONS AND
)ECLARATOREY

STArTEMENTS.-A(a).

Any application must be sworn

to by the applicant before the register or acting register of the
United States land office for the district in which the land is situated,
or before a United States commissioner, a notary public, a judge or
clerk or prothonotary of a court of record, or the deputy of such
clerk or prothonotary, or before any magistrate, authorized by the
laws of or pertaining to the State of Oregon, to administer' oaths
in-the county or land district in which the land lies, or if, because of
geographic or topographic conditions, there is a qualified officer
nearer or more accessible to the land involved, but outside the county
and land district, the affidavit may be taken before such; officer.
After an application has been so executed it may be presented to the
register or acting *register of the proper land office in person, by
mail or otherwise.; No person shall: have pending more than one

application.
(b) Declaratory statements filed in person must be executed before
one of the officers; and may be filed in the manner indicated for the
executions and filing of applications. Where, filed by an' agent a
soldier may execute the power of attorney before any officer of the
United States having a seal and authority to administer oaths, but
the agent's affidavit must be executed before one of the foregoing
officers.
SEC. 4. PREFERENCE
UNDER XTIIE PR
so .- (a) Filing
application.-An application for a preference right of'homestead
entry under the proviso for either revested Oregon and California
railroad lands ior Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands must be filed
at the land office in which the land is situated on or after 9 o'clock
a. in., standard time, Februarvy23, and prior to 4.30 p. in., standard
time, March 14, 1927 and unless so filed all rights under the proviso
will-be forfeited.
(b) Showing required.-The prior exercise of the homestead right
by any such applicant Will be no bar to entry, but with this exception
such person must make the same showing required-of other applicants
under the general law., A person entitled to a preference right under
the proies may enter lands of any class, but entries for lands
.lIGHITS

.
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of class 1 shall be subject to the provisions of section 2 of the act of
-7 S1) :The exercise of the right in any case is
June 4, 1920 (41 Stat.
limited to the quarter section upon which such person has resided.
HI-e -can not, therefore, embrace in his application lands- of more than
one quarter section. sIf the quarter section upon which he has resided
contains no more thank 1,200,000 feet, board measure, of timber, he
must enter the. entire quarter section. He can not select therefrom
the desirable subdivisions and leave unentered 'any portion thereof.
If such quarter section contains more than 1,200,000 feet, -board
measure, of timber the right is limited to the tract or lot or lots
imcontaining approximately 40 acres upon which the
more.
no
enter
may
he
and
situated,
are
provements' of the settler
He must file with hiss application to enter, and make a part thereof,
his- sworn statement showing that since December 1,' 1913,. he has
resided on the tract applied for at least seven months in each year,
and that he' has improved thet land andi has devoted some portion
thereof to' agricultural use; and he must describe such -improvements
and indicate such agricultural use and the area so affected; and
where the entry is sought for land containing more than 1,200,000
feet, board measure, of timber on the quarter section, he must show
that his principal improvements are situated on the tract or lot or
lots containing approximately 40 acres applied for.; While a preference-right settler under the proviso must protect his :rights by
an application to enter, and not by filing a declaratory statements
he may, if otherwise entitled thereto, and he has entered the military
or naval service of the United States, avail himself of the applicable
privileges conferred by chapter 420, joint resolution approved August.
29, 1916 (39 Stat. 671), and the acts approved July 28, 1917 (40
Stat.; 248), October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 391), December 20, 1917s (40
Stat. 430), and March 8, 1918 (40 Stat. 440)..
(c) Disposition of application.-Applications under the proviso
will be examined and acted upon by the register or acting register
as soon after their receipt as may 'be.' They will be allowed, rejected,
or suspended was the facts'may warrant. An' 'application-meeting all
the requirements herein will be allowed. An application materially
defective in' substance, or -not accompanied by- proper payments, or
for unsurveyed lands, or for lands the title to which is covered by
an outstanding contract, will be rejected. An application accompanied by the proper payments and the showing entitling the person
filing it to a preference right will be suspended if the land embraced
therein has ,not been classified or the title thereto is in dispute or
is in process of adjudication.
(d) Final proof.After entry a preference-right claimant under
the proviso must comply 'with the'law in' the manner required of
.principal
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other entrymen, but he may submit proof at~any time when he is able
to show that he is entitled to final entry.T
SEC. 5. PREFERENCE RIGHTS: UNDER H. J.- R. 30.-(a) Units.-To
avoid; onfusion in theldisposition of the applications, and to provide
equal opportunt y as' far as may be, the lands of class 3, including,
cut-over lands' a4fected hereby, -have been arranged- intob units of
approximately 160, 120,80, and 40 acres, respectively, and all persons,
excepting those: asserting preference rights under the proviso, shall
prior to March 15, 1927;, observe such units in filing their applications to enter. No person will be allowed to embrace in his application':the lands in more than one unit, nor leave unentered any portion
of the unit invaded. A' person who, under the law, must restrict
his application to less than 160 acres, or Who desires to enter a less
quantity, must select a 'unit conforming' in area to his qilalifications
or desires. On and after 9 o'clock a. M., 'standard time, March 15,
1927, any lands of class 3, including cut-over lands restored hereunder, may be entered in the form autho-rized by the homestead laws
without reference to the units designated herein.
-(b) Presentationof applications.-Any person qualified under the
general law, and wlho is5 entitled to exercise the preferende: right
confer'red by'H. J. R. 30; may, on and' after 9-o'clock a. m.,, standard
time, February'23, 1927, execute and-present 'his 'application to the
local office for the district in 'which' the land applied for is situated.
iSuch: application wlll be' -subject' -to the rights of 'the -preferred
claimants under the proviso and section 11 hereof.
-(o) Showing requireld.-Any person seeking toi'avail himself of the
special privileges conferred by" 11.J-. R. 30 must show, either- as a
part of his 'application, or by an accompanying statement 'sworn to
before an officer qualifiedjto execute homestead applications hereunder, that 'heS served in the' United States-'Ar-my, Navy, or' lfarine
'Corps on -andiafter 'April 6,1917,: and prior to March 3, 1921. lHe
must-give 'the approximate period- of seryice, and name the 'unit or
units in which such service was performed,' and that-on (s~tting dat e'
he was honorably separated or dicicharged fromo such service, or.placed
1inthe Regular Army' or Navy Reserve, and that he 'did not refuse to
perform such' service' or to wear the" miform thereof. Hed should
attach to his application a copy of his honorable discharge or separation, orr the- order placing him 0in the -Regular Army 'or Nvy
Reserve, as the case "m'ay be, certified' as correct by an offi'er with a
seal, but he-will not be riequired~to file the 'Original order of disdarge
or transfer. If he has- lost his discharge or is otherwi seunable to
secure a copy thereof, he hmust,-in a verified stateiment, explain fully
why such copy was not furnished.
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(d) Disposition of applications.-All applications presented hereunder received by the register or acting register on and after 9 o'clock
:a.m., standard time, February 23,1927, and prior to 4.30 p. m., standardtime, March.14, 1927, shall be treated asfiled simultaneously, and
-where there is no conflict such application, if in proper form and,
- - accompanied by the required payments, will be. allowed, on March 15,
1927. If such applications conflict in whole or.in part, the rights of
the respective applicants will be determined by a public drawing,
to be conducted under the supervision of the superintendent of
sale, at the United.States land offices in whlich the land is situated,
beginning at 10 .'clock a.:m, on March 16 1927,; at the:Tortland
land: office,-and on March 18, 1927, at the Roseburg land office.
The names of the persons who presented the conflicting applications
will'be written on cards, and these cards shall be placed in envelopes'
'upon which there are no distinctive or identifying marks. The
envelopes shall bethoroughly and impartially mixed and after being
* mixed shall be drawn one at a timen by some disinterested person.
As the envelopes are drawn, the cards shall be removed and num*bered, beginning with No. 1, and fastened to the applications of the
proper persons, which ishall be. the:order, in which the applications
shall be acted :upon and disposed of. If an application can not, be
allowed for any. part of the land applied for, it shall be, rejected.
'If it may be allowed for a .part,. but not for all thef land appliedl for,.
the applicant shall be allowed 3Q days from, receipt of notice within.
which to notify the register or acting register what dispositionito
make thereof; during such time he4may request that his application
be allowed for the land not in conflict, and rejected as to the, land in
conflict, Sor that it be rejiected -as to all the, land applied for; or he
may' apply to have' the application amended to include other tlands
which are subject to entry, and 'to inclusion in his application, provided he is the prior, applicant. If an applicant fails to, notify. the
register or' acting register what disposition to make of the application, it will ,be rejected as to all the land applied for.. Applications
presented on and after 9 O'clock a. in., March 15, 1927, will be received
and noted in the order' of their filing, and will be acted upon.andi
disposed of in the usualnmanner, after all such applications presented
before .that date have been acted upon-and disposedof. Applications
to: enter .(except under the proviso) filed. within six months from this
date,. in conflict with unperfected purchase claims under section 11
.'
hereof, will be suspended to await action onisuch claims. .
(e) Disposition of moneys~.Moneys tendered with applications
'on or before March 14, 192,7, will be deposited by the&register or
acting register of the local land office to hisu official: credit, and
promptly accounted for. When a homestead application is allowed
in.whole or in part, the sums required as fees, commissions, and pur'
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chase money will be properly applied, and any moneys in excess
,-:,the required amount will be returned to the applicant. Moneys tendered with applications which- are rejected in whole will be returned.
XIf an applicant fails to secure allthe land applied for, and amends
his application to embrace. other lands, the moneys theretofore tendered will be applied on account of the required payment under the
amended application. ,If it is. not sufficient the. applicant will be;
required to, py the deficiency, and if it is more than sufficient the
excess will be returned. Moneys returned to applicants will be- by
official check of the register or acting register. ' Moneys tendered
with- applications presented after March .14, 1927, will be deposited
by the register or acting register in the usual manner.
(f) Termination 6of preference rght perid under H. J. R. 30.-.
The 91-day preference right period authorized byMH. J. R..30Qbegins
on March 15, the first day on which applications thereunder may be'
allowed, and terminates on June 13,192X.
SEC. 6. .APPILICATIONS uNDER THE G
GENERAL C-LAW.-Beginning
9 o'clock a. m., standard time, June14, 1927, the-lands of class 3 including cut-over lands, restored. hereunder will become subject to disposition under the general law. - To the end that the applications and:
declaratory statements Under the general law may be disposed of in an
orderly manner, such applications and. declaratory statements may be.
filedjin the office of the district in which the land is situated, on' and:
Aafter 9.o'clock a. mi., June 3,31927, and such applications and' declara-'
tory statements together with-, those.filed or presented at 9 o'clock:
a. in., standard time, June 14; 1Q2!7, shall be treated as filed simultaneously and disposed of in the manner required by section-S .(d) hereof,
the; drawings, if. necessary hereunder, to be conducted at the several
land offices beginning at 10 o'clock a. in., standard time, June 16,1927.
Applications and declaratory statements under the general 'law will be:
rejected if. found to conflict <with ,entries or ~applications under
I: . J. II.. 30 filed prior to June 14, 1927. When. the lands become sub.'
ject to entry iunder the general law, those entitled to preference
rights under the proviso or H. J. Re 30- iand 'who failed to avail
themselves of such preference rights, may proceed on terms of
equality with Mother qualified parsons. ,Moneys deposited with' declaratory statements as part of. the purchase price 'will, if such
declaratory statements are allowed, be retained-until such-time 'as
entry may be.-made thereunder,'and if no entry be mad& within the
time prescribed by law, such moneys will then be returned.
SEC. 7T.SETTLEMENT BEFORE ENTRY.-On and after 9 o'clock a. m.,
standard time,; June 20, 1927, rights to lands of class, 3, including
c61ut-over lands, restored ;hereunder may be& initiated by settlement
before. entry in. the 'manner recognized byi the- general provisions of
the homestead law;s..
.of
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SEC. 8. CO4PIJANCE ? WITH LAW AF9TERk ENTRY-FINAt 0PROOF.
Section 2301, Revised Statutes, does not apply, and no entry made
under the provisions hereof maybe commuted.- No patent will he
issued until the 'entryrnan can showr that'he has resided on the land
-for three years in the manner.required by' the honmestead laws 'and:
has cultivated a sufficient area thereof to demonstrate his good 0faith.
Such an entryman may apply military or naval -service in -lieu o f
such residence to the extent: authorized by the homestead laws, and
he may'rotherwise enjoy the privileges accorded to other 'entrymen
under such laws. The act approved February 25, 1919 (40 :Stat.
1161),iextendsithe provisions of section 2305, IRevisedXStatutes,
touching credit .for military service inlieu of residence under the
homestead law, to all such service rendered 'in connke tion' with the
Mexican' border. operation's or duringl then war with Germany and
its allies.
SEC. 9. colNTESTS.-Entries hereunder, whether allowed underi the
qthe: general law, will be subject to contest for
proviso, H. J. R. 30,or
any, reasons affecting their' 'legality in the same manaver that has
been- or may- be' provided hereafter for. other 16entries 'under' :the
homestead laws.:
'SEC. 10.lO-FINAL 'PAYMENTS.- :VWhen 'final proof is submitted, the
entryrnan. must pay final commissions Iat the rate of' 3 per'ccent on
lands .sold at $2.50 per acre, to'gether with the last instalhnent of.
the .purchase 'price,-to 'wit, $2 per acre for the- area: incuded in
the 'entry,:and final -commissions atthe -rate of 3 per cent-on 'a basis
of :$1.25 per acre as to 'cut-over lands,:no payment as' purchase price
being necessary.
SEC. 11.: S

ES0'orAGEicLJ'LTRAL AND' POWER SITE' LANDS, Coos

BAY WAGON ROAD GRANT.- (a) Lessee.defned-A l6ssee-within the'
meaning of section 3 'of the. actof February 26, 1919 '(40 Stat. '11T9),
and the proviso -to section '1 of the act approved June 4, 1920 '(410
Stat. 58), is one who, 'being a citizen of -the United Staltes, was at,.$the, date o f thea-approval of the-act holding under lease froim-the-.
Southern Oregon Company agricultural or'power, site lands.' Such'~lessees 0are of two classes:V(1) Those-who have for 1o0 ears prior to
February 26, 1919, held continuously the'leased lands;- and' (2) those
who
cultivated lands while. under lease and p-laced valuable'
improvements thereon."
('6) Lands'subject to purohase. . The lessee under the' act of Feb--1
ruary 26,'1919 (40: Stat. 1179), whether 'claiming under the 10-year00
clause or under the provision relating to cultivation Vand improveiments, can not :purchase :lands of 'classes 1 'and 2. He can secure
under such act only lands of class -3. Theproviso to' section 1' of the
act approved June 4,j. 1920 (41 Stat. 758)', authorizes a lessee- under
'the 'act of February 26, i919 (40 StWl. 1179), to 'purchase lands of
'had
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class 1. (power site) where such lands; do not contain 300,090 feet; of
timber.on the,40-acre
Iso.,purcIhased
tract; I but lands
are subject to
section 2 of the aforesaid, act of June. 4, 192(,41 Stat. 758) and the
patent issued. to the purchaser shall so recite. The lessee can.'not,
whether under the act oflFebruairy26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179) or the
act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 78), p~irchase lands containing 300,00
feet, of ti ber o
40acre
'na tract. While a lessee may not'under any
circumstances purchase ]lands§._ class-2, he may, if he can make the
: showing required of a settler by paragraph b, section: 4 hereof, exercise his rights as such settler to lands: of any class. Where a lessee
exercises the tight of a settler in strict conformity with paragraph., ,
sectioii 4 hereof, he will not. forfeit, his right to purchase other lands
of classes . and 3 in the mannfer otherwise. provided herein.
(c)Area subject to puchase.'-The area that may be purchased
by a'lse
whetheruner
th~e_ act, o1f Fe6bruary 26,~1919, or Jun 4,
the, lease is held
192, or bboth acts4 iss limited to 160 acres. Wh
purchase
must be by
corporation,
the
persons,
or
by
a
by two or more
the joint,, owners -or by the corporation. The in-dividual members
of the .firmi or association andithe stockholders of the 'corporation,
can not make separate purchases. A single right only exists under
the lease, and is limited to160acres.
;:- S(d) Contiguity of 'zand&l-Where the lease covers more than 160:.
acres of contiguous lan.ds subject~to'purchase, the lessee must select
: ontiguous tracts, but he may takQe incontiguous tracts, where necessary to make up'the full quantity: of 160 acres.
f ;:;0Tacts?
(e): p'arti~y covered :0by:Zease.-ATh~le urighteto Rpurchase is
confined to leased-lands, but.where the lease covers a part.only of a,

legal subdivision the lessee will be pe-rmitted to purchase if more than
one-half 'of such subdivision is , included in' the -lease; otherwise therighlt of purchase will be. denied.
oft 'ge
pr~7ia
4 to Februay 26, 1919.-Where a
0 0;; 0 ;0(f)atio
1919,. no right to purchase
.6,
lease was terminated, prior to Febr
exists, even': thoughl. such lease may, have, continued. for, a 'period'
greater than 10' years.. -'Where, afterAthe termination of. an old-lease,
: ;a
new 'lease was given, 'the lessee holdiig -at the date of the approval
of the act will'be recognized x-provide,d: he is otherwise within'the provisions'thereof.
'Shz&vcg'
S(g')
requ4 by essee.- y lessee nmustshot that he
was.a citizen of the United States and was such on February 26, 1919,
was free 'fro m' adver.settlement' claim within Pie
and. at'the :n
meaninig 'of the second-.proviso to'section 3 of the act of. February 26,
1919 (40 Stat. 1179). If he 'claims'under-the 10-year clause, he must
showhe held' the 'lease' for'the' period mentioned; if under the
0 :: i that
must by' affiprovision relating to culivationand' improvements haieat
40210°-25--voL 51-341
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davit, corroborated by two witnesses, show all the facts with reference
to cultivation and improviieilts-necessary to establish his claim.
(h)- Preferece-peribd or Zessee.-The lessee will- be allowed six
months from the'date hereof within which to complete his proofs
and make the required payments; but- hemust on or prior to March

14 file his application to purchase,with a- specific description 0g the
land, not exceeding 160 acres. -Such .aplication -must be swrn ando
subsribed to before an officer -authorized' to 'administer oaths and
using a seal. In order to avoid confusion, the lessee is urged to file
his application at the earliest dayrpracticable.'
(i)- -Paymnent.The payments required are $2.50 per acre, and the
amount of taxes' on the land paid by the Government- under the pro-visions of the act of February 26 1919 (4b0 Stat. 1179).7 Upon
request, the register or acting register, United States land office,
Roseburg, will advise:'the lessee the amount necessary to reimburse
the G;overnment for taxes--paid on the: lands included in' his* application to purchase.

*
*

*

WILLIAM SPER-i,

Commisszoner.

Approved:
E. C. FIrNEYT

.

-

'

First Assistant Secretary.

NORTHERN;PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
Decided December 11, 1926
SELECTION-SnaVEY-WITHDRAwAI-PREFEREENcEA
-JTES.

RIGHT-ADVERSE

CLAIMi-STAT-.

The act of August 18, 1894, did not operate to suspend the public land laws I
as to lands under survey, in accordance with its terms, but'appropriation of

reserved -for survey may. be made, except 'to' the extent that such
appropriation may come-inconflict with the State's right of selection within
the.period of its. preference right after the filing of the township plat.

'lands

SELECTION-RAIL ROAD LAND"Su

WITHDRAWAr'osFTrRE-S

STATES,.

-A selection made.1.by the:.Northern. Pacific Railway Company in accordance
.the act of March 2, 1899, is a lawful filing excepted from the .operationp
if
*if 000.with
of the proclamation of May 23, 1905, which reserved certain lands for the
H-enrys Lake Forst Reserve.,

SimySruciroRATlnoAD

LAND-StUVr-WITHDRAwAI--FORFSUE-STAWUTEs

*i: :0 F: wailure of a railroad comnp'any'to file a new selection lis wit hin three months
after the filing of the'plat of surver, -as required by the act of March 2,
;
*

;

;

0 - does not'-work-a forfeiture of -the selection, or Constitute such non1899,
compliance with the law as toereniove it fromuithe benefit of, the proviso
to the proclamation of! May 23, 1905, in favor of lawful selections existing-

at its date.

=

-
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TDrr.
AND APLiED.

Rut edge Tiberb
wduaorde
Cases of 'Hal-v. Patyn e (254 U. S..348) and
any v. FareflV(255 U. S. 268), cited and applied.

Corn

FINNmy, First Assistant Secretary:.

The Northern Pacific Railway Companylhas appealed from a deci- sion of the Commissioner of -the General Land Office dated May 20,
'1926, holding for cancellation -its selection list, No. 2,. Blackfoot
0'$\;'040474, em~bracing the SE. 1/4 NE. 1/4, Sec. 31, T. 12 N., R. 42 E.,:
* *B. M., Blackfoot,-Idaho, I-and. district.

*

j.

By direction of the Commissioner ofthe General Land Office, pursuant to an application for survey by the Governor of the State Vof
Idaho. under the act of August 18, 1894 (28 Stat. 372,, 394) ,all of the
said T. 12 N., R. 42 E., was on September 8, '1899, withdrawn and
reserved from adverse appropriation by settlement or otherwise'until.
the expiration of- 60 days from the date of the -filing: of. the township
:plat of survey in -theBlackfoot district landoffice.'
On July;.21,. 1902,Athe Northern Pacific Railway Company, acting in accordance withl -the -provisions of the act of March 2, 1899. (30
Stat. 993), filed its selection- list No. 2 in the Blackfoot) office, making
selection of the land described- above, which was: then unsurveyed, in
lieu of other land located in the Mount Rainier National Park,: which
it released and. conveyed to the United States.
y proclamation diated M'ay 23, 1905(34 Stat. 3052) ,the President.'or
the tracetin question from entry
i
reserved certain lands including
settlement and set them -apart. as a public reservatiozn designated as
the Henrys Lake Forest''Reserve, afterwards -called the Targhee National. Forest.: 'The proclamation contained the following exception
and proviso (p..3054):

-'

Excepting fromthe force and effect ofthis proclamation all lands..which may
have been, prior to:the date hereof, embraced in any legal entry or covered by
any lawful filing duly of record in the proper United States Lan-dOffice, or upon
wChich: any 0valid :settlement has been made pursuant to law, and the statutory
u period within, which to make enty or filing of record-has not expired: Provided,
That this exception shall not continue to apply to any particular tract of land
unless the entryman,- settle'r,-or claimant continues to comply with the law under
:which the entry,, filing or settlement was- made-

The plat of survey was filed in the Blackfootland office on August\it
1', 1924.

This 'lat

designated: the land' which had been, selected by

the raway company by the same description as that ogiven. in-the 31, T.1
4
company's original selection list, to Wit!,SE. f NE. 14,&c.
12 N., iR. 42'--E. On-'March 31,. 1926, the Northern Pacific Railway iompany, in accordance with the .provisions of the act-of March 2,
filed a new list in the local office in. whichthe description
i,
1899 ; apra,
rgivenin
list.
the, o iginal
- ofthe land selected was the same as that

0 t:
64it;
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Upon consideration of the facts stated. above:the wi(Colmmissioner,
in his: decision. of May 20., 1926, held for cancellatIon the railway
company's selection list for the 'liafdin' controversy. 'The 0Commissioner based his decision upon three, grounds, as follows (1).-That:
the land had been, withdrawn from adverse.:appropriation iii accord:ance with the act of August 18, 1894, supra', prior to.the timen when
X
the railway company's_ selection.list. was filed; (2) that the.land
was withdrawn thereafter for a ,forest reserve ,by an Executiviproc-i
lamation; (3) that the railway company failed to .file its.new selection list within the: period of three months -after the filing of the
plat of survey in the local office at Blackfoot, Idaho, as was-required.
by the said act of March 2, 1899.
In. its. appeal: to the D.epartment the raiway company assigns
:error with respect to each *ofthle ommissioner's findings.-.
The Department is .o6f the,opinion that the Cominissioner's .action
canceling the railwayiy company's selection, weasX unwa-rranted. The
a of August' 18i,. 1894,'Sup a, :de
act.
does -n
not withhold.lands -nder.'sur:vpey0 S.from .appropriation, except to. the extent that such .aplpropria- .
4~ion~ may...come in conflict with .the. State's right of slesction, exercised
w:ithin. .60days after the filing of the township plat of survey in
the district land offlce. There is uiothing in jt6he act ,.to.:indicate an
intention:on the part of Congress to suspend the operation of the
public, land laws, as to lands ;under survey .in .accordance. w4ith, its
:
railway cmpany
.terms, and there appears toi be no reaso'u why
:may, not exercise a right of selection conferred upon it by lawI with
respect to. such lands, subject to the possibility that itsselectioii'may
be defeated by the State's selection of the same -tract or tracts within

the period of its preference right. I Hall v. Payne.. (254 U. S. 343);
Edward Rutledge TinberO. v. Farrel (255 U. S. 268).
it may be' conceded that as the State of Idaho had made no- selection -at the- time of the . President's proclamation, its rightz to make
such selection in the ,future ceased to exist..' It' does noti follow,
however, -that the proclaiation had the same 'effect upon t.e' nai1way conipanys selection.'Tati selection had 'beeu> me ini accor'd-;
: S t with
; ance
law, and therefbre .was.a. lawful filng expressly excepted
from the force and. effect. of, the proclamation,
Thie Department 'is of the opinionl, that ,the railway- -company's
failutre to file a new selection 'is-t within three months after, the plat .
of survey was filed in the local office, in accord'a neewith the act o'f
March 2, 1899,, skpra, did not work' a f-orfeitu-'re,of its selectonor
onstit te such a failure to comply with 'the law 'under whichi'it xwais
',o
made as to' remove the selection from 'the benefitof' the:'pro i
the Presideit's 'proclamation in 'favor 'of lawful selectibns 'existing
at its date.; The' act of March 2, 1899, 'was intende do benefit rail-
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*way companies cominig. within. its scope, and it prescribes 'no penalty
for failure by' such a railway company' to file at ne*w selection' -list
:.within three months. after unsurveyed.land' selected by it shall have
~been surveyed ~andfthfetplat filed in-the focal office.
:Section83of the instxuctions dated.November 3, 1909 (38.L.-D.-287),
0with ireferenee to -selections for unsurveyed public lands, makes it'the
-duty of the register -and receiver to notify a' claimant for such lands,
by registered mail, of the filing of the township piat in Ithe. district
,lan, office ;and toqrequire adustment. of the selection to the piblic
';isurvrey Swi~thinR 30 :.days. -' iNo forfeiture 'is provided; for. in--casec of
'default -by the party notified, but in such case the register and ri:deiver are itstructed'to-'adju4stthe selection themselves.
: 0'istated on beh'alf'fo -the; railway company th i' no notice ,f,.
It
the' filing o~f the township plat of survey in question was given, to
it, as required by these instructions. IIn any event, therefore, it.
would be improper to penalize the railway Q6'ijpany in view 'of the
fact that the regi'ster of the' local office. failed 'to' discharge a 'duty
-Which he owed -t' the 6com a
and was: hiilself the' party first at
fault.
'The' decision appealed from IS reversed.

.TAYhYOR AND; MxcI1TOS
DecidedDecember

ONAD) GAS
-

LANDS-PECTIoGcr
.Tis-ilC
TION.

v. PRUIT
, 1926

PURMIASsIGNMFNT-LAND

0
DEPARTMT

'''The Land-' XD~partment has jurisdiction to inquire into and determine
whether or not an assignment of an oil and gas -Prospecting permit has
been .completed acceording to the agreement between the parties, and to
,refuse- ratification of the assignment when it is proven that the assignee
has failed, fully, to comply. with the conditions under which the assignment was to be effective.

:

NxEY,

lFirst:Ass88istantf

Secretdary::

'This:is an,. appeal by ?Zachary L.. Taylor and Kenneth McIntosh
from a decision of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
holding. in eflect that 'assignment .of oil and: gas prospecting permit,
Las Cruces 029845, to Drew E.Pruit would be submitted.f or approval
and that. application for the approval; of a' subsequent assignment of
the same permit 'to Kenneth McIntosh would' be denied unless, there
wa's fild. an assignment .of the same by: Pruit to McIntosh..
f.Since the 'decision'of: the.
ommissioner 'was- rendered, supple:mental show-ingws .have been filed and oral. argument has been' had
before the )epartmhent, in behalf of all the parties.

:
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S0ktripped of unessential matters and minor details -the: facts now
disclosed by the record are as follows:
0 011.n March 27, 1926; Taylor executed an instrument of.. assignment
of the permit to Pruit, subject to approval by* the Department fand
left it in the hands of the- attorney who drew lit for submission. on be* half of Pruit.:~:A contemporaneous agreement in writing was signed,
by Taylor and Pruit reciting the executioni of the assignment and containing this stipulation:.
:

It is therefore agreed that the party of the second part will, and he hereby
agrees to place in the First National -Bank of Artesia, New, Mexico, the sum -ofTwo .thousand four hundred seven and 45/100 ($2,407.45)-:dollars,. to be held
by said bank until the said aforementioned assignment is, approved by the,
Honorable Secretary- of the Interior. When and as soon as the said assignment
:is so approved the said escrow: agent is authorized to pay to the party 'of the
first part the said $2407.45. -

It was also agreed therein that the sum above mentioned should be
returned to Pruit by ''thel escrow agent in the event the assignment
was not finally approved by the
On the same
mDepartment.
date,
Pruit drew'a draft on the: Joyce Pruit Company,' of Roswell, payable
to Taylor for the- said sum of $2,407.45, which was indorsed by
Taylor and deposited by Pruit in the escrow bank. This. draft was
sent to the- First National Bank' of Roswell for collection, presented
by the latter for payment, bnt payment was refused., The draft was
then protested and at no time since has the sun agreed upon been
deposited: with the escrow agent. Upon information that the assigniment to Pruit had been: rejected by the, Department, Taylor on July
6, 1926,: for a substantial consideration assigned the permit to Ken- neth McIntosh..- It appears also that-Pruit signed a statement. on
July 3, 1926, reading in-part "If Drew Taylor will let McIntosh step
into my shoes, -I will assign to McIntosh all my .right, title, and interest in. my assignment of the: permit and State lease'from'said
Taylor." It -is averred by McIntosh -and not denied, that -the consideration for this promise was an agreement by- McIntosh to pay
certain of Pruit's debts, one of $26 having been pursuant thereto,
paid by McIntosh. Both assignees: have presented their respective
instruments of assignment for -approval.
While it is not part of the province of the Department to -inquire
whether or not the consideration-for an assignment of an oil and
gas permit has been- paid or- secured, if in fact an Iassignment 'has
beenl made, yet, it is in -all cases -pertinent to inquire into the transaction and -determine from-the showings whether :or not in fact
the assignment-is effective;
tand has been completed- according to the
agreement between the parties. It is the view of- the Deparfment that
the execution and delivery of the -instrument of assignment, the escrow agreement and the check tendered to
escrow agent are
-
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all parts of one transaction-; that no right in the permit was intended
to become vested in Pruit0 until. he had: dep sited the purchase
pricewith the escrow agent agreed&upon. The delivery of therdraft
mentioned to6the escrow agent admits of -no other reasonable.explanation, other than it dwas intended as an ostensible compliance with
F-Pruit's agreement to. deposit the gsum of $2,407.45 with the escrow
agent. The obligation to do so rested' upon FPruit:.at that time.
It. is no defense to say that payment topTaylor was not authorized
until the assignment was approved, for. the escrowagent would havebeen responsible. to Pruit for losses.'arising from a prematureIq payment of the purchase money' in ,violation of the conditions under
which it was deposited. The delivery of a; draft which was immediately dishonored by the-*payqr, jand the maker's justification of
that act, strongly .indicates fa- ge-stureto-mislead the permittee, .and
the failure of Pruit after ample opportunity and notice to6deposit
the sum agreed upon: in. escrow, and- his insistence upon -the approval
of the assignment without fulfilling the conditions under which- the
permittee. was to -part with his right and title, entitles; the assign-:
ment that he obtained to no recognition.
The assignment to Fruit is therefore rejected; the assignment to
McIntosh if otherwise regular may be submitted to the Department;
for approval. The decision of the Commissioner is: reversed. and the
case is remanded for procedure consistent'with these views.
.

-.

SULPHUR PROSPECTING PERMITS AND LEASES IN -THE, STATE
OF LOUISIANA-ACT OF APRIL 17, 1926
REGUTLATIONS
[Circular No. 1104]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
G-EN ERAL LAND OFFICE

::Washington, D. C., Deceber0 2:, 19.6.
REGISTER,
BATO'N ROuGE, LOuSIANA:
The act of Congress approved April 17, 1926 (44 Stat. 301), en.titled "An act To promote the productionbof.sulphur upon the publie domain within the 'State of Louisiana," authorizes the Secretary
-of the Interior to grant prospecting permits and leases for sulphur
lands belonging to the United States in that State.
The. similarity of thisX act. to the' general tmineral leasing act, of
February .25, 1,920 (41 Stat. 437),is. such that the .provisions of Cir-
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cular No. 672, approved March 11, 1920 '(47 ISD 437) relating to oil
and gas permits and leases are generally applicable, and to the extent that they' are not inconsistent'with the said act of 'April 17, 1926,
they willfgovern the procedure in applications 'for- permits and leases
'under the litter act.
A sulphur permit may, however, be allowed for a maximum of
-640 acresoionly.
'The royalty; in sulphur- leases granted consequent upon a permit
shall be 5 per centum of the* quantity or gross value of the output
of:sulphur at the pointfof shipment to market.
* An oil permittee who shall -make
lea discovery' of sulphur in lands
covered by his permit' shall-:have the same privilege of obtainingLa
i
sulphur lease as is given to a, sulphur permittee.V
All sullphur leases for- lands known t0 *contain ;valuable, deposits
of sulphur and not covered by permits or; leases shall be conditioned
upon the payment by the lessee, of such royalty' as may be fixed in the
lease and upon the payment in advance of a: rental of 50 cents per
acre per annum, the rental paid for any one year to 'be credited
against the royalties accruing for that year.'
No -person, association, or corporation shall take or hold more than
three: sulphur permits or leases in any one State durinog the life of
such permits or. leases.
CApproved::;

'

E. C. FINNEY,

WILLIAM SPRuY,

Conrnmissioner.

First Assistavnt Secretarv.
An Act To promote the production of sulphur upon the public domain 'within
the State of Louisiana.
'
Be it

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unitea

States of America in 0ongress assembled,. That the Secretary of the Interior is

hereby authorized and directed, under such rules and regulations as he may
prescribe, to grant to any qualified applicant a prospecting permit which shall
give the exclusive right to prospect for sulphur in lands belonging to the United
States located in the State of Louisiana for a period of not exceeding two
years: Provided, That the area to be included in such a permit shall be not
exceeding 'six hundred. and forty acres of land in reasonably compact form.
Sac: 2. Upon showing to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior
that valuable deposits of sulphur have been discovered by the permittee within
the area covered by his permit, and that the land is. chiefly valuable therefor,
the permittee shall be entitled to a lease for any or all of the land embraced
in the prospecting permit, at a royalty of 5 per centum of. the quantity or gross
value of the output-of sulphur at the point of shipment to market, such lease to
be taken in compact form by legal subdivisions, of the public land surveys; or
if the land be not surveyed, by survey executed at the cost of the permittee in
accordance with regulations, prescribed by the Secretary, of the Interior:
Provided, That where any person having been granted an oil and gas permit
makes a discovery of sulphur in lands covered by said permit, he shall have
the same ~privilege' of leasing not to exceed six hundred and forty acres' of
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said land under the same terms and conditions as are given a sulphur permittee
under the provisions of this section.
SEC. 3. Lands known to contain valuable deposits of sulphur and-not covered
by permits or leases shall be held subject to lease by the Secretary of the
Interior through advertisement, conppetitive bidding, or such other methods as
he may by general regulations adopt and in such areas as he shall fix, not
exceeding six hundred and forty acres; all t'eases to be conditioned upon the
payment by the lessee of such royalty-as-may be'fixed in the lease and the
payment in advance of :a yrental of 50 cents .pet aere per. annum, the rental
paid for any one year-to be ceredited against the royalties accruing for. that year.
SEc. 4. Prospecting permits or leases may be issued in the discretion of the
Secretary of the Interior under the provisions 'of this Act for : deposits of
sulphur in publie lands also containing: coal, or other- minerals on condition
that such other deposits be reserved to the United States for disposal under
applicable laws.

SEO.. 5. The general provisions of section 1 'andtsectionsD 26 to 38, inclusive,
of the Act of February 25, 1920, entitled "An Act to promote the mining of
coal,'phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, and' sodium on the public domain," are made
applicable to permits and leases under this Act, the first and thirty-seventh
sections thereof Cbeing amended to include deposits of sulphur, and section 27
being amended so as to prohibit any person, association, or corporation from
taking or holding more than three sulphur.permits or leases in any one State
during the life of such permits or leases.
SEC. 6. That the' provsions of this act shall apply only to the State of
Louisiana.
Approved, April 17,'1926 (441Stat. 301).

fILTROL COMPANY v. BRITTAN AND ETHART:
Decided December 23, 1926
OI
*

AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING
ERENCE RIeni.

PERMIT-Al'PL1CATION-SEGBEGATION-PEEF-

The: filing of an allowable oil and gas prospecting permit 'application has a
segregative effect and confers upon the applicant a priority of right over
any adverse interest thereafter sought to be initiated.
-

On AND GAS LANDS-PROSPECTING PEEMIT-APPLICATION-RELINQUIJSHMENTRESTOEATIONS-PREFEBENCE RIGHT.
An oil and gas prospecting permittee can not, by filing a relinquishment,
acquire a preference right to apply for a new permit, but will, upon the
restoration of the land, be accorded merely the privilege of filing application in accordance with existing regulations.
MINING CLAIM-On A:ND GAs LANDS-PROSPECTING PERMIT-ADVERSE CLAIMiRELINQUISHMENT.

-

;A mining claimi can not be -located upon land embraced in an oil and gas
prospeeting permit,0 and a mninihg-location which was without legal effect
ab initio because at the time of the initiation'bf the' claim the land was
covered by an oil and gas: prospeeting permit does not i attach upon cancellation of the permit.
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MINING CLAIM-STOCK-RA1SIN

HOMESTEAD---RELINQnISHMEITS-

RFACE RIGHTS.'

: The -title of a mining claimant who had acquired only the minerals in lands
which, at the time of the- initiation of his claim were covered by a stockraising homestead entry, does not become automatically enlarged,; upon
cancellation of' the entry, to include thie land and the minerals, but the
surface continues to remain a separate estate.
:FINNEY First Assistant Secretary:

0

:

On June 19, 1924, :M. G. Brittan was granted a permit under.section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920 (4i Stat. 437), to prospect for
. 1/4 NE. 1/4,. E'A2 SE. 1/4,
N/2
oil and gas on lots 2 3 4 5 65
M D. M., Visalia, Gali30
E.,
R.
S.,
34,T_..29
Sec.
1/4,
SE.
1/4
SW.
was. filed on February
permit.
for
Application
district.
land
fornia,
25, 1924.
:?On. May 31, 1925, the ppermitteeo signed a relinquishmenti of the
which relinquishment wBs filed June il, 1925. Oi-n April 20,
aprmit,
ton.the
1926,. an assignment of the permit to Pete Echart, executed
the,
1926,
April:26,
In a letterdated
15th of that month,Iwas filed.'
parties
the
that
directed
Commissioner of the General Land.Office
in interest be required: to show compliance with the terms of 'the
permit or. to file an allowable :application for extension, of time,
stating that action on the relinquishment* had not been taken for
the reason that il had not been determined whether the tracts embraced in the permit should be restored to further filing under section
13 of the leasing act.
On May '1, 192qj the assignee filed ap'lication for extension of
time. -He stated that the permittee had not complied with duilling
requirements, but that if extension should be granted he, the assignee,
would immediately " proceed to erect or cause to be erected or make a
contract for the erection of a suitable, adequate, and substantial derrick for.the sinking of a well to-prospectlfor oil upon the said land,"
and would diligently sink, or. cause. to be: sunk, such well.
On June 24, 1926, 'the Filtrol Company, a corporation, filed a protest against approval of assignenent and granting extension of time.
alleging thatThis protestant is now, as is shown by the certified copies of location notices
hereto attached and made a part hereof, the complete owner of the following
valid and subsisting mining claims, to wit:
Old Cabin Placer, located .on the Sk. !4. SW. 1/4, Sec. 34, T. 29 S., R. 30 E.,
June 1, 1924; and also the Sundown, the Suffragette, abad the Horse Placers,
located on the. W. Y' NE. 1,4 NW. 14, NW. 1/4 NW. 1/4, and SW. t4 NW.'4 (lot 1)
said section, respectively,. September 1, 1924; all of 'which locations were based
on valid: and sufficient discoveries of valuable clay suitable for and used in the
refinement of petroleum oil-; and have -been amply maintained by a full compliance with all the requirements of the mining laws. .'
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By decision of July 9, 1926, thed Commissioner rejected the assignIment and held the permit for Icancellation, "sukjject to, .the right of
:appeaL.within 15 days," statingThis permit has been outstanding more than two years. No drilling has been
performed on the permit, area and there is nothing to show that the, permittee
has been diligent in his efforts to test the land. It would therefore* appear
that permittee-has no.equity in the permit which he may assign, 'andt for this
reason the relinquishment.should be accepted and the permit cancelled.

Beyond ia mere tmention of the fact that a protest, had been filed
-:by the Filtrol Company, the,;Coommissioner took no notice of said
protest.
It is shown that Brittan and Echartl received: notice and copies
of the Commissioner's decision on July 22 and.26, 1926,4respectively..
* On 0 August - 10,- .1926, :local counsel for the permittee, and . as-.
signee-filed a -request, fodradditional time. withint which to appeal,
and on August 19, 1926, the Commissioner ^granted tthe request stating'
that ":the application for 30 days':-additional ,time in .which to.c mply with office letter of July 9, 1926, is granted.". On September
28, 1926, the permittee and assignee, by their attorney, filed an appeal
in which it is stated that although the permittee had made! every
possibleef&fort .to have drilling conmenceds he had been unable to
do .so on, account..of lack of funds and failure to interest any'drilling company; that with aview to obtaining additional time he filed
- a reliquishment-with the intention that upon cancellation he would
file, application for another permit and continue his efforts that
- prior to acceptance of the relinquishment he succeeded in interesting
the: assignee, Echart; also that---

-

The assignee, Echart, is financially able to erect adequate and substantial
derrick0upon the lands: and commence drilling operations. It would be inequitable at .this time when the efforts of the permittee have resulted in
commencing drilling' after three years of endeavor to deny 'him the opportunity to obtain the results of his labors.,
26
The -Filtrol Company, by its attorneys, filed, on August 1-8, 1926,
a protest against allowance of ;appeal and extension of time on the
grounds that no notice of proposed appeal'hadbeen filed in timre;
that no appeal had been filed; that no notice of proposed appeal had
been .served on theiprotestant in' time, -or at all;, that nofacts' had been'
alleged'.which would warrant the asking or justify the granting.

of appeal .on equitable grounds through the exercise of supervisory'
-power.
On October 22, 1926, the attorneys, for the Qprotestant company
filed a' motion for dismissal of the appeal on the grounds that said
appeal'was out of time- and 'was insufficient in form and substance,
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and that the Commissioner. had 0failed. to consider. and; -sustain said

company's protest against allowance of extenlsion, of time. for appeal-

The plat of survey of the township showsI that- lots 1-j2,-i3, 4, 5and 6, -said Sec. 34,. correspond to the -subdivisions _whiqh would
AW
1/4,
SE. -J1/4 N
ordinarily be described as ..the SW '/4 I{W.
/4
and:.
1/,,
S-'
SW.
SW.-1/4
1/4,
:SW.
1/4
NW.
l/4,
NE 1/49 SW.
alleged
fourthe
of
'that
seen
be
thus§
will
:;It
1respectively.
SW. '/4A
placer claims involved two 'are within and' two are without the"permit'-area.' Upon 'examination of the record it Mhasrbeen foundr -that
there 'are alleged rights to the: land involved, othcr than'those. set
forth in the appeal and protest, which should properly be -considered in this case.'
In transmitting the:lprotest of the Filtrol Company againstAlthisi
permit 'the register also -transmitted a- protest by 'said comp any
againsththe stoek-raising homestead application -of Pte Echart, the
assignee therein. It is found that on Non inber- 30; 1920, Jean P:
090'8 for all- public
Giraiid made stock-raising homestead
land in said section 34, c6nsisting'of the'NE. '/4, E ½ SE.1/4, SWV.1/4
SE:''/4,-N. /2 NW. '/4, and lots 1 2, 3, 4, 5, 6'; thfat a'r'elinquishmen't
of said. entry togetheri with stock-raising hoiie6stead application
014177 of Pete Ec3hart for the same land was' filed 6on -November
20; 1925;' and that entry was allowed to Echart on is' application
on April 3, 1926, upon authority of the Co, inisionei.' The'allegations .and shdwing of 'the Filtrol Company in its protest agai'nst
Echart's 0application, or entry, are 'substantially the same as those
-entry

against the permit.

-

visions:

-

.

'

.

The act of February 25, 1920, supra, contains the follow-ing pro.

.

.

gas,
SECTION. 1. That deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, or
-*
*
t
States
United
the
by
owned
deposits
such
and lands containing
by this
shall be subject to disposition in the form; and manner. provided
act ' *
of the Interior is' hereby authorized, under
SEC. 13. That the -Secretary
and regulations: as he may -prescribe, to
rules
:such necessary- and proper:
which
grant to any applicant qualified under this act a prospecting permit,
to
years,
two
exceeding
*not
period
a
for
shall give .the. exclusive right,,
and
prospect for oil and gas upon not to exceed two thousand five hundred

sixty acres of land wherein such deposits belong to the Utnited States 'and

or - gas
arie6'not within anyC'nown geological structure of -a producing 'oil
f
<
<[
8!
?
.
-.;
;
.'
'i:*.
field7 *W~
gas,
SEC. 37. That the deposits of coal, phosphate, sodium, oil, oil shale, and
subbe
shall
A'
.
*
minerals,
such
for
valuable
herein referred to, in lands
as
ject to disposition only in the form and manner provided in this act, except
mainthereafter
and
act
this
of
passage
the
date'of
to valid claims existent at
tained in compliance with the' laws under which initiated.

In Manuel v. Wulif (152 U. S. 505), the Supreme 'Court of theUnited States said (p. 510):

s-l-
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, And by section 2322 (of the Revised. Statutes) it is. provided that when such
qualified persons have made discovery of mineral lands and. complied with the
law,,they, shall; have. the e clusive right. to possession and, enjoyment of the
same. It has, therefore, been. repeatedly held that mining claims are property
in' the fullest senise of the word, and may be sold, transferred, mortgaged, and
inherited without infringing the title of the United States, and that when a
location is perfected it has'the effect .of a grant by the United states of the
right of present and exclusive possession. Forbes v. .Grace,
.94.TU. S. 702.;
.Belk~n~Meagqher, 104 U. S. 279; Gwillirn v. Donneflan, 115 U. S. 45; Noyes v.
Mantle, 127 U. S. 348.

It is clear from consideration of the statutes and decisions in

which they have been construed that a' mining claim can not be
:lo~cated on land embraced.in an oilSand gas prospecting permit. In
this connection see also Joseph E. ,XcCory et alt (50 L. ,D.,623)
and the opinion 'of: this Department dated October, 9, 1924 (50: L.i D.
-:

650).
The department has ruled (4SL.D. 98, 99)'that' i
; * e ;: qualified persons who filed proper applications for oil or gas
prospecting permits under the act'.of FPebruary 25, i920, can not aad should
not be deprived of 'their rights if,because of delay in action upon the' applications so fi-ed, there -intervenes. a designation by this Department' of :the lands- as
being' within 'the geological structure of a producing oil or gas, field occasioned
by ,a discovery. of oil or gas, subsequent to the 'filing of the: application in the
.local land office.
'

:Urder the rulings of the 'Department the filing of an allowable oil
and gas prospecting permit application has a segregative effect and
the 'applicant has priority of right over any adverse interest thereaisfter sought',to be initiated.. When a permit is issued upon such. application,.the permittee's rights date back to :the filing of his appli'cation.'-, Hence, the alleged mining locations' within thev area for which
tBrittan' had applied for a permit and,for whic,h" he was later granted
.~a permit.J-were without legal'effect,. and being. so from the beginning
they- have not -since become valid as against a surface entry.,-: When
Echlart filed .his homestead application; and when his Ientry was. allowed-there Rwas'no appropriation of any kindcwhich conflicted with
his filing and ientry, 'at least so far as all land except the :N. ½/2
INW.
.
1/4, said.Sec. 34, wasinvolved.
The Filtrol Company had no, ground of protest whatever through
'any valid or .recognizable, interest in' the;land. The Commissioner
properly ignored its protest against~extension of time'. for appeal.
The motion, fo]9 dismissal of: appeal need,. not be, given: any,. con'sideration as 'the movent is, not ,a. party in interest;
.But neither the permittee'nor ,the assignee ,has made. any showing
'which- would warrant' the, granting. of extension :of time. The. permittee had made clear his intension of abandoning the'permwt:,vby
making and filing a relinquishment'thereof 'early in 1925 .The state'
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ment that he intended to apply for the land. again is. without force,
because Circular--No. 929 (50 L. D. 387),'which prescribes how per: :mitted lands. shall be restored to application for; permit, had been
in. effect more than a year, and the permittee could not -obtain any
preference right to apply for another permit. The application, for
extension of time and approval of the assignment are therefore denied
and the permit is canceled,
Under date. of November 27, 1926, the Director of the Geological
Survey made report to' the Department.'upon this permit area: as

-follows:'
Available geological evidence, resulting from' a field examination by the
Geological Survey in 1911, provides no basis for a -report that the land listed
is valuable, prospectively or otherwise, for deposits of oil or gas or that the
geological .conditions' present are particularly favorable ..to oil and 'gas
accumulation.

The tracts described are, therefore, properly subject to classification as
nonoil and nongas land.

Inasimuch as it has been alleged that the SW. 1/40 NW.' 14': (lot: 1)
.-and SE. 1/4 SW. 1/4 See 34 arefvaluable for mineral which is sub-:
ject to appropriation under the mining laws,. and as said tracts have:
fbeen classified as nonoil and nongas, said ;subdivisions will not. be
'subject to further prospecting permit application. The Filtrol Company will be considered as having thereon mining claims subject to
the provisions of section 9 of the act of December 29, 1916 (39 Stat.
862).
' There remains to be considered the protest of the Filtrol Comparny against Echart's homestead entry to the extent of conflict with
mining locations outside of the permit area. It has hereinbefore
'been stated' that 'when mining locations were. made of the W. 1/2
N:. 1,4 'NW. '1/4 and N
W.N 1 W.
1,4,
/4 said Sec. 34',.said tracts were
embraced in the. stock-raising homestead entry of Jean P.' Giraud.
0Consequently, the locations were made for the mineral deposits.as
'distinguished from th:e land 'arnd mineorals. In section 9 of the
'stock-raising homestead act. of 'December. 29, 1916, supraj it is
-provided---:s'
'
":0
i0-: -t; -;
t7.:' .:0;i:
' i :;.
That all patents issued for the coal or other mineral deposits herein reserved
i

shall contain appropriate notations declaring them to be subject to the" provisions of this, act with -reference to the disposition, oeeupancyj, and use of the
land as permitted to any entrynian under this act.
HIt'is clear that the title of amineral claimant evidenced by. such a
patent would not automatically: be enlarged to include land and
'"minerals if the cause of-the restricted title were an unperfected entry
whith shoul'd b . canceled.W And -the Department does not hold .the
opinion that the "rights' of a mineral claimant 'who hast located. a
mining claim for mineral deposits in land covered bya stock-raising

5 000
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homestead entry are automatically enlarged to include the land upon
cancellation of the entry.: This doe's not involve the denial of any
rights to the mineral claimant, because if he should amend his location prior to the assertion of any new right under the stock-raising
act he would be in a position to obtain patent for the land, including
the minerals.

The protest of the Filtrol Company is dismissed and Echart's entry
is left intact. In view of the fact that the protest against the homestead entry had not been passed upon by the Comissioner, the case
is not closed, but the Filtrol Company will be given opportunity to
'file motion for rehearing in accordance with Rule 83 of Practice.
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there be any, in the lands patented See Homestead, 44; Oil-and Gas Lands,II24, Permits.
29. '
t;i
u - R::i -t:'
10. Instructions of October 13, 1925, coal
:prospcting permits in Alaska; bonds; praCondemnation.
graph 5, Circular No. 744, modified. (CirSeeIScrip, 4.
cular No. 1031):-227: 11LIndividuals and associations of individConfirmation.
uals, but not corporations, may be -granted
See Change of Entry, 2; Homestead, 10.i
permits or-licenses to obtain coal from the
I. The proviso, to section 7 of the act of
public lands without payment of royalty for
March 3,'-1891, does not operate to confirm
their use as agents of the United States in
a canceled homestead entry where no receipt
prospecting for oil or gas in accordance with
was issued, and the claimant was not en.
the provisions of the leasing act, but not for
titled to receipt, for moneys tendered with'his
sale41
final proof and merely held, subject to his
Lease.
:
order until the proof should behperfected --'-347
See Homestead, 12, 13.
: 12. Instructions of January 27, 1928, AlaskaContest.
coal leasing regulations of May. 18, 1916,
See Contestant, 1, 2, a; -Homestead, 5, 8, 8,
339 .: 53; Jutdical, Bestraint, 2; Mining.Clasim, 13;
amended. (Circular No. 1049)
13. A surface entry which has been allowed
Oil andiGas Lands, 28; Practice, 2, 4; Timber.
under existing regulations pursuant to section
and Stone, 1.
29 of the leasing act subsequent to the granting
1.An affidavit-of contest which dontains
of a lease of the coal deposits will not be cancharges that are mere statements of, conclu- celed merely because the lessee needs the
sions, unsupported by any allegations of
surface and the use thereof by the entryman
fact, is not a good -and: sufficient affidavit
may cause inconvenience in the. conduct of
upon (which the contestant can predicate
the minng operations :
295
any rights under his contest46
:14. Omission from the public botice which
2. A homestead entry is not subject to
the departmental regulations require-to beho
contest on the ground of abandonment
issued upon::the offering of coal deposits for
:
where the entryman is-placed under judicial
lease under the act of Pebruary 25, 1920, of the '
restraint -174
statement that a rental must be paid by the
3. An application to contest which does not .
lessee does not excuse the lessee from the obliallege an existing default or disqualifications:
gation to make such payment
-255
in the entryman does not contain-a sufficient
159.The provision in section 7 of the act of
charge upon which to predicate a contest - 174
February 25, 1920, requiring the payment of
4. A contest affidavit which does not cona rental on the basis of the acreage wherein
tain the date and number of the entry or a
coal deposits are leased, is applicable to leased
correct description of the land and merely
coal lands the surface of which has been
alleges that the homestead has been wholly
patented under the agricultural land laws
abandoned for more than two years, does not
with the reservations prescribed by; the act of
meet the requirements prescribed by the;
JuneI22,1910 251
Rules of Practice, and may not be amended.
after the entry is relinquished and a third
Collateral Attack. ,
party has applied to enter the lan-- 183
See IrrigationDistricts, 1.
Contestant.
Color 0of Title.
See Contest, 1i;Homestead, 8; Oil and Gas . See Application, 3; Homestead, 25; Pref- -'
lands, 28erence RightI3, 4.
1. A void tax deed, followed by a warranty
- i. Where,. after the Minitiation ofua- contest
deed for a valuable consideration and long
.: against an entry, the entryman relinquishes

~~~~--:.
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Page
at the time- that the application is filed -an
actual residentcitizen of the State or Territory
in which the land sought to be entered isilecated, g and mere intention to S establish- real40i
'dence is notsufficient
2. The obligations of a desert-land entryman- who obtains permission:to perfect.his
entry pursuant to the act of March 4, 1915, are,
with respect to residence and cultivation, personal and nonassignable, and it is beyond the
power of a judgment creditor to substitute
himself for the entryman through the levy of
-472
an execution upon the entry L3.
ands in an unperfected., desert-land
entry are not subjeet to levy and sale under
an execution to satisfy a judgment against the
=474
entryman
4. Thebenefitsofthesecondandthird]parae,
graphs of section 9 of the act of March 4, 1915,
as amended by the act of March 21, 191, are
not extended to assignees under assignments
474
_
made after the latter date
6. The instructions of April 26, 1924, Orenular No. 933, declaring that th e cost of clearing by the process of "railing" shall notbe ani
acceptable expenditure for the reclamation of
Ddesert lands, will not be applied retrosetliely,
where the work of clearing was performed in
:good faith and 'proof thereof submitted at a
time when it was the practice to allow credit
for such work-=-564
*6. The provision in section 1 of the act of
. July 17, 1914, which limits a desert eintry made:
under that act to 169 acres, has reference only i
to lands withdrawn, classified, or valnable:
*for one or more of the minerals named therein;
and it does not preclude inclusion within sulch:
-an entry of-other lands, nonisnineral- in char-:
acter; which, together with the mineral lanids;
exceed in the aggregate 1i60acres-'-603

Page
before notice of the- contest- Is served upon
him, the question-as to whether the contest-'
ant should be accorded a preference right to
-enterthe land will first .be. dependent npon
46
the sufficiency of the affidavit of contest 2. Where a homestead entry is relinquished
in favor of a third party during the pendency
of an application to contest, the rights of the
contestant with respect to entering the lands
must be determined in accordance with the
state of the record at the date of the acceptance
of the relinquishment -183
3. The saving clause of the Executive order
: of December 8, 1924, which excepted from the
operation of the withdrawal "any valid existing rights in and to" the lands on the islands
off the coast or in the coastal waters of the
State of Florida, withdrawn by it, protects,
:upon cancellation of an entry as the result of
a contest, the preference right of the contestant which had been earned, although not
229
actually awarded prior to the withdrawal-

Contiguity.
SeeMising Claim, 6.

Coos Bay Wagon Road Lands.
rSee Oregon dad California Railroad Lands.

Corporations.i,,
See Coal Lands, 11; IrrigationDistriets, 1, 2;
Mining Claim, 2; Oil and Gas Lands,; 25, 67
69; Right of Way, 12.

Costs.

i

=

-

See Homestead, 41; Indian Lands, 1-6.

Courts.

-

-See Patent, 1, 10; Practice,;Private Clsim, 3.

i

Cultivation.

-

Deserted. Wife.

See Desert Land, 2; Preferensce Right, 1,2.

Discovery.

See Forest Lieu Selection, 3, 4.

See Surves,

-

6.

-

See Oil and Gas Lands.

Deeds. i-

See Indian Lands,

':

See Homestead, 44.

Diligence.

See Railroad Grant,- 4.

Deposition.

'

;'

i''

Designation.- :

Declaratory Statement.

Delivery of Water.

;t00000-; 0-

St

''See HXsmes'tdcd, 9.

E
Damages. X . See Homestead, 4; oil and Gas Lands, 74;
Patent, 4.

:

- -

See -Mining Claim, i1,
Lands, 48-59, 60, 61.

-

-

X

See Homestead, 18, 42; Patent, 0;, 11; Settlers,
.
11; Timber and Stone, 2.-

Desert Land.
See Final Proof, :1 Geological- Survey, 1;
2;: Water Holes, 1I
Indian Lands, 23; eOaths,
1. The desert-land law requires that one
applying,:to make entr-y thereunder must-be

Entry.
S piaeChange of Entry, 1, 2; Homestead, 38, 45;
R*ailrad Grant, 4; Relinguishment, 1; WAter
Rxpe~grdtionPermit,4. i
t.:A purchase of public land under section
6 of the act of May 20, 1908,: is not in asy sense -;
a homestead entry; it is, however,- to be
classified as an entry under the agricultural--- - -'60
'land laws

i.

Descent and Distribution.

I,;
17; Oil and- Gas

Equitable Consideration.

-

-

Sea Notice, 6; Gil and Gas Lands;21.

.

-

Pa1g

INDEX

Equitable Title.
tsee Carey Act, 1;Hsmestead,12.'

Page

SeeHo'mes'tead, 18,-52.
I: '

See Indien Lands 7; Town Site, 1.
see Affidasiti 1; itizenship, 1; CoaliLands,
4,7; Hyomestead,1726,27,59 IndianiLands,
'
- 13;' Judicial Restraint 3 Honing Claim, 1,
; :9, 11, 14, 15,16, 17, M:ineral1:Lands, 4,-5; Oil ;
and CGl Land, :18 21 26 72 School Land,
1; Selection, 1; Soirseg 2 8
1. Where sn agricultural entryman whose
appitationa for reclassification of the lands
within his unrestricted entry subsequently
classified as minoral has been denied, domands ahearing,n applicatoonloranoil and
gas prospecting permit filed by him for the
purpose of protebting his rights as against
other applicants can not he taken as ant admission thht the land has prospective ol and:
447
gas value, See National Forests, 1, 2, Private Claim, 1;
.
fM
2
:Recleamtion, 2.
1. Instructions of May 27, 1925, exchange.
of lands in'the additions to theNav'ajo Indian
Reservation, Arzona: (Circular No. 1012) :52
er8, 1925, exm
2. Instructions ofSet
change of landsin the:Walapai Indinn Roservatite, Arizona. (CircularNo.1029) … 192

I

;

.

See Confirmation, 1; Settlers, 2.
1. Regulations of September 11,.1926, sale
of: dead or down and fire killed or damaged
timber; circular No. 259, superseded. -(CirQ574
cularNo. 1093)-

Fish Hatchery.
See National Monuments, 1.

Forest Lieu Selection.

See Desert Land, l.

Expenditures.
See Coal Lands, 12; Desert Land, 5; Miining
Claeim,2-5,13; Otland, asLands,:33; Potash
Lands, 3.

Farm Units.
See Lomestead, 38, 39.
0

See Right of Way, 1, 8; Water Right, 2.
1. The Federal rower Commission may
legally grant licenses fr power projects on
u : any of-the'lands in F~orte Rico which belong
to add hays been reserved by the Unitedf
but itVis without that authority with
-States,
; respect to al~l other lands. of that island,
inasmuch as they are not "public lands of
:
-54
the United: States"_

Federal DWater Powver tAct.j
.n,:
See Hfomestead, 46.: :
1. Instructions of November 1,S1926, ap,.............
-:
plications under Federal waternpower
- ill
withdra~wal ot public lands; practice-

~act;

4

i I

fFire-Killed Timber.

Execution.

0: X
0.
0
-:
See: Csrnfirametin':'i;llomesteed,: 44, -Na-'
tional.Forests, 1; Oaths, 1, 2;,Oil. end GaS
.,y;
Lands; 36; -Wifncsses, 1. ;;

: -Fees.0

I

Final Recept.;

Exchange of Lands.

Federal: Power Commission.

i ;

Page
:

r

See Confirmation, 1; H5omestead, 7, 9,14,
22, 24, 32, 41, 44, 52, 59; Judicial Restraint, 3;,
-A2otice, 6; Oil arnd Gas hands, 566 Preference
Right, 3, 4; Timher and Stone, 1, 2;. Water.
.. '
I
ater:Right, 1.
Erploration Perm2't,3;
l. Instructions of May 23, 1925, final.proofi
oudesort-land entries. S(CircularNo1011).. , 149
:2?:Thete'r'snfinalproot" as usedin sectionsi.¢0
4 and Sof the stock-raisinghomestead act con-.:
templates a final proof which is complete and
entities the entryman to a finalcertificate and
patent -462

Evidenc.-e:-: -

-:

D fz

:

Final Proof.

Eskimos.

I

j II

Final Certificate.

1 LUponthe approvsiofaforestlieuselectien
the titleito the base land relates back to the .
date that the deed of conveyance to the
i
_
51
United States was recorded
2. After the conveyance of base land to the
United States no subsequentact of the pri6r
holder of the title thereof or of any other
person can invalidate the title thus acquired.
and, unless it appears that prior to ithe date
of selection the Land Department had Jormallydisclaimed title to the base land, a sup- :
plemental abstract down to the date of selection should not be required if the abstract-on
file shows that at the time the deed of conveyance was recorded there, were no adverse
claims -51
3. Where the right to make a selection is
denied on the ground that the title of the se-.
lector to the base land was invalid, a subsequent assignee of the selector is entitled under
:the act of September 22, 1922, to a quitClaim
deed from the United States, not withstanding that the assignment would rnot have affected the title to the base land had the selec19'
tion been allowable
.4. Where land has been conveyed to the'
United States under the act of June 4,1897 .
acts of the prior holder; subsequent to suah
i onveyancoe, can not affect the title so con-l
veyed--.227
5. Selections under the act of June 4, 1897,
are llimted to "vacant land 8pen, to settlement, " and'a vested right is not acquired by
a selector prior to his submission of proof that
the selected land is unoccupied and nonmin270
eral in character -
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:
a homestead entry; it Is, however, to be classified as an entrymunder the agricultural land
laws60
3. Time served as pay3master's clerk in the
United States Army duringthe. War with
Spain or the suppression of the Philippine..
Insurrection is military service within the
purview-;of sections 2304 and 2305, Revised
Statutes, for which credit. is allowable in lieu,
of homestead residenee -149
4. Pattnts .issued upon nonmineral entries
made under the aets of July17, 1914, and
December 29, 1916, for lands coveted by prospedting permits or leases, should 'contain
recitals to the effect that the entriesw4ere
Forfeiture.b
allowed subject to the conditidns of section
and to the
29 of the act of February 25, 1920;Q
See Homestead, 7, 34; tIndian Lands, . 18,
20; Judicial Restraint, 3; Selection, 3, 4;
rights of the prior permittees oralesees to use1
so much of the surface as is required for minSwamp Land, 6; Timber and Stone, 1.
Ang operations, without compensation for
Fraud.
damages to crops and improvemeits resulting
See Otl and Gas Lands, 4; PSettlement, 2.
from the use of the lands for proper mining
purposes :
166
General Land Office.
5. A homestead entry is not subject to conSee Oregon and California Railroad Lands,test on the ground of abandonment where the 1.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
entryman is placed under judicial restraint
174
6. Anapplication to contest which does not,Geological Survey.
allege an existing default or disqualification
See Homestead, 46; Oil and Gas Lands, 1, 8, in the entryman does not contain a sufficient
2, 47, 60, 61.:
charge upon which to predicate a contest--- 174
1. Instructions of March 13, 1926, repoits;
7. Upon the filing of evidence of the judicial
by Geological Survey on railroad and State
restraint oia homestead entryman the entry
selections, scrip - applications, and - nonwill' be held suspended for a period discre398
mineral entriestionary with the Commissioner ofthe-GeneralI
Land Office, having regard to the facts and
Hearing.
circumstances adduced, and the entryman
See Evidence, 1; Homestead, 11; Oafths, 3;
will be put on notice that at the expiration of
Prectice, 5; Tos nsSite, 2; Withdrawal, 1.
the time. limit the entry will be declared for1. Section 2 of the act of July 17, 1914,
feited if, in the meatime; satisfactory final
an
agricultural
entryman
the
right
accords
proof is. not submitted or a relinquishment
to a hearing where the lands within his.unfiled -174
restricted entry were subsequently classified
S. Where a homestead entry is relinquished as mineral and his application for reclassifiin favor of a third party during the pendency
cation is denied-447
of an application to contest, the rights of the
contestant with respect to entering the lands
Heirs.
must be deterrrined in accordance with the
See Descent and Distribefson; Patent, 11.
state of the record at the date of the acceptHomestead. '
ance of the relinquishment183
See Amendment, A;Application, 1, 2; Chance
9. A deserted wife who submits proof upon
of Entry, I; Coal Lands, 9, 13; Confirmation,
a homestead, entry in accordance with the
I; Contest, 2, 3, 4; £Contestant, 2, 3; Geological1
provisions of the sot of October 22, 1914, is
Surcey,l 1; Indian'Lands, 18-20, 23; 'Judicielentitled to claim credit, in lieu of residence,
for the military or naval service of her husRestraint, 1-3; Nliotice, 6;-Oaths, 2; Oil andIGas
band.189
Lands, 7, 8,14, 17, 21, 26,27, 28,39, 47, 56, 59-62,
1io The act of January 27, 1922, was reme74; Patent, 2, 4, 13, 16; Reclamation, 1; Settlers,
thebenefit
of
one,
other
dial
legislation
for,
1,2; Survey, 3; Water Exploration Permit, 3;:
than the original entryman, who -had been
Water Holes, 1; Water Right, 3;
permitted to enter land formerly in a coni. Because of delay on the part of a settler
firmed entry, erroneously canceled, but it did
to make entry of public land, the intervenng
onot contemplate* that the:change of entry
of a mere application for an oil and gas prosprovision should extend to a claimant who:
pecting permit under section 13 of the act of
Is also the present holder under another formte
February 25, 1920, does not, in the absence of
notice thereof, deprive the entryman of any
of entry 241:
11. A homestead entry should not be can:- 38.
of his rights under his entry
celed upon a relinquishment executed by but
2. A purchase of public land under sectiont
not filed until after the death of the entryman,
au'
'S of the act of May 20, 1908, is not in any sense :
0;

:

0

0

.

-

- :t-0

:-Page:

*

6. A selection under the act oifJune 4,1897,
.becomes effective to vest a right in the selectortothe selected lands immediatelymupon the filing of a. complete application, including
the nonmineral and nonoccupasncy affidavit,
d
notwithstanding that there may bh delayin
publication and posting of notice
- 270
7. An incomplete applieatibn, even though
- ordinarily subject to the rules relative to cur-i
lug defects, is not a "valid existing right"-P
* within the meaning of the Executive order of
July 3, 1925, which withdrew certain'lands
and'islands in the States of Alabama, Flor-Jida,' and Mississippi 270

-

INDEX
j
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Page
Page A.
19 The aet of June22, 1910, authorizes only
yet, where such entry has been' canceled, a
agricultural entries on lands withdrawn odr
subsequent entry will not be disturbed for
classified ai 'coal linds or which are valuable'
the purpose of reinstating the former entry :
for coal, and it can not be invoked in favor of
iunless it-be shown that- at the date of the
entryman's death, he was complying with
one claiming other -mineral deposits in thosei
- the law and had not abandoned the land for
424
lands
-292
a valuable consideration --20. The issuance of a patent for lands entered- as agricultural pursuant to the act- of
12; A homestead entry is a contract which
can not be set aside until shown to have been
'July 17, 1914, containing a reservation of minunlawfully fraudulently, or irregularly made
eral other than that on- account of which the- -or subsequently violated, even before the i
lands were withdrawn or classified or reported
entryman's inchoate right thereto ripens into
as valuable, is without authority of law and
295
an equitable title
ineffective to reserve deposits of such mineral,
13. A surface entry which has been allowed
477
if there be any, in the lands patented under existing regulations pursuant to section
21.. The statutory requirement of the three- .
29 of the leasing act subsequent to the granting
year homestead law of actual residence upon:of a lease of the coal deposits will not be,
the land entered for at least seven months in
canceled merely because the lessee needs the
each.-year for three years contemplates tbona
surface and the use thereof by the entryman
fide-continuous residence, and presence on the .may cause inconvenience in the conduct of
homestead of one or two days each-week dur- 295
511
the mining operations
ing those periods will not suffice - 22.'The term- "actual residence" as used in
14. An entyman who initiates a homestead
entry under the conditions prescribed -by-seethe homestead laws means personal presence tion 20 of the act of February 25, 1920, is
and physical occupation of.the land entered
entitled-to a preference in the award of a per- -13
to the exclusion of a homeelsewhere
mit to prospect for-oil and gas on the entered
23. Ahomesteadentryman,aftersubmission
land, if the entry was intact at the time that
of acceptable final proof, can not by wrongful
the permit application was presented, alabandonment and forfeiture of his rights ac- .though statutory expiration notice for subquired thereunder, defeat the rights of an enmission of final proof had issued prior thereto,
cumbranter who has ingood faith. furnished and the entry was canceled for. default before
the means with which to improve the- entry,
4i3
-thepermit was granted
but the latter will be allowed to showt that
Ii. Section 20 of the leasing act is, in its
equitable titlehas been earned by compliance nature, a relief measure, designed to recognize
019
with the essential requirements of the law
the equities of entryinen who made agricul24.-Where a mortgaged homestead entry
tural entries in good faith and prior to the
has been canceled upon default of the entryclassification of the lands as valuable for oil
iman after submission of acceptable final proof,
and gas, and should be liberally constned- 413
a subsequent entryman will be chargeable
16. A homestead.entryman is entitled to a
with notice of what an examination of the
in
the
land,
lease of the oil and gas contents
county records would have disclosed with
where
those
lands
embraced in his entry,
- 519
respect to the mortgage
known
within
the
have been classified asv
25. Land that has been occupied for manystrueture of a producing oil and gas field, if,
of
title
is
not
years in good faith under claim
subject to homestead entry by another, and
except for such classification, he would have
:
- one seeking to make entry thereof is chargebeen entitled to a preference right to a prosable with notice of what an examination of
pecting permit under section 20 of the leasing
the county records would have diselosed-. 584
413
act -26. An application to make homestead 17. Congress intended that the only effect
entry presupposes good faith on the part of
that 'a classification of land as within the the applicant, and where his'good faith is
-known geologic structure of a producing oil- questioned and the facts and circumstances
and gas field should have upon the rights of
- justify the conclusion of bad falth his applicaan entryman otherwise entitled to a preference
584
_-- tion will not be entertiined
right- permit under section 20 of the leasing
27. An application for an oil and-gas pros-'
act, was that, instead of being awarded a perpecting permit for land embraced within -an
mit and subsequently, as a reward for discovunrestricted homestead-entry is not a nullity,
. ery, .the reduced royalty authorized by seebut it may be regarded as a report of mineral:
0 : tion 14 of the act, he, like all others, should c-'
value sufficient to inquire as.to whether condi* ceive only a lease at a higher royalty rate-. 413 - tions warrant the procurement of-mineral.
16. While the facts may be such as to con622waivers pursusant to the act of July 17, -1914
stitute a claim against the estate of a deceased
28. The right of an agricultural entryman
settler in favor of one of his children who per-.
to be preferred in the award of an oil and gas fected a homestead entry as his heir, yet they_
prospecting permit granted by section 20 of;
cannot alter the established rule of law which
the leasing act of Februaryl25, 1920, is not applicable to homestead entries initiated after
requires that the final certificate, when issued,
a--622
418 I : the passage of thataot
must be to the heirs generally - -
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29. The determination of the question as to
which of two conflicting claimants, an agri
culturalientryman or an oil and gas permittee,
has-the paramount right to the exclusive use
of the surface, is dependent upon priority in
the initiation of the claims622
Widow; Heirs; Devisee.
X

See 16, sseprs. Settlers, 2. 00

Additional.
See , 44,54-ttofra.

f000
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Page
sage of the act is not defeated by action of the
Government in canceling the entry, for sufoficient reasons, indepesfdently of the relinquishment329 41. The provision of the reclamation law re"
quiring payment by an entrysuan of all sums.
due the United States on account of the land
or water right at the time of submission of proof as a condition precedent to the issuance
of patent, is not satisfied by the assumption
by an irrigation district of an obligation to -:
pay the water -right charges; :nor does an
extension of time accorded by the irrigation
district for the payment of accrued charges
operate as an extenstion by the Government
unless approved by the latter608

Enlarged.
.
See 46, 57, infra; Transfieree, 1.
10. The-tiansferee of an entryman of Fort
Peck Indian lands is entitled under the act of
June 15, 1926, to the same benefits as to extenV
Soldiers' Additional.
sion of time within which to complete paySee Geological Surrey, 1; Survegy, 3.
ments as that act and the prior, act oftMarch
42. The soldiers' additional right granted
4, 1025, accord to the entryman himself 523
by section 2306, Revised Statutes, must be
: --31. The limitation in section 7 of the enaccorded the quality of inheritability and, if
larged homestead act, which relates to *the;
not exercised or transferred by the donee,
quantity of lands that a settler or entryman
passes to his estate as other property, subject
may acquire thereunder, has no application
:only to the exercise of the rights given by see*to lands embraced in entries made prior to the
tion 2307, Revised Statutes, to the widow and
act of August 30, 1890, or to settlements mnade
minor orphan children287
prior thereto and subsequently carried to
43. Lands within the limits-of an area upon
entry 524
;which a village had been established by theg:
32. Thefactthatonehad madeanadditionat
;:natives of 'Alaska and under their. actual' con- : :::
entry under section 3 of the enlarged home-trol are not subject to soldirer' additional
:
stead act will not preclude him from making
- entry-430
a further additional entry under that section
Stock-Raising.
- -;
E
-:'i
regardless of the manner in which the prior
*
entries were perfected, if the combined areas
See A=deerse Clawim, 2; App~rliein, 1,: 2; 0
of the original and additional entries do not
Cenleslonf, 1; Final Proof, 2; Mining Cloimn,
* exceed 320 acres
-581
8, 19; Potash Lands, 3; Preference R~ighf, 5;
Relieft f~eWaer Users, 1; Settlement, 2; Water
Second.
Holes, 1.
33. Instructions of April 2, 1925, second
44. Stock-raising homestead circular. (Rehomestead entries. (Circular No. 990) -84
:print January 2, 1925, of Circular No. 523)
1
Forest.
45& Icetructiono of March 12, ::1929,: lands:
See Sureey, 2.:
within petroleum reserves exeepted from:
Reclamation.
entry under the stock-raising homestead act;
Circular No. 911, mnodified. (Circular No.:
Sea Evidence,.1; Hearing, 1;Repayment, 4.
1 ThInstructions of January:28, 1925, pay981)-69
i
meAt of construction and water charges on
E 46. Order of September 22, 1916, designation t
lists under the enlarged and :stock-raising
Federal irrigation proojects -207
homestead acts; water holes; Circular: No.:
35. Instructions of March 19, 1925, reclama1066, modified. (Circular No. 1095)tion entries on Federal irrigation projects.---- 215
597
47. Where there is no vacant public land of 0
36. Instructions of March 19, 1925, reclamationentries on Federal irrigation projects
218218 the character contemplated by - the Xstock-:
- 37. Regulations of September 12, 1925, recraising homestead act constiguous to a patented':'
lamation- entries on Federal irrigation pro-"
entry, one owning and residing upon tuch an
;
entry may initiate alsettlement claim under:.
jects204
that act on unaurvoyad land within twenty
*
0
:38. Instructions of September 19, 1925,
mitts without establishing residence thereon,
reclamation entries on Federal irrigation
iprovided that the rimurvayed land has been
projects-2---- 20'
:designated as stock-raising and the laud in:
19 'Instructions of September 30, -1925, the patented entry is of the same oharaoter .
amendment-of ffarm-unit plats; paragraph 43
61
of general reclamation circular, amended 240
i 48: The Land Department has no authority
:to rejett a pending-and complete stock-raising
40. The right of a veteran to -refund under :
the et -of February 21,-1925, of charges paid
homestead application on account of a withby him on -a reclamation homestead Entry
drawal which attaches after the designation
0
which he relinquishes prior to receipt of final
of the land under the stock-raising homestead
:
'act becomes effective
egrtiflcate and-within one year after the pas-1138
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nized by the public land laws having refer-,
49. Actual possession of a lode mining claim
ence to homestead entries is 40 acres, it'folby one who has made no discovery and is not
lows that one who is not qualified to make an
in diligent prosecution of work leading to disadditional entry of a 40-acre subdivision uncovery is no bar to the allowance of a stockder those laws, is not qualified to make an'
raising homestead entry which includes the
original entry under the stock-raising 'homepart of the subdivision upon which the minstead act-A-233
ing elaim is:located where forceable intrusion
57. iOne who possessed the requisite qualiupon such possession is not necessary in order
258
fications at the time he made an original
to initiate the right-homestead eutty is not disqualified from
:. Lands which contain 25,000 feet, or
nmaking Sanadditional entry'iunder the en-,l
more, of saw timber, or its equivalent, to echd larged or stosck-raisinghomestead actsbecause 40-acre tract, are lands containing merchantof the ownership of land.acqured- after mak'
able timber within the meaning of the stocking the original entry------ X266
raising homestead act and should be excluded
56. One who' owned and resided upon his
from designation thereunder
3951
original entry when he applied--to make anii
51. The preference right granted by section*t
additional entry under the stock-rsising
8 of the stock-raising homestead act of Decem:
homestead act was qualified to make 'entry
her 29, 1916, is one of the preference rights
under section 5 of that act, and the fabt that
conferred by existing laws" expressly excepted
he transferred his original entry prior to the
from the operation of the joint resolution of
all owance of the additional does nott change:
February 14, 1920, as: amended by the -joint
the character of the entry to one under the
resolution of January 21, 1922, which: granted
proviso to section 3 of the act 609
*
preference right of entry to ex-service men of
596.Whether an additional entry underthe*
:
452
the war with Germany - stock-raising homestead act is governed by
52. The term "final proof" as used inasec-section 5 or by the provisos to sections 3 there: : .:tions 4 and 5 of the-stock-ralsing homestead
::
of is dependent upon the nature of the showact contemplates a final proof which is coming to be-made in-the final proof, and is al
plete and entitles- the entryman to a final
question solely for determination between
certificate and patent -452
609
the Government and the entryman 53. The provision in section 3 of the stock60. An application to make aan additional
raising homestead act that one-half of the
:
- stcck-raising homestead entry by one who
required improvements be placed upon the
. was' not residing upon the original entry at
land:within three years from the date of the
the time the: application was filed may,
- entry is merely directory, not mandatory,
nevertheless, be allowed under section 537of
and failure strictly to comply therewith does
the- stock-raising homestead act if he there-:
not preclude the Land Department from reafter resumed residence thereon psior 'to its
fusing to cancel the entry upon contest protransfer 610
ceedings where the. entryman has been in
good faith in his endeavor to comiply with
Improvements.
492
the law See Application, 3; Coal Lands, 12; Desert
.
.
.
Additional.
Land, 5; Homesteadi, 4, 44, 53; Indian Lands,
13, 23; .ifning Claim, 1, 13; Oil. and Gas I
54. If a tract of unsurveyed land, incontig* Lands, 74; Patent, 4; Preference .Righft, 1-4; ;:
uous to the original entry, has not been designated under the stock-raising homestead act,
Reclamnation, 2; Water Right, 3.
one seeking to make an additional entry
i
Indemnity.
thereof under that act can not initiate a claim
See Railroad Grant, 2, 3; Repayment, 7;
thereto without establishing residence thereSelection, 1; Susrey, 7.
on-61
55. Where one who made an additional
Indians.
entry under the stock-raising homestead act,
See Indian Lanads, 7; Railroad Grant; I;
beingotherwise qualifiedwas unableto secure
Statutes, 3; Taxation, 1; Town-Site, 1.
the maximum area permitted by reason-of
Indian Lands.
the nonavailability of other lands, he may, if
lands afterwards become available,; enlarge:
See Exchange of Lands, 1, 2; fomestead, 43;
his additional~entry by amendment so as to .
Oil and Gas Lands, 2; 53; Patent, 3, 5, 6; Taxmake up the full amount to which he was
atien, 1: Transferee, 1.
.
:
1i !
originally entitled, nbtwithstanding that at
lState
1.
school lands within Indian irrigathe time of amendment he did not own or retion projects should not be furnished with :'
side upon the original entry, inasmuch as
* water in the absence of an agreement: with..
back
allowed
relates
amendment
when
the
the State to bear its proper part- of the costs
82
to the date of the additional entryof the project -613
56. Both section 2289, Revised Statutes,
2. On Indian irrigation- projects where.a
and section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889, respecific lien for repayment of the irrigation
quire that additional entries made pursuant
charges is retained, such charges run as a
thereto shall be by legal subdivisions and,
; covenant with the land until paid, even as,
inasmuch as the smallest subdivision recogagainst subsequent owners -613
: :-E

.
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3. Where a lessee of Indian irrigation proj12. Section 4 of the act of February 6, 1887,
ect lands obligates himself to pay the annual,
provided foritwo classes of Indian settlers:;
operation and maintenance -charges accru(1) Those not residing upon a reservation, ;
ing during the term of the lease, such charges
and (2) those for whose tribe no reservation
become a part of the consideration for the
badibeen made by treaty, act of Congress, or
lease, collectable from the lessee or from his
Executive order -_
986
bondsman, and- payment- can not be de13. The fact that an Indian had settled
i-upon, occupied,I and improved a tract ofmanded from a subsequent lessee or purchaser
of the same landpublic land outside of a reservation is evi:
.614
4. Where land within an Indian irrigation
dence that he was not residing upon a reserproject is sold under .Government- supervi-vation and that he had abandoned his tribal
sion as having Ipaid-up waterright," addirelations_9
tional compensation can not be exacted from
14. The mere-filing of anaapplication for
purchasers even in those cases.where the
allotment on public lands under section 4 of
the act of February 8, 1887, does not secure to
irrigation costs were underestimated in the
first instance 614
the Indian: a vested right, and until his right5. Where:*no lien exists for repayment of
becomes vested Congress may impose such
irrigation charges, anIndian holding a pat- - restrictions as-it may see fit ---98
ent in fee who sells his land to a white pur15. Indian allotmentsofpubliclandsunderchaser is liable for all charges accruing up to
section 4 of the act of Februrry 861887, are not
thei time of sale and the purchaser for all
excepted from the operation of the act ofTuly
17, 1914- 98
charges aceusing thereafter -614
16. The -determination of the qualifica6. Where a legal liability to, repay- irriga-tions of an Indian applicant under section tion charges rests upon a landowner, Indian
or white, delivery of water may be refused
4of the act of February-6, 1887, as-well as
until payment :ig had, but where no such ' the character of the lands, is a matter resting
liability exists refusal to deliver water would
solely in the judgment of the Department,
:
not be justified _------_-614
-and third parties are
not privileged to
intervene ---------------------- 98
Allotment.17.. The right to an allotment under section
See 22, infra; Oil sad Gas Leaids,-2; Patest,
4 of the act of February 8, 1887, is one of the,
3; Reifroad Grat, 1.
- - .
rights reserved to the Indians by the proviso
7. Instructions of May 16, 1925, allotments to the act of June 2, 1924, which conferred
to Indians and Eskimos in Alaska; Circular
citizenship upon them generally379 No. 491, modified. (Circular No. 1006)
=-145
Extension
of
Time
For
Payments.
6. Where Indians have, voluntarily made.
18. instructions of March 24, I925, extension
settlement upon lands not reserved there- of time for payments on Fort Peck Indian -from, the Land Department hi without auiands. (Circular No. 986)
- 76
thority arbitrarily to deny them allotments
- 19.
1 Instructions of May 16, 1925, extensions
on the ground that the lands are too poor
of
time
fortpayments
on
Cheyenne
River
andin quality: 91
- Standing Rock Indian - lands. (Circular
9. In determining the intention and good
No;
1007)146
-faith of an Indian applicant for allotment of
20. Instructions of July 14, 1926, extension.
public lands, the sufficiency of establishment:
of time for payments on Crow Indian lands.:
and maintenance of residence is wholly be- .
(Circular No. 1060)
-490
- tween the Government
and the Indian,
21. Instructions of July 20, 1926, extension
where no adverse or conflicting rights are inof time for'payments on Fort Peck Indian
volved, and in this- connection reasonable
lands. (Circular No. 1081) -498
consideration is to be given to the habits,
Exchange of Lands. customs, and nomadic instinct of the, race
as well as to the character of the land 91
22. instructions of May 27, 1925, exchange
10. The provision in: section 5 of the act of
of lands in the additions to the Navajo Indian
February 8, 1887, relating to the issuance to.
Reservation, Arizona. (Circular No. 1012)-- 152
Indian allottees of patents after the expiration
23. Instructions of September 68,1925, ex- change of lands in the Walapai Indian Reserof the trust period, conveying the land in fee;
vation,
Arizona. (Cirtular No. -1029)192
diseharged of the trust and free of all charge
or incumbrance whatsoever, when construed
Cheyenne River and Standing oeckLands.
in conjunction with- subsequent legislation,;
See 19,.supra..
does not prevent the issuance of restricted
patents-under acts of Congress which require
- Chippewa Liands.
reservations .in -grants under nonmineral
24. Regulations of:Pebruary 27,1926, sale
land laws 91
and removal of pine timber on Chippewa In11. An Indian allotment may-be allowed
dian lands, Minnesota. (CireularNo.1052) 388
'under section 4. of the act of February 8, 1887,i:
Crow Lands. for oil:and gas lands with reservation of the
See 20,supra.
s'X
mineral contents to the United States---- 91
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Fort Belknap Lands.
See Mission Claim, 1.
Fort Peck. Lands.
See 18, 21, supra; -Homestead,30; Transferee, .
;0C- .0 -;
: ; 1.': '

Jurisdiction.

See Carey Act, 1; Federal Power Commnsra
sion, 1; IlsdiaoiLands, 16; kMining Clasim, 14;
Oil and Gas:Lsands, 36; Paitent, 1, '2, 0, 14;
Private Claim, 3; Repayment, 1; Right of Way,
8; Secretary of the Interior, 2; States and Territories, 3,; Water ExploraltionPermit, 2.1. Section 2449, Revised Statutes, declaring in terms all selection lists "perfectly num and
void" ii the lands certified are not of :the
character granted by the act upon which the
selection is based, is inoperative to restore.
jurisdiction in the Land Department lost by
the approval of a certification of a tract of .
land selected by the State of Nevada under
the grant of Jusne 16, 1880, where the certify-,
ing officers acted within the scope of their
authority and upon a presentation of evidence
showing the land to be of the character con566
_- __-.templated by the grant -

Navajo Lands.
See 22, supra; Exchange of Lands, 1.
Osage Lands.
:See Oil and Gas Lands, 53.

Walapai Lands.'
See 23, supra Exchange of Lands, 2.

Inspectors.
See Oath, 3.-

Instructions and Circulars.
See Table of, pages xxu-xxsv.

Intervention.
See' Indian Lands, 10.

Irrigation.
See Indian Lands, 1-06; Repayment, 6.

Laches.

Irrigation Districts..
See Homestead, 41; Right of Way, 2, 12.
existence of a-State irri1. The acorporate
gation district and its right to function can,
541
not be collaterally attacked or impeached.
2. The right of a State irrigation district to
function and operatein a State other than
thatmin which it was created is aamatter of
comity and consent, express or implied, and
can be questioned only by the State itselLf-- 541

Irrigation Projects.
See Homestead, 3439.

- 0
S
0 :.0 R j Page
tionofthetimelimit.theentrywillbe declared.s
forfeited if, in the meantime, satisfactory final
proof: is not submitted -or a relinquishment
- _ , :74
:
filed-

.

Isolated Tracts.
i. Regulations at February 25, 1926, isolated tracts. (Circular No. 084,revised)- --

See Adverse Claim, 2; Homestead, 1;, Oil and2

Gas; Lands, 39; fSettlers, 1.

Lake.00

0;t

00

0:0

See Public Lands, 1; Su rvey, 5.

Land Department.
See Carey Act, J; Homestead, 48, 53; Jurlsdiction, 1; Mining Claim, 14; Oil and Gas
Lands, 11, 36; Patent, 1, 2,14; Practice, 5; Private Claim, 3;.Repayment, 1; Bight of Way, 8;
Survey, 6; Water Exploration Permit, 2.

Lease.
57

Judgment Creditor.
See Desert Land, 2.

Judgment Lien.
See Desert Land, 3.

Judicial Restraint.
See Contest, 2; Hfomeitead,;5, 7.
t1 Instructions of October 31, 1925, home:stead entrymen placed -under- judicial- restraint; Circular No. 570, modified. (Circular
24
No. 1037)2. A homestead entry is not subject to
contest on the ground of abandonment where
the entryman is placed under judicial re174
-straint
3: Upon the filing of evidence of the judicial
restraint of a homestead entryman the entry
will be held suspended for a period discretionary with the Commissioner of the General Land Office, having regard to the facts
and circumstapces adduced, and the entryon notice that at the expirasoon,eltwill
f. be put

* See- 'CoalLends, 12-15;- Heomestead, 12, 13;
Indian Lands, 3; Notice, 1; Oil and EGas Lands;
Patent, 1; Potash Lands, 1-3; Right of Way, 05;
Sulphur Lands, 1; Surveyl 4.
1. Regulations of October 6, 1925,. leasing
of public lands near or adjacent to mineral,
:medicinal, or other springs. (Circular -No.
221
:
1034)

Lessee..
See. Indian Lends, 3; PotashLands, 3.
License.
See Coal Lands, 1

-1.

Lien.
See Indian Lands, 2, 5, 10; Reclamation, 2.

Limitation as to Acreage.
See Desert Land, 6, Homestead, 31; Oil and
Gas Lands; Sulphur Lands, 1.

Medicinal Springs.
See Lease, 1.

:
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Mexican VGrant.

;f

at

k

f

Military Reservation.
See Right of Way, 9.
Military Service.
See Homestead, 3, 9, 40, 51,;Preference Right,

the United States, does not preclude

5; Repa ment, 9; Water Exploration Permit, l.
Mill Site.
See Mining Claim.

-

-

i

Mineral Lands.
See -Appication, 1, 2; Coal LaRds, 4, 9;
Desert Land, 6; G'ceological Snrcelt, I; Rearing,
1; Homestead, -20, 44; Indian -Lands, 15; '
Mining Claim, 9; Oil and Gas Lands; Patent,
9, 14, 16; Phosphate Lands; Potash Lands;
Reservoir Lands, 1; Right of-Way, 5, 12; School
Land, I; Secretary of the Interior,- 1; Sdection,
1;- Slcphur Lands; Servey 8;;Swamp Lands,
2, 4,5. I
:
1I. InStructions -of April
7, 1925, United
:- Statesmining laws; paragraph00, Circular)
No. 430, amended. (Circular No. 995)1-111
2. Mineral lands in the State of Minnesota
- have never been subject to the operation of the mining laws and inasmuch as the act" of
March 12, 1860, which extended the swamp- land grant to that State, contained no reservation of minerals, mineral lands were not
excepted from the grant
'
316
3. The reservation of mineral lands in the
Oregon donation acts of September 27, 1850,
and February 14, 1853,- was' in effect such a
reservation of lands- of that character as to::
bring them within the ciass of: lands "reserv- X ed
and excepted from the operation of the
swamp-land grant to that Statelby the proviso
to section 1 of the act of March 12, 1860 316
4. In determining whether land claimed by
a State under a public-lafid grant was known
to be mineral at or before the date that its
rightsa.would have otherwise- attached, evi-dence that no mineral was mined or shippedand that there was no market therefore at that
time is not conclusive as establishing that the
land was:not then valuable-for its minerals- 433
- 5. Lands, although containing deposits of I
mineral, will be considered as nonmineral in
character, where the cost of extracting is
shown to be so large that a prndent manwould
not be warranted in expending his time and
-money thereupon in the reasonable expoctation of success in developing a payingmine- 605

Mineral Springs.
-See Lease, 1.
Mining Claim.

i
r

q

:

See Coal Lands, 1-4, 6-8; Homestead, 19,
49; Mineral Lands, 5; Oil and Gas Lands,
57, 63, 64; Patent, 8; Right of Way, 10, 12; School Land, 1; SUrVey, 1, 2.
--V
1. Instructions of November 4, 1925, showings by applicants for placer patents -265

-

2. Ownership of the stock of a corporation
organized under the laws of the United States
orof any State or Territory thereof by persons,.associations, or corporations not -citizens of -

:

See Pricate CIlaim,3.t00

-:,_ - :

i

isuch

:corporation from acquiring claims under the
mining laws
-02
3. An oil and gas mining location, unperlfeoted at thi date of the passage of the act of
February 25, 1920, can not be perfected pur-.
suant to the exception clause in section 37- of
that act, unless the requirements of section
2324, Revised Statutes, relating to the performance of annual assessment work,- -ae
thereafter fulfilled-101
4. Credit toward compliance with the annual assessment work required by sebtion
23241Revised Statutes, can not be allowed for
expenditures upon other claims of a group of
which the one under consideration once
formed a part, if the claimant had no interest .+. 0
in those other claims at the time that the
expenditures thereupon were made
101
5. The cost of excavations of so-called dri"l:
ing. cellars can not be applied as acceptable
annual assessment workl upon any other
claim than that upon which the excavations
were made 101
6. A single applicationifor patent or entry
under the United States mining laws may not
include-inoontiguous mining claims or locations, and the location of a mill sitesh ground
betweenh mining claims will not establish the
necessary contiguity -123
7. Where a, mining claim and a railroad right of way oveslap at one end of the claim,
the mineral claimant may, in hisapplication
for patent, eliminate that past of his claimn
which is included in the right of way
131
l . Actual possession of a lode mining claim
by one who has made no discovery and is not
in diligent prosecution of work leading to.
discovery is no bar to the allowance of a stockraising homestead entry which includes- the
part of the subdivision upon which the mining claim is located where forcible intrusion
upon such possession is not necessary in orders to initiate the right 258
9. A classification of land as coal, unless the
land be valuable therefor,-is not sufficient to
bar its location under the mining laws one
account of a-metallic mineral, and before an
application for mineral patent on the basis of
such a location is rejected because of the. classificationthe applicant should be afforded .
an opportunity to show, if he
that the::
classification was erroneous 436
10. The act of February 11, 1897, which
declared that lands containing petroleum and .
other mineral oils, and chiefly valuable there-for, may be entered under the placer mining:
laws, 'did not contemplate that the comparative valuecfa.tractforpetroleumand for coal '
should be considered in determining the
patentability of the land on account of petro -'

~can,

leum
___--_--_--.__-------
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Mill Site.
11. Proof that a tract of land, classified'.asd
: See 6, supra.
coal and valuable therefor; possesses-a greater
20. The appropriation'of land for the pur'value for petroleum than for coal, does not
pose of conveying water- to and for a road '
subJect the landdto location, entry, and patent
used. in transporting ere from, actively operunder: the placer mining laws on account-.oof
4,37
ated. mining claims can not be considered'
its oil and gas contents
:
such a use for mining and milling purposes.as
12. The placer ning laws do not autho•e
is contemplated in section 2337, Revised
the patenting of land with a reservation-to the,
United States of the coal deposits therein---- 437
Statutes -123
21. A~mill site is not a mining claimn or loca13. A Imining claimant who has satisfied
'
within the meaning of the UInited States
tion
Revised:
the requirements Iof section 2325,:
mining laws-123
Statutes, except to make payment, is not
.
22. A rock crusher or pulverizer, not shown
required to make the annual expenditures durto be connected with, or forming an essential
ing' the. pendency of adverse proceedingsl
part of the instrumentalities used m any pOc.,
against; his claim' if he takes the necessary
*ess of reduction is not a "reduction'works
steps to complete his title at the first opporwithin the meaning of the last clause :of sectunity afforded bimn under the law and
459
tion 2137, Revised Statutes
departmental practice after dismissal of the
45
contest;
Mission Claim.,
14. Where the invalidity of a mining loca:
-:;
Paten^t,
5,
6.
apex
See
the
of
ownership
the
and
alleged
is
tion
1. The provision in th6 Lfndian ajppraopriais a controlling fact in determining itsiv-alidity
tion act-of September 21, 1922, which relates'
the ' Land -Department -has jurisdiction -to
to the issuance of patents to religious organ- ':
inquire, as to whether the apex of the disizations for lands within Indian reservations
:copered veinis within the claim attacked---- 464
generally, did not repeal the proviso to secs
11. An, applicant for a. mineral, patent canL
tied 3 of the special act of March 3, 1921, as toi
not be required to show affirmatively that.
the form of patent to ble issued' or the quanthe -discovery-he alleges is situated upon the
tity -of land granted to such orgamzations
apex of his vein in the. absence 'cf a positive
within the Fort Belknap, Reservation, Monclaimant tact the
allegation, -by an
419
--tana ---- e
discovery alleged is on the dip of a vein that.
-f
7
.
has been theretofore validly appropriated and
-464 Mortgage.
-has become the property of another.
:
See Homestead, 23, 24; Netice, 6 ' 16. The presumption of ownership in the locator of all within his location lines throughMoartgagee.
;;out the entire-depth wilDlprevail until it is
See ffnmestead, 23. - ' - - - . '
shown that the veins or lodes. within- the
planes of his lines extended downwardfver- -National Forests.
ticaily have their apices in the surface of anSee Forest Lien ,Sefeciion, 3, 4; Indani other's valid location thereby giving the latter.
: 464
Lends, 7; Pruate Clasis, 1; Withdrawal 1.
a right to pursue them17. For administrative purposes in deter1. Instructions of March 20, 1925,6consoll
a
for,
mining the validity of an application
dation of national forests; repnnt of prior
69
regulations. (Circular No3.863)
min:eral patent, it may be assumed, in the
2.' Instructions of April 7, 1925, addition to
absence of a positive allegation and proofito
:otheuMont Hood National Forest. (Circuthe contrary, that the discovery upon which
133
larNo.lOI5)
the applicant relies is upon a vein that has:
its apex within the claim, and if this assumpMt. Hood National Forest.
tion be challenged, the burden of proof will.,
:
:
0
:
I6
0:;See 2, zSssprs:
464
be upon theIparty raising the issue18. A mining claim can not be located upqn
National Monuments.
land embraced in an oil and gas prospecting
tseRight ofWe, 9Wa
permit, and a mining location which was,.
without'legal effect ao inmtio. because at the
1. Theestablishment of a fish batcheryon
time of the initiation of the daim the land wasi
lands reserved for. a national imonurment, on,
covered by an oil and gas prospecting permit,
which there are nolakes or streams or other S
the
of
-cancellation
does not: attach uponn
natural habitats of fish,: would not be con- ,649
.
permit - -ducive -to the conservatien or. developmenit..
had
who
claimant
a
mining
19. The title of
intended by such reservation, nor is it one-f
acquired only the minerals in lands which, at
the privileges specified in the act of August;- - -.
ere
claim
his
of
initiation:
the
of,
time
the
25, 1916, for-which the Secretary of -the I- ;
covered by a stock-raising homestead entry,
497…ternor is anthorized to issue a permit
does not become automatically enlarged, upon.t
cancellation of the entry, to include the land
;
National Parks.
and the minerali, but the surface continues:
.See Right of Way, 9.
650
to remain a separate estate -

~adverse

670
Notary Public.
See Oaths, 1.

Notice.
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2.Instructions of September 3, 1926, exeamtion of proofs, afiidavits, and oaths. (Circular.
No. 884, revised) 572
3. The limited, authority conferred upon
1inspectors of the Land Department by section
4183,Revised Statutes, as amended by the act
of February 13, 1911, to administer oaths, does
not include the authority to administer oathsin connection with hearings to determine the
* rights of conflicting celaimants under the
Alaska town-site laws 126

See Adverse Claimr,.2; Change of Entru, 1;.*
Codl- Lands, 14; Contestant, 1; Forest Lieu
Selection, 6; Romestead, 1, 7, 24, 28, 37;
Indian Lands, 206;Isoated Tracts, 1; Judiciaz
Restraint,-3; National-Forests, 1; Oil and Gas
Lands, 3, 22, 23; Potash Lands, 1;,Practice,2, 4; Preference Right, 1-4; Railroad Grant,
Occupancy.
2; Reclamation, 1; Settlers, 31;Timber and
Stone, 1; Timnter Cutting, 2.
See Application, 3; Cosor of Title, 1; Hlome-.
1. Omission iroim the public notice which
stead, 21, 22, 25, 43, 49; Mining Claim, 8; Oil
the departmental regulations require to be
and IcasLands, 55; Town Site, 1; Trade and
issued upon the ofsering of coal deposits for
Manufactssring Site, 1; Water. Right, 3.
lease under the act of February 25, 1920, of
the statement that a rental must be paid by.
Offcers.
the lessee does not excuse the lessee from the
See Oaths, 1.
255
obligation to make such payment Oil and Gas Lands..
2. A monument upon which a notice of an
applicationfor an oil and gas prospecting perLeasingactofFebruary 25, 1920. Generally.
mit is posted, erected upon a, site which is
See Application, 1, 2, Coal Lands, 4-9, 11;:
neither prominent nor open, nor convenient,
:- vidence, 1; Hearing, 1; Hlomestead, 1, 4, 14,
of access, is not in a e'conspicuous place"
15, 16, 17, 20, 27, 28, 29, 45; Indian Lands, 11,
within the meaning of section 13 of the act of
18; Mining Claim, 3, 5, 9-12, 18; TNotice,
2, 4,;:
February,25, 1920, and no preference right to,
5; Patent, 2, 4, 7, 9, 16; Potash Landsi 2; Raila permit can beinitiated by such posting and .
roeadGrant, 5, 6; lReservoir La'nds,- 1;Right f
-340
monumentig
Way, 3, 5-7; Secretary of the Interior, 1; Settle-:
3. Thewords "conspicuous place" as used
ment, 1; Settlers, 1; Survey, 4; Swamp Lands
in statutes requiring the postmig of notices
2;i Timbea Cstting, 1; Withdrawal, 4.
are equivalent in meaning to open to view;
1. Instructions of September 22, 1925,: procatching-the eye;- easy to be seen; manifest;
cedure relating to the administration of the
seenat a distance; clearly Visible; prominent
p mineral leasing'laws -219
- 3408
and distinct -2. An Indian allotment may be allowed un4. An applicant for-an oiland gaIs prosder section 4 of the aet of 03February 8, 1887,
pecting. permit is charged: with notice, of
for oil and gas lands with reservation of the
the .established practice and existing regula91
mineral contents to the United States -.-tions:governing the.cancellation of permits;
and the restoration of the, lands to.further
Annual Rentals.
disposition343
See55, infra.;
5. The notation upon the local records of
Assignmient.
'the cancellation of an oil and gas permit made
See 32-36, 58865, 66, 68, 72, 76,sinfra.
contrary to existing regulations is without
effect, and those seelding like permits for the
Associations.
: land are put on notice as to the authority
See 33, 67, 70, 71i, infra.
itherefor sand are not entitled to rely thereon in
support of a claim of priority, though. such,:
iCorporationis..
notation, if in fact relied on, may be given
See 25, 67, 69, in!ra.
equitable consideration in the absence of adDiligence.
verse claim: -- -v
- 343
Sea77, 80,infr a.
6. Where a mortgaged homestead entry has
Direct ans Indirect lnterests.been canceled upon: default of the entryman.
See 34, 37, 67, 68, 69, 71, iafra.:
after submission of acceptable: final proof, a
subsequent entryman will be chargeabletwith
Discovery.
notice
what an examination of the county
-:: :: of
See 48-50, 57, 64, infra.:
reeords would have disclosed with respect to Geologicnl Survey.
519
the mortgage '
:
See 8, 21, 87, 64, infra.
Oaths. Limitntion of Acreage.,
See Affidavit, 1; Oil and Gas Lands, 18, 39.
See S8, 65, 67-72,79, itnfres.I.-Instructions of June 24, 1926, adminidtraRelation.
tion of oaths by acting registers. (Circular
See 85, infra.;
_-483
No. 1074)-
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See a5, 48, 49, 51-54, 61, 78, infra.;
Stock;Ownership.See 69, irfra.
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12.- The act of July-17, 1914, confers upon railroad grantees the right to select the stirface of lands, which, except for-that act,'.
would be excluded from the- grants on account of their mineral character, hut neither
.a railroad company nor any person Caiming
under a railroad grant is entitled-to a-preference rightito a permit or lease under the act
of February 25, 1920, by reason of such selection
196
13. Where the definition of a geologic struc-S
ture is revoked, the lands.will be restored to
filing substantially in the manner!prescribed
- in-the departmental instructions of April 23,
1924, Circular No. 929 (50 L. D. 387);, relating
to cases where existing prospecting permits
are canceled
235
14. The right of a permittee under section I
:34 of the act of February 25, 1920, to appropriate timber standing upon the land cov-:'
ered by his permit for-use as fuel :in drilling
operations is restricted to unpatented lands
upon which there is an-abindance of timber
and where its removal -will not materially
affect the use' of the land by the surface entryman_
251
15. A prospecting permittee under the act ' of February 25; 1920, will be granted the privilege of taking timber from other public lands- outside-of the permit area pursuant to thef
acts of June 3, 1878, and March 3, 1891, only
when other fuel is not available at' reasonable -

Prospecting Permts.
See Applicatioei, -1. 2; Coal Lands, 9, 11;:
Evidence, 1; Homestead, 1, 4, 14-17i 20; 28; 29;
:ndian Lands, 11; Mining Claim, 18; Notice,
2, 4, 5; Oil and fa&Lands, 49, 54, 56,'58-62, 68,
70-73, 77, 81; .Patent2,
24,7,16; Potas7liLands,
2; Railroad Grant, 5, 6; Reservoir Lands, l;;
Right ofJ Way, 3; Settlement, 1;' Settlers, 1,
Timber Cutting, 1.
3. Instructions of February 12,1925, notation of cancellation of oil and gaspermits in
:Alaska; Circular No. 929, modified.' (Cir* cular No. 979) - 's
4. Instruetions of July 23, 1926, drawings
upon cancellation of oil and gas permits;,
*\
D:circular No. 929, amended. -(Circular No.
*tc : :4.1084):-6
504
8- Instructionsbof October19 19268,oil and
gas pernit applications nmade by attorneys
* in fact. f(Circular No. 1099)
602
6. The allowance of an oil and gas prospecting permit for land embraced within a previously issued permit,:still of record at the
time that the second permit'was allowed, waserroneousand'conlfersnorightsupon the permittee that can be'recognized after'-the'first*:: 0
permit has been canceled upon the records
cost -252
of the local -United States-land office
118 . 0. 6 -A 'proaspecting-ppermittee under the act
7. A prospecting permit may not be issued4
3 :of February 25, 1929, is a bona fide resident of
: to include land, either withdrawn or unwiththe State in which the land covered by the drawn, that is covered by an'i-unpatented
: permit islocated for purposes within the oper- :
nonmineral entry allowed without any res-ation of the acts of June 3, 1878, and March
ervation
Ioof the oil and gas contents to the
252
3, 1891United States; so long as the-entry subsists
17.- One who applies'for a permit to prospect
*without such reservation ''-I:162
ftOroil and gas on landsiembraced within his
8. A report by-the United States Geologiunrestricted homestead entry must file. an
eal Survey which concludes that land Within
express consent to - the amendment of his
sanunpatented nonmineral entry allowed
entry,:subjecting it:to the reservations rewithout any reservation ofi the oil and gag quired. by the aot of July 17, 1914, or suffer
:contents-to theUnited -States -haslnoprospee; rejection of his application
267
tive oil value, is sufficient cauose forthe-rejec18.. While the: requirement: in the. act ofg
tion: of a prospecting permit application
- February 25, 1920, that an application- for an
filed by one other than the entryman 162
oil and gas prospecting permit must be swomrn
9.-AO to vacant, unappropriated lands, or S
-to is mandatory, yetl an application .whichlands of-which the possible oil and -gas condoes not appear upon its face -to have been
tent is reserved to the United States, the De-'
'uder oath is not a nullity, if the oath was
partment does not decline: to issue permits
-properly and timely administered and that
to prospIect for oil and gas on the ground'that
fact is later satisfactorily shown -- 285
the lands are not shown -to have any pros-< *-19. Anmii and gsa prospecting permit applipective value for those minerals 162
cation filed after the withdrawal of the. lands
10. The term "lease" used in section 29 of
for resurvey because, of irregularities in, and
the leasing act of February 25,1920, includes:extensive obliterations of the original survey,
prospesting permits issued under that act ..166
must describe the lands by metes andh ounds, .
11. The Land Department has the authorand a description of subdivisions in terms of
ity to issue permits to prospect for oil and gas
the original survey will nothentitletbe applicant to take those subdivisions wherever
pursuant to the act of February 25,. 1920, on .lands within-the primary limits of railIroad
found according to the approved plat of
grants, which, if nonmineral in character;
resurvey ------------------------------- L303
20. The'-Departmentiswithoutiauthoritytoi
would inure to the fgrantees under those
issue an oiliad 'gas prospecting permit for
grants..----- ,--------198.
.
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land covered by the water of a reservoir held
a2
0grant
-_erf madef pursuant to the act of-0or
305
-^3 March 2, 1821
21 A':permit application, accompanied with
of the entryman to a reservation of
; consent
oi -the
and gas deposits in his unrestricted:
bcmestead entry, does not authorize the
Department to impose such a mineral reservationawhere the lands have been reported by
the Geological- Survey as being without pro- spective value for oil and gas -and in :the
absence of a showing on the part of the permit
applicant sufficient to overcome the conclusions of the Geological Survey as -to thecharacter of the land .
-336
22: An applicant for an oil and gas prospect- ing permit is charged with notice of the established practice and existing regulations governing the cancellation of permits and the restoration of the lands -to further disposition
343
23. The notation upon the local records of the cancellation of ap oil and gas permit made
contrary to existing regulations is without:0
effect, and those seeking like permits for the
land. are put on. notice as to the authority - therefor and are not entitled to rely thereon in support of a claim of priority, though suchnotation, if in fact relied on, may be; given
- equitable
consideration in the absence of
adverse claims
343
24. Where'the cancellation of more than one0
effecoil and:gas prospecting permit becomes
-tive on the same day the lands wiD become
subject toapplication without regard-to the
particularFareas-embraced in each-of the can--.
celed permits, and where, In such cases,
drawings are required a single permit may be
:awarded to prospect ell of the lands, if con:
- : formable to the rules ahdregulations as to :389
acreage and compactness
25. An oil and gas prospecting permit ap-plication executed by isr agent is nvalid cud
without segregative effect if he is not an587
autborized attorney in fact- .
26. An application for an oil and gas prospecting permit for land embraced within an - unrestricted homestead entry is not a nullity,
but it may be regarded as a report of mineral
value sufficient to inqmuireas to whether con-' ditions-warrant the procurement of mineral
waivers pursuant to the act of July 17, 1914.. 622
27. The determination of the question as to'
which of -two conflicting -claimants, an agri- cultural entrymaan or an oil and gas permittee,'
- has the paramount right to the eiciusive use
of the surface, is dependent'upon priority ino
622.
the initiation of the clains
28. One who'files an applicatonsfor an Oil
and gas prospecting permit for land embraced
withif'' aft existing homestead entry during the pandency of a contest, does not acquits surface rights superior to those of thesuccess-:
ful contestant who timely exercises his preference right under- the agriculturail landi'
laws -622
29. A defect in an oil and gas prospeeting
permit 'application-due; to viiolation of the

Page
rules as to compactness of the tracts applied
for, is curable by amendment of the applica-:
ton within lt specified time and, when thus
cured, does not affect the rights of the appli-cant thereunder 622
30. The filing of an allowable oil and gas
prospecting permit application has a segregative effect and confers upon the applicant a
priority of right over any adverse interest
649
thereafter sought to be initiated 3t An oil: and gas prospecting permittee
can not, by filing a relinquishment, acquire a
:prefgrence right to apply for a new permit, but:
*will, upon the restoration of the land, be accorded merely the privilege of filing application in accordance with existing regulations- 649
- __
Assignment.
32. Any right or interest in an oil and gas
prospecting permit given to an operator constitutes, an assignment to the extent of the
right or interest so conferred 242
33. An agreement under which a permittee
remains in sole control of the premises and
responsible to the Government under the permit and the operator is merely his agent does,
not constitute the latter tan assignee, regardless of whether reimbursement of the operator
for his expenditures is to be in money or in oil
242
produced from the land .34. .Where the effect of, an arrangement under an operator's agreement in fact transfers the obligation of the permit or lease, and
control thereunder, to the operator, so as to
amount to an assignment thereof, the interest
of the operator mtust be; regarded as a direct-:
holding under the act of February 25, 1920Q 308
35. An oil and gas prospecting permit, afttr
its issuance, remains a unit, and where partsof the area included therein have been as--,
signed, with departmental approval, an
assignee of one of those parts is not chargeable
with royalty on. oil or gas produced on his
portion and sold to the holder of another por' tion of the permit area for use for production
purposes thereon -583
36. The Land.Department has jurisdiction
to inquire into and determine whether or not
an assignment of an oil and gas, prospecting
permit has been completed according to the
agreement between the parties, and to refuse
ratification of the, assignment when it is
:40
proven that the assignee has failed fully to;
:
c1
omply with the conditions undierwhi~ch the:
-;
assignment was -to be eifective-:641
-;0.00
Contribution'to Cost of Test Well.f0
:f...
See 465,77,79, 60,isra~. :.- ;

Operating Agreerrment. - -See 32-34, sePra; 66, 68, 72, 81,ftcfra

-Application by Attorney in Fact.
.

See 26, suspre.

-

Application Under Oath. '
I ' See 18, ssoprg,

-;

-

-
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Compactness.
See 29; supra.
Conflicting Permits.
See,27, sepra.

Free Use of Timber.
See 14, 15, 16, supra; 46, 75, infra.
Jurlsdiction.

See 36, Sepra.
Land DepartmentSee 36, supra.
Mineral Waiver.

See 26, supra.
Notice.'
See 22, 23, sespre.

'Relinquishment.
See 31, supra.
Reservoir Lands.

See 20, supra.
Residence of Permittee.
See 16, supra.

Restorations aftef Cancellation of Permits.
See 23, 24, seupra.
Segregative Effect ofUPermit Application.
See 30, supra.
Surface Rights.
See 2, 12, 14, 17, 20, 21, 28, supra
Withdrawal-Resurvey.
See 19, suepra.
Section IO.-Survey.
See Survecy, 4.
Section 13.-Permuits.

37. Instructions of October 16, 1925, oil and
gas regulations; paragraph 4 (c), Circular No.
672, amended, (Circular No. 1036)239
38. To be entitled to a preferesce right to an
oil and gas prospecting permit under section
13 of the act of February 25, 1920, literal compliance with all the provisions of the governing regulations, which have all the force and
effect of law, including payment of the filing
fees, is necessary'-_---__
-36
39. Because of delay on the part of a settler
to make entry of public land, the intervening
of a mere application for an oil and gas prospecting permit under section 13 of the act of
February 25, 1920, does not, in the absence of
notice thereof, deprive the entryman of any of
his rights under his entry-3
40. An applicationfor aprospecting permit
umder section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920
is not an adverse right within the meaning of
the law governing settlement claims 38
41. The act of January ii, 1922,' enlarged,
but did not supersede, theprovision in section
4
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13 of the act of February 25, 1920, relating to
the granting of extensions of time for the performance of drilling operations upon lands
embraced within oil and gas prospecting
permits
-7
42. A permittee of lands in Aleska who has
drilled beyond theodepth (2,000 feet) required
by section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920,
and who desires to perform further drilling, is
as much entitled to an extension of time
under that section, for not exceeding two
years under the same circumstances, as would
a permittee of lands its the United States-- 177
43. The: word "provided," as used in
section 13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is to
be construed as a conjunction, and when thus
construed all preceding provisions in that seec
tion not'inconsistent with the later provisions
thereof are applicable in so far as they relate to
permits issued both for lands in the United
States and in Alaska177
44. Definition of a structure as within a producing oil and gas field is in effect a withdrawal
of the lands from appropriation under section
13 6f the leasing act, and a pending application
to amend a previously issued: permit to include
lands on the structure, filed after such definition, does not confer any right upon the applicant to have his application allowed upon
revocation of the definition 235
45. Where a test well has been or is about to
be drilled upon the geologic structure which
includes lands for which an application has
been filed for a permit to prospect for oil and
gas under section 13 of the leasing act, the
Secretary of the Interior has, in the discretion
vested in him by that act, the power to with,hold the lands from disposal pending the
outcome of tests upon the structure235
46. A permittee under section 13 Of the act of
February 25, 1920, is entitled, subject to regua
lations by the Secretary of the Interior under
the general authority conferred upon him by
section 32 of that act, to use timber standing
upon the land covered by his permit for use as
fuel in drilling operations. -251
_
47. Under the discretionary authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by
the act of February 25, 1920, in granting prospecting permits under section 13 of that act,
a permit to prospect lands embraced within
an agricultural entry made without reservation of oil and gas contents will be denied
when it appears, on report from the Geological
Survey, that the lands are without prospective value for these minerals 478
Section 14.-Permits and Leasee.
*See Application, 1, 2; Homestead, 4, 16, 17;
Oilf ano Gas Lands, 69, 71, 72; Patenf, 4, 7;
Right0of Way, 5; Survey, 4; Timber Cutting, 1.
48. Instructions of September 23, 1926, oil
and gas leases; reward for discovery; paregraph 8, Circular No. 672, modifled. (Circular No. 1094)- _-.
597
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49. Instructions of October 1, 1926, applipermittees
cations for leases by oil and gas
under section 14 of the leasing act. (Circular
600
No. 823, revised) 150. The question as to whether valid discovery of mineralbhas been made is to be determined in each case from the facts disclosed
in that case, and where there has been regular
and continuous production of high gravity
oil for two years upon which royalty has been
paid, although averaging but one barrel per
day, from a shallow well on land so near the
edge of a structure that deeper drilling would
not be justified, such constitutes discovery
sufficient to authorize the issuance of a lease
under section 14 of the act of February 25,
116
1920 51. A permittee under the act of February
25, 1920, who applies for an oil and gas lease is
entitled to the benefit of the 5 per cent royalty provision of the act from the date of the
filing of the application for lease unless and
282
until his application shall be rejected
52. An oil and gas permittee may invoke
the rule of approximation in order to conform
his selection of the 5 per cent royalty area to
legal subdivisions in fulfillment of the requirement of section 14 of the act of February 25,
1920, but, where that rule can not be applied,
the selection of aliquot parts of regular sub310
divisions maybe permitted53. A gas lease in which the lessee agrees to
develop and maintain a minimum quantity
of gas, and to utilize same or pay royalty thereon, is a lease on a minimum royalty basis and
obligates absolutely the lessee to pay the minimum royalty, without deduction for gas usedor sold for operating purposes -313
Section 15.-Royalty.
See 35, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, ospra; 61, 76, infra.
54. Section 15 of the act of February 25, 1920,
does not require piyment of royalty on the oil.
or gas used for production purposes on permit
283
lands, or that is unavoidably lost -Section 19.-Preference Iliglhtto Per-mits and
Leases.
55. -Annual rentals accrue under a lease executed pursuant to section 19 of the act of February 25, 1920, from the date of the filing of the
lease application, and failure to remain in
actual possession of the premises thereafter
'will not excuse full payment thereof from that
time in cases where the applicant could have
occupied the land had he desired to do so---- 508
Section.20.-Preference Right to Permsits and
Leases.
56. An entryman who initiates a homostead
entry under the conditions prescribed by section 20 of the act of February 26, 1920, is entitIed to a preference in the award of a permit.
to prospect for oil and gas on the entered land,
if the entry was intact at the time that the permit application was presented, although statutory expiration notice for submission of final

-

Page
proof had issued prior thereto, and the entry
was
was canceled for default before the permit
granted -413
57. Section 20 of the leasing act is, in its nature, a relief measure, designed to recognize the
equities of entrymen who made agricultural
entries in good faith and Prior to the classification of the lands as valuable for oil and gas,
and should be liberally construed -413
58. A homestead entryman is entitled to a
lease of the oil and gas contents in the land embraced in his entry, where those lands have
been classified as within the known stmoture
of a producing oil and gas field, if, except for
such classification, he would have been entitled to a preference right to a prospecting
413
permit under section 20 of the leasing act 505 Congress intended that the only effect
that a classification of land as within the
known geologicstructure of a producing oil and
gas field should have upon the rights of an
entryman otherwise entitled to a preference
right permit under section 20 of the leasing
act, was that, instead of being awarded a permit and subsequently, as a reward for dios
covery, the reduced royalty authorized by
sectionl4 of the act he, like all others, should
'receive only a lease at a higher royalty rate_ 413
60. The right of an agricultural entryman
to be preferred in the award of an oil and gas
prospecting permit granted by section 20 of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920, is not applicable to homestead entries initiated after
622
the passage of that act Section 21.-Oil Shale.
See Application, 1, 2; Coal Lands, 2; Mining
Claim, 1; Surveys, 4.
61. Lands containing oil shale are to be classified as oil and gas lands for purposes of the
/ 229
operation of the placer mining laws62. In determining whether the physical
exposure of an oil shale deposit within the limits of an asserted oil shale placer mining location, is sufficient to constitute an adequate
discovery of mineral to reader the location
valid the Department will apply-to such particular deposit the rule as to thickness and oil
content adopted by the Geological Survey in
its regulations of April 3, 1916, for the classification of lands with respect to their oil shale
424
character63. A recital in a showing filed in support of
an application for patent to an oil shale placermining claim to the effect merely that there
has been exposed within the limits of the claim
a deposit of oil shale containing petroleum in
commercial quantities can not be accepted as
fulfilling the requirements of the rule adopted
420
by the Geological Survey April 3, 1916 Section 23.-Sodium Permits.
See Application,1,2.
Section 24.-Sodiam Leases.
See Application, 1, 2; Survey, 4.
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fSection 27.-Restrictions.
Page
See 37, supro; 81 isfrac.
64. There is no inhibition against the acquisition of direct and indirect interests by
one person in several oil and; gas prospecting
permits, provided that the maximum acreago of. 2,560 acres on a geologic structure, or
of 7,680 acres in a State, is not exceeded 135
65. The limitations of section 27 of the act
of February 25, 1920, while making no specific reference to prospecting permits, are
nevertheless applicable to holdings under
permits as well as to those under leases except as to permits partially assigned, in which
event the assignee is regarded as a member of
an association and subject only to the acreage
limitations upon indirect holdings135
66. The restrictions of section 27 of the act
of February 25, 1920, relate to the substance
and not the form of assignments and contracts, and an operating agreement entered
into between a permittee and an operator
must be construed with reference to its legal
effect rather than the purpose bf the parties 241
67. A corporation may become a member
of an association and thus acquire an indirect
interest in a permit subject only to the acreage limitation of section 27 of the act of February 25,1920, but the mere conveyance to a
corporation of an individual interest in a permit will not of itself accomplish that result--242:
68. An operating agreement might fall
short of being an assignment in a technical
sense and yet confer upon the operator such
an indirect interest as would affect his quellfications under section 27 of the leasing act 242
69. Neither a: holding corporationc having
no leasehold interest under the act of February 25, 1920, other than through ownership
of stock in a subsidiary corporation, nor such
subsidiary, is disqualified from acquiring and
holding an indir9ct interest in two leases
on the structure of a producing oil or gas
field by reason of holding two direct leases
under section 14 of that act in the same State,
but on other structures, if the (acreage limitation of section 27 of the act is not exceeded
272
70. An application for a permit or lease by
two or more persons jointly under the act of
February 25, 1920, is prima fcie an applica- .
tion by an ,"association " within the meaning
of section 27 of that act::_299
71. Section 27 of the act of February 25,1920,
does not preclude an individual or an association from holding interests in more than one
permit or lease on a structure, or three in a
State, as a member of an association or of several associations, provided that the interests,
both direct and indirect; toenot exceed the
acreage limitation299
72. The application of the limitations of
section 27 of.the act of February 25, 1920, to
interests in an oil and gas permit or lease acrquired by an operator under an operating
agreement is a question of fact to be ascertained from the evidence in each case 308

Section 28-Pipe Lines.
See Right of Way, 0,7.

Page

Section 29.-Easements.
See 10, supro.
73. The term "lease" used in section 29 of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920, includes
prospecting permits issued under that act- 166
74. Patents issued upon nonmineral entries
made under the acts of July 17, 1914, and December29, 1916, forlands covered by prospecting permits or leases, should contain recitals
to the effect that the entries were allowed
subject to the conditions of section 29 of the
act of February 25, 1920, and to the rights of
the prior-permitfeos or lessees to use so much
of the surface as is required for mining operations, without compensation for damages to
crops:and improvements resulting from the
use of the lands for proper mining purposes 166
75. Under the discretionary power given
the Secretary of the Interior by section 29 of
the act of February 25, 1920, to dispose of so
much of the surface of lands covered by permits and leases issued under that act as is not
needed for the operations of the permittees or
lessees, that official may authorize the cutting
of timber therefrom by others pursuant to
the acts of June 3,1878, and March 3, 1891, if
it is not needed for compliance with the leasing act252
Section 3 O.-Assigsnment of Lease.
76. Where a portion of an oil and gas lease
has been assigned, the assignee in effect acquires a separate lease, and oil or gas produced upon one portion can not be sold to the
holder of another portion without payment
of royalty
I I83
8
Section:32.-Regulations.

See 46, ssupro; Timber Custting, 1.
Act January 11, 1922-Extensions of Permits.

See 41, 42,suspra..
77. Instructions of November 11, 1925, extension of time for beginning drilling operations under oil and gas permits; Circular No.
946, supplemented. (Circulir No. 1041) 278
78. The act of January 11, 1922, enlarged,
but did not supersede; the provision in section
13 of the act of February 25, 1920, relating to
the granting ofxettensions of time for the performance of drilling operations, upon lands
embraced within oil* and gas prospecting
permits177
79. Neither the leasing act of February 25
1920, nor the extension act of January 11, 1922,
authorizes the extension of the life of an oil
and gas prospecting permitbeyond five years,
and contribution by a permittee toward the
cost of a test well upon other land can not be
accepted as a basis for the suspension, -after
the expiration of that period, of a permit upon
which drilling had not been commenced274
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Act April 5, 1926.-Extensions otPersite.
80. Instructions of April 27, 1926, extensions
of time for drilling under oil and gas permits;
Circulars Nos. 946 and 1041, supplemented
(Circular No. 1063) -- 410

Page
allowed subject to the conditions of section 29
of the act ,of February 25, 1920, and to the
rights of. the prior permittees or lessees to use
so much of the surface as is required for mining operations, without compensation for,
damages to crops and improvements resultAct April 30, 1926.-Section 27, Act Febrxing from the use of the lands for proper mining
ay 25, 1920, amended.
purposes -16
91. Instructions of Jue 10, 1926, modifying
6. The set of September 21, 1922, supersedesh
prior instructions under section 27 of the
the act of March 3, 1909, as to the form of
leasing act. (Circular No. 1073) -475
patent to be issued for lands on Indian reservations set apart for missionary or church
Oregon and California Railroad
purposes, and all patents issued thereafter
Lands.
should contain the reversionary clause which
1. Regulations of December 10, 1920,restothe later act requires 170
ration to entry of lands.within the former
6. A patent issued after the passage of the.
Oregon and California Railroad and Coos Bay
act of September 21, 1922, erroneously conveyWagon Road grants (Circular No. 892, reing the fee simple title to lands in which the
vised) act requires that a reversionary interest be
631
retained, places the fee beyond administrative
* Fff: 0
Paid up; ,Water Right.
recall, but the, extent of the actual grant to
See Indiana Lands, 4.
the patentee is, in contemplation of law, no
larger than that which Congress intended170
Patent.
7. The act of October 2, 1917, does not make
See Carey Act, 1; Cemeteries, i; Ctal Lands,
the issuance of a patent thereunder manda1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 15; Final Proof, 2; Homestead, 4,
tory, and the Secretary of the Interior may
20, 39, 41, 49; Indian Lands,. , 10, 22, Mining
issue a permit to prospect for potassium carryClaim, 1, 7, 9,10,12,15,17; Mission Claim,
ing with it a preference right to a lease upon
1; Oil and Gas Lands, 57, 74; PotashLands, 1,
discovery for not to exceed one-fourth of the
2; Preference Right, 3, 4; PFrite Claim, 3;
area covered by the permit, upon lands
Public Land, 1; Survey, 5.
embraced within a subsisting -oil and gas
1. After the issuance of a patent to public
prospecting permit, provided that the perland, with a reservation of the coal contents
mittee waives all rights to a patent180
to the United States, the Land Department
8. A patentissued pursuant to the placer
retains jurisdiction over the coal deposits only,
mining laws conveys title to the land and all
and controversies afterwards arising between
minerals therein, except lodes known to exist
-the surface owner and a lessee of the reserved*
within the boundaries of the placer at the date
deposits pertaining to the use of the surface
of the application for patent -229
must be adjudicated in the courts-45
9 Prior to the enactment of the act of Feb2. Where a limited patent has been issued rmary 25, 1920, Congress made no provision
in pursuance of the aet of July 17, 1914, to a
for the disposition of the minerals reserved in
homestead entryman who, after making
agricultural patents issued Ipursuant to the
entry, secured a.permit to prospect for oil and
act of July 17, 1914, and on and after that date
gas and voluntarily waived the mineral rights
the mineral deposits named in the leasing act,
in the land in support thereof, the Land Dereserved by such patents, became subject to
partment, in the absence of statutory authordisposition only inaccordance with the terms
ity, is without 3urisdiction and has no power
of that act;
229
to accept surrender of'the patent and to re10. Except in cases governed by section
issue an unrestricted patent, even though the
2292, Revised Statutes, the Department does
land be in fact namnineral in character63
not ordinarily undertake to determine who
3. The provision in section 5 of the act of
are the heirs of a public4and claimant, but
February 8, 1897, relating to the issuance to
patents are issued to the heirs generally,
* Indian allottees of patents after the expiraleaving to the courts to determine who under
tion of the trust period; conveying the land in
* the law is entitled to the property 244
fee, discharged of the trust and free of all
11. Inasmuch as the provisions of the act of
charge or incumbrance whatsoever, when conJanuary 27, 1922, extend to 'the heirs' or asstrued in conjunction: with subsequent legissigns of an entryman,; the department is
lation, does not prevent- the issuance of
charged with the duty of ascertaining who are
restricted patents under acts of Congress
the heirs entitled to its benefits whdre the
which require reservations in grants under
application for change of entry thereunder is
made by heirs, and the patent should be
nonmineral land laws9
4. Patents issued upon nonmineral entries
issued to the heirs by name
244
made under the acts of July 17, 1914, and
12. The transferee of one to whom a patent,
December 29, 1916, for. lands covered by
had been issued describing a different tract of
prospecting permits or leases, should contain
land than the one actually entered, selected,
recitals to the effect that the entries were
or located, is entitled, upon the execution of
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a deed reconveying to the Government the
land erroneously patented, to a new patent in
his ows name for the land, intended to: be
conveyed -281
13. Where amendment of a homestead entry
which was transferred after the issuance of
final certificate. was allowed upon request of
the transferee because of error in the descrifpr'
tion of the land, patent will be issued in his
335
name, as transferee -214. Where patent was inadvertently issued'
for lands involved in proceedings before the
Land Department, its jurisdiction over the
lands thus patented is thereby lost, and further proceedings for the purposeof making'
inquiry into the character of the lands will not
b\e entertained on request of the patentee
403
while the patent.remains outstanding
15. The act of March 2, 1855, is mandatory
and does not leave any discretion in an adininistrative officer to deny a patent to a purchaser
or locator of public lands, claimed: by a State
as swamp, who haAdmade entry therefor prior
to the issuance of a patent ito the State, notwithstanding the issuance of a patent under
the swamp land grant -445
16. The issuance of a patent for lands entered as agricultural pursuant to the act of July
17, 1914, containing a reservation of mineral
other than that on account of wvhich the lands
were withdrawn or classifded or reported as
valuable, is without authority of law and ineffective to reserve deposits of such 'nineral'
477
if there be any, in the lands patented Payment.
See Confirmatiod, 1I; Homestead, 30, 34, 36,
39, 41; Indian Lands, 1-6, 18-20; Mining Claim,
13; Oil and Gas Lands 55; Potash Lands, 3;
Preference Right, 1, 2; Reclamation, 2; States.,
and Territories, 1; Salelph.r Lands, 1; SuorIvey
4; Timber Cutting, 1; Timber and Stoves 1, 3;
Transferee, 1.

Penalties;'
See Homestead, 36.

Permit.
See Coal Lands; Oil and Gas Lands; Sulphur
Lands; Water Exploration Permits; Wafter
Reserve.
Petition for Designationl.
See, Homestead, 44.

Phosphate, etc., Lands.
See Application, 1, 2; Isolated Tracts, 1; Oil
and Gas Lands, 1, 81; Surrey, 4.

:

Plat.

:

: -

: d

See Homestead, 39; Preference Right, 1, 2;
Survey, 7.
Potash Lands.
See Patent, 7.
1. Instructions of March 27, 1926, potash
regnlatious;:paragraph 6, Circular No. 594,
amended. (Circular No. 1056)
___
.-424
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2. The act of-October 2,1917, does nbt make
the issuance of a patent thereunder mandatory, and the Secretary of'the Interior may
issue a permit to prospect for potassium carrying with it a preference right to a lease upon
discovery, for not to exceed one fourth of the
area covered by the permit, upon lands
embraced within a subsisting oil and gas prospecting permit, provided that the permittee:
waives all rights to a patent 180
3. The provision in the first provisoto see'tion 2 of the act of June 25, 1926, for the payment of costs of operation in makiing the potash explorations authorized by the act, applies
ouly to the owners or lessees, or both, of the,
land and minerals or the mineral rights, and
has nothing to do with a mere surface entryman or owner who has no interest -in the
mineral deposits'
626

Possession.:
See Homestead, 49; Mining Claim, 8; Oil
and Gas Lands, 55; Preference Right, 3, 4;
Water Right, 3.
__

Power Sites.
See Federal Power: Commission, 1; Geological Survey, 1.

Practice.
See Amendment, 1; Application, 1, 2; Contest, 1; Desert Land, 5; Federal Water Powser
Act, 1; Homestead, 39, 59; Indian Lands, 16;
National Forests, 1; Notice, 4; Oil and Gas
Lands, 22;: Reclamation, 1; Secretarg- of the
Interior, 2; 'lWithdractal, 3.
1. Instructions of' January 12, 1925, Rules
Sand 11 of Practice, amended. (Circular No.;
976)
-34
2. Instructions of April 17, 1926, practice;
contest; Rule 14, amended.; '(Oircular No.'
445
1061)
3. Revised rules of September 1, 1926 - 547
4. Rule 8 of Practice is mandatory and contemplates, in service of notice by publication,
that proof of compliance with all of the pro-:
visions of Rule 10 must be fled within twenty,,
days after the fourth publication of theonotice,
otherwise the contest abates ipso facto:--25
5. The long-established and general prapc.
tics of the Department in public-land matters
is that determinations are not made either
upon reports of special agents or upon the
statements of parties in interest in controverted matters, but after hearings, similar to
trials in courts at laW, at which all parties in
interest may be heard
i 141

Preference Right.

- ------------

See Contest, 1; Contestant, 1-3; Homestead,
1, 8, 14, 16, 17, -28,29, 38; 44, 49; Notice, 2,' 5;
Oil and Gas Lands, 12, 23, 27; 28, 30, 31, 38, 39,
48, 56, 60-62; Patent, 7; Potash Lands, '1;
Public Lends, 1; Railroad Grant, 6; Reclamation, 2; Selection, 2; Settlement, -2; Settlers, 1;
Survey, 5; Water Exploration Permit, 1.
1. Instructions 'of April '2,.1925, preference right to purchase unappropriated lands ia
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Louisiana erroneously meandered: as watercovered areas. (Circular No. 991) 86
2. Instructions of April 7, 1921, preference
right to purchase unappropriated- lands in
Wisconsin erroneously meandered as watercovered areas. (Circular No. 994) 107
3. Instructions of July 13, 1926, purchase of
public land in New Mexico held under claim
*or color of title. (Circular No. 1079) 488
4. Instructions of September 29, 1926, pur,chase of public lands in New Mexico; Circular
No. -1079, modified. (Circular No. 1097) 598
6. The preference right granted by section
8 of the stock-raising homestead act of December 29, 1916, is one of the "preference rights
conferred by existing laws " expressly excepted
from the operation of the joint resolution of
February 14, 1920, as amended by the joint
resolution of January 21, 1922, which granted
preference right of entry to ex-service men of
the war with Germany42

Presumption.
See Mining Claim, 16; Reservoir Lands, 1.

Private Claim.
See Preference Right, 3,4.
'1. Instructions of March 21, 1926, exchange
of lands within the Santa Barbara grant for
timber within national forests, New Mexico.
(Circular No. 993) -75
2. Instructions of August 2, 1926, relief of
settlers and entrymen on Baca Float numbered 3, Aricona. (Circular No. 1088) 161
3. A finding in favor of Mexican grant
claimants by the :Board of Land Commissioners created by the act of March 3, 1811,
to ascertain,. adjudicate, and settle private
land claims in the State of California, when
confirmed by a decree of the district court, is
conclusive against the United States and all
claiming under them, and the issuance of a
patent pursuant thereto deprives the Land
Department of further jurisdiction, in the
matter -1
691

Procedure.
See Practice-.

Prospecting Permits.
See Coat Lands; Oil and Gas Lands; Potash
Lends; Sulphur Lands.

Public Lands.
See Application, 3; Color of Title 1;. FederalZ
Power Commission, 1;' Homestead, 26; Oil and
Gas Lands, 9, 15; Preference Right, 3, 4; RecreationLands, 1; Repayment, 6; Right of Way,
1, Scrip, 1, 3; Secretary of the Interior, 1; Servey, 5;' Water Exploration Permit, 3. .
:
1. Lands omitted from the original surveys
through error in running the meander lines
of lakes or other bodies of water, to which
claims of ownership are predicated upon titles
derived under patents issued in conformity
with the original surveys, are not such vacant,

Page
unappropriated lands as: to be subjest to general disposition under the public land laws
prior to the determination of the claims aris: ing under the -old titles _-___
197

Purchase.
See Entry,J1; Indian Lands, 19, 20; Isolatede
Tracts, 1; Preference Right, 1-4; Timber Cuttiny, 2; Trade and Manufacturing Site, 1.

Purchaser.
See Indian Lands, 6; Patent, 15.

Railroad Grant.
. See Oil and Gas Lands, 11, 12.
1. Instructions of March 26, 1925, relief to
Indians on railroad grant lands in Arisona,
California, and New Mexico. (Circular No.
987)
-79
2. Instructions of March 28, 1925, notice of
listings under railroad and other public-land
grants. (Circular No. 988) 80
3. Instructions of July 9; 1926, right of land-,
grant railroad- companies to list less than a'
legal subdivtsion. (Circular No. 1077) 487
4, Where a declaratory statement or entry
for lands within the primary limits of a grant
to a railroad company was not filed or made
until after the date of definite location of the
road, the grant to the company attached and,
under the terms of the act of June 22, 1974, thelands may be assigned as base and an equal
quantity of unappropriated, nounmineral
lands elsewhere within the limits of the grant
may be selected in lieu thereof-173
5. The Land Department has the authority to issue permits to prospect for oil and gas
pursuant to the act of February 21, 1920, on
lands within the primary limits of railroad
grants, which, if nomnineral in character,
would inure to the grantees under those
grants -196
6. The act of Julyl7, 1914, confers upon railroad grantees the right to select the surface of
lands, which, except for that act, would be
excluded from the grants on account of their
mineral character, but neither a railroad company nor any person claiming under a railroad
grant is entitled to a preference right to a permit orlease under the act of February 25, 1920,
by reason of such selection -196

Railroad Lands..
See Geological Survey, 1; Mining Claim, 7;
Mineral Lands, 6; Patent, 14; Repdyment, 7;
Right of Way, 10, 12; Selection, 3, 4.

Reclamation.
See IndianLands, 1-6; Scrip, 4.
1. Instructions of April 1, 1925, Minnesota
drainage laws; procedure after expiration of
period of redemption; Circulars Nos. 470 and.
969, amended. (Circular No. 989) .-83
2. Instructions of Augast 20, 1926, adjustment of water-right charges on Federal irrigation projects; sections 41-45, act of May
21, 1926.
_
52
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Records.-:
See Application, 1, 2; Homestead, 24, 25, 38,
39; Notice, 5, 6; Oil and Gas Lands, 3, 6, 22;
Right of Way, 1; Water Erploration Permit, 3.

Recreation Lands.
1 Instructions of July 23, 1926, acquisition
or use of public lands by States, counties, or
municipalities for recreational purposes.
505
(Circular No. 1085) -

Register.
*See Oaths, 2.

Reindeer.
1. The United States has such an ownership, reversionary or otherwise, in the reindeer held or controlled by the natives of Alaska, as to bring them within the inhibition of
the act of August 24, 1912, which denies to the
legislature of that Territory the power to impose a tax upon the property of the United
155:
States 2. An act of the territorial legislature of
Alaska imposing a tax upon each reindeer
killed for market does not extend to reindeer
hold or controlled by the natives of that Terri155:
l*_-_
tory

Reinstatement.
See Homestead, 11.

Relation.
See Forest Lieu Selection, 1; Homestead, 55;
Oil and Gas Lands, 55.

Relief.
See Indian Lands, 21; Reclamation, 2.

Relinquishment.
See Amendment, 1; Contest, 4; Contestant,
1, 2; Forest Lieu Selection, 4; Homestead, 7, 8,
11, 40, 44; Indian Lands, 18, 21-23; Judicial
Restraint, 3; Mining Claim, 18, 19; Oil and
Gas Lands, 31; Railroad Grant, 1; Relief to
Water Users, 1; Repayment, 4.
1. A contract or agreement to relinquish or
convey made after an application to make
entry under the public land laws had beena
filed, but which was rescinded prior to official
action upon the application, does not disqualify the applicant to make entry thereunder--- 247

Rentals.

-

See Coal Lands, 14, 15; Oil and Gas Lands.

Repayment.
See Homestead, 40.
1. The Land Department is without authority to allow repayment under the act of
June 16,.1880, of a demand against the Government which is not embraced within its provisions merely because it might be recoverable
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under a different law before a tribunal with a
35
different jurisdiction
2. No right to recover purchase moneys and
commissions under the repayment statutes
can be recognized in an assignee of a canceled
entry where the purported transfer of the land
occurred after the cancellation of the entry
-66
became effective
3. Repayment of purchase moneys and comthe act of
under
missions subject to refund
March26, 1908, as amended by the act of December 11,1919, is barred if notfiledwithintwo
years from the date of rejection of the application, entry, or proof, where such rejection is
subsequent to December 11, 1919, or within
two years thereafter where the rejection oc-66
curred prior thereto
4. The right of a veteran to refund under
charges paid
of
the act of February 21, 1925,
by him on a reclamation homestead entry
which ha relinquishes prior to receipt of final
certificate and within one year after the passage of the act is not defeated by action of the
Government in canceling the entry, for sufficient reasons, independently of the relinquish329
ment 5. All claims for repayment which come
within the purview of the act of December 11,
1919, are subject to the two-year limitation
therein contained, notwithstanding that they
may have been presentable under the act of
June 16,1880, which did not contain that limi333
tation6. The act of February 21, 1925, is applicable
only to public lands and does not authorize
refund of charges paid on a water-right appliS cationforthe irrigation of land in private own345
ership7. The limitation in the act of December
11, 1919, fixing the time within which applications for repayment shall be filed, begins to
run, in cases involving a railroad indemnity
selection list, from the date of the rejection of
each item thereof in so far as that particular
tract is concerned, without regard to the time
495
of the final disposal of the list as a whole -

Repeals.
See fStatttes, 5.

Reservation.
See Application, 1, 2; Coal Lands, 8,9,13,15;
Erchange of Lands, 1, 2; Federal Power Commission, 1; Homestead, 4, 12, 13, 20, 27, 45;
Indian Lands, 10-15, 22; Mineral Lands, 4;
Mining Claim, 1, 2; National Monssments, 1;
Lands, 2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 17, 21, 26, 47,
Oil and mas
74; Patent, 1, 3-5, 9, 16; Railroad Grant, 6;
Right of Way, 1; School Land, 1; Selection, 1;
States and Territories, 3; Swamp Landol 3;:
Taxation, 1; Town Site, 1; Water Right, 2.
1. Instructions of March 12, 1925, lands
within petroleum reserves excepted from entry
unider the stock-raising homestead act; Circular No. 913, modified. (Circular No. 983) -- 66

1

/
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Reservoir Lands.
See Geological Survey, 1; Irrigation Districts,
1, 2; Oil and Gas Lands, 20; Right of Way, 3,
4, S. 11, 12.
1. Land within an oil and gas prospecting
permit must be held to be prospectively
valuable for oil and gas and not, therefore,
subject to disposition for a reservoir site under
the act of January 13, 1897, which is limited by
its terms to lands "not mineral or otherwise
reserved" ______-_-----__
612

Residence.
See Desert Land, 1, 2; Homestead, 3, 9, 21, 22,
47, 54, 55, 58, 60; Indian Lands, 9; Oil and Gas
Lands, 16, 57.

Restorations.
See. Homestead, 51; Wotice, 4; Oil and Gas
Lands, 6, 12, 22, 24, 31, 44; PreferenceRight, 5;
Right of: ay, 9; Water Exploration Permit, 1,
3; Withdrawal, 1.

Right of Way.
See IrrigationDistricts, 1; 2; Mineral Lands,
5; JMining Claim, 7, 20;. Oil and Gas Lands, 20;
Reservoir Lands, 1; Withdrawal,1.
:
1. Instructions of May 18, 1925, rights of
way over public lands and reservations; paragraph 38, circular of June 6, 1908, as amended
May 7,1912, further amended. (Circular No.;
1003) -1
47.
2. Instructions of July 8, 1926, rights of way
over public lands and reservations; circular
of June 6,1908, amended. (CircularNo. 1076). 485
3. The approval of a right of way grant for
a reservoir site pursuant to the act of March.
3,1891, confers upon the grantee such an estate in the land as to preclude the Department
from issuing an oil and gas prospecting permit:
to another under section i3 of the: act of
February 25, 1920 -- 27
4. The superficial area embraced in a right
of way for a reservoir granted -by the act of
March 3, 1891, is measured and determined by
the high-water line as shown by the approved
map, and the approval of the map: is an
adjudication that the whole area within such
line is required for the construction, main
tenance, and care of the reservoir; further, the
grant accords the use of an additional strip
'50 feet wide adjoining the marginal limits of
the reservoir when the need therefor is established----------------- 27
6. A grant of a right of way nuder the act of
March 3,1891, does not carry with it any right,
title, or interest in or to mineral deposits
underlying the land, or any right to prospect
for, mine, and remove oil or gas deposits,
either directly by the grantee or indirectly by
a lessee thereof, but the title to such deposits
remains in the United States, subject only to
such disposition as may be authorized by law. 27
6. The act of May 21, 1896, granting rights
of way through the public lands in the States
of Colorado and Wyoming to pipe-line com-
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panies for the purpose of transporting oil, wa's
repealed and superseded by section 28 of the
general leasing act of February 25, 1920 41
7. Section 28 of the act of February 25, 1920,
specifies that pipe lines for conveying oil and
gas through the public lands pursuant toe
rights of way authorized by that act, shall be
operated and maintained as common carriers. 41
8. The Federal Water Power Act confers
upon the Federal Power Commission, the jurisdiction and control over rights of way for
power purposes, formerly exercised under the
act of February 15, 1901, by the Land Department, except as to projects involving Indian
allotments, or where the electrical energy is to
be developed other than hydraulically 41
9. The issuance of an Executive order of restoration is not a prerequisite to the approval
of a right of way under. the acts of March 3,
1891, and May 11, 1898, across lands withdrawn for military use, inasmuch: as the law
grants rights of way through the public lands
and reservations except in national parks and
national monuments 122
10. A right of way granted under the act of
March 3, 1875, is neither a mere easement nor
a fee simple absolute, but a limited fee, made
on an implied condition of reverter in the
event that the grantee ceases to use or retain
the land for the purposes for which it was
granted, and carries with it the incidents and
remedies usually attending the fee 131
11. The title of a right of way grantee is the
same, that is, a base or qualified fee, whether
:
the grant is made pursuant to the act of March
3, 1875, or to the act of March 3, 1891305
12. A State irrigation district, created by;
State law, although having some of the at-: i
tributes of a private corporation, is a public
corporation for municipal purposes and quasi
municipal in character 540
13. A railroad right of way granted pursuant to the act ef.March 3, 1875, conferred upon
the grantee a limited fee, subject, to an. im
:
plied condition of reverter should, the land
cease to be used or retained for the purposes
for which granted, and none of the land therein is subject to location and appropriation
under the mining laws while the grant remains in effect"_-____ _ _ __ _ 604

Revised Statutes..
See Table of, page xxxiv.

Royalty.
See Coal Lands, 11; Homestead, 17; Oil and
Gas Lands; Potash Lands, 1; Sulphur Lands, 1.

Santa Barbara Grant.
See Private Claim, 1.

School Land.
See Indian Lands, 1, 23; Mineral Lands, 4;
Secretary of the Interior, 1.
::. Where a school grant excepts lands
':mown to be mineral in character at the date
of the admission of the State, and it is estab-
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lished that the lands contain mineral deposits,
evidence as to the existence of mining loca,tions prior to the State's admission tends
strongly to support the conclusion that the
land was regarded as mineral in the comunu-m
ity atthattinme------- 432
Scrip.
i

:

See Geological

arcel' 1.

.:

1. Onlysuchlawsas were expressly extended to public lands in Oklahoma are appliecs: ble to their disposition
…
---------…
89
2. Where the title to lands sought to be asquired under the public land laws is involved
: in litigation, valid claims thereto can not be
initiated by location, filing, or other assertion
of claim, so long as the question of title is sub
jie ------89
i3 The act of April 5, 1872, which authorizes the location of Valentine scrip upon unoccupied and unappropriated nonsntneral
public lands has no application to lands in.
the bed of Red River, Oklahoma -89
.
4. The location ofValentine scip upon unsurveyed public land in conformity with the
law and departmental regulations Hissuch an
appropriation of the lend as can not be defeated by a subsequent reclamation with-.
drawal, notwithstanding that tbe selection
had not been adjusted to an official survey;
and the selector: can not thereafter be deE prived of his rights thus acquired except in.
the manner prescribed by the reclamation
sact -.
_
=-_454
-------

Secretary of the Interior.
See cease, 1; Natiotnal Monumenls,.l; OiLf
an Geas lands, 45, 46, 47, 75.
1. It is the statutory, duty of the Secretary
of the Interior to determine the character of
public land as a prerequisite to its disposition
and as a determination as to whether it passed
under some grant, or, because of itsamineral
character, it was, under the law, reserved to
the United States for other disposition under
applicable statutes
___
_---- 141
2. The Secretary of the Interior o Commisisioner of.the GeneralLand Office, upon dis-;
covery that a prior decision rendered; by his,
predecessor was .erroneous, unlawful, or un-.
just, may, on his own motion, revew, re-'
consider, or vacate the same and cause whatever action to be taken with respect to the.
land. as may appear appropriate, provided:
that jurisdiction thereover still remains in the
Land Department -_-_-_142

Segregation.
See Oil and, Gas Lands, 25, 30; Water Exploration Persdit, 1, 4.

Selection.
See Applirltion, 1, 2; Carel Act, I; Geoafsfeal Surrey, 1; Indian Lands .22, ta; Jurisdichoes, l; Railroad Grant, 1; Repayemesl, 7; Sur-.
'rtI, 7;. Swamp Lend, 6; Water. Exploration
Permit, 3; Water Hales, 1, Withdraecel,l.
*
: 1.Where the record contains no evidence
to show that lands selected by a State are min-
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oral in character an offer of the State to take
title with the reservation of minerals to the
United States can not be accepted
-___ 229
2. The aet of August 18, 1894, did not operate to susnend the public land laws:as to lands
under survey in accordance with its terms,
but appronriation pf lands reserved for survey
may he made, except to the extent that such
appropriation may come in conflict with the
State's right of selection within the period .of
its preference right after the filing of the township plst_
642
3. A selection made by the Northern Pacific Railway Company in accordance with
the act of March 2, 1899, isia lawful filing excepted from the operation of the proclamation of May 23, 1905, which reserved certain
lands for the Henrys Lake Forest Reserve-- 642
4. Failure of a railroad company to file a
new selection list within three months after
the filing of the plat of survey, as required by
the act of March 2, 1899, does not work a for-:
feiture of the selection, or constit ute such noncompliance with the law as to remove it from
the benefit of the proviso to the proclamation
of May 23, 1905, in favor of lawful selections.
existing at its date-8 --.--.-...
_
642

Settlement.
See Adverse Claim, 1, 2; Homestead, 1, 18,
44, 47; Indian Leads, 8, 12, 13; Oil and Gas
Lands, 39, 40; Rlailroad Grant, 4; Settlers, 1, 2.
1. An application for a prosnecting permit
under section 13of the act of Febrnary25, 1920,
is not an adverse right within the meaning of
the law governing settlement claims 38
2. Failure of a settler to mark the boundaries of his claim can not be pleaded as a de-.
fense by another subsequently entering the
land whose claim is based solely upon the priority of his application, where it appears that
such application is false in a material particular -- -------------------- 42

Settlers.
See Ifdiaa Lands, 18; Preferencee Right, 1, 2;
Private Claim, 2; .eclaeamiosn, 2.
:
1. Because of delay on the part of a settler
to make entry of public land, the intervening
of a mere application for an oil and gas pros-.
petting permit under section 13 of the act of
iFebruary 25, 1920. does not, in the absence of
notice thereof, deprive the entryman of any of
his rights under his entpy-_
38
2. While the facts may be.such as to constitute a claim against the estate of a deceased
settler in favor of one of his children the perfeoted a homestead entry as his heir, yet they
can not alter the established rule of law which
requires that the final certificate,,whanissued,
must be to the heirs generally 418

Sodium.
See Oil and Gas Lands, 1, 81.

Soldiers" Additional.
See Homestead, 42, 43.

I-
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State Irrigation Districts.
See IrrigationDistricts.

:

etate Selection.
:

See Selection.:

I

States and Territories. ,
Arizona.
See Indian Lands, 22, 23; Private Claim, 2;
Railroad Grant, 1.
California.
See Railroad Grant, 1.
Colorado.
See Right of Way, 6.

-'

Florida.
See Contestant, 3; Rarest Lieu Selection, 7.
Louisiana.
See Preference Right, 1; Sulphur Lands, 1.
Minnesota.
See Indian Lands, 24; Mlineral Lands, 2; Reclametion, 1; Swamp Land, 1, 3, 4; Timber, 1.
Nevada.
See Turisdiction,
mit, 2.
*

1; Water Exploration Per-

New Mexico.
See Freference Right, 3, 4; Prisate Claim 1;
Railroad Grant, 1; Surve, 7.
North Dakota.
See Indian Lands, 19.

*

Oklahoma.
See Scrip, 1-3.
Oregon.
See Mineral Lands,-3; Swamp Land, 3, 5.
South Dakota.
See Indian Lands, 19.
Utah.
See Mineral Lands, 4; School Landj 1.
:
Wisconsin.
See Preference Right, 2; Surteg, 9.
Wyoming.
See Right of Wag, 6.
Alaska.
*See Coal Lands, 10, 12; Homestead, 43;
Indian Lands, 7; Mineral esands, 1; Oaths, 3;
Ol and Gas Lands, 3,41, 42, 43,78,81; Reindeer,
2; Survey, 3; Timber Cutting, 2; Town Site, 1,
2; Trade and Manufacturing Site, 1.
Hawaii.
1. TheactofMarch2,1887,assupplemented
by the acts of March 16, 1906, and February
24, 1925, authorizing appropriation of amounts
annually for the support of agricultural experiment stations, in connection with the colleges

Page
established pursuant to the act of July 2, 1862,
to
permits Territories of the United States
participate its its benefits, where appropriations theretor have been made, but the bene-I
fits of that law have never been extended to
Hawaii; in lieu thereof, however, separate
comparable appropriations have been made
for similar expenditures in that Territory and
other outlying Territories and possessions-- 351
Porto Rico.
See Federal Power Commission, 1.
- 2. Porto Rico is not a Territory of the
United States within the meaningof that term
as it is generally used by Congress in dealing
54
with the Territories -_
3. Thereserved lands in Porto Rico and the
waters on them are subject to the control of
Congress and the legislature of that island has
54
ne jurisdiction over them-

Statutes.
See Acts of Congress sandRecised Statutes,
table of, pages

XsXX-XXXIv; Statutory Con-

strsction, infra.

Statutory Construction.
.
Generally.
1. Only such laws as were expressly extended to public lands in Oklahoma are applicable
89
to
2. As a general rule where a statute prescribes no specific form of affidavit in proceed'
ings or pleadings that have to be verified by
oath, the fact that the oath was administered
- may be shown by extrinsic evidence if no
rights are prejudiced thereby---------------- 285
3. Ordinarily legislation of a general nature
or of prima facie general application does not
extend to the Indians in the absence of some
326
clear intent to include them4. The words "conspicuous place" as used
in statutes requiring the posting of notices
are equivalent in meaning to open to view;
catching the eye; easy to be seen; manifest;
seen at a distance; clearly visible; prominent
340
and distinct5. Ordinarily, in the absence of some legislative intent to the contrary, statutes of a
general nature are not to be regarded as repealing a prior special enactment relating to the
same subject matter-419
6. There is no existing law authorizing the
issuance of patent for lands within an Indian
reservation, not attached to any particular
church organization, but used in part by it in
conjunction with the Indians for cemetery
purposes -419
Act March 2, 1849.
7. The acts of March 2,1849, and September
28, 1851, which granted to the States named
therein the swamp and overflowed lands,
rendered unfit for cultivation, did not exclude
from those grants, lands valuable for their
291
_
mineral deposits-____
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8: The reservation of mineral lands in the
Oregon donation acts of September 27, 1850,
and February 14, 1853, was in effect such a reservation of lands of that character as to bring
them within the class of lands "reserved?'
and excepted from the operation of the
swamp-land grant to that State by the proviso
to section 1 of the act of March -12, 1860316
Act September 28, 1850.
:
See 7, sztpra.
Act February 14, 1853.
See 8, sepre.
i
'
Act March 2, 1855.
9. Tbe act of March 2, 1855, is mandatory
and does notleave any discretion in an administrative officer to deny a patent to a. purchaser or locator of public lands, claimed by a
State as swamp, who had made entry therefor prior to the issuance of a patent to the
State, notwithstanding the issuance of. a
445
patent under the, swamp-land grantAct March 12, 1860.
See 6, supra.

10. Section 2490, Revised Statutes, resealed
and superseded the act of March 12, 1860,
which extended the swamu-land grant to the
States of Minnesota and Oregon, except as to
rights which accrued under the nrior law, and
the omission in that section of the: word
"reserved " used in the proviso to section one
of the act has the effect of precluding reserya-_
316
tions in derogation of the swamp grant11. Mineral lands in the State of Minnesota
have never been subject to the oneration of
the mlining laws and inasmuch as thesact of
March 12, 1860, which extended the swampland grant to that State, contained no reservetion of minerals, mineral lands were' not
excented from the grant_-__.
316
Act July 2, 1862.
See 27, iffrao.
Act April 5, 1872.
12. The act of Anril 5, 1872, which authorizes the location of Valentine scrip upon
unoccupied and unappropriated nonmineral'
public lands has no application to lands in the
89:
bed of Red River, Oklahoma Act March-3, 1875.

13. The title of a right of way grantee is the
same, that is, a base or qualified fee, whether
the grant is made pursuant to the act of March
3, 1875, or to the act of March 3, 1891305
14. A railroad right of way granted pursuant to the act of March 3, 1875, conferred
upon the grantee a limited fee, subject to an,
implied condition of reverter should the land
cease to be used or retained for the purposes
for which granted, and none of the land therein is subject to location and anpronriation
under the mining laws while the grant remains in effect 604

Act March 3, 1877.

Page

15. The desert-land law requires that one
applying to make entry thereunder must be
at the time that the application is filed an
actual resident citizen of the State or Territory in which the land sought to be entered
is located, and mere intention to establish
401
residence is not sufficientAct June 16, 1880.

See 46, 81, infre.
Act February 8, 1887.

16. An Indian allotment may be allowed
under section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887,
for oil and gas lands with reservation of the
mineral contents to the United States 91
17. Section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887,
provided for two classes of Indian settlers:
(1) -Those not residing upon a reservation, and
(2) those for whose tribe no reservation bad
been madej by treaty, act of Congress, or
- Executive order
-98
18. The mere filing of an application for al-lotment on public lands under section 4 of the
act of February 8, 1887, does not secure to the
Indian a vested right, and until his right becomes vested Congress may impose such
restrictions as it may see fit -98
t9. Indian-allotments of public lands under
section 4 of the act of February 8, 1887, are
not excepted from the operation of the act of
July 17, 1914-98
-20. The nrovision in section 5 of the act of
February 8, 1887, relating to the issuance to
Indian allottees of patents after the expiration of the trust period, conveying the land in
fee, discharged of the trust and free of all
charge or incumbrance whatsoever, when conastred in conjunction with subsequent legislation, does not prevent ths issuance of:
. - restricted patents under acts of Congress
which require reservations in grants under
nonmineral land laws -91
21. The right to an allotment under section
4 of the act of February 8, 1887, is one of the
rights reserved to the Indians by the proviso to the act of June 2,. 1924, which conferred
citisbruship upon them generally -370
Act March 2, 1887.

-

22. The act of March 2, 1887, as supple-,
mented by the acts of March 16, 1906; and
February 24, 1925, authorizing appropriation
of amounts annually for the support of agricultural experiment stations, in connection
with the colleges established pursuant to the
act of July 2, 1862, permits Territories of the
United States to participate in its benefits,
where appropriations therefor have been
made, but the benefits of that law have never
been- extended to Hawaii; in lieu thereof, however, seDarate comparable appropriations
have been made for similar expenditures in
that Territory and other outlying Territories
and possessions351

a
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rag,
Act March 2, 18S9.

See 75, iefri.c
Act August 30, 1890.

See3it, iafra.
Act March 3, 191.8

See 13, supr.
23. The proviso to section 7 of the act of
March 3, 1891, does net operate to confirm a
canceled homestead' entry where no receipt
was issued, and the claimant was not entitled,.
to receipt, for moneys tendered with his final
*
proof and merely held subject to his order'
until the proof should be perfected '347
24. Under the authority imposed in him by
section 11 of the act of Marchi3, 1991, to dispose
*
of town lots on Alaska, a town-site trustee is
empowered'to designate a United States Commissioner to conduct hearings in controversies
involving conflicting claims to lots under
that act 126

a forfeiture of the selection, or constitue such
noncompliance with the law as to remove it
from the benefit of the proviso to the procla-mation of May 23, 1905, in favor of lawful
selections existing at its date -.
642
Act March 16, 1906.
See 22, eprao,
Act March 26, 1908.
30. Repayment ,of purchase moneys and
commissions subject to refund under the act.
of March 26, 1908, as amended by the act of
December 11, 1919, is barred if not filed within
two yeare from the date of rejection of the
application, entry, or pgrof, where such rejection is subsequent to December 11, 1919, or
within two years thereafter where the rejection occurred prior thereto -6

Act;February. 19, 1909.
;31 The limitation *ia section 7 of -the
enlarged homestead act, which relates to
Act August 19$ 1894.
the quantity of lands that a settler or entryman may acquire thereunder, has no applies25. The act of August 19, 1994,. did not
tion to lands embraced in entries made
operate to suspend the public land laws as to
lands under survey in accordance with. its
prior to the act of August 30, 1990, or to
termsa, but .appropriation of lands reserved
settlements made prior thereto and subsefor survey may be made, except to the extent
quently carried to entry-9
524
that such appropriation may come in conflict
.32. The fact that one had made an addiwith the State's right of selection within the
tional entry; inder section 3 of the enlarged
period ef its preference right after the fling of
- homestead act will not preclude him from
making a further additional entry under
the township plat_
642 ,
that section, regardless of the manner ina
Act May 21, 1896.
which the prior entries were perfected, if
26. The act of May 21, 1890, grantin%
thbe combined ares of the original and
rights of way through the public lands in
additional entries do not exceed 320 acres581
the States of Colorado and Wyomiing to pipeAct June 22, 1910.
line companies for the purpose of transporting
oil, was repealed and superseded by section
"See 2.9iefrea.
28 of the general leasing act of February 25,
* 33. The act of June 22, 1910, authorizes
1920-:.
;41
- only agrincltural.entries en lands withdrawn 0
or elassified as coal lands or which ate valuableActrebruary 11, 1897.
for coal, and it can not be invoked in favor
27. The act of February 11, 1897, which
.f- one claiming other mineral deposits in
'declared *that lands containing petroleuni
-thosetands424
,and other mineral oils, and chiefly valuable
Act
February
13.
1911.
therefor, may be entered under the placer
mining laws, did not contemplate that the'
See 74, inufre.
comparative value of a tractfor petroleum and
Act
June'16, 1912.
for coal should be considered in determining
14. The statutory requirement of the threethe patentability of the land on account of
year homestead law of actual residence upon
petroleum -437
0
the landentered for at least seven months in
Act May 14, 1898.
each year for three years contemplates bonat
28. Section 10 of the act of May 14, 1898,
fide continuous residence, and presence on
limits the right to purchase a tract of land
the homestead of one or two dayks each week
ir- the Territory of Alaska for a trade and
* during those periods will nor suffice 511
manufacturing site to land actually occupied
Act
August
22,
1912.
arid used for such purpose, and an application
35. Within the contemplation of the act of
for a prospective business site is not within
August 22, 1912, granting to the State of Wisthe contemplation of the act
14
cousin certain islands therein, lands are un-:
Act March 2, 1899.
surveyed until the survey thereof shall have
029Failere of a railroad company to file a
been approved by the Commissioner of the
new selection list within three months after
General Land Office-_
481
36. In the sense of physical detachment the the filing of the plat of survey, as required
term "island" is completeinitselfwithoutthe
by the act of March 2, 1899, does not work
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additionalword"unattached"; Query: Doess
the word "unattached" as used in the act of
August 22, 1912, have reference to lands free
481
_
__
from adverse claims?-

Page

and the Secretary of the Interior
may issue a permit to prospect for potassium
carrying with it a preference right to a lease
:upon discovery for net to exceed one-fourth
of the area covered by the permit, upon lands
embraced within a subsisting oil and gas prospecting: permit, provided that the permittee
waives all rights to a patent -180
Vmandatory,

Act July 17, 1914.
See 19, sepre, 48, insfra.
37. :The act of July 17, 1914, confers upon
railroad grantees the right to select the surface
Act March 21, 31918..
of lands, which, except for that act, would be
See 40; supre.
excluded from the grants on account of their
mineral character, but neither a railroad cormAct October 22, 1919.
pany nor any person claiming under a rail45. The limit of time for the performance
road grant is entitled to a preference right to
. of the conditions imposed by the act of Octoa permits or lease under the act of February
ber 22, 1919, as amended by the act of Septem196
25, 1920, by reason of such selection her 22, 1922, under a water exploration permit,
38. The provision in section 1 of the act of
*is mandatorily fixed by statute and canneot
July 17, 1914, which limits a desert entry made
hbefurther extended by the Land Depart-:
under that act to 160 acres, has reference only
402
mentto lands withdrawn, classified, or valuable.
for one or more of the minerals named therein,
Act December 11, 1919.
and it does not preclude inclusion-within such,
See 30, supra.
an entry of other lands, nonmineral in char46. All claims for repayment which come
acter, which, together with the mineral lands,
within the purview of the act of December ll,.
603
exceed in the aggregate 160 acres 1919, are subject to the two-year limitation
39. Section 2 of the act of July 17, 1914, actherein contained, notwithstanding that they
cords an agricultural entryman. the sight to
may have been presentable under the act of
a hearing- where the lands within his unreJune 10, 1880, which did not contain that
stricted entry were subsequently classified as
3331--limitation mineral and his application for reclassifica47. The limitation in the act of December
447
tion is dened11, 1919, fixing the time within which applicaAct March 4, 1915.
tions for repayment shall be filed, begins to
run, in cases involving a railroad indemnity
40; The benefits of the second and third
selection list, from the date of the rejection of
paragraphs of section 5 of the act of March 4,
each item thereof in so far as that particular
1915, as amended by Ine act of March 21, 1918,
tract is concerned, without regard to the time
are not extended to assignees under assign495
of the fmal disposal of the list as a whole474
:ments made after the latter date
Act December 29, 1916.
41. The preference right granted by section
8 of the stock-raising homestead act of December 29, 1916, is one of the " preferencerights
conferred by existing laws " expressly excepted
from the operation of the joint resolution of
February 14, 1920, as amended by the joint
resolution of January 21, 1922, which granted
preference right of entry to ex-service men of
452
the war with Germany42. The term "final proof" as used in sections 4 and 5 of the stock-raising homestead act
contemplates a final proof which is complete
and entitles the entryman to a final certificate
452
and patent43. The provision in section 3 of the stockraising homestead act that one-half of the required improvements be placed upon the land
within three years from the date of the entry
is merely directory, not mandatory, and failure strictly to comply therewith does not preclude the Land Department from refusing to
cancel the entry upon contest proceedings
where the entryman has been in good faith in
492
his endeavor to comply with the law Act October 2, 1917. *
-.
44. The act of October 2, 1917, does not
make the issuance of a patent thereunder

Act February 14, 1920.
See i4,suspra;

Act February 25, 1920.
See 26, 37, srpra.
48. Prior to the enactment of the act of February 25, 1920, Congress made no provision
for the disposition of the minerals reserved in
agricultural patents issued pursuant to the
act of July 17, 11914,and on and. after that
date the mineral deposits named in the leasing
act, reserved by such patents, became subject
to disposition only in accordance with the
terms of that act -229
49. Neither the leasing act of February 25,
1920Ornor the extension act of January 11, 1922,
authorizes the extension of the life of an oil and
gas prospecting permit beyond five years, and contribution by a permittee toward the cost
of a test well upon other land can not be
accepted as a basis for the suspension, after
:the expiration of that period, of 4 permit under which drilling had not been commenced- 274
* 50. A permittee under the act of February
25, 1920, who applies for an oil and gas lease
is entitled to the benefit of the 5 per cent
royalty provisioni of the act from the date ofthe filing of the application for lease unless and
22
until his application shall be rejected-
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51. By the terms of the'leasing act of February 25, 1920, the rights of a "person" or an
"association" are coextensive with those of
a corporation -299
Section 7.
62. The provision in.section.7 of the act of
February 25, 1920, requiring the payment of
a rental on the basis of the acreage wherein
coal deposits are leased, is applicable to leased
coal lands the surface of which has been patented under the agricultural land laws with
the reservations prescribed by the act of June
----------- 25
22, 1910 ---Section 13.
See 67, infra.
L5. A permittee of lands in Alaska who has
drilled beyond the depth (2,000 feet) required
by section 13 of the act of February 26, 1926,
and who desires to perform further drilling
is as much entitled to an extension of time
under that section, for not exceeding two years
under the same circumstances as would a per177'
mittee of lands in the United States 54. The word "provided," as used in seetion 13 of the act of February 25, 1920,-is to be
construed as a conjunction, and when thus
construed all preceding provisions in that section not inconsistent with the later provisions
thereof are applicable in so far as they relate to
permits issued both for lands in the United
States and in Alaska -177
55. Where a test well has been or is about
to be drilled upon the geologic structure which
includes lands for which an application has.S
been filed for a permit to prospect for oil and
gas under section 13 of the leasing act, the Secretary of the Interior has, in the discretion.
vested in him by that act, the power to withhold the lands from disposal pending the out235
come of tests upon the structureSection 14.
See 64, infifa.
Section 15.

56. Section 15 ofthe act of February 29, 1920,
does not require payment of royalty on the
oil or gas used for production purposes on per283
mit lands, or that is unavoidably lostSection 20.
57. Section 20 of the leasing act is, in its
nature, a relief measure, designed to recognize
the equities of entrymen who made agricultural entries in good faith and prior to the
classification of the lands as valuable for oil
aand gas, and should be liberally construed--- 413
58. Congress intended that the only effect
that a classification of land as .within the
known geologic structure of a producing oil
arnd gas field should have upon the rights of
an entryman otherwise entitled to, a preference right permit under section 20 of the feas-:
ing act, was that, instead of being.awarded a

Page
permit and subsequently, as a reward for discovery, the reduced royalty authorized by
section 14 of the act, he, like all others, should
receive only a lease at a higher royalty rate- 413
59. The right of an agricultural entryman to
be preferred in the award of an oil and gas prospecting permit granted by section 20 of the
leasing act of February 25, 1920, is not applicable to homestead entries initiated after the
passage of that act -622
Section 27.

60. The restrictions of section 27 of the act
of February 25, 1920, relate to the substance
andnot the form ofassignmentsandcontracts,
and an operating agreement. entered into between a permittee and an operator must be
construed with reference to its legal effect
241
rather than the purpose of the parties 61. An application for a permit or lease by
two or more persons jointly under the set of
February 25, 1920, is prima facie an application by an "association" within the meaning
- 299
_
of section 27 of that act -:
062.Section 27 of the act of February 25, 1920,
.does not preclude an individual or an association from holding interests in more than one
permit or lease on a structure, or three in a
State, as a member of an association or of
several associations, provided that the interests, both direct and indirect, do not exceed
…299
…
the acreage limitation
Section 28.
63. Section 28 of the act of February 25, 19209
specifies that pipe lines for conveying oil and
gas through the public lands pursuant to
.rights of way authorized by that act, shall be
operated and maintained as common carriers; 41
Section 29.
64. The term "lease!' used in section 29 of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920, includes
prospecting permits issued under that act -166
Act June 10, 1920.i
05. By the enactment of the Federal Water
power act, Congress contemplated that all of.
the waters on the public or reserved lands of
'the United States which are or may become
available for the generation of power should
be reserved and set apart under such conditions as to result in the greatest public good,
without regard as to their location within
:531_-_…
particular territorial limits
Act March 3, 1921.
66. The provision in the Indian appropria' tion act of September 21, 1922, which relates
to the issuance' of patents to religious organizations for lands within'Indian reservations
generally, did not repeal the proviso to section
3 of the special act of March 3, 1921, as to the
form of patent to be issued or the quantity of
iaud granted to such organizations within the
419
:Tort Belknap Reservation, Montana -__
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Act January Ii,

1922.

See 49, sepra.

67. The act of January 11, 1922, enlarged,
but did not supersede, the provision in sectioff'
13 of the act of February 25, 1920, relating to
the granting of extensions of time for the performance of drilling operations upon lands
embraced within oil and gas prospecting perm its

…1-----------------_
177

Act January 27, 1922.

68. The act of January 27, 1922, was remedial legislation for the benefit of one, other
than the original entryman, who had been:
permitted to enter land formerly in a confirmed entry, erroneously canceled, but it did
not contemplate that the change of entry provision should extend to a claimant who is also
the present holder under another form of
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potash explorations authorized by the act,
applies only to the owners or lessees, or
both, of the land end minerals or the mineral
rights, and has nothing to do with a mere surface entrymian or owner who has no interest
in the mineral deposits -626
Revised Statutes.
Section 183.
74. The limited authority conferred cupon
inspectors of the Land Department by
section 183, Revised Statutes, as amended by
the act of February 13, 1911, to administer
oaths, does not include the authority to
administer oaths in connection with hearings
to determine the rights of conflicting claimants
under the Alaska town-site laws -126

Section 2289.
7i. Both section 2289, Revised Statutes,
,entry---------------------2-4------I-----24
and section 6 of the act of March 2, 1889,
Act September 21, 1922.
require that additional entries made pursuant thereto shall be by legal subdivisions
See 66, suopr.
and, inasmuch as the smallest subdivision
Act September 22, 1922.
recognized by the public land laws having.
See45, sospra.
reference to homestead entries is 40 acres, it
follows that one who is not qualified to
Act June 2, 1924.
make an additional entry of a 40-acre subSee 21, supra.
division under those laws, is not qualified to
make an original entry under the stockAct February 21, 1925.
raising homestead act 233
69. The right of a veteran to refund under
the act of February 21, 1925, of charges paid
Sections 2306-2307.
by him on a reclamation homestead entry.
76- The soldiers' additional right granted
which he relinquishes prior to receipt of final
by section 2306, Revised Statutes, must be
certificate and within one year after the pasaccorded the quality of inheritability and,
sage of the act is not defeated by action of the
if not exercised or transferred by the donee,
Government in canceling the entry, for sufpasses to his estate as other property, subject
ficient reasons, independently of the relinonly to the exercise of the rights given by secquishment -1_---__-- __329
tion 2307, Revised Statutes, to the widow
70. The word "after" in line 5, section 2,
and minor orphan children 287
.of the act of February 21, 1925, is meaninglese,
Section 2337.
was inadvertently retained in the process
of legislation, and should be ignored329
77. The appropriation of land for the pur71. The act of February 21, 1925, is applitpose of conveying water to and for a road
cable only to public lands and does not.
used in transporting ore from actively operated
authorize refund of charges paid on a watermining claims can not be considered such a
right application for the irrigation of land in
use for mining and milling purposes as is
private ownership 345
contemplated in section 2337, Revised Statutes -123
Act February 24, 1925.
78. A mill site is not a mining claim or
See 22, supra.
location within the meaning of the United
States mining laws 123
Act March 4, 1925.
79. A rock crusher or pulverizer; not shown
See 72, infra..
to be connected with or forming an essential
Act June 15, 1926.
part of the instrumentalities used in any
72. The transferee of an entryman of Fort
process of reduction is not a "reduction
Peck Indian lands is entitled under the;
works"' within the meaning of the last clause
act of June lo, 1926, to the same benefits asp (
of section 2337, Revised Statutes -459
to extension of time within which to complete
Section 2396.
payments as that act and the prior act of
*80 A deficiency in acreage caused by
March 4, 1921, accord to the entryman
alleged gross inaccuracies in the surveys is
himself-=--523
not a ground for adjustment of a State grant,
Act July 25, 1926.
inasmuch as section 2396, Revised Statutes,
713 The provision in the first proviso to
declares that in the disposal of the public
lands the official surveys are to govern,
section 2 of the act of June 25, 1926, for the
payment of costs of operation in making the
and that each section or subdivision thereof
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shall be held and considered as containing the
409
exact quantity shown on the plat -

Section 2449.
81. Section 2449, Revised Statutes, declaring
in terms all selection lists "perfectly null
and void "if the lands certified are not of
the character granted by the act upon which
the selection is based, is inoperative to restore
jurisdiction Iin the Land Department lost by
the approval of a certification of a tract of
land selected by the State of Nevada under
the grant of June 16, 1880, where the certifying
officers acted within the scope of their authority and upon a presentation of evidence
showing the land to be of the character
566
contemplated by the grant Section 2490.
See 10, s.pra.
82. Query: Does failure to select within the
time specified in' section 2490, Revised Stat317
utes, forfeit the grant-

Stock Driveway Withdrawal.
See

44, 48.
rHomestead,

Sulphur Lands.
1. Regulations of December 22, 1926, sul-'
phur prospecting permits and lesses in the
647
0
State of Louisiana. (Circular No. 1104) -

Supervisory Authority.
See Lease, 1; Oil and GasLands, 45, 46, 47, 72.

Sureties.
See Bonds; Coal Lands, 10.

Surface Rights.
See Coal Lands, 3, 13, 15; Hearing, 1; Hlomestead, 12, 13, 19,' 29; Indian Lands, 15; Miningt
Claim, 19; Oil and Gas Lands, 12, 14, i7, 27, 28;
Patent, 1, 9; Potash Lands, 3; Railfoad Grant,
6; Selection, i.

Survey.
See Boundaries, 1; Oil and Gas: Lands, 19;
Preference Right, 1-4; Public Lands, 1; Railroad Grant, 3; Scrip, 4; Selection, 2-4; Town
Site, 1.
1. Instructions of April 7, 1925, office of
surveyor general abolished; reorganization of
- ' 112
surveying service. (Circular No. 996)
2. Instructions of November 13, 1922, procedure in public survey offices. (Circular
279
-No. 1042)_
3. Instiuctions of July 31, 1926, survey of
homestead claims in Alaska; Circular No.
514
491, amended. (Circular No. 1087).-4. Instructions of November 18, 1926, sur-,
vey of unsurveyed lands applied for under the
leasing act. (Circular No. 1102). -630
5. Lands omitted from the original surveys,
through error in running the meander lines of
lakes. or other bodies of water, to which claims
of ownership are predicated hupon titles de-
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rived under patents issued in conformity
with the original surveys, are not such vacant,
unappropriated lands as to be subject to
general disposition under the public land laws
prior to the determination of the claims aria7
ing under theold titles-t
6. Where a tract of land had been officially
surveyed and the, Government had patented:
all the lands returned by the surveyor, the
Land Department is without authority to
order a corrective survey notwithstanding the
tract actually contains an area greatly in excess of the amount returned -322
I7. A deficiency in acreage caused by alleged
gross inaccuracies in the surveys is not a
ground for adjustment of a State grant, inasmuch as section 2396, Revised Statutes,
declares that in the disposal of the public
lands the official surveys are to govern, and
that each section or subdivision thereof shall
be held and considered as containing the exact
409quantity shown on the plat -.8. The official return of a surveyor general
is entitled to have accorded to it the force of
433
a deposition-9. Within the contemplation of the act of
August 22, 1912, granting to the State of Wisconsin certain islands therein, lands are unsurveyed until the survey thereof shall have
been approved by the Commissioner of the
481
General Land Office-

Swamp Land.
See .Mineral Lands, 2, 3; Patent, 15.
1. Instructions of April 1, 1925, Minnesota
drainage laws; procedure after expiration of
period of redemption; Cireulars Nos. 470 and
83
969, amended. (Circular No. 989.) 2. The acts of March 2, 1849, and September 28,1850, which granted to the Statesnamed
therein'the swamp and overflowed lands, rendered unfit for cultivation, did not exclude
from those grants, lands 'valuable for their
291
mineral deposits 3. Section 2490, Revised Statutes, repealed
and superseded -the act of March 12, 1860,
which extended the swamp-land grant to the
States' of Minnesota and Oregon, except as to
rights 'which accrued under the prior .law,
and the omission in that section of the word
"reserved" used in the proviso to section 1
of the act has the effect of precluding reserva316
tions in derogation of the swamp grant 4. Mineral lands in the State of Minnesota
have never been subject to the operation of
the mining laws and inasmuch as the act of
March 12, 1860, which extended the swampland grant to that State, contained no reservation of minerals, mineral lands were not ex316
cepted from the grant 2. The reservation of mineral lands in the
Oregon donation acts of September 27, 1850,
and February 14, 1853, was in effect such a
reservation of lands of that character as to
bring them within the class of lands "re-

iIN])EXr
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served" and exceptedfrom the operation of the
swamp-land grant to that State by the provise to section 1 of the act of March 12, 1860-- 316
6. Query: Does failure to -select within.
the time specified in section 2490, Revised
Statutes, forfeit the grant -317

Tax Deed.
See Color of Title, 1.

-

Tax Title.

.

'-

Taxation.

See Reindeer, 1, 2; Town Site, I. -.
1. Incomes derived by unallotted tribal
Indians, residing upon a Ireservation set apart
for their benefit, from sources almost ttirely,'
if not'exclusively, within such reservations,are not subject to a-Federal inscome tax under
existing laws --326
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See Fire Killed Timber, I; Homesteadi0; i0
Indian Lands,,24; Natienal Forests, 1,,2; Tim-.
.er, 1; Timber and Stone, 4 . -

Town Site.'
See Oaths, 3.

*See Timber and Stone, 4.

;. \

: 0

Timber Lands.

Tanbark.

Seelication, 3.

0

-

:

:

:

Instructions of July 20, 1926, survey aand: disposition of Indian .possessions-:in
- trustee town sites, Alaska.
(Circular No.
1082)9
_
501
2. Under the ,authority imposed in him by
section 11 of the act 66, March .3,. 199, to
- dispose of town lots in. Alaska, a town-site
trustee is empowered to designate a United
States Commissioner to conduct hearings in
- controversies involving conflicting- claims-.to
lots under that act 126

Trade and Manufacturing Site.'
See Surve2y, 3.

-

- -

1. Section 10 of the act of May, 14,18980,
tlimits the right to purchase a tract of land
.
Territories.
in the Territory of Alaska for a trade and ;: :See Stoles afnd Territories. ;-.fiS
-04.~
;imanufacturing site to land actually oecupied
and usedfor such purpose, and an application
Timber. - - :
- for a prospective businessilste is not within See Fire Killed Timber, 1; NeteneF:rests
- the contemplation of the act..194 1, 2; Oil and Gas Lands, 14-16 46 75 Private
:Cleim1.
R
:
-Transfer.
, :,>,1.
Regulations of February 27,1926 sale and
See Homestead, 58, 60; )?epayment, 2;
removal of pine timber on Ohippewi Zudian
Timber and Stone, 4; Town Site, L
. -, lands, Minnesta. (Cirbular No. 1052.) .
338

Timber and Stone.

.

-

:-

.-

Transferee.

-

-Se Homestead, 50; Oaths, 2; Patent10, 11.
1. RegulationsWof February 21, 1926; timber'
and stone. (Circular No. 851, revised.)365
2. Where an: applicant under the timber
and stone law dies after the filing of an allow- '
able application thereunder, his heirs will he
permitted to make proof and payment:268
.3Theregulations of -September 20, 1922,
which changed the prior existing regulations
by requiring that an appraisal be made before
an application to purchase under the timber \ : ' and stone act can be completed, became operative as to applications then. pending for un-:
appraised lands, filed lessIthan nine months prior to that date, and applicants under *such
applications acquired no vested rights that
would defeat withdrawal of the lands at.any
time prior to their appraisal302
4. The value of growing timber for tanbark
and fence posts may be taken inte account in
determining -whether landie valuable chiefly
for timber within the meaning of the:limber
and stone act-'-'
395
Timber Cuttig. - . -:
See Indian Lands, 24; Oil and Gas Lands,
14-16, 46, 75;.Timber, 1.
- 1. Regnlations -of-January 1j, 1926, free::
use of timber by oil and gas permittees and lessees. (Circular No. 1048)
- 311
2. Regulations of August 27,,1929, expor-.
tatien of timber fr-m public lands in Alaska.
(Circular No. 1092)
-537

40210-25-voL

51

44

-

- -

'

Sce Homestead, 30; Indian ILands, 2-4;
Patent, 12, 13.
1. The transferee of an entryman of Fort Peck Indian lands is entitled, under .,the.-,
;act of June 15, 1926, to the sam- benefits as to extension of time within which to, complete payments as that act and the prior act
of March 4,-f1215, accord to the entryman..
himself -523

Trustee.

'

See Town Site, 2.

-

;

United Sta'tes Commissioner.
-

See Oaths, 2; Town,'Site, 2.

Unsu-veyed Lands.

,

-

-

See Survey.

,Valentine Scrip.See Script.

,

Vested Rights.

-

-

-

See 6Carey Act, :1; IForestLien Selection, 2, 5 6; Homestead, 23; Indian Lands,'-14; Scriptf :4; Timber and Stone, 3; Water 5ight,3
''
-

Wagon Road Lands.
See Oregon -and California -Railroad Lands.

Waiver.

-

'

See Applicatien, 1, 2, Oil and Gas Laands,
17, 21; Potent, 2, 7; Potash Lands 2.

690
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Water Exploration Permit.
l. The tsegregation of land during the lifetime of a-permit to drill or explore for water
issued pursuant to theoact of October 22, 1959,
is not a withdrawal thereof within the meaning of the public resolutions granting prefer-:
ence right of entry to those formerly in' the
military~or naval service of the United States:
during~the World War upon the restoration
to entry of public lands theretofore withdrawn:
from entry_
48
2. Thelimit of time for the performance of
the conditions imposed by the act of October
22,t919; as amended by the act of-September
22, 1922; under a water explorationd permit, is
nmandatoirily fixed byXatut6 and mun hot be
402
furter extendedbytheLand Department
-"3.- Land included in a water-exploration.
permit under the act of October 22, 191% hut:
:
not selected for' patent by the perrsittee,
becomes subject to entry under section 2289,
Revised Statutes, on the date that the acceptance of the final proof is noted on the records
of thelocal office :
471
4. Land embraced within a water expiorationipermit under the act of October 22, 1919,
is segregated as effectually as though'it were
included in ayvalid entry-471

Water Holes.
t lInstructions of May 25, 1926, ainending
all prior instructions relating to selections,
filingsor.entries of lands containing springs or
*water holes. (Circular No. 1066) - -_
457

Water Reserve.
1. Regulations of August 27, 1925, use of
land 'withdrawi as public* water reserves.
(Circular No. 1028)-186

Widow; i'eirs7' Devisee.
See Hniseesfead,16; 'Setllls,

8

Water Right.
See Federal Power Commission, 1; Heate- 'stead, 34, 41; Indian Lands, 1;. Reclamatisn,
2; Repayment, 6; Riigteof Way, 4; States and
Territories, 3:1. Instructions of. . December. 14,; 1925,
Federal Water Power Act; Circular No. 729,
307
amended. (Circular No. 1044)12. By the enactment of the Federal Water
PowerWAct, Congress contemplated that all',
of the waters on the public or re'served lands:
of the United States which are or may become::
available for the generation of powershould
be reserved and set apart under such conditions as to result in the greatest publicgood;,
without regard as to their location within;
particular territorial limits-53
3. The protection accordedby section'2339,
Revised Statutes, to one who had acquired a
vested right to the use of water appropriated
under local laws and customs does not in itself
permit him to assert such' poscesion and
occupancy of lainds outside of the subdivision

-

2.

Withdrawal.
Sae' Coal Lands, 2-5; Cectestant, 3;' Desert
Land, 6; Forest Lieu Selection, 7; Federal ;:
zWaler
Power Act, 1; Geological Suervey, 1;
Homestead, 19, 45, 46, 48, 51;' Nalinai Forests,
1; Oil and Gas Lands, 18, 19, 44; Preference'
Rlght, 6; Recreation Lands, 1;: Reservation, 1;
:
Right of Way, 9; Scrip, 4; Selection, 2-4; Timcaer
and Stone,';
3Water Exploration Permit, 1;:
Water.Holes,1;:Watfer eserve,1.
h
1. A permanent withdrawal which includes
certain lands, and omits pothers embraced
within a prior temporary withdrawal does not,
unless so expressly provided, effect the resto-:
ration of the omitted lands, but, they still
remain subject to the teniperary withdrawal,
reserved from selection or entry, until regmlarly restored
168
22 Unless otherwise specified, the date .of
issuance, not the date of' its. promulgation,
marks the commencement of the effective
operation of an Executive order
161
tlesseotherwise
n3.
specified the date of issuance, not the date of its promulgation,
marks the commencement 'of 'the effective
operation of ad Executive order303
4. The'inclusion:of land withinsa petroleum.
reserve after its classification as coal does not
abrogatej annul, or in any manner impeach
the priorcoal classification
436
' 'of
tWitnesses.,;;;

Water Power Project.
See Federal Power Cosmmissioni 1.

Page
upon which the water and the improvements
necessarily used in connection therewith are
solely-located as to defeat the right of another'
to initiate title' thereto under the homestead
laws&. A' 'r' '-'
126

0

;

-0ok

l. Instructions of June 25, 1926, fees of witnesses in public land hearings. (Circular No.:
1075)- ..
.=
.
484

'Words and Phrases.
1. For construction of the term "cut-over
landsi " as used in connection.with the Oregon
and California.Railroad~and the Coos'Bay
Wagon Road grant lands, see ---'-'----634
:2 For construction of the words "offzcerso-,
soldiers, sailors, andsmarines," as used in the
act of January 21, 1922, see-634
3. The term "'actualresidence" as used in
the homestead laws means personal presence
.and physical occupation of the land entered
to the exclusion of a home elsewhere 613
4. The word "after" in line 5,ssection 2;, of
the act of February 21, 1925, is meaningless,
was inadvertently retained in the process of
legislation and should~be ignored
329
0 6.
An application for a permit or lease by
Xtwoor more 'peroons jointly under the act of':
February 25,1920,*is prirnefecie'an application 0;
by: an "associatiosn" 'within' the meaning df
....
299
act
\section 27
: of
: that
. T~~
S
:
:-.
:'. D: it-:
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: The term'"coastal waters" as used in the
6.
Executive orders of December 8, 1924, and
July 3, 1925, which withdrew certain lands
and islands in the States of Alabama, Florida,
and Mississippi, embraces not merely the
waters that face the open sea, but the bays,
the passages, the inlets, and the sounds formed
by the islands that skirt the coast
462
7. The fact that the tide ebbs and flows in
a river is not sufficient of itself to warrant the
classifying of the river as "doatala waters"462
: . A monument upon which a notice of an
application for an oil and gas prospectingi permit is posted, erected upon a site which is
neither prominent nor open, nor convenient
of access, is not in a "conspicuous ;pface"
within the meaning of section 13 of the act of
February 25, 1920, and no preference right to
a permit can be initiated by such posting and
monumenting
340
9. The words "conspfcuous place" as used
in statutes requiring the posting of notices are
equivalent in meaning to open to view; catchJing the eye; easy to be seen; manifest; seen
at a distance; clearly visible; prominent and
distinct340
10. The term "final proof" as used in sections 4 and 5 of the stock-raising homestead
act contemplates a final proofmwhich is complete and entitles the entryman to a final
certificate and patent452
11. Landswhichcontain25,000feetormore,
of saw timber, or its equivalent, to each 40acre tract, are lands containing merchantable
timber within the meaning of the stock-raising
homestead act and should be excluded from
designation thereunder -395
12. For construction of the term " lands val-

16. By the terms of the leasing act of February 25, 1920, the rights of a "person" or an
"association" are coextensive with those of a
corporation299
17. The preference right granted by section
8 of the stock-raising homestead act'of December 29, 1916, is one of the: "preference rights
conferred by existing laws" expressly excepted
from the operation of the joint resolution of
February 14, 1920, as amended by the joint
resolution offIanuary 21, 1922, which granted;
preference right of entry to ex-service men of
the war with Germany 45
18. The word "'provided," as used in section
13 of the act of February 25, 1920, is to be construed as a conjunction, and when thus
construed; all preceding provisions in that
section not inconsistent with the later provisions thereof are applicable in so far as they
relate to pernits issued both for lands in the
United States and in Alaska -177
19. A rock crusher or pulverizer, not shown
to be connected with, or forming an essential
part of the instrumentalities, used in any
process of reductionis nota "rcductionworks"
within the meaning of the last clause of see-,
*tion 2337, Revised Statutes459
20. Porto Rico is not a Territory of the
United States withinmthe meaning of that term
as it is generally used by Congress in dealing
with the Territories -54
21. For construction of the term "timber,"
as used in the timber and stone acts, see366
22. In the sense of physical detachment the
term island is complete in itself without the.
additional word "unattached"; Query: Does
the word " snattachcd>as used in the act of
August 22, 1912, have reference to lands free
from adverse claim481
23. For construction of the term "unoccupied lands," as used in the timber and
stone acts, see=-3866- 24. For construction of the terus "unreserved and unappropriated lands," as used
in the timber and stone acts, see366
25. Within the contemplation of the act of
August 22; 1922, granting to the: State of '
Wisconsin certain islands therein, lands. are
cnsnrseyed until the surrey thereof shall have
been approved by the: Commissioner of the
General Land Office -481

:table chieflyfor timber, " as used in the timber

*

691 t;

and stone acts, see366
13. The value of growing timber for tanbark and fence posts may be taken into
account in determining whether land is dnluable chiefly; for timber within the meaning of
the timber and stone act
395
14. The term "lease" used in section 29 of
the leasing act of February 25, 1920, includes
prospecting permits issued under that act--- 166
15. For conseruction'of the termi "nonmineral lands," as used in the timber and
366
stone acts, see
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